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Atlanta

JBLMS Journal of Biblical Lherature Monograph Series
ICS Journal of Cuneifurm Studies, New Haven, Cambridge, Philadelphia, Balti-

more
JE Yahwist-Elohist source
JEOL laarbericht van het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Genootschap "Ex Oriente Lux,"

Leiden
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Jer.
JESHO

"TJS
JM

JMEOS
JMUOS
JNES
JNSL
JPOS
JQR
]SHRZ
JSJ
JSOT
JSOTSUp

"/ss
JTS
Jud
K
KAI

KAT
KBL

KD

KEHAT

KHC
KlPauly

KlSchr

Krinig

KTU

KUD
Kuhn

t(l).
Lane

I-4PO
Lat.
LD
Leslau,

Contributions
Lei
LexAg
LexHebAram

LexLingAeth

Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, London
Journal of Jewish Studies, London
P. Jotion and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. Subsidia biblica

l4ll-ll (Eng. trans. l99l)
Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and Oriental Society
Journal of the Manchester University and Oriental Society
Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages, Stellenbosch
Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society, Jerusalem
Jewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia
J iid i s c he S c hr ift e n au s he I I e n i s t i s c h - r dm i s c h e r Ze i t, Giter sloh
Journal for the Study of Judaism
Journal for the Study of the O\ Sheffield
Journal for the Srudy of the OT Supplement, Sheffield
Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester
Journal of Theological Studie s, Oxford
Judaica, Z,tich
Kethibh
H. Donner and W Rcillig, Kanaaniiische und aramciische Inschrifien, 3 vols.

(wiesbaden, 2 1966-69, 3 197 I -7 6)
Kommentar zum AT, ed. E. Sellin and J. Herrmann, Leipzig, Gi.itersloh

L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros
(Leiden, t1953, 21958, 31967-96)

C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the 04 l0 vols. (Eng. trans.,
repr. Grand Rapids, 1954)

Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum A\ ed. O. F. Fridelin (Leipzig,
t8t2-96)

Kurzer Hand-Commentar zum AT, ed. K. Marti, Freiburg/LeipziglTiibingen
Der Kleine Pauly. Lexikon der Antike, ed. K. Ziegler and W. Sontheimer, 5

vols. (Stuttgart, 1962-7 5)
Kleine Schriften (A. Alt [Munich, 1953-59, 31964]; O. Eissfeldt [Tiibingen,

1962-791; K. Elliger lThB 32 (1966)l; E. Meyer [Halle, l9l0-24])
E. Krinig, Hebriiisches und Aramtiisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, l9l0;

6'71937\

Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit, I, ed. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and

J. Sanmartin. AOAT 24 (19'76)
Kerygma und Dogma, Gtittingen
K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten (G6ttingen, 1960); Nachtriige,

RevQ 4 (1963-64) 163-234
line(s)
E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon,8 vols. (London, 1863-93, repr.

1968)
Littd ratures ancienne s du P roche -O rient, Paris
Latin
Lectio divina, Paris
W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contibutions to the Hebrew Lexicon

(Los Angeles, 1958)
Leioninu, Jerusalem
W. Helck and E. Otto, eds., Lexikon der Agyprolog,ie (Wiesbaden, 1975-)
F. Zorell, Lexicon hebraicum et aramaicum Veteris Testamer?ti (Rome, 1958,

repr. 1968)
A. Dillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae (Leipzig, 1865)



xvlll Abbreviations

lzxSyr C. Brockelmann, Lexicon syriacum (Halle, 1928, 21968)

Lisowsky G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz zum hebrtiischen AI (Stuttgart, 1958, 21966)

lit. literally
Lohse E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971)

LOT Z. Ben flayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic
Amongst the Samaritans (Jerusalem, 1957)

LSJ H. G. Liddell, R. Scott, and H. S. Jones, A Greek-English Lcxicon (Oxford,
e1940)

ZSSr lzipziger semitische Studien
LT\K Lexikon fiir Theologie und Kirche, ed. M. Buchberger, l0 vols. (Freiburg,

1930-38); ed. J. Htifer and K. Rahner, l0 vols. and 3 sups (1957-68,
31966-68)

LUA Lunds Ilniversitets Arsskrifi
LXX Septuagint (LXXA, Codex Alexandrinus; LXXB, Codex Vaticanus; LXXo',

Origen; LXXL, Lucianic recension; LXXvo, Aldine ed.; T X{stul, 6o6"*
Sinaiticus, correctors l, 2, etc.)

Mand. Mandaic
Mandelkern S. Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti Concordantiae (Tel Aviv, l97l)
MAOG MitteilungenderAlnrtentlistischenGesellschaft,l*ipzig
masc. masculine
MdD E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary (Oxford, 1963)
MDOG MitteilungenderdeutschenOrientgesellschaft,Berlin
MEOL MededelingenenVerhandelingenvanhetVooraziatisch-Egyptisch

Genootschap "Ex Oriente Lux," Leiden
Meyer R. Meyer, Hebrdische Grammatik, 4 vols. (Berlin,3l966-72)
mg. margin
MGKK Monatsschrift filr Gottesdienst und kirchliche Kunst
MGWJ Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentunrs, Breslau
Michel D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebriiischen Syntax, I (Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1977)
Midr. Midrash
MIO Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Orientforschung, Berlin
Mish. Mishnah
Moab. Moabite
MRS Mission de Ras Shamra, Paris
ms(s). manuscript(s)
MSL Materialen zum sumerischen Lexikon, Rome
Miist Miinsterschwarzacher Studien
MT Masoretic Text
MTS Miinchener theologische Studien, Munich
Mur Wadi Murabba'at text(s)
Mus Musion, Louvain
MUSJ Mdlanges de l'Universiti St.-Joseph, Beirut
MVAG Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatisch-Agyptischen Gesellschafi, Berlin, Leipzig
n(n). note(s)
N, Ntn passive, reflexive stem
Nabat. Nabatean
NBL Neues Bibel-lzxikon, ed. M. Gcirg (Zurich, l99l)
NBSS T. Ndldeke, Neue Beitrrige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg,

l9l0)
NCBC New Century Bible Commentary, Grand Rapids and London
NEB Die Neue Echter-Bibel, Wiirzburg
NedTT Nederlands theologisch Tijdschrifi, Wageningen



Abbreviations xtx

NESE

NGTT
NICOT
no(s).
NovTSup
NRSV
NRT
NSS

NT
NTOA
NTT
OAC
obj.
oBo
OBT
obv.
OIP
OL
olA
OLP
otz
Or
OrAnt
OrS
OSA
OT
OTL
OTS
OTWSA
p(p).
P

PAAJR
Palmyr.
Pap.
par.
pass.

PEQ
Pes.
Pesh.
pf.
Phil.-hist. Kl.
Phoen.
PJ
pl(s).
pl.
PLO
PN
PNPI
PNU
POS

R. Degen, W. W. Mtiller, and W. Rdllig, Neue Ephemeris fiir Semitische
Epigraphik, 1972-78

N e de rduit s e ge refo rme e rde t e o lo g i e s e ty ds kr if, Capetown
New International Commentary on the OT, Grand Rapids
number(s)
Novum Tbstamentum Supplements, Leiden
New Revised Standard Version (New York, 1989)
Nouvelle revue thiologique, Louvain, Paris
J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen (21894, repr.

Hildesheim, 1967)
New Testament, Neues Testament, etc.
Novum Testamentum et Orbis Antiquus, Fribourg, etc.
Norsk teologisk Tidsskrift, Oslo
Orientis antiqui collectio, Rome
object
Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, Gtittingen
Overtures to Biblical Theology, Philadelphia, Minneapolis
obverse of a papyrus or tablet
Oriental Institute Publications, Chicago
Old Latin (OLs, Fragmenta Sangallensia Prophetarum)
Orientalia lovaniensia analecta, Louvain
Orientalia lovaniensa periodica, Louvain
O rientalistis che Lite raturze itung, Leipzig, Berlin
Orientalia, Rome
Oriens antiquus, Rome
O rientalia Sue cana, Uppsala
Old South Arabic
Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.
Old Te stament Lib rary, Philadelphia, Louisville
Oudtestamentische Studian, Leiden
Ou te stamentiese werkgemeenskap in Suid-Afrikn, Pretoria
page(s)
Priestly source (PG, Priestly Grundschrifi ["basic material"]; Ps, secondary

Priestly source)
Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, Philadelphia
Palmyrene
Papyrus
paralleUand parallel passages
passive
Palestine Exploration Quarterly, London
Pesiqta
Peshitta
perfect(ive)
Philosophische-historische Klasse
Phoenician
Pa I ii s t i naj ah r b u c h, B erlin
plate(s)
plural
Porta linguarum orientalium, Wiesbaden
personal name
J. K. Stark, Personal Names in Palmyrene Inscriptions (Oxford, l97l)
F. Grondiihl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit. StPohl I (1967)
Pretoria Oriental .Series, Leiden



xx Abbreviations

POT De Prediking van het OI Nijkerk
prep(s). preposition(s)
PRU k Palais royal d'Ugarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer and J. Nougayrol. MRS
ptcp. participle
PTMS Pittsburgh Theological Monograph Series
Pun. Punic
PW A. Pauly and G. Wissowa, Real-Encyclopridie der classischen

Altertumswissenschaft,6 vols. (Stuttgart, 1839-52); Sup, ll vols. (1903-
56); ser. 2, l0 vols. (1914-48)

Pyr K. Sethe, Die alttigyptischen Pyramidentexte, 4 vols. (Leipzig, 1908-22)

a Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)

O Qere
Qad Qadmoniot, Jerusalem

QD Quaestiones disputatae, Florence
QuadSem Quaderni di semitistica, Florence
r. reverse (side of a tablet, coin, etc.)
R Redactor (RD, Deuteronomistic; R! Priestly; RJ, Yahwist; RH, Holiness

Code)
RA Revue d'assyriologie et d'arch4ologie orientale, Paris
Rab. Rabbah (midrashic commentary)
RAC Reallexil<on filr Antike und Christentum, ed. T. Klauser (Stuttgart, 1950-)
Rahlfs A. Rahlfs, ed., Septuagin d (Stuttgart, 1935)
MI Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, Paris
RIR H. Bonnet, Reallexikon der iigyptischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin, 1952,

21971)

RB Revue biblique, Paris
RBL Reclams Bibellexiktn, ed. K. Koch et al. (Stuttgart, 41987)

RE Real-Encyklopcidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed. A. Hauck,
24 vols. (Leipzig, 31896-1913)

REJ Revue des 4tudes juives, Paris
repr. reprint, reprinted
RES Ripertoire d'ipigraphie sdmitique (Paris, 1900-) (with number of text)
rev. revised, revision
RevQ Revue de Qumrdn,Pais
RGG Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Tiibingen, 21927-31, ed.

H. Gunkel and L. Zscharnack, 5 vols.; 31957-65, ed. K. Galting, 6 vols.)
RHB A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebrtiischen Bibel (l*ipzig, 1908tr)
RHPR Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris
RivB Rivista biblica, Rome, Brescia, etc.
Rl-A, Reallexikon der Assyriologie, ed. E. Ebeling and B. Meissner (Berlin, 1932-)
RM Die Religion der Menschheit, Stuttgart
RS Ras Shamra text
RSF Revista di studi fenici
RSO Rivista degli studi orientali, Rome
RSP Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible, ed.

L. R. Fisher et al., I, AnOr 49 (1972); ll, AnOr 50 (1975); lll, AnOr 5l
( l98l )

RSPT Revue des sciences philosophiques et thdobgiques, Paris
RSR Recherches de science religieuse, Pais
RST Regensburger Studien zur Theologie
Ryckmans G. Ryckmans, l*s noms propres sud-sdmitiques, 3 vols. (Leiden, 1934-35)
S superscription (to Psalms)
Sab. Sabaic



Abbreviations

Saf.
SAHG

Sam.
SANT
SAOC
SAT

SB
SBAB
SBB
SBFL.4
SBL
SBLDS
SBLMS
sBtsas
SBM
sBs
SBT
ScrHier
SEA
SEL
Sem.
Sem
Seux
sg.
SGV
SJIA
SJT
SNUAO
Soq.
SR
ss
ssAw

ssN
st.
sr
st.-8.

StBib
STDJ
StOr
StPohl
ss
subj.
subst.
suf.
Sum.
sup
s.v.
SW
SWBA

Safaitic
A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und

Gebeten (Zurich, 1953)
Samaritan
Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testament, Munich
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, Chicago
Die Schriften des ATs in Auswahl, ed. H. Gunkel and H. Gressmann, 7 vols,

(Giittin gen, 2 I 920 -22)
Sources bibliques, Paris
St utt gart e r bib I i s che Aufsatzbdnde
Stutt g,arte r hiblische B e itriige
Studii biblici franciscani liber annus, Jerusalem
Society of Biblical Literature
SBL Dissertation Series, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
SBL Monograph Series, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
SBL Sources for Biblical,Srrdy, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
St utt gart e r bibli s che M ono g raphie n
Stutt garte r Bibel- Studien
Studies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville
Scripta hierosolymitana, Jerusalem
Svensk exegetisk Aarsbok, Lund
Studi epigraphici e linguistici, Rome, Verona
Semitic
Semitica, Pais
J. M. Seux, Epithites royales akkadiens et sumiriennes (Paris, 1967)

singular
Sammlung g emeinv e rstrindliche r Vortriige und S chrift en, Ttibingen
Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity, Leiden
Scottish Journal of Theology, Edinburgh
Skrifter utgitt av der norske videnskaps-akademi i Oslo
Soqo[ri
Studies in Religionl Science s reli gieuses, Toronto
Studi semiici, Rome
Sitzungsberichte der Srichsischen Akademie der Wissenschafien zu Leipzig,

Phil.-hist. Kl.
Studia semitica neerlandica, Assen
status, state
Studia theologica, Lwd, Arhus, Riga
H. L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT aus Talmud und

Midrasch, 6 vols. (Munich, 1922-61)
Studia biblica. Leiden
Studies on the Tbxts of the Desert of Judah, Leiden, Grand Rapids
Studia orientalia, Helsinki
Studia Pohl, Rome
Studi Semitici, Rome
subject
substantive. substantival
suffix
Sumerian
Supplement(s) (to)
sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)
Supplements to W, Leiden
Social World of Biblical Antiquity, Sheffield



Abbreviations

Synt C. Brockelmann, Hebriiische Synrax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1956)
Syr. Syriac
Slr Syria. Revue d'art oriental et d'arch6ologie, Paris
T. Testament
TADAE Tbxtbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt, ed. B. Porten and

A. Yardeni,4 vols. (Jerusalem, 1986-99)
TBT The Bible Today, Collegeville, Minn.
TCL Textes cuniifurmes du lnuvre
TDNT Theological Dictionary of the NT, ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, 9 vols. plus

index vol. (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids,l9U-76)
TDOT Theological Dictionary of the OT, ed. G. J. Botterweck, H. Ringgren, and

H.-J. Fabry (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids,1974-)
Tg(s). Targum(s); Frag. Tg., Fragmentary Targum; Pal. Tg., Palestinian Targum; Tg.

Jon., Targum Jonathan from Codex Reuchlinianus; Tg. Neof., Targum
Neofiti; Tg. Onq., Targum Onqelos; Tg. Ps.-J., Targum Pseudo-Jonathan

TGI K. Galling, Textbuch zur Geschichte lsraels (Tiibingen, 1950,21968,11979)
ThArb Theologische Arbeiten, Berlin
Tham. Thamudic
ThAT Theologie des ATs
ThB Theologische Biicherei, Munich
ThS Theologische Studien, Zuich
ThV Theologische Versuche, Berlin
Tigr. Tigrifla
TLOT Theological Lexicon of the O\ ed. E. Jenni and C. Westermann, 3 vols.

(Eng. trans., Peabody, Mass., 1997)
TIZ Theologische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin
TM Tell Mardikh-Ebla tablets
TO A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, Textes ougaritiques. I. Mythes et

l€gendes. IAPO,2 vols. (1974-89)
TOB Traduction oecum6nique de la Bible (Paris, 1983)
Tomback R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Lexicon of the Phoenician and Punic Lan-

guages. SBLDS 32 (1978)
Tos. Tosephta
trans. translation, translated by; or, transitive
TRE Theologische Realenzyklopiidie, ed. G. Krause, G. Mtiller, and H. R. Balz,22

vols. (Berlin, 1977-92)
TRev Theologische Revrze, Miinster
TRu Theologische Rundschau, Tiibingen
fSK Theologische Studien und Kritiken, Hamburg, Gotha, tripzig
ISS/ J. C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions,3 vols. (Oxford,

1975-82)
TTK Tidsskrift for teologi og kirke, Oslo
TTS Trierer theologische Studien
TTZ Trierer theologische Zeitschrifi
TUAT Texte aus der Umwelt des ATs, Giitersloh
TynB Tyndale Bulletin, London
TZ Theologische Zeitschrift, Basel
UBL Ugaritisch-biblische Literatu,! Miinster
UCOP University of Cambridge Oriental Publications
UF UgaritForschungen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugar. Ugaritic
Univ. University
Apt M. Noth, Abertieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch (Stuttgart, 1948)



Abbreviations

Urk. Urkunden des cigyptischen Altertums, ed. G. Steindorff (Leipzig, Berlin,
1903_)

UT C. H. Gordon, tJgaritic Textbook. AnOr 38 (1965,21967)
UUA Uppsala universitets drsskrifi
v(v). verse(s)
VAB VorderasiatischeBibliothek,7vols.(Leipzig, 1907-16)
VAT Tablets in the Collection of the Staatlich Museen, Berlin
vb. verb
VD Verbum domini, Rome
VG C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen

Sprachen,2 vols. (1908-13, repr. Hildesheim, l96l)
Vg. Vulgate
W Vetus kstamentum, Leiden
Wagner M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und Srammatikolischen Aramaismen im

altte stamentlichen Hebriiisch. BZAW 96 ( I 966)
WbAS A. Erman and H. Grapow, Wdrterbuch der iigyptischen Sprache, 6 vols.

(Leipzig, 1926-31, repr. 1963)
WBC Word Biblical Commentary, Waco, Dallas, Nashville
WbMyth Wtinerbuch der Mythologie, ed. H. W. Haussig (Stungart, 1965-)
WTigr E. Littmann and M. Htifner., Wdrterbuch der Tigre Sprache (Wiesbaden, 1962)
WdF Wege der Forschung, Darmstadt
Wehr H. Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, ed. J. M. Cowan (Ithaca,

1961, 3197 1, 41979)

Whitaker R. E. Whitaker, A Concordance of the Ugaritic Language (Cambridge,
Mass., 1972)

WMANT Wissenschafiliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament,
Neukirchen-Vluyn

WO Die Welt des Orients, Giittingen
WTM J. Levy, Wdrterbuch iiber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 4 vols- (l-nipzig,

21924, repr. 1963)
WuD Wort und Dienst, Bielefeld
WUS J. Aistleitner, Wdrterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache. BSAI{4 Phil.-hist. Kl.

to6l3 (1963,41974)
WZ Halle Wissenschnfiliche Zeitschrifi der Martin-Luther-Universitiit Halle-Wttenberg,

Halle
WZKM Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes
YOS Yale Oriental Series, Babylonian Texts

7A, 7*itschrifi fiir Assyriologie, Leipzig, Berlin
7AH Zeitschrift fiir Althebriiistik
?AS Zeitschrift fiir iigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde, l*ipzig, Berlin
7AW Ttitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschafi, Giessen, Berlin
ZB Ziircher Bibel
ZBK Ziircher Bibelkommentare, Zuich, Stuttgart
ZDMG fuilschrifiderDeutschenMorg,enldndischenGesellschafi,Leipzig,

Wiesbaden
ZDPV Ttitschrifi des Deutschen Paliistina-Vereins, l*ipzig, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden
Ziegler J. Ziegler, ed., Septuaginta (Giittingen, l93l-)
ZNW Zeitschrifi fiir neutestamentliche Wissenschal, Giessen, Berlin
ZTK Zeitschrifi fi)r Theologie und Kirche, Tiibingen
-+ cross-reference within this Dictionary
< derived from
> whence derived, to
* theoretical form
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Yu)'1 rdla'

yqJ rdia'; eV7 rdid'; eV.-t reia'; it\li] rii'd

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. The Verb. Ill. rdld': l. Pentateuch;

2. Deuteronomistic History and Chronicler's History; 3. Prophets;4. Psalms;5. hoverbs;6. Job:

7. Ecclesiastes . lY. reia' and riY'd. V. 1. LXX; 2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The two Hebrew terms rdla', "be guilty," and rdid', "guilty, wicked
person,"l are related to Akk. relhm, "inconsiderate, thoughtleSs";2 grrr. r.l';3 5r..
r".ia', "behave criminally" (similarly also Christian Palestinian Aramaic; cf. Jewish
Aram. raiit'd', "wicked person"); Eth. ras'a, "forget, commit art error";4 and Arab.
rasa'a, "have eyelids stuck together, limp members," as well as rasi'a, "be sick (eye)."

Although the semantic development is not entirely clear, one can probably presuppose

a basic meaning of "not be in order, not fulfill the anticipated function," from which the

various specialized meanings then developed. The forensic meaning is peculiar to He-
brew, where the term is also characteizedby polarity with the term -) lll ;dq/;addiq.

ra-ia'. R. Bergmeier, "Zum AusdruckDryt||'l t1I9 in Ps 1, Hi 10,9;21,18 und 22,18: AW79
(1967) 229-32; O. Biichli, Israel und die Vt;lker ATANT 4l (1962), esp. 55-56; H. J. Boecker,
Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (21970); T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of
Rich and Poor in the Wisdom Literature of Hebrew and Accadian," OrAnt 3 (1964) 27-41;K.H.
Fahlgren, "Die Gegensiitze von sedaqa im AI," in K. Koch, ed., Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung
in Religion und Recht des AT. WdF 125 (1972), 87-129; H. Goeke, "Das Menschenbild der
individuellen Klagelieder. Ein Beitrag zur alttestamentlichen Anthropologie" (diss., Bonn,
l97l), esp. 43-44;P. Hugger, Jahwe, meine Zuflucht. Miinsterschwarzacher Studien 13 (1971),
esp. 213-21; R. Kassiihlke, "Some Words of Special Religious Importance in OT Poetry," BI30
(1979) 443-45; O. Keel, Feinde und Gottesleugner Studien zum Image der Widersacher in den
Individualpsalmen. SBM 7 (1969), esp. 109-31; A. Kuschke, "Arm und reich im AI mit beson-
derer Beriicksichtigung der nachexilischenZnitl' 7AW 57 (1939) 3l-57, esp. 44-57; C. van

Leeuwen, "9ol r.f' to be impious/guilty," TLOT, IIl, 126l-62; G. Many, "Der Rechtsstreit mit
Gou (RIB) im Hiobbuch" (diss., Munich, 1970), esp. 136-43 (published in Sangm6lima, Camer-
oon, l97l); J. Pedersen, ILC, l-fi, esp. 418-19, 448; W. S. Prinsloo, "Psalm I, die qaddiqim en
die f5a'im," NGTT 22 ( l98l ) 80-90; K. H. Richards, 'A Form- and Traditio-Historical Study of
iflfl" (diss., Claremont, 1970); S. N. Rosenbaum, "The Concept Antagonist' in Hebrew
Psalmography: A Semantic Field Study" (diss., Brandeis, 1974); L. Rost, "Erwiigungen zu
Sacharjas 7. Nachtgesicht: 7AW 58 (1940/41) 223-38 = idem, Das kleine Credo und andere
Studien zum AT (Heidelberg, 1965), 70-76; H. Schmid, "'Gottlose' und Gottlosigkeit im Af,"
Jud33 (1977\75-85,127-35; R. B. Y. Scott, "Wise and Foolish, Righteous and Wicked," Studies
in the Religion of Ancient Israel. SW 23 (1972), 146-65; U. Skladny, Die iiltesten Spruch-
sammlungen in Israel (Giittingen, 1962).

l. See HAL, lll,1294-96.
2. AHw,II, 996.
3. Attested only in Ras Ibn Hani 78120,1. 6, par. with [t', "wound [oneselfl" or a similar

meaning; cf. J. C. de Moor, 'An Incantation against Evil Spirits," UF 12 (1980) 429;Y. Avishur,
"The Ghost-Expelling Incantation from Ugarit," UF 13 (1981) 15.

4. lzxLingAeth,2SO.
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2. Occurrences. The verb occurs in the OT 10 times in the qal and 25 times in the

hiphil. Substantive-related constructions include raia', "guilty, wicked, impious," of-
ten as the subst. "wicked person" (263 times), reia, "wrong, offense" (30 times), riJZ,
"offense, guilt" (14 times), and miria'a7 "wickedness" (once).

II. The Verb. The forensic meaning comes to expression most clearly in the verb.

Dt.25:l inculcates the universal principle that in a legal disputes one should acquit
(.sdq hiphil) the innocent (the "righteous," saddiq) and condemn (r.i'hiphil) the guilty

Odta') (similarly Prov. 17:15; cf. 18:5). Ex.22:S(Eng.9) addresses the special case in
which someone is accused of theft; both accuser and accused come before God, and

whomever God declares guilty (r,f'hiphil) is to restore what has been lost. Solomon's
prayer of dedication for the temple presupposes something similar in its assertion that
when such a matter is brought before God, God is to condemn the guilty (rJ'hiphil +
rdld') and vindicate the innocent (sdqhiphil + saddtq; 1 K. 8:32; the par. 2 Ch.6:23
uses lr.dii! ldrdid'). A passage in the third Servant Song also resonates with this foren-

sic sense when the Servant says, among other things, that "he who vindicates me

(mapdtq) is near. Who will contend (rtU with me? . . . It is the Lord Yahweh who helps

me; who will declare me guilty (r,i'hiphil)?" (Isa. 50:8-9).
Similar expressions occur in the book of Job. Job knows that God will not hold him

innocent (nqh piel); although Job stands guilty as accused (ri' qal; Job 9:28-29), he

does entreat God, "Do not condemn me (hiphil)" (10:2). Eliphaz says that Job's own
words ("your own mouth") condemn him (15:6). Elihu accuses Job of condemning (r.f'
hiphil) him who is absolutely righteous (saddtq, i.e., God) (34:.17; cf. "who hates

miipd.f in v. 17a); cf. v.29:. "When he is quiet, who can condemn?" In his concluding
discourse Yahweh says to Job: "Will you even put me in the wrong (prr hiphil)? Will
you condemn me (r,i'hiphil) that you may be justified (qdq qal)?" (40:8). It is presump-

tuous to accuse God of wrong and to present oneself as righteous.
Although the text of Ps. 94:21 is probably corrupt, it is clearly concerned with those

who condemn (r.i'hiphil) the innocent (ndqi) and righteous (;addtq). Prov. 12:2 con-

trasts the way God shows favor (rdsbn) to the good person while condemning (r,f'
hiphil) the devious. The assertion in Ps. 37:33 is purely forensic, namely, that God will
not allow the righteous to be condemned in court.

The qal form, "be/become guilty," occurs, for example, in Job 10:7. God knows that

Jobisnotguilty(cf.'dwdnandbafia'linv.6).Theverbinvv. l4-l5alsoresonatesfo-
rensically in its assertion that if Job sins (hf ), God will not acquit him (nqh piel) of his

iniquity ('dwOnl "If I am wicked (r,I), woe to me! If I am righteous (;dq), | (still) can-

not lift up my head." Ps. 18:22(21) par.2 5.22:22 uses r,f'as the antithesis to "keeping
the ways of Yahweh." Eccl.7:16-17 paradoxically warns against the foolishness of be-

ing either excessively righteous (pdq) or excessively wicked (r,f). Is this an ironic ad-

monition in favor of moderation, or is it suggesting that there is no just world order?

In the series bafi'nfr henwinfi rdia'nfr in the exiles'confession of sins (l K. 8:47 par.

5. --r li't ri!.
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2 Ch. 6:37), the verbs describe the various aspects of sin (expanded by maradnfr and by
other verb forms in Dnl. 9:5). The same applies to Ps. 106:6, where rJ'hiphil assumes

the reflexive sense of "make oneself guilty." According to Job 34:12, God "will not do
wickedly" (r.I'hiphil), nor does he "pervert justice." According to Dnl. 12:10, the
reidim will continue to act wickedly (hiphil) while many are purified, nor will the
wicked understand, though the maiktltm will. Dnl. 11:32 speaks of the marit'A b"rt1,

"those who violate the covenant."

lll. rdid'. Rost suggests that in the OT rdid' refers primarily to those who "on the
basis of their deeds should expect to be declared guilty in court."6 Although this asser-

tion does indeed apply to most of the occurrences in prose texts, the examples in the
Psalms and Proverbs especially represent an expanded and simultaneously deeper
meaning. The best translation is "evildoer" or "wicked, godless person." Strikingly,
witnesses in narrative texts are rare, while the Psalms and wisdom literature attest an

extremely high number of occurrences.

l. Pentateuch. Most of the occurrences in the Pentateuch exhibit the forensic mean-
ing. Abraham protests that God intends to destroy both the righteous (saddiq) and the
wicked (rdia') in Sodom (Gen. 18:23,25[ter]). When Moses sees the two Israelites ar-
guing, he reprimands the raia', i.e., the one who did wrong (Ex. 2:13). The Covenant
Code forbids aiding a guilty person as a witness (Ex. 23:1) and warns against acquit-
ting the guilty (Ex. 23:7).Dathan and Abiram are called fidim because they rebelled
againstMoses(Nu. 16:26).Theguiltof murderispunishablebydeath(Nu.35:31).Dt.
25:1 confirms the principle that the guilty are to be condemned and the innocent ac-
quitted; v. 2 provides an example. Only in Ex.9:27 does the word possibly exhibit a

religio-ethical sense when Pharaoh acknowledges both himself and his people as rdid',
adding: "we have sinned (ftr)."

2. Deuteronomistic History and Chronicler's History. The term raid' is almost en-
tirely absent from the historical works. Among the 5 occurrences in the Dtr History
one is found in the Song of Hannah (l S. 2:9: the reiaim fall silent in the darkness; an-
tithesis to hdsiS), while I S. 24:14(13) cites a proverb asserting that "out of the wicked
comes forth wickedness." In I K. 8:32 (par.2 Ch. 6:23) Solomon entreats Yahweh to
condemn the reiaim. According to 2 S. 4:11, the reiaim (NRSV "wicked men") have
killed a righteous man (saddiq).

Apart from Solomon's prayer, the only occurence in the Chronicler's History is
2 Ch. l9:.2, where a prophet asks Jehoshaphat, "Should one help a rdid2" The parallel
question defines the rdid'as one who hates Yahweh.

3. Prophets. Although the term ra.ia'occurs with striking infrequency in prophetic
literature, a certain concentration does occur in three passages in Ezekiel, namely, in

6. Rost, 226.
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rhe two parallel passages Ezk. 3:18-19 and 33:8-9 as well as in l8:19-29. The first pas-

sages mention how the prophet's task is to warn the raia'lesthe die from his Zwdn (in-

cidentally, raia'occurs here adjectivally as well in the expression darkb hdreid'6).ln
the second instance, Ezekiel develops the notion that all are to be held accountable for
their deeds. The rdid'who turns away from his sins (lrf) observes God's statutes

(huqq6il, and does what is lawful and right will surely live rather than die (v. 2l). God

takes no pleasure in the death of the rdid', preferring rather that such a person turn

away from wicked ways and live (v. 23; cf . also 33: I l,14,l9).
The r"iaim in Ezk. 1:21 are foreigners (zd.r) who will plunder and desecrate Jerusa-

lem. The false prophetesses dishearten the righteous and encourage the wicked
(13:22), that is, they do exactly the opposite of what true prophets should do. Accord-

ing to 2l:8-9, the sword will wipe out everyone, the righteous and the r"iaim alike.

Of the I I occurrences in Isaiah, 3 are found in Deutero-Isaiah and 2 in Trito-Isaiah.

Isa. 3:ll recalls the wisdom tradition in its assertion that things will go badly for the

wicked, with their deeds surely falling back upon them, whereas things will go quite

differently for the righteous (v. 10). Isa. 5:23 invokes a cry of woe upon those who ac-

quit the guilty. According to I l:4, the future king will kill the raia'by condemning

him; because this passage portrays the king as a righteous judge, the term is probably

to be understood forensically. The proclamation against Babylon in l3:ll says that

Yahweh will punish (pqd) the world for its evil (rd'd) and the wicked for their iniquity
('awbn). It is worth noting that the passage goes on to speak of lhe g"'6n zAdtm, the

"pride of the arrogant," and the ga'owa1 'arisim, the "insolence of tyrants." Isa. 14:5

tells how Yahweh has broken the staff of the wicked and the scepter of rulers. The wis-

dom tradition resonates yet again in26:10, where the wicked do not learn righteous-

ness even when they are shown favor (cf. Prov. 9:7), prompting Yahweh to intervene in
judgment. Contextually it is worth noting how the wicked pervert justice and fail to see

Yahweh's majesty (sC'fril. Deurero-Isaiah finds that the r"iaim enjoy no idl6m (48:22),

a notion recurring with commentary in 57:20-21, which says that the wicked "are like

the tossing sea." According to 53:9, the grave of the Servant of God will be located

among the reiaim. Isa. 55:7 challenges the rdid'to forsake his way and return to

Yahweh that he might find mercy. Given the context, the addressees would be those

who do not believe that God can lead his people home from Babylon.

After the conspiracy against him, Jeremiah faces the problem of why the r"iaim
prosper, since, after all, Yahweh is righteous (12:l). According to 5:25-26, the people's

own iniquities (par. "sins") have disrupted the natural order (the seasons). Wicked

scoundrels walk about among the people and stalk others. According to25l31, Yahweh

indicts all nations, delivering the reiaim ("the guilty") over to the sword. ler.23:19 an-

nounces a storm that will burst upon the head of the wicked, namely, Yahweh's own

wrath (repeated in 30:23).
Mic. 6: l0 associates the reiaim with illegitimate profit. Hab. l:4 says that the rdid'

surrounds the righteous and perverts justice. Hab. l: l3 assures us that God cannot sim-

ply stand by and watch while the rdid' devours the righteous. Hab. 3:13 announces the

punishment of the r"iaim. Although the text of Zeph. l:3 is uncertain, it is in any case

concerned with the destruction of the wicked. Mal. 3: l8 almost provides a definition in
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its assertion that the righteous serves ('dbad) God, while the rdid'does not; v.2l pre-
dicts that the r"idim will be trampled.

4. Psalms. The Psalms mention the reiaim 82 times, generally as adversaries of the
"righteous" (;addtqtm), sometimes as giytm (foreign nations, 9:6,18[5,17]), and often
parallel with enemies ('6y"pim,3:8[7]; l7:9:55:4131), workers of evil (pd'ab 'dwen,

28:3; 92:8[7] ; l0l :8; 141 :9- l0), evildoers (mereim, 26:5: 37 :9-10), ruthless persons
(l.t6me;, 7l:4; 'aheb hdmds, ll:5; ?,i fi'rndsim, 140:5[4]), transgressors Qtdi"im,
37:38), liars (ddlerA kfrzab, 58:413); cf. 109:2), etc. They are characterizedby pride and
:urogirnce (g'h,94:2-3; hdl"ltm,73:3;75:5141). Ps. 1:1,5, and 104:35 call them "sin-
ners," l:l also "scoffers" (16;tm). They are friends who have proven to be disloyal
(55:4[3]; lO9:2). Although they speak peace, they are planning mischief (28:3). They
utter curses in their hiding places (10:7ff.; 17:9ff.;140:9), dig pits and set nets as traps
(7:16[15];9:16[15]; 10:9; 140:6[5]; 141:19). Ps. 10:3-11 seems to be describing their
very nature when it says that they boast of their own desires and despise Yahweh in
their arrogance (gdbah 'ap), and think that "there is no God." They prosper in their
ways, pay no attention to God's judgments, and believe that they will never stagger.

Their mouths are filled with deceit and oppression, they talk mischief and iniquity, say-
ing that "God has forgotten, . . . he will never see it." One can accordingly call them the
"godless," since they do not take God into account, believing rather in their own
strength; they withdraw from God's power and live by their own initiative, regarding
neither Yahweh's deeds nor the work of his hands (Ps. 28:5).7

Ps. 73 provides a similar picture in its assertion that the wicked always prosper
(v. 3), have no pain (vv. 4-5), and wear pride as a necklace and violence as a garment.

They open their mouths to devour the world, speak arrogantly and with malice, and ac-
cept the praise of the people. They rely confidently on their wealth and then also say,

"How can God know?" The psalmist counters with his own assurance that aU this is
merely deception, that God's punishment will catch up with the wicked; they will fall
suddenly to ruin and come to a terrible end (vv. 18-20).

A similar notion permeates Ps. 37. The psalmist admonishes the reader to trust in
God, for God helps the righteous. Even if the wicked are successful in everything they
do (v. 7), that success lasts only a little while; soon they are no more (v. 10). Even if the
wicked scheme against the righteous, Yahweh laughs at them, knowing that their day is
coming (vv. 12-13). Even if they draw their sword, it shall enter their own heart (vv.
14-15). Hence "better is a little that the righteous person has than the abundance of
many wicked. For the arms of the wicked shall be broken" (vv. I 6- I 7). The wicked will
perish and vanish like smoke (v. 20; cf. v. 28). The wicked may well lie in wait to kill
the righteous (vv. 32,35), but suddenly they are no more (v. 36; cf. v. 38), for God de-
livers the righteous from the wicked.

InPs. I ther"idimappeartogetherwiththe l€stm(v.l)andhattdim(vv. 1,5)asthe
antithesis to those who keep the law, who in their own turn are compared to green,

7. See H. Ringgren, Psalmen. Urban Taschenbilcher 120 (Stuttgart, l97l),59-60.
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fruit-bearing ffees. Readers are admonished not to traffrc with the wicked (v. 1; cf'
26:3-4), for they are like chaff before the wind (v. 4), are not successful in the court of
judgment (v. 5), and perish (v. 6b), for Yahweh "watches over the way of the righteous"

(v. 6a). Ps. 119 also portrays the r"id\m as adversaries of those who keep the law (vv.

53,61,95,119,155). Verse 155 is of particular interest in this context, since it offers a

new definition. The wicked do not seek God's l.tuqqtm (cf. v. 53: they forsake God's

t6rd).
The remaining occurrences confirm this picture. The wicked are the enemies of the

righteous believer (ll:2; 17:9; 55:4[3]; 140:5,9[4,8]), are alrogant (36:12[ll];
75:l1tl0l), and prosper ("the wicked sprout like grass and all evildoers flourish,"

92:8UD. Though they do not fear (pbd) God (36:2[l]), God's punishment will find

them (3:8[7]; l1:2; 31:18[17]; etc.), and they will drink the cup of wrath (75:9[8]). The

forensic meaning is found in 82:.2 and 109:7.

5. Proverbs. According to the analysis of Skladny, of the 78 occurrences of ra.ia'in
the book of Proverbs, 39 are found in collection A (chs. 10-15), 13 in B (16:l-22:16),
2 in C (chs. 25-27). and 10 in D (chs. 28-29), i.e., primarily in proverbial material

from the early monarchy. Almost all these proverbs use antithetical parallelism in por-

traying the contrast between the righteous (;addiq) and the wicked (rdiA'). By contrast,

W. McKane assigns these proverbs to the most recent, religiously influenced stratum of
proverbial literature.8 Since it is extremely doubtful, however, that there was any non-

religious wisdom in Israel in any case, such ascription will be difficult to prove.e

Like the hdlfrm-ndld/ sayings,lo the saddtq-ra,id'sayings are concerned with dem-

onstrating the act-consequence nexus. It is noteworthy that they seldom describe the

actual behavior of the wicked. We hear that "the mouth of the wicked conceals vio-

lence (hdmfrs)" (10:6,1 1), that they speak what is perverse (10:32), are deceitful (12:5)

and lie in wait for blood (12:6), that their hearts are cruel (12:10), that they act shame-

fully and disgracefully (12:5), speak evil words (15:28), accept bribes and pervert jus-

tice (17:23; cf. 19:28), and are merciless (21:10). Their role in the life of society is

noteworthy. Their deceptive words bring misfortune upon the city (11:11). Wherever

the wicked prevail, "people go into hiding" (28:12,28) and groan (29:2; cf - also 29: 16).

According to L0:27, wickedness is the antithesis of fear of God. According to 2l:27,
the "sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination" (for Yahweh?), since it is not offered in

sincerity, and their prayer is far from Yahweh (15:29). By contrast, 28:4 is probably not

talking about the "law"; here tird refers to "guidance, instruction."
These texts speak much more frequently about the consequences of wickedness.

The wicked die through lack of sense (10:21). Precisely what they fear does indeed fall
upon rhem (10:25). Their years are short (10:27), their hopes come to nothing (10:28;

cf. I 1:7). They will not remain in the land (10:30), their wickedness is repaid (1 1:31),

8. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970), 10ff., and in loc.
9. See H. Ringgren, Sprilche. ATD 1611 e1980), 12.

10. Skladny, 29-36,50-54; cf. Ringgren, Spriiche, 46,53-54,57.
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they are overthrown and are no more (12:7), their way leads them astray (12:26), their
lamp is extinguished (13:9), they starve (13:25), their house is destroyed ( 14:11), etc.

The Egyptian-style proverbs (22:17-23:11) do not mention the reiaim at all. By
contrast, the late introductory material (chs. l-9) does contain some passages with a

strong religious orientation. We read, for example, that "Yahweh's curse is on the
house of the wicked," whereas he blesses the house of the righteous (3:33). "The
wicked will be cut off from the land" (2:22; cf . 10:7,30). Like Ps. 1, so also does Prov.
4:14 warn against embarking upon the path of the wicked.

6. Job. Job calls into question the validity of the act-consequence nexus. God is un-
just, Job asserts, and destroys both the blameless (fim) and the guilty (rdid') (9:22).
Even though Job distances himself from the thinking of the wicked (21:16;22:18),he
has been cast into their hands (16:11); indeed, the whole world is in their power (9:24).
Why, he asks, do they live and become even more powerful (21:7)? "How often is the
lamp of the wicked put out? How often does calamity come upon them?" (21:.17).In-
deed, God allows their plans to succeed (10:3), and only in death does their raging
cease (3:17).

Job's friends, however, defend the principle of act-consequence. "The tent of the
wicked will be no more" (8:22); they have no way of escape ( I I :20) and live in con-
stant fear (15:20). Their light will be extinguished (18:5; cf. 2l:17 above), their rejoic-
ing will be brief (20:5), and God will not keep them alive (36:6). This context probably
also includes the deliberations in 27:7-23, which the MT ascribes to Job but which
more likely represent part of Zophar's third discourse. Here we learn about the unfortu-
nate fate of the wicked.

In the divine discourse, God ironically asks whether Job has power over darkness
and light such that he might uncover and punish the wicked (38:13) and withhold light
from them (38:15). If Job is indeed able to tread down the wicked, "then I [God] will
also acknowledge to you that your own right hand can give you victory" @O:12,14).
Job should not try to usurp God's position, for God and only God rules over the fate of
the wicked.

7. Ecclesiastes. All 7 occurrences in Ecclesiastes are found in contexts calling into
question the existence of any meaningful world order. Although the author does indeed
cite the conventional view that God will judge both the righteous and the wicked (3:17)
and that things will ultimately go well for the God-fearing and ill for the wicked
(8:11;,1t in reality things are quite different. The righteous "are treated according to the
conduct of the wicked," and vice versa (8:14 bis). The same fate comes to the righteous
as to the wicked (9:2). The righteous perish, while the wicked "prolong their life in
their evildoing" (7:15). The text of 8:10 is comrpt.12

I l. According to A. Lauha, Kohelet. Ar( XIX (J978),75,157, these passages represent ortho-
dox addenda intended to soften the pessimism of Ecclesiastes.

12. See ibid., 155-56.
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lY. reia' and rii'd. The term reia' refers to the nature of the raia', namely, "wicked-
ness, wrong" (l S. 24:14[3]), a nature such a person must abandon in order to remain
alive (Ezk. 3:19;33:12; reia' is interchangeable with rii'd in 18:20,27;33:19). The
word is used in construct expressions to characterize human beings (Job 34:8), deeds

(Ps. l4l:4; cf. Prov. 16:12), treasures (Prov. l0:2; Mic. 6:10), (dishonest) weights
(Mic. 6:l l), fetters (Isa. 58:6), fists (blows, Isa. 58:4), and scepter (Ps. 125:3). Accord-
ing to Prov. 8:J, reict' of the lips is the antithesis of truth. Prov.4:17 says metaphori-
cally that the wicked even eat reia'. Eccl. 3:16 invokes the forensic meaning with re-
gard to dishonest judgment.

The term acquires a more pronounced religious coloring in Moses' intercession in
Dt.9:27, where he speaks of the stubbornness (q"ii), reia', and sin of the people; and in
Jer. 14:20, which associates reia'with'awbn and the verb hata'. Ps. 5:5(4) asserts that
God does not delight in wickedness, and Ps. 45:8(7) describes an ideal king who loves

se{eq and hates reia'.
Prov. l2:3 and Eccl. 8:8 address the act-consequence nexus. Job 34:10 finds that

God does not do wickedness. According to Ezk.3l:l l, the people's own wickedness is

the reason they are cast out. Ps. l0:15 asks that wickedness be punished. In Job 35:8
Elihu asserts that God is too sublime to be affected for either weal or woe by wicked-
ness or righteousness.

Ps. 84: 1 1( 10) uses reia' as an abstractum pro concreto in reference to the tents of
the wicked; similarly also in Ezk. 1:ll, where such wickedness (i.e., the wicked them-
selves) is punished. According to Hos. l0:13, the Israelites have sown reia' and reaped
'awld.

The rii'd passages remain within the same framework. Dt. 25:.2 uses the forensic
meaning. Mal. 3:15,19(4:1) uses the expression"do rii'dl'According to Prov. l1:5,
wickedness leads to the fall of the wicked person (cf. 13:6). Ezk. 18:20 insists that
those who practice wickedness must themselves bear its punishment. Mal. 1:4 calls
Edom the land of wickedness. According to Ezk. 5:6, Jerusalem itself is more wicked
than the Gentiles. According to Dt. 9:4-5, the reason Israel has received its land is not
Israel's own righteousness but the wickedness of the Canaanites. Isa. 9:17(18) says

metaphorically that Yahweh's own wrath turns wickedness into a fire that ignites the

thickets of the land and thus itself brings about punishment.
In Zechariah's seventh night vision (5:5-11), a woman identified as personified rifZ

(wickedness, malice) appears in a basket, which according to the LXX reading repre-

sents the iniquity of the land ('dw6n; MT 'ayin). We may leave in abeyance for now the
question whether this text is saying that rii'A is the basis and innermost essence of
sin,l3 or whether two parallel terms are simply being associated in a wholly general

sense. In any event the woman is sealed up in the basket and taken to Babylon, thereby
removing guilt, cleansing the community, and preparing it for the coming salvation.

The subst. miria'a! occurs only in 2 Ch. 24:7 in reference to the ruthlessness of
Queen Athaliah.

13. So K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten II. ATD 25 (71975), 112.
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V. l. LXX. The LXX translates the words in this group differently depending on the

context. It translates the verb variously as anomefn, asebein, adikein, halischein, or

hamartdnein; the hiphil as el4nchein or katadikdzein. The term raia'is generally ren-

dered as asebiis, hamartolds, or dnomos; reia'as adikia, hamartia, or anomia; and fi-
nally riiZ as anomia or asdbeia.

2. Qumran. The root is attested 180 times in Qumran (the verb about 30 times, the

adjective over 60 times, and the substantives about 90 times).
Even though the founder of the Qumran community is known as the "teacher of

righteousness," the contrasting term r-i'represents only a partial aspect of evil. The

teacher's adversary is indeed called hakkdhdn hdrdid'(lQpHab 8:8; 9:9; ll:.4; 12:2,8;

4Qplsa" 30:3; 4QpPs 37 4:8), riy occurs only once in a catalog of vices in the dualistic

section of the Community Rule alongside a whole series of sins (lQS 4:9). One asser-

tion is that God created both the righteous and the wicked (lQH 4:38; cf. 15:17),

though the context here has been sundered. The adversaries of the petitioner in the

Hodayoth are occasionally described as r.f'. He lives in the realm (S"bfil) of ungodliness
(lQH 2:8; 3:24), and the assembly of the wicked rages against him (2:12). His adver-

saries torment (5:17) and dismay him (2:36). They slander him (2:10), but he feels

strengthened by God (7:1) and is sure that God will condemn them (2:24) and that his
judgment will distinguish between ;addtq and raia'(7:12; cf. CD 2O:21; cf. also lQH
l4:lZ,with 16! and rdid) andpunish their sin (14:24; cf. lQS 8:7). The fidim are the

opponents of the covenant (4:34); they are also called the "wicked of Ephraim/Israel"
(aQpNah 4:5;4QpPs 37 2:17;3:12). Many different texts in various contexts express

the hope that they will not triumph, that rather that they along with all their wickedness

will be destroyed (by God) (cf. lQpHab 5:5; l3:4;lQM I l:14:. l1:2; lQH224;6:30;
1416 17:21 lQSb 5:25; lQ27 I,II, 5-6; CD 19:6; 4QpPs 37 2:8;4QPsr9:6;4Q185 l-
2,11,9;381 50:2;508 3,II,5;5ll 1,6;35:l); cf. alsotheformulaof imprecation'arfir
hdrdid'in 4Q286 10, II, 5.

In the War Scroll the enemies are associated with rJ'in the inscriptions on the field
standards (1QM 3:9; 4:3-4), and we read that the sons of light will defeat the rii? or
the reidim (1:6,13; l4:7 par.; l5:2; 17:2,6). Thus will the age of wickedness (qet
hdreia'/hdrii'd; CD 6:10,14; 15:7; lQpHab 5:8; 4Q510 1,7:5ll 10, 3) be brought to

an end in which the believers have faithfully kept the covenant (lQSa l:3).
The qal form of the verb appears in the confession at the renewal of the covenant, a

confession drawing from 1 K.8:4'l and Neh. 9:33 (1QS l:25; cf . CD 20:29; cf. the con-

fession of the high priest on the Day of Atonement according to Mish. Yoma3:8).The
hiphil form generally carries the forensic meaning of "declare guilty" (CD l:19; 4:7

with an allusion to Dt. 25:l and Prov. 17:15; also lQpHab 10:5; lQS 5:7; lQHT:12;
9:9; 4Q5l I 48-51, II, 6; 63, III, 4), though it can also refer to wicked actions (lQpHab
9: I l; lQ34 3,ll,4;4QFlor 1-3, II, 3 in a citation from Dnl. 12: l0; 4QMr 32:4;4Q184
l:3;508 3:1 par.509 146:5). The hithpael, attested only here, is used with the same

meaning (4QM" 8-10, I,7 par. IQM 14:10 [cj.]).
Ringgren
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Contents: I. l. Etymology and Occurrences; 2. Resheph as a Deity. II. OT: l. Personal Name;

2. Remaining Passages; 3. Early Versions.

l. l. Etymology and Occurrences. The etymology of this word is uncertain.l The

term probably involves a primary noun used as a reference to the deity of which the Sa-

maritan vb. rip, "inflame," is then a denominative.2 A closer relationship with or deri-
vation from roots such as irp, irb, or rsp is wholly indemonstrable.3 [n Jewish Ara-

reiep. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaar ( 1968; repr. Winona Lake, Ind., 1978),

esp. l2l; A. van den Branden, "Reieph nella Bibbia," BeO 13 (1971) 2ll-26; idem, "Le dieu
Reieph et ses 6pithetesl' Parole de l'Orient2 (1971)389-416 A. Caquot, "Sur quelques d6mons

de l'AI (Reshep, Qeteb, Deber) I' Sem 6 (1956) 53-68; D. Conrad, "Der Goft Reschef," 7AW 83
(1971) 157-83; A. Cooper, "MLK'LM: 'Eternal King' or 'King of Eternity'?" lave and Death in
the Ancient Near East. FS M. H. Pope (Gdlford. Conn., 1987), l-7, esp. 4-7; M. J. Dahood, 'An-
cient Semitic Deities in Syria and Palestine," in S. Moscati, ed.,l,e antiche divinitd semitiche. SS 1

(1958), 65-94; idem and G. Pettinato, "Ugaritic rip gn andEblaite rasap gunu(m)H," Or 46 (1977)
23O-32; J. Day, "New Light on the Mythological Background of the Allusion to Resheph in
Habakkuk lIl 5: W 29 (1979) 353-55; W. J. Fulco, The Canaanite God Reiep. AOS 8 (1976);

H. Gese, in Gese et al., Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0l2 (1970),

esp. 141-45; B. Grdseloff, l*s dibuts du culte de Reschef en Egypt" (Cairo, 1942); S. E.

Loewenstamm, "tl?]," EMiqrYIl,437-41:, P. Matthiae, "Note sul dio siriano Reiefl' OrAnt2
(1963) 27-43; H. de Meulenaere, "De cultus van Resjef in Egypte," Handelingen van het
eenentwintigste [21e] Vlaams Filologencongress, Leven 12.-14.4.1955 (Louvain, 1955),129-31;
H.-P. Miiller, "Religionsgeschichtliche Beobachtungen zu den Texten vonEblal' ZDPy96 (1980)

l-19, esp. 7-10; M. J. Mulder, Kanaiinitische goden in het OT ('s-Gravenhage, 1965), esp. 87-88;
F. Pomponio, "I nomi divini nei testi di Ebla," Uf 15 (1983) 141-56; M. H. Pope and W. R0llig,
"Re5ep," WbMyth, I, 305-6; G. Scandone Matthiae and P. Xella, "U'WsW di Biblo = Raiap?"
RSf' 9 (1981) 147-52; M. K. Schretter, Alter Oient und Hellas. Fragen der BeeinJlussung
griechischen Gedankengutes aus altorientalischen Quellen, dargestellt an den Gdttern Nergal,
Rescheph, Apollon. Innsbruckr Beitrcige zur Kulturwissenschafi. Sonderhefi 33 (Innsbruck,

1974), esp. lll-73 W. K. Simpson, "New Light on the God Reshef," JAOS73 (1953) 86-89;
idem, "Reshe.p in Egypt," Or 29 .(.1960) 63-74; R. Stadelmann, Syrisch-palcistinensische
Gottheiten in Agypten. Probleme der Agyptologie 5 (Leiden, 1967), esp. 47-76;H. O. Thompson,
Mekal the God of Beth-Shan (Leiden, 1970), esp. 144-63:' A. Vanel, L'iconographie du dieu de

l'orage. CahRB 3 (1965); F. Vattioni, "Il dio Resheph: AION 15 (1965) 39-74;E. von Weiher,
Der babylonische Gott Nergal. AOAT 1l (1971), esp. 90-92; P. Xella, "Le dieu Rashap d Ugarit,"
in A. Bahnassi, ed., Colloque International des itudes ugaritiques d I'occasion du
Cinquantenaire des Fouilles Archiologiques d Ras Shamra (Ugarit), lnttaqui4 10- l3 Oct. 1979 =
Num6ro special A,4AS 29130 (197911980), 145-62; Y. Yadin, "New Gleanings on Resheph from
U1zrit: Biblical and Relared Studies. FS 5.Iwry (W-inona Lake, Ind., 1985),259-74; P' J. van Zijl,
"Translation and Discussion of Text l00l:3-5a (RS. 15.134:3-5a),"./NSL 3 (1974)85-93.

l. Already the opinion of GesTh, 1314; Caquot, 64 n. l.
2. HAL, lll,1297a; cf. Schretter, 137.
3. Cf., e.g., GesTh, l3l4; Caquot, 64n. l; Vattioni,66; J. M. Sola-Sol6, "Laplaquette en

bronze d'Ibizal' Sem 4 (1951152) 29. See also Fulco, 65, who thinks it possible that rip repre-

l0
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maic, riipa'means "flame, lightning," and as such is related to the OT use of the word.4
In other Semitic languages reiep is the designation for a widely worshiped deity (see 2
below) whose niune was possibly pronounced Raiapu and possibly derives from an

original Raipu.s One also encounters the (Amorite) form Ruipan.6
The name would thus mean "one who burns," hence the reference to fire, lightning,

flame, burning, pestilence.T By contrast, H. P. Miiller sees a connection with the Akka-
dian vb. raidbu(m) I, "to be awe-inspiring l' and raibu(m), "demanding reverence,"
while Conrad considers it ill-advised to try to derive the etymology of rJp from the na-
ture of the deity Resheph itself.a

2. Resheph as a Deity. With all his various characteristics, the god Resheph was ex-
tremely widespread throughout the Mediterranean region.e The name of the god dra-

sa-dp occurs as early as the Ebla tablets and even occurs frequently in Ugaritic texts.l0
Like Hebrew, Ugaritic, for example, also attests the plural form ripm.tt This plural
form may summarize the various manifestations of the deity.l2

Moving out from the Syro-Palestinian region, however, worship of Resheph became
especially widespread in Egypt, particularly from the period of Amenophis II.l3 Prior
to this time, till the end of the Middle Kingdom, Resheph is attested only in isolated in-
stances (as part of a PN).14 Resheph also occurs in other Semitic personal names as a

theophoric element. Early witnesses include written documents from Mari (e.9., I-din-
dru - fi i - p a - an and la - afi - zu - [ ub/ur ? ] - 

dra 
- s a - ap) and Ugarit. t s

In Ugaritic texts Raiap can moreover often be read for Nergal or even be identified

sents a specialized triliteralization of a primitive Afro-Asiatic root; cf. also van den Branden,
"Dieu Reieph: 294-95.

4. WTM, [Y,475; Loewenstamm; a different view is taken by R. Zadok, "Samaritan Notes:
Arsuf = Re5ep I Chr 7,25: BiOr 42 (1985) 571.

5. Gese, l4l-42; Albright, 12l; a different view is taken by Grdseloff, 14, who suggests a der-
ivation of R"iouph, Reioph, Reiiph from -r.iop with aleph prosteticum; cf. Ariuph of Jaffa =
Apollonia of the Greeks, and the discussion in Schretter, 112-16; Vattioni, 42-43;7,adok, BiOr
42 (1985) 570-71, who suggests that reiep represents an original qatl form.

6. W. F. Albright, "New Light on the Walls of J in the NT Age," BASOR 84 (1941) 12 n. 18;
Pope and Riillig, 305; Zadok, BiOr 42 (1985) 571.

7. So Gese, 142; further Pope and Rtillig, 305.
8. Miiller, l0; Conrad, 180. On the Akkadian verb see AHw, ll,960, 961.
9. Yattioni,4l-42.
10. On Ebla see Pomponio, 145. Ugaritic references include KTU 1.109,22;1.41,13,16,28-

29;1.87,14,17,31:'1.39,4,7,17;1.148,8;1.90,20; l.8l,l0,ll,etc.(cf.ANETindex,TM);cf.
Whitaker, 577 ; J . C. de Moor, "The Semitic Pantheon of Ugarit," U F 2 (1970) 214-15; Schretter,
ll7-31; Xella, 159ff.; Fulco, 36-44; Yadin.

ll. KTU 1.91, I l; cf. also KAI 15, where a Phoenician inscription mentions 'r; rlpm, "land of
Ra5ap" (KAI,11,23-24); also DNS1, l,ll2;ll, 1087; concerning Egypt, cf . ANET,250 andn.27.

12. J.M. Tarragon, lz Culte d Ugarit. CahRB l9 (1980), 108; Loewenstamm, 440; HAI. Ill,
1297a-b.

13. De Meulenaere; van den Branden, "Le diel Reieph," 390; Thompson, 144ff.; Fulco, 1-32;
Stadelmann, 56-76, 134ff .

14. Fulco, 30; Loewenstamm,439.
15. APNM, 263, 192; Vattioni, 43-54.

ll
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with him.l6 The theophoric element Resheph also occurs in Phoenician and Punic

names.lT Inscriptions from the fourth century s.c.B. with the element Resheph in per-

sonal names have also been found on Cyprus (Idalion, Kition).ts Within the Aramaic

linguistic sphere, one of the first inscriptions to mention Resheph is the Hadad statue of
Panammuwa I of Sam'al from the mid-eighth century B.c.E.le After Hadad and El,
Resheph ranks as the third god in the pantheon, suggesting that this deity occupied an

extremely high position.2o

Often, especially since the eighth century B.c.E., Resheph occurs together with epi-

thets or "manifestations."2l Examples include Rip-;prm on the Phoenician-Hittite bi-
lingual inscription from Karatepe, rip gn in Ugarit, b'l l.ta rip, and rip mlk.22 One text
even mentions Resheph as the gatekeeper of the sun god Sp.f ('rbt ipi firh rip).zz'16"
reference may be to the eclipse of March 5, 1223 8.c.8.,24 in which case Resheph is to

be understood as Mars (Nergal).

Resheph emerges quite clearly in the Egyptian texts and iconography as a god with
various characteristics.25 Egyptian iconography generally portrays Resheph as a warrior
with a short kilt and tassels and with the crown of Upper Egypt on his head, often bear-

ing an emblem in the form of the head of a gazelle. Sometimes other (Asiatic) gods ac-

company him such as'Anat, Astarte, Sulman, or Horon, or he appears in a triad with

Min and Qud5u.26 Albright and Dahood emphasize the polar aspects of the deity (e.g.,

16. Albright, l2l; PNII,181-82; Fulco, 34; F. B. Knutson, RS4 III,486.
l7.Benz,4ll-12; DNSI, il, 1087.
18. Fulco, 36.
19. KAI 214.2; l. ll: 'rqrip.
20. Fulco,45; concerning other inscriptions, cf. also Schretter, l4l-73.
21. Vattioni, 45-50; Xella, 152. On the date see Van den Branden, "Dieu Reiephi' 392.
22. On Karatepe see KA1 264.II. 1 0- 1 l,l2 (AN ET 654a); cf . Caquot, 55-56: "Resheph of the

birds"; M. J. Dahood, "Karatepe Notes," Bibl 44 (1963) 7o-71:"Reshep of the he-goats";
Vattioni, 55-56; Fulco, 46; Pope and R<illig, 305. On rip gn see KTU 4.219,3; cf . Yadin,264;
Vattioni, 45-46; Dahood, 84: "Re5ep of the garden"; S. Iwry "New Evidence for Belomancy in
Ancient Palestine and Phoenicia:' JAOS 81 (1961) 31: "Resheph of the shield"; M. Dietrich and

o. Loretz, "Die Keilalphabetische Krugaufschrift RS 25.318," Ugaritica vII (1978) 147-48,

177-78 "the protecting Resheph"; Dahood and Pettinato: "Resheph of Gunu"; cf. Xella' 152;

Yadin,264-66. On b'l hq. rip see KTU 1.82,3; Vattioni, 46-47; lwry,.IAOS 8l (1961) 27-34:
"Resheph of happiness"; Albright, l2l; van Zljl (87) associates Resheph with rain: "the cloud of
Baal is the arrow of Re5ep"; Loewenstamm, 440; Xella, 148 and n. 19: "Resheph, master of the

arrow." On rip mlk see A. Herdner, "Nouveau textes alphab6tiques de Ras Shamra," Ugaritica
VII (1978) 15: "Resheph the king"; cf. the other epithets, e.g., in Conrad, 179.

23. KTU 1.78 = TUAT IUl, 99-100.
24.T. de Jong and W. van Soldt, Nature 338 (1989) 238tr ; a different view is taken by J. F. A.

Sawyer and F. R. Stephenson, "Literary and Astronomical Evidence for a Total Eclipse of the

Sun Observed in Ancient Ugarit on 3 May 1378 s.c.," BSOAS 33 (1970) 467-89, who date this

eclipse on May 3, 1375 n.c.e.; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartfn, "Sonnenfinsternis in
Ugarit," UF 6 (1974) 464; Xella, 150.

25. Conrad, 180; Loewenstamm,439.
26. On accompanying gods see Fulco, 65-67; Pope and Rdllig, 306. On Min and Qudsu see

Stadelmann,4T.
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Resheph-Sulman).27 Particularly during the period of Amenophis II in Egypt, Resheph
as a war god resembles gods such as Montu or Seth.28 According to a text composed in
the Sumerian-Akkadian language, in Ugarit he was identified with the Mesopotamian
god of pestilence and the underworld, Nergal.2r Like Nergal, so also Resheph sends
sickness and death, as we read in the difficult beginning to the Keret text; mfimit yitsp
r,ip, "One-fifth Resheph gathered unto himself."3o Later as well, for example in Homer's
Iliad (1.43-53), the god Apollo ("like the night") is the one who brings pestilence with
his arrows and as such can be equated with Resheph.:t Resheph is indeed expressly
identified with Apollo in a Greek-Phoenician bilingual text from ancient Tamassos (Cy-
prus) dating to 363 s.c.r.:2 Yet another bilingual witness (from ldalion, also on Cyprus)
attests r,ip r?2k1, called'Apollo of Amyklai" in Greek.33 An Egyptian stela found in Beth-
shan (Israel) in 1927 was dedicated to the god Mekal, who was hitherto unknown and
who has in the meantime been identified with Resheph.3a One must add, however, that
the etymology of the god mkl is unclear.35 The god rJp was also familiar in Carthage,
where the cult of Apollo was also of considerable importance.36

Even if Resheph sends pestilence and plague, for example, through the heat of the
sun, he was nonetheless considered to be a helper and deliverer from the very disasters
that he sent, something that emerges, for instance, from the mention of this god in
Ugaritic lists of gods and sacrif,rces. These characteristics make him on the one hand
into a salvific god, and on the other into a god of the underworld and of disaster.3T
Conrad even emphasizes the character of Resheph as god of the heavens and of the
weather who bestows fertility, though Xella contests this view.3s Although he would
thus be an example of a local "highest god" who takes precedence over all other pow-
ers and numina,3e his character as a god of the underworld and of pestilence should not
be underestimated.

27. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore, s1968), 77-78; Dahood, 84-
85; cf. Fulco, 24-28; van Zijl, 88.

28. Fulco, 31, 68-69; Stadelmann, 47.
29. E. F. Weidner, "Neue Entdeckungen in Ugarit," AfO 18 (1957/58) 170; Dahood, 84;

J. Nougayrol, "Panth6on d'Ugarit," Ugaritica VII (1968) 42-64; J. Gray, "Canaanite Religion
and OT Study," Ugaritica VII (1978) 9l; Conrad, 158-69; Vattioni, 54-55; Schretter, lll; Xella,
147-48; von Weiher.

30. KTU 1.14, I, 18-19; ANET,143a, l. 18 ("pestilence"); but cf. Conrad, 158-59; Fulco,37
n. 188.

31. Schretter; Loewenstamm,440; Fulco,50-51; H. F. J. Horstmanshoff, De pijlenvande
pest; pestilenties in de griekse wereld 800-400 v.c. (Amsterdam, 1989), esp.24-94.

32. KAI 4l; Vattioni, 58-61; Schretter, 155-73; Fulco, 52.
33. KAr 393.
34. Thompson: ANEP no. 487; ANET 249b.
35. Stadelmann, 53; Fulco, 53-54, who identifies mkl as a localized epithet, e.g., for Seth;

Conrad, 176, suggests that mkl means "the [al]mighty."
36. CIS 1,251:2628.
37. Stadelmann, 55; Fulco,40.
38. Xella, 153.
39. Conrad, 183; cf. also van Zijl,88.
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II. OT.
l. Personal Name. Only in I Ch. 7:25 does reiep occur as a personal name, in this

case for one of Ephraim's sons. This text is comrpt, however, and scholars often sug-

gest reading the name w"ifrlelatt instead of w"relep w"!elah.$

2. Remaining Passages. Apart from I ch.7:25, re.iep occurs 7 times in the oT (Dt.

32:24; lob 5:7; Ps. 76:4[Eng.3]tpl.l; 78:48[pl.]; Cant. 8:6[bis pl.]; Hab. 3:5) and also

in Hebrew Sirach (43:ll4?),17c). As attested by the early versions (see 3 below), it is
difficult to translate the word appropriately in every instance. In the OT reiep repre-

sents only a weakened form of the old god, a form that over the course of Hebrew lin-
guistic history passes through certain stages even though the original, personal charac-

ter of the god can still play a role in these nuanced meanings.al In Hab. 3:3ff. Yahweh

advances in a theophany from the south; his coming is described in mythical language

recalling the Canaanite myth of Ba'al's struggle with the sea: "Before him went pesti-

lence, and reiep followed close behind" (v. 5).42 This word is generally translated "epi-

demic" or "plague." Day recalls the Ugaritic text that mentions Ba'al's victory over the

dragon and in which Resheph plays the role of an assistant to the deity.l: The word

reJep evokes not only the demonic character of such plagues, but also the personified

form of epidemics (yasd' t"ragldyw).4 Ps.78:48 recalls the seventh Egyptian plague

(Ex. 9:25) and how God "gave over their cattle to the hail, and their flocks to reie$'
Often citing the translation of Symmachus, many interpreters view the word bdrdQ in

this context as a scribal error from v.47 for deleras By contrast, Xella sees inbdrd/ an

ancient Syro-Palestinian deity who has been integrated into the pantheon of Yahweh.6

The parallelism between deler and re.iep shows that here too the meaning of the latter

is "pestilence, epidemic," a meaning that also fits well inDt.32:24.In the Song of Mo-
ses those who have provoked God's wrath are threatened with various plagues, includ-

ing hunger, being devoured by reiep, and bitter pestilence. Here reiep is joined by

qete! (appeaing in Ps.9l:6 alongside deber; lsa.28:2i Hos. 13:14), whom Caquot

suggests is also a (winged) demon of pestilence and destruction.47 Ps. 76:4(3) mentions

the riipA-qeiel that Yahweh breaks in his dwelling place on Zion, followed by the

"shield, the sword, and the weapons of war." Interpreters generally translate this ex-

40. IPN, 257b; J. Goettsberger, Die Bticher der Chronik oder Paralipomenon. HS Ml
(1939), 8l; W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT Uzl (1955),72; BHS.

41. See Conrad, 180; Caquot, 63ff.; Mulder, 88. On the personal character see Loewenstamm,

440-41.
42. Cf . Gllg. XI, 99- 100; ANET 94a, ll. 96tr.
43. Day,353-54. See KTU 1.82, l-3.
M. J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT l0 (1977),46.
45. Fulco, 59; Schretter, 133; S. E. Loewenstamm, 'An Observation on Source-Criticism of

the Plague Pericope (Ex. vii-xi)," W 24 (1974) 377; BHS.

+0. F. Xetta, "'tr grand Froid': Le dieu Baradu madu i Ebla," UF l8 (1986) 443 cf . A. Coo-

per and M. H. Pope, RSB III, 414-15.
47. Caquot, 59; cf. Vattioni, 67-68; HAL, Iil, l09l-92 cf- K8L2,834: "thorn, barb," "mea-

sles"?
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pression as "(flashing) arrows of the bow."48 As already discussed above (I.2), Resheph
also exhibited characteristics of a god of war, especially in Egypt, and in Cyprus as late
as the fourth century.ae Caquot believes that the Israelites understood Resheph as a de-
ity associated with the atmosphere or lightning, similar to Ba'al or Hadad. Although
Dahood's suggestion is difficult to demonstrate, it nonetheless deserves attention,
namely, that the "arrow that flies by day" in Ps. 9l:5-6, alongside deler and qete!, may
refer to re,iep, possibly recalling one of the epithets of the god Resheph (cf . h4 rip in
the Ugaritic texts5o) and emphasizing the "fiery" aspect of the word in Hebrew.

The same nuance appears in Cant. 8:6, which compares love with death and passion
with the realm of the dead. The ardor of passion is like Resheph's "fieriness," whose
flashing arrows ignite an irresistible fire. No one can resist the power of love. Here
Resheph's fire parallels Yahweh's own flames in that love is like a divine or demonic
fate one cannot escape (Resheph as a "mythological metonymy"sl).

In Job 5:6-7, too, one senses the element of fate inhering in reiep: "For misery does
not come from the earth, nor does trouble sprout from the ground; but human beings
are born to trouble just as the sons of reJep fly upward." Caquot suggests that the refer-
ence is to some sort of winged demons that fly in the heavens and bring suffering to hu-
man beings.sz The identity of these b"n€ reiep, however, is disputed.s3 F. Horst empha-
sizes Resheph's special relationship with birds and accordingly translates "young
eagles" (cf. the discussion of the early versions below).s+ Others take the meaning
"flame, fire, lightning" as their point of departure and translate "sparks (of firs)."ss
Even though the second meaning is preferable in translation, the first also fits. In these
OT passages the word reiep still resonates with characteristics of the god Resheph who
causes plagues, conducts relentless wars with his fiery ilrows, and was perhaps under-
stood as being a winged figure.s6

Scholars have noted the development of reiep to the more "secular" meaning "bird
(of prey)," also in Hebrew Sir. 43: l7c (the mention in v. 14 is disputed because of the
Greek and Latin translations), where one can translate reiep by "bird."s7

3. Early Versions. Even though the translation of this word in the early versions is not
always consistent, they do demythologize (as it were) the god Resheph by never men-

48. M. Dahood, Psalms II: 5l-100. AB 17 (1968),217-18: "with his thunderbolts."
49. Schretter, 138.
50. See I.2 above; Fulco,59.
51. Caquot,63.
52. Caquot,60.
53. B. Duhm, Das Buch Hiob. KHC XVI (1897), 32;Pope and Riillig, 305.
54. F. Horst, Hiob. BKXYUI e1968),59,81-82; cf. G. Hrilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HATltlT

e1952), l8-19.
55. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 128, 132, 148-491' so also GesB, 776;

lzxHebAram, 791; cf . NRSV "sparks."
56. Loewenstamm, 440-41 ; Schretter, 141.
57. On v. 14 cf. Vattioni,T0-71; and Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scrollfrom Masada (Jerusalem,

1965), 33, 44, who conjectures U'y 'yl here. Cf. also WTM, [V,475.
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tioning him by name.58 They often present him as a winged demon. In Ps. 76(75):4 the

LXX renders the word reiep as knitos, and in 78(77):48 as pir In Job 5:7 the b"nA reiep

are translated as neossoi dd gyp6s, "yowg vultures." In Cant. 8:6 the LXX renders the

plural as pepiptera pyr6s, "that which flies around the fire," i.e., "sparks,"se and in Dt.

32:24 as (br6sei) orn66n, "birds." In Hab. 3:5 the LXX construes deper as dApdr (l6gos)

and translate s reiep as en pedilois, "(his feet are) in sandals."6o Jerome also often thinks

of birds and translates as volatilia (Ps. 76:4[3]), volucribus (Ps. 78:48), avis (Job 5:7;

Dt. 32:24lpL]); he then translates Cant. 8:6 as lampades,6t and Hab. 3:5 even as

diabolus. The Pesh. more or less follows the translation of the LXX in Ps. 76:4(3)

("arms" [of the bow]) and 78:48 ("fire"). In Job 5:7, too, it thinks of birds, but then in

Cant. 8:6 of the "rays" of a fire. In Hab. 3:5 the Pesh. translates reiep by "birds of prey,"

then paraphrases the MT in Dt. 32:24 withthe translation "I will deliver them to the evil

spirits." The Tgs. also translate the word reiep in different ways. In Sir. 43:14 and

17(18), the LXX is (presumably) translating reiep with the word peteind.
Mulderf

58. Caquot, 57.
59. Loewenstamm,438.
60. cf. also H. s. J. Thackeray, The septuagint and lewishworship (London, 1923),53-54,

who sees a connection between Perseus and Resheph.

61. Caquot,63 n. l.

r'Via ,erut

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. 1. Word Field;2. Actual Nets. IIL OT. IV.

l. LXX; 2. Qumran.

l, l. Erymology. In the surrounding culture, reie!, "netl'is attested once in Ugaritic

as r!/ in the Ba'al-'Anat cycle.l The word occurs otherwise only in Aramaic.2

reie!.P. Bird, "fRJ and the Deuteronomic Theology of the Conquest" (diss., Harvard' l97l);
G. Dalman,AaSVI (1939), esp.314-70; K. Galling, "Jagd," BRLZ,l50-52;G. Gerleman, Contri'
butions to the OT Terminology of the Chase (Lund, 1946); O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Bibli-
cal World (Eng. trans., New York, 1978); A. Salonen, Jagd und Jagdtiere im alten
Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B 196 (1976); -+ 'I'lI sw4 Xll' 270-75.

l. Cf . KTU 1.4,11,32; ANET l32b; IlT, no.236l; WUS, no. 1248.

2. Jastrow, 1502.
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Whereas reielhas generally been derived from the Semitic root yrJ (*wrI, Akk.
er?iull3), this view has more recently been questioned. Following P. Bird, N. Lohfink
has exhaustively discussed the derivation of the root -+ lrJr yrJ, concluding that "it is
dubious whether reie!. .. derive[s] from *wr1 at all."a Instead he suggests the root r!,
also attested in Ugaritic and associated with Al*.. raifr I.5 In all likelihood, however,
reiel represents a primary noun.6

2. Occurrences. The overwhelming number of occurrences dates to the exilic-
postexilic period or, as with the Psalms, cannot be dated precisely. The term reie! oc-
curs22 times in the OT, including I in Job, 8 in the Psalms, 2 in Proverbs, I in Lamen-
tations, 4 in Ezekiel, 2 in Hosea, and also in Hebrew Sirach fr. A, Sir. 9:13-14.

ll. l. Word Field. As a hunting instrument, the reie! belongs to a larger word field
with whose individual terms it is often paralleled. To a certain extent, distinguishing
between the various trapping devices is difficult. Parallels to reiel include -+ nD pab,
"snare" or "trap" (Hos. 5:l), m"sfr(6)8d (Ezk. 12:13; 17:20), i"bakA (Job l8:8), herem,
"dragnet" for catching fish (Ezk. 32:3). Other designations for "net" include qEnes (Job
18:2),7 malkdSel (Job 18:10), andmif;merel (Isa. l9:8; Hab. l:15-16).

2. Actual Nets. Since reielis used only metaphorically, its background in actual hunt-
ing practice is difficult to reconstruct. The net designated by reielwas made of flax8 and
used to catch both birds (Prov. l:17; Hos. 7:12) and wild animals (lions, e.g., Ezk. 19:8;
32:3).In the fust instance the hunter pulled the net shut when the bird flew in; in the sec-

ond, hunters drove animals into a vertically positioned net.e It also seems to have been
customary to set up a camouflaged net on the groundlo to catch various smaller animals
and into which even human beings might stumble (Job l8:8; Ps. 9:16[5]; 25:15;
31:5[4] 5'1:7[6); Lam. l:13). By contrast, fish are never caught with this kind of net.

Both Ex. 27:4-5 and 38:4 deviate completely from this context. These chapters de-
scribe the plans for constructing an altar of burnt offering as well as its execution. Ac-
cording to P (and P', 38:4), whose description draws from the altar in the forecourt of
the Jerusalem temple,ll the altaq which was made of wood(!) and overlaid with bronze,
was to be surrounded by a bronze network or lattice (ma'"iEh reie! nefioie!) halfway
down on which four rings were attached for the carrying poles. This description is
based on the priestly guidelines deriving from a projection back into the period of the

3. Cf . AHw, 1,239-40; GesB, 776; KBL2, 912; but also WUS, no. 1248.
4. -+ VI, 379; similarly Bird,64-66.
5. UT, no. 2363; AHw, ll,96l-62.
6. HAL,III, 1298b.
7. Cf. GesB,7l8; according to KBL2, 844 qEs.

8. W. Guglielmi, I*rAe, lY, 464.
9. Cf. Dalman,323-24,335-36; ill. 63; L. Triimpelmann, RLA., V,236-38 with extensive

bibliog.; Keel, ill. I I l.
10. -+ Dlt prf, Xll,l2l-23.
I l. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),278.
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wilderness wanderings, which is why the altar now must be transportable. Such lattice-

work has not yet been found on any altar remains.l2

III. OT. The OT uses the motif of hunting with nets primarily in comparisons with
human actions. In a Yahweh discourse, Hos. 5:1 accuses the priests and authorities of
leading Israel into ruin. Through their reprobate (cultic?t:; behavior, they have become

a snare (pa\, a net, and apit (iafua7 emended text) for their people. Ezk. 19:8 de-

scribes the Babylonians'capture of Jehoiakim. Here the net symbolizes unlimited sov-

ereignty and power.la Prov. I : l7 and 29:5 emphasize the particular degree of deceit in-
volved in setting or spreading out such nets. The deceitful malice inhering in such

actions prompts petitioners in the psalms of lament and trust to invoke this imagery.

Petitioners compare the actions of their adversaries with the setting of nets to ensnare

them (Ps. l0:9;35:7; 57:716); 140:6). Such nets became synonymous with "distress

and danger."ls In the face of such inescapable snares, the petitioner turns to Yahweh for
help, anticipated as requital. Those who set such nets are themselves to become en-

snared in them (Job l8:8; Ps. 9:16[15]; 25:15;31:5[4]; 35:8). Such hopes are based on

the notion of the "fateful deed" that turns directly back upon its perpetrator.l6 At the

same time, Yahweh is summoned as the guarantor of the just world order to insure the

validity of the act-consequence nexus. Here Yahweh's righteous aid is effected in the

form of a hidden "immanent nemesis."lT

In other passages Yahweh is himself porrayed as a hunter with a net. In a Yahweh

discourse, Ezk. 12:13 and l7:2O describe the capture of Zedekiah, allegedly by
Yahweh, who has himself spread the net. Ezk. 32:3 compares Pharaoh to a lion and

crocodile who meet the same fate. Yahweh's skill with the net expresses his sover-

eignty as world ruler (cf. also EnEl IY 41,95).In Lam. 1:13 the city of Jerusalem la-

ments its fate and traces it back explicitly to Yahweh's actions,l8 who spread a net for
the city and brought it down. With the exception of Ezk. 32:3, all these passages deal

with the fall of Judah and Jerusalem in 587 n.c.n. by ascribing the catastrophe to

Yahweh himself in order to deal theologically with the crisis. This net imagery, which
emphasizes the element of inescapability and the helplessness of the "victim," is pre-

figured in Hos. 7:12, an oracle of woe prompted by the continually vacillating foreign
policy of Israel under Pekah and Hoshea.

lY. l. lXX. The LXX offers different translations for reie!.InEx.27:4 and 38:24
(=38:4), it circumscribes the noun adjectivally with diktydtds. It does not translate re.ieJ

12. Cf. V. Fitz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977), 147, who considers the repetition of
reiel in 27;5b as secondary (l2l-22); additional bibliog. in A. Reichert , BRLZ, 9-10.

13. So J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll (1983),75.
14. Keel, ill. 110; ANE4 nos. 298,307.
15. Gerlemann, 88.
16. F. Horst, Hiob I (l-19). BKXvlll (1983),270.
17. H.-1. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987),393 on Ps. 35:8.

18. Cf. H. J. Boecker, Klagelieder ZBK 2l (1985), 33.
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at all in Ex. 27:5, as also in Ps. 9:30(29) (= 10:9). Otherwise the LXX uses pagis,
which generally renders Heb. pah, only in the Psalms, translating all other occurrences
as diktuon, the familiar NT word for fishnet (cf. Mt. 4:20-21; Mk. l:18-19:Lk. 5:2-6;
Jn. 2l :6,8, I I ).

2. Qumran. Drawing on the motif of the adversary in the psalms of lament, IQH
2:29 attests the validity of the act-consequence nexus in the Qumran community. The
termreie!also presumably occurs in IQH fr.45:4. The text of 4Q381 31, 1 is corrupt.

Mommer

9lP id|a'; e-)p idbEa'; elp ia\a': ylD saba': ;IY?PfiY?p fob'a/iib'd

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Verb: l. Qal: a. Proverbs; b. Psalms;

c. Deuteronomy; d. Jeremiah, Job, Ecclesiastes; e. Remaining Books; 2. Hiphil; 3. Niphal and

Piel. IV. :iA!ea'. Y. SAbA'. yl. :i6!a'. Yll. iob'd/iib'A. VIII. l. Sirach; 2. Qumran; 3. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root ,fb'is a Common Semitic root with the basic meaning "be/
become sated/full." It occurs with this meaning in Ebla in personal names (di-ba-il),
also in Ugaritic (.ib), Akkadian (iebtr), Old Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, Palmyrene,
and Phoenician, Jewish Aramaic (s"ba'), Syiac (s"ba'), Mandaic (sba), Old South
Arabic (s2b'), I.labic (iabia), and Ethiopic (;agba).lMiddle Hebrew also attests .fa?a',
"be sated"; hiphil, "cause to become sated."2

In the Karatepe inscriptions .iD'occurs in the expressions ,ib'wmn'm, "satiation and
well-being," and.ib'wtr.i, "abundant nourishment and wine"3 (concerning the varying
translation of ib', one can adduce the semantic distinctions between Heb. idba' and
Sdba); Prov. 3: 10 is often adduced when determining the meaning of ib' wtri.a Refer-
ence to the translation of Prov. 3: l0 in the LXX with the terms s/ros and oinos to sup-

idba'. G. Gerleman, *9)W ib' to be sated," TLOT, lll, 1266-67; J. Kottsieper, "Zur
Etymologie von hebr. ib'l: UF 22 (1990) 149-68.

l. For Ebla see H. P. Miiller, "Das eblaitische Verbalsystem nach den bisher vertiffentlichen
Personennamen," in L. Cagni, ed., In Lingua di Ebla. Ani del convegno internazionale (Napoli,
21-23 aprile 1980,) (Naples, l98l), 226; for Ugaritic, UT no.2380; for Akkadian, AHw, Ill,
1207; for Phoenician, DNS/, II, 1102-3; see VIII below; for Jewish Aramaic, ANH, 410,282: for
Syiac, lzxSyri 456; for Mandaic, MdD, 316; fbr Old South Arabic, Beeston, 13 I ; for Arabic,
Wehr, 452; for Ethiopic, W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic)
(Wiesbaden, 1987), 549-50; cf. VG,I, 169,239.

2. WTM, IY 501; concerning Qumran, see VIII below.
3. KAI 26A.1.6; 11.7,13,16; lll.'1,9.
4. Cf. F. Bro\ Recherches sur les inscriptions phdniciennes de Karatepe (Geneva, 1979),44,

107; J. Teixidor, "Bulletin d'6pigraphie s6mitique 1974i Syr 5l (1974) 32O, no. 107.

l9
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port the translation of .ib' as "grain" fails to consider the various aspects of the meaning
of Heb. Sdbd'that the LXX itself did indeed note. It translates idba'with the expression
plesmoniis sitou, thus bringing to expression both basic aspects of the meaning, that of
abundance and that of foodstuffs (in the par. v. 10b, it is the verb that expresses the ele-

ment of abundance).
The Sefire witnesses apply ,ib'(vb.) to children and young animals that suckle and

"will not be sated."s

II. Occurrences. The root .fb'occurs 97 times in the OT as the vb. SaQa', lO times as

the adj. id^ea', as the substs. idba'(8 times), idba' (8 times), and Sop'd (6 times) or
iib'A @nce). Of these 130 occurrences,2S are in the Psalms, 22 in Proverbs, and 9 each

in Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, and Job.

III. Verb. The vb. .fafa'occurs 78 times in the qal ("be/become sated"; 18 times in
Proverbs, 14 in the Psalms, 7 in Deuteronomy), once in the niphal ("become sated,

full"; Job 3l:31: ni{bd), twice in the piel ("cause to be sated, satisfied"; Ps. 90:14;
Ezk. 7:19), and 16 times in the hiphil ("satisfy").

l. Qal. In half the occurrences the qal is used absolutely; in the remaining passages

directly indicating what it is that sates, the accusative object is generally used (as a verb
of fullness or of lack, iapa' can govern a direct object), less frequently a preposition
(min,7 times:Job 19:22;Ps.lO4:13; Prov. 1:31; 14:14; 18:20:' Eccl.6:3; Isa.66:ll; D"

3 times: Ps. 65:5[Eng. 4]; 88:4[3]; Lam. 3:30; with objects governed by prepositions,
idla'is used exclusively in a figurative sense and largely with an abstract object, espe-

cially in wisdom texts). Once (Eccl. 1:8), the verb is used with an infinitive with ll
Most frequently, however, the verb is used in its concrete meaning "satisfy oneself, be-

come sated," as an expression of satisfying hunger (the vb. + ):X kl, "eatl'generally
precedes it contextually). In such cases it is generally used absolutely. When an object
is mentioned, it is usually -+ En) lehem (Ex. 16: l2; Prov. l2:ll;20:13 28:19;30:22;
Jer. 44:11; honey in Prov. 25:16). Contextually Sdla' can refer to broader enumerations
(Dt.8:10,12; l1:15; Joel 2:19; also individual foodstuffs or lehem, Lev.26:26; Ruth
2:14; Ps. 78:29; Prov. 30:9; lsa. 44:16; in a comparison in Ps. 63:6[5]).

Metaphorical use is then quite varied and broad. Here Sala' can refer to material
goods (e.g., money, Eccl. 5:9[0]), sexual behavior (e.g., prostitution, Ezk. 16:28-29),
experiences generally associated with an abstraction (e.g., contempt, Ps. 123:3-4), in-
dividual sufferings (e.g., 88:4[3]), or to the religious sphere (e.g., 63:6[5]).

The vb. Sdpa'takes on a special meaning when used to mean "be sated" in the sense

of "be full of something, sick of something, reject something," in both the concrete and

the figurative sense (Prov.25:-16-17; Isa. 1:11).
Although no semantic development is discernible in the OT, the word does occur

more frequently and is used with more semantic variety in later texts. As far as individ-

5. KAI 2224.22-23: 223 A.l.
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ual books are concerned, the qal occurs most frequently in Proverbs, Psalms (with re-
gard to all verbal occurrences or all occurrences of the root, the Psalms actually head

the list), and Deuteronomy.
a. Proverbs. The frequent and varied use of idpa' in Proverbs prompts us to examine

this corpus first. Here the concrete meaning "become sated" in connection with "eat-
ing" occurs in Prov. l2:ll1' 20:13; 28:19; 30:22 (everywhere in connection with
lehem);30:9 (lehem in the immediate context in v. 8; cf. IV below). A juxtaposition be-

tween l2:11 ("Those who till their land will be sated with [NRSV 'have plenty of']
bread, but those who follow worthless pursuits have no sense") and 30:22 (vv.2l-22:
"Under three things the earth trembles: . . . a fool when glutted with bread [NRSV
'food'1") shows that becoming sated or full could be viewed in quite different ways.
Being sated or having plenty is the proper due and is viewed positively with regard to
those who live appropriately, while it is quite inappropriate for the fool. Hence 30:22 is
probably not to be understood psychologically in the sense of "the capriciousness of
the glutton who in arrogance and boredom is prompted to act in harmful ways; because

such people are unpredictable, they are dangerous and to that extent unbearable,"6 but
rather as an assessment of inappropriate events.

Prov.5:10 tses iapa' in its concrete meaning but associates it now with concrete
goods in the larger sense, "and strangers will take their fill of your wealth." Elsewhere
(25:16,17) the concrete meaning prepares the reader for metaphorical usage (idba'
bothtimesinthesenseof "besickandtiredof something"): "If youhavefoundhoney,
eat only enough for you, or else, having too much [i.e., being sated], you will vomit it.
Let your foot be seldom in your neighbor's house, otherwise the neighbor will become

weary of you [i.e., sated with you] and hate you." Prov. 28:.19 (a variant to 12:11) com-
bines the concrete and figurative usage in unsurpassed brevity: "Those who till their
land will have plenty of food, but those who follow worthless pursuits will have plenty
of poverty."

Another characteristic use of ia|a'exclusively in Proverbs is its association with the

act-consequence nexus. Four passages (1:31; 12:14; 14:.14; 18:20; generally with min)
use the notion of "becoming sated" or "having plenty" in reference to those who must,
as it were, "taste" and "have enough" of the consequences of their actions and words.
Here the figurative sense remains close to the concrete sense, as is evident in the way
'kl canbe used in parallel in the same metaphorical sense, e.9., Prov. l:29-31: "There-
fore they shall eat the fruit of their way and be sated with their own devices." In such

contexts the metaphors associated with idla' can be quite extensive (18:20: "From the

fruit of the mouth one's stomach is satisfied; the yield of the lips brings satisfaction").
The particular characteristic of idba' in these metaphors is that "becoming sated"

stands at the end of the process of eating. i.e., a person consumes something com-
pletely until its full effect is felt (cf. the corresponding imagery of "fruit" and "yield").
The continuation of I 8:20 in v.2la ("Death and life are in the power of the tongue") in-
troduces another motif in the image of eating and becoming sated with regard to the

2l

6. O. Pldgea Sprilche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 365.
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act-consequence nexus. Just as preserving or losing one's life depends on eating and

becoming sated, so also do a person's plans and actions.

Finally, Proverbs characterizes Sdla' in exemplary cases of no, becoming sated

(30:15-16): "Three things are never satisfied; four never say, 'Enough': Sheol, the bar-

ren womb, the earth ever thirsty for water, and the fire that never says, 'Enough.'" In
27:2O an example of such paradigmatic insatiability seryes as an introductory parallel-

ism: "Sheol and Abaddon are never satisfied, and human eyes are never satisfied."

b. Psalms. The Psalms also use the concrete meaning most frequently in connection

with "eating" (17:14 22:271261;37:19; 59:16[15] [at the metaphorical level of com-

parison following [akkdle! in v. 15; at the semantic level the meaning of 'dlal and

idla' are to be understood figuratively);78:29). Ps.78:29 may serve as an example.

Here Yahweh provides nourishment for Israel during the wilderness wanderings: 'And
they ate and became sated [NRSV 'were well filled']" (here fipa'is amplified by

me'6d; cf . 123,3-4). (Concerning becoming sated as a sign of Yahweh's succoq cf. also

the hiphil passages of the Psalter, its occurrences in Deuteronomy, and individual pas-

sages from the prophets). In the three occurrences of idla'in Ps. 104:13'16,28, the

subjects are the earth (v. 13) and the trees (v. 16), with idba'generally translated as

"drink one's fiII." "Drink one's fiII," however, is generally rendered by a different verb,

namely, -+ ;1'l"l rwh, with rwh and.fb'normally being carefully distinguished. The ex-

tent to which iala'can mean "drink one's fill" must be determined not just from Ps.

104:13 and 16, but also from Job 38:27 (hiphil); Prov. 30:16; Isa. 66:11; Am. 4:8.

An interpretation ofthe references in Prov. 30:16 and Job38:27 to nature drinking

its fill of water (Sb') must note that the distinction between eating and drinking does not

play a role here (cf., however, rwh in Isa. 55:10). Or this manner of speaking may have

been perceived as metaphorical in any case, since the enumeration of "four things" in
Prov. 30:16 (see the discussion above) is clearly using metaphorical language with re-

gard to the other examples (Sheol, the barren womb, fire). General consensus usually

assigns Ps. 104: l3 to this same context, since mipp"ri ma'oSefta is understood as rain or

something similar or is frequently emended in this sense, though the traditional text is

certainly worth retaining, namely, "with the fruit of your work" as a reference to every-

thing - not just rain - bestowed on the earth through God's actions.T In this context

idpa'in v. 16 recalls v. 13 and can be understood from that perspective, yielding, of
course, the notion of becoming sated through drinking. In both v. 13 and v. 16 it is
characteristic of idba'that the earth and trees, too, "become sated" through Yahweh's

own actions. The same applies to idba'in v. 28. All of creation becomes "filled with
good things" when God opens up his hand.

The vb. fila' is also used in reference to the suckling infant who is sated at the

breast. Since the reference is to the overall intake of nourishment, iAPa'should not be

tied here too narrowly to the notion of drinking (metaphorically in Isa. 66: I l; the verb

isynq). Strictly speaking, then, only Am. 4:8 remains with idpa'meaning "drink one's

7. See in this regard T. Booij, "Psalm 104,136," Bibl70 (1989) 409-12. with a list of emenda-

tions in n. l.
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fill": "So two or three towns wandered to one town to drink water, and were not satis-
fied" (ust as "becoming sated" is Yahweh's gift, so also "not becoming sated" can be

his punishment; see the discussion below).
The passages in the Psalms can also illuminate yet another metaphorical use of

Sdla': its reference to "becoming filled, sated" with physical or spiritual suffering, as

in Ps. 88:4(3): "For my soul is full of troubles, and my life draws near to Sheol" (the
negative aspect comes to expression here not through fipa'itself, but through the ob-
ject in the prepositional phrase berd'61. Just as in the concrete sphere the goal of be-
coming sated is life, so also .fb' berd'6! Ieads to death).

Ps. 123:3-4 addresses the problem of bearing and becoming sated with contempt
and scorn (specifically amplified by ra! inv.3 ard rabbal and dativus ethicuss in v. 4).

Passages metaphorically describing a relationship with Yahweh or with the temple
by the vb. Sdba' demonstrate particularly well the breadth of usage of idla' (17:15;
63:6[5]; 65:5[a]).

In 65:5(4) the interpretation of Sdpa' is closely tied to a text-critical problem
(whether to read q"86i or qd!6i for qAdei) in the second stich: niibe'd b"lfrb bAleka
q"fldi hAftdeba).lt one follows the MT and reads q"Qdi, the word stands in apposition
("we shall be satisfied with the goodness of your house, with the holiness of your tem-
ple"), though even this statement can be interpreted in different ways. B. Duhm sug-
gests that "the 'holiness' of the temple, in apposition to f ip, apparently refers to the
cult."e A different view is taken by H. Gunkel, who exclaims, "what precious goods are

to be had here in the temple: grace, deliverance, blessing, forgiveness, sanctification!
Those are the 'goods of your house'! And so much that one 'becomes sated' with them!
Cf. Ps. 36:9-10."10 Cf. also the context vv. l-5. If one reads qdQdi (or qddeA, the last
two words yield a predicate nominative ("we shall be satisfied with the goodness of
your house, holy is your temple"). H.-J. Kraus suggests that "with 'holiness' a human
being cannot 'satisfy his hunger'; such a conception would contradict the OT concept
of holiness. Verse 4b [MT 5b] should therefore be set apart; we should follow Gk and
read U'I7."t t Of course, even with this syntactical arrangement one could understand
niSb"'A b"tfi! metaphorically. Kraus, however, interprets niib"'d b!A! bApfta concretely
as the cultic meal, going on to suggest that v. 5 is speaking about the happiness ofthose
who enjoy Yahweh's cultic and table fellowship. (Kraus believes that Ps. 22:27[26],
mentioned above in connection with the concrete use of the verb, probably refers to a

cultic meal, though others point out that such worship fellowship is only being antici-
pated.)r2

In Ps. 63:6(5) idba'can only be interpreted metaphorically, since it is precisely the
concrete object that is serving as a comparison: "My soul is satisfied as with miurow

8. GK, $ll9s.
9. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHC XIV (1922),248.
10. H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKAT luz (1968),273.
ll. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs 6U150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), 27.
12. H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.; H. Irsigler, "Psalm 22,

Endgestalt, Bedeutung und Funktion," FzB 60 (1988) 222.

I
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and fat." The -+ l2il deien was viewed as the best, most wonderful food; cf. also Ps.

36:9(8); Jer.3l:l4.In a similar fashion -i f )n h€lep symbolized the best part; cf. Gen.

45:18; Ps. 147:l4.rz The comparison with "marrow and fat" probably refers not only to

the delicious quality of the foods but also to the sacrificial meal (cf. Lev. 7:23,251, Ps.

36:9[8]).tc Interpreters view the actual process of "becoming sated" differently, for ex-

ample, as "edification and devotion in temple worship" or as the vivifying power of
God's nearness.ls Jacquet understands the passage in the mystical sense, suggesting

that enjoyment of such intimacy with the divine represents a possession that fills a per-

son to the point of satisfying the soul's deepest aspirations (vv. 4a,6a), with the m:urow

illustrating here the "spiritual satiation" of the soul as realized by God within the inti-
macy of the sanctuary.l6 In the OT, however, the mediation of salvific beneficence can

probably only be understood concretely, and in Ps.63 it is God's -+ 1Ol1 hese/ (cf. the

parallel nature of vv. 4,6) that quenches the psalmist's desire for life.lT Such satiation

comes to expression in praise of God (v. 6b)'
Ps. 17: l5 has received extremely varying interpretations: 'As for me, I shall behold

your face in righteousness; when I awake, I shall be satisfied ('efbtd), beholding your

likeness." Interpreters have understood it as a reference to resurrection hope, to spiritu-

alized beholding of God's majesty at God's beneficent intervention, to becoming sated

with the image of the splendor of the invisible temple dweller and in contemplation of
the king of the world and ultimate lawgiver, or to the wish for a theophany.l8 Dating Ps.

17 to an extremely late period prompts the question of whether v. 15 may already refer

to the Torah.
c. Deuteronomy. The occulrences in Deuteronomy (6:11; 8:10,12; ll:15; 14:29;

26:12;31.20) are consistent both formally and substantively. All these passages use the

direct expression 'ftl wflb'and all are concrete (though not to be ascribed to a single,

specific stratum; 8: l0 and 12 are generally assigned to early Dtr discourse,6:10'12 to a

text associated with the older system of superscriptions, and l1:15 to a late period).

Substantively all these passages except 14.29 and26:12 are speaking about the Israel-

ites eating and becoming sated in the land God will give them' and (in the form of a re-

alization, but more frequently as an admonition or warning) about the danger that pre-

cisely such satiety might seduce Israel into forgetting Yahweh (e.g., 6:ll-12: "and

whenyouhaveeatenyourfill,takecarethatyoudonotforgetYahweh").Dt. Il:13-16,

13. Concerning the possibility of deleting "fat," cf. Duhm, Psalmen,244; also L. Jacquet, Zes

Psaumes et le coeur de l'homme. Psaumes 42 d 100 (Gembloux, 1977),292.
14. Gunkel, Psalmen,268; Jacquet, Psaumes 42 d 100, 297.

15. Duhm, Psalmen,244;Kraw, Psalms 60-150, inloc.
16. Jacquet, Psaumes 42 a 100, 289,297.
17. For a critique of such mystical interpretation, see Kraus, in loc.

18. In order: KD, in loc.; F. Baethgen, Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 (1897)' 49; Duhm, Psalmen,

67-68; Kraus, Psalms t-59, in loc., with an excursus on additional interpretations and a discus-

sion of J. Lindblom, "Bemerkungen zu den Psalmen I (Ps 8,17)," ZAW 59 (1942143) 12, who

suggests that v. I 5 refers to an "experience of the divine demonstration of grace, a perception of
God s goodness within earthly life." A thorough summary of all interpretations can be found in

L. Jacquet, Izs Psaumes et le coeur de l'Homme. Psaumes / ri 41 (Gembloux, 1975), 425'26.
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a late text, associates God's gifts and the prospect of eating one's fill not only with a

warning against apostasy, but also with the requirement "if you will only heed my com-

mandments."
The motif of "becoming sated and forgetting Yahweh" is also found in the prophets.

Hos. 13:6 is of interest with regard to Deuteronomy: "When I fed them, they were sat-

isfied; they were satisfied, and their heart was proud; therefore they forgot me'" "In the

development of the accusation in vv.4-6 there first occurs a train of thought which the

Deuteronomic paraenesis repeatedly uses by appropriating the main catchwords, al-

though in Deuteronomy it is considerably expanded and is given the form of an exhor-

ration (Dt. 8: I l -20; 6:12-19 t 1 I : I 5f.l). Here we again recognize in Hosea one of the fa-

thers of the early Deuteronomic movement."le The prophet is not criticizing the

prospect of becoming sated, which he views positively as an expression of Yahweh's

rr."o. and steadfast love and as a sign of how well Israel is doing, but rather Israel's

own reaction to it (cf., however, the promise in Joel 2:26i see the discussion below).

Dt. 14:29 (legislation regarding the tithe) arrd 26:12 (introduction to a prayer for-

mula after delivering the tithe; a later text) are concerned that Israel allow the Levites,

aliens, orphans, and widows in its midst to become sated. God's blessing is tied to this

stipulation (in 26:15 as a request within the prayer).

d. Jeremiah, Job, Ecclesia.rtes. The group with the second highest number of occur-

rences encompasses Jeremiah (31:14;44 17;46:10 50:10,19), Job (7:4; 19:22;27:14),

and Ecclesiastes (l:8; 4:8; 5:9; 6:3).
(l) Jeremiah. The passages in Jeremiah largely use the term in a concrete sense (al-

beit in extremely varied contexts), in a purely metaphorical sense only in 46:10

(closely associating ib'with 'kl; par. rwh: on the day of retribution, "the sword shall

devour and be sated"). Jer. 31:14 reads ',e1-tfipi yiiba'fi (although t^b/tfrb with ib'can
refer to nourishment, it generally transcends that notion, or if fb'is being used meta-

phorically, it has a different, abstract meaning; cf. Ps. 65:5[4]; lO3.,5; lO4:28; Prov.

l2:14;Eccl.6:3;cf. Ps. 107:9;contextually Dt.6:ll;Neh. 9:25;lsa.55:2); this state-

ment represents a complementary element to Jer. 3112 and l4a (par. rwh) and is prob-

ably meant concretely, though the eschatological perspective simultaneously tran-

scends the concrete sphere (cf. Ps. 132:14-15). Alongside Jer.3l:14, the notion of
"becoming sated" in 50: l9 is also a sign of future salvific events (described with the

aid of animal imagery). In 50:10, and here too in a different way, fila'also connects

the concrete notion of becoming sated with its metaphorical understanding (becoming

sated with plundering and booty: "all who plunder her [Chaldea] shall be sated." In

44:17 the Judeans ascribe "becoming sated" to the benef,tcence of the "queen of
heaven."

(2) Job. The book of Job uses the term concretely in 27:14 (the descendants of the

wicked are punished by not having enough to eat) and metaphorically in74 and 19:22.

ln 19:22 the expression "never satisfied with my flesh" derives "not from the imagery

of greedy predatory animals that tear the flesh off the slain prey piece by piece, but

19. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),226.
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from the common Semitic expression 'eat someone's flesh./pieces"' (Dnl. 3:8;
6:251241) meaning "denounce, accuse." On this view, Job's friends cannot become
sated or get enough of falsely accusing him of sins and of denouncing him with these
false accusations."2o Part of Job's lament over his sufferings is that he is sated with un-
rest (NRSV "full of tossing") until dawn (7:4; wefidf;a'tt n"y'udta).zt

(3) Ecclesiasres. The assertion in Eccl. 1:8 that "the eye is not satisfied with seeing"
understands this condition as a sign of the futility of human action, in this case that of
sense perception (par. "or the ear filled with hearing"; here + X)n md€'parallels ib';
Prov.27:20 already articulates the observation used in assessing human life here; cf.
30:15-16). Ecclesiastes views human beings as being "never satisfied," especially with
regard to their striving for wealth and money, in which their efforts are useless and fu-
tile (5:9[0]). Eccl. 4:8 combines both motifs in the assertion that "their eyes are never
satisfied with riches." By contrast, Eccl. 6:3 must be understood against the back-
ground of the ideal of "old and sated with life" (see the discussion of Sdbea'below): 'A
man may beget a hundred children, and live many years; but however many are the
days of his years [resonance with 5:17,19f, if he is not sated with [NRSV 'enjoy'] life's
good things, . . . I say that a stillborn child is better off than he." Even the blessing of
abundant goods is burdened by the "possibility of divine veto. Imperceptibly the idea
ofthe full enjoyment of such goods being blocked by divine decree (v. 2) turns into the
idea in l:8 (4:8) that human desire is basically insatiable, an idea already expressed by
the introductory proverb (5:9) to the present group. This insight once again throws this
whole view into an incomparably darker light: Can 'satiation' or satisfaction be at-
tained at all, even where God does allow a person's enjoyment?"22

e. Rernaining Books. The vb. Sala' occurs only in isolated instances in the remain-
ing OT books. Passages speaking about becoming sated in a concrete sense refer first
of all to satiety as an expression of God's salvific acts toward Israel: Ex. 16:8,12
(Yahweh allows the people to become sated in the wilderness); Hos. 13:6 (see discus-
sion above);Neh. 9:25 (in parr a verbatim agreement with Dt. 6:10-11; 8:7ff.; see dis-
cussion above; the retrospective on becoming sated as a result ofthe land conquest re-
calls Yahweh's beneficence and condemns Israel's own behavior); Joel 2:19,26 (here
as elsewhere, 'kl wSb' constitutes a substantive unity; unlike Hos. 13:6 [cf. Dt. 8:7ff.
and elsewhere23l, becoming sated will eventually lead to praise of God). By contrast,
"not becoming satisfied" can be part of the threat or punishment: Am. 4:8 (cf. discus-
sion above); Hos.4:10 ("they shall eat, but not be satisfied," in reference to greedy
priests; cf. v.8); Mic.6: 14 ("you shall eat, but not be satisfied," in reference to
Jerusalemites with "dishonest weights" and "deceit in their mouths"); Lev.26:26 ("and
though you eat, you shall not be satisfied," as a conclusion to the fourth stage of in-

20. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),316.

'J. Concerning the problems attaching to this verse, cf. Fohrer, Hiob, 163; J. Reider, "iJD in
Job 7:4," JBL39 (1920) 60-65; R. Gordis, "Quotations as a Literary Usage in Biblical, Oriental
and Rabbinic Literature," HUCA 22 (1949) 182.

22. W. Zimmerli, Prediger ATD X^yUl e1980), 193-94.
23. Ct. H. W Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 56, 64-65.
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creased penalties for disobedience). Lam. 5:6 is unique in its lament over becoming

sated only at the price of alliances ("We have made a pact with Egypt and Assyria, to

get enough bread lliibAa' lahem)"). No particular connotations attach to Ruth 2:14;

2 Ch. 31:10 (sign of blessing); Isa. 44:16; Ezk.39:20 (animals becoming sated with

Yahweh's enemies as one element in an historical portrayal; io!'d lcf . discussion be-

lowl occurs in v. 19 with imagery from animal sacrifice; cf .32:4 [hiphil], where God

intends to "let the wild animals of the whole earth gorge themselves" with the great

crocodile, Pharaoh).

Several passages attesting metaphorical usage express the aspect of being "insatia-

ble": Isa. 9:19(20) ("they gorged. . . but still were hungry"; the par. to ld'ib'is r'b;

concerning the text see BIIS); Ezk.16:28 (idba'aheady metaphorically engaged at the

level of the imagery itself: "you played the whore with them and still you were not sat-

isfied"); Hab.2:5 ("like Death, they never have enough"; here Death [par. Sheol], in a

comparison, is viewed as an example of insatiability; the par. to w"l6'yi(bd'is the im-

age "they open their throats wide").
One must examine three passages from Isaiah as a group: Isa. 1:ll, "I have had

enough of bumt offerings of rams" (even if this verse is using Sdpa'figwatively in the

meaning "have enough of, be sick of," the imagery itself derives from the concrete no-

tion of feeding the deity); 53:ll;z+ 66:11 (see discussion above). The remaining pas-

sages speak about being sated with shame and scorn (Hab.2:16, Sd[a'ta qdl6n

mikkabild; Lam. 3:30, yiiba'b%erpd) and about being sated with life (l ch. 23:1;

2 Ch. 24:15; see discussion below).

2. Hiphil. The hiphil of Sapa' occurs 16 times, in every instance in verse, and most

frequently in the Psalms (81:17[16];91 16;103:5; 105:40; 107:9; 132:15;145:16;

147:14), then also in Job 9:18; 38:27;Isa.58:10,1l; Jer. 5:1; Lam. 3:15; Ezk' 21:33',

32:4.ltis also characteristic that God is the subject in all but two of these passages (Isa.

58:10; Ezk. 27:33).In the Psalms God's ability to satisfy and sate is everywhere an ex-

pression of his steadfast love. God provided nourishment for Israel in its past (Ps.

105:40, "gave them food from heaven in abundance";107:9, "for he satisfies fhiibial
the thirsty, and the hungry he fills lmillel with good things"), is still doing so now

(147:14),and intends to do so in the future (81:17[16], if Israel is obedient; 132:15,ha
quoted promise Yahweh makes to Zion). Figurative usage, albeit always in reference to

concrete events, also speaks of God's saving actions. The confessional praise of Ps.

145:15-16stillspeaksof foodinv. 15butthenexpandsthisnotioninv. 16tothatof
"satisfying the desire ofevery living thing" through Yahweh's beneficent deeds (rasbn;

cf . Dt. 33:23). The psalmist in Ps. 103:5 speaks about being satisfied with "goods," in-

cluding healing and energy or renewed life. (Ps. 103:5 and 145:16 use the hiphil ptcp.

of idla' as a divine epithet.) In Ps.91:16 Yahweh promises satiety and long life to

those who cling to him, know his name, and call upon him (cf. in this regard the discus-

sion below regarding being "sated with life").

I

I

i._

24. Concerning this difficult passage from the Servant Songs, see the bibliog. ->X,376-78.
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Passages outside the Psalms using idla' hiphil can also speak concretely about be-
coming sated as a result of God's steadfast love for his people. In Jer. 5:7 God judges
Israel because even though he has fed the children of Jerusalem "to the full," they have
turned away from him (see the discussion of Hos. 13:6 above). In Isa. 58:l I God prom-
ises to satisfy Israel (in an eschatologically expanded context) only if Israel in its own
turn satisfies the hungry (v. l0; cf. Dt. 14:29;26:12). Tlvice the hiphil of idla' de-
scribes how Yahweh brings unbearable suffering upon someone (Job 9:18; Lam. 3:15).
(Regarding the remaining passages Job 38:27; Ezk. 2'1:33; 32:4, see their mention in
connection with other texts.)

3. Niphal and Piel. The niphal occurs only in Job 31:31, which uses it concretely
with reference to a festive meal.25

Of the two occurrences of the piel, Ps. 90:14 uses it metaphorically: "Satisfy us in
the morning with your steadfast love" (see the discussion of Ps. 63:6[5] above; con-
cerning the association ofib'with heseQlv.4l, cf. the analogous use in Ps. 145:16: ib'
with rdsbn; also Dt. 33:23: S"pa' rdsOn; cf. Ps. 104:28 and 103:5 with t6!).Ezk.7:19
uses .(a-fa'concretely to mean "satisfy." This negative assertion (napidm 16'y"iabbd'fr,
"they shall not satisfy their hunger," par. frme'Ahem ld'y"mallE'fi, "or fill their stomachs
with it") is part of a portrayal of judgment (cf. similarly Hos. 4:10; Mic. 6: 14; etc.; see

the discussion above).
Ezk.7:19 is one example from a series of passages using .fb'together with nepei (in

part already mentioned in a different context):26 with nepei in its basic meaning
"throat, gullet" within parallelism in Hab.2:5; with nepei,"lust, desire, longing," as
physical hunger in Dt. 23:25(24) ("you may eat grapes according to your desire

lknapi"kfrll' the following iop'eftfi once again qualifies [as a gloss?] the amount,
namely, "your fi11"27); Prov. 13:25.In this context, too, one can often clearly see how
the notion of becoming sated transcends its elementary function and assumes signifi-
cance with regard to the entire person,28 a point evident in the confluence of the various
meanings of nepei in several passages (e.g., Ps. 107:9).In that "'craving, desire' desig-
nates a basic aspect of humanity" and does not "view the latter negatively from the out-
set,"29 such satiation is positively assessed.

In Ps. 107:9 nepei is the object of idpa'hiphil; similarly also in Isa. 58:10,11, and in
Ezk.7:19 of Sdpa' piel (see the discussion above).

In several instances nepei is the subject of idba'; these passages involve figurative

25. Fohrer, Hiob,4401' concerning the problems attaching to the verse and the interpretation
of nib as a qal lst person pl. impf., cf. B. Jongeling, "[Jexpression my ytn dans l'Nl: W 24
(1974) 37tr.

26. -+ViD) nepel, $$N.1, IV.2 (IX, 504-8); C. Westermann, '\illnepel soul: TLOI,II,743-59.
27. Concerning the adverbial accusative, see GK $ I I 8m; concerning the origin of this expres-

sion as a gloss, see C. Steuernagel, Das Deuteronomium. HKATU3 (1923), 138; concerning its
assessment as "a slight restriction," see E. K0nig, Das Deuteronomium. KAT lll (1917), 163.

28. Concerning Prov. 27:7, --t IX, 505-6; also 504.
29. Westermann,747.
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and especially metaphorical usage: Eccl. 6:3 (see the discussion above; regarding

w"napi6 ld'-!iiba' min-haty1lA in reference to all spheres of life, cf. v. 6; nepei is used

diffeiently in v. 730); obvious metaphorical usage in Ps. 88:4(3); 123:4 (negative

sense);63:6t51 (positive sense; see the discussions above);3l Jer.50:19. In other in-

stances .fb' is related to nepei only contextually (Isa. 55:2; 56: I l; Jer. 3l: 14; Hos. 4:8-

10, everywhere in reference to hunger or eating).

lY. idbda'. Of the l 0 occurrences of idQda' inthe OT, 4 use the word to mean "sated

(with life)" (3 times in the construct expression S"!a'ydmim, once absolutely [Gen'
25:81, variants including S"!a' ydmim; cf. BIIS). The passages are late: Gen. 25:8;

35:29; I Ch.29:28;lob 42:17 (the same content is expressed verbally in I Ch. 23:l and

2 Ch.24:15, two passages reflecting adjectival use; cf. also Ps. 91: 16). Only a few per-

sons are said to have become "sated with life": Abraham, Isaac, David, Job, and the

priest Jehoiada. In expressing the notion of being "sated with life)' idb€a'refers to sati-

ety in a positive sense, i.e., such that an extremely aged person (,fb'suggests the com-

parison: "as after a meal") says farewell from life without weariness but also without

any further longing for life (or food; "!tll? expresses total enjoyment, not weari-

ness"32).This positive aspect is particularly evident in I Ch. 29:28,which is not just

concerned with being sated with life: "He died in a good old age, full of days [= 3n1s6

with lifel, riches, and honor" (cf. Ps. 91:16 with Sdla'hiphtl: "With long life I will sat-

isfy them, and show them my salvation"). This positive assessment also becomes clear

if contrasted with the negative character of Job 14:1: 'A mortal, born of woman, few of
days (q"sar yamim) andfull of trouble (ieba' rdgezf'That is, a person becomes "sated"

not through a fulfilling and long life, but through the trouble of life. According to the

concluding framework in 42:17, however, Job himself "died old and full of days."

The remaining occurrences of idlda' are all found in poetry. Three passages use the

term concretely: I S.2:5; Prov. 19:23;27:7. The first two passages here attest once

more how differently late texts can view the notion of becoming sated. In Prov. 19:23

"being filled" is a result of one's fear of God, and is ultimately, like protection against

evil, a sign of Yahweh's goodness (concerning this positive understanding of .(b', cf.

Prov. 12:11; 28:19;30:22; and esp. 13:25 and Ps. 37:18-19). This assessment colre-

sponds to the general, unqualified positive assessment of concrete satiation in the OT.

Criticism is directed only against any attendant false behavior such as apostasy as a re-

sult of satiety, as is the case especially among the prophets and in Deuteronomy (see

the discussion above of Dt.6:11-12; 8:10-14; 11:15-16; Neh.9:25-26; Jer.5:7; Hos.

13:6). Prov. 30:9 individualizes the problem and views.fb'so critically that the passage

rather should be classified in the next group, though here such satiety or gluttony really

refers only to wealth.33 "Give me neither poverty nor riches; feed me with the food that

I need, or I shall be full, and deny you" (vv. 8-9). This view changes only in isolated

30. -+ IX, 508ff.; Westermann, 747 -48.
31. Concerning the translati on of nepel in these passages, see Westermann, 748-49.

32. O. Procksch, Die Genesis. KAT I C1924),532.
33. See Pltiger, Spriiche, 360.
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late passages (1 S. 2:5; Prov.30:22: Eccl. 5:l1t12l), though Prov.30:22 and Eccl.
5:ll(12) are speaking about the satiety of a specific person (concerning Prov.30:22,
see the discussion above; Eccl. 5:11[12] [with idba1, where the rich person assumes

the role of the wicked in the contrast between "good" and "bad," characterizes such
persons by the "surfeit" through which they are able to become sated [.fa?a]). Al-
though I S. 2:5 is indeed concerned with a reassessment in the general sense, more spe-

cifically it suggests that satiety is no longer a sign of nearness to Yahweh. (The oppo-
site of idbda'is rd'db; similarly also Prov. 27:7;Isa.9:191201, with a verb; cf. Gen.
4l:29ff.; Ps. 37:19; 107:9). The remaining three occurrences are metaphorical: Dt.
33:23 ("Naphtali, sated with favor, full of the blessing of Yahweh" liepa' rdsbn par.

mdlE' birkal yhwh, both terms expressed concretely by the following enumeration of
possessions); Job l0:15 ("filled with disgrace"); 14:l (cited above).

V.{dbA'. The term iala'cannot be understood as "fullness, superabundance" in the
general sense. The word refers only to a surfeit of foodstuffs, to a wealth of means for
satisfying oneself. The aspect of nourishment is not lost. Of the 8 occurrences, 6 refer
to the rich yields of the seven years of "great plenty" in Egypt: Gen. 4l:29,30,31,
34,47,53 (the contrast to idbA'is ra'ab; see esp. vv. 30,34). Prov. 3:10 also refers to the

harvest yield (see VIII below): "Then your barns will be filled with plenty (of food),
and your vats will be bursting with wine" (concerning the conditions attaching to this
abundance, see v. 9). Eccl. 5:1 l(12), cited above, also refers to a surfeit of foodstuffs
(cf. v. I lall2aD.

Yl. Sdba'. The term iola' always means "satiation." Of its 8 occulrences (Ex. 16:3;

Lev.25:19;26:5;Dt.23:25[24]; Ruth 2:18;Ps. 16:11;78:25; Prov. l3:25),7 use the

term concretely and include either'kl or lehem in the immediate context (Ruth 2:18 re-
fers back to v. 14); only Ps. 16: l1 uses idla'metaphorically (here the meaning corre-
sponds to "becoming full of joys" in the concrete sense). The prepositional phrase

laiola' occurs 5 times (governed in Prov. 13:25 by the nomen rectum). These passages

speak about satiation in contexts corresponding to those using the verb (Ps. 78:25 re-
fers to becoming sated during the wilderness wanderings; Lev. 25:-19; 26:5, in the
promised land, albeit under the condition of obedience [cf. Dt. 1l:15]; concerning
Prov. l3:25, cf .12:ll;28:19;30:22; and esp. 19:23; concerning Dt.23:25, see the dis-
cussion above).

Yll. Sob'6/Sib7. The terms So!'A/ii!'A (lsa.23:18;55:2;56:ll;Ezk. 16:28,49;39 19;
Hag. 1 :6) also mean "satiation" (in 4 instance s l"iop'd, "to the point of satiation"; because

.(ilZ occurs only once lBzk. 16:49), its specific meaning can probably not be delineated;
perhaps it refers to the means of satiation with the connotation "fullness, surteit': ii!'a1
lehem, "excess of food" lso NRSV]). The word is used largely in a concrete sense (meta-

phorically only in Ezk. 16:.28; in Isa. 56:11 the concrete meaning of the imagery flows
into the metaphorical meaning with regard to the guards) and in direct connection with '/</

or lehem (in Isa. 55:2 b"l6'-lelrem and b"l6' l"So\d are parallel; in 56:11 ld' yd!'tt Sop'A,

"they never have enough," is qualified by the preceding'auA-nepei, "having a mighty ap-
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petite"). The word occurs only in the prophets and refers everywhere to a group (in Ezk.

39:19 to animals [see the discussion above], in Isa. 56:11 within animal imagery, other-

wise always to human beings). The semantic notion "satiation" involves a positive as-

sessment. According to Isa. 23:18, those "who live in the presence of Yahweh" will have

"abundant food" from the profits of Tlre (cf. Ezk. 27:33hiphil: "When your wares came

from the seas, you satisfied many peoples"). Ezk. 16:49, too, does not view Sip'a1 lehem

negatively in and of itself, but rather one's behavior with regard to it, in this case that of
Sodom. Correspondingly, insufficient satiation represents a lack or even punishment: Isa.

55:2; Hag. l:6. At the metaphorical level as well, Isa. 56: l1 and Ezk. 16:28 negatively

view the notion of a lack of "satiation" in the sense of "insatiable."

V[I. l. Sirach. The passages in Sirach are commensurate with the usage already

discussed: 12:16 ("he will never have enough of your blood"); 37:24 ("he becomes

sated with delights"); and 42:25 ("who could ever get enough of seeing his glory"; fb'
with /': ySb'lhbyt, cf. Eccl. 1:8).

2. Qumran. The I I occurrences (including 4Q502 40:2) of .fb'in the Qumran texts

correspond to the word's usage in the OT. Biblical equivalents can be adduced for
1Q222,4 (cf. Dt.6:11);2QJubu 1,5 (cf. Jub.23:8;Gen.25:8);4QDibHam" l-2,1v,14
(cf. Dt. 31:20); 4QPsr 9:14, "the poor shall be sated," and 4Q370 l:1. lQpHab 3:12 in'
terprets Hab. l:8-9 as referring to the Romans, whose lust for conquest "cannot be sat-

isfied." The term ib'occurs in connection with "eating" in I lQPs' 18:11; 4QpHos" 2:3,

where Hos. 2:10 is understood as meaning that "they became satisfied and forgot God,"

and 4Q181 2,3, "he satisfied Israel with plenty" (bibim h{by').

3. IXX. The LXX rranslates the verb largely with forms of (em)pi(m)pldnai and

(less frequently) chortdzein. It renders Sd!€a' with pl1rds (5 times) or plEsmond

(twice), then sdf;d'with a verb form and as euthenia (5 times) and pl€smon, 1Gen.

4l:30; in Prov. 3:lO: plzsmon1s sitou; see the discussion above), and finally translates

{dba'and iib'd/iob'd either verbally or with the aid of pldsmonl.
Warmuth

llP idbar;1)V ieber

Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning in the Semitic Languages. II. Occurrences and

Meaning in the OT: l. Occurrences; 2. Meaning: a. Secular Meaning; b. Theological Meaning;

c. Qal and Aramaic lbr/sbr III. LXX.

idlar I. Heller, "Die abgeschlagene Mauer," Communio Viatorum ll (1968) 175-78;

E. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im AT (Halle, 1902), esp. 85-86; Wagner, esp. 108;

3l
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I. Occurrences and Meaning in the Semitic Languages. Although there is no

written or semantic equivalent within the East Semitic or Ugaritic realm for OT ibr
(Hebrew) and sbr (Aramaic), the root sDr is widespread in the Aramaic sphere, where it
is accompanied by a broad word field extending geographically and chronologically
from Elephantine (5th century n.c.n.) to Palmyra (3rd century c.n.)l and is represented

by a series of derivatives in the Tgs. and rabbinical writings.2
The meaning of this root extends from intellectual capacity in the sense of expertise

(sDr', "master workman," e.g., of stone masonry3) to strategic anticipation and plan-

ning ("Now behold, I thought lsbrtl .. . if we had appeared before Arsames"4) to reso-

lute implementation (DnL7:25 Aramaic: "and intends lwiisbarl to change the sacred

seasons and the law"). This context may also include the qal ptcp. so-|Er (Neh.

2:13,15), "closely observe, inspect," which has been interpreted as an Aramaism.s By
conrast, sbr and its derivatives in the Aramaic Tgs. refer not only to concepts such as

"reason" or "acumen," which Modern Hebrew has adopted, but also a disposition of
hope and goodwill.o Among the Qumran writings, none of the variants uses ,fbr or its

derivatives.

II. Occurrences and Meaning in the OT.

l- Occurrences. The vb. .fbr occurs altogether 8 times, including 6 in the piel, the re-

maining 2inthe qal, which corresponds to Aramaic peal (Dnl. 7:25).Tt,cterm iEber
deriving from ibr occurs twice.

Compared to other verbs of waiting and hoping, it is striking that Sbr is used so

infrequentlyT and never parallel to those other words. The root.fbr apparently belongs

to a more recent linguistic stage, something also suggested by its widespread use in the

Aramaic sphere.8

2. Meaning. Passages using .fbr in the piel and the derivative ieper refer to hopeful

waiting, though only twice in secular contexts (a); in the majority of cases, the refer-

ence is to Yahweh (b).
a. Secular Meaning. Naomi asks her daughters-in-law, Orpah and Ruth, whether

C. Westermann, "Das Hoffen im AT," Theologia Viatorum 4 (1952153) 19-70, esp. 36 =
Forschung am AT. ThB 24 (1964),219-65, esp.234; W. Zimmerli, Man and His Hope in the OT.

SBT2120 (Eng. trans. l97l),5-6.

l. DNSI, 11,775.
2. Ct. WTM,lll, 470tr.; also HAL,III, 1304-5.
3. J. Cantineau, Inventaire des Inscriptions de Palmyre, fasc. IX (Beirut, 1933), no. 4.2.
4. AP 37.7.
5. See II.2.c below.
6. See WTM,lll,470-72.
7. Cf. Westermann,2l; also H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia,

1974), t49-50.
8. Cf. Westermann, 36; Zimmerli,6.
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they want to wait (synonym 'gn, "hold oneself back") to remarry till a son Naomi her-

self might bear would be old enough to marry (Ruth l:13). The book of Esther relates

how the enemies of the Jewish citizens in the Persian Empire hoped (iibb"rfi) to "gain

power over them" and destroy them (Est. 9:l).
b. Theological Meaning. Hopeful waiting for Yahweh focuses on various objects.

Ps. 104:27 (similarly 145:15) speaks about the food Yahweh provides for human be-

ings and animals (cf. Mt. 6:11,25-26). All other statements anticipate Yahweh's help:
ps. t tg: too (yeifi'd); 146:5 ('dzer par. SEber); Ps. 1 19: I 16 associates the petitioner's

hope with assured life (somf;eni . . . we'el.tyeh) and negatively contrasts such hoping

with "letting someone be put to shame" (hCbti). The Song of Hezekiah also focuses on

deliverance from impending death, citing the frequently used argument that "those

who go down to the Pit cannot hope (ld'-y'iabb"rfr) for your faithfulness" (Isa. 38:18).

Both .fbr and Se\er are apparently part of the language of the Psalms, particularly of the

later period.e

c. Qal and Aramaic sbr/sbr The qal of -fbr occurs only in Neh. 2:13 and 15. Al-
though interpreters often understand the term here with reference to Arab. sabara,

"closely examine (a wound),"Io Kautzsch points out the proximity between Sbr "I di-

rect my attention to the walls" (according to LXXL, Sbr = katano6n), and Aram. sDr in

Dnl.7:25,"he will be intent on doing something" and the rendering of Sdbdrby l.rdie!

by the Jewish grammarian David Kimchi.ll Heller reads .ibr and believes that

Nehemiah is striking off all cultic appendages from the wall remnants.l2

11I. LXX. For both the verb and the noun, the LXX uses the corresponding forms of
elptzein (Ps. 145p441:15; Isa. 38:18) and elpis (Ps. 146[145):5) or prosdol<in (lO4:27;

119:166) andprosdokta(l19:116).InRuth l:l3prosddchesthaicolrespondstotheHe-
brew verb. In Neh. 2:13 and 15, the form syntribon presupposes the Hebrew vb. .ibr13

The Greek text of Est. 9: I does not colrespond to the MT and thus does not offer an

equivalent' 
Beyse

9. See Westermann, 36.
lO. GesB,778; W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia samt 3. Esra. HAT XX (1949),

ll. Kautzsch,85.
12. See the debate in H. G. M. Williamso\ Ezra, Nehemiah. WBC 16 (1985)'

13. Cf. Rudolph, ll0; Kautzsch,85.

I 10.

r86.
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)\p saguU;:lpn misgdp

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. OT Use: l. General and Concrete Use;2. In
Relation to God; Figurative Use; 3. "Security." lY. miigA!. V. LXX. VI. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root Jgb appears perhaps in Akk. sag/kbu(m), sagbfi(m), "a class
of soldiers."l It is also attested as a Canaanite loanword in an Amarna letteq which says
that a wdl "raises itself' (isftu pu).z In the Old Aramaic Sef,rre inscriptions, .fgD occurs
first in the sense of "secure, protect" (a contractual partner who does not "protect" the
house and descendants of the other in war is charged with breach of contract), then also
in the sense of "great, mighty person."3 In Talmudic Aramaic, .fgb in the pael means
"make strong."4 W. W. Mtller adduces idglb, "fence," in the New South Arabic lan-
guage Mehri.s

II. Occurrences. The verb occurs in the OT twice in the qal, l0 times in the niphal,
7 in the piel, and once each in the pual and hiphil. The noun miigd!, "refuge," occurs
l6 times (Jer. 48:1 is questionable).

III. OT Use.
l. General and Concrete Use. The concrete meaning of the verb is apparently "be

high." Since a high fortress or a high wall offers good protection and security, .fgD often
exhibits these semantic nuances even when the context suggests the concrete meaning.
Such is the case in Moses'introductory discourse in Deuteronomy, where he says that
throughout the entire Transjordan, no city (qiryd) was too high (qal) for the Israelites,
for God gave everything into their hands (Dt. 2:36). A city on a high location or sur-
rounded by high walls is impregnable. This meaning is less clear in Isa. 30: 13 (niphal),
which speaks about a high wall (hbmd) that has a break in it, "bulging out, and about to
collapse," imagery intended to show how trust in false prophets (v. 12) collapses on its
own initiative. The notion of a (false) sense of security may be resonating here, as is
certainly the case in Prov. l 8: 1 1 : "The wealth of the rich is his strong city (qirya!'uui )
and is like a high (.fgb niphal) wall in his imagination" (b"maikt16; the reading
bimiukkdyO in LXX, Vg., and Pesh. yields no better sense: "in his fencing"?o).

The context in Isa. 26:5 clearly suggests the notion of "being high." The inhabitants

:{dga!. P. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht. MilSt 13 (1971), esp. 96-81.

l. AHw,II, 1002; CAD, XY,22-23.
2. EA 147:53.
3. KAI 2228.32;224.13-14; cf. DNS1, U, I109.
4. WTM,454.
5. W. W. Miiller, in Christian Robin, ed., Mdlanges linguistiques. FS Maxime

GLECS Sup t2 (1985),27s.
6. See H. Ringgren, Spriiche-Prediger. ATD 16ll (1962),74-75.

Rodinson.
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of the height (mdr6m) are brought down (.Yftft hiphil), the lofty city (qiryd niigdla) is

laid low (.ipl hiphil), events underscored by the additional qualifications'aQ-'eres, "to

the ground," and'a8:dpd6 "into the dust." One should also note, however, that v. 4

speaks of Yahweh as an "everlasting rock," i.e., as a secure refuge.T Job 5: I I also refers

to "being high" in the figurative sense in that God "sets on high" (itm lemdrbm) "those

who are lowly" (ipl), while "those who mourn" are lifted high to safety (idgebfr yeia').

2. In Relation to God; Figurative Use. The niphal is used to refer figuratively to God

or to his name aS "exalted," occasionally in connection with forms of rwn. lsa.33:5

says that Yahweh is niigd! because he dwells (ikn) "onhigh" (mdrbm). Isa. 2: I I uses

the contrast with ipl to underscore this meaning: "The haughty eyes of people ('AnA

Sabhfrt) shall be brought low (ipl), and the pride (rfim) of everyone shall be humbled

(ibD; arrd Yahweh alone will be exalted (niSSaU. Verse 17 repeats the same idea with

the same words in different combinations.
The thanksgiving song in Isa. 12 summons to praise and thanksgiving and to a proc-

lamation of God's deeds, "for his name is exalted (nissau" (Isa. 12:4). Job 36:22 uses

the hiphil with qal meaning in its assertion that "God is exalted in his power."

The idea of security and protection comes to expression in Prov. I 8: 10: "The name

of Yahweh is a strong tower (migdal-'Az); the righteous run into it and are protected

@iiSAU." It is noteworthy that v. 1l (see above) speaks about the false security of the

rich.
One isolated passage uses niSga! in reference to God's omniscience: "Such knowl-

edge . . . is so high that I cannot attain it" (Ps. 139:6), i.e., it is inaccessible, unattain-

able.

3. Security. The nuance "security" comes to expression especially in the Psalms

when someone asks God for protection (,fgb piel). Parallel terms always qualify the

idea more precisely. In 59:2(Eng. 1), the psalmist asks for deliverance (nsl) from ene-

mies and for protection against them. In 91:14 God promises to deliver (plt) and pro-

tect those who trust in him. Ps. 20:2(1) associates the wish "[may] the name of the God

of Jacob protect you" with an answer to that wish on the day of distress. Ps. 69:30(29)

is convinced that God's y"ifr'd (salvation) will protect the lowly ('dnt) and those in pain

&6'eU. Ps. 107:40-41 enumerates a whole series of related and antithetical terms in

telling how God will bring contempt and confusion upon the princes while raising up

the needy out of their distress (.fgb piel), whereby the idea of exaltation also resonates'

According to Prov. 29:25,thosewho trust in God are secure (,fgD pual), contrasted with

the snare into which fear drives a person.

lY. misgdb. Commensurate with the basic meaning of the verb, mifgd! refers to a

height or high rock where one can find refuge. Hence Isa. 33:16 says that during the

salvific age, the righteous "will live on the heights (m"r1mtm); their refuge (miigA!)

7.See Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. L974),206.
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will be the fortresses of rocks (m"pdd6! s"ldim)l'while Isa. 25:12 says that God will
bring down (ihh) Moab's inaccessible, fortified walls (milsar miiga! h6m6fl. The
continuation in 26:'5 adds "to the ground," "into the dust."

Otherwise the word refers metaphorically to God as a "refuge," with one exception
in the Psalms. Here too the parallel terms are revealing. Ps. 18:3(2) par. 2 S. 22:2-3 en-
gages a whole series of synonyms in describing God as the psalmist's refuge: sela',
m';frQA, sfi6 magEn, qeren, as well as the vbs. pll and l.tdsi. According to Ps. 9:10(9),
Yahweh is the stronghold of the da& (NRSV "oppressed"), and a stronghold in times of
trouble. According to the refrain in 46:8,12(7,1 1), Yahweh is "with us" and is thus a
"refuge for us." According to 48:4(3), he has shown himself in the citadels of Zion as a

refuge. Ps. 59 uses the word 3 times. Yahweh is bz and miSgd! (v. 10[9]), he is miigd!
and mands ("place of refuge") on the day of trouble (v. 17[6]); v. l8(17) then repeats
v. 10(9) in a slightly altered form. Ps. 62:3(2) (also v. 7) combines miigd! with sr2r and
y"ifr'd and insists that "I shall never be shaken." Ps.94:22 combines miSgd! with sr2r

and mahoseh. Ps. 144:2 recalls Ps. 18: m";fiQd miigd!, m"palldt, mdg€n, bO |tasifi.
, By contrast, the oracle of woe upon Moab in Jer. 48: I asserts that Yahweh smashes

Moab's refuge: "The fortress is put to shame and broken down (htt)!'

V. LXX. The LXX translations of igb vary widely. It expresses the nuance of "ex-
alt" in hypsoiln (3 times for the niphal; once hdgios!), otherwise it focuses more on the
idea of protection and refuge: diaphefigein, boethein, lytrortn, sQzein, krataioin. In a
couple of instances, it renders miiga! as semeion and sfssemon, "sign," whereas other-
wise it tends to use terms for "strength," "refuge," and "help": ischyrds, krataidma,
pfrgos, ochyr6s, kataphygii, bocth6s, and antiliimptOr

VI. Qumran. The Qumran passages stay well within the framework of biblical us-

age. As is often the case in the Psalms, imagery for protection and security predomi-
nate. Despite all perils, the petitioner of the Hodayoth remains sure that he will be "as

one who enters a fortified city (ir masdr), as one who seeks refuge fuA'62) behind a

high wall (hdmd niisabd) until deliverance comes (p\il" QQH 6:25). Or God has made

him "like a strong tower (migdal '62), a high wall (b6md niigdbd)l' and has "estab-
lished my edifice upon rock" (7:8). He speaks of God as "my refuge, my high moun-
tain (manbs, mi{gd!), my stout rock and my fortress (m";fidd)l' providing shelter and
eternal deliverance (9:28-29). Finally, the wish for blessing expressed in lQSb 5:23-24
says: "May the Lord raise you up to everlasting heights (rttm), arrrd as a fortified tower
upon a high (niSgapd) wallt"

Ringgren
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71V) saden;,jV idday... T

Contents: I.l. Occurrences; 2. Etymology; 3. Meaning. IL The Phenomenon Itself: l. Field

Location; 2. Right of Possession. III. Developed Fields: 1. Agriculture; 2. Livestock. IV.

Undeveloped Fields: l Gathering Wild Fruit; 2. Habitat of Wild Animals. V. As a Setting for

Action at the Periphery of Life: 1. The Field and Its Caves; 2.War:'3. Criminal Offenses. VI. As

a Setting for God's Actions. VII. Qumran.

l. l. Occurrences. Scholars generally assume that Heb. id/eh and the poetic form

idday deive from the same semitic root as Akk. iadfr(m), "mountain, highland region,

steppe,"r which is generally rendered as the ideograrfl KUR (slanted wedges juxtaposed

in a triangle depicting a mountainous landscape) and can also be read as matu, "landl'z

This ideogram also serves as a determinative for the names of mountains and lands. The

meaning "field, farmland," also occurs as .id in Paleo-Canaanite, Canaanite, Phoenician,

and Punic texts,3 as well as in OSA s2dv "hill, terraced landscape," "mountain,"4 Ugar.

Jd, .'field, individual field, in isolated instances incorrectly for izd,'mountain."'5

2. Etymology. Despite the widespread occurrences of the root, the etymology of
Sd@ay/Sdjehis not certain.6 Propp argues convincingly in rejecting the derivation ofAkk.

:id1ch. S. Abir, "Das Erdreich als Schdpfungselement in den Mythen der Urgeschichte|' Jud

35 O9ir 23-27,125-30; W. F. Albright, "The Names Shaddai a1,d Abrarnl' JBL 54 (1935) 173-

204; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Xl' Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 398-99;
p. Dhorme, "Uemploi m6taphorique des noms de parties du corps en h6breu et en akkadien V,"

RB 3l (tgZZ) 2ti-33, esp. 230-31; J. Fischer, Das Buch Jesaia. HSAT VIV1,l (1937),53-54;

J. P. Fokkelman, 'nlllin !lU, in II Sam l,2la - A Nonexistent Crux," ZAW 9l (1979) 290-92;

D. N. Freedman, "The Refrain in David's Lamentation over Saul and Jonathan," Ex orbe

religionum. FS G. Widengren. Studies in the History of Religions/I'lumen Sup 2l (l*iden, 1972),

115--26, esp. l2l-22; E. Fry "Translating iade 'Field' in the OT," BT 37 (1986) 412-17;

I. Gluska, iThe Gender of SAdeh in Mishnaic Hebrew," Bar-Ilan Annual 20-21 (1983) 43-66;

R. Gordis, "The Biblical Root JDI-JD: Notes on 2 Sam i.2l; Jer xvii.14; Ps xci.6; Job v.21," "IIS
4l (lg41) 34-43; A. Heidel, 'A Special Usage of the Akkadian Term Sad,frl'.INES 8 (1949) 233-

35; F. Horst, "Zwei Begriffe fiir Elgentum (Besitz): :r![! and i1!l]\]' verbannung und Heimkehr

FS W. Rudolph (TtibinEen, 196l), 135-56; H. M. Niemann, "stadt, Land und Herrschaft" (diss.,

Rostock, tgiO;, esp. 2a-30; w. H. Propp, "On Hebrew !ade(h),'Highland,"' W37 (1987)230-

36; L. Rost, "Die Bezeichnungen fiir Land und Volk im Xll' Das kleine Credo und andere

studien zum AT (Heidelberg, 1965), 76-101, repr. from FS O. Procksch (Leipzig, 1934), 125-48;

A. Schwarzenbach, Die geigraphische Termionologie im Hebriiischen des ATs (Leiden, 1954)'

t. cf . cAD, xvu, 58-59.
2. AHw lll, ll24-25.
3. DNSI, I ll10; KAI,lll,24.
4. Biella,5ll; Beeston, l3l.
5. WUS, no. 2583.
6. Cf . HAL,III, 1307a-b.
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iadfi from a Proto-Semitic root 1dw, "breast" (front side), suggested by Dhorme and de-
veloped by Albright, though this derivation is still considered a possibility forHeb. idQeh
"in a fashion."T HALdoes not note this suggestion. The Northwest Semitic witnesses sug-
gest an originally biconsonantal root from which both id/ay and idSeh might deive
through expansion with a third consonant y/h and from which through reduplication of
the second radical .fdd (plough furrows, harrow) might have arisen (cf. also Akk. iiddu,
"side, length, area").8 On this view SdQay/id{e& would denote a defined piece of land ca-
pable of cultivation and belonging to a specific owner. The unresolved discussion of the
DN -+ rlpi iadday contributes little to the etymology and understanding of SaQeh.o

3. Meaning. The nouns id/ay/idQeh occur with varying frequency in the OT (12 and
325 times, respectively) depending on context,lo occurring most frequently in Genesis
(the stories of creation, the patriarchs, and the ancestors), Jeremiah (biographical
pieces), and Leviticus and Ezekiel (real estate regulations). By contrast, fiday/:iddeh
do not occur in the prophetic writings Amos, Jonah, Habbakuk, or Zephaniah, or in Es-
ther, Daniel, or Ezra.ll The LXX translates the terms 215 times as dgros (which also
occurs quite frequently in the Synoptics) and 80 times as pedion, then in the remaining
passages as other terms; the Vg. prefers ager and terua, but also uses a series of other
terms, including regio, fines, in a specialized sense tnons and locus sublimus, and oth-
ers. The meaning of Heb. idSay/idjeh comes closest to Eng. "field, open field."
Propp's suggestion that one add a more specialized meaning "highland" to the words'
lexicography (cf. Nu. 22:41;23:9,14,28; Jgs. 5:18; 2S.l:2t;Job 40:20; Ps. 80:14[Eng.
l3); 96:12; I 04: I I ) reflects a salient observation and underscores the multifaceted na-
ture of the terms SdQay/SdQeh, though they probably circumscribe the particular type,
quality, or dimensions of a piece of land less than they serve as functional terms en-
compassing the various possibilities for using and exploiting such property. Hence
words such as -r f lN 'eres, -) i1D1R tQdmA,lz and -+ 'lf ID midbdr (excepting Josh.

8:24;Ezk.29:5, though unconfirmed by LXX and Vg.), which describe characteristic
types of landr3 rarely or never appear in the same context or parallel with idjay/Sdjeh
even though connections do indeed exist with these terms as well: "When no plant of
thefield (iddeh) wasyetintheearth ('eres)and noherbof thefield (iddeh) hadyet
sprung up - for Yahweh God had not caused it to rain upon the earth ('eres), and there
was no one to till the ground 1'a{AmA)" (Gen. 2:5). "Fields (iAdeh) shall be bought in
this land ('ereq)" (Jer. 32:43). Cain draws Abel out to the field (fideh), where he slays

7. Dhorme, 230-31; Albright, 183-84; Propp, 233.
8.KAI, lll,24;HAL, Ill, 1306-7; cf.H.Guthe,"EggenundfurchenimAT," Beitriigezur

alttestamentliche Wissenschafi. FS Karl Budde. BZAW 34 (1920),75-82; AHw, III, 1230.
9. Cf. M. Weippert, *rTV tadday (divine name): TLOT, III, 1304-10; G. W. Nebe, "Psalm

104: I I aus Htjhle 4 von Qumran (4QPsd und der Ersatz des Gottesnamens: ZAW 93 (1981) 285
nn. 5-6.

10. Schwarzenbach, 82-87.
ll. rbid.,82.
12. Rost,77-86.
1 3. Schwarzenbach, 93-96, 133-36.
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him (Gen. 4:8). But the ground (-ddmd) takes in Abel's blood (v. 9). Hence a field
(iddeh) belongs to the land or earth,ra and the ground ("damd) is the substance of the

field gAjeh). The "field" does not exhibit the cosmic, territorial significance of the

ground or land nor the mythical, ecological quality of the earth ('addmA). The differ-
ence between the id/ay/idfleh arrd the steppe (midbar) is that insufficient rainfall pre-

vented the latter from being exploited as intensively as the former; as a result, the latter

was probably used primarily for small-livestock farming. Hence despite their mutual

relationship, these terms are sufficiently delineated from one another.

II. The Phenomenon ltself.

l. Field lncation. A comparison between fdday/Sddeh and miQbdr clearly shows

that the former was always concretely related to a city or settlement, something dem-

onstrated by the portrayal of Jacob's stay in Shechem. According to Gen. 33:18-19, he

pitched his tent "before the city" and ultimately acquired part (heleq) of the idSeh on

which he had settled. This close proximity to the city explains how the son of the re-

gional prince was able to encounter and seize Dinah, Jacob's daughter (Gen. 34:2)' The

story does not say where this took place. Jacob's sons were "with his cattle in the field"
and returned to the tent encampment.

The same situation is presupposed in the story of how David sought shelter from
Saul, who had become mistrustful. Saul's son and David's friend, Jonathan, leaves the

city with David and goes out into the freld (Sddeh; 1 S. 20: l1) where David also hides

(vv. 5,24).ts Jonathan seeks him out there later in order to confer with him (v. 35) after

sending the little boy who had come with him back to the city as a precaution (v. 40).

Hence this field is located immediately at the edge of the city area.l6

The account of the siege of the city of Samaria reflects the same configuration (2 K.
7:12), otherwise the Samaritans' fear would be incomprehensible, namely, that the

Arameans who were laying siege to the city might be hiding in the field in order to take

the Samaritans alive when the latter left the city in search of food. Hence every city had

its field (Gen. 41:48, Egyp$; in Lachish it was the city's field (Neh. 11:30), in Geba the

collective fields (Neh. 12:29), or simply city fields in the larger sense (1 Ch. 6:41[56];

Neh. 12:44). The field is in fact part of the city or settlement, which is also why both city
and field are included in Yahweh's blessing: "The blessing of Yahweh was on all that he

had, in house (-+ 11\ bayi!) and field" (Gen. 39:5, Pharaoh). "Blessed shall you be in the

city, and blessed shall you be in the field" (Dt. 28:3). Hence the existence of the ruined

city "in the field" is an appropriate image for the peril tlreatening Samaria (Mic. l:6).

2. Right of Possession. If, however, this interrelated nature of city and field does pre-

suppose that the fields are used in an ongoing fashion, it also presupposes a concrete

14. Rost, 80-86.
15. Concerning "hide," see V.l below.
16. See V.2-3 below.
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system of ownership, e.9., Joshua's field in I S.6:14. The portion a private person

owned is generally designated by -+ iZ)n hekq; the tribes, clans, and families all re-
ceived a portion after the land conquest (Josh. l5-19). Specific stories relate the cir-
cumstances of how, e.g., Caleb received his portion (Josh. 15:13-14), similarly with re-
gard to Othniel's demands and apportionment (15:18). Fields that have been lost from
ownership can be reacquired through the appropriate steps under certain conditions
governing inheritance, e.g., through Levirate marriage (Ruth 4:5).tz Upon returning
home, the widow pursues the same end when addressing the king, who appoints an of-
ficial for her to help her reacquire her property (2 K. 8:3,5). Yahweh alone can alter
ownership circumstances (Jer. 6:12; 8:10; 32:44).

Several passages speak about field portions in connection with the apparently legiti-
mate method of changing ownership through sale and purchase. For a sum of money
paid to Ephron, Abraham acquires part of a field for burying his wife in a cave located
at one end of the field (Gen.23:9,13,11 ,20), even though Ephron, perhaps for legal rea-

sons involving land rights, had offered him this field as a gift. Such acquisition through
purchase is designated by the word -+ l,Jy' qdn1/miqneh (Ger 25:lO;49:30; 50:13;
Neh. 5:16; Jer.32:7-9,15,25,43,44), the sale itself by -+'1)D malar (Lev. 27:20;Ruth
4:3). Possession of a field can in times of distress also be divided (2 S. 19:30[29]),
pledged (Neh. 5:3), surrendered (Neh. 5:5), though also returned (25.9:1; Neh. 5:11).

A woman can also acquire real estate for her family (Prov. 31:16). During the later
period, possession of a held (alongside movable assets) is called '"l.tuzzd, which was

subject to the regulations of the Sabbath and Jubilee Year (Lev. 25:-31;27:16-
17,18,19,22). Banned helds (i.e., fields that had passed to Yahweh) could not be dis-
posed of at all (Lev. 27:28). Inherited property was also excluded from sale (1 K.
2l:3).rt A person should not covet a neighbor's 6"16t1 (Dt. 5:21; cf . Ex. 20:17 , though
without iddeh; N4ic. 2:2); such would constitute unjust acquisition.

Within a larger framework, however, the concept of "field" can refer not only to an

individual's or city's possession, but also to political orientation, e.g., the field of Moab
(NRSV "country," Gen.36:35;Nu.21:20; Ruth l:1,2,6,22;2:6;4:3; I Ch. l:46;8:8),
Edom (Gen. 32:4[3]; Jgs.5:4), the Philistines (1 S. 6:l;21:1,11), Israel (Jgs.20:6),
Ephraim (Ob. l9), Aram (Hos. l2:l3ll2l), the Amalekites (Gen. l4:7), and Samaria
(Ob. 19). These references are probably not to sharply delineated political and geo-
graphical territories ('ere;), which were also not intensively cultivated for agriculture;
perhaps these designations include the transition to steppe regions.

III. Developed Fields.

l. Agriculture. Given the relationship between locality and field disclosed under II. I
above, it is to be expected that the field surrounding the city was cultivated with the

17. G. Wallis, "Das Jobeljahr-Gesetz, eine Novelle zum Sabbathjahr-Gesetz," MIO 15 (1969)
337-45.

18. A. Alt, "Der Stadtstaat Samaria," KlSchr III (1959), 264-66.
19 -+'IDl'l hdmad (chamadh), lV,452ff .
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idea of providing food, whence also the commensurate Greek translation dgros and the
Latin ager Those who "go out (ydqd') into the field" do so in order to work there (Jgs.

9:27), e.9., to "glean among the ears of grain" (Ruth 2:2,3,22). Farmers return from
theirworkinthefield (Ex.23:16; Jgs. 19:16; 1S. 11:5;Ps. 107:37).Onebindsand
stacks sheaves in the field (Gen. 37:7) or plows the field with a pair of oxen ( I S. I I :5).
Fields were measured according to furrow lengths (l S. 14: l4). Various kinds of grains

were sown (Gen.47:24; Ex. l:14;9:19), including wheat and barley (Ex. 23:16; I Ch.
I l: l3). "You shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed" (Lev. l9: l9). "Six years
you shall sow your field" (Lev. 25:3,4). "When you reap the harvest of your land, you
shall not reap to the very edges2o of your field," but rather leave that yield for the poor,

the widows, and the aliens; nor should one "gather gleanings" (Lev. l9:9; Dt.24:19).
In any event, the harvest of the field is God's gift and blessing, and a failed harvest is a
sign of disfavor (Gen. 39:5; Dt. 28:16). Successful sowing and the resultant good har-
vest are acknowledged with thanksgiving (Ex. 23:ll; Dl 26:ll; Sir. 40:22a). Locust
swarms can completely decimate a harvest (Joel 1:4,12). In times of extreme distress
some people even harvest the fields of others (Job 24:6).

The produce of the field includes not only grain but also the fruit of the vine and of
trees. In the view of the prophet Ezekiel, who often uses tree imagery, the planting at
least of the large trees such as the cedar is the work of Yahweh, and their growth re-
flects God's own actions (Ezk. 31:4,5). The fruit of the trees is a divine gift (31:15;
34:27). Yahweh can make small trees grow higher and high trees shrink (17:24), or
even destroy them through catastrophes (12:19). God's wrath pours down upon the
trees of the field (Ex. 9:25; 10:15; Jer. 7:20). God's people, however, are also directed
to plant fruit trees (Lev. 19:'23), which will yield fruit if the people are obedient. Ac-
cording to Joel l:12, these trees include the fig tree, the pomegranate, the date palm,
and the apple tree. Such trees are to be spared rather than cut down when a city is be-
sieged (Dt. 20:19-20), suggesting that such cultivated trees were located in the green

belt around the city.
The fruit of the vine was also viewed as a product of the field (Jgs. 9:27), and the

gifts of the grapevine were also exposed to the dangers of catastrophic events (Mal.
3:ll). Cucumbers are also reckoned among the fruits of the field (Nu. ll:5), and al-
though they did require the kind of damp ground found in Egypt, they were apparently
also cultivated in Palestine (Isa. l:8). Lentils were similarly reckoned among the gifts
of the field (25.23:ll par. 1 Ch. 1l:13;cf. also Gen.25:29ff.;25.17:28): beans are

also mentioned in this context.

2. Livestock. The field is also used for livestock herding, and this context especially
includes the migrdi, the "pastureland, uncultivated land."2l Jacob's sons are engaged in
livestock herding (Gen. 34:5; 31:12-11). Livestock in such contexts generally refers to
small livestock, including sheep and goats. By contrast, cattle were considered more

20. -+ ilRB pe'n, Xl,46l-63.
21. Schwarzenbach, 88-90; HAL, Il,546b.
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domestic animals and were taken out to pasture only in special circumstances (l Ch.

27:29). Keeping cattle in pasturage doubtless depended on the presence of field springs

(Gen.29:2). Small livestock was also driven out to steppe pastures.22 The pasturage or
"open land" (so NRSV) around the city (migrdi) refers especially to the area from
which the Levites were provisioned in the cities assigned to them (Lev.25:34; cf. Josh.

2l:2-39; I Ch. 6:40-66t55-8ll).

IV. Undeveloped Fields.

l. Gathering Wild Fruit. Alongside the yield of cultivated fields, the Israelites ap-

parently also extensively exploited uncultivated areas. The extent to which such exploi-
tation included iiah, "bushes," or -r f i29 '€ief; yereq in such areas depends on whether

the reference is only to cultivated plants or also to wild or freely growing plants. The

latter is intended at least in references to plant eaters living freely in the open (Nu.

22:4). Dtdrng the Sabbath and Jubilee Year, such freely growing plants are included

among human food (Lev. 25:12;26:4; cf. Dt. ll:15) and are then viewed as God's di-
rect gift. The ,si,s of the field is to be understood similarly (Isa. 40:6), as is semah (Ezk.
16:7; Sir. 40:22b sp6ros!).2K. 4:39-41 shows that gathering the fruits of the field with
insufficient knowledge can be dangerous. There someone goes out into the field to
gather mallows; he finds field vines, gathers bitter gourds (of the field23) from them,

fills his cloak, brings them home, and cuts them up into a pot, "not knowing what they
were." Although such gourds are not really poisonous in the strict sense, they are ex-

tremely bitter and act as strong purgatives. Mandrakes have a similarly narcotic charac-

ter (dfiQdim) and were used as stimulants (Gen. 30:14-16; Cant. 7:14U3)). Hosea

mentions poisonous plants of the field (Hos. l0:4) when reproaching the people's

empty oaths and broken covenants. Fruits were doubtless also picked from trees grow-

ing in uncultivated fields, and, not surprisingly, those who worked such fields or used

them as hunting grounds often took on the smell of the field itself (Gen.27:21).

2. Habitat of Wild Animals. Since such undeveloped fields were indeed able to yield
nourishment, they also provided a habitat for wild, undomesticated animals. Passages

speaking of hayyal haSfldQeh in contrast to bahoru61 hai{dSeh (Ps. 8:8[7]; Joel l:20;
2:22; cf . Ex. 9:19) generally refer to wild animals. The directive for human beings to

name the animals (Gen. 2: l9) includes not only domestic animals but also animals liv-
ing in the wild (if such a distinction is even being envisioned at all for the primeval pe-

riod). Among the animals of the field, the serpent was craftiest of all (Gen.3:l),
whence also it became cursed (3:14), having henceforth to live in enmity with human

beings. The open field is also the habitat of jackals (Isa. 43:20), the doe (Cant.2:7;3:5;
Jer. l4:5), the gazelle (Cant.2:7;3:5; cf.2 S.2:18), and the wild goat (Ps. 104:18).

22. -+ 1a1D midbdr VIII, 87-118; AaE lY, l7l; VI, 180-86, 196-203; J. Feliks, "Rind,"
BHHW, l1l, 16O2-3; M. L. Henry, "Schaf," BHHW III, 168l-82.

23. J. Feliks, "Koloquinthe," BHHW II, 975.
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Such wild animals are paralleled by the birds of the air (Jer. l5:3; Ezk. 38:20), the ani-
mals of the field (Job 5:23; 40:20), and the "creeping things of the ground" (Hos.
2:2Oll8);4:3), indeed "all that moves in the field" (Ps. 50: I l; 80: 14[3]). The topogra-
phy and ecology of the field ensures their habitat, places of concealment, and food (Ps.

lO4:ll-14a,20-21). At night they hunt for food; during the day they hide in caves from
human beings and from the diurnal animals (104:22).

V. As a Setting for Action at the Periphery of Life. The topography of this land-
scape is characterized by the limestone cave formations of the Syro-Palestinian hill
country. That is, the "field" is not an unbroken expanse, which is why the Greek trans-
lationpedton is not always accurate. To that extent, Propp's proposal to introduce the
meaning "highland" to the word field of idjeh is justified.

l. The Field and lts Caves. The topography of these areas offered shelter and pro-
tection to both human beings and animals.2a David repeatedly sought refuge from Saul
in caves (see II.2 above; also I S. 24:413);22:l;2 S. 23:13; I Ch. I l:15). For this rea-
son, too, such locales were suitable for grave sites and cemeteries (Gen.23:ll,l7,l9;
49:29,30; 50: I 3), though also for hiding supplies of wheat, barley, oil, and honey (Jer.

41:8), especially since such supplies could not only be hidden but also stored in cool,
shaded places away from the high outside temperatures corlmon to this landscape.
Whenever someone is accidentally discovered in a field, it is almost always someone
who has been hiding in a cave (1 S. 30:11).

2. War Precisely because of its topography, fields often provided the setting for mil-
itary encounters, attacks, and skirmishes. Here the notion of the peaceful departure
from the city for one's daily work shows its opposite, bellicose side. When the people
or the army mobilizes (Jgs.9:32;2 S. ll:23; l8:6; Jer. 6:25), it does so to mount a sor-
tie, a rush (Jgs. 9:44), to take up battle positions in a field (2 S. l0:8), to lie in wait (Jgs.

9:32; at night in v.43), or to set up camp in anticipation of battle (1 S. 14:15; 2 S.

11:11; Jer. 40:7,13). Once the battle actually started, the field then became a field of
death for many warriors (Jgs. 2O:31ff .,35,44-45; I S. 4:10) whose flesh the birds of the
airorcarrioneatersdevoured(l S. l7:44;l K. 14:ll;16:.4;21:24;Ezk.33:27).If no
one interred the corpses or protected them from carrion eaters, as Rizpah did with such
self-sacrifice with regard to the corpses of her slain relatives (2 S. 2l: l0), or fetched the
corpses from the field as did the warriors of Jabesh-gilead in their devotion to Saul and
his sons (l S. 3l:12-13), then ultimately only bleached bones remained (Nu. 19:16;
2 K.9:37; Jer.9:2lt22l; Ezk. 37:l;39:15). Such a battlefield would have offered a
gruesome scene, with bloody, maimed, plundered, chewed corpses or gnawed bones.
David's eulogy for Saul and Jonathan resonates with such imagery (2 S. l:17-23), as

does Jeremiah's lament: "If I go out into the field, look - those killed by the sword!
And if I enter the city, look - those sick with famine!" (Jer. 14:l8a-b).

24. Schwarzenbach,49.
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3. Criminal Offenses. The various clefts and crevasses on the surface of the open

field lend to such fields an eerie appearance; moreover, not only do the bodies of those

killed on the battlefield lie there and rot or are devoured, but according to the Dtr dic-

tion of the book of Jeremiah, the impious cults are also practiced there (Jer. 13:27;

l7:3). All sorts of things can take place in the enormous expanse of such fields. It is

there that Ahijah the Shilonite secretly designates Jeroboam as king of Israel and rival

king to Solomon (l K. I l:29).Itis there that a young woman promised to another man

can be dishonored without her cries for help being of any use; she is declared innocent

because her cries did not reach anyone's ears (Dt. 22:25a,27). A person can die in the

open field, and only the corpse remains or even just gnawed bones. One legal regula-

tiron concerns remedying the unclean nature of such a field and involves cultic cleans-

ing, interment, and the cleansing of those who do the interring (Nu. 19:16). Those who

"ui 
th" improperly bled meat of certain cadavers "mangled by beasts" (Ex. 22:30[31];

cf. Lev. 17: 15-16) become unclean themselves, since "mangled" animals have not been

properly slaughtered (Ex. 12:6,21).2s- 
itt" setting of all these secret, eerie happenings is the open field, the same kind of

field into which Cain lures his brother Abel in order to kill him (Ger. 4:8). The son of

the widow of Tekoa allegedly also abducts his brother out into the field and slays him

there (2 S. 14:4-6). Because there were no witnesses, the text specifically mentions the

attempt ar hiding the deed (v. 6b). Cain deceived himself into thinking he was not seen;

when Yahweh queries him, he acts as if he knows nothing and is unprepared when the

accusatory voice of the blood that the ground had taken up rises in witness against him

(Gen. 4:9). Hence the open field is both the refuge of the persecuted and the setting of

criminal acts; this semantic ambivalence seems to inhere in the term :iAdeh.

VI. As a Setting for God's Actions. Yet the open field remains the setting of God's

own actions. The multifaceted nature of the term Sdjeh andthe diverse imagery associ-

ated with it make the broad scenery of the open field an appropriate setting for all those

life events that are inconceivable without the awareness, intervention, and hand of God.

The exilic prophet Ezekiel is especially inclined to view the field as the locus of

Yahweh's intervention and judgment. Perhaps because of its stony barrenness, it
dooms the great armored aquatic lizard, the crocodile (Ezk. 29:5), the image used to

predict the fate of Egypt (cf.29:5). The field is not the habitat of aquatic animals. On

the other hand, the hour of danger during birth for Israel is precisely the open field

(16:5) from which Yahweh alone can deliver it. The defeat of Gog on the battlefield

and the loss of its weapons and equipment largely satisfy the need for firewood such

that wood need be taken from neither the field nor the forest (39:10). Ezekiel is unmis-

takably already using the field symbolically here. Micah sees the judgment upon guilty

Jerusalem in Mt. Zion itself being plowed into a field (Mic. 3: 12 = Jer. 26: 18) and in its

transformation into a wooded height, all of which characterize the open field. Hence

Isaiah also summons the animals of the open field to participate in the punishment and

25. +vnui iahd.
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in carrying out the sentence upon the rulers of this city (Isa. 56:9). So also does the
psalmist lament the destruction of the land by the wild animals of the field, the wild
pigs (Ps. 80:14[3]; cf. Isa. 5:I-7).

On the other hand, the field of Zoan in the Nile Delta provides the setting for
Yahweh's signs and wonders (Ps.78:12,43). The animals of the field are also God's
possessions (50: I 1), and as such, the field along with all its inhabitants and the forests
sing the praises of Yahweh the king (96:12 = 1 Ch. 16:32). During the coming salvific
period, the field will bear its fruit in abundance (loel2:22).In the view of Eliphaz the
Temanite, the wise person is already in league with the stones of the field and enjoys
peace with the wild animals of the field (Job 5:23).

The multifaceted imagery associated with the open field, both the cultivated and un-
cultivated field, the well-ordered and the eerie, rugged field, occupies a fixed place in
ancient Israel's understanding of itself and of the world and in its understanding of the
space in which its life unfolds as a gift of its God, Yahweh.

The notion of iA/eh is thus a comprehensive one involving the entirety of ancient Is-
rael's understanding of the world. Tbe idQeh provides the setting in which life plays
out in all its stages, providing nourishment for human existence, a place of refuge from
danger, a hiding place for precious goods, the eerie setting for the worship of idols, the
battlefield for bloody wars, the setting for criminal deeds, and ultimately the place of
rest at which the deceased are reunited with their ancestors. In that sense the idSeh pro-
vides the setting for life in the larger sense. Above it all, however, God's organizing,
chastising, and ultimately atoning hand of peace is discernible.

VII. Qumran. Among the 13 occurrences of the term in the Qumran writings (the
fragmentary character of 4Q159 I, II, 5 with hidh, and 513 18, 4 with mn hfidh make
them uncertain), several correspond to OT usage, including 1Q223, I (cf. Ex. 23:10-
11; Lev. 25:2-7);4Q158 lO-12,7 (par. Ex. 22:4151);llQT 50:5 (par. Nu. 19:16);
66:4,7 (par. Dt. 22:25,27).

CD 9:9 (= 5Q12 1,4) condemns oath taking in the open field because of the absence
of legal authorities. The Sabbath regulations in CD l0:20ff. prohibit fieldwork but do
allow the eating of field fruits that would otherwise spoil. The development of the royal
law in llQT 57 prohibits the king from coveting fields and vineyards (11.20-21).
4Q381 1,6 contains an expression unique within the context of creation: tbwwt idh
(though cf .2 K.8:6; 2 Ch. 3l:5); the governing verb is missing.

Wallis
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning and Word Field; 4. LXX. il. OT

Usage: 1. Secular Usage; 2. Comparisons; 3. The Cult. III. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The Hebrew notrn Seh is of Common Semitic origin. Corresponding

equivalents include A*. ifrm IIlJlu'u I, Assyr. Silbu, Ugar. i and Arab. id1idt.l This
context also includes Phoen. ,f and Aram. .f'r (pl. abs. l'n), fh, and ff.2 The connection

with Egyp. s3, "son," and Copt. esou, "sheep," is disputed.:
Although its etymology is uncertain,  ieh as a primary noun does derive from a

monosyllabic stem *.fai with elision of the medial i in Canaanite, evidence of which

may still be attested in Sam. .ii5

2. Occurrences. The noun Seh occurs 47 times in the OT,0 including 13 in Exodus, 7

in Ezekiel, 5 each in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, 4 each in Genesis, I Samuel, and Isa-

iah, and I each in Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Jeremiah, and the Psalms.

A distinction between cultic and secular usage yields 25 religious or cultic passages

and 22 secular or legal passages, including the passages using .feh metaphorically.

3. Meaning and Word Field. As arule, Seh refers to the individual animal within a

small livestock herd (l S. 17:34, ieh mZhd'€{er) and can include both -+ Vl> *ebeS,

"sheep," and --> I9 ?2, "goats." This meaning is suggested by the close relationship be-

tween this noun and the generic term -) INI so-'n, under which .feh is subsumed as

nomen unitatis.T The noun itself does not indicate whether its meaning is to be re-

stricted to young animals ("the young of sheep [lamb] and goats [kia]"s as presupposed

ielr. F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel (Rome, 1934); F. S. Bodenheimer,

Animal Life in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935), esp. 122-25; B. Brentjes, Die Haustierwerdung im
orient. Neue Brehm-Biicherei 344 (1965), esp.22-32; J. Clutton-Brock, "The Early History of
Domesticated Animals in western Asia," sumer 36 (1980) 37-41; G. Dalman, AnS, VI (1939),

esp. 180-203; M. Delcor, "Quelques termes relatifs ir l'6levage des ovins en h6breu classique et

dans les langues semitiques voisines," QuadSem 5 (1978) lO5-24; M.-L. Henry "Schaf"' BHHW
III, 168l-82; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24

(1967): I. Seibert, Hirt-Herde-Kiinig. Zur Herausbildung des Kbnigtums in Mesopotamien.

DAWB 53 (1969).

l. AHw,III, 1255; WUS, no.256l; UT no.2364;Wehr,449.
2. KA I 24.8,1 I ; 26.111.2; DNS1, II, 109 4-9 5 ; Bey er, 7 20.
3. -r ta:: kelei,Yll,44; but cf. also HAa, III, l3l0b.
4. Ct. HAI- III, 1310; -+ VII, 44.
5. Meyer, II, $58, no. 21.
6. Both C. Dohmen (-+ VII, 48) and Lisowsky count 43 occulrences.
7. -+Y[l,M.
8. KBL2,916.
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by various sacrificial laws (Ex. l2:3ff.; Lev. 12:8; 22:28). The word field suggests

rather that iehlies wholly within the semantic field of sd'rz.e

A closer specification of.(eft suggests that in both secular and cultic usage it can in-
cltade kelei/kcieb and'Ez(Gen.30:32; Nu. 15:11; Dt. l4:4).E;2k.34:17 mentions in
this context 'ayil and 'attfid, while Lev. 5:7 and l2:8 summarize the previously men-
tioned sacrificial animals (ki{bA, seira!'izzim, and kelei ben-ienA!6) in the expression
dO Seh.

In enumerations ieh occurs especially in fixed expressions with Jdr whereby .i6r
generally stands first (Ex. 34:19; Lev. 22:23; Dt. 17: l; etc.). A clear analogy emerges
here with the pair baqar/sa'n,ro with which .i6r and ieh are used synonymously (Ex.
2l:37; I S. 14:32ff.).

Whereas s6'n fipdqdr or bdqdr w"sdh refer to livestock herds in the overall makeup,
Seh and.i6r characterize the latter with regard to individual types. Here the connection
between .i6r and ^feft is established not only with the copula w" (Ex.34:19;Lev.22:23;
Dt. l7:l; I S. 14:34), but frequently with particles such as '6 (Ex. 2l:3718n9.22:ll1'
Lev.22:28;Dt.22:l),'im . . . 'im (Lev.27:26;Dl l8:3), or min . . . 'a! (8x.22:314);
I S. l5:3). Legal statutes and inventories of possessions (banned goods) also indicate
this relationship with hhnbr (Ex. 22:3,8-914,9-101; Josh. 6:21; Jgs. 6:4) and gdmdl
(l S. l5:3), in which cases the sequence can vary.

4. lXX. The LXX translates ieh, like soh, most frequently (39 times) with
pr6baton. In 3 instances it renders ieh as amn6s, twice as chri6s, and once each as

poimnion artd chimaros.

II. OT Usage.
l. Secular Usage. The previous discussion clearly shows that OT use of Sehlargely

corresponds to that of the noun sdh and must be understood from the perspective of
that noun. Like sdh, so .feft refers to the sheep and goats that have been collected to-
gether into the kind of flock that throughout history has constituted the economic foun-
dation of nomads and seminomads in the Near East.l I The term ieh generally refers to
the individual animal within the small livestock herd and by using it as pars pro toto
underscores the specific meaning of so'n as a kind of mixed type.

When a .feft is carried away from the flock by a predator under the very eyes of the
shepherd, the reference is to a single animal (sheep or goat, I S. 17:34). Although Ja-

cob speculates with his "animal divination" (Gen. 30:25ff.) that he will come to pos-
sess considerable livestock, his agreement with Laban focuses on every individual ani-
mal (kol-ieh) of the flock with abnormal coloring (v.32). I S. 14:32-34 expresses the
correct relationship between Seh and sd'n in a different way. The people took small
livestock, oxen, and calves as booty (so'n frpdqdr fr.b"nA bdqdr) and intended to slaugh-

9. See HAL, III, 13 l0- 1 l.
10. -+ 1p! bdqar 11,210-1 l.
I l. -+ INY so'n, XlL 199-201.
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ter and eat these in insubordination (v. 32). Hence Saul commands that "all bring their
oxen (i6r6) or their small livestockls\tehfi; NRSV 'sheep'1, and slaughter them here,

and eat; and do not sin against Yahweh by eating with the blood" (v. 34).

Legal regulations also reflect the value of the individual animal, which is why Seh

also appears here alongside;o'n. Whoever steals an animal (ieh) from the small live-
stock herd must pay back four animals (sd'n) to replace the one (Ex. 2l:37122:ll; cf .

22:3,8-914,9-10l). Dt. 22:l charges every Israelite with returning to its owner (here bft)
any individual animal (ieh) that has strayed off.

The term.feft occurs especially as p(trs pro toto within enumerations. A particularly
good example of such usage is Josh. 6:21, which describes the inhabitants of Jericho

and their livestock that have been devoted to destruction as "both men and women,

young and old, oxen (.Y6r), small livestock [,feft; NRSV 'sheep'], and donkeys (h9n6r)"
(cf. Jgs. 6:4; I S. l5:3;22:19).

The term ieh also represents the type in the oracle of woe lsa.7:23-25, where an

addenduml2 portrays how the hills will be filled with briers and thorns and "will be-

come a place where cattle (i6r) are let loose and where small livestock [.feft; NRSV
'sheep'l tread" (v. 25).

2. Comparisons. A few passages use ieh, again commensurate with so-h, as a meta-

phor for Israel. Jer. 50:17 compares Israel to an animal separated from the flock (ieh
p'zfirA) that is being chased by a lion. By contrast, Ezk.34:17-22 predicts that Yahweh

will again care for Israel as his flock (;d'nt) by establishing justice (idpafl among the

individual animals (bAn Seh ldieh, vv. 17 ,22), between the fat (Seh biryd)t3 and the lean

(ieh rdzd, v.2O). The psalmist who confesses in Ps. 119:-116 that he has gone astray

(td'd) compares himself to a lost animal of the flock (ktieh'dbeil. In the fourth Servant

Song (Isa. 53), Israel similarly compares itself to a flock gone astray (kassdh tdinfr,
v. 6), with which v. 7 then juxtaposes the servant who suffers patiently, "like a lamb

(kaiieh) that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep (krdbel) that before its shearers is

silent."

3. The Cult. As part of the so'n, the ieh belongs in an unspoken fashion to the oldest

sacrif,rcial materials (cf. Gen. 22:7-8). Hence any cultic instructions and sacrificial reg-

ulations involving {o'n or kepei and'ez can basically be applied to ieh as well.la
Together with i6r .feft represents the individual animal customarily used for animal

sacrifice (zebah) and burnt offerings ('1ld) (Nu. 15:11; cf. Gen.22:7-8; lsa. 43:23;

66:3). Accordingly both terms also occur in passages discussing the value and appro-
priate use of individual sacrificial animals. According to Dt. l7:1, an animal with a

blemish (mfrm) or any other defect (ddbAr ra) is unacceptable for sacrifice. Both the

.i6r and the Seh belong without question to animals classified as clean and edible

12. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), in loc.
13. See HAL, l, 156b.
14. -, ir:) ke\ei, Yll,50-52; lt' 'ez, x, 581-82; lNr lo'n, xll,205-7.
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(14:4); moreover, the priest has a claim to certain portions of the sacrihcial animal
(hazz"rda' w"hall"hdyayim w"haqqeld, l8:3). Regulations regarding firstlings (b'f,6a
peter) and their redemption (pd/A) specifically mention .idr and ieh. All firstborn ani-
mals belong to Yahweh (Ex. 34:19) and thus cannot be consecrated to him again (Lev.
27:26). Only animals that, like the donkey (h'rn6r), are unsuitable as sacrificial animals
must be replaced by an animal from among the small livestock (ieh), or their neck must
be broken ('drafl (Ex. 13:13; 34:20).

Cultic texts, too, use the term Seh only when emphasizing the individual animal (cf.
Ezk.45:15: Seh'abq!min-hass6'n), which might explain why the noun.(e/r occurs here
much less frequently than sdh, kebei, or '02 and why it occurs particularly in the more
detailed regulations of texts dating to a later period, as is clearly the case in the Pass-

over tradition in Ex. 12. The older regulation already mentions the slaughter of small
livestock (sdh) within the clans (miipdbdil. By contrast, P goes into more detail and
uses the nolun ieh no fewer than 5 times, stipulating that each family (bC!-'AbAil is to
take but one individual animal (ieh), one that under certain circumstances is to be
shared with a neighbor (vv. 3-4).It is to be taken from the sheep (min-hakklditm) or
from the goats (min-hd'iutm) and should be suitable for sacrifice (tdmtm, zdknr ben-
idnd) (v.5).

The sacrificial laws of Lev. Iff. similarly do not mention ieh except in the adden-
dum to the sin offering (batfi'D.The addendum contains a "neediness clause" (Lev.

5:7) stipulating that those who cannot afford an appropriate sacrificial animal (dA ieh)
can replace such with "two turtledoves or two pigeons, one for a sin offering and the
other for a burnt offering."l5 An almost identical addendum accompanies the purifica-
tory offering of the woman who has just given birth (12:8).t0

ln the catalog of defects rendering a sacrificial animal unsuitable (Lev. 22:17ff.),
.felr similarly appears only in an addendum regarding a misshapen limb (v. 23) and in
the subsequent individual regulations regarding mother animals and their young
(v. 28).

III. Qumran. In the Qumran writings, ieh,llke kepei and ?Z occurs only in OT ci-
tations in 1lQT.

Waschkc

15. See K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT V4 (1966),74-75.
16. Ibid., 157-59.
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W1W lW')W tui/iys; wt?1 masas; n,uu1 sasan

Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution. II. Occurrences and Meaning: l. The Verb; 2. The

Noun mdi6i,' 3. The Noun iai6n. lll. l. Sirach; 2. LXX;3. Qumran'

I. Etymology and Distribution. Since the root iwi/Syi does not seem to derive ety-

mologically from any extra-Hebrew source, T. N0ldeke's reference to Arab. iawia'6
"fast (female camels)," is rather hypothetical.r

The verb occurs 27 times in the OT and, given the witness of all concerned pas-

sages, means "rejoice." The reason or object of such rejoicing is added syntactically by
b" (Ps. 35:9;40:l7lEng. 161; 70:5[4]; ll9:14; Isa. 6l:10 [here in the figura etymo-

logica SOS 'diifl 65:19) or 'al (Dt. 28:63; 30:9; Ps. ll9:14 lread m€'al, "mote
than"),162; Isa. 62:5; Jer.32:41;Zeph.3:11). The verb occurs only 8 times with a di-
vine subject (Dt. 28:63[bis]; 30:9[bis] ; Isa. 62:5; 65: 19; Jer. 32:41:' Zeph. 3:17).

Its noun derivatives include mdflbS and idi6n, both meaning 'Joy, jubilation."z

The term mdi6S occurs 17 times,3 though one must distinguish the 2 occurrences of
mdSdS II (see discussion below). Ps. 48:3(2) and Hos. 2:13(ll) are probably the only
preexilic occurrences. Most of the occurrences date to the exilic period (Isa. 32:13-14;

Ier. 49:25; Lam. 2:15;5: 15; Ezk. 24:25) or are found in Trito-Isaiah (4 times), and in
extremely late redactions to Isaiah (Isa. 24:8[bis],11).

The acknowledgment of a separate term mdi6i lI in Job 8:19 and Isa. 8:6 seems text-

critically justified, since mdS6i with the meaning 'Joy" does not suit the context. In both

instances scholars have suggested deriving the term from zss, "despair," niphal "melt,
become fluid, become weak."4 Isa. 8:6 uses ma(6i parallel to f;in, "Rezin (of Damas-

cus)," leading to the suggestion that mfridi represented a gloss for rasdn, though this po-

sition has since been abandoned.s During the Syro-Ephraimite War, the prophet warns

against taking Yahweh's word lightty, which he depicts through the imagery of the gently

flowing water of Shiloah, and against kneeling before the "pride" of the Aramean king.

:iwi/iyt. G. Braulik, "Die Freude des Festes," Studien zur Theologie des Deuteronomiums.
SBAB 2 (1988), 16l-218 = Theologisches Jahrbuch (1983) 13-54; P. Humbert, "'Laetari et

exultare' dans le vocabulaire religieux de I'AI," RHPR 22 (1942) 185-214; J. Ihromi' "Die
Hiiufung der Verben des Jubelns in Zephaniah III 14f., 16-18," W 33 (1983) 106-10;

G. Mansfeld, "Der Ruf zur Freude im AI" (diss., Heidelberg, 1965); O. Michel, "Freude"' R:lC
VIII, 348-418; E. Otto and T. Schramm, Festival and Joy. Biblical Encounter Series (Eng. trans.,

Nashville, 1980).

l.Cf.HAL,III, 1314a;T.Nrildeke, BeitrcigezursemitischenSprachwissenscftaf (Strasbourg,

1904),43.
2. Cf . HAL,II, 640b; III, 1363a.
3. Conceming the form maqlal, see BLe, $6lg(.
4. HAL,II, 606-7.
5. See O. Schroeder, 7AW 32 (1912) 301-2.
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In Job 8:19 Bildad tells the godforsaken Job that he will not endure and that his life
path (darki) will "melt away" (mss). "His life's path is at an end, another person will
take his place . . . and it will be as if he never existed."6

Both passages share the inclination to warn against false trust that is not directed to-
ward Yahweh.T

The term Sdi6n (defectively idi6n, Est. 8: 16) occurs 22 times in the MT, then also
in Sir. 15:6. Almost half the passages associate it syntactically with iiml.td. The
Jeremianic contexts are characterized by the construct expression q6l fdi6n. The most
remarkable observation is that unlike the other formatives from this root, the occur-
rences of idi6n date more clearly to the preexilic period, with only one dating to the
period of Trito-Isaiah (Isa.6l:3), possibly as an adoption of the terminology of Ps.

45:8(7).

II. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. The Verb. The 27 occurrences of the verb are distributed as follows: 9 in Isaiah

(cj. in Isa. 42:ll and 64:4151),7 in the Psalms, 4 in Deuteronomy, 2 each in Job and
Lamentations, I each in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Zephaniah; all passages date to the
postexilic period and thus allow the classification of this lexeme as one of the late idi-
oms of the Hebrew language. The word field surrounding the notion of joy and jubila-
tion (which lhromi has assembled for Zeph. 3:14-15) has been gathered from the con-
text of many passages and is frequently characterized by the pleophoric tenor attaching
to the parenetic pieces found in the prophetic books and Psalms. Significant termino-
logical shifts can be discerned only through a laborious analysis of details and even
then remain semantically unsatisfying with regard to the late OT contexts consistently
characterizing the passages using SwS/Syi, since one can also observe during this pe-
riod a significant confluence of the semantic content of many lexemes such as + )tl
gtt, -s\)a nu, -+ i't'Ir ydfld, -> J)a rdnan, and + ltDW samah.

Semantic differentiation based on contrasting terms is also of little help, since the
same opposition groups accompany other verbs of joy as well. A development may
have taken place from an early, more neutral usage, e.9., of Sdmah and iwi/Sy( (cf. Ps.

68:4[3]) to a later, emotional differentiation understanding idmah as the jubilation of
one's enemies and ranan and iwS/iyi as the joy of one's friends (as in Ps. 35:9).

Although the vb. iw{/iyi does not seem to be attached to certain subjects in the OT
as a whole, individual books possibly exhibit preferences.

a. In the Psalms, which also contain the few preexilic occurrences (Ps. 35:9;
68:a[3]), Swi/iyf basically involves only the joy of the righteous (68:4[3]), of those
who seek God (40:17[6]; 70:5[4]), those who after long affliction are now jubilant in
their assurance of salvation (35:9; cf. Isa. 6l:10), those who have learned to appreciate
the Torah as a great possession (Ps. 119:14), and finally those who rejoice at God's
word "like one who finds great spoil" (l 19:162).

6. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 193.
7. -+ DND ma'as, YIII,59 ($ IV).
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Ps. 19:6(5), possibly representing an extremely old witness, deviates from this se-

ries in its assertion that the sun emerges from its canopy and rejoices like a warrior, an

old (Sumerian) motif enhanced by the element of the joy of creation.

A lare postexilic addendum to the book of Zephaniah (Zeph. 3:16-20) picks up this

motif (v. l7). According to the oracle of salvation for Jerusalem, Yahweh is in its
midst, a warrior bringing victory. With four different expressions, the passage then im-

mediately describes how he rejoices (iwS, idmah, gtl, rdnan). This accumulation of
statements about the rejoicing God picked up not only on Ps. 19:6(5) but also on vari-

ous other emergent traditions (see the discussion of Trito-Isaiah below).

b. On the one hand, Deuteronomy uses the vb. {w$/iy( to refer only to Yahweh's joy
(Dt. 28:63[bis]; 30:9[bis]), expressing the joy of the people and especially their festival
joy with Samah.s Yahweh "delights" in making his people numerous. Should the peo-

ple disregard his Torah, he will also "take delight" in tearing them away from their

newly acquired possession (28:63). Whereas in this passage the element of joy seems

to disperse into a kind ofenhanced anticipation, an exilic redactor in Dt. 30:9 picks up

the term again but now emphasizes Yahweh's undivided joy with regard to Israel's an-

cestors, which now articulates itself in Yahweh's present joy with regard to his people.e

The ideas of this redactor also influenced the book of Jeremiah, where a postexilic

redactor associates the salvific promise of the eternal covenant with the motif of
Yahweh's joy, who intends to plant his people anew in his land (Jer.32:41).

c. Finally, God's joy with regard to his people plays an important role in the pro-

phetic message of Trito-Isaiah. The evidence in the third part of the book of Isaiah (Isa.

5ffi6) no longer offers as unified a picture, perhaps because of the complicated liter-
ary genesis of this book.

Whereas mn occurs with noticeable frequency in Deutero-Isaialh,to the terms ,fw.f and

gyl virtually represent two of Trito-Isaiah's favorite words.ll Isa. 62:5; 65:18,19;

66:10,14 can all be traced back to his hand, as can the useof mdsbi in 60:15; 62:5;65:18.
He also brought it in the people's lament (63:744:ll). Finally, a redactor from the sec-

ond half of the fifth century n.c.e. picked up this vocabulary in a continuation in 6l:10.
The texr of 64:4(5) is so comrpt that one is best advised to follow the LXX in read-

ing !i29 'Jy instead of ;'liry'l iri, ii w'ih,t2 which then eliminates this passage from

consideration.
The unknown prophet himself uses this word to refer to the utmost joy. Zion is no

longer abandoned or despised, but rather "ajoy from age to age" (60:15). It is not

wealth, however, that contributes to this effusive accolade; it is rather peace and righ-

teousness that characteizeZion in the salvific period (vv. 17-18). Trito-Isaiah com-

pares God's joy atZion with the "joy of the bridegroom (m"SOS ba!an)" (62:5).

8. See in this regard Braulik, 180 n. 75.
9. See N. Lohfink, "Der Bundesschluss im Land Moab," BZ 6 (1962) 43 n. 49.

10. See K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BK XIll (1978),248.
11. See K. Koenen, Ethik und Eschatologie im Tritojesajabuch: Eine literarkritische und

redaktionsgeschichtliche Studie. WMANT 62 (1990), l2l t.374.
12. Cf. BHS: HAL,lll, 1314b.
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In his response to the great lament of the people in63:744:.ll(12), the prophet first
examines the fate of the various groups of people in postexilic Israel, then focuses on
the new age after the people have turned away from idolatry. It is then that they will be
glad (iwf) and rejoice (gyl) forever at what Yahweh has created, for he will create Jeru-
salem "as a joy" (gtl6) and its people as a "delight" (mdi6i,65:18).tl Yahweh's own
joy at this Jerusalem parallels that of the people: "I will rejoice (gyl) in Jerusalem, and
delight (Swi) in my people" (v. 19). A later redactor picks up this creation joy an-
nounced by Trito-Isaiah but now restricts it to Yahweh's servants (vv. I 3- 14; instead of
.fw.f and gyl, the redactor now uses Sdmah and rnn), evidence of a clear polarization
within the postexilic community.

In an artistically composed oracle of salvation (66: l0- l4a) in which the promise of
rejoicing (Sd:i, v. l4a) constitutes an inclusio with the summons to rejoice (Stifr . . .

mdi63, v. 10b),Trito-Isaiahannouncestheendof thetimeof sorrowandthebeginning
of the time of joy. The Trito-Isaianic message of the joy of creation characterizing the
salvific age now comes to expression in the image of mother Zion who gives birth and
nurses.

In the middle of a comprehensive proclamation of the glory of the future Zion
(60:142:12), the redactor has inserted aZion hymn of joy at Yahweh's salvif,rc acts

skillfully connecting the two parts of the text,61:1-9 and62, by using the terminology
of joy (cf. 6O:3,1 , and 62:5): "I will greatly rejoice ({6i 'dft() in Yahweh, my whole be-
ing shall exdt (tagcl) in my God" (61:10).

Hence one can view .fw.f and mdi6i as prograrnmatic terms within Trito-Isaiah,
whose work contains nearly a fifth of all occurrences. He proclaims God's new cre-
ation, which itself introduces the new salvific period with accompanying joy and jubi-
lation - a motif unmistakably contrasting the actual situation of the postexilic com-
munity.

d. Isa. 35: I plays an interesting role; like Isa. 35 as a whole, it belongs to the "larger
Isaianic redaction" of a first and second book of Isaiah and thus dates to the later period
of the Diadochi.la Commensurate with the connective redactional techniques em-
ployed here, the statement, "The wilderness and the dry land shall be glad, the desert
shall rejoice and blossom,"15 is to be understood in connection first with42:ll,"Let
the desert and its towns rejoice,"l6 and second with 33:9, with the contrasting motif of
"grief' ('dbal'umlld). The word field ofjoy concurs in the use of iwi/Syi and rnn.The
redactor, however, alters the salient proclamation terminology of Isa. 35:l (hll, yrd

13. On the texrcritical problems of this passage see Koenen, 17l n.75.
14. See O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr. Jesaja 35 als redaktionelle Briicke zwischen dem

Ersten und dem Zweiten Jesaja. SBS l2l (1985), 101tr.
15. On the peculiar formyefuifim (the final mem teptesenting dittography with the following

miSbAr), see Bl*,405; a different position is taken by H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng.
trans. 2002), 341, who identifies it as an assimilated nyn-paragogicum; additional discussion in
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X|' Bibl 53 (1972) 4OO.

16. Instead of yii'fr, one should follow LXX (euphrainein) and read ya-,fu.f (according to
lQlsa", y.f', this passage involves a graphic variant, albeit one supporting reading the sg.).
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hiphil, ngd hiphil) to f,rt the context of creation theology and instead uses gil "rejoice,"

and parah, "blossom," an alteration that does bring him closer to Deutero-Isaiah.lT

This salvific proclamation foretells a transformation of nature that will have a mi-
raculous effect on human beings (vv. 5-6) in that they will now behold the ke!6Q yhwh

(v.2).
e. Both occurrences of the verb in Lam. l:21 and 4'.21 refer to the joy of Jerusalem's

victorious enemies. Lam. I possibly contains the lyrics of a worship service of lament

in the face of the destruction of Jerusalem in 587, a service characterized by elements

of cultic drama. Quite commensurate with the genre, the singer offers an entire com-

pendium of the vocabulary of lamentation: "sitting lonely" (v. I ), "weeping" (vv. 2, l6),
"finding no resting place" (v. 3), "grieving, groaning" (vv. 4,8,21), "being desolate,

crying aloud" (vv.4,18), "having none to comfort" (vv.9,21), all of which is sharply

contrasted with the triumph of Jerusalem's enemies, who have become the masters

(v. 5), mock her (v. 7), and triumph (higdll, v. 9). The lament culminates in vv. 20ff.:

Jerusalem's stomach churns, the city groans ('dnah), with no one to comfort her while
her enemies rejoice at her troubles (:fiffi).

Lam.4:2lintroduces an oracle of salvation for Edom(!), which is summoned to "re-
joice and be glad." In reality, however, this oracle is ironically announcing the divine
judgment upon Edom for its hostile behavior toward Judah.

f. Textual criticism already burdens Ezk.2l:I5 with insoluble problems, particu-

larly since neither the MT nor the early versions offer any useful solutions. The sa-

lient point is that the reference to a rod (iCbeil is logically incoherent within the con-

text of the Song of the Sword, suggesting that w. 15b and 18 represent later
insertions. Here "it then remains quite uncertain whether the additions in vv 15b and

18 really should be interpreted from the context, or whether they contain quite inde-

pendent remarks introduced from the outside."l8 According to the MT, a wisdom
speaker may have understood Ezekiel's statement regarding the existence of the threat
(the "sword") and its power pedagogically, then ultimately compared the threat to Is-

rael with the rod of a teacher. This understanding could have reinterpreted the threat-

ening statements of the Song of the Sword in the sense of postexilic prophecy, sug-

gesting that this judgment will not necessarily be a final one, but constitute rather a

pedagogical transition to salvation. But does such a perspective offer reason enough

for joy ('6 na:iti, v. l5b)?
g. The two passages in the book of Job mention a completely different kind of joy'

In his first discourse Job, in the face of unbearable suffering, points to the joy (imb of
those who find a pile of stonesle and the rejoicing (iwi) of those who find a grave for
themselves (Job 3:22). Here the notion of joy clearly takes on the aspect of "yearning."

Finally, in Job 39:21 (divine discourse), it is the warhorse that stamps 'Joyously"

with its hooves in anticipation of doing battle with the enemy.

17. Contra Wildberger, 348.
18. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 421 .

19. On the text see F. Horst, Hiob I (1-19). BKXylll (41983),38; Fohrer, 112.
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2. The Noun mai6S. Hosea is the first to use the noun mai6i, here in an oracle of
woe against idolatrous Israel, whose apostasy to Ba'al will result in painful depriva-
tions in its quality of life (Hos.2:10-15[8-13]). Yahweh will put an end to everything
Israel thinks it owes to Ba'al, and certainly to the mdi6f, the joy of the orgiastic cult
of Ba'al, the festivals (hag), the new moons (bAdei), Sabbaths (iabbdil, and assem-
blies (m6'dQ, v. l3). Israel will become completely incapable of cultic participation
and will eat the "bread of mourning" (lebem '6ntm), which will make it unclean
(9:4).

In an oracle of woe against the careless women immediately before the destruction
of Jerusalem, the prophet summons them to lament the'Joyous houses" @attA mdi6S),
the 'Jubilant city" (qiryd 'allizd) (Isa. 32: l3), since they will become a wasteland, the
'Joy of wild asses" (z'id.f peraim, v. 14). The end of the joy surrounding Jerusalem be-
comes a widespread motif of lament (Lam. 5:15); the joyous sound of the timbrels
(m"SbS tupptm) and lyre (meS6i kinnbr) falls silent (Isa. 24:8); the "gladness of the
earth" (m"i6i hd'dres) is banished (v. ll).

These late laments reverse an extremely widespread motif of jubilation of the
preexilic period. Ps. 48:3(2) already praises Mt. Zion as m"i6i kol-hA'ares, the 'Joy
of all the earth," a designation Lam. 2:15 explicitly cites and enhances with the at-
tribute "perfection of beauty" (k"lila! ydpt). Ezekiel calls Jerusalem the "stronghold"
(ma'62) of its inhabitants, the "joy of their glory" (m"i63 tip'artdm), the "delight of
their eyed" (mahmaQ'AnAhem), and the "affection of their heart" (maiid' napidm)
(Ezk.24:25).

Trito-Isaiah broadly develops this motif within the framework of his own Zion the-
ology. For him Zion is the 'Joy from age to age" (Isa. 60: 15; 65: 1 8); God himself re-
joices as does a bridegroom at his bride (62:5; see discussion above). Everyone should
be glad (Sdmal.t) and rejoice (gyl) at Jerusalem; all who mourn over Jerusalem ('bl
hithpael) will greatly rejoice (Swi md36i,66:10).

ler. 49:25 calls Damascus, which was once a celebrated city, a "city of joy" (qirya!
mdi6f; cf. BilS). This designation is based on the inhabitants'pride in the strong forti-
fications, which cannot, however, protect the city from Yahweh's judgment.

3.The Noun Sai6n. In an oracle against Jerusalem (ca. 701), Isaiah uses the word
idi6n par. iimhA b reproach the unrepentant behavior of Jerusalem's inhabitants. In a

hedonistic, eschatological, carefree, and gluttonous mood, the Jerusalemites joyfully
resist the prophet's summons to weep, lament, shave their heads, and wear the iaq (Isa.
22:12-13). This antithetical position clearly identifies idi6n par. iimhA as a contrasting
notion over against the rites of self-humiliation. According to Ps. ll9:14 (see above),
Jeremiah's confession can be viewed as virtually a unique position according to which
Yahweh's word actually represents idSdn and a delight of the heart (Siml.tal ldbAil for
him (Jer. l5: l6). The term .fi.yf or its derivatives do not otherwise occur in connection
with Yahweh's word or torah.

Ps. 45:8(7) dates to an indefinite period during the monarchy. A song celebrating
the king's wedding recalls the king's anointing: "You love righteousness and hate
wickedness. Therefore God, your God, has anointed you with the oil of gladness." The
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word combination iemen Sa(6n recalls the festive act of anointing expressing joy.20

Trito-Isaiah, who otherwise does not use iai6n, uses this term but once in his Zion
predications (Isa. 61:3), otherwise preferring mdi6( (see above).

The threat of a reversal of joy into mourning was frequently expressed during the

preexilic period. During the exilic and postexilic period, this threat "tips over" into a

salvific statement and as such becomes a fixed part of the formulae anticipating the

homecoming and extolling the new Jerusalem, especially in the Dtr continuations in

the book of Jeremiah. Cries of jubilation and joy (qbl fii6nw'q6l iimhd, Jet.7:34;
16:9; 25:10; 33:1 1; concerning the motif of the joy of the bridegroom, cf. Isa. 62:5)

will once again be heard in the deserted streets of Jerusalem. Dancing, gaiety, and jubi-

lation characterize the returnees (Jer. 31:13).
The exodus from Egypt and the return from exile fill the people with joy and jubila-

tion. Events of the wilderness wanderings are recalled, such as the water flowing from

rock (Ps. 105:43; cf. Ex. 17:6). A late postexilic redactor may also recall this motif
when in a song of thanksgiving he assures those who are delivered that "with joy
(beid$n) you will draw water from the wells of salvation" (Isa. l2:3; although

H. Wildberger postulates the presence of a sacramental rite involving "drawing water

before Yahweh," such is not attested in the OT21).

Deutero-Isaiah also anticipates that the return home will be characterized by joy,

gladness, and song (Isa.51:3). The prophet does not, however, view this new situation

as merely temporary, but rather as the commencement of the messianic salvific age that

will be characterized by rejoicing, gladness, and joy, now perceived as "everlasting

joy" (Simhat'6ldm,5l:ll; picked up again by a postexilic redactor in 35:10). This

"new Jerusalem" will become a'Joy" for Yahweh (instead of the indefinirc wehdy"lA ili
leidm SdS6n, "and it[?] shall be to me a name of joy" [MT], read with BHS et al.
y"rfiialayim l"fldfin) and a "glory before all the nations of the earth" (Jer. 33:9), a "Jew-

ish idea reflecting late postexilic universalism."22

Zechariah's query concerning true fasting similarly stands in the context of the

new Jerusalem (Zech. 7:3).If accompanied by righteousness, social consciousness,

and a peaceful heart, fasting will indeed be a season of joy (idi6n) and gladness

(iimhd) (8:19), and the days of fasting will become cheerful festivals (m6'oQtm

tobim).
In an extremely late summons to lament within a penitential celebration associated

with a locust plague, Joel picks up motifs from the traditional literature of lament. Like
the trees in the field, so also'Joy among the people" has withered (Joel l:12). Finally,

the postexilic petitioner in Ps. 5l turns to Yahweh and asks, "let me hear joy and glad-

ness . . . restore to me the joy of your salvation" (51:10,14[8,12]). Here.fai6n refers un-

mistakably to salvific joy, joy at liberation and deliverance. This semantic valence

characterizes the latest witnesses as well. In Est. 8:15ff. iaflbnrefers to the Jews'own

20. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc'
21. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l), 505-6.
22. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Vl2 e1968), 198.
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joy at being delivered by the decree of Artaxerxes, joy that has come to characterize the

carefree and joyous celebration of Purim.

lll. l. Sirach. The root .(w.f occurs only 4 times in Hebrew Sirach. In 39:3 I God des-

ignates the forces of nature to carry out his bidding. They rejoice (yiyiw) when their

call comes. According to 15:6, wisdom enables a person to find gladness (idi6n) and

rejoicing (iimhd) and bestows everlasting fame. A summary of regulations concerning

proper sacrifice (34.21-35.22) encourages the person to show a cheerful face at every

offering and good work and to dedicate tithes "with gladness" (b'idi6n) (35[32]:l ll;
cf. Mt. 6: l-4 and 2 Cor.9:7). A collection of rules for dining cannot do without an ad-

monition to partake of wine only in moderation: "Wine drunk at the proper time and in

moderation is rejoicing of heart and gladness of soul. Wine drunk to excess leads to bit-
terness of spirit, to quarrels and stumbling" (Sir. 3l[34]:28).

2. lXX. The LXX uses a whole panoply of words to translate .fw.f. The most fre-

quent is euphrainesthaj (9 times), which otherwise generally renders iamah and in

Trito-Isaiah rnn, and euphroslnE (twice), both noticeably restricted to occurrences in

Isaiah and Deuteronomy. The LXX similarly renders all occurrences in Sirach with this

Greek root. It translates the occurrences in the Psalms with agallidsthai (4 times) and

tdrpein (3 times). In the Psalms the former usually renders gil, thelatter rnn. The vb.

chairein (4 times) translates the two occurrences each in Isa. 66 and Lamentations. The

terms episkdpein, gauridn, and epdgein occur once each. The concentration of individ-
ual translation terms in certain books is less the result of any conscious drawing of dis-

tinctions than an indication of still unresolved translation problems in the LXX itself.z:

The evidence is similarly opaque in the translation of maSb{. The LXX uses

euphroryne 8 times, euphrainesthai once, again concentrated in Isaiah. It also uses

chard (twice), and agalliama and iparsis (once each).

It translates idi6n as euphrosf ne ( 10 times, also 3 times in Sirach) in Isaiah and Jer-

emiah, and as agalliasis in the Psalms (4 times). It also uses chard (5 times), agalliama
(3 times), ainesis, and charmone'(once each)'

3. Qumran. This root occurs only rarely in Qumran, which is surprising given the

broad attestation of other terminology associated with joy and jubilation. It is similarly

surprising that .fw.f and its derivatives are not attested in liturgical texts (e.9., Songs of
Sabbath Sacrifice). The Qumran Essenes were familiar with this term and employed it
as an appropriate expression of their joy in their status as God's elect and in God's sal-

vationandaid(lQM l3:13).Thisjoyisafundamentalcharacteristicof thenewagein
which the community believes itself to be living. The covenant and truth are reason for
joy and gladness (lQH 10:30). The petitioner knows that in the community he is under

God's protection and can rejoice despite temptation and rebukes (lQH 9:24). Finally,

23. Ct. already R. Bultmann, "e0Qpoivro, eoQpoouvq," TDNT ll, 773; H. Conzelmann,

"1aipco, rrl,.l' TDNT L)(,362-63.
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the joy at the new Zion comes to expression in an interesting adoption of Trito-Isaianic
motifs in the Zion apostrophe (l lQPs" 22:l-15). The object of joy is the fullness of its
kabbd 0.4; with imh in l. l5). The root does not otherwise occur in the texts concern-
ing the "new Jerusalem" among the Qumran writings.

Fabry

?DV l?Dy sdhaq/sdhaq; Pint?/Pnr i"b6q/q"baq: ?1YD mi:ibas; ?qV'.Pq+'.
yi:ihaq/yishdq

Contents: I. General Considerations: l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning;4. Semantic

Field. II. OT Usage: l. idhaq/sdhaq (mi(hdq); 2. lehbq/sehdq. III. Use Outside the Hebrew OT:

l. LXX;2. Sirach and Qumran.

I. General Considerations.
l. Etymology. Although the Proto-Semitic root *dhkis frequently adduced as the et-

ymological background of the synonymous Hebrew roots ihq/shq,l in the meantime
one seems better advised to start with a West Semitic biconsonantal root *hq, which in
various languages has been influenced by the systematic drive toward triconsonantal-
ism to add a prothetic element that differs from case to case (concerning this phenome-
non, see the more recent discussion concerning the Hebrew roots fr/t and lqh),thotgh a

certain degree of mutual influence may doubtless be at work in the choice of that par-
ticular prothetic element. One phenomenon observed by scholars is that the first radical
of the root can not only vary in Hebrew, but has also proven to be less stable in other
West Semitic languages and can vary considerably among the different languages in
this group (or even be absent altogether), whereas the other two radicals (excepting the
following dialect variants q/k and Wh deiving from usual sound shifts) are stable.

In any event, this phenomenon can be more easily explained by the assumption of a

secondarily added prothetic element than by the assumption of an originally tricon-

tuhaq/sahaq. M. D. Goldman, "Humour in the Hebrew Bible," ABR 2 (1952) 2-l l; E. M.
Good, Irony in the OT (Sheffield, 21981); M. I. Gruber, "Ten Dance-Derived Expressions in the
Hebrew Biblel' Bibl 62 ( I 98 I ) 328-46, esp. 345; F. F. Hvidberg , Weeping and Laughter in the
OT: A Study of Canaanite-Israelite Religion (Leiden, 1962); O. Keel, Die Weisheit spielt vor
Gott. Ein ikonographischer Beitrag zur Deutung des m"sal.tiiqiit in Spr 8,301 @reiburg/
Gdttingen, 1974);M. Moreshet, "PnU' - Pnyt. PnD - Pny," BethM 13 (1968/69) 127-30; 15
(1969170) 105-6; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971), esp.
108-ll, 146-51; C. W. Reines, "Laughter in Biblical and Rabbinic Literature," Judaism 2l
(1972) 176-83; W Vischer, "Der im Himmel Thronende lachtl' Freude am Evangelium. FS A. de

Quervain. BEvT 44 (1966), 129-35; R. Voeltzel, Das Lachen des Herrn. Uber lronie in der
Bibel. Theologische Forschung 17 (1961).

l. See Beyer,584.
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sonantal root. Such is suggested not least by the semantic observation that the given

sounds are fully adequate for the onomatopoeic expression of laughing, which is un-

mistakably the intention here, whereas a triconsonantal construction would rather con-

ceal this phenomenon. Considered physiologically, laughing does, after all, occur

when the diaphragm presses air out in gasps through the mouth cavity, generating

short, monosyllabic sounds (cf., e.g., the expression "ha-ha" or the similarly onomato-
poeic verbs "giggle, cackle"). On the other hand, the assumption of an originally
triconsonantal root would involve an excessively complicated process of progressive

assimilation or dissimilation and/or metathesis involving some element in the root that

bears the meaning of the verb, whereas such variations can be more easily explained in
the case of a subsequently accrued element, i.e., an element that does not bear the

meaning, especially since in that case the demonstration of genetic connections be-

tween the individual formations of the root is no longer necessary. The earlier hypothe-

sis assumes that Akk. dhkwotld have lost its q/k andchanged h to f, resultingin sid[u/
sdfiu, whlle in the West Semitic languages the same root would have variously changed

phonetically to such differing consonantal sequences as shq/ihq/ihq/dbAgbV'hUb'A
h'Ah'Ahwk.2 The etymology of Akk. sidfiu/sdfiu has in the meantime been more co-

gently associated with West Semitic ;Wpwb, "cry out,"3 whereas in the other languages

the etymological interpretation of the lexemes for "laugh" has no problems deriving
the various terms from a genuinely West Semitic onomatopoeia */rq. From this per-

spective the dispute among Hebraists regarding whether the original form of the root
was shq or ihq is not only not particularly relevant,a but given the diffrculties dating the

individual texts it is probably also insoluble.s In all related languages the noun deriva-

tives belong largely to the same semantic field as the verbal root and refer not only to
"laughing, laughter," but also to accompanying ideas such as "mockery."

Concrete occurrences outside the OT and the Hebrew Qumran texts include Arab.

Qal.tika, "laugh"; Eth. iabaqa/idhdqa, "latgh"; mdibdq, "place of laughter," i.e., "the-

ater"; Hatra (?) shq; Jewish Arant. g"l.taft, d'bak, hfik, "laugh"; Mand. ahk and ghk,

"laugh"; Qumran Aram. fu'k, b'k, h'k, "laugh"; Syr. g"h4k, "laugh"; Ugar. ;fuq/al.tq,
"laugh," and dhk in a Persian-Aramaic glossary.0 The Akkadian term iafidqu cited in
f/AI (which reads iefuEqu) cannot really be viewed as an immediate etymological par-

2. Concerning this theory see VG, l,156,238-42, who did not yet, however, have the Akka-
dian or Qumran evidence; or Beyer, 584.

3. K. R. Veenhof,'An Old Accadian Private Letter," JEOL24 (1975176) 109, contra HAL, III,
1019, and AHw,lll, 1096.

4. Cf . GesB,78t; also HAL, lll, l3l5b.
5. See 2 below.
6. For Arabic: Wehr, 535-36; for Ethiopic: I'exLingAeth, 234; for Hatra, R. Degen, "New In-

scriptions from Hatra (Nos. 231-280)i JEOL23 (1973/74, 1975) 405: for Jewish Aramaic. HAL,
II, l0l9b, incorrectly g"fiaq; also ANH, 76,94, 139; WTM, l, 321, 389; ll, 22: fot Mandaic:
MdD,9,8l; for Qumran Aramaic: Beyer,584; for Syriac: lzxSyr l13; for Ugaritic: M. J.

Dahood,RSe I,320, no.477; UI nos. 1049,2158; WUS, nos.2314,2370;forPersianAramaic:
DNSI, 1,244.
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allel, though it may well attest that certain physiological processes were articulated
with onomatopoeic verbs in the Semitic sphere.T

2. Occurrences. The synonymous roots iltq/;ltq occur altogether 179 times in the

Hebrew part of the OT; neither these nor related roots occur in the Aramaic portions.

Of the 179 Hebrew occurrences, 49 are verb forms (36 times ihq, 13 times sftg), with
qal and piel forms occurring with equal tiequency (for il.tq in a relationship see 18:17,

for ;l.tq see 6:7), though one should remember that except for the noticeably frequent
occurrence of participles (14 times), where the prefixed z signals the piel, the

Masoretic interpretation does not necessarily reflect the intentions of the ancient au-

thors.8 The hiphil of .f&4 also occurs once. Among the noun constructions, the PN Isaac

predominates with 112 occurrences (108 times as yi;kdq,4 asyi(hdq), whereas the

other noun forms occur only rarely (S"l.tdq 15 times, sehdq twice, miihdq once). Be-
cause some of the occurrences of the first two nouns can also be construed as construct
infinitives - which the forms of these lexemes are, after all - ultimately one cannot
delineate unequivocally between the noun and verb constructions. Nonetheless, a com-
parison of more recent lexicons and concordances shows that scholarship essentially
disagrees only with regard to the classification of S"l.tdq in Jgs. 16:27.

As far as the distribution of occurrences in the various OT books is concerned, one

notices first that shq and its derivative s"hdq occur almost exclusively in Genesis,

doubtless because popular etymology considered this phonetic variant of the root to be

closely related to the name of the patriarch Isaac, who is mentioned here exclusively
with the orthography yi;bdq (80 times), tempting one to trace the existence of the pho-

netic variant *q back to the need to explain the name "Isaac" etymologically or etio-
logically. As the three exceptions (Ex. 32:6; Igs. 16:25; Ezk. 23:32) show, however,

this assumption leads one astray, since none of these three passages focuses even re-
motely on Isaac. An explanation of the phenomenon by way of possible diachronic
speculation is also of little help because, in the first place, the occurrences of the PN
yi;bdq are found in all the sources or redactional strata of the Pentateuch, just as on the

other hand the four occurrences of the form yi{fudq are also found in texts of varying
temporal origin and (as Jer. 33:26 and Ps. 105:9 make clear when compared to Am.
7:9,16) cannot be explained by way of possible accommodation to a parallel yiird'€l;
in the second place, the alternation between ;l.tq and Shq in Jgs. l6:.25ff. demonstrates

the synchronic exchangeability of the two variants with sufficient clarity. To that ex-

tent, E. Jenni's suggestion also fails to offer a convincing hypothesis,e namely, that af-
ter Jgs. 16:25 ihq replaces ;l.tq, for his observations refer only to the verbal forms, not
to ;ehdq (Ezk.23:32) and the orthography of the name Isaac, where - if at all - one

would primarily expect a secondary systematization to be carried through during the

canonization of these texts. Not even in the case of the sequence Abraham-Isaac-Jacob

7. HAL,III, 13l5b; AHw, lll, 1209.
8. See III.I below.
9. HP, 155.
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(Israel), which was, after all, of fundamental significance in determining Israel's iden-

tity, did the authors establish any orthographic consistency; Jer. 33:26 and Ps. 105:9-10

use the orthography yi{l.tdq, the other passages yi;bdq, and do so regardless of whether

the sequence is continued with Jacob or Israel (cf. the series with Israel in Ex.32:13;
I K. 18:36; I Ch. 29:18; 2 Ch. 30:6 with the discernible "normal form" with Jacob af-

ter Gen. 50:24).
As far as the variant ihq and its derivatives (except yiihad are concerned, one no-

tices a concentration of occurrences in wisdom literature; nearly half the total occur-

rences (24 of 52) are found in the books of Job ( I 1 times), Proverbs (8), and Ecclesias-

tes (5), doubtless because, more than other OT texts, wisdom writings were

particularly interested in human beings and their disposition. A relative concentration

is also discernible in Jeremiah (7 times) and the Psalms (6), though one must consider

that of the latter, two (Ps. 37:13; 104:26) are found in psalms clearly influenced by the

wisdom tradition and thus for all practical purposes should be assigned to that group.

By contrast, it is certainly more than conspicuous that ihq/;fiq rarely occur in the

historical books from Joshua through 2 Kings, and that the authors never speak of
"laughing" even in contexts comparable to Homer or Hesiod or, to a certain extent,

even to the Ba'al-'Anat cycle and the Aqhat legend,l0 where the latter authors did in-
deed feel it appropriate to mention a kind of "Homeric" laughter. I S. l8:7 might con-

stitute an exception in this regard. The anthropological and theological understanding

of the Yahweh religion in its Dtr version seems to have asserted itself here completely.

3. Meaning. The basic qal meaning of the synonyms {l.tq/ql.tq, which semantically

are to be reckoned among the onomatopoeic verbs, is "laugh," formulated abstractly:

"express a loose, relaxed emotional disposition through nonverbal sounds." (Concern-

ing this abstract definition, cf. Jgs. l6:25, which explicitly mentions the loose, relaxed

disposition of the Philistines as the presupposition of laughing; we can leave open the

question whether the two forms wySl.tq or wy;l.tq there are to be vocalized as qal or with
the Masora as piel.ll) These terms thus represent intransitive verbs from the broader

classification of the verba stativa, something confirmed by the fact that the verbs are

never found with direct objects.
It should be pointed out that scholars oriented more toward theology than philology

frequently emphasize the aspect of "superiority" allegedly expressed in the act of
laughing even though this aspect by no means inheres in the basic meaning and can

only sometimes be deduced contextually, in which case generally the preps. l" and'al
are used with Shq/;l.tq.l2 Laughing as a naive. cheerful expression of a positive feeling
for life, though also as an expression of helplessness, is anything but alien to the OT.

10. KTU 1.4; 1.8; l.l7-22; ANET r3rtf.,l49ff.
ll. See in this regard the discussion below and II.1.
12. So, e.g., B. Reicke, "Lachen," BHHW,II, 1035; K. H. Rengstorf, "yetrdto," TDNTl,658'

59; A. Richardson, A Theological Word Book of the Bible (New York, 1950), 122, excludes in
principle even the possibility that laughing in the Bible could have anything to do with "amuse-
ment."
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Even where an author speaks of God's own ihq (Ps. 2:4; 37:13; 59:9[Eng. 8]), the idea
of "superiority" emerges not from the lexeme ihq itself , but from its association with l'
and from the context.

To that extent and even assuming God as the subject, one cannot automatically asso-

ciate the idea of superiority with the use of the lexeme in Ps. 104:26 (and in the piel
there);r3 in its incorporation of the originally Canaanite Jerusalem sanctuary, the

Yahweh religion also adopted features of the beneficent high god El, who laughs and
jokes in ways expressing far more than merely his divine superiority.14

Moreover, precisely in passages using no prepositional object, such as Jgs. 16:.27;

Prov.29:9; Eccl. 3:4, it is highly advisable to dispense with the widespread theological
overburdening of {l.tq/;ltq and to understand the prevailing emotional lightheartedness

expressed in "laughing" as deriving from the context alone rather than from the lexeme
"in and for itself." Something similar applies to the noun forms deriving from the qal,
S"hOq, {hoq, and miShdq. The mere lexeme itself does not express anything beyond the

kind of relaxed emotional disposition attaching to all laughing, as is made clear by pas-

sages such as Eccl. 7:3;10:19.If this emotional disposition is indeed accompanied by a
feeling of superiority, that feeling emerges from the context, not from thelexeme S"l.tdq

etc., as, e.g., in Jer. 48:39; Lam.3:14; Hab. 1:10.Is
Jenni has accurately defined the basic meaning of the root in the piel as a "cheerful

activity consisting of different, varying, and sequential individual actions" (my empha-

sis).to 1*o observations can amplify and complement this observation. First, one no-
tices that even in the piel, the synonyms Sl.tq/;fuq never take a direct object; i.e., con-
trary to expectation, even in the piel as the "most active" verbal form the basic

intransitive character ofthe roots does not recede, at least not as long as it is relativized
by prepositional phrases (which in Hebrew replace the Indo-European verba
composita) in the sense of "laughing at" or "smiling at." Second, the participle, which
characterizes durative action, claims a disproportionate number of the verb forms here
(14 of 24 occurrences, i.e., about 58 percent over against an average of l0 percent),17

findings commensurate with Jenni's emphasis on a sequence of individual actions.

Jenni did not, however, examine the possibility that, considering the intransitive char-
acter of the two roots, the piel of Sbq/;bq might also be meant factitively, a possibility
he otherwise regularly considers and that would certainly suit Jgs. l6:25a. Gen. 17:17-

13. Concerning the subject, see II.l below; concerning the notion of superiority, see, e.9.,
S. Grill, "Textkritische Notizen: Ps 104,26; Ps77,lll'BZ3 (1959) 102.

14. Cf. in this regard Hvidberg, 15-49,57,146-54, etc., who does, however, overemphasize
the cultic element; and Vischer, 130; both view this anthropomorphic element in the portrayal of
El as an apologetic contrast to the OT understanding of God because they are not considering Ps.

104:26, where they apparently understand Leviathan to be the subject of the piel of ffrq.
15. Concerning the overall problem, cf. Reines's detailed analysis of the various aspects of

laughing from the Jewish-rabbinic perspective.
16. HP, 156.
17. Cf. in this regard, R. Bartelmus, Hyh: Bedeutung und Funktion einer hebriiischen

' Allerweltswortes.' ATS 17 (1982), 82.
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19; 18:9-15; and 21:6ab already provide differing interpretations of the PN yishdq

(yiibdq), initiating a lengthy discussion still unresolved today.

In these inner-OT interpretations of the name, context determines the results such

that at least three corresponding interpretations emerge: the name allegedly derives

from the father's or mother's incredulous laughing at the announcement of the birth
(Gen. 17: 17; l8:12,15), from the mother's grateful laughing after the birth (21:6a), or
from the laughing of those mocking the late birth (21:6b). At most, only conservative

scholarship still views these purely associative etymologies as serious possibilities.

The interpretation "God has brought laughter for me" (21:6a) cannot be reconciled

with the temporal function of the verb form on which the name is based, and the au-

thors of the remaining passages make even less effort to do justice to the name in its
syntactic structure. By contrast, interpretations that are at least open to philological
discussion include those starting in a general sense with the birth situation itself and in-
terpreting the name accordingly as "he/it laughs/begins to laugh" or focusing on the fa-

ther's smile when he sees the newborn child.ls
Following Noth, however, scholars generally assume that a theophoric element

€el) oiginally stood at the end of the name and later disappeared. ts This position then
yields two more basic positions, one taking the basic (qal) stem as its point of departure

and one presupposing a factitive meaning of the piel and concurring at least substan-

tively with the interpretation of Gen. 2l:6a. Accordingly, the name means either that

God/El (regularly) brings or should bring about laughing, or that God/El himself is

wont to laugh or - as a sign of favor - to smile/laugh over the newborn child. Both
the vocalization of the name, which in its own turn presupposes the qal stem as its se-

mantic basis, and the widespread phenomenon of the "wish name" suggest that the lat-
ter meaning is most likely, at least relatively speaking. Nonetheless, one cannot ex-

clude the possibility that intentional polyvalences attach to the name, e.g., between the

above meanings; these polyvalences are linguistically fixed by the choice of the ambiv-

alent verb form itself and are evident, for example, in the three possibilities mentioned

above.20

4. Semantic Field. The term -) fy) l'& "mock," often parallels ihq, a situation oc-

casionally interpreted as indicating synonymity. The texts themselves, however, clearly
show that these word fields only partially overlap in certain contexts2l but do not indi-
cate true synonymity. These findings are also demonstrated unequivocally by texts us-

ing il.tq/;fuq but never /'g antithetically with -+ il)l bkh, "weep" (cf. Eccl. 3:4), and by
the fact that as far as the nouns are concerned, i'l.tdq, "la:ugh," occurs as the antithesis

of ka'as, "sorrow, grief' (Eccl. 7:3), which would hardly be possible if S"hbq were se-

18. Cf. in this regard E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB I (1964), 122-27, esp. 125; C. Westermann,

Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. trans. 1985),269.
19. rPN,2lO.
20. Conceming this overall problem, see J. J. Stamm, "Der Name Isaak," Das Wort sie sollen

lassen stahn. FS A. Schddlein (Bem, 1950), 33-38.
21. See II.l and 2 below.
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mantically identical to la'ag. To the extent that Shq parallels / g it also relates to 4/s
hithpael,"makefunof something"(Hab. l:l0),and-->I'll/,'ltf bfiz/bdzA, "havealow
opinion of' (Job 12:4-5), and -r l1n ltrp, "revile" (Jer. 20:7-8). Finally, the broader se-

mantic field also includes + nDt, iml1, "be glad, rejoice."

II. OT Usage.
l. idhaq/sdl.taq (miiltdq). The passages wing idhaq/sdhaq in the qal can be classi-

fied formally into those using the verb absolutely and those using the verb with prepo-

sitions. As far as content is concerned, one must also, as indicated earlier, distinguish
within the passages using prepositions between those in which the prepositions func-

tion purely as circumstance qualifiers and those in which the prepositions provide
prepositional objects, i.e., where one must assume the presence of a kind of
substitutionary construction replacing the verba composita, which Hebrew lacks.

With the exception of Gen. 18:12 and 2l:6, the first group includes all passages at-

testing the qal of the variant;dl.taq (though Gen. 18:12 must nonetheless also be ad-

dressed here, since it includes only a circumstance qualifier, namely, regarding how

Sarah laughed), along with three passages with Sdhaq (Jgs. 16:27; Prov. 29:9; Eccl.

3:4). In a sense Eccl.3:4 uses the verb as the "concept as such." Viewed formally, this
"mashal regarding the right time" is nothing more than a series of thirty statements re-

garding life organized according to the principle of semantic antithesis with the subject
"the (right) time" and a prepositional group with /'indicating the goal or pulpose of
this time. Neither a subject nor any other element appears that might modify the basic

meaning in any fashion. What "laughing" is emerges only from its antithetical nature

to "weeping," and Qoheleth as a realistic theologian or anthropologist finds that human

life includes an (appropriate) time for both laughing and weeping just as it does for lov-
ing and hating, for planting and plucking up, etc. Laughing is viewed simply as an ele-

mentary part of human behavior; Qoheleth is not interested (here) in why one may

laugh or weep at any given time.
Returning now from this rather sober perspective to the passages in Gen. 17:17;

18:12,13,15(bis), one instinctively asks how despite the lack ofany (prepositional) ob-
ject exegetes can know that Abraham and Sarah are in fact laughing at Yahweh22 and

by means of such laughing thus expressed their (seeming) superiority, their embarrass-

ment, etc. In clear contrast to such psychological speculation, the texts themselves

leave open the question regarding what motivates the laughter. Even l8:13, which asks

explicitly, "Why did Sarah laugh?" consciously leaves an empty space, and the text it-
self does not answer Yahweh's question.23 The question remains open whether this

laughing derives from contextually related motifs deriving in their own turn from the

psychological situation of the protagonists, motifs such as helplessness, joy, doubt, or a

feeling of superiority, or whether one should merely focus on etymological resonance

22. So, e.g., Preuss, 147.

23. Concerning the literary device of vagueness, see H. Utzschneider, "Das hermeneutische
Problem der Undeutigkeit biblischer Texte," EvT 48 (1988) 182-98, with additional bibliog.
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with the name Isaac. Only the imagination of the reader or interpreter is being ad-

dressed. Hence one must avoid overextending the interpretation the way, for example,

the Luther Bible does. Motivated by the need to explain Sarah's "inappropriate" behav-

ior toward Yahweh, its translation understands watti{haq at the beginning of 18:12,

which merely characterizes the simple progression of events, in the sense of "so/there-

fore Sarah laughed." Doing so, however, excludes the possibility of understanding Sa-

rah's laughing as having been motivated by factors other than her knowledge of the

"objective" impossibility of the promised pregnancy. But as l8:15 demonstrates and

despite the previously posed question, Yahweh is not at all concerned with Sarah's mo-

tivation, but only with the fact of her laughing, which is apparently assigned a neutral

value, since the Deity imposes no sanctions.

Nor are the two remaining passages without prepositional objects really able to
relativize these findings, though at least the context of Prov. 29:9 does show with rela-

tive clarity that the fools' naivetd motivates their laughing or their laughable behavior.

By contrast, Jgs. 16:27 leaves both the motivation and the content of Samson's .f%64

completely open and merely relates that the Philistines watched as Samson performed.

Indeed, here it is not even clear who is actually laughing - $3st5s11, the spectators, or
both - so that to the extent readers interpret the missing information extensively or
from the perspective of the end of the story, they might even conclude that in a way the

passage offers an explication of the proverb "those who laugh last, laugh best." (Con-

cerning the problem of why v. 25, where the Philistines articulate their "request" to
Samson, uses the piel twice and yet here, where the actualization is described, the qal,

Jenni suggests that v. 25 expresses sequential individual actions, whereas v.27 ex-
presses the execution of the action as such, the actualization; it is also possible, how-

ever, that in v. 25 the author wanted to exploit the ambivalence of the intentionally
unvocalized form, which could be qal or piel; i.e., the Philistines use Samson for their
own entertainment [piel], but he who "laughs" last [qal] is Samson2a.)

Passages with prepositional phrases most frequently use expressions with the prep.

le (10 times with Sfuq, once with sftq), with a certain concentration of such passages ap-

pearing in Job (5 times), which are all the more interesting because in 4 of these occur-

rences the subject of the laughing is an animal (39:7, a wild ass; 39:18, an ostrich;

39:22, a horse;41:21, Leviathan).zs The (prepositional) objects as well as the context

make clear that these passages understand laughing as a sign of superiority. These wild
animals, created by the almighty Creator, mock human attempts to demonstrate their
own superiority over the animals. This position implicitly criticizes the claim to human

dominion over the animal world formulated in Ps. 8:7(6) and Gen. l:26, whose basis is

a hierarchical view of creation. The author articulates the common status of all crea-

tures by describing animals anthropomolphically as beings that can also laugh. This
ability to laugh coupled with a focus on the individual gifts the Creator bestows upon

24. He 156; see in this regard also I.3 above.
25. Reines, 176, apparently overlooked these passages, since he says that animals do not

laugh.
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all creatures demonstrates to the wisdom author that the human claim to superiority is
simply laughable.26 Job 5:22a also focuses on laughing as an expression of superiority,

albeit here of human beings themselves, whose connection with God comes to expres-

sion in being taken in hand by God. Although this passage seems to contradict the ones

just discussed, the calming reassurance that Job might laugh at destruction and famine

clearly relates syntactically more to the previously enumerated dangers caused by hu-

man beings than to the subsequent summons not to fear wild animals as well. It is
highly improbable that the passage uses 2l + jussive to express the "conviction that

something could or would not be permitted to happen,"27 since the preceding verses ar-

ticulate precisely the same notion with ld'+ indicative. Laughing at destruction and

famine thus has nothing to do with the premise of natural human superiority over ani-

mals, expressing rather Eliphaz's pious conviction that Job can be confident that God

will preserve him despite all dangers.

Whereas the book of Job addresses laughing as an expression of God-given superi-

ority, Gen. 2l:6 (shq) and Prov. 31:25 mention human laughing without any reference

to God; moreover, Gen. 2l:6 leaves open the question whether l'here is used merely to

designate Sarah as the target of this otherwise unspecified (oyous, helpless, or mock-

ing) laughing, or is used in the sense of "laughing at." By contrast, Prov. 3l:25 is much

less ambivalent in focusing on the self-confidence of the laughing person; because of
her own inner strength and dignity, the capable wife is not afraid of the coming day and

hence laughs at whatever may be coming. This understanding applies even more to the

wild nation mentioned in Hab. 1:10 and secondarily identified with the Chaldeans,

even though Habakkuk follows a widespread prophetic tradition in adding the restric-

tion that it is, after all, Yahweh who rouses this people (v. 6); the concentration here of
the semantically related terms Sltq, miihdq, and qls hithpael ("make fun of some
thing"zs; can hardly be explained otherwise. This people is so powerful and superior

that they break out laughing (il1Q when they see the fortifications and can only scoff
(qls) at kings. Allegedly powerful rulers merely make them laugh (miihaq).

Something analogous applies, of course, when Yahweh (Ps. 59:9[8]), "he who sits

in the heavens" (2:4), or the Lord (37:13) laughs at something or someone. Here the

focus is on the mockery of the superior party, as is clearly shown by the context or
(2:4;59:9[8]) by the par. l'g.Similiar to the way Hab. l:10 articulates the superiority
of the distant wild nation with words from the semantic field of ihq, so the psalmist in
Ps.2:4 describes the superiority of the Lord "who sits in the heavens" over kings and

rulers who dare to threaten the king of Israel appointed as ruler on Zion, a figurative
anthropomorphic portrayal of the political and military superiority of the God of Is-

rael.2e Ps. 59:9(8) uses the same imagery to articulate Yahweh's power to aid the indi-

26. In this regard see R. Bartelmus, "Die Tierwelt in der Bibel. Exegetische Beobachtungen
zu einem Teilaspekt der Diskussion um eine Theologie der Natur," BN 37 (1987) 26-32.

27. G.Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 133, with reference to GK $109e.
28. See L4 above.
29. We may leave open the question whether this notion was also portrayed in a cultic drama,

as suggested by, among others, A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL(Er,g. trans. 1962), in loc.; cf. Preuss, 150.
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vidual, as does, with slight variation, 37:13 to describe God's reaction to the problem

of the perceived superiority of the wicked over the righteous. All three passages em-
ploy a change from the human to the divine perspective to make clear that the human

being who feels threatened actually has just as much occasion to laugh as does God

himself.
The problem of superiority also appears in passages where .fhq is used with .a/.

Among such passages, the argumentative structure in Ps. 52:8(6) corresponds exactly

to that in37:13, albeit without the change of perspective. Assured of God's help, the

righteous themselves laugh at evildoers. Quite the reverse is the case in Job 30:1, where

Job complains bitterly that even those who are younger than he and whose fathers he

"disdained to set with the dogs of my flock" now laugh at him in the misery that has

come upon him despite his righteousness. Lam. 1:7 similarly laments that enemies

laugh at Jerusalem's downfall even though earlier Jerusalem was able to count on

God's help.
Prov. l:26 uses.fft4 with a temporal qualification expressed by b", yet its

parallelismus membrorum fixes it semantically as a statement with I g in the sense of
the passages just discussed. Here wisdom announces that it will laugh and mock at

those who refuse her instruction. By contrast, the association of ihq with 'el in Job

29:24is probably not meant negatively, though the traditional MT is unclear. The over-

all text seems to focus on Job recounting how he took up the cause of those of lesser

means, including smiling (cordially) upon them in order to gain their confidence.

Textual problems also attach to the only occurrence of .fftq hiphil (2 Ch. 30:10), al-

beit only in the sense that several mss. attest the piel instead of the hiphil. The expres-

sions using 'al and the par. /'g do make clear that the couriers Hezekiah sends to the

northern kingdom within the framework of his cultic reforms are laughed at and

mocked there.
The passages using the pielof Shq/shq include ten that use the verb without a prepo-

sitional phrase: Gen. 19:14 (the following qualifier refers to way"ht rather than to
m";al.t€q);21:9 andEx.32:6 (with shq) and I S. l8:7; I Ch.15:29; Job 40:20; Prov.

26:19;Jer.15:17;30:19;31:4 (with ihq). Among these passages, I Ch. l5:29 occupies

a special position in that the behavior under discussion is specified in the parallel pas-

sages (2 S. 6:5,21 and I Ch. l3:8), which deal with the same issue, by the expression

hpnA yhwh, so that I Ch. l5:29 is best discussed in connection with passages using that

expression.
Very few passages reveal the exact nature of the cheerful activities prompting such

laughing.3o The reference is relatively clear in Gen. 19:14 and Prov. 26:19, which ap-

parently focus on 'Joking" in the figurative sense. The remaining passages generally

involve cheerful, playful activities where it does, however, remain open (and probably

must remain open commensurate with the authors' own intentions3l) whether and to

30. See I.3 above.
31. Regarding the literary principle of indefiniteness, see above; similarly already H. Gunkel,

Genesis (Eng. trans. Macon, Ga., 1997),226, on Gen. 2l:8-9.
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what extent these games involve the sexual dimension, as also clearly attested in pas-
sages construed with prepositions (see the discussion below on Gen. 26:8; 39:.14,17).zz

Although such connotations cannot be entirely excluded in any of these passages, some
reservations do attach to Job 40:20 given the uncertain text. If the wisdom author of the
divine discourses is arguing that human beings and animals are virtually equal, i.e., if
he is saying that the animals of the field play on the mountains where Behemoth dwells
or that the animals of the field who play there take wood to Behemoth,33 then this con-
notation doubtless resonates as well, especially since from a zoological perspective the
sexual element usually plays an important role in animal g:rmes. If, however, one fol-
lows BII(3 and changes the form to a singular qal, this connotation disappears.

In Ex. 32:6; I S. I 8:7; Jer. 30: l9; 3 I :4, the word exhibits not only the previous con-
notations but that of dancing as well. Jer. 15:17 shows that participation in cheerful,
playful activities was viewed as a basic part of a "humane" existence in ancient Israel;
here Jeremiah characterizes his own disconsolate position by lamenting his exclusion
from the circle of the meSahaqim (expressed indirectly in Jer. 30: 19; 3l:4).

The three passages in which a sexual connotation clearly emerges use prepositional
expressions with b€ (Gen . 39:14,17) or 'e! (2618). The difference is easy to explain con-
textually. Isaac is "fooling around" with his wife, obviously with her full consent,
whereas Potiphar's wife must insinuate that Joseph - whom she herself desired -wanted to use her as the object of his desires; by using 'e!, she would have cast suspi-
cions on herself.

The only passage using .fh4 piel with /'(Jgs. 16:25) was discussed in a preliminary
fashion above (I.3). The obligatory suspicion attaching to passages with the qal,
namely, that such use might be expressing the superiority of those who laugh, yields no
sense here unless one adduces the wordplay discussed in connection with Jgs. 16:27.
The MT by itself yields the following scene. The Philistines fetch the blind Samson so

that he - helpless in his blindness - might perform cheerful gamesfor them andthus
make them laugh; both nuances inhere in the piel.

In recounting the actual entertainment, the author then changes prepositions (/"-
fipnA) andverbs (Shq-shq) and merely relates that Samson performed his initially help-
less and awkward games for/before the Philistines. It is obvious that this replacement
of the preposition of usefulness or of goal by the neutral "for" or "before" provides the
hrst hidden indication from the author that the Philistines actually have no reason to
laugh at Samson's antics, and that, indeed, their laughing will soon cease (cf. what was
said above about Jgs. 16:27).

Little else can be said about the remaining passages wing ihq/shq with lipnA, since
these, too, involve a simple (spatial) qualifier merely restricting the activity associated

32. Regarding this question, cf., e.g., J. M. Sasson, "The Worship of the Golden Calfl' Orient
and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973), 152, who disagrees that the word carries any
sexual connotations in Ex.32;6; and K. Jaro5, Die Stellung des Elohisten zur kanaaniiischen Re-
ligion. OBO 4 (197 4),385-86, who does think the word carries such connotations (on p. 386 n. l,
read "2 S. 6:5,21" instead of "2 S. 26.,5,21"); additional bibliog. from both authors.

33. So Fohrer, 522.
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with the absolutely used verb to a specific sphere. Nonetheless, 2 5.2:14-15 also sug-

gests that such passages need not always involve merely a harmless game, and that the

term can be understood so broadly that it also includes war games.3a According to

F. Stolz, however, the reference is not to a game at all, but to something mortally dan-

gerous, namely, a ritual initiating the general battle.3s Stolz is unable to explain how

the passage can nonetheless speak of Sfiq, so that one might perhaps better understand

the passage as referring to a sudden change from a game to something more serious, or

to a battle trick that both sides try to implement simultaneously but that then goes

wrong, since ultimately twenty-four young men lie dead on the battlefield in Helkath-

hazzurim, the locale that was previously a place for "games." All remaining passages

fit effortlessly in the schema discussed above, whereby one does notice that a {bq/;bq
(piel) is not only possible before Yahweh but is in fact mentioned relatively often. The

Yahweh cult of the preexilic period apparently included more playful or even orgiastic

elements than Jews or Christians were either willing or able to incorporate into their
own acceptance of the ancient Israelite religion.

Prov. 8:30 can also be mentioned along with the three previously discussed passages

in the Deuteronomistic History and the Chronicler's History (2 5.6:5,21 1 Ch. 13:8)

that apparently refer to David's or Israel's orgiastic dancing before the ark of Yahweh.

David's wife Michal would hardly have raised the accusation of nakedness and disso-

lute behavior merely because an article of clothing had shifted a few centimeters (2 S.

6:20; I Ch. 15:29, following the extremely positive view of David in Chronicles, re-

duces this charge to Michal merely "despising" David as he dances). In Prov. 8:30 it is
best to follow Keel in assuming that the wisdom author is referring not to a mere

hypostasis, but rather to an actual female being who was present as a'Jesting" com-

panion to God at the creation, a being who really does "delight" God and in doing so

gives wings to his creative actions.36 Just how important this configuration apparently

is or was to the author emerges from its repetition in v. 31, this time construed with the

prep. b" to indicate the location where wisdom engages in her playful activities that

stimulate the creator God.37

Ps. 104:26 presents a similar problem, since the question of whether Yahweh cre-

ated Leviathan to play in or with the water can be answered unequivocally neither

through a comparison with other passages nor through any contextual analysis, even

though most authors argue as if there was no problem here in the first place.38 Zech.8:5
shows that b, can be used with ihq piel as a pure indicator of location, since the boys

and girls are hardly playing with the streets, but rather iz them. That the same expres-

sion can also be intended instrumentally emerges not only from Gen. 39:14,17 (with

34.5o KBL2,80l,9l8; HE 155.
35. F. Stolz, Das erste und zweite Buch Samuel. ZBK 9 (1981), 193-94.
36. Keel,68-74.
37. A different view is taken by P. A. H. de Boer, "The Counsellorl' Wisdom in Israel and in

the Ancient Near East. FS H. H. Rowley. S1/I 3 (1955), 69-70, who understands D? instrumen-

tally and accordingly assumes that Wisdom views the entire earth as her toy.
38. As does even Keel, 72.
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slrq), but also from lob 4O:29(41:5), where God makes clear which boundaries apply to
human beings (Job) by pointing out in the form of a rhetorical question that the latter,
quite in contrast to the Creator, certainly cannot play with Leviathan or leash it for his
girls (as a toy). Even though Job 40:29(41:5) and Ps. 104:26 are theologically quite
similar, the same cannot be said about their content, not least because Leviathan plays
a different role in the different texts. In Job 40:25-31(41:l-8) reference to Leviathan
functions as a concluding and irrefutable argument for God's limitless power at the end
and climax of the debate between Job and God; in the hymn of Ps. 104 Leviathan is
merely one of many animals God has created and to whom he has given a place on
earth, animals for which God cares and who together represent the goodness of cre-
ation for which the psalmist is offering thanksgiving to God. Hence it seems advisable
to take seriously the ambivalence of this expression in the sense of the previously men-
tioned principle of indefiniteness and to view both possibilities as a solution - not as a
lazy compromise, but because this position probably does better justice to the poetic
freedom and greatness of the psalmist. God has given Leviathan, too, a place in the sea

where the creature can entertain itselfjust as do the other fish; but he also created Levi-
athan in order to 'Jest" with him. The question must remain open whether this jesting is
to be understood as harmlessly as Keel suggests, or whether the reference articulates
God's superiority over Leviathan.3e In any event one cannot show unequivocally that
this reference is articulating God's "absolute dominion over Leviathan."a0

2. i"l.tdq/;"l.tdq. The 17 occurrences of the substs. S"l.tdq/;"l.tdq offer little that is new
or theologically more enlightening than what has already emerged with regard to the
qal of the roots. When Sarah says that God has brought s"hoq for her (Gen. 21:6), one
can indeed understand this statement to mean that God has prompted a loose, relaxed
disposition in her; but it can also mean that God made her the target of derision. The
ambivalence already ascertained with regard to the verbal continuation of this state-
ment also applies to the noun. By contrast, the laughing in Ezk. 23:32is unequivocally
to be understood in the sense of mockery since the passage also speaks in a parallel
fashion about la'ag in that Oholibah will allegedly be just as much the target of scorn
as her sister, Oholah.

The same schema applies to the occurrences of i"hbq. Alongside passages in which
the context clearly shows the intended meaning to be mockery or scorn, one encounters
other, ambivalent passages juxtaposing laughing in a quasi-absolute fashion with
weeping or sorrow; still other passages use the lexeme in contexts fixing the meaning
in the sense of a relaxed, cheerful laughing. The former passages include Job 12:4(bis);
Jer. 2O:7; 48:26,27 ,39; Lam. 3:14. Whether Jeremiah himself or Moab, Israel, Job, the
righteous person, or the petitioner - all suffer as the target for laughing and scorn.

The passages using "laughter" as it were objectively, either in antithesis to sorrow or

39. Ibid. andn. 177: but cf. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc., who
views Leviathan as Yahweh's "pet."

40. Preuss, 109.
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simply in describing the physiological and psychological process itself, are limited to the

wisdom writings in Proverbs and Frclesiastes, which is not surprising given the examina-

tion ofthe verbal occurrences. Although references to the laughing offools (Eccl. 7:6) do

not really use the term positively, the negative assessment refers not to laughter as such,

but rather to the inclination of fools to laugh at things or in situations not warranting
laughing in the first place. With a slightly resigned undertone, Prov. 14:13 shows how

closely related laughing and sorrow are, whereas Eccl.7:3 insists that ultimately "sorrow

is better than laughing" because difficult experiences improve the heart. (Additional
statements develop this concept further, though the question remains whether Qoheleth is

citing conventional wisdom here or his own convictions.) Qoheleth's conscious use of
ambivalent terms in his argumentation also makes it unclear whether the assertion that
laughter is mad and pleasure useless (Eccl.2:2) is presented as an eroneous view of the

author, who has slipped into the role of King Solomon, or whether it genuinely represents

his firm conviction. The positive assessment of laughter in l0:9 and the allusions to joy in
many other passages in the book, however, seem to militate in favor of the former solu-

tion.al Prov. 10:23 shows that at least those in wisdom circles viewed laughter positively.
Even if fools enjoy doing wrong (in which case laughter is questionable), the wisdom
writers offer the parallel situation in which wise conduct is a pleasure (prompting laugh-

ter) for a person of understanding; laughter in and for itself is clearly viewed positively

here, even though its inappropriate use can distort it negatively.

This position applies even more to the two passages speaking about how "our mouth
was filled with laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy" (Job 8:21; Ps. 126:2), since

the context makes clear that such laughter is a reaction to Yahweh's positive interven-
tion. Here laughter is doubtless the expression of a relaxed and simultaneously joyous

disposition.

III. Use Outside the Hebrew OT.
l. lXX. In translating rfuq/qbq qal and its derived substantives, the LXX prefers

lexemes from the semantically almost identical root *gel-, e.9., geldn, enfg]-/ek-/epi-/
kata-geldn, geloidzein or geloiasm6s, gdlds. Other choices included empaizein,

euphrainein, or paign{a. Since as a rule the LXX also uses forms from the root *paiz- (a

root virtually identical in meaning with Shq/shqpiel) and euphratnein (eneuphrainesthai)
("make glad") as translation variants for Sl.tq/;l.tqpiel, one can see that the methodological
doubts raised in I.2 above regarding the vocalization of the Masora are not wholly un-

founded. (The termpaigniainJgs. 16:27, however, does not belong in this context, since

this passage involves a "sense" translation of the form clearly identified as qal by the ma-

ter lectionis w, a translation that misunderstands the deeper meaning of the expression.)

The LXX most frequently uses the simple, substantively correspondin g paizein to render

Sbq/;bq piel, also using it once to clarify the intended orcheisthai parallel with paizein,

which makes good sense in the context of 2 S. 6:21, since the issue involves David's

41. See in this regard R. Bartelmus, "Haben oder Sein: Anmerkungen zur Anthropologie des

Buches Kohelet," BN 53 (1990) 50, 52, 56, etc.
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dancing before the ark. (Here the LXX substantially altered the text, probably because of
the dogmatic and ethical problems mentioned in II.1 above that later Judaism and Chris-

tianity had with David's behavior.) In Job 40:20 the LXX obviously had a different text,

raising doubts whether poiein charmoniin can be viewed as a translation of ihq piel.

2. Sirach and Qumran Of the 4 occurrences of ihq in Sirach, l3:6,1 I ; 47 :3 hardly
add anything new to the previous discussion. An understanding of ifiq qal + /e in the

sense of "smile at" (13:6,1 l) is commensurate with the previous discussions to the ex-

tent one remembers that the use of /' inste ad of 'el reflects common use during the later

period of Hebrew. As expected, the LXX uses a compound of gekin (prosgeldn). A
more surprising situation is that ihq piel + le can be used like expressions using b"
(47:3) (understanding /'spatially with the LXX or instrumentally) such that the ele-

ment of superiority on the part of the person 'Jesting" clearly comes to the forefront.
Considering the passage being cited in Sir. 47:3 (l S. 17:34-37), one does have the im-
pression that the author is not referring to a harmless game of the sort found in Isa.

I l:8, but rather to a game between David and the lion whose stakes are life and death

(commensurate with 2 S. 2:14); once more the LXX rtses paizein as the equivalent of
ifuq piel. Finally, 32:12 (LXX) has no equivalent in the Hebrew text; here Sirach ad-

monishes the reader not to be the last person to leave a cheerful gathering, but rather to

leave earlier and then to "amuse yourself' (paizein) at home. Just which nuances attach

to the word used absolutely here remains open. By comparison, the reasons for the use

of ifuq in the Qumran version of Sir. 51:tr8 remain quite obscure (llQPs" 2l:15;
G. Sauer translates "I resolved to play with her [Wisdom]," apparently understanding

the final ft as a sufFrx, contradicting customary usage, since it would then represent the

only occurrence of the verb with a direct objecta2).

Commensurate with the eschatological, ascetic character of the Qumran commu-

nity, laughter plays almost no role at all there. Apart from the citations from Hab. l:10
in lQpHab 4:1,4 and in their contextually conformist interpretation in lQpHab 4:6,the
Hebrew texts contain only one occurrence, and even this passage views laughter only
as a sin: anyone who guffaws foolishly is excluded from the community for thirty days

as punishment (1QS 7:14-15).
The Aramaic texts offer a similar picture. Because the book of Job exhibits a dispro-

portionately high number of occurrences of ihq,a3 its translation in I lQtgJob also at-

tests a corresponding frequency for the Aramaic equivalent b'k, e.9., in 7:5 (= 22:19);

15:1,4 (= 29:24;30l);326 (=39:7);33:3 (= 39:22); and35:7 (= 40:29[4]:5]). Other-

wise the term appears only in two additional passages, once in the otherwise obscure

fragment lQ67 I (mh'k) and once in 4QAmram 2:l4u (h'lqn;2:l4b h'kn1,u which jux-

taposes the archangel Michael with Belial as a laughing figure of light.
Bartelmus

42. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ nV5 (1981),637, with reference to J. A. Sanders, "The
Sirach 5l Acrostic," FS A. Dupont-Sommer (Paris, 1971), 431-32.

43. See I.2 above.
44. See Beyer,212.
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l.

lpp sayan' IPP tutan: trPP idtam.

Contents: I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Occurrences. II. Human Adversaries. III.
Superhuman Adversaries. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

l. l. Etymology and Meaning. In Hebrew, ialan means "adversary, opponent." The
root i1n is attested in several Semitic languages, including Targumic Aramaic (stn/:i1n),

Middle Hebrew (sln; iln), Syriac, Mandaic, Ethiopic, and Arabic.r T. N0ldeke empha-

sizes that in Ethiopic the root ,fpe represents a Hebrew loanword that then passed into
Arabic.2 The root irn has not yet been attested in Akkadian. It allegedly occurs with the

meaning "feud with, attack," as an epithet for Nergal and Ishtar, while others explain
mu-ui-ta-ti-nu and mu-ui-te-ti-na-at as participles of a different root (etAm/nu[m]).3

Some scholars have tried to derive Satan from the root ifi1 @.g., Torczyner, who pos-

tulates a relationship between the Arabic form iaitdn and.ifit). The connection between

iatan atd.iilr ("roam about"), howeveq is to be viewed as a popular etymology; cf. Job

1:7 and 2:2, where Satan tells about his "going to and fro on the earth," where the au-

thor probably intends only to incorporate a bit of wordplay.a
The noun Sdydn probably derives from the vb. Sa1an.5

ialan. A. Brock-Utne, "'Der Feind.' Die alttestamentliche Satansgestalt im Lichte der
sozialen Verhiiltnisse des nahen Orients," Klio 28 (1935) 219-27; K. F. de Blois, "How to Deal
withSatan?" BT37 (1986) 301-9; P.L.Day,AnAdversaryinHeaven: SatunintheHebrewBible.
HSM 43 (1988); idem, 'Abishai the Salan in 2 Samuel 19:17-241' CBQ 49 (1987) 543-47;
H. Duhm, Die biisen Geister imAT(Ttibingen, 1904), esp. 16-20, 58-61; W. Foerster, "oarovdq
A: Qumran and Later Jewish Satanologyl' TDNT VII, l5lff.; T. H. Gaster, "Satan," IDB, lY,
224-28; H. Haag, Teufelsglaube (Tiibingen,21980), esp. 14l-262; H. Kaupel, Die Diimonen im
A7 (Augsburg, 1930); R. Schiirf Kluge\ Satan in the OT (Evanston, 1967), esp. 25-53; A. Lods,
"Les origines de la figure de Satan, des fonctions i la cour c6leste," Milanges Syriens. FS
R. Dussaud. Bibliothbque archiologique et historique 30 (Paris, 1939),649-60; B. Noack,
Sataruis und Soteria (Copenhagen, 1948); G. von Rad, "Oropdtrtro,Drdpoloq B: The OT View of
Satan," TDNT ll,73-75; N. and H. W. Schnaper, 'A Few Kind Words for the Devil," Journal of
Religion and Health 8 (1969) 107-22; H. Torczyner, "Wie Satan in die Welt kam,"
Mitteilungsbkitter der hebriiischen Universitiit Jerusalem 4 (1938) 15-21; P. Yolz, Das
Dtimonische in Jahwe. SGy I l0 (1924).

1. For the Tgs.: J. Levy, Chaldriisches Wbrterbuch ilber die Targumim (2 vols.; Leipzig,
1867). II, 155; for Middle Hebrew: WTM, lll,500-501; [Y,542; for Syriac: CSD,373; for
Mandaic: MdD,3l1;seealso323-24;forEthiopic: LexLingAeth,394;forArabic: N855,34,47:
Wehr,455.

2. Contra F. Praetorius, ZDMG 6l (1907) 619-20; on the Arabic see J. Horovitz, Koranische
Untersuchungen (BerlinlLeipzig, 1926), 120-211' A. J. Wensinck and J. H. Kramers, Hand-
wt)rterbuch des Islam (Leiden, l94l),671-72.

3. For the former see K. Thllqvist, Akkadische Gdtterepitheta (Helsinki, 1938),240. For the lat-
ter see AHw,I, 260; also G. Wanke, "lpp Sdldn adversary," TLOT, lll, 1268;Day, Adversary,23.

4. So also Day, Adversary, 2l-22; Kt.uger,31; Lods, 658-59.
5. So Kluger,25ff., who distances himself fromBLe, $61*; von Rad,73; Day, Adversary, 17ff.
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One secondary form, itm, is also attested in Jewish Aramaic.6
The root ifn is the source not only ofthe vb. Satan and the noun idldn,b\t also the

noun ii1n6. The secondary form itm yields the notn maitemA.

2. Occurrences. The noun ialan occurs 27 times in the OT: Ntt.22:22,32: | 5.29:4;
25.l9:23(Eng.22); I K.5:18(4); 1114,23,25;1 Ch.2l:l; Job l:6,7(bis),8,9,12(bis);
2:1,2(bis),3,4,6,7; Ps. lO9 6; Zech.3:1,2(bis). The vb. iatan occurs 6 times: Ps.

38:21(20);71:13 109:4,20,29;Zech. 3:1. The form SilnAl occurs inEzra 4:6, iitnAil
inGen.26:21(nomenloci). Finally, iatamoccurs 6times: Gen.27:41;49:23;50:15;
Job l6:9; 3O,21', Ps.55:4(3); andmaftemA twice: Hos.9:7,8.

II. Human Adversaries. The root S1n/iym describes various forms of disputes and

hostility between people. Brothers quarrel in a family. In Gen. 27:41 the vb. .fim char-

acterizes the hatred of Esau, who was aggrieved at Jacob (wayyiitdm) because of the

blessing. In another quarrel among brothers, Joseph's brothers are afraid lest "Joseph

still bears a grudge against us (yiit"mZnfi) and pays us back in full for all the wrong"
(50:15). According to 26:20-21, the herders of Gerar argue with those of Israel over

two wells, which is why one of the wells is called iitnd (v.21).

Quarrels also arise in the political realm. In the war with the Philistines, the com-

manders balk at letting David take part in the war lest he become their adversary

(:fdtdn) (l S. 29:4). In the quarrel between David and the sons of Zeruiah, David has

become king of Israel and accuses Abishai and his brothers of becoming lfitAn (2 S.

l9:23t22)). Although David was unable to build a temple "because of the warfare with
which his enemies surrounded him," during the time of Solomon there was "neither ad-

versary (idldn) nor misfortune" (1 K. 5:18[4]). Later, after Solomon had been seduced

into idolatry by his foreign wives, he experienced the wrath of the God of Israel when

the latter "raised up an adversary (Sdtdn) against Solomon, Hadad the Edomite" (l K.

1 1:14). God later "raised up another adversary 6dtdn) against Solomon, Rezon son of
Eliada" (v.23), and "he was an adversary (Safin) of Israel all the days of Solomon"
(v. 25).

Jacob's blessing over his sons describes a war in which archers become angry and

fight against Joseph (wayyiit'muhfr, Gen.49:23), though Joseph emerges victorious "by
the hands of the Mighty One." Several psalms describe the hatred of the adversary with

the vb. iyn/i1m. Ps. 38:21(20) asserts that "those who render me evil for good are my ad-

versaries" (yi1fnilfi). In Ps. 7l:13 the persecuted petitioner pleads for God's help

against enemies, asking, "let those who are hostile to my soul (idy"nA napit) be ptlto
shame and consumed." In 55:4(3) the psalmist complains that "those who cherish en-

mity against me" (yiit"mfiiri) seek to bring trouble upon him. So also in Hos. 9:7-8,

where the no:url. maitEmh describes Israel's enmity against God and his prophets. These

psalms and the prophet Hosea describe opposition as hostility, i.e., with the same termi-

nology as the previously mentioned texts use in describing political and military events.

6. WTM, rv,542.
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In Ps. 109:4 the petitioner reproaches his enemies: "In return for my loveT they ac-
cuse me" (yift"nfrnt). Verse 20 specifies these enemies "who are against me" (iotenay)
with yet another charge, asserting that they speak evil against the petitioner; hence
iolenay could be translated as "my accusers." In this sense H. Schmid suggests that
v. 29 identifies Ps. 109 as the prayer of the accused.8 If this interpretation is correct,
then the language ofthe psalm derives fromjurisprudence. The adversaries are accus-
ers who are taking the accused to court and even intend to have a wicked person stand
at his right as an accuser (Sa!an) (v. 6; cf. also Zech. 3: l). The root {tn can thus also be
translated "accuse" in vv. 4,20,29. The life setting of this psalm is thus according to
Schmidt the prayer of the accused during investigative proceedings in the sanctuary.e

This language probably derives from secular jurisprudence. We have no OT texts
from such secular legal proceedings that use the root itn/itm. The closest approxima-
tion may beEzra 4:6, where the Samaritans compose a iitnd against the Jews who have
returned from Babylon, accusing them of having begun rebuilding Jerusalem's walls
because they are planning a rebellion against King Artaxerxes. By contrast, F. Horst
understands this Sitnd to be not an "accusation," but a written oppositio presented by
the Samaritan upper classes against Judah and Jerusalem.l0

In the OT the root itn/i1m refers to human adversaries and opposition in three differ-
ent spheres: (1) in descriptions of personal family quarrels (brothers) or quarrels be-
tween two groups (herders); (2) in the terminology of war, either in connection with
political events or in a petitioner's description of adversaries in the Psalms; (3) in legal
terminology as attested in Ps. 109 andEzra 4.

III. Superhuman Adversaries. The root Stn/Stm occurs most frequently in the
book of Job (16 times), including 14 times in the prologue and twice in the dialogues.
Only the noun (with the article: haifdtdn) occurs in the prologue, and only the vb.
idtam in the dialogues. In Job l:6 haifdtdn is part of the b"nA hdeldhtm. Some inter-
preters understand haiidtan as a designation of function; I I Horst suggests that this def-
inite article shows that haiidtdn refers to a function rather than to a characteristic. Al-
though the determination of this function of Satan remains disputed, Horst identifies
haifidtdn as an opposer in God's court.12

Earlier interpreters (e.g., Duhm, Kaupel) classified haiidtdn in a general fashion
among the demons. Brock-Utne then adduced the political circumstances at the courts
of the high kings in the Near East as the background for the figure of Satan. The lesser
Palestinian rulers were dependent on the high king and feared anyone who might slan-
der them at the court.lr This suggestion gave rise to the opinion that Yahweh's court

7. -+ IilN 'ahab ('dhabh), I, 99-118.
8. H. Schmidt, Das Gebet der Angeklagten im AT. BZAW 49 (1928),40-46.
9. See also H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Ene. trans. 1989), in loc.
10. F. Horst, Hiob I (1-19). BK )(VU| (41983), 14.
I l. So Kluger, 26-27 , contra von Rad, 73.
12. Horst, l3-14.
13. See E4254,286.
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alsohaditsslanderer(cf.Job l-2;Zech.3).Torczynerbelievesthathaiidtdnisafunc-
tionary in the celestial court. Just as the ancient Near Eastern kings had their own sub-

jects watched, so also Yahweh has Satan - as "God's eyes" about in the

world checking on people's loyalty. Lods also views the figure of Satan as a celestial

official. In this sense haiiamn works as an agent of the divine police, though also occa-

sionally as an accuser (Zech. 3; von Rad also understands haSiaydn clearly as an ac-

cuser before a court, and more specifically as the heavenly public prosecutor and by no

means as a demonic beingta).
Kluger draws from the analytical psychology of C. G. Jung in emphasizing the de-

monic element again. On this view the figure of Satan is the result of a development in

God's personality embodying the dark or severe side of Yahweh. Volz also views Job

and his lament as fully valid proof that the severe side of the divine being was still pres-

ent even late in Israel's history.
Several interpreters assume that in the prologue of Job l-2, the author portrays God

as a king with his officials; hence they understand hasiagn as a designation of func-

tion. It would also be possible to understand the prologue as a family drama with God

in the role of the father. The theme of the prologue would then be Satan's jealousy

against Job and his attempts to convince the father that his "favorite son" was not so

well behaved and obedient without reason. On this view haiSdldn would refer not to an

office but to the activity in which this divine son engages, namely, hatred and quarrel.

Yahweh's reaction resembles that of a father who wants to know whether his son fears

him from selfless motives. Obedience suffices for a king, but not for a father. Because

Yahweh is described as the head of a family, it is not surprising that he does not imme-

diately dismiss Satan as would a king when his official gives him poor advice.

The family imagery also makes clear that haiidtdn is not an independent being, but

rather a hgure subject to God's will just as a son is subject to his father's will. Only be-

cause God himself permits it is haiidtan able to test Job. The meaning then resembles

that of the vb. idYam in Gen.27:41; 5O:15.

The vb. Satam occurs in Job 16:9 and 3O2l.In 16:9 Job laments that "he has torn

me in his wrath, and hated me (wayyiit"m€ni)." This passage uses the imagery of war in

that God has come to resemble an enemy: "He has gnashed his teeth at me; my adver-

sary (;dri) sharpens his eyes against me" (v. 9b). In 30:21 Job laments further that

Yahweh has "turned cruel to me" (!"'akzar), "With the might of your hand you perse-

cute me (tiifm€nt)l'The imagery of God's persecution resembles the imagery of war

in Jacob's blessing (Gen. 49:23-24), where Joseph is pursued by archers

(wayyii1"muhr2,) but strengthened by God's hand (see discussion above).

One of the b"n0 haYllhim is called hai{dtdn. Although God himself persecutes and is

hostile to Job, God's mal'dllcan also be hostile. Because the prophet Balaam went with

the Moabites, Yahweh became angry "and the angel of Yahweh took his stand in the

road as his adversary" (l'iatan 16, Nu. 22:22; cf . v. 32). Here the noun idtdn clearly re-

fers to an "opponent," someone who "stands in the way" and obstructs Balaam's plans.

l76

14. Von Rad, 73-75.
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Twice God raised up a iatan against Solomon who acted as an adversary to the king.
The result in Nu. 22 is the same. Because God wants to thwart the Moabites'plan, he
stands in their way in the figure of his angel.

In his fourth vision (Zech. 3), the prophet Zechariah sees the high priest Joshua
standing before the angel of the Lord and haiSdtdn at Joshua's right, ready to accuse
him (leii1n6). According to Wanke, haiidtdn appea$ as an "adversary . . . of the angel
of Yahweh, apparently in order to diminish the angel's advantage with Joshua"; neither
in the secular nor in the religious realm can one identify "any specificallyjuristic usage
of the word" (Horst similarly finds that Satan nowhere appears as an accuser, but cer-
tainly does as an opposer).ls It was only during the postbiblical period that the under-
standing of Satan as an accuser arose (cf. Rev. 12:10). By contrast, D. L. Petersen un-
derstands the precise description of Satan's position on the right side (as in Ps. 109:6)
as evidence that hafidtdn occupies the official role of accuser here.l6 In 3:2 the angel
of Yahweh threatens Satan with the words, "Yahweh rebuke you,"l7 referring to Satan
as "you who test Jerusalem" (habbdh€r birfiidldyim, though this translation is
disputedr8). T\at ha{Sdtdrz may indeed play the role of the accuser does not, of course,
also mean that as such he is to be viewed as the heavenly public prosecutor; it is more
likely that he was occasionally active as an accuser as well as a tempter.

Like the majority of other interpreters, Kluger too understands Satan in 1 Ch. 2l: I
as a personal name, without the article.le According to 2 S. 24:1, it was Yahweh's an-
ger that induced David to carry out a census. By contrast, I Ch.2l:l asserts that"Safin
stood up against Israel, and incited David to count the people of Israel." The Chroni-
cler's theology does not allow him to have God induce a person to do something for
which God then later punishes that person. Hence he shifts the initiative from God's
own anger b SAfin. The Chronicler quite logically makes God's adversary responsible
for evil. This adversary is, of course, to be understood as an independent figure and
thus appears only as Satan rather than as hafiatan. It is also possible, however, that
I Ch. 2 1 : 1 is not speaking about a specific celestial adversary of God, but about an in-
definite earthly Satan who seeks to thwart David's plans. One need only recall the vari-
ous adversaries of Solomon in 1 K. ll:14,23,25. According to Day, idldn does not rep-
resent a personal name; the term refers rather to a heavenly accuser.20

IV. Qumran. The root ,f/n occurs only 5 times in the Qumran writings, unfortu-
nately generally in fragmentary texts (lQH fr. 4:6;45:3; lQSb l:8), making it diffrcult
to determine whether.frn is being used as a personal name or as an appellative.2l These

15. Wanke, 1269; Horst, 14.
16. D. L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8. OTL (1984), 188-90; cf. also C. L. and E. M.

Myers, Haggai, Zechariah l-3. AB 258 (1987), 183-86.
17. + ']Yl ga'aa lll,49-53.
18. See R. North, 'Angel-Prophet or Satan-Prophetl' ZAW 82 (1970) 59.
19. Kluger,39, 155.
20. Adversary, 144.
21. Foerster, 154.
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writings usually refer to Satan by the name Belialz2 (e.g., lQS l:18,23;2:5,19; IQH

2:16;i:13; leM 4:2; l4:9). The presence of parallels, however, does enable two occur-

rences of .frn to reveal a bit more. 4QDibHama l-z,IY,12 picks up the motif of the pil-

grimage of nations to Jerusalem during which all peoples bring their precious gifts to

honorit 
" 

people and the city,Zion and the temple. The passage describes this salutary

situation ui follo*tt w'yn iln wpg' r' lq'm ilm wbrkh, "and there was neither adversary

nor misfortune, but peace and blessing." By contrast, llQPs" XIX (Plea for Deliver-

ance), l5 seems to focus specif,rcally on Satan when the petitioner asks: "Let not Satan

[Belial] dominate me, nor an unclean spiit (rwh tm'h); let pain (mk'b) and the evil in-

clination (y;r r') not possess my bones."

The form maitemA apparently occurs only as an abstraction (lQS 3:23; lQM

13:4, I I ; CD 16:5; 4Q390 I, I I ; [, 7 ; 4Q286 10, II, 2; 387 3, III, 4), even though the

nameoccursfrequentlyinthebookofJubilees(Jub. l0:8; 17:16 18:9;48:2ff.;49.2).zz

V. LXX. The LXX translates the vb. idtan/Sdtam with various words that primarily

indicate hostile behavior, e.g., "qualrel, attack, remember evil, cast down," or "casti-

gate." The most frequent verb is endiabdllein. The LXX generally translates the noun

iatanwiththe noun didbolosza (cf .Zech.3:1,2;Job 1:6ff.,ho didbolos; I Ch. 21:1; Ps.

tdg:6, aiaOotos, without the article). The vb. diabdllein means "separate, split up," and

probably provides the semantic basis for the meaning of the noun. The vb- endiabdllein

o""u6 in Nu. 22:22, eis diabol4n in Nu. 23:32. Tlte noun epiboulos (l S. 29:4;2 S.

19:231221;1 K. 5: 18t41) refers to hostile intentions toward someone or to an assault on

someone.Theterm satdnocccursin 1K. l1:14and23,antiketmenosinll:25 ("adver-

sary").
The Greek terms refer primarily to the adversary and enemy. lnZnch- 3:1-2 as well,

where ho didbolos appears as the accuser, the vb. Sdlan is translated as antikctsthai'

Nowhere does the LXX translate Satdn as "slanderer."25
Nielsen

22. --+ )y')> b"liyya'al, II, I 3 I -36.
23. -+ i1)1 dibbA @ibbdh), lIl,72-79; on the name

24. See W. Foerster, "6rapdlk:, 6rd0oloe"' IDNI
25. See ibid., 73.

Beelzebul see Day, Adversary, 151tr.
tr,71-73.
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;'l?tP iala; a,v iib; a,v i€b

Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. The View of Aging in Ancient Near Eastern

Cultures: l. Egypt;2. Mesopotamia; 3. Canaan. Lil. iAba in the OT: l. Distribution;2. Word
Field; 3. Meaning: a. Age and Esteem; b. Problems of Old Age; c. The Elderly and Law;
d. Theological Considerations. IV. l. Sirach; 2. LXX; 3. Qumran.

I. Etymology and Meaning. Like its rare secondary form SAb (l K. l4:4), the noun
iAld is a substantival infinitive of a medial-y verb, which is itself possibly also attested
in Biblical Hebrew (1 S. l2:2).t The root is common Semitic. Old Babylonian already
attests the word ftbu, "gray" (said of materials, houses, hair, wool), "gray-haired, old"
(said of people and animals), with scholars holding different positions regarding the se-
mantic development from "gray" to "old" or vice versa.2 The feminine form iibtu re-
fers to "that which is gray, gray hair, old woman, aged woman." In a twofold manner,
these terms then also refer to the "elders" as officials,3 as advisers to kings, as dignitar-
ies in cities, as parliamentary representatives, etc. (though in the OT this meaning is as-
sociated not with SAbdblt with -+ 1?l zdqCn), and as "witnesses" (for contracts, alli-
ances, though also for omens). Finally, itbu also refers to the constellation Perseus.

Ugaritic attests the vb. iyb, "become gray, old," and the nouns .i4 "old man," and ibt,
"gray hair," the latter often parallel with dqn (-+lll zdqEn) in the meaning "old and gray."l

iAbA. D. Btzy, "Le portrait de la vieillesse (Eccl6siaste, XII, l-7)," RB 41 (1932) 329-4O;
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Xl' Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 396-97; J. G.
Harris, Biblical Perspectives on Aging: God and the Elderly (Philadelphia, 1987); F.-L.
Hossfeld, "Graue Panther im AT? Das Alter in the Bibel," Arzt und Christ36 (1990) l-ll;
B. Lang, 'Altersversorgung, Begriibnis und Elterngebotl' ZDMG Sup IIVI (1977) 149-56; idem,
'Altersversorgung in der biblischen Welt|' Wie wird man Prophet in Israel? Aufstitze zum AT
(Diisseldorf, 1980), 90-103; J.-P. Pr6vost, "Vieillir ou ne pas vieillir? Le point de vue de l'AT,"
EgT 16 (1985) 9-24; K. Rahner, Zum theologischen und anthropologischen Grundyerstdndnis
des Alters. Schriften zur Theologie 15 (Zurich, 1983),315-25; L. Ruppert, "Der alte Mensch aus
der Sicht des AT," TTZ 85 (1976) 270-81; J. Scharbert, "Das Alter und die Alten in der Bibel,"
Saeculum 30 (1979) 338-54; idem, 'Alter," NBL l, 82-83; idem, "Die Altersbeschwerden in der

fByptischen, babylonischen und biblischen Weisheit," Lingua restituta orientalis. FS J. Assfalg.
AAT 20 (1990), 289-98. --+ \?t zaqen, Iy, 122-31.

l. See BLe, $6lq; IIAL, III, 13l8a.
2.AHw,lll, 1228-29.Cf.H.Holma, DieNamenderKbrperteileimAssyrisch-Babylonischen.

AnAcScFen B VIVI (l9l l), 34, 172; F. R. Kraus, Die physiognomischen Omnia der Babylonier.
MVAG 4Ot2 (1935), 88, 126-34; E. Dhorme, L'empioi minphorique des noms de parties du
corps en hibreu et en accadien @ans, D23),42.

3. Cf. H. Klengel, "Zu dgn trrbDtum in altbabylonischer Zeitl' Or29 (1960) 357-75; idem, "Die
Rolle des 'Altesten' (LUMESSU.GD im Kleinasien der Hethiterzeit : 7A 57 [N.s. 23] (1965) 223-36.

4.WUS, no.2573; UT ro.2407.Cf. Ps. 7l:18 and M. J. Dahood, RSB I, 346, no. 5331on the
disputed occurrence in KTU 1.3, II, 16, see O. Loretz, "Ugaritische und hebrlische Lexico-
graphie," UF 12 (1980) 282, who derives ibm from the root iwp, "um at, attack."
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Syriac attests the lexeme s"ba' and the metathetic se'b, saba', and saybila',"old
man, ancestor," similarly also Mandaic and Christian Palestinian Aramaic.s One

Palmyrene text contains the word sybw, "old, age."6

The root is widespread in Aramaic, occurring in 4 passages in the Ahiqar story in

which Ahiqar refers to himself as an "old man" (iab),t and in 5 additional passages in

Biblical Aramaic (Ezra 5-6), albeit here basically only in construct expressions or oth-

erwise qualified by a genitive with the meaning "elders." I En. 10:17 uses.(ifd, "old

age," in opposition to 'altmfr1, "youth."8 The Jewish Aramaic lexeme also occurs in sev-

eral personal names (cf . sabfb]a[s] and Barsab[b]as [Nf tDlf ]; cf. Acts l:23; 15:22).

Finally, the lexeme is well attested in the South Semitic language group. Arabic at-

tests iqba (iyb), "betbecome old, white-haired i iaib, "grayness of hair, old age," and a

series of compound personal names.e Ethiopic includes idba and ilbat, "gray-haired,"

with corresponding terms in Amharic and Tigre.lo

II. The View of Aging in Ancient Near Eastern Cultures. Because the problem of
the elderly in the ambience of ancient Israel has not yet been fully explored, what fol-

lows can only offer preliminary information.

l. Egypt. Just as the portrayal of the elderly in Egyptian painting and relief art is

quite realistic (corpulent figures, bent-over posture, support cane, etc.), so also

Egyptian texts portray old age with all its troubles, even though old age is every-

where emphasized as the locus of wisdom and of a valid claim to respect. The re-

spect the younger generation had for the elderly becomes especially apparent in the

designation of a person's son and successor as mdw i5wy, "staff of old age."ll Even

here, however, the customary care for the aged must be augmented by the emphasis

provided by inheritance laws.12 Though the ideal age is put at 110 years, the continu-

ation of a person's name is even more important. Even the gods are subject to ag

ing.l: 910 age was viewed as a sign not only of divine favor but also of a life pleas-

ing to the gods.la

2. Mesopotamia. The elderly, the "gray-haired ones," enjoy special respect in Meso-

potamia. People hoped to reach an advanced age, which was viewed as a sign of divine

blessing. Accordingly, one wished kings a long life and old age while cursing unpleas-

5. l,exSyr 469; MdD, 303,324.
6. Ber. III 99, 6; cf . DNSI, 11,784.
7. Ahiqar 6,17,26,35; ANET 427, "this old man Ahiqar."
8. Additional documentation in Beyer, 706.

9. Cf. Wehr,496; Ryckmans, I, 208.
lO. I*xLingAeth, 264. Cf. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987)'

539; idem, Concise Amharic Dictionary (Berkeley, 1976)' 64; WbTigr 227.

11. See WbAS, ll, 178.
12. See E. Seidl, ZDMG t07 (195'l) 270-81.
13. See LexAg, l,154-56.
14. On the provisions for one's old age see LexAg, I, 158-59.
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ant persons and entreating the gods to prevent the latter from seeing old age. It was be-
cause of their wealth of knowledge and their overall experience that the elderly were
given such respect; others wished to share in that treasure. At an early period, this view
doubtless led to a kind of institutionalization of the office of elder, which in its own
turn quickly permeated various social spheres as elders became members of the royal
court, advisers to the king, or members of regional or city parliaments. Occasionally
such elders even had the power to install or dismiss kings.15 On the other hand, old age
(designated by iibutu until eighty years, thereafter by littfrtu) could also be considered
in a negative light in view of decreasing sexual potency.

3. Canaan. Few witnesses offering information about the respect and care accorded
the aged and one's parents have emerged from Canaanite sources.16

ill. iAbA in the OT.

l. Distribution. The verb occurs only twice in the OT (l S. l2:2; Job 15:10 par.

ydiii, "aged, advanced in years"), the subst. inf . 3€! only in I K. l4:4, which says that
Ahijah of Shiloh's eyes were dim "because of his age" (miSi€PO). The noun SApd,

"grayheadedness, old age," occurs 19 times, primarily in later texts. The term
"grayhead" (ii SAbA, Dt. 32i25) is a vivid circumscription for "old man." The
diachrony of occurrences begins in the proverbial material of the early monarchy
(Prov. 16:31; 20:29), continues on to the prophet Hosea (7:9) and the JE redactor (Gen.

42:38; 44:29,31, if one locates the passages from the Joseph story within the
pentateuchal stratum), and finally to the exilic Dtr and P texts. The main collection of
occurrences is found here and in post-Priestly texts and the Chronicler during the
postexilic period. The Aramaic portion of the book of Ezra attests 5, Sirach 4 addi-
tional occurrences.

2. Word Field. The word field ot SApd is essentially identical with that of + Jj2l
zaqen. Synonyms include ya,ii,i (only in Job), ra! yamim and kabbtr ydmtm, "advanced
in days," ra! idnim, "advanced in years," and kelah (all in Job). In contrast b zAqen,
iAPd has semantically preserved the external characteristic of old age, namely,
grayheadedness. Another synonym is the collective designation lahoqA.tT

Antonyms include na'an bdbfrr yele/, 'frI, and sair l)dmtm, "young in days."
The term is occasionally contrasted with terms associated with the womb, with

childhood, and with youth in order to bring a comprehensive whole to expression, e.g.,
in the assertion that everyone - from young men to old men - will perish (Dt. 32:25),
or in reference to how Yahweh will always carry @ear) his people, from the womb till
they have become gray (Isa. 46:4).

15. --> tY, 126.
16. See in this regard B. Lang, ZDMG, 151; O. Loretz, Ugarit und die Bibel (Darmstadt,

1990), t2s-39.
17. See HAL, Il,52l.
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3. Meaning. a. Age and Esteem.Exclttsively in late OT (Dtr and P) texts, one finds a

glorification of advanced age reflected in the extraordinarily high ages reported for the

patriarchs and other famous figures from Israel's history. Although these fictitious

dates doubtless intend to pass along mythical or theological material, the additional at-

tributes (e.g., "a good old age, an old man, full of years," Gen. 25:8, P) do show that

what is in fact meant is an advanced age (within the framework of the longevity expec-

tations of the time). On the one hand, one finds in the extremely advanced age of these

ancestors a show of respect for these key figures of Israel's prehistory; on the other

hand, the hagiographer is also using these numbers to bridge extreme spans of time.l8

Finally, the decrease in age figures indicates a steady decline from the ideal primeval

period down to the sinful present.le

Because no one expected any form of life after death, all hoped that Yahweh

would grant them a full life span in the here and now. Accordingly, the advanced

ages of the patriarchs were understood as their just reward for having led a God-

fearing life; and the "patriarchal death" after a long life and at the right moment, just

when one's vital powers were declining and infirmity could be expected, was viewed

as the ideal and was accordingly recorded for the great figures, including Abraham

(Gen. 15:15, Dtr? 25:8, P), Isaac (Gen.35:29, P), Gideon (Jgs.8:32), and David
(1 Ch. 29:28).zo

Because Israelite religion focused on the here and now, it tended to view advanced

age as a sign of divine favor and accordingly inculcated respect for the elderly in the

younger generation on the basis of their former's wisdom and experience.2l Not in ev-

ery instance, however, are grayheadedness and old age cause for respect. Such is the

case when David orders Solomon to execute Joab and Shimei despite their grayheaded-

ness (1 K.2:6,9).
b. Problems of Old Age. The figures given for old age swing over time between

sixty and seventy years (an exception being Ps. 90: l0), at which time - at the latest

- a person is viewed as being an extremely old person whose existence is burdened

with all sorts of age-related problems. The eyes of Ahijah of Shiloh were dim from

age (1 K. l4:4; cf. Gen.27:l;48:10). One's limbs become plagued by gout and cir-
culatory problems (l K. 15:23), women cease bearing children (cf. Gen. 18:11),

men's sexual potency decreases (1 K. l:l-4), and one's physical energy declines (Ps.

7l). Finally, one's ability to assert oneself dwindles in old age (cf. I S. 2:22-23;25.
l0ff.).

An old person prepares for death, for old age and death are closely related. A person

asks for God's help in traversing the path to death (cf. Josh. 23:14;Ps.7l:18) and is

anxious, since death means distance from God. In old age a person depends on the help

of others who are, however, not always dependable. In such cases one'S own sons are

the best old-age insurance. The old man's heart clings to them (Gen. 42:38;44:29,31).

18. Scharbert,341.
19. Hossfeld, 3.

20. Additional documentation in Scharbert, 341 -42.

21. See III.3.d below.
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Daughters or daughters-inJaw, however, can also assume this function. During Na-
omi's old age, Ruth is more important to her than seven sons (Ruth 4:lJ;.zz

The aging process is an automatic part of life about which neither an individual nor
a people should deceive itself. Ephraim ages without noticing it and thus exposes him-
self to great danger (Hos. 7:9).

A positive attitude toward this phase of life, an attitude nonetheless without self-
deception regarding the problems of old age, comes to expression when, as is the case

in Ps.7l, the petitioners entrust their old age to Yahweh. Here a person can find peace

and quiet (cf. I S. 2:6; Ps. 102:21,27[Ene. 20,26]) even though one must always ac-
knowledge that this stage of life can and is viewed in a completely different light (cf.
EccL l2:l-7).

c. The Elderly and law. OT legal collections hardly speak explicitly at all about the
elderly except to subsume the few regulations found in the genealogy of the parent

commandment and to regulate one's behavior toward elderly parents (cf. Ex.
2I:15,17).It is not until the postexilic Holiness Code that one finds the rule, "You shall
rise before gray hair, and defer to the old (zdqdn); and you shall fear your God" (Lev.
19:32), though one might also view this regulation in connection with legal principles
designed to preserve parental authority (cf. Lev. 20:9). The respect for one's elders ad-
dressed here provided the legal basis for the care of the elderly.

d. Theological Considerations. The few reliably old occurrences of 3A!6 from the

early monarchy already represent positive assessments associating the word with a de-

mand for respect, something that remains the case for the entire OT period even though
the motivation behind this demand changes over time. Early wisdom typically esteems

old age and has given us the image of gray hair as a crown of glory (Prov. 16:31). Here
as in Prov. 20:29, the wisdom teacher is inculcating respect for the older generation
among newer officials at the royal court. Youthful impetuosity is not always an attrac-
tive characteristic. One didactic example that was surely passed down quite early was

the drastic episode involving a clash between the experienced, prudent, and mild wis-
dom of the elderly and the unreflected and destructive impetuosity of the youthful
"hotheads" (l K. 12).

The wisdom and experience of old age were viewed as proof of a personality pleas-

ing to God (Prov.4:9-10; Sir. 25:6). The postexilic (?) thanksgiving hymn Ps. 92 says

that the righteous still produce fruit in old age and are always "green and full of sap"
(v. 15[4];cf. Ps. l:3). God is a refuge even in old age for the righteous (Ps. 7l:9,18).
The author of the book of Job adduces the image of the glistening silver hair of the el-
derly in describing the wake of the hippopotamus (b"hEm6!, Job 4l:241321), a compari-
son widely attested in antiquity.23

The ethical assessment of old age makes a transition at this point into the realization

22. See in this regard I. Fischet "Eine Schwiegertochter mehr wert als sieben Sdhne! Rut
4,15," in Herlinde Pissarek-Hudelist and Luise Schottroff, eds., Mit allen Sinnen glauben.
Feministische Theologie unterwegs. FS E. Moltmann-Wendel. Giitersloher Taschenbiicher/
Siebenstern 532 (1991), 30-44.

23. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. MT XVI (1963),530.
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that advanced age and wisdom, or righteousness and a long life, do not always coincide

even though such a view had already entered into the argumentation behind the parent

commandment. Postexilic wisdom develops this position along its entire breadth, call-

ing into question many of the traditional clich6s in the process (cf. Job 12:12-13;

32:'7ff.;Ps. ll9:100;Prov. 16:31).JesusSirachlaterevenexpressesdisgustattheadul-
terous old person (Sir. 25:2; cf. also Sus.[Dnl. l3:]52).

Hence the success of old age, with its immediate juxtaposition of weakness and

greatness, foolishness and wisdom, obstinacy and prudent reserye, derives ultimately

from Yahweh. "Hence for the Israelites, it was only through Yahweh's grace that old

age could become a genuinely valuable stage of life and thus a positive possession in
every respect."z4 It was precisely this understanding of a dignified advanced age as a

visible sign of divine election that led during the postexilic period to the complex ethi-

cal demands of the Holiness Code (Lev. 19:32; see above), which juxtaposes respect

for the elderly and fear ofGod in a reciprocal relationship, also providing the basis for
the later development of the commandment concerning parents (cf. Sir. 3:l-16;7:27'
28 8:6; Tob. 4:3-4; Prov. 23:22).25

Not until toward the end of the OT period, when belief in an afterlife began to assert

itself, did the assessment of old age reach a theologically balanced form. The inner-

worldly restrictions attaching to the act-consequence nexus could finally be separated

from one's view of old age. "For old age is not honored for length of time, or measured

by number of years; but understanding is more than gray hair for anyone, and a blame-

less life counts more than ripe old age. . . . The righteous who have died will condemn

the ungodly who are living, and youth that is quickly ended will condemn the pro-

longed old age of the unrighteous" (Wis. 4:8ff.,16).20 ,"r'", in the resurrection ulti-
mately assuaged somewhat the many painful instances when the righteous died prema-

turely (cf.2Mc.7).

lY. l. Sirach. The terms Sybfiiyb occur 4 times in Sirach.27 These passages clearly
attest high regard for old age. "Do not ignore the discourse ofthe aged (LXX ger6ntdn)

. . . from them you learn how to understand and to give an answer when the need

arises" (8:9). At assemblies and feasts one should allow the elderly (LXX presbitere)

to speak (32:3). Caleb is admired as someone to whom God gave strength, "which re-

mained with him in his old age" (hios gdrous,46:9). Nonetheless, one should not be

ashamed to correct "the aged who are guilty of sexual immorality" (42:8).

2. LXX. The LXX generally translates this root with gdras (10 times), then with der-

ivations of presb- (8 times) and poli6s/polid/pole{a (7 times). It uses the vb.

katag€rdskein once.

24. Ruppert,279.
25. See in this regard also Hossfeld, l0-l l.
26. See Ruppert, 279.
27. D. Barthelemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebrciischen Sirach (Gdttingen,

1973),383.
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3. Qumran. This root rarely occurs in the Qumran writings. In a community hymn
the collective petitioner admits to being a person who has been caught in sin "from the

womb until old age" (merehem w"'aQ iApd, IQH a:30), but still knows that God will
care for him even "until I am old" (9:34).In the Aramaic texts concerning the "new Je-

rusalem" (esp. 2Q24), the Sby'constitute a group of priests.28

Fabry

28. See Beyer,222.

IPW syb; ilyv iiba

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. IL Use: l. Meditation, Contemplation;

2. Expressions of Emotions: a. Lament; b. Praise; 3. Ps. 119; 4. I K. 18:27; 5. Other Passages;

6. Plants. III. l. Jesus Sirach; 2. Qumran. IV. LXX.

l. l. Etymology. Anticipating for a moment the results discussed under II below, I
think it is best to address the question of etymology by Miiller's analysis, according to
which "if the Hebrew root ll!i2 does indeed contain an acoustic element indicating
heightened intensity, then its meaning resembles the root syft, which is attested in many
Semitic languages and which in Hebrew appears in the form Il'lI with consonantal'1."1

This position leads us to extrabiblical parallels including Ugar. ryb, Mand. sihua, Eth.
saw'a, and to analogies in Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic.2 "Given this extensive

semantic agreement, one can probably not avoid assuming that some relationship ob-

tains between the roots iyh and syh!'3

2. Occurrences. The root Syh occurs 20 times as a verb, including twice in the pilpel
(Ps. 143:5; Isa. 53:8), otherwise in the qal. The noun .fiaft occurs 18 times, the form
SiltA 3 imes (Job l5:4; Ps. ll9:97 ,99). A clear concentration of occurrences is found in
the Psalms, which contain more than half of all occurrences (21), and in Job (10, in-
cluding twice as the designation for a plant).

.fyft. S. Mowinckel, "The Yerb iioh and the Nouns,fi%, iihd:' ST l5 (1961) l-10; H.-P. Miiller,
"Die hebriiische Wurzel nrU: W 19 (1969) 361-71.

l. Mtiller, 370.
2. For Ugaritic: UT no. 2162; for Mandaic: MdD, 393; cf. in this regard Miiller, 371.
3. Miiller, 371.
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II. Use. No consensus has emerged in scholarship regarding the semantic content of
fyi. Mowinckel suggests that the root is "always related to the inner, mental activity, to

the emotional thinking and musing," with the focus not on any expression but rather on

the inner process.4 By contrast, Miiller postulates (also in his dispute with Mowinckel)
that the term "always involves the expression of emotion as an emphatically acoustic

phenomenon."s An examination of the various contexts shows that few of the passages

genuinely correspond to the meaning Mowinckel wishes to impose almost exclusively

on the term, namely, that of an inner emotional process, so that Miiller's findings seem

to be basically correct.

l. Meditation, Contemplation.In Job l5:4 Stlti parallels yir'6, suggesting that the

focus is not on audible forms but rather on an inner contemplation or disposition ori-

ented toward God.6 Miiller even speaks here about a "habitual disposition," even

though the context mentions language showing that fear (of God) and (correct) medita-

tion (on God) have been "done away with," though K. Budde takes a different position

in translating "you draw complaints before God," understanding 8r'to mean "draw,

drag."t
InPs.77:4,7,13(3,6,12); 143:5,theparallelvbs. -+7\1hagd, -,"l)t zd.kar-->WDll

l.tdpa( similarly suggest that this passage focuses not primarily on audible forms of ex-

pression (neither does --> i1bi1 hdmd inPs.77:413) suggest a reference to language), but

rather on meditation on Yahweh's deeds, which in these verses takes on an almost

"dully brooding" character.8 That is, although the psalmist is definitely meditating on

God's good deeds, he does so in a context of despair such that this mood extends to the

meditation itself.
A similarly negative mood provides the background to Job 7:13 and9:27. Job 7:13

does not make clear whether here too the expression of the negatively oriented medita-

tion is implied in the form of the lament. By contrast, 9:27 uses the contrasting blg in
making perfectly clear that a perception of the emotion is implied even without a ver-

bal form of expression.

2. Expressions of Emotion. a. Lament. The following passages also come from a

negatively oriented context associating the root fyft with (usually) loud lament. Al-
though I S. I : 16 does not mention an audible utterance, v. l3 does say that Hannah was

moving her lips, so that in v. l6 one can assume that she had at least formulated her la-

ment, albeit silently (Stah par. ka'as). By contrast, the lament is clearly audible in Job

7:11; l0:l ('ditbA or {ihi par.'odabb'rA);232 (:iihi par.'%dhil, with the lament in

these texts taking on the character of an accusation or rebellion (similarly also Job

4. Mowinckel, 8.

5. Mtiller, 365.
6. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),267.
7. Miiller, 368; K. Budde, Das Buch Hiob. HKATIVI (1913),77.
8. So Mtiller, 367, on Ps.77:7(6).
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2l:4?). Although G. Fohrer speaks about "sorrowful concern" in connection with Job
7:13, given the context this interpretation may be too reserved.e

With the accompanying word field of miSwdntm 'o!6y, and '6y, the use of ^fyi in
Prov.23:29 is clearly intended in the sense of lament.

The root appears within the framework of songs of lament in Ps. 55:3,18(Eng.
2,17);64:2(l); 102:l(S); 142:3(2), with the prevailing conrext always presuming an
audible lament.

b. Praise. Contexts involving positive experiences include Jgs. 5:10; I Ch. l6:9; ps.

lO4:34; 105.,2; 145:5. Both I Ch. I 6:9 and Ps. 1 05 :2 use the imperarive form itrfi parallel
with $hA and zammerfr, whereby the semantic implications of iyh are clearly to be under-
stood as a loud expression of joy at Yahweh's salvific deeds (cf. also Jgs. 5:10 with par.
bdfkfi in v. 9). In Ps. 104:34 the noun .fiaft possibly represents the entire hymn of praise,
while Ps. 145:5 proclaims the intent to praise Yahweh in view of his salvific deeds.

3. Ps. I 19. Of the 8 occurrences of the root .fyft in Ps. I 19, vv. 9't and 99 use the noun,
while vv. 15,23,27,48,78,148 all use the verb. The preferred object is the huqqim (w.
23,48) or the piqqfrlim (vv. 15,78); other objects include the t6rd (v.97),the'e/61 (v. 99),
and the 'imrd (v.148). All these objects include Yahweh as the reference point. The same
applies to v.27, where the obj. nipld'6l initially seems to deviate from the framework of
the other objects. The parallelpiqqfiQtminv.2Ta, however, suggests thatnipla'61istobe
understood in analogy to the other objects as a circumscription for piqqaStm. These
verses clearly are not associating any verbal forms ofexpression with the root (cf. the par.
nbt in v. 15), referring instead to reflection and meditation.lo Here, then, the meaning
suggested by Mowinckel seems most noticeable. Moreover, the verse also suggests goal-
oriented contemplation leading to a certain kind of behavior or action, since the context
also implies that a person will keep the commandments and follow the precepts, though
use of the noun iihd (w.97 ,99) does cause the element of action to recede (cf. Job l5:4).

4. 1 K. 18:27. I K. 18:27 presents special problems in understanding itah.In connec-
tion with Elijah's mockery of Ba'al, itah parallels Jig and derel 16 (variously with Ba'al
as the attendant subj.). Two modes of interpretation stand juxtaposed here. The first ties
itah to its traditional semantic context and understands someone being "in thought" to
mean that Ba'al is in this sense not present or is en route. A completely different possi-
bility emerges from the interpretation of G. R. Driver (as followed by J. Gray) or, simi-
larly, from H. D. Preuss according to which iiah refers to relieving oneself.ll J. A.

9. On the notion of accusation and rebellion here, cf. N. C. Habel, Job. OTL (1985), 162, l9'l ,
348; S. Terrien, Job. CAT 13 (1963), 172; also Fohrer, Hiob, 180.

10. See also Mtiller, 368. Miiller senses a (theologizing) element of wisdom in the frequent
appearance of .fyft.

11. G. R. Driver, "Problems of Interpretation in the Heptateuchl' Mdlanges Bibliques. FS
A. Robert. Travaux de l'Institut Catholique de Paris 4 (195'7),67; I. Gray, I and II Kings. OTL
(1970),398; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (l9j l),96f., wittr
reference to the Tgs. to this passage. See also K8L2,919.
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Montgomery and H. S. Gehman confirm this interpretation with their.reference to the

simili interpretation in Rashi starting from a euphemistic understanding of Sig)z

5. Other Passages.In 2 K. 9:ll iyh can be understood in the sense of uncontrolled,

nonsensical chattering. In Ps. 69:13(12) the parallel n"gtnd suggests that here too the

reference is to verbal expressions, possibly to mockery or scorn'13

Prov. 6:22 seems to 
"ircum."rib" 

the notion of instruction, since the "mother's

teaching" is the subject of fsthef;d (v. 20). Here too, however, the reference may be to

emotioially colored, "temperamental talk, specifically instruction delivered zealously

or angrilY."la
Isa. 53:8 is difficult to understand. Alongside iyh, the term dwr in v. Sap also raises

problems for understanding. Since dwr canbe interpreted as "fate, destiny," 'fyft might

be construed in the sense ol "lament." This understanding would also remain closer to

the usual use of the root than does Westermann's variant, namely, "no one was con-

cerned about him."ls Mtiller's interpretation is also not without problems' He under-

stands the passage as a reference to the "scolding instruction, reprimand" of contempo-

raries,l6 though the context hardly supports this view'

The text of Job l2:8 is problematic. Grammatically stall might be construed as an

imperative, though doing so would raise considerable problems to understanding'

Given the context, it is thus probably best to accept a conjecture and to read hayyal

ha ares."

6. Plants. The noun ^(iah exhibits no relationship to its traditional use in Gen' 2:5;

21:15; Job 30:4J,where it refers to a plant (= shrub)' possibly as a collective designa-

tion for bushes and shrubs.18

l||. l. Jesus Sirach. Except for Sir. 13:26, the root iyh always appears aS a noun

(13: I l; 2O:5;32:4; 44:4 as Sfin; e:ZS;8:8; 11:8 as ithd)' The prevailing context shows

that in all these passages the noun refers not to inner processes or their expression but

to formulated speesh.ie Such speech is generally found in wisdom contexts such that in

|2,l.A.MontgomeryandH.S.Gehman,TheBooksofKings.ICC(1951),302;also3l0-ll'
with reference toit" rurlout interpretive attempts for the noun series in v' 27' Similarly G'A'
n.rO.UG, "The Mock of Baal in I Kings 18:2'7l' CBQ 50 (1988) 414-17 '

13. Cf. Mi.iller, 365, wtro in any case fiids here a reference to a "noisy' emotionally laden ex-

pression."
14. Miiller. 366.
15. C. Westermarrn, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng' trans' 1969)' 265'

16. Mtiller,366.
17. See Fohrer, Hiob, 237; a different position is taken by Miiller, 369' who replaces 'eres

witi zAb'E;similarly also B. Duhm, Das'Buch Hiob' KHC XVI (1897)' 67'

18. So B. paradise, "pooO io. Ttrought: The Septuagint Translation-o-f Genesis l:ll-l2l' A

Word in Season. pS W. tutiXine. JSOTiup 42 (1986),183; cf. also r(41, lll,24; on the occasion-

atiy suggestea parallel use of iftr arld lylt, see J' M' Sasson' RSP'l'433' no' 89m'

19. See Mtiller. 366-67.
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Sir. 6:35 and 8:8 Sihd can even be understood as referring to the wisdom saying itself,
also with a touch of irony in32:4 (cf. also 44:4). A reference to general speech is found

in 1l:8; l3:ll;20:5. The background for the use of the verb in 13:26 is more likely
brooding contemplation.

2. Qumran. The root .fylr occurs 9 times in the Qumran writings: IQS l0:16; IQH
l:35;6:ll:9:7,9; ll:5; lQpMiclT-19:l;4Q509 l:4; llQPsu 18:l2.Inmostpassages
.fyft refers to audible praise of God (lQS 10:16; IQH 6:ll;9:7; ll:5; llQPs'l8:12).
1QH l:35 may refer to the formulation of wisdom sayings given the combination
hkmymwShy d't. IQH 9:9 might be understood in the sense of reprimand. The contexts

of lQpMic l7-19:l and 4Q509 l:4 preclude any unequivocal interpretation.
In summary, .fyft refers essentially to the emotional perception of both depressing

and uplifting experiences and to contemplation of such experiences, though this emo-

tional perception or meditation is not limited to the spiritual life of human beings, nor

does it refer exclusively to inner processes, aiming rather at expression through verbal-
ization (or to corresponding behavior, as in Ps. I l9).

IV. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translation variants. The most frequent include

adoleschetn or adoleschia and di7geisthar, though no clear issues of content seem to
guide the choices.

Hausmann
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israelistische Parallele," ZDMG 103 (1953) 372; P. Joiion, "6tudes de morphologie h6braiQue,"
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l. I . Attested Forms and Distribution. The root itm occurs in every OT book except
Jonah and Ecclesiastes. In relation to textual length,l it occurs most frequently in Job
(40 times), then, with decreasing proportionate frequency, in Isaiah (1-39 below aver-
age: 15 times; 40-55 far above averagei 28 times; 56-66, 1l times), Minor Prophets
(45), Exodus (50), I Samuel (35), Genesis (48), Ezekiel (41); the occurrences in
Judges (21 times), 2 Samuel (21),1Kings (26), 2 Kings (26), and Psalms (36) corre-
spond to the average. In the remaining books the values are in part considerably below
average.

Several hitherto unnoticed irregularities in the distribution should be mentioned
because, given the relative frequency of this root (itm is one of the 25 most frequent
OT verbs), they are probably notjust accidental, though at this point one can at most
offer only a tentative explanation. lnPG2 itm occurs only in Gen. 6:16, but it then oc-
curs about 40 times in Ps, frequently in cultic and building instructions or in corre-
sponding accounts of the actual execution (never, however, used thus in I K. 6-7).
The term.(irn occurs only 3 times in Proverbs, and not at all in 10:l-22:16. One might
conclude that a "technical" semantic element attaches to Stm but that it occurs as a

specialized term only in certain traditions. Its particular concentration in Deutero-
Isaiah and Job, however, and its absence in early wisdom writings rather suggest that
a certain solemn, poetic coloring attaches to the root. Yet the many occurrences in the
prose of Genesis and 1 Samuel seem to militate against this view. The term .firz does,
in any event, strikingly recede in late writings, including Ezra alad Nehemiah (twice
each), I Chronicles (7), and 2 Chronicles (10). Moreover, in 13 of 17 occurrences in
Chronicles, itm has been taken from the Dtr source document (exceptions include
I Ch. 26:10;2Ch. l:5;6:20 [different in 1 K. 8:29]; 33:14); in isolated instances

Chronicles alters (im in its source document (hyh: 2 Ch. 7:16 [cf. I K. 9:31; 33:4 lcf .
2 K. 2l:4); ntn: 2 Ch.9:8 [cf. I K. 10:9]). Studies of the language of Chronicles do

Bibl I (1920)353-71; C. J. Labuschagne, "llll ntnto give]'TLOT, 11,774-91;G.Langer,Von
gott erwdhlt-lerusalem. Die Rezeption von Dtn t2 im friihen Judentum. Osrcrreichische
biblische Studien 8 (Klosterneuburg, 1989); S. Layton, "Biblical Hebrew 'To Set the Face,'in
Light of Akkadian and Ugaritic," UF l7 (1987) 169-8 I ; R. Mach and J. H. Marks, "The Head
upon the Knees: A Note on i Kings 18:.42," The World of Islam. FS P K. Iliri (London, 1960)
68-73; C. Maurer, "rl0qpr xrl,.l' TDNT VIII, 152-68; S. D. McBride, "The Deuteronomic
Name Theology" (diss., Harvard, 1969); T. Ndldeke, "Untersuchungen zur semitischen
Grammatik," ZDMG 37 (1883) 525-40; S. M. Paul, "Unrecognized Biblical Legal Idioms in the
Light of Comparative Akkadian Expressions," RB 86 (1979) 231-39; W. Richter,
Untersuchungen zur Valenz althebrdischer Verben l. 'RK. ATS 23 (1985); I. Scheftelowitz,
'Arisches im AI I" (diss., Kdnigsberg, l90l); J. Schreiner, "Gottes Verftigen durch 'Geben'
und 'Nehmen' in der Sicht der Psalmen," Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. Beitriige zur biblischen
Exegese, Theologie und Spiritualitiit. FS N Filglister (Wiirzburg, l99l), 307-31; G. Vanoni,
Literarkritik und Grammatik. Untersuchung der Wiederholungen und Spannungen in I Kiin
11-12. ATS 2l (1984). --> ll1'l na1an, X, 90-108.

l. See TLOT lll, 1444-45 (table 3).
2. See N. Lohfink, "The Priestly Narrative and History," Theology of the Pentateuch (Eng.

trans. Minneapolis, 1994), 145 with n. 29.

j
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not yield any information about retrograde vocabulary shifts.3 Statistics of the Ara-
maic translations of Stm in the early versions make clear that it is only in East Ara-
maic (Syriac) that syz corresponds to Heb. .firt, whereas .iw'predominates in West

Aramaic (Tgs.).4 Coxon's observations also concur with these findings.s West Ara-
maic influence on the language of Chronicles might explain the sparse occurrences of
Stm.

Codex L contains the qal of itm 582 times (including Dnl. I I : 18 O; concordances

fail to include 2 Ch. 1:5),6 the hiphil 3 times (Ezk. l4:8;21:21[Eng. 16]; Job 4:20),
the hophal once (Gen. 24:33), the subst. t"Sfrmd once (Lev. 5:21), the PN y"$mi'dl
once (l Ch.4:367). Biblical Aramaic attests the peal of itm26 times, the hithpeel 3

times.

2. Early Versions. In addition to a single, primary term for rendering iiz (in over
half of all occurrences), the early versions generally use a broad palette of transla-
tions. The LXX uses over 30 different roots, including -tith- (330), -rass- (42), poie-
(37), -ball- (35), -istan- (31), didon- (26), stdriz- (13), -ech- (5), epikal- (4); the Tgs.

use over 25 verbs, including iw' (431), mn' (44), ^ir' (9), qbl (9), mn' (6), sym (6), tqn
(6), 'bd (5); the Pesh. uses over 55 verbs, including sym (270), 'bd (145), rmy (30),
qwm (20); the Vg. uses over 60 roots, including -pon- (393), fac- (29), -stat- (29),

mitt- (12), and -dare (ll).

3. Etymology. The root.(im8 is attested in all the Semitic languages (here only mean-

ings deviating from the Hebrew are noted):
(a) Can., Phoen., Pun., Yaudi ,iyrn; Middle Heb. iimd, "layl' sym piel, "determine,

designate";e
(b) Aramaic: Old, Imperial, Egyptian Aram. itm; Jewish Aram., Sam., Syr. syrz,'

Mandaic;lo
(c) Akk. iiamu, "fix, establish, ordain";ll

3. See R. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew
Prose. HSM 12 (1976).

4. See I.2 below.
5. Coxon, 498-500; see I.3 below.
6. Even-Shoshan, 1138, lists Ezk. 2l:24(19) twice.
7. Cf . IPN,202: "May God . . . firmly place"; an indicative translation can also be considered;

cf. J. D. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew: A Comparative Study.
JSOTSup 49 (1988),99; concerning the inserted -i-, see IPN,36.

8. On the classification as medial-I see Ntildeke, 532.
9. For Canaanite, etc., see J. Friedrich and W. Rrillig, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik. AnOr

46 (1970), $ 166; M.-J. Fuentes Estafrol, Vocabulario Fenicio (Barcelona, 1980), 23'l; DNSI, II,
1126-27; KAI, lll,24. On Middle Hebrew see ANH, 285, 410.

10. For the earlier Aramaic see KAI,lll,43; DNSI,ll, 1126-27; AE 312:Beyer,707. For Syri-
ac see lzxSy4 469ff. For Mandaic see MdD, 321. On the absence of iim in Palmyrene and
Nabatean, see Coxon,498 (see I.l above).

ll. AHw, lll, 1225:' CAD, XYIA\ 358-64: idmu B.

9l
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(d) South Semitic: Arab. iama (iym), "insert"; OSA .iym, "install, erect, set up";
iym, "patron"; mim, "field"; Eth. iema.rz

Although the root.firz is common to all Semitic languages,l3 it does not play the

same role in all those languages as it does in Hebrew. Semantic equivalents to Stm in-
clude Akk. iakanu and Arab. wada'a.ta

4. Homonym,s. In the case of a few difficult passages, interpreters have postulated
homonyms. (a) Stm after the fashion of Arab. ia'ama, "be fateful, to the left": Ezk.
2l:21(16))s 2 S. l3:32;r0 (b) fim/imnr/smm hiphil ("paint the face, color") in 2 K.
9:30; Job 13:27;33 11,17 though one can understand the passages without the hom-
onym hypothesis as well; indeed, the passages in Job can be more easily understood
thus. l8

5. Textual Criticism. Apart from the passages just discussed, the text of other pas-

sages prompts discussion, including:
Gen.24:33 K; 50:26: generally .f?m hophal is read with Q or Sam.; K does not re-

quire derivation from yim and can be understood as itm qal passive.le

Ex. 8: 19(23): BI/S and others emend the obj. p"du! with itm to pelu! following LXX
diastol4, though MT itself still yields an acceptable meaning.2o

12. On Arabic cf. Ntildeke, 532;G. Bergstriisser, Intro. to the Semitic ktnguages (Eng. trans.,
Winona Lake, Ind., 1983),216-17. On OSA see ContiRossini,24S-49; Biella, 515-16; Beeston,
136; W. W. Miiller, "Die Wurzeln mediae rnd tertiae y/w im Altsiidarabischen" (diss., Tiibingen,
1962),71, with reference to PNs in Lihyanic, Safaitic, and Thamudic. On Ethiopic see

lzxLingAeth,26l-62; W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987), 539-40;
additional documentation in HAL, ll[, l32l-22.

13. Cf. Bergstrdssser, Intro., 216-17; I*xHebAram,797.
14. On the Akkadian see AHw III, ll34-39; CAD, )(YIUI, 116-57: cf. McBride, 205;

analogous: Ugar. ikn; cf . WUS, no.2606. On the Arabic see L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien
und Parallelen zum Bibelw6rterbuch," W 9 (1959) 276.

15. J. Fiirst, Hebrciisches und Chalddisches Handwtirterbuch iiber das AT (I-eipzig,31876), II,
423-24: "direct to the left," glossed by h:imyly, though ftiyzy is generally classified as dittography,
cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 19'79), 430. The interpretive attempts of G. R.
Driver merely show how uncertain the textual basis is; he initially believes that the context re-
quires a "verb of destruction" and suspects .fzrm hiphil ("Linguistic and Textual Problems:
Ezekiel," Bibl 19 [ 1938] 68), then later reads iim hophal in the fashion of Arab. idma, "unsheathe,
draw out of the sheath" ("Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," Bibl 35 [1954] 154).

16. A. Schulz, Die Bilcher Samuel. EHATYIIU2 (1920), 145, subst. "disaster, misfortune";
BDB, 965: subst. "token of unluckiness"; C. Siegfried and B. Stade, Hebrriisches Wiirterbuch
zum AT (l*ipzig, 1893), 750, reckon with a subst. instead of a ptcp.; kxHebAram, 795, and
Ftirst, II, 424,the latter managing without a homonym: "at the behest of Absalom there was a de-
cree," similarly also RIIB, III, 304; cf. Akk. iimtu from liamu, "destiny, fate"; AHw, lll, 1238-
39', cf . CAD, XVIUI, 363.

l'7. HAL, I1,760a, 1326a; cf . also G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 238-39.
18. Cf. the discussion in R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. B7-AW 83 (1963), 63-64: RHB, YIl,

300, understands .fim as a synonym of Yft, "cosmetic operation on the eyelids."
19. Contra GesB, 321; Ncildeke, 532, et al. Cf . GK, $$73-74; Bergstr?isser, II, $28s.
20. See H. Cazelles, "R6dactions et traditions dans I'Exode," Studien zum Pentateuch. FS
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Nu. 24:23: emendations have been suggested for miiiumi'el,zr thou9h a neutral un-
derstanding of the enclitic pronoun does enable the MT to yield a meaningful sentence,

'Alas, who shall live when God does this?" (NRSV).
I5.22:7: readfil"f;ull"ftemwith LXX and most comms., since l"ftull"f;em is difficult

to understand as a dir. obj. of Stm and is meaningless as an indirect object.zz

2 5.22:44:.,im r is often emended to itm with Ps. l8:44(43). G. Schmuttermayr con-
siders the reading of Ps. 18 to be reliable and suspects that the verb in the version in
Samuel represents the remnants of a stichos intended to be synonymous with the first
half-verse. D. Barthdlemy finds itm aheady in the LXX source document, though the

latter may well already have been accommodated to Ps. 18.23

2 K. 8:11: Vg. is generally followed in emending iim to imm, "tremble"; cf. BI1S.

MT is comprehensible if pdndyw from the preceding clause is understood as the ob
ject.2a

Isa. 28:25: the meanings of i6rd and nisman are disputed, and the terms are usually
deleted as glosses.2s

lsa. 44:7: separating words differently, scholars since Oort's study have generally
conjectured mt hiimta'm€'6ldm, though the MT itself, supported by lQlsau, is not en-

tirely incomprehensible.26
Isa. 53:10: following Houbigant, interpreters generally emend taStmto tuiam.z1 The

following possibilities emerge for the MT: the reflexive napi6 is simultaneously sub-
ject and object; the gender ofthe reflexive object influences the subject as well; or the

r- prefix is masculine.28
Isa. 61:3: the iim phrase looks suspiciously like doubling, which is why some inter-

preters delete it while others emend it.zq MT remains difficult; cf ., e.g., "to determine

W. Komfeld (Yienna, 1977),46 n.32. Ct. KD, inloc.; TOB, "I will make a gesture of liberation to
separate"; -+ XI, 486.

21. BHS; M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (1968), in loc., reads miii"mo7,' E. Nestle, "Miscellen
[Agag und Samuel in den Spriichen des Bileam]," ZAW 28 (1908)228;' Codex Jericho et al. attest
no word separation: miii"m,A'Zl.

22. On direct object see A. Schulz, Die Bilcher Samuel. EHAT VllVl (1919), 330; cf . GK
$llTn.OnindirectobjectseeH.J.Stoebe, DasersteBuchSamuelis.KATYlllll(1973),409.

23. Cf . HAL, lll, 1322b; G. Schmuttermayr, Psalm l8 und 2 Samuel 22. SANT 25 (19'll),
172-74; D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT. OBO 50ll (1982), 309.

24. See the discussion in M. Rehm, Das zweite Buch der Kdnige (Wiirzburg, 1982), 83.
25. Ct. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. trans. 2002), 49; S. C. Thexton, 'A Note on

Isaiah xxvii 25 and28l' W 2 (1952) 82, reads Sttmd instead of i6rd: "He sets the wheat [he is]
set upon [growing]." For a discussion of other possibilities, cf. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de
I'AT. OBO 50t2 (1986), 198-200.

26. H. Oort, Textus Hebraici emendationes (Leiden, 1900); cf. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja
(40,145,7). BKXUI (1978), 396. See Barth6lemy, Critique,ll,326-28; and TOB, "since I have
established the multitude."

27. C. F. Houbigant, Notae criticae in universos Veteris Testamenti libros cum hebraice
(Frankfurt, 1777); cf. BHS; a different view is taken by HAL, lll,1323a, 1325.

28. Cf. the discussion in Vanoni, 197; Barth6lemy, Critique, ll, 402-3; Richter, I l0-15.
29. Deleting: B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKATIIUI (1902),455. Emending: C. Westermann, Isaiah

4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),364: l"Sammah; RHB, lY,217: bidb.
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those who mourn inZion, that one might give them," or the addition of the obj. "gar-
land" from the following phrase.3o

Ezk. l4:8: the hiphil is generally emended to qal.3r

Ezk. 17:5: some interpreters delete the difficult qdh as "vertical dittography";32 this
particular sentence construction remains difficult.

Am. 7:8: construing the hapax legomenon 'ond! as "crowbar" requires emending
the locative beqereb.33 W. Beyerlin argues convincingly contra "plumb"/"crowbar"
in favor of "tin," viewing the tin that was set in the midst of the people as the irre-
sistible invading force willed and guided by God. C. Uehlinger follows Beyerlin
and draws attention to the ambivalence of tin in the sense of hardness and weak-
ness.34

Ob. 4: either the unwieldy participial construction is deleted entirely, or .fiz is

emended to taitm, whereby qinneftd functions as the object of the first sentence as

well.35
Ob. 7: concerning the problems of sentence demarcation and vocalization, see

J. Wehrle; concerning the suggestion that one read the perfect instead of the imperfect
(contra BtlS), see Wolff.3o

Nah. l:14: the emendation 'aiitm, "I desecrate (your grave)," is not necessary.3T

Hab. l: l1: instead of MT we'aiem, interpreters often follow lQpHab 4:9 and read

wldiEm; by contrast, W. Rudolph reads wayyaiiEm.3s
Ps. 50:23: following Graetz, many emend weiam to w"1am; the MT is comprehensi-

ble as breviloquence for w"Sam'al-libbb derek.3e

Ps. 85:14(13): w\tdier or idl6m have been conjectured for wjai€m; the translation

30. Ftirst, II,423: TOB.
31. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, in loc.; HAL, ll[, 1325b.
32. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, in loc.; for an explanation of MT see G. R. Driver, Bibl 35

(19s4) ts2-53.
33. K. Budde,"ZnText und Auslegung des Buches Amos IX:7:l-91'JBL44 (1925)76:

beqiro!; cf. the discussion in W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, .lona. I(ATXllU2 (1971),234-35.
34. W. Beyerlin, Bleilot, Brecheisen oder was sonst? Revision einer Amos-Wsion. OBO 8l

(1988) 35; C. Uehlinger, "Der Herr auf der Zinnmauer. Zur dritten Amos-Vision (Am 7:7-8),"
BN48 (1989) 89-104.

35. E.g., H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah. CC (Eng. trans. 1986), in loc. See W. Richter,
Untersuchungen zur Valenz althebrciischer Verben, ll GBH, 'MQ, Q$R II. ATS 25 (1986), 96-
97.

36. J. Wehrle, Prophetie undTextanalyse. Die Komposition Obadja l-21 interpretiert auf der
Basis textlinguistischer und semiotischer KonTeptionen. ATS 28 (1987), 77-78; Wolff, Obadiah,
in loc.

37. HAL, III, 1325b, with bibliog.
38. See ibid.; W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - 7*phanja. KAT XllU3 (1975),

205, reads wayyaliem.
39. H. Graetz, Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmez (Breslau, 1882); H. Gunkel, Die

Psalmen. HKAT luz (s1968), 220; HAL, III, 1325b. Cf. recently F.-L. Hossfeld, "Ps 50 und die
Verkiindigung des Gottesrechtsl' Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. Beitriige zur biblischen Exegese,

Theologie und Spiritualitdt. FS N. Fiiglister (Wiirzburg, 1991), 84; M. Dahood, Psalms I: l-50.
AB 16 (1965), 310, reads the qal pass. ptcp. of !tm, "who is set in my way."
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in TOB, "and his steps trace the path," and the suggestions collected by C. Locher
make textual emendation superfluous.4O

Job 4:20: alterations to iEm or mdita' are unnecessary if m€ftm is understood as the

subst. "paying attention"; the qal ptcp. is perhaps possible.al

Job 34:23: ?g/ is generally changed by the addition of m, which disappeared through
haplography, into the obj. m6'ed; the MT is comprehensible assuming an ellipse of
leb.42

Job 36:13: emendations from itmto imr or nimare unnecessary; Fohrer under-
stands the MT as meaning "nurture anger/resentment," while Ehrlich reads "the people
of ruthless disposition presuppose anger in God."43

Job 4l:23(31): a congruence of metaphors is present even without a revocalization
of itmto an otherwise unattested OT nim hiphil;aa cf. TOB, which understands the rare

merqahd as an "incense vessel."

Cant. 6:12: the "most difficult verse" in Canticles has been subject to widely vary-
ing emendations; O. Keel's translation and explanation are plausible: "my desire set

me in the chariots of Amminadab."as
Eccl. 3:18: the term.fam postulated before hdaldhtm is not necessary for under-

standing MT.+6

Ezra lO:44: often emended for reasons of content following 3 Ezra 9:36; itm as "to
bear children" is possible in analogy to Arab. wada'a.41

2 Ch. 1:5: the reading idmin Codex L is attested quite poorly; Barthdlemy finds evi-
dence of theological scruples behind this situation and hence gives iam preference.4s

On the whole, then, the occurrences of itm are textually quite reliable. The passages

using the hiphil remain difFrcult, particularly because the hophal occurrences can be in-
terpreted as qal passives. Grammatical studies vacillate between rejecting the hiphil
forms and assuming the presence of a pseudo-hiphil.+o

ll. l. Expressions. With the vb. Sim, forms relating perfective circumstances (pf. 104

times, impf. consec. 156 times) predominate over imperfective forms (impf. 71, pf.

40. See HAL, lll, 1325b. Cf. C. Locher, "Der Psalter der 'Einheitsiibersetzung' und die
Textkritik," Bibl59 (1978) 64.

41. For the former see N. Herz, "Some Difficult Passages in Job," ZAW 20 (1900) 160; cf.
F. Horst, Hiob I ( l-19). BKXVVI C1983), 61. For the latter cf. Fohrer, l3l: HAL,III, 1325b.

42.For the former cf. BHS; HAL,lII, 1325a. For the latter, cf. GesB,784; TOB, "he does not
need to watch the person for a long time."

43. See HAL, lll, 1325b; Fohrer, 4'll; RHB, VL,322.
44. So Dahood, Bibl 53 (1972) 400, with bibliog.
45. See W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das Hohelied; Die Klagelieder KAT XYIUI-3 (1962),

166; O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. trans. 1994), 225-28.
46. K. Galling, Der Prediger HAT ll18 (1969),96; cf. the discussion in A. Lauha, Kohelet.

B K XrX (1978), 72-73, 7 s.
47. See HAL, lll, 1325b. Cf. L. Kopf, W 9 (1959) 276; a different view is taken by

Barth6lemy, Critique, l, 547:. "(of whom) they had children."
48. Barth6lemy, Critique, l, 474-75.
49. Hiphil: N<ildeke, 530; HAL, lll, 1325. Cf . l*xHebAram, 797, with bibliog.
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consec. 87); these numbers do not include appellative forms (impv. 57, jussive 9,

cohortative 34, vetitive 5, prohibitive 7). The infinitive construct occurs 38 times,so the

infinitive absolute 3 times, and the participle 15 times. The hapax substantive (Lev.

5:21) is attested in the construct expression fifimelyAd (allegedly a loan that, unlike the

piqqa86n, may be used up and replacedst;. The subject of itm is always animate and in-
cludes people (392 times), deities (176), and animals (Ezk.17:4,5; l9:5; Joel l:7; Job

4l:23[3ll; Prov.30:26), Satan (Job l:8;2:3),andnepei (Cant.6:12;Isa.53:10). Addi-
tional syntagmas include direct (generally "affected," altered) objects (inanimate: 186

times; people: 100; parts of the body or anthropological expressions: 123; deity: 6 [cf.
Ps. 40:5(4)l; animal: 3; nature: 2l; abstraction or circumstances: 132;60 occulrences

use 'e1, 3 tse min [Dt. 17:15; Ps. 105:21; lsa.25:2], /" once ll 5.22:7; text?l), direct
(generally "effected," created) objects (inanimate: 39 times; abstraction: 30; nature: 26

[Ex. l4:2ll; people: 19 [cf. Gen. 2l:l3l; animal: 4lcf .Ezk. l9:5]; parts of the body: 3;

deity: once Ugs. 8:31; in most cases the second object is added prepositionally: 58 times
with /', 25 with kl, indirect object (people: 3l times; deity: 3; inanimate objects or
places: 5; /"is used 35 times, 'al 5 times); prepositional objects are used to designate "lo-
cale," sometimes figuratively (people: 90 times; parts of the body: 84; inanimate ob-
jects:75; abstractions:93; deity:twice [Job 5:8;Ps.78:7];animals:4 [cf. I S.25:18];
nature: twice; prepositions with a primarily locative semantic coloring predominate: 'cl
l25times; b"ll7;Ie25;'el2l;lipnAfi;bAn9;taha!1;negeQ3;sz others: lO;iam: 17).

The transition from the fixed to a free syntagma cannot always be easily deter-
mined. An infinitive group is often still part of the sentence core, e.g., when someone is

"installed/appointed in order to do something" (1 S. 8:5; 1 K. 10:9; Ps. 105:21) or
when something is "done so that something will thereby happen" (2 K. 13:7; Isa.

5l:10; Ezk. 2I:24,25f19,211; cf.EzraS:17). An infinitive group can replace the object
(in Gen. 24:33,"then food was set before him to eat") or the prepositional object, espe-

cially in idiomatic expressions with parts of the body as the object that express intent
(1 K. 2:15; 2K. l2:18[17f; Jer.42:15,17;44:12; Dnl. 11: 17; cf. Job 34:23;Mal.2:2) or
refusal (min: Znch.7:12).The infinitive can also designate the intent or effect (posi-

tively in Jer. 7:30; Ezk.30:21; negatively in Gen. 4:15) or the course (l€ mdr: Ex. 9:5;
Dt. 22i17). These infinitive functions can also be taken over by either an independent
(Ex. l8:21; Prov. 8:29) or a dependent (Ex. 2l:13;Dt.22:8;31:19; Ps. 104:9; Dnl. 1:8)

clause. TWelve passages use a "pertinence amplification" (ethicus) as a free syntagma
(cf. Josh. 8:2). Prepositional groups can further specify the place (cf. Gen. 50:26;Hag.
2:15) orthe time of the action (cf. I S. 30:25;2K.21:7; with inf.: I S. l5:2). Preposi-
tional phrases with &'introduce comparatives (cf. Dt. 17:14; I S. 8:5, "like [as] all na-

tions [are governed]," or "as is the custom with all nations").s3 An infinitive absolute
(Dt. l7:15; ler. 42:15) lends emphasis to the sentence.

50. On these forms see IM,436-37 (Sl24l).
51. See RHB,lI,19.
52. See H. Bardtke, "Die hebrAische Priiposition neged in den Psalmen," Wort, Lied und

Gottesspruche. FS J. Ziegler FzB 2 (1972),25.
53. See in this regard lenni,144.
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Even at the level of such expressions, itm abeady emerges as a popular theological

expression. Direct statements about God (subj. or obj.) are found in 190 occurrences (a

third), to which one can then add about 130 occurrences (a fifth) in theological and

cultic contexts. A particular concentration of such theological use is found in the

Psalms (30 of 36 times), Isaiah (30 of 54), Job (20 of 40), the Minor Prophets (25 of
50), and Jeremiah (17 of 37). By contrast, no such theological usage is found in Bibli
cal Aramaic. The various lexicons provide addition documentation concerning the use

of itm in different expressions.sa

2. Word Field. The immediate word field of .fim includes the following synonymous

verbs as parallels: ntn (Gen. 2l:14;27:37; 4l:42; Ex. 26:35;29:6;39:19-20: 4O:5-

6,8,18,20,30;Lev.2:15;5:ll; 8:8,26; l0;l; Nu. 4:14; 16:7,18; l7:11116:461; Dt. 7:15;

17:15; Josh. 7:19; I S. 6:8; 22:7; I K.2:5; 12:29; 18:23;2K. 18:14:' Ps. 66:9; 79: l; Isa.

4l:19; 6l:3; Ezk. 4:2; l7:5; 2O:28; 30:21; 35:3-4; Hos. I l:8),ss 1n1, (Gen. 9:23; 21:14:'

22:6; 28:ll,l8; 3 I :34; Ex. 2:3; 17 :12; 24:6; Lev. 8:26; l0: I ; Nu. I 6: 1 8; I 7: I I [ 16:46] ;

Dt.26:2;31:26;Josh. 7:ll;8:12;Jgs.4:21; I5.7:12;8:11; l9:13;25:18; I K.2O:6;
2K.4:29;9:13;20:7; Job 22:22;Isa. 5l:22-23; Jer. 43:10; Ezk. 17:5; l9:5;Hag.2:23),
hyh (Gen. 28:22; Ex. 4:15; 28:37 ; Dt. l0:5; 11:18; 3l:26; Ezk. 24:7 ; 35:4), .iyt (Gen.

30:40-41;48:17-18; Jer. l3:16; 31:21; Hos. 2:5[3]), bw'hiphil (Ex.4O:21;1 S. l7:54;
Ps. 66:1 l;Ezk. 17:4), swr hiphil (Gen. 48:17-18; Dt.7:15;1 S. l8:13; I K.2O:24),'ih
(Gen. 6:16; Ps. 104:3-4; Ezk.7:20), qwmhiphil (Ex.4O:2-3,18; Ps. 78:5), n,f'(Jgs.
9:48; Job 13:14; Est. 3:l),ysd (Ps. 104:8-9; Hab.l:12), rwmhiphil (Lev. 6:3[10]; I S.

9:24), nsb (Jer.3l,21),'mdhiphil (2 K. 8:11), nth (Job 38:5).
Alongside these verbs with relatively nonspecific meanings, the immediate context

of iim includes additional verbs generally concurring semantically with the objects of
$m and thus qualifying more specifically the connotations attaching to the rather gen-

eral nature of $m,s6 including lb.i (Gen. 4l:42: Job 38:9; Isa. 50:3; Z,ech.3:5; connota-

tion: "put on, array"), '/c/ (Gen. 24:33; 43:32; I S. 9:24;28:22;2 S. 12:20;2 K. 6:22:

"set before") , ipk (Ezk. 4:2;21:271221;24:7: "liquid" (whereas van Dijk assumes the

presence of a "connotation" in these expressions, Labuschagne is already speaking

about a "meaning"sT), nsk (Ezk.20:28), zrq (Ex.24:6: "liquid";lsa.28:25: "granular"),
q.ir(Dt. Il:18: "fasten, secure"), hgr(lK.2O:31-32),hbi(Ezk.24:17:,30:21), tq'(1S.
3l:10; 1 Ch. l0:10: "violent"), nqb (Job 40:26141:2\).

Other verbs appear only in the context of certain idiomatic expressions with itm,
where they qualify the meaning further: "intellectual activity" (yd'; Isa. 4l:20,22; byn:

Neh.8:8;Isa.57:l; ikl:lsa.4l:20;zkr:25.19:20119);lsa.47:'1;57:ll;im':Ezk.40:4;
Zech. 7 :12; MaL 2:2; connotation: "pay attention to"); "messenger commission" (nb' +

messenger formula: Ezk. 6:2; l3:l'7; 2l:2,7120:46; 2l:2); 25:2; 28:21; 29:2; 35:2;

38:2; all except Ezk. 13:17 also use the word-event formula hyh + delar yhwh; conno-

54. See also Vanoni, 139-41,197-200.
55. See Schreiner,3ll.
56. See IL3 below.
57. Labuschagne,777.
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tation: "speak against"); "fall silent" (ftrJr Mic.7:16;bwi:2 K.8:11; Isa.50:7;Mic.
7:16; kzb: Job 24:25): "disastrous deed" ('bd: 2 K. l3:7; Zeph. 2:13; iDt hiphil: Ezk.
26:12;Hos.2:l412l;/<rrhiphil: Jer.44:ll:'imdhiphil:Isa. 13:9; immhiphll:Job2l:5;
Hos.2:l4ll2l;pih:Lanl3:lI), "trust" (blb: Job3l:24;Ps.40:5[4];52:9Uh Jer. 17:5;
rnn hiphil: Job 4: l8; connotation: "set upon"); "unity" (4b.s; Hos. 2:2|:ll);Mic. 2:12;
Zeph. 3:19; connotation: "together").

In individual cases, precise connotations emerge; examples include "to present" in
the sense of "to have validated" (Job 5:8: dri's8) or "put into a certain condition" in the
sense of "able to tread upon the high places" (Hab. 3:19:. drk).

Finally, approximations of the contextual meaning of .fim also emerge from parallel
sentences using negation and a verb that in some fashion functions as an antonym (cf.
Ex.5:8; Job4:18; Ps.40:5[4]; 52:9Ul;54:5[3]; 66:9;78:7;86:14; Isa. 50:7;59:21;Jer.
2l:lO;39:12; Am. 9:4).

3. Meaning. a. Basic Considerations. The widely varying translations of .fiz in the
early versions correspond to an even more comprehensive list of meanings in the lexi-
cons (IIAL has the most, with twenty-one main and many more submeanings as well as

numerous cross references among the various entries), albeit with the difference that in
the versions the majority of occurrences are generally covered by a single, primary ren-
dering.sr

An even partially consistent translation of Sim into the European languages is im-
possible not least because there are no full equivalents, e.g., for Gk. t{thEmi (Old High
German may be an exception, where tuon covers the meaning of both "do" and
"make"60). The plethora of translation suggestions in the various lexicons, however,
also derives from the variously restricted selections ofidioms in the prevailing transla-
tion languages.6l The example of the expression Stm pantm demonstrates this situation.
Lev. 2O:5 and Jer. 2l:lO are variously translated "to set one's face against"; German:
"sein Angesicht richten/wenden [not: setzeMegen] [i.e., to 'direcUturn'one's face, not
'seVput'l auf/gegen"; French: "tourner sa face contre, diriger son regard vers"; Italian:
"poner/volver su cara contra." Once an infinitive enters the expression (Jer. 42:15),
these idioms no longer fit: "to be bent on"; German: "sich versteifen auf, sich in den
Kopf setzen"; French: "se mettre en route pour." Hence the verbs are by no means sim-
ply interchangeable. This situation is quite different in Hebrew, where some expres-
sions can use ntn, iim, or.ft.0z 4ddUtonal translation problems emerge with the con-
textual deletion of objects (esp. in the case of the impv.) and with idiomatic
breviloquence (e.9., in the case of itm lCb). Hebrew presents cases that are difficult to

58. On the legal connotation of Akk. awatum iakdnu as an equivalent to the hapax
legomenon itm + diprd, see Paul, 235-36.

59. See I.2 above.
60. See F. Kluge, Etymologisches Wiirterbuch der deutschen Sprache (Berlin,201967),796-

97, s.v. tun.
61. Bibliog. in Vanoni, 157-58 n.489.
62. -+ X,93; also II.3.c-d below.
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conceive in other languages. Whereas, for example, the context makes elliptical com-

mands such as "put!" or "set!" unequivocal in English despite any lexical ambiguity,

no analogous breviloquence is possible in German, e.g., "greift!" (reach, grab!) (for
"angreifen!" lattack!] or "begreift!" [understand!]). Many of the textual problems dis-

cussed above can be reduced to translation problems.63

b. Syntax. Rather than further discussing stylistic questions here, I will try to illu-
minate the meaning of dim on the basis of the internal Hebrew textual evidence itself.
Taking the verb's ability to enter into certain expressions as the point of departure,
syntactical structures emerge corresponding, in the realm of content, to various se-

mantic classes.e The following discussion does not take uncertain passages into ac-

count.
The basic nature of the vb. itm follows a tripartite schema, since occurrences with a

subject, a direct object, and an additional syntagma clearly predominate (515 = 887o),

including the 70 occulrences with a contextual deletion of the direct object (e.g., Ex.

17:12: "so they took a stone and put [it] under him"). The nature of the second depen-

dent syntagma allows a further breakdown.65 In most instances it is a prepositional ob-
ject or an adverb (Gen. 2:8) with a locative connotation (345 times = 59?o, 120 of
which use the prep. 'al, ll5 bJ, which is why this context probably represents the pri-
mary use of iim (e.g.,Gen.43:22: "We do not know who put our money in our sacks").

The other uses are secondary. The second dependent syntagma refers to the "effected"
(created) object (141 times = 24Vo; e.9., Gen. 21:18: "I will make a great nation of
him") or to the indirect object (29 times = 57ot e.8., Ex. 4:11: "Who gives/made speech

to/for mortals?").
The occurrences with only a single dependent syntagma (39 times =l%o) car, be un-

derstood as variations ofthe usejust described (e.g., Nu. 17:11116:461: "lay incense").

Here too locative use predominates, so that one must reckon with contextual (because

the reference is obvious) or lexical deletion of the indication of place, especially since

lower syntactical importance does not necessarily mean lower semantic importance
(Jgs. l/;.oo In sentences such as Ex. 40:18 ("he set up its [the tabernacle's] frames"),

the enclitic pronoun functions perhaps as a substitute for the locative information. The

rarc (23 occurrences = 4Vo) passages with more than two dependent syntagmas can be

otherwise explained as combinations of the simpler sentence types (e.g., 2 K. 4:10: "let
us put there for him a bed" corresponds to "let us put a bed there" + "let us give him a
bed").

Scholars have long recognized that with verbs exhibiting this tripartite schema, the

dependent syntagmas are in fact related in the fashion of a nominal clause.67 The verbal

63. See I.5 above.
64. Underlying theoretical considerations in Richter, Untersuchungen l, 10-25: cf. also

Vanoni (index "Syntagmen," "Verbalsatz-Tlpen," "Verbgruppen").
65. See also II.l above.
66. Richter, Untersuchungen l,12.
67. W. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrciischen Grammatik. Die Beschreibungsebenen. Der

Satz (Satztheorie). ATS l3 (1980), 101, 105, with bibliog.; Jenni, 139-40.
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clause "I will make (w"Samtt) your offspring like the dust of the earth" (Gen. 13:16)

corresponds to the nominal clause "your offspring shall be like the dust of the earth"
(Gen. 28: l4); the verbal clause "he gave (wayydiem) him the name Abimelech" (Jgs.

8:31, NRSV "named him") corresponds to the nominal clause "her name was Hagar"
(Gen. 16: I ); and the verbal clause "Israel pvt (wayydiem) the Canaanites to forced la-
bor (lamas)" (Jgs. l:28) corresponds to the nominal clause "the Canaanites became
subject to forced labor" (Jgs. l:30). In such cases iim exhibits a "causal" semantic ef-
fect in the sense of "make the content expressed by the nominal clause come about/
happen." This semantic effect is also present in cases where the syntagma correspond-
ing to the subject in the nominal clause has been deleted ("set up, install, arrange": I S.

7:12;2 S. 8:6,14; I K.20:34;2K.10:24;1 Ch. 18:6,13), suggesting that the locatives
are to be understood not as fixed syntagmas but as free indicators of circumstance (cf.
also Gen. 6:16;2 K. l0:8; Isa. 41:19; 43:19).

On the one hand, the combination of the verb's semantic effects ("causal,"
"locative") with the semantic characteristics of the dependent syntagmas and, on the
other, the degree of metaphorical development allow the primary areas of use and the
primary meanings of itm to emerge.

(l) locative: about 240 times, primarily in the syntactical structures with a direct and
possibly a prepositional object: "laylplace/put/set (on/in)" (Gen. 2:8);

(2) (intellectual) figurative: about 100 times, primarily in the same syntactical struc-
tures as (l): "direct/turn (attention) toward" (Gen. 3l:21);

(3) factitive: about 130 times, especially in syntactical structures with double ob-
jects: "make into," etc. (Gen. 2l:13);

(4) factitive-figurative: about 50 times, in all syntactical types: "insert, engage";
(5) special meanings (with certain classes ofobjects): "fix, secure, establish" (about

20 times; Gen. 47:26), "impose" (about l0 times; Ex. 5:8), "bring about, cause" (5

times; e.g., Jer. 32:20);
(6) substantival use.68

Classification must remain open for about 50 occurrences, since there is no corre-
sponding material to test interchangeability. Caution is also advised when adducing
extrabiblical materials to explain enumerated expressions in the lexicons.6e

One example can demonstrate how positing special meanings for Sim can in some

cases even completely miss the meaning of the original text. Some translations follow
the LXX (spe{rei) or pick up on the par. zrq in reading "sow" in lsa.28:25. The agricul-
tural metaphor, however, contains several signals suggesting that the MT intends to
evoke the notion of a careful, ordered "placing" of seeds rather than merely (superfi-
cial) scattering.To

In other cases the assumption of special meanings causes one to misunderstand cer-

68. See II.3.f below.
69. As is frequently the case in HAL.
70. See I.5 above; cf. J. C. Exum, "'Whom Will He Teach Knowledge?' A Literary Approach

to Isaiah 28," in D. J. A. Clines, D. M. Gunn, and A. J. Hauser, eds., Art and Meaning: Rhetoric
in Biblical Literature. JSOTSUp 19 (1982), 129-30; Barth6lemy, Critique, II, 200.
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tain poetic functions.Tl For example, Dahood restricts the semantically open.fim in Job

22:22;38:5,33; Ps. 56:9(8); Prov. 8:29 to "to trace, draft."lz His suggestion is question-
able not least because these passages contain not only differing sentence types but also

disparate word fields, which is why the connotation (but not the meaning) "to write
down" might at most be appropriate for only an individual passage.

One final consideration of significance is the distribution of occurrences using a di-
vine subject in the main usage types. In the case of "insert, engage" (ratio l:7),
"locative" (l:6), and "(intellectual) figurative" (l:5), the statistics are farbelow the av-

erage, whereas in the case of "fix, establish, secure" (2:3) and "make" (2:3) they are

considerably above the average. Although proportionately (tm (with a third of all theo-

logical occurrencesT3) exceeds the vb. 'Jft (with only a sixth of all theological occur-
rences),7a it is itself eclipsed by ntn, which takes a divine subject in two-fifths of all
cases.75 In any event God is the most frequent subject that "sets, puts" (176 times; Mo-
ses is second with 37). The preference biblical authors have for using verbs such as n/n,
'ih, and.fiz in theological contexts may derive from these verbs' greater flexibility and

hence their more indeterminate meaning.T6

c. Idioms. Various idiomatic expressions use itm, especially in expressions referenc-
ing parts of the body and in anthropological expressions.

leb/lebab. The expression iim + ('e0 leb/lebab @nclitic pronoun) + (prepositional
phrase) involves figurative use with reference to focusing the heart as the organ of at-

tentiveness, inclination, worry, memory, and cognitionTT on a person or thing ('al; Job

l:8:2:3;Hag. l:5,7; cf. Biblical Aramaic with bdl: Dnl. 6:15[14]; 'el: Ex.9:21; 1 S.

25:25;2 S. l8:3;za theological context: Job 34:14; le: Dt. 32:46; 1 S. 9:20; Ezk. 4O:4;

44:5: cf. also Isa. 4l:22;Ezk.44:5; Hag. 2:15,18 [Haggai exhibits a preference for the

expression, using it in 5 of 7 occurrences of,fizzl). In isolated passages the expression

itm +'al-ld!/lebab @nclitic pronoun) still exhibits the literal locative meaning, e.g., in
Cant. 8:6, "Set me as a seal upon your 'heart"'; as in Ex. 28:29, le! refers to the
"breast." P. Joiion derives this figurative use from the literal use, suggesting that the ex-

pression implies the semantic nuance "unforgettable" through the connotation "pre-
cious object, preciousness."Te O. Keel believes the seal worn on the breast functions as

an amulet.8o The literal locative meaning may also be present in Dt. 1l:18, "You shall
put these words of mine in your heart." The parallel expressions "on your hand" and

71. See II.4 below.
72. Dahood, Bibl 53 (1972) 399.
73. See II.l above.
74. J. Vollmer,*i1wy'fi to make, dol'TLOTll,944-45.
75. Schreiner,3l2 with n. 14.
76. See Maurer, 154-55, on tithdmi.
77. -+ Yll, 416-17, 420-21.
78. On the missing enclitic pronoun, see A. R. Mtiller, Martin Bubers Verdeutschung der

Schrifi. ATS 14 (1982),32.
79. P. Joiion, "Locutions H6braiques avec la prdposition )[, devant:?, :??;' Bibl 5 (1924)

49-50.
80. Keel, Song,277-72.
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"on your forehead" suggest the expression is to be understood as a locative (Keel takes
a different view, suggesting the meaning "contemplation and striving"sl;. The remain-
ing passages all use the term figuratively ("take to heart"): Isa. 42:25;47:7; 57:l,ll;
Jer l2:ll; "be resolved": Dnl. l:8; Mal. 2i2).82 Variants of the expression include the
use of 'el (2 S. 13:33; 19:20[19]) and D'(l S. 2l:l3ll2l; Job 22:22).

ro-'i. The expression ^fiz (with the variant.i[ in Gen. 48:14,17) + ydmtn + enclitic
pronoun +'al-ro'i (Gen.48:18) refers to the gesture accompanying the blessing.83 If
the action refers to one's own head, it involves the rite of (self-)abasement:84 Sim + ya{
+ enclitic pronoun + 'al-ro'i expresses sorrow (2 S. 13: I 9; cf. the nominal clause in Jer.

2:3'7); itm + haldlim + ber6'i expresses subordination (l K. 20:31ss;. The expression
itm + head, covering + 'al-r6'i refers to the transfer of insignia when someone is in-
stalled in an office (priests: Ex.29:6; Lev.8:9; Zech.3:5). The expression is also at-
tested with b" and probably has the same meaning in Est. 2:17 (installation of the
queen), though probably not in Zech. 6: I I (the golden crown for the high priest; some
interpreters have suggested in analogy with ntn lipn? the meaning "place at one's dis-

Posal"86).
pantm. The expression iim (in part interchangeable with ntn and ii) + ('el pdnim +

enclitic pronoun + indication of direction is attested in various forms.87 In its ordinary
formulation the expression refers to starting offin a certain direction (Gen. 31:21; Dnl.
1 I : 18 qaa; or to resolving to do something (always with an inf. group: 2 K. 12:18[17);
Ier.42:15,17; M:12; Dnl. 11:17; cf. 1 K. 2158e). With a human subject in prophetic
contexts (e.g., Ezk. 6:2),eo it can be viewed as a formula attesting the old notion that for
a prophecy to come about, visual contact must be established between the prophet and
the object ofhis prophecy, though this expression is also used in instances where such
contact cannot in fact be realized (e.g., Ezk. 28:21).tt It can also be considered formu-
laic when used with a divine subject and a prepositional object with b' (Lev.20:5; Jer.
2l:10:44:.ll;Ezk. l5:7).oz Such usage suggests the presence of a legal-sacral context
(with /<rr hiphil: Lev.2O:5; Jer. 44:l l), albeit not quite as clearly as does the (probably
original) version withntn (Lev. l7:10; 2O:3,6;26:17;Ezk.l4:8; l5:7), and always re-

81. O. Keel, "Zeicher der Verbundenheit;'FS D. Barthdlemy. OBO 38 (1981), l6l.
82. See Dhorme, 124.
83. -+ VI, 101; + Xlll,252.
84. -+ Xlll,252.
85. See E. Kutsch, "'Trauerbriiuche'und'Selbstminderungsriten'im AT," in K. Liithi,

E. Kutsch, and W. Dantine, Drei Wiener Antrittsreden. TftS 78 (1965),30 = Kleine Schrifien zum
AT. BZAW 168 (1986), 83; -+ IY r73, t75.

86. A. S. van der Woude, "Serubbabel und die messianischen Erwartungen des Propheten
Sacharja," in O. Kaiser, ed., l,ebendige Forschung im AT. ZAW 100 Sup (1988) 147-50.

87. See Dhorme,44-45.
88. See Layton, l'15-76.
89. See in this regard Layton, 174, 178-79; in general, -+ X[,602.
90. See II.2 above.
91. Additional details in Gross, 307-9; on the hyperrealistic thesis of Brownlee, see

H. Simian-Yofre, + XI, 602; cf. also Layton, 172-73.
92. See Layton, 177-78.
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fers to God's chastising, destructive intervention.e3 The expression iim + lipnA occurs

in isolated instances with a locative meaning (Gen. 48:20: "put ahead [as a result of
evaluationl," "prefer"; Jgs. 18:21: "put in front"). It also occurs in two formulaic ver-
sions, namely, with the obj. "food" ("place before": I S. 28:22; 2 K. 6:22; with a de-

leted obj. in Gen. 24:33; I5.9:24; also with ntn, cf. Gen. 18:8) and with the obj. "law"
("present": d"larim: Ex. l9:7; miipdttm: 2l:l; tdrd: Dt. 4:44; the last two examples
are formulated as relative clauses and thus can be classified as a variant of the formula
known as the "promulgation formula" [vbs.: swlr piel, lmd piel, dbr piel, ntn lipnA]).ea

'ayiz. With a human subject, the expression itm + 'ayin + enclitic pronoun + 'al +
person refers to personal attention or favor (Gen. 44:21; Jer.39:12;4O:4).ss With a di-
vine subject, the expression is ambivalent (though some scholars maintain that in such

cases the expression has a "favorable connotation"l6) and needs contextual qualifica-
tion (l"tbbA: Jer. 24:6; l"ra'd: Am.9:4).ot It exhibits a literal locative meaning in 2 K.
4:34, where Elisha places his eyes upon ('al) those of the dead child.

peh. The expression itm ydQ (variant: kap: Job 29:9) (enclitic pronoun) + 'al (vai-
ant: le: Job 29:9;404; cf . the textually difficult nominal clause in Prov. 3g'32s21 + peh
+ (enclitic pronoun) refers to a gesture expressing a commitment to maintain silence.

The motivation for such silence emerges contextually and includes prudence (Jgs.

l8:19), startled shame (Job 2l:4; Mic. 7:16), and reverence (Job 29:9;40:4).es 6,1r"
case of the expression Stm + dalar (absent from Nu. 23:12) + b"pt (enclitic pronoun/
noun), several different versions can be distinguished.tOo In ordinary usage and with a
human subject, the reference is to the mediation of a message both in a direct (Ezra

8:17) and a consciously anonymous (2 S. 14:3,19) messenger funs1i6n.l01 With a di-
vine subject, the expression is formulaic and describes God's actions with regard to the

prophets ("inspiration formula"; Nu. 22:38; 23.,5,12,16;Isa.49:2;59:21; variant with
ntn:Dt. l8:18; Jer 1:9).Aderivationof thisformulainvolvestheologicalusewithahu-
man subject in Ex. 4:15, where Aaron is designated as a prophet of Moses. Dt. 3l: 19

varies the expression (the obj. is now iird) and weakens the metaphor: "put it in their
mouths," where it will, as it were, remain ready to sing (cf. mippt in v.2l).

'ozer?. Somethingsimilarappliestotheuniqueexpression itmb"'oznAX inEx. 17:14
(as in Dt. 3l:19, God's commission to recite the message parallels the commission to
write it down).

93. Gross, 307; -+ Xl,602.
94. N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. Eine Untersuchung literarischer Einleitungsfragen zu Dtn

5-ll. AnBibl 20 (1963), 59-63; G. Braulik, "Die Ausdrticke fiir'Gesetz'im Buch
Deuteronomiuml' Bibl5l (1970) 4l-42;5. J. de Vries, "The Development of the Deuteronomic
homulgation Formula," Bibl 55 (1974) 312; -+ XII, 286-87.

95. -+ XI, 35-36.
96. Layton, l'14-75.
97. --+ Xl, 40-41.
98. -+ V 414.
99. Cf. Couroyer, 198-99; -+Yl,413-14; -+ XI, 494-95.
100. Gross, 270-71.
101. On parallel use with ;wft piel, -+ X[,495.
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ydQ. The expression iim + yai X + taha! yere& I (Gen. 24:2,9; 47:29; generally as-

cribed to Jl02) circumscribes the oath by the organ ofprocreation. In every instance the

oath is administered "before dying." "The one who is facing death secures his last will
by an 'oath at the source of life."'103 A transfer of power also takes place in 2K. 13:16,

when Elisha places his hands on ('al) those of King Jehoash.lB The meaning of the ex-

pression iim ydQayim /e is disputed (2 K. 11: l6 par. 2 Ch.23:15). C. Levin suggests (in

a circular literary-critical argument) that the reference is to "laying hands on" (so also

LXX); the philological argumentation of his source, Stade (who cites incorrect pas-

sages), is less convincing than that of P. Joiion and W. Rudolph, who understand the

meaning as "make place for someone" (as already in the Tgs. and Pesh.).105 In various

forms .fim yd/ b" designates a claim (theotogically in Ezk. 39:21) or transfer of posses-

sion (Ps. 89:26125)). The expression Sim b\adhas no fixed form ("take in hand": Jgs.

4:21; I K.20:6; "put into the hand" [theological context]: Isa. 5l:23; "entrust": 2 Ch.

23:18; "put the power of wonders into one's hand" [theological contextl1. Ex.4:21).
Concerning expressions with peh and r6'i, see above.

kap. Whereas expressions with b\tdQ express a firm grasp, the expression .firu +

nepei + enclitic pronoun + b"kap + enclitic pronoun refers to uncertain exposure ("risk-
ing one's life": Jgs. l2:3; 1S. 19:5[4]; 28:21; Job 13:14; cf . the nominal clause in Ps.

119:109).too
sawwd'r The expression itm +'al-sawwa'r is used in a literal locative and simulta-

neously metaphorical sense (citing the neck as an expression of pride and dignity) in
both positive (with the obj. "gold chain" as a sign of honor in Gen. 4l:42) and negative

sense (with the obj. "feet" as a sign of the humiliation of the defeated in Josh.

lO:-24).tot
dAm. Because the expression using itm and dam is not attested in a recurring form,

no formulaic use can be discerned (though such is not the case with nlntoB). Nonethe-

less, most of the passages are based on the notion that blood shed through violence

spreads out as a burden over both people and places (Dt.22i8; I K. 2:5;toe Ezk.24:1;
theological context: Jgs. 9:241 l0).

to2. --> tv, 443.
103. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. trans. 1985), 384; cf. O. Bticher, "Der

Judeneid," EvT 3O (1970) 677; -+ V 411.
104. On the iconographic background see O. Keel, Wirkmrichtige Siegeszeichen im AT.

Ikonographische Studien zu Jos 8,18-26, Ex 17,8-13, 2 Kdn 13,14-19 und I Kiin 22'l l. OBO 5

(1974), 113-21.
105. C. Levin, Der Sturz der Kdnigin Atalja. SBS 105 (1982), 2l-22; P. Joiion, "Divers

emplois mdtaphoriques du mot 'yad' en h6breu," Bibl 14 (1933) 453-54; W. Rudolph' "Die
Einheitlichkeit der Erzdhlung vom Sturz der Atalja (2 Kiin ll)," fS A. Bertholet (Ti.ibingen,

1950),47s.
106. Cf. Dhorme, 150; -+ lX,5l2.
107. Cf. Dhorme, 91; -+ ''tN'lI $awwat: XII, 268.
108. See G. Vanoni, Das Buch Jona. ATS 7 (1978), l3l'32.
109. M. Noth, Konrge (1-16| BKlxll C1983), 30: "cause blood to be shed."

110. See K. Koch, "Der Spruch 'Sein Blut bleibe auf seinem Haupt,'" W 12(1962) 406-9,412.
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idm. All the expressions to be discussed here are also attested with other verbs. The
two versions of the frequent expression qr'+ iem in reference to naminglll are ren-
dered with no discernible semantic difference by variants with Sim, including a verb +
:itm + recipient + PN (Jgs. 8:31; theological context in 2 K. 17:34; Neh. 9:7; Biblical
Aramaic in Dnl. 5:12;cf . with 4r'in Gen.2:19); verb + l"+ recipient + icm6! (Dnl. l:7;
with qr' in Gen. 2:20).ln the expression iim + iem + l" + (reflexive) enclitic pronoun,
the verb is interchangeable with 'ih (cf . Gen. 1 l:4): "make a name (for oneself)" (2 S.

l4:7; theological context in 2 S. 1:23; I Ch. l7:21 lread 16 with LXX et al.l; the origi-
nal expression in Zeph. 3il9).112 The expression itm (interchangeable with ikn) + re-
flexive enclitic pronoun (+ idm) with a divine subject occurs in the Dtr History and the
Chronicler's History, generally as part of what is known as the "formula of centraliza-
tion" (Dr. l2:5,21:'14:24;l K.9:3; ll:36;14:21;2K.21:4,7;2Ch.6:20;12:13;33:7;
with iftn, cf., e.g., Dt. 12:5,11). Given the materials presented by McBride, it is highly
likely that the expression with .ikn represents a neologistic loan from Akk. iakanu
iumu, "to establish fame, to acquire a reputation,"l13 vfts1eas the expression with.fiz
represents its semantically equivalent translation. The Akkadian expression refers to
inscribing a (royal) name on stelae, memorials, and buildings (e.g., after construction
or renovation).1 14 No one designation has yet attached itself to the Dtr expression, just
as the discussion regarding the meaning of the Dtn/Dtr theology of the name and the
genesis of the formula of centralization have not yet been concluded, though some
scholars convincingly argue that the iem expression originally belonged to the formula
of centralizalisn. I ls

Additional idiomatic expressions with Stm can be discussed briefly, especially since
most of them are discussed in greater detail elsewhere.

hoq. References to the establishment of boundaries and statutes occur primarily in
two forms: itm + hdq (Jer.33:25: huqqbD @ l) + applicable group or sphere (Josh.

24:25; theological context in Ex. 15:25; Prov. 8:29; Jer. 5:22;33:25) and iim + perti-
nent information + lehdq (Gen. 47:26;1 S. 30:25), the verb being interchangeable with
n1n a11l'jl1.tt6

t"'em. Biblical Aram. itm + te'em exhibits two meanings: "pay heed to" (with 'al:

Dnl. 3:12:.6:141131) and "make/pass a decree" (often with min: Ezra 4:19,21;
5:3,9,13,17;6:1,3,8,11,12:.7:13,21;Dnl. 3:10,29;4:3161;6:271261). On the one hand,

ll. -+ XIII, 126-27 = section VII, s.v. N''1j2.

12. Cf. also HAL, lll,1323b; Dahood, Bibl 53 (1972) 399-400.
13. McBride, 86-98: CAD, XVIUI, 144; cf . also EA 287-88.
15. On Phoen. iyl see Y. Avishur, "Studies of Stylistic Features Common to the Phoenician

Inscriptions and the Bible," UF 8 (1976) 10-11.
l15. N. Lohfink, "Zur deuteronomischen Zentralisationsformel," Bibl 65 (1984) 297-329

(with bibliog.); more recent bibliog. in D. F. Murray, "MQWM and the Future of Israel," I4 40
(1990) 308.

l16. -+ X,93; on the combinations and meanings -+Y, 142-43; G. Liedke, Gestalt und
Beqeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze. WMANT 39 (1971), 169, 17l,l8l; N. Lohfink, "'I
Am Yahweh, Your Physician'(Exod. 15:26)l' Theology of the Pentateuch (Eng. trans., Minneap-
olis, 1994), 43-44.
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Scheftelowitz traces this phenomenon back to personal influence; on the other, he finds

connections in other languages between "taste, understanding, comrnand."llT
'61. This expression appears to be fairly consistent in passages speaking about

Yahweh's miraculous signs among (be) the Egyptians (Ex. 10:2; Ps. 78:43; lO5:27; Jer.

32:20; ntn, cf . Dt. 6:22).1 l8 Otherwise no fixed expressions are discernible (Gen. 4:15;

Ps. 74:4; Ezk. l4:8).
g6y.The uniform formulation.firn + person (Ishmael, Jacob) + l"gby (Saddl) with a

divine subject in the promises of Gen. 2l:13,18; and 46:.3 suggests the presence of
some specific literary context (though cf. ntn in Gen. l7:20).trt

'di qel6re!. In connection with the sacrificial cdt, itm functions alongside ntn to in-
dicate the placing of incense (Lev. 10:l; Nu. 16:7,18; 17:ll[16:46);Ezk.23:41;ntn, cf .

Nu. 16:17) and fire (l K. 18:23,25: ntn, cf. Lev. 1:7).
'6rd!, 'ere!. The preferred predicate for the military obj. "ambush" is ,fiz (Josh.

8:2,12 J gs. 20:29 ; Jer. 9 : 7 [ 1 0] ; qw m hiphil, cf. Josh. 8 :7).
qEn. Finally,.fim is also the preferred verb for building a nest (Nu. 24:21; Ob. 4:

Hab.2:9).tzo
d. Individual Cases. The meaning of several unique expressions merits discussion.

Dt.22il4,l7. The expression itm (+ l1 + 'oltld1d"ldrim is probably connected with
"gossip, slander," and perhaps parallels Assyr. iakanv afiL1a.tzt

1K. 18:42. Elijah "puts his face (pdnayw) between (b4n)his knees." This contextu-

ally rather indefinite expression has prompted a number of detailed analyses and

religio-historical comparisons agreeing in their rejection of an understanding as a mag-

ical gesture (Jirku: sorrow; Mach and Marks: ecstatic concentration; Bottini: prayer;

Layton: in any case a literal rather than figurative meaningl22).

Other diff,rcult hapax legomena have already been discussed (Ex. 8:19[23]; Job

36:13; Isa.53:10).tz:
One might also mention cases in which one-time formulations allow various con-

clusions regarding tradition history. The expression itm + b"rt1 '6ldm (2 S. 23:5) sug-

gests an independent redaction of the Davidic promises. The expression Stm + tdrd + be

(Ps. 78:5) together with other observations militates against classifying this psalm as

part of the Dtn/Dtr tradition.l2a The concluding verse of Aaron's benediction (Nu.

6:26),with its otherwise unattested itm + idl6m + /', evokes personal and legal con-

I 17. Scheftelowitz, 64-65.
l18. --r X, 93.
119. On the "great people" see A. R. Hulst, "ltlfil 'arn/giy people," TLOT, ll,909-10.
120. On the formal relationship between the passages, -+ XIII, 46.

l2l. See C. Steuernagel, Das Deuteronomium. HKATll3 (1923), 133: "[bad] deeds [that are

onlyl words"; --> Xl, 142; G. R. Driver and J. C. Mlles, The Assyrian l.aws (Oxford, 1935), A
$19; cf. C. Locher, Die Ehre einer Frau in Israel. Exegetische und rechtsvergleichende Studien

zu Deuteronomium 22, 1 3 -2 l. OBO 7 O ( I 986), 366-67, with bibliog.
122. Layton, 170.
123. See I.5 above.
124. See N. Fi.iglister, "Psalm 78: Der Riitsel L<isung?" Congress Volume, l,euven 1989. SW

43 (t991),287.
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1sx1s.l2s The latter are emphasized by the interpretation put into Yahweh's mouth in
v.27 with the unusual combination itm + idm yhwh + 'al, possibly intended to establish
a connection with Lev. 9'22.126

e. Ellipsis. I have already discussed breviloquence and elliptical usage above.l27
With sufficient comparative material or the appropriate contextual qualifiers, under-
standing the meaning of elliptical usage presents no problems. The use of itm with-
out a direct object in Jgs. l9:30; Job23:6 (a different view is taken by Eitan; see be-
low);34:23; Isa. 4l:20) with the contextual qualification "intellectual activity" can
probably be understood as breviloquence for itm + lela!.I28 Although technical ex-
pressions are especially susceptible to abbreviation, they are generally easy to re-
solve (from the priestly tradition, cf. Lev. 10:1 with Nu. l7:ll). Cases such as Job
17:3 are more difficult, and one cannot really get beyond suggestions (e.g., perhaps
"make a commitment [= 5u1s1r, pledge]"'l2e perhaps an ellipsis of ya/ + taha!
ydrdft; cf. Gen. 24:2; perhaps textual emendation required).130 Disputed cases in-
clude the military expressions in I S. l5:2 (hereP, panim [with LXX]? and I K.
20:12 [mdsbr]).r3r C. F. Burney finds in I S. l5:2; I K. 20:12.' andEzk.23:24 a

general expression for "military mobilization" and rejects the presence of brevilo-
quence.l32 Eitan similarly rejects an elliptical understanding and postulates a spe-

cial meaning for Stm (in Ezk. 23:24; Job 23:6 as well) according to Arab. iama in
the sense of "a well-organized attack of war," though his own etymological argu-
mentation cannot dispense entirely with ellipsis ("putting the weapon into the

breast of the enemY").133

f. Substantives. Finally, cases deserving special consideration include those in which
itmtakes as its object an abstract substantive corresponding to a root-related verb. Ex-
amples include iim ie[el (Neh. 8:8) alongside.ftl hiphil (Neh. 9:20; Prov. 16:23; 21:ll),
itm ka!6Q (Josh. 7: I 9; Isa. 42:12; cf. Ps. 66:2) alongside kbd piel (Ps. 22:24123); Isa.
24:15, etc.), itm rahornim (Isa.47:6) alongside rhmpiel (Isa. 14:1; Jer. 3l:20, etc.).
Given the scarcity of possibilities for testing interchangeability, the semantic difference
between the substantival (periphrastic) combination and a purely verbal rendering is not

125. See also G. R. Diver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford, 1957),87,
concerning an Aramaic witness (13:5).

126. Cf . K. Seybold, Der aaronitische Segen (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), 4O-M,'ll, who
does, however, overestimate the value of the LXX rendering (see I.2 above); he does not con-
sider comparisons with ntn + idl6m (-r X, 93) and as a result construes an essential difference
between itm and ntn; cf. also HAL, Ill, 1325a.

127. See I.5; II.3.a above.
128. See GesB,784.
129. See Ftirst, II,423.
130. See the discussion in F. Horst, Hiob I ( l-19). BK XyVl (41983), 258.
l3 I . For the former see the discussion in P. D. Stern, "I Samuel 15: Towards an Ancient View

of the War-{erem)' UF 2l (1989) 415. For the latter see P. Joiion, "Notes de lexicographie
h6braique," Milanges de la Faculti de Beyrouth 4 (1910) 16, with reference to Mic. 4: 14 and an
Aramaic inscription.

132. Notes on the Hebrew Tbxt of the Books of Kings (Oxford, 1903),234.
133. Eitan,60-62. See L3 above.
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easy to discern.l34 Whereas iim ielel in Neh. 8:8 leaves open whether the Levites "en-
gage understanding" or "provide aids to understanding,"l35 one can probably assume

that the other passages emphasize theologically prominent abstract nouns, including
kn!64;rte Tsh%nimt3l (ntn + rahamim is always associated with a divine subject; the

variant with (tminlsa.47:6 with a human subject might refer to the delegation of divine
faculties and was possibly coined under Akkadian influencel38).

4. Theological Themes. The analysis of idioms revealed that (im represents a popu-

lar theological expression occurring with particular concentration in certain tradi-
tions.l3e The examination of meaning already suggested semantic focal points in the

term's theological use as well as certain reasons for the biblical writers'preference for
verbs such as Sim.t4o Because secular and theological use of ,fim cannot always be dis-
tinguished, the examination of idioms repeatedly drew attention to theological pas-

sages.l4l Because TDOT already deals with the majority of theologically relevant ob-
jects of Stm in connection with their respective entries, here I sketch only those

theological themes and contexts not already mentioned elsewhere, thereby simulta-
neously illustrating the multiplicity of the divine actions of "effecting" and "setting,

putting." Because the expressions or combinations vary, these themes generally involve
less formulaic language than fixed notions, particularly in connection with God's ac-

tions with regard to creation.
Those persons are considered happy who make God (Ps. 40:5[4], with mibtdh)

rather than gold (Job 3l.24, with kesel) their trust. The psalmist instructs children to set

their hope in God (Ps. 78:7, with kesel).
Historical accounts, wisdom instruction, and devoted confession all agree that God

put human beings in the world (in the garden of Eden: Gen. 2:8; on earth: Job 20:4; in
life: Ps. 66:9). God intervenes in human life to offer protection (the sign of Cain: Gen.

4:15), refuge (during a theophany: 8x.33:22), gifts or handicaps for a person ("Who
gives speech to mortals? Who makes them mute or deaf, seeing or blind?": Ex. 4: l1).
He creates living space for people (mdq6m: Ex.2l:13;2 S. 7: l0 = I Ch. 17:9; similarly
with regard to the ark: I K.8'21142) and multiplies a person's offspring (Gen. 13:16;

32:13|21:1 5.2:20; cf. Dt. 10:22;Ps.89:30[29]; lO7:41). He "sets on high" those

who are low (Job 5:ll) and makes the oppressed the "head of the nations" (Ps.

134. See the preliminary theoretical considerations in Labuschagne, TS2-83; Vanoni,
Lite rarkritik, 158, 17 l-7 2.

135. C. Siegfried and B. Stade, Hebrtiisches Wiirterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, 1893), 748.
136. Cf. C. Westermann, "'If ) kbdtobe heavy," TLOTll,590-602; -+Yll,26-27; a different

view is taken by E. Lipiriski, -+ X, 104, who understands kd!68 as a concrete reference to "total
possessions."

137. See H. J. Stoebe, 't,11l. rhm pi., to have mercy," TLOT, lll, 1225-26.
138. -+ Xlll, 445, with bibliog.
139. See II.l above.
140. See II.3.b above.
l4l. See II.3.c above.
142. See D. F. Murray, W 40 (1990) 309-19.
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l8:44143D. God entrusts some individuals to perform tasks on behalf of the people,

making Joseph a "lord" (Gen. 45:8,9; Ps. 105:21) and Solomon a "king" (l K. l0:9).
He makes the Servant of Yahweh into a "polished arrow" and his mouth into a "sharp
sword" (Isa. 49:2-3; cf . Z,ech.9: l3). He often engages Israel as an instrument of history
(a sharp threshing sledge, Isa. 4l:15; similarly in Mic. 4:131' a proud warhorse,Zech.
10:3; a cup of reeling, l2:2; a heavy stone, l2:3; a blazing pot, l2:6).

People acknowledge God as the Lord of life whenever they understand the restric-
tion or diminution of life as the result of God's actions. God sets a guard against them
as if against "the Sea, or the Dragon" (Job 7:12), pays no attention to their pleading
(24:12), makes what they say into nothing (l"'al: 24:25). He sets darkness in their path
(19:8), puts plagues (Ex.8:8[12]), burdens (Ps.66:ll), and sickness upon them (Ex.
15:26;Dt.7:15). The burden God puts on Moses by making him responsible for the
people (Nu. I I : I I ) he then ameliorates by putting onto the seventy elders some of the

spirit that is on Moses (v. 17; cf. in this regard Isa. 63:l ltl2l).
God's activity in "putting" or "placing" is not limited to human life - he placed the

entire world (tcbel, Job 34:13). He takes care of the celestial bodies and the animals,
setting a tent for the sun (Ps. 19:5[4]) and making the steppe into the home of the wild
ass (Job 39:6). He becomes lord over the earth by "bringing desolations" ("terrible/
devastating 'placings,"' iamm61: Ps. 46:9[8]; v. 10[9] speaks of making wars cease),

and lord over the crocodile by "putting a rope in its nose" (Job 40:26[4]:2]). God rules

creation in both time and space by giving commands (Job 37:15), setting a time (Ex.
9:5; Job 34:23), boundaries (Ps. 104:9), measurements (Job 38:5), bars and doors (Job

38:10) (see also the discussion above regarding hoq).
God's helping, admonishing, destructive, and revivifying actions in such "putting" and

"making" accompany Israel through their history. During the exodus, he makes the sea dry
(Ex. 14:21) and puts darkness (ma\pzl) between Israel and their pursuers (Josh. 24:7). He
puts a hook into the nose of Israel's enemies (2 K. 19 :28 = lsa. 37 :29) and makes their city
into a "possession of the hedgehog" (Isa. 14:23). He makes the nations judges (l"miipdt)
over Israel (Hab. I : l2). He exposes Jerusalem by setting it in the center of the nations (Ezk.

5:5) and secures the throne of Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 43:10; cf. the reference to Yahweh's

own tlrone in the oracle of judgment, 49:38). He makes Israel's or the enemy's land a

"desolation" (iammi, i"rnnmk: Isa. l3:9; Jer. 6:8; 18:16;25:12;51:29; Mic. l:7;Znch.
7: l4; their cities in Jer. l9:8; Zeph.2:13; mountains in Mal. l:3; people in Jer. 25:9; Hos.
2:513); cf. Lam. 3:l l) or into a "forest" (1ta'ar: Hol 2:l4ll2l) or "ruin" ('awwd: Ezk.
2l:32; horbd: Ezk.35:4; ?: Mic. 1:6; cf. m"hittd in Ps. 89:41[40]). He makes rivers into a

"desert" (miQbdr: Ps. 107:33; Isa. 50:2) and makes a "grave" for Nineveh (Nah. l:14).
Those suffering from war, banishment, and distress find that God has made them into a
"spectacle" (r'?; Nah. 3:6), a "plaything" (ma86n: Ps. 80:7[6] [NRSV "scorn/strife"]; cf.
JobT:20, "target"), a "song of mockery" (mdidl: Ps. 44:15[ l4]; Ezk. l4:8[?]), "filth" (s%i;
Lam. 3:45; Biblical Aram. nlttdlft; Dnl. 2:5), subjecting them to scorn (herpA: Ps. 39:9[8];
44l4ll3l). Finally, the combination of iim + t' + PN functions similarly as a threat of
judgment (Jer.29:22; Hos. 1 l:8; cf. Gen. 48:20 in relation to blessing).

In connection with the gathering (cf. Mic. 2:l2with Sim + yaha{) and the reestablish-

ment of Israel, authors in part reverse these references to the destructive divine actions
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of "putting" and "making." God now makes the wilderness into a pool of water ('agam:

Ps. 107:35; Isa.4l:18) and into the garden of Eden (Isa. 5l:3), makes rivers into firm is-
lands (Isa. 42:15) and darkness into light (lsa.42:16; cf. the reversal in Jer. 13:16). He
will "put in the wilderness the cedar, the acacia, the myrtle, and the olive" (Isa. 4l:'19).
With his miraculous powers God "makes a way" through the otherwise untraversable

wilderness (Isa.43:19; 49:ll;51:10).t+: He transforms "the lame" into a (holy) rem-
nant" and "those who were cast off into a strong nation (Mic. 4:7), and magically trans-

forms Jerusalem's pinnacle and gates into precious stones (Isa. 54:l21.ru He makes

Zerubbabel like a signet ring (Hag. 2:23) and makes the formerly forsaken city "majes-
tic forever, a joy from age to age" (Isa. 60:15). He makes "peace" (idl6m) Jerusalem's
"overseer" (Isa. 60:17) and its "borders" (Ps. l47:14; cf. also Nu.6:26).

Most of these passages attest a high degree of poetic creativity. This innovative im-
agery can get lost if a translation switches the objectslas or if the original metaphors in
the text are rendered by lexically generated idioms. The theological function of these

daring metaphors in disrupting fixed notions is also lost. Some of these metaphors are

worth mentioning here in conclusion. It is God who bestows his splendor upon the cho-
sen city (Ezk. 16:14), who clothes the heavens with blackness (Isa. 50:3), and shrouds

the sea in clouds and thick darkness (Job 38:9). It is God who makes justice the line
and righteousness the plummet (Isa.28:17), who makes the clouds his chariot (Ps.

104:3), who puts the tears of the petitioner in a bottle (Ps. 56:9[8]) and makes his feet
like the "feet of a deer" (Hab. 3:19).t+o

IIL I. Sirach. Sirach uses iirn 12 times in the qal (5:12;6:32; 14:21,26; 16:20,24;

33136):2;34t31):16;36[33]:9,11;45:5,7), once in the hiphil (11:30), and once as the

subst. iimZ, "treasure" (4ll{).ttt LXX renderings include -tith- (3 times) and -didon-
(twice). Parallel expressions include only verbs meaning "intellectual activity," alongside

AT byn (14:21; 16:20), im' (16:24), and'rm (6:32).Idiomatic expressions include .fint

ydQ +'al peh (gesture of silence, 5:12), itm ldb +'al ("pay attentiontol' 14:21; 16.'24;

theological context in 16:20 [negation]; without 'al in 6:32) and Stm + lipnA ("put food
before someone," 34[31]: 16). The extra occurrence in the Hebrew text in I l:30 generates

the peculiar expression.firn hiphil + rt! + l" ("they put quarreling for all the good that was

done for them";.taa Nine of fourteen occurrences are in theological contexts and are for
the most part original formulations. Sir. 14:26 (cf. also v. 2l) positively alters the combi
natron itm + qen, which in the OT usually expresses false self-confidence, and summons

143. See T. Seidl, "Jahwe der Krieger-Jahwe der Tr6ster," BN 2l (1983) 127-28.
144. On this interpretation see Vanoni, Literarkritik, 198; a different view is taken by

G. Glassner, Vision eines auf Verheissung gegriindeten Jerusalem. Textanalytische Studien zu

Jesaja 54. Osteneichische Biblische Studien 11 (Klostemeuburg, l99l), 75-76, albeit with un-
persuasive semantic argumentation.

145. See Vanoni, Literarkritik, 198-99.
146. Concerning the metonymic abbreviation see Jenni, 147.

147. See ANH,4lO.
148. G. Sauer, "/esus Sirach. JSHRZ IIU5 (1981), 534.
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the reader to lodge in the boughs of (divine) wisdom.l4e God's actions in this sense in-
volve his salvific intervention (33136):2: he "puts all the nations in fearl' pahaj),his ac-
tions in history (45:5: he puts the commandmentslmiswA) and the law of life and knowl-
edge ltbral l.tayytm, t"bAndl into Moses' hands [cf. Ex. 24:12]; 45:7: he makes an

everlasting covenant with Aaron [cf. Ex. 28:431), and his positing of order and distinc-
tions (36[33]:9: he makes some days into "numbered days" lt"mA mispdrl, i.e., into
weekdays as opposed to the sacred Sabbathl;36[33]:ll: he divides people, all ofwhom
are made from dust, into "generations on earth" ldorA ha\ddmil; concerning this motif
of differentiated order, which is characteristic of Sirach, cf. also 39:16,21,30-34).

2. Qumran. The Hebrew root has thus far appeared about 65 times (15 uncertain) in the

Qumran documents, including 35 times (i.e.,1 5Vo of reliable occurrences) in theological
ssntexls.rso Alongside the verb, the subst. Symh, "treasure," is also attested (Q504 7,9).

The Temple Scroll picks up biblical expressions in several instances, including a

variant (Aramaic influence?) of the defamation expression in Dt. 22:14 ('lwt dbrym,
llQT 65:7,11), the royal-installation expression in Dt. 17:14-15 (iym mlk 7, llQT
56:13,14), and the Dtn/Dtr naming formula (iym im, llQT 3:4; 52'16,2015r). Addi-
tional occurrences relate to Dt. 14:l (1lQT 48:8) and 22:8 (l IQT 65:6). In the Rule
documents, God's actions in this respect involve the determination of the elect (lQM
l2:2) or of their names (CD 2: 13) and the installation of the two spirits "of truth and in-
justice" (lQS 3:18; 4i16,25).tsz CD 20:9 considers all to be lost who put idols on their
hearts (.(rnw glwlym'l lbm;rst is 7 supposed to evoke the expression in Dt. 11:18?).

The hymnic literature also picks up OT expressions. The David of Ps. 151 carries
out the biblical injunctionrsa to accord all glory to Yahweh (w'iymh lyhwh kbwd,
llQPs" 28:5) and considers himself installed by God as the "ruler" and "prince" of his
people (1 lQPs" 28: I 1; cf. l. 3). God's sovereignty is made manifest when he makes a

person a mockery and scorn (brph, IQH 2:9; cf . 2:33-34) and into a banner (ns) to the
elect (lQH 2:13). lQH 2:20 (lcy imth npiy bsrwr hhyym) cites I S. 25:29 (there with
ftyh). lQSb 5:26 (ySm qrnykh brzl) and 4Q381 46:7 (wprswtm tiym nh'ih with a change
from lst to 3rd person) cite Mic. 4:13, and 4Q3721:7 formulates the prophecy of Mic.
3:12 with iymin a narrative context.4Q50l l:9 (wlw'imwkh lngdmh) picks up Ps.

54:5(3). The expression iim + bil"pap, which is only used reflexively in the OT (l S.

2l:l3[2l), is used transitively in 4Q511 63, III, l-2), asserting that God has placed
into the heart (blby) the "secret of the commencement of all human nsliens"lss and has

149. --+ XIII, 46; on the goddess of the boughs as the iconographic background, see

S. Schroer, "Die Zweiggdttin bis Sirach l' Jerusalem: Texte, Bilder Steine. Zum 100. Geburtstag
von Hildi + Othmar Keel-lzu. NTOA 6 (1987), 218-21.

150. On the sparse Aramaic occurrences see Coxon, 500.
15l. See in this regard Langer,5O-74.
152. -+ XIII, 397-98.
153. -r VII,436.
154. See II.3.f above.
155. -+ X, 177.
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also put into the heart the capacity for "opening a fountain of knowledge to all men of
insight" (imth blbbw lptwb, IQH 2: 18). The OT expression iim + b" + peh acquires a

new object when God puts into the mouth of the petitioner something resembling rain
(lqwrh gim, for those who thirst? IQH 8:16; cf. I l:33 [with lacuna]). To these exam-
ples one can add a series of new combinations and original metaphors. God makes

those who pray the Words of the Luminaries into his children "in the sight of all the na-

tions" (wbnym imtnw lkh l'yny laul hgwym,4Q504 l-2,1IJ,5). He makes the petitioner
into the father of the children of grace (wtiymny 'b lbny &sd, IQH 7:20), and causes

him to dwell in a foreign abode "with the many fishers" (wtiymny bmgwr'mdygym
rbym, 5:7-8). He makes him "like a strong tower" (wtiymny kmgdl 'wz, 7:8). He does
not place his decree in the "congregation of vanity" (wbswd n'lmym l' imth hwqy,

7;34), nor does he give him merely a "fleshly refuge" (wysr bir l' imth m wz, lO:23; cf .

also l:28; 6:26; 4Q5ll 28-29,3). As in the benediction of Aaron, .(im occupies a firm
position in the Qumran benedictions. "May he make you holy among his people"
(wyiymkh qdw[i] b rnw, lQSb 4:27); "may he set you as a splendid jewel in the midst
of the congregation of the saints" (wyiymkh mklwl hdr lQSb 3:25).

Vanoni

)2u7 suyrt;))w scket; )'pr?a ma(kil

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences:1. Aramaic/Syriac;2. Hebrew;3. LXX. III.
Meaning, Word Field. IV. Use: l. Hiphil: a. Have Insight; b. Understand Something; c. Make

Someone Insightful,/Make Someone Understand Something; d. Be Successful; e. The Subject;

2. iekeUiekel; 3. maikil; 4. Aram. Hithpael and Sokl"lanfi. V. Qumran.

fAkal. G. W. Ahlstrrim, Psalm 89 (Lund, 1959), esp. 2l-26; L. Delekat, "Probleme der
Psalmentiberschriften," 7AW 76 (196/.) 280-97, esp. 282-83; S. Freyne, "The Disciples in Mark
and the maikilim in Daniel: A Comparisoni'Journalfor the Study of the NT 16(1982)7-23;
M. Gertner, "Terms of Scriptural Interpretation," BSOAS 25 (1962) l-27, esp.22-24; J. Hempel,
"Die Stellung des Laien in Qumran," in H. Bardtke, ed., Qumran-Probleme (Berlin, 1963), 193-
215; K. Koenen, "Maikil-'Wechselgesang.' Eine neue Deutung zu einem Begriff der
Psalmeniiberschifteni' ZAW 103 (1991) 109-12; H. Kosmala, "Mafkil," FS T. H. Gaster JANES 5
(1973) 235-41; H. von Lips, Weisheitliche Traditionen im NT. WMANT 64 (1990) 120-83;
V. Maag, "Zur Ubersetzung von maikil in Amos 5,13, Ps. 47,8 und in den Uberschriften einiger
Psalmen," Schweizerische theologische Umschau l3 (Bern, 1943) 108-15; W. McKane, Prophets
andWise Men. SBT llM (1965), esp. 67-68, 90-93; C. A. Newsom, "The Sage in the Literature of
Qumran: The Functions of the maikill' in J. G. Gammie and L. G. Perdue, eds., The Sage in Israel
and the Ancient Near East (Winona Lake, Ind., 1990),373-82; H. S. Nyberg, "Smiirtornas man,"
SEAT 0942) 5-82, esp. 41-45; M. Sebo, "):ir ifrl hi., to have insight," TLOT lll, 1269-72.

tt2
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I. Etymology. The verb ikl I, "to have insight," is attested only in the hiphil and rep-
resents a denominative of the abstract noun id[el/{e(e/, "insight."t The subst. ptcp.

ma{kil used as a technical term in the Psalm superscriptions is generally derived from
this verb. Alongside ikl I, the homonymous root f/</ II piel, "cross," is also attested in
Gen.48:14.

In Gen.48:13ff. Jacob moves his left hand to the right onto Manasseh as a sign of
blessing and his right hand to the left onto Ephraim. Tg. Onq. ('ahkiminnfrn), Arabic
(bkm), LXXvn (ephrindse), and Luther all take .fkl I as their point of departure in
v. l4b and interpret the statement to mean that Jacob used his hands "with understand-

ing," i.e., laid them consciously in this fashion (cf. v. l9).2 What remains unclear is

why the author used a piel instead of the customary hiphil. Almost all more recent

comms. postulate ikl lI in v. 14, "intertwine, cross," a choice supported by Tg. Isa.

(prg), LXX (enalldx), Yg. (commutans), andPesh. (ihlp). On this view v. l4b would
then explicate the preceding statement in the sense of "by crossing his hands."3 Con-
cerning ikl II, cf. Arab. iakala, "plait, weave, bind togetherl' iikal, "cord"; Akk.
iakkilu, "headband"; both Theodotion (Dnl. 8:25) and LXX (Prov. 19:14) translate fkl
as "fetter," or "be bound." G. R. Driver also finds.fkl II in Isa.52:13, where he reads

yi(:idftel, "he is bound," rather than yaikil.a
L. Blau believes there is only one rcot Skl, comparable to Arab. q/, which can mean

both "bind" and "understand"; on this view ^f/</ means both "lay crosswise" and "under-

stand" (cf. syniemi, "bring together," "understand").s Gertner relates Jkl both to analyt-
ical understanding (intellectual capacity) and to harmony and combinational synthesis
(artistic capacity).6 F. Delitzsch views s/ikl, "plait together," as a stem from which he

then derives the contrasting meanings "have insight" and "be uncomprehending."z
Delitzsch is probably postulating a semantic development "plait together--combine-
have insight" as well as "plait together-mix together-confuse-be confused, uncompre-
hending."

II. Occurrences.
l. Aramaic/Syriac. Outside Hebrew, the root .(k/ occurs in the Semitic languages

only in Aramaic and Syriac (Eblaite ti-ii-td-qi-lum is not related to .f,t/, but to iql,
"weigh"8). In Imperial Aramaic, skl ithpaal is attested in the Words of Ahiqar (5th/4th

century).e In Jewish Aramaic, s/ikl aphel means "have insight" and "make insightful,"
then ithpaal "acquire insight, comprehend, pay attention"; the adj. s/iuf;l"1dnd'means

l. See Blz, $38b'. On I S. 18:30 see II.2.c below.
2. KD, in loc.; S. R. Driver, The Book of Genesis. Westminster Comm. (t21926),377.
3. Cf. Pesiq. Rab. 3; Koenen, I I 1.

4. G. R. Driver, "Isaiah 52:13-53:121'In Memoriam P Kahle. BZAW 103 (1968),90-91.
5. "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln II," W7 (1957) 101; cf. l,exSyr 473.
6. Gertner, 23.
7. KD, in loc.; cf. -+ ):o skl, X,255-58; Ahlstrdm, 22.
8. Contra C. H. Gordon, in idem, G. A. Rendsburg, and N. H. Winter, eds., Eblaitica I

(Winona Lake, Ind., 1987),28; cf . Mateiali Epigrafici di Ebla, lY, 326, 1184.
9. Concerning Biblical Aramaic see IV.4 below.
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"insightful, having insight," and the nouns s/SfiSld', s/Sf$d', sakldnfila', sfrLl"ldnfr(ld'),
and stkkfild', mean "insight, understanding." In Syriac one finds skl pael, "cause to
have insight, proclaim," ethpael "comprehend l' swklTskwltnwf', "insight," swkly', "that
which is characteristicl' and skwltn', "insightful."t0

Ahiqar 147 contains the summons'l tstkl kbyr with the fragmentary continuation
....Iyd'k&.... W. Baumgartnerderives tstklfrom+):O sk/, "befoolish," andtrans-
lates "don't act foolish like an idiot."ll Generally, however, s/c/ is viewed as an ortho-
graphic variant of .fkl. The verb might then be understood as a verb of seeing; cf. Jew-
ish Aram. Sfrl ithpaal. P. Joiion translates: "do not consider that which is (too) great
(for) ysu."l2 H. L. Ginsberg views kbyr not as an object but as an adverb, translating,
"gaze not overmuch (les)t thy vi(sion) be dimmed."t3 According to W. McKane this is
to be understood as a metaphorical injunction not to look too closely lest one dissipate

one's energy.ta M. Seidel understands 'l tstkl kbyr in the light of Eccl. 7:16, 'al-

tilhakknm ydpr ("do not act too wise"), and renders the passage in Ahiqar in the sense

of "do not act too clever," an interpretation supported by the context.ls The contrasting
admonitions in Ahiqar 148, "be not too sweet . . . be not too bitter," correspond in
Ahiqar 146-47 to the two antithetical injunctions "remove not wisdom from thee . . . be

not too clever."l6

2. Hebrew. A survey of the Hebrew occurrences of ,ftl reveals the following.
a. In Eccl. l: 17 and lsa. 44:25 (cf. the Masora), .fkl is merely an orthographic variant

of + ):o sftr.

b. In Jer. 50:9 most comms. correctly read the well-attested (see BIIS) maiktl, "suc-
cessful," instead of maiktl. Only mafkil offers an appropriate parallel to "empty-
handed, vainly." Moreover, contextually the author cannot be emphasizing the brutality
of the nations advancing against Babylon by comparing their arrows to those of a war-
rior who "makes childless," i.e., who kills children. Jer. 50:8-9 focuses solely on the

military "success" of the nations, since it is this success that will bring about Israel's
liberation from exile. Only an understanding ofthe text focusing on revenge on Baby-
lon first interpreted maiktl as a hiphil of .itl, which is otherwise attested only in Hos.

9:14.
c. The qal of Skl occurs only in I S. 18:30, where according to the context it must

10. kxSyr 473.
I l. W. Baumgartner, "Das Aramiiische im Buche Daniel," 7AW 45 (1927) 102 = Zum AT und

seiner Umwelr (t eiden, 1959), 90. Cf. A. Ungnad, Aramiiische Papyrus aus Elephantine (Leip-
zig, 19ll),76; J. M. Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore, 1983),147-48.

12. P. Jotion, MUSJ 18 (1934) 88; cf. DNS/, II,785.
13. ANET,429.
14. Proverbs. oTL (1977), 175-76.
15. "Bemerkungen zu den aramiiischen Papyrus und Ostraka aus Elephantinel' ZAW 32

(1912) 296-97.
16. ANET 429; cf . AP,243; AOT 461; P. Grelot, "Les proverbes aram6ens d'Ahiqar," RB 68

(1961) 189; idem, Documents aramiens d'Egypte. IAPO 5 (1972) M3.
17. See HAL, lll,1328b.
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mean "have success." Instead of postulating a qal usage of .fftl corresponding to the

hiphif ,tz one should rather emend the text to hiiktl, yaiktl, or maiktl. Reading maSkil is

supported by the fact that I S. I 8: 14- 15 already refers to David twice as ma(ktl and by
the fact that the missing m can easlly be explained as a result of haplography.l8

d. In I S.25:3 ief,elmeans "insight, understanding."
No independent noun Seftel meaning "form" is attested. Adducing Arab. iakl,

"form," F. Perles postulates a Hebrew word with precisely the same meaning in I S.

25:3.|e As in Gen. 29:17 ; 39:6; Est. 2:7 , a hendiadys allegedly describes a person's

beauty. Abigail had a beautiful form and nice appearance. The narrative flow of I S.

25 itself militates against this view, one already criticized by J. Barr.2o Abigail and

her husband, Nabal, appear as antipodes. Whereas Nabal - whose name already
characterizes him as a fool - behaves quite devoid of understanding toward David
and as a result dies, his wife's behavior shows her to be a prudent wife who thus be-

comes the wife of the later king. The flow of the narrative thus requires that Abigail
be presented at the beginning not merely as particularly beautiful but as beautiful
and insightful.

Taking this evidence into consideration, we find that the root ikl occurs 9l times in
the Hebrew OT (Ps. l4..2 = 53:3[Eng. 2] counted twice). Of these, 6l passages use .ftl
hiphil, 16 iefteUS€lel, and 14 ma{ktl as a technical term in the Psalm superscriptions.
The hiphil of ^fftl occurs quite often as a participle (22times, including 8 times in the sg.

in Proverbs, 5 times in the pl. in Daniel) and as the infinitive (14 times). The participle
describes how a reasonable or successful person acts and fares. The infinitive is gener-

ally used substantivally in the sense of "insight, prudence," corresponding thus to
ieftel.

The noun appears 7 times in the historical books (including 6 times in the Chroni-
cler's History), the verb 15 times. Of these 15 occurrences, 10 are found in the Dtr His-
tory and 4 in the Chronicler's History. In the latter, hiiktl always means "have insight"
or "comprehend," whereas in the Dtr History (excepting Dt. 32:29) it always means

"have success." I S. 18 uses the term 4 times in reference to David's military success.

Dt. 29:8(9); Josh. l:7,8; I K. 2:3; 2 K. l8:7 all use hifktl in a typically Dtr fashion.
These statements focus variously on the results (l"ma'an in Dt. 29:8[9];Josh. 1:7; I K.
2:3, or w"'az inJosh. 1:8) of correct observance of the law. If Israel or its leaders keep

the law, they will be successful in a comprehensive sense.

In the prophetic writings hiSktl ffist appears in the 6th century, and then (excepting

Am.5:13) only 6 times in Jeremiah and 3 in Deutero-Isaiah. The authenticity of all
these passages is disputed.

Am. 5: l3 is probably a late addendum.2l J. L. Mays believes that a glossator who, in

18. Cf. RHB, lll,234; K8L2,922. On the syntactic construction see GK $116q,r.
19. 'A Misunderstood Hebrew Word," IQR l7 (1926/27) 233.
20. CPT 244-45.
21. Cf. G. Fleischer, Von Menschenverkciufern, Baschankiihen und Rechtsverkehren. Die

Sozialkritik des Amosbuches in historisch-kritischer sozialgeschichtlicher und archiiologischer
Perspektive. BBB 74 (1989), ll5, 129-30,256.
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contrast to Amos, is a quietist, is remarking that in an age of repression (v. 12) the most
prudent course of action is to keep silent (cf. Prov. 10: l9).zz Within the context of the

book of Amos, however, it seems to make more sense if one relates the age in question
not to the present age of injustice but to the future age of divine judgment (cf. Mic.
2:3). At the commencement of this judgment, prudent persons will keep silent and

abandon all resistance against Amos because they will have to acknowledge the verac-

ity of the prophetic word.23 Am. 5:13 can be considered original if one associates bd'E!

haht'with maiktl contrary to the accentuation. The point is not that one keeps silent in
the future, but that one has insight into the future (be of thingzl;. Those who, like
Amos, recognize the imminent day of Yahweh will fall silent.2s According to G. V.

Smith,zo the author is announcing to the successful, to the members of the upper
classes, that they will fall silent (i.e., die). E. Sellin understands maiktl as in the Psalm

superscriptions as "hymn"; Amos is allegedly announcing that all hymns will fall silent
on the day of Yahweh.27

The root ikl occurs most frequently in the "didactic writings." The verb appears l3
times in Proverbs (8 times as the sg. ptcp.), the noun 6 times. Both generally involve
completely secular rather than theological insight. The verb occurs 1l times in the

Psalms, the noun once. Here the focus is always on theological insight, including
knowledge of God or of his works and commandments. The same applies to the book
of Job, where the verb appears 3 times, the noun once. The verb occurs 9 times in the

book of Daniel, the noun once. Reference to the maflkilim here deserves special atten-

tion (l l:33,35; 12:3,10).In the tribulations of the end time, Israel will be divided into
two camps, into apostates on the one hand, and those loyal to Yahweh on the other. At
the center of those loyal to Yahweh one finds the more or less clearly outlined group of
the maSktltm. These persons with "insight" (NRSV "the wise among the people") are

endowed with special eschatological knowledge (12:10), which they pass on to the

other believers (ll:33). Although many of them face martyrdom (11:35),28 they will
nonetheless participate in a special fashion in glory of the eschaton (12:3). With
O. Pldger one can probably understand the maiktltm as "an extreme eschatological
group within the Hasideans."2e

The root,f/<l occurs 2l times in the Hebrew Sirach fragments, including passages in
which the root is attested in only one manuscript. The hiphil ptcp. occurs in7:19,21;

22. Amos. OTL (1969),98; cf. A. J. O. van der Wal, 'Amos 5:13 - een omstreden tekst,"
NedTT 4l (1987) 89-98.

23. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),249-50.
24. See IV.l.b below.
25. So RIIB, Y,241; K. Cramer, Amos. Versuch einer theologischen Interpretation. BWANT

15 (1930), 85-86; cf. by contrast Maag, I 14-15.
26.'Amos 5:13: The Deadly Silence of the Prosperous,".IBL 107 (1988) 289-91; cf. J. J.

Jackson, 'Amos 5:13 Contextually Understood," ZAW 98 (1986) 434-35.
2'1 . Das Zwc;lfurophetenbuch. KAT ){IUI (1922),239-40. See IV.3 below.
28. Cf. by contrast J.-C. Lebram, Das Buch Daniel. ZBK 23 (1984), 132.
29. Das Buch Daniel. I(ATXYIII (1965), 165; cf. Hempel, 202-3;K.Koch, Das Buch Daniel.

EdF 144 (1980), t6s-66.
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lO:23,25; 13:22; 40:23; 47:12. The noun occurs in 8:9; l0:3,30; 1l:15; 13:23; 15:3;

16:24;26:13;35:2,3,18:40:18; 42:20;50:27. As in Proverbs, i/c/ is used primarily in
secular contexts.

This survey shows that the root occurs especially in wisdom texts. Almost all occur-
rences date to the exilic/postexilic period. Just which passages are possibly older (Gen.

3:6; I S. l8; Ps. 2:10; several proverbs) remains a matter of dispute.

3. LXX. The LXX translates the verb in 17 and the noun in 9 different ways; includ-
ing derivatives, the LXX uses especially syniinai (41 times), noein (17), epistasthai
(6), phronein (2), and synetizein (2). lt always translates maSkil in the Psalm
superscriptions with a form of synesis. Strikingly, except for Prov. l7:8, the LXX never

translates the root.ftl in the sense of "be successful." Aquila almost always renders .fftl

with forms of the root epist-.

III. Meaning, Word Field. Only a semantic field rather than a basic meaning can

be determined for.fkl. In an ingressive sense .(k/ means "become insightfuVreasonable"
(Ps. 2:10; 94:8);:o in a stative sense it means "be insightfuUreasonable." The focus is

not primarily on any one, specific intellectual ability,:t but rather on the more general

use of common sense. It is only in the Chronicler's History and Daniel that ikl first be-
gins referring to the wisdom of an intellectual elite. The root .fkl is also used with an

object in the sense of "comprehending something." In this context one can distinguish
the aspects of "acquiring knowledge" (Neh. 8:13; Ps. 94:8; ll9:99:' Isa. 41:20), "pos-
sessing knowledge" (2 Ch.30:22), and "transmitting knowledge."32

Being reasonable includes corresponding behavior. A reasonable person practices
justice and righteousness (Ps. 36:4[3); lOl:2; Jer.23:5), and from such behavior suc-

cess follows according to the OT understanding of the act-consequence nexus. Hence

ikl can also refer to success in the sense of a fulfilled life, though also more concretely
in the sense of individual successes, e.g., a military victory.

In connection with .(k/, God appears as the one who grants a person insight, i.e., the

capacity for insight and understanding (1 Ch.22:12; cf. Job l7:4), or transmits insight
to a person.33 At the same time, he is the object of knowledge. Reasonable persons rec-

ognize God, his deeds, and his law.3a Thus God is with them (l S. 18:14; 2K.18:7),
and they are successful.

Hence a certain concept underlies,fftl uniting the various aspects "be reasonable-act
reasonably-recognize God-keep God's commandments-have a successful life-acquire
superiority." All these aspects resonate in any given instance even if one of them may
occupy the foreground.

When the root .fkl means "have insight" or "comprehend something," it is often

30. On Gen. 3:6 and Neh. 9:20 see IV.l.a,c below.
31. -+ E)ll haftam (chdkham), [Y,364-85.
32. See IV.l.c below.
33. See IV.l.e below.
34. See IV.1.a below.
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closely associated with the roots byn, "understand" (13 times), yd', "know" (ll), bkm,
"be wise" (7), and r'h, "see" (2); ct. esp. Dt. 32:29 2 Ch. 2: I I ( l2); Isa. 41:20: 44:18;
Dnl. l:4,17. Antonyms include the roots ksl,"be foolish" (Ps. 94:8; Prov.23:9),b'r"be
dumb" (Ps. 94:8), 'wh, "be disturbed" (Prov. 12:8), and r.i', "act wickedly" (Dnl.
12:10).:s The negative pendant of the maiktl in Prov. 10:5; 14:35; 17:2is the disgrace-

fiim?bii. When ikl means "give someone insight (into something)," synonyms include
yrlr hiphil, "teach, instruct," and ngd hiphil, "announce, proclaim." If ikl is to be under-
stood in the sense of "be successful," parallel terms include slh, "be successful" (Josh.

I :8; Dnl. 8:2536), slp, "cast down" (Prov. 2l:12), and ykl, "overcome" (Jer. 20:ll).tt
Antonyms include tfl, "stumble, go astray," and bwi, "be ashamed" (Jer. 20: I I ). In Isa.

52:13 ikl refers to the exaltation of the Servant of God. Parallel terms here include vari-
ous verbs of raising (rwm, ni', gbh; cf. Job l7:4).ia

IV. Use.
I . Hiphil. a. Have Insight. The term hiSktl is often used absolutely, i.e., without any

indication of an object of knowledge. In such cases the verb then refers to a person's in-
sight in the general sense, to the use of common sense. It means "be reasonable, act

reasonably," "be prudent, act prudently." The context shows what such action means in
a concrete sense. It refers first of all to wholly secular prudence. A prudent person

knows how to act in certain situations, e.g., when one must harvest (Prov. l0:5) and

when one should keep silent (10:19). Such persons acquire respect. A prudent servant

has the king's favor (14:35), and a prudent woman is a gift from God for her husband
(19:14). The prudent person is successful, is able to live well in the larger sense, and

has nothing to do with the realm of shadows (15:24; 2l:16). Such success can also

mean concrete material rewards. A prudent servant receives a portion of the inheritance
just as does a son (17:2).

Such insight manifests itself not only in secular prudence, but also in a recognition
of Yahweh. Prov. l:3 shows how smooth the transition between these two spheres is,

spheres generally separated in modern thought. The verse uses /ri.(kil in a comprehen-
sive sense. The book of Proverbs introduces itself as a book seeking to transmit mttsqr
haikdl, instruction in being wise, and such wisdom includes appropriate behavior in
daily life as well as the appropriate fear of God. In Jer. 3: 15 Yahweh promises to give

the eschatological Jerusalem shepherds "after my own heart" who will guide the peo-

ple with understanding (not transmit understanding to the people3e). In this context
such understanding includes the appropriate Yahweh faith. Similar also is Jer.23:5,
where hiikil within a meaningful series of verbs (be prudent-exercise righteousness)

cannot mean "be successful."ao

35. Concerning st/, "be dumb," see I above.
36. See IV.2 below.
37. See ILC,l-ll, 196-99.
38. See von Lips, 120-26.
39. Contra R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986), 148.
40. Contra W. McKane, Jeremiah I. ICC (1986),562.
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Other passages focus on the theological aspect. Ps. 2 summons the kings of the na-

tions to cease rebelling and rather to be reasonable and serve Yahweh (v. l0). Common
sense demands that Yahweh be venerated. Only a fool believes that there is no God or
that God does not see us. By contrast, a prudent person seeks God (Ps. l4:2 =
53:312);at 36:4[3];94:8). Because Job does not simply submit to God without criti-
cism, he is accused in Job 34:35 -37 of speaking without insight, i.e., like a fool. Job

22:2 also implies this charge, insisting that a reasonable person knows he can neither
damage nor be of service to God.a2 Those who worship wooden f,rgurines as gods (Isa.

44: l8) or who boast of their own capabilities must be lacking reason. Jer. 9:22-23(23-
24), warning against the latter, summons its readers in the wisdom style to boast only
of that understanding whose tasks include recognition of Yahweh.a3

Once human reason acknowledges Yahweh, other insights necessarily follow. Ac-
cording to Ps. 119:99, keeping the commandments is what distinguishes the person

with insight. In Neh. 9:20 and Am. 5:13, it is the prudent person who understands the

meaning of divine actions. According to Neh. 9:2O,M during the wilderness wander-
ings Yahweh gave his people a good spirit to give them insight or to instruct them.

Contextually the reference can only be to insight into Yahweh's divine care for them.

Israel should recognize the meaning of the pillars of cloud and fire and let themselves

be guided by them. Am. 5:13 expects that a prudent person, recognizing the justifica-
tion of the divine punishment, will keep silent at the commencement of judgment.a5

According to Gen. 3:6, the tree of knowledge transmits knowledge enabling people to
recognize good and evil.

In Gen. 3:6 comms. occasionally translate nehma{ lhaSkil in the sense of "to con-
sider, view as desirable" (LXX, Vg., Pesh.).a6 The term hi{kil, however, does not yield
the meaning "consider, vi€w as";47 though cf. Aram. ,fkl ithpaal. Hence nehmdy' lehaiktl
does not represent a synonymous parallel to the preceding expression "delight to the

eyes"; rather, the verse enumerates three characteristics of the tree, namely, that it offers
tasty fruits, is a delight to the eyes, and is desirable to make a person wise.48 Or, if the

human being rather than the tree is the logical subject, it is about having success or simi-
larly a person becoming wise, which seems contextually more appropriate.ae As far as

41. See IV.l.b below.
42. N. C. Habel,Job. OTL(1985),337-38, makes the formerpoint; G. Fohrer, Das Buch

Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 354-55, the latter.
43. See IV.l.b below.
44. See IV.l.c below.
45. See II.2 above.
46. RHB, I, l3; J. L. Seeligmann, "Erkenntnis Gottes und historisches Bewusstsein im alten

Israel," Beitrrige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (G6ttingen, 1977),432.
47. A. Dillmann, Genesis (Eng. trans., 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1897), 152-53.
48. K8L2,922.
49. For the former see G. Pidoux, "Encore les deux arbres de Gendse 31" 7AW 66 (1954) 4l;

cf. H. J. Stoebe, "Gut und Bdse in der Jahwistischen Quelle des Pentateuchi AW 65 (1953)
200. For the latter see O. H. Steck, Die Paradieserziihlung. BSt 60 (1970) 104 n. 229 =
'Wahrnehmungen Gottes im AT. ThB 70 (1982),92-93 n. 229.
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contentisconcerned,thedesiredknowledgecanreferbacktov.5bandbeaknowledge
of good and evil, o, 

"u.t'"i"'back 
to v' 5a and be an opening of the eyes'5o Since even

such 
..opening of the 

"i"r'; 
urro refers to the knowledge of good and evil, hiikil in any

case refers uliimately to precisely such knowledge'sl

b. rlnderstana so*"rt"iini. rlquentty hiikil is accompanied by an indication of

what it is a person i. uno".riunainj, generauy introduced by the accusative (Dt' 32:29;

2Ch.30:22;Job34:27;Ps.64:10[9];106:7;Dnl.9:22),thoughsometimesbyb,(Ps.
101:2; Dnl. l:4,17;9:nl,sz 'el (Nen' a:t:; Ps' 41:2[1])' 

.4l (1 ch' 28:19; Prov' 16:20)'

u ti 
"iuor" 

(Isa. 41:20), or in direct discourse (Dnl' 9:25ff')'

In Ps. 14:2 (= 53:3[2]); 32:8; and Jet' 9:23(24)' the question arises whether hiikil is

being used absolutely oi whether the content of knowledge indicated in these passages

by the subsequent r"Ji, utro,o be applied to hiskil. In the first case, Jer. 9:23(24)

wouldbetranslated,..tobeprudentandtoknowme,"andinthesecond,"tounderstand
(me) and know me"' ri p'' r+tz (= 53:3[2]) the question is whether God is looking

down from heaven ro ."" ii..,t 
"re 

are any who are wise and seek after God," or is look-

ing to see if ..there -; * *ho kno* (6od) and seek after God." Because the indica-

tion of the content of knowledge in the case of hiiktl always refers to extremely con-

creteknowledge'andyettheabsoluteusecanalsorefertothekindofbasicrecognition
ofYahwehatissueinthesepassages,itisprobablywhatismeanthereaswell.Adif-
ferent situation outuin, in ps. :ZiS, which focuses on transmitting a specific type of

knowledge, whence "I will make clear to you [not: make you clear in the sense of give

y"* imiit,f and show you the w1y y:u should go'"

The accusatir" "o:"Jirr 
iis*it'oi rn"oblect irtroduced by b" in2 ch. 30:22; Dnl'

1:4; 9:22i, u 
"or""pi 

of tnowteOg e (hokmL' hnd' Sekel) and refers in that sense to

comprehensive knowledge'

According to tne fvrf Lf Ps' 41:2(1)'s3 a person is the object of such knowledge'

"Huppyarethose*no'""ogni'ethepoor"i'e''thedistressofthepoor'implyinganen-
suing offer of help ,o ,i".1Excepr irt 4t:2(l)i, the objects of knowledge fot hi{ktl ate

alwaysofatheologicalnature.oifferentlythanisthecasewiththeabsoluteusage'
here such t no*t"ag"-;*ul, ,"t"., not to a fundamental recognition of Yahweh, but to

knowledge of a quite concrete divine deed or of divine commandments'

passages .on""-"J-*ith knowledge of Yahweh's deeds generally focus on his

salvific deeds. The foi,iono in ps.6+:tO(9) speaks about his rescue' Yahweh de-

stroyed his enemies,'alnJ io* tfr" psalmist i, prottuiming this divine deed'54 Deutero-

IsaiahwantsttreentireworldtoknowthatitisthehandofYahwehthatwillbringabout
theimminentnewexodus(4|:20).InDnl'9:25Danielistoknowthecourseofcoming

50.SoC.Dohmen,Schi)pfungundTod,Die.Entfaltungtheologischerundanthropologischer
Xoii"ption"n in Gen' 2/3' SBB 17 (1988)' l l l'

5 I . on interpretations ";1;" 
;;;;ion "ttno*t"oge of good and evil"' -> Y ' 464-65 '

l?. ?i,^#.?,,1;;n':1,"::J: u. c,un\9r, Die Psatmen' HKA. rttz ere68)' 174-15;

fvf. patrooO, Psalms I: 1-50' AB 16 (1966)'249'

54. See IV.l.c below'
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history. According to Ps. 106:7, the sin of the fathers was that they did not know
(NRSV "consider") the wonderful works of Yahweh. Dnl. 9:13 may be meant simi-
larly, where the author acknowledges that he did not recognize Yahweh's '"me1. Here
the reference is either to Yahweh's faithfulness, which brings salvation, or to his trust-
worthiness, which will also carry out the impending judgment.5s Knowledge of divine
actions corresponds in Dt. 32:29 to insight into the powerlessness of human beings.

Yahweh reflects within the framework of a conversation with himself whether he

should perhaps not destroy Israel after all lest the nations, who lack all insight into their
own powerlessness in the matter, boast of that deed themselves.

Alongside knowledge of Yahweh's deeds, other passages focus on knowledge of the

divine commandments. In Ps. 32:8 Yahweh intends to make clear to the petitioner the

way Yahweh wishes him to go.s6 The petitioner in 101:2 promises to recognize (NRSV
"study") the way that is blameless in order to "walk with integrity of heart." By con-
trast, Job 34:27 says that the wicked do not recognize (NRSV "have no regard for")
Yahweh's ways. Neh.8:13 recounts that the heads of the ancestral houses gathered

around Ezra in order to study the words of the law. To the four young men in Dnl. I
Yahweh has "given insight into all the books" (v. 17; NRSV "gave skill in every aspect

of literature"), the reference doubtless being to the books of divine instruction. Prov.

16:20 promises that those who know Yahweh's word will fare well. I Ch. 28:19 simi-
larly says that David studied the writing he received from the hand of Yahweh describ-
ing all the works of the temple construction.

Because Prov. l6:20b is not promising anything greater than does v.2oa,s7 the verse

is probably not an example of antithetical parallelism (McKane: "he who is quick to
take a point prospers, but happy is he who trusts in Yahweh"), but rather of synony-
mous parallelism. The word to be known is not just any word, but Yahweh's or that of a
wisdom teacher, the latter of which coincides with Yahweh's word in any case.

In I Ch. 28:19 'dldyw can be associated with the preceding and then mean either
that the writing came "to me/him" (i.e., David) or that Yahweh's hand rested "on me/
him" (i.e., David).ss It can also, however, be associated with the following hiiktl
(Masoretic accentuation).5e If one understands it in the sense of a personal object, then

either he (David) brought insight to him (Solomon), or he (Yahweh) brought insight to
melhim (David),00 though this view is weakened by the fact that 'al never indicates the

recipient of knowledge. More likely,'al refers to the previously mentioned writing and,

like the expression hiSkil 'aU'el-dapar in Prov. l6:20 and Neh. 8: I 3, indicates what it is
that a person knows: "Everything was in a writing from Yahweh's hand; he [David]

55. See Lebram, Daniel, 23,104.
56. See above and IV.l.e below.
57. McKane, Proverbs, 236, 498.
58. Cf. KD, in loc.;8. L. Curtis, Chronicles.lCC I I (1910),300; H. G. M. Williamso\ I and

2 Chronicles. NCBC (1982), 183. Concerning the text-critical problem, cf. D. Barth6lmy, Cri'
tique texruelle de I'AT. OBO 50ll (1982),473.

59. J. Becker. I Chronik. NEB 18 (1986), 111.

60. See I. Benzinger, Die Biicher der Chronik. KHC XX (1901), 67.
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studied ft CAldyw):'Hence once need not follow K. Galling and construe the verse to

mean that David had insight on the basis of it ('dlayw)-6t

c. M ake S ome o ne I n s i g hful/ M ake S ome one IJ nd e r stand S o me thin g. The f orrr. hi S ktl

can occasionally be translated causatively in the sense of "make someone have insight'

give someone insight, into something/someone." Such is always the case, and (except

ior Ps. 64:l0t9l) then only if there is a personal object.62 The object always stands in

the accusative (which is why I Ch. 28:1963 and Prov. 2l:1 I do not belong here) and in-

dicates to whom such insight or understanding is mediated. In Ps. 32:8 Yahweh gives

the petitioner insight.a In Dnl. 9:22 Gabiel grants Daniel insight. Prov. 16:23 speaks

about the mind and mouth in a personified form, adding that the mind of the wise be-

stows judiciousness upon their mouth (NRSV "makes their speech judicious")' In Neh.

9:20 the nominal suffix can indicate either the subject or the object, so that it remains

unclear whether Yahweh has given a good spirit to the wilderness generation "so that

they have insight" or "in order to make them insightful."
ps. 64:10(9) relates that everyone mediates insight into Yahweh's salvific deed. The

verse lacks a personal object, something contextually possible because the proclama-

tion of Yahweh's salvific deed made by all people is not intended for any specific per-

son. The causative meaning of hiikilhere is suggested by the par. ngd hiphil. Hence the

verse does not contain a hysteron proteron "proclaim-know," nor can there be any se-

quence "proclaim-know,"6s since then a new subject would have to be introduced for

the action of knowing. Rather, hiSkil together with higgti constitutes synonymous par-

allelism, with both verbs referring to the proclamation of a divine salvific deed'

d. Be Successful. The form hiiktl refers both to the "deed" and to the "consequence

of the deed," i.e., both to the state of being prudent and to the success deriving from

such prudence; as such it can also mean "be successful." In such cases hiSkil is gener-

ally uied absolutely, though Dtr authors can use the accusative (Dt. 29:8[9]; I K. 2:3)'

b,(Josh. l:7;2K.18:7; 1 S. 18:5?), or l" (l S. 18:14) to express the nature of that suc-

CESS.

When it means "be successful: hiiktl refers first of all to a successful life character-

ized by blessings and well-being in the more comprehensive sense of the sort bestowed

upon the wise person according to wisdom instruction (Prov. 2l:11). Interpreters usu-

aily understara 2t:t1 to be saying that something is made clear to the wise' If one

views the simple person in the preceding half-verse as the subject, then that person al-

legedly should learn from the fact that one mediates insight to the wise person.66 The

qulstion arises, however, to what extent the simple person can learn something from

ihe knowledge of the wise. If by contrast one views the wise person as the subject, then

the proverb is using antithetical parallelism to point out that the wise do not learn

61. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik, Esra, Nehemia. ATD 12 (1954),69'

62. On Ps. 4ll2(l) see IV.l .b.

63. For the former see IV.l.d; for the latter see IV'I.b.
64. See IV.1.e.
65. So L. Delekat, Asylie und Schutzorakel am Zionheiligtum (Leiden, 1967),70'
66. See O. Pliiger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984),246'
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through chastisement, but rather by receiving insight or instruction.67 The presence of
the prep. /", which contra BI/S should not be deleted, militates against both these views,
however, since in the case of hiikil the person to whom insight is given would have to
stand in the accusative.68 Prov. 2l: I I is probably rather saying that the simple person,

who is the subject in both halves of the verse, learns in two ways: when the scoffer is
punished and when "success [comes] to the wise."6e

Dtr authors promise comprehensive success to those who keep the law.70 They will
succeed in everything they do @al in Dt. 29:8[9]; Josh. l:7; 1 K. 2:3;2 K. 18:7) be-

cause Yahweh is with them (2 K. 18:7). The shepherds of the people who do not in-
quire about Yahweh, however, will not prosper (Jer. 10:21). Not without a note of
irony, Prov. l7:8 finds that bribery always brings success. The fourth Servant Song be-

gins in the fashion of a superscription by asserting that the Servant will prosper and be

exalted. Here too success is to be understood in a comprehensive sense.

Although there is no reason to emend hiiktl in Isa. 52:13,71 the meaning of yaiktl is

disputed. If one translates it in the sense of "be prudenVact prudently," then v. l3a fo-
cuses on the prudent way in which the Servant currently executes his office, and only in
v. l3b on the resulting reward.TzIf by contrast one translates the verb as "be successful,
prosper," then it refers to the future and means either that the Servant's mission will
succeed (cf. 53:l0b) or that after his sufferings he himself will succeed and see light
(cf. 53: l1).2: 1n" latter stands in the foreground if one views v. l3b as a synonymous
parallel and construes an inclusio between v. 13 and 53:10a,ll-12 encompassing the

fourth Servant Song. Nonetheless, some scholars emphasize that the other aspects

probably resonate as well.Ta
2 K. 18:7-8 illustrates Hezekiah's success by enumerating his military victories.

Here one sees that hiiktl can also be used in a specialized sense, namely, in reference to
military success. 1 S. l8 uses hiSktl 4 times in reference to David's successes against

the Philistines. Jer. 50:9 compares the arrows of the nations advancing on Babylon to
those of a successful warrior.Ts In the confessions Jeremiah describes Yahweh as a
powerful warrior (20:l I ) who will destroy the prophet's enemies. They will lA' hifktltt,

67. W. Frankenberg, Die Spriiche. HKAT W3,1 (1898), l2l; cf. McKane, Proverbs, 550.
68. See HAL, lll,1328b; see IV.l.c above.
69. Cf. E. Bertheau, Die Spriiche Salomos. EHAT Yll (1847), 8l; M. Lambert, "Notes

ex6getiques," REJ 42 (1901) 266.
70. See II.2 above.
71. On the suggestions cf., e.g., D. Meinhold, "Miscellen," ZAW 2l (1901) 204-6; Driver,

"Isaiah 52: l 3-53:l2l' 90-91.
72.Cf.J. A. Alexander, Isaiahll (New York,21875),283-84; KD, in loc.; K8L2,922.
73. E. Kutsch, Sein Leiden und Tod - Unser Heil. Eine Exegese von Jes 52,13-53,12. BSt 52

(1967), l5-16.
74. Cf. R. N. Whybray, Isaiah 4046. NCBC (1978), 169; H.-J. Hermisson, "Der Lohn des

Knechts," Die Botschaft und die Boten. FS H. W. Wolff (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1981), 284-85;
W. A. M. Beuken, Jesaja deel II B. POT (1989), 47; O. H. Steck, 'Aspekte des Gottesknechts in
Jes 52,13-53,12: 7AW 97 (1985) 47; cf. also Nyberg, 44-45.

75. See II.2.b.
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which in connection with the expressions of trust in v. I I refers not to their lack of un-
derstanding but to their defeat.76

When Prov. 2l:12 speaks about the success of the righteous over the wicked, it
probably refers to the destruction of the wicked. The verse is not saying that the righ-
teous person mediates insight to the house of the wicked - what insight would that be
anyway? - or that the righteous person keeps an eye on the house of the wicked.77 In-
stead of /", the accusative with a person would have to be used.78 The term maikil is
probably rather describing the righteous person as someone who is successful in bar
tle.7e Moreover, the meaning "be successful" is also found in the preceding verse (see

above), and the parallelism also leads one to expect such a meaning. One should proba-
bly translate, "The righteous is successful over against the house ofthe wicked, casting
the wicked down to ruin."

e. The Subjeu. The grammatical or logical subject of hiikil is always a human or di-
vine being, the only exceptions being the "mind," which appears in Prov. 16:23 and Isa.

44: 18 as the seat of prudence (cf. Job 17:4), and Job's own "words," which are without
insight (34:35;.ao

When hiiktl means "have insight" or "comprehend something," the subject is quite
frequently a person within a basic wisdom context (e.g., Proverbs). In Isa. 4l:20 it is all
people or all nations in an explicitly universalistic sense (cf. Ps. 2: l0). In the Psalms the
petitioner or psalmist is often the subject (l0l:2; ll9:99; cf . 32:8). The counterpart to
the presence of such insight is often its absence in the wicked (Job 34:27 ; Ps. 36:4[3];
94:8) or in the narions (DL32:2981). Only Neh. 9:20; Ps. 106:7; Dnl. 9:13 speak about
Israel's insight. Jer. 3:15 and 23:5 expect the future ruler of Israel to have insight. Spe-
cific individuals or groups include David (1 Ch. 28:1982), the Levites (2 Ch.30:22), the
heads of the ancestral houses (Neh. 8:13), Daniel and his companions (Dnl. 1:4,17;
9:25; cf.9:22), as well as those "with insight" in Dnl. 11:33,35; l2:3,10.83 Job himself
appears as an individual without insight in Job 34:35.

When hiiktl means "give someone insight," its subject can be Yahweh or some other
heavenly being. In such cases hiiktl referc to a revelatory event. Gabriel reveals the fu-
ture to Daniel (Dnl.9:22).In Neh. 9:20 either the spirit given by Yahweh or Yahweh
himself is the logical subject of hi{kil if the meaning here is "make someone insightful,
give someone insight."84 In Ps. 32:8 Yahweh assures the psalmist that he will show and

76. Contra W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 e1968), 132; N. Ittman, Die Konfessionen
Jeremias. WMANT 54 (1981), 75.

77. For the former see V. Hamp, Das Buch der Spriiche. EB (1949),56. For the latter see

B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATIl16 e1963), 80; HAL, III, 1328b.
78. See IV.l.c above.
79. So McKane, Proverbs,56l; cf. Pl6ger,246.
80. On Gen. 3:6 see IV.1.a.
81. See G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), in loc.; a different view is taken

by S. R. Diver, Deuteronomy. ICC (1902),371.
82. See IV.l.b above.
83. See II.2 above.
84. See IV.l.c.
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make clear to him the "way you should go." Here the "I" of the speaker can hardly refer
to the grateful psalmist who would then, as an exception, be speaking to the commu-
nity in the singular; rather, this thanksgiving hymn probably cites from a divine salvific
oracle.85

In 1 Ch. 28:ll-19 David gives Solomon the plans for the temple construction. Inter-
preters often consider Yahweh to be the subject of hiiktl in v. 19.86 On this view
Yahweh made clear (i.e., revealed) in a writing everything mentioned in vv. I l-18.
W. Rudolph believes the subject is the previously mentioned writing and suggests that
hi:iktl is used here in an asyndetic relative clause referring to the writing received from
Yahweh's hand making clear all the works involved in the temple construction.8T Da-
vid, too, can be the subject, in which case the verse is relating either that he made clear
to Solomon ('dldyw) everything in a writing from the hand of Yahweh or that he him-
self had insight based on the writing received from Yahweh ('alayw).88 If one views
hiiktl'dldyw parallel withhiiktl'aU'el-ddldr (Neh. 8:13; Prov. l6:20), then the subject
in v. 19bp is indeed probably David, and the verse is saying that he (David) had insight
into it (i.e., the writing) and studied it.8e

When hifktl means "be successful, have success," subjects include especially Israel
(Dt. 29:8[9]) and its political leaders (1 S. 18:5,14,15,30; Josh. l:7,8; I K. 2:3;2 K.
18:7; Jer. lO:21; cf . Jer. 50:9). Jeremiah is confident that his own enemies will not be

successful (20:11). Isa. 52:13 corresponds to this notion in a reverse fashion, i.e., the

Servant of God, persecuted like Jeremiah, will be the one who has success. In Proverbs

it is the wise (21:11), the righteous (21:12), and - ironically 
- those who accept

bribes (17:8) who have success.

2. iekel/iekel. Corresponding to the absolute use of the verb, ief,el means
"insightfulness," the capacity to understand something. The content of such insight can
be something secular (1 S. 25:3; Prov. l2:8; etc.) or recognition of Yahweh or of his
law (all 6 passages in the Chronicler's History). Such understanding prompts respect

among one's fellows (Prov. 12:8; 13: l5; cf. Job 17:4) and is a source of life for the per-
son (Prov. 16:22; cf. 19:11).

The noun ief;el can also mean "success." Those who fear God have great success

(Ps. ll1:10) and command respect (Prov. 3:4).e0 The terrible king in Dnl. 8:23ff. will
fall prey to arrogance because of his success in destroying the holy ones.

The various interpretations of Dnl. 8:24b-25a, often based on textual emendation,

85. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms I-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc. Cf. F. Crtisemann, Studien zur
Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel. WMANT 32 (1969),238-39.

86. Cf. S. Japhet, The ldeology of the Book of Chronicles and lts Place in Biblical Thought
(New York, 1989), 468-69.

87. Chronikbiicher HAT, U2l (1955),188; cf. HAL, lll, 1329a.
88. Galling, Chronik, Esra, Nehemia,69.
89. See IV.l.b above.
90. On these texts see, respectively, H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in

loc.; McKane, Proverbs, 292.
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usually construe iip6 as a sensu malo reference to the deceitful behavior of the ty-

rant.el If one retains the Hebrew text and its verse divisions, I believe the context sug-

gests the meaning "(military) success" for ielel, i.e., "because of his success and be-

cause deceit succeeds under his hand, in his own mind he shall be great [arrogant]."
In 3 passages ief,el is the subject in descriptions ofthe positive results ofinsight-

fulness. It is the object in 5 passages. With a verb of knowing, the expression "possess

insightfulness" (2 Ch. 2:llll2);30:22; cf . I Ch. 26:14) emerges. Otherwise the pas-

sages are concerned with attaining insight or success (Neh. 8:8; Prov. 3:4) or with re-

ceiving them from Yahweh (l Ch. 22:12). The term Sef,el is used as a nomen rectum

with persons to express the latters' comprehensive insightfulness (l S. 25:3; Ezra
8: l8). When .fe&e/ itself is a nomen regens, then either a personal nomen rectum (Prov.

16:22; l9:ll) or a corresponding suffix (Prov. l2:8; Dnl. 8:25) indicates who has such

insight. The adj. 16| indicates an intensification when used with ieftel, e.g., as a refer-

ence to good insight (NRSV "sense"; 2 Ch.30:22; Prov. 13: 15) or good success (Prov.

3:4); both interpretations are possible in Ps. 111:10.e2

3. maiktl. The Psalm superscriptions use the technical term maiktl l3 times (Ps. 32;

4245; 52-55;74;78;88; 89; 142). Am.5:13 does not belong in this context.e3 The

term also appears in Ps. 47:8(7), where the community is summoned to sing amaiktlto
Yahweh. Here the term is neither an adverb ("sing wisely!"; so Tgs., LXX, Vg., Lu-
ther) nor a vocative ("play, you who are knowledgeable [in music] !"), but rather the ac-

cusative object.e+ The meaning of mafktl is unclear. If one derives it from ikl I, three
interpretations are possible.

First, taking the verb meaning "have insight" as one's point of departure, a ma(ktl is
then an insightfully composed song, i.e., a song composed in a particularly artistic
fashion, a Kunstlied.es

Second, taking the verb meaning "make insightful" as one's point of departure, a

ma*il is then a song that makes someone insightful, i.e., a didactic poem or a wisdom
psalm.e6 Militating against this view, however, is that the psalms bearing the super-

scription maikil are the last ones anyone would identify as didactic poems. Ahlstrdm
suggests that the reference is to instruction in the broader sense, with .ftl referring to
knowledge about life and death.eT The superscription maiktl shows that the psalm in
question finds its life setting in the ritual of life renewal and contains either a petition
for or the assurance of life. Maag translates "instructive piece" rather than "didactic
poem," suggesting that the term maiktl, which was added only at a Yery late date, does

9l . See B. Hasselberger, Hoffnung in der Bedriingnis. ATS 4 (1977), 12, 68.
92. See HAL, lll,1329-30.
93. Contra E. Sellin, Das Zwblfprophetenbuch. KAT XlUl (1922),239-40; see II.2.
94. On the adverb see R. Kittel, Die Psalmen. KAT y.lll (1914), 185. On the vocative see

Maag, I 13; KBI],571.
95. See Kraus, Psalrns /-59, in loc.
96. So E. Konig, Die Psalmen (Gtitersloh, 192'7),39.
97. Ahlstr<im, 24-25.
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not mean that the psalms in question were composed for didactic purposes, but rather
that they were later used for instruction in schools.e8

Third, Delekat begins with i/</ meaning "be successful" and suggests that mafktl rc-
fers to a successful song in the sense of a popular hit.

These interpretations deriving from.fftl I are countered by Koenen's derivation from
.f/c/ II, "cross over." Because in Syriac .ftl II is translated as ftlp shaphel (Gen. 48:14),
maiktl could, like Syr. iwhlpy ql', refer to an antiphonal (chant).

The unanswered question amid all these interpretations is just what specific feature
the 13 maiktl psalms share. Why are they and only they specifically called maik?l
psalms, and why does Ps. 53 bear the superscriptionmaiktl while the equivalent Ps. 14

does not?

4. Aram. Hithpael and Sol1l"1dnfi. In Biblical Aramaic, ^f/c/ hithpael means "observe,
see" (Dnl. 7:8). The abstract noun ioftl"1anfr in 5:ll,l2,l4 refers to Daniel's
insightfulness as concretely manifested in his ability to interpret dreams.

V. Qumran. Because instruction was extremely important in Qumran, it is not sur-
prising that the root .ftl occurs quite frequently. Although the verb can mean "pay at-
tention, note" (4Q185 l-2,1,13;4Q381 76-77,8), "have insight" (lQH 10:6), and
"comprehend something" (lQS ll:18; 4Q381 69:7), it is used particularly with the
causative meaning "instruct." Subjects of such instruction include especially God (lQS
4:22; IQH 10:4,7; ll 4,10,28;4Q381 l5:8; 44:4; l lQPsa 19:3), the mafktl (see be-
low), adults who instruct the younger generation ( l QSa l:7 ; cf .4Q381 l5:8; 45:l; 47 :3

with "I"), the prophets (4Q381 69:4,5a), and (personified) Wisdom (llQPs" 18:5). The
objects of such instruction include the correct knowledge of God (lQS 4:22), the won-
drous mysteries of the divine plan of salvation, the correct behavior in the end time
(lQS 9:12ff.; cf. I lQMelch2:20), and the law (lQSa l:7). The Qumranites are no lon-
ger concerned with secular, but rather with eschatologically relevant insight.ll Accord-
ing to 4Q402 4:14-15 par. ShirShab 1:5-6, even the wise in their own wisdom cannot
fathom the divine mysteries; even with the aid of divine revelation, the full dimension
of God's intentions remains hidden even to the wise.lm

The noun means "insight" (lQS 2:3; 4:3; IQH 14:27; 17:21;4Q401 35:l par. d't;
4Q502 2:4 par. bynh), as is appropriate for God and people. God has established the
plan of history in the mysteries of his understandinC (lQS +:18; IQH 13:13;4Q40523,
II, l3) and reveals tothe maiktl the mysteries of that understanding (1QH 9:31 12:13).
People, especially novices, arejudged according to their understanding and their works
(lQS 5:20tr.;6:14,18; lQSa l:17;CD 13:11;cf. IQH 12:22; 14:19; IQH fr. ll'4r0r).
Commensurate with their understanding, they praise God (lQH l:31; ll:25; IQH fr.

98. Maag, 112.
99. See M. Weise, Kultzeiten und kultischer Bundesschluss in der "Ordensregel" vomToten

Meer (Leiden, 1961), 88.
100. See C. A. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 162.
101. F. Ntitscher, Zur theologischen Terminologie der Qumran-Text. BBB l0 (1956), 56.
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10:4). tn the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, those with insight (gbwry.ftl) receive the
blessing (4Q403 l, l, 21 par.).

The term maflktl, rather than referring to a single, specific person,lo2 probably refers
rather to the offrce or rank of a teacher (cf. the maiktltm in Daniell03), a layperson in a
special position who dispenses blessing to those who fear God, to priests, and to
princes (lQSb l:l;3:22;5:20), but who above all learns (lQS 9:13; 4Q510 l:4) and
teaches (lQS 3: 13; 9:12ff.; CD 12:21:. 13:22) God's mysteries and laws. In 4Q511 2, I,
I et passim (Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice), he appears as the composer of a song.
Newsom emphasizes his significance with regard to the structure and hierarchical or-
ganization of the community.

Koenen

102. So Hempel, 207-8.
103. Niitscher, 56-57.

1)p Sago,;l)p Sdlir;a)w tuf,er;?Y idkdr; nligD maSkore!; ']ppll'e,iftar

Contents: I. Root: 1. Akk. iikdru; 2. Ugar. ikr; 3. Aram. ikr ) skr; 4. Arabic, Ethiopic,
Phoenician. II.Useof theVerb. III.Useof theNoun: l.Sdkir;2.iefterandiaknr;3.maikdre!.
IV. Mishnah and Qumran.

I. Root. The root itr is attested in Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, Arabic, South
Arabian, and Ethiopic; from here it passed into Demotic and Coptic.l The essential se-

mantic component is probably "compensate in kind," whence developed the meanings

"pay, compensate" or "hire, engage," though also "thank" and, by contrast, "mistreat."

Salar A. Ben-David, Talmudische dkonomie 1(New York, 1974), esp. 6l-69; W. Bienert,
Die Arbeit nach der lzhre der Bibel (Stuttgart, 21956), esp. 88-96; F. M. Fales, "Kilamuwa and
the Foreign Kings: Propaganda vs. Power," WO l0 (1979) 6-22, esp. 16-18; K. Fuchs, "Die
alttestamentliche Arbeitergesetzgebung im Vergleich zum Codex Hammurapi, zum
altassyrischen und hethitischen Recht" (diss., Heidelberg, 1935); G. Garbini, "Uiscrizione
fenicia di Kilamuwa e il verbo.i/<r in semitico occidentale," BeO 19 (1977) ll3-18;
W. Lauterbach, "Der Arbeiter in Recht und Rechtspraxis des AI und des Alten Orients" (diss.,
Heidelberg, 1935); E. Lipiriski, "From Karatepe to Pyrgi. Middle Phoenician Miscellanea," RSF
2 (1974) 45-61, esp. 50; idem, "Emprunts sum6ro-akkadiens en h6breu bibliquel' ZAH I (1988)
6l-73, esp. 64; D. Sperber, Roman Palestine 200400: Money and Prices (Ramat-Gan, 1974),
esp. l0t-2, 122-25, 251-52; P. Swiggers, "Commentaire philologique sur I'inscription
ph6nicienne du roi Kilamuwa," RSF l1 (1983) 133-47, esp. 140-41.

l. See HAI.III, 1330-31.
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l. Akk. iikiru. The existence of this root in Old Akkadian might be taken into con-
sideration given the use of the logogram E5.cin for iikdru, "delivery allotment, trib-
ute."2 However, the word is generally identified as Sumerian,3 and its Semitic origin is
rather improbable. The root.f/<r basically means "reward, compensate." Hence it is dif-
ficult to associate the Akkadian lexeme iikaru with this root.a

The Hebrew loanword 'eikdr; "tibute" (Ps. 72:lO; Ezk. 27:15), which the LXX
translates as misth6s, "wage" (Ezk. 27:15), or d6ra, "gifts" (Ps. 72: l0), is also attested
on an ostracon from Kadesh-barnea dating probably to the beginning of the Persian pe-
riod.s Similarly Aram. 'eikara', "(awarded, granted) field,"6 is doubtless a lexical loan
from Neo-Babylonian, which attests the two meanings "tribute" and "field." If these
terms were deriving from.fkr one would expect *'eikarin Hebrew and *'eskfrrd'in Ar-
amaic. One can further consider the direct origin of Demotic ikt "tax, tribute," and
Copt. ikor "rent, lease."7 From a semantic perspective, Air*. iikdru offers the best ex-
planation, and ikr/ikar can in fact be pronounced as eikar/eikar

2. Ugar.itr The occurrence of .ikr in Ugaritic is questionable. The only sentence
possibly attesting this root reads 'lmnt ikr tik i ofter, translated as "the widow hires her-
self out"8 or "the widow hires a hireling."s However, the parallel clause yhd bth sgr or
'hd bth ysgr "the lonely one closes his house,"10 shows that one should interpret the
half-verse in question in the sense of "the widow locks herself in with the bolt." It
seems one must reckon with the existence of a West and South Semitic variant ^iftr of
the vb. sg/kr, "close." Its existence in a South Arabian inscription (sltr) seems secure,ll
and iakdru, "shut away," probably exists in Amorite as suggested by a tablet from
Mari, where the cuneiform di and 2i should be read instead of rfs and ?s. The text
speaks of gold that has been shut away:tz di-ke-er-iu, "I shut it away," ia ii-ki-ru,
"which I have shut away." On the other hand, the Akk. vb. sekeru is used in Mari in the
sense of "wall up, stop up, bolt shut" in reference to a breach and water.13 The same vb.
iakaru, "enclose, shut in," occurs in KTU 1.14, II, 44-45;[y,22-23, showing that the
root .ftr has in fact not yet been attested in Ugaritic.

2. I. J. Gelb, Glossary of Old Akkadian (Chicago, 1957),75.
3. S. Lieberman, The Sumerian l,oanwords in Old-Babylonian Akkadian. HSS 22 (1977),

235-36, no. 192.
4. CAD, Yll,244-5O: AHw, l,395-96.
5. See R. Cohen, Kadesh Barnea (Jerusalem, 1983), XIX and 38, no. 37.
6. See S. A. Kaufman, The Accadian Influence in Aramaic. AS 19 (1974),59.
7. W. Erichsen, Demotisches Glossar (Copenhagen, 1954),525: J. eernf, Coptic Etymologi-

cal Dictionary (Cambridge, 1976), 264; W. Vycichl, Dictionnaire itymologique de la langue
copte (Lowain, 1983), 27 9.

8. KTU 1.14,II, 44-45;rY,22-23.
9. Ct. HAL, III, 1330a; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, "Der Ausmarsch des Heeres im Keret-Epos,"

uF t2 (1980) 195-96.
lO. KTU 1.14,II, 43:lY,2l.
I l. Beeston, 125; Biella,334.
12. ARM, XIII, 6 I1,19.
13. ARM, III, 4 16; 5 42; Yl, 4 17; 8 I1,13; 9 13; 10 10; ll 5; 12 15,17.
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3. Aram. ikr) skr In Aramaic the vb. Skr) skr probably means "compensate, re-

ward," rather than "congratulate someone on," as suggested by J. Starcky: w'l hnn shd

lh'lh' [w]skrt lh md yth, "hence God gave him a witness, and the city rewarded him."la

Accordingly in Palmyrene the adj. skr'/ikr', pl. skry'/ikry', always designates God as

the "rewarder"; it should probably be interpreted as the act. ptcp. Sdkrd1idkrayyd'in
the emphatic state. The word.iftr may also occur on an ostracon from Elephantine in
the sense of "wage," though the context is difficult to interpret, as it also is in the case

of a Palmyrene inscription from Dura Europa, where 1b wskr'should mean "good and

rewarding."ls

4. Arabic, Ethiopic, Phoenician. In Classical Arabic the vb. iakara means

"thank,"l6 which is close to its basic meaning and may imply the presentation of a gift
or reward. The semantic connection with the meaning "reward, reimburse" is thus

clear. An antithetical meaning of the vb. s2kf "strike, hit," or "mistreat someone," oc-

curs in a South Arabian inscriptionlT and can be derived directly from the more general

sense of "compensate in kind." Moreover, Etb. i"kfir "wage earner" (Isa. 7:20), and

Amhar. aiker "domestic servant," emphasize their derivation from the meaning "en-

gage, hire," which it exhibits in Hebrew and in the only Phoenician witness: wikr'nk
'lymlk 'J4 "andIhiredthekingof Assyriaagainsthim."l8Thismeaningof ikrinPhoe-
nician is confirmed by the use of the same syntagma ikr 'l in 2 K. 7:6 as well as in Dt.

23:5(Eng.4), Neh. l3:2, and inEzra 4:5, where the vb. .ffrr appears in the Aramaic

form s/<f reading soft'rtm 'ol|hem yba;tm, "they hire counselors against them."

Garbini's translation of wikr 'nk'ly mlk'.ir as "I am richer than the king of Assyria" has

been shown to be incorrect.l9

II. Use of the Verb. In the OT the vb. ,fkr in the qal means "engage, hire," a person

(never a thing) for a certain activity. The LXX correspondingly translates it with
misthoiln, "hire" (Gen.30:16; Dt. 23:514); Jgs.9:4; l8:4;2 S. 10:6; 2K.7:6;l Ch.

19:6-7; 2 Ch. 24:12;25:6; Neh. 6:12-13; Isa. 46:6). Hence the king of Moab "hires"

Balaam to curse Israel (Dt. 23:514); Neh. l3:2; cf. Nu. 22:5ff.), and Nehemiah's adver-

saries "hire" a prophet from Jerusalem (Neh. 6:12-13). Abimelech "hired" the adven-

turers who had joined him (Jgs. 9:4), andMicah "hired" a priest (18:4) for ten pieces of
silver a year (17:10) to perform duties at his private sanctuary. The Ammonites "hire"
Aramean troops in preparation for the war against David (2 S. 10:6; I Ch. 19:6-7), and

14. DNSI, III, I 135; cf. Starcky, Inventaire des inscriptions de Palmyre X (Damascus, 1949)'

115.2.
15. On the former see ESE,lI,238.3;TADD7.9,3 ("beer"); on the latter, DNSI II' I135; PAT

1081.4.
16. Lane, U4,1584; Wehr,482.
17. Beeston, 132.
18. KAI 24.7-8. See LexLingAeth,255; W. Leslau, Concise Amharic Dictionary (Berkeley,

1976), r32.
19. Garbini, 118; cf. D. S. Sperling,"KAl 24 Re-Examined," UF 20 (1988) 332'
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King Amaziah "hires" one hundred thousand Israelite warriors for one hundred talents
of silver (2 Ch. 25:6). The unexpected arrival of auxiliary troops, probably Assyrians,
causes the Arameans besieging Samaria to believe that the "king of Israel has hired the
kings of the Hittites and the kings of Egypt to fight against us" (2 K. 7:6). The same
picture is attested in the 9th-century Phoenician text of Kilamuwa, who boasts that he

has "hired" the king of Assyria against the king of the Danunians.2o In order to restore
the temple during the reign of Joash, those in charge "hire" masons and carpenters
(2Ch.24:12). Those who worship idols "hire" a goldsmith to make the god (Isa.46:6),
and the wise one reproaches those who "hire a passing fool or passersby" (Prov. 26: l0;
the text is comrpt; LXX misreads the initial w"iAfter as bdidr and the second as iabar
"break into pieces," and translates "all the flesh of fools is quite confused, since their
drunkenness is broken").

Finally, the name Issachar in Gen. 30: 16- I 8 is explained by the vb. .ftr with the par-
ticle beth pretii, "wage for."

In the niphal (l S. 2:5) and hithpael (Hag. 1:6), the vb..f/<r exhibits the passive
sense of "hire oneself out." In her thanksgiving hymn, Hannah sings about God's re-
versal of circumstances: "Those who had plenty hire themselves out for bread" (l S.

2:5). The economic crisis at the beginning of the restoration prompts the hireling to
hire himself out for a"bag with holes" (Hag. 1:6). The niphal of .fftr in I S. 2:5 is of-
ten interpreted following the LXX elattoiln in the sense of "humiliate oneself'; the
circumscription misthoils syruigon, "accumulate wages," renders the ptcp. miftakker
in Hag. 1:6.

III. Use of the Noun. 1 . :iAfttr The subst. adj. iafttr means (in a pass. sense) "hire-
ling" and especially "mercenary" in an army (Jer. 46:21;' cf .2 Ch.25:6). This word is
usually rendered in Greek by misthdtds. which has the same meaning (Ex. 12:45:'
22:l415l; Lev. 19:13; 22:10;25:6,40,53; Dt. 15:18; Job 7:2; 14:6; Isa. l6:14; 2l:16:'
Jer.46:21: Mal. 3:5), though on occasion by mtsthios (Lev. 25:50; Job 7:l; Sir. 7:20;
37:ll;cf.Sir.34:22),asynonymderivedfrom thesameroot.Thiswordreferstoa
"hireling," i.e., a free man who hires himself out for a limited period to perform a spe-

cific piece of work for an agreed price. Such a hireling differs from the slave, who
largely performed the same kind of work, in that the hireling has the status of a free-
man.2r Alien residents or transients offered their services in this way (Ex. 12:45;Lev.
22:lO;Dt.24:14), just as Jacob did with Laban (Gen. 29:151'30:28;31:7). On the other
hand, the impoverishment of certain families, particularly during the 8th century, and
the loss of their impounded and ultimately confiscated land prompted an increasing
number of Judeans and Israelites to work for wages. Although it may be such a hireling
that complains on the ostracon of Mesad Hashavyahu, it is more likely a corv6e
worker.22

20. KAI24.7-8; ANET 654.
21. F. Horst, Hiob I (l-19). BKXYU| (41983), ll4; cf. HAL,lll, 1327b.
22. See D. Pardee, Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters. SBLSBS 15 (1982), no. l.
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Hirelings include especially seasonal laborers who then work in the fields (cf. Job

7:l), are engaged as reapers (2 K. 4:18), grape pickers (Mt. 20: l- 16), or gleaners (Ruth

2:3-4), or who care for the flocks (Am. 3: l2). They can be contracted for a day as "day
laborers" (Lev. l9:13; Dt.24:15; Job 14:6; cf. Mt. 20:8) or for a year (Lev. 25:50,53;
Isa. l6:14;21:16;Sir.37:ll).TheOTprovidesnodirectinformationabouttheamount
of wages except for the priest who serves Micah (Jgs. 17:10) and then in a more gen-

eral sense in the case of Amaziah's mercenaries (2Ch.25:6).In Mesopotamia hirelings
were paid both in natural produce and with money. For example, the Laws of Eshnunna

fixthedailywageof aboatman($4)ateleven qaofbarley (about9.24liters),thatof a

donkey driver ($10) attenqa of barley (about 8.4liters), and the monthly wage of a
harvester (SS9,l l) at a shekel of silver and sixty qa ofbarley (about 50.5 liters).2: 69-
cording to CH 9273, a laborer is to receive one shekel of silver per month during the

five months of most intensive work, and 516 of a shekel per month during the rest of the

year, though certain contracts also fix the sums a bit lower. By fixing a yearly wage at

about ten shekels, this paragraph from the Code of Hammurabi resembles the text of
Dt. 15:18 according to which in six years a slave delivers to his master double the

wages of a hireling. The price of a slave was indeed 30 shekels (Ex.2l:32), cone-
sponding to a wage of three years. The vineyard laborers inlNf,t.20:2 earn a denarius,

which stands for a much higher wage even though it is illusory to compare the prices in
the 2nd millennium e.c.r. with those from a period during Roman rule (cf. Sperber).

The situation of the hireling was not an enviable one (Job 7:l-2; 14:6; Mal.3:5; Sir.

7:20), and unjust masters often did not even pay what was appropriate (Jer. 22:13; Sir.

34:22). Hirelings were, howeveq protected by law, which paid them special attention.
Both Lev. 19:13 and Dt.24:15 demand that laborers be paid their wages every evening
(cf. Tob. 4:14; Mt. 20:8).

Even if a laborer lives with his employer (Lev.25:6,40), he is still paid according to
the number of workdays (25:50), though he is not permitted to participate in the family
Passover celebration (Ex. 12:45) or to eat the sacred food if he is employed by a priest
(Lev. 22:lO). The case of the laborer in Dt. 24:14 is of particular interest in that the use

of the vb. 'aiaq gives the impression that the case involves a surety or pledge confis-
cated by a creditor. According to the Hebrew text, the case involves the seizure of a
person, "a poor or needy laborer." The LXX no longer understood the legal scope of
this prohibition and read idkdr "wage" (misth6s), instead of Saktr "wage earneC':
"You shall not confiscate the wages of a poor person and of a needy person."

Two texts are difrrcult to interpret: 8x.22:l4b(l5b) and lsa.7:20.24 The stipulation
'im-{dkir h"'b-'b'i"knr6 in Ex. 22:l4b(l5b) cannot refer to the hired animal, but must
refer to the owner of the animal who accompanies it as the hired driver as in the Laws
of Eshnunna $3 and CH S27l regulating the hiring of a "wagon together with its oxen

and its driver." If the owner is responsible for the animals he is driving at the moment

23. ANET, t6t-62.
24. See in this regard E. Otto, Wandel der Rechtsbegriindungen in der Gesellschafis-

geschichte des antiken Israel. StBib 3 (1988), 15, 19.
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of the accident, he nonetheless can claim his wage as a driver, regardless of what hap-
pened to the animals. The metaphor in Isa. 7:20, ta'ar haii"\trd, speaks about a "razor
hired beyond the river" (so the usual interpretation). The construct expression (masc.

nomen regens with a fem. nomen rectum (ekird), however, might be understood as a
"knife of hiring"2s or, more likely, "knife of the [female] laborer," since .fftird is un-
known with the meaning "hiring." Perhaps S'fttrd refers here to Assyria (fem.); "the
king of Assyria" would then be merely an explicative gloss. The LXX read iikkbn
"drunken" (memethysmdnos), instead of idktr prompting some to emend the text of
Isa.7:20 accordingly.

2. ief,er and idf;dr The noun Seker "reward, wage," appmrs only in Isa. 19: l0 and
Prov. I l:18,26 whereas iaftar occurs 28 times in the OT in the sense of "wage." Both
words are consistently rendered in Greek as misthds, "wage" (Gen. l5:1; 30:18,28,
32,33;3|:Slbisl; Ex. 2:9;22:l4ll5l; Nu. 18:31; Dt. l5:18; 24:15; I K. 5:2016);2 Ch.
l5:7; Ps. 127:3; Prov. ll:18; Eccl. 4:9;9:5; Isa. 40:10; 62:ll; ler. 3l:16; Ezk.
29:18,19; Zech.8:10[bis]; l1:12;Mal.3:5; cf. Sir. ll:18;34:22;51:22,30; Tob.4:14),
with the exception of Jon. 1:3, where the LXX uses the specific term naillon/nailos,
"boat fare, boat freight fee," and Isa. l9: 10, where the we of ie[er is uncertain. Contra
MT, the latter passage does not involve the'diA ief,eq "hired laborers," but rather the
'A:iA iCkdr "producers of strong drinks," as suggested by the LXX (zlthon poioilntes),
Pesh., and the contrasting image of the despairing brewer.

Gen. 30:18 views Issachar as Leah's "reward" Gakar; NRSV "hire"). This verse is
using wordplay, since a descendant is a "reward" (Ps. 127:3),like the one God prom-
ises to Abraham (Gen. 15:1). Elsewhere iaftar refers to the "wages" of Moses' nurse
(Ex. 2:9) or to the price paid to a laborer for performing a specified task, meanings that
the word usually exhibits (Dt. 15:18; 24:15; Eccl. 4:9; Zech. 8: l0; Mal. 3:5). As such it
refers to the wage of the driver (Ex.22:l4ll5l), of the Phoenician carpenters (1 K.
5:20[6]), and of the shepherd (Zech. ll:12), and to the fare for a boat trip (Jon. 1:3). Ja-

cob's wages (Gen. 30:28,32,33) consist ofblack sheep and spotted and speckled goats.

The tithe for the sanctuary provides the pay for the Levites (Nu. l8:31).
Metaphorically id[ar can refer to the price of victory flsa. 40:10; 62:ll), the spoils

of an army (Ezk.29:18-19), compensation for one's trouble (Jer. 3l:16), and the re-
ward for loyalty to Yahweh (1 Ch. l5:7). On the other hand, the price of miserliness is
the forced surrender of all one's goods at the moment of death (Sir. I l:18). The dead
receive no more reward, since memory of them grows weaker (Eccl. 9:5).

3. maikdrel. Yet another substantive meaning "wage, reward" is mafkdrel. In Gen.
29:151'31:.7,41 it refers to "wages" for Jacob consisting of Laban's two daughters and
his flock. The expression also appears in Ruth 2:12, where it refers to Ruth's reward.

25. HAL, III, 1328a.
26. HAL,III, l33lb.
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IV. Mishnah and Qumran. The root.fftr is rarely used in Qumran. By contrast, the

Mishnah, Tosephta, and Talmud extensively use both the verb and the nouns derived

from the root.zl The Mishnah (e.g., Bab. Me;. 6-8) uses it several times in reference to

labor contracts involving craftsmen, a donkey driver, or a driver whom someone has

"hired" (ha:ii6k4r), also laborers hired to perform an urgent piece of work (6:l). The

texts establish the responsibilities of those who hire a donkey or ox to perform a spe-

cific task; such responsibilities depend on the extent to which the work carried out by

the contractee and the animals corresponds to the stipulations of the contract itself
(6:3-5). Local usage seryes as the criterion for interpreting the contract (7: l), and legis-

lation determines the rights of the laborers engaged in agricultural work with respect to

their partaking of the produce of the field (7:2-8). One passage deals in great detail

with the case of the lost animal, addressed inEx.22:13-14(14-15), taking into consid-

eration various possible situations and differentiating contractual hiring from a loan
(8: lff.); the owner is responsible for his animal only if he has accompanied it from the

very first moment of its use by the person who has hired or borrowed it.
Although the hiphil of .fkr is not attested in the OT, it does appear in postbiblical

texts. The same mishnaic tractate, Bab. Mesia, uses ftiilcir to mean "lease," establish-

ing thus the obligations of those who lease a house (hamma{kh 8:6-9) and regulating

the difficult case of a contract that includes a sabbath year (8:8). The statute for "hired

laborer, a wage worker," Sdktr makes various distinctions: i'f;tr ybm, "day laborer";
i"fttr tayld, "night laborer"; i"fttr id'61, "person hired for hourly wage"; i"f;tr i"pfia',
"person hired for weekly wage"; i"ktr h1dei, "person hired for monthly wage"; i"f;tr
iand, "person hired for yearly wage" (Bab. Mes.9:11). The guardian hired for a wage

is called n6id' fdkar lit. the "bearer of the wage" (Bab. Me;. 't:8; Sebu. 8: I ,6). Rabbi

Tarfon (lst century c.r.), addressing those who study the law diligently, says, "Faith-

ful is your taskmaster who shall pay you the reward of your labor (i"f;ar p*frlla!"ka)"
('Abot 2:16).

In sectarian writings, the subst. .fkr appears with the meaning "wages for labor." The

regulation of CD 14:12-13 requires that every member of the community hand over the

earnings of at least two days out of every month to support orphans, the poor, and the

stricken. Although the ptcp. Swkrw in CD 11:12 is often translated as "his wage

worker,"28 during the mishnaic period the idftZr was actually a lessee or usufructuary of
estates for which he paid rent or a leasing fee, while the hdkin hdkfir or hdfter was a

Iessee who shared the produce of the leased land with the owner (Jet Dem. 6:l; Tos.

Dem. 6:2).In CD I l:12 the subst. ptcp. iwkrw should thus be translated as "his tenant/

lessee" in parallel with "manservant" and "maidservant"' "No man shall chide his

manservant or maidservant or tenant on the Sabbath."

A comparison of the variants ilqr and Swkr in the Hebrew mss. to Sir. 7:20 is inter-

esting. Although ms. D mentions "the wage worker 6aktr) who sells his soul," ms. A
supports the Greek text by referring to the "tenant/lessee (i6ker) who sells his soul."

2'7. Ct. WTM, IY 555-56; Jastrow, 15'13, 1575-'76.
28. See Lohse, 89.
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Here one must also mention the use of .(tr in 1 I QPsu 22:1, which corresponds to Sir.
5l:30. The poem in Sir. 5l:13-30 about the search for wisdom, which belongs wholly
to the psalter of I lQPs", mentions the idftdr on two occasions. Here the term refers to
the "reward" of those who seek true wisdom.

Lipifiski

1lv! s"ra,

Contents: I. Philological Considerations: l. Occurrences and Form; 2. Etymology; 3. LXX.
II. Zoological Considerations. III. OT Quail Narratives: I . Ex. 16; 2. Nu. I I : a. Basic Narrative;

b. Spiritualized Expansion.

I. Philological Considerations.
l. Occuruences and Form. The lexeme i"law, colloquially known as the "quail"

(coturnix communis), occurs 4 times in the OT, always in connection with the manna
(Ex. 16:13;Nu. 11:31,32; Ps. 105:40).

Both Tg. Neofiti I and Pesh. spell it with samekh and (like Sam. .flury and Arab.
s/wy) with a yodh at the end. The various mss. and the Talmud (Bab. Yoma 75b) that
read Slyw in Nu. 1l:32 and Ps. 105:40 should thus be emended to ilwy. Perhaps
*Salway is thus to be posited as the original form.l

The word apparently has its origin in Hebrew, whence it probably passed into Ara-
muc (s"ldw/ilwy/s"layw) and Syriac (salway), and from there into Arabic (salwa, Sura
2.57; 7 .16O;20.80).2

2. Etymology. Because it does not occur in other Semitic languages, the etymology
of i"law is unclear. P. de Lagarde suggested an explanation based on Arab. salwa,
which can mean both "quail" and "comfort, relief," an etymological derivation to
which Wis. 19:12 may allude when the quail come up to the Israelites from the sea els

ieldw. J. Ahituv, "Sala*," EMiqr Ylll,306-7 G. Brunet, "Les cailles et la colire de Yhwh
(Nombres XI, 3l-34)," Cahiers du Cercle Ernest-Renan 28ll 16 (1980) 152-58; G. S. Cansdale,
Animals of the Bible lnnds (Exeter, 1970), esp. 167-68; G. Dalman, AuS, Ul (1928), esp. 168-
69; V. Fritz, Israel in der Wiiste. Marburger theologische Studien 7 (1970), esp. 70-75; C. S.
Jarvis, Yesterday and Tbday in Sinai (Edinburgh, 31933), 258-64; Y. Leshem, "Quail Nets in
Northern Sinail' Teva Vaarets 20 (1978) 5-7 (Heb.); P. Maiberger, Das Manna. Alf $tlZ
(1983), esp. 110-71 , 493-98; H. Mendelssohn, U. Marder, and Y. Yom-Tov, "On the Decline of
Migrant Quail (Coturnix C. Coturnix) Populations in Israel and Sinai," Israel Joumal of bology
l8(1969)317-23; A.Parmelee, AlltheBirdsof theBible (NewYork, 1959),esp.73-78,87-88;
R. Pinney, The Animals in the Bible (Philadelphia, 1964), esp. 156-57.

l. See HAL,III, l33lb.
2. lzxSyr 476; Wehr, Arab.Wb.s, 594.
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gdr paramytftian (NRSV "to give them relief').3 P. Joiion associates it with Arab.

saliyaYIll, "be fat" (said of sheep) because the quail is an especially fat bird.a

3. LXX. The LXX translates i'law as ortygomiltra, "quail mother" (so also Wis.

16:2; 19:12), which according to the lexicographers Hesychius of Alexandria and

Photius refers to an especially large variety of quail.

II. Zoological Considerations. The European qtail (coturnix communis), ranging
from Spain to Siberia, is a migratory bird that during the autumn flies along various routes

to the south, especially to northern Africa. Some winter in southern Europe, other popula-

tions cross the eastern Mediterranean and then fly over the Sinai Peninsula from Gaza to

Port Said, whence they then expand their flight southward to the Sudan, returning along

the same route in the spring. Because the birds are exhausted from their long flight over the

Mediterranean, and because they fly quite low, they are usually easy to catch, something

Diodorus Siculus and Josephus already mention.s From the end of the 19th century to the

beginning of World War II, hundreds of thousands of quail were captured in nets each au-

tumn all along the Sinai coast and exported to gourmet restaurants in Europe.

III. OT Quail Narratives.
I . Ex. 16. In Ex. 16: I 3 (P) a returning swarm of quail encounters the departing Isra-

elites somewhere on the Sinai Peninsula during the spring. Because the birds do travel
at night, they appear here quite correctly during the evening. In contrast to the manna

(and differently than the announcement in vv.8,l2leads one to expect), this gift of the

quail occurs but once. All remaining references to the manna and quail depend on Ex.

l6 (P with various additions).6

2. Nu. 11. a. Basic Narrative. Although Ex. 16 makes only peripheral reference to

the beneficent gift ofquail granted to the complaining Israelites before the events at Si-
nai (cf. Wis. 16:2), in Nu. 11:4-6,10-13,18-24a,31-34 an author probably associated

with Pz expanded the story into one in which after the powerful events at Sinai the peo-

ple, still complaining and dissatisfied with the manna, are punished with what for
desert travelers was an unusual, month-long diet of meat. The author associates the

complaint narrative with the traditional wilderness station qipr61 hatta'owd, providing
thus a plausible explanation for the place name.

This time the quails come in from the sea (v. 3l; similarly Wis. l9:12; by contrast,
Ps.78:26-21 has the east and south winds bring in the "winged birds"), which corre-

3. Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gdttingen 35 (1889) 190.

4. "Notes de lexicographie H6braique," MUSJ 6 (1913) 163-@. Cf. Bab. YomaT5b; andAaS,
I,168.

5. Diodorus, World History 1.60; Josephus, Ant.3.1.5.
6. -+ f D man, Ylll, 393-95; cf. Maiberger, 223-33, 318-20, 428-30.
7. Cf. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 83, who suggests the author was associated

with J.
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sponds perfectly with the actual situation in the autumn. The remark that the wind
brought the quails into the camp (Tg. Ps.-Jon. and Vg. add "and flew"), piling them up
"about two cubits deep on the ground," however, derives from theological reflection
and symbolic hyperbole that are consciously creating a conspicuous contrast with the
thin layer of manna (Ex. 16:14). Whereas the manna was able to nourish the Israelites
daily during their entire forty years of wilderness wanderings (Ex. 16:35), the quail
meat brought them only a plague and death even though they were walking around hip-
deep in the birds and each person was able to gather not merely an 'ome4 as with the
manna (Ex. 16: l6), but rather a thousandfold, namely, ten l.tomer (v. 32).

b. Spiritualized Expansion. A later author "from circles of ecstatic 'prophecy"'8
added an inspirational narrative to the quail episode (Nu. I l:14-17,24b-30), presum-
ably to lend a spiritualized interpretation to the narrative of the gift of quail (similarly
alsowiththemannainEx. 16:16-20,32-34;Dt.8:2-4).H.Seebasstakesadifferentpo-
sition, suggesting that, in a reverse fashion, the basic narrative of the engagement of the
seventy elders derives from J and has been augmented by the pre-Dtr quail narrative in
vv. 4b p, 1 0a, I 2- I 3,1 8aa,l9 -20 a,2l -23 a,24 a,3 l -33 a.e

The keyword in this spiritualization is probably the rfrah (v. 31, "wind") that brings
in the divine gift and is interpreted as "spirit." It is questionable, however, whether the
quail ever functioned as a symbol of the spirit as did the dove in the NT.lo

Maibergerf

8. So ibid., 89.
9. "Num. XI, XII und die Hypothese des Jahwisten: W 28 (1978) 214-23.
10. So O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Synopse (Leipzrg, 1922),41.

)XntP s"mo't; *)'Dpit hismit; '?N?r? i"ma'ti

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. OT: l. Direction; 2. Left-Handed Persons;
3. Unlucky Side. III. l. LXX; 2. Qumran.

i"md'L. K. Aartun, "Notizen zur hebrliischen Nominalmorphologie," BiOr 3l (1974) 3S-39;
J. Cuillandre, kt droite et la gauche dans les poimes homdriques (Paris, 1944); A. Gomatowski,
"Rechts und Links im antiken Aberglauben" (diss., Breslau,1936); R. Grieshammer, "Rechts und
Links," lzxl\g, V, l9l-93; P. Hajdu, "Die Benennung der Begriffe rechts und links als Ausdruck
der Beziehung zwischen Sprache und Denken," Acta Linguistica, I (Budapest, l95l) l7l-248;
B. Hartmann, "Rechts und Links," BHHW,III, 1564-65; R. Needham, ed., Right and kft: Essays
on Dual Symbolic Claassification (Chicago, 1973); O. Nussbaum, "Die Bewertung von rechts
und links in der rcimischen Liturgie," "/AC 5 (1962) 158-71; E. Qimron, "The Names of the Direc-
tions in Our Ancient Sources," BethM 25 (1979) 4l-4'7; A. Rett, T. Kohlmann, and G. Strauch,
Linkshiinder (Vienna, 19'13); L. Rdhrich, "Links und rechts," RGe, lV, 382; K. Thllqvist,
Himmelsgegenden und Winde. Eine semasiologische Studie. StOr 2 (1928), 105-85, esp. 123ff.
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l. l. Etymotogy. Parallels to Heb. i"m6'l are widespread and include the unusual

Akkadian construction iumEfilu(m), "left side, left hand,"l a primary noun; also Old

Can. sim(!)a/ in the Mari texts;2 lJgar. im'l, "the left hand";3 OId Aram' 'im 7,4 probably

"left region" or "northern land" (as the name of a region = Akk. ' sa-ma-al-la and

similars); Syr. semmala', "the left hand"6 (deriving ftom *sim'ala'with secondary dou-

bling of the m); Mand. smal(a), "left, to the left";z Palmyr. .izl alongside srtl, also with

the suf. 'al i/smlk, "to your left."8
Reference to Eth. Qagdm, "left, crooked, bent," mentioned by Dillmann and going

back to H. Ewald,e cannot be used because Ewald's postulated equivalents (.f - d and

'- g with transposition) are too far-fetched. Moreover, W. Leslau has in the mean-

time classified Eth. dagama etymologically.l0
Alongside Arab. iimdt, "left side, left hand, left, north," and iamdl, "north wind,"

reference is also made to ai-Sdm, "Syria" (region of the north from the perspective of
the Kaaba as opposed to Yemen, region of the south). Strikingly, one also encounters

the OSA root i'ml alongside i rn, specifically i'ml as a verb in the H stem,l 1 "be north-

ward?" (cf. also ymn/wi'ml, "to the right and to the left"l2), i'mt as the subst. "north":

as the vb. ,irz, "march northward," and as the adj. i'myt, "northward."l3 The term.iml in

the fragmentary and ill-copied inscription CIH 462.5 should not be adduced in connec-

tion with im'l.ta Minaean attests the forms.iml in the expression dy/i'ml, "the two

from the north," and i'mt, "the north."l5 Qatabanian also attests the plural of the nisbe

form as 'ymnn/w'imn, "those of the south and those of the north."l6

Given the juxtaposition of Arab. iimdl and iam and OSA .f'ml and i'm, scholars un-

derstandably viewed Heb. i"m6'l as a triconsonantal word from the root d'm or.fia'with
the appended ending -t (cf . i"'61) or a/ (dissimilated from the locative ending -anto -al,

progressive dissimilation from n to / in contact with m).17 Scholars also considered

l. AHw,IIl, 1271.
2. See ABLAK,2:250-51.
3. WUS, 2622; KTU 1.23, 64 and 1.2,1, 40.
4. KAI 202A.7 : 216.2/3: 217 .1.

5. Cf. S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms. AOAT 6 (1970)' 301'
6. I*xSyr 481.
7. MdD, 332.
8. DNSI, ll,1162.
g. pxLingAeth, 1336; H. Ewald, Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch der hebriiischen Sprache des Alten

Bundes (Gdttingen, 7 1863), 27 9.
lO. Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 198'l), 149-

tt. clH,432.6.
12. C. Robin, "Documents de I'Arabie antique lll'Raydan 4 (1981) 54.

13. HAL, Lil, 1332b, reads .i mr incorrectly as .( rar and .i rnyr incorrectly as i'myt; cf. Biella'
509-10; Beeston, 130.

14. Despite A. F. L. Beeston, "on the correspondence of Hebrew s to ESA szi JSS 22 (1977)

15. RES, 3026:302,2, 13; cf. TUAT U6,665.
16. RES, 4328,4-5.
17. Concerning the dissimilation, cf. R. RuZidka, Konsonantische Dissimilation in den

semitischen Sprachen. Beitriige zur Assyriologie und semitischen Sprachwissenschafi YU4
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whether i"m6'l might be an amalgamation of i'm and mfil, or whether the root .fml,
"swaddle, wrap," might have served as an etymon for Semd'l because one was accus-
tomed to throwing one's cloak or mantle, iiml6, over one's left shoulder before wrap-
ping oneself in it.t8 P. de Lagarde is doubtless correct in viewing Heb. Semo'l and Arab.
iam'al as an "ancient word" whose structure cannot be unraveled any further.lg What
one finds, then, is that the etymological derivation of the word iem6'l is disputed.

2. Occurrences. The term iemo'l occurs 54 times in the OT, including 27 times
spelled plene (with waw) as S"mo wl. The sequence ydmtn-friemo7 occurs 37 times; the
lefthand,yaQ S"mo'I, occurs only in Jgs. 3:21; 7:20;Ezk.39:3. The denominated verb in
the hiphil occurs 5 times (Gen. 13:9; 2 S. l4:19; I Ch. l2:2; Isa. 30:21; Ezk.2l:2tlEng.
16l) meaning "turn to the left" (4 times) or "use the left hand" (1 Ch.l2:2).In the hiphil
im'l always parallels the hiphil of ymn, "turn to the right." Defective orthography (with-
out the aleph) occurs as the fem. sg. impv. hafmtlt in Ezk. 2l:21(16) for *haim"ili and
as the inf. l"haimtl in 2 S. 14:19 for *l"haim"il. The masculine plural participle is
pointed as maimi'ltm in I Ch. l2:2 instead of as xmasme'iltm. The adj. Semd'lt, with
nisbe t, occurs 9 times, including 6 as feminine with the article hasiemd'lty.

II. OT.
l. Direction. Right and left also refer to directions. Ezk. l:10 describes the four

faces of the cherubim with a division to the left and to the right. By contrast, Job 23:8-9
uses the compass sequence east (qeQem), west ('dhbr), north ($m6 wl), south (ydmtn)
when Job is asked where he can find God. Looking east, the left lies to the north; cf.
"Hobah, north of Damascus" (Gen. 14:15) and the boundary description of the territory
of Asher, where the boundary "continues in the north to Cabul" (Josh. 19:27).

If one's perspective changes, the meaning of the directions can also shift. T. NOI-
deke points out that in Hadramaut, iimdl does not, as is usually the case in Arabic,
mean "left, north," but rather "southwest," since it is the qibla that determines the di-
rection of one's face.zo Facing east, the north side is also the left side (cf. Ezk. 16:46:
"Your [Jerusalem's] elder sister is Samaria, who lived with her daughters to the left
[i.e., north] of you; and your younger sister, who lived to the right [i.e., south] of you, is
Sodom with her daughters"). Ezk. 4:4 also refers to the northern kingdom when
Ezekiel is told to lie on his side without moving, as if bound with cords, for one hun-
dred ninety days, symbolically bearing Israel's punishment.

The terms yamtn and iemd'l are used together to indicate direction when an author is
emphasizing that one should deviate neither to the right nor to the left; the intention is
quite concrete in reference to the path already taken or to be taken, and the verbs in-
clude swr (Dt. 2:27; I S. 6: 12, where the cows towing the cart with the ark "go straight

(LeipziglBaltimore, 1909), l(M; in general cf. VG, l, 394; E. Krinig, Historisch-kritisches
Lehrgebiiude der hebrciische Sprache, lUl (Leipzig,1895), 143.

18. GesTh,Ill, 1332.
19. Abhandlungen der Kdniglichen Gesellschaft derWissenschaften 35 (Gdttingen, 1889) I 16.
20. NBSS, 82, following information from Graf Landberg.
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in the direction of Beth-shemesh along one highway, lowing as they went; they turned

neither to the right nor to the left") and nafi (Nn.20 17;22:26;2 5.2:19,21). The ex-

pression is also used metaphorically, for example, in reference to a judge's decision

(Dt. 17:1 l) and especially in reference to keeping the law (Dt.5i32;17:20; 28:14; Josh.

l:7;23:6; 2 K. 22:2 par. 2 Ch.34:2 [variously with the vb. swr]; cf. also Isa' 30:21,

"This is the way; walk in it even if you yourself wanted to go to the right or to the

left"). The words of the Maccabee Mattathias can be adduced in this context: "We will
not obey the king's words by turning aside from our religion to the right hand or to the

left" (l N{c.2:22).

2. Lefi-Handed Persons. Being left-handed was often perceived as a sign of clumsi-

ness. Judging from the form of prehistoric tools and the witness of ancient traditions,

left-handed persons have always been in the minority. For example, Plato laments the

one-sided education that tends to make people right-handed.2l That antiquity basically

acknowledged the dominant significance of being righrhanded also emerges from the

Greek designation for those who were ambidextrous, amphiddxios and amphotero-

dixios, betraying the notion that in a way, the ambidextrous person actually had two

right hands (cf. the LXX rendering of itt?r yai y7nin6 in Jgs. 3:15 and 20:16 as

amphoteroddxios). Left-handers appear in the OT only as members of the tribe bearing

the word yamin, "right," in the name itself, namely, Benjamin. It is in this context that

the adj. 'ifier occurs,probably meaning "inhibited, lame," specifically yaQ-y"mtn6, "in

the right hand," i.e., left-handed (Jgs. 3:15;20 16). The Benjaminite Ehud assassinates

the Moabite king Eglon. As a left-hander, he is able to hide his sword on his right so

that he is admitted to the presence of the king as an unarmed tributary and is able to kill
Eglon in a surprise attack (Jgs. 3:12-20). Joab kills the military commander Amasa in a

similar fashion in 2 S. 20:9-10 by grabbing him by the beard with his right hand and

holding him so tightly that he is able to draw his sword with his left hand and plunge it
into Amasa's belly. This motif of the left-handed Benjaminites is wondrously ex-

panded to include seven hundred left-handed Benjaminites (Jgs. 20: 16) each of whom

"could sling a stone at a hair, and not miss." I Ch. l2:2 is more realistic in recounting

that David's Benjaminite warriors could "shoot arrows and sling stones with either the

right hand or the left"; their numbers were so small, however, that they could be men-

tioned by name.

3. IJnlucl<y Side. Biblical texts, albeit rarely, share the negative estimation of the left

side attested in many cultures. Jacob (Israel) blesses the two sons of Joseph, Manasseh

and Ephraim, by crossing his hands, laying his right hand on Ephraim's head even

though he was the younger and his left hand on Manasseh's head even though he was

the firstborn. The younger son thus receives the greater blessing; the elder, though his-

torically less significant, son is blessed only with the less powerful left hand (Gen.

48:13-14). According to Eccl. l0:2, the fool chooses the way of the left, i.e., the incor-

21. Nomoi 7.794d tr.
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rect way, and thus becomes a sinner. In an addendum to Prov. 4:27,the LXX explicitly
identifies the path to the left as the perverted one (diestrammdnai). .ldt.25:33, accord-
ing to which those condemned at judgment will stand to the left, shows that the left
side was viewed as the unlucky side. The alteration of Josh. 23:6 in LXXA is also inter-
esting in this respect, changing "turning aside from it [Yahweh's law] neither to the
right nor to the left" to "so that you do not pervert the right into the left." Jon. 4:1 1 ei-
ther is referring to children as such who are unable to distinguish the right from the left,
or is addressing Nineveh's residents as such because they know only natural revelation
rather than Yahweh's law.

ilI. l. D(X. The LXX translates iem6'l 51 times as arister6s and 16 times as
euiinymos.In only one passage, I K. 7:21 (LXX 7:7), does rhe LXX call the pillar to
the right (Jachin) and the pillar to the left (Boaz) simply "rhe one" and "the other (sec-
ond)." In Josh. 19:27 LXXB transcribes as masomel, and in Neh. 8:4 LXXA exchanges
ex aristerdn for ex euonlmdn (cf. 3 Ezra 9:44). The term euilnymo,r, "of good name,
good reputation, famous, left," seems to represent a euphemistic substitution for the
earlier designations for left skai6s and lai6s. The term arister1s is actually the compar-
ative of distos, so that dristos is to be understood not as the superlative but as the posi-
tive degree, so that aristerds actually means "better" and thus represents either a eu-
phemism such as eu6nymos or an indication that the left side was originally understood
as being the lucky side.

In the Vg. Jerome consistently (56 times) translates iem1'l as siniste4 and only 8
times (Gen. 14:15; Ex. 14:22; Josh. 19:27; Jgs. 16:29; 2 Ch. 3: l7; Cant. 2:6;8:3; Isa.
54:3) as the subst. laeva or leva. The Vg. abbreviates Lev. 14:16,21 (though cf. vv.
17,29), interprets I Ch. l2:2 as "two-handed slingers," and in I K.7:21(see discussion
ofLXX above) uses secunda.

2. Qumran. The term ^im w/ occurs 15 times in the Hebrew texts from Qumran (lQS
1:15;3:10;7:15; IQM 6:8; 8:5;9:14; 4QDibHam" l-2,II, l4; 4QM" l-3, 14; 11QT
l3:5;44:5;45:3; 56:8; 4Q266 3, X, 18; 376 l,II,l,2) and 7 times in the Aramaic texts
(lQapGen 2l:8; 22:10;5Q15 I, I, 4,12; II, 2; lQ'Amram 5: l3; and 4Q76 37.22 O"n-
erally im wl refers to the left side or to north as a direction. Only one passage specifi-
cally mentions the left hand. Among the punishments regarding deportment and the be-
havior of the sect members toward one another, IQS 7:15 says that "whoever has
drawn out his left hand to gesticulate with it (liwb bh) shall do penance for ten days."
This relatively minor offense seems to be punished here with undue severity. The pun-
ishment is presumably less for reproaching a speaker than for the prohibited use of the
left hand for superstitious reasons.23

Kellermannf

22. Beyer,2l3,254.
23. See A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran (Eng. trans., Gloucester,

1973),89.
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nDtP fimab; tl}p idmcah; ;r[DrP iimhdh

Contents: I. l. Occurrences;2. Early Versions;3. Etymology. II. l. Expressions;2. Word

Field: a. Synonyms; b. Antonyms; 3. Meaning: a. Basic Considerations; b. Expression,

Occasion, Assessment; c. Secular Contexts; d. Theological Contexts; e. Theological Use;

f. Ecclesiastes. III. 1. Sirach; 2. Qumran.

l. l. Occurre,rzces. With the exception of Joshua, Haggai, Malachi, Ruth, and Dan-

iel, the root iml.t occurs in all the OT books, though with regard to text lengthl it oc-

curs most frequently in Ecclesiastes (17 times), also (with decreasingly proportionate

frequency) in Proverbs (28 times), Psalms (68), Esther (10), Nehemiah (9), and Isaiah

(25); the occulrences in Deuteronomy (12) correspond to the average.2 The root Sm|t

occurs 129 times in the qal (including Eccl. 2:10, which can also be classified as an

adj.), 28 in the piel, and once in the hiphil (Ps. 89:43[Ene. 42]); the subst. iimhdh oc-

curs 97 times and the verbal adj. iameah 20 times. ln 2 K. 20 13 imlt qal should be

conjectured following LXX, Pesh., Vg., and lsa. 39:2.3 The Aramaic equivalent to

Smf is attested in Biblical Aramaic as the subst. l.teiwd (Ezra 6:16), the Hebrew

alongside heSwA (Neh. 8:10; I Ch.16,27), hdh qal (Ex. l8:9; Job 3:6) and piel (Ps.

2t:7[6]).4

iamah. t. B. Bauer, 'Ad Deum qui laetifrcat iuventutem meam," VD 40 (1962) 184-89;

G. Braulik, "Die Freude des Festes. Das Kultverstiindnis des Deuteronomium - die iilteste

biblische Festtheorie," Leiturgia Koinonia-Diakonia. FS Kardinal E Kdnig (Vienna, l97O)' 127-

79 = Studien zur Theologie des Deuteronomiums. SBAB 2 (1988), 16l-218; M. Fraenkel, "Zur
Etymologie von iamal.t,'sich freuen,"' WZ Halle 12 (1963) 1048-49; J. C. Greenfield, "Lexico-
griphical NotesIIl' HucA 30 (1959) l4l-51; D. Grossberg, "The Dual Glow/Grow Motifl' Bibl
Oz itsgo) 547-54; V. Hamp, "Die Wurzel nDp im AT: Iryz Halle l0 (1961) 1333-34; D' W.

Harvey, "Rejoice not, O Israel!" Israel's Prophetic Heritage. FS J. Muilenburg (New York,

lg6D: 116-17; P. Humbert, "Iaetari et exultare dans le vocabulaire religieux de I'AI (Essai

d'analyse des termes sdmah et Stl)l' RHPR 22 (1942) 185-214 = Opuscules d'un hdbrai'sant
(Neucirdtel, 1958), I l9-45; H. Lenowitz, "The Mock-iimhd of Psalm 137," in E. R. Follis, ed.,

Directions in Biblical Hebrew Poetry. JSOTSup 40 (1987), 149-59: G. Mansfeld, "Der Ruf zur

Freude im AI" (diss., Heidelberg, 1965); F. Matheus, Singt dem Herrn ein neues Lied. Die

Hymnen Deuterojesaja.s. SBS l4l (1990); O. Michel, "Freude," MC, VIII (1972),348-418;

B. Ono and T. Schramm, Festival and Joy. Bibical Encounter Series (Eng. trans., Nashville,
1980); E. Ruprecht, *n}b imb to rejoice," TLOT, lll, 12'72-77; G. Vanoni, "Das Problem der

Homonymie Leim althebriii schen 'LV'Lgl' BN 33 (1986) 29-33; C. Westermann, Roots of Wk-
dom: The Oldest Proverbs of Israel and Other Peoples (Eng. trans., Louisville, 1995).

1. Cf. TLOT lll, 1414-45, table 3.

2. Contra Braulik, 180.

3. A different view is taken by D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT. OBO 50ll (1982),

416.
4. Arguments against a conjecture in Jer. 31:13 can be found in D. Barthdlemy, Critique

textuelle de I'AT. OBO 50t2 (1986),686-87. Cf. Wagner,5l-52 (nos. 83-87).
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2. Early Versions. The Tgs. and Pesh. translate -fiaft almost without exception with
the root bd fitdy, and only in isolated instances with bdh, by', bsm, dws, rwz, iml.t. The
translation of imh in the LXX and Vg. is fairly consistent: LXX euphrain- and its de-
rivatives (218 times), chair- (35), agall- (2), gel- (2), terp- (l), u[y]mn- (l);Yg.laet-
and its derivatives (207), gaud- (36), epul- (9), delect- (4), -sult- (4), hilar- (l), volupt-
(l). Renderings not bearing the semantic element of 'Joy" (4 times in the LXX, 3 each
in the Pesh. and Vg.) are of no account and by no means indicate the presence of hom-
onyms.5

3. Etymology. Apart from Hebrew, terms corresponding to the root imh as an ex-
pression of joy occur in other Semitic languages as well, including Ammonite Smh, "be
glad" (inscription from Tell Siran), Amorite PNs such as Simfii-Dagan, Can. imfi,
"gladden," Ugar. imfi, "be glad," imSt, "joyl' and Pun. imh, "be gladl' im(y)ht, "joy."e

Ever since F. Perles's suggestion that one associate Isa.9:16(17) with Arab.
samuha, "be kind," the search for homonyms to imh in other Semitic languages has not
ceased.T More passages are affected than Ruprecht assumes.8 Recurrent suggestions
include Al<k. iamdfuu, "grow, flourish," Arab. iamafia, "be high, proud," lJgar. imfi,
"radiate, shine," Aram./Syr. smh, "shine, grow luxuriantly," and Heb. smh, "put forth
shoots."9

Apart from the cj. yiimaft ("be generous") following Arab. samuha in Isa. 9:16(17)
as suggested by Perles and now generally accepted,lo I do not believe that the remain-
ing cases under discussion need either emendations or etymological lexical entries

5. See I.3 below.
6. On Middle Hebrew cf. ANH, 4ll; HAL, IU, 1333-34. On Ammonite M. Baldacci, ..The

Ammonite Text from Tell Siran and North-West Semitic Philology," IrI 3l (1981) 367 (with
bibliog.), reads the hophal instead of the qal. On Amorite see APNM,250; additional documen-
tation is in HAL, III, 1336a (bibliog.). On Canaanite see EA 109:50; questionable, cf. HAL, Ilt,
1334a. On Ugaritic see IVUS, no.2626; UT no.2432; G. Del Olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de
Canaan segun la tradicion de Ugarit (Madrid, l98l),629-30. On Pun. imh see DNS1, II, I160;
questionable, cf. M. Sznycer, Les passages puniques en transcription latine dans le "Poenulus"
de Plaute (Paris, 1967), 116-17. On Pun. im(y)ht see M.-J. Fuentes Estafrol, Vocabulario fenicio
(Barcelona, 1980\, 237.

7. "Notes critiques sur le texte de l'Eccl6siastique," RE"/ 35 (1897) 63; "Critical Notes:
Gesenius' Hebrew Dictionary," JQR ll (1899) 689.

8. Ruprecht, 1273; cf. also HAL, III, 1333-34.
9. On Akkadian see AHw, III, I 153. On Ugaritic see KTU 1.17,11,9. On Aramaic see ANH,

364; on Syiac, lzxSyr;305. On Hebrew cf. G. R. Driver, "Problems in the Hebrew Text of Prov-
erbsl' Bibl32 (1951\ 179-80; H. L. Ginsberg, "The North-Canaanite Myth of Anath and Aqhat,"
BASOR 98 (1945) 15, 72-73; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibel-
w<irterbuch," W 9 (1959) 249,276-77; J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon
(Leiden, 1959), 7l; M. Dahood, "Congruity of Metaphorsl' Hebriiische Wortforschung. FS
W. Baumgartner SW 16 (1967),40-41;P. J. vanZljl, Baal: A Study of Texts in Connexion with
Baal in the Ugaritic Epics. AOAT l0 (1972) 120-22; D. J. A. Clines, "The Tree of Knowledge,"
W24(1974) l0-ll;Ruprecht, 1272-73;Ringgren, llDlsdmah, -->XII,4lO;HAL,III, 1333-34.

10. lzxHebAram, 802; Ruprecht, 1273; HAL, IY 1557a s.v. llD[t (with bibliog.); thorough
discussion in Barth6lemy, Critique, 2:65-66.
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from related languages. The positing of homonyms merely displaces the problems. Ba-

sically, however, the problem is not that of the meaning in any one language, but rather

more generally the translation of expressions for emotions. In some cases (e.g., 'lz/

7s),tt the process of separation into several etymons begins already in the early ver-

sions; in others, such separation begins only in the discussion among Hebraists. In the

case of iamah, however, various individual considerations suggest a semantic element

of "external (violent) movement/agitation," which is hard to imagine in connection

with an etymon for "be high, proud" or "shine."l2 For example, Prov. l3:9 can easily be

rendered as "burns merrily."l3

Il. l. Expressions. Forms of the vb. imfu refering to the imperfect aspect (40 times

impf., l8 pf. consec.) are slightly in the majority over against the perfect forms (19

times pf., 23 impf . consec.). Appellative forms constitute a large proportion (14 times

impv., 9 vetitive, 7 cohortative, 20 jussive). The qal infinitive construct occurs 5 times
(Ps. 106:5; Eccl.3:12;5:18[9]; 8:15; Ezk. 35:14), the piel infinitive absolute once

(Jer. 20: l5), and the piel participle twice (Jgs. 9: l3; Ps. 19:9). The "rejoicing" subject
(subj. in the qal; obj. in the piel and hiphil) is usually animate. Inanimate subjects in-
clude the human "heart" (10 times; cf. Ps. 16:9) or "soul" (Ps. 86:4). In poetic speech

inanimate subjects can imply animate inhabitants, or can be used figuratively (in per-

sonification): "earth" (Ezk.35:14; text?), "heaven" (Ps.96:11 par. I Ch. 16:31), "is-
lands" (Ps. 97:l), "city" (46:5[4]), "mountain" (48:12[11]), "cypresses" (Isa. l4:8),
"light" (Prov. l 3:9). Because the subject refers to the initiator ofjoy in the piel, it is not

surprising that a third of the occurrences use inanimate subjects and even abstract sub-

jects: "wine" (Ps. 104:15; Eccl. l0:19), "new wine" (Jgs.9:13), "stringed instruments"
(Ps.45:9t81), "water" (Ps.46;5[4]), "oil" (Prov. 27:9),"precepts" (Ps. 19:9[8]), "word"
(Prov. 12:25), "light" (Prov. 15:30). Substantives and adjectives are never used figura-
tively; the "rejoicing" subject is always a living being or its "heart" (9 times; cf. Prov.

15:13; Jer. 15:16). Of the qal occurrences, 63 of 129 have only the subject.ra

Other attested syntagmas include the direct object (piel: person 12 times, cf. Dt.

24:5; God and human being: Jgs. 9: l3; hiphil: person: Ps.89:431421) and prepositional

objects indicating the object of joy (God 13 times; cf. Ps. 32: I I ; human being 17 times;

cf. Jgs. 9:19; concrete objects such as "gifts" [Isa. 39:2], "wine" lZech. l0l7), and
"castor bean plant" Uon. 4:61 are joined by abstractions such as miildh [Dt. 12:7,18];

y"ifi'd ll S. 2:l; Isa. 25:91; ma'oSeh [Ps. 104:31; Eccl.3:22);'dmdl lBccl.2:lO;

ll. -+ XI, l17.
12. See II.2 below.
13. With C. Siegried and B. Stade, Hebrciisches Wtjrterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, 1893), 755;

lzxHebAram,802; contra IIA L,lll, 1335a, which incorrectly adduces TOB, "brillera gaiement";

Tgs., Pesh., and Vg. also translate as'Joy." Concerning this entire question, see the methodologi-
cal explications in Vanoni,3l-32.

14. Humbert, I 2l , cites only 40; he is apparently not distinguishing between fixed syntagmas

and free circumstants.
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ers becomes the object of one's own joy; the most frequent prep. is b" [cf . Dt. l2:7);
both /' and 'al can indicate the object of malicious pleasure [cf. Isa. l4l.8; Lam. 2:17);
minindicates the initiator of joy in either a positive [Prov. 5:18; Eccl. 2:10] or a nega-
tive sense [the cessation of sorrow in Jer. 31:13]; both possibilities remain open in
2Ch.20:27; the positive minneeds no explanation from Ugaritic;ts liqra'!occursinthe
pregnant construction in Jgs. l9:3 in the sense of "go toward with joy"; cf. I S. l8:6).to

The transition from fixed to free syntagmas is sometimes fluid. In Jer.3l:13 (cf. Dt.
16:14), the expression bemdhdl can refer either to the object or to the locus/occasion of
joy;b"ftol-ydmAniinPs.90:14 andbese'ldm in 105:38 (cf.ll8:24;122:l)canreferei-
ther to the object or to the time/occasion of joy. ln92:5(4) bfoo"lef,d can refer either to
the object or to the instrument of joy/gladness. In such cases comms. and lexicons are
more reserved in positing free syntagmas than are translations.lT The combination lipnA
+ divine epithet (6 timss;ts refers to the "external :' b"libbb in Ex. 4: l4 to the "internal"
locus of joy. Isa. 66:10 summons readers to participate ('e1, "with") in the joy of others.
Prepositional phrases with /c'introduce points of comparison (Ps. 90:15; Isa. 9;2[3];
30:29). The intensity ofjoy is expressed by me'dj (l S. I l: 15; I K. 5:21[7]), by infinitive
absolute constructions (Jer. 20:15), or by a figura etymologica (always with the adj.
"great": I K. 1:40; I Ch.29:9; Neh. 12:43; Jon.4:6). Inf,rnitive expressions indicate the
content (/'in I S. 6:13; Prov.2:14) or occasion (b, in Dt. 33:18 [time?]; Ps. l4:7;
53:7[6]; 105:38; Prov.24:17;29:2 [time?]: k'in I K. 5:2l1l; Jer. 4l:13:,'al in I Ch.
29:9;2Ch.29:36) ofjoy. Such can also be expressed in a separate clause (independent
clause in Ex. 4:14; Jgs. 19:3; I S. 6:13; 11:9; 19:5; 2 S. 1:20;2 K. ll.,20; Ps. 69:33[32];
85:7[6]; 97:8; lOl:42; Hab. l:15; Zeph.3:14-15;Zech.4:10; dependent clause in Dt.
33:18-19; Neh. 12:43; Job 3l:25; Ps. 16:9-10; 3l:8[7]; 58:llll0l; 67:5[4);69:33-
3aB2-331; lOl:30; ll9:74;lsa. 14:29; Joel2:21,23; Mic. 7:8; Z,ech. 2:l4llOl).

J. Aro classifies Smh as a "verb of the class e-a describing a state."le Considering its
frequent combination with prepositional objects, howeveg this verb of "moving emo-
tion" is better classified as a verb of action.20 E. Jenni describes the opposition between
the piel and hiphil as that between "make" and "let," albeit while classifying .fizh
among the "more difficult cases."2l S. A. Ryder finds no distinction between the piel
and hiphil of imh.22

Even at the level of combinations and expressions, one already notices that about
180 (two-thirds!) of all occurrences of the root imh are found in theological contexts.

15. Contra M. Dahood, "Qohelet and Northwest Semitic Philology," Bibl 43 (1962) 351-52;
cf. Ruprecht, 1274.

16. See also LexHebAram,802.
17. Cf . BDB, 970:' lzxHebAram, 802.
18. See II.3.d below.
19. Die Vokalisierung des Grundstammes im semitischen Verbum. StOr 3l (1964), 117-18; a

more detailed analysis in Meyer, 968.1.
20. Cf. W. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrriischen Grammatik. ATS 8 (1978), 95-96.
2t. HP,34,98, 110-ll.
22. The D-stem in Western Semitic. Janua Linguarum. Series Practica l3l (The Hague,

1974), 102.
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Of these occurrences, about 40 are found in theological contexts in the narrower sense

in that they contain direct statements about God.23

2.Word Field. a. Synonyms. The following synonymous roots are found either paral-

lelto iml.t or in the immediate context: gyl (1 Ch. 16:31; Job 3:22;Ps. l4:7; 16:9;

2l:2lll;31:8[7]; 32:ll;43:4;45:16[15]; 48:l2llll; 51:10[8]; 53:7[6]; 96:ll; 97:1,8;

ll8:24;149:2;Prov.2:14;23:24,25:24:17; Cant. 1:4;Isa. 9:2[3]; 16:10;25:9;29:19;
66:10; Jer. 48:33; Hos. 9:l; Joel l:16; 2:21,23; Hab. 1:15; Zeph.3:17 Zech.l0:7), mn
( 1 Ch. I 6:3 l -33 ; Job 20:5 ; Ps. 5:1211 ll; 32:1 I ; 35 :27 ; 67 :514); 90: I 4; 92:514); 96: I I -

12;lOO:2;126.2-3;P,rov.29:6;Isa. l4:7-8; 16:10;35:10;51:ll;55:12;61:7;65:13-14;
Jer.3l:7,12-13;Zeph.3:14,17:Zech.2:l4ll0l),'lz (2 S. 1:20; Ps. 68:4-5[3-4];96:ll'
12; Prov. 23:15-15;Isa.247-8 Jer. 15:16-17; 50:11; Zeph.3:14), /s (l S. 2:l; I Ch.
16:31-32; Ps. 5:12[ l); 9:312];68:a[3]), Jyf (Est. 8:16,17; Job 3:22; Ps. 40:17[16];
45:8-9[7-8];51:10[8];68:4[3];70:5; Isa. 22:13;24:7-8,11;35:10;51:3,11;66:10; Jer.

7:34; 15:16; 16.9;25:10l,31:13; 33:11; Lam. 4:21;Zeph.3:17:,Zech.8:19), rw'hiphil
(2 Ch. 15:14-15; Ezra 3:ll-12; Ps. I 00: I -2; Isa. I 6: 10; Jer. 20: 1 5- I 6 ; Zeph. 3:14), psh
(Isa. 14:7-8; 55:12), fm (l Ch.16.31-32 Ps. 96:11), sftl (Est. 8:15; Jer. 3l:7; 50:11),

,ibq 0 S. 18:6-7; Ps. 126:2-3; Prov. 14:13; Eccl.2:2;7:3-4; lO:19; Jer. 15:16-17).

These roots all refer more or less to articulated "expressions of joy."
Other roots in the immediate context of Smh refer to clearly articulated "expressions

of joy" (declamation, singing): qdl (l K. l:40,45; I Ch. 15:16; 2 Ch. 15:14-15; Ezra
3:12,13; Job 2l 12:- Isa. 51:3; Ier.7:34; 16:9;2510;33;11),2a.iyr (Gen. 31:27; I Ch.
l5:16; 16:9-10; 2 Ch. 23:13,18;29,28-30 Neh. 12:27; Ps. 68:4-5[3-41;6931-33130-
321; 104:33-34; 105:2-3; 137:3; 149:l-2;Isa.24:7-9;30:29), zmr (l Ch. 16:9-10; Ps.

9:3121; 30:12-13[11-12]; 68:4-5[3-4]; 104:33-34; 105:2'3; 149:2-3; Isa. 5l:3), hll
(l Ch. 16lo; 2 Ch. 23 13 29:30; 30:21; Ezra 3:11-12; Ps. 34:3[2); 63:12llll;
64: I 1 [ l0] ; 69:3 1 -33 [30- 32]; 104:34-35 ; 105 :3 ; I 06:5 ; I 07 :30-32; 109:28-30; 1 I 3:9;

149 : I -2; J er. 3 I :7 ), ydh hiphil ( 1 Ch. 1 6: 8- 1 0; 2 Ch. 29 :30'3 | ; Neh. 1 2: I 7 ; Ps. 9:2-3 [ I -

2h 30:12-l3t1t-r2l; 43:4; 67:4-513-41 69:3t-33130'32); 97:12; lO0:2-4; 105:1-3;

107:30-31; 109:28-30; Isa.51:3; Jer. 33:11), spr (Ps. 9:2-3U-21).In certain contexts
joy finds expression and accompaniment through "dance" and "music": kinndr (Gen.

3l:27;l Ch. 15:16; 2Ch.2O:27-28;Neh. 12:27;Job2l:12;Ps.43:4;92:4131;137:2-3;
149:2-3;Isa. l6:10-ll 24:7-8),fip(GeL3l:27;l S. 18:6;lob2l:12;Ps. 149:2-3;Isa.

24:7-8), mdhbl (l S. 18:6; Ps. 30:12[17;149:2-3; Jer. 31:13), nElel, "harp" (l Ch.

15:16;2 Ch. 20:27-28; Neh. 12:27; Ps. 92:4-5[3-4D, 'frSdb, "flute" (Job 2l:12), hll,
"play the flute" ( I K. 1 :40; Isa. 30:29), i6pdr (l K. I :39-40; 2 Ch. 15:14-15), l.tasoserd,

"trumpets" (Nu. 10:10; I Ch. 1524-25;2 Ch. 15:14-15;20:27'28;29:28-3O),
m"siltayim, "cymbals" (l Ch. 15:16; Neh. 12:27), r4'flu. l0:10; 1K' l:39-40; 2 K.

23. Concerning additional observations and lists regarding combinations and expressions

with imfi, cf. the lexicons, esp. IIAL (also regarding verbal expressions using iimbi), and above

all Ruprecht, and Humbert, 120-28, though Humbert finds religious or cultic contexts in only 86

cases.
24. -+Xll,58l-82.
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ll:14;2 Ch.23:13). Shared festival joy also includes the "meal" and "banquet":.irlr
(l K. 4:20; I Ch. 12:40-41[39-40]; 29:22; Neh. 8:12; Est. 5: 14; 8:17; 9:17 ,18,19,22;
Eccl. 3:12-13;7:2-4;9:7; Isa. 22:13; 24:7-9; 6513; Jer. 16:8-9), 'kl (Dt. 12:7,18',
14:26;27:7; I K.4:20; I Ch. l2:4ll40l;29:22;Ezra6:21-22; Neh. 8:12; Eccl. 3: 12-13;
5:18[19]; 8:15; 9:7; Isa.22:13:'65:13; Jer. 16:8-9; Joel l:16), hgg (Lev.23:40-41;DL
16:10-11,14,15; I K. 8:65-66; 2 Ch. 7:9-10; 30:21; Ezra 6:22; Neh. 8:17-18; Isa.
30:29). Finally, a whole list of contexts with leb/lebAb can be adduced showing how
strongly the "heart" participates in joy, though considering the biblical understanding
ofthe "heart" and other observations,25 these passages have nothing to do with "inter-
nalization" (Ex.4:14;Dt.28:47; I S.2:1; I K.8:66; I Ch. 16:10; 29:9;2 Ch.7:10;
15:15; Ezra 6:22; Est.5:9; Ps. 4:8Ul;9:2-3ll-21; 169;32:ll;33:21;64:llll0l;
69:33[32]:97:ll;104:15; 105:3; Prov. 12:25; 14:10,13; l5:13,30; l7:22;23:15;24:17;
27:9,11; Eccl. 2:10; 5:l9l20l:'7:4; 9:7; l1:9; Cant. 3:11; Isa. 24:7; 30:29; 65:13-14
Jer. 15:16; Ezk. 36:5; Zeph. 3:14; Zech. l0:7).

Verbs of perception are repeatedly found in the same context with imh, including
r'h (Ex.4:14; Jgs. l9:3; I S. 6:13; 19:5; Job 22:19; Ps. 3l:8[7]; 69:33[32];107:42;
ll9:74; Eccl. 8:15; lsa.9:l-2[2-31; 66:5; Jer. 4l:13; Ob. 12;Zech.4:10; l0:7) and im'
(l K. 5:21[7];Ps.34:3[2];97:8; Prov. 15:30-31); here'Joy" can be understood as the
reaction to sensory impressions.26

b. Antonyms. Antonymous roots occurring in the same context with Smh come from
the word fields for "sadness," "shame," and "fear" and include 'bl (Est. 9:22;Ps.35:14-
l5; Eccl. 7:4; Isa. 24:7; 66:10; Jer. 16:1-9; 3l:13; Ezk. 7:12), bkh (Ezra 3:12,13; Ps.
137:l-3; Isa. l6:9-10; 22:12-13; Jer. 48:32-33), yll (Isa. 14:29-31; Jer. 48:31-33), spd
(Ps. 30: 12[ 1]; Isa. 22:12-13), nh (Iob 3:22-24;Prov.29:2;lsa.24:7 [in the same sen-
tence!l;35:10;51:11;Joell:16-18),ygh(Est.9:22;Isa.35:10;51:111.Jer.3l:13),bwi
(Ps. 35:26; 40:15-17[14-16l;70:3-512-4);97:7-8; 109:28; Isa. 65:13; 66:5; Jer. 50: I l-
12; Mic. 7:8- l0), z'q/{'q (Ps. 107:28-30; lsa. 14:29-31; 65:13-14; Jer. 20:15-16; 48:31-
33; Lam. 2:17-18), iaq (Ps.30:l2ll1l; Isa. 22:12-13), hmh (Isa. 16:10-ll), .i'ft (Isa.
24:7-8), yr'(Isa. 5l:ll-12; Joel2:211' Zeph. 3:14-15).

3. Meaning. a. Basic Consideratiorzs. The recurring question prompted by
F. Crtisemann's study whether Sml.t and its synonyms can refer to "articulated speaking
and singing" must take Ruprecht's findings as the point of departure, namely, that even
when iimhd seems best translated as 'Joy," its concrete expression is generally also
meant, and the accompanying contexts should be examined for indications of such
concrete expressions.2T The substantival form iimhA by no means allows the conclu-
sion that the reference is to a pure abstraction (cf. the subsrs. hemdd, libbA, iiby\.2t

25. -+ a) teb, Vlt,399-437: see also II.3.b below.
26. Concerning additional word fields, see II.3 below.
27. Ruprecht, 1274. Cf . Criisemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied

in Israel. WMANT 32 (1969),48,64.
28. See BlE, 459, $61z'. For a basic discussion see G. Vanoni, Literarkritik und Grammatik.

Untersuchung der Wiederholungen und Spannungen in I Krin 11-12. ATS 2l (1984),156-68.
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Although most lexicons do indeed enter concrete meanings for imh and its derivatives,
if'Joyous feast" and "sounds ofjoy" are possible,2e then why not also "song ofjoy"?

It is especially the advocates of the fertility-cult thesis who seem to reject any posi-

tive answer to this question; on this view a whole series of Hebrew expressions of joy
are in fact not really Israelite at all, but rather are inseparably associated with the

Canaanite cult.3o If one examines the discussion in which the word "orgiastic" (what-

ever it may mean) exerts such considerable attraction, one discerns increasing general-

ization and expansion. Here Humbert originally argued primarily more with reference

to g)/ than to imb. The thesis is already improbable not least because of psycho-

linguistic considerations; since it is hardly conceivable that such negatively prefigured

expressions could undergo a semantic improvement within such a short time, the nega-

tive connotations are to be sought not in the individual expressions themselves but in
their respective contexts, e.g., in Hos. 9:1 in the comparative ka'ammin. Nonetheless,

caution is certainly advisable with regard to any black-and-white commentary within
religio-historical comparisons, since the texts in question are concerned primarily with
criticizing Israel's own festivals rather than with any direct confrontation with other re-

ligious forms. Moreover, such cultic outbursts of joy generally represent "one of the

most widely known phenomena common to religions."3l Furthermore, the popular (17

times in Prov. l0:1-22:16 alongside once each for 'lz and rnn, 9 times in 22:17-31:.31

alongside gyl 3 times and'lz and rnn once each) and wholly positive32 use of this root
in early wisdom militates against the view that Smh was originally charged negatively.

The suspicion that the tenacious association of Smh and its synonyms with the

Canaanite cult represents a petitio principii is confirmed by the theses of Mansfeld and

Lenowitz. Athough even they do not entirely escape the danger of extrapolation, they

do show that an altered heuristic perspective generates new and more plausible expla-

nations. Lenowitz is able to show the probability of the translation "song of mirth, sa-

tirical song" for iimhd, e.g., in Ps. 137:3. The primary situation of the (originally
noncultic) form is the victory celebration after a military campaign, and the contexts
are in part bound to Jerusalemite traditions. Acknowledgment of the meaning "song of
joy" does indeed make passages such as Ps. 5l: l0(8) easier to understand (.im' hiphil;
the paraphrase "let me experience" or the cj. .fb'hiphil are unnecessary). Scholars even

prior to Lenowitz made similar observations (C. F. Keil notes regarding I S. 18:6 that
"shout ofjoy" is appropriate given v.7;cf. EU on 2Ch.23:18: "songs ofjoy"; Zorell:
"laetitia manifestata canticis"; cf. also Neh. 12:27; Ps. 68:4[3]; IOO:2; 137:3; Jer.3l:'l;
Zeph.3:17; for some of these passages M. Dahood suggests the meaning "song of
gladness"33l. Mansfeld discerns the genres "jubilation" (with the form: pl. impv. ["re-

29. See most recently HAL, lll, 1336.
30. Cf. esp. Humbert; Harvey; Cri.isemann; also H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans.

1974),153; a more reserved position is taken by J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll
(1983), l15; a critical position is taken by Mansfeld, 51; and Braulik, 175-79.

31. C. Westermann, ")'l gil to rejoice," TLOT 1,314; cf . Ruprecht, 1275; Braulik, 175-'76.

32. See II.3.c below.
33. KD, in loc.; L,exHebAram,803; Dahood, Psalms Il: 51-100. AB 17 (1968),271.
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joice"l + address f"ba1 + city name"l + /ri clause; situation: arrival of the announce-
ment of victory) and "song of welcome" (with the form: impv. ["sing"] + ti clause +
jussive ["rejoice"]; situation: execution of the cry of jubilation at the welcome of the
returning warriors) and is able to demonstrate how various theological contexts with
"expressions of joy" (primarily in Deutero-Isaiah) represent adaptations of these
forms. The female addressee of the imperatives that allow Criisemann to conclude the
presence of an "assurance of well-being in the context of the sexual fertility cult" in ba-
sically the same texts can then be explained by the situation of the women left behind
during a time of war.3a A similar situation applies to the exclusive participation of
women in the original welcome song (cf. Ex. 15:20-21; I S. l8:6-7). The point of de-
parture of the fertility-cult discussion (Hos. 9:1) can be understood as a negative allu-
sion to a cry of jubilation (analogous to 2 S. 1:20). Alongside the studies of Lenowitz
and Mansfeld, both of whom posit victory (cf. Jgs. 16:23: I S. 18:6) as a key situation
for Smh, the studies of Otto and Matheus also undermine Criisemann's thesis.3s

Other observations support the semantic notion of "articulated expressions of joy."
The context of imh includes not only the roots iyr zmr hll, ydh, and spr36 all of which
refer to articulated expressions, but also the vb. 'mr (Jgs. 16:23; I S. 18:6-7; I K.
5:2lU);Ps.35:24-25,27;40:17116l par. 70:5 [4] f'mr par. imh); Jer.3l:7; Am. 6: l3). In
Neh. 12:43 "the joy of Jerusalem was heard (.im ' niphal) far away"; this concluding
statement to the section probably also includes the songs of the "singers" in v. 42 in
this 'Joy." Finally, the passages alluding to "malicious pleasure" also suggest a refer-
ence to articulated expression (Job 3l:29; Ps. 35:15,19,24,26;38:17[16]; Prov. 17:5;
24:17;lsa.14:8; Jer. 50:11; Lam. 4:21:'Ezk.25:6;35:14,15; 36:5; Ob. 12; Mic. 7:8).

b. Expression, Occasion, Assessment. The examination of the word field confirms
that the semantic notion of "external (vehement) movement" inheres in imh. Joy ex-
presses itself in frisking about (Jer. 50:11), clapping (Ezk.25:6), dancing, shouting,
and singing. One of the most popular places of joy is the festival. The occasions of joy
are as varied as life itself and include farewell (Gen. 3l:27), meeting again (Ex. 4:14;
Jgs. l9:3), good news (1 S. I 1:9; 2 S. l:20; Jer. 20: l5), victory (2 S. l:20), the welcome
of a victory (l S. 18:6), the arrival of auxiliary troops (Jer. 4l:13), weddings (Cant.
3:11; Jer.7:34; 16:9;25:10;33:11), the harvest (4s4 Isa. 9:2131; 16:9-10; cf. Jer.
48:33), coronations (1 S. ll:15; I K. l:40,45; 2K.ll:14,20; 1Ch. l2:4ll4});2Ch.
23:13,21), pilgrimages (Ps. 122:l; Isa. 30:29), gifts (Isa. 39:2), success (Eccl.3:22),
and shade (Jon. 4:6).sz

If a context contains no negative entries for imh, the assumption must be that the
root carries a positive connotation, as shown precisely by those passages that speak
about the cessation or absence of'Joy," especially prophetic oracles ofjudgment (Isa.
16:10; 24:7,11; Jer. 7 :34; 16:9; 25:lO [positive in Jer. 33: I l]; 48:33; Ezk. 7 :12; Joel
1:16). No absolute negation of 'Joy" is attested. Warnings are issued against overly

34. Crtisemann,48.
35. Cf. Otto, esp. 59-60; Matheus, 35-36; also -+ ll, 473-74.
36. See II.2.a above.
37. On malicious pleasure see II.3.a above; on religious festivals see II.3.d below.
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self-confidentjoy and againstjoy at inappropriate times (lsa. 14:29;22:131'Jer.50:11;

Lam.4:21; Am. 6:13). Simitarly, joy at one's own success or at the misfortune of one's

adversaries is discouraged (2 S. 1:20), rejected (Job 3l:25,29;Ps. 35:15,19,24,26 [con-
trasting v.271;38:17[16]; Prov.24:17i Ob. 12; Mic. 7:8), prevented or punished by
God (Ps. 30:2tll; Prov. 17:5; Ezk.25:6;35:15; 36:5), or even allowed by God as a

temptation of the believer (Ps. 89:43142);Lam.2:17; Hab. l:15). Joy at the defeat of
one's enemy, however, is not censured negatively (2 Ch. 2O:27 ; Job 22:19; Ps. 9:3-4[2-
3l; 58:11[0]; 109:28; Isa. l4:8). Joy in what is evil (Prov. 2:14) or in wicked activities
(znh + me'al, Hos.9: l) is rejected.

c. Secular Contexts. Apart from wisdom literature, iml.t rarely occurs in secular con-

texts. By the same token, however, theological contexts are rarely found in Job and

Proverbs (Iob22:19;Prov. l7:5). The delimitation of theological contexts is sometimes

difficult (cf. Jon. 4:6). As an expression of the joy of love between man and woman,

imh always exhibits positive connotations. Cant. 3:11 equates the "day of the wed-

ding" and the "day ofthe gladness ofthe heart" (cf. Ps.45:16[15]).Dt.24:5 frees the

newly married man from military service for one year so that "he shall be free at home

. . . to be happy with the wife whom he has married." In Cant. 1:4 the bride and her

companions place the joys of love above those of wine (cf. Prov. 5: l8). Prov. 27:9 tates

the value offriendship above thejoy ofperfume and incense. One person can givejoy
to another through "wisdom" (l K. 5:2l]l; Prov. 10:1 [the first proverb of older wis-
doml ; 1 5 : 20 ; 23 : 1 5,24,25 ; 21 : l l ; 29 :3 ; negativ e in lT :21), an "apt answer" (1 5 :23), or
a "good word" (12:25). Joy is the fruit of patient waiting (10:28, "the expectation of the

righteous [ends in] joy":a; and a council of peace Gal6m, 12:20), ofjustice (21:15) and

righteousness (13:9; 29:6). Hosea's criticism (7:3) focuses on the kingmakers because

they ruin the joy of coronation day with their wicked deeds (regicide?3e). People re-
joice in their rulers only if the latter are "righteous" or 'Just" (Ptov.29:.2; ironically in
Jgs. 9: l9). Ecclesiastes' view of the people's vacillating favor (4: 16) should not be read

into Neh. 12l,44. Commentators assume correctly that this remark about Judah's joy
over its priests and Levites represents a hidden reference to the altered circumstances

during the time when Nehemiah was composed. Some, however (e.g., eU;, by translat-

ing "well disposed," displace the cause of insufficient cooperation to the people; some-

one who cannot rejoice in another persoll must not necessarily be ill-disposed toward

that person.
Wisdom observation could not fail to notice that folly can also be a source ofjoy, al-

beit only for those who have no sense (Prov. 15:21), and that those who love joy
(NRSV "pleasure"), wine, and oil will suffer want (21:17; by contrast, positive in
27:9). These passages belong to a series of proverbs on the topic 'Joy and sorrow" that

view human beings in a force field between two poles, which is why countless possibil-

ities or situations can emerge in the relationship between joy and sorrow.a0 This tension

38. So Ruprecht, 1273; NRSV: "The hope of the righteous ends in gladness."

39. See Wolff, Hosea, 124.
40. See Westermann, Roots, 11-14 (on joy and sorrow).
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comes to expression in the generally polar formulations characterizing these proverbs
(14:10,13; 15:13,30; l7:22).+t A different situation is found in the book of Esthet
where only 9:22 uses antonyms, whereas all other references speak only about the un-
broken joy brought by help and victory, banquets and festivals (5:9,14;8:15,16,17;
9:17,18,19). Ecclesiastes'views ofjoy can be understood correctly only in connection
with the theological passages.42

d. Theological Contexts. From Genesis to 2 Kings, imh rarely occurs in theological
contexts (the tribal exhortation in Dt.33:18 does not involve theological usage;a3 we
may leave in abeyance the question whether the self-glorification of the vine that
"cheers gods and mortals" in Jotham's parable [Jgs.9:13] exhibits theological fea-
tures). Except for I S.2:1, where Hannah exults in Yahweh's y"ifr'd, and I S. l9:5,
where Jonathan, intervening on David's behalf, reminds Saul of his joy in Yahweh's
t"ii'd, all the passages involve cultic contexts. Samson's capture provides the Philis-
tines with an occasion for a festival of rejoicing in their god Dagon (Jgs. 16:23). The
transport of the ark (1 S.6:13; 25.6:12), the coronation (l S. l1:15), and the remple
dedication (l K. 8:66) all provide occasions for Israel's joyous celebration.

Alongside isolated cultic instructions in the Holiness Code (Lev. 23:40, Feast of
Tabernacles) and Ps (Nu. l0: 10, the sounding of trumpets on the "days of rejoicing"),
Deuteronomy itself contains a thoroughly conceptualized "festival theory" (so
Braulik). Within the legal corpus and in the unique cultic instruction in Dt.27:7, state-
ments about joy are always made in the form of a commandment (pf. consec.). Joy is
enjoined in the law ofcentralization(12:.7,12,18), at the presentarion oftithes (14:26),
the Feast of Weeks (16: I l), the Feast of Tabernacles (16:14,15), and the presenration
of the firstfruits (26:ll). Deuteronomy consciously speaks about common "meals"
(12:7,18; 14:26; 27:7) only in connection with liturgical celebrations not focused on
"the fertility of the field."a The joy in all the "good" that Yahweh sends (r6f, 26l.ll; cf .
1 K.8:66) and in "all that you undertake" (miildh,Dt.12:7,18) is ro encompass not
only the entire family, including male and female slaves, but also the Levites whom
centralization has made unemployed (12:12,18; l4:26ff.;16:ll,l4; 26ll) and the
needy groups of "aliens, orphans, and widows" (14l'291' 16:11,14;26:12). The oracle of
judgment justified in 28:47-48 uses the terminology of the primary commandments
('bd) to associate indissolubly together two sides of Israelite worship: cultic 'Joy" and
social "gladness of heart/generosity" (thus the appropriate translation of tfi! ldld! here
[differently in Isa. 65:14; cf. I K. 8:66], since the word field is picking up Dt.
l5:7,8,104s). Finally, it should be noted that a majority of these passages (Lev.23:40;
[Nu. l0:10];Dt.12:[7],12,18;14:261:16:ll;[26:ll);27:7; I S. l1:15;25.6:12;lK.

41. On this complex in general see ibid. (on joy and sorrow), and 75ff. (on the righteous and
the wicked).

42. See IL3.f below.
43. Contra Braulik, 174; cf . H.-1. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965),

38-39.
44. Braulik, 210.
45. Cf. Braulik, 172-73; I. Hdver-Johag, --) f 'tD tbb, V, 307.
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8:65-661; cf. Isa. 9:2t31) associate smhwiththe cultic formula lipna yhwh or with allu-

sions to that formula, connoting the causal justification "by Yahwe[."40

The prophets criticize not only the cult that seduces a person away from Yahweh

(Hos. g: t)+i and banquets at inappropriate times (lsa. 22:13), but also malicious plea-

sure (Ob. 12) andarrogant joy aivictory (Am. 6:13). The five occurrences of Smhin

Ezekiel are internally related.la The judgment upon Israel that means the end of rejoic-

ing (7:12) provides an occasion for malicious joy among the nations (36:5)' in Ammon

(25:il ana- Edom (35:15), which is then punished "to the joy of the entire land"

(35:l$.o Positive statements are in the majority over negative statements regarding

the withdrawal of joy in laments (Joel l:16) and oracles of judgment (Jer.7:34; 16:9;

25:10). Using fixed phrases associated with oracles of judgment, Jer.33:11 promises

renewed rejoicing (similarly Zech. 8:19). The gathering together of Israel will lead to

exuberant jty thai will also spill over to the children (Zech. l0:7).In the "cry of jubila-

tion" and its imitations (ironically addressed to "daughter Edom" in Lam' 4:2lso),

"daughter Zion" (Zeph. 3:14: Zech. 2:14[lO); cf ' "Zion" in Isa' 51:3; 66:8; Jer' 3l:6;

Joel 2:23) is summoned to rejoice at the retreat of her enemies and the entry of King

Yahweh (Zeph.3:14),51 at Yahweh's..help'' (Jer. 3l:7), at the..great things,, he has

done (Joel z:zt;ct.Ps. 126:3), his "comfort" (Isa. 51:3;s2 66:10-13), and his "dwelling

in their midst" onZion (Zech. 2:14'l5.1,O-lll cf' Zeph' 3:14)'

The prophets rarely look back to Israel,s past' Jeremiah found joy in Yahweh,s

worAs 1tS:iO). Judah rejoiced as "at the harvest" when rescued from the hand of the

Assyrians (Isa. g:2[3]).51 Otherwise, the prophets are always looking to the future. Ju-

dah will rejoice at Yahweh's intervention against Assyria as it does at a holy festival

(Isa. 30:29j.sa The promise in 25:9-10 prefigures the thanksgiving hymn for Yahweh's
*help" (the associaiion with the destruction of Moab is probably secondary)' The joy at

returning from the exile is portrayed in paradisiacal colors (35:10 [= 5l:lll;55:12; cf'

ler.ZtlZ-n ). Isa. 55:12 (itmnapar. idl6m) contains a reminiscence of the welcoming

of victors; because there are no women who remained at home, the mountains and trees

come to welcome the warriors.ss The hope is for "everlasting joy" (35:10; 5l: I I [the

46. Cf. Vanoni, Literarkritik,176-80; Braulik, 212-14'

47. See II.3.a above.
48. B. Gosse, "Ezechiel 35-36:l-l5 et Ezechiel 6: R8 96 (1989) 5ll-17'
49. Concerning the translation of the difficult termkiimoah, cf. Gosse' 5-14-15; and E' Kbnig'

Historisch-compirative Syntax der hebrciischen Sprache (Leipzig, 1897), 582-83, $401r:

"durative simultaneitY."
50. Concerning this whole complex, see Mansfeld'
51. See Ihromi, "Die iaufung der Verben des Jubelns in Zephanja III 14f., 16-18;' I/-I 33

(1983) 106-10.
52. A "hymn" according to Matheus, 90ff.
53. Cf. H. Barth, Di Jesaja-worte in der Josiazeit. qMANT 48 (1977), 141-77.'

C. Westerman n, Prophetic Oraclei of Salvation in the OT (Eng. trans., Louisville, 1991)' 85-86'

classifies this passage as postexilic.
54. See Barth, J esaj a-Worte, 92-103.
55. Mansfeld, 63.
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expression "upon their heads," 'al-r6'iam, can also have the meaning "at their head,"

bero'is6); 6l:7; cf . the claim to ongoing joy in I K. 4:20).
The remaining texts reflect problems of the postexilic period. Zerubbabel's setting

of the cornerstone allows one to forget the "day of small things" and rejoice (Zech.

4:10). A schism within Israel comes to light in the antithetical series from the word
fieldof imh in Isa.65:13-14 and in the song of mockery of the "people who hate you"
in 66:5.57

A majority of occurrences in the Psalms are associated with God's "help" and/or
"righteousness." The "righteous person/believer" is often juxtaposed with the "wicked
person/enemy" (cf. esp. 97:lO-11). In psalms of lament and trust, the fall of one's ene-

mies (5: l2[ l];s8 cf. 109:28) and God's renewed favor (90: 14) bring everlasting joy to
those who trust. The righteous rejoice in God's vengeance upon the wicked
(58:1 I I l0]), in the change of Zion's own fate (14:7; 53:7161; 126:3), and in God's be-

neficent counsel and assistance (16:9). The adversaries' malicious pleasure (35:15)
prompts a plea for God's judgment and for an end of such joy (vv. 19,24; cf. 38:17[ 16])
by having the scoffers themselves shamed (v.26), to the great joy of those who desire
justice (v. 271.se The exiles are unable to sing "songs of mirth" (137:3; v. 4 equates

"songs of Zion" with "songs of Yahweh"); it is difficult to determine whether vv. 5-6
refer to self-imprecation with a refusal to sing a song of Zion ("set Jerusalem above my
highest joy"), to disguised praise of Zion,6o or to a preparation for the "song of mock-
ery" in vv.'7-9 (so Lenowitz). In the thanksgiving hymn the psalmist rejoices in God's
love (heseQ), which manifested itself in delivery from the enemy (31:8-9[7-8]) and

from maritime distress (107:30-31), and summons the humble to rejoice in God's sav-

ing actions (li', 34:3121:' cf . v.716l; 69:33132),30[29]). The thanksgiving hymn of the

community summons the "nations" to sing for joy at God's just world dominion
(67:5VD. Hymns celebrate Yahweh as the king, even those not using the root mlk
(100:3, with mari16;6r I l3:5 with y,iD). Joy is also elicited by Yahweh's victory over
the "wicked" (68:2-4ll-31: "let the righteous be joyful"),62 by his dominion over the

nations (96: I l: "let the heavens be glad";,0: by his cosmic intervention on behalf of his
people (97:1,8,12: "let the many coastlands/Zionlyou righteous be glad"), by his uni-
versal dominion at the end of days (100:2: "worship Yahweh with gladness" as an allu-
sion to 2:ll; the addressee is "all the earth" [v. I ]),il and by his aid to the weak and

poor (1 S. 2:5; Ps. 68:4-6[3-5]; I l3:9, where the barren woman becomes "the joyous

56. See L. Alonso-Schdkel and C. Carniti, RivB 34 (1986) 397-99.
57. See Westermann, P rophetic O racle s, 246-5 l.
58. --> XI, 119.
59. See O. Keel, Feinde und Gottesleugner. Studien lum Image der Widersacher in den

Individualpsalmen. SBM 7 (1969), 155-59.
60. So H.-J. Kraus, Psalns 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
61. See N. Lohfink, "Die Universalisierung der 'Bundesformel,"' Theologie und Philosophie

6s (1990) 174.
62. --+ Xl, ll9-20.
63. Ibid.
64. See Lohfink, 176-83.
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mother of children").65 This context includes passages in the royal psalms (21:2|l: the
king rejoices in God's "strength") andZion psalms (46:5[4]: the "streams 'make glad'
the city of God" [the antonyms to imh in vv. 3-4 militate against the translation
"efflorescere faciunt"66l; 48:l2llll: "let Ml Zion be glad" at God's righteousness).67
The participial hymn extols the king "wrapped in light" (104:2) because he makes the
plants from which wine comes "to gladden the human heart" (v. 15).

Theological contexts are found only in isolated instances in wisdom texts. Eliphaz
quotes with rather confused arguments (ext?) from the prayer tradition (Job 22:19; cf .
Ps. 52:8[6]; 58: I I I l0]; lO7:42). One proverb notes that "those who are glad at calamity
will not go unpunished" (Prov. l7:5, divine passive).68

The term imh occtrs relatively frequently in theological contexts within materials
deriving from and specific to Chronicles (regarding sources: 1 Ch. 15:16 [2 S. 6:12];
16:10 [Ps. 105:3]; 16:31 [Ps.96:11]; 2Ch.6:41[Ps. 132:9,16 rnn];7:lO I K.8:66];
23:13,21 [2 K. I l:14,201). Occasions include the temple construction and dedication
(Ezra3:12,13:'6:22), wall dedication (Neh. 12:27,43), coronation (l Ch. 29:22), ark
transport (l Ch. 15:16), and generous donations for Yahweh (1 Ch.29:9,17;2Ch.
24:L0). Nor is rejoicing absent from important reforms, including those of Nehemiah
(8:12,wherehearingthetorahleadstoafestivalofjoy;v. lT,Feastof Tabernacles),
Asa (2 Ch. l5:15), and Hezekiah (29:30,36;30:21,23,25,26).oe pt'"n", suspects that a
change in focus took place at the time of the temple construction from the expectation
of eschatological joy to God's present actions.T0

e. Theological Use. Theological use in the narrower sense (divine epithets as bound
syntagmas) are found primarily in the Psalms, and generally in connection with God's
"aid" and "righteousness," though often also in psalms of lament and trust. Common
expressions include those with imh piel + God as subject (11 times; Ps.2l:7[6], hdy
piel) and imh + God as prepositional object with be (15 times; this expression is proba-
bly not a shorthand way of saying "rejoice in Yahweh's act of deliverance,"Tl espe-

cially since passages using the longer form are rare: I S. 2: l; Ps. 2l:2|l; Isa. 25:9; cf.
Ps. 31:8[7]; the Tgs. already exhibit a certain reserve about mentioning'Joy in God";
cf. Jgs. 9:13; Ps. 66:6; lO4:34 ['Joy in God's word" or something similar]; Isa. 29:19;
cf. also Pesh. on Neh. 8:10). Chronicles and certain prayers use imh piel with reference
to the past. God "made them joyful" at the Festival of Unleavened Bread (Ezra 6:22;
Neh. 12:43) and by giving them victory over their enemies (2 Ch.20:27); he allowed
Israel's own enemies to exult (Lam. 2:17; hiphil in Ps. 89:431421, "allowed it to happen

65. See J. T. Willis, "The Song of Hannah and Psalm ll3: CBQ 35 (1973) 139-54.
66. Bauer, 186.
67. On the genre of joyous outcries, -+ XI, 120; on the Yahweh royal psalms, see J. Jeremias,

Das Kdnigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRIANT l4l (1987).
68. Concerning Ecclesiastes, see II.3.f below.
69. See H. Haag, "Das Mazzenfest des Hiskia," Wort und Geschichte. FS K. Elliger. AOAT 18

(1973),87-94 = Das Buch des Bundes (Diisseldorf, 1980),216-25.
70. MC Vilt,375-76.
71. Contra Ruprecht, 1276.
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that"), did not let the petitioner's foes rejoice (Ps. 30:2[1]), and rather "clothed me with
joy" (v. l2[11]). In the didactic thanksgiving psalm (92:5t4]'), God made the psalmist

glad "by your work."72 Psalms of lament use Smh piel while focusing on the future in
petitions of the individual (86:4) and of the people (90:15) and in promises to bring Is-

rael together again, namely, in the prophetic torah granting "foreigners" entry into the

temple (Isa. 56:7[6]; v. 8[7] promises continuing gathering), and in the exilic expan-

sion to the scroll of comfort (Jer.3l:13, mtgbnam, "and give them gladness for sor-

row"). Timeless statements extol God as the one who "gladdens" the king (Ps. 2l:716))
and even extol God's commandments that "gladden" the heart (Ps. 19:9[8]). Late imi-
tations of the "shout of jubilation" associate the person of Yahweh with joy at the

land's renewed fertility (Joel 2:23, "children of Zion"), at forgiveness (Ps. 32: I 1; cf.

v. 5), and at the preservation of the righteous (Ps.97:12).t3 Summonses to rejoice are

issued to the "king" (63:12|11; subsequently "Davidicized"?), the "righteous" (32: I l;
64:llll0l; 9'7:12; ll8.24 [cf. v. 20]), the "poor, humble" (40:17116);70:514); 149:2

[joy in the "Maker"]74), the "believers" (NRSV "righteous"; 32:ll;9'7:12;149:2), and
"those who seek Yahweh" (40:17[6]; 70:5141l. cf. 105:3). This piety of the poor and

humble is related to Isa. 29:19, which like Ps. 149 associates the joy of the poor with
the demise of the wicked and as such points toward apocalyptic sensibilities. The
psalmist/redactor of Ps. 104 also wants the wicked to disappear, at which time he will
"rejoice in Yahweh" (vv. 34-35); the deeper source of his joy, however, is Yahweh's

own joy "in his works" (v. 3l;.zs Other self-summonses to rejoice in God focus on de-

liverance from one's enemies (9:3[21;ta fi8:24; cf.v.2l) and on history (66:6). The la-

ment of the people anticipates new joy in God from his "revivifying" actions and from
"seeing" his love (85:7-8[6-7]). The singers of the "new song" justify their joy with
hope and trust in Yahweh, who, unlike human "strength," is genuinely able to help
(33:21; cf. vv. l5-21).

Other theological texts show that such mystical statements positively emphasize

Yahweh as the "highest good" (cf . 16:2) rather than negatively emphasize the absolute

worthlessness of inner-worldly things. The psalmist enjoys his good fortune and "in
Yahweh's presence" knows that the "fullness of joy" and "pleasures" come from
Yahweh ( 1 6:9, 1 l ). The positive charge attaching to the association of "grain" (ddgdn)

and "wine" (tirbi) in the parallel stich to the statement of trust "you have put gladness

in my heart" (a:8[7]) makes it preferable to interpret this passage so as not to empty the

(messianic) gifts of promise of their beneficent character.TT The petitioner in Ps. 5l

72. --> XII,4t-42.
73. Mansfeld, 89-95.
74. --+ Xl, ll9-20.
75. Cf. O. H. Steck, "Der Wein unter den Schdpfungsgaben. Uberlegungen zu Psalm 104,"

Wahmehmungen Gottes im AT. ThB 70 (1982),240-61.
76. -+ Xl,ll9.
77. Cf. C. Westermann, The Living Psalms (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, 1989), 124-27; con-

cerning the background of "grain and wine" (esp. Dt. 33:28), cf. M. Mannati, "Sur le sens de min
en Ps 4:8," W 20 (1970) 361-66, who does not interpret min comparatively: "[coming from] the

time of abundance" (364).
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(where, contrary to the initial impression, a positively charged word field predomi-
nates) asks God to "let me hear [songs of joy]" (v. 10[8]).78 The petitioner approaches

God, who has long been a source ofjoy (43:4),7e and God dwells in the midst of human
beings and rejoices over them in gladness (Zeph.3:17). Neh. 8:10 associates "eating
fat and drinking sweet wine" with sharing the 'Joy of/in Yahweh" (hedwa!yhwh) that
banishes grief and becomes one's "strength" (md'62); Yahweh is able to suspend the
ambivalence of "eating and drinking" (R. Smend overlooks the passage and its theo-
logical locus in the tension between Ex. 24:ll-12 ltbrd) and Isa. 25:6-8 ["weeping/
tears"lao;.

f . Ecclesiastes. Ecclesiastes commends joy, "For there is nothing better (tdb for
people under the sun than to eat, and drink, and enjoy themselves" (8: 15; cf .3:12,22).
Only those who overlook that the seemingly skeptical statements about joy in Ecclesi-
astes serve the line of argumentation or are citing someone else's opinions can speak

of "pessimism" in this context. As early as his initial line of argumentation, Qoheleth
has already come to realize that people can create a foundation for their own joy
through wisdom and work (2:1,2,10[bis]; 10:19 seems like a summary). When he sees

that "the heart of the wise is in the house of mourning, but the heart of fools is in the

house of mirth" (7:4),he is ironically commenting on the proverb in v. I and at the
same time sounding one of his primary themes: "even those who live many years

should rejoice in them all, yet let them remember that the days of darkness will be
many" (l l:S).st Even when he commends joy to the young man, he ends up ultimately
at the same theme ( I I :9; cf. l2:l-7). For Ecclesiastes, that there can be wealth with-
out enjoyment (6:l-2) is a problem of divine enablement (i\il. Only those who stand
in God's good graces (t6!) find joy. To them God gives (ntn) "wisdom and knowledge
and joy" (2:26; cf .9:7);he "enables them to enjoy [wealth and possessions] and to ac-

cept their lot and find enjoyment in [the fruits ofl their toil" (5: l8[19]; cf. 9:7). Amid
all these gifts, God's greatest gift is that people need not think so often of death, "be-
cause God continuously answers through the joy in one's heart" (5:19[201;.az 1nu,
Ecclesiastes uses the expression "joys of the heart" primarily in "earthly" contexts
(2:lO;9:7; I l:9) militates against spiritualizing the remarkable form of divine revela-
tion "in joy."a:

78. H. Ringgren, Psalmen (Stuttgart, l97l), 82, suggests the presence of a "formula of abso-
lution."

79.The cj. in Bauer, 188, is unnecessary if, as in Dnl. 1: 10, gil is understood as "age[-group]"
(HAL, l, l90a).

80. "Essen und Trinken: ein Sttick Weltlichkeit des AI," Beiffcige zur alttestamentlichen
Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Gcittingen, 1977),446-59.

81. See N. Lohfink, Qoheleth. CC (Eng. trans. 2003), 134-35.
82. rbid., 84-85.
83. Conceming this overall complex, cf. N. Lohfink, "Das Schlussgedicht des Koheletbuchs

(Koh. ll,9-12,8)i BiKi 45 (1990) 12-19; idem, "Von Windhauch, Gottesfurcht und Gottes
Antwort in der Fremde: BiKi 45 (1990) 26-32; idem, "Qoheleth 5: l7- l9: A Revelation of Joy,"
CBQ s2 (1990) 62s-3s (with bibliog.).
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IIII. 1. Sirach. In Sirach imh qal occurs 6 times (3:29; 16:1,2; 18:32; 35132]:2;

51:29), imhpiel3 times (26:2;321351:25; 51:15), and the sttbst. iimhd 6 times (6:4;

15.6;30:22;34l3ll:.27,28 4l:9). The LXX uses euphrain - and its derivatives 9 times.

Sources of joy include "wisdom" (3:29; 15:6), the "capable wife" ('die1hayil,26:2),
"wine" (34:28 [when "amply" drunk; contra LXX8+;, "grap€S" (5 l: l5), and one's own

"chair of instruction" (5 I :29). Vetitives warn against joy in worthless children (16:l ,2)
and against pleasures leading to poverty (18:32). The Hebrew addition 4l:9 promises

"lasting joy" to those who "stumble" (kJ/; more suitable: to the "childless" [Jtl]85).
Yahweh himself gladdens his people by his saving and just assistance O"ifr'a par. rip,
32:25). Wine was created to "make people happy" (34:21 , ysr niphal, divine passive).

2. Qumran. The root occurs over 90 times in the Qumran writings (20 uncertain), in-
cluding about 60 times in the fragments of Cave 4. Although Smh qal and piel as well
as the subst. imllh are well attested, the adjective can only be inferred (4Q503 24'25,6;
509 32:3). The majority of passages involve theological contexts. In the piel (pt.), Smb

frequently takes a divine subject and human object (cf. 4Q50233:2).lt is especially in
hymnic texts that biblical expressions (e.9., iml.t + cultic formula llpny + Godl, 4Q508

20:2) and forms (e.g., the "shout of jubilation" iywn Sml.ty m'dh, "O Zion, rejoice
greatly!" IQM 12:13; l9:5;4Q492 l:5) continue to be used. Attested synonyms in-
chde rnn (lQM 12: l3), iyS, gyl (lQM 13: l2); antonyms include 'bl, ygwn (lQH 2:5).

New and in part original expressions departing from OT usage include yhd + imhh,

"rejoicingtogether"(lQM 14:4;4Q502 4:3),nbliml.th,"harp ofjoy"(lQH Il:23),the
personification yimll sdq, "ighteousness shall rejoice" (lQM 17:8), the benediction

brwk'dwny 'ir iml.tnw, "blessed be the Lord who has caused us to rejoice" (1Q34 2,3;

4Q509 3:9). More frequently than in the OT, the immediate context of imh includes the

terms for'wlm, "eternity" (often pl.;cf. lQS 4:7), ilwm, "peace" (cf. lQM l:9), and

kbwd, "glory" (cf. the concluding line to the Song of Zion I lQPsu 22:15, tSmh npiy
bkbwdk). New expressions mention joy in God's 'mt, "loyaltyJ' and slyhwt, "forgive-

ness" ( IQH 1 l:30-31). The inscriptions on the standards for returning from battle seem

like a litany to one's 'Joy in God" (Neh. 8:10), including especially "Support of God"
and "Joy of God" (imltt'1, lQM 4:13-14).ao

Vanoni

84. See HAL, lll,1333b.
85. See E. Kautzsch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des AT (Tnbingen, 1900), I,436.
86. On the double orientation of eschatological joy (present completion of salvation and fu-

ture universal redemption), see Michel, 385-86.
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Contents: I. L Etymologl;2. 91 Occurrences; 3. Extrabiblical Texts; 4. Meaning; 5. LXX.
II. OT Texts: l. Legal Texts; 2. Narrative Texts; 3. Wisdom Language; 4. Theological Language.

IIL Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The Heb. subst. Simh, also attested in the form ialmdby way of
metathesis, derives as a qitl construction from the root iml, itself attested only in
Arabic as the vb. iamala, "contain, enclose, surround," subst. ^iarul, "union," iamlat,
"cloak, turban."l

2. OT Occunences. In the OT iimld occurs 29 times, Salmh 16 times. No difference
in use between the two forms can be discerned (cf. the juxtaposition of the two forms in
the Covenant Code, with Simld inEx.22:26lBng.27l and Salmi inEx.22:8,25 [9,26D.

iiml6. H. A. Brongers, "Die metaphorische Verwendung von Termini ftir die Kleidung von
G<ittern und Menschen in der Bibel und im Alten Orient," Von Kanaan bis Kerala. FS J. P M.
van der Ploeg. AOAT 2ll ( 1982), 6l -7 4; M. Dahood, "'To Pawn One's Cloak,"' Bibl 42 (1961)
359-66; G. Dalman, AuS, Y,210-ll; G. Fohrer, "Kleidung," BHHW lI,962-65; H. W. Hiinig,
"Die Bekleidung des Hebriiers" (diss., Zurich, 1957); A. Jirku, "Zur magischen bedeutung der
Kleidung in Israel," ZAW 3'1 (1917/18) 109-25; M. C. A. Korpel, 'A Rift in the Clouds,"
Ugaritisch-biblische Literatur 8 (1990) 364-70; E. Kutsch, "Trauerbriiuche" und "Selbstminde-
rungsriten" im AT. ThSt 78 (1965), 23-42 = Kleine Schrifien zum AT. BZAW 168 (1986), 78-95;
C.Locher, DieEhreeinerFrauinlsrael.OBOTO (1986),esp.70,74, 187-92; W.Magass,
"Texte und Textilien. Ein Essay zur 'Semiotik der Kleidung' in der Bibel," Linguistica Biblica 34
(1975) 23-36; J. M. Myers, "Dress and Ornaments," IDB, l, 869-71; E. Otto, "Die
rechtshistorische Entwicklung des Depositenrechts in altorientalischen und altisraelitischen
Rechtskorpora," Zeitschrifi der Savigny-Stiftung filr Rechtsgeschichte [Romanistische Ab-
teilungl 105 (1988) l-31, esp. 16-25; idem, Wandel der Rechtsbegrilndungen in der Gesell-
schafisgeschichte des antiken Israel. StBib 3 (1988), esp. 14-19; idem, Rechtsgeschichte der
Redaktionen im Kodex Einunna und im "Bundesbuch." OBO 85 (1989), esp. 89-98;
H. Petschow, "Gewand(saum) im Recht," RLA, Ill,318-22; T. Podella, "Thematischer Vergleich
zwischen Gen.37,34-35 und KTU 1.5YI,23-25:' SEL4(1987) 67-78; idem, Sbm-Fasten. AOAT
224 (1989), 13-15, 73-78; W. H. P. R<imer, "Randbemerkungen zur Travestie von Deut. 22,5,"
Travels in the World of the OT. FS M. A. Bee& (Assen, 1974), 217-22; L. Schwienhorst-
Schtinberger, Das Bundesbuch (Ex 20,22-23,33 ). BZAW I 88 (1990), esp. 193-21 l; E. Staehelin,
"Tracht," l,exAg,Yl,'126-37; E. Strommenger, "Kleidung. B. Archfiologisch,"RI-A, VI,3l-38;
W. Vogels, "Cham d6couvre les limites de son pdre No6 (Gen 9,20-27): NRf 109 (1987) 554-
73; M. E. Vogelzang and W. J. van Bekkum, "Meaning and Symbolism of Clothing in Ancient
Near Eastern Texts," Scripta signa vocis. FS J. H. Hospers (Groningen, 1986), 265-84;
M. Waefler, Nicht-Assyrer neuassyrischer Darstellungen. AOAT26 (1975),55, 67 ill. 3l;72-73,
75 ills. 38-41; ll0-12, ll7 ills. 54-58,62; l2l, 123 ill.64; 137-38, 143 ill.75; etc.;
H. Waetzoldt, "Kleidung. A. Philologisch," RIA., VI, l8-31; H. Weippert, "Kleidung," BRZ2,
185-88; G. E. Wright, "Israelite Daily Life," BA 18 (1955) 50-79, esp. 6l-70.

1. See NSS, $2lc; Blt, 458s; HAL, III, 1337b. On ialmd see JM, $l7b; GesB,788. On the
Arabic see Wehr, 487.
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Nor can any particular distribution pattern for the two forms be discerned in the OT,

since iimld and ialmh occur in the Pentateuch (7 times in Genesis; 8 each in Exodus and

Deuteronomy), the Dtr History (4 times in Joshua; once each in Judges and Ruth; twice
in Samuel; 3 times in Kings), the Chronicler's History (twice), the prophets (4 times in
Isaiah; once in Micah), and once each in the Psalms, Canticles, Job, and Proverbs.

3. Extrabiblical Texts. Outside the OT, iiml6 occtrs in Aramaic and Hebrew inscrip-
tions.

Imperial Aramaic attests several passages from the Warka cuneiform texts using the

construct state (id-am-lat) with the meaning "cloak, mantle" in a metaphor mentioning

Simh as the "cloth of wrath" and "cloak of rest"(?).2
The occasionally adduced reading of a Hebrew occurrence of iimh in the Lachish

ostraca can probably not be verified.3 The alternate reading is k'[t] h[s] [prm k]z',

"these letters."4

4. Meaning. Both fidA and ialmd refer to a specific piece of clothing as well as to
garments in general. As a specific piece of clothing, Simld/SahA refers to a mantle or
cloak/cape (Ruth 3:3, par. mitpahal, v. 15);s for wrapping objects in a iiml6, see also

Ex. 12:34;1 S. 21:10(9); concerning spreading oat a iimlA for storing things, see Jgs.

8:25. When Simlirefers to a "garment of clothing," it basically means an outer gar-

ment.6 Commensurate with its function as an underlay, Ex. 22:25-26(26'27); Dt.
22:17;24:13 also use it to mean "bed sheet."7

5. LXX.In most passages the LXX renders iimld/iahA as hiruition (Gen. 9:23;
37'34;44:13;Ex.12:34 19:10,14; 22:8,25,2619,26,271; Dt. 8:4; l0:18;21:13; 22:3,17;
24:13;29:4151; Josh. 7:6;9:5,13; Jgs. 8:25; 1 S. 2l:10[9];2 S. 12:20; I K. Ll:29-30;
Neh.9:21 [= 2 Esd. l9:2lLXX); Ps. 104:2; Prov.30:4; Cant.4:11:'Isa.3:6,7;4:1;
9:a[5]). It renders isolated occurrences as himatism6s (F;x.3:22;12:35; Josh. 22:8; I K.
10:25; Ruth 3:3;2Ch.9:24) and stold (Gen.35:2;41:14;45:22;Dt.22i5iJob 9:31).

II. OT Texts. Just as references to nakedness8 transcend mere description by mak-

ing various statements concerning the social context ofa person thus described, so also

references to articles of clothing in OT texts disclose various notions associated with
the wearing or taking off of clothing. Contexts involving clothing also involve the no-

2. Ll. 20,24,30-31 ; see DNSI, II, 1162; A. Dupont-Sommer, M 39 $94A4q 37 , 49-50.
3. KAI 195.5; contra H. Michaud, "Les ostraca de Laki5 conserv6s i Londres," Syr 34 (1957)

47-48.
4. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hdbraiques L lzs ostraca. IAPO 9 (1977),1 17; D. Pardee, Hand-

book of Ancient Hebrew Letters. SBZSBS 15 (1982),96-97.
5. Cf. E. Tnnger, Das Buch Ruth. ZBK 8 (1986), 67; Strommenger,32,37, ills.20'21;

Waefler.
6. Hiinig, 54-60.
7. Locher, 74, 189 n.281.
8. -+ D'ltY 'drbm, X[,349-54.
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tion of law (pledges, deposits), social matrices, sorrow, and physical protection.e
Clothing indicates something about a person's existence; as such, references to textiles
represent textual elements whose practical purpose is to disclose various situations
contextually.lo

l. l"egal Texts. The earliest occurrences of iimh/ialmd are found in the Covenant
Code in connection with the laws governing deposits and securities/pledges. The casu-
istic legal stipulations in Ex. 22:6-14(7 -15) deal with the question of one's obligation
regarding entrusted property;ll the deposits enumerated in v. 8(9) include ox, donkey,
sheep, and SahA. This parallel positioning contextually illuminates the significance of
the otherwise unspecified fuhA. This mention of the ialmd in v. 8(9) refers back to
v. 6(7), with the more general mention of household objects &eltm) now comple-
mented by Salmfi.rz Such contexts also include the parallels klt geper-iimlaf iiid (Dt.
22:5)rt and keb kesep par. kb zdhd!-i"mald! (ieldmd!) (Ex. 3:22; 12:35; 1 K. 10:25
par.2 Ch.9:24; cf . also I IQT 49:18-19, and in general Josh. 22:8). In addition, the reg-
ulations regarding found objects (Dl 22:l-3) also use the parallel between donkey and
iiml6 abeady familiar from the Covenant Code to underscore the significance of such
garments. Anyone finding these objects is to take care of them accordingly (v. 3).

In connection with the OT laws governing pledges,la the Covenant Code stipulates
that the pledged ialmd be returned by evening (8x.22:251261), reasoningthatthe Simh
is the only covering (ksu16h l"baddd) and only wrap against exposure (SimlA!6 P'orb)
in which the person can sleep (Ex.22:261271). Dt. 24:10-13 contains an analogous reg-
ulation similarly stipulating the return of the pledge before sunset so that the debtor can
sleep in his ialmi (iakab b"ialmd!6). Concerning clothing as pledges, cf. also Dt.
24:17 ; Job 22:6; 24:10; Prov. 20: 16 (= 27 :13); Am. 2:8.

The pledge regulations codified inEx. 22:25-26(26-27) and Dt. 24:10-13 are illus-
trated by the situation described in the Hebrew ostracon from Mesad Hashavyahu.ts
Here a harvest worker who has pledged his garment (begeil goes to court to get his
garment back. The ostracon, dating to the time of Josiah, reveals the discrepancy be-
tween OT legal regulations on the one hand and actual legal praxis on the other.l6

In connection with the legal accusation of one's wife for having engaged in premarital
sex, Dt. 22:17 snpulates frpdr"Sfi haiiimh lipnA ziqnA hnir Like Ex. 22:25-26(26-27)
and Dt. 24:13, this passage assumes that the Simldis used at night as a cover or sheet.

9. --+ Uf) labei, Vll,46l-62; Vogelzang and van Bekkum, 265-66.
10. Magass, 30.
ll. On the redactional history of these passages, see Otto, Rechtsgeschichte,92-96;

Schwienhorst-Schtinberger, 194-21 l.
12. Otto, "Rechtshistorische Entwicklung," l8; -+ VII, l7l-73.
13. On kelim as a tenn for clothing in legal texts, -) VII, 173.
t4. + ):n il hnlal (chdbhal),IV 182-83 ($ID; -+ Nr?l II na-.iri" X, 55-59; + f']y t'-ara!,

Xl,326-30; + DfY 'a!at, X, 405-7.
15. KAI 20O; see Lemaire, Ostraca, 264,267-68.
16. Concerning clothing as pledges in Elephantine, see BMAP I1.10 (cf. also AP 10.8-l l).

Ahiqar l1.l7l (with an appeal to Shamash) and Mt. 5:40 attest the pledging of a cloak.
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Other legal contexts understand the iimld as a certain kind of garb. Dt. 21: 13 stipu-
lates that when a female captive marries, she is to discard her captive's garb (iimlal
iibyil. The t6'epd stipulation inDt.22:5 prohibits men from wearing women's cloth-
ing (Simlaf iiid).

This prohibition against transvestites in Dt. 22:5 is often classified as an anti-

Canaanite measure within the overall framework of the fi'ebA regulations, though
some scholars disagree.lT With regard to the praxis reproached inDt.22:5, however, a
more likely reference is to the Inanna-Ishtar cult.ls

2. Narrative Texrs. Within narrative texts the terms iiml6 and Salmd occur in various

contexts involving daily life.
a. Gen. 9:23 speaks of how Noah's nakedness is covered. Rather than addressing the

notion of incest,19 the text reproaches the son for his failure to cover his father with the

iiml6 so as to spare his father the disgrace of nakedness.20

b. Changing one's iimli plays a role in various contexts. It indicates a certain degree

of wealth that a person has enough garrnents to change in the first place. To that extent it
is understandable that the OT expression fualip61 S"mala! refers to a luxury gift that Jo-

seph gives to his brothers, with Benjamin even receiving five such changes of garments

(Gen. 45:22; cf . 2 K.5:5). Hence one is also justified in translating fuolip61 i"rnfrld1 as

"festal robes."2l Similarly, poverty is indicated by a person having no change of cloth-
ing, such as is the case with the poor man of NippuP2 arrd the poor person (8x.22:25-
26[26-271;Dt. 24:13) who depends on his one, pledged Simli for covering at night.

Changing clothes also takes place in connection with the cult. For Jacob's arrival in
Bethel, Gen. 35;2 stipulates that his household remove all foreign gods, purify them-
selves,23 and change clothes. After his futile pleas for his son's life (2 S. 12:16-19), Da-
vid similarly rises from the ground, washes and anoints himself, changes his clothes,
and goes to the sanctuary (v. 20). When released from prison, Joseph also changes his

clothes before entering Pharaoh's presence (Gen. 41:14).
c. The washing of the iimld occurs in yet another cultic context associated with

preparations for the Sinai theophany (Ex. 19:10,14).2+ Regarding the changing of dirty
clothes as a symbol of purification from sin, see Zech.3:l-5.

17. For the anti-Canaanite classification see P. Humbert, "Le substantif 6'ebd et le verbe t?
dansl'AI," ZAW72(1960)225; J. LHour, "Les interdits to'ebadans leDeut6ronome: RBTl
(1964) 500; R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 3l (1969), 326-36,398. For
one who disagrees see H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), l19.

18. Rtimer, 219-22.
19. Contra F. W. Bassett, "Noah's Nakedness and the Curse of Canaan," Wzl (1971)232-37.
20. -+ i1"t9 'drd, XL346.
21. C. Westermarn, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. trans. 1986), 140, 147-48; J. Scharbert, Gene-

sis 12-50. NEB (1986), 276; -+ lY, 433.
22. J. S. Cooper, "Structure, Humor, and Satire in the Poor Man of Nippur," .lCS 27 (1975)

163-74.
23. -+ ']i'lD ldhar Y,287-96.
24. -+ da) kalas, Yll, 4O-42.
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d. The tearing of the iimld as a gesture of sorrow is portrayed in Gen. 37:34;44:13;
Josh. 7:6; this gesture is part of the larger context of mourning customs. Gen. 37:34
portrays the tearing of one's daily clothes and the subsequent putting on of mourning
clothes (cf. also lsa. 32:l l; Ezk. 26:16), expressing symbolically the contrast between
life and mourning through the notion of being fully or scantily clothed.z5

e. Dtr theology recounts that during Israel's wilderness wanderings, the Israelites'
clothing did not wear out (Dt. 8:4 par. Neh. 9:21;Dt. 29:al5l) nor did their feet or shoes
suffer damage, a sign of Yahweh's favor toward his people.26 The contrasting image is
that of the cunning Gibeonites who put on "worn-out, patched sandals and worn-out
clothes" to suggest that they had come from afar (Josh. 9:5,13). These texts recall the
OT image of clothes as a symbol of transitoriness (Job 13:28; Ps. 102:271261; Isa. 50:9;
5l:6).

f. The connotation of the iimld as one of life's necessities emerging in these and cer-
tain legal texts (Ex. 22:15-16116-17l; Dt. 24:13) recurs in passages mentioning the
Simld in connection with poverty. Hence food and the Simh are God's gifts for the
stranger (Dt. l0: I 8). Concerning clothing as a gift to those in distress, cf. Job 3l:19-20;
Ezk. l8:7,16. By contrast, during times of trouble people have neither bread nor fimld
in their houses (Isa. 3:7). Hence the women looking for a husband during the time of
distress insist that they, instead of the husband, will provide their own bread and fimld
(4:1), whereby in view of their own distress following the war (3:264:l) they re-
nounce the right enjoyed by women in Israel (cf. by contrast the stipulation that the
husband continue to provide for the clothing, food, and marital rights of his first wife
according to Ex. 21:10 and the withdrawal of clothing from the adulterous woman ac-
cording to Hos. 2:513),27 and the additional references to food and clothing as signs of
wealth in 1 K. 10:4-5; Eccl.9:7-8). The juxtaposition of bread and iimld in Dt. 10:18;
Josh. 9:5,12-13; Isa. 3:7;4:l can be viewed as a merism expressing the notion that food
and clothing are fundamental to human life (cf. also Gen. 28:.20).

g. Isa.3:6-Tusesthe iimldas asignof officedesignatingaleader; I K. l1:29-30
perhaps ases ialmA similarly. In the latter passage the tearing of the garment is a sym-
bolic act by which the prophet symbolizes the division of the Davidic-Solomonic king-
dom into two separate states. Clothing also seryes as an element of symbolic prophetic
acts in I K. l9:13,19;2 K.2:8,13-14; Isa. 20:l-6; Jer. l3:l-l l;Ezk.24:15-24.

h. One part of the spoils of war to be destroyed in Isa. 9:4(5) is the iimld (cf. in this
regard Josh.7:24-25).28 The iimld/Salmd also appears as spoils (of war) inEx.3:22;
12:35; Josh. 22:8; cf . Jgs. 14:19. Mic. 2:8 parallels the robbing of the poor and the rob-
bing of the spoils of war.2e

i. As an indication of wealth, iimld/iahA appear not only as ceremonial garments

25. Podella, "Thematischer Vergleich," 68,72; on the ancient Near East see Waetzold, 25-26.
On mourning clothes --+ lb iaq, XIY 184-89.

26. A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KAT Xlxlz (1987), 127.
27. --+X[,353-54; on the ancient Near East see Petschow,319.
28. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l), 398.
29. On textual questions see H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. trans. 1990), 71,73-74.
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(Gen. 45:22) but also as parts of gifts (1 K. 10:25; for clothes as gifts see Gen. 24:53',

J gs. 14:12-13l' 2 K. 5:5,22-23,26).30
j. Cant. 4: I I compares the scent of the bride's garments with the scent of Lebanon

(cf. in this regard Hos. 14:7[6]), the reference probably being to the fragrance of ce-

dars.3l

3. Wisdom Language. In a wisdom comparison, Prov. 30:4 asks, zi sdrar mayim

baisimh; because the iiml6 can only be used to wrap solid objects, however, the ques-

tion is in fact rhetorical, since water would seep through the material. On the other

hand, Yahweh, the Creator, is able to "bind up water in his thick clouds" (Job 26:8).

With its own question, Prov. 30:4 focuses on God's power within his own creation, a

power inaccessible to human beings.32

Job 9:31 says that Job's own clothes (ialmbgy) will abhor him if as a sign of Job's

sin God plunges Job into filth (cf. Isa. 64:5[6]; Zech.3:l-5). This is the only passage

that personifies clothes.

4. Theological Language.In contrast to human beings, God is nowhere directly said

to be clothed.33 Isa.6:1 mentions the "hem" of Yahweh's robe, Ezk. 16:8 the edge of
his cloak, Dnl. 7:9 the clothing of the Ancient One, and Isa. 63:-l-3 Yahweh's blood-

stained garments. Ps.60:10(8) and 108:10(9) mention Yahweh's sandals. On the other

hand, it is especially the works of creation that are described as Yahweh's cosmic gar-

ments.34 In this context, speaking metaphorically, Ps. 104:2 also mentions how

Yahweh is "wrapped in light as with a garment (kaiiahi)l'Isa. 59:17 is comparable in
its assertion that Yahweh wraps himself in vengeance for garments (begd/tm) and in
fury as in a mantle (kam"il). Concerning Yahweh clothing himself, see also Ps.

65:7 (6); 93: I ; Isa. 51 :9.3s

III. Qumran. The Qumran/Essene literature uses iimlA in connection with the Dtn
reception of the laws regulating war (l lQT 63:13) and the proof of a woman's inno-

cence (1lQT 65:13).
The form SalmA occurs in I 1QT 49: 18. According to the regulation for interring the

dead, all persons who have been in the house where the person died must bathe and

wash their clothes and garments (vv. 16-21).
Niehr

30. Concerning the ancient Near East see Waetzold, 30.
31. G. Gerleman, Ruth/Das Hohelied. Bl( XVm e1981), 156.

32. O. Pl0gea Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). AKXVII (1984),359
33. On the ancient Near East see Waetzold, 28-30.
34. --> Yil, 463.
35. See in this regard Brongers, 6l-62.
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Contents: I. Occurrences and Use. II. The Verb. III. The Nouns: l. ione' and meiannd':
2. iin'd. IV. Divine Hate. V. Ethical Considerations. VI. Legal Use: l. Divorce; 2. Murder. VII.
Qumran.

I. Occurrences and Use. The root.fr?', "hate," is attested in Hebrew (idne'),
Ugaritic (in), Phoenician (in'), Moabite (in'), Aramaic (in'), Syiac (s"nd') and mod-
ern Aramaic (sny), South Arabian inscriptions (in'), and Classical and Modern Arabic
(iana'a). By contrast, Akkadian uses the vb. zAru with its dialect forms ze'aru, ze'Cru,
zdru for this meaning.t The LXX usually renders in' as misein and its derivatives, us-
ing it as the explicit antonym to "love" (Dt.2l:15-17; Jgs. 14:16; 2 S. 13:15; 19:7; Ps.
1l:5; 45:8[EnE.7];97:10; Prov. 8:13; 12:l; 13:24; Eccl.3:8; Isa.6l:8; Ezk. 16:37;
Am. 5:15; NIic.3:2:Zech.8:17; Mal. 1:2-3). The term.(n'is applied to the relation-
ships between man and woman (Gen. 29:31,33; Dt. 2l:15-17;22:13,16; 24:3; lgs.
14:16;2 S. 13:15; Ezk.16:37), though also to relationships between brothers, fellow
citizens, and national comrades (Gen.26:27;37:4,5,8;Lev. 19:17; Jgs. 1l:7; 2 S.

13:22). Anthropomorphically .fie'also refers to God's own feeling of hate.z

II. The Verb. The vb. iAne', "hate," refers to an emotional condition of aversion that
OT anthropology locates "in the heart" (lc!, Lev. 19:17) or in the nepei (2 S. 5:8; Ps.

I l:5). Although it does not necessarily indicate that wicked intentions accompany such
hate, it does imply a distancing from the hated person, that person's removal from the
surroundings of the person who hates. Hence Isaac says to Abimelech, Ahuzzath, and
Phicol, "Why have you come to me, seeing that you hate (Sene'!em) me and have sent
me away from you?" (Gen.26:27). The same situation recurs in the story of Jephthah,
who turns to the elders of Gilead with the words, 'Are you not the very ones who hated
me and drove me out of my father's house? So why do you come to me now when you
are in trouble?" (Jgs. I 1:7). In both cases expulsion is the consequence of hate. Hate
generally excludes the possibility of visiting or helping the hated person. The king of
Israel does not want to seek out the prophet Micaiah son of Imlah because "I hate him,

idnE'. K.-4. Abraham, "Echtscheiding volgens de Elefantine huwelijkscontracten" (diss.,
Leuven, 1985); R. D. Branson, 'A Study of the Hebrew Term Nli?" (diss., Boston University,
1976); J. N. Epstein, "Zu denjtidisch-aramiiischen Papyri von Assuan," Jahrbuch der Jtidisch-
Literarischen Gesellschaft 6 (1908) 359-73, esp. 368ff.; M. A. Friedman, Jewish Maniage in
Palestine: A Cairo Genizah Study (2 vols.; New York, 1980), esp.l,312-46; E. Jenni, "Nli2 .fn'to
hatel' TLOT, lll, 1277-79; E. Y. Kutscher, Hebrew and Aramaic Studies (Jerusalem, 1977), esp.
38,42;C. Locher, DieEhreeinerFrauinIsrael.OBO70 (1986),esp.296-99; R.Westbrook,
Old Babylonian Marriage l-aw. BAfO 23 (1988), esp.20-23,69-84.

l. Cf. HAL,III, 1338b; AHw,lll, 1522; CAD, X)(l,97-99.
2. See IV below.

Nlif rara'; xJW iane'; xlVD m"iannc'; ;1g.JW iin'a
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for he never prophesies anything favorable about me, but only disaster" (l K.22:8-9;
2 Ch. l8:7-8). According to Ezk. 23:28,the prostitute Oholibah, who symbolizes Jeru-

salem, has separated herself from those who hate her.

The wisdom proverb relates that "if the poor are hated even by their kin, how much

more are they shunned by their friends!" (Prov. l9:7; cf . 14:20). Hatred leads to separa-

tion. Such hate can be provoked by surfeit, which in its own turn can be prompted by
the ongoing presence of a person: "Let your foot be seldom in your neighbor's house,

otherwise the neighbor will become weary of you and hate you" (25:17).

Vehement love can analogously change to vehement hate. Amnon comes to hate

Tamarandeventuallyexpelsherfromthehouse(2S. l3:15).Leahwas"hated"byJa-
cob (i"nfr'd, Gen.29:31,33). Although he wishes her no ill, his hatred manifests itself
in coolness and emotional distance.

The wise do indeed advise us not to trust ourselves to one whom we hate (Sir. 7:26)

and include in their enumeration of unbearable things also "an unloved woman when

she gets a husband" ({nfi'A kt ilbbd'el; Prov. 30:23). Nonetheless, hatred of one's spouse

implies neither the denial of sexual relations (Gen. 29:31-33) nor the withdrawal of the

rights from the firstborn son of the detested spouse provided that he genuinely is the

firstborn (Dt.2ll5-17). A similar nuance emerges in the story of Joseph and the broth-

ers who "hate" him (Gen. 37:4,5,8) and are unable to "speak peaceably (l"idl6m) to
him" (v. 4). The absence of friendly relations was thus an expression of their "hatred"

just as Absalom's hatred of Amnon manifests itself in Absalom speaking "to Amnon

neither good nor bat' (2 S. 13:.22). This mention of personal distance also emerges un-

mistakably in the background to the puzzling passage 2 S. 5:8, according to which Da'
vid's nepei hates "the lame and the blind." This surprising statement might have been

inspired by a ritual regulation such as that in Lev. 2l : I 8, which states that the lame and

the blind are unsuitable for serving in worship. Although this regulation has no direct

connection with the context, it is anticipated by the proverb cited in 2 S. 5:6.

Ezk. 35:6, often unjustifiably emended, associates the notion of distance with "ha-

tred" in metaphorical expressions. The imprecatory formula is introduced by 'im-ld':

"(Woe to you) if you do not hate bloodshed; therefore bloodshed shall pursue you." Al-
though Mt. Seir, to which this oracle is directed, wishes to distance itself from blood-

shed at any price, that blood will pursue it. It is in the same sense that one can issue the

warning against standing surety for someone by saying, "he who hates suretyship is se-

cure"(Prov. ll:15). InSyriac,wheretherootsn'iswellattested,3suchusageledtothe
frequent use of send'to mean "not want to."

III. The Nouns.
l. i6n€' and m"ianne'. Two substantives deriving from the root in'mean "enemy":

the qal act. ptcp. idn7'and the piel act. ptcp. *m'flanne', used only in poetic texts and

corresponding to the pualyiwn' in Sir, 9: 18. The term *m"iannE' serves in some pas-

sages to refer to God's enemies (Nu. 10:35; Dt. 32:41;Ps.68:2[l]; 81:16[15]; 83:3121;
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3. R. Payne Smith, Ihesazrus Syriacus, II (Oxford, 1897),2668-71.
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139:21). Those who hate (*m"iannd') the Wisdom merely injure themselves (Prov.

8:36). Relatively ancient texts also use it to refer to enemies of the psalmist (2 5.22:41
= Ps. l8:41[40];55:13[12]), of the Davidic king(89:24[23]), of Israel (M:8,1l[7,10]),
and of Levi in Moses'testamentary blessing (Dt.33:11). In one instance it refers to
Job's adversaries (Job 3l:29). The ptcp. Sdne' appears in both prose and poetic texts
and can be used parallel with'dyc!, "enemy" (F'x.23:4-5;Lev.26:16-17; Dt. 30:7; 2 S.

22:18; Est. 9:5,16; Ps. l8:18[17]; 35:19: 38:20[9]) 106:10,41-42), usage already at-
tested in Late Bronze Age Canaanite poetry (Ugari|. In the Ba'al cycle one encounters
the parallel terms ib par. in': ib b'l tifidy'rmpar. in'u hd gpt la "Ba'al's enemies take to
the woods, Hadd's foes to the caverns of the mountain."4 In the OT it often refers to
one's personal enemies (8x.23:5;2 S. 19:7[6];22:181' Job 8:22; Ps. 9:14[13];
l 8: 1 8[l 7] ; 35 : 19; 38:20[ 1 9] ; 4 1 :8 [7] ; 69:1 5l4l; 86: 1 7; 1 1 8:7; Prov. 25:21 ; 27 :6; Sir.
6:4; l8:31), especially in regulations concerning cities of asylum (Dt.4:42; 19:4,6,11;
Josh. 20:5) and in reference to the enemies of the king (2 S. 19:7[6]; 2 Ch. l:1 l; Ps.

2l:918); cf. Dnl. 4:16[19]). The same usage is attested in Moabite and Old Aramaic.s
The term *m"iannd' can refer to the enemies of the people of God (Lev.26:.17;'Dt.
7:15;30:7; Est.9:1,5,16;Ps. 106:10,41; Isa.66:5; Ezk.16:27) andof Zion (Ps. 129:5).
The ptcp. ionE' can also qualify God's enemies, albeit much less frequently than does
*meiannd' (Dt. 7:10; 2 Ch. l9:2), especially in the Decalog (Ex. 20:5; Dt. 5:9): "For I
am a jealous God, punishing children for the iniquity of parents, to the third and fourth
generation of those hostile to me (l"i6n"'ay)!'

2. iin'd. The subst. iin'A, "hatred," qualifies murder as opposed to unpremeditated
manslaughter (Nu. 35:20). The curses in the Phoenician inscription of Karatepe
against those who might desecrate the name of Azitawadda distinguish between those
who act from "greed" (bhmdt) and those who act out of "hatred and evil" (binI
wbr').0 Metaphorically iin'd illustrates the murderous deeds the Edomites undertook
in Judah (Ezk. 35: l1). The term also characterizes Amnon's change of disposition to-
ward Tamar when he expels her after the rape (2 S. l3: l5) and that of Oholibah's lov-
ers, Oholibah now finding herself robbed of the fruit of her prostitution (Ezk. 23:29).
Elsewhere.(inZ emphasizes the violence of hatred the psalmist's enemies direct to-
ward him (Ps. 25: 19; 109:3,5) or which in a reverse fashion he harbors toward his ene-
mies (Ps. 139:.22). The wise view hatred as the origin of legal disputes (Prov. l0: l2),
warn against deceivers (Prov. l0:18; 15l'17;26:26), or adduce the transitoriness ofha-
tred (Eccl. 9:6). The verbal subst. iin'd with the accusative can also refer to the hatred
God allegedly harbors against his own people: "It is because Yahweh hates us
(b"iin'a1yhwh'Aldnfr) thathehasbroughtusoutof thelandof Egypt" (Dt.I:27);"Be-
cause he hated them (miiiin'd!6 '6!am), he has brought them out to let them die in the
wilderness" (Dt. 9:28).

4. KTU 1.4, VII, 35-37; ANET 135a, 11. 35-37.
5. KAI 181.4: cf. Ps. I l8;7; KAI 2228.26;2238.14;224.10-12.
6. KAt 26AIlt 17; ANET 654b.
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IV. Divine Hate. The feeling of hate is ascribed to God just as are other human feel-
ings such as love, remorse, jealousy, and wrath. The anthropomorphic/anthropopathic
use of the verb "hate" is similarly attested in Mesopotamian literature. Ea advises

Utnapishtim to explain the preparations for the coming flood to his fellow citizens by
pretending ylii Enlil izArannima, "Enlil hates me, so that I cannot reside in your city."z
In the great hymn to the sun god, the petitioner directs the following plea to Shamash:

ana ydti dSamai la tuzAriinatr, "for my sake, O Sama5, do not hate them."8 A Sargon

inscription reads: "Marduk . . . saw the misdeeds of the Chaldeans, whom he hates (.ia

izArul's
In the OT Yahweh directs his hate less against concrete persons than against certain

behaviors. He "hates" the originally Canaanite cultic practices (Dt. 12:31), especially
the erection of sacred pillars (Dt. 16:22; cf . llQT 52:2) and the cult of alien gods (Jer.

44:4). He similarly displays great repugnance toward the hypocritical festivals of his
people (Isa. 1:14; Am.5:21) and the pilfered goods offered as sacrifices (Isa.61:8).
One can ompare this text with a passage from the Ugaritic Ba'al cycle in which Ba'al
complains that human beings pay him only stingy, unworthy homage: "For two [kinds
of offeringl banquets Ba'al hates (in' B'l), three the Rider of the Clouds: a banquet of
shamefulness, a banquet of baseness, and a banquet of handmaids' debauch."lo
Yahweh also hates false oaths (Zech.8:17), wickedness (re.ia', Ps.45:8[7]), though
also kingship in Israel (Hos. 9: l5), which was established at Gilgal (1 S. I l: l4- l5) but
then cursed (l S. l3:7-14; 15:10-23). God's "hate" manifests itself in his distance, as

Jer. 12:7-8 states explicitly: because God "hates" his house and heritage, he abandons

them and delivers them into the hands of their enemies. According to Am. 6:8, he

"hates the strongholds" of Israel and delivers up his cities to their enemies. God's
"hate" toward his own people is also expressed by the verbal subst. .fin Z with an accu-

sative (Dt. l:27;9:28). God also shows his hatred toward Esau-Edom (Mal. 1:3); he

"hates" evildoers (Ps. 5:6[5]) and those who love violence (l l:5) as well as those who
worship useless idols (3 I :7 [6]). Prov. 6:16-L9 enumerates seven abominable deeds that
God hates (cf. Sir. l0:7).

V. Ethical Considerations. Combined with other terms, (dn7'can also refer to pos-

itive moral behavior and disposition, including ion"'A !esa', "those who hate dishonest

gain," i.e., those who cannot be bribed (Ex. l8:21; Prov. 28:16; cf. llQT 57:9); i6n€'
mafian6!, "those who hate gifts," i.e., the honest worker (Prov. 15:27; NRSV "those
who hate bribes"). Several contrasting pairs express similar notions: iin'fi-rd'w"eh!fr
t6!, "hate evil and love good," the prophet cries (Am. 5:15); the psalmist admonishes,
'6halA yhwh iin'fr rd', "You who love Yahweh, hate evil" (Ps. 97: l0); and the wise per-

son advocates the maxim yir'al yhwh ieno'! ra', "the fear of Yahweh is hatred of evil"
(Prov.8:13). One should hate iniquity (Ps.36:3[2]), falsehood (Ps. l19:163; Prov.

7. Gilg. XI, 39-40; ANET 93b,ll. 39-40.
8. BWL, 134,1. 148.
9. A. G. Lie, The Inscriptions of Sargon II, King of Assyria, I (Paris, 1929),268.
10. KTU, 1.4, III, 17-21; ANET, 132b, iii, 17-21.
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13:5), every false way (Ps. 119:104,128), double-mindedness (Ps. 119:ll3), haughti-
ness and ilrogance, evil deeds and falseness (Prov. 8:13; Sir. l0:7), and finally God's
enemies. The psalmist confesses, idnZ'lt q"hal m"reim, "I hate the company of evildo-
ers" (Ps. 26:5), and asks God, hlo'-m"ian'eyftd yhwh 'e{na', "Do I not hate those who
hate you, O Yahweh? . . . I hate them with perfect hatred" (139:21-22); "I hate the work
of those who fall away" (l0l:3).

By contrast, morally negative behavior can be indicated by expressions such as "you
who hate the good and love the evil" (idn"'A 6b w"'dhobA rd', Mic.3:2), who "hate the
one who judges justly (m6l5talr) in the gate," where judgment is administered (Am.
5:10), who "hate justice" (Job 34:17) or the law (Sir. 33:2), who hate the righteous (Ps.

34:22l2ll) and the blameless (Prov. 29:10). Those who hate discipline (Ps. 50:17;
Prov.5:12), rebuke (Prov. 12:l; 15:10), knowledge (Prov. l:22,29), and peace (Ps.

120:6) will fare similarly. An immoral and unjust disposition betrays "hatred toward
oneself' (i6nZ' napi6, Prov. 29:24).

One common wisdom theme is that scoffers "hate" those who rebuke them (Prov.

9:8), and that "a lying tongue hates its victims" (26:28). On the other hand, a "schemer
is hated" (14:17), as is "one who is reckless in speech" (Sir.9:18, pual). Those who
hate are able to dissemble their intentions (Prov. 26:24). The psalmist's enemies obvi-
ously "hate" him Sin'a! hamas i"ne'fini, "they hate me with such violence" (Ps. 25: l9),
rabbft . . . Sone'ay hinnam, "numerous . . . are those who hate me without cause" (Ps.

69:5[4]). Yahweh himself changes the attitude of the Egyptians toward the Israelites
into hate (Ps. 105:25).

In a seeming paradox, the wisdom teacher says that "those who spare the rod hate
their children" (bdSck iibtd i6nd' b"n6, Prov. 13:24). Ecclesiastes' skeptical statements
result from a weariness of life and useless toil (Eccl. 2:17 -18), since ultimately every-
thing is decreed elsewhere, for there is "a time to love, and a time to hate" (e1 le'"ho!
we'e! lisnd" 3i8).

VI. Legal Use.
| . Divorce. Use of the qal pass. ptcp. i"nft'd to refer to the unloved wife in a polyga-

mous marriage (Gen. 29:31,33; Dt. 2l:15-17; Prov. 3O:23; cf.Isa. 60:15; Sir. 7:26)
closely resembles the use of the vb. iand' as a technical term referring to the legal
grounds for divorce. Although such use is attested in Dt. 22:13,16; 24:3; Mal. 2: 16 (cf.
Sir. 42:9), its meaning emerges more clearly in the Jewish Aramaic papyri of Elephan-
tine. I I Analysis of the term .fn'in these 5th-century-B.c.E. texts has yielded differing in-
terpretations of in'.

One view holds that fre'originally referred to the mutual disappearance of feeling
between spouses and to the cessation of sexual relations. By analogy with Babylonian
law, which uses the vb. zAru, "hate," in connection with divorce, the West Semitic vb.
in'may take on the same meaning. The condition put forth in the Code of Hammurabi

ll.AP9.8;15.23,27;BMAP2.7-9;7.21-22,25; cf.AP 18.1; BMAP7.34,37,39-40;TADAE
82.4.8 ; 82.6.23,27 ; B3.3.7 -9 ; 83.8.21 -22,25 ; cf . B 3. 8. 34,3 7,39 -40.
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($142), "if a woman so hated her husband that . . ." (iumma sinniitu musa iztrma . . .),
recalls the formulation of Dt. 22:13 as well as the clause in the Old Babylonian con-
tracts using the verb "hate."l2 Another view holds that even,fn'was a verb of action
with the juridical sense of "divorce."

A compromise position mediates between the understanding as an action or stative
verb designating an emotional condition and leads to translations such as "disown, re-
pudiate" or "desire a divorce." Use of .fn 'in Hebrew, in any event, leaves no doubt that
this verb expresses an emotional condition implying the wish for separation or removal
from the "hated" person. In that sense one cannot view it as a verb of action designat-
ing actual divorce.

Its use as a technical term in connection with divorce, however, cannot be doubted,
so that one is advised to seek the origins of this specifically juridical use of .fir'. The hy-
pothesis of Egyptian influence on the contract of Elephantine has probably been suffi-
ciently refuted, since .fn 'is already used to mean the same thing inDt.22il3,l6;24:3.
Its use in the Akkadian of Alalakh and in Neo-Assyrian contracts of a Phoenician
milieur3 exactly parallel that of zArurn Old Babylonian (as in CH $142 above) and
probably reflects ancient West Semitic terminology. Its origin can be easily understood
in light of the practice of repudiating one's wife and of its ethnological parallels. A
husband is thus permitted to expel his wife. The acceptable ground in Dt. 24: I is that
"she does not please him because he finds something objectionable about her." This ex-
pression is extremely general, and according to rabbinic interpretation it sufficed
merely that another woman pleases the husband better.la Sir. 25:26 already suggested

that "if she [your wife] does not go as you direct, separate her from yourself." The for-
malities for such disownment were simple. The husband speaks the formula of divorce
(Hos. 2:4[2]) and "writes her a bill of divorce" (Dt.24:1,3; Isa. 50:1; Jer. 3:8). If a mar-
riage contract did not otherwise restrict the husband's rights, the grounds for disown-
ment could derive merely from his personal feeling. If a woman no longer pleases her
husband, if he no longer finds her attractive, if he wishes to marry another woman
without being able to support two wives, he can simply disown "the wife of his youth"
(Mal.2:15). As an expression of the husband's feelings, hate (in') as the opposite of
love ('hb) is sufficient reason for divorcing a woman. This technical use of "hate" con-
tinues into the Jerusalem Talmud and the Cairo Genizah documents dating to the lOth/
1 I th century c.r., whereas the Babylonian Talmud uses a different formula. It is doubt-
less attributable to Aramaic influence in Egypt that mst, "hate," is used in Demotic
marriage contracts, which cannot be dated prior to the Persian period.ts

The juridical meaning of .fn 'seems to emerge clearly and unequivocally from AP
9.8-9 thanks to the vb. nqp, "go away," which in Aramaic refers to the effected divorce;

12. E.9., VAB V (1913), no. 33.10.
13. See D. J. Wiseman, The AlalakhTablets (London, 1953),92.6;94.19;J. N. Postgate, Frlry

Neo-Assyrian lzgal Documenrs (Warminster, 1976), nos. l4:46,48,49; idem, "On Some Assyr-
ian Ladies," Iraq 4l (1979) 98, 19'.

14. Mish. Gi!.9:lO; cf. Bab. Git. 9Oa; Num. Rab. 9:30.
15. W Erichsen, Demotisches Glossar (Copenhagen, 1954), 180.
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Hebrew similarly uses the vb. ilh piel, "send away" (Dt. 22:19;24:l;1 Ch.8:8; Isa.

50:1; Jer. 3:1,8; Mal. 2:16; cf . D12l:14), when speaking about the husband, and the

expressions yd{d', "go away" (Dt. 24:2), or hdlaf,, "go away" (Dt. 24:2; ler.3:1,8),
when speaking about the expelled woman. In such instances Akkadian uses the vb.

ezEbu, "leave, 3bandon."l6 Interestingly, ancient Athenian law uses an analogous term

to refer to divorce. The husband expelling his wife uses the vbs. apopdmpein,

ekpdmpein, "send away," and ekbdllein, "expell' while the wife separating from her

husband uses the vb. apoleipein, "leave."t1 On the other hand, the LXX translates .i{r
piel in Dt.22:19;24:l;lsa.50:l; Jer. 3:1,8;Mal. 2:16 (cf.Dt.2l:14) as exapostdllein,

and in I Ch. 8:8 as apostillein.
The Jewish Aramaic rext AP 9 (TADAE 82.4) is a deed of gift, the aim of which is to

guarantee the rights of the transferrer's grandsons. He addresses his son-in-law with
the words: "If tomorrow or some other day you build upon this land, and then my
daughter tMibtahiahl divorces [i.e., comes to hate] you and leaves you, she shall have

no power to take it or give it to others; only your children by Mibtahiah shall have

power over it."18

The juridical use of npq as a technical term for "divorce" occurs regularly in later

rabbinic writings. By contrast, neither the Mishnah nor the Tgs. nor talmudic authors

use .fn'in connection with divorce, with the exception of Aramaic translations of bibli-
cal texts and three passages in the Jerusalem Talmud.l9 One encounters only npq in the

Babylonian Talmud, for instance, in the following sentence: "If she divorces fnpq', lit.
'goes away'1, then the elders also determine a ketubah for him [the husband] from her

[the wife's] side."2o The vb. .(n', which precedes npq in AP 9.8-9, indicates the emo-

tional state constituting the legal grounds for actual divorce, which in its own turn is

then indicatedby npq.

Other documents use a different formula:"If tomorrow or another day Anani should

stand up in an assembly and say: 'I hate [divorce] my wife Yehoyishma, she shall not

be my wife,'the money of hatred [divorce money] is on his head. ' . and if Yehoyishma

hates [divorces] her husband Ananiah and says to him, 'I hate [divorce] you. I will not

be your wife,' the money of hatred [divorce money] is on her head."2l In this example

the formulation of legal grounds ("I hate") is followed by the formula effecting the di-
vorce whose equivalent occurs in Hos. 2:4(2): "She is not my wife, and I am not her

husband." The resulting legal consequence is the separation of the spouses, indicated

by one of the verbs meaning "go away."

Other texts reduce the formula to the words "I hate my wife" and "I hate my hus-

16. CAD, lY, 422; AHw, 1, 267 -68.
17. E. Weiss, Griechisches Privatrecht auf rechtsvergleichender Grundlage (Leipzig, 1923),

309ff.; A. R. W. Harrison,The l.aw of Athens, I (Oxford, 1968), 39tr.
18. AP 9.8-10; TADAE B2.4.8-10; ANET 222b,11. 8-10.
19. Ketub.5, 10, 30b; 7,6,31c; B. &at.8,9, l6c. Cf. WTM,lll,556; IV 584; Jastrow, 1006-7'

t6M.
2O.8.g., Git. 49b.
21. B M A P 7 .21 -22,24-25 ; TA DA E 83.8.21 -22,24-25.
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bandl'zz which a few passages in the Jerusalem Talmud still view as being sufficiently
clear and legally adequate. According to Ketub. 5, 10, 30b; 7 , 6, 3lc, Rabbi Jose says

that those who write 'yn fu' 'yn in't "(if he hates, if she hates") are making a contractu-
ally binding financial agreement. The second text also cites the following passage from
a ketubah quoted by Maimonides in his Hilkhot ha-Yerushalmi: "lf a woman hates her

spouse and no longer wishes to be his companion, then let her take half of the bridal
gift. The confirmation of the existence of legal grounds for divorce ("if a woman
hates") is complemented by the explicit mention of a complaint for divorce ("she no
longer wishes to be his companion").23 The same terminology recurs in Cairo Genizah
marriage contracts dating to the l0th/l lth-century c.r. It makes clearthat.fn ') sn'does
not mean "divorce," but rather indicates the legal grounds prompting the person in
question to get the divorce. The following can serve as an example: "If this SaTd, the

groom, hates this Malllra, does not desire her, and wants to separate from her, he shall
pay her all that is written and specif,red in this marriage contract, . . . completely. And if
this Mallha hates this Said, her husband, and desires to leave his home, she shall lose

her ketubba money . . . and she shall go out."24 The contracts contain differences that
are sometimes merely stylistic in nature.

One contract made at Tinnis (Egypt), for example, uses the syntagma ysny I instead

of the accusative and refers to the wife as the "lady" (qryh, transliteration of Gk.
blria).zs Other contracts often make interesting distinctions. One written in Tyre men-

tions "gratuitous hatred" (in't mgn), an expression recurring elsewhere in the formula
sn'h d-mgn.26 Another contract, also written in Tyre, merely contains a one-sided
clause referring to the husband: "but if he hates her without any misconduct (on her
part) and does not fulfill her three needs . . . :'27 i.e., if he does not fulfill his threefold
obligation of caring for the nourishment, clothing, and sexual needs of his wife.

The use of .fiz'in Dt.22:13,16;24:3;Mal.2:16 must be examined in the light of this
extrabiblical evidence. The LXX is not helpful, as it consistently translates.fn'with
misefn, "hate," without attributing a specific meaning to the verb. Dt.22il3-21 deals

with the damage to the reputation of a young married woman who is "hated" by her
husband. The latter tries to emphasize this particular legal ground in his attempt to se-

cure an advantageous divorce by slandering his wife, asserting that she was no longer a
virgin at the time of their wedding. If his accusations prove to be false, he may not
"send her away" (ilh piel, v. 19). Here it becomes clear that such "hate" refers not to a
simple emotional state, but rather to a whole complex of factors leading to divorce. Dt.
24:3 delineates three stages in the process: "hate" representing the legal ground of di-

22. AP 15.23,27; BMAP 2.7,9: TADAE 82.6.23,27;83.3.7,9.
23. Moses Maimonides, Hilkhot ha-Yerushalmi, ed. Saul Lieberman (New York, 1947); cf .

Ketub. 7, 6,31c.
24. Friedman, no.3:4-7 (vol. I, pp.328; vol. II, pp.56); cf. also nos. l:22-24;2:31-34;4:37-

39;6:12-15: I 1:18-20; 58:l l-12.
25. See ibid., no. l:22 (vol. II, pp. 9, 13).
26.For the former see ibid., no.2:32 (vol. II, p.44); for the latter, no. 6:14.
27.lbid., no. ll:18-19 (vol. II, p. 135).
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vorce, then the preparation and deposition of a bill of divorce establishing the legal sta-

tus of the divorce whose practical consequence is the woman's dismissal. Thus does

"hatred" find its legal satisfaction.
Finally, Mal. 2:16 tersely associates "hate" and "dismissal." This difficult passage

has been subject to extremely varying interpretations and often to rather arbitrary

emendations. It seems to be alluding to the custom of spreading the edge of a garment

over a woman to express one's desire to marry her (Ruth 3:9; Ezk. 16:8; cf. Dt.
23:1122:30l:27:20). When a husband expels the wife of his youth, he soils "his gar-

ment with violence."
Allusions to divorce are probably also present in Isa. 60:15, which refers to a time

when Jerusalem was ruined and abandoned. The poet compares the city to a "hated,"

probably disowned wife whom "no one passing by" even notices.

Although the OT itself does not use the subst. iin'd in connection with divorce,

Jewish Aramaic documents from Elephantine use the expressions ksp in'h br'ih, "the
money of hate [divorce money] will be on her/tris head," in'h hy, "that is hate [she is

divorcedl," and dyn in'h, "the law of hate [of divorce]," always in connection with di-
vorce proceedings.z8 The formulation ksp in'hbr'ih recalls the statement "I hate my
wife," "I hate my husband," and shows that the settlement sum for a divorce was paid

by the plaintiff. Although iin'd refers directly to the legal grounds prompting the di-
vorce, it refers ultimately to the entire process. By contrast, the second expression,

in'h hy, says that "there are legal grounds for divorce," referring to specific cases in
which a woman was unfaithful to her husband or in which her husband has taken an-

other wife, or that one of the spouses is refusing marital obligations to the other, for
example, sexual relations. In this context .in 7 refers ultimately to circumstances that

make someone hateful and basically has the same meaningas in'th in a proverb of
Ahiqar: "His hatefulness is the lies of his lips."2l The third expression, dyn in'h, is one

of the clauses indicating that the divorce is being undertaken by referring to the "law
of hate."

2. Murder Several texts dealing with cities of asylum use the root .(,?' to qualify the

actions of a murderer as premeditated (Nu. 35:20; Dt. 4:42; 19:4,6,11; Josh. 20:5). A
murder motivated by blood vengeance is committed b"iin'A, "with hate" (Nu. 35:20)'

by "someone who hates his neighbor" (Ti i6nE' l"rd'dhfr, Dt. 19:11). Cities of asylum,

however, are to offer refuge to those who kill "inadvertently" (b"pe1a'), "without en-

mity" (b"la'-'Abil, "without premeditation, without lying in wait" (beld',r'diyd, Nu'
35:22), "unintentionally" (bi!"li-8a'a1), "without hating him" (ld'-i6ne' 16; Dl 4:42;

19:4,6; Josh. 20:5). This important legal distinction attests the development of ancient

Hebrew law, an initial trace of which one finds inEx.2l:12-14, namely, a distinction
between murder and unpremeditated manslaughter by someone who did not lie in wait

28. AP 15.23; l8.l; BMAP 2.8,9;7.22,25;7.34,37,39,40;TADAEB2.6.23; 83.3.8,9; 83.8.22,
25,34,37,39,40; B6.4. l.

29. Ahiqar 132; TADAE Ct.l.l32; ANET 429b.
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(ld' sddd) but still killed because "God let it happen by his hand." This ascription of ac-

cidental events to the deity is common to all Semites,3o and the mention of the "hand"
in connection with an unpremeditated crime is also found in the Hittite laws, which use

the expression in the formulation "if his hand (alone) is guilty," an expression recurring
in the later versions of $$5,7,8. The distinction between intentional and unintentional
bodily injury and killing is already fixed in CH $$206-7, which imposes the following
oath upon the person involved in involuntary manslaughter: "I did not strike him delib-
erately (idfi)l'This expression corresponds to bib'li-da'a!inDt. 4i42; l9:4; Josh. 20:5.

Such a distinction did not occur in the Laws of Ur-Namma, ca. 2000 B.c.E.: "If some-

one commits a murder, that person is to be put to death" ($l).

VII. Qumran. God's hatred for those who take the wrong path plays a fairly impor-
tant role in the Qumran texts. God hates their ways forever (ian4'lanesaft, IQS 4:l),
for he hates iniquity always (tiind' 'awld ld'a{, lQH 14:25). Those who follow the

spirit of iniquity have chosen what God hates (ba'oier Sdnd'ld, 1QH l5:19). They are

the "enemies of righteousness" (m"iann"'A sejeq, IQM 3:5-6), "enemies of God"
(m"Sann"A ?1 IQM 3:6; 4QMr 12:1), "those whom he hates" (".ier idnz', CD 2:13),
and "who hate one another" (Sen6'ii'e1rd'4hfi, CD 8:6; 19:l8). They are also charac-

teized as the "builders of the wall," an expression borrowed from Ezk. 13:10 referring
perhaps to contemporary circumstances; "because he hated the builders of the wall
(b"ion"6'c!bOnA hahayis) his anger was kindled" (CD 8:18; cf. l9:31). By contrast,

those who rise in the spirit of truth will "hate injustice" $titua' 'awh, IQS 4:24) and all
the works of impurity (m'Sy ndh, 4Q511 18, II, 17). They should cast off what God
hates (lim"'6s ka'oier {anE', CD2:5), and embrace everything God loves while rejecting
everything he hates (lQH 17:24; cf. 14:10-11). The Community Rule is given "that
they may love all that he has chosen and hate all that he has rejected" (lQS 1:3-4), and
"that they may love all the sons of light . . . and hate all the sons of darkness" ( I :9- 10).

The behavioral norms of the community deal with everything an insightful person

needs with regard to "his loving and hating" (1"'ah"ba!6 'im iin'd16, 9:21; cf.9:16).
Such a person should nourish "everlasting hatred for the men of perdition" (iin'a!
'6ldm 'im 'aniA iaha1, 9:21-22), though one is not permitted to hate a member of the

community ('al yiind'€hfr, 5:26). The terminology employed here uses the parallelism
"love/hate" ( I :3-4,9- I 0; 3:254:l : 9:16,21 ; IQH 14:24-25 ; 17 :24).

Several passages express confidence that God will punish or destroy those who hate

Zion (llQPsu 22: I I par. 4QPsr 8:7), his people (4Q160 3-4,11,4), or the individual be-

liever (4Q381 31, 5; cf. also 46,5).
The use of .fn'in the Temple Scroll agrees with that in Deuteronomy. llQT 52:2

mentions the sacred pillar that God hates (Dt. 16t22), though the lst person replaces

the 3rd person of Moses' discourse in Dtr since God himself is speaking to his people

in the Temple Scroll: "the sacred pillar that I hate" (massZpd'aier finE'1t). Something
similar applies to the beneficent deeds promised to the people and the king and in-

r73
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spired by Dt. 28. God declares that "I will redeem them from the hand of those who
hate them" (fip"Qt1im mikkap tun"'eyhemmA, l lQT 59:11). Turning to the king, he says,

"I will save him [the king] from the hand of those who hate him" (w"h6ia'tthfi mtya/
i6ne'ayw,59:18). Only those who hate unjust gain (sbn"'A bepa',57:9) can be members

of the royal guard; the same expression is used in Ex. l8:21 and Prov. 28: l6 to refer to
those who do not accept bribes.

The paragraph referring to the slandered spouse basically follows the text of Dt.
22:13-21 while adding several clarifying expressions. For example, bd' 'dleyhd ftS"n€'d

in v. 13 is replaced by b"dld fii"ne'A, "He has taken possession of [married] her and
(then) hated her" (llQT 65:7), which is stating that the husband had sexual relations
with his wife before coming to hate her. He wants to expel her, however, without hav-
ing to pay the divorce money (cf. Dt. 22:18-19;1 IQT 65: l4), but must nonetheless pay

if his hatred for his wife proves to be groundless ({in'al maggdn or Sin'A d'-maggdn), as

indicated by the Cairo Genizah documents.3l The complaint against the slanderer

lodged with elders by the wife's father (1lQT 65:11) picks up the text of Dt.22:16,
though it replaces wayyiina'ehd with w"hinnEh fne'd, "And behold, he has come to
hate her," which constitutes merely a stylistic alteration. It is evident that the vb. .fir'
here does not mean "divorce," and certainly does not inDt.22; rather, it stipulates the

legal ground that might justify divorce or expulsion. Unfortunately, we do not know the

extent to which the text of llQT 66:1-2 concurs with Dt. 22:l9b-21. The two texts

were doubtless not identical, since w"l6' at the end of I I QT 65: 15 immediately intro-
duces the clause w"l6' yfrlal l"iall'hd kbl ydmdyw, "and he will never be able to dismiss
her," unless the correct completion of the lacuna in 11QT 66: I is w"l6'tihyeh 16 l"'iiiA,
"and she will no longer be his wife," which agrees with 4Q159 2-4,9-lO. According to
this text, a man who unjustly accuses "a virgin of Israel" "shall be fined two minas and

divorce for all his life" (wene'"nai i"nA mdntm w"iillal.t k6l ydmdyw). The sum of two
minas corresponds to the hundred shekels ir.Dt.22t19 and llQT 65:14, and the ex-

pression ilk kwl ymyw picks up words from Dt. 22:19. One could also point wJlft as

pualw"iullah and interpret it in the sense of being condemned to divorce. Either way, at

issue is a husband who has taken a "virgin of Israel" as his wife, as indicated by the ex-
pression qaltti'61d, "(when) he tookher" (4Q159 2-4,8), with the vb.lql.t, which is

also used inDt.22il3-18 and 11QT 65:7-13.
Lipifiski

31. Friedman, no. 2:32; 6;14
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Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences: OT, Sirach, Qumran; 3. LXX. [. l. Lip; Hem,

Edge;2. Organ of Speech; 3. Metonymy: Language, Speech. III. l. The Speech Act; 2. Religious

Aspects; 3. Qumran.

l. l. Erymology. Apart from the expected phonetic variation (Proto-Semitic f in the

initial position), this word occurs with the same meaning, "lip," in other Semitic lan-
guages as well as in Egyptian: Akk. iaptu, Ugar..ipr, Old Aramaic i/spf and Sph, Syr.
seftd', Arab. iafat, "lip," Egyp. ip.t.r This word represents an extremely ancient
biconsonantal noun with a feminine ending.

The same applies to the Egyptian evidence. The dual (-ty) as well as the determina-
tive morpheme in the later language prove the feminine gender. Accordingly, the t does

not represent a phoneme that originally belonged to the stem and was reconstrued as a

sign of the feminine only in the Semitic languages.2

The word is subject to similar semantic applications in the diverse languages. On
the one hand, in Akkadian, Egyptian, and Aramaic it refers to an edge comparable to
lips (e.g., the edge of a vessel, the shore of a river or sea). On the other hand, as the or-
gan of speech it can refer metyonymically to speaking and language.3 Arabic attests the

secondary form iafd, "edge."+

2. Occuruences: OT Sirach, Qumran. This lexeme occurs 176 times in the OT, of
which basically half are found in the Psalms and wisdom writings, which use the term
figuratively in the sense of "speech." Although the word is feminine (Gen. l1:l;Znph.
3:9; etc.), it is often associated with masculine verb forms either because some f,rgura-

tive sense is being evoked (Ex. 28:32) or because the author is thinking of the male per-

son whose lips are being mentioned (Prov. 10:.21; 26:23; MaL 2:7; etc.). Because the

feminine ending t could be perceived from a linguistic perspective as a third stem con-
sonant, a redundant plural or dual form emerged, fip16t, iiptdletfud, and iipl6layw (Ps.

45:3[Eng. 2);Eccl. l0:12; Cant. 5:13), alongside :iip$, S?aYyka, and Sfudldyw (Dt.
23:241231; Ps. 12:4[3]; Isa. l1:4).s In the construct state, the word functions as anomen

idpd. D. I. Block, "The Role of Language in Ancient Israelite Perceptions of National Iden-
tity:' JBL 103 (1984) 321-40, esp.323-32; E. Dhorme, L'Emploi mitaphorique des noms des
parties du corps en hibreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923, repr. 1963), esp. 88-89; C. Uehlinger,
Weltreich und "eine Rede." Eine neue Deutung der sogenannten Turmbauerziihlung (Gen I I,l-
9). oBo l0l (1990), esp. 345-50, 406-9; -s llui) ldton, vlll,23-33.

l. In order: AHw, Ill, 1176; UT no.246l; IVUS, no. 2663; cf. DNSI, II, llSl; I*xSyr; 489;
BDB, 973 cf. HAL,lll, 1346-47.

2. Contra VG, 1,332.
3. AHw,III, I176; wbAS, Lv,99-100; LexAg, lll, 1056-57; Jastrow, 1613-14.
4. 8D8,973.
5. See Bk, $$74i', 77t.
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rectum with words referring to something produced by the lips (e.g., Nu. 30:13[12]),
though more often it is the nomen regens with the following word often specifying
more closely the character of the "lip," i.e., of speech; examples include "lips of truth-
fulness (righteous lips)," "lips of falsehood (lying lips)" (Ps. 31:19[8];Prov. l6:13) in
reference to sincere or mendacious speech.

In Hebrew Sirach the word occurs only in the figurative sense of "speech." The
same applies to most of the Qumran writings.6 Only the War Scroll (lQM 5:5,7-8) uses

the word to refer to the gold and silver "edge" of the shield and the spear socket.

3.lXX. Even when the word is being used figuratively, the LXX generally translates
it with the standard lexeme for "lip," cheflos. Since in Greek this word also refers to the
"edge, shore," and similar concepts, LXX translations contain a Hebraism only when,

as in, e.g., Gen. I l:1,6,9, the word refers to "language, speaking."T Indeed, some pas-

sages use the word gl6ssa instead (Ps.8l:6[5][LXX 80:6]; Prov. l7;4; Isa. 19:18;

Zeph.3:9).In one instance the LXX translates idpd as l6gos: in reference to flattery as

"sweetness of lips" (Prov. 16:21). In Gen. ll:1 iapd stands after the vb. idma', "hearl'
in the sense of "understand a language"; here the LXX uses phon6, "(hear) a voice," in
the literal sense. With the meaning "shore," the LXX once translates idpA as mdros
(Josh. 12:2), whereas in another passage where the Hebrew text reads 'al ya/, "next to,
at the (river)," the LXX translates epi tori cheilous (Dnl. 10:4). This understanding may
derive from the reading 'al i"pa1 (hanndhdr).8

lI.. 1. Lip; Hem, Edge. The term iapd referred originally to the fleshy edge of the

mouth, the "lip," and as such stands in a certain contiguous relationship with the other
parts of the body, especially those of the mouth area. Hence the descriptive song in
Cant. 4:l-'l extols the beauty of the bride's eyes, hair, teeth, mouth, and "lips like a

crimson thread" (v. 3). The lover tells his bride, "your lips distill nectar . . . honey and
milk are under your tongue" (v. I l). In her own turn, the bride extols the beauty of his
head, eyes, teeth,e cheeks, and "his lips . . .lilies distilling liquid myrrh" (5:13). Good
wine moistens the lips. The idpd is also like the "flews of a hound." Yahweh threatens

an Assyrian king whom he compares to an animal: "I will put a hook in your nose and

my bit in your lips (biiepdleyka)" (2 K. 19:28 [= Isa. 37:29)). The pack of dogs - a

metaphor for one's enemies - slavers with their mouths and has sharp flews (Ps.

59:8[7]). The venom of vipers is under the enemy's lips (Ps. 140:a[3]). In the mytho-
logically colored theophany of Yahweh in judgment upon his enemies, we read that
"his lips are full of indignation, and his tongue is like a devouring fire" (Isa. 30:27).

Together with other parts of the face, lips express a person's mood and reactions to
various events. At the sight of a suffering person, scoffing spectators grimace with their

6. See III.3 below.
7. See S. C. Schirlitz, Grund{ige der neutestamentlichen Grticitiit (Giessen, l86l), 32.
8. On the exchangeability of "mouth" and "lip," see II.2 below.
9. See H. Ringgren, Das Hohelied. ATD 1612 (1981),276.
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lips and shake their heads (Ps. 22:8U)). When the person planning a wicked deed

squints his eyes and lips together, the deed is as good as done (Prov. 16:30).

A kiss on the lips evokes goodwill (Prov.24:26). This context might also include the

- albeit insincere - friendship kiss when it is delivered with "burning lips" (26:23),

though the text (which is uncertain) might rather refer to a spoken asseveration of
friendship.

The obvious function of the lips in surrounding the mouth opening makes it possible

to use the word idpA figuratively in the sense of "hem, edge." The curtains in the taber-

nacle have such edges (Ex. 26:4,10;36:ll,17), as does the breastpiece (28:26;39:19)
and outer robe (28:32; 39:23) of the priestly vestments. One also encounters such an

edge, similar to an artistically decorated edge of a goblet, on the huge bronze vessel in
the temple forecourt, which measured ten cubits "from brim to brim," i.e., in diameter
(l K.7:23-24;2 Ch. 4:2,5), on the altar in the future temple (Ezk. 43:13), and on the

copper shields of the sons of light in the Qumran War Scroll (lQM 5:5,7-8).
The word can also refer to the "bank of a river" or other body of water, e.g., to the

bank of the Nile (Gen. 4l:3,17;8x.2:3;7:15), of the Arnon (Dt.2:36;4:48; Josh. l2:2;
13:9,16),of theJordan (2K.2:13),of astream(Dnl. l2:5),andof thepowerfulstream
rising up next to the new temple of the end time (Ezk. 4'7:6-1 ,12).

The hostile Midianites flee to the idpd of Abel-meholah (Jgs. 1:22), a possible ref-
erence to an area bordering the locale, though it seems more likely that it would be re-
ferring to the bank of a brook somewhere in the vicinity (Abel = "watercourse"?).

The word also refers to the shore of a sea, e.g., of the sea where the Egyptians died
(Ex. 14:30) and of the Red Sea, where Ezion-geber and Eloth are located (l K.9:26;
2 Ch. 8:17). The hyperbole "as the sand on the seashore" describes an enorrnous num-
ber of people (Gen.22:17; Josh. I l:4; Jgs. 7:12 I S. l3:5); in one instance it also refers
to the measure of great wisdom, "breadth of understanding as vast as the sand on the

seashore" (1 K. 5:9[4:29]).

2. Organ of Speech. Because the lips function in an especially noticeable way in
producing sounds, they are often described as the preeminent organ of sound produc-

tion. The lips of someone scared to death quiver (Hab. 3:16). The lips of the rescued

person are filled with shouts of joy (Job 8:21). Above all, however, lips function to ar-

ticulate the sounds of speech, which can thus be viewed as the "fruit of the lips" (Isa.

57:18; probably also Hos. 14:3[2]; cf. LXX and IQH 1:29). Lips move when a person

is speaking or even whispering softly (l S. 1:13), whence also idpd comes to refer to

the human ability to speak and is equated with a person's reasoning powers (Job

12:20). Those who speak awkwardly are "uncircumcised of lips" (Ex.6:12,30), a refer-
ence not to a moral or religious defect but to awkward speech, which makes Moses un-
suitable for his task (cf. Ex. 4:10). It is noteworthy that in describing the impression
made by the organs of speech of an unskilled speaker, authors describe the mouth and

tongue as being "heavy" and the lips as "having a foreskin."
When idpd refers metonymically to "speech," the lexeme enters into extremely

tight paradigmatic-semantic relationships with designations for other instruments of
speech that experienced a similar semantic expansion, such as "mouth," "tongue," and
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"gums" (bek).ro In many contexts these words can replace one another or be used in-
terchangeably within parallelismus membrorurn. Mendacious speech can thus be

called a "lying tongue" (e.g., Prov. 2l:6) or "lying lips" (Ps. l2O:2; Prov. 17:7), "de-
ceitful tongue" (Ps.52:6[4]) or "deceitful lips" (Ps. l7:1). Flattery comes from a

"smooth mouth" (Prov.26:28) and "smooth lips" (Ps. 12:4[3]). The "mouth" (Prov.

22:14) and "lips" (Prov. 5:3) of the strange woman are enticing, while the "mouth of
the righteous" (Ps. 37:30) and the "lips of the righteous" (Prov. 10:21,32) are blessed.

Parallelism can use idpdin the first stich, peh in the second (Job23:12; Ps. 66:14;
Prov. l6:10), though generally the sequence is reversed (Job l5:6; Ps. 59:8,13[7,12];
l4l:3; Prov. l3.3; 16:23; etc.). The semantic similarity between these words made it
possible for the LXX to translate peh as "lip" (Prov. 6:2) and fipd as "mouth" (Job

27:4; Ezk. 24:22) or "tongue" (Sir. 5 I :22). The contiguous relationship between the

two is obvious (Isa. 6:7;29:13).
Nonetheless, even without closer componential analysis, specific semantic char-

acteristics do emerge in the case of idpd. It may be merely accidental that, unlike the

tongue (Isa. 59:3), mouth (Ps. 37:30), gums, and palate (Prov. 8:7), the lips are never
associated with the vb. hgh, "mumble, munnur, grumble," and that the adj. 'dmEq,

"profound, unfathomable," as a reference to unintelligible language is used only with
SdpA (lsa.33:19; Ezk. 3:5,6). It is no accident, however, that the lips, as the exter-
nally visible closure of the mouth, are viewed as the final stage along the path from
thought to speech. On the one hand, the lips thus fulfill an important function of con-
trol; on the other, the danger is that they will not always perform that function ade-

quately.
Lips must open if the mouth is to speak (Ps. 5l:17[5]; 66:-14). Because those who

would make a proclamation cannot keep their lips closed (Ps. 40:10[9]), the opening of
one's lips comes to be equated with speaking (Job 1l:5; 32:20;Prov.8:6).If things go

well, the lips will guard knowledge (Prov. 5:2; Mal. 2:7) and thus preserve the wise
(14:3). The teachings of wisdom preserved deep within should be ready on the lips
(22:18). Unfortunately, the opposite is often the case, and the lips utter things without
first reflecting on them (Jer. 17:16), such as a careless oath (Nu.30:13[2]), a

"thoughtless utterance of the lips" (vv. 7,9[6,8]) that can no longer be undone. With re-

gard to vows, the law admonishes that "whatever your lips utter you must diligently
perform" (DL23:241231). At the waters of Meribah, even Moses "spoke rashly with his
lips" because of the recalcitrant people (Ps. 106:33), and it thus "went ill with Moses"
(v. 32). Hence one should avoid those who are "open as to their lips" (Prov. 2O:.19);

those who are restrained with their lips are prudent (Prov. 10:19).

Thus one often noticeable semantic component associated with "lips" is careless

babbling. In a dispute some people choose the "tongue of the crafty," a metaphor for
skilled argumentation. Their own lips, however, with their careless utterances, testify
against them and reveal their injustice (Job 15:5-6). A man of violence is a man of the

tongue (Ps. 140:12[l1]), and the babbler is a man of the lips (Job ll:2).

10. -+ ilD peh, X1,490-503; -r llu) lai6n, YlIl,23-33.
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3. Metonymy: Language, Speech. Given the close connection between the instru-

ment of speech and its product, the Hebrew word for "lip" can also refer
metonymically to "spoken words, speech," and given the literary character and general

themes of OT writings, it is not surprising that the word is more frequently used with
precisely this meaning than as a reference to the physical organ. When a speech act

takes place and the person speaking can be observed, attention is generally focused on

the content of the utterance, i.e., on the intent of the speech. An encounter with a for-
eign language, on the other hand, prompts attention to be directed to the formal side as

well, a situation explaining the - albeit infrequent - use of the Hebrew word to refer

to a "dialect, language system."
Hence the prophet can speak of five cities in Egypt that speak the {dpA of Canaan

(Isa. 19:18), a reference that can hardly be understood to mean anything but Hebrew
(though cf. Jerome and his comm. in loc., who views Canaanite as an idiom between

Hebrew and Egyptian). The story of the tower of Babel presupposes an original, uni-

flred human language. All people "had one SdpA and the same words" (Gen. 11:l). If
this passage were employing the stylistic figure of a harmonious association of syn-

onyms, then both words would refer to vocabulary. It seems more likely, however, that

a distinction is being made in that Sdpd refers to the overall language structure quite be-

yond merely the vocabulary.
This one language makes human beings into a single people (Gen. 1l:6) whose

emerging irrrogance is then punished by a confusion of this language, i.e., by its schism
(vv. 7-9), such that they no longer understand one another's idpA $.7). The psalmist

recounts in connection with Egypt how he heard a iapAhe had not hitherto known (Ps.

81:6[5]); although scholars dispute whether the reference is to divine discourse that

comes to the prophet or to Israel in Egypt, the term "lip" does in any case mean "lan-
guage" here. The prophets mention strange peoples "of obscure lips" (Isa. 33:19;Ezk.
3:5,6). God will speak to Israel with "stammering lip and with alien tongue," probably

a reference to the enemies God sends as his scourge (Isa. 28: l l). In the end time, God

will give all peoples a pure language (Zeph.3:9).tl
When "lip" refers to the elocutionary component of speech, i.e., to its content, a dis-

tinction is generally made between the one-time speech act executed in a specific situa-

tional context on the one hand, and on the other hand the manner of speaking charac-

teristic of a given person that allows one to draw conclusions concerning the person's

disposition and behavior. Textual analysis, however, is not always able to draw this dis-

tinction clearly.
A one-time speech act is the focus in the passages speaking about rash utterances

(Lev. 5:4; Nu. 30:7,9,13[6,8,12]; Ps. 106:33) and about words of comfort spoken to the

grieving ("solace of my lips," Job 16:5). This context also includes the unsolicited wit-
ness in which "you could deceive with your lips" (Prov. 24:28) and the self-accusation

in which "your own mouth condemns you . . . your own lips testify against you" (Job

15:6). It is difficult to determine whether the enemies'daily accusations, the "lips of

t't9

11. See III.2 below.
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the adversaries" (Lam. 3:62), refer to ever new reproaches from those adversaries or to

their hateful attitude in general as manifested in, among other things, stereotypical in-
flammatory speech. The lips bless the generous host (Sir. 34:23), a reference either to a
one-time word of thanks or to a high estimation of the host.

It is merely a stylistic nuance when the lips themselves are designated as that which
produces speech rather than the speaker himself with the help of lips. Saying "my lips
will praise you" (Ps. 63:4[3]) and "thoughtless utterances of her lips" (Nu. 30:7[6]) is

essentially the same as saying "with my lips I declare all the ordinances" (Ps. I 19:13)

or "utter with the lips" (Lev. 5:4), etc. Although one might be inclined to understand

the strife-prone lips ofthe fool (Prov. l8:6) as a reference to the involuntary activity of
lips not controlled by the speakeq the statement "the lips of the wise spread knowl-
edge" (Prov. l5:7) militates against this view, since here the lips obviously receive their
instructions from the understanding.

lll. l. The Speech Acl A person's speech provides clues regarding intelligence,
character, and behavior. "On the lips of one who has understanding wisdom is found"
(Prov. l0: l3), whereas '"wil Sfoapyim (lit. "a fool of the lips") "will come to ruin" (vv.

8,10). Hence silence is often advisable. When fools keep silent, they may be consid-

ered wise; when they close their lips, they may be deemed intelligent (17:28). "Lips
that speak what is ight" (23:16) belong to the honest person, and "no wrong is found

on his lips" (Mal. 2:6). "Lying lips" (Prov. 10: 18), "deceit of the lips" (kov. 4:24), and
"flattering lips" (Ps. 123-aP3l) are found among the wicked, who wreak havoc with
their lips (Prov.l7;4;24:2)."False lips" are not becoming to a noble person (17:7).

People find it difficult, however, to overcome their egocentric perspectives, prompting
most of them to declare their own lips free of falsehood (Job 27:4) while finding only
lies and deceit among their adversaries, particularly when they are pleading for God's
help. The petitioner believes he is being persecuted by the wicked, whose lying lips he

would like to see silenced (Ps. 3l:19[ 8]). His enemies have the venom of vipers under
their lips (1a0;a[3]). Israel itself is threatened by hostile nations with sharp swords on
their lips (59:8[7]), while the "words of their lips" (v. l3ll2l) consist of cursing and

lies.
Wisdom instruction also incorporates both intellectual estimation and utilitarian

considerations. To give an honest answer is like a "kiss on the lips" (Prov. 24:26).
Pleasant speech, "sweetness of the lips" (16:21), enriches instruction. The understand-

ing of the wise adds persuasiveness to their lips (v. 23). "Lips informed by knowledge"
(20:15) are a precious jewel. Wise speech is announced by the combination of da'a!,
"knowledge, insight," and "lips" (14:7; l5:7;Mal.2:7). Those who have a pure heart

and the capacity for gracious speech ("graciousness of the lips," Prov. 22:ll) can be-

come the friend to kings. "Lips of graciousness" bring peace (Sir. 6:5). Lips of righ-
teousness and honest speech delight kings (Prov. l6:13). The goal of instruction is for
students to have a wise heart and lips that they may "speak what is ight" (23:16). Wis-

dom speaks the truth, and "from my lips will come what is right" (8:6-7). By contrast,
those whose lips are perverse are fools (19:l; concerning the text see BHS), and

whereas the lips of the wise spread knowledge, the minds of fools are not honest
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(15:7). The "transgressions of their lips" do not help the wicked, becoming instead a
snare for them (12:13); their lips are a snare to themselves ( l8:7). The lips of fools con-
sume them (Eccl. l0: l2). While wisdom is found on the lips of those with understand-

ing, the fool's mouth brings ruin (Prov. 10:13-14).'A fool's lips bring strife, and a

fool's mouth invites a flogging" (18:6).
A certain power is thought to inhere inthe idpA as the bearer of speech. The spoken

word not only has immediately observable consequences in human life, but according
to the view of antiquity also possesses magical power. The mind of the wicked devises

violent deeds, and their lips speak of the mischief (Prov. 24:2). The schemer com-
presses his lips and the wicked deed is as good as done (16:30). An inner desire is

equated with the request of the lips (Ps. 21:3[2]).
Grace is poured over the lips of the king (Ps. 45:312)); inspired decisions are on his

lips, and "his mouth does not sin in judgment" (Prov. l6: I 0). The ruler of the salvific
period will kill the wicked "with the breath of his lips" (Isa. I l:4).

The power of speech, however, is also engaged on behalf of wickedness. The
wicked say, "Our lips are our own - who is our master?" (Ps. l2:5VD. Although the

strength of the lips presupposed here may refer to the power to command, it may also

refer to the power of magical imprecations.tz The strange woman seduces with the

smoothness of her lips (Prov.7:21); honey drips from her lips (Prov.5:3). Although
elsewhere the latter expression refers to the physical game of love (Cant. 4: I 1; 5: l3), in
this context it refers to the beguiling words of the seductress, words that sound sweet

but whose inevitable consequences are bitter and lethal (Prov. 7:23). Jewish and Chris-
tian exegetes spiritualized this idiom to the point of allegory, understanding the honey-

sweet lips of the strange woman as a reference to heretical teaching.13

Witnesses, too, can beguile with their lips (Prov. 24:28), and a person can sin with
the lips (Job 2: l0). In a general sense the "yield of the lips brings satisfaction" to a per-

son (Prov. l8:20), i.e., a person must deal with both the good and the bad consequences

of speech.

Nonetheless, respect for the lips was by no means without its limits. Critical obser-

vation showed that a discrepancy often obtained between words and reality, that speak-

ers often did not act according to their words if their speech served to disguise their
true disposition or their real actions.

Empty talk is bad. Laborious toil creates profit, while "mere talk leads only to pov-

erty" (Prov. 14:23). Mere words ("of the lips") do not supply strategy or power for war
(2 K. I 8:20 = Isa. 36:5). Although ablizzard of words shows a person to be a "man of
the lips," it does not generate credibility (Job I l:2). In general, constant babble invari-
ably leads to trouble, while "the prudent are restrained in their lips" (Prov. 10:19).

Things get even worse when an enemy dissembles intentions with the lips while in-
wardly planning deceit (Prov. 26:24), or offers comfort with the lips while already

12. See S. Mowinckel , The Psalms in Israel's Worship (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1962), 199-
200.

13. Jerome, Comm. on Ezekiel,6.14; Rashi, in loc.
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planning to trap the unwary in a pit (Sir. 12:16), or when "burning lips" or assevera-

tions or kisses of friendship cover an evil heart (Prov.26:23). People deceive each

other "with flattering lips and a double heart" (Ps. 12:3121). People even speak dishon-

estly to God with their lips. "Yahweh said: Because these people draw near with their
mouths and honor me with their lips, while their hearts are far from me . . ." (Isa.

29:13).

2. Religious Aspects.It is Yahweh who gives human beings the capacity for speech.

Yahweh is the "creator of the fruit of the lips" (Isa. 57:19) and knows "what comes

from my lips" (Jer. 17:16). Yahweh grants successful lips to those who sincerely seek

wisdom (Sir. 5l:22), whereas "lying lips are an abomination to Yahweh" (Prov. 12:22),

and the sins separating God and his people include not only hands defiled with blood
but also lips that have spoken lies (Isa. 59:3).

People's sinfulness also manifests itself in their "unclean lips," which is why the

atonement ritual must be carried out on such lips before they can participate in a

consecrated task (Isa. 6:5ff.) or encounter a celestial being (Dnl. l0:16). Those who
fear God keep their lips from speaking deceit (Ps. 34:l4ll3D and ask Yahweh to
"keep watch over the door of my lips" (141:3). Those whose lips are free from de-

ceit can petition God for a hearing (17:l); they intend to fulfill all the vows their
lips have uttered (66:13-14) and do not take the names of foreign gods upon their
lips (16:4). Petitioners ask God to open their lips that they might praise Yahweh
(51:17tl5l). One petitioner says that because God's steadfast love is better than life
itself, "my lips will praise you" (63:4[3]); they are lips of joy (v. 6t5l), lips that will
shout for joy when the petitioner sings praises to Yahweh (71:23). Because Yahweh

has taught the psalmist his statutes, the psalmist's lips will "pour forth praise"
(119:17l). With those lips, the psalmist has declared all of Yahweh's ordinances
(119:13). In order to proclaim Yahweh's steadfast love before the great congrega-

tion, the psalmist has not restrained his lips (40:10[9]). In his petition the psalmist

asks that God destroy all flattering lips and boasting tongues 02:aBD and cause

the mischievous lips of his adversaries to overwhelm them (140:10[9]), thereby de-

livering the petitioner from "lying lips" (120:2). The petitioner then offers thanks

for having been delivered from "lips that fabricate lies" and "lips of abominable

deeds" (Sir. 5l:2,5).
Special grace resides on those called to sacred office. The postexilic period views

the priesthood of the earlier period favorably, saying that true torah instruction could

be heard from the mouth of the priests from the house of Levi, Yahweh's messenger;

their lips guarded knowledge, and no wrong was found on them (Mal.2:6'7). Aaron's
lips pronounced the blessing of Yahweh (Sir. 50:20). Grace was poured out upon the

lips of the king (Ps. 45:3[2]); Yahweh did not withhold "the request of his lips"
(21:312)). The divine promise to the house of David states that "I will not violate my
covenant, or alter the word that went forth from my lips" (89:35[34]). The laws come

from God; they are the "commandments of his lips" (Job 23:12). The believer guards

this "word of your lips" (Ps. l7:4).
In a universalistic look at the end time, the prophet proclaims that Yahweh will
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change the speech of the peoples to "a pure lip," i.e., either to a universally comprehen-

sible language or to purified speech that they may all call on the name of Yahweh
(Zeph.3:91.r+

3. Qumran. Several of the 35 occurrences of SdpA in the Qumran texts cite or other-

wise refer to biblical verses in which the word occurs. God created the "fruit of the

lips" (cf. Hos. l4:3 LXX, Pesh.) even before the lips themselves and precisely fixed the

"flow of the breath from the lips" (lQH l:28-29), i.e., established their function from
the very outset. He supplied the "uncircumcised lips" (cf. Ex. 6: 12) of the believing pe-

titioner with a ready reply to the wicked (lQH 2:7). The Damascus Document admon-

ishes members to adhere to one's vows by saying, "you shall keep what your lips ut-

tered" (CD 16.6-7; Dl 23:24; cf. 1 lQT 53:13). The petitioner asks that lying lips be

silenced (lQH 7:ll-12; cf. Ps. 31:19[l8]).
The petitioner argues against the smooth-talking beguilers who with "lips of

uncircumcision and a foreign tongue" pervert the people's reason and understanding,

thus leading them astray (lQH 2:17tr.; cf. 4QpNah 2:8). The lying prophets speak to

the people "with strange lips and an alien tongue" (lQH 4:16). The petitioner himself
has become the target of "slander on the lips of the fierce" (2:ll), who have mocked

him with "wicked lips" (5:24).
In the Community Rule the wise teacher says that "no cunning or lies shall be found

on my lips" (lQS 10:23) and that he "will cause vanities to cease from my lips" (v. 25).

This text calls thanksgiving to God "the pipe of my lips," "the portion of my lips"
(10:7-8), and "the offering of the lips" (9:4-5,26; 10:6,14; cf. 4Q511 63-64,II, 4). In
the Thanksgiving Hymns one exhausted hymnist laments that his lips have gone com-
pletely silent (lQH 8:36), while another asks for "circumcision of the lips" (11:5) so

that he may proclaim God's mercies.

The believer is certain that nothing unrighteous has come from his lips (4Q5 I I 18,

Il,5;63-64,II, 4), and that through God's grace only praise is on them (lQH ll:5;
4Q5ll63,III,1).Heisfamiliarwithboththejudging(lQSb3:27;5:24;cf.4Q401 14,

ll,8,lmws'Sptymlk) andthecreating(4Q403 1,I,35)powerof speech (mzlormw;)
as well as with its unbearable nature (4QM" I l, I, 17) and with how no nation holds to

it (1Q27 l, I, l0).
Kedar-Kopfstein

14. See HAL, l,162-63.
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Contents: I. General Considerations. II. OT: l. Occurrences; 2. Material' Cloth;

3. Containers; 4. Mourning and Penitential Garments; 5. Individual Cases. III. LXX.

I. General Considerations. The term Saq is one of the nouns with a doubled final

consonant and c as the stem vowel. No verbal root iqq is attested. The word occurs as a

primary noun in most of the Semitic languages (though not in Ugaritic or Arabic)' Der-

ivationfrom Akkadian, possibly even from the pre-Semitic period, is possible, whereas

derivation from Egyptian is improbable, since the word is not common in Egyptian and

is not well attested until Coptic.l
The semantic variants of Heb. faq, "(coarse) cloth," "cloth container, sack," "mourn-

ing and penitential garment," are essentially the same as those found in Akkadian, where

usi of the s/iaqqu(m) for mourning rites, to the extent such is attested in Akkadian texts,

seems to refer to the Westem Semitic sphere rather than to Mesopotamia proper.2

II. OT.
l. Occuryences. The word faq occurs 48 times in the OT and is distributed over the

entire OT, from the story of Joseph to Esther and Daniel. Although these occurrences

largely involve narrative passages, Saq also occurs in prophetic oracles, the Psalms, and

in one priestly regulation regarding purity (Lev. ll:32). Apart from Job 16:15, which

resembles more the environment of lament in the Psalms, .(aq does not occur in the

wisdom writings. Hence iaq represents a word from daily life not specifically associ-

ated with a certain era. Extrabiblical evidence is found in several Imperial Aramaic

texts corresponding to OT usage'3

iaq. l. Benziger, Hebriiische Archtiologie (Leipzig,3192':-),72-89, esp' 75-76; G' Dalman'

AuS, V; H. J. Elf,orst, "Die israelitischen Trauerritetl' Studien zur semitischen Philologie und

Religio,nsgeschichte. FS J. Wellhausen. BZAW 2'7 (1914), 115-28; G. Fohrer, *Sack," BHHW lll,
1638; P. freinische, Die Trauergebrriuche bei den Israeliten. BZfr l3l7-8 (1931); H. W. H6nig'
.,Die'Bekleidung des Hebriie..';1disr., Ztt'ILch, 1957), esp. lO2-ll E. Kytlch, "'Trauerbriiuche'

und 'selbstminlerungsriten' im AT," in K. Liithi, E. Kutsch, and W. Dantine, Drei Wiener

Antrittsreden. Tl,s 7t(1965),23-42 = E. Kutsch, Kleine schriften zum AT. BZAW 168 (1986),

78-95;C. J. Pfeifer, "sackcloth and Ashes: Jonah 3:6-8," TBT2I (1983) 386-87; F. Schwally'
,.Miscellan A.4)?v: ZAW ll (1891) 173-75;G. Stiihlin, "odrroq," TDNT,Yll,56-64; R. de

Yaux, Anclsr 59; H. Weippert, "Kleidung," BRL2,l85-88.

1 . On Akkadian see E. Schrader, H. Zimmern, and H. Winckl er, Die Keilinschrifien und das AT

(Berlin, 31903), 603, 650; H. Zimmem, Akkadische Fremdwrirter als Beweis fiir babylonischen
'Kultureinfluss'(Leipzig,2l9l7),67. 

On pre-Semitic see von Soden, AI1w, ll,1027. on Egyptian see

Schwally, 174. On Coptic see W E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford, 1939),325'

2. AiIw, ll, 1O27;'CAD, XV, 168-69. Cf. TGI,56; cf. also the many recent witnesses from

Mari.
3. DNSI, il, 1185-86.
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2. Material, Cloth. First of all, iaq refers to a rough, coarse material or cloth woven

from goat hair (later also camel hair)a and thus black. It was used for various purposes.

According to 2 S. 2l:10, Rizpah spread a piece of sackcloth on a rock to sit on when she

was protecting the corpses of the executed Saulides from birds and wild animals on the

heights of Gibeon. Here the iaq serves as a pad or mats rather than as a bed, since the con-

tinuation makes clear that the woman's desperate struggle to maintain the integrity of the

corpses - through which she apparently thwarted an intended pagan rain ritual - lasted

day and night. Isa. 3:24 announces to Jerusalem's women that instead of the current lux-
ury clothing, they will soon be wearing garments of coarse iaq cloth.In both these pas-

sages the use of .faq as a garment associated with mourning or repentance seems to reso-

nate at least to a certain extent, since in both cases grievous disaster precedes the use of
the Saq. In 2 S. 2l:10, however, the iaq is not really used as a garment; and Isa. 3:24,

where indeed the iaq is used as such and where an association with mourning rites is

present (cf. /rgr and the mention of "baldness"6), emphasizes not the actual wearing of the

iaqbutt rather the contrast between present splendor and future shabbiness.

The priestly purity regulation in Lev. 1 1:32 stipulates that any object of daily life
will become unclean if a dead, unclean small animal comes into contact with it. Here

Jaq, alongside articles of "wood," "cloth," and "skin," refers to the material from which
similar objects are made, especially containers made from this coarse material.

3. Containers. Containers made from coarse iaq mateial, corresponding to our
"sacks," are mentioned especially in the Joseph story (Gen. 42:25,27,35). The presup-

position here is probably that the grain for which Joseph's brothers had come to Egypt
was packed into these "sacks" (v. 25). They also contain donkey fodder (v.27) as well
as the purchase money Joseph secretly gives back to them (vv. 25,35). The 'amtaha!

which occurs only in the story of Joseph (42:27 -28;43:12,18,21-23;44:1,2,8,1 l- l2), is
used synonymously with Saq in v. 27. These, along with other observations (e.g., the

doublet v. 27 par. v. 35; the repetition of 42:27 in 43:21 twice uses 'amtaha!, which to-
gether with the LXX suggests that iaq was probably not originally present in 42:27),
provide (persuasive) data for distinguishing between sources in this passage (J:

'amtaha!; E: iaq).1
When in Josh. 9:4 the Gibeonites pretend they have come from afar by using old,

worn-out Saqqim for their donkeys, the reference is doubtless to containers or provi-
sion sacks carried by the donkeys of the sort still used in the Near East.

4. Mourning and Penitential Garments. The majority of occurrences refers to the

use of the iaq as a mourning or penitential garment worn either after or in anticipation

4. AuS, V 18, 175-76.
5. See Aus, Y 31.
6. See in this regard, H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), in loc.
7 . Cf . L. Ruppert, Die Josepherziihlung in der Genesis. SANT I 1 ( 1965), 97 -98; L. Schmidt,

Literarische Studien lur Josephsgeschichte. BZAW 167 ( 1 986), 135-36, I 55-58; a different posi-
tion is taken, e.g., by C. Westermann, Genesis j7'50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), I12.
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of a disastrous event. As a rule, the reference is probably to a loincloth of coarse iaq
cloth worn about the hips (with molnayim, Gen. 37:34; 1 K. 20:31-32; Isa. 20:2; Jer.
48:37; Am. 8: l0) and cinched with a belt (hence with -+ aX1 hlr 2 S. 3:31; I K.20:32;
Isa. 15:3; 22:12;Jer.4:8;6:26;49:3;Lam.2:10;Ezk.7:18;27:31; Joel l:8), whence
also the act of taking it off is described with pth, i.e., as an opening of the belt (Ps.

30: l2[Eng. I I ]; Isa. 2O:2).It was worn against the bare skin ('al-bdidr I K.2l:27;2K.
6:30) and was not taken off at night (l K.2l:27; Joel l: l3). The wearing of this rough,
hard, scratchy, scraping piece ofcloth represented an element ofself-abasement that in
its own turn was part of a larger ensemble of mourning and penitential rites through
which people responded to the death of a relative or friend or to past or imminent disas-
trous events.

The life situation surrounding this use is probably best illustrated by Gen. 37:32-35.
The father receives proof that his son is probably dead, rends his own garments, puts on
the iaq, mourns ('bl hithpael), and weeps. This sequence corresponds almost exactly to
the mourning ceremony David orders and himself follows after the murder of Abner in
2 5.3:31-32: tearing of garments, putting on the iaq, conducting a lament (spd), and
weeping. The wearing of the iaq is associated with these ritual acts in several other
passages as well: tearing of garments (l K. 2l:27; 2 K. l9:-l par. Isa. 37: 1; Est. 4:l; cf .
2 K. 6:30, where the tearing of garments on the part of those who are present shows
that the king is already wearing the iaq),8 mourning and lament ('dpel, Est.4:3; Ps.
35:14; Jer. 6:26; Am. 8:lO; spd, Jer. 4:8; 49:3; Joel l:13; misp€il, Est. 4:3; Ps.

30:12[1 I ] ; Isa. 22:12; Jer. 6:26; Ezk. 27 :3 l), weeping (bkh, Ps. 69: 1 1 [ l0] ; b"(t, Est.
4:3; Job 16:16; Isa. 15:3;22:12). This collocation probably represents a frxed mourn-
ing rite.

Other acts of sorrow, self-humiliation, and self-abasement are also associated with
wearing a .faq, such as crying out (z'q, Est. 4: 1 ; Ezk. 27:30; Joel I : 14; s'q, Jer. 49:3)
and wailing (y// hiphil, Isa. 15:2-3; Jer. 4:8; 49:3; Joel 1:13), shaving one's head bald
(Isa. l5:2 par. Jer. 48:37;Isa.22:12:Ezk.7:18;27:31 Am. 8:10), shaving the beard
(Isa. l5:2 par. Jer. 48:37), cutting gashes into one's hands (Jer. 48:37; cf. 49:3,
emended text), sprinkling ash or dust on one's head (Neh. 9: I ; Lam. 2:10; Ezk. 27:30;
cf. Job 16: l5), sitting, lying, or writhing on the ground (epea Est. 4:1,3; Isa. 58:5; Jer.
6:26;Ezk.27:30; Dnl. 9:3; Jon. 3:6), singing dirges (Ezk. 27:32; Am.8:10), and pray-
ing (Ps. 35:13; Dnl.9:3; cf. Jon. 3:8). Many passages mention wearing the iaq in con-
nection with fasting or a day of fasting (l K.2l:27; Neh. 9:l; Est. 4:3; Ps. 35:13;
69:l l[10]; Isa. 58:5; Dnl. 9:3; Joel 1:14; Jon. 3:5).e The number and varieries of ritual
acts seem to increase the more recent the text.

In many cases putting on the Saq as in Gen. 37 :34 and 2 S. 3:3 I (Jer. 6:26; Am. 8: l0;
and Joel 1:8 presuppose similar cases in the domestic sphere) is a reaction to a catastro-
phe that has already happened; also in Isa. l5:2 par. Jer. 48:37 as a reaction to the mili-

8. -+ 9ti2 qdra', XIl| 175-80.
9. -+ E'll ;fim, Xll,297-301. Cf. T. Podella, S6m-Fasten. Kollektive Trauer um den

verborgenen Gott im AT. AOAT224 (1989), esp. l3-15.
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tary decimation of Moab (regardless of whether the basic text of Isa. 15: 1 ff. is to be un-

derstood as a lament over the invasion that has already occurred or as a prophetic

anticipation of such); in Ezk. 27:31 as a reaction to the fall of Tyre; in Lam. 2:10 as a

reaction to the conquest and destruction of Jerusalem in 587; and in Est. 4:l-4 as a te'
action to Haman's pogrom decree. Ezk. 7:18 portrays the reactions of those overtaken

by Yahweh's judgment, albeit not as an "active effort to action," but rather as the "out-

ward powerlessness and defenselessness of those concerned in the judgment."l0 In I K.

20:31-32 putting onthe Saq is a reaction to the terrible defeat the Arameans suffered at

the hands of Israel. When Ben-hadad's servants appear before the king of Israel with

Saqqim around their waists and ropes on their heads (the latter attested only in this pas-

sage), they do so as a sign of subordination and self-submission accompanying the plea

for the life of their king, Ben-hadad. Finally, in the lament against adversaries in Ps.

35:13, the psalmist insists on his own innocence by referring to how he reacted to his

adversaries'own sickness with mourning rites, obviously in an intercessory sense.

Other texts associate the wearing of the iaq with an imminent disaster that has not

yet come to (complete) fruition. The situations in 2 K. 6:30 and l9:.l-2 par.lsa. 37:l-2
are similar in that they portray the hopeless situation of a besieged city (Samaria, Jeru-

salem) facing imminent capture.ll The texts in Jeremiah announcing the advance of the

enemy from the north portray his departure and advance and summon the Judeans and

Jerusalemites to put oi the Saq in view of the imminent invasion (Jer. 4:8; 6:26). The

oracle to the nations in Jer.49:3 basically presupposes the same situation. I Ch. 21:16

associates the wearing of the iaq with David's prayer asking Yahweh to stop the angel

of pestilence in Jerusalem. Here the wearing of the iaq is obviously part of actions in-

tended to assuage Yahweh's anger. The same intent may be at work in 2K.6:30; l9:l-2
par. Isa. 37:l-2, whereas the mention of the iaq in Jer. 4:8; 6:26; and 49:3 more likely
emphasizes the inevitability of the coming disaster.

Texts portraying acts as a reaction to a prophecy ofjudgment clearly understand the

wearing of the iaq as well as other rites as means for assuaging Yahweh and for per-

suading him to retract his judgment (1 K. 2l:27; Jon.3:5-8). The account of Ahab's

self-abasement in 1 K. 2l:27 is supposed to explain why the disaster came upon his son

Joram (2 K. 9-10) rather than upon Ahab himself (v. 29 has doubtless been edited by a

Dtr redactor). The rites of self-abasement in Jon. 3:5-8, including the wearing of the

iaq, are a reaction to Jonah's prediction of the fall of the city of Nineveh (v. 4). Even

though Israel shared many of these rites with its neighbors, here the author doubtless

transfers Israelite customs to Nineveh as an example of what Israel itself was unable to

do: to effect true conversion, which then also prompts Yahweh's forgiveness. Here the

reference is apparently to a collective penitential rite encompassing all members of so-

ciety, something commensurate with Dnl. 9:3 and Neh. 9: l, where the putting on of the

faq is apparently prompted by a current situation and stylized as an introduction to a

penitential prayer (Dnl. 9:3) or a communal penitential rite (Neh. 9:l).

10. W Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),208
I l. On 2 K. 6:30 -+ llti2 qara', Xlll, 175-80.
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Other texts reflect in a more general fashion the ritual character of wearing the iaq.
The psalmist in Ps. 69:12(11) enumerates it as an example of his own zeal in worship
and ritual acts that prompted his adversaries merely to scoff at him. Isa. 22:12 men-
tioned the iaq as an appropriate reaction to the imminent judgment upon Judah and Je-
rusalem. Although Yahweh's actions should have prompted repentance, Isaiah's blind
contemporaries disregard the "signs of the times" and celebrate blasphemous feasts in-
stead of submitting to the required penitential rites.

In the summons to communal lament in Joel l:5-14, the iaq functions as part of the
lament for the neglect of temple worship (v. 13) and is also associated with a young
woman's lament for her deceased bridegroom (v. 8) in a manner similar to the way Jer.
6:26 and Am. 8: l0 associate it with the lament for one's only son. The enlightened wis-
dom assertion in Isa. 58:5 seems quite contrary to the cultic atmosphere in Joel l:5-14
in its insistence that God rejects the wearing of the iaq as well as other external rites as
inappropriate.

The use of the faq as a mourning and penitential garment is also attested in
extrabiblical and postcanonical texts, including the Aramaic petition of the Jewish mil-
itary colony in Elephantine to Bagoas and possibly in Ahiqar 103.12 Among the Greek
Apocrypha, it reliably occurs in I Mc. 2:141' 10:25;2Mc. 3:19; 10:25; Jdt. 4:lO,ll,l4
(in 8:5; 9: l; l0:3, the sdkkos is part of a widow's garment); Bar. 4:20; and finally in the
NT in Mt. ll:21par. Lk. 10:13.

5. Individual Cases. The ritual function of the Saq resulted in it becoming a meta-
phor for disaster, sorrow, and distress. Such metaphorical usage is found in Ps.
30:12(11), where the psalmist recounts the changing of disrress into joy. The possibly
fragmentary verse Isa. 50:3 even relates how Yahweh clothes the heavens with the.fa4
an expression for Yahweh's power as Creator and Ruler of heaven and earth. In his own
lamenting self-description, Job recounts how he has sewn the cloth of mourning onto
his own skin and now wears it like a second skin (Job 16:15;.t: We may leave in abey-
ance for now the question whether this statement is to be understood as hyperbole or as
a metaphor.

The interpretation of Isa. 20:1-6 is still disputed. Within the framework of a sym-
bolic prophetic act, Isaiah takes off his iaq and sandals and walks around naked and
barefoot, announcing thereby the fate of Egypt and Ethiopia (Cush), namely, deporta-
tion, and warning Judah against entering into an alliance with Egypt. The function of
the faq in this context is unclear. The suggestion that the reference is to a prophet's
cloak,'adderel (1 K. l9:13,19;2K.2:8,13-14;Zech.l3:4), is a makeshifr solution.
Nor, however, is it a reference to a "simple cloak, roughly wovsn."la The Saq is to be
"loosened from the loins" (pth), i.e., it was probably worn beneath the outer clothing as
in 2 K.6:30. This point eliminates the possibility that Isaiah performed the symbolic

12. On Elephantine see AP 30.15,20 par.3l.l4,l9; TGI, 86-87; ANET, 492a. On Ahiqar see
AP, 215, 237 -38; cf. also ANET, 428-29.

13. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963),289.
14. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997),293.
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act merely lightly clothed, i.e., in underclothes, rather than naked.15 The most appro-

priate explanation is thus a literal understanding, that for reasons unknown to us Isaiah

was already wearing the Saq and is now to take it off along with his sandals. The end of
v. 4 also presupposes complete nakedness, regardless of whether these words are origi-

nal or represent a gloss. Assyrian illustrations with naked prisoners of war and women

lifting the fronts of their garments are not entirely without precedent,16 and Isaiah's

symbolic act here may allude to such traditions.

IIII. LXX. The LXX translates Saq as sdkkos, the only exception being Gen. 42:27,

where it chooses mdrsippos. This rendering may derive from the translator having

found'amtahal at both the beginning and the end of the verse.lT The LXX translators

also introduce sdkkos into 3 K. 20:16 (= MT I K. 2l:16) contrary to their source text,

where they apparently already anticipate the penitential ceremony in v. 27 . They also

introduce it into Isa. 32:11, where they complete the Hebrew text commensurate with

the intended sense. The stikkos in Sir. 25: 17 in LXXB is apparently a scribal error for
drkos, which concurs with the Hebrew original.

With sril</cos the translators chose the customary equivalent for iaq, since this partic-

ular Semitic word probably passed into Greek quite early through the Phoenicians,

though Phoenician witnesses are still lacking. The ritual use of the Saq also passed into

the Greco-Roman world together with the word itself. Ultimately the word passed into

the European languages through Lat. saccus. Because it was primarily Roman mer-

chants who transmitted the word, the predominant meaning was and is "bag of strong,

coarsely woven material" or "sack." Through Luther's translation of the Bible, the

"sack" as an expression of sorrow and repentance passed into general consciousness in

Germanls and subsequently also into English in the idiom "in sackcloth and ashes."
Thiel

15. --> XI, 353.
16. AOB, 128; BHHW,II, 1013.
17. See II.3 above.
18. J. and W. Grimm, Deutsches Wiirterbuch (Leipzig, 1854tr )' VIII' 1610-17.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Outside the OT: a. Ugarit; b. El-Amama; c. Phoenician;

d. Aramaic; e. Hebrew Inscriptions; 3. Personal Names; 4. OT Occurrences; 5. Meaning: a. .far.'

Synchronic Aspects; b. iar: Diachronic Aspects; c. ldrd; d. idrar and miird; 6. LXX. II.
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l. l. Etymology. The Hebrew term Sar represents a substantive of the qall type de-

riving from a geminate or 9"9 root, which doubles the second consonant in the plural

(1987), esp. 8l-84, 9l-l0l; R. North, "Civil Authority in Ezra," FS E. Volterra (Milan, l97l)'
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IDB, ll, 451-62; H. Graf Reventloq "Hofstaat," BHHW 11,733-34; H. Reviv, "The Tradition
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(1982) 566-75; idem, The Elders in Ancient Israel (Jerusalem, 1989); U. Rtiterswcirden, Die
Beamten der israelitischen Kdnigszeit. BWANT ll7 (1985); idem, "Beamtel'NBL,252-54;
P. Schiifer, The History of the Jews in Antiquity (Eng. trans., Luxembourg, 1995); C' Schiifer-
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or, as in the case of .far itself, undergoes virtual doubling.l With respect to the etymol-
ogy of Heb. iar one can refer to At*. iarru(m), "king," iarratu(m), "queen," and
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ing the Amarna Period," PEQ lO4 (1972) 123-33; W. Thiel, Die soziale Ennvicklung Israels in
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ianutu(m), "kingdom,"2 which rather suggest a nondeverbal substantive (von Soden).

That the Akkadian .i is normally retained in Northwest Semitic and yet in the case of
iarrum becomes Sar can be explained by derivation from an Akkadian word iarrum.3
Hebrew differentiation between .f and J was also influenced by Aramaic, through
which this distinction was effected.a One striking semantic difference between the

East and West Semitic lexemes is that in West Semitic, fur rarely refers to the king,
and the tendency is for far to refer to someone subordinated to the king, whereas Akk.
iarrum refers not to an official but to the king himself. The designation for foreign
(rarely also domestic) kings in Akkadian is malkum.s The semantic difference be-

tween East Semitic iarrum and Northwest Semitic .far is first attested in 3rd-
millennium Ebla when the king of Ebla, who bears the Sumerian title EN, bears this
title with malikum in bilingual witnesses.6 This emergent independence of Syrian po-

litical terminology from that in Mesopotamia is complemented in the 2nd millennium
by a semantic development that results in iarru referring in some texts to a "vassal
king" or "lesser king."z

The meaning of iarru as "vassal king" can still be discerned in OT Hebrew in Isa.

l0:8 and Hos. 8:10, where the Assyrian king's vassals are called idfim.8 The Yahweh
designation Sar Sartm in Dnl. 8:25 incorporates Akk. iar iarrani into OT Hebrew.

As a result of this development, the title iarru rabfil, "high king,"e came to be dis-
tinguished from iarru, "lesser king." This diminution of the title iarru, however, was

countered in Northwest Semitic by an enhancement of the title malikum because 2nd-
millennium Northwest Semitic (lesser) kings increasingly used the latter title, one at-
tested since Ebla, as a self-designation.

The semantic relationship sometimes accepted between Heb. iar and Egyp. ,fr "no-
ble, prince,"lo by virtue of which the Hebrew term is sometimes even alleged to have

developed under Egyptian influence,1l cannot be demonstrated persuasively.t2

2. Outside the OT. The function of the term .(ar to indicate both an independent king
and someone subordinated to the high king comes to expression in Northwest Semitic
witnesses.

2. AHw,III, I188tr
3. AHw, III, I188.
4. W. Diem, "Das Problem von i? im Althebriiischen und die kanaaniiische Lautver-

schiebung," ZDMG 124 (1974) 243-45.
5. AHw,II, 595-96; CAD, XIl, 167-68.
6. G. Pettinato, The Archives of Ebla (Eng. trans., New York, l98l),74.
7. K. Balkan, l,etter of King Anum-Hirbi of Mama to King Warshama of Kanish (Ankara,

1957),25-28; AHw, lll, 1189.
8. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991),418-19; H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm

(Eng. trans. 1974\,143; J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 2411 (1983), ll0.
9. Seux, 298ff.
r0. wbAs, IV, 188-89.
11. J. Begrich, "S6ftr und Mazkrr," GSAT. ThB 2l (1964),81-82; Mettinger, 3.

12. Rtiterswdrden, Beamten, 62.
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a. Ugarit. The earliest witness in Northwest Semitic is the term Jr with the meaning
"prince" or "king" in Ugarit.l3 Aqhat bears the title,l4 as do human beings and gods in
other texts, including perhaps El.ls The form Jr is also attested meaning "vassal
prince," not to be confused with 1r "bull."l6

b. El-Amarna. In the l4th-century Akkadian Amarna letters, which are permeated
by a Northwest Semitic substratum, the title iarru refers to a lesser king or mayoral of-
ficial acting as governor;11 here iarru parallels fiazannu and awtlu.ts One must note,
however, that iarru did not entirely divest itself of the meaning "king," since in the
Amarna tablets iarru contirues to refer to Pharaoh.le The semantic ambiguity of iarru
discernible here in the Amarna letters concurs with the changing terminology for
Egyptian governors in Syria-Palestine during the Amarna period.2o

c. Phoenician. Phoenician witnesses from 5th-century Sidon attest ^fr as a divine ti-
tle in reference to the god Eshmun as ir qdl, "holy prince,"zt a title comparable to b7
qdi.zzThe occasionally advocated understanding as "Eshmun of the holy field" is sup-
ported neither textually nor by content.23

d. Aramaic. Phoenician usage is continued in a Palmyrene inscription referring to
the sun god as irn rb', "our great ptince."24 Late Aramaic inscriptions (7th century
c.E.) attest the subst. irrw, "dominion, ruIe," as the name of an angel, "great ru1s."zs

e. Hebrew Inscriptions. In extrabiblical Hebrew, .far is attested with the meaning

13. WUS, no. 2680.
14. KTU 1, 19, I, 1l; cf. TO,1,442.
15. KTU 4.610,r.45-46;1.23,1-2; cf. C. M. Foley, "Are the 'Gracious Gods'BNSRM?" Ur'

19 (1987) 6l-74;regardingEl:. KTU 1.12, I1,50-51; cf. N. Wyatt,'Atonement Theology in
Ugarit and Israel," UF 8 (1976) 421;' "The Identity of mt wirl' UF 9 (1977) 381; but cf. G. Del
Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (Madrid, 1981), 485; J. C. de Moor, An Anthology of
Religious Texts from Ugarit. Nisaba 16 (New York, 1987), 1341' El also in KTU 1.123, 3; cf.
Foley, 71. Concerning the problem of the DN mtwir cf . J. C. de Moor, "Studies in the New Al-
phabetic Texts," UF 2 (1970) 3 14; Foley, 7l n. 41.

16. KTU 1.15, IV:6, 8, 17, 19; V:3 (emended); WUS, no.2933; del Olmo Lete, 306-7; con-
cerning the meaning of the Ugar. PN .fry, see PNU, 196,249.

17. EA 53:41-44; 57:2,3:92:32-34; l4O:10-12; 747:67; 148:25,40-41; l5l:52-55;227:3;
256:8;364:18; A. F. Rainey, El Amarna Tablets 359-379. AOAT 8 (1978),26.

18. W. L. Moran, The Amarna Letters (Etg. trans., Baltimore, 1992), xxvii n. 73.
19. Cf. the witnesses in J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln (Leipzig, l9l5), 1517.
20. Hachmann, 25, 29-30; Moran, Amarna Letters, xxvii n. 73.
21. KAI 14.17; 15; 16; ANET 662b.
22. CIS,I,4841:4963; cf . J. M. Lindenberger, "The Gods of Ahiqar," UF 14 (1982) I 15 n. 54.
23. H. Gese, in Gese etal., Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM lol2

(1970), 189; J. T. Milik, "Les papyrus aram6ens d'Hermoupolis et les cultes syro-ph6niciens,"
Bibl 48 (1967) 573 n. 3; J. Ebach, Weltentstehung und Kulturentwicklung bei Philo von Byblos.
BWANT 108 (1979), 207; I. Teixidor, "Bulletin d'6pigraphie s6mitique 1968119691' Syr 46
(1969) 326, no. 39; ISS1, III, 108-9, ll2-13; C. Bonnet, "La terminologie ph6nico-punique rela-
tive au mdtier de la picide et A la gravure des textes," SELT (1990) 139.

24. H. Ingholt et al., Recueil des tessires de Palmyre. Bibliothique archiologique et
historique 58 (Paris, 1955), 333; DNSI, II, 1191; cf. in this regard R. C. du Mesnil du Buisson,
l*s tessires et les monnaies de Palmyre (Paris,1962),412.

25. Beyer,719; cf . 3'12.
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"officer" and "official." In the petition from Megad $ashavyahu, the petitioner ad-

dresses the adjudicating lord as ir26
The military function of the Sar emerges in the Lachish ostraca, which refer to

Coniah as ir hsbh, "commander."27 A second occurrence in the Lachish ostraca is in-
comprehensible because of textual com.rption.28

The function of a iar as a "chief' or "leader" might be attested on a Jerusalem

pitcher inscription, emended to lSr hw(pym).ze
Several Hebrew bullae found in Jerusalem use the designation ir h'r to refer to the

royal governor appointed over the city (cf. Avigad; Barkay); here one may adduce the

corresponding witnesses from Jgs. 9:28-30 (Shechem); I K. 22:26;2 Ch. l8:25 (Sa-

maria); and 34:8 (Jerusalem) (cf. also 2 K.23:8).
Scholars are undecided whether the expression 'ryhw hir in the tomb inscription

from Khirbet el-Qom (II, l) is to be read "Uriyahu the governoq" h'i4 "Uriyahu the

d,chl' hqib, "be careful," or hir, "the Singer."30

The understanding of the inscriptiort lir 'r on four pitchers from Kuntillet 'Ajrud is

similarly questionable. Although some read this expression as the title of the governor

of Kuntillet 'Ajrud in defective orthography, the relative insignificance of the locale
militates against this understanding and rather suggests the presence of an unknown
personal name.3l

3. Personal Names.^lhe subst. ^far occurs in extrabiblical Hebrew witnesses as an el-
ement in personal names, including Sr {rmlk, and iryhw.3z No consensus has yet

emerged with regard to the understanding of the PN sr'on an Aramaic papyrus.33 The

OT itself attests the names S'rayi (2 S. 8:17; 2 K. 25:18,23; Jer. 40:8; 51:59; etc.) and

ierdydhfi (Ier.36:26). Derivation of these personal names from the root .frr is disputed;

26. KAr 200.1,12.
27. A. l-emaire, Inscriptions hdbrai'ques, vol. l: Les Ostraca. IAPO 9 (1977), 1O3-4; KAI

193.14; ANET 322a (ostracon III).
28. KAr 196.4.
29. Ct. E. Mazar, "Ophel Excavations, Jerusalem, 1986: IEJ 37 (1987) 62.
30. J. Naveh, "Graffiti and Dedications," BASOR 235 (1979) 28; A. Angerstorfer,'A5erah als

'consort of Jahwe'oder A5irtah," BN 17 (1982) 9; A. Lemaire, "Les Inscriptions de Khirbet El-

QOm et I'Ash6rah de YHWH," RB 84 (19'77) 599; K. Jaro5, "Zur Inschrift Nr 3 von Hirbet el-

Qom," BN l9 (1982) 32-33,36; B. Margalit, "Some Observations on the Inscription and Draw-
ing from Khirbet El-Q6m," W 39 (1989) 373;W. G. Dever, "Iron Age Epigraphic Material from
the Area of Khirbet El-KOm," HUCA 40141 (1969170) 159-60; S. Mittmann, "Die Grabinschrift
des Siingers Uriahu," ZDPV 97 (1981) 139-52.

31. Avigad, Hebrew Bullae,32 n.31.
32. F. Vattioni, "I sigilli ebraici," Bibl 50 (1969) 370, no. 99; idem, "Sigilli ebraicillll' AION

38 (1978) 243,no.333; P. Bordreuil and A. Lemaire, "Nouveaux sceaux h6breux et aram6ens,"
Sem32 (1982) 30, no. l2; N. Avigad, "Baruch the Scribe and Jerahmeel the King's Son," IEJ 28
(1978) 56; concerning additional personal names formed from the base iar cf. M. H. Silverman,
Religious Values in the Jewish Proper Names at Elephantine. AOAT 217 (1985), 178.

33. Cf. P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, "Le papyrus de marzeahl' FS M. Sanyczer. Sem38 (1990)
54-55.
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some scholars adduce a root idrd, "strive, contend," whereas Noth refers to the unat-
tested root iard as a secondary form of iarar34 Otherwise the PN Sdrd (Gen.
l7 : I 5,17,19, etc.) with the secondary form i drdy (Gen. I I :29,30,3 I ; l2:5 ; etc.) is to be
understood as a feminine form of iar In any event, farar is probably denominated
from the primary noun.

In Gen. ll:29 the personal names of Abraham's and Nahor's wives constitute a pair:
idrdy (pincess) and milkfr (queen), a pair already appearing in connection with the cult
of the lunar god of Ur and Haran.35 Its incorporation into the OT represents a reminis-
cence designed to evoke the local northern Mesopotamian atmosphere, but should not
be invested with any religio-historical significance.36

The name change of Abraham's wife from SArdy to idrd effected by PG in Gen.
17:15 introduces an old feminine form into the normal form.37 This change corre-
sponds to the renaming of Abraham in Gen. l7:5 (PG), which by way of etymology
tries to explain what in Sarah's case need not be said because ofthe unequivocal nature
of her name.

4. OT Occurrences. The subst. ^far occurs 421 times in the OT.38 The term occurs
throughout the entire breadth of the OT, though less frequently in the wisdom writings
(10 times) and Psalms (9 times) and more frequently in the Chronicler's History (123

times). The term iar occurs 59 times in the Pentateuch, 88 times in the Dtr History and
87 times in the prophets. It also occurs 4 times in Lamentations, 15 in Esther, and 17 in
Daniel. The feminine form iard ocatrs 5 times (Jgs. 5:29; I K. 11:3; Est. l:18; Isa.
49:23; Lam. l:l).

The vb. iarar occurs altogether 6 times (qal: Jgs. 9:22;Est. l:22;Prov.8:16; Isa.
32:1; hiphil: Hos. 8:4; hithpael: Nu. 16:13), and the noun deriving from it, miirA, twice
(Isa. 9:5-6[Eng.6-71.

5. Meaning. a. iar: Synchronic Aspects. An understanding of the specific meaning
of the term .far requires an examination of other terms relating to office within the con-
text of the exercise of authority. Although the term -+ 1?A meleft ocaxs several times
parallel to iar (2 K. I I : 14; I Ch. 24:6; 2 Ch. 12:6; 28:21; 29:30; 30:2,6,12,24; 36: l8;
EzraT:28i 8:25;Neh. 9:32,34; Est. 1:16,21;Ps. 148:11;Prov.8:15-16;Eccl. l0:16-17;
Isa. 10:8; 32:l;49:7; Jer. l:18; 2:26; 4:9;8:l; 17:25;24:1,8;25:18;26:21;32:32:
34:21; 36:21:' 44:17,21; 49:38:' Lam. 2:9; Ezk. 17:12; Dnl. 9:6,8; Hos. 3:4; 7:3,5;
l3:10;Am. l:tl;Zeph.l:8;cf.Isa.34:12),inallthesepassagesitreferstoanauthority
to which the dar is subordinated, something also emerging from the construct expres-

34. GesB, 793; HAL, III, 1354; IPN, l9l-92 n. l.
35. H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., 1997), 162; C. Westermann, Genesis 12-

36. CC (Eng. trans. 1985), 138.
36. On the Akkadian and Egyptian versions of these PNs, see J. J. Stamm, Beitriige zur

Hebriiischen und altorientalischen Namenkunde. OBO 30 (1980), 122-23.
37. GK, $801; Blz, $62d'.
38. Even-Shoshan, 1205-7.
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sions in which .far appears with ,fl elef; or with the personal name of a king as the nomen

rectum (Nu.22:13,35; Jgs.4:7;2 S. 10:16; 2K.5:l;2Ch.26:ll;Ezra 7:28;Est. l:18;
6:9; Jer. 38 17-18,22;39:3; cf. idrA par'dh in Gen. l2:15) and in the passages with.far
that refer with an enclitic personal pronoun to melef, or to a king mentioned by name

(Gen.2l:22,32;26:26;Jgs.4:2; I S. 14:50;26:5;2 S. l0:18;2Ch.17 7;26:ll;30:2,6;
32:3; 35:8; 36:18; Ezra 8:25; Est. l:3; 2:18; Isa. l0:8; Jer. 8: l; 24:8; 25:19; 34:21:.

49:3; Dnl. I 1:5; Am. 1: l5). The only passages referring to a king with the title iar are

Hos. 8:10, though even here the construct expression melef, idrim in fact reflects Akk.
iar iarrani,3e and Isa. 9:5(6) in a postexilic eschatological context in order to avoid the

term melek.ao

One title comparable to .far is + I?|| 'e!e{, as suggested by the parallel titles in
Gen. 41:10; 2 S. l9:'7(6); I K.9:22; 16:9',2K.24:12; Est. l:3; 2:18;5:l l; Ps. ll9:23;
Jer.25:19), though such parallels are not to be understood as synonyms. During the

early monarchy, the term 'epeQ originally referred to members of the royal staff to
whom administrative offices were transferred as the monarchy itself grew. Hence
'ebed and (ar are not identical titles, since officeholders designated as 'ef;eQ never

transcend the sphere of the royal staff.al Differences between the dar and 'ebed

emerge in the positions taken by the two groups in Jer. 36. One might also note the

varying meanings of the two terms as discernible especially when far and'epeQ ap-

pear as opposites (Prov. l9:10; Eccl. l0:7) representing the upper and lower classes.

Later passages, however, do indeed attest a certain leveling of the meaning of 'epej

and iar toward synonymity.42
In connection with clan or tribal organization, -->lp! zdqen parallels ^far (Jgs. 8:14;

2 K. 10: l; Ezra l0:8; Ps. 105:22; Isa. 3:14; Larn.5:12). The difference between iar and

zaqen is that the .far represents the king, the zaqEn the people. These two official
spheres do not overlap as long as the .far is responsible only for royal administration

and the zaqEn only for local matters. Because both groups belonged to the upper

classes, however, they often represented the same interests, something reflected by the

prophets' social criticism, which reproaches both together.a3

One should note that the term -+ UDII iapQ car refer both to an official and to a

king. To that extent, Am.2:3 presupposes the same subordinate relationship between

i6pE! and idfim as that between melef, and iartm. The difference between iar and

i6pet is that during the period preceding statehood, the iapQ referred to an office of
tribal leadership that disappeared with the emergence of the monarchy and was not re-

vived during the monarchy itself in the sense of a gubernatorial ofFrce (2 S. 15:1-5).

When during the late preexilic period authority of adjudication was restricted to offi-
cial judges, an element of collegiality emerged between iar and idPa! (Mic.7:3;Zeph.

39. Seux, 318-19; Wolff, Hosea, 143; Jeremias, Hosea, llo.
40. W. Werner, Eschatologische Texte in Jes 1-39. Messias, Heiliger Rest, Vdlker FzB 46

(1982),37-38.
41. Riiterswdrden, Beamten, 4-19; --> X,390-92 ($ I[.5).
42. See IV.2.b.
43. See III.l.
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3:3). The parallel use of the two terms can also refer in a general sense to representa-
tives of the upper classes (8x.2:14; Ps. 148: I l). During the postexilic period, the i6p€1
was projected back onto the tribal organization of the premonarchical period, a fate
also applied to the iaru as shown by the parallel use of the two titles in Dt. l : 15- 16.

The term Sar may also parallel a whole series of titles referring to different office-
holders. Groups organized according to specific vocations include officials associated
with the court administration (saris: Gen. 37:36; 39:l: 40:2;2 K. 24:12; Jer. 29:2;
34:19; mazktr: 2 Ch.34:8; y6'€s: EzraT:28;8:25; Isa. 9;5[6]; cf. Job 3:14-15; kohen:
I Ch.23:2;24:6;Neh. 9:32,34;10:l[9:38];Jer. 1:18; 2:26;4:9;8:l;32:32;49:3;pehd:
Est.3:12;8:9;9:3;Jer.5l:57; mal'df,: Isa.30:4), members of the military Gibb6r:2K.
24:14; 1 Ch. 29:24;2 Ch. 32:3,21; Isa. 9:5[6]: Ier.26:21; 5l:57:' 'ani4 milhdmA: I K.
9:22;p"qAQtm;Nu.3l:14,48;2K. ll:15;2Ch.23:14),andrepresentativesoftheupper
classes @AQi!: Nu. 2l:18; Prov. 8:16; ndgi/: Job 29:9-10;1 Ch. 13:l; 2 Ch.32:21;
sagan: Ezra9:2; Jer. 51:57; nalin: EzraS:20; Sdddl:2 S. 3:38; n'iu'panim:2 K.5:1;
Isa. 3:3; mehdqEq: Jgs. 5:14-15; 'addtr: 2 Ch.23:20; hdkdm: Isa. 19:ll; Jer. 50:35;
5l:57; ni[ba4: I 5.22:14; Isa. 23:8). Terms contrasted with ^far include dal (Job 34:19)
and'eleQ (Prov. l9:10; Eccl. 10:7). In summary, .(ar in reference to an official or offi-
cer represents the semantic equivalent to Akk., Ugar., and Aram. rab(fi) as the title of
an official or officer.45

b. Sar: Diachronic Aspects. Diachronically one can discern several different stages
in the use of the title.far some prompted by social changes. Preceding or apart from the
monarchy, the iar refers to the leader of a group (l S. 22:2;2 S. 4:2; I K. I l:24). Dur-
ing the monarchy itself, this basic use of .(ar was both expanded and restricted in vari-
ous social contexts. The title can now refer to officials appointed by the king to posts in
palace or local administrationa6 as well as to officers.a7 This use of .far during the mon-
archy led to a general use of iar to refer to a member of the upper classes, which to-
gether with the frequent LXX translation of the title as drchon and the Latin translation
princeps led to a translation of the title .(ar as "prince." After the fall of the monarchy,
the Chronicler's History uses .far to refer to any leadership function within tribaUclan,
administrative, cultic, and military contexts. The use of iar in cultic contexts prompted
a theological use ofthe term in connection with celestial hierarchies (Josh.5:14-15;
Dnl. 8: I 1,25; 10:13,20-21; l2:l).

c.idrA. Thefeminineform iardreferc tothewife of aSar (Est. l:18)andtothe
wivesof aking(l K. ll:3; lsa.49:23). Lam. 1:l usesthistitletorefertoJerusalemas
the "mistress of the provinces." This passage shows how an old form of the singular
feminine construct ending in -t (iArAlt) intruded into the absolute state and is main-
tained here before a noun added by way of preposition.a8

d. Sarar and miird. The noun miird (ocatning only twice, Isa. 9:5-6[6-7]) and the

44. See lY.2.a.
45. See Ri.iterswrirden, Beamten, 56-57 .

46. See III.2.a,b,d below
47. See III.2.c below
48. GK, $901; BLe, $65t.
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vb. Sarar express the aspects of office and rule in a general fashion, though in contrast
to mdlaf; they involve the exercise of an office not associated with the royal staff. This
situation emerges with particular clarity in the case of the vb. iarar Isa.32: I and Prov.

8:15-16 use it with the subject idrim parallel to "kings." Hos. 8:4 (hiphil) uses it to re-
fer to an appointment to office. In Est. l:22 it refers to a man's dominion in his own
house. Nu. 16: I 3 (hithpael) uses it in the accusation that Moses has made himself lord.
Only Jgs. 9:22 seems to use iarar to refer to the rule of a king. Use of the root SArar to
refer to Abimelech's rule, however, occurs in connection with criticism of his king:
shiP.+r

The noun miird is problematic in that its Masoretic vocalization suggests derivation
from the unattested vb. idrd II.50 G. R. Driver adduces lQlsau with the plene orthogra-
phy m"Sdrd, which can be understood as a maqtul form of the vb. dararst though miqtal
constructions from medial geminate verbs are also attested.52

6. IXX. The most frequent LXX translation of the title iar is drchon, including in
the construct expressions using .fa4 which the LXX translates using a compound with
drch-.s3 Other translations include hEgortmenos (l 5.22:2;2 S. 3:38; 4:2; I K. 14:27;

16:16;2 K. 1:9,13; I Ch. l2:22l2ll; 27:8;2 Ch. 17:7) and megistdnes (2 Ch. 36:18;
Prov. 8:16; Isa.34:12; Jer.24:8;25:18 [49:38);27150]:35;32:5 125:l9l; 41[34]:10).
Less frequent translations include dngelos (Dnl. 10:21; l2:l), adr6s (Job 29:9);
aphEgoilmenos (Ezk. ll:l), did.dochos (2 Ch.26:ll), dyruistEs (Dnl. 9:6,8; 1l:5),
eleilthe ros (Jer. 361291:2), 4ndoxos (2 Ch. 36:14), 4ntimos (Job 34: 19), and prostdte s
(l Ch. 27 :31127 :30c7; 29:6).s+

II. Officialdom in the Ancient Near East.
l. General Consideratiorzs. In contrast to Israel's premonarchical society, the emer-

gence of the monarchy resulted in an extensive centralization of power representing
what M. Weber calls "enduring extra-domestic authority." Such centralization raises

the question of the organization of power, since in order to be effectively represented

everywhere, that central power must be delegated to a number of smaller authorities
deriving their own relative power from the king. In the meantime, this newly emergent

central authority comes to distribute power according to the model of the domestic
sphere now transferred to the state. The result of this politicization of the domestic
sphere (household) accompanying the emergent monarchy as the enduring form of au-

thority has since Weber been called the "patrimonium." The patrimonium is essentially

49. See Riiterswdrden, Beamten, 58.
50. HAL,III, 1354b.
51. G. R. Driver, "Isaiah ix 5-6," W 2 (1952) 357; Riiterswtjrden, Beamten, 59.
52. GK, $85h; Joiion, $$88ff.
53. See the overview in Riitersw0rden, Beamten, 27.
54. On the list of offrcials inserted into I K. 2:46LXX, see M. Rehm, "Die Beamtenliste der

Septuaginta in I Kdn 2,46h.: Wort, Lied, und Gottespruch. FS J. Ziegler FzB l-2 (1972), l:95-
l0l.
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a transference of the principle of the domestic household onto a political organization

and a resultant generation of nonfamilial authority (power).5s The officials this process

calls into being are initially recruited from the royal household and are then joined by

additional officials with the expansion of the royal administration itself. These officials
owe their status not to any particular kinship group but to their ties to the king. This
process also generates a new social class existing alongside the earlier upper classes

deriving from the tribal and clan organization. Social conflicts arise in that this new ad-

ministrative upper class must be provided for or ultimately provides for itself by virtue

of its position of power. In the ancient Near East, one characteristic of patrimonial offr-
cialdom is that the office is based on the privilege of the officeholder, not on that per-

son's professional competence. Moreover, the spheres of responsibility of these offi-
cials are not clearly outlined, and as far as execution of off-tce is concerned officials are

bound not to laws but to the king.so

2. Individual Manifestations. a. Egypt. During the period of the Old Kingdom in
Egypt, a bureaucracy developed for supporting the king in governing the empire. In the

beginning the king transferred responsibilities to the members of his own family.

Scribes later replaced these family members. Over sixteen hundred titles of officials
are already attested in the Old Kingdom. At the head of this administration stood the

vizier, who oversaw the judicial and executive branches, the administration and trade,

was the highest judge, and also functioned as priest. He was not responsible for mili-
tary matters.

In the Middle Kingdom the principle of office inheritance established itself with the

result that only these officials ultimately took care of the administration. The position

of vizier became so powerful that individual viziers sometimes even outlasted kings.

The overthrow of the Egyptian state by the Hyksos preceding the New Kingdom
brought about an administrative change in the New Kingdom. The power of the vizier

was repressed in favor of financial administrators, building supervisors, and generals.

At the same time, the yizierate itself was divided into one for Upper Egypt with its seat

in Thebes and one for Lower Egypt with its seat in Memphis.

Foreign countries occupied by Egypt were governed in different ways. In Nubia

Egyptian ofFrcials held office in the fortresses. By contrast, in Syria-Palestine one f,tnds

no Egyptian ofhcials; three commissioners were directly responsible to the pharaoh for
these provinces to which the otherwise autonomous Syro-Canaanite city-states were

assigned.
b. Mesopotamia. In Mesopotamia the administrative center was the palace found in

the capital and provincial cities. Akkadian administrative documents enumerate a wide

variety of titles and functions for officeholders. Because the areas of responsibility of
these off,rcials are not clearly delineated, however, the titles themselves reveal little
about these offices. At the national level, one distinguished between the royal court,

Eder, 88.
Rtiterswcirden, Beamten, lff .

55.
56.
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which was responsible for palace and demesne administration, and the many local ad-
ministrations. The fact that many administrative officials bear the title tupiaru,
"scribe," derives from the requirement that these officials be able to write.

The king appointed city mayors. The Mari texts show that the king also confirmed
the sheikhs of the nonsedentary tribessT and that the latter thus became royal officials
with certain responsibilities to the king.st

In the Neo-Assyrian Empire the larger territorial expansion of the empire made the
administrative structure considerably more complex. Administrative centers included
the palace, temple, province, and city.

c. Syria-Canaan. ln contrast to Egypt and Mesopotamia, in Syria-Canaan only
smaller states existed whose administration in part was in the hands of a royal gover-
nor. Administrative spheres included the royal demesne, real estate transactions, judi-
cial proceedings, the army, and finances. Royal dominion over villages manifested it-
self in the appointment of the mayor by the king.

Because of the wealth of documents, we are best informed about the administrative
circumstances in the state of Ugarit.se Ugarit officials were considered "servants of the
king,"6o a situation still attesting the origin of the administration within the needs of the
royal house administration as well as its orientation toward the king himself. The com-
prehensive term for all those serving the king was bni mlk, "people of the king." These
ofhcials were divided into vocational groups all of which received their portion of nat-
ural goods, payment, and land. The highest official in Ugarit was the s/<2, "governor,"
"vizier"; governors were also found at the local level, where the royal administration
coincided with local autonomy.

During the Amarna period, the Egyptian sphere of power was divided among three
provinces: Canaan with its capital Gaza, Amum,r with its capital $umur, and Upu with
its capital Kumidu.6r Egyptian commissioners resided in the capitals to whom not only
other Egyptian functionaries but also the indigenous city kings were subject. Elements
of Egyptian rule in Syria-Canaan included tribute, forced labor, support of the army,
and protection of trade and caravans.

III. Officialdom in Judah and Israel.
l. Diachronic Overview. In Israel the origin of officialdom within the royal house

administration can similarly still be discerned. The earliest accounts speak about the
king's -+ 1)Y 'e!eQ, pl. ''!d/tm who belonged to the kinfs bayil Q S . 22:6-7 ,9,14,17 ;
2 S. 9:2; 15:14-15,18,21). The title iar is mentioned only twice under Saul. His cousin

57. G. Dossin, Correspondance de lasmah-Addu. ARM V (1952), 42-43, no.24.
58. J. R. Kuppeq Corespondance de Kibri-Dagan, gouverneur de Terqa. ARM lll (1950),

40-41, no. 2l; Coruespondance de Bahdi-Lim, prefet du palais de Mari. ARM Vl (1954),52-53,
no.32.

59. See the overview by K. Engelken, "Kanaan als nicht-territorialer Terminus," BN 52
(1990) 56.

60. J. Nougayrol,Textes accadiens des Archives Sud. PRU IV (1956), 107-8, no. 17.238.
61. On this division see Moran, Amarna Letters, xxvi-xxvii.
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Abner was commander-in-chief of the army and bore the title fur hassa[a' (l S. 14:50;

26:5;2 S. 2:8; cf. 2 S. 3:38; 1 K.2:5,32), and according to I S. 22:14,David was the

commander of his bodyguard with the title iar 'el-miima'a1.

Saul's rule was still able to get by with a minimum of administrative organization.

Under David's rule, however, with its accompanying expansion of royal dominion over

a larger territorial state, which in contrast to Saul's rule encompassed all of Judah and

Israel, one first encounters the emergence of officials, attested especially by lists that

differentiate among important administrative offi ces (2 S. 8: I 5- I 8 ; 20:23-26).
This administrative apparatus was further expanded during the Solomonic period; royal

ofEcials are called Sdfim for the first time in the Solomonic lists of officials (l K. 4:2-6),

which include the head of forced labor, the king's friend, the head of the palace, the major-

domo, the head of the officials, the temple priests, and the commander of the army.6z

With regard to the actual structuring of the royal administration under David and Sol-

omon, scholars point out that until this period, Israel had no real experience with royal

administration and thus had to adopt administrative models as well as administratively

skilled personnel from elsewhere. Frequent reference is made in this context to the

model of the pharaonic administration in Egypt with the implication that many of the of-
fices emerging in Israel under the monarchy were adopted directly from Egypt or were

mediated by Egyptian rule in Syria-Palestine during the Amarna period.63 But this view

overlooks the fact that during the Amarna period the Syro-Canaanite city-states had

their own constitutions, that there were only three Egyptian governors in Syria-Canaan,

and that no Egyptian administration was ever introduced there.s Syria-Canaan devel-

oped its own, independent administrative tradition influenced in part by Mesopotamian

models, and this tradition did have an effect on administrative organization in Israel.

Moreover, because Israel did not develop into an actual state until the 8th century6s a6-

ministrative references in OT sources recounting administration conditions in the 10th-

8th centuries probably reflect later conditions and thus are not historically reliable.

Neither do the sources provide reliable information about the training of ofFrcials in
Israel. Analogy with Egypt and Mesopotamia,66 as well as diverse epigraphic evidence

(alphabetical lists, student texts, translation exercises) and OT references,6T presupposes

62. Mettinger, 7- 1 8; Rtitersworden, B eamten, 7 l-91.
63. R. de Vaux, "Titres et fonctionnaires 6gyptiens d la cour de David et de Salomon:' RB 48

(1939) 394-405; idem, Anclsr 127-38; Begrich, "SofEr und Mazkrr," GSAT. ThB 2l (1964),67-
98 = ZAW 58 (1940/41) l-29; A. Cody, A History of OT Priesthood. AnBibl 35 (1969),93-96;
Mettinger, 2-4,45-51,58-62, 107-10; Ahlstrdm, 2'7-29,32-33;Thiel EntwicklunS, 82 n. 47;
idem, "Sozial Wandlungen," 243.

64. See II.2.c.
65. E. A. Knauf , Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies 19 (1989) 19-91, esp.79-

80, 82-83; D. W Jamieson-Drake, Scribes and Schools in Monarchic Judah: A Socio-
Archeological Approach. JSOTSup 109 (1991), esp.22-23, 138-45.

66. --r IDD sdp€r X, 319-21.
67.B.Lang,-"Schule und Unterricht im alten Israel," Wie wird man Prophet in Israel?

(Diisseldorf, 1980), 104-19, esp. 106-10; A. Lemaire, lzs lcoles et laformation de la Bible dans

I'ancien Isra\t. OBO 39 (1981), 7-71,78-82; idem, "Sagesse et 6coles," W 34 (1984) 27O-81;
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the existence of royal scribal schools in the capitals of the southern and northern king-
doms, though also in a series of additional fortress and storage cities, schools in which
future offrcials leamed the basic skills of reading and writing.68 Wisdom admonitions
addressing officials with the goal of instilling group ethos, admonitions transmitted es-
pecially in the wisdom texts themselves, also suggest the presence of such schools.6e

Other scholars believe that such scribes and offrcials were trained in their parents'
home,70 a view supported by the difficulty in demonstrating unequivocally the exis-
tence of such schools in preexilic Israel and by the hereditary nature of important ad-
ministrative offices.

Still other scholars strike a certain compromise between the two positions by pre-
supposing the existence of a school in Jerusalem for training administrative officials
during the 8th-7th centuries from which officials were then dispatched to the various
administrative centers throughout the country.7l

Officials were provided for from the royal demesne, a process illustrated by the
ostraca from Samaria,T2 perhaps also by ostraca from Lachish and Arad73 and by cer-
tain OT texts (l S. 8:14; 22:7;2 S. 16:4; 19:30[29)). Here those particular social
changes emerge that were generated by the existence of officialdom and can be expli-
cated in greater detail with reference to the emergent taxation system and the phenom-
enon of pension capitalism.Ta

Recent studies on Israel's "land conquest" emphasizing the origin of Israel within
CanaanTs undermine the thesis of opposition between a Canaanite upper class and offi-
cialdom on the one hand, and an exploited Israelite population on the other.76

J. L. Crenshaw, "Education in Ancient Israel," JBLl04 (1985) 601-15; M. Haran, "On the Diffu-
sion of Literacy and Schools in Ancient Israel," Congress Volume, Jerusalem 1986. SW 40
(1988), 8l-95; E. Puech, "Les dcoles dans 1'Isra€l pr6exilique," ibid., 189-203.

68. H.-J. Hermisson, Studien zur israelitischen Spruchweisheit. tilMANT 28 (1968), 97-136;
Mettinger, l4O-57.

69. W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SANT 15 (1966), 183-89.
70. F. W Golka, "Die Israelitische Weisheitsschule oder 'des Kaisers neue Kleider,'" W 33

(1983) 257-70; Lipifski, t6t-64.
71. Jamieson-Drake, "Scribes]' 147 -57.
72. KAI 183-87.
73. KAI 199; Lemaire, Inscriptions, 155-221.
74. Rtiterswtirden, Beamten, 125-38; O. Loretz, "Die prophetische Kritik des Rentenkapi-

talismus," UF 7 (1975) 27 l-78.
75. N. P. Lemche, Early Israel: Anthropological and Historical Studies on the Israelite Soci-

ety before the Monarchy. SW 37 (1985); B. Halpern, The Emergence of Israel in Canaan.
SBLMS 29 (1983), esp. 47-63,81-94; G. W. Ahlstrrim, Who Were the Israelites? (Winona Lake,
Ind., 1986); R. B. Coote and K. W. Whitelam, The Emergence of Early Israel in Historical Per-
spective. SWBA 5 (1987), esp. 117-38; K. W Whitelam, "Israel's Traditions of Origin: Re-
claiming the Land," JSOT 44 (1989) 19-42.

76. Ct. Donner, "Die soziale Botschaft," 230-35; W. Dietrich, Israel und Kanaan. SBS 94
(1979), 63-64, 9l-92; H. Niehr, "Bedeutung und Funktion kanaaniiischer Traditionselemente in
der Sozialkritik Jesajas," BZ 28 (1984) 7 4-7 5; on analyses of the distinction between Israel and
Canaan, esp. since the exilic period, cf. Dearman, 132-49; F. Stolz, TRE, Xyll,553-54; and on
Canaan in general cf. esp. N. P. Lemche, The Canaanites andTheir Land. JSOTSup I l0 (1991).
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A new social class emerged in Israelite society with the establishment of officialdom,
one not deriving from the tribal or clan social order but still belonging to the upper
classes. On the one hand, its power was based on a repression of the earlier tribal and

clan social organization with its rule by elders, and on the other this off,rcialdom occu-
pied offices that did not exist prior to the monarchy. The result was that elders and offi-
cials together constituted the Israelite upper classes, as suggested by the parallel men-

tion of .far andzaqEn (Jgs 8:14;2 K. l0:1;Ezra l0:8;Ps.lO5:22; Isa. 3:14;Lam.5:12),
by the fact that elders and especially officials were the object of prophetic social criti-
cism(Isa. l:23;3:13-15;5:23;lO:l-2;Jer.34:10-ll;Ezk.22:6-7,27;Hos.5:10;9:15;
Am. 5:10,12; Mic.7:3; Zeph.3:3; cf. Job 3:15; Ps. 82:7),and by the case of the family
of Shaphan, in which elders and officials appear as members of the upper classes.TT

The connection between city and officialdom is also of interest. The capital was the

administrative center; officials received their directions from the capital, and the coun-
tryside had to orient itself toward the capital (cf. 2 S. 15: l-S;,za a situation also apply-
ing to the provinces and provincial capitals established under Solomon.Te

The Josianic reform prompted a further enhancement of both the military and offi-
cialdom, since royal power was to be strengthened by centralization. The administra-
tion also expanded to the judicial sphere with the incorporation of earlier titles,8O

though scholars are not in agreement regarding the extent to which these administrative
measures were genuinely implemented under Josiah.8l

2. Administrative Offices. a. Palace Administration. The story of Joseph cleady
shows the role of the iartm in connection with palace administration. In the various
construct expressions appearing here, the term iar is to be understood as "head" or
"overseer, supervisor."

Gen.37:36 refers to Potiphar as one of Pharaoh's high officials (s"ris par'oh) and
then mentions him in a second apposition as iar hattabbdbim (cf . Gen. 39: l; 4O:3-4;

4l:10,12). The Aramaic loanword tabbdhtm refers to the bodyguards,82 whose .far is
the captain, for which other synonyms include ra! tabbdhtm (2 K. 25:8,10-12,15,
18,20; Jer. 39:9-ll,l3;40:l-2,5;41:10; 43:6;52:12,14-16,19,24,26,30). The expres-

sion.far 'el-miima'a7 attested only in 1 5.22:14, also refers to the captain of the guard.

Gen.39:20;40:3-4; and 4l:10 clearly show that the captain of the guard also super-

vised the prison. That his function was not limited to these duties is shown by his men-

tion in the Dtr History and in Jeremiah, which portray the captain of the guard as the

field commander responsible for taking Jerusalem.

77. Riiterswcirden, Beamten, ll5-17; Clauss, Gesellschaft, 22,31 a. 63.
78. Cf. in general Ahlstnim, 1-6; J. P. J. Olivier, "In Search of a Capital for the Northern

Kingdom," JNSL ll (1983) l2t-26.
79. See H. N. Riisel, ZDPV lO0 (1984) 84-90.
80. M. Sekine, "Beobachtungen zu der josianischen Reform," W 22 (1972) 361-68; Niehr,

Rechtsprechung 87-101.
81. Buchholz, 83-100.
82. lzxLingAram,6S.
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Palace administration also includes the .far bAyhassohar (Gen. 39:21-23), the su-
pervisorof the jail. Jer.37:14-15 and38:6attesttheauthority of iartm toincarcerate
people.

Those responsible for taking care of the royal court include the iar hammaiqtm, the
"chief butler" (Gen. 40:2,9,20-23; 4l:9), and the iar hd'6ptm. the "chief baker"
(40:2,16,20,22;41:1Q).zz Like the captain of the guard, they too are called "high offi-
cials" (sdris) of Pharaoh (40:2,7), attesting their important political status. It was from
Pharaoh that they derived the power transcending their mere titles. Although counter-
parts to these titles are not attested for Jerusalem and Samaria, one does appear as the
Neo-Assyrian title rab idqe (Heb. ra!-idqCh), "chief cupbearer."S4 Rather than being
limited to responsibilities within the palace administration,the ra!-iaqdh also played a
part in diplomatic missions (2 K. 18:17 -36). The person responsible for providing ac-

commodations for the royal court on journeys was the Sar m"nfrhA, the "quartermaster"
(Jer. 5l:59).

According to I K. 14:27 , palace security was entrusted to the idrA hdrdstm, the "of-
ficers of the guard," who were the guard detachment that accompanied the king.8s

b. Forced labor Officials involved in overseeing forced labor and the administra-
tion of the demesne include the idrA misstm (Ex. I : I I ) and the SarA hannissdptm (l K.
5:30[16]; 9:23). Whereas (arA misstm refers to the "supervisor of forced labor," 1 K.
5:30(16) and9:23 refer to the officials involved with overseeing forced labor who were
under the governors.86

c. The Military. In connection with the military, the iar refers to the leader of a unit
or of the entire army. Here the use of .far as attested in nonmilitary contexts (l 5.22:2;
2 S. 4:2; I K. 1l:24) applies to the military context.

The military includes Sartm as leaders of various units whose size is indicated by
numerical information. The OT decimal system of military organization is prefigured
in the army organization of Ugarit as well as in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian
Empire and is also attested in Elephantine. No concrete correspondence to the Israelite
army organization can be discerned.Sz The army itself includes {drA 'aidrd! (Ex.
18:21,25; Dt. l:15), idrA lt'miiitm (Ex,18:21,25; Dt. l:15; 1 S. 8:12; 2K.l:9-ll,l3-
14; Isa. 3:3), idr€ (ham)m€'6!(Ex.18:21,25; Nu. 31:14,48,52,54; Dt. l:15; I5.22:7;
2 S. 18:l; 2 K. ll:4,9-10,15,19; I Ch. l3:l; 26:26; 27:l; 28:l; 29:6; 2 Ch. l:2;
23:1,9,14,20;25:5), comparable with Phoen. and Pun. rb m1,88 and idrA (hd)'\dptm
(Ex. 18:21,25; Nu.31:14,48,52,54; Dt. l:15; 1 S.8:12; l7:18; l8:13; 22:7;2 S. l8:l;
I Ch. l3: I ; 15:25; 26:26; 27:l; 28:l; 29:6; 2 Ch. l:2; 11:14; 25:5).

83. See in this regard E. Mazar, IEJ 3'7 (1987) 62.
84. AHw,III, I182.
85. E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kbnige l-16. ATD llll (1976), 184.
86. M. Noth, Kdnige (1-16). BKlxll e1983), 85, 200; J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTL (1970),

156; Wiirthwein, Kdnige l-16, 52, lO9.
87. Cf. in this regard Riiterswcirden, Beamten, 27-30; L. Perlitt, Deuteronomium. BK Y

(1990),70-71.
88. KA1 101.2; A. Lemaire, "Notes d'6pigraphie nord-ouest s6mitique," Sem30 (1980) 17-19.
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No numerical information accompanies the mention of SdrA (ha)l.tayiUhal.tjAltm
(2 S. 24:2,4; I K. 15:20; 2 K.9:5;25:23,26;2 Ch. 16:4;33: 14; Neh. 2:9; Jer. 4O:7 ,13;
4l:l l,l3,l6; 42:1,8;43:4-5) as "officers" or "commanders" and iArG) (hd)rekeb 0 K.
9:22: 16:9:22:31-33;2 K.8:21;2 Ch. 8:9; l8:30-32; 2l:9) as "chariot commanders."

The commander of the army bears the title iar (has)sd!d' (Gen.2l:22,32;26:26;
lgs. 4:2,7; I S. 12:9; 14:50; 17:55; 26:5; 2 S. 2:8; l0:16,18; l9:l4ll3): I K. l:19,25

IBIISI; 2:32: ll:15,21; 16:16; 2 K. 4:13; 5:l; 25:19; I Ch. 19:16,18: 27:5,34; ler.
52:25), a title also attested in the Lachish ostraca.Ee The corresponding plural form
idrA hassdpdl "army commanders," "officers," is attested in I Ch. 25:l| 26:26;2 Ch.
33:ll,andthepluralformiara$"bd'6!inDt.20:9; lK.2:5;lCh.27:3.2K.25:l9eo
and Jer. 52:25 mention the "secretary of the commander of the army who mustered the
people of the land."

d. Local and Provincial Administration. The governor of city administration ap-
pointed by the king was the iar hdir (Jgs.9:30; I K. 22:26;2 K. 23:8;2 Ch. 18:25;
34:8), a title also attested on Hebrew bullae from Jerusalem.el As shown by Jgs. 9:30;
I K.22:26 and 2 Ch. 34:8, the iar hdir serves and is loyal to the king. This office has

thus far been attested only in Shechem, Samaria, and Jerusalem, i.e., in the capitals
with their royal administration.

These officials are to be distinguished from a city's iartm (2 K. l0:l; 2 Ch.
29:20; lsa. l:23; Jer. 26:10-12,16; 29:2; 34:l},l9; Lam. 1:6; Ezk. 17:22; 22:27;
Zeph.3:3), who were part of the local royal administration, which had displaced the
old self-administration of the city that was based on a rule of elders. The responsi-
bilities of these royal officials in the city administration emerge indirectly from the

charges brought against them by the prophets' social criticism, which include the

perversion of justice (Isa. l:21-23; cf. 10:l-2) and exploitation (Ezk. 22:27;Zeph.
3:3).

At the level of provincial administration, too, officials serve to protect royal inter-
ests, a duty applying in both the northern and the southern kingdoms. In the northern
kingdom the na'"rA iarA hamm'Qtn61 are mentioned in connection with the Aramean
wars (1 K. 20:14-15,17,19), a reference to the troopse2 under the command of the re-

gional governor, which means that as governors of the provinces of the northern king-
dom the idrtm also had military responsibilities. Because the term me{tnfie3 otherwise
occurs only in postexilic texts, one can assume that I K. 20 is also following this late

usagee4 and does not provide information about the administrative structure of the

northern kingdom.
The Sdr€ y'hfr{d are first mentioned in Hos.5:10 in connection with the Syro-

Ephraimite War, where they are reproached for having expanded the territory of the

89. KAr t93.14.
90. Concerning the text cf. BI1S,' also Mettinger,2O-Zl.
91. See I.2.e above.
92. -+ i9l na'ar LX,482, $III.3.b.
93. --r JrT dtn, lll, 190, $I.3.c.
94. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kt)nige. l. Ktin 17-2. Krin 25. ATD lll2 (1984),239.
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southern kingdom toward the north.es These iarA y"hfrQA refer to military personnel
and to royal officials.e6

Tlte idrA y"hfrfld do not appear again until the early exilic prophecy in the southern
kingdom. In connection with Jeremiah's temple sermon, they come up to the temple
from the royal palace in Jerusalem (Jer. 26:10), listen to the quarrel between the priests,
prophets, and Jeremiah (vv. l1-12), and decide in favor of Jeremiah (v. 16). ln26:l-19
the Sartm refer to officials of both Judah and Jerusalem rather than merely to the pro-
vincial officials in contrast to those in the capital, a point also suggested by the parallel
mention of the officials of Judah and Jerusalem in 29:2 and 34:19, and by the mention
of officials parallel to the king and priests in I : I 8. By contrast, 26:21 mentions officials
in the immediate entourage of the king in the Uriah narrative; these same officials may
be the intended reference in 37:15 and 38:4-6 as well.

e. l,egal Adjudication. The emergence of the royal administration made it necessary
to resolve legal cases arising because of this administration, and this task was the re-
sponsibility of a royal administrative legal authority whose beginnings are recounted in
2 S. 15:l-5. Until the time of Josiah, there were no offrcials who functioned as judges.
The royal administrative judiciary was composed of the iafim, as shown by mention of
the legal cases brought before them or by their role in adjudication (Isa. 1:23; l0:-l-2;
Jer.26:lO-16;37:15;38:4-6; Hos. 5:1;Mic. 3:1,9,1l). As extrabiblical evidence for ad-
judication by a iati one can adduce the ostracon of Megad Hashavyahu.ez The .(r men-
tioned here as a judicial authority is a military governor of the Josianic or immediately
post-Josianic periode8 who was responsible for the jurisdiction of a royal fortress and
its surroundings. His functions included supervision of forced labor, legal matters, and
the administration of the garrison.ee

3. ReJlection in Literature. The existence of officials during Israel's monarchy also
influenced literature to the extent the title iar was transferred to foreign circumstances
and projected back onto Israel's own premonarchical period.

The powerful servants and officials of foreign rulers are designated in a blanket
fashion as iarim. Hence authors refer to the iartm of Egypt (Isa. 19: I l, I 3; Jer. 25:19),
Moab (Nu. 22:8,13-15,21,35,40; 23:6,171' Am. 2:3), Edom (Isa. 34:12), Midian (Jgs.

7:25;8:3), Ammon (2 S. l0:3; 1 Ch. l9:3; Jer.49:3; Am. l:15), Assyria (Isa. l0:8;
3l:9), Babylon (2 Ch. 32:31; Jer.38:17-18,22;39:3; 50:35; 5l:57), Elam (Jer.49:38),
and the Philistines (l S. l8:30; 29:3-4,9). Because these references actually constitute

95. A. Alt, "Hosea 5,8-6,6. Ein Krieg und seine Folgen in prophetischer Beleuchtung,"
KlSchr II (1953), 172-73; J. Jeremias, "'Mein Gott, warum hast du mich verlassen 

- 
!'(Ps

22,2)l' in N. Lohfink, ed., " lch will euer Gott werden" : Beispiele biblischen Redens von Gott.
SBS 100 (1981),85-86; idem, Hosea,8l.

96. Alt, "Hosea 5,8-6,6," l7l n.3; l'13 n. l.
97. KAI 200.
98. See R. Wenning, "Me9ad-fla5avyah[," in F.-L. Hossfeld, ed., Vom Sinai zum Horeb

(Wtirzburg, 1989), 169-96.
99. Lemaire, Inscriptions, 261-62; D. Pardee, "The Judicial Plea from Mesad Hashavyahu

(Yavneh-Yam)l' Maarav I (1978) 38-40; Y. Suzuki, AJBI 8 (1982) 33-38,40-41.
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an interpretatio israelitica of foreign conditions, they do not offer reliable information
about the various administrative forms.lo

Projection of the far title back onto premonarchical Israelite circumstances in Pal-

estine represents a characteristic anachronism of the book of Judges. The Song of
Deborah (Jgs.5:15) mentions the idrA b\,i(ids[ar @HS), the "chiefs of Issachar."r0l

Thisuseof .farmorecloselyresemblesthatin I 5.22:2;25.4:2;and 1K. ll:24inthe
sense of "leader of a host." A similarly comparable passage is Jgs. l0: I 8 with its men-

tion of the idrA gil'd{, which probably represents a later addendum to the text (cf.
BI1,S). The translation of Jgs. 5: I 5 as "prince" t oz imports false structures into tribal or-
ganization.

Jgs. 8:6 and 14 mention the iartm of the city of Succoth in Transjordan but do not
mention a king. In vv. 14 and 16 these officials parallel "the elders" so that the iarim
here anachronistically represent the earlier council of "men of the city."tor

Reference to a iar hair for Shechem during the period prior to statehood (Jgs. 9:30)
also represents a projection back from the period of the monarchy, when royal city gov-
ernors are attested only for Jerusalem and Samaria.

None of these references to the iar in the book of Judges reflects the existence of an

office of iar during the period preceding statehood.

IV. Exilic and Postexilic Oflicialdom.
l. Diachronic Overview. The exile brought with it the fall of the monarchy and the

elimination of royal officialdom. First of all the officials, like other members of the up-
per classes, are charged with having fallen away from faith in Yahweh (Jer. 1:18;2:26;
8:l-3;32:32;44:17,211, cf. already Hos. 9:15). The officials eitherperished in the coun-
try (Jer. 4:9; 24:8-10; 25:18; 34:19-20,21; Lam. l:6; 2:2; 5:12), fled (2 K. 25:26), or
went into exile (Jer. 24:l; 29:2; Lam. 2:9; Ezk. 17:12), where they also perished (Jer.

52:-10).It is difficult to determine who from the upper classes remained in the country
(cf .2 K.24:14;25:12). Among the exiles, the elders once again came to the forefront
(Jer. 29:l; Ezk. 8: I ; l4:l; 2O:l), and the renewed importance of the elders as a leader-

ship council can be demonstrated for Palestine as well.loa The high priest's de facto as-

sumption of the role of the king during the postexilic period represented, albeit to a
lesser degree, a revival of officialdom for internal administration of the Jewish civil
and temple community. Because that community was under foreign rule, foreign offi-
cials now also entered the picture.

The Achaemenid administration was based on a division of the empire into prov-
inces organized into satrapies; the provincial governors ofthe satrapies were responsi-

100. On the text-critical difficulties accompanying Jer. 39:3, cf. W. Rudolph , Jeremia. HAT ll
12 (31968), 2M-45; D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT. OBO 5012 (1986), 725-28.

l0l. On the text see J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972), 89.
102. J. de Fraine, Rechters. BOT (1955), 43; Soggin, Judges, 82.
103. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, 238-43; E. A. Knauf, Midian. Abhandlungen des Deutschen

Paliistina-Ve reins (Wiesbaden, I 988), 39-40.
104. Buchholz,32-42.
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ble to the high king. Although ad intra these provinces could govern themselves auton-
omously, they had to remain in accord with the central aulhsriliss.lOs

The intemal administrative structure of Judah is difficult to discern on the basis of
OT information. Around 518 s.c.r., the satrap of Transeuphrates (NRSV "governor of
the province Beyond the River") was still dealing with the elders (Ezra 5:3-5). Over
time, however, these elders recede as a council. The book of Nehemiah no longer men-
tions them at all, and we read rather about the s"gantm as heads of the community. Ezra
recounts the appointment of judges (Ezra 1:25). A iar habbtrd is mentioned under
Nehemiah as the commander of the citadel (Neh. 7:2) who together with Nehemiah's
brother was appointed commander of Jerusalem (7:1-3). Judah was divided into pre-
cincts (3:l-32) subject to iartm. Under the Ptolemies, the (financial) administration of
Syria-Palestine was significantly tightened, leading to the emergence of an indigenous
upper class alongside the priestly nobility.too

According to Neh. 5, one group of nobles differentiated itself from the people at
large. Within this group, the leading families constituted the upper class.l07

2. Reflection in Literature. a. Pentateuch. Exllic and postexilic passages in the Pen-
tateuch transfer the title Sar onto the tribal organization of the premonarchical period
(Ex. 18; Nu.3l;Dt. l:15). The context of this transference is actually a hearkening
back to Israel's premonarchical period and a simultaneous idealization of that epoch;
this retrospective is introduced by the restorative tendencies accompanying the
Josianic reform and is continued during the exilic-postexilic period with renewed inter-
est in the figure of Moses.108 The sociohistorical and political background was the
exilic loss of independence and the transition to the postexilic civil and temple commu-
nity that awakened interest in Israel's existence prior to or unconnected with state
hood.l0e

According to Ex. 18, Jethro advises Moses to select able men from the people to func-
tion as Sdrtm"oyer thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens" (v.21) and to sit as judges
(v.22). Moses follows this advice (vv.25-26). Although scholars agree that the purpose
of this text is to legitimize the institution of officers already functioning as judges during
the premonarchical period by ascribing it to Moses, they do not agree on when to date the
text. Dating suggestions include the time of David and Solomonll0 of Jehoshaphsl,lll sf

105. Weinberg, 36-38; Frei; concerning the political structure, cf. McEvenue,353-64.
I 06. P. Schiifer, 29-38.
107. Schottroff, ll9-22, 135-36.
108. H. Schmid, Die Gestalt des Mose: Probleme alttestamentlicher Forschung unter

Beriicksichtigung der Pentateuchkrise. EdF 237 (1986), 99.
109. See E. Zenger, Das Buch Ruth. ZBK 8 (1992),28.
I 10. H. Reviv, "The Traditions Concerning the Inception of the Legal System inlsraell' ZAW

94 (1982) 566-75; C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, "Exodus 18 
- 

Zur Begrtindung kciniglicher
Gerichtsbarkeit in Israel-Juda," DBAT 2l (1985) 6l-85.

I I l. W. F. Albright, "The Judicial Reform of Jehoshaphat," FS A. Marx (New York, 1950), 6l-
82; R. Knierim, "Exodus 18 und die Neuordnung der mosaischen Gerichtsbarkeit: 7AW73 (1961)
146-71; G. C. Macholz, "Zur Geschichte der Justizorganisation in Juda," 7AW 84 (1972) 314-40.
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Josiah,l12 and the Persian period.tta Indications of military participation in judicial re-

sponsibility can be adduced for the time of Josiah,lla making it possible to set a terminus
post quem for dating Ex. 18. The military organization of the people during the wilder-
ness wanderings suggests late Dtr r"6u.116n.lls

Dt. l:9-18 picks up Ex. 18. According to v. 15, Moses is to install tribal leaders as

idrtm over thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens; these leaders will now function as

judges in conducting trials and adjudicating (vv. 16-17). In contrast to Ex. 18, in Dt.
l:13 it is the people who are to choose these leaders. The military model recedes, and

the royal offrcials and the judges mentioned in Dt. 16: I 8-20 and 17:8- I 3 are now taken

as the model.ll6 In contrast to Nu. ll, both Ex. 18 and Dt. I emphasize the Sdrim

within a forensic context, while Nu. 11 emphasizes the role of the elders.llT
Nu. 3l : 14,48,52,54 mention the leaders of thousands and hundreds, whom the termi-

nology of the surrounding context suggests one understand in the military sense. The
context is the war against the Midianites, which the Israelite army won, emerging un-
scathed and with rich spoils. The broader context of Nu. 31 involves the postexilic view
of Moses as the lawgiver who dispenses instructions regarding the destruction of spoils
after a Yahweh wa1,l ls and the motif of the "'evil' Midianites" bringing to expression the

negative experiences the postexilic civil and temple community had with the Arabs.lle
The parallel between iar and nAjip in Nu. 21 : 1 8 refers to Israel's upper classes dur-

ing the wildemess period. Here language usage also found in Chronicles and in
postexilic wisdom literature is projected back onto the premonarchial period.

b. Esther The book of Esther mentions the royal administration of Persia several

times. Alongside specialized Persian terminology from Achaemenid administrative
language, one also encounters Heb. iat; though its use is in part so imprecise that an ex-

act understanding is probably not possible. The construct expression idrA hamm"/tn61
(Est. l:3; 8:9; 9:3) in reference to the provincial governor, an expression also used in
1 K. 20:14-15,17,19, presents no problems. Est. 8:9 and 9:3 use the title parallel with
peltL. h 8:9 mention of the satraps, to whom the governors were subject, precedes that
of the other two offrcials, whereas in 9:3 the satraps follow the Sdrim. In3:12 the title
idrA 'am (cf. Ezk. I I : I ) similarly parallels p ehA, though one cannot determine whether
here too the reference is to governors. When the king and his Sdrtm are mentioned and

the latter parallel 'ebed, the reference is probably to officials (Est. l:3; 2:18; 5:ll). In

12. Junge, 56-58; M. Sekine, W 22 (1972) 361-68.
13. Buchholz, 97-98; Knauf, 157-58.
14. Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 9l-94.
15. M. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. ATANT 67 (1981),229tr.
16. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium 1-16:17. NEB (1986), 24;Perlitt, Deuteronomium,58-61,

7otr
I 17. J. G. Pltiger, Literarkritische, formgeschichtliche und stilkritische Untersuchungen zum

Deuteronomium. BBB 26 (1967),31-35; S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium 1:14:3 literarkritisch
und traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht. BZAW 139 (1975),26-33; Rose, Deuteronomist und
Jahwist, 224-57; H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982),80; Buchholz, 98.

I18. Schmid, Gestalt des Mose, 76-77.
119. Knauf, 160-61, 165-66.
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l:18 idrA hammelef, refers to the seven princes of Persia and Media also mentioned in
1:14 with their full title as iarA paras ttmdQay.In 1:18 their wives bear the title Sar6!.

The princes in l:ll,16,2l; 3:l; and 6:9 also bear the title iar
The imprecise and in part pleonastic use of the title far corresponds to other obser-

vations about the book of Esther. I 20 As far as the title far is concerned, one can say that
it refers in a general fashion to officials without associating a specific office with
thsrn.l2l

c. Daniel. The book of Daniel also uses the title iar to refer to various administra-
tive positions associated with Persian rule. Dnl. I :7- 1 I ,18 use the title Sar hassafisim
six times to refer to the head of the courtiers, a person otherwise called the rap
hassartsim (l:13) or the ra! sdrts (2 K. 18:17; Jer.39i3,13).t22

Dnl. 1l:5 mentions one of the Sdfim of the king of the south in a reference to the
founder of the Seleucid dynasty.tz3

With reference to Israel in his parable (9:3-14), Daniel calls the upper classes of
preexilic Israel the m"hf,Anfi SdrAnfr wa'oldftnfi (vv. 6,8). No specific meaning of .far
can be determined from this passage.

d. Chronicler's History. The use of the title ^far in the Chronicler's History exhibits
two characteristics. The first is a tendency to refer to all possible leadership positions
with the title iartza The other is the lack of distinction between tribal and clan organi-
zation on the one hand, and the state organization on the other.l25 this situation leads
to the coining of new designations and to a semantic ambiguity in the use of iar itself.

New constructions can be discerned in designations of leadership positions in voca-
tional groups (priests: 2Ch.36:14;Ezra8:24,29; 10:5; Levites: I Ch. 15:16,22;2Ch.
35:9), social groups (the people: I Ch.2l:2;2 Ch.24:23; Neh. l1:l; Israel: I Ch.
22:17; 23:2; 28:l;2 Ch. 2l:4; Judah: 2 Ch. l2:5; 22:8; 24:17; Neh. l2:31-32; clan:
I Ch.12:29[28]; l5:5-10:'29:6), and local entities (citadel: Neh.7:2; precinct: Neh.
3:9,12,14-19; sanctuary: I Ch. 24:5). The term Sar can also refer to supervisors in the
general sense or to the leading circles or upper classes (l Ch. 19:3;2 Ch. 12:5-6;
24: 10,23 ; 28:l 4; 29 :20; 36:1 4; Ezra 9 : I -2; 1 0: 8, I 4; Neh. I 0: 1 [9: 38]), something also
expressedbyidrAhd'dm(lCh.2l:2;Neh. ll:l;cf.Est.3:12;Ezk. 1l:l).Theiarcan
also be the leader of a specific undertaking (l Ch. 15:27;29:6;2 Ch. 8: l0) or the stew-
ards of a person's property (l Ch. 27:31;28:l; cf. Gen. 47:6).

The term .far is also used synonymously with the leadership title so popular in the
Chronicler's History, J UrN"l v6'i,126 making it difficult to distinguish between mili-
tary and tribal or clan use of .far

120. G. Gerleman, Esther. BK XXI eI982), 35-36.
l2l. Ibid.,53.
122. See also DNSI, II, 804.
123. Koch, Daniel, 189; J.-C. Lebram, Das Buch Daniel. ZBK 23 (1984), I18.
I 24. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, 250.
125. Ri.iterswtirden, Beamten, 46-47, 145.
126. See in this regard J. R. Bartlett, "The Use of the Word frNi as a Title in the OT," l4l" 19

(1969) 7-8.
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At the same time, iar retains many of its earlier designative functions in the sphere

of administration, where .(ar is to be understood as "official" ( I Ch. 24:6; 29:24; 2 Ch.
l7 :7 ; 2l :9 ; 23:13:- 28:21 ; 29 :30; 30:2,6,12,24; 3 I : 8; 35 : 8; 36: I 8; Ezra 7 :28; 8:20,25;
Neh. 9:32,34), and in the military sphere, where iar refers to an officer (l Ch. I l:6,21;
l2:22l2ll; l3 l; 15:25; l9:16,18; 25:l;26:26;27:1,3,5,34:'28:l;29:6;2 Ch. l:2; 16:4;

17:14-15: 2l9: 23:1,9,14,20; 25:5; 26:ll 28:14; 32,3,6,21; 33:ll,l4; Neh. 2:9;
4ilD).127 New military expressions include Sar idltiim (2 Ch. 8:9) and iarA mihdm6!
(2 Ch.32:6).

I Ch. l2:35(34);27:22',28:l;29:6 show that the Chronicler's History anachronisti-
cally projects the iartm back to the tribes of premonarchical Israel.

e. Psalms. In the Psalms the iartm refer in a general sense to the "upper classes"
(45:17116); 68:281271; 82:7: 105:22; 119:23,161; 148:l 1).

f . Wisdom. The title,far occurs in the wisdom books of Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesias-
tes with the familiar meanings.

In Job 3:151- 29:9; 34:19, pl. Sarim refers to the upper classes, while in 39:25 the
context suggests understanding the title iar as a military leader.

When referring to the upper classes in Proverbs, (ar refers especially to "rulers."
Prov. 8:16 parallels m"lafttm yiml"ftfi (v. 15) with the expression {drtm ydidrfi. The
vb. Sarar means 

(6ru1e"128 
and is used synonymously here with mdlak, while .fdr itself

parallels melef;. Just as in this passage, so also in 28:-2.far refers to the rulers of a

country.l29
Prov. 19:10, like Eccl. 10:7, presupposes opposition between Sar and'e!e{, terms

referring to the two ends of the social hierarchy.
In contrast to Prov. 8:15-16, the parallel of Sar andmelef;in Eccl. 10:16-17 is to be

understood as a relationship of subordination.

V. Theological Considerations.
l. People. The first step toward using the title Sar with theological implications oc-

curs in connection with the sanctuary.
The textually difficult addendum Isa. 43'28r30 mentions the idrA qdQei, the "princes

of the sanctuary," a designation also found in the textually reliable I Ch.24:5. The text
in Chronicles qualifies the fdrA qdQei as SdrA Pbhim, who here involve descendants of
Eleazar and Ithamar, the surviving sons of Aaron who had taken over the priesthood
from him. Tlhe idrA qdQei refer to the heads of the service classes.l3l Isa. 43:28 refers
similarly to the priestly classes.l32

127. On Neh. 4:10 cf . BHS and A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KATXIXI? (1987), 51,77;
concerning military organization in Chronicles, see P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichts-
darstellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT 42 (1973),79-114.

128. See 1.5.d.
129. On the text cf . BHS; W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),630-31.
130. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BK){I/l (1978), 362-63.
131. J. Becker, I Chronik. NEB (1986), 95.
132. Elliger, Deuterojesaja, 386-87.
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The title .far is used in an eschatological context to qualify the messianic figure of
Isa. 9:5(6). The construct expression Sar idl6m, attested only here, should not be asso-

ciated too hastily with the office of the Egyptian vizier.l33 The traditional and hitherto
widespread translation "prince of peace" is hardly adequate.l3a A negative reading of
this passage as "prince of requital/tribute" is also questionable.l3s The term idl6m
more likely refers to general well-being than to the more restricted sense of "peace"t36
such that one can understand iar ial6m to refer to a kind of welfare official,l37 a title
also commensurate with the other titles of officials y6'As and gibbbr in Isa. 9:5(6) and
that is to be understood against the ideological background ofthe salvific king (cf. Ps.

72:l-17;Isa. ll:l-9).

2. Celestial Hierarchy. The iar acquires additional theological coloring in the trans-
ference of the title to the heavenly council. The few OT witnesses to this use are found
in the books of Joshua and Daniel; the notion undergoes further development in the

Qumran writings.
Josh. 5: 13-15 relates Joshua's vision in which an angel with a sword appears to him

calling himself the iar s"!a'yhwft and summoning Joshua to remove his shoes, "for the
place where you stand is holy" (vv. 14-15).t38 The application of the title iar to the
heavenly hosts suggests that those hosts are organized militarily.

As far as the age of this notion is concerned, one can probably not date it very
early,l3e since the context attests later traditions and includes the understanding of
Yahweh's heavenly council that was not fully developed until the postexilic period.

This understanding of the heavenly hosts as organized militarily is also found in
Dnl. 10:13, which refers to Michael as one of the first Sartm, and in l2:1, where he
appears as haiiar haggd!61 for Israel. In these texts Michael functions as a protec-
tor of Israel. In analogy to the protective prince of Israel, the text also speaks about
the protective warrior Sartmof Persia (10:13,20) and Greece (10:20). A comparable
notion is the division of nations according to the number of gods familiar from Dt.
32:8-9 (cf. also Dt.4:19-20; Sir. 17:17) or the idea of the sons of the gods, appear-
ing here again with more independence.l40 In contrast to Dt.32:8-9, according to

133. Contra R. Kilian, Jesaja l-12. NEB \1986),74.
134. Contra H. H. Schmid, Sal6m. "Frieden" im Alten Orient und im AT. SBS 5l (lg7l),73-

74; H. Wildberger, "Die Thronnamen des Messias, Jes. 9,5b," Jahwe und Sein Volk. ThB 66
(1979),60-61; idem, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l ), 385, 405; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1983), 204.

135. G. Gerleman, "Die Wurzel ilmi ZAW 85 (1973) l0;'Eh, i/ln to have enoughi'TLOT
III,1345.

136. F. Horst, "Die Formen des althebriiischen Liebesliedesl' Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961),
194-95: H. Barth, Die Jesaja-Worte in der Josiazeit. WMANT 48 (1977), l7O.

137. A. Alt, "Jesaja 8,23-9,6: Befreiungsnacht und Krcinungstagl' KlScha ll (1953),219.
138. On the context see J. A. Soggin, Joshua. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972),16-78.
139. Contra P. D. Miller Jr., The Divine Wanior in Early Israel. HSM 5 (1973), 128-31; cf.

M. Weippert's review of Mllle1 Bibl 57 (1976) 129-30.
140. See G. Cooke, "The Sons of (the) God(s)," ZAW 76 (1964) 43.
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Dnl. 10:13 and l2i1 Michael has taken the place of Yahweh as Israel's protective
prince.

The context of Dnl. 8:ll within which the iar hassdld' is mentioned involves the

temple and sacrifices. To that extent, .far refers to God.lal An interpretation of the text
as referring to Michael, who stands over the Jerusalem temple and its cult, is improba-
ble.l42 This text represents an addendum from the time of Antiochus IV Epiphanes.la3

Dnl. 8:25 refers to God with the title iar iartm; here the title resonates with the

Akkadian title used to refer to the Persian kings, iar iarrani, in the sense of "high
king."t+a

VI. Qumran. The title .far occurs in the Qumran writings in a series of isolated
passages in various documents and then especially in CD (6 times), I IQT (10 times),
and IQM (13 times). From the various OT contexts and connotations associated with
the title iar irt the OT, the Qumranites picked up especially on its military dimension,
something evident in the use of Sdrtm familiar from OT documents as those over the

thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens (lQSa l:14-15,29;1QM 3:16-17; 4:l-5; llQT
22:2;42:15;57:4-5;58:4). I IQT 62:5 refers to the troop commanders. The tribal lead-
ers of Israel similarly bear the title iar ( I QM 5: I -2), though they also bear the title -t
Nrir: naii'(lQM 3:3,15), which demonstrates the exchangeability of ^far and nd(i'in
Qumran.tas

Other occurrences of the title iar in the Qumran literature either cite or otherwise
interpret OT passages (CD 6:3,6; 19:15;20:16; 4QpPs 37:3,5,7; lQpHab 4:3), a situa-
tion also applying to passages that understand the ,far as "leader" (CD 8:3; 4QpNah
2:9).

Within the context of the Qumran-Essene community organization, lQSa 1:24 men-

tions the office of the Sartm after the model of Dt. I : I 5 parallel to judges and officers.
Specifically Qumran-Essene diction and theology are manifested in the reference to

the "prince of light" (Sr m'wr: IQM 13:10; ir [h]wrym: IQS 3:20; CD 5:18). His
counterpart, Belial, also bears the title "prince of the kingdom of wickedness" (.fr
mmilt ri'h: IQM 17:5-6).1a6 In the Qumran Essenes' doctrine of lighrdarkness, the ti-
tle "prince of light" refers to the angel who leads the "children of righteousness" (lQS
3:20) and whom IQM 17:6 understands as the angel Michael.l4T The term iar also oc-
curs as an angel designation in IQM 13:14; IQH 6:14.

The title .far is applied to God in lQH 10:8, which refers to God as the ir'ylym,

14l. J. A. Montgomery, The Bookof Daniel. ICC (1927),335; O. Pltiger, Das Buch Daniel.
KAr XVm (196s), 126.

142. Koch, Daniel,2O7.
143. Lebram, Daniel,95, 100.
144. Seux,3l8-19.
145. J. van der Ploeg, k rouleau de la guene. STDJ 2 (1959), 87.
146. See in this regard P. von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial: Traditionsgeschichtliche

(Jntersuchungen zum Dualismus in den Texten aus Qumran. SUNT 6 (1969), 116-20.
147 . rbid., 95- 100.
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"prince of gods," and as mlk nkbdym, "king of majesties." IQM 17:6-7 uses the subst.
miSrd, "rulel' occurring in the OT only in Isa. 9:5-6(6-7), to refer Michael's rule; the
term also occurs in lQM l3:4, where Belial is cursed for his wicked rule.

The vb. iarar has not yet been attested in the Qumran writings. Despite the orthog-
raphy with .f in the formulation ir'prym m'l yhwdh (CD 7: l3), one must assume a form
of the vb. sfir "deviate, fall away."

Niehr

1)aW iarta.T

Contents: L l. Etymology and Basic Meaning; 2. Contextual Semantic Considerations;

3. LXX. II. "Remnant": 1 Annihilation; 2. Rescue.

l. l. Etymology and Basic Meaning. Considering Arab. ird,"take fright, shy, run
away," and Syr. srd, "be terrified,"l one can probably assume that the original meaning
of the Hebrew root ^frd was "escape" or something similar, a meaning possibly still pre-
served in the paronomastic combination haii"rtQtm idreQfr, "the refugees who had es-

caped" (Josh. 10:20; but see below), and in the idiom S"fiQA here!, "those who escaped
the sword" (Jer. 3l:2). Although some dictionaries and commentaries wholly maintain
this meaning,2 it does not do justice to most passages. The term underwent a semantic
shift one can still discern in that in many cases those who escaped a catastrophe by
fleeing represented the entire surviving remnant of a given population group, whence
the term synecdochically took on the meaning "remnant, survivors," while the original
semantic feature of flight and escape now receded or was lost entirely.

2. Contextual Semantic Considerations. The meaning "remnant" clearly emerges
when the word is associated syntagmatically with the hiphil verbal forms h61ir and

fdri{. G. H. Davies, "Remnant," in A. Richardson, ed., A Theological Wordbook of the Bible
(New York, 1962), 188-91; F. Dreyfus, "Remnant," in X. Leon-Dufour, ed., Dictionary of Bibli-
cal Theology (Eng. trans., New York, 1973), 484-86; H. Gross, "Rest," in J. B. Bauer, ed.,
Bibeltheologisches Wiirterbuch, ll (Graz,31967), I190-93; G. F. Hasel, The Remnant: The His-
tory and Theology of the Remnant ldea from Genesis to Isaiah. Andrews Univ. Monographs 5
(1972), esp. 314ff, 386-87; J. Hausmann, Israels Resr. BWANT 124 (1987), esp. 198-202;
E. Jenni, "Remnant," IDB, [V,32-33; N. Na'aman, "Literary and Topographical Notes on the
Battle of Kishon (Judges IV-V)," IrI 40 (1990) 423-36, esp.423-26; E. Osterloh, "Rest," in
idem and H. Engelland, eds., Biblisch-theologisches Wbrterbuch (Grittingen, 1964),494; J. Pat-
erson, "Remnantl' HDB,84l-42; -+ U)O pdlat, Xl,55l-67.

l. GesB,792; 8D8,974.
2.GesB,792;8. Duhm,Das BuchHiob. KHCXYI (1897), 108:":idri/ cannotbe'remnant'

while otherwise it always refers to the person who has escaped."
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hiiir "leaveover," which is the case in 9 of the 28 relevant passages (e.g., Dt. 2:34:lsa'

l:9). One can also include the contexts discussed below that speak of a iart/ living in

some accommodation or even of the Sart/ of an inanimate object. Jerusalem, as the

only unscathed city in the land otherwise decimated by the Assyrians, has been aban-

doned by Yahweh as a idril (Isa. l:9). The wicked ultimately have no idrtQ in the

places wiere they used to live (Job 18: l9), or fire will consume this idrtd in their tents

1ZO,ZO).In their hunger the wicked have, after all, left no idriQ QO:21). Even though

these verses in Job involve linguistic problems and can be interpreted in various ways,

they do mutually support one another in clearly demonstratin gthat idri! is to be under-

stood as "remnant, survivors" while completely excluding the meaning "those who

have escaped." Hence Isa. l:9 is also not to be understood as a reference to refugees

who were able to find refuge in Jerusalem, but rather to the inhabitants of the city who

were spared.

The classical translations have always understood the word thus (LXX, see below;

Yg. relictus and similar translations), and Post-Biblical Hebrew commensurately

coined the denominated vb. Srd piel, "leave behind, leave over."3 Here the word be-

comes delimited within its specialized semantic field. In contrast b pAliL the central

point for the term firi{ is found not in the element of escape from catastrophe, but in

ihe element of survival. The frequently recurring merism idrtQ fipalit (Josh' 8:22; Jer'

42:11) or pdltt w"Sdri,l Qer. 44|4; Lam. 2:22) encompasses thus the entirety of those

who have survived a catastrophe either by being spared at the site of the catastrophe it-

self or who saved themselves by having fled. The term idrtQ differs from p"k1a, i"'ar,

i"'Cri! (Gen. 32:9[Eng. 8l; 45:7; lsa. 4:2; 37.31-32) in that it is not really associated

with the notion of a new beginning constituted through a remnant, whence also the

word frequently appears in negative statements of the sort "there was no remnant'"4

Hebrew Sirach seems to speak of a idr?Q (Sir.40:6) who flees a persecutor' It is highly

unlikely that this verse intends a tautology in the sense "a person who has fled flees,"

but rather refers to a survivor who takes flight'

3.IXX. The most frequent LXX renderings of the Hebrew word derive from the ver-

bal stem (dia-)sQzein, "be unscathed, saved" (Nu.24:19; Josh. 10:20,28,30, etc.; so

also later Greek translators) and are ofparticular importance in that the frequently par-

allel synonym pdlttisusually rendered with(dia-)pheilgein, "escape, get away" (Josh'

8:22:2 K.9:15; etc.). These different translations remain in effect even when the two

words are used as synonymous syntagmas (Josh. 8:22; Lam.2:22). This pleonastic as-

sociation, however, occurs in the Hebrew text but not in the Greek text (Jer' 42149):11)

or, in reverse fashion, only in the LXX and not in the MT (Josh. 10:28,30). Quite inde-

pendent of any text-critical decisions in individual cases, one can discern the linguisti-

cally and historically noteworthy tendency to use the redundant idiom.

Rarely used Greek renderings such as katale{pein (Lam. 2:22), hypoletpein (Job

3. Jastrow, 1628; Bab. Sanh. g2aexplains iArtQinJob2o:26 as "leftover (.iyyr) food."

4. See II.1 below.
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20:21), and perie{nai (27:15) similarly mean "be, remain left over." The term zdgr(e)ia
(Nu. 21:35; Dt. 2:34) refers to those who were captured alive, i.e., to those who "sur-

vived, were spared." Only in a text where the hated kin, the Edomites, deliver the Ju-

daic S"rtQtm (pl. !) over to the Babylonians does the LXX refer to "those who flee" (Ob.

14: pheilgontes). One rarely occurring rendering (Dt. 3:3; Isa. 1:9) equates idriQwith
"descendants l' spirma.s

fI. ttRemnant."

l. Annihilation. The idiomatic reference to the idrtQ who is not to be "left over" or
was not left alive is found especially in accounts of military campaigns, and particu-

larly with those associated with the land conquest. Here the authors understand it as in
keeping with Yahweh's specific instructions or at least with his will that no remnant of
the enemy be spared in the wars with Og, king of Bashan (Nu. 2l:35; Dt. 3:3), and

Sihon, king of the Amorites (Dt. 2:34), or in the conquest of Ai (Josh. 8:22), Gezer

(10:33), and the northern half of the country (11:8). The verbal formw"hiiir "and left
over/remaining," only seemingly refers to a specific person, e.9., to Joshua in Josh.

ll:8. This expression represents a stereotypical formula with an indefinite subject in
the sense of "one left over/remaining." The LXX reads a passive form here, hiiid'zn
"was spared."

One remark resembling a gloss in the account of the victory over the southern

Canaanite city alliance reads: "S"rty'tm iar"Qfi of them [and they] had entered into the

fortified towns" (Josh. 10:20). The paronomastic syntagma in Hebrew probably also

refers to the remnant of survivors rather than "the fugitives fled."6 This term occurs in a

linguistically and textually difficult verse in the final Balaam oracle (Nu. 24:19:, cited
in the only Qumran witness in l QM 1 1 :7); whatever the case may be here, it is the po-

sition of power acquired by Israel that enables them to destroy the "furi| from the

city," i.e., rout and destroy the rest of the enemy from the cities (or to annihilate what

remained of their cities). In the oracle against the Philistines, the prophet announces

that their affliction by the enemy from the north will destroy "every helpful idri{' who
might come to help Tyre and Sidon (Jer. 47:4). A similar oracle is directed against the

Judeans. There will be none who survive \artil and none who escape (pdltt) among

those who after the loss of their own state seek refuge in Egypt (Jet. 42:17- 44 14). One

of the passages lamenting this grievous misfortune that befell Judah in 587 s.c.p. ends

with the cry of woe: "on the day of the anger of Yahweh there was neither refugee

(pdttt) nor survivor 6ari0" (Lam. 2:22). After this catastrophe, the political adversary

Edom had either annihilated the Judean refugees or delivered the survivors (("ridim)
over to the Babylonian troops (Ob. 14).

When the book of Job speaks of a idrtQ (Job 18:19; 20:26), it refers not to the rem-

nant of a vanquished group of people, but to what remains behind after an individual
person dies, i.e., to the person's descendants. Memory of the wicked fades; no name re-

5. See Hasel,3l4-15.
6. S. Holmes, Joshua: The Hebrew and GreekTexts (Cambidge, 1914), 51.
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mains behind, since they have neither offspring nor idfid (18:17-19). A fire consumes
the idriQinhis tent (20:26). The description of the greed of the wicked (20:15-21) says
that though they devour everything, they must spit it out again; nothing remains 6arid)
from their gluttony (v.21).

2. Rescue. One idea repeatedly emphasized in the OT is that a germ of hope for a
blessed future inheres in the survival of a remnant of a group.T Rare passages also asso-
ciate this idea with the word idrt/. The syntagma mentioned earlier, idrt/'dz€a "help-
ful remnant" (Jer.47:4), attests this positive connotation. In the Song of Deborah, too,
the pitiful remnant of the people ultimately becomes mighty (Jgs. 5:13). Because
Yahweh allowed a remnant, zion, to survive in Judah after its decimation by the
Assyrians, the land will not meet the same end as did Sodom and Gomorrah (Isa. l:9).
Israel, the people who survived the sword (s"riQa fuere!), found Yahweh's grace in the
wilderness (Jer. 31:2). The oracle of glorious redemption promising rescue (pelEld) to
zion and Jerusalem at the final judgment says that "among the survivors (i"rtQtm) shall
be those whom Yahweh calls" (Joel 3:5[2:32]).4

Kedar-Kopfstein

7. -+V)O palay,Xl,362-65; -+ ''tNU Jd'ar:
8. Cf. E. Thurre, Dieu et son peuple selon le livre de "Ioe7 (Fribourg, 1975), 108.

17p sa*p;[Jp fdrdp; ;r?19 Serepa; niDlpD miirdphl

Contents: I. Etymology. II. The Verb Jrp: l. Daily Life;2. War;3. Capital punishmenr;4. The
Sacrificial Cult; 5. Burning Foreign Cultic Objects; 6. The Term irp in the Molech Cult. III. The
Seraphim. IV. Substantival Derivatives. V. 1. LXX; 2. Qumran and the Later period.

idrap. E. Aurelius, Der Fiirbitter Israels. cBor 27 (1988); c. T. Begg, The Destruction of
the Calf (Exod 32,20/Deut 9,21). BETL 68 (1985), 208-51; C. Daxelmiiller and M.-L. Thomsen,
"Bildzauber im alten Mesopotamienl' Anthropos 77 (1982) 27-64; C. Dohmen, Das
Bilderverbot. BBB 62 (21987); M. Gdrg, "Die Funktion der Serafen bei Jesaja," BN 5 (1978) 28-
39; G. C. Heider, The Cult of Molek. JSOTSup 43 (1985); H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und
Reformen. ATANT 66 (1980); K. R. Joines, "winged serpents in Isaiah's Inaugural vision,",IBt
86 (1967) 410-15; idem, Serpent Symbolism in the OT (Haddonfield, 1974), esp. 42-60; O. Keel,
Vsionen und Siegelkunst SBS 84/85 (1977); K. Koch, 'Aschera als Himmelsk<inigin in Jerusa-
leml' UF 20 (1988) 97-120; S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ancient
Oriental Literatures. AOATZM (1980); U. Rtiterswdrden, "BeitrAge zur Vernichtungssymbolik,"
BN 2 (1977) 16-22; J. de Savignac, "Les 'Seraphim,'" W 22 (1972) 320-25; H. Spieckermann,
Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRIANT 129 (1982); W A. Ward, "The Four-Winged
Serpent on Hebrew Seals," RSO 43 (1968) 135-43.
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I. Etymology. The vb. irp is widely attested in the Semitic languages, including

Middle Hebrew, "burn completely, kindle afte" (in connection with interment), then

also the "seraph"; lJgar. irp, "burn completely" (in contrast to the OT, also a term asso-

ciated with sacrifice);l Ak'k. iardpu, "burn (up)," often used analogously to the Hebrew

word;2 New South Arabic in a specialized context as .(f "kindle a fire";3 Egyptian

Aram.,a Jewish Aram., Mand. srp, "burn";s Egyp. ,fuf, "warm, be warm."6

II. The Verb frp.
l. Daily Lift. The I 17 occurrences of the verb in the OT often exhibit a polemical

connotation in that trans. .frp describes an act of annihilation carried out with regard to

people and objects that in their own turn are characterizedby such features as hostility,

ritual taboo, or particular abominableness. To that extent, it differs from the vb. -r'lVI
bt7 which in the qal generally refers intransitively to the oxidation process caused by

fire. The positive connotations of fire, for example, as the dispenser of warmth and

light, or purification, though also the metaphorical use of the glowing f,tre,8 recede in

the use of irp.
Passages using.frp to refer (without polemic) to "burning" include Gen. 1l:3,e

which describes the burning of bricks. This is the only passage using the verb to write

about a constructive rather than a destructive act.lo

Poetic comparisons referencing fire include 25.23:7; Ps. 80:17(16); Prov. 6:27;Isa.

47 14,thongh the reference is always to natural phenomena. At least the imagery itself
is free from polemics regarding the incinerated objects. The incineration of the dead at

funerals (2Ch.16:14:Jer.34:5; cf.2Ch.2l:19) is not colored by the polemical idea of
annihilation.ll

l. UT, no. 2489; WUS, no. 2690; cf. B. Janowski, "Erwiigungen zur Vorgeschichte des

israelitischen i"lamtm-Opfersl' UF 12 (1980) 231-59.
2. AHw,III, I185.
3. T. M. Johnstone, Jibbdli kxicon (Oxford, l98l),254; cf. also W. W. Miiller, in Christian

Robin, ed., Milanges linguistiques. FS Maxime Rodinson. GLECSSup 12 (1985),276.
4. DNSI, II, l194.
5. MdD,338.
6. WbAS, rV 195.
7. HAL, l. 145-46: GesBlS, 164-65.
8. -+ uN 'ei ('esh), l, 423-24, 426-27.
9. Judged as ancient if one trusts the more recent documentary hypothesis; or traditionally

viewed as J - so C. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1. CC (Eng. trans. 1984), 540; O. H. Steck, "Gen-

esis 12,1-3 und die Urgeschichte des Jahwisten," Wahrnehmungen Gottes im AT. ThB 7O (1982),

ll'7-48; or part of a pre-Yahwist etiology according to P. Weimar, Untersuchungen zur
Redaktionsgeschichte des Pentateuch. BZAW 146 (1977),158, 160; a different position is taken

by F. Criisemann, "Die EigenstAndigkeit der Urgeschichte," Die Botschaft und die Boten. FS

H. W. WoW (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l98l), 11-29.

10. C. Uehlinger, tilelteich und "eine Rede": Eine neue Deutung der sogenannten

Turmbauerziihlung (Gen t 1,1-9). OBO l0l (1990), 36O-72; concerning the burning ofbricks, cf.

P. Panitscheck, Grazer Morgenlcindische Studien 2 (1987) 255-77.
11. W Zwickel, "Uber das angebliche Verbrennen von Riiucherwerk bei der Bestattung des

Kiinigs," ZAw l0l (1989) 266-77.
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2. War Passages frequently describe how during a war the cities of the enemy are
burned to the ground (Nu. 3l: l0; Jgs. 18:27; I S. 30:1,3,14; I K. 9:16; Isa. l:7; cf. also
the oracles of disaster in Jer. 21:10;32:29;34:2,22;37:8,10; 38:17-18,23 - all of
which are prose pieces 

- according to which the Babylonians will burn Jerusalem to
the ground). Annihilation ofthis sort involves houses, palaces, and citadels (Jgs. 9:52;
2 K. 25:9; Jer. 39:8; 5l:32; 52:13; Ezk. 16:41; 23:47).

The incineration of enemy cities is a frequent occurrence in the ancient Near East
in connection with environmental destruction consciously inflicted as part of military
campaigns.12 Such acts of destruction are a common topos on royal Assyrian inscrip-
tions, for example, in those of Sennacherib: "I destroyed the city and (its) houses,
from the foundations to the roofs, I laid them waste, I burned them up with fire . . . I
extinguished (them) with (floods o0 water and turned them into a meadow so that in
the future no one will remember either the location of the city or (of its) temples and
gods'"13

The burning of cities in connection with hErem actions is described in Josh. 6:24
(Jericho);8:28 (Ai); ll:11 (Hazor). These acrions contradict the promise (Dt.6:10)
and rule of Deuteronomy (20:10-18) that although human life might in given instances
be extinguished in the cities, other immoveable objects or goods are to be spared. In
this case what was actually a highly irregular incineration of Jericho, Ai, and Hazor
was probably already a fixed element of tradition.la

Dt. 13:13-19(12-18) prescribes the incineration of an Israelite city that has fallen
away from Yahweh, including all of the spoils in it. Verse 15(14) suggests that this ac-
tion is part of a herem; according to R. P. Merendino,ls this passage is essentially pre-
Dtr (addenda in v. 14[l3]; vv. 17-18[16-l7l are late). The city's transgression is de-
scribed as t6'€!6 (v. l5[a]). The hdrem action and the incineration of the place are
prompted by the particularly abominable character of the transgression.

3. Capital Punishment. This same view is certainly present in passages recounting
how people are burned to death as punishment. Such is the case in the burning of
Nadab and Abihu (Lev. 10:6 PG), who had presented "unholy fire," ?,i zdrd (v. l; cf.
Brls); this purrishment is carried out by Yahweh himself. The addendum in Nu. 17:l-
5(16:36-40) interprets Korah's actions in 16:l-35 as a cultic transgression punishable
by death by fire (16:35; 17:4[16:39)).16 Achan is burned to death because of the n"pdla
he has committed and for having transgressed the covenant (a Dtr theme;I7 Josh.
7 :15 ,25). The burning of Samson's wife and her father's house by the Philistines is por-

12. S. Hutter-Braunsar, Grazer Morgenliindische Studien2(1987) 201-18; E. Bleibtreu, ibid.,
219-33.

13. See D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia (chicago, l9z7 =Lon-
don 1989), II, $341.

14. -+ Y 196-97.
15. Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 3l (1969),69-82.
16. On the textual strata see M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), l2O-31.
17. --> tx, 169.
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trayed as extortion and brutal retaliation (Jgs. l4: l5; 15:6). Lev. 20: 14 sanctions death

by burning for a man who marries a woman and her mother, a transgression described

as zimmd, "depravity." The daughter of a priest who has turned to prostitution meets

the same fate (Lev. 21:9), since by doing so she defiles her father. Although in this case

the punishment is so severe because this girl participates in her father's holiness,lS

death by burning seems to have been the punishment for prostitution in other instances

as well (e.g., Gen. 38:24). Dt. 22:22ff . sripulates capital punishment or stoning for the

transgression of adultery. Death by burning denies the transgressor proper burial; re-

maining unburied is part of what makes death by burning even more severe.le On the

other hand, burning the bones of a dead person is viewed as a transgression (Am.

2il).20 The burning of human remains on an altar defiles the altar (l K. l3:2; 2 K.

23:16,20; cf. 2 Ch. 34:5).
Capital punishment by burning is attested outside Israel as well.2l In CH the trans-

gressions include a visit to a wineshop by a priestess ($l l0) and incest ($157). As in

the OT, punishment is directed against priestly transgressions and sexual offenses. Ac-

cording to Herodotus, adultery was occasionally punished by death in Egypt as well.22

4. The Sacrificial Cult. lJgadrtic witnesses attest .irp as a burnt offering.23 By con-

trast, Heb. .(rp is not a sacrificial term in the OT.2a The verb refers to the annihilation of
what is left over of the sacrificial meal after the sacrifice (hann6!ar). The Passover reg-

ulation in Ex. 12:10 thus stipulates that one burn whatever remains on the morning af-

ter the Passover meal.25 According to Lev. 8:32, whatever is left over from the sacrifi-

cial meal of Aaron and his sons is to be burned immediately (cf. Ex. 29:34). By

contrast, Lev.7:16-17 and 19:6 allow consumption on the next day, with the remainder

not being burned until the third day. Such regulations arejustified by reference to the

holiness (qodei) of the sacrificial material (8x.29:34).26 The remainder is qualified in

Lev.7:l't-18 and 19:6-7 as -+ )'llD piggfrl, and 19:6-7 fixes capital punishment for
those who eat it after the second day. Unclean meat is also to be burned (7:19).

The flesh, skin, and dung of sacrificial animals are to be burned immediately after

the sin offering (ha@'a,F;x.29:14;Lev. 4:ll-12,21;8:17; 9:ll; 16:27-28', Ezk.

43:21; cf. Lev. 6:23[30]; 10:16). The slaughter of the red heifer in Nu. l9:5 and 8 is

not part of a sacrificial action;27 and its qualification as purification rite in v. 9 is sec-

18. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATU4 (1966),289.
19. Cf. Hoffmann, 184; concerning I S. 3l:12, -+ ll,436.
20. See R. Degen, "Weitere Inschriften aus Hatra (Nr 281-335)," NESE 3 (1978)' 92-93.
21.8.9., CH $$l10, 157; cf. also $25.
22. Herodotus 2.111; concerning capital punishment through burning, cf. E. Hornung, A/r-

iigyptische Hiillenvorstellungen. Abhandlungen der Stichsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften

l,eipzig. Phil.-hist. Kl. 59/3 (1968),27.
23. B. Janowski, UF 12 (1980) 246.
24.R.Rendtorff, StudienzurGeschichtedesOpfersimAltenlsrael.WMANT24(1967),223.
25. -r XII, 10, 17-19.
26. --> XII, 532-34.
27. Noth, Numbers, l4O.
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ondary.28 According to Lev. l3:47ff., one of the priest's tasks is to examine textiles
and leather to determine the presence of "leprous disease," probably an attack of
mold; the infected material is to be burned (vv. 52,55,57).

5. Burning Foreign Cultic Objecrs. The destruction of cultic objects associated with
foreign gods is described by the vb. irp.ze Here it is not an issue whether the objects
can genuinely be burned in the first place. Koch3o thinks the account ofthe Josianic re-
form refers to an Asherah image made of a wood core overlaid with metal; earlier exe-
getes since Johann David Michaelis (1717-91) have suspected that something similar
applies to the golden calf in Exod. 32.31

Since Loewenstamm, however, the assumption has been that these texts bring to ex-
pression a symbolism of extermination concerned only with the complete destruction
of the cultic objects.3z In this sense the various methods of such destruction do concur
with one another and are also attested elsewhere in the ancient Near East in connection
with mythology and magic. Moreover, the receding practicality of some of these mea-
sures shows that these passages actually represent ivory-tower musings.33 The relevant
passages (Ex. 32:20: Dt. 7i5,25;9:21; 12:3; 1 K. 15: l3 par. 2 Ch. 15:16;2 K. 10:26;
23:4,6,11,15,16; I Ch. 14:12) date at least in part to the Deuteronomist at the earliest.
To the extent that the Pentateuch passages are indeed Dtr, they might conceivably de-
rive from the stereotypical cultic-historical view of those circles. The Pentateuch artic-
ulates the regulations that were then followed in Israel with the exception of Hezekiah
and Josiah. This view is also supported by the Dtr origin of 8x.23:2434 and 34. 13,35

passages stipulating the destruction of cultic objects (without .frp). Viewed historically,
the explicit regulations concerning such destruction in Deuteronomy would then not
represent the initiators of the Josianic reform, or at most perhaps the regulation in Dt.
16:21,36 though even this passage prohibits the erection of Asherahs and massebahs
rather than ordering their burning.

The parallel adduced by Loewenstamm regarding the destruction of the golden calf
in Ex. 32 reads: "She ['Anat] seized Motu, the son of Ilu. With a knife she split him
(tbq'nn), with a sieve she scattered him (tdrynn). with fire she burnt him (tirpnn), with

28. Concerning literary-critical issues, cf. R. Rendtorff, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrifi.
Eine gattungsgeschichtliche Untersuchung. FRI^ANT62(1963),64-65;cf. alsoJ. L. Blau, "Red
Heifer: A Biblical Purification Rite in Rabbinic Literature," Numen 14 (1967) 70-78.

29. Cf. the enumeration of verbs associated with such cultic elimination in Hoffmann,342.
48, esp. 345-46.

30. Koch, 106.
3l . On the history of scholarship on this issue see Loewenstamm, 236-45.
32. Ibid., 160-65, 236-45,426-32,503-16. See also Riiterswdrden; Begg.
33. Hoffmann,3l2,346.
34. F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. Seine spciten Fassungen, die originale Komposition und

seine Vorstufen. OBO 45 (1982),269.
35. G. Schmitt, Du sollst keinen Frieden schliessen mit den Bewohnern des Landes. BWANT

9l (1970), 27; Dohmen, 257 n.63.
36. See in this regard Dohmen, 266ff.
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a mill she ground him(tthnn), in the field she sowed him (tdr'nn). The birds did eat his

flesh, the fowl did consume his limbs."37 The origin from the same Northwest Semitic

linguistic sphere tempts one to engage in comparisons extending even to the level of
word choice; direct influence of Ugaritic texts on Dtr notions and linguistic clich6s,

however, is improbable, though such symbolism of destruction does recur in later an-

cient Near Eastern texts.38 The adA oath of Esarhaddon ($36) adds threats of punish-

ment to the destruction of the contractual document by the three elements of fire, wa-

ter, and earth: "If you remove it [this tablet of the adA oath], consign it to fire, throw it
into water, bury it in dust, or by some trick destroy, annihilate, or turn it face

down. . . ."3e The sealing with the Assyrian seal in the preceding paragraph ($35)

shows that the tablet itself was conceived as being deified.a0 Here too the issue is the

destruction of an object belonging to the divine sphere. Such views recur frequently in

the Kudumr inscriptions and at the end of royal Assyrian inscriptions.al According to

C. Levin, the burning of the scroll in Jer. 36 is a symbolic act.a2

6. The Term irp in the Molech Cult. According to Dt. 12:31;2 K. l7:31; ler.7:31:'
l9:5, the Molech cult includes the burning (.frp) of children. The actual technical term

is 'br hiphil, which some believe describes a kind of magic consecration, others a sacri-

fice.a3 The Dtr passages try to concretize the expression br hiphil + bd'Ei by replacing

it with "burn up."4+ In the meantime, irp is not a sacrificial term, but rather circum-

scribes an act of destruction. The polemicizing Dtr word choice insinuates that the

burning of children has no effect.

III. The Seraphim. Viewed from the perspective of Hebrew forms, the term idrdp
is a qatal construction from Srp.a5 Since ^f4p is a transitive verb, the iarap refers to an

entity that singes something. Keel understands the seraph as a Uraeus sefpent and sug-

gests that the name Sdrdp might derive from the serpent's ability to burn its victims

with its poison.a6

By contrast, G0rg, following an idea suggested by W. M. Mtiller,4T derives the sera-

37. KTU 1.6, II,30-36; J. C. de Moor,'An Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit"'
Nisaba 16 (1987) 88-90, with a different interpretation than Loewenstamml cf. KTU 1.6,V,9-
19; ANET 140b. ll. 30-36.

38. Rtiterswtirden; Begg; Daxelmiiller and Thomsen.
39. K. Watanabe, Die ad4-Vereidigung anliisslich der Thronfolgeregelung Asarhaddons.

Baghdader Mitteilungen Beiheft 3 (1986) l63t ANET 538, $36.
40. Watanabe, 24.
41. rbid., 190.
42. Die Verheissung des neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen Zusammenhang

ausgelegt. FRL4,NT 137 (1985), 148.
43. -+ X, 417-18; + VIII,385-88; onmdleft see Heider.
44. Spieckermann, l0l-4.
45. Bl,e, $61 m"-o".
46. Keel, 74; cf.7l.
47. GesB, 794.
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phim from Egyp. sfr with the late constructions s/rr and Demotic snl The metathesis
may have been prompted by the influence of the term sl "warmth, heat, fever," al-
ready attested in Middle Egyptian, a word suggesting an Egyptian-Semitic root rela-
tionship with .frp. Although the griffin designated by sfr/sd is indeed attested as a
winged desert animala8 portrayed with great variety, any identity with the cobra or
Uraeus serpent back to which Keel traces the seraphim is excluded. "The suspicion
thus arises that in the Palestinian sphere, the mythical potency of the Egyptian sy'was
indeed picked up and associated with the cobra figure but without any concurrence of
imagery. On the basis of its phonetic and semantic equivalence with Egyptian sf the
Semitic root IRP became the formal link between the conception of the Egyptian 'grif-
fin'and the biblical 'seraph."'4e This thesis has not gone unchallenged.so

The noun iarap occurs in Nu. 21:6,8; Dt. 8:15; lsa.6:2,6; 14:29 30:6.Interpreters
usually combine the information from all these occurrences and imagine the seraphim
in Isa. 6 to be winged serpents (though a different view is taken, e.g., by the LXX,
which has seraphin only in Isa. 6;.st This understanding, argumentatively justified and
explicated with pictorial materials by Keel, has become the consensus.

On this view the seraphim are to be identified with the originally Egyptian Uraeus
serpents. "The Uraeus serpent appears in Egypt above all as a protective deity. It kills
the enemies of the gods and of the king by spitting fire (its poison)."52 The Uraeus ser-
pents are attested on Palestinian seals, with one striking group from the Sth century
portraying four-winged serpents.s3 Keel's main argument refers to the seraphim's posi-
tion above Yahweh (Isa. 6:2), which would be inconceivable if the seraphim had hu-
man shapes.5a Beings with human shape above a god or king are not attested
iconographically and doubtless contradicted etiquette. "The problem is solved if we
imagine winged Uraeus serpents spreading their wings protectively over a god or king
or hovering above him. The same verse (v. 2) containing the'mdym ('stood') clearly
says that they hover. On seals and other miniatures, one sees, as already shown, afieze
of Uraeus figures protecting a god's chapel, two Uraeus hgures flanking a sacred ob-
ject or a god, a winged Uraeus hovering protectively above (or behind) something, or
simply four-winged Uraeus figures. Isaiah is describing the seraphim as they were fa-
miliar to his contemporaries from the Uraeus reliefs or from pictorial representations:
in a threatening upright posture or hovering protectively over the god or king they are
supposed to protect."ss

48. Concerning the iconography, see A. M. Bisi, Il grifune: storia di un motivo iconografico
nell'antico Oriente mediterraneo. SS l3 (1965).

49. G6rg,32-33.
50. See S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder. OBO74 (1987), 105, note 163.
51. So Joines, JBL 86 (1967) 410-l I ; Keel, 79; BDB, 977, classifies the occurrences in Isa. 6

under a homonym; according to H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l), in loc., they
had a human form; cf. R. Kilian, Jesaja 1-12. NEB 17 (1986), 48.

52. Keel, 84.
53. Ibid., 106-10.
54. Ibid.,75.
55. tbid., ttt-12.
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Keel's plausible interpretation notwithstanding, one must keep open the possibil-
ity of understanding the seraphim as having a human form. The point of departure

can be a temporal examination of the passages. Although Keels6 suggests that the

passages from Isaiah stem from the prophet himself, this is not so certain for Isa.

l4:28-32.s7 In any event, those who do assume Isaianic authorship should not press

this imagery such that the idrdp must be imagined as a serpent ("for from the root of
the snake will come forth an adder, and its fruit will be a flying Sdrdpi v. 29b). This
metaphor draws from and mixes the world of plants (root) and animals. "One ought

not try to press this imagery to make every detail fit logically: a seraph is certainly
not a llDI (viper)."ss The imagery of "root" and "fruit" (in contrast, e.9., to zera' or
the sequence nEser-i1rei as in Isa. 1 l: l; Dnl. ll:1) can be used because the issue is

not one of equivalent species.

Used negatively, this metaphorical reference to "root" and "fruit" serves to an-

nounce to a collective entity its complete annihilation (Ezk. l7:9: Hos. 9:16; Am.2:9;
cf. Mal. 3:19), comparable to Eng. "roots and all." Such annihilation is total because,

following the metaphor of the tree, the path to regermination is destroyed. There will
be no more descendants. Used positively, reference to the "root" and "fruit" can cir-
cumscribe the revivification of a people (2 K. 19:30 par. Isa. 37:31; cf. Isa. 27:6ff. and

Jer. l2:2 with the vb. Jrg.ss In such cases the sequence "root-fruit" metaphorically cir-
cumscribes the totality of a phenomenon (in the sense of "above-below" in 2K. 19:30

par. Isa. 37:31; Am. 2:9; cf. Job 18:16).eo The metaphor in Isa. 14:29 is trying to say

that the adversary of the Philistines still has its full power and as a matter of fact has not

been broken. Frightening things will still come from it. The reversal of the sequence to
"fruit-root" in Am. 2:9 shows that the reference to i6rei and p?i in and of itself does

not necessarily involve the notion of descent.

This view also emerges from an examination of the contemporary circumstances re-

flected in Isa. 14:28-29.6r H. Donner believes that the oracle is based on the circum-
stances surrounding the change of sovereigns from Shalmaneser V to Sargon II.62 The

origin of Sargon II is obscure; he was a usurper, perhaps a son of Tiglath-pileser III, but
not of Shalmaneser V. This genealogical discontinuity also emerges in K. Marti's late

dating: Artaxerxes (III) Ochos-Alexander the Great.63 One text-critical detail deserves

attention. The Vg. reads .frp as a verb or as a participle: "et semen eius absorbens

volucrem," after Middle Heb. irp, "slurp, suck." The variant iarap in the Kennicott
mss. also presupposes a verb.e

56. tbid.,7l-72.
57. R. Kilian, Jesaja l-39. EdF 200 (1983), 82-83.
58. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. trans. 199'l),96.
59. See in this regard P. J. Becker, "Wurzel und Wurzelsprossl' BZ 20 (1976) 22-44.
60. See also Ii{I l4.ll-12.
61. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),52-53, is reserved on this issue.

62. H. Donner, Israel unter den Vdlkern. SI/T 1 I (1964), I 10-13.
63. K. Marti, Das Buch Jesaia. KHC X (1900), 132; similarly already in the comm. of

Johannes Cocceius (1603-69).
64. Kennicott, 30, 96; after the Hebrew Univ. Bible.
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Isa. 30:6 says only that the seraphim fly; it says nothing about their form. At least
according to the book of Isaiah, the seraphim need not have had the form of a serpent.
Things stand differently, however, with Dt. 8:15, where Sdrap stands in apposition to
ndhdi. The text describes a kind of serpent, not a winged creature as in the book of Isa-
iah. Not only do the two passages differ with regard to form, but they also differ as far
as dating is concerned if one traces the Isaianic passages back to the prophet himself
(cf. the controversial ascriptions, except for Isa. 30:6, in wildberger and Kaiser). verse
15 belongs to the earliest stage of Dt. 8, with some scholars viewing it as early
postexilic,65 though even a preexilic dating would involve a temporal distance between
the two.

This distance is also clear in the text of Nu. 2l:4-9,66 which portrays the setting up
of the healing bronze serpent and derives from Rl67 "Nu. 2l :4-9 is not legitimizing the
role of the serpent image in Jerusalem with the help of certain popular fantasies about
the wilderness period, but is explaining the onerous but apparently ineluctable deriva-
tion of the image from Moses himself in 2 K. l8:4 by adducing the salvific proclama-
tion in Dt. 8:15. . . . The understanding of Moses as intercessor connects the two pas-
sages."68

Joines's suggestion that "the earliest and the latest OT usages of saraph date proba-
bly in the same one-hundred-year time span" can hardly be maintained.6e Rather, the
temporal distance is joined by one related to content as well. The Pentateuch's use of
iarap as an attribute to ndhdi suggests understanding idrdp as an adjectiveT0 (Sam.
reads in Nu. 2l:8; Dt. 8:15; certain Sam. mss. in Nu. 21:6 readirwp, which is probably
construed as a passive participle of the vb. irp;lr cf . also LXX), in which case Nu. 21:8
would contain an ellipsis; the adjective would be used as a substantive.Tz Tlte naltai
idrdp is a serpent (cf. also the PN idrdp; see below); nothing is said about wings.

By contrast, in the book of Isaiah idrdp is a substantive, in Isa. 6 without, and in Isa.
14 and 30 with, an attribute. The seraphim are winged; the serpent form is not certain.T3
These wings point to the divine-demonic character of the seraphim (cf. Keel's illustra-
tion of the four-winged gods and genies;7a Keel follows the OT and ancient Near East-
ern background in viewing the seraphim on the whole as a zoological speciesTs). The
seraphim in Isa. 6 have faces, hands, and feet (or gender), features supporting the idea

65. Aurelius, 22-23, 39.
66. --+ IX, 366-67,378-80.
67. Ct. H. Maneschg, Die Erzcihlung von der ehernen Schlange (Num 21,4-9) in der Aus-

legung der frilhen jiidischen Literatur EHS 231157 ( 1981), 97-98; Aurelius, 152, dates it later;
Schroer, In Israel, 105-l I, dates it earlier.

68. Aurelius, l5l.
69. JBL 86 (1967).
70. See Schroer, In Israel, 105-6.
71. See R. Macuch, Grammatik des samaritanischen Hebrdisclr (Berlin, 1969), 966 dp.
72. See Keel, Tl n. l0l.
73. See P. Welten, BRL2,226-27; HAL, l\, 1360-61.
74. Keel, 194-216.
75. Ibid., 72-73, with n. tO6.
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of the human form. Keel adduces noteworthy arguments against this view.76 One prob-

lem involves the six wings, noted by Keel: "I accept Isaiah's six-winged Uraeus figures

even if they are not attested anywhere in art."77 He believes the description with six

wings constitutes a "slight intensification" of the Uraeus figures with four wings.78

A six-winged genie with human form has long been familiar from Tell Halaf, and

although Keel dismisses this figure as a unique phenomenon,Te such a view is

relativized by the following examples:

l. Tell Halaf: relief; figure with three pairs of wings; 9th century8o

2. Deve Hiiyiik: seal; figure with three pairs of wings; 7th-5th centuries8l

Some monuments have preserved rudimentary illustrations with six wings, includ-
ing nonhuman-headed mixed beings:

3. Sakgagtizii: relief; bird-headed genie with two pairs of wings, between each of
them a conical element which can be interpreted as a rudimentary pair of wings82

4. Olympia: relief stand; four fragments of a large stand with winged demons strid-

ing to the right; 8th/7th centuryi83 Herrmann believes the triangular shape be-

tween the wings represents a rudimentary wing illustrationSa

5. Cyprus: scarab; figure with six wings, perhaps an illustration of the divine mes-

senger Iris8s

The six-winged figure is reliably attested in nos. 1 and2; the remaining examples rep-

resent either misunderstandings or further developments. This image derives from the

northern Syrian/Anatolian sphere and extends temporally down to the 7th-5th centuries.

If the seraphim need not be Uraeus serpent figures, then Wildberger's classification

of the seraphim in Isa. 6 as the heavenly hosts (,1?a-' haiidmayim), especially through

the comparison with 1 K.22:19-21, still seems at least worthy of consideration.86 In any

event these seraphim, one of whom performs an atonement act on Isaiah according to

76. Ibid., 75-79; cf . Ward, 142 n. 5; C. Herrmann, "Fiinf phtinizische Formen fiir iigyptische
Fayencen," ZDPV 105 (1989) 34-38.

77. Keel, 193 n. 157.
78.Ibid., ll3.
79.lbid.,75.
80. W. Orthmann, [Jntersuchungen zur sp(ithethitischen Kunst. Saarbrilckcr Beitrtige zur

Altertumskunde 8 (1971), 316, pl. l0e; Keel, 77, ill.28.
81. P. R. S. Moorey, Cemeteries of the First Millennium B.C. at Deve Hiiyiik. BAR Interna'

tional Series 87 (Oxford, 1980), 114, ill. 474.
82. Orthmann, IJntersuchungen,320-21; H.-V. Herrmann, Die Kessel der orientalisierenden

Zeit. Olympische Forschungen 6 (1966) 168,172.
83. Herrmann, Kessel, 161ff.
84. Ibid., 162, 167-68.
85. J. Boardman, Archaic Greek Gems (London, 1968), no. 40.
86. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12,252-53,264-65; cf. O. H. Steck, "Genesis l2,l-3," 149-70; a

different view is taken by Keel,48-49.
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Isa. 6:7, are closely associated with Yahweh: "The quaking and smoke accompanying
the calling of the seraphim, phenomena otherwise reserved for Yahweh's theophanies,
show that despite their subordination to Yahweh (v. 2), they are 'intimately associated
with Yahweh's world.'Their soteriological function in Isa. 6:6-7 is also to be viewed in
this light. . . . Divorced from the mediating function of a priest, this atonement process
(in this sense, too, removed from the 'sphere ofcultic practices') is carried out by one of
those beings whose association with Yahweh's world simultaneously represents the dis-
tance separating human beings from divine holiness and majesty."sz

IV. Substantival Derivatives. I Ch. 4:22 attests the PN idrdp. According to
M. Noth and T. Ndldeke, this name derives from the animal name designating a kind of
snake.88 The semantic spectrum of ierEpd concurs with that of the vb. Jrp, as when
Gen. ll:3 describes the burning ofbricks, when the expression is used in connection
with the burning of the red heifer (Nu. 19:6,17), or when the reference is to fire at inter-
ments (2 Ch. 16:14;21:19). The meaning "place of fire" is attested in Nu. l7:2(16:37);
Dt.29:22(23), and "fire, blazel'in Lev. 10:6; Isa. 9:4(5);64:10(ll); Am.4:ll. Dt.
29:22 says that if the covenant is broken, the land will become a place of burned de-
struction like Sodom and Gomorrah (cf. Am. 4:11).

In Isa. 33:12 miirdpdl refers to the burning of people to lime, and in Jer. 34:5 to the
fires accompanying interment. The place name miir"p61 mayim in Josh. 11:8 and 13:6
is to be identified with Khirbet el-Musheirefeh according to Noth, and with Minet el-
Musheirefeh according to E. Hdhne.8e

Y. l. IXX. The LXX generally renders the vb. irp as (kata)kaiein (76 times),
empiprdnai, emprdthein (25), and empyrfzein (14), and the substantival constructions
iarap as aspis, thanatoiln (once each) or 6phis (twice), and ierEpd as ekphoni (3
times), empyrismds, katdkauma (once each), pl4 and pyr{kaustos (2 each), if not trans-
lated as verbs.

2. Qumran and the l,ater Period. The term irphis attested in Qumran in IQM l4:18
and IQH 3:31, passages referring to the world conflagration. Occurrences of the vb.
irpinllQT(2:7; 16:ll,l2,l3;26:9;43:ll;55:9)remainwithintheframeworkof the
pentateuchal occurrences constituting the basis of 1 1QT; cf. also 4QOrd l, II, l7 with
Ex.32:20. The two occurrences 4Q179 1, I, 5 (within a lament) and 4QM" 17:6 are
fragments.eo

Riiterswcirden

87. B. Janowskt, Silhne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982), 125, 128-29.
88. IPN, 230;T. Ntildeke, Beitrtige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strasbourg, 1904),

87; additional examples in both.
89. M. Noth, Das BuchJoshua. HATUT (1971),69; E. Hcihne, Pakistina(Gdttrngen, 1981),67.
90. Concerning the seraphim in other extracanonical literature, cf. J. H. Charlesworth, ed.,

The OT Pseudepigrapha (2 vols.; Garden City, N.Y., 1983-85), [, index s.v.; P. Schiifer, Rivalitiit
zwischen Engeln und Menschen: Untersuchungen zur rabbininischen Engelvorstellung. Studia
Judaica 8 (1975), index s.v.; J. Michl, MC, V,60-97.
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INP Ja'ab; EtIN[rQ mai'abbtm

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT. III. 1 LXX;2. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The term.l'b occurs 4 times in Ugarit as a feminine participle, includ-

ing itk iibt h, "pour out (water), or the one who draws water from the spring";l s't bnpk

,iiDt, "running in from the well (wilVdid come) the women drawing (water)";2 [']bth iib
ys/, "his sister was drawing water (and) came out."3 The Hebrew form i'b corresponds

to Akk. sdbu(m), also sdpu, "draw (water),"a and Arab. sa'aba. "constrict the throat,

have drunk considerably."5 In Jewish Aramaic and Middle Hebrew, .f? means

(l) "draw (water)," (2) "attract, draw in," (3) "receive."6

II. OT. The root ^i'b occurs 20 times in the OT, including the verb 19 times in the qal

and the noun mai'abbtm once. The verb is used exclusively in connection with the

drawing of water; the obj. mayim is used 11 times and is otherwise to be derived con-

textually. It is not surprising that an activity as routine as drawing water is mentioned

only peripherally or only if special significance attaches to it.7
The former is the case in Gen. 24, where.i'b occurs 8 times. Here one notices that in

the narrator's account of the meeting between the servant and Rebekah in vv. 12-20

and in the servant's account to Laban concerning his meeting with Rebekah invv.42-
46,the vb. .I'b can alternate with the vbs. .Yqft hiphil and ml'piel. The narrator notes ini-
tially that the servant arrived at the well outside the city "toward evening, the time

when women go out to draw water (haii6"baD" @. 1l). In his prayer the servant says,

"and the daughters of the townspeople are coming out to draw water" (lii'6b, v. 13b),

and then continues in v. l4a, "Let the girl (hannaard) to whom I shall say, 'Please offer
your jar that I may drink,' and who shall say, 'Drink, and I will water ('aiqeh) your

camels."' Verse 14a corresponds to vv.43b-44a, "let the young woman (hd'almd) who

comes out to draw (lii'd\, to whom I shall say, 'Please give me a little water from your
jar to drink,' and who will say to me, 'Drink, and I will draw ('ei'dU for your camels

also." [n addition, v. 16b, "she went down to the spring, filled (wau"malle') her jar, and

came up," corresponds to v. 45ap, "and she went down to the spring, and drew
(wattiJ'd!)"; and v. l9bc, "she said, 'I will draw ('ei'dU for your camels also,"' corre-

sponds to v. 46aF, "she said, 'Drink, and I will also water ('aiqeh) your camels."' The

statement in v. 20bp, "and she ran again to the well to draw (lii'd\: finds no corre-

l. KTII 1.12,11,59; WUS, no.2563.
2.KTII 1.14, III,9(=Y 1);correctly asbnpkir,Y I insteadof bnkinlll,g;CMlj,85,88.
3. KTU 1.16, I, 5l; cf . CMI],96 "iib error for tibt lor masc. for fem.l."
4. CAD, XV 9-10; AIlw, II, 1000.
5. Lane, U4,1281.
6. ANH,4l2; Jastrow, 1505.
7. On the (leather) drawing bucket, see AuS, V (1937), 189; VI (1939)' 270-71' 275.
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spondence in the account before Laban, whereas the statement in v. 20b, "and she drew
(wattii'aU for all his camels," acquires in v. 46b the form, "So I drank, and she also
watered (hiiqdlA) the camels."

Hence the author places no special emphasis on the process of drawing water. The
vb. i'b is not found in the well scene in Gen.29:l-14, where only iqh hiphil is used (vv.
2,3,7,8,10). The well scene in Ex.2:l5b-22 uses not.f'b but rather dlh: "They [the
daughters of the priest of Midianl came and drew water (wattidlend) . . to water
(l"haiqdfi their father's flock" (v. l6b); "and Moses . . . watered (wayyaiq) their flock"
(v. l7b). The daughters relate this to their father by saying, "he even drew water @AlAh

ddld) for us and watered (wayyaiq) the flock" (v. 19b).
In a fourth well scene,s I S. 9:11-13, one reads: 'As they [Saul and his servant] went

up the hill to the town, they met some girls coming out to draw water (lii'd!)" (v. I la).
In other passages special emphasis attaches to the act of drawing water. In the oracle

against Nineveh (though the city is not mentioned here) in Nah. 3:12-17, the prophet
ironically summons the city to prepare for the siege by referring first to its water provi-
sions: "Draw (ialbt-lAk) water for the siege (mA mds6r), strengthen your forts" (v. 14a).

While Ruth is gleaning in the field, Boaz says to her, "if you get thirsty, go to the
vessels and drink from what the young men have drawn (yii'oPr2n)" (Ruth 2:9b). Either
he is showing her favor in that she does not have to draw the water herself, or he is be-
ing especially generous in that he will be buying and paying for the water himself and
putting it at Ruth's disposal.e

In a reverse fashion David allegedly declines water that has been drawn especially
for him and presents it instead to Yahweh (as a libationt0;. According to the short story
in 2 S. 23:13-17 par. 1 Ch. 11:15-19, while staying in Adullam David wished to drink
water from the well at the gate of Bethlehem, which was occupied by the Philistines
(v. l5). "Then the three warriors broke through the camp of the Philistines, drew
(wayyii"!fr) water from the well . . . and brought it to David. But he would not drink of
it; he poured (wayyassEl) it out to Yahweh" (v. 16 par. 1 Ch. I l: l8), saying that it was
the blood of the men who went at the risk of their lives to get it (v. l7).

I S. 7:6 mentions the drawing of water as a cultic act. After recounting that Israel, at
Samuel's behest, "put away the Baals and the Astartes," and that Samuel then gathered
Israel together at Mizpah (vv. 3-5), the passage continues: "So they [the Israelites]
gathered at Mizpah, and drew (wayyitftfi) water and poured (wayyiip"fttt) it out before
Yahweh. They fasted that day, and said 'We have sinned against Yahweh."'The pas-
sage probably refers to "an otherwise unknown penitential ceremony."ll

The counterpart to such a penitential rite is probably attested in the eschatological
thanksgiving hymn in Isa. l2: l-6 with its promise: "With joy you will draw (,fii"'abtem)
water from the wells of salvation" (v. 3;.tz This passage may allude to a symbolic act of

8. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988), 84.
9. So P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. SVT 6 (1958), 148-49.
10. Ibid., 225.
11. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VIIVI (1973), 168.
12. Cf. H. Wildbergea Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991),501.
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drawing water as a sign of joy of the sort familiar later in connection with the Feast of
Tabernacles.l3

The cult also included the regular service of "drawing water." In the multilayered
and by no means unequivocal narrative in Josh. 9, the Gibeonites are condemned by the

n"itim in v.21, and by Joshua in v. (23 and) 27, to be "hewers of wood and drawers of
water (id4!A-mayim) for all the congregation" (v. 2l), "for the house of my God"
(v.23), "for the congregation and for the altar of Yahweh" (v.27); here the temple and

altar probably refer not to those in Gibeon but to those in Jerusalem.la The statement

about the Gibeonites' service "for the congregation" belongs to a later, "priestly" stage

of the text reflecting the fact that after the exile slaves of non-Israelite origin were de-

graded and engaged in work outside the temple.ts The text does not disclose what spe-

cific tasks these water drawers performed.
The combination "hewers of wood" and "drawers of water" recurs only in Dt.

29:lO(Eng.11). In connection with the covenant promise (29:l-1212-l3l), we read that
"you stand assembled today, all of you, before Yahweh your God - the leaders of your
tribes, your elders, and your officials, all the men of Israel, your children, your women,
and the aliens (gEr) who are in your camp, both those who cut your wood and those

who draw your water (i6'€b mAmAftd)" (vv.9-10[10-11]). This passage, like Josh.9,
doubtless refers to the Gibeonites, its apparent purposel6 being to extract them from
their function in the sanctuary and to separate them from Israel as g€rtm while simulta-
neously integrating them into Israel's community.lT

The intent of Dt. 29:10(11) is thus similar to that of the (later) text Josh. 9:21,27,
which places the Gibeonites in the service of the "congregation."

The noun mai'abbtm, "watering places," occurs only in the Song of Deborah in the

summons to sing Yahweh's praise (Jgs. 5:10-11): "Louder thanl8 the cry of the water
providers at the watering places, they [i.e., one] should praise the triumphs (sidqbt) of
Yahweh" (v. 1laa).

lll. l. LXX. The LXX translates .f? 3 times as antlein (Gen.24:13,20;Isa. l2:3),
otherwise generally (ll times) as hydreilesthai (id'eb in Dt. 29:l0llll; Josh.

9:21,27 as hydroph6ros,' in Josh. 9:23 the LXX omits the words "and drawers of
water"). In Jgs.5:ll it uses a form of euphratnesthai, and in Nah. 3:14 a form of
episptisthai.

13. Ibid.,505-6.
14. J. Halbe, "Gibeon und Israel," W 25 (19'15) 632-33.
15. rbid.,615.
16. Cf. J. Reiter, "Der Bundesschluss im Lande Moab" (diss., Vienna, 1984), 304.
17. Cf. A. D. H. Mayes, "Deuteronomy 29, Joshua 9, and the Place of the Gibeonites in Is-

rael," in N. Lohfink, ed., Das Deuteronomium: Entstehung, Gestalt und Botschaft. BETL 68
(1985), 321-2s.

18. So J. A. Soggin, "Bemerkungen zum Deboralied, Richter Kap 5," TIZ 106 (1981) 630;
idem, Judges. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972), 87, with reference to A. Weiser, "Das Deboraliedi' ZAW
7l (1959) 80.
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2. Qumran. The only reliable Qumran witness is CD I l: l, where a Sabbath regula-
tion prohibits drawing water in a container for drinking. Both the text and meaning of
the occurrence in IQH 3:29 are uncertain.le

Schmoldt

19. Cf. H.-W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwdrtiges Heil. SUNT 4 (1966),40-41 n. I l.

INP .ra'ag; i|gr? .f'asd

Contents: I. Occurrences. IL Meaning and Use. III. Comparisons and Metaphors. IV. LXX. V.

Qumran.

I. Occurrences. The root .Y'g occurs 27 times in the MT, including 20 times as a

verb in the qal (Jgs. l4:5; Iob 37:4; Ps. 22:l4lBrrg. l3l; 38:9[8]; 74:4; 104:21:' lsa.
5:29; Jer.2:15l'25:3O[ter]; 5l:38; Ezk.22:25: Hos. 1l:1O[bis]; Joel 4:16[3:16]; Am.
l:2;3:4,8; Zeph. 3:3) and 7 times as the derived subst. i"'agd of the type qatalatt (Job

3:24; 4:10: Ps. 22:2ll; 32:3; lsa. 5:29; Ezk. l97; Zech. I I :3). Moreover, one should
probably also read mi'gym instead of mi'yhm in Ps. 35:17.2 This root is also found in
Ugaritic as ligt3 and in Arabic as !a'a$a.

II. Meaning and Use. The Ugaritic term ligt refers to the bellowing of a bull,
Arab. 1a'a{a to the roaring of various animals. By contrast, in reference to animals
Heb. i'g refers exclusively to the roar of the lion,a specifically of the young lion al-

ia'ag. G. J. Botterweck, "Gott und Mensch in den alttestamentlichen L<iwenbildernl'Wort,
Lied, und Gottespruch. FS J. Ziegler FzB 2 (1972), ll7-28: R. Edler, Das Kerygma des

Propheten Zefanja. FThSt 126 (1984), esp. 151-52; J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT lO
(21977'l; J. M. Kennedy, "The Root G R in the Light of Semantic Analysis," JBL 106 (1987) 47-
64, esp. 54-55; G. Krinetzki, Zefanjastudien. Regensburger Studien zurTheologie 7 (1977), esp.

130; V. Maag, Text, Wortschatz und Begrffiweh des Buches Amos (Leiden, l95l), esp. 195-97;
L. Markert, Struktur und Bezeichnung des Scheltworts. BZAW 140 (19'17), esp. 86-94;
H. Weippert, 'Amos. Seine Bilder und ihr Milieu," in idem, K. Seybold, and M. Weippert, eds.,
Beitrcige zur prophetischen Bildsprache in Israel und Assyrien. OBO 64 (1985), l-29.

l. Bk,463t".
2. Cf . BHS and H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
3. KTU I . 14, III, l6; Y 8 (original text, mistakenly altered to !iqt); UT, no. 2627; WUS, nos.

2448,2822; CMI], 160; cf. M. J. Dahood, RSe \ 376, no. 595.
4. -+ i''lN -ri, 1,374-88.
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ready capable of bringing down prey (k?tr; Jgs. 14:5; Ps. 104:21) as well as of rhe
mature animal ('art/'aryEh and ldbi'; lsa. 5:29; Am. 3:4,8). Accordingly, the term
iahg occurs alongside naham (Isa. 5:29), na'arI (Jer. 5l:38), aad nalan qbl (Jet
2:15; Am. 3:4), and ie'agd alongside nehamd (Ps. 38:9[8] [cj.5]) and q6l iAhal (Job
4: l0).

The root is also applied to Yahweh (Jer.25:30; Hos. ll:10; Am. l:2; Joel
4: 16[3:16], to his thundering voice (Job 37:4), to enemies (Ps.74:4), or to the suffering
petitioner (Job 3:24; Ps. 22:2ll); 32:3). The term is probably being used meraphori-
cally here.6 A bridge between the two uses is the explicit comparison with the roaring
of a lion (Ps.22:14[13];38;9[8] [cj.]; Isa. 5:29;Jer.5l:38; Ezk.22:25; Hos. ll:10;
Zeph.3:3).

Along with the bear, wolf, panther, and serpent, the lion was viewed as one of the
most dangerous animals (Jer.5:6; Am.5:19). Its (nocturnal) roar indicates that it is
hunting orpursuing prey (Ps. lO4:20-22; cf. Isa. 5:29) orhas already been successful in
capturing that prey (Jer.2:15; Am. 3:4). Because people also fall prey to lions (Am.
5:19; cf. Isa. l5:9; Ezk. 19:3,6), its roar causes fear in everyone (Am. 3:8; cf. Ezk.
l9:7; Hos. l1:10).

III. Comparisons and Metaphors.'Among the figures using the lion," the roaring
lion represents one of the "basic types of comparisons, metaphors, and images."7

l. Isaiah compares the cry of war of the "nation far away" (Isa. 5:26 [cj.; cf. BHS)),
for which Yahweh "whistles," with the roar of a lion (v. 29), evoking thus three images:
the fearful appearance of the foreign military power, its threatening intentions (it is af-
ter prey), and its dangerous nature. Just as is the case with an attacking lion, there can
be no rescue. Commensurate with the absolute and radical nature of the Isaianic mes-
sage (e.g., Isa. 6:9-11), this comparison expresses the inescapability of coming judg-
ment. In Jer. 51:38 the roar of the Babylonians is evidence of their violent rapacity,
which Yahweh will use at his judgment.

The term ia'ag can also express the enemy's triumph (Ps.74:4). Just as the lion
roars over its felled prey (Am. 3:4), so also the enemy roar within the "holy place" and
"set up their emblems there" as signs of victory. The image of the lions roaring over
their prey in Jer. 2:15 similarly illustrates Israel's situation, since Israel has indeed
fallen prey to its enemies and lost its freedom (v. l4).

2. The petitioner's adversaries are also evoked in the image of the roaring lion (Ps.
35:17 [cj.; see above]). Ps.22:14(13) refers to such hostile powers as bulls that encircle
the petitioner, "open wide their mouths at me, like a ravening and roaring lion." This
image illustrates the dangerous nature of these adversaries and the serious nature of the
threat to which the petitioner is subject and the accompanying helplessness. This par-
ticular comparison may have been influenced by mythical imagery. Demonic beings

5. See III.4 below.
6. Maag, 195-96.
7. -+ 1,387.
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threatening the welfare and health of the individual theriomorphically represent Is-

rael's surroundings, for example, in the image of the lion.8
In Job 4:10 the roaring lion represents the wicked person.

3. The inappropriate behavior of certain groups within society can also be repre-

sented by the image of the roaring lion. Zeph. 3:3-4 issues accusations against Jerusa-

lem according to estates; here the roaring lion (v. 3) represents the deadly, destructive

rapacity of the idrim, the highest state officials, an image prompted perhaps by early

wisdom metaphors: "Like a roaring (ndham) lion or a charging bear is a wicked ruler
over a poor people" (Prov. 28:15).

The book of Ezekiel picks up Zephaniah's comparison (Ezk.22:25)t and intensifies

it in a twofold manner. First, it refers it to the n"iiim (cj.; cf. BllS), the kings them-

selves; second, this generalized condemnation of rulers reaches back beyond the pres-

ent age to include the past in the accusation as well. The lion parable in Ezk. 19 em-

ploys the image of the roaring lion (v. 7) to illustrate the "awesome royal majesty [of
Jehoiachinl"ro (cf. also Prov. 19:12;20:2).

4. In the language of the Psalms ia'ag and i"agA refer metaphorically to the inten-

sity of the lament (Ps. 22:2lll and expression of suffering (Job 3:24 [with ntk); Ps.

32:3), evoking thus the depth and power of the pain the psalmist must endure.ll "I
groan/roar [or: my groaning is] louder than the roaring of the 'lion' hbf )" (Ps. 38:9[8]

[cj.]).12 This use of id'ag seems to have exerted an influence back on the image of the

roaring lion. In the late scoffing or victory song in Zech. 11:1-3, which praises in antic-

ipation the fall of the world power, the roaring of the lions together with the laments

Q"lald) of the shepherds is an expression of sadness: "Listen, the roar of the lions, for
the thickets of the Jordan are destroyed!" (v. 3).

5. The image of the roaring lion is also associated with Yahweh. The earliest witness

is the originally independentl3 discourse in Am. 3:8: "The lion has roared; who will not

fear? Yahweh has spoken; who can but prophesy?" The point of comparison in this jux-

taposition is that the event inevitably evokes a certain reaction. Just as everyone be-

comes frightened at the roaring of the lion, so also must everyone prophesy when

Yahweh speaks. The prophet's intention here is obviously to justify his own prophesy-

ing against criticisms from his listeners by adducing the impossibility of not transmit-

ting, of holding back, or of otherwise keeping silent about the revealed word (cf. Jer.

20:9). Is the prophet also comparing Yahweh's speaking with the roaring of a lion?la

This is perhaps first the case in Am. I:2: "Yahweh roars from Zion, and utters his voice

8. Cf. Kraus, in loc.; O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans., New York,
1978), 78tr., "The Enemies of the Individual," esp. 85-89, 'Animal Comparisons."

9. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 19'19), 466-67, 468.
10. rbid., 395.
11. Cf. Kraus, in loc.; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 126.

12. Cf. H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKAT lll2 e1968), 16l: GesB, 489 HAL,II, 515b.

13. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, "Die deuteronomistische Redaktion des Amosbuches," 7AW 77

(1965) 184-85; Markert, 88-89.
14. Markert, 93.
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from Jerusalem." This verse, which is positioned at the beginning of Amos like a motto
and whose authenticity is quite correctly questioned because of the mention of Zion,ls
describes God's appearance in the form of earlier theophany portrayalsl6 but reverses
its intention by understanding Yahweh's thunderous voicelT in anticipation as the roar
of a lion.18 That is, Yahweh will not encounter Israel in a positive, saving fashion, but
as disaster, "like a lion ready to pounce on its prey."te The interpretation was probably
also inspired by the juxtaposition of ndlan qdl and id'ag in 3:4.20

Jer. 25:30, a doubtless non-Jeremianic2l and probably only post-Dtr verse, picks up
Am. l:2. "Since Jerusalem and its Temple have in the meantime been destroyed,
Yahweh's roaring voice issues from (the heavenly) 'on high'which is his 'holy habita-
tion."'Zz The verse also universally expands the horizon of Yahweh's appearance to in-
clude - 

quite beyond Judah/Jerusalem - other nations in the judgment (v. 3l). Joel
4:16(3:16) presupposes and intensifies this expansion.23 While Yahweh appears for
judgment upon the nations, he remains "a refuge for his people, a stronghold for the
people of Israel." Because the sanctuary has been rebuilt in the meantime (l:14;2:17),
the prophet can now pick up Am. l:2a literally again. By contrast, Job 37 :4 reverses the
sequence of statements in Am. l:2, as it were, and concentrates them in a single sen-

tence; the subject of id'ag is now Yahweh's thunderous voice (qdl).
Am. l:2 may also provide the background for Hos. I 1:10, a verse probably not go-

ing back to Hosea himself in view of the switch to the 3rd person for Yahweh and the
mention of a western Diaspora.2a "The calling father (w. lf.) now roars like a lion,
with a voice that cannot be overheard. Though he does not call Israel to judgment, Is-
rael returns home only in terror (cf.3:4f.1."2s

IV. LXX. The LXX translates id'ag with various terms. The most frequent equiva-
lentis drjesthai (Jgs. l4:5; Ps. 22:l4ll3l;38:9[8]; 104:21: Jer.2:15;Ezk.22:25;Hos.
1l:10; Zeph. 3:3). It also uses ereilgesthai (Hos. ll:10; Am. 3:4,8), anakrdzesthai
(Joel 4:16[3:16]), bodn (Job 37:4), and phthdngesthai (Am. 1:2).

It translates the substantive as 6ryma (Ezk. l9:7) and t6 krdzein (Ps.32:3), or para-
phrases as phdnii oryom4non lednton (Zech. ll:3). In several passages the rendering

15. See W. H. Schmidt, 17l-72 n. 9; H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),
l2l-22; cf. Jeremias, 166-67.

16. Jeremias, 12-17, 130-33.
t7. -,rIP qol.
18. Cf. Woltr, Joel and Amos, ll8; W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT XllU2

(1971), 116-17; Jeremias, 168.
19. Maag, 197.
20. Cf. Weippert, 17.
21. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUI2 e1968), 167.
22. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 122.
23. Ibid., 81.
24. Cf . H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 194-95; J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Ho-

sea. ATD 24ll (1983),147;W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIVI (1966), 213-14.
25. Wolff, Hosea,203.
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resembles more an interpretation than a translation, e.g., chrEmatizein (Jer.25:30 =
32:30 LXX), exegeirein (51:38 = 28:38 LXX), enkauctuisthai (Ps.74:4), pardptoma
(Ps.22:2IlD, dakrlein (Job 3:24), and sthdnos (Job 4:10). In Isa. 5:29 both the substan-

tive and the verb are replaced by completely different words (ormdn; paristdnai).26

V. Qumran. The root.i'g occurs in Qumran in l lQPsu l9:8 = l lQPsb a,$,zz an apoc-

ryphal psalm called a "plea for deliverance." At the beginning of a thanksgiving hymn,

the psalmist explains: i'gh npiy lhll 't imkh. The context shows that the verb has lost its

original meaning and has now faded into an equivalent for the expression ndfd1nalan
qbl. The reason may be the parallel position of id'ag and nalan qbl irt Am.3:4 and Jer.

2:15 (cf - Jer.25:30; Joel 4: l6[3:16]; Am. 1:2). Because contextual information is lack-

ing, the meaning of the masc. pl. ptcp. iw'gym in the fragmett4QlT29:2can no longer

be determined.
Graupner

26. But cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah
27. J. van der Ploeg, "Fragment

(r967) 408-10.

l-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l),223.
d'un manuscrit de Psaumes de Qumran, llQPsb," RA 74

;'lNt i'ft; ;rgiu Ja'd; IiNp .iab,u ;'tgiL?D m"i6'a: ilNp .i'lyd; nN-q ieI

Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning: 1. Occurrences;2. Meaning. II. OT: l. i'h, i6'A/
m"i6'd; 2. id'6n: 3. Other Derivatives. III. Qumran. IV. LXX.

I. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. Occurrences. The vb. .f 'ft along with its numerous derivatives is part of the specif-

ically OT vocabulary and lacks corresponding terms in any of the related Semitic lan-

guages, even Aramaic. While occurrences in the Qumran writings (see III below) fol-
low the term's use in the Hebrew Bible, more recently the derivative i6'd (Sho'ah,

Shoah) has come to serve as a specialized designation for the unparalleled mass exter-

mination of the Jews by the National Socialists, though even this usage is not without
its critics within contemporary Jewish theology (cf. Hutner).

i2. G. R. Driver, "Notes on Isaiah," Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS O. Eissfeldt. BZAW 77
(1958),42-48, esp. 42-43;Y. Hutner, "Biirde der Erw?ihlung," in M. Brocke and H. Jochum, eds.,

Wolkcnsriule und Feuerschein. Abhandlungen zum christlich-jiidischen Dialog 13 (1982),27-42,
esp.27,40-41; S. H. Levey, "The Rule of the Community III,2," RevQ5 (1964165)239-43;
U. Tal, "Excursus on Hermeneutical Aspects of the Term Shoah," Yad Vashem Studies 13 (1979)
7-52.
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2. Meaning. The verb occurs less frequently (once in the qal, 3 times in the niphal,
twice in the hiphil) than do the substantival forms i6'A (n times), id.'6n (18), m"i6'd
(3), and the hapax legomena i"iyd and id'1. The hithpael of .i'lr (II) occurring in Gen.
24:21 is to be distinguished from this verbal root and is viewed as a secondary form of
i'h.l

The verb and its derivatives describe a noisy, roaring tumult sometimes associated
with downfall (e.g.,Isa. 66:6; Hos. l0:14; Zeph.l:15), though they can also function
as an image of joy and exuberance (Isa. 5:14) or power and strength (e.g., Ps.

65:8[Eng. 7]). As the result of downfall and disaster, they also refer to devastation and
desolation.

II. OT.
L i'h, i6'A/m"i6'd. The vb. i'h and the noun .id Z are part of the vocabulary of catas-

trophe. Even when they are used parallel with hdmd/hamdnz and refer to the roaring
sound of masses of people or water (Ps.65:8[7]; Isa. 17:12-13; Jer.51:55), in most
cases the setting involves destruction and downfall. The same applies to the transla-
tions "storm," "thunderstorm," and "darkness of clouds" (Prov. l:27: i6'd par. sfipd;
Ezk. 38:9: i6'd par. 'anan; simllarly Zeph. l:15: i6'd/m"i6'd par. hdie! and '"pEld,

'anan and'orapel). Other elements of ruin include the devastation of inhabited cities
(Isa. 6: I l: id'fi 'artm me'An y6i4b; similarly 2 K. 19:25 par. Isa. 37:26) and the desola-
tion of fertile landscapes (Job 30:3; 38:27). Such destruction (Isa. l0:3: i6'A par.
p"quddd; antonym: 'ezrd) can be brought about by hostile troops (Isa. 41:ll, the fall of
Babylon) as well as by personal adversaries (Ps. 63:10[9]; Job 30:-14; perhaps also Ps.

35:17, though here the form J6'is usually corrected3). The same adversaries, however,
can equally be the target of i6'd (Ps. 35:8; Prov. 3:25).

In three passages (Job 30:3; 38:27;Zeph.l:15) i6'd is followed by m"i6'd, which
derives from the same verbal root and which G. Fohrer describes as an "artificial ex-
pansion form."4 This same sequence recurs in the hymns of Qumran (1QH 5:30; 9:6;
see III below).

2. id'6n. The use of ia'6n is more varied. Only in Ps. 40:3(2) does the word refer to
"downfall" and "catastrophe" (id'6n par. lll hayyawen; the response is sela),' other-
wise it refers to noise, tumult, or roaring in various contexts. For Isa. 5:14 and 24:8
(ld'6n par. 'olbzfamil, Gesenius's rendering as "merry, rollicking noise"5 is certainly
accurate. The initiators in 25:5 are portrayed more negatively. By contrast, a more
threatening scene emerges with its warlike noise and Yahweh as the initiator of a hos-
tile attack (13:4; 66:6; Hos. 10: l4; cf. also Jer. 25:31). The portrayal in Am. 2:2 almost
sounds naturalistic: "and Moab shall die amid uproar, amid shouting and the sound of

l. GesB,796.
2. -+ lll,4l4-18.
3. See IV below.
4. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),413.
5. GesB, 797.
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the trumpet."6 In a neutral passage id'6n is used to refer to Pharaoh with the mocking
name "Roaring, who missed his chance" (Jer.46:17).7 Jer. 5l:55 describes the power

of Babylon with the image of the roaring waves, power that is nonetheless destined to

fall. Ps. 65:8(7) uses similar imagery to show that Yahweh is lord over the powers and

forces of nature and the nations.

3. Other Derivatives. Other derivatives include i"Tyd and.i?'1. Isa. 24:12 uses i"Tyd
parallel with iammd in a portrayal resembling 6:ll.a In Lam. 3:47 the hapax

legomenon .i7'1 together with three additional nouns related in content (pabad, paba!,

ieper) descibes the disconsolate state of Jerusalem after its destruction.
The interpretation of the hapax legomenon iZ1 in Nu. 24:17 is disputed. Although

"Moab" in the preceding line militates in favor of the PN "Sheth," B. Baentsch adduces

the parallel text Jer. 48:45, where id'6n stands instead, and considers whether.iel might
not be an abbreviated form of ie-'1 (Lam. 3:47 ; see above).e Other interpreters read .f'?1,

"arrogance."l0 G. Hoffmann suggests yet another solution, namely, to understand the

word as a reference to the acropolis of Ar-Moab.ll Baentsch, however, is probably cor-

rect in suggesting that "at least for now, nothing certain can be determined."l2

III. Qumran. In the Qumran writings the substantival derivatives of J7 are part of
the vocabulary of religious poetry. All these occurrences are found in the Hymn Scroll
(concerning IQS 3:2, see Levey). lQH2:27 and6'.7 tse ia'6n parallel with hdmdn, the

comparison with roaring masses of water (kah%nbn mayim rabbtm) recalling Isa.

l7:12-13.1QH 5:30 and 9:6 use the parallel i6'A/m"i6'd to refer to the petitioner's per-

sonal tribulations.l3 IQH 5:22 makes the same statement with ia'6n.

IV. LXX. It is diff,icult to determine the corresponding LXX equivalents for these

verbal and substantival forms. In part the textual tradition goes its own way or replaces

the Hebrew words with completely different Greek words.
In Ps.35:8 the LXX views i6Z as a parallel to reie! and thus renders itas pagis

alongside thira, "net, trap."14 In Ps. 35:17 the LXX presupposes the reading .iaw'("de-
ceitfulness, lie"ls) for the abbreviated form.i6'and accordingly translates kakourgia.

The LXX does, however, uses clear equivalents for the basic meanings. It renders

theroaringof themassesof waterorpeople as€chein (Isa. 17:12-13)oriichos(Ps.
65:8t71), and the noise of battles as kraugii (Isa. 66:6; Am.2:2).It refers to the down-

6. See T. H. Robinson Die Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HATlll4 (1954),76.
7. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Vlz (1968),270.
8. --+ dDVi imm.
9. Exodus, Leviticus, Numeri. HKAT V2 (1903), 616-17.
10. -+ ND: naia'.
I l. "Versuche zu Amos," ZAW 3 (1883) 9'l .

12. Baentsch,617.
13. See II.1 above.
14. BAGD,360.
15. GesB, 809.
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fall or destruction associated with such sounds as ap1leia (Isa.47:11; Hos. 10:14),
thlipsis (Isa. 10:3), synochii (Job 30:3), or talaiporia (Ps. 40:3[2]; Zeph. l: l5), and ren-
ders the corresponding verbal form of .f 7 as eremoin (Isa. 6: I 1). Finally, it renders the
double expression i6'6 fim"i6'A in Job 38:27 as dbaton kai ao{k4ton.

Beyse

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Ot Occurrences; 3. LXX. II. Sheol as a Place in the Depths. III.
Parallel Expressions: l. bbr; 2. iaba!; 3. 'eres; 4. qeber; 5. 'dpdr; 6. aladddn; 7. mdwe1. lY.
Characteristics of the Underworld. V. Theological Meaning: l. Distance from Yahweh;
2. Removal to the Underworld as Punishment; 3. Fear of Sheol and Rescue from It; 4. Yahweh's
Power over the Underworld. VI. Qumran.

.f"A/. W. F. Albright, "Mesopotamian Elements in Canaanite Eschatology," FS P. Haupt (Bal-
timore, 1926), 143-54; idem, review of M. H. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts (Leidery 1955), JBL
75 (1956) 255-57; T. D. Alexander, "The OT View of Life after Deathl' Themelios I I (1986) 41-
46; idem, "The Psalms and the Afterlife," Irish Biblical Studies 9 (1987) 2-17; C. Barth, Die
Errettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des AT (Zairch,21981);
W. Baumgartner,"Zur Etymologie von sche'61," TZ2 (1946) 233-35; H. Bietenhard, "Hell, etc.,"
in C. Brown, ed., New International Dictionary of NT Theology (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids,
1976),II:2O5-10; B. C. Cresson, "The Afterlife in OT Thought: BI 13 (1987)7O-73; E. D6vaud,
"Sur l'dtymologie de )iXU7 i"'all' Sphinx 13 (1910) l2O-21; J. A. Emerton, "Sheol and the Sons
of Belial," W 37 (1987) 214-18; H. Ferenczy, "Scheol. Untersuchung des Begriffs" (diss., Vi-
enna, 1975); G. Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1912),esp.219-20;
T. H. Gaster, "Dead, Abode of thel' IDB,I, 787-88; G. Gerleman,'9iN!, i"'Al realm of the dead,"
TLOT lll, 1279-82; M. Grirg, " 'Scheol' - Israels Unterweltsbegriff und seine Herkunft :' BN l7
(1982) 26-34; A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and OT Parallels (Chicago, 21949), esp. 170-91;
M. Hutter, Altorientalische Vorstellungen von der Unterwelt: Literar- und religionsgeschicht-
fiche Aberlegungen zu "Nergal und Ereikigal." OBO 63 (1985); J. Jeremias, "fOne," TDNT l,
146-49; O. Kaiser and E. Lohse, Death and Life (Eng. trans., Nashville, l98l), esp. 12-91;
L. K<ihler, 'Alttestamentliche Wortforschung: Sch"'61: TZ 2 (1946) 7l-74; F. Konig, kra-
thustras Jenseitsvorstellungen und das A? (Vienna, 1964), esp. 186-97, 212-15, 220-27; H.-J.
Kraus, "Hdlle II. Im AI und Judentum: RGG,III,403-4; S. E. Loewenstamm, ")iNp," EMiqr
Yll, 454-57; T. J. Long, "Life after Death, the Biblical Yiewl' TBT 20 (1982) 329-37, 341-53,
362-63; G. Madamana,'Afterlife in the OT," Bible-bhashyam I I (1985) 5-9; R. Martin-Achard,
De l.a mort d la risurrection d'apris / AI (Neuchitel, 1956), esp. 36-43; idem, La mort enface
selon la Bible hibraique. Essais bibliques 15 (Geneva, 1988), esp. 72-83; Y. Moro, "le'ol;
indagine sulla terminologia dell-aldili ne.ll'AT" (diss., Florence, 1979); T. Podella, "Grundziige
alttestamentlicher Jenseitsvorstellungen: )tXttl," in P. Xella, ed., Archeologia dell'inferno (Yero-
na, 1987), 163-90 (Italian)= BN 43 (1988) 70-89; H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Eng. trans.,
Philadelphia, 1966), esp. 239-47,322-23; H. Schmid, "Tod II. Tod und Totenreich im AI," RGG,
YI, 912-13; W. von Soden, 'Assyriologische Erwigungen zu einem neuen Buch tiber die
Totenreichvorstellung im AI," UF 2 (1970) 331-32; K. Spronk, Beatific Afierlift in Ancient Is-
rael and in the Ancient Near East. AOAT 219 (1986); H.-P. Stlihli, "Tod und Leben im AI,"
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l. l. Etymology. The noun i"'61 is found only in Hebrew, though it does also appear

as a loanword in Syriac, Aramaic, and Ethiopic.l Note also the Eblaite place name.il-a-
laki.2

The etymology of i"'61 has long been the subject of scholarly discussion. Deriva-

tions from id'al, "inquire," emerged early and remained popular.3 The meaning would
then be "(place of) inquiry." Such a meaning, however, presupposes a court of the dead,

something not attested in the OT. Attempts to derive the word from an assumed term

.ic-'al, "hollow out," have been abandoned.a

F. Delitzsch and W. Baumgartner have tried to derive the term from Akkadian, though

iu'alu, suggested by Delitzsch as an Akkadian designation for the underworld, is based

on a misreading of the cuneiform.5 Baumgartner followed the lead of W. F. Albright by

beginning with Akk. iu'ara, which originally referred to the dwelling of Tammuz in the

underworld and then allegedly became the designation for the underworld itself. This

view, however, seems far-fetched and does not hold up under closer scrutiny.6

The same certainly applies to E. D6vaud's attempt to derive i"'6l from Egyptian, and

to W. Wifall's assumption of an indirect loan from Egyptian such that iih6a "pond of
Horus," is to be equated with the Sea of Reeds (yam-srip), which in Egyptian mythol-
ogy exhibited features of the underworld. This underworld function was then allegedly

transferred to El, leading to the underworld designation i"'El, "lake of El," which was

later vocalized as .i"'dl.
L. Ktlhler has found wide acceptance in suggesting that .i'?/ derives from -+ ilNl?

.f 'ft I, whereby the final I is not part of the stem, but rather an element of construction as

in karmel, "fruit garden." The root .i'ft has several distinct meanings, including (l) be

desolate; (2) roar, rage; (3) regard. Kijhler adduces only the first meaning, which is

consonant with the desolation of the underworld. G. Gerleman tries to combine the two
aspects "in the concept of disorder and disorganization manifest acoustically as noise

and visually as ruin."? Regardless of how one construes the semantic differences within

Theologie und Glaube 76 (1986) 173-92; K. L. Tallqvist, Sumerisch-akkndische Namen der
Tbtenwelt. StOr Y 14 ( 1934); N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World

in the OT. BietOr 2l ( 1969), esp. 21 - I 5 I ; J. Tropper, Nekromantie. Totenbefragung im Alten Ori-
ent und im AT. AOAT 223 (1989): L. Wiichter, Der Tod im AT. AzTlU8 (1967), esp. 48-56' l8l-
98; idem, "Unterweltsvorstellungen und Unterweltsnamen in Babylonien, Israel und Ugarit,"
MIO 15 (1969) 327-36; W. Wifall, "The Sea of Reeds as Sheol," ZAW 92 (1980) 325-32.

l. l,exSyr 773; DNSI, II, 1095; AP 71.15; LexLingAeth, 376-77.
2. G. Pettinato, Catalogo dei testi cuneifurmi di TeU Mardikh-Ebla. Materiali Epigrafici di

Ebla I (Naples, 1979), 1027,who finds 2 feminine occulrences; cf. M. Dahood, "Love and

Death at Ebla and Their Biblical Reflections," love and Death in the Ancient Near East. FS

M. H. Pope (Guilford, Conn., 1987), 97.
3. GesTh, 1348; Ktinig, 474; Albright, JBL 75 (1956) 257; C. H. Gordon, Eblaitica, I

(Winona Lake, Ind., 1987),24.
4. GesTh, 1348.
5. P. Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier (Strassburg, 1890), 222-24; von Soden.

6. Albright, "Mesopotamian Elements."
7. Gerleman, 1280.
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the derivatives of .f7, it is nonetheless doubtful whether .i'Zl does belong to this group;
it is thus better to treat it as a word sui generis.

A derivation focusing on a separation into the constituent parts i and '61 is wor-
thy of consideration.8 On this view i"6l might derive from an earlier .i'Zl, with the
naturally long a- in the prominent syllable becoming d in Old Canaanite.e In Hebrew
as well as in other Semitic languages, 'a/ is widespread as a negation that was origi-
nally a substantive with the meaning "nothing."to One would presuppose the fuller
vocalization ,a/ for this substantive. The .i may represent an old preformative, as oc-
casionally attested in Hebrew.ll If one understands it as a causative element, i"Z/
would then mean "make into nothing, destroy"; if one understands it in the sense of
a relative pronoun, then commensurate with Akk. iz the meaning "belonging to
nothingness" or "place of nothingness" emerges.12 I believe the latter meaning is
preferable.

2. OT Occurrences. The term.i"6/ occurs 66 times in the OT counting Isa.7:ll,
where i"'ald is to be emended to i"'dh. Here, as in 1 K. 2:6 and Job 17:16, the word is
written without the waw, whereas it otherwise always appears as i"'61. It occurs with
widely varying frequency in the OT books. The greatest concentration is found in the
Ketubim, including 16 times in the Psalms, 8 in Job, 9 in Proverbs, and I each in Canti-
cles and Ecclesiastes, totaling 35 occurrences. Among the prophets, Isaiah predomi-
nates with l0 occurrences, then Ezekiel with 5; the word occurs 5 times in the Minor
Prophets, not at all in Jeremiah. It also occurs 4 times in Genesis, twice in Numbers,
once in Deuteronomy, twice in I Kings, and once each in I and 2 Samuel.

3. LXX. The LXX consistently translates i"'61 as hddcs (60 times). It translates it
asthdnatos 3times (25.22:6;Prov.23:14; Isa.28:15).Inthecaseof Isa.28:15,the
parallel terms for "death" and "underworld" have merely been switched in the trans-
lation. In 2 S. 22:6 it renders both as thdnatos, while Ps. l8:6(Eng. 5), which is oth-
erwise identical with 2 S. 22:6, retains the parallelism in the LXX as well. Ezk.
32:21 uses b6thros, "pit, trench," for i"'61. The LXX formulates the text in Isa.7:ll
more briefly, and thus it lacks an equivalent for ie'dh. The text of Job 24: 19 is prob-
lematic.

II. Sheol as a Place in the Depths. Like other peoples in antiquity, from the Greeks
to the Babylonians, the OT Israelites conceived the world of the dead as a great space

in the depths, as an underworld. The spirits of the deadl3 (Job 26:5; Prov.9:18; Isa.

l4:9) enter into this realm of darkness (Job 10:21; Ps. 88:7,l3[6,12); etc.) and silence

8. Wiichter, "Unterweltsvorstellungen," 335.
9. Meyer, I, $23.Ia.
10. HAL, t,48.
11. Meyer, II, $40.6.
12. AHw rll, t254.
13. -+ EI'RD'1 repaim.
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(Ps.22:312);94 17) that is closed off with locks and gates (Job 38: l7; Ps. 9: 14[l3]; Isa.

38:10) and from which there is no return (Job 7:9; 16:22; lon.2:716); cf. in this regard

the Sumerian name of the realm of the dead, kur-nu-gi-a, AY,k. erset la tari, "land with-
out return"). Although there is neither activity nor consciousness there (Eccl. 9:10), the

dead do retain in a shadowy way the same forms they had at death or burial. Rank and

class continue to be valid. Kings reign with the signs of their office (Isa. l4:9ff.), war-
riors still wear their equipment (Ezk.32:27), and the prophet his cloak (l S. 28:14).
Those who were denied a proper burial must lie down on maggots and be covered with
worns (Isa. 14: I l). The spirits of the dead who were uncircumcised and slain with the

word (murdered or executed) receive a place commensurate with the inferior place of
the corpse (Isa. l4:19; F.zk.3l:17-18; 32:19ff.). Despite such distinctions, however,

even the poetic portrayal of the excitement of the realm of the dead when the king of
Babylon descends speaks about the equality ofthe spirits ofthe dead, all ofwhom are

equally weak (Isa. l4:9-10).
The location of Sheol in the depths already becomes clear from the verbal expres-

sions used to describe one's descent into it, which almost always include forms of -r
11.' ydraQ IY "climb down, descend" (9 times in the qal, 7 in the hiphil, 2 in the

hophal). An even stronger expression is .ipl hiphil together with J{r, "send far down"
(Isa. 57:9), similarly nht (Job 2l:13; together with 'dpdr in Job 17:16b), "sink down."
Other verbs of movement are used in Am. 9:2 (htr "break through"), Ps. 9:18(17)
(ifiU, and Eccl. 9:10 (halaU.

The depth of Sheol is underscored by the addition of tahtil (Dt.32:22) or tahtiyA
(Ps. 86:13; cf. Sir. 51:6), "lowesUdeepest Sheol," or through the expression'imq4 i"'61,

"depths of Sheol" (Prov. 9:18). Contrasting juxtapositions include iamayim, "heaven,"
and i"'61, in reference to the highest and lowest realms of the cosmos (Job 11:8; Ps.

139:8; Am. 9:2; cf. Isa. 7:l 1).

III. Parallel Expressions.
l. b6r. According to the Israelite worldview, Sheol lies beneath the subterranean

ocean upon which the earth disk floats (cf. Job26:5;38:16-17). The path to it leads

through deep water, hence it is not surprising that b6r, "cistem, water pit,"l4 is one of
the most frequent names for the underworld in the OT, a name used in part in place of
.i"d/ itself and in part alongside i"'61 in parallelismus membrorum. Such parallelism is
found in Ps.30:4(3); 88:4b,5a(3b,4a); Prov. l:12; Isa. 14:15; Ezk.31:16. The two
terms are used in close proximity in Isa. 38: l8; Ezk. 3l:14b,15a, etc. The characteristic
expression for descent into the underworld in Israel is the idiom yOr"dA-bbr "those who
go down to the Pit" (Ps.28:1; 30:4[3];88:5[4]; 143:7; Prov. l:12; Isa.38:18; Ezk.
26:20; 3l:14,16 32:18,24,25,29,30). An expression analogous to i"'61 tahttl or i"'61
tahtfuA is bdr tal.ttiyAJ es. 88:7[6]; Lam. 3:55), "lowest pit," corresponding, e.g., to
yark"lA-b6r "depths of the Pit" (Isa. 14:15; Ezk.32:23).

14. -+'lNf be'erlll (1,465-66); better: -+ 1a' yara/ V (VI, 319-20); HAL, I, 106, "watering
place, well of underground water."
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2. ialtal. Another synonym for i"'61similar to bir is -+ tllll? iaho!, another word for
"pit," albeit one that also includes the concrete notion of the pit as a trap.ls The term
iaha! ca:n also evoke the notion of the grave. For example, the meaning of iahalinPs.
16: l0 is clear since it parallels i"'61: "For you do not give me up to Sheol, or let your
faithful one see the Pit ( iabaill' Given the context, however, Jon. 2:7 (6) also clearly al-
Iudes to the underworld with reference to the pit (iaka!) out of which the petitioner is
led. The same applies to the "pit of destruction" (ial.ta1 b"li) from which the author of
Isa. 38:17 was preserved, a passage followed by several references to the underworld
(v. l8:J"6/, mawely6r"8A-!6r).Eveninpassagesusingiahalinsteadoftheusualb6r
in the expression "go down to the pit" (Ps. 30:10[9];55:241231[/ib'er iaball;Ezk.
28:8), the reference is to the journey into the underworld.

In some passages (e.g., Job 17:14;33:18,22,24,28,30), ial.tal more likely refers to
the grave than to the underworld.

3. 'eres. In ancient Babylonia "earth," ersetu, was the most popular and frequent
name for the underworld.t0 It was used not only in reference to the underworld itself
but also for attributes of the gods of the underworld, e.g., belit erseti, "mistress of the
earth," for the goddess of the underworld, Ereshkigal.

In ancient Ugarit, too, "earth," is, often means essentially "underworld." "Descend
to the depth of the earth" always means "descend into the underworld." The expression
yrdm 'rs corresponds exactly to Heb. !6reQA-b$1tt In ancient Israel, however, the word
for "earth" was not understood as a synonym for "underworld" to the same extent as in
Ugarit or Babylon.

The word 'eres refers to the underworld especially when a corresponding qualifica-
tion is made, for example, "whose bars closed upon me forever" (Jon. 2:7[6)), or with
expressions corresponding to Akk. er;etu iaphtu, "the lower earth," and referring to
the depths,r8 including 'eres tahttT "the world below" (Ezk.3l:14,16,18), and tal.tttydl
hd'dres, "depths of the earth" (or something similar; Ps. 63:10[9]; Isa.44:23;Ezk.
26:20;32:18,24).lt should be noted that Ps. 139:15 does speak of this realm, but as the
hidden place where human beings were created, which has nothing to do with the
realm of the dead. On the other hand, expressions such as tehomdl ha'ares, the "primal
waters of the earth" (Ps.7l:20), andmehq"rA-7res, "depths of the earth" (Ps.95:4), do
indeed allude to the underworld or to its access.

Rarely, however, does mere 'eres alone refer to the underworld. Eccl. 3:21 juxta-
poses the ascent of the human spirit/breath and the descent of the spirit/breath of ani-
mals. In this case l"md'ld, "upward," doubtless means "to heaven," while l"mattd
la'ares, "down beneath the earth," accordingly means "to the underworld." Given the
context in Isa. 26:19, the statement "the earth will give birth to the shades" (npl hiphil)
means that the dead will emerge from the underworld, an element of hope transcending

15. K8L2,963.
16. See Tallqvist, 8-14.
17. KTU 1.4, VI[, 8-9; ANET
18. + I']N 'eres ('erets) ll.3 (1,

135a, viii, 8-9; KTU 1.5, Y 15-16; ANET,139a, v, 15-16.
199-2OO).
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the old understanding of Sheol. In Ps. 22:30(29) (emended text) the expressions
yei€nA:eres, "who sleep in the earth," andyir"QA 'apati "who go down to the dust," are

parallel.

4. qeler. The word for "grave," + lliz qele4 can also assume the meaning of "un-
derworld," albeit only rarely. One clear witness is Ps. 88:12(l l), where qelerparallels
'obadd6n, "realm of the dead." Ezk.32:22-26 describes the circular arrangement of the
graves of Assyria, Elam, and Meshech-Tubal in the underworld; here the notion of
grave is transferred to the underworld.

5. 'dpdr. Burial sites in ancient Palestine were niche graves allowing one to ascertain

the decay of the remains to dust when the graves were reused. This practice is associ-

ated with the notion equating the dead with dust (Ps. 30:10[9]) or with referring to the

deceased as "dwellers in the dust" (Isa. 26:19) and as those who "lie down in the dust"
(lob 7:21; 2O:ll;21:.26).re Although the reference is first of all to the grave, "dust" can
just as easily function as an expression for the "underworld." Such is the case in Job

17:16, which parallels "go down to the bars of Sheol" and "descend into the dust." The
parallel to "will the dust praise you?" in Ps. 30:10(9) is "what profit is there in my
death, if I go down to the Pit (ial.ta1)?" a reference to the journey to the underworld, ex-
pressed in Ps. 22:30(29) by "go down to the dust" (yrd 'dpAr). Given the context, the
"dwellers in the dust" (i6!nA 'dpdr) in lsa. 26:19 are those who dwell in the under-
world, and the "land of the dust" ('aQma1:dpdr) from which many will awaken is noth-
ing other than the underworld (Dnl. l2:2). The corresponding Akkadian expression is
bit ePrLzo

6. \laddbn. Later OT writings use yet another designation for the realm of the dead

instead of or alongside i"'61, namely, 'obadddn,zr in the meaning "downfall" (so Job

3l:12) or "place of downfall." In three passages (Job26:6; Prov. 15:11; 27:20,which
reads \add6,h), it parallels J"61, once (Ps. 88:12[11]) qeper and once (Job 28:22)
mAwe!.

1. mawe!. Because thoughts of death conjure the idea of the underworld and vice
versa, the word for "death," mdwe!, frequently appears in connection with statements

about the underworld.22 The term mawe! often parallels .i"'6l (Ps. 6:6[5]; 18:6[5] par.

2 S. 22:6; Ps. 49: l5[4]; 55:16[15]; 89:49[48]; 116:3; Prov. 5:5;7:27; Cant. 8:6; Isa.

28:15,18;38:18; Hos. 13:14; Hab. 2:5;par.b'abadddninJob23:22). This connection
can occur in various contexts. Sometimes it refers to the "sphere of death" during life-
threatening events (Ps. I 8:6[5] par. 2 S. 22:6; Ps. 1 16:3; Hos. I 3:14); it can also evoke

the descent into the underworld (Ps. 55:16[5]), especially in the proverbs about the

19. -+ '1D1, '-apar 1Y.4, 5 (Xl,264-65).
20. Tallqvist, 37; AHw, 1,223.
21. -+ 'IlN 'dbad ('abhadh) V (1,23).
22. -+ I11D mti1YIII.Z (VIII, 205-6)
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strange woman who leads a man to ruin (Prov. 5:5;7:27). Finally, it appears in laments
about the underworld's distance from God (Ps. 6:6[5]; Isa. 38:18). Death and the un-
derworld can also serve as points of comparison for insatiability (Hab. 2:5) or for the
power of Eros (Cant. 8:6). They can also underscore the transitoriness of life (Ps.

89:49[48]) or the ultimate fate of the rich (49:15[l4]).
Isa. 28:15 and 18 are difficult to interpret. Here the prophet turns against enemies

who have made a covenant with death (b"rt1 'e1-mdwe!) and an agreement with Sheol
(hdzfi!'e!-ie'61). Are they being accused of having "secured" themselves through magic
in case of collapse, or of having turned to an underworld god, Canaanite Mot or Egyp-
tian Osiris? The only thing one can say for sure is that the scoffers are behaving as if
the threatening danger symbolized by the "raging flood" (i6! i6lCp) cannot harm
them.23

IV. Characteristics of the Underworld. Precisely in connection with mdwe!
the OT uses a wealth of expressions to refer to various characteristics of the under-
world or to illuminate the harshness of death with respect to the underworld. The Is-
raelites imagined the underworld to be locked with gates, whence the reference to
the "gates of Sheol" (iaarA i"'61,Isa.38:10; cf. Wis. 16:13), the "gates of death"
(ia'"rA mawe!, Job 38:17; Ps. 9:14[13]; 107:18), or the "gates of darkness" (ia'arA

;almawe!, Job 38:17). Because they conceived the underworld to be an organized
space (cf. Ezk. 32:22-26), the paths to it (Prov. 7:27) led into "chambers of death"
(haQrA-mdwel.

The underworld holds fast to those who enter it, whence the reference to the "cords
of Sheol" (heWA ie6l, Ps. 18:6[5] par. 2 S. 22:6) or "cords of death" (helb-mdweg Ps.
18:5[4]; I 16:3); another metaphor mentions the "hand of the underworld" $ta8-ie'61,
49:16[15]; 89:49[48]; Hos. 13:14). References to the "snares of death" (mbqeiA mdwe!)
evoke the deceitfulness of death (Ps. 18:6[5] par. 2 S. 22:6;Prov.13:14;14:27).

Other metaphors for the threatening sphere of the underworld include miib"r€-
mawe!, "waves of death" (2 5.22:5), nahok b"ltya'al, "torrents of Belial" (2 5.22:5;
Ps. l8:5[4]),24 and other metaphors of distress in water.

Poetically the inevitability of death was expressed as the underworld's insatiability
(Prov.27:20; 30:16). Isa. 5:14 describes how "Sheol has enlarged its appetite and
opened its mouth beyond measure" (hir@bA ie'61 napiA Apd'arA pthd lillt-hdq).lnPs.
l4l:.7 the wicked are threatened with having their bones strewn at the mouth of Sheol
(ht i"'61); and Nu. l6:28tr., the account of the death of Dathan and Abiram, portrays
just such an event. Here the ground itself splits apart under them (v. 3l), the earth
opens its mouth (wauiptah hd'ares 'e1-pthd) and swallows them (wattilla' 'd!dm), so
they go down alive into the underworld (.i"6/) (vv. 32-33).

One group of designations for the underworld takes the condition of this realm as a
point of departure for coining such expressions as 'a/ma1:6p6, "land of dust" (Dnl.

23. See O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-i9. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 251-52.
24. -+)yr)l b"liyya'al II.1 (II, 134).
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l2:2),'ere; n"iiyA, "land of forgetfulness" (Ps. 88:13[12]), and 'eres hoieftwesalmawe!,
"land of gloom and deep darkness" (Job 10:21).zs

Expressions of this sort emphasizing a particular aspect of the underworld can also

appear in abbreviated form, and this practice is actually more common in the OT. In-

stead of "land of darkness" (cf. Akk. bit ekleti or btt et?6),one reads simply hoiek Qob

I7:I3; I8:I8;Ps. 88:I3[I2]) or salmdwelQob 38:l7), "darkness," or mahoiakkim(Ps.
88:7[6]; 143:3), "dark regions." Alongside 'dpdr "dttstl'27 another brief designation for
the underworld is dfrmd, "silence" (22:312);94:17).

Job is the only book using the designation bayi7 "house,"28 for example, in 30:23 in

the poetic formulation bAl m6'ed l"k1l-hdy, the "house appointed for all living," or
17: 13 in the lament i"'d bAlt, "Sheol as my house." On the other hand, Eccl. l2:5 (cf.

Ps. 49:12[ l]) refers to the grave as the bQ'6ldm, the "eternal home."

V. Theological Meaning. The notion of Sheol is theologically significant in that be-

ing banned to Sheol creates distance from God. Hence metaphors of the underworld

express anxiety in the face ofdeath as well as the experience ofbeing saved from great

distress. On the other hand, death imposed by God as punishment can be portrayed as

being cast into the underworld.

l. DistancefromYahweh. Other peoples in antiquity conceived of the underworld as

the seat of one or several gods. In Ugarit it was Mot, in Babylonia Ereshkigal and

Nergal. That is, they did not believe that the spirits of the dead had no relationship at all

with the gods. By contrast, because Israel worships Yahweh alone as God, and because

Yahweh's seat is in heaven and his sphere of activity is heaven and earth, the under-

world has no God in Israelite understanding.
Although some OT passages seem to personify death (mdwe1, e'g., Job 18:14; Ps.

a915ll4)), such usage is poetical, and although passages occasionally speak of how

Yahweh's power extends even into the underworld (Job 26:6; Ps. 139:8; Am. 9:2), such

statements represent borderline assertions that were risked only late in Israel's history.

The general view was that Yahweh has nothing to do with the deceased and that the

latter have no community with him. This situation comes to deeply distressed expres-

sion in laments and thanksgivings, most fully in Ps. 88, and especially in vv. I l-13(10-
12): "Do you work wonders for the dead? Do the shades (r?dim) rise up to praise

you? Is your steadfast love declared in the grave, or your faithfulness in the realm of
the dead (bd"badd6n)? Are your wonders known in the darkness, or your saving help

in the land offorgetfulness?" Isa. 38:18 says analogously: "Sheol cannot thank you,

death cannot praise you; those who go down to the Pit cannot hope for your faithful-
ness." The idea that no one can praise God from the underworld (so also Ps. I 15:17; cf.

25. -+ lun hdiaf;rY.4 (V 255-56).
26. Tallqvist, 37.
27. See III.5 above.
28. + n': bayi!(bayith) IV (I, 113).
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Sir. 17:27-28) is one of the most important arguments in Ps. 6:6(5) and 30: l0(9) that
the petitioner presents in trying to prompt God's intervention.

Job 14: 13 shows a different attitude toward this notion in the entreaty, "Oh, that you
would hide me in Sheol, that you would conceal me until your wrath is past." This pas-
sage, however, is doubtless using the word ,i"6/ figuratively to designate an inaccessi-
ble hiding place (cf. Ps. 139:8; Am. 9:2).

2. Removal to the Underworld as Punishment. Divine punishment on those who op-
pose God's will is often portrayed as being cast down into the underworld. Striking ex-
amples include the portrayal of the death of Dathan and Abiram (Nu. 16:28ff.); Isa.
5:14, where the underworld opens its mouth wide and devours a group of arrogant peo-
ple; the dirge of lsa. 14:4-21 with its description of the underworld; the oracle against
Tyre (Ezk. 26:19-21); and the prophet's dirge over Egypt (Ezk. 32:17-32) and Pharaoh
(31 : I - l8). Such portrayals of the underworld are always either the final culmination or
a drastic evocation of terrifying divine judgment.

Numerous passages from the Psalms (9:18[7]; 3l:18[7]; 49:l5[4l; 55:16,24

115,231;63:10[9]; 141:7) express the petitioner's wish that the wicked go to the under-
world (cf. also I K. 2:6,9). Several Proverbs (2:18-19:' 5:5;7:27;9:18; 15:24;21:16)
present the path into the underworld as the consequence of bad conduct.

3. Fear of Sheol and Rescue from It. The image of the underworld occupies consid-
erable space in portrayals of petitioners' distress in the Psalms. The image generally
represents the culmination and f,rnal expression of present or past mortal danger. Peti
tioners say they are close to the underworld (Ps. 88:4[3]; Sir. 5l:6; cf. Job 33:22),have
come to its gates (Isa. 38:10), indeed, that they are already among those who go down
to the Pit (Ps. 88:5[4]). Those whom Yahweh has rescued from death say that they were
in the "belly of Sheol" (Jon.2:312)), that the "cords of Sheol" (Ps. l8:6[5]) or of death
(18:5[4]; I 16:3) entangled them. They thank Yahweh for having led them out or res-
cued them from Sheol (30:4[3];49:16[15]; 86:13; Hos. 13:14) or from the Pit (Job

33:28; Ps. 103:4; Jon. 2:7161).

The understanding of an underworld surrounded by water provided the opportunity
to speak vividly of underworld distress, i.e., of mortal danger, using aquatic metaphors,
as is especially the case in Jon. 2:3-10(2-9). The petitioner's stay in the "belly of
Sheol" is described exclusively with metaphors of aquatic distress. Ps. 88 speaks on the
one hand ofthe underworld, and on the other (v. 8[7]) ofthe waves threatening to over-
whelm the petitioner.

A hopeless situation emerges when the poet of the book of Job has Job say, "Sheol
is my house, I spread my couch in darkness" (17:13). Because a living person is speak-
ing these words, they cannot refer to the underworld as the abode of the deceased. It is
rather a case of metaphorical language, as is no less the case in the previously men-
tioned passages from songs of lament and thanksgiving, especially with regard to state-
ments reflecting rescue. Or one can speak of a sphere of death discernible in sickness,
distress, suffering, and imprisonment (cf. Barth).

When authors speak of the underworld, they are generally referring to malign, pre-
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mature death. Upon receiving news of his son Joseph's death, Jacob cries out in his
pain, "I shall go down to Sheol to my son, mourning" (Gen. 37:35). When he then

learns that Joseph is alive, he speaks dispassionately about his own death (45:28). Ref-
erence to the underworld corresponds to malign death, death in despair, whereas refer-
ences to dying correspond to a good death, a death in the circle of one's family fol-
lowed by an appropriate funeral. The negative associations attaching to the underworld
are absent when reference is made to the grave.29

4. Yahweh's Power over the Underworld. Rather late, statements appear in Israel as-

serting that Yahweh's power extends into the underworld. The saying in the Song of
Hannah (l S.2:6) that Yahweh "kills and brings to life;he brings down to Sheol and

raises up," does not belong here, since it along with several thanksgiving psalms refer

to rescue from mortal danger. Dt.32:22 probably also does not belong here with its po-

etically exaggerated assertion that the fire of Yahweh's wrath "burns to the depths of
Sheol." Job 26:6 and Prov. 15: 1 1 , however, clearly say that the underworld and realm
of the dead stand open before God and are thus subject to him. Ps. 139:8 and Am. 9:2
both presuppose that even in Sheol, no one is out of Yahweh's grasp.3o

V. Qumran. The texts of Qumran, especially the Hodayoth, contain several refer-
ences to ^i"'dl. Although this usage corresponds essentially to that in the psalms of la-
ment and thanksgiving, these portrayals of the underworld tend to be exaggerated al-
most in a baroque fashion. IQH 3:19 speaks about rescue from the dangers of the

underworld: "for you have redeemed my soul from the Pit, and from the hell of
Abaddon (miiiahal frmiii"'61 'aPaddbn) you have raised me up." IQH 3:16 mentions
the opening of the gates of Sheol and Abaddon, and 3:17 the opening of the gates of
Sheol. Fear is expressed in the image of the underworld in 8:28 (ybr"/A i"'61); 9:4 (par.

miib"r0 mdwe!); and 10:34. The last passage says that the petitioner's groaning pene-

trates through to the primal abyss (fhbm) and is shut up in the chambers of the under-
world. In 3:9 the author compares his distress with the terrible pains of a woman giving
birth. IQH 17: 13 describes God's judgment in the image of fire that reaches into the

deep places of the underworld (.f"'6l tahfiyA; this term also occurs in 4Q381 l0-l1,5;
similarly also 4QM" 8-10, I, l5; 10, Il, 17; cf . Dl 32:22). lQpHab 8:4 cites Hab. 2:5.

4Q184 l:10 speaks about the return to i"'61. The petitioner in I lQPsu l9: l0 feels he has

been sold to i"'61because of his sin (w wwnwty li wl mkrwny). The statements in IQH
6:17; 5Ql6 l, 4 are contextually unclear.

Wiichter

29. -->'Dl qeler ll.Yl.
30. See Troppea 345.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Cognates: l. Egyptian; 2. Old South Arabic; 3. Akkadian; 4' Old

Aramaic. III. OT: l. Occurrences: a. Verb; b. Nouns;2. Peculiarities, Synonyms;3. Daily Life;
4. Theological Use;5. Substantival Constructions; 6. Personal Names. IV. l. Qumran;2.LXX.

I. Etymologr. The root .i7 is attested in most of the Semitic languages. Old South

Arabic attests s7, "ask for, call account to, beg," with the deverbatives s'l(m), "request,

claim, obligation," and ms'lm and ms'lhw, "place of requests."l The Arabic vbs. sa'ala,

"question, inquire," 'as'ala su'laha, "fulfill (a wish)," and tasa"ala and tasawwala, "begl'
are followed by the substantival constructions su'\, su'la, sn?l "inquiry question, re-

quest"; cf . mas'ala and musa'ala, "interrogation, hearing," and sd'il, "petitioner, beggat'2
In Ethiopic one finds sa'ala, "ask, request," with the substantive derivatives sd'ilat, "ques-

tion, petition l' sa'ldli, "worshiper, petitioner," mds'al, "oratorium," and mas'il,
"consultor";3 cf. Tigr. tisa'ala.a One also encounters Akk. ialul(ia'alu), "question, inter-

rogate, ask, inquire," with a plethora of derivative s, e.g., ialtu, ia'il(t)u, iitaltu, mai'al(t)u,s

Ugar. .i7 in the general sense of "asking" and specifically "receive, get,"6 Old Aram. (and

related dialects).Y7 with substantival constructions,T and Pun. ys/ym, ystyalm, andussilim.s

ia'al. Y. Arnlt, "Hf ialAl ljhwh: Unifying Allusion - Some Methods of Literary Editing,"
BethM 27 (1981/82) 238-43; L. Diez-Merino, "Il vocabolario relativo alla ricerca di Dio nell'Al
La radice i7," BeO 24 (1982) 207 -18; O. Garcfa de la Fuente, In bfisqueda de Dios en el AT (Ma-
drid, 197 1); G. Gerleman, '9ttu .f 7 to ask, request," TLOT lll, 1282-841' Y. Gil, "The Story of Eli
andSamuelintheBookof Samuel," BethM33 (1987/88)72-78;J. J.Glassner,"NardmSin
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Casting in the OT," W 12 (1962) 164-78; B. O. Long, "Historical Narrative and the Fictional-
izing Imaginationl' W 35 (1985) 405-16; H. Madl, "Die Gottesbefragung mit dem Yerb ia'ali
Bausteine biblischer Theologie. FS G. J. Botterweck. BBB 50 (197.l), 37-70; R. Mosis,
Untersuchungen lur Theologie des chronistischen Geschichtswerkes. FThSt 92 (1973), esp. 37-
41,78-79; W. H. Schmidt, "'Suchet den Herrn, so werdet ihr leben.' Exegetische Notizen zum
Thema 'Gott suchen'in der Prophetiej' Ex orbe religionum. FS G. Widengren. Studies in the His-
tory of Religions/l"lumen Sup 2l-22 (Leiden, 1972), 127-40; G. Turbessi, "Quaerere deum. Il
tema della 'ricerca di Dio' nella S. Scrittura," RivB l0 (1962) 282-96; M. Weippert, "Zum
Priiskript der hebriiischen Briefe von Arad," W 25 (197 5) 202-121' C. Westermann, "Die Begriffe
fiir Fragen und Suchen im AI," KuD 6 (1960) 2-30 = Forschung am AT. ThB 55 (1974), 162-90:.

D. J. Wiseman, "'Is it Peace?'- Covenant and Diplomacy:' W 32 (1982) 3l l-26, esp. 317-2O;

S. Zalevsky, "Hannah's Vow and Its Fulfillment (l Sam l)l' BethM 23 (1977/78) 304-26.

1. Biella, 321-22; cf. Jamme 721.4.9-10;877.6; ContiRossini, 192; Beeston, l2l.
2. Wehr, 391; Lane, U4, 1283-84.
3. kxLingAeth, 375-76.
4. WbTigr l9O.
5. AHw,III, I l5l-52; CAD, XY\ 274-82.
6. WUS, no.2566; UT no.2369; Whitaker, 581-82.
'1. DNSr, II, 1095-96.
8. Poenulus 931,939,949; cf. DNS1, II, 1095-96.
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Given the widespread distribution of this root, its relative infrequency in Canaanite
is especially striking. Since Hebrew itself actually attests very few early witnesses, the
suspicion arises that ia'al came into Hebrew by way of Aramaic.

In all the attested languages, the root .i7 represents the two related semantic syn-
dromes of "ask" and "request," suggesting a basic meaning bringing the two meanings
together, namely, "demand,"e or "appeal to someone, seek somethilg"l0 (Eng. ..ask,"

French demande4 Lat. rogare). This contributes little to the etymology of Sem. j? The
root .i7 presumably represents a primary word with appellative character. Using .f,/, a
speaker gets the attention of a counterpart in order to enter into dialogue with that
counterpart, albeit a dialogue whose goal and purpose are not fixed by.i7. That is, in a
language event .i7 designates the illocutionary aspect of a speech act.

II. Cognates.
l. Egyptian. The Semitic root J7 is not attested in Egyptian. Alongside .fpr "turn to

someone," and iwnwn, "request" (New Egyptian), the semantic equivalent is probably
nQ, a verb with a similar semantic spectrum, including generally "ask someone some-
thing, ascertain, interrogate someone (specifically: interrogate in a legal context, hear-
ing)"; in the expression nQw.t r5 "ask for advice"; nd hrt, "ask how a person is doing,
greet," with m, "bestow a gift upon," whence the subst. nd.t br "gift"; atthe beginning
of hymns often'in/ br, "greeings to thee."

2. Old South Arabic. The root s7 occurs in various contexts in Old South Arabic, in-
cluding in the sense of "demand, make a claim": (They transferred to the deity) "this
statue, which it had demanded (/s'lhw) in its revelation"; "let no one lay claLm" ('l s'l)
to this grave" (cf. elsewhere: " . .. to this palm grove"); then substantivally s'l(m) and
s wlt(n), "claim, demand."ll It is also used with the meaning "call to account.',12 The
root s7 is frequently attested in connection with oracular inquiry: (may god grant him)
"the oracular answer he has requested (ms'l yst'ln b'mhw)"; whence also subst. rnsTrn
and ms'lhw, "place of inquiry > oracle ) oracular answer."l3

3. Akkadian. The Akkadian term ldlu(m) r (ia'alu) covers a broad and varied se-
mantic field. It means "ask someone something" in the most varied situations of daily
life, including education and schools ("examine") and commerce ("agree on prices or
contractual conditions"), but also refers to interrogation in official proceedings before
the king or his officials, specifically in legal disputes, where it refers to a hearing be-
fore judges (also in the form iitillu) or during a trial by ordeal.la In these and similar

9. Westermann,9.
10. Gerleman, 1282.
I l. Jamme 721.4; CIH, 318.4; 570.7; RES, 4815.4; CIH, 609.5.
12. RES, 3902b.130.3; 3951.2.
13. ClH,76.5-6:'80.3; 397.5-6; Jamme 551; cf. Jamme 626.5; CIH, 8}.ll.
14. Tablettes cappodociennes,3.60.4; cuneifurm Texts from Cappadocian Tablets (London),

2,13,14, etc.; trial by ordeal: w. von Soden, "Gibt es ein Zeugnis dafilr, dass die Babylonier an
die Wiederauferstehung Marduks geglaubr haben?" ZA 5l (1955) 132,7.
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contexts i6lu can take on the meaning "call to account, make accountable," e.g., as "I
make you responsible for every ship that is lost."l5 In military contexts.idlu refers to re-

connoitering or scouting, e.g., with regard to a city's fortifications or to the intentions

or strength of an enemy or the whereabouts of refugees. Such inquiry can also derive

from scientific interest, in which case it means "carefully examine, research," e.g., with

regard to a state's living conditions. In personal encounters or as a salutation in letters,

iAlu, generally together with iulmu, expresses an inquiry regarding the welfare of the

partner, i.e., a greeting; as a formula of greeting, it occurs frequently in letters as (PN)

iulum ia (PN #2) (afiliu) i-ia-al.t6In connection with di'atu, a mere query concerning

how a person is doing turns into active concern: "(I heard that) no one cares about you.

I certainly will always care about you,"l7 or, conversely, lack of concern: "you cared

for me no more than for a dog."lS

A second semantic field involves requests. Here too one encounters the most varied

contexts. Someone requests the necessities (of life), a gift or present, a daughter; some-

one requests that a father consent to marriage;I9 or someone requests permission to do

something, e.g., to take a journey or sell an ox, in both cases failing to get permission

from the king or Shamash; cf. "we will open the warehouse without your consent."20

In religious contexts, and in contrast to Heb. id'al, Akk. idlu is used only in connec-

tion with querying oracles. Someone asks ecstatic men and women for signs or the

great gods for (positive) oracular responses; generally the context involves war oracles,

which as a rule are delivered by an oracle priest.21

4. Old Aramaic. The root J7 is attested several times in 8th/5th-century Old Ara-

maic texts. In one 5th-century Elephantinetext,zz presumably a fragmentary court pro-

tocol, f723 refers to a court hearing, an interrogation. Another text probably refers to a

private matter and its resolution through the interrogation of witnesses (Assyria, 7th

century).2a In yet another, .i7 appears as a royal petition granted by the gods (Zinjirli,
8th century): "whatever I seize with (my) hands, (it succeeds), whatever I ask (from)

my gods, they grant to me."25

15. Altbabylonis che Briefe (Leiden), 9,241,16.
16. IJniversity of Califurnia Publications in Classical Archaeology and Semitic Philology

(Berkeley), 9,76. no. 95,2, et passim.

17. The Old Babylonian Tablets from Tell al Rimah (London, 1976), 58,6tr.; cf . ARM' X,46
r.9, 156, 18.

lsAltbabytonische Briefe (Leiden),5,160 r.6; cf .Tabulae Cuneiformes a E M. Th. de Liagre
Bohl collectae (Leiden), 4,88,22.

19. W. H. P. R<imet "studien zu altbabylonischen hymnisch-epischen Texten II," JAOS 86

(1966) 138, II, 9, here said of a goddess.
20. TCL, 19,60,4,6; CT 4,27b,4; Sumer 14,63;37, 16.
21. ARM, X,4,6; O. R. Gurney, "The Sultantepe Tablets IV: The Cuthaean Legend of Naram-

Sin," AnSr 5 (1955) 102,75.
22. KAI 271.
23. Ahiqar 4,6.
24. KAr 233.12.
25. KAI214.4.

25t
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III. OT.
l. Occuruences. a. Verb. The vb. .ia'al occurs 171 times in the 0T,26 including 164

occurrences in the qal (13 in Genesis; 6 in Exodus; 1 in Numbers [27:21];8 in Deuter-
onomy; 5 in Joshua; 14 in Judges; 26 in I Samuel; l0 in2 Samuel; 15 in I Kings; 6 in
2 Kings; 7 in Isaiah; I I in Jeremiah; I each in Ezekiel [2]:26(Eng.2l)], Hosea 14:12),
Jonah [4:8], Micah [7:3], Haggai l2:ll),Zechaiah [0:1]; 9 in the Psalms; 7 in Job; 2
in Proverbs l2O:.4 Q;30:7);2 in Ecclesiastes; I each in Lamentations [4:4], EzralS:ZZ),
Nehemiah ll:21;5 in I Chronicles [8:10 Q];6 in 2 Chronicles); then 5 times in the
niphal (l S. 20:6[bis],28[bis]; Neh. 13:6);2 times in the piel (2 S. 20:18; Ps. 109:10);
and finally 2 times in the hiphil (Ex.12:36; I S. l:28).

b. Nouns. Ttvo verbal abstractions derive fromthe verbal root: ie'€16 (l S. 1:17, con-
tracted b ieh), 14 times, including I in Judges (8:24),2 in I Samuel,2 in I Kings, 1

each in the Psalms (106:15) and Job (6:8), 6 in Esther; ar,d mil'd16, 2 times, Ps.

20:6(5);37:4 (both pl.). The term ie'ald in Isa. 7: I I belongs to + )lNtr ie'61.27 Accord-
ing to rabbinical tradition, this term represents a secondary form of i"'Eh; cf. Sam.
itydla.

2. Peculiarities, Synonyms. As a verbum dicendi and generally amplified by l€'mdr
(Gen.37:15; Ex. 13:14; Igs.20:23;l5.23:2;30:8;2 S.2:1; 5:19; I Ch. 14:10; Jer.

36:17) or a finite form of the vb.'amar (e.g., Gen. 24:47;32:30129); I S.19:22), id'al
introduces a direct or indirect question. In such cases the person addressed is generally
the direct object (Gen. 24:47;38:21; 2 S. 14:18), while the object of inquiry is intro-
duced with /'(Gen. 32:3Ol29hDt.4:32; Jgs. 13:18; 2K.8:6; Job 8:8; Jer. 6:16), stand-
ing rarely as an indirect object (e.g., [sa. 58:2;Jer.50:5). In straightforward declarative
statements, the object of inquiry is usually the direct object (e.g., Jgs. 5:25; I S. 8:10;
2K.4:3), occasionally with 'al (Neh. l:2; Eccl. 7:10; Isa.45:11) with an accompany-
ing weakening of the cognitive aspect and a semantic shift toward "ask about, inquire,
be concerned about."

Fixed expressions include ia'al b" + DN or /" + DN in the connection with querying
an oracle,28 id'al (le-)ial6m,2e and id'al 'e!-napi6 ldmfi1(l K. 19:4; Jon. 4:8).:o

Synonyms found in the narrower and broader context include -+ U"l'I ddrai (Dt.
13:15[14]; I Ch. 10:13; Isa.65:l); + lrPl biqqei (2 S.20:18-19; cf. Est. 5:6,7,8i
7:2,3;9:12): and -+ altl. hdqar (Dt. 13:15841).

3. Daily Life. The term id'al refers to the questioning from which both biblical and
modern human beings live. Questioning is one of the most primal and vital activities in
which people engage. Through questions, people tentatively, searchingly come into

26. Lisowsky, l39l-92; also Gerleman, 1282; HAL,
27. Cf .H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans.

(Eng. trans. 1983), 15l n.4.
28. See 4.a below.
29. See 3.b below.
30. See 3.c below.

lY, 1372a.
l99l),285; O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL
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contact with their surroundings (cf. in this semantic element the synonymous character

of + U"tT ddrai). By asking, learning, and understanding in a stepwise fashion (cf. in

this regard the existential aspect of -+ 9'It yAda), people come to understand them-

selves as distinctive members of a community that even in its smallest organizational

unit, the family, is in its own turn part of more comprehensive communities. The activ-

ity of questioning is rooted in the community in which it is engaged3l and is part of a
unified process that creates community through participation and reciprocation of the

sort actualized in the process of question and answer. The term ia'al never aims at

mere information,32 but rather at a person's due participation in the life community,
participation that the questioner is demanding and that the respondent either grants or
denies. It is from this situation that the two primary meanings of ia'al emerge and can

be explained, namely, asking and requesting.
a. Asking. The character of id'al as an act that creates and maintains community is

especially clear in what is known as the children's question, e.g., in Dt. 6:20-21:.

"When your children ask you in time to come, 'What is the meaning of the decrees and

the statutes and the ordinances that Yahweh our God has commanded you?' then you

shall say to your children. . . ." Its setting in life is the transmission of clan ethos in the

instruction of children by the paterfamilias. Israel's Yahweh faith led to a new form of
social life that the Dtn law guards and preserves. This liberating significance of the law

is disclosed ever anew to succeeding generations when parents tell about their own ex-

periences with God and profess their faith in the people's salvation history; cf. Ex.

l3: 14 with regard to Passover and firstlings regulations, and Josh. 4:6 (Dtr) with regard

to the memorial stone in the Jordan (v. 21 is a later addendum).

The term id'al is also used in quite varied domestic and interpersonal situations. In
Gen. 37: I 5 a stranger helps Joseph, who is wandering around in search of his brothers,

by showing him the way. In 40:7 Joseph in his own turn shows solidarity with Pha-

raoh's imprisoned offrcials. His concerned questioning sets the following events in mo-

tion. In his thorough inquiry concerning his father and youngest brother (43:7;44:19),

Joseph shows his unbroken feeling of still belonging to his family and makes it possi-

ble for them to be brought together. Through great extravagance, Jacob tries to get

Esau's attention and arouse sympathy in him (32:18[17]) in orderto overcome their
quarrels. An inquiry concerning consent and its announcement are the beginning of a
happy marriage between Rebekah and Isaac (24:47,57). On the other hand, Isaac's

false answer when asked about his family relationships by the people of Gerar endan-

gers not only his marriage but also the life of the villagers (26i7).33 The establishment

of David's loyal behavior is intended to move Nabal to provide food for his retinue
(1 S. 25:8).

The term id'alis used in a specialized sense in the legal and sacral-legal sphere. The

Dtn law, particularly the legal collection il Dt. 12-26, presupposes several cases re-

31. See Westermann, 10.

32. A different view is taken by Gerleman, 1282-83.
33. On this "deliberate adaptation" (so C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC [Eng. trans.

1985), 425), see R. Martin-Achard, "Remarques sur GenEse 26: ZAW 100 Sup (1988) 22-46.
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quiring thorough investigation on the basis of extant laws. Dt. 13:15 addresses the
problem of being led astray from the Yahweh faith. Here id'al is used together with
darai and haqar The reference is probably to official proceedings.3a The exactitude of
the investigation is indicated by the postpositive hiphil abs. inf. hAtc!. The petitioner of
Ps. 35 is involved in a trial, having been confronted with false accusation by his adver-
saries in a hearing before judges (v. I 1). 2 K. 8:l-6 addresses the problem of inheri-
tance in a proceeding before the king as the last line of appeal. After careful examina-
tion (v. 6), he orders the return of the property to the Shunammite woman as well as
compensation for lost reyenue. In 2 S. l4:l-24 the woman of Tekoa presents David
with a fictitious case for examination (v. l8) and adjudication at Joab's behest in order
to prepare the reconciliation with Absalom.3s In Jer. 36: 17 and38:27, royal offircials in-
terrogate Baruch and Jeremiah in preparation for proceedings against the prophet. The
post-Jeremianic oracle against Israel's stubbornness and refusal to repent in 18:l l-17
(the reproach in vv. l3-l5a with the announcement of judgment in vv. 15b-17 follow
the Dtr statement in vv. l1-12) issues the summons to question the nations as witnesses
to determine whether they have "heard the like of this" (v. l3).

Occasionally id'al is used in connection with war. David's victory over the
Philistines so impresses Saul that he orders an inquiry in order to get David to come to
him (l S. 17:56). When Saul later becomes his bitter enemy, he pursues David when
the latter flees and tries to find out his whereabouts in order to eliminate him (19:22).
Sisera hopes to escape Barak's inquiries by fleeing into Jael's tent but instead leaps
from the frying pan into the fire (Jgs. 4:20).ze Gideon forces the names of the officials
and elders of Succoth from a young man (Jgs. 8:14). The prophecy in Jer.48 antici-
pates the military catastrophe of Moab. In the lament of 48:14-20, the inhabitants of re-
mote Aroer learn of Moab's fall from passing refugees from Dibon (v. l9). By taking
the initiative to meet with them, Nehemiah announces his own personal concern with
the fate of the Jews who were rescued from the catastrophe (Neh. 1:2).

To the extent wisdom questioning is expressed by id'al, it aims at investigating indi-
vidual phenomena and examining the regular course of events with an eye on coming
to understand the whole, on illuminating the meaning of life from the perspective of its
boundaries as well as of its daily occurrences. This process presupposes the acquisition
of wisdom through a thorough study of traditional knowledge and rules of life as well
as through examining one's own experiences. Those who do not adequately prepare for
a "rich harvest" by properly preparing their fields in this sense, and yet still hope for a
rich yield (id'al), are merely fools (Prov. 20.4). The wise come to a basic understand-
ing of the inseparable connection between act-consequence and behavior-fate, a con-
nection pointing to and ultimately grounded in God's compensatory righteousness.
This principle should provide one's orientation for understanding and engaging in hu-

34.Cf.Diez-Merino,211;F. Horst, Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961),38.
35. Cf. E. Bellefontaine, "Customary Law and Chieftainship: Judicial Aspects of 2 Samuel

l4:4-2ll' JSOT 38 (1987) 47-72.
36. Cf. Y. Amit, "Judges 4: Its Content and Form," JSOT 39 ( 1987) 89- I I l; H.-D. Neef, "Der

Sieg Deboras und Baraks iiber Sisera," ZAW l0l (1989) 28-49.
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man life, since this principle has already proven itself both in the experience of the

wise and in an examination of the teachings and life rules of all earlier wisdom teach-

ers, at least according to the understanding of Bildad (Job 8:8). Job counters that any-

one who has gotten around a bit in the world can see the discrepancy attaching to this
principle, particularly in the fate of the tyrant, whose signs of power, fame, and wealth

are visible everywhere (21:29). According to Eccl. 7:8-10, however, the questionable

character of wisdom principles and the resulting contradictory behavior of wisdom

teachers can already be seen on a smaller scale. Verses 8-9 cite a central teaching ofthe
ancient Near Eastern wisdom tradition that v. l0 then counters with its contrasting ex-

perience. That is, wisdom questioning and understanding are circular. The fiction of
the king in Eccl. l:12-3:15 examines wisdom as a whole, concluding that it is highly
questionable whether such rich participation in wisdom (2:10, ld'al with a strongly

emotional element in the sense of demand, desire) genuinely represents enduring gain

for a person. Hence the searching and questioning of the wise in Prov. 30: l-14 turn in
3O:7-9 (formally a numerical saying) into a request directed to God without mention-

ing him by name. Because all wisdom does not lead to an understanding of God, the

wise person asks (v. 7) for the prerequisites for a God-fearing life (vv. 8-9), a life that

according to lob l2:7 -12 is based on an understanding of the creaturely character of all
things. This equally simple and basic insight needs no mediation through wisdom

teaching, being rather accessible to everyone (v. 7), since God, the Creator of all
things, has given it to every human being.

In the exposition of what is known as the Song of Moses inDt.32il-7, introduced

by the call of the instructor and composed in the style of wisdom instruction, v. 7 con-

nects the children's question from the tradition of clan ethos with wisdom questions.

The examination of the course of history and a recollection of salvation history itself
converge in the confession "the Rock, his work is perfect, and all his ways are just"
(v. 4). Within a horizon expanded to the very limits of time and space, Dt. 4:32 sum-

mons Israel to a religio-historical comparison so that they might understand the unique

character of the salvific events in which they have been involved.
In the reproach of Jer. 6:16,17 ,20, prophecy borrows the wisdom notion of choosing

the correct path and charges Israel itself to choose ("ask for," ,id'al) these "ancient
paths" that experience has shown to lead to the good. These paths are indeed known to

Israel, and it need only reflect on them. The post-Jeremianic oracle of salvation in Jer.

3O:5-7 summons the community to reflect on an obvious experience from daily life
(v. 6: a man bearing a child) in order to see the absurdity of their own present behavior
in view of the evidence of imminent salvation.

b. id'al (1")idl6m. In connection with a greeting, the formulaic expression .ia'al
l"idl6m inquires how a person is doing. Whereas the greeting asks directly about the

idl6m, in the inquiry this occurs indirectly. Such a query aims at establishing commu-

nity. Unlike a greeting, an inquiry regarding a person's welfare is never merely non-

committal, always expressing rather a person's sincere concern for the life and fate of
the person addressed. In Gen. 43:27 Joseph expresses such concern regarding his

brothers. In this context one should note the undertones that the narrator allows to reso-

nate by using this formula. The brothers see in their counterpart a powerful lord. By us-

t_
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ing this query, Joseph in fact paves the way for reconciliation with his brothers and for
a reunification of the family. In Ex. l8:7 mutual inquiry concerning the idl6m ends a

phase of burdened relationships between Moses and Jethro. In 2 S. I I :7 David inquires
regarding the idl6m of Joab, the people, and the war, but not regarding that of Uriah,
who is standing before him, indicating that the relationship has been broken and antici-
pating the coming catastrophe.

In the form ^f7 + DN + lilm, this expression functions as a formula of greeting in the
prescript of several Hebrew letters from Arad, for example: 'l 'dny 'lyib yhwh yi'l
lllmk, "to Eliashib. May Yahweh see to your welfare."37 The formula is attested in a

similar form in Aramaic papyri and ostraca from Egypt.ra
This formula also seems to have been used, as in Akkadian,3e in language of diplo-

macy as an expression of the peaceful regulating of contractual and extracontractual re-
lations. In I S. 10:4 three young pilgrims on their way to Bethel ask Saul, whom Sam-
uel has just anointed king, about his idl6m. Since at the same time they offer and Saul
accepts two of the loaves they have brought as sacrificial gifts, the whole event consti-
tutes an act of formal recognition of the new king's position and authority.40

This formula does not necessarily, however, establish a relationship of subordination.
In 1 S. 25:5 David sends ten of his best warriors to Nabal with the instructions: fii"'eltem-
16 biimi l"idl6m. The message, introduced by the blessing over the entire household, fol-
lows. The emissaries expect a positive response in the form of a corresponding gift. It
seems as if David wants to regulate contractually a protection guarantee and protection
money with Nabal, though Nabal brusquely rejects this attempt with the formulaic "Who
isDavid?"(v.10),leadingtothebrinkofwar(v.13),whichAbigail,Nabal'swife,isable
to avert through clever negotiations. In 2 S. 8:10 = I Ch. 18:10, the king of Hamath sends

his son to David with gifts after David's victory over Hadadezer (gifts recalling Jehu's
tribute to Shalmaneser II), with the instructions: lii'ol-16 leidldm nfbAr"k6. The purpose
ofthe legation is probably to make preparations for the conclusion ofthe vassal treaty, not
to conclude the treaty itself. When after defeating the Amalekites David presents .ialdz
to the warriors who stayed behind with the baggage (1 S. 30:21), he thereby indicates
their equal status with the warriors who actually fought in the battle, and does so in the
form of a universally valid ordinance. In 1 S. 17:22 the young David brings provisions to
his brothers, who are fighting with Saul against the Philistines, wayyii'al l''ehayw
leidl6m. The formulation is consciously ambiguous. David is not only asking about the
welfare of his biological brothers, but he is also offering to aid the brothers of his people
in battle, aid that proves itself in the victory over the Philistines; here David announces in
a reserved but emphatic fashion his claim to leadership.

37. IDAM,67-669 (6th century); similarly also IDAM, 67-990 (early 6th century), whose text
is not completely clear; concerning its reconstruction, cf. Weippert, 2l l.

38. AP 30.1-2; 56.1, et passim.
39. See II.3 above.
40. So already K. Budde, Die Biicher Samuel. KHC Ylll (1902),66; cf. M. Tsevat, "Studies

in the Book of Samuel," HUCA 33 (1962) ll7; Wiseman, 318; a position of strict rejection is
taken by H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT yllVl (1973),206.
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The oracle about the end of Jerusalem in Jer. 15:5-9, which is simultaneously a la-

ment, a portrayal of distress, and a threat, opens with the painful question regarding
just who, if anyone, will /if'o-l l"idl6m ldk(v.S).Israel has rejected Yahweh and broken

his covenant (v. 6). In the coming judgment Israel will have no allies. The petitioner of
Ps. 122.6 cries out from this painful experience in view of the rebuilt city and temple

and summons all pilgrims and inhabitants to pray incessantly on behalf of themselves

and the city for the idl6m that Yahweh has granted anew.

c. Requests.In contrast to pllhithpael, ia'al as averbum petendi is always used tran-

sitively, never referring to a petition or plea from within distress, but rather to a request

for something. This particular semantic field is quite varied. First there are the various

kinds ofrequests or petitions. The distressed request comes to expression in Jgs. 5:25,

where the fleeing Sisera asks for water. Children as the weakest members of (ancient)

society have to beg for the necessities of life (Ps. 109:10 piel; Lam. 4:4). The request

comes to expression as a wish in 2 K. 2:9,where before his death Elijah offers to fulfill
a wish for Elisha. By asking for two-thirds of the spirit of his master (according to Dt.

2l : 17, this portion goes to the firstborn), he is saying he wants to be the main heir and

successor of Elijah. The request takes the form of a favor in 1 K. 2:13-22. The queen

mother has the right to present a request to the king at any time. Bathsheba makes use

of this privilege on behalf of Adonijah. The accumulation of this verb (5 times in vv.

16,20,22 alone, vv. 16 and 20 amplif,red with i"'dld as the inner object) shows the deli-

cate nature of this matter. The narrator skillfully employs the nuances of the term here.

It is no less delicate a matter when David, wanting to stay away from Saul's royal table,

asks Jonathan for permission to be away (1 S. 20:6,28 [4 times]). In Neh. 13:6

Nehemiah requests permission to leave royal service and return to Jerusalem.

Josh. 19:50 shows the transition from request to demand. In connection with the

land distribution, which according to a post-Dtr redactor was determined by sacred

lots, Joshua receives the desired city. The text contains various kinds of demands, in-

cluding domestic (Josh. 15:18 = Jgs. 1:14; the daughter demands a piece of land as a

dowry from her father) and contractual (2 S. 3:13). Political demands, however, pre-

dominate. In Jgs. 8:24 and 26, Gideon demands that each Israelite give him a golden

earring from the war spoils. This demand and compliance with it establish a ruler-

subject relationship, which runs contrary to the Dtr conception of Gideon's rejection of
the kingship (w.8,22-23). In 1 S. 8:10,12,13,17,19, the people demand and receive a

king, thus acknowledging his authority and subjecting themselves to his will. Mic. 7:3

castigates the greed of royal officials, who continually demand gifts (as bribes?). The

demand for songs and mirth in Ps. 137:3 represents an act of political violence toward

the exiles. Finally, a demand can also derive from completely personal cravings (Dt.

14:26; cf .2 S. 12:20).

Some passages use idbl to mean "borrow." According to 8x.22:13(14), a person

must provide compensation for borrowed goods that have been damaged, which is why

the apprentice prophet cries out in despair when his borrowed iron ax head falls into

the Jordan (2 K. 6:5). Before performing the miracle, Elisha has the widow of one of
his students borrow empty vessels from her neighbors (2 K. 4:3). The narrator in Ex.

I l:2 and 12:35-36 engages the theme of "borrowing" in a unique way. The Egyptians
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who agree to the request for valuables (12:36, Jd'al hiphil) are to understand this ges-
ture as "lending," whereas the Israelites view the loaned goods as compensation for
their forced labor. Ex. 3: 18 and 22 (R\ anticipate the theme of the plundering of the
Egyptians with a slight shift in accent, with ld'al in v.22 relinquishing the meaning of
"lend" in favor of "demand."

The expressions ia'al napi6 hmhl (1 K. 19:4; Jon. 4:8) and id'al be'dl6 napi6 (Job
31:30) refer to a special kind of demand. To "ask for (one's) life" was originally proba-
bly a magical formula asking that the life of one's enemy be given over to one's power
through magical means so that it might be extinguished. In Job 3l:30 this expression
has long since lost its magical meaning and has been transformed into a demand to God
in the sense of a wish that one's enemy die through a curse as divine punishment. In
I K. l9:4 Elijah articulates this death wish with regard to his own life because he has
failed in his battle with the Ba'al cult. By contrast, in Jon. 4:8 it is anger at God's mer-
ciful attitude toward the pagans and his alleged injustice toward the prophet of the no-
vella that prompts the latter's death wish, a wish ironically patterned after I K. l9:4.

4. Theological Use. The use of JA'al in theological contexts corresponds precisely to
its use in daily life. That is, no specifically theological use is discernible, and the se-
mantic aspects of "ask" and "request" basically counterbalance each other.

a. Asking God. Encounters with the numinous are dangerous for human beings and
as such prompt profound fear.al At the same time, however, there is a desire to compre-
hend the numinous, to get control of it and be able to use it. To that end, its anonymity
must be overcome and its essence and intentions become open and known through the
utterance of its name. Hence one of the most elementary activities in encounters with
the divine is to ask about its name. Gen. 32:30(29) and Jgs. l3:6,18 preserve a reminis-
cence of this notion, one ultimately rooted in animism.

In the religions of civilized peoples, inquiry concerning the will and decisions of the
deity in personal and public matters is the domain of institutionalized oracles, as at-
tested throughout the ancient world. Such oracular inquiry takes place in a sanctuary
and is carried out by an oracular priest. The means of such inquiry are varied, as illus-
trated by Ezk.2l:26(21) and Hos. 4:12.Isa.30:2 shows that before any major national
actions were undertaken in Israel, a Yahweh oracle had to be obtained, a regulation pre-
sumably largely followed. The possibility also existed for obtaining oracles in times of
personal crisis, in matters of agricultural activities, or with regard to harvest prospects.
Apparently the people made ample use of such oracles, the technical term for which
was ia'al,

The activity of ia'al bd'l6htm refers to querying God through a priesr, one of whom
was available to every Israelite in times of crisis or decision. Its most original form
emerges in Jgs. 18:5-6 I 5.22:13,15; cf. 1 5.22:lO, where Yahweh is the interprerive
means (cf. LXX). The locus of the inquiry is the hill country of Ephraim or the priestly
city of Nob. In both instances the goal is to obtain an oracle indicating which path to

41. -+ l\'1t yard'.
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take. In Jgs. 18:5-6 the five "valiant men" of the Danites obtain an oracle in their search

for a new territory to live in. In I S. 22:13 and 15, it is David during his flight from
Saul. Although no means of inquiry are mentioned, the use of the ephod and teraphim/

ephod might be deduced contextually. The occurrences of ia'al be'l6htm (Jgs' 20:18;

I S. 14:37; I Ch. 14:10;cf. 2 S. 5:19,23) are later constructions.
The setting in life of the expression id'al b\thwh is the Yahweh war (9 of 12 times).

Inquirers include David (1 5.23:2,4;30:8;2 S. 2:l; 5:19,23), Saul (l S' 28:6), Ahim-
elech (l S.22:10), sons of Israel (Jgs. l:l;20:23,27); I S. lO:22is unclear. In later

times the Yahweh inquiry could be used to determine a place change that was of signif-
icance for salvation history and that ultimately resulted in a coronation (2 S. 2:1ff.) or

could even be used for choosing the king (l S. lO:22-23). 1 S. 30:8 contains an early

narrative form of a Yahweh inquiry. It is divided into five Parts:42 inquiry (wayyii'al
ddwid bjhwh ld'mdr), question (here a double question), formulaic response

(wayy6'mer 16), imperative command (r"/op), and assurance of success, which refers

to David in two figura etymologica. The immediate context also exhibits ancient fea-

tures. Verse 7 mentions the priest and the presentation of the ephod. Perhaps the priest

spoke the response, as was probably also the case in 2 S. 5:23-24 (cf. Yahweh's actions

in the 3rd person and the par. I Ch. l4:14-15).It seems that a redactor may consciously

have allowed the inquiry though the priest to recede into the background. The other

passages no longer mention the priest. Just how Yahweh answers remains open, as

does the question regarding the actual method of inquiry. The use of ephod and

teraphim can be deduced contextually from Jgs. 18:14ff.; according to l7:5, they are

part of the utensils used in the house of God and were made by Micah. Only a later
(Dtr?) redactor intimates that these cultic utensils might have been the subject of rejec-

tion and mockery. Hos. 3:4 and Zech. 10:2 both understand and anathematize the

ephod and teraphim as originally pagan-Canaanite utensils associated with divine in-
quiry. The Dtr History pursues the same theological intention by repressing references

to the priest and his oracular utensils within the framework of Yahweh inquiries and by

simultaneously including in the assurance of success (Jgs. l:2; 20:28; I S. 23:4; 2 S.

5:19) the formula of fansfer whose life setting was clearly prophecy (Nu. 2l:34; Dt.

l:8;2:24,31;3:2; Jgs. 7:2,9; cf . Josh. 8: l,l8; I 1:6). In this context the institution of the

Yahweh inquiry adopted from history and bound to specific prerequisites becomes the

historico-theological instrument of interpretation not only of the epoch of the Yahweh

wars themselves, but also of the period of the land conquest and the saving judges to

the extent these inquiries are completely subsumed under the revealed word of
Yahweh. A redactor then adjusted the transitions in Jgs. l:l -3 and 20:28 in this spirit.

This interpretation of history is tightly focused in the portrayal of Saul's fall and Da-

vid's ascent, where ia'al bjhwh functions as a leitmotif. The Yahweh inquiry enters a

crisis during the transition from charismatic leaders to the monarchy. Saul's fall is as-

sociated with the collapse of this institution; God falls silent, and as a result Saul is in-

42. Cf. Madl, 5 1, though his method of determination and his question schemata seem rather
artificial otherwise.
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capable of action (l S. 28:6; the juxtaposition of conventional means of revelation be-
trays the systematic thinking of a later period). Inquiring of the dead confirms God's
judgment and silence (28: 16). Whereas the failure of Yahweh to respond brings about
the catastrophe of Saul's dynasty, David's own ascent is closely associated with suc-

cessful Yahweh inquiry, though the institution does undergo a profound alteration that
ultimately brings about its dissolution. I S. 23:6 and 13 are significant in this respect.

The question concerning various alternatives recedes before the reflexive question,
which now includes a request. The Yahweh inquiry changes into a prayer for Yahweh's
guidance (cf. I S. 30:6-9). The remark in 2 S. 16:23 marks the end of the institution;
the counsel of a political adviser is now equated with a divine response.

Late forms of Yahweh inquiry include Nu. 27:15-23, which presents the installation
of Joshua as Moses' successor in v. 2l as a decision of the Urim oracle obtained by
Eleazar. In this basically late (post-Dtr?) piece, vv.2O-21 are secondary and are de-
signed to construe a role for this priest in the Yahweh war that he in fact did not have.

Perhaps the insertion betrays the presence of circles who were hoping for a renaissance
of the monarchy and of the Yahweh wars in which cultic officials would again enjoy an

important function (cf. I Ch. 24).
Isa. 30:2 shows the transition from inquiring through priests to obtaining a divine

response through prophets. This verse, part of a justified cry of woe from the year of
Hezekiah's revolt against Sennacherib (7031702), mentions an alliance with Egypt
"without asking for my counsel" (lit. "mouth": frpi 16' iA'A\il. Isaiah also mentions
"Yahweh's mouth" in l:20 in a concluding formula to an oracle of judgment (vv. 18-

20). The reproach does not say that they did not obtain a Yahweh oracle, but that they
did not pay attention to the word of Yahweh proclaimed by the prophet. Zedekiah (Jer.

37:17;38:14), the idfim (38:27), and the people, prophet, or priest (23:33, a late piece)
come to Jeremiah to inquire of Yahweh's word. The question is preserved ir.37:17 and
23:33, and the answer, introduced by the messenger formula, in 38:17. The alternative
hayd/nittan bJtaQ shows the transition from salvific oracle to announcement of judg-
ment (vv. l7-18), with the announcement of judgment taking the form of the formula
of transfer. The contextually peculiar formulation "inquire of the mouth of Yahweh" in
Josh.9:14 is probably not saying that a divine oracle was supposed to be obtained for
determining the relations between the Israelites and the Gibeonites, but rather that no
sacral-legal connotation attached to these relations to begin with.

The interpretation of 2 S.20:18 is disputed. This passage mentions aia'al b"'dbcl
that was allegedly customary bdri'idnd. Here the remark serves to confirm the
woman's statement. Perhaps the passage preserves a reminiscence of a divine inquiry
in Abel of Beth-maacah.a3

Hos.4:12 polemicizes against certain forms of inquiry. The passage indicates
Canaanite oracular practices involving agricultural practice and harvest prospects. It
remains unclear whether the "wood" and "rod" refer to the cultic posts of the Asherim,

43. Cf. M. L. Geyer, "Stopping the Juggernaut: A Close Reading of 2 Samuel 20:13-221'
Union Seminary Quarterly Review 4l (1986/87) 33-42.
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to oracular trees that provided guidance through the rustling of their branches (2 S.

5:23-24; cf. the tree names in Gen. 12:6; Jgs.9:37), or to rhabdomancy, an oracle with
wooden bars. Dt. l8:11 and 1 Ch. 10:13 indict ia'al'6! wJtidde'ant and id'al bd'6b,

i.e., spirit diviners who conjure a certain dead spirit for the inquirer. Both passages use

id'al interchangeably with ddrai.
b. When God Asks.In relatively few instances is God the subject of id'al. Here too

the semantic groups "ask" (Job 38:3;40:7;42:4) and "request" (Dt. 10: 12; Ps. 40:7[6])
emerge.

"I will question you, and you shall declare to me" (Job 38:3). God presents himself
to the divine judgment demanded by Job. The metaphor of the wrestling match (a form
of divine judgment common in the ancient Near East) for which Job is to prepare him-
self refers not to a nonbinding dispute among wisdom teachers, but rather to God's

own existential questioning of a person regarding that person's faith, i.e., the person's

willingness to acknowledge and confess that the meaning of the divine plan remains in-
accessible to human knowledge. This challenge, which alludes to 13:22, views all hu-

man self-confidence and self-assuredness with irony.++

Dt. 10: 12-13 articulates the consequences of covenant breach and renewal, describ-

ing a comprehensive attitude of fear of Yahweh, i.e., of worship toward the covenantal

God of Horeb. Israel's loyal relationship with Yahweh is accentuated as an exclusive

contractual relationship (.Ya-21 suggests the contractual obligation). Israel's own wor-
ship is above all also service to fellow human beings according to the Dtn social regu-

lations. Ps. 40:7 and 9(6,8) follow the same theological line in similarly refering id'al
tothe firL, which "is written in the scroll of the book," i.e., concretely to the Dtn law.

c. Requests. As in the secular sphere, a request directed to God with id'al is always a

request for something, though concerns vary. In I Ch. 4:10 Jabez requests God's bless-

ing and helping hand, and also freedom from misfortune and worry. InZech. 10:1 the

community issues the summons to ask Yahweh, the Lord of creation, for rain "in the

season of the spring rain," instead of trusting in teraphim and diviners. In Ps. 27:4 the

persecuted petitioner turns in trust to Yahweh in an hour of need with a request for
God's salvific favor, which he is apparently expecting in the form of a divine oracle in
the temple. The confidence in bringing one's concerns to Yahweh is grounded in per-

sonal experience and above all in salvation history itself, which repeatedly shows that

Yahweh does hear and fulfill the requests ofhis people (Ps. 105:40; cf. Dt. l8:16)' Ps'

78:18, however, warns against exploiting God's goodness and favor and against testing

it through exaggerated, greedy wishes, which this historical psalm suggests was the sin

of the ancestors and the reason they failed.
The history of the beginnings of the monarchy is inseparably associated with the

childhood history of Samuel (l S. 1:1-2:1la) and is structured according to the key

word ia'al, with the narrator skillfully operating with the semantic nuances attaching

44. For further discussion see H.-P. Miiller, "Gottes Antwort an Ijob und das Recht religidser
Wahrheit," BZ 32 (1955) 210-31; on the secondary character of the two other passages, cf.

G. Hdlscheq Das Buch Hiob. HAT Vl7 (1952),94-98; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI
(1963), 494,532.
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to the word (cf. I : 17 [with the verbal noun as inner object]; 20:27lcf . v. 171,28 [with
the change from hiphil to the qal pass. ptcp.l). This narrative device accentuates the
special relationship of service and trust into which Yahweh has brought Samuel. At the
same time, it serves as the paradigm for the future king, whom Samuel will give to the
people at their request. According to 2:20, fulfillment of the i"'Eld aier ia'al yhwl, (MT
corrected; ljhwh was appropriated from l:28) will bring the parents wonderful bless-
ing, underscoring yet again and in a different fashion the significance and importance
of Samuel's service.

One of the privileges of the chosen and enthroned king was probably the right to re-
quest favors, favors whose fulfillment God assures. In I K. 3:2-15 (cf. 2 Ch. l:3-13),
Solomon receives such assurance in a revelatory dream in Gibeon in a portrayal bear-
ing features of the Egyptian "royal novella." Here too .ia-'al functions as a key word
(3:5,10,11,13). Because Solomon has requested what is appropriate, as a bonus he is
also granted what he did not request. Concerning the promise and granting of the royal
request, cf. also Ps. 2:8 (direct speech) ard2l:5(4) (narrative praise). In Isa. 7:11-12
such a request appears in prophetic garb as the granting of a sign of confirmation with
regard to promises. The prophet confronts the king directly with "his God," a formula-
tion recalling the Judean royal tradition (cf. Ps. 2:7).The "son" may and - summoned
by God - indeed must request a sign; refusal to do so constitutes a termination of that
sonship.

Late prophetic proclamation also uses.ia'al. In Isa. 45:9-13, a textually difficult dis-
putation oracle, Yahweh rejects the exiles' charge that through his judgment he has in
fact acted unjustly by showing himself in the eyes of the other nations to be inferior to
their gods. The reproach in Isa. 65:lff. contrasts God's own offer of grace and personal
favor to the behavior of the postexilic community, which while complaining about
God's distance and lack of assurances (e.g.,64:11[2]) nonetheless does not "ask
about me" (65:l), i.e., does not remain faithful to the covenant (par. "does not seek"

lbiqqzil and "does not call on my name" lqdrdl). Within the context of the admonition
in 58: l-2, ia'al miip"tA-{edeq (v. 2b) parallels ddrai yhwh afi fiApe; da'a1 d"rdf;ay in
reference to the desire for guidance in worship. In the promise of the new covenant in
Ier. 50:4-7, "to ask the way to Zion" (v. 5; in v. 4b par. to biqqEi yhwft) means to com-
mit oneself firmly to Zion as the locus of Yahweh's covenantal presence.

5. Substantival Constructions. a. The verbal noun i"'eld refers exclusively to re-
quests, albeit with various nuances. In 1 S. l:17 (cf . v.27),Hannah is assured that her
most ardent wish, namely, to have a child, will be fulfilled (i"'dltZk'oier ia'alt lcf .
BIISI; paronomasia in the relative clause). I S. 2:20 uses the same expression to artic-
ulate Yahweh's unconditional demand that Samuel become his trusted servant. Jgs.

8:24 uses i"'ElA as an inner object in reference to Gideon's contractual demand. Ps.

106: 15 reproaches the greedy wishes with which the people put Yahweh to the test in
the wilderness, wishes he nonetheless fulfilled (ndlan). In I K. 2:16-17 Adonijah
presents to Bathsheba as his "one request" to have Abishag as his wife; Bathsheba
then presents it to the king as an official request from the queen mother. The signifi-
cance of this request is not affected by its designation as "one small request" (v. 20).
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InsixpassagesinEsther i"'€lAparallelsbaqqdiA.In5:6and7:2(cf.9:12),theking
introduces the possibility of a request by asking about Esther's concern and assuring

its fulfillment, adding the formula of confirmation "even to the half of my kingdom."
This scene presumably refers to the customary granting of a request at royal meals at

the Persian court (7:l specifically mentions a banquet), a custom already reported by
Herodotus.as

b. "May Yahweh fulfill all your mii'ol6!' (Ps. 20:6[5]). This wish, spoken for the en-

throned king within the framework of a cultic act, probably refers first of all to the re-
quest Yahweh grants as a favor and then fulfills for the new king, though it doubtless

also is to be understood as a more general, formulaic wish for good fortune and bless-

ing. The sapiential instructional poem Ps. 37 tries to provide direction and guidance to
the passionate questioning concerning God's presence and dominion in the world in
view of the obvious triumph of the wicked and their wrongdoing. The wisdom teacher

advises avoiding all discord and bittemess toward Yahweh and instead to rejoice in
Yahweh and to do good oneself; then he will fulfill (nd!an) the mii4l67 the desire for
meaning and clarity and for opportunities and happiness.

6. Personal Names. The root i7 is a constituent part of several personal and place

names. The name id'frL, occtring about 400 times,a6 probably does not mean "lent (to
Yahweh)" (cf. "one who is loaned from Yahweh" or "loaned from Yahweh"),+z 6u1

rather "the requested one, the one begged for,"+s o. in view of I S. l:28, "I make him
into one who is requested by Yahweh," i.e., "I give, consecrate him to Yahweh."ag The
name J7 is attested in extrabiblical witnesses.sO It could be read as i"al after Ezra
10:29, or with an eye on popular etymology i"alti'€l (after Aram. i"flA), whose origi-
nal form is preserved in Neo-Babylonian Salti-ilu (cf. the Hebrew form in Hag.

1:12,14;2:2);Ezra 10:29 KOr reads yi.fbl instead. This name form is attested on a He-

brew seal.sl More recently the name iepanydhfi (bn) i"ild was discovered on a 5th-
century Hebrew seal impression.52 The name i"ild, like iedl, probably represents less

the abbreviation of a theophoric verbal name than a noun meaning "wish, request." De-

spite the feminine form, it is a man's name; cf. Aram. yhwhnn br i'lh and nltm bn i'lh.s3
Cf. also 'eifi'a@)l, "place where the oracle is consulted" (Josh. 15:33; 19:41; Jgs.

13.25; 16:31; l 8:2,8,1 l).sa

45. A more cautious approach in -+ ll,24l.
46. Gerleman, 1282.
47. Ibid., 1283, following IPN, 136.
48. M. Noth, "Samuel und Silo," W 13 (1963) 395.
49. Westermann, "Begriffe," 14 n. 13, following KD, in loc.
50. KAr 24.4.
51. F. Vattioni, "t sigilli ebraici," Bibl 50 (1969) 381, no.2l3.
52. N. Avigad, Hebrew Bullae from the Time of Jeremialr (Jerusalem, 1986), 99-100, no' 155.

53. F. M. Cross, "Samaria Papyrus ll' Erlsr 18 (1985) 7*-17*, esp. 8*; Y. Shiloh, 'A Hoard
of Hebrew Bullae from the City of David," Erlsr 18 (1985) 77-87 and 68*.

54. HAL,I, 100a.
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lY. | . Qumrare. The use of .ia'al and the verbal noun i"'Eh is quite similar to that in
the OT. The semantic field "ask" includes the following passages. I IQT 55:2 and 14

basically cite Dt. 13:12 and 18 and address the apostasy of a city, a situation to be in-
vestigated commensurate with the legal regulations (55:5: par. darai and haqar); cf .

4Q159 2:4 and 5 following Josh. I : l8 with reference to potential resistance and disobe-
dience. I IQT 58:18 and2l tie the king's decisions completely to the high-priestly ora-
cle: "He shall not go until he has presented himself before the high priest, who shall in-
quire on his behalf for a decision by the Urim and Thummim" (1. 18; l. 20 repeats the
prohibition elliptically: id'al bammiipat). 4Qplsac 2l:11 cites Isa. 30:2 with its indict-
ment of the alliance with Egypt without considering Yahweh's words of guidance as

delivered through the prophet. The fragment Mur. 29 II, 3 deals with contractual de-
mands deriving from the private legal sphere.ss

The concentration of occurrences in IQS is striking, including the use of the niphal
in 8 of 9 occurrences. Every passage involves the Council of the Community or the
Holy Council, which can be consulted in any matter (6:4; cf . CD 14:6) for counsel and
guidance, particularly for legal decisions in cases involving transgression against the
community rule; the procedure is to consult each member individually according to his
rank within the council (6:9,11,15,18; 7:21[bis]). IQS 8:25 stipulates that any member
ofthe council who inadvertently transgresses a law "for two years shall take no part in
judgment (ipfl or ask for counsel."

The semantic element "request" emerges in the following texts. 4Q179 1, II, 8 al-
ludes to Lam. 4:4 in saying that "(the children) beg for water, but no one offers it." In
I lQPs" 24 (Ps. 155), a construct of lament and thanksgiving, the petitioner asks (1. 4)
that his request (i'ch, par. baqqdid) be granted (nd!an) and gives thanks in a confes-
sion of trust (1. 14) for its fulfillment (ilm); cf. also 4Q381 3l:8.56

2. IXX. The LXX tries to accommodate the semantic polyvalence of ia'al with var-
ied renderings. It translates the qal with aitein, apol4gein, aspdzesthai, danizein,
engastrimythos, exereundn, eperdtdn, epithymein, ereundn, erotdn, zetetn, chrdn,
chriisis; the piel with epaitein, eperdtdn, erdtdn; the niphal with aitein and
paraiteisthai,' and the hiphil with kichrdn and chrdn.s1

Fuhs

55. J. T. Milik, D"/D, tr, t42.
56. On the Aramaic witnesses in Qumran, see Beyer, 698-99.
57. Cf. G. Stehlin, "air6o xrtr.," TDNT l, 191-95; H. Greeven, "tptotdo rrlt.," TDNT II, 685-

89.
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Il$g ia'anan; xlNl, i',?

Contents: L Construction and Occurrences. II. The Verb. III. The Adjective. IV. Qumran and

LXX.

I. Construction and Occurrences. The adj. ia'onan, covering the meanings "at
rest, peaceful, carefree, self-confident," is constructed (analogous to -) l)91 ra'%tdn)

through reduplication of the third radical of the root i'n. I The vb. i'n itself is also only
attested in the reduplicate pilpel stem.

The root .ih is not attested in other ancient Near Eastern languages, the one excep-
tion being Ugaritic, since the Ugaritic forms ihl, i'n, and iin probably derive from ih,
"be at rest, undisturbed, peaceful."2 After Hebrew, i7 does not appear again until the
more recent Semitic languages from Syriac on.3 The possibility of transmission
through Aramaic cannot be demonstrated, since ^i'n is not attested in Aramaic.

It is questionable whether the place name Beth-shean originally had anything to do
with the root i'n. Given the analogy of other place names constructed similarly, one can
assume that its second constituent part represents a (poorly attested) pre-Israelite di-
vine name.4 The translation "place of rest," taking .ih thus as the semantic point of de-
parture, probably represents the Israelite understanding of the place name.s

The root.ih occurs 5 times in the MT as a verb and 11 times as an adjective, though 2
of the latter witnesses can be eliminated because in 2 K. 19:.28 par. lsa. 37:29 ia"nan is
probably not part of the original text (read i"'6n"f;a, "your roaring"). The textual emen-
dations adding ia'an in Prov. 14: 17 and ia'"nan in Zeph. l:12 are too uncertain to be

considered. Hence 14 reliable occurrences of the root .ih remain. It does not appear at
all in the Pentateuch or the historical books, occurring instead only in poetic contexts.

Occurrences are found in the prophetic books (id'anin Jer.30:10 par.46:27;48:ll;
ia'%run in Isa. 32:9,11,18; 33:20; Am. 6:1;6 Zech. l:15), wisdom writings (id'aninlob
3:18; Prov. l:33; ia'%dn in Job l2:5; 2l:23), and the Psalter (ia'ondn in Ps. 123:4).

Almost all these occurrences are found in relatively late texts. If Isa. 32:9-14 does

indeed belong to the later period of Isaiah, namely, the situation around 701 s.c.s., the
occurrences in vv. 9 and I I would represent the earliest witnesses.T Isa. 32:18 possibly

l. See GK $55d; NSS, $143ct.
2. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Einzelfragen zu Wrirtern aus den ugaritischen Mythen und

Wirtschaftstextenl'UF 1l (1979) 191-92:HAL, Ill, 1374-75;cf.WUS, no.2568; UTno.237l.
3. See the documentation in LexHebAram, 813.
4. A. Jirku, Beitrtige zur Religionsgeschichte und Archiiologie Paliistinas. FS E. Sellin (Leip-

zie, 1927),83-84.
5. H. Seebass, "Der israelitische Name der Bucht von BEsdn und der Name Beth Schean,"

ZDPV 95 (19'19) 169-'71; HAL, lll, 1375.
6. See W. von Soden, "Zu einigen Ortsbenennungen bei Amos und Michal'ZAH3 (1990) 215.
7. Though cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. trans. 2OO2),249, who dates them to

the period prior to 587.
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dates to the end of the Judean monarchy,8 as does Jer. 48: I I unless both texts are even

later. All other passages date to the exilic and postexilic periods.

II. The Verb. All occurrences of the vb. ia'an are construed in the perfect or perfect

consecutive. All have positive connotations and circumscribe restful, secure, undis-

turbed conditions in the past, present, and future. The oracle to the nations in Jer.

48.11-17 retrospectively describes the previous peaceful and undisturbed ease of Moab

(v. l1: i'n par. iq), which will now come to an end when the spoilers sent by Yahweh

prepare Moab's doom. By contrast, the announcement of salvation in Jer. 30:10, cast in

the form of a priestly oracle, promises that Jacob/Israel will be saved (vi'hiphil), will
return from afar and enjoy a life in quiet (iqfi, secltirty (i'n), and without fear of being

disturbed ('An mah'riil. Because the verse has apparently been influenced by Deutero-

Isaiah and thus cannot date to the early proclamation of Jeremiah to the former north-

ern kingdom, "Jacob/Israel" refers to the deported Judeans. A later passage secondarily

repeats the verse (46:27).
Prov. l:33 concludes the discourse delivered by personified Wisdom in which

(sapiential) knowledge is identihed with fear of Yahweh (v.29). The final verses of the

text quintessentially juxtapose the fate of those who do and do not understand, a fate

determined by the act-consequence nexus. Those who reject this guidance prepare

their own downfall, while those who accept the teaching of Wisdom prepare a happy

fate for themselves; they "will be secure (be1al.t) and will live at ease (.i'n) without
dread of disaster," as articulated through parallelismus membrorum (v. 33). The term

blh appears as a counterpart to.fh in Isa. 32:9,11,18; Am. 6:l as well. Finally, in his

complaints Job curses his own life and longs for death in which everyone, even prison-

ers, are at ease (Job 3:18).

III. The Adjective. The use of the adj. ia'anan is ambivalent in that the same posi-

tive meaning attaching to the verb is joined by a negative connotation. In this sense

ia'anan refers to alleged ease, i.e., to illusionary security, wicked carefreeness, in a

word: proud zrrrogance and hubris. It is above all prophetic oracles of judgment or their
later interpretation that adduces such behavior as proof of guilt. In Isa. 32:9-14 the ex-

pressions "carefree, at ease" (i'n) and "complacent, all too trustful" (bth) function vir-
tually as leitmotifs of accusation (vv. 9- 10,I I ). The women thus qualified represent the

inhabitants of the city whose downfall is predicted. "Those who are at ease in Zion"
and "those who feel secure on Mount Samaria" similarly refer to the inhabitants of the

two cities (beyond merely the upper classes) to whom the cry of woe in Am. 6:l-7 is
directed, though the text in v. I with the juxtaposition of Zion and Samaria does repre-

sent a later interpretation by the Dtr redactors.e By inserting "those who are at ease

(i'n) inZion" into the text and thereby referring the charge ofcarefree self-confidence

8. H. Barth, Die Jesaja-Worte in der Josiazeit. WMANT 48 (1977),211-13, who identifies it
as a text of the Assyrian redaction from the time of Josiah.

9. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),269-70,274-75.
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- a charge originally aimed at the upper classes of Samaria - as well as the an-

nouncement of deportation (v. 7) to Jerusalem (and Judah), the redactors retroactively
included the fall of Judah in 587 in Amos's message. The starting point was Amos's or-
acle of woe over "those who feel secure (btD on Mount Samaria."

According toZech. l:15, God's wrath is coming upon the self-confident nations
who have exploited their commission as Yahweh's own historical instruments. Though
they are currently living in peace, they are about to encounter Yahweh's intervention in
history; Yahweh will shatter their power and bring salvation for Israel. Ps. 123 issues in
a lament over the "scorn of those who are at ease" (v. 4), apparently those who scorn

and oppress the people or its members. It is unclear whether the reference is to foreign
rulers (the Persians?) or to adversaries from one's own ranks. In the obscure verse Job
l2:5, Job seems to take issue with the act-consequence nexus advocated by his friends.
"Those at ease" ( ia'"ndn) have contempt for the misfortune of others because they con-
sider it well-deserved. The positive meaning of the adj. ia'anan emerges especially in
the salvific promises in Isa.32:18 and33:20, which announce a peaceful, undisturbed
future for Jerusalem and Judah. lsa.32:15-20 is a salvific-prophetic later interpretation
of the oracle of judgment in 32:9-L4 and constitutes a conscious contrast to it. The key
terms .ih art,d bth were apparently borrowed from that text and reinterpreted into
salvific promises ("at ease" and "secure"). In 33:20 the expression "quiet meadow"
(NRSV "quiet habitation," naweh ia'ondn) together with the other statements in the

context serve to express the freedom and security Yahweh guarantees Jerusalem for the
future.

The term ia'dnan (read instead of ial'onan) has a theologically attenuated meaning
in Job 2l:23.10 Here Job reacts to Zophar's explications about the mortal fate of the
wicked in ch. 20 (where v. 20 uses the same term ialew as does 2l:23), countering that
death overtakes the prosperous person who lives at ease and secure (ia"ndn w"iabw)
just the same as it does the unhappy who have only known suffering in their lives.
Hence death is merely human fate rather than punishment for the wicked.

IV. Qumran and LXX. The root .fh has not yet been attested in the Qumran writ-
ings, nor does it occur in the book of Sirach. The LXX gives ^ih extremely varied ren-
derings and sometimes seems to interpret rather than translate (cf. esp. pbrtsios inlsa.
32:9;33:20).

Thiel

10. On the context see E. A. Knauf, "Zum Text von Hi 21,23-26: BN'l (1978) 22-24, who
views v. 23 as a secondary verse "for text repair" (23).
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tlNp ra',p

Contents: I. OT Occurrences. II. Hebrew Constructions and Meaning. III. OT Use: l. "Gasp

for Air": a. People; b. Animals; c. The Sun; 2."Pant for Something"; 3. "Pester, Chase, Treat

with Hostility." IV. LXX.

I. OT Occurrences. This verb occurs 14 times in the OT, but only in the qal and only
in postexilic prophetic (Amos, Deutero-Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel) and wisdom (Psalms,

Job, Ecclesiastes) texts (Am. 2:7 , though probably oldeq requires a conjecture).

II. Hebrew Constructions and Meaning. The verbal root i(i)'p(fl is not attested in
other Semitic languages. The term ia'ap apparently represents a specifically Hebrew con-
struction that presumably expresses onomatopoeically (the peh was already spirantized)
the gasping and panting for air. Such gasping can result from exertion and exhaustion or
from strong excitement and desire. This secondary derivation is comparable to Arab.
sahifa, "thirst, snap at,"l and Heb. ip, allegedly a secondary form of .f'p with the meaning
"snap at, snatch."2 In this suggested etymological connection, the presumed secondary
form of .irip (with reference to Aram. ifg and Syr. .idp, "grate, crush," and iap, "gnnd,
crush"), namely, i'pil,3 is questionable, since the passages in question (Ps. 56:2-3[Eng. 1-

2l; Am. 8:4;Ezk.36:3 [except Am.2:7, where the context supports a derivation from ifip,
"stamp on, crush"l) could well refer to the lusting of the enemy and persecutor.a

II. OT Use.
l. "Gasp for Air" a. People. As the departure from Babylon comes near, Yahweh,

who has long kept silent toward the people's laments, will now introduce his interven-
tion by crying out like a woman in labor and by gasping (ndiam, hapax legomenon; cf.
n"idmd, "breath") and panting (ia'ap, lsa.42:14).

b. Animals. After God brings a great drought upon Judah, the otherwise tough wild
asses, now plagued by thirst, "stand on the bare heights [and] pant for air likejackals"
(Jer. 14:6). The prophet compares Israel, who has become unfaithful to Yahweh and
now chases greedily after the Ba'als, with a wild ass in the wilderness, who in her pas-
sionate heat snuffs and gasps for air (rttah) (Jer.2:24).

c. The Sun. Eccl. l:5 uses .iaZp metaphorically to describe the "course" of the sun
(which Ps. 19:6[5] describes with -+ lla rfts, a verb of rapid movement). Because the

ia'ap. Y. I. Kim, "The Vocabulary of Oppression in the OT: 'i4, ynh, ll.t;, and Congeners"
(diss., Drew University, Madison, N.J., 1981), esp. 46, 185-91.

1. K. Vollers, Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien (Strassburg, 1906),97.
2. HAL, tV, tM6b.
3. GesB, 798; abandoned by KBL2, 937.
4. K8L2,937.
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sun has such a long way to go, it hurries "gasping" to the place where it rises (some

lexicons emend i6'Ep to the pale, unpersuasive iab 'aps).

2. "Pantfor Something." Gasping for air with an open mouth also functions as a
metaphor for the desire with which a person longs for or thirsts for something. The
slave working in the hot sun longs for shade (sZl,) (at evening), a metaphor for those
who long for peace and release (through death) from the toil and suffering of life (Job

7:2). Those tested by suffering, however, should not long for the night (of final judg-
ment?) (Job 36:20). Once a person has fallen into distress, then the "thirsty" (cj. after
Aquila; Symmachus; Vg.), i.e., the greedy (and those with nothing), pant (cj. pl.
id"pfr; the cj. id'o!fi, "draw [water]," is not necessary6) after their possessions (Job

5:5). InPs. 119:l3l theauthorof thistorahpsalmopenshismouthwideandpantsafter
the commandments of the Lord full of longing (yd'aU, reflecting the rather mythical
notion that the word of God is like honey-sweet food for the soul (cf. v. 103; Ps.

19:11[10]; Ezk.2:8-3:3; also Jer. 15:16 and Ps. 81:llll0l Tg.).

3. Pestet Chase, Treat with Hostility. Such panting and gasping also describes the

effort and wrath of the enemy who unceasingly and with all his energy pursues some-

one else in order to "snap him up," or the greediness driving the stronger person to grab

the possessions of the weaker.
In Ps. 56:2(1) id'ap (EU "hunt, pursue"; or "lust after"T) parallels lahas, "oppress]'

and in v. 3(2) also ldham, "fight against," so that the ptcp. i6'ep in Ps. 57:4(3) (LXX
and Pesh., lst person pl. suf.S) can virtually be translated as "enemy" GU; NRSV
"those who trample upon me") or "pursuers." Ezekiel is to promise fertility and bless-
ing to the desolate mountains of Israel because the enemy has snapped at them from all
sides in order to possess them (Ezk. 36:3).e

Am. 8:4 accuses the greedy and deceptive merchants of having pursued the socially
weak (cf. Job 5:5). In the same reproach directed toward Israel in Am.2:1 , both the
prepositional obj. b"ro'i and the addendwlo 'al-'?ar-eres (to [into the?] dust) militate
against the translation "pursue, chase." The meaning is probably "trample the head"
(so also NRSV; LXX patein; in Ps. 56:2-3[-2] and 57:4131, the LXX translates Ja'cp
with katapatein), which is why some scholars assume avb. ia'ap II, "trample, crush,"l I

or - more plausibly - conjecture a secondary form irip (BHS: idptm instead of
id'ptm), "trample" (as in Gen. 3:l5ba).tz

5. K8L2,937; BHS.
6. K8L2,937; so also G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 132.
7. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
8. G. R. Driver, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT," JTS 33 (1931) 38-39, conjectures

i6-pA napit from v. 5.
9. X8f2,937, suggests ttie'op for w"id'6p, while BIIS conjectures weia'o!.
10. See B. Duhm, 'Anmerkungen zu den Zwrilf Prophetenl' ZAW 3l (191 l) 3.

ll. GesB,798.
12. K8L2,956, distinguishes between.idp I, "crush," and ifip II, "snap at, make a grab for."
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IV. LXX. The LXX translates id'ap with a wide variety of terms, and not always ac-

curately. When the meaning is "gasp for air," it translates hilkein (dnemon),
pneumatophoreisthai, xarainein. For the meaning "long for, pant after," it uses hdlkein
pneima, exdlkein, eksiphdntzein, teilchein. And for the meaning "pursue, hunt after," it
rlses (kata)patein, miselsthai, and ektr[bein.

Maiberger

'1lft? ,r"z'

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. OT. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

I. Etymology. Terms corresponding to Heb. .i'?r "flesh, meat," include Ugar. .iirl
the customary word for "flesh";2 Akk. ^i*a, "flesh, body"3 (also in the combination
"your flesh and blood" - your relative); and Pun. .f'4 "flesh" (said of sacrificial meat in
the Marseille Tariff; cf. also smh.i'rz, "shoot of your flesh" = sona).

II. Occurrences. This word occurs 16 times in the OT (in Jer. 5l:35 read iiprt in-
stead of i"'ert) and once in Sir.7:24.

III. OT. The term i"'Er refers first of all to "flesh, meat" as foodstuff, e.g., in the de-
spairing or derisive question the people pose in the wilderness according to Ps. 78:20:
"[He provided water,] can he also give bread, or provide meat for his people?" Simi-
larly also in God's reaction to the question in v. 27: "he rained flesh upon them like
dust" (in reference to the quail). The term i"'er is generally understood to have the
same meaning in Ex. 2l:10, which stipulates that a man who has married a slave and
then enters into a second marriage "not diminish the flesh [food], clothing, or marital
rights of the first wife" (if, as some interpreters do,5 one understands ie'er as a refer-
ence to fleshly, physical satisfaction, then in order to avoid repetition one must under-
stand'6nd at the end of the verse as "oil of anointing").

The term ,f"'er also refers to the body as part of the person, as in Prov. I l: 17: "Those
who are kind reward themselves (napi6), but the cruel do harm to their own bodies
(ie'dr)," i.e., both good and evil deeds come back to the initiator. Here probably no dis-
tinction is being made between body and nepei, both referring rather to the entire per-
son. When Sir.7:24 advises fathers to guard and preserve (nsr) the ie'dr (LXX s6ma) of
their daughters, the reference is obviously to the woman's body as an object of lustful

l. Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Xl' Bibl 53 (1972) 4Ol-2.
2. WUS, no.2569.
3. AHw,lll,1248-49.
4. KAI 163.3; Marseille Taiff: KAI 69.3,4,6,8,10,11; ANET 656-57.
5. R. North, "Flesh, Covering, and Response, Ex. xxi lO: W 5 (1955) 205-6.
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desire.6 Mic. 3:2 clearly distinguishes between flesh (i"'dr) and bones ('esem); here
dishonestjudges tear the flesh from the people's bones and the skin from their bodies.

The continuation says that they then eat the flesh (i"'€r) ofthe people; now the vocabu-

lary changes, and the word bdSar is used when the reference is to chopping up the flesh
(bdidr) in a kettle (v. 3; no transposition of vv. 2b and 3 is necessaryT). The "flesh and

heart" refer to the entire person who is fading or faltering (kdld, Ps. 73:26). By con-
trast, Prov. 5:ll uses both i"'Er and baiar with the same verb to describe the conse-
quences of getting mixed up with the "strange woman."

Like Akk. iiru, ie'er can also refer to physical kinship. The expression ie'Er
b"Sari means essentially "his own flesh and blood," i.e., his "living relations."8 One
should not have sexual relations with one's own relatives (Lev. 18:6; cf. v. 12,

which uses i"'er'dbikd, "the near kinswoman of your father"; Lev. 20:19 uses

i"'ErO). A blood relative is to step in as go'el (Lev. 25:49). Lev. 2l:2 defines i"'Er as

mother, father, son, brother, and in some instances daughter; a priest is permitted to
touch their corpses. Nu. 27: I 1 addresses the problem of inheritance rights. If a per-
son dies childless, ultimately "the nearest kinsman" (i"'cr qdr6!) receives the inher-
itance. Lev. 18:ll distinguishes between relatives on the father's and on the
mother's side.

IV. Qumran. The Damascus Document also uses .i"'er 5 times in reference to kin-
ship. CD 5:9 cites Lev. 18:13 (cf. 5:11). CD 7:l warns against disloyalty (md'al) tv
ward i"'er b"iar6, while 8:6 and 19:19 mention those who hide themselves from their
own kin (7m hithpael), an allusion to Isa. 58:7, which, however, uses only bdidr One
other occurrence (4Q186 l, I, 6) is only a fragment.

V. LXX. The LXX usually translates with sdrx, though occasionally also with try'as
or si5ma. References to kinship use various forms of oikeios. Ex.2l:10 paraphrases

with td d6onta, while Ps. 78:20 translates as trdpeza.
Ringgren

6. E. Schweizer, "otlpa," TDNT, Yll, 1044.
7. See D. R. Hillers, Micah. Herm (1984),42.
8. HAL, IV 1379.
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'lNP id'ar;'lNi? ie'ar; nr1*V, ie'crt!

Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. General Use: l. Things; 2. Abstractions;
3. Individuals;4. Nations. III. The Remnant as the Community of Israel: l. Deuteronomistic

History; 2. Isaiah; 3. Jeremiah; 4. Ezekiel; 5. Minor Prophets; 6. Chronicler's History; 7.LXX
and Qumran.

ia'ar. l. C. Campbell, "God's People and the Remnant," S"/f 3 (1950) 78-85; O. Carcna, Il
resto di Israele; studio storico-comparativo delle iscrizioni reali assire e dei testi profetici sul
tema del Resto. RivB Sup 13 (1985); A. Causse, "Les origines de la diaspora juive," RIIPR 7
(192'7) 97-1281' idem, Du groupe dthnique d la communautd relig,ieuse. k problime sociologique
de la religion d'lsradl (Paris, 1937); R. E. Clements, "'A Remnant Chosen by Grace (Romans
I 1 :5)': The OT Background and Origin of the Remnant Concept," Pauline Studies. FS F. E Bruce
(Grand Rapids, 1980), 106-21; R. J. Coggins, "The Origins of the Jewish Diaspora," in R. E.
Clements, ed., The World of Ancient Israel (Cambridge, 1989), 163-81; N. A. Dahl, Das Volk
Gottes. Eine Untersuchung zum Kirchenbewusstsein des Urchristentlzs (Oslo, l94l U962));
G. Henton Davies, "Remnant," in A. Richardson, ed., A Theological Wordbook of the Bible (New
Yo*,21962), 188-91; H. Diumann, "Der Heilige Rest im AT," 7S( 87 (1914) 603-18;
S. Garofalo, Na nozione profetica del "resto d'Israele" (Rome, 1942); G. Gerleman, "Rest und
Uberschuss: Eine terminologische Studie," Travels in the World of the OT. FS M. A. Beek (Assen,
1974),71-74; D. Greeves, "The Remnant of Israel," ExpT 94 (1982); H. Gross, "Remnant," in
J. B. Bauer, ed., The Encyclopedia of Biblical Theology (Eng. trans., London, 1970), ll, 741-43;
V. Hamp, "Rest, heiliger Rest. I. AI," LTLK,VIII, 1252-53: P. D. Hanson, The People Called: The
Growth of Community in the Bible (San Francisco, 1986); C. Hardmeier, Prophetie im Streit vor
dem Untergang Judas. BZAW 187 (1990); G. F. Hasel, The Remnant: The History andTheology of
the Remnant ldea from Genesis to Isaiah. Andrews University Monographs 5 (Berrien Springs,
19'72); idem, "semantic Values of Derivatives of the Hebrew Root J?;' AUSS I I (19':.3) 152-69;
idem, "Remnantl' IBDSup,735-36; J. Hausmann, Israels Rest. Studien zum Selbstverstiindnis der
nachexilischen Gemeinde. BWANT 124 (1987); E. W Heaton, "The Root ''tNtrll and the Doctrine of
the Remnant," JTS 3 (1952) 27 -39; Y. Herntrich and G. Schrenk, "treippa xrlt.l' TDNT IV 196-
214; E. Jenni, "Remnant," IDB, lY, 32-33; J. Jeremias, "Der Gedanke des 'Heiligen Restes' im
Spiitjudentum und in der Verkiindigung lesui' ZNW 42 (1949) 184-94 = idem, ABBA. Studien zur
neutestamentlichen Theologie und Zeitgeschichte (Gottingen, 1966), l2l-32: O. Kaiser, "Rest,"
BHHW lll, 1592-93; J. G. McConville, "Ezra-Nehemiah and the Fulfillment of Prophecy," W 36
(1986)205-24, esp. 213-18; J. Meinhold, Studien zur israelitischen Religionsgeschichte I. Der
heilige Rest (Bonn, 1903); B. F. Meyer, "Jesus and the Remnant of Israel," "/BL 84 ( 1965) 123-30;
W E. Miiller, Die Vorstellung vom Rest im A7(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 21973): J. Nelis, "Rest Israels,"
BL, 1473-75: C. R. North, "Shear-jashub:' IDB, lV,3l l; J. Paterson, "Remnant," HDB, 841-42;
O. Schilling, "'Rest'in der Prophetie des AT" (diss., Mtinster, 1942); C. R. Seitz, Theology in
Conflict. BZAW 176 ( 1989); W T. In der Smitten, "Marginalien zur Restverstellung im Nll' BiOr
30 (1973) 9-10; R. de Vaux, "The 'Remnant ofIsrael'according to the Prophets)'The Bible and
the Ancient Near East (Eng. trans., Garden City, N.Y., 197 I ), l5-30; H. Wildberger. '*lNlD i'r to
remain," TLOT lll, 1284-92: H. G. M. Williamson, Israel in the Books of Chronicles (Cambridge,
1977); idem, "The Concept of Israel in Transition," in R. E. Clements, ed., The World of Ancient
Israel (Cambidge, 1989), 141-61; H. W Wolfl "Das Thema 'Umkehr' in der alttestamentlichen
Prophetie," ZTK 48 (1951) 129-48, esp. 138, 140;' P. Zerafa, "Il resto di Israele nei profeti
preesilice," Angelicum 49 (Rome, 1972) 3-29.

On III.2: S. H. Blank, "The Current Misinterpretation of Isaiah's SHE'AR YASHUB: JBL 67
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l, Etymology and Meaning. Although this root is not attested in Akkadian, it does

occur in Ugaritic as the vb. ii "remain (back)," subst. .f'r "remnant"; as Imperial
Aram. ii .f rr,' Nabat. i'ryt; Palmyr. .ii; Jewish Aram. .f 'r si'; Syr. i\tdrd, "remnant";
OSA si; and Arab. sa'ira, "be left over," and sa'ir "remnant; left over, all."l

The verb occurs 133 times in the OT, including 94 times in the niphal,38 in the
hiphil, and yet only once in the qal ( I S. 16: 1 1). The subst. i"'ar occurs 27 times (also

l2 Aramaic occurrences). Finally, i"'eri1 occtrs 66 times. Almost half of the Hebrew
occurrences of i"'ar are in Isaiah (10--28), while the occurrences of i"0rt1 are clearly
concentrated in Jeremiah (24 times).

In the OT this verb refers to that which is left over or remains. The two substantival
derivatives of the verbal stem, .ieZr and i"'ert1, occur in a rather broad collection of
contexts without any clearly discernible semantic distinction emerging between them
in reference to that which remains or is left over, something theoretically conceivable
in the enumeration of things or concepts. In many passages, however, both the verb and

the substantival derivatives refer to those who physically survive or to the remnant of a

group of people.
This concrete meaning is used in connection with disasters, for example, floods, fam-

ines, and war, which force a family or a larger group of people to the edge of their exis-

tence. A clear theological meaning attaches to this notion of "that which remains or is left
behind" when it refers to a group ofpeople in a biblical context, since such contexts also
involve questions of the continuity of tradition or, even more importantly, of legitimate
authority and identity in reference to membership in a community. The largely negative
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connotations normally associated with the post-catastrophe remnant of a family or com-

munity thus acquired a positive character with regard to claims, privileges, and status.

To the extent that the semantic use of the various verbal forms of .fi and its substan-

tival derivatives ie'dr and i"'ertl are concerned, one should point out that a large num-

ber of the passages are actually theologically neutral. In such cases the root simply re-

fers to that which remains in any given counting. Only when the terms refer to those

who remain or are left over from Israel and Judah do they acquire an important theo-

logical sense. At the same time, however, one must remember that because obedience

was the necessary condition of full membership in the community chosen by God, the

notion arose that a surviving remnant would thus represent the believing minority.
Such notions occur in both prophetic and narrative texts. Finally, the rescue of a faith-
ful remnant can also be viewed as a principle of divine actions toward human commu-

nities, something clearly emerging in the Flood narrative (Gen. 6-9) with its ancient

Near Eastern background. Here the survival of Noah's family during a global catastro-

phe demonstrates the principle of rescue from divine judgment. Once the political and

sociological weight of the claim to the status of a remnant acquired central significance
in the religious life of the Jews, earlier narrative traditions could be reinterpreted in
light of this development.

II. General Use.
1. Things. The basic meaning "remain, be left over" emerges most clearly when the

verb refers to things remaining over from a larger quantity. It refers to property and

livestock in Gen. 47:18, when the Egyptian people, plagued by famine, plead with Jo-

seph for help from the stores of the pharaonic warehouses; the Egyptians insist they

have no food left over. [n Ex. l0:5 the locust plague similarly threatens to devour all
that was still left to the Egyptians after the previous plagues. Part of the curse of Dt.
28:51 and 55 is similarly that no food will be left over. During normal harvest periods,

wine growers are supposed to leave the gleanings for the poor (Jer. 49:9). The plague

narrative in Ex. 8:27 ascertains that the swarm of flies has ended by remarking that
"nothing remained" of them. Similar statements apply to the locust plague (10:19) and

the frog plague (8:5,7). Frogs remain only in the Nile. Pharaoh's cavalry is similarly
destroyed such that none is left over (14:28). No livestock belonging to the Israelites is

to remain in Egypt (10:26).
The verb is also used in connection with the blood of a sin offering, part of which is

sprinkled on the side of the altar while the rest is drained out onto the floor (Lev. 5:9).

The regulations for Passover make clear that no meat of the sacrificial lamb is to re-

main till the following morning bttr Ex. 12:10).

"That which is left over" can refer to meat (1 S. 9:24), horses (2K.7:13), or silver
(2 Ch. 24:14). The verb can refer both to the portion of the land of Israel left in
Canaanite hands after Joshua's campaign (Josh. l3: 1f.) and to the trunk of the broken

idol of Dagon (l S. 5:4). After the attack of the Babylonians, only the cities of Azekah

and Lachish were left unconquered (Jer.34:7). All these passages using the verbal or

substantival forms of ^ii relate that part of something remains, or they categorically
point out that in fact nothing at all remains.
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2. AbstractionJ. The assertion that something abstract "remains" merely expands

the concrete basic meaning. Lev. 25:52 uses the verb to refer to the remaining or out-
standing years of slavery that must still be served before the Jubilee Year brings liber-
ation. 2 Ch.9:29 uses the verb to refer to the "rest" of Solomon's story, which the nar-
rative does not intend to relate. Dnl. 10:8 confirms that the visionary had no strength
left after a particular vision, comparable to the condition in which he had no breath
(v. l7).

The reference in Job's defense against his friends is more difficult (Job 2l:34); here

Job insists that his friends' assertions leave nothing behind but emptiness. The LXX
does not translate the vb. .i7 here, presumably because the translator no longer under-
stood its meaning.2

3. Individuals. The notion that a remnant remains after a larger portion has been

enumerated or destroyed comes to clearest or most direct expression in reference to
individuals and families. Such is the case in the story of the wise woman of Tekoa

who tells David about her only remaining son (2 S. l4:7). When he too is threatened
with execution for the murder of his brother, the entire family is threatened with hav-
ing no future heir and the mother herself with having no one to help her. Isa. 49:21 ap-
plies to Jerusalem the similar metaphor of a woman who as a widow is left alone with-
out children.

The widow Naomi is portrayed the same way; although at first she has two sons

(Ruth 1:3), after their death she is left alone with her daughters-inJaw (v. 5). A similar
situation emerges in Gen. 42:38 when Jacob insists that after Joseph's presumed death

his youngest son, Benjamin, not accompany his brothers to Egypt, since Benjamin is
now the only one (i.e., the only son of Rachel) left. During the revolution of Jehu, the

entire royal house of Ahab is extinguished; no one was left (2 K. l0:1 l; cf. also v. 17).

Og, the king of Bashan during the Israelite land conquest, is described as the only sur-

vivor of the Rephaim (Dt. 3: I l; Josh. 13:12). Not a single person zrmong the Anakim
was left in the land (Josh. 1l:22), though the author acknowledges that other nations
did indeed remain in the land (Josh.23:4,7 ,12; cf . also Dt. 7:20). Allegedly no one was

left from the army of Sisera (Jgs. 4:16; cf. also the violence of the battle of Ai in Josh.

8:17). I S. ll:ll documentsthesmallnumberof survivorsamongtheAmmonitesafter
the massacre of Saul.

Accounts associated with the Dtr interest in the annihilation of the pre-Israelite in-
habitants of the land make several references to the violence of war and the desire to
leave no one alive (Josh. 8:22; 10:28,30,37,39,40; 11:8,14). The Midianites (Jgs. 6:4)
and Hazael of Syria (2 K. l3:7) threaten the Israelites with the same fate; Saul plans to
do the same thing to the Philistines (l S. 14:36), as do Israel and Judah to Moab (2 K.
3:25).

When threatened by Esau, Jacob fears the complete annihilation of his family and

thus divides his possessions and people into two companies, enhancing thereby the

2. See E. Dhorme, The Book of Job (Eng. trans., New York, 1967),235.
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prospect that at least one group will survive (Gen. 32:9[Eng. 8]). David threatened to
exterminate all male descendants from Nabal's family (l S. 25:22). Numerous pas-

sages document the annihilation of families and national groups in wars in which either
no one at all or only a few people survive. Famine caused by sieges can also bring
about such catastrophes (ct. 2 K. 7:13).

A more positive understanding of the "remnant" emerges in narratives emphasizing
the importance of a surviving male heir for securing the future of a family. Such applies
especially to the royal houses (Jeroboam I, I K. 15:291' Ahaziah,2K. l0:11,14,17;
Baasha, I K. 16:l l; Joram, 2 Ch.2l:17). Concern with the survival of an heir for the
family is directly associated with inheritance regulations and with a sense of familial
identity.

Such expectations are enhanced even further when associated with the notion of
God's special acts of election, as in the election of young David to be king. In the nar-
rative it is precisely the youngest and hence least promising of Jesse's sons who is left
and whom a selection procedure accordingly shows to be the intended one (1 S. 16: I l).
In a different context Eldad and Medad, who have remained behind in the Israelite
camp, are seized by prophetic ecstasy (Nu. 11:26). Passages mentioning a small sur-

viving remnant include references to the male prostitutes left after Asa's religious re-
forms (1 K. 22:47), the few women remaining in the royal palace during the Babylo-
nians' siege of Jerusalem (Jer. 38:22), or the few wounded soldiers lying in their tents

at that time (37:10) or left in the city of Jerusalem itself (38:4).
The notion that special divine initiative can lead to the preservation of a single fam-

ily or even of individual family members finds its most dramatic expression in the story
of the great flood. The narrative emphasizes that only Noah and his family remained
(Gen. 7:23); their survival is understood as an event prompted by prophetic premoni-
tion and is interpreted as the expression of divine favor. This story of Noah's survival
and his resulting role as the ancestor of all postdiluvian generations was quickly taken
as a paradigm for the theological significance ofthe remnant (cf. Sir. 44:17), serving to
associate the notion of divine judgment on the majority of human beings with the res-

cue of a small, divinely chosen group of surviving believers3 and providing a meaning-
ful narrative model upon which later interpretations of Jewish self-understanding were
based, interpretations surviving in the Christian church in a directly comparable fash-
ion. A comparable, albeit less dramatic and universal example of such a remnant
whose election is viewed as the fulfillment of a divine plan is the narrative of the selec-

tion of the ten thousand armed warriors who are to follow Gideon (Jgs. 7:3).
The fate of those who survive a war and must deal with the famine and pestilence

generally accompanying wars is portrayed as miserable and wretched. Imprecatory
formulae accordingly often include references to such negative circumstances (on Is-
rael: Lev. 26:36,39; on nations threatening Israel: Dt. 7:20). A passage regulating the
punishment for perjury invokes the deterrent effect exerted by such punishment upon
those who witness the punishment, i.e., upon those who are left (Dt. 19:20). This

3. See Hasel, Remnant, 135-47.
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special emphasis on the deterrent effect of punishment upon those who witness it re-
veals the ongoing problems within Israel's developing legal system caused by false
accusations.

4. Nations. It is especially prophetic texts that mention the fate of those among Is-
rael's neighboring nations who are left over. In most cases such texts refer to the small
number or to the miserable circumstances of the survivors of these nations after war.
Such references often appear as threats in oracles against foreign nations. Although in
a few cases the context shows that Israel and Judah are viewed as the reason for such
threats, more often such prophecies show that these nations were affected by the same

catastrophes accompanying the Assyrian and Babylonian expansion into the eastern
Mediterranean. In I S. 14:36 Saul suggests attacking the Philistines and decimating
them such that not a single man remains alive. The mention of the remnant of the
Philistines in Am. 1:8 reflects the serious military losses suffered by the Philistines
during David's rise to royal power in Israel. Additional military catastrophes affecting
this nation around the mid-6th century are reflected in the mention of the remnant of
Ashdod (Jer. 25:.20) and the Philistines, and of Caphtor and the Anakim (47:4-5; cf .

BHS). Ezk.25:16 refers to them as the "rest of the seacoast."
An assault on Moab by the united military forces of Israel and Judah left the region

of Kir-hareseth decimated (2 K.3:25). The later destruction of Moabite territory prob-
ably by the Assyrians, is reflected in Isa. l5:9 (cf. also 16:14) in the reference to the
remnant of the land of Moab. Am.9:12 mentions the remnant of Edom in what is prob-
ably a reference to a longer period of decimation in the country. Jer. 50:26 issues a

warning before the final destruction of Babylon that will leave nothing remaining.
All these examples reveal the characteristically negative assumption that the survi-

vors, those left over in a country after a period of war and decimation, function as wit-
nesses to the suffering of their fellow citizens. The small number of survivors and the
decimation of their cities and country emphasize the severity of the judgment against
their particular national group. Hence such passages largely concur that the survival
of such a remnant attests the severity of the catastrophe itself. Only if there are no sur-
vivors at all would there also be no witness; in that case, however, judgment is total.
The survival of a remnant offers visible proof of the suffering of the unfortunate. Pas-

sages mentioning the fate of non-Israelite nations exhibit no interest at all in any no-
tion of legitimate continuity or legal claim of possession that might be due such a

remnant. This negative assumption attaching to the role of the remnant as a witness to
a catastrophe also consistently applies to the earliest references to the remnant of Is-
rael, though later passages containing such warnings do attest a more positive under-
standing of the role of the remnant in association with the hope in a reestablishment of
Israel itself.

III. The Remnant as the Community of Israel. As far as the kingdoms of Israel
and Judah are concerned, the claims by those who survived the catastrophe to be the sa-

lient remnant acquired special significance after the destruction visited upon them by
the Assyrian Empire during the Sth century. The subsequent destruction of Judah and
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Jerusalem by the Babylonians in the 6th century underscored the theological signifi-
cance of the concept of a surviving remnant.

The notion of a remnant of the people of Israel lost many of its earlier negative asso-

ciations and was engaged particularly to articulate the notion of the legitimate posses-

sion of the territory the people had once inhabited. The same notion also acquired spe-

cial religious significance in connection with the right to administer the Jerusalem

temple and its cult.
After 587 s.c.E,. both these factors acquired heightened significance because of the

lack of any centralized royal administration in Jerusalem. Subjection to Babylonian
and later to Persian foreign rule fostered a disinclination to have religious matters un-
der foreign jurisdiction. The extended deportation and migration of earlier inhabitants

of Judah also prompted the postulation of a religious law that could claim validity be-

yond merely national boundaries. Such a corpus ofregulations was necessary to iden-

tify those who wanted to maintain a justified claim to identity as part of the remnant of
ancient Israel. In particular, the notion of a recognized status as "remnant of Israel"
served as a basis of religious and social identity for the growing number of Jews who
lived outside the territorial boundaries of the earlier kingdoms of Judah and Israel.

Emergent Judaism in the Diaspora found in these claims of an identity as the "remnant

of Israel" a useful concept for maintaining its own religious and social uniqueness. At
the same time the necessity of such claims of recognition for those Jews who had in-
deed remained after 587 s.c.r. or who did not return until the late 6th or early 5th cen-

tury served to articulate the complex nature of the severe political and religious dis-
putes that arose during precisely this period.

Two factors were particularly influential in determining the meaning of the termi-
nology associated with the "remnant" for post-587-s.c.n. Judaism. The first was the

strong emphasis on unqualified loyalty to Yahweh and to the Mosaic Torah, an empha-

sis that emerged in the early-7th-century Dtn movement. The second factor emerged

from the growing use of this written Torah as a sign of religious identity transcending
political boundaries. Because Israel was no longer a nation, and because many of the

intensely loyal Jews who hoped that Israel itself would be reestablished no longer lived
within the former territorial boundaries, this recognition as the "remnant of Israel"
helped define their particular Jewish status. In and of itself, the mere use of this word
could not, however, resolve the inherent tensions confronting Israel as a group of sepa-

rate and independent communities. The terminology was nonetheless of enormous im-
portance, since it enabled one's claim as a Jew to be maintained, something applying
particularly to the many Jews who would otherwise be excluded according to tradi-
tional, territorial, or political categories.

It was a long process through which this particular religious and social meaning

came to be attached to the remnant terminology, whose meaning originally referred

simply to those who had remained or who had survived the fall of the kingdoms of
Israel and Judah. Although the process extended over at least three centuries, the de-

cisive development took place during the 6th century and is broadly documented in
the OT prophetic writings, particularly in the books of Isaiah and Jeremiah. The

chronology of events is often rather obscure in Isaiah because earlier prophecies
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were later reworked and reinterpreted. Although the interpretive changes are more
clearly discernible in the book of Jeremiah, here too the chronology remains uncer-
tain. The remaining OT writings illuminate and confirm this prophetic development
without adding anything significantly new. At the end of the OT epoch itself, the var-
ious claims to identity as a legitimate "remnant of Israel" constituted an important
characteristic of the emerging religious parties. Many problems, however, remained
unresolved because neither territorial nor cultic nor kinship-based factors were able

completely to define one's identity as a member of the remnant. The tensions gener-

ated by these ambiguities came to expression in the ideals of the competing sectarian
groups toward the end of the OT period.

l. Deuteronomistic History. It is in the Dtr History that one first encounters the no-

tion that Israel has been reduced to a remnant after the territorial fragmentation of Israel
by the 8th-century Assyrian campaigns. This conviction comes to clearest expression in
2 K. 17:18, a Dtr summary explaining the effects of the fall of Samaria in 722 s.c.o. in
words recalling Israel's total destruction as a nation: "Therefore Yahweh was very angry
with Israel and removed them out of his sight; none was left but the tribe of Judah

alone." Here the claim is made that the inheritance of Israel has passed completely to the

control of Judah, a claim based on the conviction that Judah was more loyal to Yahweh,

especially with regard to the maintenance of the claims of the Davidic dynasty. This no-
tion comes to fuller expression in the narrative of Hezekiah's rescue from Sennacherib's

attempt to destroy both Judah and Jerusalem (2 K. l9:4). Additional references to the

remnant in2K. 19:30(+ p"btd),31 (= Isa.37:31,32) show that Judah too was consider-
ably weakened by the Assyrians and suffered territorial losses. The latter verse is clearly
dependent on the highly characteristic and impressive development of the idea of the

remnant in Isaiah. The general impression is that 2 K. l7:18 represents the original un-

derstanding of the Dtr historian that later redactors then tried to define more closely in
2K. 19. The general claim is that Judah is the heir of Israel appointed by God, though
the authors do make clear that this appointment does not include all of Judah.

2. Isaiah. The doctrine of the role of Israel's remnant comes to especially vivid ex-
pression in the book of Isaiah (cf. Stegemann; Clements). Two basic, unquestionably
authentic passages must be examined that have been particularly influential. The first
dates to the time of the Syro-Ephraimite War (736-733 n.c.r.) and focuses on the name

of the prophet's son i"'dr-ydifr!, "a remnant shall return" (Isa. 7:3), a name interpreted
as a reference to the end of the threat to Ahaz by the Syro-Ephraimite alliance (vv. 4-9).
Although the name does imply confident assurance here, it apparently also has a threat-
ening connotation. As an assurance of help to Ahaz and his royal house, the statement

is best understood as an announcement that a remnant of the hostile powers threatening
Ahaz and Jerusalem will return to their own home as vanquished parties (cf.
Clements). Considerable difficulties confront alternative attempts to interpret the name
positively as a reference to the existence of a remnant (of Judah) that is to serye as a

sign ofhope for the royal house, not least because such views fail to consider the con-
sistently negative implications attaching to references to a "remnant" in the case of
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non-Israelite nations.4 Only in the subsequent expansion of meaning does such refer-

ence to a remnant acquire positive connotations.

The second significant text, Isa. l7 l-3, similarly dates to the period of the Syro-

Ephraimite War and warns that "the remnant of Aram will be like the kdbdd l= military

powerl of the Israelites." Here too the existence of a remnant stands as a symbol of mil-

itary defeat. The clear warning that Syria's army will be reduced to a remnant is ampli-

nei in the ensuing text by a similar warning to Israel itself (vv. 4-6), which, while ex-

plaining that the army of this nation too will be beaten, uses the agricultural metaphor

of the gleanings left after the grain and olive harvests (vv. 5-6)'

In the late 6th or early 5th century, the editors of this prophetic book added a whole

series of later interpretations to both these key passages. The name ie'dr-ydifi? is now

directly applied to Israel and in lO:20-23 acquires three different interpretations.s

Verse 20 offers the assurance that the remnant will no longer be politically subject to

Assyria (the idea of the remnant seems to be associated here with the "rod" metaphor

in q:St+l). Verse 21 understands the idea of the remnant of Israel as a sign of hope,

while v. 22 negatively alters this statement to mean that the future community of Israel

will be but a remnant. Finally, the statement becomes a warning regarding the destruc-

tion of the land as decreed by Yahweh (v.231' cf. 6:11-13)'

Isa. 17:4-6 develops the metaphor of the post-harvest gleanings as a sign of the

remnant in oracles attributed to Isaiah in 37:30-32 (= 2 K' 19:.29-31)' Although the

agricultural metaphor is maintained, the remnant is now localized in Jerusalem and on

];rt. Zron (cf. also 14:32). Determining when this unmistakable development of the

theme of "remnant" and its direct association with the divine protection of Jerusalem

took place is difficult. Although the 7th century is possible, this passage more likely

reflecls hopeful expectations that reemerged after the fall of Jerusalem (cf' also

l0: l2).
A directly comparable association between the remnant of Israel and a community

of survivors in Jerusalem is found in 4:3 (cf. also the mention of the survivots, p"btd,

of Israel in 4:2). This text must certainly date to a time after 587 s.c.r', as does the ap-

plication to Jerusalem of the tradition of the few who survived the divine judgment on

Sodom and Gomorrah (Isa. l:9; cf. Rom. 9:29).

Isa. I l: I I and 16 further develop the positive expectations associated with the role

of the remnant of Israel. Both verses - and v. l l in particular - maintain that the

remnant includes all the dispersed communities of Israel that have been driven into ex-

ile. These verses probably date to the 5th or even 4th century'

References to the remnant of Israel in exile also appear in 46:3 and 24:6,12. These

late examples present the image of a surviving remnant after a catastrophic upheaval as

a symbol of judgment upon the inhabitants of the entire earth. In the apocalyptic sec-

tion Isa. 24-27 ,these lati redactors of the book of Isaiah have made the experience of a

global catastrophe during the end time the central theme of a radically apocalyptic es-

4. See II.4.
5. See in this regard H. Wildberger, Isaiah t-12. CC (Eng' trans' 1991)' 434-38'
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chatology. Significantly the small number of those who survive this final global catas-

trophe are described as merely a remnant (of the human race).

3. Jeremiah. Although the book of Isaiah offers the most thorough development of
the theme of the remnant of Israel, the book of Jeremiah also offers illuminating in-

sights regarding this theme; these insights are all the more significant because the liter-
ary development of the theme took place within a much shorter period in this case. It is
noteworthy that the originally negative connotations associated with the idea of the

remnant acquired a more positive character in the aftermath of the 6th-century catastro-

phe. For the final Dtr redaction, the identity of this remnant with the community of ex-

iles in Babylon was the main concern.

In a wholly negative prophecy concerning Judah's impending fate (before 598 n.c.E.),

Jer.6:9 explains that there will be no remnant (gleanings) in Israel. Jer. 8:3 then explains

that the imminent decimation and exile of the population of Judah and Jerusalem will
leave no remnant behind. Indeed, it says that the exiles will suffer such that they will pre-

fer death to life. Then l5:9 similarly emphasizes that the remnant of Israel will be deliv-

ered over to the sword, and lll.23 announces to the people of Anathoth that they will have

no remnant. Only after the first deportations of many leading citizens to Babylon in 598

does a more hopeful vision of Israel's future gradually emerge. In contrast to the popular

contemporary assessment of the situation,24:8-lO insists that those who remain behind

in Jerusalem and view themselves as the fortunate survivors will in fact encounter an even

more horrible judgment. By contrast, those who were dragged into exile will constitute

the true remnant of Israel that will perhaps turn back to Yahweh in repentance (vv.4-7).

After the further siege and fall of Jerusalem in 587, yet another group of those who had

survived the catastrophe were deported to Babylon (39:9). A small group, including Jere-

miah himself, remained behind in the counffy (40:6; 4l:10,16). Jeremiah was summoned

to pray for the welfare of this remnant(42:2,15,19;cf .43:5), which 44: 14 and 28 referto as

the "remnant ofJudah." The historical addendum to the book describes it as the "poorest of
the people" (5215-16, cf. also 39: l0). Concern for the future fate of this remnant was ob-

viously of enormous urgency for the editors of the Jeremianic prophecies, which offered

the generous assurance that there was indeed hope for the "remnant of Israel" (3 1 :7). The

book does make clear, however, that the Jeremianic assurance of hope for those who re-

main in Judah (42:10-17) does not apply for those who flee to Egypt (44:7,12).

Viewed on the whole, the book of Jeremiah thus exhibits a development in which

the originally negative fate predicted for the remnant of Israel is altered by expressions

of positive hope in the reestablishment of those who were carried off into Babylonian

exile in 598 and 587. By contrast, absolutely no hope remains for those who fled to

Egypt. Those who survived the catastrophe in Judah are similarly portrayed as those

who have forfeited any right to be viewed as part of the loyal remnant. Only the exiles

in Babylon have this role.6 It was doubtless almost entirely at the initiative of the

6. See K.-F. Pohlmann, Die Ferne Gottes. Studien zum Jeremiabuch. BZAW 179 (1989);

seitz, 203ff.
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redactors that the idea of the remnant acquired such extraordinary significance in the
book of Jeremiah, who imbued this idea with unequivocally positive connotations in
the form of religious loyalty and the right to control the land of Israel. What is notewor-
thy, however, is that they identified this remnant exclusively with the community of ex-
iles in Babylon, and the enumeration of these deportations in 52:28-30 serves to focus
attention on precisely this community. Other survivors from the earlier kingdoms of Is-
rael and Judah are simply ignored despite the forceful words of consolation and hope
directed to them in 30:10-l l;31:7-9,10-14.

4. Ezekiel. The development in Ezekiel is remarkably similar to that in Jeremiah.
One major difference is probably that the change of perspective on the fate of the survi-
vors of 598 and 587 derives from the hand of the prophet himself. In Ezk. 6:12 (dating
prior to 587) the prophet proclaims to the inhabitants of Judah that they will have no
remnant to speak of: "Those far off shall die of pestilence; those nearby shall fall by the
sword; and any who are left and are spared shall die of famine." The oracles of doom in
5:10 and 17:21 similarly offer little hope for those who survive in Judah after the Baby-
lonian forces overrun Jerusalem's resistance. One puzzling and as yet unresolved item
is the symbolic portrayal of some inhabitants of Judah in 9:4 who have marks on their
foreheads as a sign of grief at the sins of Jerusalem. The text does not explain who
these chosen ones are or what their fate is.

After the catastrophic events of 587, we encounter a complete rejection of any
claims on the part of the surviving inhabitants of Jerusalem that they thus constitute the
remnant (33:23-29). The possibility is wholly excluded that any of the Judeans or
Jerusalemites who survived those events might constitute a loyal community from
which the nation itself my reemerge. Like the book of Jeremiah, the book of Ezekiel
also refers exclusively to the Babylonian exiles as the basis for the believing remnant
(cf. esp. Ezk. l1:16, which emphasizes God's special providence with regard to this
group). The sayings in Ezk. 36:2-15,16-21,22-36 show that hope arose in which those
beyond the immediate boundaries of the exiled Babylonian community might partici-
pate during the period when Israel was reestablished. The prophet's words are directed
to the mountains of Israel and concern the surrounding peoples. One main concern of
these later editors of the Ezekelian material was to expand the notion of the remnant,
which initially is localized in Babylon, ultimately to include the Jews of many different
communities living "among the nations." The promise is that they will be cleansed
from the impurity that has accrued while they lived among the nations and that they
will ultimately be led back home (36:33-38).

5. Minor Prophets. The prophetic collection from various periods known as the Mi-
nor Prophets shows a development of the understanding of the remnant of Israel quite
similar to that found in the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Unlike the development in
latter two books, however, this one strongly suggests that a politically active postexilic
remnant was resident in Jerusalem.

There is no clear understanding of a national remnant of Israel in Hosea. In the book
of Joel future hope for the community begins with the expectation of a national revival
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(Joel 2:12ff.). This understanding is narrowed later such that the renewed community
is restricted to Judah and Jerusalem (4:1,6,20[3:1,6,20]), a position quite commensu-

rate with the postexilic understanding that this territory represents the divinely ac-

knowledged remnant of the former Israel.
Although in the 8th century Am. 5:15 refers to the "remnant of Joseph" as the possi-

ble recipient of Yahweh's grace, the impression that Israel has already experienced

judgment is probably to be understood as a reference to territorial losses Israel already

suffered prior to the Assyrian intrusion. The image of destruction threatening Samaria

in the portrayal of Am. 3: l2 is extremely severe. Here the remnant, which is compared

to the paltry carcass scraps a lion leaves behind after devouring a sheep, is more likely
confirming a horrible catastrophe than symbolizing hope and renewal. In Am. 5:3 the

vb. ia'ar hiphil announces that the population of Israelite cities threatened by destruc-

tion will be reduced to a tenth. Again it is the severity of judgment rather than a basis

for hope that comes to expression in this warning. Am. 9:11-12 expresses general hope

in the future restoration oflsrael; the verse dates to the exilic or postexilic period and is

more likely articulating the hope in a complete return to national existence under a

monarchy than hope in a combative remnant subject to foreign political authority, as

also clearly expressed in the assurance that Israel will possess "the remnant of Edom."

The significance of the references to the remnant (ie'€rifi of Israel in the book of
Micah is that they reflect a postexilic situation. As already in Joel, here the claims of a

Jewish community in Jerusalem to represent the true remnant of Israel begin to acquire

great significance. At the same time, those Jews living "dispersed among the nations"

claim equal status as rightful heirs of the divine promises to the fathers.

The promise of Mic. 2:12 that Yahweh will gather together the remnant of Israel

like sheep in a fold probably represents a postexilic addendum whose purpose is to
weaken the preceding message of judgment to Jerusalem (vv. l-5,6-11). The assurance

that Yahweh will reestablish Israel as a unity refers to Jews living dispersed among the

nations and views them as part of that remnant.

Mic.4:7 draws attention to the tension between the party enjoying authority in Jeru-

salem (in the 5th century B.C.E.?) and those who are excluded. The unusual promise

that Yahweh will make the lame (sdb'A) a remnant probably alludes to the situation of
the first Israelite conquest of Jerusalem (2 S. 5:6; cf. Isa. 33:23).Mic.4:7 emphatically

asserts that membership in this remnant requires total subordination to the spiritual au-

thority of Jerusalem (cf. also lsa.37.32). Mic. 5:7-8(8-9) also makes clear that the ref-

erence is both to a remnant in Judah and to a more heterogeneous and dispersed rem-

nant among the nations, though this situation is described only vaguely. Mic. 5:7a(8a)

seems to refer to a remnant living in Judah "surrounded by many peoples"; by contrast,

the same verse envisions the "remnant of Jacob" "among the nations." The expression

"remnant of his [Yahweh's] possession" in Mic. 7:8(9) refers anew to this community

of surviving Jews representing the spiritual continuity with earlier Israel.

Zeph.2:1 must be considered postexilic, dating probably to the 5th century n.c's. It
offers the assurance that the "remnant of the house of Judah" will possess the Philistine

territory. Given the emphatic importance of the remnant in Jerusalem attested in some

passages in Isaiah and Micah, it is rather surprising to hear Zeph. 3:12 maintain that
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those who dwell in Jerusalem (on the holy mountain of Yahweh) will be a humble and
lowly people whose strength and spiritual authority will reside in their integrity and
honesty (3:13). To that end, Yahweh will allegedly cut out "every remnant of Baal,,
from Jerusalem (l:4).

Awareness of the politically weakened and economically impoverished Jews who
settled in Jerusalem toward the end of the 6th century s.c.p. is clearly evident in Haggai
and Zechariah.Hag.2:3 refers to "those left among you" who beheld the glory of Jeru-
salem before its destruction in 587, whom I ..12 and 14 call the ..remnant of the people',
(= the entire community of returnees from the exile) without specifically addressing
the issue that an even larger remnant was still lingering dispersed among the nationi
(cf. also 2:2). The predominance of remnant terminology in Haggai and Zechariah
shows that at the end of the 6th century it had become an extremely relevant political
and religious expression (cf . zech. 8:6,ll,12).7 This remnant is described as living in
Jerusalem (8:2ff.), as having been brought there from many lands in the east and the
west, and as having become prosperous there (v. l2).

6. Chronicler's History. For the purposes of this present investigation, the books of
Chronicles, Ezra, arrd Nehemiah can be examined as a single redactional unity. What is
significant here is the way these books try to redefine Israel as a nation.s

Remnant terminology rarely occurs in I and 2 Chronicles. I Ch. 13:2 alludes to the
"kindred who remain in all the land of Israel" during the time when David acceded to
the throne. The verse seems to refer to a large but not more closely defined region
loosely associated with Israel.e 2 Ch.2l:17 refers to the plundering of the family and
possessions of Joram by the Philistines, the Arabs, and the Ethiopians, leaving only
Jehoahaz unscathed. 2 Ch.30:6 describes an appeal delivered by messengers sent by
Hezekiah to the entire remnant of the northern kingdom who had survived the Assyrian
plundering (cf. also 34:9,21, which refer to those who survived the period of Assyrian
control over Israel during the time of Josiah).

The situation emerging after the Babylonians' destruction of Jerusalem and the de-
portation of many inhabitants to Babylon is described as having made possible the rise
of the dispersed remnant. Ezra l:4, part of what is known as the Edict of cyrus, refers
to individual survivors, to every person, regardless of where that person may live,
whereas 3:8 refers to the community of those survivors (ie'dr) who returned to Jerusa-
lem. In any event, 9:8, a prayer ascribed to Ezra, views the existence of a remnant liv-
ing in Jerusalem (p"btd) as the basis for future hope (cf. also v. l5).

Neh. l:2-3 refers explicitly to the survivors in Jerusalem who escaped deportation
and exile and views them as part of the true Israel. Neh. lO:29(28) describes a surviv-
ing community in Jerusatem as a remnant, while I l: I and zo refer to a broader com-
munity including priests and Levites in Judean cities outside Jerusalem.

7. See H. W. Wolff, Haggai. CC (Eng. trans. 1988), 5l-52.
8. See Williamson, Israel,87ff.
9. See ibid., 124.
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In general the books of Ezra and Nehemiah use the remnant terminology in a way

that significantly develops its use in the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. These prophets

envision a remnant essentially identical with the exilic community that was deported to

Babylon, while Ezra and Nehemiah are visibly concerned with balancing the claims of
the exiles with those of the remnant in Judah and Jerusalem. Toward the end of the 5th

century s.c.r., it became necessary to forge closer ties and come to some agreement

with regard to religious practices between Jews living in Jerusalem and Judah and

those living in other parts of the Persian Empire. The leadership role of a small, strictly

organized community of exiled Jews living in Babylon no longer adequately addressed

the differing political and religious needs of Jews living in more broadly dispersed re-

gions. One primary object of Jewish eschatological hope was that the true remnant of
Israel had been directed by God to settle in Jerusalem and that the divine summons

would order all other survivors of Israel to return there as well. In the meantime,

though, it had become important that this prophetic-eschatological hope not be permit-

ted to undermine the claims of the broader community of Jews living in the Diaspora in

distant parts of the Persian Empire.
The breadth and undefined political structure attaching to the notion of a remnant

(i"'drtl, p"ktd) made it a useful instrument within a complex historical situation that

for Israel had been created by the social and political collapse of the small kingdom of
Judah after the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 and that was also influenced by the

strong leadership claims raised by a significant group of exiles in Babylon who main-

tained their connections with Judah (Jer.29). That the term "remnant" lacked any ter-

ritorial or political definition enabled it to encompass extremely complex matters

without at the same time negating the expectation that Israel might be restored with
full national status.

The term "remnant" became a category of primarily religious import supplied by its

use in prophetic oracles of woe and comfort. Originally a term expressing the notion of
threat and evoking the destruction of communities, it then acquired almost the opposite

meaning, defining "suryivors" in the hopeful sense that they might constitute the basis

of a restored nation. In this way it also acquired the meaning "legitimate heirs" of the

religious and national traditions of Israel, at the same time serving to strengthen hope

in Israel's possible national restoration. While allowing ample space for alteration of
the forms of the social and religious life of the communities to which it was applied, it
also strongly emphasized the idea of religious legitimation. Its specific development

occurred during the Persian period, when the initial expectations that the Israelite na-

tion might be restored after 538 first encountered difficulties and were ultimately
dashed. The term later exerted a considerable influence on the formation of sectarian

forms of Judaism during the Hellenistic and Roman periods.

7. D{X and Qumran The LXX translates the various forms of ia'ar with the vbs.

letpein and kataletpein. The corresponding substantives are loip6s and katdloipos.

One can hardly doubt that the Qumran community viewed itself as the legitimate

central body of the true remnant of Israel, something expressed in IQM 14:8-9 (cf. also

IQH 6:8,32; CD l:4; IQM l3:8;4QFlor 2:2inthe interpretation of Ps.2:1-2). By con-
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trast, those who deviate from the way and loathe the law and covenant will be delivered
over to judgment and to the sword with no hope of escape such that no remnant will re-
main (cf. IQS 4:14; 5:13; CD 2:6; 19:10,13; lQH 6:32; 7:22; IQM l:6 par. 4:2; l4:5
par. 4Q286 10, II, l0). During this period, reference to the remnant acquired a strongly
partisan and sectarian meaning serving to strengthen the claims of particular splinter
groups and circles within the Jewish community. The strong emphasis on obedience to
the Torah and on the necessity of entering into the full community of the Qumran set-
tlement indicates an almost exclusively religious understanding of the "remnant." All
the earlier political and territorial characteristics of the concept seem to have been
abandoned (though cf. the hierarchy priest-elders-people in IQS 2:6; IQM 2:ll;
I l:15).

The term appears without any particular theological connotations in llQT 21:4;
58:14; 6l:l l.

In the emerging Christian church, the term also acquired enorrnous importance
within a religiously def,rned framework comparable to that in Qumran (cf. Rom. 1l:5).

Clements

;f?P iabd;,)V i"!t; ;pui iibya; \V idfi; n\p i"!i1

Contents: I. Meaning and Occurrences. II. Historical and Narrative Texts: l Prisoners of
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"Captivity" inEzra and Nehemiah. VI. Qumran.
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ers of war, lead into war captivity," and the derived substantival forms mean "prisoner

of war" or "captivity"; cf. Ugar. .iby,' also ibm, "gag (someone)"; Aram. .iby; OSA
(Sab.) sby.t The same meanings are found in later Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic. In
other Old South Arabic dialects, related sD'means to "wage war."2 By contrast, the as-

sociation with doubtful Akk. iab,fr, "oppress, overwhelm,": it uncertain. On the

Moabite Mesha inscription, some scholars find the root ibh (instead of iwb) behind the

verb form w'ib in l. 12: "l carried off from there Arel,"a though few scholars concur

with this understanding.5 One particular stylistic figure occurs several times in Ara-
maic texts, namely, the verb with an inner object from the same root. The same stylistic
figure also occurs in biblical texts.

The root occurs about 100 times in the OT, split approximately between verb and

noun forms. The LXX translates these terms almost exclusively with aichmaldsfa,

aichmaldtertein, etc.

II. Historical and Narrative Texts.
l. Prisoners of War In the OT the simple, basic meaning comes most clearly to ex-

pression in historical and narrative texts. The account of the Amalekite assault on

Zi}Jag in I S. 30 probably represents an originally independent tradition6 recounting

how the Amalekites burned the city to the ground, "taking captive the women and all
who were in it, both small and great," including both of David's wives (vv. 2,3,5; ibh
qal and niphal).7 In the accounts of the land conquest, the Israelite tribes are attacked

by the Canaanite king of Arad, who takes some of the Israelites as prisoners of war
(Nu. 2l: l; ibh qal with .i'fi as inner obj.). By contrast, the Israelites themselves take

prisoners of war in their battles with the Midianites, including women and small chil-
dren (Nu. 3l:9; ibh qal v. 12: i"bi).It the patriarchal stories Lot is led away as a pris-

oner of war (Gen. 14 14:- ibh niphal), and Laban compzues Jacob's flight with the

women to the carrying away of prisoners of war ("like captives of the sword," Gen.

3l:26; ibh qal pass. ptcp.).
Texts dealing with later periods frequently mention prisoners of war, including the

stories of the Aramean wars (2 K. 6:22), the account of Amaziah's war against the

Edomites (2 Ch.25 12), then several times in the Chronicler's account of the quarrels

between Judah and Israel under Ahaz (2 Ch. 28:8,1I,l3-15,17), and finally in the ac-

l. For Ugaritic KTU l.2,IY 29-30; cf . WUS, no.2574; according to CMI],158, also ^iD in
KTU l.3,III, 40; 1.83, 8; I4IUS, no. 2576; for Aramaic: KAI 215.8;233.15-16; AP 71.14; cf.
DNSI, II, I100-l l0l; also lQapGen ib', iby, 2l:34-22:25 passim; cf. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J.

Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr 34 (1978), 338; for Old South

Arabic: Biella, 325-26.
2. ContiRossini, 193.

3. F. Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwiirterbuch (Leipzig, 1896), 637.
4. KAI l8l; H. Winckler, Geschichte Israels, I (Leipzig, 1895), 68; cf . ANET,32Ob.
5. Though cf. T. C. Vriezen and J. H. Hospers, Palestine Inscriptions (Leiden, 1951),20:'

C. A. Cooke, AText-Bookof North-Semitic Inscriptions (Oxford, 1903), ll.
6. J. H. Gronbek, Die Geschichte vom Aufstieg Davids (Copenhagen, l97l),201.
7. See Baumann, 37.
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countsof IshmaelatMizpah(Jer.4l:10; v. 16mightbecorrectedtoaformof .iDlr). In
describing the actions of the high powers, authors often mention their custom of taking
and deporting captives (Arameans and Assyrians in 2 Ch. 28:5;29:9; probably also in
Am.9:4: hlk + baii"bi; Babylonians in Ps. 137:3;Hab.l:9; Antiochus Epiphanes in
Dnl. I 1:33).

2. Spoils. As already seen, words from the root ibh generally refer to people. Not in-
frequently, however, they also refer to livestock, goods, and so on as "prisoners ofwar"
or "spoils of war." In the previously mentioned narrative of the war against the
Midianites, Yahweh orders an inventory of the "booty captured, both human and ani-
mal" (Nu. 3l:26; malqdah haii'f;t), and after the slaughter at Shechem Simeon and
Levi take captive all possessions of the Shechemites as well as their women and chil-
dren (Gen. 34:29). Similar remarks in other accounts of military campaigns include
I Ch. 5:21; 2 Ch. l4:14(Eng. 15); 2l:17; Am.4: l0; Ob. I l; cf. Ex. 22:9,where liability
laws presuppose that livestock can also be taken "captive" in times of war).

Several noteworthy passages recount how the gods or the symbols of the gods of the
defeated people are taken away as prisoners. Ps. 78:61 describes the Philistine plunder
of the ark of the covenant with the words wayyittEn laii"bi 'uzz6, "he [Yahweh] deliv-
ered his power to captivity." Jeremiah predicts that Nebuchadnezzar will burn down the
temples of Egypt's gods and "carry them away captive," i.e., probably the gods them-
selves (Jer. 43:.12). Deutero-Isaiah metaphorically describes the fall of Babylon as the
capture and removal of the gods Bel and Nebo (Isa. 46:2; hlk baii"bi), and in the book
of Daniel the angel says that the Ptolemies will carry off the idols of the Seleucids to
Egypt as booty (Dnl. 1l:8).

With this expansion of the term "prisoner of war," the expression more or less ac-
quires the meaning "(take) spoils of war." Accordingly, the root ibh also frequently ap-
pears alongside lexemes meaning "plunder," "booty," etc., e.g., in Gen. 34:29 (bu);
Nu. 31:9,32 (bzz); 3l:ll-12 (ill); lsa.49:24-25 (malqdah); Jer. 30: l6 (bzz); Dnl.ll:33
(-+ ItI bu);2 Ch. 28:8 (.i// and bzz). By contrast, the terms "prisoners of war" and
"banned goods" (bdrem), of course, are never associated with the root, since by defini-
tion anything devoted to the ban was killed rather than carried off captive.s According
to the account of the war against the Midianites in Nu. 31, all the Midianite men were
killed, while the women and children were taken away as captives; in this connection
the authors avoid the root l.trm.

3. Social Status of Prisoners of War. The account just mentioned (Nu. 3 I ) provides
some insight into the social status of prisoners of war. The women and children who
were allowed to survive after the battle subsequently receive different treatment. To
prevent any new generation of Midianites from emerging, the boys and every woman
"who has known a man" and is perhaps pregnant are to be killed. Only the virgin
Midianite women are allowed to live. Such a woman is allowed to marry an Israelite af-

8. See Miller, 157.
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ter completing the same purification rites as do returning soldiers (Nu. 3l:13-20; i"bt,
v. l9). The more humane laws of Deuteronomy apparently presuppose that even cap-

tive women who "have known a man" in their homeland can marry an Israelite after
having gone through a full menstrual period (this notion probably underlies the justifi-
cation of a one-month waiting period with reference to the performance of certain
mourning rites) (Dt. 2l:10-14; ibh qal; i"!t ard.Yilyd,' construction with inner obj. in
v. 10).Ex. 12:29and2K.5:2(i'btandibhqal) showthatduringtimesof war,captive
women were also kept as slaves or at least occupied an extremely low status in society.

Akkadian laws regarding prisoners of war aim above all at protecting the marriage and

possessions of prisoners of war during their absence (cf. Szlechter).

III. Prisoners of War in the Yahweh Wars. Yahweh himself appears as a warrior
in several OT texts whose strongly mythological features make it diffrcult to distin-
guish between celestial and earthly wars.e Such texts occasionally mention prisoners of
war. Ps. 68 consists in part of fragments from old war or victory hymns.lo Here

Yahweh is directly addressed, and his victory procession goes from Sinai to Zion, with
the cultic community (the heavenly or earthly hosts?) saying: "You ascended the high
mount, leading captives in your train, and receiving gifts from/of people" (v. l9[8];
the meaning of the parallel verse is actually "gifts consisting of people"). In the Song

of Moses (Dt. 32), Yahweh himself describes his campaign of vengeance against the

enemies; his sword "devours the flesh with the blood of the slain and the captives"
(v. 42). The Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5) summons Barak: "Arise, Barak, lead away your
captives, O son of Abinoam!" (v. l2). The speaker here, as in v. 23, could be the angel

of Yahweh, and the song in general is a classic example of the previously mentioned
ambiguity in which heavenly and earthly war is viewed within the same perspective.

The summons qfim bdrdq recalls the summons to Yahweh to display his power (Ps.

1:7[6];44:24,27[23,26]; Isa. 51:9).tt The same notion that Yahweh himself leads Is-
rael's wars also underlies the prophetic and Dtr passages in the discussions below.

IV. Prophetic Tiaditions: War Captivity = fhs Babylonian Exile. The prophetic

traditions generally speak quite concretely about war captivity with respect to the Bab-
ylonian exile in the 6th century, albeit with two exceptions. In a passage where Isaiah is

warning against a Judean alliance with Egypt, he tells his listeners of the conse-

quences: the Assyrians will one day lead the Egyptians away into captivity, thus dash-

ing Judah's hopes (Isa. 2O:4; i"bt par. gdlfr!). This statement probably dates to the pe-

riod of the Philistine rebellion against the Assyrians ca.7l2.tz The book of Nahum,
however, provides a retrospective of the Assyrian attack on Egypt in the 7th century.

Here too the Egyptians are taken away into captivity (Nah.3:10).
Apart from these two passages, however, the prophets'references are to the Babylo-

9. Cf. Cross, 9l-l l l; Miller, 65-165.
10. See Miller, 103, 230-31.
11. Cf. Miller, 87-lO2; von Rad, 56-59.
12. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 288-91.
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nian exile, which can be viewed straightaway as "the captivity." Later OT texts use the

expression "the captivity" as a neutral, almost technical reference to the exile or to the

exilic community. Among the prophets, however, reference to the exile as "captivity"
exhibits a completely different theological coloring in that it normally occurs in con-
nection with oracles of doom or promise.

l. Oracles of Doom. Jeremiah often vacillates between anger and sorrow when pre-
dicting the fate of his people. In ch. 13 both emotions come to expression in the meta-
phor "Yahweh's flock has been taken captive" (v. l1;.ibft niphal). The notion of danger
comes more directly to expression when he answers the question of what will happen
to the people with the following words: "Those destined for pestilence, to pestilence,

and those destined for the sword, to the sword; those destined for captivity, to captiv-
ity" (15:2; i"f;t).He directs the same threat against Egypt in43:ll; cf. Dt. 28:41, where

sons and daughters "shall go into captivity."
A more concrete situation arises when the prophets direct their oracles against indi-

viduals. The oracles against the royal family in Jerusalem (Jer. 22) contain a statement

directed against a woman, probably personified Jerusalem, saying that her lovers will
be crushed (v. 20), but also that "your lovers shall go into captivity" (v. 22; hdlab
baii"bt). The threat in2O:l-6, however, is unequivocally directed against a person. The
priest Pashhur puts Jeremiah in stocks. After being released, Jeremiah curses Pashhur,
predicting in v. 6 that Pashhur and his family will be deported to Babylon: 'And you,
Pashhur, and all who live in your house, shall go into captivity (halak baii"bi)"; this
oracle recalls Am. 7;17.

Ezekiel's oracles of judgment include Ezk. 12:11 predicting the deportation of the

Israelites to Babylon: "they shall go into exile, into captivity" (hdlaft + baggdld
baii"bt; v. l3 mentions Babylon).

2. Oracles of Promise. In keeping with the contrast between judgment and promise
typical of the prophetic writings, predictions of captivity and exile are countered by
predictions of liberation from captivity. Such promises refer either directly to the return
of the Judeans or indirectly to the capture of Israel's enemies and the resulting libera-
tion of the Judeans.

a. Liberation from Captivity = Redemption (g'l). References to the captivity of the

Judeans and to their enslavement among foreigners invoke a legal issue prompting the

use of the vb. -+ )X: ga'al, "redeem," in connection with the motif of liberation from
captivity. Lev. 25:47 -54 provides the legal regulations affecting the redemption or pur-
chase of freedom for an Israelite who has to serve as a foreigner's slave. If Israel is the

captive slave, Yahweh is then the party who will step in as redeemer.
It is especially Deutero-Isaiah who uses the term "redemption" theologically in ref-

erence to the situation of the exiles. In a disputation typical of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.

49:24ff.; i"f;t par. malq6ah), the author desperately asks whether the liberation of the

Judeans from exile is even possible: "Can the prey be taken from the mighty, or the

captives of a tyrant be rescued?" The Lord's answer is: "Even the captives of the

mighty shall be taken, and the prey of the tyrant be rescued; for I will contend with
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those who contend with you" (v. 25);t: "then all flesh shall know that I am Yahweh
your Savior, and your Redeemer, the Mighty One of Jacob" (v. 26). In one oracle of
salvation, Deutero-Isaiah speaks to Jerusalem as the representative of the Judeans, ad-

dressing the city as a woman and summoning her to "loose the bonds from your neck,

O captive daughter Zion" (52:2), continuing in the following verse, "you shall be re-
deemed without money."

The prophecies against Babylon in Jer. 50-51 (probably post-Jeremianic)la say that
the Babylonians will keep the Israelites and Judeans and will not release them (50:33).

Yahweh their redeemer, however, is strong and intends to conduct their legal matters.

The same juxtaposition of captivity and redemption is found in Ps. 106, which views
the exodus liberation from Egypt as redemption (v. 10). The retrospective at the end of
the psalm on Israel's history, which has a Dtr sound to it, summarizes the tribulations
of the early period, which end with exile and dispersion, as "captivity" (v. 46; cf. the

same formulation in 2 Ch. 30:9). The poem in Isa. 6l probably dates to the same late

period as does this psalm, even though it seems to echo Deutero-Isaiah. The messen-
geq speaking in Yahweh's name, proclaims freedom to the captives - the exiles or the

Jews in the Diaspora (v. l). Although the root 97 does not appear here, the word "free-
dom" (drbr) comes from the same legal context as g7 (cf. Lev. 25: l0; Jer. 34:8,15,17).

b. Capturing Israel's Enemies. The indirect manner of expression in which the cap-

ture of Israel's enemies implies the liberation of the Israelites themselves is often ex-
pressed through wordplay. In the oracle against Babylon in Isa. 13-14 from the later
exilic period,15 a later addendum in l4:l-2 says that if Yahweh has compassion on Is-
rael, the earlier enemies will lead Israel home and will serve Israel as slaves, i.e., "they

[the Israelites] will take captive those who were their captors" (v.2; accepting the tex-
tual emendation according to the Pesh. in Jgs.5:12 [cf.811fl, one suspects that the

Isaianic passage is dependent on that in Judgesl6). The same wordplay appears in a

more mutilated form in Jer. 30:16: "all who devour you shall be devoured, and all your
foes, every one of them, shall go into captivity (;drayift . . . baii"lt yclekfi); those who
plunder you shall be plundered" (cf . 'ere; iilydm, "the land of their captivity," v. l0).

This latter expression (Jer. 30:10) recurs in 46:27 in a different context. In Jer. 30 it
remains unclear whether Assyria or Babylon is the enemy. By contrast, in ch. 46 the
opinion of the redactor is likely that the "land of their captivity" is Egypt, whose own
fate is described in the remaining part of the chapter. When Israel returns home, Egypt
will be destroyed.

The book of Ezekiel states even more directly that the Egyptians will perish. When
the Babylonians attack Egypt, the young men will fall, and the young women will go

into captivity (Ezk. 30:17,18; both verses probably refer to the young women).17 A tex-
tual emendation (BI1S) supported by the LXX makes 32:9 into a reference to the depor-

13. -+ li''l ri!.
14. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUI2 e1968), 297-99.
15. Wildberger, Isaiah Ii-27, 16-17; on the addendum: ibid., 33-34.
16. See O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),25-26.
17. See W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 126-28.
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tation of the Egyptians into captivity (ie\er being changed to J%1.14 Both these pas-

sages from Ezekiel refer to events during the time of Nebuchadnezzar.
The great Moab oracle in Jer. 48 is a mosaic of earlier and later oracles against

Moab. At the end of the chapter, an ancient Israelite victory song over King Sihon of
Heshbon is cited that occurs in Nu. 2l in connection with the land conquest. The state-
ments, however, are not completely identical. One of the striking differences emerges
precisely in connection with captives. Nu. 2l:29 is an oracle of woe over Moab that ap-
propriately identifies the people with their national god Chemosh and predicts their
fall. It then says, "he [Chemosh] made his sons fugitives, and his daughters captives, to
an Amorite king, Sihon." The version of the oracle that made its way into the book of
Jeremiah, after a similar introduction, reads: "for your sons have been taken captive,
and your daughters into captivity" (Jer. 48:46). The prophetic tradition tried to elimi-
nate from the earlier citation the impression that the pagan god Chemosh initiated the
judgment on Moab and added v. 47 (which is absent, of course, in Numbers) to indicate
unequivocally that Yahweh is the only Lord over the fate of Moab.

c. Liberation from Captivity and Repentance; Deuteronomistic Discourse in I K. 8.

This alteration of an earlier tradition within a more recent prophetic context is typical.
The future of lsrael and the future of other nations are in Yahweh's hands, i.e., whether
they are taken away into or are liberated from captivity. This basic prophetic position
does not, however, prevent the authors from viewing Israel's own repentance as a con-
dition for their return from exile. This idea of repentance only rarely comes to expres-
sion in connection with statements about captivity. Ezekiel alludes to it, speaking about
the survivors who are captive among the nations (Ezk. 6:9), where they will think of
Yahweh and know that he is the Lord, and will understand why he allowed such mis-
fortune to befall them.

The typical Dtr speech of Solomon at the temple dedication in Jerusalem ( I K. 8) more

cleady develops this connection between repentance and liberation, portraying various

situations of distress. Israel experiences Yahweh's help when it turns toward the temple in
prayer, and when the Israelites have sinned, have been punished by Yahweh with war, and
"they are carried away captive to the land of the enemy" (v. 46). The ensuing verses con-

tain a series of sophisticated wordplays using .iblz (qal and niphal), iwb, andyib. If in re-
pentance they turn to the temple, Yahweh will maintain their cause and free them from
captivity (vv. 49-50; cf. the par. text 2 Ch. 6:36-39 with slight variations).

These wordplays with ibh and.ir2f resemble the problems with the expression i0|
i"!fr1it which the element i"!fr1is normally derived from the root.iwb even though in cer-

tain passage a mingling with i"!i1, "captivity," arises. Baumann suspects that ieSfrlrefers
to an ethical-juridical term in the sense of "imprisonment for debt" and suggests that the

word thus derives from ibh.te Only secondarily was i"!fr1then applied to the exile.2O

18. See ibid., 156, 160-61.
19. Baumann,42-43.
20. Cf . HAL, III, 1386b; Dierich, 30-32; J. A. Soggin, *a1Ui iib to return," TLOT lll, l3l2-

l7; -+ I1l]trll/l'l1]trll; --> I'll?; J. M. Bracke, "i,hb i"b,At: A Reappraisal: ZAW 97 (1985) 233-44,
esp.233-34.
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V. "Captivity" in Ezra and Nehemiah. In some later texts words such as "capture"
and "captivity" almost become technical terms for the Babylonian exile and are used

almost without theological connotations. The question of guilt is then almost never

raised, contrary to what was virtually always the case in the prophets. One exception
involves a couple of retrospectives on the events leading up to the exile. Lamentations
twice mentions that because of the people's sin, the children of Jerusalem had to go

into captivity (Lam. l:5,18). In his great prayer, Ezra looks back at Israel's history and

confesses that its misdeeds since the days of the fathers resulted in the people being
taken into captivity (Ezra9:7).

Although Neh. l:2-3 refers to the Judeans who remained in the land after 587 as

"those who escaped the captivity," the more common expression inBzra and Nehemiah
is the fixed expression "those who returned from captivity." The superscription of the

long list of returning Jews mentions "those who came up from the captivity of exile"
(Ezra 2:1, hA'dltm miii"li haggbld). During the temple construction after the return,

the Levites and priests are joined by "all who had come to Jerusalem from the captiv-
ity" (3:8). Upon Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem, he delivers the returned temple utensils,
and "those who had come from captivity, the sons of the exile," make an offering (8:35,

habbdim mehaii"lt b"nA-hagg6ld). Finally - and quite typically - the entire Jerusa-

lem cultic community is called "all the assembly of those who had returned from the

captivity." After Ezra reads the law, the entire community builds tabernacles and cele-

brates the Feast of Tabernacles (Neh. 8:11).zt
Am.4:10 describes earlier scourges that Israel had to endure in which the young

men were killed and the horses led off into captivity. Although this juxtaposition is not

impossible, it hts poorly in the present context of pestilence and death. The text has

doubtless been edited, and the reference to the horses needs to be altered or elimi-
nated.z2 The two passages Mic. 2:4 and 8 are extremely questionable; although inter-
preters often emend to forms of ibh (cf. BIIS), these attempts are not persuasive.23

VI. Qumran. The root.iDh occurs rarely in early Jewish texts. CD l4:12ff. presents

regulations for the care of the poor and needy within the Qumran community. Those

needing such aid include the man "taken captive by a foreign people" (1. 15, ibh
niphal). The War Scroll is more interesting in this regard. After the portrayals of how

the Lord himself and his hosts will participate in the great war of the end time, the au-

thors present a magnificent victory song that seems like a mosaic of OT allusions to,

among other things, texts portraying Yahweh as a warrior (Dt.32; Jgs.5; Ps.68).24

Whereas the Song of Deborah issues the summons, 'Arise, Barak, lead away your cap-

tives!" IQM 12: l0 addresses Yahweh with the words, "Rise up, O Hero! Lead off your

21. See Kapelrud, 57-58,90.
22. See W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT Xlluz (1971), 169-71 .

23. Cf. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT XllV3 (1975),52-53,
57-58; H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. trans. 1990),70-71. On the Q-Kforms in Ps.85:2(l);
126.4; Ezk. 16:53; Zeph. 2:7 , see Dietrich, 28-32; -+ ll'lltl/t11ll? ; -+ f 1[r.

24. See III above.
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captives, O Glorious gpr." (ibh with i"!i as the internal obj.). Nah. 3: l-3 and l0 refer
to the enemies of the community ("Manasseh," 4QpNah 4:3) whose rule will come to
an end and all of whom will be led off into captivity (2:5:4:4). By contrast, 4QpHosa
l:16 speaks positively about the return from captivity while explicating Hos.2:9b.
l lQT 63:10-13 (ter) corresponds to the Dtn law concerning marriage to a female pris-
oner of war (Dt. 2l:10-14).

Otzen
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l. l. Occurrences. The expression ifrb i"bfr!/i'b?f occurs 32 times in the OT, includ-
ing 4 times in one verse (Ezk. 16:53) and twice in two parallel psalms (14:7 par.

53:7[Eng. 6]; in Jer. 33:7 the vb. iAb twice takes the obj. i"!fi1.
Among the substantival forms, i'f;ft1 ocatrs 18 times, i"pi1 twice; then 8 times Q

i"bfr!, K i"bt!, and 3 times Q Ybtt, K i"bfr!; once it!a1; always in the construct state or
with a suffix.

The verb occurs I 8 times in the qal ( 19 if with the versions one reads w"ialti in Ezk.
l6:53b instead of MT fri"bt!),6 times in the hiphil, and 3 times K qal, Q hiphil.

The majority of occurrences are in Jeremiah (12 times), Ezekiel (7), and the Psalms
(5); of the remaining books, Deuteronomy, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Job, and Lamentations
have one occurrence each, Zephaniah 2.

The subject is always Yahweh, except perhaps once the prophets (Lam. 2:14). The
objects are almost always peoples or countries, including geographic regions of Israel
(8 times); Gentile peoples or countries (4 t5?l times), including Moab, Ammon, Elam,
Egypt, (Sodom?); and once a person (Job 42:10).

2. Derivation and Meaning. The term i'btt!/Ybt! looks like a derivation of idpd,
"take captive," hence, "captivity, exile," a meaning possible in most contexts assuming

one construes ,ifi| transitively in the sense of "lead back," whence the frequent inter-
pretation "turn/alter the captivity," i.e., "lead out ofcaptivity" (Preuschen) and "cancel
debt imprisonment" (Baumann).1 Some scholars also suggest understanding i"!fit as

deriving (in some manner) from y,ib, leading to the meaning "return to one's place of
residence" (Cazelles) or even "restore to stability" (Guillaume). Such interpretations,
however, are unlikely, since no causative meaning for ifip qal has been attested.

Hence since Ewald, Bdttcher, and Dietrich, Ybtt! has generally been derived from
.iiii, albeit with some difficulty attaching to the shewa (see the discussion below). On
this view, i"bfi!/i"btlis then understood as an internal object2 of ift!, and the expression

means "turn a turn," i.e., bring about a turn, or even more generally "reestablish an ear-

lier condition (of good fortune)," an interpretation that has generally been accepted3

even though it faces the same difficulties with regard to ifi! qal.I will attempt a differ-
ent solution by suggesting that although i"!tt1 is indeed to be taken as the internal ob-
ject of ifr!, the verb itself is to be understood in its usual meaning, "return."

Ben-Yishar - Zipor

More recent scholarship has concentrated on three linguistic problems: (a) the root
of i"bfr!; (b) the (predominant) qal form of ifib; and (c) the meaning of the connection
between ifip (qal or hiphil) and i"!fi1.

wiigung," ZAH 4 (1991) 55-71; H. Winckler, Der alte Orient und die Geschichtsfurschung.
MUAG ll (Berlin, 1906) 24tr.: ) )W ihb.

t.cf. K8L2,940.
2. GK, $tr7p,q.
3. HAL, III, 1385tr, and most comms.
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(a) The shewa in ie!frl allegedly points to the root .i&ir, just as z"nf,tl derives from znh
and p"/fr1 from pdh. Dietrich draws attention to the alternation between related weak
verbs of different classes,a whence -+ ifii > idS6n) const. Sei6n, and on that model also
-+ ifiP > idbfr! > const. i"bfi!. Dietrich alternatively assumes the existence of an original
construct form id!il1that was later erroneously read as i"!fi1when later Judaism took
the form to be a substantival construction of ibh.

(b) Dietrich postulates a transitive meaning for ifi! qal. Although he does concede
that OT proof texts for trans. ifi! qal can be refuted (Nu. 10:36; Job 39:12 K; Ps.

85:5[4]; Isa.52:8; 63:17; Mic.2:8; Nah.2:3[2)), he adduces the analogy with other
verbs such as ml', fizq, hnn, and r'h, and especially with verbs conceptually related to
.irt| such as pnh and hpk, whose qal exhibits both intransitive and transitive meanings.s
These examples, however, represent verbs for which no hiphil form is attested (e.g.,

hpk) or whose intransitive meaning can exhibit a transitive element (e.g., r'h, ikb); one
can ignore verbs such as ml' and pnh whose Hebrew logic and semantics do not coin-
cide with Western examples. None of these considerations applies to ifrb, whose qal
and hiphil are consistently differentiated.

(c) According to Dietrich, i"lftlrepresents the internal object of a trans. vb. .ir2i with
the overall meaning "lead someone back." Baumann, however, has already noted that
the meaning Dietrich develops here, "turn someone's fate," is in fact a Germanism.
Nonetheless, with contextual qualification this particular sense probably most closely
approximates what is meant.6

Adducing the Aramaic occurrence in Sefire (iwbhaphel + iybt), Fabry7 proposes a

historical interpretation according to which the original expression possibly contained
a hiphil verb form8 that was reduced to a qal form for the sake of linguistic ease or allit-
eration while yet preserving its own original causative aspect.e

Willi-Plein understands i"!ft1 as a genuine internal object of intransitive-modal ift!
qal with the meaning "God looks after (something indicated by the genitive or suffix of
i"!fi1), comes back to his affairs, begins anew from his earlier decision or condition."
Willi-Plein emphasizes that the meaning is not that Yahweh comes back to someone in
an (anthropomorphic) concrete sense, but rather that he reconsiders or renews a certain
condition. Following this line of thinking, the meaning is then "turn someone's turning
point for the better," i.e., from an earlier or previous point of departure. Willi-Plein then
postulates a second (still OT) phase in which this earlier meaning of the expression be-
came obsolete and was reinterpreted and corrected into the return or "leading back" of
the exiles, executed by the slight correction of the mater lectionis w in itt! qal imper-
fect to y, which yielded the hiphil form (in 4 passages; in 3 others it occurs only in Q).

4. GK, 877.
5. GK, Sl l7v-bb.
6. Cf. H. D. Preuss, OTTheology. OTL(2 vols.; Eng. trans. 1996), 11,298.
7. Fabry, 163 n.311;see II.5 below.
8. See also G. Rinaldi, "(2 Sam 19,33; Ps 126,1): l. pernanenza. 2. ritorno," BeO 14 (1972)

282.
9. +a1Ui iAb.
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In the case of qal forms in which such an alteration was not possible without violating
the consonantal text, an 'e1 was inserted before i"!fr1 and construed as the prep. "with,"
i.e., Yahweh returns with his host of exiles. Where 'e! was not included, iifif qal was

understood transitively. The orthography i'!t1 instead of i'bfi! arose similarly (Ezk.

16:53 bis; otherwise 8 times only as K 3 times only as p), since .i'f[ suggests the un-
derstanding as "host of exiles" (according to Nu. 20:29). All these considerations can

point to a later correction (during the OT or post-OT period) or even to late postexilic
texts in which the original formula was no longer current (e.g.,Zeph.3:20).

One ancient Jewish exegetical tradition preserved in versions (Qumran and Saadiah)

and Midrashim understands i"bfr! (return) as the internal object of ift! qal meaning
"Yahweh returns to the matter at hand."

Fabry

Dietrich and, with him, Fohrer and others found in this expression a term at home in
Dtr eschatology (Mowinckel finds the formula's origin in the enthronement festival,
Weiser in the amphictyonic festival of the covenantlo).

3. Versions. Although the versions almost always render the vb. itrb transitively in the

sense of "bring back," they vacillate in their rendering of the noun i"btt!/i"bi!, with render-

ings generally concentrating on three meanings: (a) captivity, exile; (b) turn, turning
point; (c) remorse. The LXX renders the sense of (a) 5 times as apoikia and 14 times as

aichmalosia, then the sense of (b) 4 times as apostrophei. In Job 42:lO the LXX renders

ifrb Ybfil as the general eilxcsen, "made flourish, grow." The Pal. Tgs. construe the sense

of (c) as "repentance, remorse" in Dt. 30:3, and the Tg. thus in Lam. 2:14: t)filta'. Other-
wise the Tgs. always construe in the sense of (a), e.g., galfi1(once, Ps. 85:2[1], iiby"!a'; in
Ezk. 16:53 the Tg. has a problem with the MT, whence 3 times 'amma', "people," and

once galfi1a). The Vg. vacillates between sense (a) (17 times as captivitas, twice
captivus) and sense (b) (7 times as corwersio, once each as reversio and restituo [both in
Ezk. 16:531). In Job 42: l0 the Vg. translates as poenitentia. The Pesh. always follows
sense (b) (Ybi!a') (even in Job 42:10), the exception being Lam. 2:14, where senses (a)

and (c) are united as a double translation "that you repent and I bring back your captivity."

II. OT.
7. General Considerations. Most of the ifi! i"!frlpassages in the qal refer to Israel's

exile, beginning with the deportation of the northern kingdom./Israelites in 722 s.c.E.

by Tiglath-pileser, to the carrying off of 200,250 Judeans from cities conquered by
Sennacherib in 701, on to the deportations ofthe Judeans in 598 and 587 by the Baby-
lonians.

Some passages refer to other situations of misfortune, including general (perhaps so-

cial) distress (Ps. l4:7 par. 53:7[6]), drought (85:2[1]; 126:1,4), perhaps ethical-religious
misbehavior (Hos. 6: I l), all of which represent national catastrophes that Israelites expe-

L-

10. A. Weiser, The Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),26ff.
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rienced at the withdrawal of their beneficent God. The thwarting of such disasters was

thus dependent on or identical with Yahweh's return to his people. At the time of the

threat and reality of the Babylonian exile, i.e., in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, authors under-

stood this return concretely. Yahweh would return to the abandoned temple (Jer. l2:7;
Ezk.9-ll) with his people (Isa. 52:8; Ezk.43:1ff.;Zech.l:16;8:3). Only Job 42:10 un-
derstands this situation as a return to an individual. Although Yahweh initially delivered
Job over to Satan (2:6), this situation is now reversed in that Yahweh returns to Job.

This understanding is supported by the verbs parallel with iri| i"bfrL all of which ex-
press Yahweh's (renewed) favor and attention: 4 times rhmpiel; once each r;h, pqd, m;'
niphal, rp', ni' pdntm, ntn l"iem w"li1hiilA, ntn y'ifi'a1/y"ifi?I (in two par. psalms), Dnh.

In the two passages in which ifib @a1) i"!fr1 stands before (and par. to) ifrb hiphil, the

meaning is that Yahweh's return to someone brings about that person's return home.

2. Hiphil. The expressi on ifrp hiphil + i"!fi1 means "bring back, restore," a meaning
that fits the two indisputable hiphil passages Jer. 33:7 and Lam. 2:14. Lam.2: 14 is the

only passage in which Yahweh is not the subject: "They [the prophets] have not ex-
posed your iniquity in order (thereby) to lead you back (to Yahweh) [NRSV 'to restore

your fortunes'l." Jer. 33:7 reads: "When Yahweh brings Judah and Israel back (to the

land), Jerusalem's houses will be rebuilt." Perhaps also Jer. 32:44: "Fields shall be

bought again when Yahweh brings Judah back (from exile)." The other three passages

using the vb. ifi! in the hiphil imperfect ('aitU (Jer. 33: 1 1 ; 49:6; Ezk. 39:25) can per-
haps be grouped together with ler.33:26;49:39; Joel 4:1(3: l), where K reads 'aifrb, but
Q'diib. The term 'difib coild possibly everywhere represent the original form that was

then altered to 'diib. In two passages in Jeremiah referring to foreign nations (49:6,

Ammon; 49:39, Elam), later editors may have replaced the qal form by the hiphil or Q
hiphil for Kqal in order to promise the pagan nations the return home but not Yahweh's
personal favor (Jer. 48:47 on Moab and Ezk.29:14 on Egypt, both in the qal pf., could
not be corrected). Even so, the two 'ditb occurrences in Jer. 33:11 and Ezk. 39:25 can
be understood as genuine causative forms. Jer.33:10 predicts the decimation of the

land, hence Yahweh says in v. 1 l: "for I will restore [i.e., reestablish] the land as at first
(k!dri'idnA)." In Ezk. 39:25 'ditp can be construed as transitive hiphil if vv.25ff. arc
viewed not as part of the Gog pericope (according to which Israel is settled in the land),
but as the conclusion of Ezekiel's entire salvific pericope.ll The expression then means

"I will now bring Jacob back (to his land)." The preceding concealment of Yahweh's
countenance (v. 24) and the following rhm piel, however, also make it possible to un-
derstand the expression intransitively (emending 'dii! to 'ditt\: "I will now return to
Jacob."

3. Qal. (a) Passages using the qal often address the situation of the exile. Dt. 30:3

stands in a pericope (vv. I - I 0) oriented around the key root iib (8 times) and focusing

ll. A secondary expansion according to W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),
310,319.
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on the mutual return (turning to one another) between Yahweh and Israel after (29:21-

27122-281) mutual alienation. After Israel turns back to Yahweh (30:2), v. 3 then reads:

w"id! yhwh'"ldheyftd 'el:Ybfrfka, "then Yahweh your God will return to you," with
par. w"rihamef;a, "and have compassion on you," thereby w"id! w"qibbe;f;a, "gatheing
you again."

Jer. 3l 16-23 also focuses on the root ,fr2i (8 times). After the lament of the ances-

tress Rachel for her lost children (v. l5), v. 16 says that Rachel's sons will return (to

the land) (w"idbfi), then in v. l8 Ephraim (the northern kingdom) asks for Yahweh's

help in coming back (hoiilEni w"'difibd); in v. 19 Israel says, "for after I had turned

away GAbi) I repented." Verse 21 twice says "return (to your land)" (iftbi, iAUa);
v. 22: "O faithless (haii6bd) daughter"; v. 23: "once more they shall use these words

in the land of Judah and in its towns when I return to them [to the land and cities or
men of Jtdah (b"ifibi 'e!-i"bfr!dm)." Verse 22 with t'i6bcb and v. 24 with ydi'!fi are

phonetically related.
The expressi on iA! i"!ft1 in Jer. 29:14 (absent from LXX) and 30:3 is followed by

JiAf hiphil, "(afterward) I will lead them back (to their land)," with29:14 preceded by
the par. wenims€'1t ldftem, "I will let you find me," and ifr! i'!frlfollowed by 4Ds piel:
"I will gather you." The context is Jeremiah's letter to the exiles who feel abandoned

and rejected by Yahweh in Babylon. According to Jer. 30:18, Yahweh will return to the

(abandoned) places where they lived: hin'ni-idb i"!fi1'oh%A ya'"qOb (allusion to Gen.

25:21), parallel with rhm piel, "and have compassion on his dwellings," after no one

previously (Jer. 30:17) has cared for them.

Jer. 33:26 also parallels rhm piel afi ifib i'bfr!: "'fhe house of David will rule again

over the offspring of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob when I [Yahweh] return to them and

have mercy upon them" (after Q Z.ii! hiphil: "when I bring them back [to the land]"

[Jer. 33 is anticipating the exile]). The same pericope also twice uses the hiphil combi-
nation: 33:7 (par. bnh qal "for I will restore [i.e., reestablish] the land as at first" and

33:11 (though here the emendation to 'difrb qal is preferable).

Zephaniah uses the expression twice. Zeph. 2:7 says that when Yahweh seeks them

out(NRSV"bemindful of them";pqdqal)andreturnstothem (ifrbi"bfi), theywillin-
herit and possess the Philistine seacoast. Zeph.3:20 says that Yahweh will give them

renown and praise when he returns to them (cf. Isa. 52:8). This concluding salvific lit-
urgy is generally viewed as an addendum.

The same applies to Am. 9:14: "I will return [qal] to my people Israel, and they shall

rebuild the ruined cities and inhabit them."
Hos. 6:llb, read together with 7:1a (according to B/1S), yields a parallel between

ifrb i"bfrt and rp'qal. This combination together with the following yields the interpre-

tation that when Yahweh returns to heal Israel, i.e., when he genuinely looks closely,

Israel's wounds, their sins, will reveal themselves.

Joel 4:l(3:l) uses the qal expression in an apocalyptic context (associated as in
Zeph. 3:20 with the temporal expression ba'c! hdht). Here it is not clear whether K
'aifib'et-i"bfit foretells Yahweh's return to Judah and Jerusalem or whether this late

prophet already understands i"f;,fr1 as "captivity" (whence the causative Q 'ditb;

4:3,4,6,7f3:3,4,6,7f mention the Judean exiles and their return).
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Ezk. 16:53 represents a special case. In the MT, w"iaQtt with 'eI is followed by the
obi i"ltl with the 3rd fem. pl. suff,rx, which is then explicated as "the i"bfr! (K i"bi!) of
Sodom and her daughters and the i"bfi! ( K i"bt!) of Samaria and her daughters, and the
i"bfr! (K i"!t1) of your [Jerusalem's] i'f[ along with theirs." The LXX, Tgs., and Vg.
all avoid the obscure doubling of the final Ybit/Ybttt by rendering the penultimate as

the verb form weialtt, which probably represents the original form: "and I [Yahweh]
will return to you [Jerusalem] along with them [Sodom and Samaria]."

The present MT might have emerged when i"!fi1 (here 0) was understood as "re-
turn," and Jef[ (also) as "captivity": "and the return of your captives along with them

[the captives]." Substantively, howeveE this exegesis (deriving i"ltlfrom.iD}) does not
fit because there were no longer any exiles or any captives from Sodom.

According to Ezekiel's vision of the future reunification of the northern and south-
ern kingdoms (37:15ff.) and the revivification of the Dead Sea and its surroundings
(47:l-12), Yahweh will return to all the territories of Palestine with Jerusalem as their
center. This restitutio in integrum is addressed in 16:55, which says that all three "will
return to their former state" (tdidbnd leqajmdldn).

(b) After a period of drought signaling Yahweh's absence (Jer. 14:8-9), Yahweh re-
turns to his land and people with rain and blessing (Ruth l:6, pqd; cf. Ps. 65:10[9]).
Accordingly in Ps. 85:2(l) idb"td i"!fr1ya'oqdQ, in view of v. l3(12), may be a petition
for fertility; it parallels rdstld yhwh 'ar;efia and means the same thing as iibdnfr [ex-
tensive accusative of place, hence the emendation with BIIS is unnecessaryl '"ldh?

yii'Enfi, "return to us, God of our salvation,"l2 in v. 5(4), after he has turned his counte-
nance away in anger (irf hiphil, v. 4[3]).

Ps. 126, whose ending (w. 4b-6) shows it to be a petition and/or thanksgiving for
fertility, may also refer to drought (v. 1): "When Yahweh returns to Zion (b"ifip yhwh
'etiiba!;ty6n), we will be like those who dream." Then v. 4 pleads, ifilA yhwh'e1-
i"btlenfr (K ibwtnw), "return to us, O Yahweh, like the watercourses in the Negeb

[which flow with water in the winter after the summer dryness]."
(c) The parallel Psalms 14 and 53 lament over the wicked who believe that God does

not concern himself with earthly matters (14:l-41' 53:,2-5ll-4)), since he has turned
away. Believers react by hoping (v. 7) that Israel's deliverance might come from Zion
(14:7;53:7[6]) when Yahweh turns again to his people (ifrb Ybn).

Ben-Yashar - Zipor

(d) Yahweh's eschatological turning to foreign nations (Jer. 48:47; 49:6,39; Ezk.
29:14) presents a special problem. In any event this situation does imply that after pri-
mordial human beings were alienated from Yahweh (Gen. l-l l), prompting Yahweh's
special election of Israel in the justification of Abraham, the nations, including Israel,
will one day turn to one another, as also prophesied by Isa. 2:Iff. (par. Mic.4:Iff.);
Zeph. 3:9; and Isa. 56:6ff., and as anticipated by the novella Jonah.

Fabry

12. See C. A. and E. G. Briggs, Psalms II. ICC (1917), 231-32.
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4. Other Passages with ifi!. The expression ifi! i"!fi1 as a reference to the return or
renewal of Yahweh's favor can be assessed in connection with other OT passages that
speak of Yahweh's return.

References to Yahweh's return to Israel can be found in passages such as Nu. 10:36;

Ps. 80: 15(14) (with the key word .ir2| hiphil occurring in the refrain vv.4,8,20[3,7,191);

85:5(4) (with the key word .ir2! occurring 6 times including i"bfi!in v. 2[l]); 90: l3; Isa.

63:17;Mic.7:19.
Isa. 52:8; Zech. l:6; and 8:3 mention the return to ZionlJerusalem. Ezk. 43:l-7

graphically describes Yahweh's return to the Jerusalem temple after his withdrawal in
Ezk.9-11. Concerning Yahweh's return path, cf. Isa. 35:8;40:3-5. Passages such as Ps.

85:2(l) and 126:l-4 show that geographical and ethnic designations cannot be distin-
guished as objects of iib.

Ps. 6:5(4) could possibly be adduced as an example of Yahweh's turning again to

certain individuals (ff iAbA there is not modal). Mutual returning is mentioned in Dt.
30:2-3 (also vv. 8-9); Jer. 3118-21; perhaps most markedly inZech.l:3 and Mal. 3:7:

ifr!fi'elay w"'aifi.b/w"'aiilbd "kkem, "return to me, and I will return to you"; cf. also

2 Ch. 30:6.
Unlike the much-discussed theme of human return (repentance), the theolo-

goumenon of God's return to human beings or of their mutual return has previously re-

ceived little attention. Most OT theologians do not address the problem, one exception

being E. Balla, who addresses it in connection with Isa. 52:8,13 as does A. S. van der
Woude in connection with Zech. 1:3.1a In his History of Israelite Religion, G. Fohrer

asks just what prompted what, namely, God's return to Israel (according to Zech. l:3)
or vice versa (according to Isa. 44:21-22;55:7).ts W Holladay postulates the mutuality
of return within the covenantal relationship according to Zech. l:3.t6

5. Aramaic. The Old Aramaic occurrence of iybt in the Sefire inscription (wk't hibw
'lhn iybt btyt'byl) hardly contributes anything to illuminating the problem, since here

,i0! is used not in the much-discussed peal, but rather clearly in the haphel: "and now
the gods brought back the house of my fatheq" i.e., reestablished his dynasty.lT In any

event, the Sefire occurrence does support the MT of Ps. 126:1, itba!;tydn (cf. Fitz-
myer; Greenfield).

lll. l. Targum of Job. The oldest witness for a Jewish exegetical tradition of ittp
ie!fi1 qal (intrans.) as an internal accusative is I lQtgJob, which renders Job 42:10 as

wtb'lh'l'ywb brhmyn, "God returned in compassion to Job."

13. Die Botschafi der Propheten (Tiibingen. 1958), 407.
14. "Seid nicht wie eure Viiter! Bemerkungen zu Sacharja 1,5 und seinem Kontextl' Proph-

ecy. FS G. Fohrer. BZAW 150 (1980), 163-64; previously: S. Dim, FS A. Biram (Jerusalem,

1956),122-31.
15. History of Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1972),343.
16. Holladay, l4l.
t7. KAI, 224.24-25; cf . KAI, ll,265,271.
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2. Qumran. The expression ifi! i"!fi1 does not occur in the Qumran writings (con-

cerning llQtgJob, see above). 11QPs" 4:13 reads ibwtynw in Ps. 126:4. The poorly
preserved 4QpHos 10:16 (on Hos. 2:9[7]; between the lacuna and the end of the line)
contains biwb iby. This fragment, lacking any context, does not allow one to determine
whether the pesher is copying these words from the expression ifib i"bfr! and thus un-
derstanding ihb Ybfi! as a return or leading back of the exiles. The same applies to
4Q485 1,4. The absence of this expression in Qumran can only mean that one could no
longer use it.l8

Ben-Yashar - Zipor

18. Cf. Willi-Plein, 68.
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l. l. Occurrences.The Heb. noun idbe!, deiving perhaps from a root ibt,l occurs

also as AJrJr.. iabbitu. OSA sbr Egyp. ibd (Copt. ibbt), and Aram. iabp'. As attested in
Assyrian, the vb. iabdtu, "strike, beat:'z could be a denominative,3 though the presence

of a vb. .ib1, "strike, beat," in Ethiopic might militate against this view.a It is unclear

whether the Ugaritic PN Ib, belongs to this noun or to the root !p!, "ifi9e, direct."S

2. Distribution. The nolurr. iepet occurs 192 times in the Hebrew 0T.6 These occur-

rences are distributed as follows: 3 times in Genesis; 4 in Exodus; I in Leviticus; 6 in
Numbers; l8 in Deuteronomy; 33 in Joshua; 16 in Judges; 8 in I Samuel; l0 in 2 Sam-

uel;11in I Kings;2in2 Kings; 12inl Chronicles;4in 2Chronicles;3 inJob; 15 in
Psalms; 8 in Proverbs; 12 in Isaiah; 2 in Jeremiah; I in Lamentations; 16 in Ezekiel; 1

in Hosea; 2 in Amos; 2 in Micah; 2 inZechariah. These occulrences are joined by one

in Biblical Aramaic (Ezra 6:17), about 30 in the Qumran writings, and 2 in extra-

biblical Aramaic.T

3. LXX. The LXX translates iEbe/i"bat largely with phylii (ll9 times) or
archiphylos (once) andphilarchos (once), though also with rfuibdos (28) and skdpton
(17); hui6s is used 7 times, zyg6n and plegd twice each, and then once each drchon
(Gen. 49: l0), dnthrdpos (Nu. 24: l7), l6gos (Isa. ll;4), mdstix (Job 2l:9), paideia (Job

37:13), triabdld (2 S. 18:14), and bakteria (Prov. l3:24). Nine passages lack a colre-
sponding Greek equivalent.

II. Secular Meaning.
l. Rod/Staff. The noun.ielelbasically means "staff, stick, rod'(though cf. Mendenhall:

"leader's staffl'8). Such a staff is generally made of wood (cf. Ps. 2:9, "rod of iron"; Isa.

10:15;Ezk.19:11,14;21:15[Eng.lO]),ehenceitcanbebroken(Isa.14:5,29).Peopleraise
it up to swing it (nwp) or to strike something with it (nkh,Ex.21:20;Wov.23:13-14;Isa.
lO:24; 14:29; 30:31; Mic. 4:14[5:1); mbp, Nu. 24:17). Parallel terms include -+ iIDD

rutlleh (Isa. 9:3[4]; 10:5,15,24; l4:5;28:27; cf. 30:31-32), which according to Schunckro

tarbitl' W 22 (1912) lll; K. D. Schunck, "Stamm l. Nl:' BHHW III, 1851-52; R. de Vaux,
Anclsr 475-83; H. Weippert, "Keule," BRI], 185; J. Wellhausen,lsraelitische und jiidische

Geschichte (Berlin, 'tgSS); -+ inDUrD miipah6; -+ lr1a bayi!; -+ ;]UD matteh; -+ )pA maqqOl;

+ 9\7 ndga'.

l. HAL,III, 1388a.
2. AHw,III, I I19.
3. Cf. GesB, 801.
4. Cf. HAL,III, 1387-88.
5. KTU 4.122,22: tb'kbd dlbr, "seven weights of !bt"; PNU,22, 199 with reference to the al-

ternation of the labials b and p; cf. also Gevirtz; Murray.
6. 190 times according to HAL, III, 1388a.
7. Beyer, 700.
8. Mendenhall, 184-85.
9. Cf. G. Andr6, -+ )la maqqel, VII 550, "fresh tree branches."
10. Schunck, 1851.
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is preferred by P, and occasionally mii'enettt (Ps. 23:4), mel.toq4q (Gen.49:10), or nega'tz
(Ps. 89:33[32]).

The narrative remark that Joab "took three sticks in his hand, and thrust them into
the heart of Absalom" (2 S. l8: 14) may recall long "poles" (NRSV "spears";t: or even
a "bunch of stout sticks."ra 25.23:21 par. I Ch. ll:23 does, however, emphasize the
contrast when Benaiah, armed only with a staff, faces an Egyptian armed with a spear,

disarms the Egyptian, and kills him with his own spear. Dalman points out that the
"staff always refers to a weapon,"ls and Fohrer renders this word as "club, cudgel."
These considerations make clear that objects that can be struck can be quite diverse.
Alongside people and nations (e.g., Ex.2l:20;2 S.7:14; Ps.2:9; Prov. l0:13;13:24;
22:15;23:13-14;26:3:29:15;Isa. l4:29;Mic.4:1415:ll), one also encounters animals
(Isa. 9:3[4]) and things (lsa. 28:21).

2. Function. a. Threshing Rod. The rod is mentioned as a threshing tool in connec-
tion with nutmeg and cumin, and the staff (matteh) in connection with dill. In contrast
to the threshing sledge, which was used primarily for grain, gentler beating with the
"threshing stick" was apparently preferred for more delicate produce.16

b. Shepherd's Staff. Threshing, however, is not the only agricultural use of the rod or
staff, for even if we lack explicit portrayals, various passages do presuppose that the
staff was part of the shepherd's equipment, serving in tending and protecting the flock
(cf . r'h, Ps. 2:9;23:4, cf . v. I ; Mic. 7: l4). Dalman describes the shepherd's staff in de-
tail, emphasizingthat, alongside the club, it was the shepherd's most important weapon
in holding off wild animals and thieves from the flock.l7 At the same time, this staff
was an "aid in guiding the flock."l8 The shepherd's staff was also used for counting the
flock or for separating out certain animals from it, as attested in Lev. 27:32 with respect
to the tithe: "every tenth one that passes under the shepherd's staff shall be holy to
Yahweh" (cf. also Ezk.20:37).te

Because Isa. 9:3(4) mentions the "rod of their driver" in addition to the "yoke of
their burden," Dalman suggests understanding the former as the "ox or cattle rod" the
plowman uses for striking.2o

c. Rod of Discipline. The rod was a popular instrument for education, punishment,
and discipline. It was the disciplinary rod ofthe pedagogue (Prov. l0:13; 13:24;22:15;
23:13-14;26:3;29:15; cf. also Ezk.2l:15,18[0,13]) and can be explicitly designated
iElet mfrsdri "rod of discipline" (Prov.22:15), and i4let'%tdiim, "rod of men" (2 S.

I l. -+ Jlu/ .f7.
12. -+ 9\) naga'.
13. H. W. Hertzberg, I & II Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans.21964'1,354.
14. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 9 (1984), 407.
15. AzS, rr (t932), 5'7.

16. AuS, III (1933), 9t-93, tt4.
17. AuS, VI ( 1939), 221-22,233-40. See also Fohrer.
18. rbid., 238.
19. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT ly (1966),392; AuS, V[,239.
20. AuS, ll, l2O:'V[,239.
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7:14). This background emerges in references to the rod of discipline of the nations,

e.g., to the rod that strikes the Philistines (Isa. 1429), the chastising rod of the

Assyrians that strikes Israel (Mic.4:14[5:l]; Isa. 10:5,24, "[driver's] Eoad";2r differ-

ently as: "staff of the rulerl'zz but also in reference to "God in his role as a teacher"23),

or the "rod of discipline of the wicked" GAbq hareia', Ps' 125:3; NRSV "scepter of
wickedness").

The assertion that the "rod of his anger (i€be! 'ebrd!6) will fail" (Prov. 22:8) refers

to the punishment of the wicked through which their arrogance is broken. In Lam. 3: I

the same expression, "rod of his anger," refers to Yahweh's wrath in judgment.

d. Scepter The term iElet is also used to refer to the symbol of leadership. The as-

serrion in Gen. 49: l0 that the "staff ' and "scepter" (mel.t6qcq) (cf. NRSV) will not de-

part from Judah means that Judah's dominance will continue. Since Jgs. 5: l4 also uses

i€let and melldqEq in parallel, Gen. 49:10 cannot refer to the scepter of a Judean

king:za rather "the meaning . . . must be the marshal's or commander's stafP'25 as a ref-

erence to Judah's sovereignty within a tribal alliance during the pre-state period.

Jgs. 5:14 also refers to the scepter as a symbol of tribal leadership, enumerating

alongside the m"hoq,qtm of Machir also "those who bear the marshal's stalf' from

Zebulun (moi"ktm beicbet).26 Am. l:5 and 8 mention "the one who holds the scepter"

(t6m€k iCbet) from Beth-eden, Ashkelon, and Ekron, probably a reference to city rather

than tribal princes. Isa. 14:5 refers in a general fashion to the "scepter ofrulerc" (ie\et
mdi"ltm). Ps. 45:7(6) (similarly also Ps. 2:9;Isa.14:29) shows unequivocally that the

royal scepter was also called iEf;et. The Jerusalem king is told: "your royal scepter is a

scepter ofequity" (iebet mtiar). The bearer ofroyal dominion also carries a scepter as

a symbol of his power.z1 Hence the term iCbet came to refer to power and dominion,

for example, in the assertion that the "scepter of Egypt shall depart" (Zech. 10:ll),
suggesting that the scepter rising out of Israel in Balaam's vision (Nu. 24:17) is to be

understood as a symbol of royal power in reference to the rise of David. Since the term

i^[et parallels "star" (kdkAb here, B. Gemser offered the attractive suggestion that one

understand iEbet as "comet" (BHS: stella crinata).z8

The "rulers' scepters" growing from the mighty branches of the vineyard represent

ruling figures (Ezk. 1911,14).2e

21. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL(Eng. trans. 1983),245.
22. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans' l99l),397.
23.lbid.,416.
24. See G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21972), 424-26.

25. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. trans' 1986)' 230.

26. See in this regard also J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL(Eng. trans. l98l)' 89.

2't.seeH.-J.Kraus, Psalmsi-59.CC (Eng.trans. 1987),onPs.45;concerningtheiconog-
raphy, cf. Fohrer and Weippert.

28. B. Gemser, "Der Stern aus Jakob (Num. 24,17)," ZAW 43 (1925) 301-2; cf . akeady RHB,

II, 205; so also J. Hempel, "Wichtige Aufsiitze in Zeitschriften und Sammelwerken," ZAW 62

(1950) 276 n.3.
29. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 397 .
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3. Tibe. The overwhelming majority of occurrences of i€let exhibit the meaning
"tribe."3o One can probably agree with Mendenhall with regard to the semantic develop-
ment in this direction, namely, that on the basis of the meaning of Jelef as the "scepter" of
the tribal leader it then came to refer to the "tribe" itself,3l already suggesting that the so-
ciological entity "tribe" emerged only secondarily.32 The names of Israelite tribes may al-
lude to this situation; like Ephraim and probably also Judah and Gilead, the tribal names
originally represented Palestinian territorial names that the Israelites who settled in those
territories adopted as self-designations. It is questionable whether the conclusion follows
that the tribe thereby became a territorial entity itselFs or was from the outset merely a
geographical unity,ra since the designation itself says nothing about whether the entity
so-named first began to exist as such only with the acquisition of the name. Much evi-
dence suggests that the organization of tribes and the feeling of cohesiveness among Is-
rael's tribes date to a period earlier than the settlement in the land. The Song of Deborah,
dating to the early period ofthejudges (Jgs. 5), already attests both, and the tribal sayings
and their collections in the blessings of Jacob (Gen. 49) and Moses (Dt. 33) provide un-
equivocal witnesses for the pre-state period in the larger sense. At the same time, they
draw attention to the self-understanding of an Israelite tribe (cf., e.g., Gen.49:16), to the
interaction between the tribes, and to their religious possessions.3s

As striking as it is that this tribal organization was not replaced by territorial organi-
zation after settlement in the land (cf., e.g., Nu. 24:2 and Ezk. 45:8), it is even more
striking that the institution of the monarchy prompted no fundamental change in this
regard either, so that the tribe continued to represent the basic organizational unit ofthe
people at large for the Israelite. For when at the city gate Absalom asks those coming
into Jerusalem, "From what city are you?" and receives the answer, "Your servant is of
such and such a tribe in Israel" (2 S. 15:2), one sees that, in contrast to the city orienta-
tion of the Canaanites,36 tribal membership is determinative for the Israelites,3T
whereby "Israel" here probably refers to the northern and southern kingdoms,38 some-
thing otherwise expressed by "the twelve tribes of Israel" (Gen. 49:28;8x.24:4;28,21;
39:14;Ezk.47:33), "all the tribes of Israel" (Dt. l8:5;29:2Ol2ll; Josh. 24:l;Jgs.20:2;
2 S. 5:1; 19:10[9]; 20:14:'24:2;Ezk.48:19; Zech.9:1, etc.), perhaps with the additional
qualification "from Dan to Beer-sheba" (2 5.24:2).

One observation of utmost significance for understanding the Yahweh faith is that,
as Wellhausen says,3e Moses did not introduce any new constitution; rather, the old one

30. KBL2,94l: 143 times.
31. Mendenhall, 184-85; cf. HAL, III, 1388, and A. Simian-Yofre, -+ Ylll,2451' Gottwald,

245-46.
32. Schunck,1851.
33. See Gottwald, 253-56.
34. See Lemche, 279-84.
35. See H.-J.7-obel, "Die Stammessprtiche des Mose-Segensl' Klio 46 (1965) 83-92.
36. See ILC,I-ll,33-34.
37. Though cf. Gottwald, 256, who understands the answer as an ellipse.
38. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 8 (1980), 357-58.
39. Wellhausen, 20-21.
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remained in effect and was still maintained in the land of Canaan and was not even dis-
placed by the monarchy. One sees that Yahweh could be associated with the Israel of
Moses without further ado and without any significant breaks or upheaval and thus be-

come the God of Israel. Then, however, this "constitutional structure" of the people of
Yahweh remained the ongoing determinative principle consistently maintained

throughout history despite new political constitutional forms, thereby preserving

within the Yahweh faith the heritage of the "wilderness" through the ages.

The exact description of the sociological status of an Israelite tribe within the sys-

tem of national organization seems clear given the witness of various texts. The family
is followed by the patriarchal house and clan, and these together form the basis of a
tribe, which in its own turn is part of the tribal alliance or of the people or state (cf. Dt.

29:17; Josh. 7:14; 13;29l' I S. l0:19-20; also Nu.4:18;Jgs. 2l:24; I S.9:21).+o

At least in this self-contained form, however, this organization seems to represent

late theory.al As difficult as it is to distinguish in individual cases between "clan" and

"patriarchal house," a similarly fluid situation often applies to "clan" and "tribe." Jgs.

18:19 mentions the "tribe" and "clan" of the Danites in the same breath; whereas v. 11

mentions only the "Danite clan," v. I says that it is the "tribe of the Danites" that is act-

ing (cf. also 13:2; l7:7). Moreover,2l:8 gives the impression that the city of Jabesh is

understood as having the status of a i€let. M. Noth suggests that "the concepts of a
people and of a tribe are part of human history, rather than of human reproduction,"

thereby revealing the various aspects of membership in a group of people.a2 The prob-

lem with this view is that like the people, the tribe also traced its origins back to an an-

cestral father and thus claimed genealogical unity.43 Hence Wellhausen is correct after

all in saying that no one belongs to a tribe except through the family, through the clan,

through lineage, and that all legitimate community is based on blood relations.a One

must point out, however, that in the OT the tribe functions neither as an autonomous le-
gal entity nor as a cultic community.

If one takes seriously the definition of an Israelite tribe as being based on blood rela-

tions, the question of the leadership of the tribe or tribal alliance does not really arise,
just as Wellhausen describes even Arab society as a community without hierarchical au-

thorities.as This view is itself contradicted by the fact that idbey does refer to the scepter,

and indeed also to the scepter of the tribal princes. If we ask what such a leader was

called, the most likely designation is r6'i, "headl' Saul is thus called (l S. 15: l7), and

Nu. 25:4 and Dt. 33:5 speak of "heads of the people" (NRSV "leaders"). Dt. 5:23 also

speaks of the "heads of your tribes and your elders" who approach Yahweh's mountain.

The mention of the "officials/princes of the tribes of Israel" in I Ch. 28: I does not seri-

40. -+ II, l13-15; Anclsr 3-15.
41. So ILC,I-II, 46; see -+ IX, 83-84.
42. The OT World (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966), 64.
43. So Gottwald,246.
44. Wellhausen, 2l-22: also de Yatx, Anclsr 5.

45. Rede zur Feier des Geburtstages Sr. Maj. des Kaisers und Kdnigs am 27. January 1900 im
Namen der Georg-Augusts -U niversitrit gehalten (Giittingen, I 900).
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ously militate against this understanding. What emerges is that the elders apparently had
no leadership functions within the tribe, but probably only within its subdivisions,
though Lemche believes that because the elders sit in the gate, they are of no conse-
quence for nomadism in any event, and he concludes that there was in fact no sort of do-
minion at all within the tribe.a6 This view may be accurate if one understands the "head"
of a tribe as functioning perhaps only as a temporary p rimus inter pares (cf . Jephthah in
Jgs. l0:18; I l:8,9,1l). De Vaux suggests the title nd(i'for the tribal leader.aT

Two peculiarities should be mentioned in passing. First, the designation "tribe of
Levi" represents a learned theological construction as found in Deuteronomy (10:8;
18:l), in P (Nu. l8:2), and in I Ch. 23:14,i.e., in exclusively late texts. The second is
the idea that the punishment of the Benjaminites after the abomination of Gibeah re-
sulted in "one tribe being cut offfrom Israel" (Jgs. 2l:3,6,17) and that Yahweh thereby
created a "breach in the tribes of Israel" (21:15). This statement is noteworthy because
it presupposes the closed and unalterable nature of the fixed entity "the tribes of Israel"
and traces this entity back to Yahweh's explicit will.

III. Religious Usage.
l. Yahweh's Natural Order We find ourselves on the periphery of religious usage

when idlet is not yet attributed to Yahweh, or at least not directly, something applying
to the especially gentle beating of various harvest produce because God's miraculous
wisdom has so determined it (Isa. 28:27-29). Job 37:13 speaks similarly if a bit more
directly when Yahweh brings up the clouds as his "rod" or "love" (hesefl in that they
as his tools can either punish or enrich human beings by raining in a timely fashion or
too much or at the wrong time.as

2. Yahweh as Disciplinarian. This view already moves a considerable way toward
understanding Yahweh as a disciplinaian.ae It is he who has the Assyrians strike the
ruler of Israel upon the cheek (probably the king, Mic. 4:14[5: l]), and he who calls As-
syria the "rod of my anger" (Isa. l0:5). The author of Lamentations felt the "rod of
God's wrath" (3:1), and Job asks God to "take his rod away from me" (Job 9:34),la-
menting that "no rod of God" strikes the houses of the wicked (21:9). The oracle of Na-
than prophesies that if David deviates from the commandments, he will be disciplined
with the "human rod" (2 S. 7: l4).so The psalmist in Ps. 89:33(32) also has God declare:
"I will punish their transgression with the rod," and according to Isa. 1l:4 the tyrant is
struck with the "rod of his mouth," an image referring to God's word in its capacity as a

"dynamic power."sl It is uncertain whether the "staff'or "rod" in this expression refers

46. Lemche, 279-80.
47. Anclsr 8.
48. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963),482.
49. See also Gosan 23: "divine rod of discipline" (Beyer, 700).
50. + IX,208.
51. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12, 477; cf. also Kaiser, Isaiah l-12,257-58: "the power of the cre-

ative word of God and of the prophet."
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to the royal scepter as in Ps. 45:1(61,s2 for when Yahweh smites his enemies with a

"rod of iron" (2:9), the reference is similarly to a rod of discipline, albeit a particularly
painful one.

The image of the rod or staff can also be used in announcing a salvific future for Is-

rael. God breaks the "staff of rulers" (Isa. l4:5) or the rod of "their oppressor" (Isa.

9:3[4]), and destroys "those who holds the scepters" of Beth-eden or Ashkelon (Am.

l:5,8), thus removing all foreign oppression from his people.

3. Yahweh as Shepherd. The image of the shepherd is also applied to Yahweh. The
petitioner in Ps. 23 predicates him as "my shepherd" (v. l0), explaining that God's rod

and staff constantly protect the petitioner and offer beneficent guidance and comfort
(v. 4). A postexilic prayer asks God to intervene on behalf of his community with the

words: "shepherd your people with your staff' (Mic. 7:14). Finally, Yahweh's selec-

tive judgment during the return from exile is described as a "passing under the staff'
(Ezk.2O:37).sz

4. Election by Yahweh. A new, theologically independent complex of statements in-

volves the overall theme "election by Yahweh," since all the tribes of Israel can appear

as the objects of such acts and then even be called the "tribes of Yahweh" (Ps. 122:4),

though an individual tribe can be adduced from the totality oftribes, such as the tribe
ofJudah(Ps.78:68)orthatof Levi(Dt. 10:8),orevenanindividualclansuchasthatof
Eli (1 S. 2:28), or Mt. Zion (Ps. 78:68), or a city, namely, Jerusalem (Dt. l2:5,14; I K.
8:16; ll:32; 14:21;2K.217;2Ch.6:5; 12:13;33:7). Yahweh's elective actions in this

context always amount to selecting or choosing an object from within the entity of the

tribes of Israel.
Yahweh's salvific acts as manifested in the figure of the Servant of Yahweh include

among other things also "raising up the tribes of Jacob and restoring the survivors of
Israel" (Isa. 49:6). (The concepts "for the tribes of Jacob are in distress" or "the tribes

of Jacob passed through in his interior" seem to derive from this context.)54

A somewhat more recent psalm petition asks God to remember his congregation,

the "tribe of your heritage" (Ps. 74:2). The same expression, now in the pl. iiptA
naholdlef,d, occurs in Isa. 63: 17 parallel with "your servants." It too is part of a petition
asking Yahweh to return. The expression recurs as "tribe of his inheritance" in Jer.

10:16 and 5l:19, where it clearly refers to Israel in the sense that the creator ofthe
world is the God who made Israel his possession.

5. Messianic Interpretation. The Balaam vision of the rising scepter from Jacob is

worth reexamining here (Nu. 24:17). Even though I said above that the reference may

be to David quite independent of whether one understands the verse as vaticinium ex

54. So Wildberger, Isaiah I-12, 477.
53. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l,416.
54. Beyer, 332-34.
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eventus5 or, given its allusive metaphorical style and lack of concreteness with regard
to specific circumstances, as a genuine prophecy regarding the rise of David, one
should in any event point out that this image of the "scepter out of Jacob" has over the
course of exegetical history been understood messianically (LXX already translates
idlet as dnthropos) just as was the statement from the Judah oracle in Gen. 49:10
"The scepter shall not depart from Judah till its ruler litldhhere, of course, interpreted
as mdi'16) comes."

IV. Qumran. The use of idbet in the Qumran writings closely follows the OT.

l. Tribe. The tribe is the largest organizational unit of the people, whose subdivi-
sions are the clans (lQSa l:15). "Leaders of the tribes" are mentioned (lQSa l:29:'cf.
IQM 2:3; 4QMd 1,2), and the number of tribes, of course, is twelve (lQM 2:3 par.

4QMd 5-6; lQM 3:14; llQT 2l:2; cf. also 4QM" l-3, 8-9; 1lQT 18:16), which in-
cludes "all the tribes of Israel" (lQM 2:7). One feature typical of Qumran is that in
times of war strong men are chosen from all the tribes (2:7), freld standards are in-
scribed with the names of the tribal princes (3:14-15 par. 4QM r 10:5-6; cf. also 5:l-2).
The third standard reads "tribes of God" (4: l0; cf. "tribes of Yahweh," Ps. 122:4). The
cavalry contingents are also organized according to tribes (6:11), something that in
llQT 2l:2 and 18:16 also applies to certain sacrificial materials.

The tribes of the priests are also part of the chosen objects (llQT 60:10; cf. Dt.
18:6). Finally, the term iEbet is also attested in an apostasy regulation composed of
clich6s from Lev. 16; Dt. 13;17:2-13; 18:9-22 (4Q315I, 5,7,8). On the whole, how-
ever, "the use of iE\et (14 more times in lQM) clearly recedes in the Temple scroll (3
times) behind mattehl's6

2. Messianic Interpretation. Commensurate with their theology, however, the

Qumranites' real interest is in what are known as the messianic prophecies in the OT;
this interest presupposes that Yahweh chose the tribe of Judah and made a covenant
with David (4QDibHam^ l-2,[Y,5-6; cf. Ps.78:68,70-71). Hence 4Q252 (4QpGen")
V, I alters the text of Gen. 49:10 to "a ruler (iallt!) shall not depart from the tribe of Ju-
dah," and the verse "from Judah shall come the anointed, the seed of David," is inter-
preted messianically.4Qplsad 1:7 also interprets Isa. 54:ll-12 as a reference to the
tribal heads at the end of days.

Nu. 24:17 is the verse most frequently subjected to messianic interpretation. Both
IQM I l:6-7 and 4QTest 12 interpret it as referring to their own contemporary circum-
stances. CD 7:19-20 interprets more specifically: "The star is the interpreter of the
Law who shall come to Damascus . . . the scepter is the prince of the whole congrega-
tion." Finally, lQSb 5:23-27 directly addresses the Qumran community: "May the
Lord raise you up to everlasting heights. . . . May you . . ravage the earth with your

55. See E. Osswald, "Zum Problem der vaticinia ex eventul' 7AW 75 (1963) 27-44.
56. H.-J. Fabry -+ i19D matteh, yltl,249.
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scepter; may you bring'death to the ungodly with the breath of your lips" (both allude

to Isa. 1l:4), "for God has established you as the scepter over the rulers," formulated
following Nu. 24:17. In Qumran the fulfillment of messianic expectation is pro-

claimed as imminent, with the "scepter" symbolizing divine-royal power and divinely
effected dominion.

bbel
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I. Etymology. Because of the phonemic ambiguity of the Hebrew root .ib'and the

fact that Hebraists have overlooked important South Semitic parallels, no consensus

has yet emerged with respect to its etymology. In particular, derivation from the nu-

meral iepa', "Seven,"l is countered by association with Arab. saba'a, "curse,"2 whereby

the Arab. root is occasionally associated with the magical connotation "seven."3 Within

the Aramaic linguistic sphere, the root occurs only in Jewish Aramaic, where the

ithpaal corresponds to Hebrew niphal and the aphel can mean not only "swear" but also

"aljure."+ Such usage also corresponds to Samaritan Aramaic,s whereas Mandaic at-

testi only the causative stem as a technical term for "adjure."6 Because older Aramaic,

Syriac, and Neo-Aramaic attest only the root ym', however, from which Ak'k. wama'u,

mamttuis inseparable, and because the adduced witnesses all occur within the Hebrew

sphere of influence, they are to be viewed as Hebraisms.

Finally, one might adduce Jibbali, which attests the causative esba', "swear," and the

corresponding reflexives sdtba'and isba'.1 Because the Jibbali sound designated by s

rrgg"itt a loan relationship with Arabic, however, one would have to begin with the

"rirt"n"" 
of a corresponding root in Arabic. There only Arab. saba'a, "curse, revile,"8

can be considered, etymologically related to Ge'ez sb', "bewitch."e This relationship is

supported by the fact that Arab. 'ala, "curse," also means "swear" in the fourth stem,

and because the Geez suggests that a magical connotation attaches to .iD', which also

becomes clear in the meaning of the hiphil, "implore, adjure," as also borrowed by Ara-

1963); idem, ..Covenant Forms and contract Forms," w 15 (1965) 487-503; T. C. Vriezen,
*Eid: BHHW r,374-16.

On the oath in Israel's surroundings: T. Canaan, "Der Schwur bei den paliistinischen

Arabern," 
'BFIA. 

12 (1962) ll3-22; D. O. Edzard, "Zum sumerischen Eidl' sumeroloSical

Studies. FS T. Jacobsen. AS 20 (1975) 63-98; A. Falkenstein, Die neusumerischen Gerichts'

urkunden. Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Phil..hist. Kl. N.s. 39

(1956);H.Hirsch, UniersuchungenzuraltassyrischenReligion.BAfO l3-14(1961);V.Korosec,
Hethitische Staatsvertrdge. Leipziger Rechtswissenschaftliche Studien 60 (Leipzig' l93l);
p. Kaplony, "5;idl'LexAi, I, li88-1200; N. Oettinger, Die Militiirischen Eide der Hethiter

Studiin iu d"n Bofr,aziay-Texten 22 (1976); M. San Nicold, "Eid," RLA, II, 305-15;
p. Steinkeller, Sale 

-Documents of the Ur-Ilt-Period. Freiburg altorientalische Studien l7
(Wiesbaden, 1989); J. A. Wilson, ';The Oath in Ancient Egypt," itles I Og48) 129-56; -+ itlN
'al6 (alah); -+ ni'lf b'ri!; -+ all ndQar.

l. E.g., Lehmann, 78-80.
2.E.9., Pedersen, 5.

I g.I., W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),483; E. Littmann,

Der Islim 7 (lgli) 138; V. Christian, (Jntersuchungen zur Laut- und Formenlehre des

Hebrriischen. iitzungsberichte des Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Phil.-hist. Kl.22812

(r9s3) 174.
4. J. Naveh and S. shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985), 218], Beyer, TOl .

5. R. Macuch, Grammatik des samaritanischen Aramiiisclr (Berlin, 1982), 154,226,228.
6. Kottsieper, 155-56.
7. T. M. Johnstone, Jibbali Lexicon (Oxford, 1981),221'
8. Kottsieper, 160.
9. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez, 483'
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maic. Comparison with Egyptian, where the numeric root "seven" is ifb)o but where

one also encounters ibh, "cry out, lament, express oneself loudly (and negatively),"11

which cannot be dissociated from Arab. saba'a, "curse, revile," clearly shows that the

underlying root here cannot be associated etymologically with the numerical root.

Nor is Arab. saba'a, "tear, bite," etymologically related, since it probably belongs to

a root which in New Egyptian appears as sbfi, "cover, mount."l2 The Sabaic witnesses

adduced by Kottsieperl3 probably also belong to this root, as shown by an inscription
discovered at the beginning of 1992.r+

Hence Heb. ib'niphal derives from a root that in its fundamental Semitic-Hamitic
meaning has a strong and especially negative connotation, one which, as shown by
Arabic, was able to develop into a verb of aggression meaning "curse, revile," whence

the meaning "swear" developed from the reflexive nature of the niphal such that the

use of the word connoted self-imprecation when making a vow or oath. The occurrence

of the meaning "implore, adjure" in the hiphil during the post-OT period as well shows

that the root did not lose this magical-religious element (cf. also Ge'ez).

II. Oath and Curse. The results of the etymological investigation prompt the ques-

tion of the relationship between the oath or vow and the curse. Just how strongly the

root ib'still connotes "curse" can be seen not only from the passages discussed be
1ow,r5 but also from the fact that Isa. 65:16 introduces the hithpael of brk, "bless one-

self," as the antithesis to .ib'niphal.
Comparisons with the understanding of oaths both in the OT and in its milieu, how-

ever, also show the direct relationship between the oath and self-imprecation'16 The

root'lh also shows that the meanings "swear" and "curse" were perceived as related in
Hebrew, and Akk. mamrtu refers simultaneously to an oath as well as to both the

imprecatory power released by transgression and the imprecation itself, in which case

it can parallel arratu, "curse."lT The connection between oath and curse is so strong in
Akkadian that the term for oath, ntiu, deriving from the vow formula nliX, "life of X,"
and thus originally having no relationship with the curse, can become a term for curse

and accordingly be used alongside mamttu.ts The same relationship emerges with the

Semitic root hlp, which in Sabaic and Arabic can also mean "swear" and yet in Ge'ez

"curse."

t0. wbAs, rv l r5.
I r . rbid., 90-91 .

12. Ibid., 93; Kottsieper, l6l.
13. Kottsieper, l56ff.
14. Schm/Marib 28; forthcoming publication by N. Nebes, A rchciologische Beitriige from Ye-

men.
15. VI.2, 5; VIL3.
16. Cf. J. Hempel, "Die israelitischen Anschauungen von Segen und Fluch im Lichte

altorientalischer Parallelen," ZDMG 79 (1925) 44-47 = Apoxysmata. Vorarbeiten zu einer
Religionsgeschichte und Theologie des AT. BZAW 81 (1961), 5l-55; Kottsieper, 162-66.

1 7. Cf. Pedersen, 7O-72; Brichto, 72-7 4.
18. E.g., Surpu V-VI, 67, 77.
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Not only the use of the word itself makes clear that the oath was understood as a
self-imprecation, but also the accompanying actions make this evident. EnEl VI 97 ex-
plicitly designates the oath of the gods as a self-imprecation: il-za-ki-ru-ma a-na ra-
ma-ni-irt-nu a-ra-ru, "they pronounced on themselves a curse." Line 98 underscores
this self-threat through the gesture of seizing the throat, a gesture attested particularly
also in Mari.le

Hittite military oaths similarly contain imprecations against those who break the
oath (Oettinger). The Sumerian designation nam-erim-ku.y, used especially in assertory
oaths with the meaning "cut someone an evil NAM;'zo suggests that through the oath
the oath giver now stands under a kind of qualified curse.

This notion also clearly emerges in the OT when an oath is introduced with the for-
mula koh ya'aieh l"-'"ldhim/yhwh w"ft6h ybstp (e.g., I S. 14:214; 2O:13;25:22;2 S.

3:9,35;19:14[Eng. l3]; I K.2:23;2 K.6:31; Ruth l:17;cf. also I S.3:17). Scholars
generally agree that the oath formulation with'im ultimately derives from such a quali-
fied self-imprecation,2l and Jgs. 2l:18 even cites an explicit curse as an oath (cf. also
Ps. 7:4-6[3-5); 137 :5-6).

These observations along with etymological considerations show that the transfer of
the imprecatory element in sworn vows onto oaths in the larger sense made it possible
for.iD'to take on the meaning of oath, with the attendant element of self-imprecation
remaining strongly preserved and thus the oath itself being evoked in all its gravity.

III. Distribution. The root .ib'occurs 155 times in the niphal and 30 times each in
the hiphil and the derived subst. qatul. Because in Josh. 23:7 the substance ofthe pre-
ceding ld'-1azkirfr suggests a following .ib'niphal (cf. the paralleling of Jb'niphal and
zkrhiphil in Isa.48:l), one is advised to read a niphal here following the Pesh., Tgs.,
and Vg.

Of the 30 occurrences of the derived substantive,29 are feminine (i"bu'd); the only
masculine occurrence is found in the incomprehensible combination i"bu'A i"bu'6! in
Ezk. 2l:28(23). Alongside Ezk. 16:8, this passage is the only witness for .ib' in this
book. In this context 16:8 apparently uses a traditional formulation in reference to the
marriage alliance - elsewhere Ezekiel prefers the root 7ft or different vow formulae;
cf. v. 6. Hence 2l:28(23) probably represents a later insertion whose meaning is yet un-
clear.

The obvious association of .iD'with magical-religious elements of self-imprecation
in connection with oaths probably explains why with the exception of Eccl. 8:2 and
9:2, wisdom writings, which exhibit hardly any interest in such topics, do not use this
root at all. Most of the occurrences (151) are found in narrative literature, where one
also encounters most oaths. One finds 43 occurrences in the prophetic books (including

19. ARM, l, 37, 2O; Il, 62, 9;77, 11; XllI, 147,7, et passim; cf. also ANET, 503.
20. Edzard,77.
21. C. van Leeuwen, "Die Partikel Dg," Syntax and Meaning. Studies in Hebrew Syntax and

Biblical Exegesis. OfS l8 (1973), 34-38; on the corresponding use of Akk. iumma, see
W. Farber, "Wehe, wenn . . . l: ZA 64 (1975) 177-79.
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Dnl. 12), with 30 in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Amos. Finally, 13 occurrences are found in
the Psalms, to which one can add 5 in Canticles, though the latter actually refer to the

beloved "adjuring" her friends.22 One should emphasize that God is the subject of .ib'
niphal in 75 passages, 40 of which are found in the Dtr History. By contrast, God never

appears as the subject of iD'hiphil.
Associated with.iD'niphal/hiphil, b" can indicate which deity is being invoked. And

in relation to iD'niphal, a person is the subject 28 times23 and God l3 (all of which are

found outside the Dtr History).24 Instances of .ID'hiphil include Gen.24:3; I K.2:42;
2 Ch. 36:13; Neh. l3:25; Cant.2:7;3:5.

The observation that oaths with .iD'niphal are introduced only 18 times with 'im
(16') (Gen.2l:23; Nu. 32l0-ll; Dt. l:34-35; Josh. l4:9; I S. 3:14; 19:6;24:22[21];
28:10;30:15; I K. l:51;2:8; Ps.95:ll; 132:2-4;lsa. 14:24;62:8; Jer.38:16:'44:26:
Am. 8:7) does not allow the conclusion that the oaths with .iD'must not always be asso-

ciated with self-imprecation.2s Etymological findings show that ib'alone already con-

notes this element, so that the relatively rare use of this formula is actually explained

by the meaning of ,iD'itself having made it superfluous. Commensurately only two (of
10) occurrences of the self-imprecatory formula kdh yaaieh-lt 'ldhtm/yhwh w"ftah

yrisip use Jb'(2 S. 3:35; 1 K.2:23).

IV. Niphal with a Person as Subject.
l. With bl Of the 80 occurrences of .ib'niphal with a person as its subject, in 28 the

prep. b" indicates with whom the oath is made. Passages without b" that refer to pas-

sages with b" (Gen. 24:9, cf . v. 3; Josh. 6;22, cf. 2:12;9:15,20 + 2 S. 2l:2 [cf. Josh.

9:191; Jgs. 2l:1,18, cf . v.'I; I 5.24:23[22], cf. v. 22121);1 K. 1:13, cf. vv. 17,30) show

that the formulation with b" does not refer to a special kind of vow over against pas-

sages without b". To these one might add the passages containing a corresponding oath

formula such as bayltA or kah ya'ofieh (1 S. 19:6; 20:3;2 S. 3:35; I K. l:29:2:23-24;
Jer.4:2;5:2;38:16; Hos.4:15). Josh. 9:15; Jgs. 21:l; and I K. 1:13 in particular, all of
which refer to an oath that one only learns later was sworn by God (Josh. 9:19; Jgs.

2l:7; I K. I : 17,30), show that even without an explicit indication with b", .iD'niphal re-

fers to swearing by invoking a divine power.

An overview of passages with b" shows that when Israelites swore, they did so by

the God of Israel. Yahweh is mentioned by name 10 times (Josh. 2: l2; 9:19', Jgs.2l:7;
I5.24:22l2ll; 28:10;2 S. 19:8[7]; I K. l:17,30; 2:8,23),with'"bhA yiSrd'€l added in
Josh. 9:19 and 1 K. l:30; in 7 passages a person swears by his name (iem) (Lev.19:12;
Dt. 6:13; 10:20; I S.2O:42;Isa.48:l; Jer.l2:l6a;Zech.5:4; cf. also Josh. 23:7 in refer-

ence to other gods); in 3 passages the reference is b€'l6him (Gen.2l:23; I S. 30: l5; Ps.

63:12|ll, originally yhwh). A unique formulation appears in Isa. 65:16 with b€'bhA
'dm4n, though the vocaliz ation 'emfin seems more likely, with the corresponding trans-

22. See VI.3 below.
23. See IV.l below.
24. See V.l below.
25. See Giesen, Wurzel,26.
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lation "by the God of faithfulness." The angelic messenger in Dnl. l2:7 reinforces his
revelation with the oath "by the one who lives forever (b"hA ha'6ldm)l'The invocative
character of the oath comes to expression when the messenger raises both hands in a
gesture of prayer (cf. also Gen. l4:22;Dt.32:40). Finally, Jacob swears by paha/'dltw
yi;hdq (Gen. 3l:53).

Josh. 23:7; Jer. 5:7; l2:16; Am. 8:14; and Zeph.l:5 all mention foreign gods in con-
nection with oaths, while Jer. 5:7 introduces them with b"la' rlAhtm.

In Am. 8:14 'aima1 (i6m"r6n) is frequently emended to 'aiima! or 'aiera! in order to
preserve the name of a god. Yet even if one maintains the text,26 the parallelism with hA
aldheyf;d cleady shows that the reference is to swearing by a certain god.Zeph. l:5 has
b'malkam, which LXXL reads as Melchou, prompting frequent emendation of the MT.
If one maintains the MT, then the statement refers to Ba'al (cf. also Jer. 12:16), men-
tioned in v. 4. In any event, here too the reference is to swearing by a foreign god.

Ps. 102:9(8), where the petitioner laments that his enemies swear "by" him, does
not fit this context. The ensuing life description beginning with tl however, suggests
that the enemies are using the unfortunate fate of the petitioner as an imprecatory ex-
ample, just as the adulteress in Nu. 5:21 and 27 becomes a curse ('dl6) and a i"!u'd.Isa.
65:15 and Jer.29:22 also illustrate that a person could mention negative examples
when cursing. Hence the petitioner in Ps. 102:9(8) could be mentioned - and not in an
ironic way - as a divine guarantor of the oath.21

The observation that only deities are introduced with b" as guarantors of oaths with
.ib'niphal is all the more significant because other oath formulations are attested that,
for example, mention the king or priest (Gen.42:15-16; I S. l:26; 17:55;2 S. l1:11;
14:19).Inthe hay/hA formula one can also mention the oath taker as well as God (1 S.

20:3;25:26;2 S. 15:21;2 K. 2:2;4:30; etc.). Apparently .iD'niphal + b? means more
than the simple formulation of an oath with hay/hA (cf. also I K.22:14-17 ).28 This for-
mulation indicates that those who take the oath place themselves under a divine power
that will guarantee the efficacy of the self-imprecation accompanying the oath.

These findings accord with Steinkeller's observation that Sum. nam-erfm-ku5 and
Ak}.. mamttu, both of which connote imprecatory power, have stronger meaning than
the oath terms mu-X-pad, "pronotnce the name of X," or nliu, "life, oath," through
which the same aspect comes to expression as in the formula with hay/he.ze

Gen. 3l:53 makes clear that the normal situation is for the personal deity to be in-
voked. Although the family gods of the two are invoked as guarantors of the contract
between Jacob and Nahor, Jacob does de facto swear only by the God of his father
Isaac (though cf. the addendum Eldheyftd in I K. 1:17).

Even if, as is customary, one assigns Gen. 31:53a and b to two different sources,3o

26. E.g., with H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),331-32.
27. See Giesen, Wurzel, 19, 34.
28. See VI.4 below.
29. Steinkeller, 76-77.
30. But cf. the different position of E. Blum, Die Komposition der Vritergeschichte. WMANT

57 (1984), 139 n. 38.
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the fact remains that Jacob swears to this two-sided contract only by his God. The Ele-
phantine texts also consistently attest Jews swearing by their gods Yahweh, f.Ierem, or
Anathyahu.3l Other texts make clear in a negative way that those making self-

determined oaths invoked their own gods. In one text,32 although the Jewish woman

Mibtahyas: swears by the Egyptian goddess Satis, the text does point out that this oath

was imposed on her by the court in Syene, probably at the prompting of her Egyptian

opponent.34

2. As a Metaphor for Belonging to a God. Hence the expression niiba' b\thwU
b"i€m yhwh could become a metaphor for belonging to Yahweh and his devotees. Dtr
preaching accordingly inculcates not only service ('bd) and fear (yr'), but also (and

with almost the same wording) swearing by the name of Yahweh (Dt. 6: l3; 10:20). Dt.

6:12 contrasts such swearing with its opposite, namely, that a person forgets God. A
similar warning is found in Josh. 23:7.

Portraying the future when the people's relationship with God will be intact, Isa.

65: 16 mentions among other things that at that time people will swear by the true God.

By contrast, ler.5:7, in portraying the people's disloyalty, claims that they have sworn

"by those who are no gods," andZeph. 1:5 also uses swearing by a different god as a

metaphor for apostasy from Yahweh (cf. in this regard also Am. 8:14). Jer. 12:16 com-

bines the positive and negative elements by employing the oath of the nations to
Yahweh as a sign of veneration after they first made Israel itself fall away from
Yahweh, as evoked by the image of swearing by Ba'al. Based on this usage, ib' + b"

then came to express belonging to the people of God, as attested in Isa.48:1 in
parallelismus membrorum with be'bhA yiird'El yazktrfr.

Ps. 63: l2(l l) uses this metaphor in a unique way by associating hammelef; and kol-
hanniiba' bb (= 6v151rirr) through parallelismus membrorum. Those who swear by

God can, like the king, be assured of God's succor and hence be glad even amid tribula-
tions.

Jer. 4:2 views swearing by God as a sign of repentance, though here hay yhwh re-
places the formulation with b". This formulation also appears in Hos.4:15, where it ex-

presses Yahweh's cultic veneration in Beth-aven.

The two occurrences in Isa. 19: l8 and 45:23 with niiba' /" in the sense of submis-

sion or conversion to God are to be distinguished from .iD'niphal + b" + DN as a meta-

phor for belonging to the particular god. The context of Isa. 45:23 is the turning of the

nations to God, which turning comes to expression in the confession that only in
Yahweh can righteousness and strength be found. Here the nations swear this confes-

sion with a gesture of submission (lt tikra' kol-bereb.
The late addendum in Isa. 19:18 is less clear. Here it is predicted that on the day of

31. AP 6.4,6,11;44.2-3;45.4; concerning the reading of 44.2-3, see B. Porten and A. Yardeni,
Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt, ll (Jerusalem, 1989), 146.

32. AP 14.5.
33. On her background see, e.9., AP 8.2-3;9.3-4;20.3.
34. See 14.3-5.
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judgment for Egypt, five cities will exist there that speak the language of Canaan and
niibd'61ljhwh.In the light of Isa.45:23, however, this verse probably means that they
turned to God through an oath; i.e., the five cities refer not to Diaspora Jews but to
Egyptian proselytes.

3. Covenant. Scholars have on many occasions observed that contracts in the an-
cient Near East consistently take the form of an oath in the sense of a qualified self-
imprecation.3s Hence it comes as no surprise that 14 occurrences (over l5 percent) are
found in connection with the making of a covenant or allude to such. This context also
includes the Dtn-Dtr interpretation of the covenant with the fathers and the land prom-
ise as an oath made by God.:0 Gen.2l:22-24,27, and 34 recount that Abimelech asked
Abraham to "swear to me here by God that you will not deal falsely with me" (v.23).
Just as in the Old Aramaic Sefire texts,37 this agreement is also to apply to subsequent
generations ("or with my offspring or with my posterityl' v.23). That precisely in this
context .ib'niphal (v.24) is used makes clear that the process thus described invokes a
power able to guarantee such agreements even into the future. The process is then de-
scribed in v.27, however, with the words wayyi$r"1fr i'n€hem b"ri7 indicating the com-
plete equivalence of karal b"rt1 and niiba'.

A later hand then takes a cue from v. 32, which displaces the action to Beer-sheba,
and introduces an "etymology" of the place name in v. 31 playing off the formulation
describing the covenant itself as an oath. E. Blum is correct in suggesting that v. 34
points to a Philistine setting for the making of the covenant, with which v. 32 does not
accord.38 In that case, and against prevailing opinion, v. 34 must be viewed as part of
the original narrative, with v. 31 added at earliest when the story became associated
with Beer-sheba.

The parallel account in Gen. 26:26-31 describes the situation analogously. Here
v. 3l formulates the making of the covenant (kdra! b'rt7 v.28) as wayyiiia!"'fi ii
P'dhiw. Gen. 3l:43-54 also juxtaposes karalbertl$.44) and .iD'niphal (v. 53), albeit in
different strata, showing that .iD'niphal by itself was perfectly capable of referring to
the making of a covenant.

The dispute with the Gibeonites in Josh. 9 shows that it was the element of the oath
that bestowed unrestricted validity upon a covenant that remained in force even if the
oath was attained under pretense and false information; here the Gibeonites get a peace

treaty with Joshua that he cannot annul even after discovering the deception. The ad-

35. From the immense literature on this topic, one might note (in addition to -+ l1t'11 Derfi)
the studies of McCarthy, Mendenhall, and Thcker. M. Weinfeld also offers considerable material
in "The Loyalty Oath in the Ancient Near East," UF 8 (1976) 379-414. Concerning Israel's mi-
lieu, cf. alongside Oettinger and Koro5ec also the collection of Assyrian contracts in S. Parpola
and K. Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties and lnyalty Oaths. State Archives of Assyria 2 (Hel-
sinki, 1988).

36. See V.6 below.
37. KAI 222-24; cf. also the Assyrian contracts in Parpola and Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian

Treaties, 2;6; 10.
38. Blum, Komposition, 411.
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dendum in vv. 15b and 18-21 explains these circumstances in greater detail, adducing

as the key element that the leaders of the congregation had sworn an oath to the

Gibeonites (v. 15b). It is then this oath that prevents the Gibeonites from being killed
(v. l8), and the elders adduce it when sparing the Gibeonites from the angry people
(vv. 19-20), emphasizing that the oath was sworn by Yahweh and that any breach

would thus conjure up (divine) wrath (qesep). The association of .ib'niphal with the

evocation of divine punitive power is unequivocal here.

Although Giesen, among others, has suggested that historically in a political cove-

nant the stronger party did not just swear an oath to the weaker, this misses the point of
the narrative, which is merely to explain the special treatment enjoyed by the

Gibeonites.3e The mention of an oath made by the Gibeonites had no function in this

story and could thus be omitted. 2 S. 2l:2b clearly attests the diachronic validity of
such a covenantal oath in that it confirms Saul's bloodguilt toward the Gibeonites by
citing the oath sworn by the Israelites during the time of Joshua.

In the account of the covenant between Jonathan and David in I S. 2O 12-17, Jona-

than's oath is described as an explicit self-imprecation sworn before God (vv. 12-13),

whereas David's own obligation, which also refers expressly to his family, comes

about when Jonathan makes him swear (.iD'hiphil). 1 S. 20:42 uses the formulation
niiba'nfi i"nAnfi '"nahnfi b"iZm yhwh in describing this covenant as an oath sworn be-

fore God, and in direct discourse then invokes its perpetual validity with regard to fu-
ture generations as well.

Only the Chronicler, howeveq describes a covenant with God as an oath designated

by .iD'niphal that the people swear to God; in Deuteronomy such a covenant with God

already exhibits elements of an oath on the part of the people through the clause cursing

those who break the covenant (Dt.28:15-68;30:17-19, invoking heaven and earth).

2 Ch. 15 describes the covenant renewal under Asa not only with the general designa-

tion b6' babb"ri! (v. l2), but also as the swearing of an oath to God (vv. 14- I 5). The peo-

ple's self-obligation with regard to mixed marriages inEzra 10:2-5 is described on the

one hand as karal b"rt1 (v.3) and on the other as niiba' (v. 5). This context also includes

the oath sworn by the petitioner in Ps. 119: 106 to observe God's "righteous ordinances."

4. Other Promissory Oaths. The unqualified validity of an oath described by nilba'
also emerges from most of the remaining passages. The stories of Jgs. 2l are based on the

Israelites'oath not to give any daughter in marriage to the Benjaminites (vv. 1,7,18). Here

one encounters the almost magical component of self-imprecation (cf. the imprecatory

formula with 'drttr in v. 18) accompanying such oaths, a component that might at most be

circumvented but never annulled. According to I K.2:36-46, Solomon is similarly forced

to use a circuitous route in revoking his father's oath not to harm Shimei (25.19:24123)).
Such circumvention of an oath required "wisdom," as I K. 2:8-9 makes clear. The re-

maining l0 occurrences of an oath not to harm someone, oaths in which a superior party

assures a weaker one not to use power or to take punitive measures, show that this indirect

319

39. Wurzel, 56,53.
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revocation of an oath not to harm someone actually represents an exception that merely
confirms the rule that Jb'niphal generally indicates a reliable promise. The context of
Josh.2:12;Jgs. l5:12; I S. 19:6;28:10;30:15;andJer.38:16makesclearthattheperson
accepting the oath viewed such assurances as trustworthy, the background being the no-
tion that through that oath a power superior to the person making the oath would guaran-

tee the interests of the weaker party, i.e., of the person accepting the sworn assurance.

Hence the person making the oath generally wanted to formulate the oath in as open a

form as possible so as not to be committed to unforeseen developments. Solomon accord-
ingly swears an oath to spare Adonijah (1 K. 1:52) only under the condition that the latter
remain loyal in the future. That the narrator does indeed have Adonijah prompt Solomon
to swear such an oath in v. 5 I , and yet describes the oath itself only with 'dmar and the 'im

formula, shows the restraint with which he is using.iD'. In I K. 2:23-24, however, the oath
with which Solomon frnally does condemn Adonijah to death after the latter transgresses

politically yet again is described quite broadly with the self-imprecation kih yaaSeh-l?
rldhtm w"ldh ydstp and the hay yhwh introduction, commencing quite pointedly with
wayyiiidla' . . . blhwh. Gen.24:5-8 and Josh. 2:17-20 also show that in the formulation
of oaths restrictive conditions were both possible and occasionally even necessary in or-
der to avoid unintended consequences.

The positive pendant to the oath not to harm someone is the assurance of a future
gift or beneficence guaranteed by an oath. These oaths, too, can be formulated with
niiba', underscoring the element of irrevocability. Hence in connection with Joshua's
land distribution in Josh. 14:9, Caleb successfully adduces an oath Moses once made,

and in 1 K. 1:17 (cf. also v. 13) Bathsheba similarly reminds David of his oath regard-
ing Solomon's succession. The problem attaching to both passages, however, is that
nothing is said previously about such an oath, though in the case of the oath to Caleb
one might refer back to God's oath (see esp. Dt. l:36).

The description of the sale of the birthright in Gen. 25:33 using .ib'niphal shows the
irrevocability of the act, since in contrast to a concrete thing this particular right cannot
change its actual possessor. One further context involves securing the execution of a
commission that the person issuing the commission cannot actually check. Abraham
has his servant swear an oath to correctly execute Abraham's commission to find a wife
for Isaac but under no circumstances to take Isaac back to the land of Abraham's birth
(Gen.24:2-9). This safeguard is necessary because Abraham is so old (v. l) that he

may not live to see the commission fulf,rlled. Jacob similarly has Joseph swear an oath
to fulfill his last wish, namely, to be buried in Palestine (Gen. 47:31).

In both passages the oath rite includes having the person swearing the oath lay his
hand on the genitals of the person requiring the oath (Gen. 24:2,9; 47:29). A similar
gesture appears in connection with a messenger in an Old Babylonian letter: ma-ar ii-
ip-ri-ka ii-ki-ya i i-ia-ri li-is-ba-at-ma lu-di-ku!-um, "your messenger shall grasp my
testicles and my penis, then I will give to you."40 This parallel shows that this particular

40. VAT 12456,12-16; B. Kienast, Die altbabylonischen Briefe und Urkunden aus Kissura.
Freiburger altorientalische Studien 2/2 (1978), 175.
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rite was used to secure an oath especially in connection with private agreements. The

person touching the genitals places himself under the enduring power of the person

touched, power whose vital continuation is symbolized by the organ of procreation. An
analogous Arabic expression in Palestine is: "I lay my hand under your garment,"

meaning to place oneself under the helping power of someone in a superior position.al

5. Vows. The transition from promissory oath to vow can be seen in 2 S. 3:35, where

David imposes a fast on himself at Abner's burial with an explicit self-imprecation. Ps.

132:l-5 similarly recalls one of David's vows, with v. 2 equating ndiar laT!?r ya"qdb
withniiba'l?hwft. Nu. 30:2-16(l-15), which regulates the validity of positive and neg-

ative vows, shows that the choice of the root .ib'for a vow indicates its irrevocability.
The positive vow is consistently expressed by the root ndti while vows of denial are

rendered in part by .ib'with 'sr and in part merely with forms of 'sr It can be no acci-

dent that formulations with Jb ' niphal in v. 3(2) and with i"f;u'A in v. I I ( I 0) appear only
when the conclusion is that the vow remains valid.

A change takes place in v. 14(13), however, in that it also designates a ie!u'a!'issar
as revocable. Since, however, the qualification l"'annd! ndpei also appears here - the

only occurrence in the entire text - as well as kol-n€def which also departs from the

rest of the text, which always uses the plural after kol, v. 14 is to be viewed as a summa-

rizing insertion whose editor did not include the considered use of .ib'in his source; ac-

cordingly also, v. 15 continues the train of thought of v. 13.

6. Assertory Oaths. An assertory oath is described by ^ib'niphal in I S. 20:3 and 2 S.

19:8(7). Neither passage, however, involves swearing an oath in a legal case (but cf. in
this regard Ex.22:l0ll1l; Lev. 5:22-24), but rather the confirmation of a statement in-
tended to move the dialogue partner to a change of plans. The particular gravity attach-

ing to the statement made with niiba' is attested in that the person addressed is imme-

diately persuaded.

2 S. 2l:17, however, leaves the concrete sphere of assertory oaths when David's
warriors "swear" that he will no longer go out into battle. This oath can be understood

only from the perspective of the connotation of .ib' as a (qualifred) curse; by putting
themselves under such a curse, David's men force him to give in to their wishes, not

least out of consideration for them.

7. False Swearing. Commensurate with the gravity attributed to an oath designated

by .iD'niphal, one rarely hears about perjury described with the addition of lalieqer
(Lev. 5:24; 19:12; Jer.7:9;Zech.5:4; Mal. 3:5),'al-ieqer (Lev. 5:22), and l"mirmh (Ps.

24:4). Such false swearing represents not only unsocial behavior toward the person ac-

cepting the oath as assurance, but also a transgression against the deity who stands in
as the guarantor of the oath. Hence Lev. 19:1 l- l3 mentions swearing falsely together
with theft, deception, and exploitation, while Jer.7:9 views it together with theft, mur-

32t
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der, adultery, and the worship of idols. Zech. 5:3-4 views the perjurer together with the
thief, Mal. 3:5 with the sorcerers, adulterers, and those who oppress workers. Lev.
19:12 in particular emphasizes that perjury also transgresses against God, equating it
with profaning (hillel) the name of God. Cf. also CD l5:3 and the particular emphasis
on swearing falsely in God's name in Zech.5:4 and Mal. 3:5, though in the MT the lat-
ter passage has lost the expression biimt.az Accordingly, the entrance liturgies in Ps. l5
and24:3-6 demand among other things purity from false swearing, with 24:4 parallel-
ing "those who do not swear deceitfully" with "persons with clean hands."

Ps. l5:4 is to be translated "who swears to the wicked without changing it" (con-
cerning niiba'l"hara', cf. also Lev. 5:4). Because the statement has no parallel member,
however, one cannot exclude the possibility that v. 4a represents a later insertion, so

that vv. 2-3 and 4b constitute a tricolon, or perhaps v. 4b represents the remnant of an

original bicolon. In any event it is clear that only those who stand by their oath have ac-

cess to the sanctuary, though cf. Jer. 7:9-10.
According to Lev. 5:20-26(6:l-7), such false swearing can be atoned only as a sa-

cral transgression. Hence those who have attained someone else's property through a

promissory oath must restore that property plus one-fifth and also atone by sacrificing
a ram. Here the surcharge of one-fifth value corresponds to the regulations regarding
replacement after damage to holy things in the sanctuary and regarding the redemption
of a pledge (5:16;.22:141'27:13,31). Lev. 5:14-19 also mentions rams as guilt offerings
in connection with regulations concerning damage to the sanctuary. These findings
show on the one hand the close resemblance between the oath and vow, and on the
other the understanding of false swearing as an affront to God.

8. Other Considerations. The regulations in Lev. 5:l-13 use.iD'niphal for the ele-
ment of self-imprecation it expresses. It is clear enough that mention of rash "swear-
ing" (niiba', v. 4) refers not to the functional aspect of guaranteeing a statement, but
rather only to the unintentional use of an oath formula, something clearly revealing
what was already a magical understanding of such oath formulae. That the reference
here is to self-imprecation is shown by the association of this case with cursing a per-
petrator in the process of determining a perpetrator (v. I ) and with unintentional defile-
ment through contact with unclean things.

Contra M. Noth, vv. I and 4 certainly do not refer to witnessing a forbidden curse or
rash oath.a3 Lev. 5: I rather refers to a situation recounted in Jgs. l7:2 (cf. also Prov.
29:24; CD 9:lO-12), where a victim pronounces a curse upon the unknown perpetrator.
The notion here is apparently that while the witness to such a deed does not fall directly
under the curse, that person does come into contact with it in a way analogous to the
situation involving contact with something unclean. That the reference is to witnessing
the deed emerges not least from the formulation with rd'd - one cannot see a curse.

42.D.8. Freedman, 'An Unnoted Support for a Variant to the MT of Mal 3:51' JBL98 (1979)
405-6.

43. Iwiticus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1965), 43-44.
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That v. 4 then refers to the person who "swears" rather than to a witness of the "swear-
ing" can be seen in the formulation with nepei kt parallel to v. l.

A positive view is taken of those who swear uprightly, those who swear an oath and

are fully aware of the gravity of the act designated by niiba'and who thus document
their own honesty, quite in contrast to those who fear swearing an oath. Hence Eccl.9:2
views those who swear uprightly together with the righteous (;addiq), the clean

ftahbr), those who sacrifice (zdQEal.r1, and - summarizing - those who are good
(t6!), whereas those who "shun an oath" belong to the opposite group. This enumera-

tion also clearly reveals the close relationship between the oath and the cultic-sacral
realm.

V. The Niphal with God as the Subject.
l. With b". ln75 occurrences of .ib'niphal with God as the subject, only 13 indicate

by whom God swears. In 5 instances he swears an oath by himself (Gen. 22:16; Ex.
32:13; lsa. 45:23; Jer. 22:5; 49:13), and twice each by his nepei (Jer. 5l: 14; Am. 6:8)
and by his holiness (Ps. 89:36[35]; Am. 4:2). He also swears "by his right hand"
(bimtnb) in parallelismus membrorurat with "by his mighty arm" (bizrba' 'uzz6, Isa.
62:8), "by his great name" (biimi hagga/61, Jer. 44:26), "by the pride of Jacob"
(big'6n ya"qdb, Am. 8:7), and "by his faithfulness" (be'"mfin@ef,n, Ps.89:50[49]).

Contra H. W. Wolff, the passages with nepei are not related to the rite encountered

in Akkadian texts in which a person grasps his throat when swearing an oath, but rather
nepei is to be translated "by oneself."a With .ib'niphal, b'indicates the power invoked
to guarantee the oath, not that which one risks in swearing the oath. Contra Giesen, the

expression bezmfina1ef,fi does not represent a "basis in the sense ofthe accompanying
circumstances . . . indicating the motivation prompting the swearing of the oath."45

God's faithfulness establishes not the oath but rather its observance. The context of the
passage, namely, the apparent rejection of the Davidic king, uses this formulation to re-
fer to God's faithfulness as guarantor of the oath.

2. Peculiarities in the Deuteronomistic History. Over half the occurrences (i.e., 40)
are in the Dtr History, and 25 of these refer to God's oath to the fathers in which he

promises the land to them (Dt. l:8,35; 6:10,18,23;7:13; 8:1; l0:11; ll:9,21:26:3,15
28:ll;30:20;31:'7,20,21;34:4: Josh. l:6; 5:6:21:43; Jgs. 2:1. All the passages intro-
duce the oath in an 4ier clause in reference either to 'eres or to'ajdmd (Dt. 7:13;
ll:9,21:26:15;28:ll;30:20;31:20). To these passages one can add Dt.9:5; l9:8; and

Josh.2l:M with a slightly different formulation.
In Dt. 9:5 the aier clause refers to the ddbdr that God swore to the fathers, though

the context makes clear that the reference is actually to the land promise. In l9:8 a

ka\ier clause refers to the expansion of Israel's territory, though the continuation
(wenalan l'!a 'eykol-hd'dres 'aier dibber ldle! la'obdleyka), which merely replaces

44. .loel and Amos, 281-82.
45. Wurzel,2l.
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niiba'withdibber (cf. Dt. l:35; Josh. 2l:43), shows that the reference is to the land
promise. Finally, in Josh. 2l:44 the oath refers to the assurance of "rest on every side"
from Israel's enemies, a promise to be viewed together with v. 43, which mentions the
land promise, and thus also belonging to this group.

These passages are not to be distinguished from the remaining six, which speak of
God's oath to the fathers with regard to the covenant (Dt. 4:31;7:12;8:18;29:12),the
exodusfromEgypt(Dt.7:8),andtheprorniseofincrease(Dt. l3:18).Totheseonecan
also add Dt.28l'9 containing Yahweh's oath to the people to make them his own. Com-
mensurate with the character of vv.7-l2a as a late compilation,a6 this verse represents
a variation of 29:12. Finally, this group probably includes Dt. 3l:.23, which mentions
an oath to the people but again actually refers to the land promise and as such probably
represents an abbreviated formulation.

Hence in the Dtr History 3l (+2) of 40 occurrences involve an oath God makes to
the fathers. One additional group of four passages involves an oath God makes to the
exodus generation stipulating that they will not be permitted to enter the land (Dt. l:34-
35;2:14;4:21; Josh.5:6). That this oath is indeed connected with the land promise
emerges not only from the observation that the land is, after all, that which was prom-
ised to the fathers, but also the observation that two of the four passages stand in direct
association with thar oath (Dr. l:34-35; Josh. 5:6).

Only three of the occurrences in the Dtr History all of which are found outside Deu-
teronomy, contain an oath made by Yahweh not to the fathers or to the exodus genera-
tion, but to the people in general (Jgs. 2:15), the house of Eli (1 S. 3:14), or David (2 S.

3:9), with negative statements predominating (Jgs. 2:15; I S. 3:14)" None of the pas-
sages in this group, however, indicates by whom God swears the oath. Apparently the
Dtr History uses ib'niphal with God as the subject without including the evocation of a
guarantor. Correspondingly, the formulation "raise one's hand" or the hay formula in
reference to God occurs within the Dtr History only in Dt.32:40, with Dt. 32 occupy-
ing an acknowledged special status in any event.

The land promise to the fathers occurs in a formulation with .ib'niphal 1l additional
times outside the Dtr History; here too it lacks any indication of the guarantor by whom
God swears (Gen.24:7;26:3;50:24; Ex. l3:5,11;33:1;Nu. 1l:12; 14:23;32:ll:Jer.
ll:5;32:22). To these passages one can add Nu. 14:16, which mentions an oath to the
people promising the land. Analogous toDt.3ll23, this passage can be viewed as an
abbreviated formulation from the perspective of v.23, one possible reason for the ab-
breviation being that the reference is to a statement made by a non-Israelite. The two
passages outside the Dtr History containing the oath with ib'niphal that the exodus
generation will not enter the land (Nu. 32:10; Ps. 95:11) are accordingly also formu-
lated without b". Here Nu. 32:10, like Dt. 1:34 and Josh. 5:6, stands in the immediate
context with the land promise and shows through analogous formulations that the pas-
sage was composed from the perspective of the Dtn-Dtr tradition.

46. See G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT 93 (1971),
275-76.
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This observation is confirmed especially by a comparison with the P text Nu.
l4:26ff., which contains the same substantive association but in a completely differ-
ent form. Hence although the term.ib'is not used there at all, the procedural aspect of
the oath is emphasizedby naia'1t 'e!-yAdt (v. 30) and l.tay-'dnt (v. 28). Moreover, the

text of P articulates the fate of the exodus generation with the words yipp"ltt pigr€f,em

w"f;ol-p"qujAf,em l"[ol-misparftem (v. 29), emphasizing that they will not enter the

land: 'im-'attem tdbd'fr'el-ha'ares (v. 30). By contrast, Nu. 32: I I formulates: 'im-yir'fr

ha-naitm hd'6ltm mimmisrayim . . - 'e! hd'oidmd, which cannot be separated from
'im-yir'eh ii bd4nditm . . . 'e! ha'ares (Dt. 1:35) or l"bilti har'61am 'e1-hd'dres (Josh.

5:6). Concerning the formulation of the oath in Ps. 95:11 with 'im-ye!6'tfrn'el-

m'nfrl.td1i, cf . Dt. l2:9.
In view of the indisputable dependence of Nu. 32:10-11 on the Dtn-Dtr formulation,

one can hardly doubt that the Dtn-Dtr formulation was also the source for the compara-

ble formulations in Exodus, Numbers, and Jeremiah that similarly use a niphal of .iD'

with 'o.ier following 'ere{ or'oQdmd, as for Ex. 13:ll, which uses ka'oier instead of
\ier and Jer. I I :5 (cf. also Gen. 26:3), in which the 'aier clause refers to i"!u'd, whose

content, however, is the land promise itself. Even the occurrences in Genesis, however,

among which only 24:7 is formulated a bit more freely, cannot be viewed as entirely in-
dependent of the Dtn-Dtr manner of expression

Hence Gen.26:3 corresponds almost exactly to Jer. 11:5, the statement regarding
God's bequeathing of the land merely being positioned first. Gen. 5O:24 can be com-
pared especially with Nu. 32: l1 and Dt. 34:4.The freer formulation in Gen.24:7 does,

however, correspond to the current situation in which, along with Abraham, one can, of
course, adduce an oath to the fathers. The formulation niiba'li, however, apparently
picks up niiba' l"'alrdham as seen in - among other passages - Dt. 34:4, while Dt.
1:8 and 11:9 can be compared with l"zar'"fta'ettEn'e1-hd'ares.47

Hence the formulation of the land promise to the fathers with iD'niphal without any

indication of that by which God swears should on the whole be viewed as a Dtn-Dtr for-
mulation. The passages themselves, however, do show that the formula is not one fixed
in all its details and that variations are possible. Hence those who accept the oath as an

assurance are generally indicated only as 'a!fuwith an appropriate sufftx, the first three
passages being augmented by the mention of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Dt. l:8; 6: l0;
30:20). The names only (i.e., without 'ab6!) are found in Gen.50:24; Ex. 33:l; Nu.
32:l|; and Dt. 34:4. Nu. 14: 16 and Dt. 3l:23 do attract special attention in that here a

suffix refers back to the people, the fathers not being specifically named. Sixteen pas-

sages replace rhe statement with ldle! le (Ex. 13:5; Dt. l:8,35; 6:10;7:13:' l0: I l; I l:9,21;
26:3: 28:ll ; 30:20; 3 1 :7; Josh. 1 :6; 5:6; 2l:43; ler. 32:22; blt cf. Jer. 1 l :5).

3. Irrevocabiliry. Discounting for a moment these occurrences in the Dtr History and

those influenced by the Dtn-Dtr formulation regarding the land promise as an oath to the

fathers, a new picture emerges regarding the use of .lb'niphal + b'with God as the sub-
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ject. The 13 occurrences with D'are countered by only 8 without b", hence use with b"
clearly predominates. Passages such as lsa.45:23 and62:8 show that these passages do
not merely represent pre-Dtn material. The explicit indication of that by which God
swears functions to emphasize the special significance of the statement designated by
.ib'niphal as a divine oath. Thus the formulation Jb'niphal cannot be viewed as a syn-
onym of, e.g., dbr piel. Even the context of passages without b'contains clear indica-
tions that special significance attaches to the divine words described by .iD' niphal.
Hence Ps. ll0:4 uses parallelismus membrorum to express that God's oath means he
"will not change his mind." Ps. 132:l I similarly calls the divine oath a "sure oath from
which he will not tum" ('1ne1 l6'-ydifi! mimmennd). Ps. 89:4(3) associates God's oath
with a covenant he thereby makes, and Isa. 14:24 integrates a bicolon into the oath to in-
dicate that God's plans will indeed be realized. Finally, Isa. 54:9 refers back to the Flood
to underscore the validity of the oath sworn in the present passage as well.

Some passages without b" contain additional emphases on the absolute validity of
the divine oath, e.g., lsa.45:23.

The OT texts' awareness of the irrevocability of a divine oath described by .iD'
niphal comes to expression in that they never use .ib'niphal to articulate a punitive oath
against the entire people. Such occurs only with regard to individual groups such as the
exploitative upper classes (Am.4:2;8:7) or arrogant Samaria (6:8). Jer. 22:5 uses .ib'
niphal to announce irrevocably the destruction only of the Jerusalem royal palace.
Finally, Jer. 44:26 directs such an oath against the Jews in Egypt.

By contrast, Isa. 54:9 addresses the entire people, to whom it announces God's irre-
vocable assurance of his saving favor. The context of salvific promises to the people ul-
timately also includes divine oaths with reference to the nations. The salvific promise in
45:14-25 contains the oath that all nations will turn to the God of Israel (v.23), and 62:8
promises Jerusalem that its enemies will no longer hinder it. From this perspective, the
intrusion of the oath formula into the oracles to the nations in Jer. 49:12 and 5 1 : 14 is un-
derstandable.Isa. 14:24-27 combines the salvific promise to the people with a promise
of disaster to Assyria or to the entire earth, emphasizing the unavoidability of the prom-
ise not only through ib'niphal but also through expansion with an entire bicolon.

4. Oath of Election to David. An additional divine promise endowed with special
gravity through ib'niphal appears in the oath of election to David in the Psalms. The
context of the 3 occurrences in Ps. 89 makes clear that this formulation again refers to
an irrevocable divine election. Hence vv. 4 and 36(3,35) stand in the immediate context
with the assurance that the election of the Davidic line will last forever and that any re-
vocation would amount to a lie on God's part (cf. v. 36b[35b]).These oaths are then
variously equated with a b"rt1, with v. 4(3) using niiba'ti parallel with kdratti !"ri1and
v. 36(35) picking up on the statement in v. 35(34) that God will not violate his covenant
(b"ri!t), showing that even God's covenant could be understood as an irrevocable self-
obligation through an oath.a8 The background to the lament in vv. 39-52(38-5 I ), which

48. See III.3; IV.6.
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speaks about the rejection of the king, is that this rejection will not be final, and

v.47(46) can accordingly ask how long this condition will continue. From this perspec-

tive, it is then characteristic of the use of .ib'niphal that in this context the psalm points

to all the beneficence God has sworn by his faithfulness (v. 50[49]). It is God's honesty
('"mAnil that stands in here as the guarantor of the oath and that would have to raise an

objection against any final rejection. The significance of the irrevocable appointment

of the Davidic royal house also emerges clearly in Ps. 110:4 and 132:ll, where

parallelismus membrorum to the statement with ^iD'niphal emphasizes the unalterable

nature of this oath.

5. Punitive Oaths in the Deuteronomistic History. In the passages in the Dtr History
and in those directly dependent on Dtn-Dtr theology that deal with the land promise

and with the prohibition to the exodus generation against entering the land, one clearly
sees that it is the irrevocability of the statement that is connoted when ib'niphal is used

with God as its subject even when such passages use .ib'niphal without b" and without
corresponding additions. Hence within this colpus, in addition to the punitive oath to

the exodus generation, one finds only two other occurrences of a negative statement

guaranteed by ,ib'niphal. The summary of the period of the judges in Jgs. 2:11-19* re-

marks that, "as Yahweh had sworn to them," the apostate Israelites were unable to de-

fend themselves against their enemies (v. 15), though a corresponding oath on God's
part is otherwise unattested. Regardless of whether one views the formulation
w"ka'oier niiba'yhwh alongside ka'oier dibber yhwh as a subsequent intensification,ae

the statement does in any case function to emphasize the unavoidable consequences of
apostasy from God. The ensuing stories illustrate God's tenacity in holding to his oath.

For example, I S. 3:14 relates how God swears that the sins of the house of Eli will
never be forgiven; it alludes back to 2:30, where the distinction between God's simple

statement on the one hand and his oath on the other becomes clear. God can retract a

statement made with 'am6r 'amarti if the situation has appropriately changed, even if
such is not explicitly noted. The oath introducedby hAlild lt in2:30, however, to which
3: 14 refers back with ib'niphal, is irrevocable, as is also shown by the references to the

punitive oath against the exodus generation in Dt. l:34; 2:14; 4:21; Josh. 5:6; Nu.

32:10, references repeatedly adduced to emphasize the inevitability of death in the wil-
derness for that generation.

6. Promises to the Fathers. It is, however, characteristic of Dtn-Dtr theology that
positive oaths clearly predominate, especially as regards the land promise. Moreover, 4
(Dt. l:34; 4:21; Josh. 5:6; Nu. 3l:10) of the 5 direct occurrences of the punitive oath

against the exodus generation stand in the immediate context of the land promise. In
Deuteronomy alone, 25 occurrences of the land promise are portrayed as an oath God

swears to the fathers; to these one can add one more occurrence of this oath to the peo-

ple in Dt. 3l:23 andthe promise of increase in 13:18, which in its own turn is insepara-
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ble from the land promise.sO The intention of this obvious preponderance is to empha-
size the irrevocable nature of the land promise and thereby also of the land possession,

something also served by what is already an almost formulaic reference to the fathers,

a reference that withdraws the promise itself from the sphere of influence of the ad-

dressees to the extent it is something already given to them, and that also emphasizes
the diachronic validity of the promise from time immemorial, thereby signaling the
same for the future. In a situation in which the possession of the land was in very real

danger and ultimately was no longer even a reality, that God does not simply promise
the land to the fathers (this statement already occurs in l9:8 alongside the oath), but
rather swears it to them, means that the promise is still in effect and has only been tem-
porarily suspended. Emphasis on the divine oath in this context recalls its use in Ps.

89:50(49).
Accordingly, whenever authors mention God's assurances to the people, they use

dbr piel rather than "ib'niphal except in Dt. 28:9; 3l:23, as becomes especially clear if
one compines Dt. l9:8 with 12:20, though cf. also l:21; 6:3; etc.

That within the entire Dtr History only 2 S. 3:9 mentions a positive divine oath re-
ferring to the election of David also shows that the Dtn-Dtr authors understood .ib'
niphal, even without the expansion with b" or any other more specif,rc explication, in
the sense of an irrevocable and thus extremely unusual divine statement. Because the
Dtr History interpreted the catastrophe of the exile theologically, it was not the appro-
priate place to articulate as a divine oath salvific promises (e.g., in reference to Heze-
kiah) that the people could refer directly to their own more recent history. One also
sees, however, that not even the Dtr History was interested in any unrestricted punitive
oaths against the entire people.

Gen. 22:16 and Ex. 32:13 can be related to the previously mentioned passages in
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, and Jeremiah that were directly influenced by the Dtn-Dtr
land promise. These two passages, however, do exhibit greater independence in that
they refer primarily to the promise of increase and also indicate that God swears by
himself.

Gen.22:15-18 ultimately belongs to the Dtn-Dtr redaction of the patriarchal stories,

the closeness to 26:3-5* being undeniable.sl Ex.32:13 clearly refers back to this tradi-
tion and is thus itself ultimately dependent on Dtn-Dtr influence. That both passages,

in contrast to the usual Dtn-Dtr usage of .iD'niphal, do indeed indicate that God swears
"by himselfl' probably resulted from the discursive force of the model having been
weakened through the thematic shift to the promise of increase, which generally ap-
pears only peripherally in Deuteronomy, whereupon the otherwise more customary
formulation with D'was able to assert itself.

The four passages mentioning God's oath in connection with the covenant represent
a more comprehensive adoption of the promises to the fathers. DL 29i12 is associated
with the making of the covenant in Moab, which is viewed as a fulfillment of the oath

50. See V.2 above.
51. See Blum, Komposirion, 363-65.
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sworn to the fathers. Dt. 8: 18 sees in the bountiful supplying of the people the manifes-

tation of the covenant that God swore to the fathers. Dt. 4:31 emphasizes the irrevoca-

bility of the covenant, something manifest in God's benef,rcent favor toward the repen-

tant people; cf . also 7:12.
Even if one agrees with Rrimer's suggestion that the oath to the fathers actually rep-

resents a Dtr theologoumenon that originally referred to the first exodus generation as

was only reinterpreted in connection with the fathers during the overall redaction of the

Pentateuch itself, the results with regard to the use of JD'niphal remain the same: the

term emphasizes the reliable and enduring nature of God's covenant or promises.52

Mic.7:20 can be viewed as a counterpart to the assertion that God's covenant with
the fathers basically represents God's irrevocable i"!u'A and as such can serve as the

basis for salvific hope. Along the announcement of forgiveness of sins, this passage ex-

presses the hope that Judah will attain the same faithfulness and loyalty that God swore

to the ancestors "from the days of old."
What we find is that the use of Jb'niphal with God as its subject seeks to express the

finality and reliability, even against all appearances to the contrary, of that which God
has sworn. The description of the covenant with the fathers as such a divine oath reveals

a covenantal theology that also views this covenant as a self-obligation on God's part.

Only Ezk. 16:8 does not quite fit into this framework. The notion of the marriage

covenant probably influenced the assertion that God pledges himself to the people and

enters into a covenant with them (cf. Prov. 2:17; Mal. 2: 14), something commensurate

with the fact that although Ezekiel otherwise frequently mentions God's oath both in
positive (18:3; 33:l 1) and negative contexts (5:1 1; 14:16; 16:48; 11:16; etc.), here he

expresses this notion with a formulation of hay 'ant rather than with ib'niphal. Ezekiel

similarly prefers the term 'dld to the derivative i"!u'd (cf . 16:59; 17:13,18).

VI. Hiphil.
l. Factitive Meaning. Of the 30 occurrences of .ib'hiphil, 14 merely express the

factitive aspect of "prompting someone to .ib'niphal" in the sense of "putting someone

under oath." Hence analogous to the use of niiba'as a designation for making a cove-

nant,s3 hiibta' in 2 K. 11:4 in connection with the rebellion organized by Jehoiada

means that he made a covenant with the military leaders (kdra! b"ri!) and in that regard

made them take an oath. That this act takes place before any actual initiation into the

coup plans shows the obligatory nature of a covenant sworn in this form; only after the

oath can Jehoiada be certain of the men's aid. Accordingly, in Ezra l0:5 Ezra has the

Judeans swear an oath of covenant with regard to mixed marriages (cf. also I S. 20: l7).
Giesen is correct in asserting that in I S. 20: 17 b"ahoba!6 does not mean that Jona-

than has David swearby his love, even though.ib'hiphil + b"is used in this sense in
Gen.24:3; I K.2:42:2Ch.36:13; Neh. l3:25; Cant.2:7i 3:5.54 The attached explana-

52. Rcimer, 135-271.
53. See IV.3.
54. Wurzel, 21 .
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tion kt-'ah!a1napi6 "hd!6 makes clear that the same notion provides the background
here as in I S. l8:l and 3, where Jonathan makes a covenant with David because he
loves him as he does himself (knapi6). Accordingly, beah'!d16 in 20:17 is to be un-
derstood as a description of circumstances.

Finally, passages with covenantal oaths also include 2 Ch.36:13, which speaks of
the oath Nebuchadnezzar makes Zedekiah swear, a situation based on the notion of a

vassal treaty requiring an oath of allegiance. The validity of an oath imposed even by a
foreign power becomes clear in that the Chronicler reckons the breaking of this oath,
which was indeed sworn by God, among Zedekiah's sins against God. Josh. 2:17 and
20 similarly say that Rahab made the spies swear an oath to her in Jericho not to harm
her.

Strikingly, the formulation of an oath with .iD'hiphil for the purpose of guaranteeing
the correct execution of a commission clearly predominates over such formulation with
.iD'niphal. Hence the statement that Abraham's servant swore the oath (Gen. 24:9) is
not made until after the announcement of Abraham's own intention to make him swear
it (v. 3), and in v. 37 the servant refers back to Abraham's having made him swe,u the
oath rather than merely to his having sworn it. The same situation emerges when Jo-
seph swears an oath to his dying father. Not only does he point out this situation to Pha-
raoh (Gen. 50:5) using the formulation 'd[i hiibt'ant, but Pharaoh himself emphasizes
that Joseph should act "as he made you swear to do" (v. 6). Finally the analogous oath
Joseph has the Israelites swear is not expressed by ^ib'niphal at all, but rather only by
the hiphil (Gen. 50:25; Ex. 13:19).

Ultimately I K.2:42 also belongs to this group. Here Solomon has Shimei swear by
God to remain in Jerusalem, though the corresponding passage in vv. 36-38 is not for-
mulated as an oath. What we have here is apparently the Dtr interpretation of the diffi-
cttlt i"bfi'olyhwh in v. 43, which originally referred to the divine authority of the king's
word.55

2. "Place Someone under a Curse." The use of ib'hiphil to mean "place someone
under a (qualified) curse" becomes clear especially in 1 S. 14:24-30,36-45 and Josh.
6:26. Josh. 6:26 recounts the curse Joshua speaks against anyone who would try to re-
build Jericho, using the imprecatory formula 'drfrr hdii. Although the text says noth-
ing about this curse being accepted by anyone as a self-imprecation or oath, it is none-
theless introduced by the words wayyaiba' y"hbiua', with even the object of wayyaiba'
missing. The adoption of the passage in 1 K. 16:34 shows that the reference here is not
to an oath, since the death of Hiel of Bethel, who rebuilt Jericho, is viewed as a fulfill-
ment of the divine oracle spoken by Joshua. Similar curses against the rebuilding of a
destroyed city are also well attested in the OT milieu.s6

In I S. 14:24-30 and 36-45, Saul places the people under a qualified oath in a situa-

55. See VII.4 below.
56. Cf., e.g., S. Gevirtz, "Jericho and Shechem: A Religio-Literary Aspect of City Destruc-

tiorl' W 13 (1963) 52-62.
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tion of military distress (v. 24): "Cursed be anyone ('drfrr hdii) who eats food before it
is evening," a statement also concretely described as a curse (7/r hiphil). That Jonathan

knows nothing of this curse and thus goes ahead and eats (v.27) is of particular signifi-

cance for the course of the narrative. This feature alone prevents us from speaking

about an oath, since an oath requires the presence of the person actually making the

oath. Nonetheless, vv. 27-28 twice refer to this curse with ib'hiphil (v. 28 even in a

figura etymologica repeating the curse formula).
The meaning of hiibta'as a qualified curse engaged to prevent a certain action from

taking place also occurs in Neh. 5:12 and 13:25. In 5:12 the Judeans promise to end

their exploitative actions, a promise Nehemiah makes irrevocable in the presence of
priests and with a curse accompanied by a symbolic act (v. l3). Although the text re-

lates how the people accept the curse with a responsive "amen," the tone of the narra-

tive clearly resides on Nehemiah's imprecatory act as introduced by wa'aibt'Em. Even
more unequivocal in this sense is 13:25, where in connection with mixed marriages and

in contrast to Ezra 10, Nehemiah, rather than making the Judeans swear a covenantal

oath, engages in what is in part a violent confrontation with them, making them "take

an oath in the name of God" to cease entering mixed marriages, apparently placing

them under a qualified curse in order to secure their allegiance.

3. Implore, Adjure. The sense of coercion resonating in Neh. 13:25 that is associated

with adjuring someone to do or not to do something by invoking an imprecatory power

also appears in Canticles, where the beloved adjures the daughters of Jerusalem not to

"stir or awaken" love (2:7;3:5; 8:4) and to deliver a message to her beloved (5:8-9).

That she does not make her friends take an oath is seen in the formulation of the adjura-

tion in 8:4 with mi instead of with 'im as in 2:7 ; 3:5. That these adjurations are hardly
intended in their entire magical-religious breadth in the context of this love song can be

seen in that the friends are adjured not by any deity but rather "by the gazelles or the

wild does" (2:7; 3:5). Several scholars have pointed out that bis\d'6t '6 beayl6!
haild/ehrecalls (yhwh) tbA'6tand'el iaddayjt In this context Mish. Jeb. 4:13 shows

that adjurationsby iadday and s"!d'61were customary at least during the later period,

suggesting that the adjuration did originate within magical-religious contexts in which
deities were normally invoked (cf. Neh. 13:25).

4. Assertory Use. Like.ib'niphal, the hiphil is poorly attested in connection with as-

sertory oaths. The only passage is I K. 18:10, according to which Ahab makes the

neighboring states swear that they have not found Elijah. By contrast, in I K.22:16
(= 2 Chr. l8: l5; cf. I S. 3:17-18), as in Neh. 13:25 and the passages from Canticles, the

hiphil is used to mean "adjure" even if the context is the guaranteeing of a statement.

The meaning of such an adjuration becomes clear in that after the adjuration Micaiah
immediately tells Ahab the truth, whereas he initially delivered a false prophecy. The

context of this passage also makes clear the difference between the simple use of the

331
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oath formula with hay/hA and the explicit reference to the imprecatory power by means
of Jb'.ss The false announcement of good fortune follows directly upon the statement
(v. l4): "hay yhwh! Whatever Yahweh says to me, that I will speak." Only after being
pressured by Ahab's imprecatory curse does Micaiah then tell the truth.

5. Curses in Determining the Truth. Nl.5:11-31 attests an independent use of
hiibia'in connection with a determination of the truth. This text, which has twice been
editorially expanded, is based on a description of an imprecatory procedure to which a
woman suspected of adultery is subjected, the adultery being proven if the curse actu-
ally comes to pass. The woman is made to drink water into which the written curse has
been washed off that was previously spoken over her. The curses are introduced by
w"hiibia' . . . 'e!-hd'iiiA biipu'a1hd'dld (v.21). The only action the woman herself un-
dertakes is to accept the curses with the response "amen, amen" (cf. Dt. 27: l5-26; Neh.
5: l3). The word hiibta' retains the meaning "place someone under a (qualified) curse"
in v. l9a as well, where the statement releasing the innocent woman has been second-
arily tied more closely to the following curse with the prepositioning of w"hiibia' 'd1d

hakkdhEn.
My analysis of the text here deviates from the subdivisions D. Kellermann suggests

in that I view v. 19aob without the first three words as part of the basic stratum.se With-
out this piece, the procedure becomes an unqualified imprecation that would also affect
the innocent woman. The first redactional stratum displaced the action to the sanctuary
and in the process possibly first introduced the priest as one ofthe actants. This Priestly
redaction was responsible for, among other things, recasting the water of execration
into holy watetsO and introducing God as the party enacting the curse, thereby making
the woman a i"!u'd among her people (v. 2lapb), and for inserting the term hiibta' in
v. l9aa. Contrary to common opinion,6l at least the basic stratum of Nu. 5:l l-31 prob-
ably did not represent an ordeal procedure, since it makes no mention of any divine in-
tervention or judgment. One should also differentiate this text62 from imprecatory
threats involving dropsy or "deadly water" as frequently attested during the Kassite pe-
riod,63 in $60 of Esarhaddon's vassal treaties with Medean princes,fl and in Neo-
Babylonian self-imprecations,65 passages concerned with punishment for breaking an
oath, whereas the procedures in Numbers describes a curse involving not perjury but an
adulterous woman. In Nu. 5 the water functions merely as a medium through which the

58. See IV.l above.
59. Die Priesterschrift von Num 1,1 bis 10,10. BZAW 120 (1970), 70-83.
60. On the older tradition of water and dust, see ARM, X,9, r.l3-14.
6l. Cf. alongside Kellermann, e.g., H. J. Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in

the OT and Ancient East (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1980), 35-36; Giesen, Wurzel, 124-31.
62.Contra Giesen, Wurzel, 128-29.
63. See, e.9., the documentation in CAD, l, 144.
64. See Parpola and Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties, no. 5l; ANET, 539.
65. Ur Excavations, Texts, IV 171, 16; cf. W. von Soden, review of H. H. Figulla, Excava-

tions Texts Iy (British Museum,/University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, 1949),
JAOS 7t (1951) 267tr.
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curse enters the woman; the washing off of the curse has parallels in the magical bowls

of Mesopotamia in which magical formulae were written with ink. Nor is this text re-

lated to the water or river ordeals widely attested in Akkadian law in which the suspect

is plunged into water and released by the river (god) only if innocent.66 Finally, one

should also reject any paralleling of this text with oaths involving the drinking of
freshly drawn water, which probably derives from the notion (also attested in the Indo-

European sphere) of water as a guarantor of an oath.67 The procedure in Nu. 5:l l-31
acquires the character of a divine judgment only in its Priestly expansion, whereby the

imprecatory water loses its real meaning.

Yll. i"bu'd.
l. Content of an Oath. Of the 30 occurrences of the qatfrl derivative i"!u'd, 12 rcfer

to the contents of an oath. Nu. 30:3,11; Josh. 9:20; and 2 Ch. 15:15 all refer to a per-

son's oath, with i"!u'A referring to oaths designated by .ib' niphal/hiphil. In 2 S. 2l:7
the formulation i"!u'alyhwh rcfers back to the oath in I S. 20:13'17 .In Ex. 22:10(l l)
this expression refers to an assertory oath associated with a determination of the truth.

In Neh. 6: l8 the expression Uo'o12 1'6u'd is used without any contextual reference as

a designation for Tobiah's allies (cf. also Neo-Bab. bel adA[u mamtt]68). The parallel to

ba'olA !"rt1in Gen. 14:13 shows this passage to be a further occurrence of JD'in con-

nection with the making of a covenant.6e Ps. 105:9 (1 Ch. l6: 16) also makes this con-

nection between covenant and oath clear in that God's i"!u'A refers to the covenant

with Abraham, of which God is ever mindful (v. 8). Finally, one might also mention

Neh. 10:30, where b6'b"'ah frbiibfr'A, analogous to b6'babb"rft in Jer. 34: l0 and 2 Ch.

15:12, refers to entering a covenantal relationship.
Gen.26:3; Jer. I l:5 (land promise); and Dt. 7:8 all refer to the promise to the fathers

as an oath, with Dt. 7:8 referring to the exodus from Egypt as a fulfillment of the oath

to the fathers. Dt. 7:8 differs from the other passages in Deuteronomy in that it is the

only passage referring to a i"!u'd that God swears to the fathers, and in that otherwise

the exodus from Egypt is never included among the promises to the fathers sworn by
oath.70 Because this passage is formulated in the plural while the context in Deuteron-

omy is formulated in the singular, the frequent suggestion that v. 8a represents a late

addendum is probably correct.Tl
The assertion that the oath is "fulfilled" (qwm hiphll) or "kept" (imr) also demon-

strates the qualification of i"pu'd as a reference to content in Gen. 26:3;Jer I l:5; Dt. 7:8.

66. Cf. esp. CH 92; ANET 166; J. Klima, "Das Wasserordal in Elam," A rOr 39 (1971) 401-24
(with bibliog.).

67. E. Ebeling , Tod und Leben nach den Vorstellungen der Babylonier (Berlin, I 93 I ), no. 98,

3-4; adduced by M. Fishbane, 'Accusations of Adultery," HUCA 45 (1974) 39; cf. also

Oettinger, 7 I -73.
68. AHw, l, ll9.
69. See IV.3 above.
70. See V.6 above.
7 l. 8.g., L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 ( 1969), 58.
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2. Oath. Four passages refer simply to an oath as such without providing any more
specific information about its content. Eccl. 9:2 uses i"!u'd simply in parallelismus
membrorum with hanniiba', and Zech. 8:17 refers to perjury as ief;u'a1 ieqer Lev. 5:4
and Nu. 30:1 I refer to an act associated with an oath as biilu'd.

3. Curse. By contrast, l0 passages evoke the notion of curse, as becomes especially
clear in I S. 14:26, which uses haii"!u'6 to refer to Saul's curse on the people (v.24),72
and in Nu. 5:2laa, which refers to the curse under which the woman suspected of adul-
tery is placedT3 as i"bu'a! hd'dh. The hendiadys hd'dh w"haiielu'6 in Dnl. 9: I I refers
to the curses that according to Deuteronomy accompanied the covenant at Horeb (Dt.
28:15-68; 30:17-19). Finally, Jgs. 21:5 cites a great ie[u'dwith m6!yfrmd!.

This context also includes Nu. 5:21ap and Isa. 65:15, which mention how a person's
fate can become an imprecatory example for others. A comparison between Isa. 65:15,
"you shall leave your name to my chosen as a i"!u'dl' and Jer. 29:22 is revealing, since
the passage in Jeremiah makes a similar statement with qeldld. Nu. 5:2lap uses .f"!u?
together with 'dld, though v. 27 then refers back to this verse using only the latter term.

The much-discussed passage Hab. 3:9 can also be explained from the perspective
of the meaning "curse." In this portrayal of how God gets ready for battle, F. Horst is
correct in assuming the presence in v. 9b of a haplography of r and reading i"!u'61
matt6! to'mar, yielding a parallel statement to the unsheathing of the bow in v. 9a,
namely, that God casts a spell of curses upon the arrows.Ta The background to this
passage probably involves a magical ritual. Analogous combinations in Akk. mamit
qaiti,/tilpdni, "curse of the bow," show that weapons could be understood as the bear-
ers of curses.75

Passages speaking about release from a iepu'd probably also refer to the imprecatory
power evoked by oaths. Such passages generally use the root --> i1l) nqh, which refers
less to freedom from an obligation than to purity from sin or punishment. Nu. 5: 19 thus
uses nqh to refer to the release of the innocent woman from the consequences of the
water of curse. Such becomes especially apparent in Gen. 24:8, where the servant is
called nqh from the i"!u'dunder the given conditions, something echoed by v. 4l with
the words tinnaqeUnaqt me'dldli, "you will be free from my oath." Accordingly, in
Josh. 2:17 and 20 the release of the spies from the ielu'd they swore to Rahab is also to
be understood primarily as a release from the imprecatory power associated with the
curse.

4. i"Qu'a1 yhwh/'"ldhtm. The expression ie!u'a1 yhwh/'"ldhtm appears in two pas-
sages with a unique meaning. Eccl. 8:2 emphasizes that the king's command is to be
kept because of the i"!fi'a1 rldhtm. The displacement of v. 2b into v. 3 is a disputed

72. See V.2 above-
73. See V.5 above.
74. Die Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten.
75. 8.g., Surpu, 111,27,29; VAT

Nimrud," ZA 54 (1961) 186.

HAT Ut4 (19s4), 182.
10760, 10; R. Borger, "Zt den Asarhaddon-Vertregen aus
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emendation. Although many interpreters follow the LXX in associating 'al-tibbdhel in
v. 3a with v.2b (e.g., BIIS), doing so clearly makes the half-verse too long, with the re-

mainder of v. 3a then making the rather peculiar statement that one should flee the

king. Hence v. 2b is to be understood as the justification for v. 2a.

This expression does not, however, refer simply to the oath of allegiance sworn be-

fore God.76 D. Michel correctly points out that this piece of traditional proverbial wis-
dom contains close parallels to wisdom outside Israel.77 According to Aramaic Ahiqar,

for example, the king is the emissary of El.7s Moreover, according to W. G. Lambert,

the king's word (lit. "the word of the palace," E.Cef- qi-bi-is-sa) can be compared to

the word of Anu or of the sun god.7e That being the case, and given the OT understand-

ing of the king as God's representative,8o i"bfi'at alohtm is to be viewed as the punitive
power guaranteed by God that will seek out any who oppose the king. This understand-

ing also works in I K.2:43, where Solomon accuses Shimei of having disregarded his

commandment (miswil and accordingly also the i"pu'a1yhwlr, though vv. 36-37 do not

portray the order as an oath. By disregarding the king's commandment, however,

Shimei has also disregarded the king's admonition, which in its own turn amounts to a

threat of divine punishment.
By inserting the remark inv.42 that Solomon made Shimei swear by Yahweh, how-

ever, the Dtr redactor abandoned this characteristic of the king's word in which, as it
were, Yahweh himself is speaking. This remark, however, has no support in the text ex-

cept precisely the expression i"!u'al yhwh in v. 43. Hence only hiiba'tiln bihwh in
v. 42 is to be viewed as Dtr material.Sl

VIII. Qumran. The seriousness of oaths designated by ib'is still discernible in

Qumran, specifically in the Damascus Document,s2 as also reflected Josephus's re-

mark that the Essenes avoided swearing.83 Moreover, the root is attested only weakly

in general in comparison with CD (of 29 reliable occulrences, only l2 are found out-

side CD), and even then only in connection with entry into the community to the extent

the passages are not simply citing biblical formulations (as in CD 19:28) or Jub. 35:8-

l0 (lQlS 2:21.t+ Here the root is associated with a covenant through which the new

member commits himself by oath to the Torah (lQS 5:8; cf. IQH 14:17). Although CD

76. Contra A. Lauha, Kohelet. BK XIX (1978), 148.

77. IJntersuchungen zur Eigenart des Buches Qohelet. BZAW 183 (1989), 93-96.
78. Ahiqar 107; on the reading cf. I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarsprilcher BZAW 194

(1990), 144-45,9227n.
79. 8W1.233, l-5.
80. Cf. B. Lang, "Der vergrittlichte Kdnig im polytheistischen Israel," in D. Zeller, ed.,

Menschwerdung Gottes - Uergiittlichung des Menschen. NTOA 7 (1988), 37-59'
81. Contra E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige l-16. ATD llll (21985), 8, 25.

82. Cf. E. Qimron, 'Er:f i nylf l, in the Damascus Covenant 15.1-2: JQR 8l (1990) I 15-

l8; L. H. Schiffman, "The Laws of Vows and Oaths (Num. 30,3-16) in the Zadokite Fragments
and the Temple Scroll," RevQ 15 (1991192) 199-214.

83. 8..t.2.135.
84. See also Josephus, B.J. 2.139.
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15:5-9 reflects a similar notion, .ib'appears in this writing in isolated contexts where its
meaning is not always clear (e.g., 9:8-12 par.5Ql2 l:3; 15:1-3, though some scholars
understand ibw't hbnym in l5:1-2 as an explicit reference to the oath mentioned in ll.
5-6 regarding entry into the community and thus view both texts as related;Ss cf. also
4Q378 I l, 3 with an allusion to the land-promise oath;504 6, l8; l lQPsApu A,2:2,4
lYahweh oathl; 3, l). CD 16:7-12 and I IQT 53:11-54:7 address the validity of oaths,
drawing from Dt. 23:22-24 and the perspective in Nu. 30:2-17, though one should note
the differences in the way CD and I IQT deal with the same topic (see in this regard
Schiffman). For example, the only criterion CD enumerates for determining whether a
i"f;u'dmttst be kept is whether fulfilling it would result in a transgression against the
law (cf. also Mish. Seb. 3:6).

IX. LXX. The LXX rendering of i&'is largely consistent. In most passages the LXX
renders the niphal as omn1,ein, which also is used for the hiphil in isolated passages
(1 S. 20:17; Ezra l0:5). LXX (B) :uses homologeininEzk. l6:8, whereas exomologein
appears in Isa. 45:23. Zech. 5:3 calls the perjurer epiorkos. The only genuine devia-
tions are I S. 20:3, where the surprising wayyiiiala'is rendered with kai apekrtth4,
and Josh. 5:6, which tses diorizein in interpreting the oath to the exodus generation
that they will not enter the land.

The hiphil is consistently translated with forms of orkizein and occasionally with
exork{zein (Gen. 24:3; I K. 22:16 B) or enorkizeln (Neh. 13:25). Neh. 13:25 can be
compared to the translations of i"pu'd as en6rkios in Nu. 5:21 and 4norkos in Neh.
6:18. Otherwise the noun is consistently rendered as h6rkos.

Kottsieper

85. Qimron, 116-17.

Vlq, ieba'; 111e1)V idbfi'6!
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I. The Number.ie!a'.
l. i/sb' in the Semitic Languages. In the Semitic languages the cardinal number

"seven" is a nondeverbal primary noun occupying a syntactical position between a sub-

stantive and an adjective and formed from the consonantal sequence sft') ib'and sb',

beginning allophonically with s.l In Hebrew the cardinal number "seven/sevenness" is

iepa'/ii!'fi.2 The cardinal number "seventy" is constructed from the pl. iipim. The ordi-
nal numbers Ybt1i"biit (also as a fraction3) are constructed by adding -t (nisbe of -ay).

The numerical adj. "sevenfold" is constructed from the dual ii!'dlayim(Gen.4:15,24,et
passim), the distributive number "seven each" by repeating the cardinal number.ir!'d
jOZ (Gen. 1:2).+ 75" term idpfia', "unit of seven, week," is a denominated abstraction

deriving from the cardinal number.S

In Aramaic the cardinal number iDTJD% is attested from Old Aramaic to Imperial Ara-
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l98l); G. Sauer, "Israels Feste und ihr Verhiiltnis zum Jahweglaubenl' Studien zum Pentateuch.
FS W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977\, 135-41; T. Schiirf, Das gottesdienstliche Jahr der Juden.
Schiften des Institutum Judaicum Berlin 30 (1902); D. Sidersky, "Les f6tes agraires des

Ph6niciens et des H6breuxj' Actes du XX" Congris Int. des Orientalistes (Louvain, 1940),275-
78; W. von Soden, 'Ableitungen von Zahlwiirtern im Semitischenl' Innguage, Literature, and
History. FS E. Reiner AOS 67 (1987), 403-14; S. Talmon, "The Calendar Reckoning of the Sect
from the Judaean Desert," in C. Rabin and Y. Yadin, eds., Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
ScrHier 4 (1958), 162-99; H. S. Thackeray, The Septuagint and the Jewish Worshrp (London,
1920); F. Thieberger, ed., Jiidisches Fest, jiidischer Brauch (K6nigstein, 31985); J. H. Tigay,
'1f11P," EMiqr Yll, 468-79; Y. Vainstein, The Cycle of the Jewish Year A Study of the Festivals
and of Selections from the Liturgy (Jerusalem, 1953); P. Yolz, Die biblischen Altertiimer (Calwer,
21914,repr.1989), esp. 81-107; T. C. Vriezen, Religion ofAncient Israel (Eng. trans., Philadel-
phia, 1967); L. Wiichter, "Das jiidische Festjahr," Zum Verstiindnis des Judentums. Wer Vortrcige
(Berlin, 1985), 9-26; G. Wallis, "Die Sesshaftwerdung Alt-Israels und das Gottesdienst-
verstiindnis des Jahwisten im Lichte der elohistischen Kritik," ZAW 83 (1971) l-15; P. Weimar,
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Kult und Fest in Israel (Regensburg, l98l); A. Yaari, ;llln nnDU fn nll)'ln (Jerusalem,

1964); S. J.Zevin,;t));tf D"lylDil (Tel Aviv, s1956).

l. Von Soden, 'Ableitungen," 404; HAL, IY 1399; Brugnatelli, Questioni, 121ff.
2. HAL, IY 1400, a multiplicate adverb meaning "seven times."
3. GK, $98b.
4. GK,9134q.
s. GK $98b.
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maic and Biblical Aramaic on into Jewish Aramaic.6 The multiple "seventy" is con-
structed from the pl. ib'(y)n, the fraction ^iafi'according to the qatil form. and the adjecti-
val ordinal number iaQt'ay by the addition of the possessive affrx -ay.l The multiplicate
numeral is constructed through combination with haQ, "one" (cf. Dnl. 3:19).

In Ugaritic the consonants for the cardinal number iab'/iab'at ("seven") and
iab'uma ("seventy") are identical with those of the ordinal number, the only question
being whether vocalization follows the qatul of Akkadian or qattl of Arabic.8 The
multiplicate adverb is constructed from the noun *d > (i)d, "hand" (tn id ib'd, "twice
seven times";e cf. Dnl. l:201' cf . also ib'dm as the dual meaning "seven times" or "four-
teen times"lo). In the iterative vb. Jb'meaning "do something seven times" derives
from the numeral. The fraction mib't deives from that term as the factitive passive par-
ticiple. t t Some scholars 12 propose vocalizing according to Heb. mali€r; though others
disagree and read mib'thn as "a seven-group of them."l3

In Moabite, .ib? is attested in the Mesha inscription;la cf. also Nabat. .iD', ls Palmyr.
ib" (= ii!'a/iu!'dl?l)r6 and fem. emph. ib\' (i"bd7a[?]),rz Phoen.-Pun. iD' (iib'or
ii!a'1,rt.iD7 in the El-Hophra texts from Algerian Constantine,re also pl. ib'm-zo

The cardinal number in Syriac is i"paTia!'d, iaPin (pl.).zr The ordinal number is
formed by combining the cardinal number with d.zz

As a cardinal number, the Akkadian numeral begins with s as sebe/sebet (st. abs.) -sebfrm./sebettum (st. rectus < *sabi't 
- accommodation to iittazz), as an ordinal and

fraction sebfr(m)/sebiltum (also sebttum)2a and is then constructed as the multiplicate

6. Old Aramaic: Sefire, cf . KAI 202A.8;222A.21-24,27;223A.1,5,6; Imperial: BMAP 6.4;
7.32; Blblical; cf. Brugnatelli, Questioni, 32; Jewish: S. A. Birnbaum, "The Kephar Bebhayu
Marriage Deed," "IAOS 78 (1958) 18.

7. See Beyer, 460; concerning the ordinal number as a genitive of the cardinal number, cf.
Riiger, 233 n. 9.

8. See UI VII,45.
9. KTU 2.64, t4.
10. See UT, no.2381.
tt. KTU 1.14,t,20.
12. S. Segert, A Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic language (Berkeley,

and Dietrich (cf. v. Soden, 'Ableitungen," 407 n. l2).
13. E. Verreet, "Der Keret-Prologl'UF 19 (1987) 327-31,335; KTU
14. KAI18l.l6.
15. CI$ III, 170, t; 182, 3: 201, 4 (DNSI, il, 1102-3).
16. Cf. J. Cantineau, Grammaire du Palmyrinien ipigraphique (Cairo, 1935), 125; C1S, II,

3952,3.
17. cts, lt, 3987, 3.
18. KAI 27.17; cf. J. Friedrich and W. Prollig, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik. AnOr 46

(1970), $243 with $96b.
19. DNSr, II, I102.
20. KAI136.2,3; Tomback, 3ll-12.
21. See CSD,557.
22. C. Brockelmann, Syriscfte Grammatik (Leipzig, 101965), S198.
23. See Edzard,128.
24. See GAG, S70ll.

1984), 553.5; Loretz

t. 14, t,20.
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number sebt-iu with the adverbial affix -l and a suffix.2s The orthography of the noun

si-bi-it/si-bit, "(seven-day) week, seven-group, sevenness," allows fot sibittu (pirist-

),26 sebettu (parast-),21 or sebittu Qtarist-; see Edzard). Assyrian attests construction of
the numeral with an initial i-, Old Assyrian as aiiabAiuzs and iabt-iu,2e and Neo-

Assyr. .icDd.30 Under West Semitic influence, the forms iibitdn/iiblAn, "seven times"
(combining the adverbial ending TA.AM with West Semitic -aym),3r and ieb'u3z

emerge. Even though no syllabic witness has emerged from Ebla, something that

would be of special significance for determining where Eblaite fits into this history33

one can assume that the words began with s since the contexts of witnesses exhibit no

association with the lexeme .iD'("sate").34
The phonemic change i- ) s- in the East Semitic dialects was probably prompted by

a dissimilatory interruption of the numerical sequence with .i- (framii, *ieii, tiie,
eier).3s Such dissimilation probably came about alongside assimilation (including,

e.g., sebe arrd samane ["eight"1:0; on the basis of the sandhi form in the feminine abso-

lute state after a final -t (+ .i > 5,;.:z

Old South Arabic attests sbTsbll ("seven") and sb'y ("seventy") as cardinal and ordi-

nal numbers,3s while Old Ethiopic (Ge'ez) attests saD' (sab'u), sab'attu (sab'atu)

("seven"), and sab'an *sab'an ("seventy") as a cardinal and ordinal number. The inde-

pendent Old Ethiopic forms sabz3e arrd suba'e refer to the week and to the seven-year

cycle. The vb. sabbi'a, "do something sevenfold," derives from the numeral.'lo In
Arabic the cardinal number is sab', sab'at ("seven"), sab'un ("seventy"), and the ordi-
nal number sabi'.at These forms beginning with the sibilant s derive from Proto-

Semitic ib'.42 B. Landsberger views the lexemes ib\sb'as "examples of irregular cor-

25. Concerning the construction of the distributive number, see von Soden, 'Ableitungen,"
408-9; concerning the numerical adverb, see GAG, $71b.

26. CAD, XY 230-31.
27. AHw,III, 1033.
28. D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals of Sennacherib. OIP 2 (1924),39' IY 54.

29. A. T. Clay, Iztters and Transactions from Cappadocia. Babylonian Inscriptions in the

Collection of James B. Nies, Yale Ilniversity, IV (New Haven, 1927),90,9.
30. Erra Epic I, 38S; cf. L. Cagni, L'epopea di Erra. SS 34 (1969), 62.

31. EA 196:4; 215:6; 221:6.
32. Idrimi inscription 29,45 cf. Liverani, 51.

33. Cf. J. Krecher, "sumerische und nichtsumerische Schicht in der Schriftkultur von Ebla,"

in L. Cagni, Il Bilinguismo ad Ebla. Istituto (Jnivers. Orient. Dipart. Studi Asiatici Ser. min. 22

(Naples, 1984), 149-50; Brugnatelli, "Some Remarks," 91.
j4. So following Brugnatelli, "sprachwissenschaftliche Uberlegungen:' 173-76.

35. Edzard, 127.
36. Cf. R. M. Voigt, WO 12 (1981) 166 n..139.
37. Brugnatelli, "sprachwissenschaftliche Uberlegungen )' 17 3 n. 3.

38. Biella, 326-27.
39. A. Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar (Eng. trans., London, 1907), 365.
40. W. Leslau , Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987), 482.
41. A. Murtonen, Hebrew in lts West Semitic Setting lIBb-E (Leiden, 1989), 409, 458.

42. S. Moscati , ed., An Intro. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages- PLO 6
(1964),33-34.
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respondence of fundamentally related words."43 Although scholars have repeatedly
proposed an historical relationship with Egyp. ffi and Copt. sa.il such has yet to be
proven.4

Forms of the ending -(a)t tnderstood as feminine and designating the nomen
unitati*5 are combined with masculine nouns.46 Distinguishing the nomen unitatis
from the feminine nouns is accomplished through the opposition of the masculine nu-
meral. Hebrew is historically conservative in that it developed no denominated verb
fbrms from the numeral iD'and no deverbal numeral forms.

2. Meaning and Function. a. Mesopotamia. ln Mesopotamia the number seven was
of preeminent significance in enumerations; cf. among other things the enumeration of
the seven names of Ishtar,47 of the seven stars in which the god Enlil manifested him-
self,48 of the seven lumaiu4e in the "astral lists"so that in Enuma Elish5l represent the
great gods,s2 of the seven names of the illness demon Lamashtu,s3 and of the seven bans
in the Shurpu text, which conclude with the seventh ban of the seven members of the pa-
triarchal house.5a In enumerations the number seven indicates completeness and self-
enclosure. One lexical textss translates Sum. IMIN, "seven," as kiiiatum, "totality,
world"s6 (cf. also the translation of Sum. 7.dm dingir 7.dm mei as sebet ilani kiiiati,
"seven gods of the world" in a magical textsT). As symbolic representations of the uni
verse, the ziggurat in Borsippa, which one dedication document calls the "temple of the
seven drivers of heaven and earth,"58 and the one in Babylon5e each has seven stories.

43.'Akkadisch-Hebrliische Wortgleichunge\" Hebrtiische Worforschung. FS W. Baumgart-
ner SW 16 (1967), 185; for a proposed explanation, see E. A. Knafi, Midian. I)ntersuchungen
zur Geschichte Paliistinas und Nordarabiens am Ende des 2. Jahrtausends u.Cftr (Wiesbaden,
1988), 73-75.

44. Sethe, 2O; K8L2,944; Murtonen,458.
45. GAG, $60a.
46. Michel, Syntax,3l-33; cf. Brugnatelli, "Some Remarks," 95-96; concerning the deviation

inZech.3:9 and4.2, see C. L. and E. M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah l-8. AB25B (1987),208-9.
47.G. A. Reisner, Sumerisch-babylonische Hymnen (Berlin, 1896), 109,56r.69-70.
48. Keilschrifttexte aus Assur religit)sen Inhalts, 142 lll 3-lO; cf. Weidner,59.
49. R. Borger, AfO 19 (1959/60) 113.
50. Weidner, 16, 14-18; 19,7-lO.
51. EnEl IV 19ff.; B. Landsberger and J. V. Kinnier Wilson, "The Fifth Tablet of Enuma

Elish," JNES 20 (1961) 156.
52. H. Spieckermann, Judah unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRLANT 129 (1982),259.
53. The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, 12003.
54. Shurpu III, I ff.; J. Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts (Leipzig, I 895-97), II,

3-4; cf. E. Reiner, Surpu. A Collection of Sumerian and Akkadian Incantationi. BA|O I I ( I 958),
t9.

55.CI l8,29 ll19(1120:.7=7 -et= ki.ii,'ontherelationshipwiththecityof Ki5,seeD.O.
Edzard, RIA, V 610.

56. A. Deimel , Sumerisches Lexikon (repr. Rome, 1961), no.598c.
57. CT,16, 13 rrr 18.
58. See E. Unger, Rl-4, I,423.
59. See E. Unger, RLA,, 1,364-65.
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Sevenfold actions as manifestations of complete or fully realized actions exhibit
affinity especially with rituals and ceremonial gestures such as the sevenfold
proskynesis of greeting (cf. the epistolary formula "from afar I fall twice seven times
at the feet of X"60). The number seven is used with particular frequency in incanta-
tions and rituals. The sevenfold sin (7 gildtuya 7 mamftuya, "my transgressions are

seven, my curses are seven"6l) coresponds to sevenfold or seven and sevenfold re-

demption,62 sevenfold aspersion,63 the penitent turning to and fro seven times,s
sevenfold prayer recitation,65 and the sevenfold repetition of an incantation.66 The ele-
ment of completeness allows the number seven to become a typical "atonement num-
ber."67 In Akkadian, however, no paretymological connection can be discerned be-

tween the initial sound as in Egyp. if!.w, "seven," and iffi, "redeem, cleanse, remove
(evil)."

The same element of completeness made the number seven appropriate for temporal
divisions and periodization. In Gilgamesh the flood ends after seven days.68 Enkidu
and Shambat6e as well as Ereshkigal and Erra70 lie together till the seventh day. Purifi-
cation and atonement rites frequently prescribe seven-day periods.Tl After someone's

death the mourning period lasts seven days.72 Ishtar has made provision in case of

60. See O. Kaiser, "Zum Formular der in Ugarit gefundenen Biefel' ZDPV 86 (1970) 20-23.
61. Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkdi, 4, 47 r.l2; cf. K. van der Toom, Sin and Sanction in

Israel and Mesopotamia. SSN 22 (1985), 128.
62. H. Zimmern, Babylonische Busspsalmen (Leipzig, 1885), 61tr.; more recently S. Maul,

"Herzberuhigungsklagen." Die sumerisch-akkadischen Eriahunga-Gebere (Wiesbaden, 1988),
241.

63. P. Haupt, Akkadische und Sumerische Keilschrifttexte (Leipzig, 1882), ll, m, l-6.
64. J. Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts (Leipzig,1895-97),1, 17.
65. Ibid., 25; F. K<icher, Die babylonisch-assyrische Medizin in Texten und Untersuchungen,

III (Berlin, 1964),33; K. 2581.18 (cf. van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 136).
66. Shurpu ll, 134-39; V-Vl, I 87-94; cf. Reiner, Surpu, l7 ,35; concerning the use of the X.rX

+ I schema 6/7 in incantational texts, cf. Maql0 M08-13, G. Meier, Die assyrische
B e s chw d run g s s ammlung MaqM. BAfO 2 (193'l ), 32.

67. Hehn, Siebenzahl, 38.
68. Gilg. XI 128ff.,141-46; concerning the epic structuring of Gilgamesh Xl, 14l-46, through

the schema of days l-617, see Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies, 192-93.
69. Gilg. I iv 16-21,; cf. B. Foster, "Gilgamesh: Sex, Love and the Ascent of Knowledge,"

Love and Death in the Ancient Near East. FS M. H. Pope (Glilford, Conn., 1987),24-25.
70. O. R. Gurney and J. J. Finkelstein, The Sultantepe Tablets (London, 1957), no. 28,ly,9-

l4;Y1,36-42; cf. E. von Weiher, Der babylonische Gott Nergal. AOAT I I ( l97l ), 50-51, 53-54.
71. ABL, IY 370, 6ff.; cf. I, 536ff.; concerning purification at the new moon and on the sev-

enth and fifteenth day, cf. W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atrafiasis (Oxford, 1969), 1,206,
22 I ; Landsberger, 97 ff ., I I 9ff., I 3 1 ff. ; CAD, XVIL 450.

72. Grlg. XV 14; cf. Foster, "Gilgamesh," 4l ; tomb inscription of the mother of Nabonidus,
B, Ill, 25-32; cf. C. J. Gadd, "The Haran Inscriptions of Nabonidus," AnST S ( 1958) 53; con-
cerning the seventh day as a festival day alongside the fifteenth and twentieth day of the month,
cf. the lexical series Kagal C; cf. M. Civil, MSL, XIII ( 1971), 258; also TCL, I (1910), 50, 23; on
the sibutu festival and sibutu month, see Landsberger, 84-85; on the seven-day duration offesti-
vals, cf. Lewy, 3-4; E. C. Kingsbury, 'A Seven Day Ritual in Old Babylonian Cult at Larsa,"
HUCA 34 (t963) 27.
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seven infertile years.73 Theses proposing a seven-year rhythm of miiarum acts during
the Old Babylonian periodz+ are as unsupportedTs as those proposing a seven-year du-
ration of kingship in Ebla.76

Finally, the number seven can enhance various aspects of whatever is being counted
and express elements of fullness and power. The underworld has seven gatesTT or twice
seven gatesT8 to ward off intruders. The attendant notion of seven walls around the
underworldTe includes an element of magical protection.80 The horrible nature of
Ninurta's club is emphasized in the allegation that it has seven heads like a snake,8l just
as the mythical poisonous snake baimu(m) is alleged to have seven tongues.82 This
context includes the two sets of seven birth goddesses.83 Incantation texts underscore
the comprehensive evil nature of demons by enumerating groups of seven,84 which are
often called the "seven sons of Anu."85 Prayers of lament also parallel such demons
with adversaries in sets of seven.86 The number seven guarantees completeness such
that none of the evil powers and actants are omitted. The Erra Epic summarizes the de-
mons as the "seven deity" Dsebitla, the power of disaster of the god Erra.87 Recitation
of the Erra myth is recommended as a means of thwarting the negative "seven deity," a

73. Gilg. VI, 104-13; cf. Klein, "Notes to Atram-Sasrs," 76-77.
74. So J. J. Finkelstein, "Some New Misharum Material and Its Implications," FS

B. Inndsberger AS 16 (1965),243tr.
75. G. Komor6czy, "Zw Frage der Periodizitiit der altbabylonischen miiarun-Erliisse," Soci-

eties and ktnguages of the Ancient Near East. FS I. M. Diakonoff(Warminster, 1982), 196-205.
76. So G. Pettinato, The Archives of Ebla (Eng. trans., Garden City, N.Y., l98l),71-72.
77 . On the myth of Nergal and Ereshkigal, cf. Gumey and Finkelsteiq Sultantepe Tablets, l,

no. 28, l, 20-26; lll, 4l-47; Yl, 2l-28; on the epic narrative structure, cf. K. Hecker,
Untersuchungen zur akkadischen Epik. AOATSup 8 (1974), 152-53; concerning Ishtar's descent
into hell, cf. CT, XY, 46, 60; 47 r.45.

78. EA 357:67-74; cf.46-51.
79. T. Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness (New Haven,1976),228.
80. Cf. CT XYl, 13 46, 47a,48a; cf. M. Hutter, Altorientalisch Vorstellungen von der

Unterwelt. OBO 63 (1985), 160; on the seven judges of Anunnaki in the underworld, cf.
Jacobsen, 57, 59, 228.

8l . CAD, XY, 204: cf. O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Etg. trans., New York,
1978), ills.5l,52.

82. Texts in the lraq Museum (Baghdad), IX, 65-66.
83. Atrahasis, 1,274-98; cf. W. von Soden, "Konflikte und ihre Bewiiltigung in

babylonischen Schtipfungs- und Fluterziihlungen," MDOG lll (1979) 23; on the iconography
see U. Winter, Frau und Giittin. Exegetische und ikonographische Studien zum weiblichen
Gottesbild im alten Israel und in dessen Umwelt. OBO 53 (1983), 380 n. 880.

84. CT XvI, 12, 3;14, 17-18; 15, 60-61; 19, l2-5la; XVII, 13, 13-19; cf. J. Bott6ro, R/-A,
vII,209-10.

85. E. Ebeling, Rl^A, I, I 15; il, l08t concerning the two sets of seven daughters of Anu, see
Bott6ro, Mythes,286.

86. gWL, 32, 57-67.
87. Erra Epic I, 29 et passim; cf. L. Cagni, L'epopea di Erra, 152-53; cf. also Bott6ro,

Mythes, 267-68, 293; on the derivation of the "seven deity" from Anu, see H. Zimmern,
Beitriige zur Kenntnis der babylonischen Religion. Assyriologische Bibliothek 12 (Leipzig,
l90r), 98, 3.
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deity countered elsewhere by a positive deity of succor and protection.S8 Some enu-

merations include this "seven deity" as an independent deity8e responsible for the draft
resolutions in the divine council;eo this deity could be invoked (in Neo-Assyrian royal
inscriptions and contractual textsel) and was worshiped in temples.e2

Neither the origin nor the meaning of this deity or of the number seven can be de-

duced from the number of planets or Pleiades,e3 since the number of planets as seven

including Sin and Shamash already presupposes the significance of the number seven.

Several factors contribute to the special significance of the number seven among the

other numbers. The division of the lunar phases into four parts makes this number ap-

propriate for periodization,ea lending it thus a preeminent position among many differ-
ent peoples.es Although an etymological explanation of its meaning within the Semitic
sphere is probably not possible, an element of early Semitic paretymological asso-

nance was probably at work between the number.ib'and the common Semitic root ib:
"become sated."

b. Ugarit. In Ugarit the number seven has hitherto been attested only in cuneiform
materials, not in syllabic materials.96 In enumerations the number seven expresses

completeness, as it does, for example, in the enumerations of the seven hypostases of
Ba'al in the lists of deities and sacrifices,eT in the enumeration of the seven Kathirat
goddesses of conception and birth, and in hymns.e8 This element of completeness en-

ables the number seventy to refer to a larger community such as that of the seventy

sons of Athiratee and lends the number "seven" significance also in ceremonial and rit-
ual acts. The epistolary formula "from afar I fall seven times and seven times at the feet
of X" intensifies the Akkadian version ("twice seven times").lm In the ritual of the

month of Rishyen, the king prays seven times on the seventh day.tOl According to the

88. Shurpu, IV 66.
89. Beitrtige zur Assyiologie und semitischen Sprachwissenschafi (Leipzig), lll, 228; Recueil

de travaux relatifs d la philologie et d l'archiologie Egyptiennes et Assyriennes (Paris), II, l4 et
passim; concerning the epithets, see K. L. Tallqvist, Attadische Gi)tterepitheta. StOr (1938),442.

90. Jacobsen, Treasures of Darkness,86.
91. See R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, Kdnigs von Assyrien. BAfO 9 (1956), 109,

$69 IV 5; cf. 96 $65 l0; TUAT l,158-59, 171.
92. Cf .F. Safar, Sumer 13 (1957) 219ff;8. Menzel, Assyrische Tempel (Rome, l98l ), 83, 92,

et passim (see index).
93. F. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels Accadiens (Paris, l92l),79, r.33; cf. F. X. Kugler, Sternkunde

und Sterndienst in Babel, I (Mtinster, 1907), 1l; on the Pleiades: C. Virolleaud, L'astrologie
chaldienne (Paris, 1908-12), Adad 17, 34; Sup 59, l0; cf. CT XIX 19, 5l-57.

94. See E. Chiera, Sumerian Religious ?-xts (Upland, 1924), 24,76-79; EnEl Y, 12-22.

95. See Roscher, Hebdomadenlehre.
96. WUS, no. 2580; Whitaker, 583-86; cf. J. Huehnergud, Ugaritic Vocabulary in Syllabic

Transcription. HSM 32 (1987),293.
97. KTU 1.47,5-rl; 1.118,4-10; 1.148, 2-3,10-12.
98. KTU 1.24,47-50; cf. W. Herrmann,zAS 100 (1974) 104-8; B. Margalit, The Ugaritic

Poem of Aqht. BZAW 182 (1989), 285-87.
99. KTU 1.4, VI, 6; cf. Fensham.
100. See Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 21.
tol. KTU t.4t,52-53.
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sacrificial list of the month of giyar, the sons and daughters of the king climb W fly)
seven times.l02 One incantation text associates the evocation of seven royal ancestors
with seven sacrifices.l03 The Aqhat Epic uses a l-617 schema to recount six days of
sacrifices followed by a divine answer on the seventh day.l0a A sacrificial regulation
for the god Resheph associates the sacrifice of seven head of small livestock with the
lunar god Yari[, while the instructions for a procession of deities associates sevenfold
sacrif,tce with the gods of the Pleiades and Kothar.l05 Mythical tradition then intensifies
the motif of the seven sacrificial animals of the ritual texts to seventy animals.106 Else-
where the king repeats the procession seven times in order to fetch the statues of the
seven deities.l0T One incantation text recites the disempowerment of the demons of in-
fertility seven alternating times; sevenfold ritual acts over the fire are then performed
by young boys; the "sweet gods" are invoked seven times.lot Although the strong em-
phasis on the number seven in this text (1.23) has prompted D. T. Tsumura and C. H.
Gordonl0e to find in this text the etiology of a seven-year sabbath cycle of myth recita-
tion in Ugarit, the use of the X/X + I schema in portraying the seven-year sojourn of
Shalim/Shahar in the steppe contradicts this notion, since it refers only to the long du-
ration of the sojourn.tlo

Alongside the passages referring to sacrifice in the Aqhat Epic (see above),the l-617-
day schema of actions repeating for six days and culminating on the seventh (ym wtn lll
rb'ym fumi 1d1ym . . . bib'|tr is also used in the Keret Epic and the Anat-Ba'al myth.112
An adoption of this schema from Akkadian literature is difficult to demonstrate.ll3 the
passage ib' bymm'pnk dnil . . .ylb b'p t{r "on the seventh day Danel sat before the gate
in judgment," may allude to a weekly structure emphasizing the seventh day.lt+

lO2. KTU 1.112, 6-7; cf. J. M. de Tarragon, Le culte d Ugarit. CahRB 19 (1980), 63-64.
103. KTU 1.161, 4-8, 27-30; cf. K. Spronk, Beatific Afterhfe in Ancient Israel and the An-

cient Near East. AOAT 219 (1986), 192-93.
104. KTU 1.17, I, 5- 15; 1.22, 2l-26; cf . 1.17,II, 33-40; cf. de Moor, 190-94; ANET l5O.
105. KTU 1.106, 12-13; 1.43,3,7-8; cf. Spronk, 157; de Tarragon, Culte, lO3.
106. See KTU 1.6,I, 19-31.
lO7. KTU 1.43,26: cf. de Tarragon, Culte, 103-4; concerning ib'p'mt, cf. also the documen-

tation in de Tarragon, 53 n.26, and the translation on 39.
108. KTU 1.23, 12, 14-15,20,23; bibliog. in A. Caquot, DBS, tX, l37O-71: TUAT 1113,352;

on the ritual acts over fire, see R. Ratner and B. Zuckerman, "'A Kid in Milk.'New Photographs
of KTU l:23,Line 14," HUCA 57 (1986) 42-52.

109. D. T. Tsumura, "The Ugaritic Drama of the Good Gods" (diss., Brandeis, 1973), 192,
199-202,222-26; C. H. Gordon, "Poetic Legends and Myths from Ugarit," Berytus 25 (1977) 59.

tto. Lt. 66-67.
I I l. See Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies, 192-209; concerning the schema X/X + I see

the summary in G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan segun la tradicion de Ugarit
(Madrid, 1981), 60-61 (bibliog.).

112. Keret Epic:. KTU Ll4, III, 1-4 with IV 3l-Y 6; III, 10-15; see in this regard S. E.
Loewenstammm, "Zur Gritterlehre des Epos von Keret," FS C. E A. Schaeffer. UF ll (1979)
510; Anat-Ba'al: KTU 1.4, VI, 24-33; ANET 134.

I13. See Freedman, 79-80; a different view in Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies,2OS-9.
114. KTU 1.17, V 3-6; so Margalit, Aqht,29l; on the thesis of a seven-day New Year festival,

see J. C. de Moor, New Year with Canaanites and Israelites (Kampen, 1972),l, 6; ll, 12, 29.
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The seven-year schema lymm lyrfrm lyrfim lint mk bib'Jrt, "from days to months,

from months to years, lo, after seven years . . . ," is independent of the seven-day

schema.l l5

Finally, as in Akkadian the number seven can enhance elements of whatever is be-

ing counted by expressing fullness and power. To underscore the power of negative

forces, seven heads are attributed to the mythical serpent Lotan (ltn bln brh . . . ilyt d
ib't r'im, "Lotan, the crooked serpent . . . a tyrant, seven-headed").116 The goddess

Anat has seven maidens, Aqhat seven bridal attendants.llT Another text speaks of the

seven portions (ib'ydty) ofclay serving as food in the underworld in the cup ofthe god

Mot.l l8 Keret loses seven wives.l le Seven times El asks the gods, "Who can remove the

sickness, driving out the malady?" without receiving an answer.l20 Concerning the sig-

nificance of the number seven in literary redaction, see among other things also the

sevenfold repetition of the substantiation clauses ('lk) and the chiastic structuring of the

seven elements in the enumeration of divine abodes.l2l

The aspect offullness is especially underscored by the X/X + I combination seven/

eight.tzz Ba'al is accompanied by seven young lads and eight boars,l23 a possible refer-

ence to the Pleiades, whose disappearance accompanies the drought, or the seven bolts

of lightning accompanyingBa'al.tz+ Ba'al has "seven bolts of lightning, and eight

camps of thunder were the arrows of the lightnirrg."tzs Ba'al's seven-year banishment

to the underworldl26 is associated with the X/X + I schema seven/eight in the Aqhat

Epic as ib' int ysrk b'l 1mn rkb 'rpt, "seven years shall Ba'al fail, eight the Rider of the

ll5. KTU 1.6,Y,7-9:1.19, IY l3-15; cf. 1.6,11,26-27; ANET, l4ll' see in this regard D. G.

Pardee, "The Preposition in ugaritic:' uF I (1976) 219,243; a secondary abbreviated version

mkbib' Jnr, "then in the seventh year," in 1.15, m, 22; Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies,

209; cf . also J. Gray, The kgacy of Canaan. SVT 5 (1965),78.
116. KTU 1.5, I, l, 3; 1.3, III, 42; ANET 137-38l' cf. J. Day, God's Conflict wirh the Dragon

and the Sea (Cambridge, 1985), 4-5,24.
ll7. Anat: KTU 1.3, ll, 2; cf. Sauer, Sprilche Agurs, 28; Aqhat: KTU l-18, l, 25; cf-

M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, "Problematic Passages in the Legend of AqhAtu," UF 7 (1975)
194; a different view in Margalit, Aqht, 328.

tt8. KTU 1.5,r,20-21.
ll9. KTU l.l4,l,2O: cf. J. M. Sasson, "The Numeric Progression in Keret l:15-201' Cananea

selecta. FS O. Inretz. SEa 5 (1988), 181-88.
120. KTU 1.16, V lO-22; ANET 148.
l2l. KTU 1.6, Y ll-19;ANET,l4l;1.4,I, 13-19; ANET l3l; cf. Negretti,36-39.
122. R. Yaron, "Middle Assyrian Laws and the Bible," Bibl 5l (1970) 553; cf.

Loewenstamm, Comparative Studie s, 443-44.
l23.KTU 1.5,V8-9; ANETl3g;cf.also KAI 27.17;andF.M.CrossandR.J.Saley"'Phoe-

nician Incantations on a Plaque of the Seventh Century s.c.l' BASOR 197 (1970) 44-45.
124. J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu According to the Ver'

sion of llumilku. AOAT 16 (1971), 187-88; Day, "Echoes," 148.

125. KTU 1.101, 3-4; cf. Day, God's Conflict, 59-60.
126. KTU 1.6, Y 8-9; ANET, l4l1'on the significance of this motif for the question of an an-

nual cultic recitation of the Anat-Ba'al myth, cf. C. H. Gordon, UT' 406; Kapelrud, "Number
Seven"; de Moor, Seasonal Pattern,32-34,245-49; CMI],18:. A. Caquot, DBS, IX, 1378-80; del

Olmo Lete, Mitos, 149-50.
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61ou6r,"t27 and in a mythical fragment as Jby' int il ml' wlmn nq pnt 'd, "seven years
the god [Ba'al] completes eight cycles of time."l28 The palace of the god El has "seven

rooms, eight anterooms."l2e In his blessing to Keret, El promises that Keret's future
wife "shall bear seven sons unto you; yea, eight she'll produce for you."l3o Accord-
ingly, Keret's royal house, which includes "seven brothers, eight sons of the (same)

mother," is destroyed when the sons themselves are l6s1.13l The XD( + I combination
seven/eight cannot be adequately interpreted merely as an indef,rnite number.l32 The
addition of the number eight underscores rather the aspect of completeness already
suggested by the number seven. The conflict between Ba'al and Mot is described in a
seven-year cycle and in a seven/eight-year schema to underscore the length of the pe-
riod involved.l33 Q1[e1 texts attribute seven and eight rooms to the god El, and in one
Mot is possibly claiming eight rooms for himself in order to surpass El.l3a The inter-
pretive point of intersection is in each case the number seven with its attendant sugges-
tion of completeness, an element that does not, however, obscure the numerical ele-
msn1.l3s

The expansion of the XIX + I schema seven/eight itself then expands the element of
completeness into a 70/80 schema and thence into a77188 schema. Seventy/eighty vas-
sals from Hurriya are invited to Keret's funeral banque1,l3o the number seventy designat-
ing the group as a closed unityl3T and the combination with the number eighty underscor-
ing its size. The potency of Ba'al as well as the grief at his death is described with the 77 I
88 schema. Ba'al "lies with her [a young cow] seventy-seven times, she allows him to
mount eighty-eight times." "His seventy-seven brothers, the eighty-eight" weep for Ba'al,
who has been banished to the underworld for seven years.l38 The portrayal of the com-
pleteness of the places conquered by Ba'al enhances the X/X + I schema even further by
expanding it to "sixty-six towns . . . seventy-seven hamlets . . . eighty . . . ninety."t:l

127 . KTU 1.19, l, 42-44; ANET 153; cf. in this regard P. J . van Zijl, Baal: A Study of Texts in
Connexion with Baal in the Ugaritic Epics. AOAT l0 (1972),275-76; a different view is taken by
W. G. E. Watson, "Pu,zzling Passages in the Tale of Aqhat," UF 8 (1976) 377; l. C. de Moor,
"Marduk in Ugarit," FS O. l,oretz, 68.

128. KTU 1.12, ll, M-45; cf. II, 9 concerning Ba'al's identity; cf. also 1.23, 66-67 (see
above); N. Wyatt, 'Atonement Theology in Ugarit and Israel," UF 8 (1976) 418; J. C. de Moor,
An Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit. Nisaba 16 (Leiden, 1987), 133 n. 39.

129. KTU 1.3, Y lt-12,26-27; cf. 1.5,IY,9; ANET 137.
l3O. KTU 1.15, II, 23-25; ANET, 146.
l3l. KTU 1.14, I, 8-9; ANET,143.
132. So Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies, 443-44; cf. Haran, "Graded Numerical Se-

quence," 256.
133. KTU 1.6, Y 8-9; ANET, t4l; l.l9,l, 42-44; ANET 153.
134. 1.3, V ll-12,26-27;1.5,IY 9; concerning the textual reconstruction of the latterpas-

sage, see de Moor, Anthology,76.
135. Contra Kapelrud, "Number Seven."
136. KTU 1.15,IY 6-7; ANET 146.
137. KTU 1.4, vt, 46.
138. KTU 1.5, Y, 19-21; ANET 139; t.l2,II, 48-49.
139. KTU 1.4, VII; ANET 134.
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This emphasis on the number seven in Ugarit was prompted by several factors. First,

one should note the influence of traditions from the East Semitic linguistic sphere dis-

cernible in the adoption of the ceremonial formula of greeting in the epistolary for-
mula. The lunar calendar also exerted an influence. The sacrificial list for the month of
Rishyen with its positioning of sacrifices for the fifth and seventh day behind those for
the new and full moons, however, shows that the full-moon phase was of greater signif-
icance for sacrificial service than was the half-moon phase.l40 As the occurrences of
.ib'I, "sate oneself," in one of the tablets of the Aqhat Epic and of .iD'II, "seven," show,

the two lexemes may well have been subject to paretymological influence with regard

to their initial sounds.lal
c. Israel. As in Babylonian, Assyrian, and Ugaritic traditions, in the OT the number

seven transcends the merely concrete notion of counting to include elements of com-

pleteness, energy, and fullness, thus lending special significance to the number iela'
and its derivations among the numerals in the OT. The enumeration of the seven con-

quered nations in Dt. 7:1; Josh. 3:10; 24'llt42 as well as the seven-part sacrificial list in
Dt. l2i6 (abbreviated in v. I l) evoke the notion of totality. The number seven in the

enumeration of the generations in Gen.4:17-18 evokes the totality of a self-enclosed
period ef 1ims.la3 This genealogy has been influenced by the Mesopotamian tradition
of the seven antediluvian apkallu, "wise ones."l4 Samson's power is concretely

evoked by the seven locks of his hair (Jgs. 16:13,19). The motif of the locks, possibly

of Philistine origin,las was combined with the number seven to express fullness and

strength. Samson is unsuccessfully bound with seven fresh bowstrings (Jgs. 16:7-8). In
times of distress there will be only one man for every four women (Isa. 4:1). When her

fate is turned, the barren woman will bear seven children (1 S. 2:5). The loyal daughter-

in-law who enters the Levirate marriage is worth more than seven sons (Ruth 4:15).

Wicked deeds unavoidably and completely catch up to perpetrators by coming back

upon them sevenfold (Ps.79:12; Sir.7:3; 35:13; cf. also 20:12,14;37:14). When

caught, the thief must restore stolen goods by sevenfold (Prov. 6:31). In deviating from
the legal regulations addressing theft in Ex. 2l:37-22:3(Eng. 22:l-4), which demand

two- to fivefold compensation,l40 prou. 6:31 (cf. the second stich: "they will forfeit all
the goods of their house") is not making the legal regulations more severe, but is rather

lending expression to the comprehensive loss that theft involves (cf. also the LXX
translation of 2 S. 12:6, w"'e1'hakki!:ft y"iall€m 'arba'tayim, as kai tin amruida

apotetsei heptaplastona).

140. KTU l.4l; de Tarragon, Culte, l7-20.
141. wLlS, no. 25'19; KTU l.l7 ,I, 3 l; II, 6, 20; cf . also Margalit, Aqht, 324, 328 on l.l8' I'

25; ib' ll: l. I 7, I, 5- I 6; ll, 32-42.
142.W. Richter, Die Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuches" in der deuteronomischen Epoche.

BBB 2t (1964),41.
143.C. Westermann, Genesis 1-lI. CC (Eng. trans. 1984),324.
144. See Wilson, 148-58; cf. Zimmern; Reiner.
145. See O. Margalith, "samson's Riddle and Samson's Magic Locks," W 36 (1986) 229-34.
146. See Otto, Wandel, 19-22.
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The aspect of comprehensive completeness also makes the number seven signifi-
cant in the blessings and curses concluding legal collections. Enemies who advance
one way will end up fleeing in seven ways (Dt. 28:7); Israel will similarly advance
on the enemy one way and end up fleeing in seven ways (v. 251.rtt Dt.2g:22 enu-
merates seven illnesses that will come with the sg1ss.l48 G. Seitzl4e reconstructs in
vv. 20-22,27 -28,35 a series of fourteen (2 x 7) bodily plagues (cf. also the enumera-
tion of illnesses, one deriving from incantation texts, in the curses of the adA oath at
the accession of Esarhaddon).150 With'n the framework of a "plague intensification
sghsms"rsr secondarily inserted into the execration list in Lev. 26, vv. lg,zl, and24
threaten sevenfold chastisement for transgressions. In Ex. 7-l I a Yahwist hand puts
together seven plagues,ls2 on which the plague sequences in ps. 7g:44-51 and
105:28-38 depend.r53

In Gen. 4:15, too, use of the motif of the number seven is enhanced by the aspect of
totality. Whoever slays Cain "will suffer a sevenfold vengeance."ls4 With this motif of
sevenfold vengeance,4:15 by no means represents an "extremely ancient passage" ar-
ticulating uncontrolled vengeancs;lss it expresses rather the comprehensive protection
of life through the general preventive of divine sanction even for the person guilty of
fratricide who has robbed himself of the protection of his brother. Only in the excessive
increase to seventy-sevenfold vengeance in the Song of Lamech (v. 24) does the motif
of God's comprehensive protection of life even for those without rights become the
motif of human violence.

The aspect of totality also underlies the metaphor inzech.3:9 of the seven (pairs of
eyes (indyiml156 on a single stone, which is to be identified with the 'elen i"1tyd of
creationr5T such that the seven eyes can survey creation. zech.4:2 and lOb then pick up

147' Concerning the combination of the numbers one and seven in curses in contractual texts
in Sefire, see KAI 222A.21-24; 223A.1-2; cf . Cathcart, 46-4j.

148. J. G. Ploger, Literarkritische, formgeschichtliche und stilkritische (Jntersuchungen zum
Deuteronomium. BBB 26 (1967), l5l-54.

149. Redaktionsgeschichtliche studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT 93 (1971),27g-gz.
150. L. 4l8a-b; cf. K. Watanabe, Die adA-Vereidigung anliisslich der Thronfolgeregelung

Asarhaddons. Baghdader Mitteilungen, Beiheft 3 (1988), 33,111,162-63;cr. snurpu-ty"g:-gs";
Maql0 VII, 129-30.

151. Cholewiriski, 129-30, 319.
152. See L. Schmidt, Beobachtungen zu der plagenerztjhlung in Exodus Z: l4_l l:10. StBib 4

(1990), 69-77.
153. Schmidt, 86-96; cf. Loewenstamm, "Number"; on the motif of the seven plagues, cf.

also Rev. l5:1ff.; on the motif of seventy plagues, see L.A.E. (Vita) 34.
154. See G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze. WMANT 39

(1971),124.
155. so w. Dietrich, "Rache: Erwiigungen zu einem alttestamentlichen Thema,,' EvT 36

(1976) 460.

_ t-!9, E. Lipiriski, "Recherches s0r le livre de zachariel' w 20 (lgio) 25-29: .,sources,,;

NRSV "facets"; cf. by contrast w. Rudolph, Haggai, sacharja t-g, g-14, Maleachi. KATxlw4
(1976), l0l.

157. Mish. Yoma 5:2; Rudolph, sacharja, 100-102; cf. the status of scholarship account in
C. L. Meyers and E. M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah l-8. AB 25 (lgg7),205-6.
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and enhance this motif with the motif of the seven-times-seven places of illumination
of seven lampstsa each with seven lips.l5e The seven lamps are interpreted as Yahweh's
eyes, which "range through the whole earth" (v. 10b). Seven squared expresses the to-
tality of God's dominion over the earth as manifested in this gaze. Through the number
seven, the lamps in Zech.4:2 are related to seven-armed lampstand in Ex. 25:31-40 and
Num. 8:2 that is identical with the lampstand from the Herodian period depicted on the
Arch of Titus.lo The number seven expresses the comprehensive illumination of the
lampstand; only during the late Israelite period was the interpretation of this number
expanded to include the planets.16l Isa. 30:26 expresses the fullness of sunlight in the
image of the sevenfold illumination of the moon and the splendor of the eschatological
light in the image of the sevenfold illumination of the sun (cf. I En. 9 I : 16).

The number seven acquires special signif,rcance in apocalyptic materials, where it
designates a totality announcing the perfection of divine actions.162 Examples include
the seven archangels in I En. 20;t0: 1r" seven spirits before the throne of God in Rev.

l:4:4:5; the seven angels in Apoc. Mos. 40 (cf. Tob. 12:15); the seven men in white
robes in T. Levi 8; the seven spirits oferror in T. Reu. 2; the seventy shepherds in 1 En.

89:59-77; the seven (bronze) mountains in 1En. 17:6;24:l-3:'32:l-2;170:3;J 77:4;the
seven lampstands in Rev. l:13ff. and seven stars in 1:16ff.; the seven seals in 5:1ff.; the

seven trumpets in 8:2ff.; the seven thunders in l0:3-4;t0+ the dragon with the seven

heads and seven diadems in 12:3 (cf. l3:1; 17:3tr.); and the seven heavens in T. Levi 3;
APoc. Mos. 3l.t6s

This element of comprehensive fullness and totality also explains the use of the
number seven in connection with ceremony and ritual. In the ceremonial greeting in
Gen. 33: lb-3 ,6-7,166 the sevenfold bowing (333)to expresses total subjection just as

the sevenfold repetition of God's praise expresses the sincerity of one's thanks. Rites of
purification and atonement include sevenfold aspersion (Lev. 4:6,17; 8:11;
14:7,16,21,51; 16:14,19; Nu. 19:4; cf .2 K. 4:35; 5:10,14). The late-exilic Dtr account
of the conquest of Jericho draws on such thinking in portraying the sevenfold circum-

158. Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah l-8, 229-34.
159. On seven-lipped oil lamps from Late Bronze Age Ugarit and Iron Age II Palestine, see

North; H. Weippert, BRI],200; cf. O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunsr. SBS 84185 (1977),
274-80.

160. Cf. Eltester; M. Pfanner, Der Titusbogen (Mainz, 1983), 54, 72-74, llls. 54, 63, l-7;
L. Yarden, Opuscula Romana 14 (1983) 101-2.

16l. Cf. Josephus, B.J. 5.217; Ant. 3.145; Philo, Her 221-22; cf. Mos. 2.105; O. Bcicher,
TRE, IY,3O2.

162. Cf . Rengstorf, TNDT, Il,632; Collins.
163. See S. Uhlig, Das tithiopische Henochbuch. JSHRZ V/6 (1984), 552-53 n. 8.
164. See in this regard Day, W 29 (1979) 145.
165. On the diminutive aspect of the number 3Yzinapocalyptic (Dnl. 7:25; l2:7; Rev. 12:14)

and rabbinic traditions, cf. G. Kittel, Rabbinica (Leipzig, 1920), 3l-38; Gordis, 17-18; Gese,
399-422: on the function of the number seven in Jewish-Hellenistic apologetics, see N. Walter,
Der Thoraausleger Aristobulos. TU 86 (1964), 73,150-71.

166. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. trans. 1985), 490-91.
167. See F. B. Knutson, RSP,11,422.
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vention of the city (Josh.6:l5b0,l6a [v.4bq is post-Dtr]; cf. also I K. l8:43,44;.tot
The number seven is also significant in connection with rituals in determining the num-
ber of sacrificial animals (cf. Gen. 2l:28-30; Nu. 23:1,14,29; 28:11,27;29:2,8,32,36;
1 Ch. 15:26; 2 Ch. 29:21). Multiples and enhancements include fourteen (Nu.
29:29,32), seventy (2 Ch. 29:32), seventy-seven (Ezra 8:35), seven hundred (2 Ch.
I 5: I I ), seven thousand (2 Ch. l5:ll1, 30:24), and seventy-seven hundred sacrificial ani-
mals(2Ch. l7:ll).Otherassociatednumbersincludeone(Nu.28:30;29:8,34,36),two
(Num. 28: I 1,27;29:.2;roo concerning combinations with the numbers one hundred and
two hundred, cf.2 Ch.29:32), and twelve (Ezra 8:35).

As in Akkadian and Ugaritic literature, in Israel too the number seventy expresses
the special size of a group of people (Fensham). JerubbaaUGideon (Jgs. 8:30;9:2,4-
5,18,24,56) and Ahab (2 K. l0:1,6,7) each had seventy sons, and Abdon had forty sons
and thirty grandsons who rode on seventy donkeys (Jgs. 12:14). The house of Jacob
numbered seventy persons when it came into Egypt (Gen. 46:27; Ex. l:5). The group
of Israel's elders is said to have included the ideal number of seventy persons, which as

a "number of totality" represented the totality of the people (Ex. 24:1,9; Nu.
ll:16,24,25; Ezk. 8: I 1 ; ets.;.tzo

The seven-day and seven-year periods function as temporal divisions. Jacob serves
seven years each for Leah and Rachel (Gen.29:18,20,27,30). Seven lean years (of fam-
ine) follow seven fat years (of plenty; Gen.4l:l-57).171 I'he construction of the first
temple took seven years (1 K. 6:38). The Flood begins seven days after its announce-
ment (Gen.7:4,10), and Noah twice sends out doves at seven-day intervals to determine
whether the waters have receded (Gen. 8:10,12). Mourning periods for the dead last
seven days (Gen.50:10; cf. Nu. 6:9:19:11; I S. 31:13; 1 Ch. 10:12; Job 2:13; Jdt.
16:24; Sir.22:12; restricted to six days in Apoc. Mos. 43; L.A.E. [Vita] 51). After a
waiting period of seven days (Lev. l2;2), circumcision is performed on the eighth day
after birth (Gen. 17:12; Lev. l2:2; cf. Ex. 22:291301;Lev. 22:27). Hebrew developed
the term id!fia' as a designation for such seven-day periods,lT2 which refers to typical
units of seven quite independent of the calendrical weeklT3 such as periods of mourn-
ing (Dnl. 10:2-3). A person who lives seventy or eighty years is thought to have lived a

long life (Ps. 90:10;Jub. 23:15-16;cf. Gen. 5:12; ll:26).t74 Such thinking can also be
associated with the motif of the seventy-yeal' exilelTs and destruction of Jerusalem

168. So Otto, Mazzotfesr, 65-86.
169. See R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24

(1967), 1 l5-16.
170. On the designation of the LXX, see H. M. Orlinsky, Cambridge History of Judaism, ll

(Cambridge, 1989), 538-40.
171. On Assyrian parallels, see Klein, 76-77; on Egyptian parallels, cf. ANET 3l-32;

P. Barguet, La stble de la famine d Sdhel. BIFAO 24 (1953).
172. Koch,4O6.
173. Robinson, 13l.
174. See Malamat,2l7.
175. See R. Borger, 'An Additional Remark on P. R. Ackroyd, "/NES, XVII, 23-27 : .INES l8

(19s9) 74.
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(2Ch.36:21;Jer.25:ll-12;29:lO;Dnl.9:2;tt6 cf. Jer.23:15-18), reminding the reader

that none of the present generation will live to experience its end (cf. also Ex. 20:5; DL
5:91.rtt

Concerning heptadic periods of time, cf. seven days in Gen.3l:23; Ex.7:25; Jgs.

14:12,17-18; I S. l0:8; l3:8;2 S.2:ll;5:5; 12:18; 1K.20:29;2K.3:9; Est. l:5,10;
Tob. ll:19; Jdt.16:24;3 Mc.6:30;7:17;Ezk.3:15,16; 4Ezra5:20,21;6:35;7:30,101;
2Bar. l2:5;2O:5;43:3;47:2;T. Jtd. l2:2; L.A.E. (Vita) 46; seventy days: T. Levi 8: l;
seven months: I S. 6:l;E;zk.39:12,14; T. Reu. l:7-8; T. Naph.6:l;seven years: Jgs.

6:l;12:9;25.24:13; I K.2:11;2K.8:1-3; 1l:4;12:1,2(ll:21:'12:l): l8:9; I Ch.3:4;
29:27; 2 Ch. 24:1; Est. 2: l6; Ezk. 39:9; seventy years: Zech. l:12: 7:5', seventy-seven
years: Asc. Mos. 3:14; seven hundred years: T. Benj. 7:3; seventy weeks of years: Dnl.
9:24;rtz seventy generations: 1 En. l0: 12; ten weeks of the world for every seven gen-

erations: I En. 9l:l l-16; 93:3-lD.tts
The heptadic temporal division of seven days is of particular importance in cult

and ritual. The earliest festival regulations (Ex.23:15a; 34:18-2oabs.) already fix
the duration of the Feast of Unleavened Bread at seven days, a regulation remaining
stable even after the association of this feast with the Passover.l80 The Feast of Un-
leavened Bread is structured by a l-617-day schema (cf. Ex. 13:6 [pre-Dtr]; Dt.
16:8).tat From the perspective of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the heptadic sys-

tem acquired significance for the entire Israelite festival calendar. The id!u'61
(Feast of Weeks) is celebrated for seven times seven days after the Feast of Unleav-
ened Bread (Passover; Lev. 23:l5ff.; Dt. 16:9).182 The Dtn reform program adapts

the Feast of Booths to the Feast of Unleavened Bread/Passover by making it a

seven-day festival.
The rhythm of seven also characterizes the redactional structure of the Dtn festival

calendar in Dt. 16:l-7.183 [n the regulations for the three pilgrimage festivals in vv. 1-

8,9-12,13-15, the number seven determines the temporal schema seven times: vv.3,4,

176. See in this regard Pliiger; M. Fishbane, "Revelation and Tradition-Aspects of Inner-
Biblical Exegesis," JBL99 (1980) 356-58.

177. See in this regard F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982),26tr.
178. See A. Laato, "The Seventy Yearweeks in the Book of Daniel," ZAW lO2 (1990\ 212-25;

on the history of interpretation, see F. Fraidl, Die Exegese der siebzig Wochen Daniels in der
alten und mittleren Zeit (Graz, 1883).

179. See Koch, 405ff., who also discusses the late Israelite theory of a period of four hundred
ninety years between the exile and the eschaton; on the calendrical texts 4Q293;317;319-37
from Qumran, which deal with cycles of three, six, seven, and forty-nine years, see J. T. Milik,
ed., The Books of Enocft (Oxford, 1976), 187; on Hebrew dating using the number seven, see

HAL,lll, 1400b (with bibliog.).
180. + XII,9-14.
l8l. On the interpretation, see Cholewiriski, 184-86; on the thesis of an eight-day Feast of

Unleavened Bread (see Dt. 16:8), see H. G. May, "The Relation of the Passover to the Festival of
Unleavened Cakes," JBL 55 (1936) 77 : on this thesis and the significance of the number seven in
thisconnection,seeJ.B.Segal,TheHebrewPassover (London, 1963),83, 139, 177.

182. See II below.
183. See Braulik, "Die Funktion von Siebengruppierungen," 41.
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ii!'a1 yamtm; v. 8, y6m haii"bti; v. 9a,b, iib'd iabu'6t; vv. 13, 15, iif;'a1 yamtm. In the
festival regulations in Lev. 23:33-36(39-43), secondary redaction in v. 36b184 and v. 39
enhances the length of the Feast of Booths within the X/X + I schema to seven/eight
days with an'asere!, a "celebratory conclusion,"l8s on the eighth day in order to dem-
onstrate the priority of the Feast of Booths over the Passover/Feast of Unleavened
Bread.l86 Commensurate with the Dtn reform program, I K. 8:2 and 65a identify the
temple dedication feast of the first temple with the seven-day Feast of Booths. 2 Ch.
7:8-9 associates the eight-day Feast of Booths with a seven-day temple dedication fes-
tival (l K. 8:65b is a secondary accommodation). Finally, the seven-day period is also
of central significance for the temporal structure of purificatory and atonement rituals
(cf. Lev. 13:4-6,21,26,27,31-34,50,51,54;14:38,39: skin disease; 15:13,19,24: hemor-
rhaging; 14:8,9,27: purificatory sacrifices; Ex.29:3'l: altar atonement; Nu. 19:19;
3l:24: water of purification [association of the third and seventh days]; Nu.
l9:ll,12,14,16; 3l:19: defilement through contact with the dead [association of the
third and seventh daysl).

The origin of the institution of the seventh day as a day of rest is found in the sacral
temporal structure of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Ex. l3:6; Dt. 16:8), which, while
originally associated with the harvest, was expanded to include the time of plowing
(Ex.34:2lb) and finally associated with the -+ lllt? ibr, "Sabbath," ultimately affect-
ing the temporal structure of the entire year (cf. Dt. 5:l3,l4aaba; Ex. 20:9,10aa,b).tsz
Institutions related to the six./seven temporal structure of the theology of separation as-
sociated with the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the day of rest include the temporal
structure of six/seven yearsl88 in the regulations concerning the institutions of the fal-
low year in Ex. 23:10- 1 l;tsr Dt. 15:1-6;tro Lev. 25 l-l,lel and the release of slaves in
Ex.2l:2-11;te2 11. 15'12-18.1e3 lefifi1ftle+ draws attention to the number of twice
seven laws in Deuteronomy providing for those who do not own their own land (Dt.
5:14; 12,7,12,18; 14:26-27,29; 15:20:' 16:ll,l4;24:19,20,21;26:ll,12-13) and to the
seven motivations deriving from the Egyptian experience (Dt.5:15; 10:19; 15:15;

184. See Cholewifiski, 205.
185. + XI, 314-15.
186. See Ouo, rRE XI, 101 (with bibliog.).
187. Cf. Robinson, 143ff.; Hossfeld, Dekalog, 247ff.; E. Otto, TRE, XI, 103-4; a different

view in G. F. Hasel, "'New Moon and Sabbath' in Eighth Century Israelite Prophetic Writings,"
in M. Augustin and K.-D. Schunck, eds., "Wilnschet Jerusalem Frieden." BEATAJ 13 (1988),
37-64.

188. Robinson, llltr.
189. Cf. Otto, Wandel, 45-46: L. Schwienhorst-Schrinberger, Das Bundesbuch (Ex 20,22-

23,33). BZAW 188 (1990), 391-93.
190. Cf. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium 1-16. NEB 15 (1986), llO-12; N. Lohfink, "Das

deuteronomische Gesetz in der Endgestalt - Entwurf einer Gesellschaft ohne marginale
Gruppen," BN 5l (1990) 32 n. 13.

l9l. See Cholewifiski, 101-18, 218-51.
192. Cf. Otto, Wandel, 34-37; Schwienhorst-Sch6nbergeq Bundesbuch, 303-16.
193. See I. Cardellini, Die biblischen "Sklaven"-Gesetze. BBB 55 (1981), 269-76.
194. BN 51 (1990) 33-34.
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16:12', 23:8: 24 18,22).rss Seven of these laws contain the enumeration of alien,
widow, and orphan deriving from the theology of the poor (14:19; 16:ll,14;
24:19,20,21;26:12-13). Dt.3l:10-13 prescribes the reading of the Dtn laws in the sev-

enth year during the Feast of Booths during the Sabbath Year (cf. Holladay). Lev. 25:8-
55 takes the institution of the fallow year as its point of departure in developing the

comprehensive social theory of the Jubilee Year encompassing both the fallow years

and the release of slaves commencing in v. 8 with a combination of seven-year periods:

"You shall count off seven weeks of years, seven times seven years, so that the period

of seven weeks of years gives forty-nine years." The theological function of this tem-
poral structuring based on the six/seven schema is that of separation as an expression

of subjection to Yahweh's dominion, which in its own turn leads to a restriction of hu-
man rule for the benefit of the weak in society.le6

An excellent example of the emphasis on the number seven under the influence of a
late Israelite theology of the Sabbath is found in the Songs of Sabbath Sacrifice 4Q400-
407, llQl7, and MasShirShabb,lez songs in which the number seven affects the devel-

opment of motifs as well as structure. The heavenly sanctuary has seven temples
(4Q4001,[, l0;403 l,II, 11,21,27;4051,'lteg) withsevenpriestlygroups(4Q403 I,
11,22). As a song of the seven heavenly princes, MasShirShabblee is chal'acterized by
the praise formula ib'h bib' dbry pl', "seven times with seven marvelous words."2ffi

Like Mesopotamian and Ugaritic literature, OT literature attests the X/X + I schema

of numerical sequence in noncultic sen1s11s201 and thus the sequence 611 (Job 5:19;
Prov. 6:16), 718 (Ercl. l1:2; Mic. 5:4[5]; cf. Cathcart),7Ol8O (Ps. 90:10). The schema

of l-617 days familiar from Mesopotamian and Ugaritic literature is attested in the OT
in Josh. 6:ll,l4,l5a (pre-D11;.zoz Here one can presuppose some influence from the

temporal structure of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Josh. 5:10-12")203 but not any
"accommodation to the Sabbath" presupposing the Sabbath.zM A clear accommoda-

tion to the Sabbath of the l-617-day schema has been carried out in a Priestly context
within the creation narrative in Gen. l:l-2:4a,20s in an abbreviated form in the Priestly

195. See N. Lohfrnk, "Gibt es eine deuteronomistische Bearbeitung im Bundesbuch?" in
C. Brekelman and J. Lust, eds., Pentateuchal and Deuteronomistic Studies. BETL 94 (1990),
l0l.

196. See Otto, Wandel, 45-53,69-79.
197. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 2'l (1987), in loc.
198. See ibid.,43, 49-52;cf. also the portrayal ofthe heavenly sanctuary with seven walls in

Dura Europos, E. R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period, XI (New York,
1964), 42-73, table XI.

199. See also C. Newsom and Y. Yadin, "The Masada Fragment of the Qumran Songs of Sab-
bath Sacrifice:' IEJ 34 (1984) 77-88.

200. See Newsom, Songs, 111-78.
201. See Roth, lrl 12 (1962) 300-311.
202. Cf . Otto, Mauotfesr, 65-86; Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies,204-5.
203. --+ XII, l8-19.
204. So Schwienhorst, 77-78, who draws rather extensive conclusions regarding dating.
205. Cf . Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies,205 n. 33; P. Weimar, "Struktur und Kompo-

sition der priesterschriftlichen Geschichtsdarstellung: BN 24 (1984) 149-52.
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story of the manna in Ex. 16x206 invv.26-27, and in the Priestly portrayal of the Sinai
theophany in Ex. 24' 16.207

The number seven acquires considerable significance in the redaction of OT wrir
ings. Braulik has demonstrated figures and structures based on seven in the artistic
prose of Deuteronomy.20s The book of Proverbs is subdivided by seven superscriptions
in Prov. l: l; l0: l; 22:17l.24:23;25:l;30:l;31' 1.20e R. Tournay2r0 associates the motif
of the "seven pillars of wisdom" 'ammfiSeyhd iib'a (9:l) with the seven super-
scriptions.2llThe final form of the book of Exodus is subdivided by the seven-part
compositional structure: Ex. 1:l-6:27;6:28-11:10; l2:l-16:36; 17:l-24:ll;24:12-
3l:18; 32:l-34:35;35:140:38,ztz which through a six-part subdivision of the struc-
tural parts of this organization of seven (cf . l:l-6:27; 12:l-16:35) fits a 6/7 schema.
Weiss believes that the oracles to the nations in Am. l:3,6,9,11,13;2:1,4,6 are struc-
tured according to the number seven (three/four), and Limburg points out numerous
groups of seven in the redaction of the book of 4mss.2l3 K. Jeppesen subdivides the
structure of the book of Micah, which derives from exilic redaction, into seven sec-

tions: l:2-16; 2:l-3:8; 3:94:5;4:6-5:5(6); 5:6-14(7-15); 6:l-7:6; 7'7-20.214 J. T.

Willis2ls subdivides Mic. 3:9-5: 14(15) into seven sections with a sequence from a de-
scription of the hopeless situation in the present to the announcement of deliverance by
Yahweh in 3:9-4:5; 4:6-8; 4:9-lO; 4:11-13;4: l4-5:5(6); 5:6-8(7-9); 5:9-14(10-15).216
Finally, the compositional group of seven encompassing the sevenfold qdl-yhwh,
"voice of Yahweh," in the basic stratum of Ps. 29, which in its own turn was influenced
by the Ba'al 63di1isn,2l7 can be associated in vv. 3,4a,b,5,7,8,9 with the Ugaritic motif
of Ba'al's seven bolts of lightning (cf. Rev. lO:3-4).ztt P. Weimar reconstructs a

heptadic structural system for the book of Jonah.2le A heptadic structure in the schema

206. See A. Schart, Mose und Israel im Konflikt. OBO 98 (1990), 122-36.
207. See Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies, 205.
208. "Siebenergruppierungen."
209. See O. Pliiger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), XIII-XV.
210. "IsraEl et la sagesse," RB 80 (1973) 130.
2l l. A different view in N. H. Tur-Sinai, "Elucidation of Prov. 9;ll' Studies in Bible and Jew-

ish Religion. FS Y. Kaufmanin (Jerusalem, 1960), 109-11, who reads 'ammtt/A hass"ldftd,"pillars
with guilloche."

2l2.Cf . P. Weimar, Die Berufung des Moses. OBO 32 (1980), l6-23; idem, Die Meerwunder-
erzcihlung. AAf 9 0985), 16-20;E. Zenger, "Tradition und Interpretation in Exodus XV l-21,"
Congress Volume, l\enna 1980. SW 32 (1981), 477-82; idem, Israel am Sinai (Altenberg,
21985),22-32.

213. Cf . also Gordis, 19-20; F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Amos. AB 24A (1989), 17 -
18.

214. Graeder ikke saa saare (Arhus, 1987), 1 18-19.
215. "The Structure, Setting and Intenelationships of the Pericopes in the Book of Micah"

(diss., Vanderbilt, 1966), 19ltr.
216. See E. Otto, rRE XXII, 695ff.
217 . See J. Jeremias, Das Kdnigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRIA.NT l4l (1987),29-45.
218. KTU l.l0l, 3-4; cf. Day, w 29 (1979) 143-51.
2l9. "Jon 4:5. Beobachtungen zur Entstehung der Jonaerziihlung," BN 18 (1982) 104-5.
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7/+ I also characterizes the redaction in the fourth section of the book of Psalms (Ps.

90-106) within the composition of Ps. 93-100.220 Concerning the heptadic structure of
apocalyptic materials, cf. the seven visions of 4 Ezra.221

Within the Qumran writings, structures based on seven emerge in the Songs of the

Sabbath Sacrifice 4Q4OO-407, 11Q17, and MasShirshabb.222 The composition of the

three parts of songs 1-5; 6-8; 9-13 has its center in song 7.223 Songs six (praise of the

seven highest angelic princes) and eight (praise of the lesser princes) bracket song

seven, which anticipates songs 9-13. The number seven determines both the structure
and the content in each of the songs six, seven, and eight.224

Given the fluctuation of such culturally significant words as "seven" in connection
with trade activities and cultural exchange, it makes little sense to attempt an etymol-
ogy of the number lela'resticted only to Hebrew. As in the dialects of East Semitic
and Northwest Semitic, so also in Hebrew one can assume the presence of the
paretymological phenomenon of isophony. Although Gen.2l:28ff. establishes a con-
nection between .iD', "swear," and iepa', this does not allow any etymological conclu-
sions regarding the Proto-Semitic number ib',22s sir.ce.ib', "swear,"226 is attested nei-
ther in East Semitic nor in Old Aramaic.221 Neither, in a reverse fashion, can ib',
"swear," be derived from the numeral.228 The notion of a fullness of witnesses to an

oath is not associated with the number seven. The PNs Beer-sheba (Gen. 2l:31;
26:33),zzs Bathsheba,23o Elisheba,23l and Jehosheba (Jehoshabeath)232 still preserve

the root.ib', "be full, sated, completed," as widely attested in the Semitic languages,233

prior to the allophonic split.i/J in Hebrew.234 Israel adopted the special significance of
the number seven over the course of cultural history, a significance amplified by the sa-

220.Z,enger, "Israel und Kirche," 240-42.
22l.Onthebookof Revelation,seeA.Farrer,A Rebirthof Images:TheMakingof St.John's

Apocalypse (Boston, 2 1963), 36-90.
222. See S. Segert, "Observations on Poetic Structures in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice,"

Erudes Qumrdniennes. FS J. Carmignac. RevQ l3 (1983) 215-33.
223. Ct. Newsom, Songs, 13-14: A. S. van der Woude, "Fiinfzehn Jahre Qumranforschung

(1974-1988)," TRU 55 (1990) 247-48.
224.On heptadic structures in rabbinic literature, cf. Rengstorff, TDNTll,629; Gordis,21ff.
225. Contra M. R. Lehmann, "Biblical Oaths," ZAW 8l (1969) 74-92.
226. See A. Murtonen, Hebrew in lts West Semitic Setting I/Bb-E (l*iden, 1989),409.
227. See C. A. Keller, *y:!, 

"lD'to swear," TLOT, lll, 1292.
228. Contra Hehn, Siebenzahl, 85 niiba' = "'beseven' oneself."
229. See Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 349.
230. See J. J. Stamm, Beitrige zur hebriiischen und altorientalischen Namenkunde. OBO 30

(1980), 120.
231. See J. D. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew. JSOTSUp 49 (1988),

79,361.
232.See ibid.,79, 361; J. A. Emerton, "Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew," l4l'

39 (1989) 247.
233. See Murtonen,4l0; _> Y)W Sdba'.
234.G. Garbini, "The Phonetic Shift of Sibilants in Northwestern Semitic in the First Millen-

nium s.c.," "/NSZ I (1971) 32-38.
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cral temporal structure of the great pilgrimage festivals and by the accommodation of
the temporal structure to the Sabbath.

II. The Feast of Weeks.
l. Pre-Deuteronomic Regulations in Ex. 34:22a; (23:16a). The system of norms

and laws in preexilic Israel derives from three originally independent legal sources: the

family, local and state legal authority, and the cultic regulations of sanctuaries; only
secondarily were these sources merged. The regulations for the hay iabu'6!, the "Feast

of Weeks," inEx.34:22a is part of the pre-Yahwist cultic regulation in Ex. 34:18-

23,25* ,26 whose structural elements are still quite distinct. Verses I 8 and 2 I -23 consti-

tute a self-enclosed festival regulation. The festival regulations in vv. l8 and 22 frame

the regulation governing the seventh day as a day of rest, which in its own turn extends

the sacral 617 -day structure of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Ex. l3:6, pre-Dr23s) to

include the time of plowing and harvesting, thus placing the fertility of the fields under

Yahweh's ru1e.236 The hag idlu'61 is associated with these seven-day periods. The

seven-day periods that give the one-day festival its name determine the structure of the

time of the barley and wheat harvests between ltag hammassdl and hag id!u'61, com-

bining the two festivals with one another. F;x.34:23 summarizes and concludes the fes-

tival regulation (cf. I K.9:25). This festival regulation is structured by the threefold use

of the number seven, ii!'al yamim (v. 18), bayybm haii"f;ti (v.2I), and hag id!u'61
(v.22), as well as by the combination of seven regulations (v. 18:. tiimdr to'kal; v.21:
taabad, fiibot lbisl; v. 22: ta'oieh; v. 23: yZrd'eh), with a focus on the double tiibdl ot
the commandment ordering a day of rest. The festival regulation includes an adden-

dum, namely, a pre-Yahwist sacrificial regulation in Ex. 34:25a,b (happdsalr is a Dtr
addendum23T),26b, bracketed by v. 26a,238 and an insertion, namely, the regulations re-

garding the firstborn in Ex. 34: 19-20, bracketed by v. 20bp. Yahwistic redaction makes

the tradition in Ex. 34: l8 -23,25,26, already present as part of Yahwistic initial redac-

tion, into part of a tradition regarding privilege by connecting it with vv. 10b ( I 0a is a
post-Dtr addendum),1la (11b is Dtr),12,16 (17 is D11;z:r v.24isD$?ao).241The festival

regulation of the hag iabu'6! in Ex. 34:22a is to be interpreted as part of the pre-

Yahwistic festival regulations encompassingEx.34:18,21,22,23. Although the adver-

bial qualification bikkfirA q"sir hitttm, "(time of the) firstfruits of wheat harvest," as a

designation of time is the necessary indication of date, as a modal qualification it also

235.Cf . Cholewidski, 182 n. l8 (bibliog.); Braulik, 7P 56 (1981) 345 nn. 34, 38; + XII' l4-
16.

236. Robinson,126tr.
237. --> XII, 16-17.
238. Cf. O. Keel, Das Biicklein in der Milch seiner Mutter und Verwandtes. OBO 33 ( I980),

40ff.; Halbe,2Ol-2.
239. See C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot. Seine Entstehung und seine Entwicklung im AT. BBB

62 (1987),180-84.
240. Concerning the separation from v.23,cf . W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SANT l5 (1966),

99.
241. See in this regard Hossfeld, Dekalog,2o4ff.
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implies a regulation regarding festival gifts. It stipulates that the one-day festival was
celebrated at the beginning of the wheat harvest. The preceding commandment regard-
ing the day of rest as well as the designation of the festival as a festival of seven-day
periods suggests that the festival date fell on one of the days of rest of those seven-day
periods between the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the Feast of Weeks whose number
was determined by the status of the harvest.

With its salvific-historical basis, the fixed festival date, and the 617-day structure,
the Feast of Unleavened Bread lends expression to the priority this festival enjoyed
over the harvest in the sense that the harvest period, structured by the seven-day peri-
ods deriving from the Feast of Unleavened Bread itself, is a function of the festival
rather than the festival being a function of the harvest.2a2 Because the festival date de-
pends on the status of the grain in the fields, the Feast of Weeks is more closely tied to
the actual harvest. The specific characteristic of the festival, however, the placement of
the harvest under Yahweh's dominion in the separation of the seventh day of the seven-

day period, positions the festival within the horizon of the theology of the Feast of Un-
leavened Bread and its accompanying evocation of the experience of the exodus. The
name of the festival, hag id!u'61, articulates the specific theological characteristic of
this festival - one grounded in the Feast of Unleavened Bread - in the theology of
the separation of the seven-day periods. The probability that there was a pre-Israelite
festival designation following the Ugaritic tradition of periods based on the number
seven in the sense of a "Feast of Fullness" is difficult to demonstrate.za3 The key theo-
logical idea in the festival designation is not the fullness of the harvest, but God's do-
minion over that harvest as the initiator of all fertility. Although the theological profile
of this festival as one of separation can already be discerned in the pre-Yahwistic tradi-
tion, attempts to associate the celebration of the Feast of Weeks with the recitation of
concrete traditions of a creed encompassing hexateuchal themes24 or the Decalog2as

remain hypothetical.
Ex. 34:18-26x has a parallel in the festival regulations in 23:14-19.2+6 The traditio-

historical relationship between these two traditions is assessed differently. E. Aurelius
interprets 34:10-27 as (post)exilic/late-Dtr with the adoption of 23:14-19 from the
"Covenant Code."247 The presupposition that 23:14-19 was part of a pre-Dtr "Covenant
Code," however, presents problems. The thesis of a basic stratum or collection regard-

242. See E. Otto, TRE, XL96-97.
243. Laaf, 177-78.
244. G. von Rad, "The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch," The Problem of the

Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966), $7: "The Origin of the 'Settlement
Tradition.' " 4l -48.

245. Weinfeld, "Decalogue," 26ff.
246. For a synopsis see Otto, Mazzotftst, 241-49.
247. Der Fiirbitter Israels. CBOT 27 (1988), 105ff., I 16ff.; cf. also W. Johnstone, "Reacti-

vating the Chronicles Analogy in Pentateuchal Studies," ZAW 99 (1987) 28; "The Decalogue
and the Redaction of the Sinai Pericope in Exodus," ZAW 100 (1988) 363; E. Blum, Studien
zur Komposition des Pentateuch. BZAW I89 (1990), 67-70,369-75: a redaction ofthe D com-
position.
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ing legal privileges2a8 has been refuted in favor of the thesis of a pre-Dtr insertion of
23:14-19 into the "Covenant Codle'24e A different explanation of the position of the

festival regulations 23:14-19 within the present context is needed, however, because a

differentiation of literary strata within the pre-Dtr "Covenant Code" does not do justice

to a redaction involving independent partial collections corresponding to that of other

such legal collections in the ancient Near East,2so and because the redactional struc-

tures of the collections in 2l:2-23:12 do not demonstrate that the festival regulations
were part of the pre-Dtr "Covenant Code."25l In order to underscore the identity of the

commandments of the first and second tables (Ex. 34:1b; cf. Dt. 9:10; ,O'1-2,4zsz),Dtr
redactors bracketed the "Covenant Code," which they had inserted into the Sinai
pericope, with the festival regulations picking up on Ex. 34. The regulations concern-
ing the sacrifice of the firstborn and concerning the day of rest (34:l9,2Oaba,2l),
which in 22:28-29(29-30) and 23:12 were already part of the pre-Dtr "Covenant

Code," were not appended anew. Eliminating the commandment concerning the day of
rest also eliminated the reference to the seven-day periods within the festival name in
favor of the designation hag haqqdsir; "harvest festival." Using the terminology of
34:21and22 (qdstr), the Dtr redactor employed this designation as well as the relative

clause 23:16ap in tying the appended festival regulations to the regulations concerning
separation within the "Covenant Code" in23:.10-12. The commandment regarding the

day of rest in23:.12 was already separated from the harvest rhythm in the pre-Dtr "Cov-
enant Code" and, together with the commandment regarding the fallow years in 23:lO-
I l, subjected to a social interpretation. The Dtr redaction used the regulations regard-

ing the pilgrimage festivals ir.23:14,15b,17 to structure, frame, and unify the regula-

tions for the three festivals in23:-14-11, which in contrast to 34:18 and2l-23 are no

longer characterized by the theme of "seven," with this unity now being subordinated

to the socially interpreted commandments regarding separation in 23:10-12.

2. Deuteronomic Regulations in Dt. 16:9-10. The regulations for the Feast of Weeks

in Dt. 16:9-12 are part of the Dtn festival regulations for the Feasts of Passover (Un-

leavened Bread), Weeks, and Booths in 16:l-8,9-12,13-15 whose final form exhibits a

self-enclosed redactional structure characterized by, among other things, figures incor-
porating the number seven.253 Beyond the festival regulations inBx.34:22a. a complex
dating system now associates the regulations concerning the Feasts of Passover (Un-
leavened Bread) and Weeks with one another such that a centralization of the pilgrim-
age festivals becomes necessary (Dt. l6:2b,5,6a,7a,11b,15a,16). Dt. l6: I dates the be-

248. Halbe, 438-39: P. Weimar, NBL,l,354-55.
249. Schwienhorst-Schdnberger, Bundesbuch, 30-31, 401-6.
250. See E. Otto, Rechtsgeschichte der Redaktionen im Kodex Einunna und im

"Bundesbuch." OBO 85 (1989), 1ff.,62tr.,173tr.
251. See Otto, Wandel,9ff.
252. See in this regard C. Dohmen, "Was stand auf den Tafeln vom Sinai und was auf denen

von Horeb?" FS E. Zenger (1989), 28-30,36.
253. See Braulik, "Siebenergruppierungen," 41.
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ginning of the Passover (Unleavened Bread) festival week to the new moon (hodei)2s4

of Abib. Verse 8, which was appended to the Dtn festival regulations for Passover (Un-
leavened Bread), articulates the temporal structure of this festival in a 617-day schema
and transitions to the following regulations for the Feast of Weeks in vv. 9- I 0. Verse 9
is chiastically structured and framed by ii!'d idbu'6! and picks up on v. 8. After the
'asere! on the seventh day of the Feast of Passover (Unleavened Bread), the barley har-
vest begins in the month of Abibzss and with it the counting of the seyen iabu'6!2s6 at
whose end on the fifty-sixth day and eighth day of rest after the new moon of Abib the
hag haiidpu'61 (definite article, v. l6) is to be celebrated (v. lOao). The centralization
of the pilgrimage festival no longer allows for any dependence of the festival date on
the current status of the grain in the fields. This determination now severs the festival
date from the beginning of the wheat harvest and moves it to its end.257 In the Gezer
Calendar the feasts pesah-mass61 and idf;u'61 encompass the period called yrh qsr
.f'rrz, "month of the barley harvest," and yrfi qsr w [kl] , "month of harvesting and [mea-
suringl" (cf. also Ruth 2:23; Jer. 5i24).2s8 Hence there is no need to assume that the
Feast of Weeks was a family festival within the Dtn festival regulations in contrast to
Passover (Unleavened Bread), which addressed all of Israel as its festival subject.

The displacement of the festival date to the end of the wheat harvest replaces the gift
of the firstfruits of the wheat harvest (Ex. 34:22a123:l6al) with a freewill offering "in
proportion to the blessing," i.e., the yield, of the harvest (Dt. l6:10a0b). In contrast to
the festival regulations of the Feast of Passover (Unleavened Bread), those for the Feast
of Weeks mention no specific cultic observances and especially no cultic meal, perhaps
a reflection of the conscious resistance to canaanizing interpretations of the harvest
fss1ival.2se But since the pre-Dtn interpretation of the festival within the framework of
the festival calendar in Ex. 34 already underscored the particular theological feature of
the festival in a theology of separation, one can assume that the cultic observances, in
contrast to those of the Feast of Passover (Unleavened Bread), were not really medi-
ated thrcugh this particular feature and as a result did not become part of the regula-
tions. The Dtn interpretation (Dt. 16:l0b) views joy in Yahweh's blessing as the es-

sence of this festival. The centralization of the cult (Dt. 16:llb) removes the
boundaries of familial and regionally restricted festival communities. In its festival joy
(imh)before Yahweh (v. llac; cf.12:12;26:ll; associated with a sacrificial meal in
l2:7,18; 14:26;27:1),Israel is constituted as a community (v. I la0) including children
and the legally disadvantaged, slaves, Levites, orphans, and widows, thus removing the
limitations restricting the festival community to merely the male citizens (Ex.34:23;
123:17)) and cultically dissolving social and legal distinctions within Israel.260 This

254. See Robinson, 130-31; -, lr'rn hAQdi (chddhash), lY, 235.
255. See Borowski, 36-37.
256. See Morgenstern, HUCA l0 (1935), 13,35, 47; Auerbach, I l.
257. See in this regard AuS, U2,462.
258. KAI 182.4,5; cf. Borowski, 40; also Haran, Temples, 295.
259. See Braulik, TP 56 (1981) 352.
260. See N. Lohfink, BN 5l (1990) 29tr.
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freeing up of the cult and the constitutive formation of a community of Israel tran-
scending all social fractions was reflected in an interiorization and individualization
within the festival observance itself that now addressed the individual cultic partici-
pant. This understanding of the festival regulations as God's own statutes (huqqtm) that
included regulations for social integration now became part of the essential content of
the festival; accordingly, the parenesis also became a significant part ofthe festival reg-

ulations. God's beneficent activity in nature (Dt. 16:10b) finds its theological counter-
part in obedience to the statutes (v. 12).261 The proper celebration of the Feast of
Weeks, a celebration following the reguiations and God's statutes, makes the hag

idbu'6! lJthwh the festival community's obedient response to God's bestowal of life-
giving blessings.

3. Regulations in Ezk.45:18-25. The festival regulations in Ezk.45:18-25, com-
posed during the exile, rigorously focus the festivals on the theme of atonement, pass-

ing over the Feast of Weeks, a festival that Dtn redactors interpreted as a festival of joy
celebrating God's blessings whose date was oriented to the harvest cycle and that
lacked any salvific-historical focus of its own. The Passover Feast (Unleavened Bread),
presented as a "memorial of suffering" (Braulik), now steps so forcefully into the cen-

ter of the festival regulations that in Ezk. 45:25 the autumnal festival becomes merely a

supplement to Passover (Unleavened Bread). A third festival would have disrupted the

autumnal festival's strict orientation to the spring festival. Only through the insertion
of hg and the connection with ib't in v.21 (MT) is the Feast of Weeks reinserted into
the festival regulations for the sake of accommodation to the pentateuchal festival reg-
ulations. Because the insertion disrupts the festival regulations for Passover (Unleav-

ened Bread), however, translations have associated hg with hpsh and, commensurate

with Nu. 28:17 (Ex.23:15;34: l8; Lev. 23:6;Dt. l6:3a0), .iblr once again with yamtm,

and in so doing proceeded more consistently than did the vocalization of the MT hdg

i"bu'6!, which connects hag, as an apposition, with happesah (cf. Ex. 34:25), but then

has to force i"bu'6! in the construct state together with yamtm.

4. Regulations in the Holiness Code, Lev. 23: I 5-2 I . The festival regulations for the

Feast of Weeks in Lev. 23:15-21,(22) were severely edited by the RH and amplified in
vv. l8apy,bp ('iiich rAah lJthwh),19 according to Nu. 28:27,30.Lev.23:15-22 fixes

both the ritual and the date of the Dtn festival regulation. The freewill offering is re-

placed by the obligatory offering of the minhd b"ddiA, the cereal offering from the

firstfruits of the wheat harvest in the form of two loaves swung over two yearling lambs

of the burnt offering. As a correction to the Dtn festival regulations, the Feast of Weeks

is again understood as a festival of the firstfruits of the wheat harvest. The RH draws

over these festival regulations a dating system that makes Dt. 16 more precise but
which still leaves room for differing interpretations. Hence exegetes variously identify
haiiabbdl in Lev. 23:l5a with the fourteenth day of the first month, with the first festi-

261. Ouo. TRE, XI, 100.
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val day of Unleavened Bread on the fifteenth day of the first month, with the week of
the Feast of Unleavened Bread, or with the sabbath week.262 Cholewifski associates

haiiabbal with the day of the sheaf offering inv.12, a day that is interpreted as shift-
ing, making the date of the Feast of Weeks also variable.263 The RH does indeed distin-
guish the day of the sheaf offering from the Passover (Unleavened Bread) Feast by
means of a narrative introduction and associates it with the regulations for the Feast of
Weeks, additionally underscoring the relationship by making do without any specific
festival designation for the Feast of Weeks. The day of the sheaf offering and the fol-
lowing seven weeks concluded by the Feast of Weeks constitute a self-enclosed unit of
fifty days. The specification by means of the definite article in mimmohoral haiiabbd!
in Lev. 23:1 l, as in v. 15, functions anaphorically. The Sabbath is to be identified with
the day of rest at the end of the Passover (Unleavened Bread). The offering of the

firstfruits is presented on the day after the conclusion of the Unleavened Bread week
on the twenty-second day of the first month, the day on which the fifty days begin to be

counted2fl at whose end the Feast of Weeks (LXX pent€kostii as festival designation) is

celebrated. Like the fifteenth and twenty-first days of the first month of the Feast of
Passover (Unleavened Bread), the Feast of Weeks is a ydm miqra' qo/ei associated

with a respite from work.26s Antithetically to the Feast of Passover (Unleavened

Bread), leavened bread is presented. The addendum v.22 cites Lev. 19'9-10266 and

transcends the integration of the legally disadvantaged in the Dtn program by develop-
ing a more pointed theology of the poor and showing how the poor can be helped dur-
ing the time of harvest.

5. Sacrificial Regulations in Nu. 28:26-30. Within the framework of the sacrificial
calendar in Nu. 28:l-30:1, which represents "one of the latest sections of the Penta-

teuch:'267 the regulations for the Feast of Weeks in Nu. 28:26-30 expand the burnt offer-
ing to include young bulls, two rams, and seven lambs and now relates it to the idea of
sin with the formula Prdah nihoah ljhwfu.zo The insertion of hatta'1in v. 15 strengthens

this interpret31ie1.26e At the end of the OT history of transmission, the Feast of Weeks,

too, is enlisted in the attempt to right the disrupted relationship between Yahweh and Is-
rael. The addition (guided by Nu. 28:30) of l"hatta'! in Lev. 23:19, the addition of peri
hamartias in Nu. 28:30 LXX accommodating Nu. 28:30 with Lev. 23:19, and the addi-
tion of /ft4'in Lev.23:18 Tg. Ps.-J. underscore this aspect. The regulation in Nu. 28:26-
30 is interested in sacrificial matters and condenses the traditional theme of the

firstfruits offering at the Feast of Weeks by calling the festival ydm habbikkfirtm.

262. See the survey of scholarship in Cholewiriski, 198-99 n. 62.
263. W. t9s-96, 199.
264. See in this regard Lewy, 47tr.
265. -+ Xlll,132-34.
266. See K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966),309,317.
267.See M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968),219.
268. See B. Janowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982), 217-18 n. 176.
269. See Rendtorff, Studien, T5-76.
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6. The Feast of Weeks in Late Israelite and Early Jewish Traditions. a. The Date.
The different dates for the Feast of Weeks proposed in late Israelite and early Jewish
circles derive from the different interpretations of mimmohoral haiiabbdl in Lev.
23:.(12),15, interpretations leading to differing solutions to the mediation of the festival
calendar with the week-based structure that was not really carried through in the bibli-
cal tradition itself. The Sadducees and Samaritans identify the Sabbath with the weekly
Sabbath in the week of Unleavened Bread, so that the counting begins with the first
Sunday of that week and the Feast of Weeks itself always falls on the Sunday
mimmol.toral haiiabbdl haii"lti1 (Lev. 23:16).270 The interpretation of the Pharisees
(cf. Bab. Yoma 4b) identifies the Sabbath with the fifteenth day of the first month, so

that the counting begins on the sixteenth day of the first month and ends on the sixth
day of the third month, an interpretation also followed by Lev. 23:ll LXX with tii
epailrion tds pr6tcs, Lev.23:l l,15 Tg., as well as by Philo and Josephus.2Tl Hence the
Pharisaic dating probably reflects the late Israelite praxis during the period of the sec-

ond temple.272 In the festival calendars of the book of Jubilees and of Qumran, the pre-
sentation of the sheaf offering falls on the first day of the first week after the end of the
Unleavened Bread week, i.e., on the Sunday of the twenty-sixth day of the first month,
haiiabbdl being understood as the week fixed in this solar calendar'.273 Counting from
the twenty-sixth day of the first month, the Feast of Weeks falls consistently (cf. Jub.

6:38; llQPs" 27:6) on the Sunday of the fifteenth day of the third month (cf. Jub.

14:1,10; l1:l).zt+ This calendar severs the Feast of Weeks as the primary festival of the
festival cycle from the Feast of Passover (Unleavened Bread).

b. Association with the Revelation of the Law. During the postexilic period, Priestly
theology shifted the date of both the making of the covenant and the giving of the To-
rah to the third month and thus into proximity with the Feast of Weeks (Ex. l9:l;2 Ch.
l5:lo-141.2ts Ex. 19:l0Tg.and24:lTg.datethegivingoftheTorahtothesixthdayof
the third month, i.e., to the Feast of Weeks according to Pharisaic reckoning, and the
making of the covenant to the seventh day of the third month. Nu. 28:36 Tg. Onq. and
Tg. Ps.-J. accordingly refer to the Feast of Weeks ib wtykm as irr, "assembly" (so also
Dt. 16: l0 Tg. Neof.; Josephus, Ant 3.252). By inserting bhg' dibw'y', 2 Ch. 15:11 Tg.
dates the making of the covenant under King Asa to the Feast of Weeks as an "oath
feast" (cf. vv. l4-15; cf. Jub. 6:21; llQT l9:9). The Mekilta2T6 reverses the biblical se-

quence of the giving of the Torah and the making of the covenant and dates the latter in
Ex.34:3ff. to the fifth day of the third month and the former to the sixth day of the third
penl[.277 Since tannaitic and rabbinic discussions then follow this sequence of making

270. See H. Lichtenstein, "Die Fastenrolle," HUCA 8-9 (1931132) 276-77.
27l. Philo, Spec. kg. 2.162; Josephus, Ant. 3.I0.5-6.
272. Safrai,233-34.
273. See Potin, I, l2l.
2'14. Yan Goudoever, Calendars, 62-70.
27 5. Cf. Delcor, 866; Kutsch, "Herbstfest," 154-57.
276. See K. Hruby, "La r6v6lation dans la th6ologie rabbiniquel' L' Orient Syrien I I ( 1966) I 75.
2'17. See Potin, I, 132-34.
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of the covenant and giving of the Torah in its deviation from the biblical materials, dat-

ing the giving of the Torah to the seventh day of the third month (Bab. Sabb.86b;Yoma

4b), the making of the covenant then falls on the sixth day of the third month of the

Feast ofWeeks. The book ofJubilees also presupposes this sequence. The revelation of
the commandments begins on the sixteenth day of the third month (Jub. l:2), the day

after the making of the covenant at the Feast of Weeks on the fifteenth day of the third
month (6:17). On this festival day the Noachian covenant is renewed (6:l-22),just as

Abraham had done in an exemplary fashion (14:10-20; 15:l).
In Qumran theb"rilrenewal (lQS 1:16-3:12) is celebrated at the Feast of Weeks.278

Not until the amoraic-rabbinic tradition (Bab. Pesah.68b; cf. Seder'Olam Rabba 5) is

the Feast of Weeks associated with the giving of the Torah.27e

Otto

278. Ct. Haag, "Qumrangemeinde," 130-31; on 4Q266 see J. T. Millk, Ten Years of Discovery
in the Wilderness of Judaea. SBT 1126 (1959), 113ff.; Z. Ben-flayyim, ed., The Historical Dic'
tionary of the Hebrew Language. Materials for the Dictionary, Series I (Jerusalem, 1988), 189-

98.
279. On the Samaritan association of the Feast of Weeks with the giving of the Torah, see

A. E. Cowley, The Samaritan Liturgy, I (Oxford, 1909), 406tr
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l. l. Etymology. The root ibr is found throughout the Semitic languages.l In East

Semitic, Akk. iebdru(m) is attested from Old Akkadian (iabdrum)2 on into Neo-
Assyrian (iabdru) and South Babylonian, the semantic spectrum extending from the

concrete breaking of objects (e.g., weapons, wooden objects, furniture, door bolts,
bones, wings, cultic images), to pars pro toto usage in which the breaking of body parts

refers to illnesses or defects, on to metaphorical usage in the sense of "destroy, annihi-
late." The same semantic field recurs with various nuances and modifications in West

Semitic witnesses, including among Northwest Semitic Can. ibr (apart from Hebrew
also in Phoenician, in Karatepe3) and lbr (in Ugaritica), also Aram. tbr (in various
dialects5), though also ibr in Old Aramaict6 Southwest Semitic includes Northern
Arab. labara, corresponding to OSA 1ba alongside Eth./Tigr. sabara. The root derives
from Proto-Semitic *!br whose nonemphatic interdental J commensurately recurs in i
1, t, or s.7

Although one can no longer determine unequivocally whether Heb. .ibr IUieler Il
represent a unique semantic development of ibr I or derive from a different basis en-

tirely,8 the following considerations can be mentioned. M. Ellenbogen is probably cor-
rect in doubting that ief;er II, "grain," derives from .ibr I, since ieler is itself probably a

primary noun. Ellenbogen suggests instead deriving iepe4 "grain" from Sum. iltrlR
and Akk. iibirru. He also objects to a derivation from Egyp. ib', "eatl' or ib.w, "nour-
ishment, sacral meal."e S. Rin believes that ibr "eat, feed," derives from Ugar. tbr qnh,

basing his proposal on, among other things, his own translation of I K. 13:28: "The
lion had not eaten the body or devoured (ibr) the donkey."lo Rin cannot adduce Ps.

104:11 (MT) because of scribal error.
M. Fishbane demonstrates a relationship with Akk. iubrtt with regard to both use

and morphology in Jgs.7:15 and suggests the translation "reveal"; similarly also
W. Richter, who adduces Atr*. iabru, "seer," and understands ibr in Jgs. 7: 15 as an in-
terpretive formula (for dreams).ll Hence Even-Shoshan correctly lists Jgs. 7:15 inde-
pendently as a witness for .ibr III.12

l. See G. Bergstriisser, Intro. to the Semitic ktnguages (Eng. trans., Winona Lake, Ind.,
1983),220-21.

2. AHw, III, 1206-7, 1590.
3. See K41264.I.8.
4.Cf.WU$no.2834',UTno.2642;M. J.Dahood, RSn\377, no.598;II, l3(no. l7),33

(no. 66).
5. Cf. DNSI, II, I105-6; Beyer,72l .

6. KAr 222A.38.
7. See S. Moscati, An Intro. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic lnnguages. PLO 6

(1969),27-30, $$8.1 1-20; on the phonetic problem between interdentals and sibilants, cf. W. von
Soden, "Die Spirantisierung von Verschlusslauten im Akkadischen," ,INES 27 (1968) 214-20.

8. On this discussion see HAL, IY 1404-5.
9. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), 157.
10. "Ugaritic-OT Affinities," BZ7 (1963) 24.
11. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1985), 456-57; Richter,

"Traum und Traumdeutung im AT," BZ7 (1963) 214-15.
12. Even-Shoshan, 2067.
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2. Occurrences. The vb. ^ibr I occurs 147 times in the OT. In Ps. 104: I I one should

read ,fb'with Pesh. (cf. also 4QPsd) instead of Jbr (MT). Lev.22:22 is to be interpreted

as a passive qal participlel3 rather than as an independent substantive.la The subst.

ief;er l, generally translated as "collapse," occurs 44 times; also 2 occurrences of
iibbdrbn (Jer. 17:18; Ezk.2l:ll[Eng.6]). Words that are probably independent of
ief;er I include maibEr "place where something burst forth," specifically "mouth of the

womb,"rs in 2 K. l9:3; Isa.37:3; Hos. l3:13, and also miibar "breakers (of the sea-

shore),"16 in2 5.22:5; Ps. 42:8(7); 88:8(7); 93:4; Jon. 2:4(3), passages in which, given

the context, the word is probably best understood as "waves." Of the 202 occurrences

mentioned above, only 37 (including Daniel) are found in narratives or reports, the ma-

jority being found in divine or prophetic discourse. Most of the occurrences of the verb

are found among the Major Prophets, including 28 times in Jeremiah,2l in Ezekiel,

and l4 in Isaiah. Most of the occurrences of the substantives are also found there, in-

cluding 15 in Jeremiah, 9 in Isaiah, and I in Ezekiel. The verb occurs 21 times in the

Psalms and 22 times in the Pentateuch, while the subst. ieler occurs twice in the Pen-

tateuch.

ll. l. Objects. Objects of breaking (qal, piel) or of being broken (niphal) include

parts of the human body or of animal bodies (32 times; esp. the arm, bones, teeth, and,

in a metaphorical sense, the heart); domestic animals are "broken" 5 times, trees (ce-

dars or boughs, branches) 6 times, and people or groups of people (nations, Israelites)

25 times. In 23 instances objects of religious significance such as cultic objects (esp.

massEbd; 1ufu61 was also subsumed), it 24 instances war materiel (esp. bows, armies,

as well as gates [both city and house] and bolts, which in the strict sense represent de-

fensive or protective materials), and in 7 instances dishes. Yokes, a symbol of oppres-

sion, are broken in 16 instances. The expression "break the staff of bread" occurs 5

times (Lev. 26:26;Ps.l05:16; Ezk.4:16;5:16; l4:13).r7 Other objects include rocks
(l K. 19:1 l), the boundaries of the sea (Job 38:10), the heads of dragons (Ps. 74:13),

snares (Ps. 124:7), a cistern (Jer. 2:13), and wickedness (Job 24:20). In one instance

God himself is broken (Jer. 8:21).ts
Four passages use prepositional phrases with k'to clarify the reference to breaking

in the sense of a comparison or simile ("like"). Jer. 48:38 illustrates the breaking of
Moab by referring to the breaking of vessels and thus also to the resulting pile of
shards. Jer. 19: I I and Isa. 30: 14 say essentially the same thing, though here an entire

comparative clause is used (prep.,,iDr obj.: vessels). Isa. 38:13 emphasizes the actual

act of breaking by comparing the party doing the breaking (God) with a lion.

13. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 299 n. 9.

14. Lisowsky, 1396.
15. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 220,221; CesB, 466.
16. GesB, 466.
17. See IV.2 below.
18. For an enumeration of objects see HAL, lV, 1402.
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2. Subjects. When something is intentionally broken (qal, piel, hiphil), subjects in-
clude God (46 times) and people (38 times), then I I times impersonal subjects includ-
ing hail (8x.9:25), storms or wind (1 K. 19:11;Ps.48:8[7];Ezk. 27:26),lions (1 K.
13:26,28; Isa. 38:13), a ram (Dnl. 8:7), the tongue (Prov. 25:15), insults (Ps.

69:21120D, and a collapsing wall (Isa. 30:14). God and people, who are almost always
mentioned by name when they are the subjects, tend to be associated with certain ob-
jects. For example, only God breaks the staff of bread, similarly also with regard to war
materiel (14 times God; l0 times with unnamed subjects; one exception is Gen. l9:9,
where the hostile men of Sodom destroy the door to Lot's house). Cultic objects are de-
stroyed only by people, as is also the case with vessels. Some objects can be broken by
either God or people. God breaks the yoke 9 times, whereas people break it only 5

times (3 of which are ascribed to Hananiah in the symbolic act in Jer. 28; Israel twice
breaks the yoke of God). God also takes priority (8 times) over people (4 times) in
breaking parts of the human body or of animal bodies. The same applies to actions
against people. Whereas God breaks (= topples) people in 5 instances, only in Dnl.
ll:26 is the king of the south "broken" by his table fellows.

In the niphal, too, a pattern of actants is discernible. In Ezk. 6:9 it is God who breaks
hearts.In Isa. 27:11 it is the women who break boughs. And in Zech.ll:16 the shep-
herd sent by God does not heal what is broken.

3. Usage. Several references to breaking reveal different settings. The reference to
"breakjng fangs/teeth" probably had its setting both in the legal sphere (Job 29:17: bar
tling the wicked after an examination of the evidencele) and in the cry for help from the
oppressed petitioner (Ps. 3:8[7]). The reference to "breaking bones" derives from the
wisdom tradition (Prov. 25:15, with grm: even "a soft tongue can break bones") and
can also be predicated of God (Lam. 3:4 piel with 'e$em, metaphorically). "Breaking
an arm" is used in penal settings (Job 3l:22: violence and mistreatment are punished
and requited on the offending member20), and in connection with punishing unbeliev-
ers (Ps. l0:15) and defeating nations (Ezk. 30:21-24). References to "injured animals"
are found in legislation regarding property (8x.22:9,13[0,14]) and sacrifices (Lev.
22:22), though also in divine predicates (Ezk. 34:4,16, the shepherd motifl. References
to "breaking jars/vessels" occur in connection with military actions (Jgs. 7:20), either
symbolizing the annihilation of the enemy or as a signal commencing battle (concern-
ing Mesopotamian witnesses, see Becking). In Egypt the breaking of vessels was prac-
ticed as a magical ritual before battles.2l The same expression occurs as a sacrificial
regulation (Lev. 6:21128l; 15:12) and in threats of annihilation against Israel (Jer.

l9:ll; see above). The expression "breaking (something)" was borrowed at least in
part from daily life and then applied to religious speech.

With regard to the religious use of expressions referring to breaking objects, two tar-

19. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963),409-10.
20. See ibid.,437.
21. -+ [3'1 rss,' cf. A. Weiser Jeremia. ATD XXIX)(I (1969), lU.
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get groups emerge, non-Israelites and Israelites, with the latter group sometimes identi-
fied more closely.22 ln expressions referring to "breaking people/groups of people," ob-
jects include nations mentioned by name (Isa. 14:25; Jer.48:4,38; 50:23;51:8; Ezk.
27:26,34; 29:'l; 32:28), foreign kings (Dnl. 8:25; I l:4,20,26), Israelite individuals or
functionaries with religious connections (l K. 13:26; Isa. 28:13; Jer. l7: l8), the 'am it-
self (Jer. l9: I l), as well as more politically oriented groups, "many" among the inhab-
itants of Jerusalem and of the two kingdoms of Israel (Isa. 8:15). Jer. 22:20 is referring
to Israel's political friends or allies.23 The expression "break the bow of (someone)"

similarly refers to both non-Israelites and Israelites; the bows of Elam (Jer. 49:35), of
Israel (Hos. l:5), and of the wicked (Ps.37:15) are broken. What applies to the bow
also generally applies to other objects of war. Foreign war materiel (bolts, armies,

gates) is broken in 2 Ch. 14:12(13); Isa. 45:2; Jer. 5 I :30; Am. I :5; Dnl. I I :20, that of
Israel in Lam. l:15; 2:9.The destruction of Jerusalem is understood as a "breaking"
(Isa. 24:10; Jer. l9:l 1).

Non-Israelites are generally identified and usually represent Israel's verifiably
historical adversaries, including Moab (Jer.48:4,18), Elam (Jer. 49:35), Assyria (Isa.

14:25), Egypt's allies (Ezk.30:8), Babylon (Jer.51:8), enemies of Cyrus (Isa.45:4,
with delel). God himself acts against non-lsraelites only 5 times (lsa. 14:25- 45:2;

Jer. 48:38; 49:35; Am. 1:5); otherwise such references are formulated without nam-

ing actors. The expression "breaking someone," especially as referring to specific
groups of people, has a long tradition and is generally accommodated to the histori-
cal situation and intention of the author. When Israel itself is "broken," the tendency
is that only God himself does the breaking or causes it to come about (1 K. 13:26),
the only exceptions being Ps.37:15 (niphal) and Isa. 24:lO.The expression "break-

ing (someone)" thus acquires specificity with regard to both actor and target group

and also acquires a focal point, namely, that God acts with regard to Israel. Here the

purpose of the "breaking" also changes. The breaking of non-Israelites implies an

improvement of Israel's own bad situation in war or within tensions with foreign
powers. By contrast, God breaking Israel explicitly means a dramatic worsening of
Israel's situation.

Other statements always maintain a constant actor and target group. God does or
does not break the bones (of his believers) (Ps. 34:21[20]; Isa. 38:13; Lam. 3:4). God
or his word (Jer. 23'.92a; Ezk. 6:9) breaks a person's heart, heals a broken heart (Ps.

147,3), or allows it to heal (Isa.61:1). God turns his attention to those with broken
hearts (Ps. 34:19[8];51:19[17]). The exception is Ps. 69:21(20), where insults break
the petitioner's heart because there is no comforter (God?). The key features attaching
to references to bones and the heart is that God acts against Israel or his believers in
breaking, or on behalf of Israel or his believers in not breaking or in healing. This ele-

ment of "for and against" is found especially in two independent expressions: God acts

22. See I. Meyer, Jeremia und die falschen Propheten. OBO 13 (197'l), ll0.
23. See Weiser, Jeremia, 192.
24. According to Weiser, ibid., 201, the cause is God; according to Meyer, I16, the cause is a

message of judgment.
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against Israel when he breaks Israel's "staff of bread" and for Israel when he breaks Is-
rael's "yoke."2s

III. God as Subject. When God acts on Israel's behalf and breaks its yoke, he frees
Israel from its bonds (Jer. 30:8; Nah. l:13), from servitude (Jer.30:8), and from tyr-
anny (Isa. l4:5), and hence Israel can again "walk erect" (Lev. 26:13). Israel's adver-
saries mentioned by name include Egypt (Ezk. 30:18), Nebuchadnezzar (Jer.28:ll),
and Babylon (Jer.28:2,4). When God acts against Israel, the consequences are terrible.
References to the breaking of the staff of bread also mention misfortunes ranging from
famine Qa'ab, Ps. 105:16,33:'Ezk.5:16) to eradication (kdra1, Ezk. 14:13).

Independent of references to the yoke and the staff of bread, other statements de-
scribe God's positive as well as his negative actions.

l. The shepherd motif (Ezk. 34:16) associates .iDr with "binding up (wounds)"
(habai). That is, God provides for an undamaged physical condition when he binds
wounds (habai 'a;;e!el and heals (rapa') what is broken (cf. Ps. 147:3; Isa. 6l:1, by
means of an emissary). God even promises the birth of a new people (Isa. 66:8-p).20

2. Negative actions include God threatening to break the 'am and the city "as one

breaks a potter's vessel, so that it can never be mended" (Jer. I 9: I I ). God intends to de-

stroy Israel's politics of alliance - expressed in the image of the wall (Isa. 30:1{;zz -like "a potter's vessel," without mercy and so completely that not even the shards can
be used.

God's actions are thus described in various ways, presumably according to the his-
torical situation and intention ofthe author. In references to the private sphere, authors
are especially inclined to draw on imagery associated with the body or illness (Ps.

34i21[20)).28 By contrast, the new goal of God's global actions is to end wars and de-
stroy all war materiel (Ps.46:10[9];76:4[3]; lO7:16:' Hos. 2:20[8]).

lY. l. Meaning of the Verbal Stems.The notion of "breaking" is expressed by the
verbal stems in the qal, niphal, and piel (the hiphil and hophal once each).

In the qal (52 times), ibr refers to the elimination of oppression (14 times), the de-
struction of parts of human or animal bodies (12 times), the breaking of people or of
groups of people and of war materiel (8 times each). The "breaking of jars" is ex-
pressed 4 times in the qal. Job 38:10; Ps. 29:5; and Isa. 42:3 expand the use of the qal
by adding three new objects: bounds, cedars, and reeds. One noteworthy observation is
that although the qal can be used in many different expressions, including those other-
wise formulated in the niphal and piel, it is the only stem used in reference to the

breaking of the "staff of bread" (5 times).

25. See below IV.2, 3.
26. See C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),419.
2'7. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. trans. 2OO2), 153.
28. On Lam. 3:4, H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder (Threni). BK XX (41983), 60, suggests that the

combination with billa'refers to a serious illness that is not, however, to be understood as a refer-
ence to an individual.
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The niphal of ibr occurs 58 times in various contexts, though with noticeable fre-
quency in connection with breaking parts of human or animal bodies (20 times), people

orgroups of people (17 times), and warmateriel (9 times). The remaining 12 occur-

rences are divided between 7 different objects.

The piel of .ibr is used 37 times in connection with objects of religious significance

or with cultic objects (21 times), with war materiel (7 times), and with organs of the

body (5 times). Occasional references are made to the breaking of trees (twice), rocks
(1 K. 19:1 l), and the heads of dragons (Ps. 74:13). The considerable difference in the

number of occurrences shows that, in the piel, use of .ibr is concentrated on objects

with religious significance, especially as such involves the elimination of cultic objects

inimical to God. One can also demonstrate that the piel passages exhibit an explicitly
religious character, the exceptions being Ex.9:25; Job 29:17; Dnl. 8:7.

The suggesti on of HAL2e that the verbal stem depends on the material composition

of its objects (qal: "only items which can be actually broken"; piel: "objects made of
stone and metal . . which cannot actually be broken in one action but as a result of
some other wasting process"3o) cannot be maintained; the overlapping among objects

is too considerable if one compares according to categories of objects that can be bro-

ken easily (immediately) or only with difficulty (mediately). The qal is used to express

the destruction of materials of a physiological nature such as people, organs of the

body, and trees (altogether 22 times) and pottery (4 times), i.e., materials that are easily

broken. By contrast, the breaking of war materiel occurs 9 times. The niphal is used 42

times in connection with objects that are easily broken (39 times in connection with
material of a physiological nature; 3 times with the breaking of vessels), countered by
11 occurrences associated with objects that are difficult to break (in 9 instances war

materiel; twice cultic objects). The piel is used not only in reference to breaking harder

material such as cultic objects (21 times) and war materiel (7 times), but also in con-

nection with substances of a physiological nature (7 times). Moreover, the removal of
stone altars (mizb"fudfi, i.e., of cultic objects, is expressed not only by ibr piel but also

by n/s in both the qal and piel.
Hence the biblical authors' conscious use of the various stems must be explained on

the basis of the relationship between the stems themselves.

The qal and piel of .ibr differ in that the qal refers to the current action of "breaking"
while the piel emphasizes that which brings about the result of "making something

broken" and is thus resultative.3l The goal of the piel statement is that cultic objects in-
imical to God be definitively broken and that weapons of war be destroyed once and

for all (cf. Ps.46:10[9]; 76:4[3]). The second distinction is that the qal's reference is

more punctiliar than that of the piel.
If one juxtaposes .iDr niphal and qal (as well as piel), the niphal differs in that no

agent is mentioned. Moreover, that which in the qal and piel constitutes the object (of

29. HAL,lY, 1402.
30. See Hn l8l.
31. See IBHS, 399-400, 405.
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breaking) becomes the subject in niphal statements, acquiring thereby a double status,

namely, as "actor and patient of the action l'32 and raising the question regarding the
(co-)initiator of the action of breaking. Instead of explicitly naming the initiator, Dnl.
8:25 and ll:22, for example, state who it is not. As a rule, the context of .ibr niphal
does suggest an initiator (cf.Isa. 24:10:Jer.50:23;51:8,30; Ezk.6:4,6;30:8), as also

applies to a sequence of events the first of which mentions an initiator or a causal factor
while the following ibr niphal is then not directly or is only loosely associated with
that initiator/cause (Isa. 8:15; 27:ll; 28:13: Ezk. 3l:12). The double status of the

niphal leaves the initiator unnamed, thus making it possible to insert one interpretively.
The initiator can be God (e.g., 2 Ch. 20:37; Ezk. 6:4,6; cf. also Job 38: l5; Dnl. 8:25;
l1:20; passages lacking any interest in the initiator include Ezk.26:2 and27:34). As-
suming God to be the initiator is possible only through interpretation deriving from
faith, since no concrete connection can be demonstrated between "being broken" and

God. Such association must be supplied by the author and reader, which is why the

niphal is frequently used to express theologically the passivum divinum in the sense

"you are broken (and God initiated it)."

2. Breaking the Staff of Bread. The expression "breaking the staff of bread" occurs

inLev.26:26;Ps.105:l6;Ezk.4:16;5:16;14:13, though justwhatthe "staffof bread"
really was is still a matter of dispute. References to "breaking the stafF3 of bread" are

made only in connection with famine (explicitly in Ps. 105:16;Ezk.5:16; 14:13; im-
plicitly in Lev. 26:20,29;Ezk.4:16; cf. vv. 9-1634).

L. Ktihler suggests that the "staff of bread" was an instrument used for storage; ring-
shaped breads were threaded onto the staff so they could be stored out of the reach of
mice.3s H. Schult adds to this explanation by proposing that the "staff of bread" might
have been a carrying pole.36 These explanations, however, do not really address the sit-
uation of distress one senses in these passages. The identification with a carrying pole
is refuted by Nu. 13:23 and I Ch. 15:15, which designate the carrying pole with the

specific term mdt or mbtd (+ prep. 'al).

Not only does this praxis-oriented interpretation not fit, neither does the suggestion

that the "staff of bread" represents an instrument used by the baker, since preparation
of the dough did not require a pole as an instrument; first, the dough was kneaded by
hand, and second, it was prepared only in small quantities in any case. (As a rule, only
enough bread was baked to cover daily needs.37) Neither was a special pole or staff re-
quired for baking; practically any small, readily available pole suitable for turning and

32. Ibid.,380; cf.38l.
33. -+ ilDD matteh.
34. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 169-70.
35. 'Alttestamentliche Wortforschung: Loch- und Ringbrot," TZ 4 (1948) 154-55;both HAL,

11,573, and H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), on Ps. 105, concur with this in-
terpretation.

36. "Marginale zum 'Stab des Brotes,"' ZDPV 87 (1971) 206.
37. See M. Kellermann, BRI],29.
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retrieving the flat cakes of dough sufficed for working with baking equipment such as

hot stones (Hos. 7:8), a baking griddle (mal.t'!a1, Lev. 2:5; Ezk. 4:3), baking pan

(marheie!), or the tannfrr (Lev. 2:4; Hos. 7:4).:a
H. Schult claims that the "staff of bread" is associated with the notion of

provisioning the general population.3e Similarly also H. Simian-Yofre, who views the

"staff of bread" as an expression for a city's food provisions.a0 The passages them-

selves (Lev. 26:26;Ps.l05:16;Ezk.4:16;5:16; 14:13), however, provide no informa-
tion supporting this interpretation.

W Zimmerli's metaphorical interpretation derives the "staff of bread" from the

maintenance of the heart on the basis of "maintain the heart" (sd'ad lcb, Gen. l 8:5 ; Jgs.

l9:5,8).ar This derivation, however, must also explain Isa. 3:1, "every staff (mai'dn) of
bread, and every staff of water," which it cannot do.

Schoneveld interprets the expression "break the staff ofbread" with the expression

"break the staff of (someons)."a2 In this case the "someone" would be the pre-Israelite

Canaanite God La!rmu,43 whose name allegedly left its linguistic trace in bA1 khem,
"Bethlehem." Once the Israelites no longer paid attention to the origin of the name,

Bethlehem was incorrectly interpreted as "house of bread."a Even if the homonymous
nature of the roots lhm does make possible an erroneous replacement of the god by the

word for "bread," Schoneveld's proposal still does not explain the conceptual associa-

tion of the staff of bread and famine. Nor does it refute the equally conceivable inter-
pretation of Bethlehem as a "house of battle," deriving from the Canaanite god of war,

Lal.rmu,as as attested perhaps in Jgs. 5:8; in this case the option for "house of bread" is

unexplained.
One cannot say more than that the expression "break the staff of bread" was directly

connected with imminent famine. One cannot otherwise determine the exact setting of
the staff of bread.

3. Breaking the Yoke. The expression "breaking the yoke" raises several questions

because various terms are associated with it, including mdt6!'dl in Lev. 26:13 andEzk.
34:27; mdtd in Jer. 28:10,12,13 in the pluralis generalis;a6 'dlfbl in Jer.2:20;5:5;
28:2,4,11; 30:8. These differentiated terms betray different intentions on the part of the

authors.
Some scholars think that the m1t6!'dl (Lev. 26:13; Ezk. 34:27) were actually the

yoke hooks, i.e., two hardwood hooks attached to the yoke beam on either side of the

38. See ibid., 30.
39.ZDPV87 (1971)207.
40. -r VIII, 242-43.
41. Ezekiel l,770.
42. Schoneveld, l4l-42.
43. Ibid., 142-43.
,14. Ibid., 144-45.
45. M. Gtirg, NBL,1,284-85.
46. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATlll2 C1968), 180.
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draft animal's head; they were then firmly strapped to the head with cords (cf. Jer.

27:2).+t As such they came to symbolize a loss of freedom.aS Jer.28 (scriptio defectiva)

may be referring to these yoke hooks (with Zwickel, contra GesB).

Alongside the "yoke," reference is also made to "breaking the stafF' (matteh, lsa.
l4:5; Jer.48:18; and according to the MT also Nah. l:13 and Ezk. 3O:18; and iEbe!,

lsa. 14:29). For H. Wildberger,ae matteh in Isa. l4:5 symbolizes the "power of the one

who is ruling," and is to be understood as originally representing a divining rod with
magical power.s0 Nah. l:13 associates matteh with the expression "snapping bonds"
(ndlaq m6s,r6l. Isa. 14:5 parallels the stick with the scepter of tyrants (idbet moi"ltm).
One thus sees how Israel perceived not only this foreign rule, but also that from which
Israel was then liberated, namely, from foreign powers and from the coercion and tyr-
anny they imposed.

The scepter (iebeil symbolized the power of the ruler.5l Its "breaking" accordingly

means liberation from foreign rule.
The definition of 'dl as a "yoke, bent wood used for harnessing,"s2 indicates the

consequences of foreign rule, namely, being harnessed in front of someone else's cart;

one must serve that person. Jer. 30:8 speaks of serving ('abail and of bonds (mbs'r61,

lsa. 14:25 about burdens (;dbel). Lev. 26l.13 intensifies this imagery in its assertion

that such servitude to foreigners and the attendant loss of freedom lead to walking
stooped.

Such rule, however, can also be exercised by the Israelites themselves, in Isa. 14:29

over the Philistines. Within Israel as well, bad shepherds (Ezk. 34:27) exercise such

rule with "bars of a yoke" while demanding servitude ('db"dtm). Jer.2:20 and 5:5 speak

about a different yoke. Here Israel or the great men of Israel perceive God's divine
greatness as an'01 and wish to break the bonds God has imposed and no longer serve

him, thus turning away from God's path and God's justice (miipat).s3 The image of the
'dl alludes not to the recalcitrance of a stubborn ox, but rather to Israel's own unwill-
ingness to submit to God.54

4. Breaking Bones. "Breaking bones" in connection with the Passover lamb is at-

tested in Ex. 12.46; Nu. 9:12. Barton sees the origin of this sacrihcial regulation in an

ancient Semitic practice of cannibalism, with the rule emphasizing blood and bones as

the seat of life.ss Kohler offers two explanations: (a) because the animal is a substitu-

tion for child sacrifice, its bones may not be broken so that the redeemed child's bones

47. GesB,404; W. Zwickel, "Jochhaken," BN 57 (1991) 37.

48. See Zwickel39.
49. Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997),57.
50. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), 416.
51. Ibid.; GesB,801.
52. GesB, 589.
53. See S. Herrmann, Jeremia. BKXIUZ (1986), 139.

54. See ibid., 139-40.
55. Barton, l6-17.
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also not be broken; (b) so that an animal might be revivified, its bones may not be bro-
ken.56 Henninger assumes the presence of such faith in revivification of which the

Semites were actually no longer conscious and whose traces are discernible only in Ps.

3l; 32; 34; 5l:53; Lam. 3:4; Ezk.37.s7 Adducing the same passages and following
Henninger's lead, G. Stemberger associates magical analogys8 with rebirth aimed at

preserving the species.se Scheiber adduces pots and jars found in Qumran filled with
animal bones, which he explains as being associated with belief in the resurrection of
the animals.60 He also draws attention to the parallel in Jub. 49: l3 ("its head with the

innards thereof and its feet they shall roast with fire, and not break any bone thereof;
for of the children of Israel no bone shall be crushed"). Scheiber finds in this verse an

apotropaism.
The OT passages adduced by Henninger and then by Stemberger to prove such be-

lief in revivihcation (of animals), however, mention people, not animals, and thus can-

not be applied to Ex. 12 and Nu. 9. Nor do the Qumran jars prove anything, since in no

instance do the bones found in them yield a complete skeleton,6l whereas according to
all the parallels from the history of religions, resurrection or awakening of the dead

presupposes the intactness and completeness of the skeleton. Moreover, the localizing
of the life force in the bones need not be associated with the idea of revivification
(though such does seem to be the case in Ezk. 37). Finally, behind all these attempts at

providing a solution there remains the question whether an OT notion of resurrection in
intact form provided the basis for Jn. l9:36 (cf. Kohler).

Rather than turning to parallels from the history of religions,62 K.-M. Beyse draws

on materials from the OT itself in attempting a solution.63 Because Ex. l2:4 requires an

undivided company,fl so also should the Passover lamb be undivided - none of its
bones may be "divided." Ex. 12:46, however, contains instructions for the meal65 rather
than for the preparations, as in v. 9. Moreover, the complex textual history of Ex. 12

also prohibits this explanation. Verse 46 is ascribed to P66 or to its secondary addenda6T

and is viewed as the reworking of an earliets8 tradition of a blood rite.6e The regulation
picked up by P is viewed as a "pre-Mosaic order"7o or as a nomadic regulation.Tl

56. Kohler, 153-54.
57. Henninger, 456-57.
58. See Kohler, 153.

59. See Stendebach, 36-37.
60. Scheiber,95-96.
61. See ibid.. 96.
62. For overviews see Henninger and Stendebach.
63. + ltXY 'esem, X[,307-8.
64. See Anclsr 21.
65. See M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), 101.

66. See P. Laaf, Die Pascha-Feier Israels. BBB 36 (1970), 136.

67. See Stendebach, 37.
68. According to Laaf, 136: Yahwist.
69. See Stendebach, 37.
70. Scheiber,97.
71. See Laaf,136.
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The dating of these instructions to Israel's early historical period is more than ques-
tionable. By contrast, the late dating of Ex. 12:46 is correct and makes it possible to in-
telpret the verse with the aid of other occurrences of ^ibr the decisive passages being
Ps.34:21(20); Isa. 38:13; Lam.3:4. "Breaking" or "safeguarding" bones is viewed as a

typical act of God and defines his actions as either bestowing or taking away life. Ex.
12:46 and Nu. 9: 12 draw on this understanding of God's actions and interpret the blood
and meal rite (which was already edited by a redactor; cf. Ex. 12:12,13,17,23,27) as a
preservation of the life of all Israelites and as the destruction of Israel's enemies. They
transform it, however, into a bloodless meal.

V. Developments. It is difficult to reconstruct the history of development of the ex-
pression to "break something." References to the breaking of teeth, bones, arms, and
crockery vessels as well as remarks concerning wounded animals reflect secular usage
(comparable Mesopotamian witnesses can be adduced for such breaking of vessels
both in secular texts such as royal and building inscriptions, epics, as well as in reli-
gious texts [cf. Becking], though these witnesses do not use Assyr. iebiru, the parallel
to Heb. ibr).tz One cannot demonstrate whether other expressions derive from daily
language or were developed independently within the religious sphere or within the OT
itself. Specific syntactical considerations prompt one to attribute a certain intention to
Jer. l9:11. Without calling the previous findings into question, one can ask whether Jer.
19;I 1 reflects the adoption ofexpressions of"breaking" into religious speech. The new
feature, namely, that Yahweh will break (this people/Israel), is explicated by reference
to "as one breaks a potter's vessel."

Within religious language, use of the vb. ibr cannot be reduced to metaphorical use
and cannot simply be understood as an expression of human inner turmoil and sinful-
ness before God, as Garcfa de la Fuente suggests.T3 The use of Jbr is much too varied,
and the comparative Mesopotamian materials also showTa that the statements are based
on concrete acts, though certainly some of the statements can be interpreted in the
sense Garcia de la Fuente suggesrs (cf. Ps.5l:19; 69:21120l;Jer.23:9). These state-
ments, however, presuppose an understanding of human transgression toward God and
can only have arisen against a conceptual background with (a) an understanding of
God as a judging God and (b) a process of divine judgment of human transgression.
Such a background emerges in many of the .ibr occurrences among the Major Prophets
that speak of Israel itself being broken by God's actions.

Indeed, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel seem to have prompted the development of
statements with .ibr as possibly suggested by the high number of occurrences (cf. also
Jer. 19:ll). Other observations support this conjecture. It is in the prophets that one
finds the references to God breaking the enemy or their war materiel (cf. Isa. l4:5; Jer.
48:38; 49:-35). To this end, the prophets picked up an independent element of

72. See Bekking, 62.
73. Garcia de la Fuente, 571, 573-74, 577.
74. See above and Becking.
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traditionTs and incorporated it into their .ibr statements, then even - commensurate

with their own historical situations - introducing statements referring to God break-

ing Israel itself (its heart, etc.). Moreover, Isaiah, for example, also incorporates .ibr
into appropriated statements concerning expectations of salvation.T6 The term .ibr thus

becomes a fixed expression in prophetic oracles of judgment (cf. Lam. l:15 with ibr
and s/i piel as a reference to God's judging mighg.zz

Commensurate with the ongoing historical situation, these developments of ibr
statements were probably followed by others as well. References to God breaking

someone's arrn were placed alongside references to the breaking of war materiel, and

the expression concerning God "breaking the yoke" also developed, focusing within
the relational nexus God-non-Israelites-Israelites on the relationship between God and

Israel. Following statements of judgment and chastisement in which Israel is broken
(by God), individual and collective statements of salvation ("healing broken hearts,"

Ps. 147:3; Isa. 6l:1) then developed alongside statements concerning universal salva-

tion (Ps. 46:l0t9l, the breaking of bows; 76:a$), iurows; 107:16, bronze doors; Hos.

2:201181, bows and swords; cf. Isa. 42:3 with 43:17 as a renunciation of war78).

VI. Substantives.
l. ie\er a. Translation. The translation of the subst. ieler depends on the context.

In Josh. 7:5 ieper is independent of the ongoing action, is static, and thus indicates a

locale, namely, a "quarry." ln Jer. 4:20 it refers to a process rather than a condition and

is thus to be translated "in quick/rapid succession" (NRSV "disaster overtakes disas-

ter"). Jer. 50:22 and 51:54 seem to refer to a collapse of the object and the attendant

noise. Zeph. l:10 is thus also translated as "crash."7e In Job 4l: 17 the substantive must

be construed as a substitute for an adjective and then contextually translated as "trem-
bling (in fear)."80 Most of the passages, however, suggest the connotation "wound, in-
jury" as a given conditionSl and are thus best served by the resultative translation "col-
lapse." The contextual synonymity of ieler suggests that it encompasses a broad

semantic field already familiar to readers and listeners.82 That is, the substantive has

inherited prior semantic elements of the verb, or, put another way, its own semasiologi-

cal development never parted company with that of the verb.83

b. Scope. This dependence of the substantive on the vb. .ibr emerges in the combina-

tions of .iefer with verbs that frequently accompany the vb. ,ibr The substantive is fre-
quently used with the verb "heal" (rdpd) and "bind (injuries, wounds)" (hdbai; Isa.

75. So Bach, 25.
76. See Wildberger, Isaiah 28-i9, 182-83.
77. Kraus, Klagelieder 32.
78. W. Grimm and K. Dittert, Deuteroiesaia. Calwer Biblischer Kommentar (1990), 137

79. Irsigler, 229-30.
80. V. Kubina , Die Gottesreden im Buche Hiob. FThSt I 15 ( 1979), 101 .

81. See Irsigler, 230.
82. See ibid., 235.
83. See Meyer, 105.
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3O:26; ler.6:14; 8:11; Lam. 2:13). Other substantives can lend to ieler a military
meaning (Isa. 5l:19; 59:7; 60:18; Jer. 48:3; 50:22; possibly Isa. 60:18) or that of bodily
injury (Prov. 16:18; Isa. 30:13; Jer. 10:19:' 14:17;30:12,15: Nah. 3:19). The subst.
ieler is associated with sinful transgression in the sphere of human behavior or the be-
havior of faith in Isa. 59:7; 65:14; Jer. 4:6: 6:1.

Itis ieler that almost exclusively expresses the collapse of Israel itself (concerning
the dimensions of such collapse, cf. Lam. 4:10, collective, and Lam. 2:ll, individual,
also Jer. 8:21, ie\er + .iDr hophal). Individual Israelites are addressed in Lev. 2l:19;
24:20, non-lsraelites in Job 4l: l7; Jer. 50:22; 5l:54; Ezk. 32:,9. Exceptions with other
objects of such collapse include Prov. l5:4; 16:18; 17:19; 18:12; Isa. 30:13-14. This
tendency toluse ielerin reference to Israel is also confirmed by the genitive expression
"collapse/wound (of the daughter) of my/his people" (Isa. 30:26; Jer. 6:14; 8:11,21;
Lam.2:ll; 3:48; 4:10). The notion of Israel as a virgin stands behind the expression
ba1-'ammi, thus heightening the drama of collapse.8a Otherwise ieler functions only
twice as nomen regens (Isa. 30: 14; Am. 6:6). This conscious use of .ie| er catbe under-
stood only by way of the prior, fixed use of the verb in that .Ibr connotes the threat of
judgment and punishment, ieler its actual execution8s and a cautious query concerning
the end of punishment (Ps. 6O:4[2]; Isa. 60:18; Lam. 2:21).

The two occurrences in Ezk. 2l:ll(6) and Jer. 17:18 confirm that the reference is to
an injury (Ezk. 2l:l I [6]) and to a demand for judgment (Jer. I 7: I $).s0

2. maibdr Hos. 13: 13 associates the maib€r the "mouth of the womb," with judg-
ment and its accompanying distress, pointing out that God sends judgment as "the
pangs of childbirth" in order to bring new life to Israel, and yet Israel refuses.sT 2 K.
19:3 par. lsa. 37:3 evoke the image of those who are to give birth but lack the
strength.88

3. miibdr The term miibdr "waves, breakers," is used metaphorically to refer to the
threat to a person's existence (esp. 2 5.22:5). The petitioner in Ps. 42:8(7) and 88:8(7)
is either seriously or mortally ill.as These passages together with Jon. 2:4(3) view God
as a (chastising) initiator of distress. In Ps. 93:4 the metaphor refers to God's power.

VIII. l. Qumran. The root ^ibr appears in Qumran only 14 times (in addition to bibli-
cal citations). The oldest text of the Community Rule, in what is known as the pre-

Qumranite Manifest,e0 circumscribes the humility typical of Qumranite-Essene self-

84. See Kraus, Klagelieder 66.
85. See Meyer, 105.
86. On the possible derivation of the noun iibbdrbn from iele4 see HAL, IV 1406.
87. See H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),228.
88. See E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige. ATD XUz (1984), 424.
89. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.; idem, Psalms 60-150. CC

(Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
90. See C. Dohmen, "Zur Griindung der Gemeinde von Qumran i' RevQ I I (1982/84) 8l-85.
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understanding in 1QS 8:3 with the concept rwh nibrh, which occurs alonsgside ysr

smwft. 1QS ll:l then picks up the idea again in a late expansion.el

Another 5 occurrences are in IQH among what are known as the "songs of the

teacher" (5:7,37;6:28;1:2;8:33). These thanksgiving songs focus on imagery already

familiar from the OT.e2 Similar imagery in laments as well as in expressions of trust

suggest the same origin (4Q381 48, 8; 501 l, 3; 509 12 + 13,3; llQPsu 24:16).

The I 1QT addenda to the Dtn royal laws use .ibr parallel with nkh and nsh to portray

victory over enemies in evoking the notion of their complete annihilation (58:12).

Finally, a purity commandment in l lQT 50:18 stipulates that unclean utensils made

of earthenware shall be broken because once they have become unclean, they remain

so forever.

2. LXX. The LXX translates the root ibr and its derivatives largely with correspond-

ing forms of syntribein (157 times) and sjntrimma/syntrimm6s (22 times).r3 Otherwise

the qal is rendered several times as agordzein (9 times) and prfasthaj (5 times),

whereas the niphal and piel attest no additional preferences. Only the hiphil is rendered

not by syntribein but by apodid6nai (3 times) and once each by empoldn,

empore rte s thai, metadiddnai, and pdlein.
Knipping

91. See J. Pouilly, ln rigle de la communautd de Qumrdn: Son 4volution littiraire. CahRB l'7

(r976).
92. --s Xl,3O9.
93. See G. Bertram, "ouvtp{pro, otiwprppa," TDNT,Vll,919-25.
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tion of Sabbath," Bibl36 (1955) 182-201; G. Rinaldi, "iDr in Gen. 2:21' BeO 24 (1982) 156;
G. Robinson, The Origin and Development of the OT Sabbath. BBET2l (1988); idem, "The Idea
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I. Etymology. The vb. idba!, which maintains the same basic meaning "cease, come
to an end," in the qal, niphal, and hiphil, developed the specialized meaning "celebrate"
in the OT in connection with the observance of the seventh day (Ex. 34:21)) the deriv-
ative noun iabbd! was then semantically influenced by this meaning. These findings
correspond to the use of the root .ibr in related Semitic languages. While the root .iDr

has the same basic meaning in Punic as in Hebrew (ibt yiphil, "cause to cease"),2 in
Aramaic and Syriac (i"bat),t as well as in Arabic (sabata),a its meaning of "rest, keep
the Sabbath" demonstrates its dependence on the specialized meaning that developed
in Hebrew in connection with the seventh day.

II. OT.
l. Basic Meaning "Cease, Come to an End." a. Qal. In the qal, iaba! occurs 27

times. Ignoring for a moment those passages in which the verb is used in connection
with the commandment to observe a day of rest and the institution of the Sabbath, a
picture emerges that is as unequivocal as it is revealing. For example, after ending the
Flood, God decrees that "seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day
and night shall not cease" (Gen. 8:22). These four conceptual pairs constitute a totality
both in and for themselves as well as a group of four in that they describe a natural oc-
currence as an expression of the existing cosmic order; their mention focuses on the
continuation of the creation that has been rescued and preserved from the Flood. God
decrees that as long as the form of this world exists, the natural processes that carry the
life of creation will never come to an end. On the first day the Israelites eat of the pro-
duce of the land of Canaan, the manna familiar to them from the wilderness ceases
(Josh. 5:12). The period during which they ate manna appears here as a totality that is
now closed off and thus comes to an end. Nehemiah fears that the reconstruction work
in Jerusalem will end prematurely if he follows his adversaries' suggestion and goes to
meet them (Neh. 6:3). In a song of mockery at the downfall of the king of Babylon, Is-
rael finds to its satisfaction that the end of the oppressor also means the end of the dis-
tress suffered by the oppressed (Isa. l4:4). At the announcement of the world judg-
ment, the prophet points out that the end (idba!) of the gay sound of timbrels also
means the end of the noise of the arrogafi (hAQal), whereupon the condition of relaxed
gaiety ceases forever (Isa. 24:8). The prophet's findings are similar upon looking back
at a catastrophe after which the highways were deserted, travelers no longer came
(idbail, and normal life in the country came to an end (Isa. 33:8). With respect to the
new order of the covenant, a prophet remarks that should the creation order ever be-
come unstable, then Israel's offspring "would cease to be a nation" before God forever
(Jer. 31:36). According to Hosea, depraved Israel is like an oven burning out ofcontrol
whose baker has ceased producing decent baked goods (Hos. 7:4). After the fall of Ju-
dah and the destruction of Jerusalem, the people lament that the old men no longer

l. See IL2 below.
2. See DNS1, II' 1106-7.
3. See l*xSyr 750.
4. Wehr, 392-93; on Ethiopic and Tigre see HAL, lV, 1407.
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come (idba!) to the gate and that all human joy has ceased (Lam. 5:14-15). One prov-

erb observes that if one drives out the gossip (scoffer?), strife will disappear, and

"quarreling and abuse will cease" (Prov. 22:10). Finally, after lengthy discourse even

Job's friends cease trying to persuade the unhappy Job (Job 32:l). In the qal the vb.

idf;a1 everywhere describes the cessation of a process that has already gone on for a

lengthy period of time; moreover, the reference is not merely to the intemtption of the

process in question but to its end in the sense of a genuine conclusion.
A similar situation applies in those passages in which the vb. idla1is used in the qal

in connection with the institution of the Sabbath. The Priestly account of creation con-

cludes with the statement that on the seventh day God "finished the work that he had

done" and also that on that seventh day he "ceased (idbail from all the work that he had

done" (Gen. 2:2-3). At God's behest, Moses tells the people that Yahweh has given

them the Sabbath and thus also will give them twice the quantity of food on the sixth

day so they can remain at home on the seventh; "so the people celebrated (idba!) onthe
seventh day" (Ex. 16:30). The account by no means refers to a liturgical celebration or
festival assembly, but rather only to the fact that on the seventh day the gathering of the

manna, mentioned several times in the preceding verses (vv.2l-22,26), comes to an

end. With an explicit reference to the conclusion of God's work of creation, the

pentateuchal Sabbath regulations identify the institution of the Sabbath as a sign be-

tween Yahweh and Israel forever; for God created heaven and earth in six days and

then celebrated on the seventh by ceasing his work Gabail and breathing a sigh of re-

lief, like those who look back upon the work they have just finished (Ex. 3 I : l7). Just as

Israel does on the Sabbath itself, so also is it to observe a strict day ofrest on the great

Day of Atonement (Lev. 23:32); the construction of the.Ttgura etymologicahere (ldba!
iabbdt) shows that this decree is not concerned primarily with resting in the sense of
recovering, but rather with the end of that particular process that otherwise normally
finds expression in the ending of work on the Sabbath. However, not only the people

but the land itself is to enjoy Sabbath rest every seven years (Lev. 25:2); here too the

construction of the figura etymologica (id!a1 iabbAil suggests that the reference is not
just to the resting ofthe land, but to a process in which every seven years the cultivation
of the land comes to a conclusion comparable to the cessation of work on the seventh

day. Through God's judgment, however, the land will catch up on its Sabbath rest be-

cause of the many transgressions against this commandment; only when these years of
rest are finally bequeathed will the land itself be able to celebrate Gabat, l.ev. 26:34-

35). After the fall of Judah, this decree concerning the land catching up on Sabbath rest

was realized during the exile, since now the land could celebrate (idba!) until the sev-

enty years of judgment measured out by God had come to an end (2 Ch. 36:21).

b. Niphal. The four occurrences of idpal in the niphal also without exception pre-

suppose the basic meaning already familiar from the qal: "cease, come to an end." Ac-
cording to Isaiah, after judgment both the fortress of Ephraim, namely, the capital Sa-

maria, as well as the kingdom of Damascus will come to an end such that political
autonomy will disappear forever for northern Israel and Aram (Isa. l7:3).EzeY'rel simi-
larly tells his people that through judgment its towns will be wasted and its cultic
places ruined so that in this collapse not only the idols but also those who worship them
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will come to an end (Ezk. 6:6). For within God's judgment, the people's proud splen-
dor will disappear not only in Egypt (30: l8) but also in Israel itself (33:28). That is, an

entire stage in the history of the two peoples will come to an end.
c. Hiphil. The vb. iapa! occurs 40 times in the hiphil, where the meaning "cause to

cease, eliminate, put an end to" emerges as the causative version of the basic meaning
of the verb in the qal. Pharaoh accuses Moses and Aaron of luring the people into doing
nothing (Ex. 5:5). In preparation for the Passover, Israel is to remove leaven from their
houses (Ex. 12:15). The salt of the covenant with God should not be missing from any
grain offering (Lev.2:13; cf. I IQT 20:13).If Israel follows God's instructions, the law
promises that God will grant the land peace and will "remove dangerous animals" from
it (Lev. 26:6). By contrast, in an oracle of judgment Moses tells the people that if they
are not obedient, God will bring their existence to an end and "blot out the memory of
them from humankind" (Dl 32:26). After the land conquest, the tribes of Reuben, Gad,
and the half-tribe of Manasseh erect an altar at the Jordan for Yahweh because they fear
that someday someone might - expressed literally - make their children cease to
worship the God of Israel (Josh.22:25). During the Dtn reform, Josiah puts an end to
the service of the idolatrous priests whom the kings of Judah had installed in the high
places (2 K. 23:5). Josiah deals similarly with the horses set up at the entrance to the
templeinhonorof thesun(v. 1l).Bymeansof skillfulpoliticsof alliance,KingAsaof
Judah manages to prompt his adversary Baasha of Israel to cease work on the fortress
of Ramah (2 Ch. 16:5). During the reconstruction of Jerusalem under Nehemiah, Ju-
dah's enemies decide to bring the undertaking to an end (Neh. 4:5).

Through judgment, God brings an end to the pride of the arrogant (Isa. I 3: I I ) and to
the shouts ofthe vintners (Isa. 16:10), though also to the sighing ofthe oppressed (Isa.

2l:2). Those in Judah who rebel against Yahweh sound blasphemous when they beg to
be left alone concerning the Holy One of Israel (Isa. 30:ll). Instead, however, God's
judgment will bring to an end the "sound of mirth and gladness" in the cities of Judah
and the streets of Jerusalem (Jer. 7 :34 16:9), for the king of Babylon will bring an end
to all the people and animals in the land (Jer.36:29).In Moab, too, all gladness and joy
will fall silent because God's judgment brings to an end the wine in the presses (Jer.

48:33). God will also bring to an end sacrifices in the high places of Moab (v. 35).
Ezekiel similarly tells Judah that God "will put an end to the arrogance of the strong"
(Ezk.7:24), though he will also put an end to the people's unbelief, which finds expres-
sion in the proverb asserting that the prophet's visions will not come to pass (12:23).
For God will put a stop to Israel's fornications (16:41; 23:27,48). God similarly si-
lences the music of songs in judgment upon Tyre (26:13) and puts an end to Egypt's
splendor (30: l0) and to the idols of Memphis (v. 13). God even brings the service of Is-
rael's shepherds to an end (34: l0), whereas when the time of salvation comes after that
of judgment, he will banish the wild animals from the land (34:25).

According to Hosea, God puts an end to the kingdom of the house of Israel (Hos.
1:4), though also to all Israel's "mirth, her festivals, her new moons, her sabbaths, and
all her appointed festivals" (Hos. 2:13[11]). Amos accuses the oppressors within his
own people of having brought the poor in the land to ruin (i.e., to an end; Am. 8:4).
After Daniel's oracle of seventy weeks, during half of the final week the sacrifices and
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offerings in the temple are put to an end (Drl.9:27). And the arrogant ruler Antiochus
III will be opposed by a commander who will put an end to his campaigns of conquest
(Dnl. 11:18). "Out of the mouths of babes and infants" God fashions a bulwark to

spite his enemies and bring an end to their show of power (Ps. 8:3[2]), for God

"makes wars cease to the end of the earth" (a6:10[9]). Indeed, in judgment God even

put an end to his own king, hurling his throne to the ground (89:45[aa]). God removes

all the wicked from the land as dross (l19:119). By contrast, the casting of lots puts

an end to disputes (Prov. l8:18). God did not, however, leave Ruth without a redeemer

(Ruth 4:14).
d. Summary. An overview shows that the basic meaning of the verb idba! in the qal

is "cease, come to an end," and that in the niphal this is altered to the passive meaning

"be brought to an end, disappear," and in the hiphil to the causative meaning "bring to

an end, eliminate, remove (from, out o0." The reference is consistently to the cessa-

tion of a previous activity or to the end of a process that has come to a conclusion and

that is not merely intemrpted temporarily. Even in those passages in which the vb.

idbat in the qal refers to the institution of the Sabbath, the basic meaning "cease,

come to an end" is still unmistakable. The reference is to that behavior which consti-

tutes the observance of the Sabbath itself or, in the manner of the Sabbath observance,

to the conclusion of a specific process. In no instance does the vb. id\al as such mean

"rest (from work)," and no evidence suggests that the vb. idba! itself derives from the

noun iabbdl.

2. Specialized Meaning "Celebrate." Because the commandment concerning the

day of rest inBx. 34:21 (and 23:12) apparently contrasts the behavior described by the

vb. idla! without an object to the previously mentioned behavior described by 'abad

(also without an object), the reference can only be to a cessation or end of the work of
the six days as a whole. Hence according to the regulation concerning the day of rest,

the institution of the seventh day does not simply involve an intem.rption of work of the

sort already the case regarding one's evening rest or a break or pause. Especially con-

sidering the absolute use of the two verbs 'd!a! and idba! on the one hand and the con-

trast of the seventh day indicated by the vb. idlal over against the previous six work-
days on the other, the reference is rather to a conclusion that is to be understood as that

through which the totality of a given workload, regardless of its nature, comes to an

end.
The additional stipulation to the commandment concerning the day of rest in Ex.

34:2lb decrees that the commandment regarding the seventh day is to apply to the time
of plowing and harvest. When one considers that plowing and harvest here (as also in
Gen.45:6 and 1 S. 8:12) represent polar concepts and as such serve to circumscribe a

totality, it becomes clear that the additional stipulation is neither restricting the com-

mandment to two specific seasons, and certainly not to two festivals associated with
such, nor emphatically inculcating the observance of the seventh day for the period of
the greatest workload. The conceptual pair "plowing and harvest" functions rather to

circumscribe as a totality the entire year as such, and does so specifically within the

conceptual horizon of precisely the kind of agrarian culture that was determinative for
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Israel in Canaan.s What this means, however, is that the commandment regarding the

day of rest applied to the entire year, quite independent of the current workload or of
the seasonal changes determining that load.

Hence in the commandment of 8x.34:21, it is difficult to assume the basic meaning
"cease, come to an end" for the vb. idba!, since in the first instance the reference would
be to an intemrption of work on the seventh day, and in the second even to a conclusion
of the work of six days, two possibilities that are disqualified both from the perspective

of the structure of the commandment as such as well as from that of its applicable
sphere. Nor can the frequently proposed rendering of idba! here as "rest" be used,

since it focuses one-sidedly on the manner of the observance of the seventh day with-
out adequately expressing its intention within the framework of the commandment.
The semantically most appropriate rendering of idba! here seems to be "celebrate,"

since this meaning circumscribes the observance of that particular remembrance whose

content first makes the contrast between the seventh day on the one hand and the pre-

ceding totality of six workdays on the other comprehensible, namely, the remem-
brance, developing out of Passover week, of Israel being successfully brought out of
Egypt. At the high point of the temporal unit of the "week," created anew by Israel on

the basis of faith in Yahweh's salvific guidance and quite in contrast to the Canaanite

religion of Ba'al, this remembrance is regularly to recall that Yahweh alone is able to
fulfill all his people's work and, beyond this, also perfect his people's very existence.6

[I. LXX. The LXX rendering of the vb. idba! does not exhibit any consistency. It
usually translates the verb in the qal and hiphil withpartein (Ex.5:5;31:17; Dt. 32:26;
Neh.4:5[ll]; Prov. l8:18;Isa. 16:10;24:8;33:8;Jer.3l:36), in the niphal in partwith
apol$nai (Ezk.30:18;33:28), and in the hiphil often with apostrdphein (Isa.30:ll;
Ezk. 7:24; 12:23; 23:27 ,48 34:lO Hos. 2: 13). It renders the vb. idba! in the qal in a
few instances as sabbattzein (Ex. 16:30; Lev. 23:32:26:34-35;2 Ch. 36:21; cf. also

I Esd. l:55[58]; 2 Mc. 6:6). Hence in its own way the LXX confirms that the basic

meaning of the vb. idla1 is in fact "cease, come to an end," and that the specialized
meaning "celebrate" as it developed with regard to the commandment concerning the

day of rest attained its full form in the observance of the Sabbath.

IV. Qumran. The Qumran texts exhibit the same use of the vb. idba! as that in the

OT tradition, for here too the vb. idba! is attested in its basic meaning "cease, come to

an end" in the qal ("disappear," I lQBer l:12), niphal ("be at the end," IQH 8:32), and

hiphil("putanendto," IQS 10:24;1QH I:36;6:12;7:15;9:39;IL:24;12:14;18:2,28;
lQH fr. 10:5; CD l l:23; 4QPsr 9:6; 4QpPs37 4:L4;4Q5112,I,3), as well as in its spe-

cialized meaning "celebrate" in the qal ("spend the Sabbath"; CD 11:14[corr.]).7
E. Haag

5. See Halbe, 191.
6. See Haag, 18-23.
7. See Lohse, 88.
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I. Etymology. Although there does indeed seem to be a link between the vb. idpal
and the stbst. iabbdT "it is nevertheless disputed whether the substantive is to be de-
rived from the verb, or whether the substantive is primary and the verb is to be regarded
as denominative."l A case can be made that at a very early period,2 Israel designated
the seventh day, in accordance with its unique quality as a genuine institution of the
Yahweh faith, with an equally unique expression, the noun iabbd!, deriving it from the
vb. id\al used in the ancient Israelite commandment concerning the day of rest (Ex.
34:21) and then developing its content with reference to the specific meaning of that
verb. The philological basis is the construction from the vb. id!a1, throlgh gemination
of the medial radical, of an intensive noun iabbd! (ibbtt) whose feminine ending indi-
cates an abstract meaning. The historical process presupposed here is attested by many
examples (e.g., l.ta11a'd < bafia'a! and hattd'1< bafia'!3).The normally feminine noun
iabbdl, probably under the influence of the following (or understood) ybm, appears in
later texts as a masculine noun (Ex. 20:8,11;lsa.56:.2;58:13). The derivation of the
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noun iabbA! from the vb. idpal presented here explains not only the doubling of the

medial radical b in the noun iabbdT but also that of the I in the suffixed forms iabbattd
and iabbattdft (Nu. 28:10; Isa. 66:23; Hos. Z:l3l$ng. I ll). The basic meaning of the

noun iabbal is thus "holiday," "day of celebration," specifically in the sense of the an-

cient Israelite commandment regarding the day of rest on the decreed seventh day.

The term iabbd16n, occurring only in the P tradition, confirms this etymology. It oc-

curs in the superlative construction iabbal iabbdldn in reference to the Day of Atone-

ment (Lev. 16:31 23:32), the Sabbath Year (25:4), and the Sabbath itself (23:3; 3l:15;
35:2). The term iabbdldn appears alone in reference to New Year's Day (23:24), the first
and eighth day of the Feast of Booths (23:39), the Sabbath Year (25:5), and finally also

the Sabbath itsetf (16:23). In the superlative construction, iabbA! does not refer to the

Sabbath day, "but rather is an appellative, while the artificial construction linl9 repre-

sents an intensification with the same meaning."+ This means, however, that iabbdl as a

genuinely Israelite term has the basic meaning "holiday," and that the construction

iabbafin, which similarly emerged first in Israel as an intensihcation of iabbd!, is to be

rendered as "absolute day of rest," "high holiday," or "time for celebration."
The Hebrew noun iabbAl occurs as a loanword in Aramaic (st' abs. iabbd', st. deter-

mined or emph. iabb"ld', pl. iabbayyd), Syriac (st. abs. iabbd, st. emph. iabb"g, pl.
iabbtn), Arabic (sabt), and Ethiopic (sg. sanbat, pl. sandbet and sanbatdt).

The frequently proposed connection between iabbd! and the Akkadian notn iab/
pattu, which refers to the fifteenth day of the month, the middle of the lunar month,s

needs a more detailed assessment. The proposed etymological connection between the

Akkadian primary noun iab/pattz6 and the Hebrew root ibiT can only be adduced with re-

gard to its basic meaning, "cease, come to an end." Any connection between Akk. iab/
pattu and Heb. iabbdl, however, is both etymologically and semantically impossible,

since the noun iabbdlderives from the vb. idbatinthe specialized meaning "celebrate,"8

and because in the OT the noun iabbdlrefers consistently to the weekly day of rest that is

independent of the lunar phases and has no reference to the day of the full moon.e

II. OT.
1. Sabbath and Seventh Day The equating of the Sabbath and the seventh day in the

Decalog (Ex. 20:8-l l; Dt. 5: 12-15) raises the question whether the origin and meaning

of the seventh day might in its own turn illuminate the origin and character of the Sab-

bath. The point of departure for answering this question is the observation that in the

festival calendar of Yahweh's reserved privileges, the ancient Israelite commandment

concerning the day of rest exhibits a striking form-critical similarity with the decree

concerning the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Ex. 34: I 8,21 ). It is highly probable that the

4. K. Elliger, l,eviticus. HATU4 (1966), 313.
5. AHw,lll, 1172.
6. See CAD, XVII, 449-50.
7. HAL, IY 1410a, with reference to Landsberger, 133, 135.
8. See Haag, 42n.48.
9. HAL,IV l4l0a.
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Feast of Unleavened Bread originated through a separation of the meal of unleavened
bread from the Passover rite and its subsequent acquisition of independence during the
period when Israel settled in Canaan, a process through which the unleavened bread of
the Passover - the bread the Israelites ate when embarking upon the exodus and dur-
ing the wilderness wanderings - became the unleavened bread of remembrance of
eating the yield of the land for the first time and thus a sign of the fulfillment of the ex-
odus promise.l0 It was only in the festival calendar of the Dtn reform, a calendar based
on the earliest traditions, that the two focal points of the earlier Passover celebration,
namely, the slaughtering of the lambs and the eating of unleavened bread, were again
united into a single festival observance (Dt. 16:1-8; cf . 2 K. 23:21-23). As far as the
manner of the observance of the Feast of Unleavened Bread stipulated in the law of
Yahweh's privileges is concerned, however, one notices that although the traditional
festival date in the month of Abib was indeed maintained, the festival observance itself
was extended to seven days. In contrast to the night, which as the length of the Passover
festival originated in a nomadic shepherding custom from Israel's earliest period, the
seven days reckoned as the length for eating unleavened bread in all likelihood repre-
sents the heritage of Canaanite culture, which in this instance, however, functions
merely as the mediator for a notion found everywhere in the OT, since all the cultures
in the OT environs understand the number seven as a sacred number and as an expres-
sion of perfection. I I The extension of the festival length to seven days during the obser-
vance of the Feast of Unleavened Bread thus allows the conclusion that here, in the fes-
tival content itself, namely, in the remembrance of Israel's exodus from Egypt, the
focal point had shifted. Whereas the Passover celebration focused on Yahweh's display
of power toward those who opposed his plan and on realizing the exodus out of the
power sphere of the oppressor, the seven-day Feast of Unleavened Bread focused on
the successful conclusion of Israel's exodus from Egypt. The association with the old
Passover date in the month of Abib, however, ensured that the memory of the people's
entire previous experience in history with Yahweh's guidance would not be lost.

It is highly probable that in its own turn, the development of the Feast of Unleav-
ened Bread in Canaan as described here generated in Israel the new temporal unit of
the week. The evidence for this assertion is the fact already mentioned that in Ex. 34: l8
and 2l the ancient Israelite commandment concerning the day of rest exhibits a strik-
ing similarity with the decree concerning the Feast of Unleavened Bread, and that in
both cases the same tension grounded within salvation history constitutes the back-
ground. For both the Passover date and the Feast ofUnleavened Bread on the one hand,
and the six days of work and the one day of work prohibition on the other, proclaim in
their own ways the overcoming of servitude in Egypt, namely, in that Yahweh has ful-
filled his promise of land to his people. The introduction of this new temporal unit of
the "week" was apparently prompted by the challenge presented to the Yahweh faith
by the Ba'al religion in Canaan, which had already prompted further development of

See Halbe, ZAW 8'l (1975) 324-45.
+ Ya$ ieba'.

10.
ll.
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the Passover and its association with the Feast of Unleavened Bread.l2 This threat,

however, was present not only at certain times of the year, for example, during sowing

and harvest, but throughout the entire year because Ba'al's dominion as an enormously

successful fertility god manifested itself, as is well known, within the annual cycle

with its attendant processes of nature. From within the strength of its faith in Yahweh,

Israel reacted to this perpetual challenge represented by the Ba'al religion by deciding

apparently quite early to maintain the remembrance of Yahweh's salvific guidance not

only during the month of Abib, but also, beyond this initial focal point, throughout the

entire year according to the paradigm of the Feast of Unleavened Bread and with refer-

ence to the programmatic significance of this festival. The result of these efforts was

the new temporal unit of the week with the institution of the seventh day as culmination
and conclusion.

2. Preexilic Period. In contrast to the decree regarding the seventh day, the institution
of the Sabbath is not attested during the preexilic period within the framework of
Yahweh's legislation apart from the relatively late stipulation in the Dtn version of the

Decalog (Dt. 5: 12- 15). In the account of the disempowerment of Queen Athaliah, a late

insertion provides the basis for the remark that two guard units participated in the coup,

namely, one that went on and one that went offduty on the Sabbath (2 K. I l:5,7,9). The

model here was apparently the customs associated with the temple guard of the

postexilic sanctuary in Jerusalem (1 Ch.9:17 -26: cf .2 Ch. 23:4,8).r3 One rather obscure

remark asserts that King Ahaz tore down the mfrsaf, haiiabbdl ("covered portal for use

on the Sabbath"? so NRSVI4) that had been built onto the temple as well as the "outer

entrance for the king," and that he did so "because of the king of Assyia" (2 K. 16: l8).
This mfisaf, haiiabbd! may have been a covered hall or protective roof under which the

king attended the liturgical celebration in the temple on the Sabbath (Ezk.46:2).
The Sabbath is well attested beginning with the early monarchy in connection with

festivals and holidays in ancient Israel (2 K. 4:23; Isa. I : I 3; Lam. 2:6; Hos. 2: I 3[ I 1] ;

Am. 8:5). That the Sabbath often appears in connection with the new moon is nowhere

even remotely traced back to the lunar cycle. The association of the Sabbath with festi-

vals and holidays in Israel shows rather that here the aspect of a festival period as such

was determinative and that thus the association of the Sabbath with the celebration of
the new moon points to the regular and frequent recurrence of this "holiday" over the

course of the year. No passage suggests that the Sabbath or new moon was observed

only once a month. Concerning the observance of the Sabbath one learns only that on

this day all agricultural work (2 K. 4:23) and commerce (Am. 8:5) ceased and that

cultic events might be summoned (Isa. l: l3; Lam. 2:6; Hos. 2: l3[11]).
The fact that passages mentioning the preexilic Sabbath in Israel often associate this

day with the new moon (2 K.4:23; Hos. 2:13[ 1]; Am. 8:5) and that the seventh day is

12. See Halbe, Privilegrecht Jahwes, l9l-92.
13. See Levin,29-57.
14. HAL,11,557a.
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not mentioned anywhere in this context has led some scholars to suggest that the
preexilic Sabbath and the seventh day represented two different entities that, according
to the Decalog (Ex. 20:8-11; Dt. 5:12-15) were not officially combined until the exile,
whereas prior to the exile Israel allegedly observed the Sabbath only once a month as a
full-moon Sabbath after the model of the Babyloni an iab/pattu.ts

The assumption of a full-moon Sabbath in Israel, however, faces serious objections.
A comparison of the Sabbath with the Mesopotamian day of the full moon (iab/paxu)
needs to explain the obvious fact that although Israel did indeed choose as the designa-
tion for the celebration of the new moon the Hebrew term for ..new moon" &aQei), it
did not choose the Hebrew term for "full moon" (kese'/k€seh) as its designation for the
full-moon Sabbath. Instead, the term kese'/kcseh occurs with remarkabie infrequency
in the or and nowhere in connecrion with rhe Sabbath (ps. gl:4[3]; prov.7:20). The
assumption of a preexilic full-moon Sabbath in Israel then also fails to answer the
question of the justification with which during the exile the Israelites were able to
change what until then had been a holiday celebrated only once a month, one that given
its astronomically fixed association was necessarily tied to the lunar phases, into a
weekly holiday with the same name. If this process represents merely the adoption and
continuation of the tradition of the full-moon Sabbath that was not tied cultically to the
temple, then the question remains why in this case they did not choose the ancient cele-
bration of the new moon that the festival legislation of P characterized with even
greater obligatory sacrifices than it did the later Sabbath (Nu. 2g:9-14).

The unique character ofthe preexilic Sabbath in Israel consists rather in that this holi-
day was identical with the seventh day decreed in the ancient Israelite commandment
concerning the day of rest (Ex. 34:21), with the designations .,Sabbath" and ..seventh

day" merely referring to two different stages in the development of this holiday. The
designation "seventh day" thus belongs to the initial stage of this development, when the
holiday was determined simply by counting the days of the week; because this designa-
tion stood in a legal text, however, it remained unaltered until the composition of the
Decalog (and even beyond: F,x.23:12). By contrast, the life setting of the designation
"Sabbath" was from the very beginning to be found in the praxis of faith of preexilic Is-
rael, which recognized in the institution of the weekly holiday not, to be sure, the "festi-
val," but rather the "holiday" as such that regularly relieved work and thus also could be
designated by the name commensurate with such a function, namely, .'Sabbath.,,

3. Decalog. In the or the sabbath commandment of the Decalog was the first pas-
sage explicitly to combine the previously separate designations for the day of reslde-
creed by God and to use them to circumscribe one and the same institution. The point
of departure within tradition history was the ancient Israelite commandment concern-
ing the day of rest in the law of Yahweh's privileges (Ex.34:21). The Dtn version of the
Sabbath commandment in its preexilic basic stratum adduces this commandment,
which in and of itself represents an interpretation of the ancient Israelite command-

15. See Robinson, Origin, 167
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ment concerning the day of rest in the style of Dtn legal parenesis. After its incorpora-
tion into the Dtn Decalog by the Deuteronomist during the exile (Dt. 5:12-15), this Dtn
version of the Sabbath commandment served as the basis for the reinterpretation of the
Sabbath commandment within the horizon of P in the version in Exodus (Ex. 20:8-11),
in proximity with which the new version of the commandment concerning the day of
rest, expanded from a social and ethical perspective, in the Covenant Code (F'x.23:12),
is also found.16

The Dtn version of the Sabbath commandment (5: 12- 15) altered the ancient Israel-
ite commandment concerning the day of rest such that now the observance of the sev-

enth day appears as the celebration of a Sabbath for Yahweh, while the prohibition of
work on the Sabbath is justified through reference to Yahweh's display of might during
Israel's exodus from Egypt. Whereas the first change was based on a reestablishment
and implementation of the authentic worship of Yahweh as one of the concerns of the
Dtn reform, the reference to Yahweh having led Israel out of Egypt "with a mighty
hand and an outstretched arm" reveals the Dtn understanding of the exodus, an under-
standing arising against the background of the collapse of Assyria, as an event at once
revealing Yahweh's power before the nations and empires and also providing the requi-
site conditions enabling those who were rescued to remain in the land of promise (Dt.
4:34;7:19; ll:2;26:8). Both the traditio-historical retrospect on the primal miracle of
Israel's exodus out of Egypt and contemporary experience of the way Yahweh's guid-
ing power extended unintemrpted even into the present subsequently contributed to a
situation in which faith in Yahweh's salvific-historical revelation no longer merely ex-
tended to the experience of God's acts in the past, but increasingly focused on the com-
pletion of God's work in creation and history yet to come.

Considering this new understanding of the ancient Israelite commandment concern-
ing the day of rest during the time of Josiah, it is not surprising that during the exile the
Dtr composition of the Decalog accorded extraordinary status to the Sabbath com-
mandment. Here the Sabbath commandment, compared to the other commandments of
the Decalog, not only occupies the most space in and of itself but also unmistakably
constitutes the center of the entire portrayal as such (Dt. 5:6-21).

The Exodus version of the Sabbath commandment (Ex. 20:8-l l) picks up this devel-
opment when its justification of the commandment directly parallels the six workdays
of the week with God's own actions during creation and in connection with the seventh
day adduces God's own rest from creation after the completion of his work. In contrast
to the account of creation in P, which speaks about God "celebrating" (idbail on the sev-

enth day of creation (Gen. 2:2), the Exodus version of the Sabbath commandment
speaks about God "resting" (nfiah), since, unlike the creation account of P, it is primarily
interested not in the schema of the seven-day week but in emphasizing terminologically
as well the prototype of "rest from work" on the Sabbath by paralleling human work
with divine creating. In any event, that the Exodus version of the Sabbath command-
ment uses the vb. nfrah to evoke the notion of rest after the conclusion of various kinds

16. See the argumentation in Haag, 24-28.
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of work also emerges from the fact that this version refers emphatically to the variety at-

taching to the divine acts of creation as well (heaven, earth, sea; Ex. 20:11). Whereas the

Dtn version decrees the "observance" (iamar) ofthe Sabbath as a form of"keeping" it
(dsa, Dt. 5:12,15), the version in Exodus demands that one "remember" (zdkar) the

Sabbath day and keep it holy because God himself consecrated the seventh day of cre-

ation, the prototype of the Sabbath (Ex.20:8,11). Accordingly God himself laid the

foundation for the holiday remembrance of the Sabbath whose sacred status is thus no

longer observed merely in observing a day of rest from work, which the Dtn version had

already made into a confessional sign of faith in Yahweh (Dt. 5:14), but now also by ob-

serving cultically the element of holiday remembrance (cf. Lev. 23:l-3).

4. Legislation in P The enornous significance of the Sabbath expressed in the Exo-

dus version of the Sabbath commandment produced a broad echo in the Sabbath legis-

lation of P. Within the history of tradition, the concern was now no longer merely with

a sanctification of the Sabbath as the remembrance of God's salvific revelation in cre-

ation and history, but also with the relationship between the Sabbath and other institu-

tions in Israel in which the same understanding of faith was at work as in the develop-

ment of the Sabbath commandment itself.
According to R the Sabbath is a sign of Israel's sanctification by Yahweh, and its

observance represents an obligation for the people of God forever whose neglect will
be punished by death (Ex. 3 I : I 3- l7). Yahweh's sanctification of Israel is also associ-

ated with the prohibition against kindling fire (Ex. 35:l-3) and gathering wood (Nu.

15:32-36) on the Sabbath, a prohibition originally directed against cultic practices with

fire kindled in worship of foreign gods (Lev. l0: l; Nu. 3:4; 26:61).t7

According to the Holiness Code (H), which similarly grounds the keeping of the

Sabbath in Yahweh's sanctification of Israel (Lev. 19:3-4,30), the Sabbath as one of Is-

rael's "appointed festivals" (m6'a/tm) is thus characterized commensurately with this

distinction by the summoning of a holy convocation and the observance of an absolute

day of rest (l*v.23:l-3). The point of departure for calculating the time of the Feast of
Weeks in the Holiness Code is an otherwise undefined date at the beginning of the

grain harvest, namely, the day after the Sabbath on which the first sheaf is presented

(w. 9-16). That here, unlike in the earlier decree (Dt. l6:9), it is no longer seven weeks

but rather seven Sabbaths that come to characterize the harvest festival is shown by the

Holiness Code's own unique estimation of the Sabbath, which here has become a syn-

onym for "week."
In connection with regulations for priestly duties, H decrees a perpetual obligation

for Aaron to set out the bread of the Presence each Sabbath (Lev.24:8-9). A later legal

text specifies in reference to Israel's Sabbath observance as portrayed in H that the of-

fering is to include two yearling lambs without blemish and an ephah of choice flour

mixed with oil and its drink offering (Nu. 28:9-10).

As an analogy to the Sabbath commandment for Israel as the people of God, H also

17. See Robinson, I,"/-28 (1978) 301-17.
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attests a regulation for the land of Israel fixing a universal fallow year for the seventh
year applicable to both field and vineyard after six years of cultivation (Lev. 25:.l-7).
As the appropriation of the Dtn formula "Sabbath for Yahweh" (v. 4) betrays, the
meaning of this regulation is the acknowledgment of Yahweh as the sole lord of the
land whose fullness ofblessings Israel has enjoyed since the exodus from Egypt. Inde-
pendent ofthe Sabbath year, H then also decrees that after seven Sabbaths ofyears the
fiftieth year is to be observed as a Jubilee Year, whereupon a release is announced ac-
cording to which every Israelite was permitted to return to his property and to his fam-
ily; moreover, during the Jubilee Year there was to be no sowing, no reaping of
aftergrowth, and no harvesting of unpruned vines. Rather, Israel was to enjoy the yield
of the land away from the field (25:8-12). The background to this regulation was prob-
ably an institution from the period of Israel's settlement in the land according to which
every fifty years the original property relationships were to be reestablished in the land
resulting in a corresponding new regulation of real estate claims. t a The present form of
the regulations for the Jubilee Year, however, has been shaped by the Sabbath tradition
reflected in the intensif,rcation within the account of creation in P. The stipulated "re-
lease" (drdr) no longer focuses only on the salvific-historical remembrance of Israel's
earlier exodus from Egypt, but also on the reorganization within the land of promise
bequeathed to the people after the chastisement ofthe exile, as clearly expressed by the
reckoning of the Jubilee Year with the square of the number seven.

Before moving on to blessing and curse, H inculcates once more the observance of
the Sabbath (Lev. 26:2). The portrayal of the threat of curse then alludes to the land of
Israel that was abandoned by its inhabitants, the land that during the period of its deso-
lation must "celebrate" (idbail and "accept" (rd;d)te like an iniquity the Sabbaths it
missed (26:34-35,43). Whereas the background to this punishment decree is the notion
of the close, indeed fateful connection between people and the place where they live, a
notion applicable to the OT in general, the association of this threat of curse with the

Sabbath year unique to H (25: l-7) apparently derives from the fact that the designation
of the fallow years God imposes upon the land in judgment as a "celebration" (id!a1)
circumscribes an event serving to demonstrate Yahweh's holiness. In its own way, H
here is following the prophecy influenced by P (Ezk.36:16-38) in emphasizing the
positive aspect of divine punishment.

5. Status in Israel. In the final form of the Sabbath commandment in the Decalog
and in the Sabbath legislation in P, the development of the relevant tradition of faith
reached its culmination within the OT and at the same time established a norrn of faith
which during the subsequent period left a lasting impression on the confession to
Yahweh. A whole series of prophetic passages in Trito-Isaiah (Isa. 56:2,6;58:13;
66:23) and in the redactional strata of Jeremiah (Jer. 17:21-22,24,27) and Ezekiel (Ezk.
20:12-13,16,2O-21,24;22:8,26;23:38; 44:24: 45:17; 46:1,3-4,12) emphasizes the es-

Elliger, kviticus, 351-54.
See G. Gerleman, "i13'1 rsft to be pleased wrthj' TLOT lll, 1259-61.

18.
19.
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chatological horizon of Sabbath observance by referring, quite in the tradition of P, to
the institution of the Sabbath as a confessional sign for Israel's faith in Yahweh's reve-

lation within salvation history and in its completion. The account of the manna in Exo-
dus (Ex. 16:23,25-27,29) shows with particular clarity how strongly the Sabbath com-
mandment of the Decalog and the Sabbath legislation of P influenced the formation of
the faith traditions regarding Yahweh's salvihc guidance in history. The books of
Chronicles (l Ch.9:32;23:31:'2Ch.2:314);8:13; 3l:3; 36:21), Nehemiah (Neh.9:14;
10:32,34[31,33]; 13: 15-19,21-22), though also Judith (Jdt. 8:6; 10:2) and two books of
the Maccabees (l Mc. l:39,43,45:' 2:32,34,38,41; 9:43; lO:34; 2 Mc. 5:25; 6:6; 8:26-
28; 12:38; 15:1-5) similarly show how during the period after the exile and during its
encounter with Hellenism Israel understood the observance of the Sabbath as an ex-
pression of its confession to Yahweh and to his activity in creation and history.

III. LXX. Strikingly, only in a relatively few instances does the LXX render the sg.

iabbdlas t6 sdbbaton (2K.4:23; ll:5,7,9; I Ch.9:32;2Ch.23:4,8; Neh. 9: 14; 10:32[31];
13:15,17-19,22;Larn.2:6). As a rule, it renders both the singular and the pl. iabbdl6lwith
the pl. form td sdbbata. In Lev. 23:16it renders iabbd! as the subst. hebdomds (which is

alsotobeaddedinl*v.23:15),whereasin2K. 16:l8itoffersanalternativesolutiontothe
obscure MT (m,Asafthaiiabbdfl.Thepl.formtd sdbbara has been viewed as arendering of
Heb. iabbd!, the -a being viewed as a phonetic addendum prompted by the necessity of ad-

equately expressing the Heb. -/ at the ending of the Greek word. In practical usage, how-
eyer, td sdbbata was then allegedly understood as a plural analogous to the Greek festival
names.20 By contrast, another explanation sees in the pl. formtd sdbbara the transliteration
of Aram. iabb"la' (Heb. iabbd!) and in the sg. sdbbaton the transliteration of Heb.

iabbd16n, which is why sdbbaton refers not so much to the Sabbath day itself as to the hol-
iday repose characterizing this day (Mateos; cf. also Pelletier).

The LXX developed various forms for rendering the superlative construction iabbdl
iabbdybn, including sdbbatasabbfuanandpausis (Lev. l6:31), sdbbatasabbdtan(Lev.
23:32), sdbbata andpausis (Ex. 16:23;31:15; 35:2; Lev. 23:3:25:4). The noun
iabbdldn appearing alone is rendered as aruipausis (Lev. 23:24,39;25:5).

IV. Qumran. The Damascus Document especially attests the enormous significance
the Qumran community attributed to the Sabbath (CD 3:14; 6:18; 10:14,17,21-22;

ll:2,5,9,10-15,17-18; l2:4). Similar to the rabbis, this document understands the Sab-

bath commandment as a law and hence explicates it casuistically, applying it to the vari-
ous possibilities of practical life.2l The Sabbath hymns addressing the heavenly praise of
the angelic choirs are especially revealing regarding the liturgical observance of the Sab-

bath in the Qumran community (cf. 4QShirShabb; llQShirShabb and MasShirShabb;

esp. 4Q400 l,L l;403 l, I, 30; II, 18; 405 8-9,1;20-22,6;406 l, 4; MasShirShabb 1, 8;

cf. 4Q504 l-2,y11,4); their recitation during the time of the Sabbath sacrifice displaces

20. See Lohse, 7 n. 39.
21. See Bietenhardt, 55-61.
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in an anticipatory fashion the worship participants, who are celebrating the Sabbath away
from Jerusalem, into the heavenly sanctuary.22 I lQPsu 27:7 ascribes to David the author-
ship of 52 ( !) songs for the qorban of the Sabbaths. According to the Habakkuk peshe4

the iniquity of the Wicked Priest was viewed as a scandal; in pursuing the Teacher of
Righteousness to the latter's place of exile, the Wicked Priest appeared there at the festi-
val time, on the Day of Atonement, to confuse the Teacher's followers, indeed doing so

on the Day of Fasting, the Sabbath of repose (lQpHab I l:8). By contrast, the War Scroll
(which in one of the oldest mss. still mentions the hswsrwt hibnu, "trumpets of the Sab-
baths" [4QM" 13]), anticipates that during the time of the final struggle of the sons of
light against the sons ofdarkness, during the year ofrelease daily services are to be per-
formed in the sanctuary (lQM 2:a) and that no one is to go to war, since the Year of Re-
lease is a sabbath of rest for Israel (2:8). Everywhere the understanding of the Sabbath
observance here exhibits its roots in the Torah and its OT interpretive tradition (cf. esp.

the reception and continuation of OT texts in lQ22l:8; 3:l; llQT 13:17; 18:11-12;
19:12-13; 2l:13; 25:3,9; 27:6,8;43:2), though the casuistry here exhibits an unmistak-
able tendency toward intensification (cf. CD).

E. Haag

22. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 17.
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I. Etymology and Word Classes.

l. Survey of Verbal and Nominal Derivatives. The root morpheme *.ig- is realized in

Biblical Hebrew with the aid of the root augments -y, lengthened or reduplicated -g, -w,

and - '. 1 Only in the first two cases do verbal lexemes occur: igh ( 17 times in the qal, 4

in the hiphil [one occurrence each in Sirach]) and .igg (5 times in the qal, including

Gen. 6:3i. Derivative substantives include miigeh (only Gen. 43:12) and i"gagd,z alto-

gether 19 occulrences. The verbs *ifig or *,i8'can be deduced only from the substs'

m"ifrgd (Job l9:4) and i"gi'61Gs. 19:13[Eng.l2]).3
Aithough rhe genre deiignation iiggdybn (Ps. 7:llSl; Hab. 3:l) is occasionally clas-

sified with these roots, its etymology is still not clarified.a Proposed derivations in-

clude Arab. iajd, "catseto worry," .iairy, "moving, touching," saja'a, "speak in rhymed

prose"; also Akk. iegfrlI, "be wild, rage" (from ig'; ct. Heb. m"iuggd), and iegfilII =
iigA, ,,"ry of lament."s The etymology of the second element in the name 'autiag is

similarly not clarified.6 The realization of *Jg- both in lll-yod/waw and mediate

geminate verb classes with the same meaning, albeit also with restricted use, is com-

mon,7 with parallels, e.g., in zkh-zkk, khl-kll, qlh-qll (cf . q"hW), rbh-rbb's

2. Semitic Parallels. Parallel witnesses in the Semitic languages are restricted to Ar-

amaic and Ethiopic. In Aramaic/Syriac the equivalent basis ig'appears consistently,

both in Imperial Aramaic (cf . w'l thig' lbb'\ and Jewish Aramaic (.ig'peal and aphel;

but also the subst. iggh and Jggtlo). For Syriac, Zorell adduces additional witnesses

that he claims as possible expansions of the root xJg-, probably because of the related

semitic classes: i"gam, "deceive"; i"gap, "conceal"; i"gai, "confuse"; also Akk' 'iegil
II, "be wild, rage."rt For Ethiopic, reference has long been made to the equivalence

l. See W. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrtiischen Grammatik I. ATS 8 (1978)' 53.

2. See BLe, $61u.
3. See E. Konig, Historisch-kritisches lzhrgebriude der hebriiischen Sprache, II (Leipzig'

186s), $99.2.
4.'Sie Seux, ,,iiggay1n 

= iigfr?" 438. Cf. GesB,8O7; BDB,992-93: a different view is taken

by KBLI,9aB; HAi li, l4l4: if . also J. Blau, "Philological Notes on the Bible Based on Medi-

eval Judaeo-Arabicl' Shnaton 3 (1978179) 199' XXI.
5. On Arab. lajd see wehr, 456. On iajiy see ibid.; cf. Gtissmann,366-67. On saia'a see

wehr, 398. On Akk. iegttll see AHw,III, 1208. On iegfi III see ibid., 1208, l23l; cf. G. Rinaldi'

'Alcuni termini ebraici relativi alla letteratural'Bibt 40 (1959) 285; Gdssmann,365-66; and

Seux, ".iiggaybn = iigtr?" 419-21, who question this derivation.

6. See-IpN, 234; iontra the derivationfrom igg in BDB, 992-93, cf. VG, 1,402]' HAL, 1,6'

7. See J. Kurylowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar and Metrics (Wroclaw, 1972), 8tr.;

Milgrom, JQR 58 (1967) l16. On restricted use see II.1 below
il. For iru.-ary of similar cases see GK, $7'te; and esp. G. Bergstr[sset, Hebriiische

Grammatik, ll (lg2g repr. Darmstadt, 1985), $31c, who already warns against one-sided sec-

ondary assessments or mutual derivations; hence the designation "secondary form" is in-appro-

priate for the less frequently attested derivatives of the root *,i8- (contra GesB and KBL2).

9. Ahiqar 137 (AP 217,242); DNSI, II, 1108.

10. See AnfH, 415; on Syriac see lcxSyr 754-55 (-ig'peal, aphel; 'Igy', igwt', migyn'|
ll.l,exHebAram,s2l.OntheSyriacwitnesses: LexSyr'155,756,757;onAkkadianseealso

the etymology of iiggay1n discussed under I above.
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with Eth. sakwaya, sdkwaya, "wander around aimlessly," though this reference has pho-
netic problems.12

3. Verbal Syntax and Verb Classes.In most of its occurrences, .igh qal is primarily a
"verb of forward motion,"l3 as made clear in Isa. 28:7a,b, where it appears parallel
with the synonym t'h, "stagger"; here .ig[ refers to the uncontrolled movement of a hu-
man subject resulting from intoxicating drink; the cause of the intoxicating stagger is
indicated by a causative circumstantial, bjayin iagfi - trpaiieftar rd1 (similarly also
Prov.5:19,20;20:l). The assumed verb class "forward movement" is clearly indicated
where locatives (b", 'al) or separatives (min) obligatorily accompany the predicate Jgh,

as is the case in Ezk. 34:6, where in a comparison Israel as a herd of small livestock
(pdh) "wander" over mountains (b"),high hills ('al), and the face of the earth (par. pwq
niphal 'al). In Ps. I 19:21,1l8; Prov. 19:27, igh is used with the separative min, tholgh
these passages everywhere already attest metaphorical usage ("stray, wander away" in
the moral sense), since abstract substantives are used with the separative ('imrA dd'a7
mi;w61 [yhwh], l.tuqqA [yhwh] ).

The so-called absolute use of igh qal occurs completely at the metaphorical level,
where apart from the individual or collective human subject no obligatory syntagmas
appear on the text's surface (the exception being Job 6:24 with mA as the object); caus-
ative circumstantials can appear in a facultative function, as is the case in Prov. 5:23
and Sir. 34:5, leading to the meaning "err, transgress, sin," as a general connotation. At
this level, .iglr has made the transition to the class of "affective verbs," possibly "verbs
of faring." Relevant witnesses include parallel predicates, as in I 5.26:21 (skl hiphil);
Nu. 15:22 (l6"did); Job l9:4 (ltnmeittgdlt); Jg/r is also used absolutely inJob6:24;
Ezk. 45:20; Sir. 34:5. In Lev. 4: 13; Nu. 15:22; lob 6:24(?); l9:4;Ezk. 45:20, ish takes
on the specialized cultic meaning "unconsciously do wrong, transgress," which the
generalized example in Lev. 4:2 defines explicitly as bdld' liigdgd. The use of igh
hiphil confirms these findings concerning verbal syntax.DL27:18 and Prov.28:10 at-
test the literal use as a verb of forward movement with locatives and directives: maigeh
b"Qereft; Ps. 119:10 attests the figurative use with a separative: 'al-taigdnt
mimmi;wdleykd; Iob 12:16 and Sir. 8:2 similarly attest the absolute use within the con-
text of wisdom metaphor.

In the qal, idgag is in 5 instances (3 in participial form) used both absolutely with
the general meaning "sin, transgress" (Gen. 6:3[?]; Job l2: l6; Ps. I l9:67) as well as in
paronomasia with iegdgd (Lev. 5: l8; Nu. l5:28), in which case it, like .igh, acquires the
specialized cultic meaning, "sin inadvertently." The primary connotation of forward
movement does disappear with ^igg, the meaning remaining at the metaphorical level as

"transgress knowingly or unknowingly."

12. IzxLingAeth,333-84; W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),
498: VG, l, 122-23; S. Moscati, An Intro. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Lan-
guages. PLO 6 (1964),44.

13. So already Milgrom, JOR 58 (1967) I l8; on the terminology see W Richter, Grundlagen
einer althebriiischen Grammatik III. ATS 13 (1980), 97-98.
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II. Occurrences and Assessment.
l. Verbs. The prophetic mockery and reproach of priests and prophets in Isa. 28:7

uses ,iagd qal to refer to uncontrolled movement resulting from intoxicating drink, re-
peating it 3 times and invoking the parallels fi'A, bf niphal, pdqi.t4 This reeling and

staggering continues even during their official functions (rd'eh, p"ltliyd).
The wisdom maxim in Prov. 20:1 declares that intoxicating drink and its effects are

incompatible with striving for wisdom. In the love metaphor of Prov. 5:19-20, the dou-
ble use of .igft serves to juxtapose in a judgmental fashion physical love to one's own
wife and to a strange woman.l5

Prophetic and wisdom texts also use .ia-gr? qal to refer pejoratively to forward move-

ment in the sense of "wander around, stray from." In Yahweh's shepherd's discourse in
Ezk. 34:6,.i9ft describes the results of his flock's lack of leadership (par. pfi; niphal),
leading to previous shepherds being deposed. The wisdom maxims in Ps. I 19:21,118
and Prov. 19:27 warn against straying from Yahweh's commandments and statutes.

Saul's self-accusation before David (l 5.26:21) uses .igft qal as a moralizing expres-
sion of general transgression, "transgress, sin," though without the specialized cultic
reference to inadvertent transgression, specifying it with the synonyms bdld'and skl
hiphil as sinful acts that surely include conscious intention even if such is not explicitly
mentioned, something also applying to the behavior of the wicked criticized in Prov.
5:23, which identifies it in a larger sense as foolishness ('iwwelel) without thereby ex-
cusing it (contra the earlier cj. yissdpeh instead of yiigeh following LXX;.t0 1n 5tt
34:5, too, .igh refers to intentional transgression. These findings also illuminate the
question discussed under II.2 below regarding the expanded meaning and use of i"gdgd
as negligent transgression.lT In Job's self-asseverations in Job 6:24 and l9:4, both the

context and the overall problematic of Job's dialogue suggest that .iglz here, analogous
to its cultic function, means "transgress unknowingly." Such also applies with certainty
to the sacrificial regulation in Ezk. 45:20,t8 where igft in its participial form is paral-
leled by the noun pelt. Lev.4: 13 (subj.: kol--da! yiSrd'€l) and Nu. 15:22 (su.bj: b'n€
yi:{rA'efi are parts oflegal sections regulating special cases ofcollective iegagd ("unin-
tentional erring").l9

In the hiphil, .igft appears in the classic imprecatory series in Dt. 27:18 and in the
sapiential warning in Prov. 28:10. He who misleads (maigeh) others onto the wrong path

or into evil ways is placed under curse or punishment. The petitioner in Ps. I 19:10 asks

that Yahweh not let him stray from the commandments. Job 12:16 articulates the notion
that Yahweh has control over both those who en (idgCg) and those who lead others astray
(maigeh). Sir. 8:2 asserts that money also ruins the character (leU of the noble.

14. On the literary strata in vv.7-13, cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. trans. 2002),
17-20; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),243-44.

15. See O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 58.
16. See KBI],948 HAL, lv, 1413b; and BIIS,' correctly Pl6ger, Sprtiche, 53.
17. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATV4 (1966),76.
18. Contra Knierim, 1303.
19. See II.2 below.
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Apart from Job 12:16 (see above), "igg qal also occurs within the relevant i"gdgd
regulations of Lev. 5:18 and Nu. 15:28, and in the confession of Ps. I 19:67, which jux-
taposes former .igg with imr 'imra1 Qhwh).

Gen. 6:3 poses problems for interpretation. The grapheme compound b"iaggam
can be understood as a suffixed infinitive of Jgg; b"iaggam.zo It functions as a moral
justification of Yahweh's preceding announcement of punishment. Nonetheless, the

use of an infinitive with the nominal clause hfr' ldidr seems syntactically difficult.2l
Hence the assumption of an admittedly unusual particle combination b"ia + gam (so

also LXX) acquires more syntactical plausibility unless one follows J. Wellhausen in
postulating textual comrption, though even he suspects that a "causal particle" is be-
hind bigm.zz

2. Substantives. Because ofits frequency and specialized meaning, the subst. i"gdgd
has attracted the most attention. It is used almost exclusively (Eccl. 10:5?) as a special-
ized term of cultic law to refer to an "unintentional and thus atoneable sin."23 Its use is

restricted to P (Lev.4;5;Nu. 15;35; dependent on P: Josh. 13:'20; Eccl.5). Within
prepositional phrases using b"/1" + iegdgd, with the verbs hdtd'(Lev.4:2,27;5:15; Nu.
15:27),'ih qal (Lev. 4:22; Nu. l5:29), ',fft niphal (Nu. l5:24), ^igg (Lev. 5:18 [without
b1;Nu. l5:28)itbecameaformulaicphrasereferringtothespecialcaseof anunknow-
ing transgression against the law and stipulating the necessary cultic measures (presen-

tation of a ba$a't offering). Just which concrete actions are meant is not said. Only
Lev.22:14; Nu. 35: I l; and Josh. 20:3,9 mention individual transgressions biigdgd, in-
cluding eating sacred donations (kl qdi) and negligent homicide (rql.t, nkh hiphil). Nu.
15:25 stipulates sacrificial offerings (hby' 7 qrbn) after unintentional transgression of
the law ('al i"gdgA), with v. 26 articulating with a noun clause how the entire people are

involved in i"gdgA. Nu. 15:25 and Eccl. 5:5(6) similarly use noun clauses to categorize
instances of unintentional sin (ki i"gdgi ht').

Lev. 4 represents the basic reference text for the cultic regulation of i"gagd trans-
gressions. In four paragraphs the final version ofthe text2a regulates how otherwise un-
specified cases of .f'ga-gd might be cultically atoned if committed by priests (vv. 2-12),
the entire community (vv. l3-21), a naSt'(vv.22-26), and "anyone of the ordinary peo-

ple" (vv.27-35), namely, by the presentation of a sin offering (hqfiA'il whose extent
was determined by the rank of the transgressor. Lev. 4:26 and 35 formulaically de-
scribe the effects of the sin offering as w"ftipper'dldyw . . . w"nislah /6 (atonement and
forgiveness). Nu. 15:22-31, which is probably dependent on Lev. 4 (argumentation in
Kellermann), attests the same understanding of iegdgd, now in connection with trans-

20. See GK, 567p; BDB,992-93.
2l.C.Westermann,Genesis l-l 1.CC (Eng.trans. 1984),375-'16, arguesagainstacausalin-

finitive.
22. J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuch und der historischen Biicher des AT

(Berlin, 41963), 308-9.
23. Rendtorff, 203.
24. On its literary genesis see Elliger, kviticus,53-68.
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gressions on the part of the entire community (w.22-26), an individual (vv.27-28),

and the alien (vv. 26,29), and now includes bafiaL though also '6ld (v.24) and'iiieh
(v. 25) as part ofthe requisites for atonement and forgiveness (vv. 26,28). A third para-

graph (vv. 30-31) introduces the important contrast to'diA biigdgd, namely, 'dSA bldd
ramd, conscious, intentional (wicked) actions25 for which the instruments of atone-

ment no longer suffice; instead the text evokes the "formula of cutting offl' weniftr"16

hannepei hahi' miqqere! 'ammA, as a negative counterpart to w"ftipper w"nislah.26

ThesJtexts thereby specify with semantic precision i"gdgd as a reference to uninten-

tional violations of the law. Tltis i"gdgA of cultic law is explicated further by synony-

mous circumscriptions such as la'-yada' (Lev. 5:17-18), biblt-da'q (Josh. 20:3,5)'

ne'lam (ddbar) min (Lev. 4:13; 5:2-4).27 Yet another understanding underlies the

i"gdgdcases in Lev. 5:14-19, signaled here by the introductory tim'61 ma'alin the gen-

eral case (v. l5), which can hardly refer to a "simple case of unintentional transgres-

sion," rather referring to a "violation of duty."28 This parallelism lends b iegdgA the ex-

panded connotation of "negligent, irresponsible omission," which while remaining a

sin of error nonetheless does not exclude a certain element of intentionality. Elliger
compares these cases with those in 5:1,4, even though they are not designated as

iegdgd.zs-The 
special nature ofthe case in Lev. 5:14-19 is also discernible in the varied sacri-

ficial form of the 'didm,3o a "penitential offering"3l encompassing both restitution and

a surcharge (v. 16). The determination of the atonement means within the 'diam was

probably prompted by the sacral nature of the transgression (baf'A miqqo/iA yhwh,

v. l5). Such an assessment is made concrete in2213-14:'dlal qdiei biigdgd, albeit

without the atonement stipulation of the'didm and only with restitution and surcharge

commensurate with 5: 16.

The extent to which one can extend the semantic field of J"gagd in the later strata of
P is shown by the decree concerning cities of refuge in Nu. 35:9-15, whete iegdgd can

even refer to "negligent homicide" (vv. 11,15: makkeh-nepei biigdg6), a mitigating

circumstance allowing for recourse to the right of asylum as protection against blood

revenge. The appended law in vv. 16ff. then explicates the parameters of this i"gdgd

and the transition to murder. Josh. 20:3 and 9, the regulation of cities of refuge, pick up

these definitions of Nu. 35 again. Hence in P the term i"gdgi acquires a rather broad

semantic range that can probably not be restricted to a single meaning, something quite

commensurate with the variable use of the verbs igh/igg, which can refer both to sinful

acts in the general sense and to unintentional errors as specified in cultic law. This view

provides an additional argument against Milgrom's attempt, which itself has been vari-

25. See the discussion in Kellermann,lll-12.
26. See Janowski, 254-55.
27. See Knierim, 1303.
28. Elligea kviticus, 76.
29. Ibid.; correctly: Kiuchi, 27 -28.
30. See in this regard Milgrom, Cuh and Conscience, 13-83.
31. Elliger, kviticus, 76.
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ously refuted,32 to narrow and harmonize the use of i"gagi to "consciousness ofthe act
itself. . but not of its consequences,"33 a view that not only contradicts the various con-
texts of the passages but also strains the cultic concept of i"gdgd, which does not allow
for such extensive psychologizing.

Regarding the use of iegdgd in P, one can say in summary that it refers to uninten-
tional, though also to careless or negligent, transgressions and in every case represents

an objective incurrence of guilt because, despite the lack of intention, a person does

thereby violate the cosmic order established by Yahweh.3a Hence cultic atonement be-
comes necessary, something also possible in all cases of i"gdgd. According to Gese

and Janowski, transgressions biigdgA make the "basic anthropological . . . situation of
forfeited life transparent,"35 a situation into which a person falls even without inten-
tional acts "as a result of the quality of human existence as removed from God."36 Ac-
cording to P, a person can be saved from this situation only through the priestly act of
atonement (kipper), which in its own turn leads to God's forgiveness (nislah).

Of the two non-P occurrences of i"gdgd in Eccl. 5:5(6) and l0:5, the first presup-
poses atonement measures conducted by the priest (here mal'dl1), though it is probably
also critically questioning divine effrcacy.37 The second uses an extended understand-
ing of the term to compare rulers' disregard for class differences with i"gdgA.tt

The three remaining substantive derivations represent hapax legomena. In Gen.
43l'12 Jacob' s assessment of the money unexpectedly found in the brothers' grain sacks

is miigeh. Without any moral connotation, it refers to erroneous action that can be un-
done. A parallelism explicates i"gt'61in Ps. l9:13(12); here nistardlnaqqeni, the plea
for release from punishment for hidden guilt, clarifies the intention of the rhetorical
question in v. l3a(l2a) (i"Sfq mi-ydbin), namely, that inadvertent transgression (ab-

stract pl.!) is beyond a person's conscious awareness and perception and as such repre-

sents a considerable danger for a person because of the automatic nature of punish-
ment. It is disputed whether zddim in v. 14 represents an antithetical term b iegi'6! and
nistdr6t.3e The vb. Jgil in Job l9:4a similarly dehnes m"iftgd in v. 4b as unintentional
transgression. Although the substantives in Ps. 19:13(12) and Job l9:4 can thus be

viewed as root-related synonyms of i"gdgd as found in cultic law, miigeh in Gen. 43:12
falls outside this semantic sphere.

UI. LXX. For the verbal lexemes igh/igg, the LXX had to resort to a whole series of
equivalent lexemes commensurate with the verb classes differentiated under I.3 above.

32. Cf. Knierim, 1303; Janowski, 255-56; Kiuchi, 25-38.
33. Milgrom, JQR 58 (1967) I18.
34. Elligea Leviticus, 68.
35. Janowski, 255.
36. Gese, l0l.
37. So W. Zimmerli, Spriiche, Prediger. ATD XYI e1980), 190.
38. See A. Lauha, Kohelet. BKXIX (1978), 184.
39. So Milgrom, JQR 58 (1967) 120: "presumptuous sins"; cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC

(Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
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For igh as a pure verb of forward movement, it used plaruisthai (Isa. 28:7[bis]),
existdnai (Isa. 28:7), diaspeiresthai (Ezk. 34:6), then for forward movement in the met-
aphorical sense (movement away from the law), ekklfnein ap6 (Ps. 119:21) and
apostatein (v. 118). It renders Jgl, hiphil in the sense of causative leading astray as

plaruin (Dt.27il8; Prov. 28:10), apdthetn (Ps. 119:10), and, ekklinein (Sir. 8:2). Used
absolutely as general terms for "sin, transgressl' igUigg appear as pl?mmelein (Ps.
119:67), plandsthai (Job 6:24;19:4), and surprisingly also agnoein (l S. 26:21, par.

matuiortsthai), since agnoein is the customary equivalent reserved for igh/igg in con-
nection with cultic law, as in Lev.4:13 (with akausids);5:18;Ezk.45:20. This special-
ized meaning is also rendered as akousidzeslhai (Nu. 15:28) and diamartdnein (v.22);
plandsthai in Job 6:24 and l9:4 is possibly also to be included here. The effort the
LXX expends in trying to accommodate a differentiated rendering of the various verb
classes to which igUigg belong is noteworthy.

Among the substantives, i"gagd is rendered with the substantive equivalent dgnoia
only in Lev.5:18; 22:14;Eccl.5:5(6).40 Occasionally an adjectival correspondence is
used with akoilsios (Nu. 15:25[bis],26; Eccl. 10:5), specifically in nominal clauses in
comparisons. The adv. akousios most frequently renders the formulaic prepositional
phrase biigdgi (Lev.4:2,22,27;5:15; Nu. l5:24[/{,27,28-29;35:11,15; Josh. 20:3,9)
and as such serves to explicate more closely the verbs agnoein, hamartdnein, etc.

The 3 hapax legomena substantives similarly have their own Greek equivalents,
namely, miigeh as agn6ema (Gen. 43:12), m"ifigd as pldnos (Job l9:4), and .f'giZ as

pardptoma (Ps. 19: l2[ l]).

IV. Qumran. The Qumran texts attest the use of the verbs .igft in the qal and hiphil,
.igg in the qal and polel, as well as the use of the subst. i"gdgd and the biblical hapax
legomenon miigeh. Here the specialized use of igUigg and their derivatives in the
sense of unconscious transgression as understood in the cultic law of P predominates.
The most thorough text in this regard is IQS 8:24-9:2, which juxtaposes actions (Tft)
bisgh (8:24;9:l), igg (8:26;9:l) with actions ('Sh) byd rmh (after the model of Nu.
15:30; IQS 8:22 also differentiates brmyh, negligence). Unconscious transgressions
result in a two-year leave from community functions and offices; in contrast to the OT
this period is defined not as atonement (kpr) but as punishment ('n.i). At the end of this
period, the person is reintegrated into the community. Intentional transgressions result
in exclusion from the community with no reconciliation.al IQS 7:3 stipulates a six-
month exclusion for biggh dbr ("speak;tng unwittingly"). lQSa l:5 stipulates the read-
ing of the Community Rule for new arrivals so that inadvertent sins might be avoided
(pn yigw bm[igwtyhm]h).llQT 35:14-15 stipulates that a special edifice be con-
structed in the hekal area to avoid inadvertent mingling of the sin offerings of priests
and people by those performing the temple services (lm'n lw'yiwgw hkwhnym bkwl

40. On the equivalency biigAgd = kat' dgnoian and concerning the secular-juridical antithesis
dgnoia-proairesis, see Bultmann, I 17.

41. On the exegesis of this passage, see Pouilly, 526-32.
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bt't h'm). Synonyms for sin and seduction generally include combinations with the
subst. m.igft. In CD 3:4-5 migwtm refers to the errors of the sons of Jacob (par. tw),
bmigt '[wn]mft in 4QFlor l:9 and bmigtm in 1QH 2:19 to the intrigues of the sons of
Belial against the sons of light. In 4Q184 l:9 migwt w/ qualifies the seductive arts of
the harlot (zwnh), which this fragment also describes verbally (1. 14, wtiyghw; l. 17 ,

lhigwt).
The fragmentary witnesses of .igg in 4Q508 6:1, migh in 4Q512 29-32, VII, 3, and

'al igg in lQ27 6,2 cannot be classified in any word or semantic class. 
Seidl

9lt .rs'; liylvi iissd'on

Contents: I. l. Linguistic Considerations;2. Occurrences. II. l. General Use;2. As a

Description of Prophets. III. l. LXX; 2. Qumran.

l. l. Linguistic Considerations. The forms igTJrg ga'6n refer to various objective or
subjective mental disturbances that cannot be more closely identified in the sense of
modern psychology, which is why the suggested meanings "crazy, raging; rage, mad-
ness" must be used with caution.l

Nor do parallels from Israel's surroundings contribute much to defining these condi-
tions more closely. Although Al,k. iegfr (I and II) is attested, it appears more in connec-
tion with animals.2 Analogous forms are documented in Ethiopic.3 The identity of
roots suggests that Arab. saja'a, "coo (dove)," is related to Heb. Jg'.4 For describing
mental incapacity or weakness of various sorts, Arabic does, however, have at its dis-
posal constructions from the root sll

2. Occuruences. The sparse occurrences of Jg', which is used only in the substanti-
val forms and by way of Yiddish has even found its way into English as "meshuga," are

spread over the OT and extend from the l0th century B.c.E. into the postexilic period.
The pual participle occurs in Dt. 28:34; 1 S. 2l: l6(Eng. l5); 2 K.9:ll; Jer.29:26;Hos
9:7.The hithpael of .fg'appears in I S. 2l:15,16(14,15) (inf.). The derivative noun oc-
curs in Dt. 28:28;2 K. 9:20; Zech. l2:4.

lI. l. General Use. The exclusive use of reflexive and passive forms already sug-
gests that.ig'refers not to active, independent action, but focuses rather on external in-

1. See GesB, 807; K8L2,949; HAL, IY l4l5b. On the substantival construction, seeGK,
$86f.

2. AHw,III, 1208.
3. lzxLingAeth, 1055.
4. Wehr, 398; VG,I, 169.

405
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fluence.s Mental confusion and madness were viewed as being caused by the numi-
nous,6 which is why such persons were treated with caution (cf., e.g., Saul in 1 S.

16:14-23). First of all, .ig'refers to the condition of being "beside oneself," to the in-
capacity to control one's actions. One example is the episode of David's flight to
Achish in I S. 2l:ll-16(10-15). This scene disrupts the structure of the story of Da-
vid's rise and in part contradicts it (cf. esp. 27:Lff.), yet does date to the 10th century.7
To avoid the potential dangeq David pretends to be a m"iuggd', acting oddly,8 beating
uncontrollably on the doors of the city gate (tpp, emended text), and letting his spittle
run down his beard. Verse l4au(l3au) emphasizes that in this case the mental distur-
bance is merely feigned. Achish interprets the behavior as miitaggea' (v. 15[14]).
When he similarly refers to his own people as "madmen," the scene acquires the char-
acter of a witticism.e It is precisely the concluding question in v. 16(15) that makes an

exact assessment of the section difficult, since it targets not only David but also the
Philistines. Perhaps, as is often the case with political witticisms, the authors intended
it as such.

The noun iiggd'6n describes unusual behavior in 2 K. 9:20. Prompted by circum-
stances, Jehu drives his chariot so fast that an observer describes it as the behavior of
someone under the influence of iiggd'6n, "for he drives like a maniac" (concerning
this phenomenon, cf. also I K. 18:46). Two passages directly identify Yahweh as the
initiator of ig'/iigga'6n. Within the Dtr strata of Dt. 28, the Israelites are threatened
with various punishments if they turn away from Yahweh (v. l5), among which v. 28
mentions iiggd'6n alongside blindness ('iwwdrbn)to and "confusion of mind" (timhdn
lebdu. The repetition of the curses in vv. 34-42 is directly related to the event of the
exile and refers to going mad (meiuggd') as a consequence of the threatened punish-
ments. Zech. l2:4 picks up Dt. 28:28. The background to this salvific oracle for Jeru-
salem is the tradition of the assault of the nations against Zion, an event that these
verses turn in a positive direction. Yahweh will confuse the advancing enemies, a mo-
tif also found in connection with the Yahweh war.ll The enemies'horses will be
struck with timmdhdn, their riders with iiggd'6n (v. 4a), making further actions
against Jerusalem impossible. The trio from Dt. 28 is completed only by v. 4b, whose
reference to Judah and the repetition of kdl sfis suggest is secondary. l2 In all these pas-

sages .ig' describes extraordinary, negatively qualified behavior, and those so de-
scribed are treated contemptuously by those around them. During the later period,
mental confusion was understood to be one of Yahweh's punishments, albeit some-
times as the means to an end.

5. See A. Jepsen, NaDi (Munich,1934), ll.
6. See in this regard also W. Westendorf, kxAg, Il,5l7-18; R. Labat, RI^A,, lI0., 196-97.
7. See F. Crtisemann, "Zwei alttestamentliche Witze," ZAW 92 (1980) 215-27.
s. -+ ))il ft//, $Itt.
9. Crisemann,222.
10. On this combination see also W. Westendorf, lzn4g, Il. 517.
ll. --+ dDil hmm.
12. See M. Srebo, Sacharja 9-14. WMANT 34 (1969),268-71.
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2. As a Description of Prophets. Three passages uses .ig'in a disqualifying sense in
describing the actions of prophets. In 2 K. 9: 11 the off,rcers describe the student of
Elisha who anoints Jehu at Yahweh's behest as ham"iugga'. Verse ll originally fol-
lowed v. 6 as part ofthe basic text ofthe account ofthe Jehu revolt and dates to the 9th
century.l3 The reference presumably documents daily language of the period in ques-

tion.la "Normal" contemporaries viewed the company of prophets around Elisha as

"madmen" because of their partly ecstatic behavior. Here m"iuggd'clearly carries a

negative connotation as compared to -+ Nfl nb'hithpael, which describes prophetic
ecstasy, one of the roots and characteristics of Israelite prophecy, in what is rather a

neutral fashion (cf., e.g., I S. l0:10-12; 19:18-24).
Festival participants who feel threatened by Hosea's accusations associate him with

ecstatic prophecy (Hos. 9:7), which many apparently regarded with suspicion or even
as a pathological condition.l5 In one quote from his opponents (v. 7ba), he is reviled as

a "fool" ('7vil; cf . Prov. 10:8,10,21; 12:15) and "madman." The alleged mental distur-
bance is directly associated with possession of the spirit.

Jer.29:26 documents the existence of cult prophets at the sanctuaries. In an oracle
against Shemaiah, Jeremiah cites a letter from him to the priest Zephaniah, who cur-
rently oversees a group of men at the Jerusalem temple whose characterizing feature is
ecstasy (kol-ii m"iugga' fimilnabb€'). The ecstatic phenomenon of the milnabbE'is
paralleled with .ig'. The letter primarily targets Jeremiah and is intended to defame
him. Other parts of the tradition clearly show that Jeremiah can as little be reckoned to
this type of prophet as can Hosea.l6

Though the problem of prophecy in Israel is admittedly quite complex, one can none-
theless say with certainty that none of its characteristic features is correctly described with
.ig', which refers rather to a person's (present) mental incapacity without touching on the
sphere of religious praxis, though the phenomenon of ecstatic prophecy does indeed pro-
vide the opporonity especially for outsiders to shift the perception of it (as well as of other
prophets) into the realm of the pathological by using the term.ig'to demonstrate its irrele-
vance, disqualifying thus the religious life and experience ofprophets.

lll. l. LXX. Although the LXX renders ^ig'in its various occurrences with different
terms, all those terms include the prefix par(a)-, which emphasizes the extraordinary
element attaching to that which is meant by Jg'. Only in 1 S. 2l:15-16 does the LXX
use the appropriate rendering epileptos ("epileptic"), similarly also - albeit inappro-
priately - in 2 K. 9:11; cf. Jer. 36:26 (= 29:26), dnthrdpos main6menos.

13. See Y. Minokami, Die Revolution des Jehu. GTA 38 ( 1989), 124-25, 127 , 136-37; L. M.
Barr€,The Rhetoric of Political Persuasion. CBQMS 20 (1988), 37,67; a different view is taken
by E. Wtirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige. l.Kdn l7-2.Kiin 25. ATD XU2 (1984),324-40, who
attributes it to DtrP and later authors.

14. Minokami, Revolution, 137.
15. See H.-P. Mtiller, -+ N'll nali', lX, 144.
16. See also J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkilndigung in der spiiten Kdnigszeit

Israels. WMANT 35 (1970), l9l-93.
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2. Qumran. Two occurrences of this term have thus far been attested in Qumran. CD

15: 15 mentions the 'eryil and the meiugga' as well as the peli and the m"iugga' (cf. Hos.

9:7) alongside one another. 4QDibHam^ l-2,1I, 14 addresses Yahweh as he who heals

iiggd'6n, 'iwwarin, and timmahin. These three terms seem to have developed into a

fixed expression (cf. Dt. 28:28; Zech. l2:4).
Mommer

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Archaeological Witnesses and Comparisons

from Religious History. III. The Breast as Maternal Organ of Nourishment. IV. The Bust and

Eroticism. V. The Breast as Metaphor in Connection with God and His Actions. Yl.'el iadday.

VU. l. LXX;2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The word .iagl represents a common Semitic noun generally as-

sumed to be a primary noun, possibly originally a children's babbling word.l A con-

iad. W. F. Albright' "The Names Shaddai and Abraml' JBL 54 (1935) 174-2u' esp' 180-93;

T. E. S. Arluck, "The Supreme Breasted One (El Shaddai)," Religion and Intellectual Life 312

(1986) 78-'79; H. G. Buchholz and V. Karageorghis, AltiiSdis und Altlqpros (Tiibingen,.. 1970);

A. Eggebrecht, ed., Suche nach Llnsterblichkeit. Totenkult und Jenseitsglaube im Alten Agypten

(Uitdiitreim, 1990); W. Fauth and M.-8. von Stritzky, "Hierodulie," MC, XV 73-82;D. N. Freed-

man, "The Divine Name EL SHADDAI, 'He Who Created Families,"' Dor le Dor9 (l98ol8l)72-
78; M. I. Gruber, ,.Hebrew 

Qideidh and Her Canaanite and Akkadian cognates," ur 18 (1986)

133-48; T. A. Holland, 'A Study of Palestinian lron Age Baked Figurines, with Special Reference

to Jerusalem: Cave 1," l.evant 9 ( 1979) 120-55; U. Htibner, "Das Fragment einer Tonfigurine vom

Tell el-Milfu. Uberlegungen zur Funktion der sog. Pfeilerfigurinen in der israelitischen Volks-

religion," ZDPV lO5 (1989) 47-55; O. Keel, Deine Blicke sindTauben. Zur Metaphorik des Hohen

Lieies. SBS ll4lll5 (1984); K. M. Kenyon, Jerusalem: Excavating 3000 Years of History- (Lon-

don, 1967), esp. 101-3; tr,t. ktein, The Psychoanalysis of Children (Eng. trans., New York,21975),

123-48; J. Leipoldt and W. Grundmann, Umwelt des lJrchristentums, III. Bilder zum

neutestamentlicien Zeitalter (Berlin, 61987); E. Neumann, The Great Mother (Eng. trans., New

York, 1955); I. Olbricht, Verborgene Quellen der Weiblichkeit. Die Brus - das enteignete Organ

(Stuttgart, 1985); A. Passoni Dell'Acqua, "'El Saddaj: Un nomo divino ancora misteiosol' BeO22
(1980) 3l-54; J. B. Pritchard, Palestinian Figurines in Relation to Certain Goddesses Known

Through Literature. AOS 24 (1943);A. G. Shedid and M. Seidel, The Tomb of Nakht: The Art and

History of an Eighteenth Dynasty Oficial's Tomb at Western Thebes (Eng. trans', Mainz, 1996);

E. Stern, Mateiial Culture of the ktnd of the Bible in the Persian Period 538-332 B'C.

(Warminster, 1982); J. G. Westenholz, "Tamar, Q\desia, Qadiitu, and Sacred Prostitution in Meso-

potamia," HTR 82 (lg}g) 245-65; U. Winter, Frau und Gdttin. Exegetische und ikonographische

Studi"n zr* reiblichen Gottesbild im Alten Israel und in dessen IJmwelt. OBO 53 ( 1 983); W. Woll
The origins of western Art: Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Aegean (Eng. trans., New York, 1971).

l. Those following the lead of T. Noldeke, NBSS, l2l-22, include, e.9., GesB, 808; I1AL, IY
1416.
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nection with Akk. iadfi(m)/iaddu, "mountain, hilI," is certainly possible;2 see also

lJgar. 1d, a variant of which is dd; Aram. fiayyd; Syr. f{d; Arab. lady or 1adan.3

2. Occurrences. The word iagl (including id4l I) occurs relatively infrequently in the

OT, only 24 times, including I time in Genesis, 4 in Isaiah, 4 in Ezekiel, 2 in Hosea, I
in Joel, I in Psalms, 2 in Job, I in Lamentations, and 8 in Canticles, findings commen-

surate with the rather chaste leanings of the OT attested elsewhere as well.

II. Archaeological Witnesses and Comparisons from Religious History. Icono-
graphic and statuary evidence suggests that the female breast was a frequent subject

of portrayal in the art of Israel's neighbors, possibly representing mere fashion (cf.,

e.g., the findings on Crete, including the bare-breasted priestess with serpents from
the "temple repositories" in Knossos and similar sculptures, whereby this "fashion"
may well also have represented an element of a matriarchya). One must, however, as-

sume that these widespread occurrences were prompted by factors lying at a deeper

level,s a not surprising assumption given the biological and erotic significance of the

breast. The anthropology of basic human behavior as well as (depth) psychology has

demonstrated the enormous significance the relationship to the breast has for the de-

velopment of the self-understanding of women as well as for the male experience.6 In
the same context one must note the ambivalent nature of the breast, which can be ex-

perienced not only as the nourishing, pleasurable "good" breast, but also as the op-

pressive and overprotective "bad" breast.T The female breast also, of course, pos-

sessed strong symbolic significance in religious customs. As the primary female

sexual attribute, the bosom represents sexuality as such, the joy of life, fertility, po-

tency, the blessing of children, good nourishment, health, and welfare, and its cultic
significance was probably commensurately varied, ranging from the talisman or amu-

let in connection with personal piety, to a votive offering within the official cult, to a
burial object in the cult of the dead. These multiple functions probably already pro-

vide the background to Neolithic figurines.8 The most extreme example in the Helle-
nistic epoch is the cultic image of Artemis in the temple of Ephesus (the temple itself
reckoned as one of the Seven Wonders), which was portrayed with twenty-nine
breastse (cf. also Acts 19:24-40). Contrary to the otherwise frequent baring of only
one breast, Egyptian women wore a special mourning garment as a sign of grief that

2. AHw, lll, ll24; CAD, XVll,49-51. See Albright; l. Zoller, RSO 13 (1931) 73-75;
M. Weippert, *'':tui iadday (divine name): TI-OT III, 1304-10.

3. See UI nos.722,2653: WUS, nos. 2713, 2842; I-exSyr 816; Wehr, 102. On the possible
connection with Heb. d6d, --> lll, 143-M.

4. On Knossos see Woli pl. 162; for similar ones see Buchholz and Karageorghis, pls. 1218,

1219, 1224, 1233; on the matriarchy see Buchholz and Karageorghis,2l-22.
5. See the wealth of documentation in Neumann and Winter.
6. For the former see Olbricht, with bibliog.; for the latter, Neumann.
7. See in this regard Klein.
8. See, e.g., Buchholz and Karageorghis, pls. ll72-83.
9. See Leipoldt and Grundmann, ill. 80.
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left both breasts bare.l0 Egyptian myth relates how, despite all the enemies of Osiris,
Isis protected and nourished the persecuted boy Horus, the future world ruler. The
pictorial expression of this maternal care is the widespread image of the goddess giv-
ing her breast to her child,l l whence also derived features of Mary nursing the Son of
God. Egyptian representations of the Beyond include pretty women with naked
breasts.l2

One area repeatedly adduced as an aid from religious history for understanding OT
occulrences of the breast is cultic temple prostitution and the complex of rites surround-
ing the hieros gamos, the "holy marriage," in Ugarit, Canaan, and Mesopotamia.l3
These rites involved offrcial temple prostitutes, called (Heb.) qe/€ltm or hierodules, who

- in part within the official cult - performed copulatio carnalis, particularly with the
king during the New Year's celebration. The purpose of these sexual practices was al-
legedly to enhance general and individual fertility. More recent critical analysis of the
admittedly sparse source evidence, however, does advise extreme caution in assuming
the existence of such practices (see Westenholz).

In Israel itself the occulrence and distribution of female figurines that emphasize
precisely the breast are copiously attested beginning with the preexilic period and ex-
tending down into the Persian period.t+

III. The Breast as Maternal organ of Nourishment. In a few or passages Ja4l
refers in what amounts to a neutral fashion merely to the organ of nourishment (Job
3:12;24:9; Isa. 28:9); this meaning is particularly clear when the reference is to the
body part of an animal, to the "teat" (Lam. 4:3). The possession of the breast marks
the woman's development into an adult, and to that extent the development of breasts
comes to function as an indication of age (cant. 8:8; Ezk. 16:7). Similarly, the period
during which a person is nourished orally from the breast is viewed as the earliest de-
velopmental stage (Joel 2:16), a stage during which the person is considered unknow-
ing (Isa. 28:9).

IV. The Bust and Eroticism. The breast appears more frequently in contexts in-
volving secular-erotic connotations. The love songs of Canticles repeatedly extol the
beauty of the female breast and compare it with the "towers on the wall" (cant. 8:10),
"clusters of the vine" (7:8-9, referring probably to especially large grapes),ls or with
"two fawns, twins of a gazelle" (4:5;7:4), the tertium comparationis here probably be-
ing the young, unblemished, dual quality of the breasts, though these passages also

10. See the example of Nephthys and Isis in Eggebrecht, 84.
I l. Cf., e.g., Eggebrecht, 88; Leipoldt and Grundmann, ills. zjo,271.
12. See Shedid and Seidel,46-52; also the Quran, sura 78:33.
13. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 38-39, 86-87; Winter, 252-365;

H. Ringgren, Religions ofthe Ancient Near East (Eng. trans., philadelphia, 1973), 25-30; Fauth
and von Stritzky.

14. Cf. Stern, 165-76; Pritchard; Kenyon, 103; Htibner.
15. See G. Gerlemann, Ruth./Das Hohelied. BK XVIII (l9gl),202.
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evoke an idyllic, innocent image of gracel6). In a reverse fashion, the beloved compan-

ion is a "bag of myrrh that lies between my breasts" (1:11;.tz

V. The Breast as Metaphor in Connection with God and His Actions. Usually,

however, references to the breast also include a theological component and function as

metaphors in connection with God's actions in both a positive and negative sense. Posi-

tively, both the nursing breast and the fertile womb are understood as signs of divine

blessing (Gen.49:25, "blessings of the breasts"). It was from the mother's breast -
with temporal and causal meanings coinciding (cf. BIIS) - that the petitioner in Ps.

22:lO(9) learned trust in God and in God's salvific actions (note the parallel with bdtah

in vv. 5-6[4-5]). During the salvific period, Jerusalem will suck the "milk" of nations

and take in dignity and power from royal breasts (Isa. 60:16), whereby the bosom of
the daughter Zion will become a "consoling breast" (66:11). Here the breast symbol-

izes the womanly-maternal, protective element, that particular aspect of God's actions

providing security, future, and a point of contact with the sensuous (the allegorical in-

terpretation of Canticles that construes Yahweh as the male beloved and Israel as the

female beloved also belongs in this contextls). Job's lament, however, calls all these

considerations into question: "Why were there . . . breasts for me to suck?" (Job 3: l2).
Breasts can also, however, evoke the opus alienum Dei in that the dried-up breasts

of daughter Zion symbolize God's horrible judgment (lsa.32:12 [unclear]; Lam. 4:3-

4). Indeed, considering such divine rejection the prophet desires childlessness as a par-

adoxical sign of grace (Hos. 9: l4); "the content of the prophetic intercession suffocates

the last embers of hope."le
The popular personification of Jerusalem and Israel as a woman especially in proph-

ecy and in the Psalms (see above) occasionally alludes with extreme criticism to their
breasts, which can be distorted like those of a harlot because the wife Israel bears "her

adultery between her breasts" (Hos. 2:4[2]), probably an allusion to amulets associated

with cultic sexual practices at the high places of Ba'al (cf. Hos. 4:ll-14) designed to

secure the effects of the cultic festival within daily life and to ward off evil.20 The great

parable of Oholah and Oholibah in Ezk. 23 drastically and graphically castigates the

"lewdness of (Israel's) youth" already in Egypt (political accommodation and religious

apostasy cannot really be distinguished here) by pointing out how Oholah and

Oholibah "played the whore in their youth; their breasts were caressed there [Egypt],
and their virgin bosoms were fondled" (vv. 3,21). The oracle of judgment in vv. 31-34

commensurately foretells how 'Judgment falls on the breasts of the adulteress which
were once shamelessly offered to the Egyptians."2l

16. See ibid.,70.
17. See Keel, 108-14.
18. --> III, 154-55.
19. J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll
20. Ibid., 41.
2l.W.Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans.

(1983), 124.

1979),491.

4ll
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Yl. 'Al iadday. Mention should be made of the etymological explanation of the DN
'dl iadday from the root id.22It is unlikely that this divine epithet represents an analogy
to goddesses designated as mammosa (Ceres, Diana, Isis) and addresses El as a fertility
god, not least because El is masculine. Assuming the presence of a personal suffrx,
however, yields "God of my breasts," which does point more toward an inward, per-
sonal relationship with El (during the patriarchal period). In any event, even this inter-
pretation remains uncertain.

VIII. l. lXX.The LXX generally uses mastoito render iaQ, withonly slight seman-
tic differences emerging, e.g., plorttos (Isa. 60:16; Heb. id&3), "wealth of kings" in-
stead of "breasts of kings."

2. Qumran. lQH 9:30 contains an asseveration of trust similar to that in ps.

22:lo(9): "from the breast of her who conceived me have your mercies been with me."
God's mercy becomes perceivable both temporally and causally from the perspective
of the life-giving nature of the mother's breast. By contrast, the prayer in 4Q507 1,2
confesses: "we are encompassed by iniquity since the womb, and since the breast by
guilt (midym b'imh)i

Oeming

22. -->'1Vi ladday. See the survey ofscholarship in Weippert, TLOT,lIl,1306-9, esp. nos. 4
and 6; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988), 282-83.

23. See in this regard HAL, lY, l4l8a.

17Y) ma"a; fii i6d

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. OT: l. Isaiah;2. Jeremiah;3. Ezekiel and the
Minor Prophets.; 4. l6d in Prophetic Literature; 5. Psalms; 6. Wisdom; 7. Song of Deborah;
8. Yahweh as Destroyer. III. l. LXX; 2. Qumran.

laQaQ. P.Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht. Miist 13 (1971), esp. 199-200; J. M. Millea ..The Is-
raelite Journey Through (around) Moab and Moabite Toponymyl' JBL 108 (1989) 577-95; K. M.
O'Connor, The Confessions of Jeremiah: Their Interpretation and Role in Chapters 1-25.
SBLDS 94 (1988); G. S. Ogden, "Prophetic Oracles Against Foreign Nations and Psalms of
Communal Lament," JSOT24 (1982) 89-97; J. Pons, L'oppression dans I'AT (pais, 1981), esp.
53-66.
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l. l. Etymology. The closest etymological correspondence for Heb. idd, "devastate,

despoil," is Ugar. idd with the same meaning (mlkn [y]idd hwt, "Our king [will] lay

waste the land of the enemy," par. ltsl, "plunder"t). The Akkadian term iadadu(m)'
"pull, draw,"2 is semantically too far removed. There is probably also no connection

with Akk. iedu(m), "fiend, demon, destroyer(?)";3 a more likely connection is to
Mand. ida lI, idd, "bind, overpower," and Eth. sadada, "drive out, chase away."a

2. Occurrences. The vb. idd occurs 30 times in the OT in the qal, I in the niphal, 2
in the piel, 20 in the pual (passive qal?s), 1 in the poel, and 2 in the hiphil. The noun

.io4l, "violent action, devastation," occurs 25 times. All occurrences are found in poetic

texts (Jgs. 5:27; prophets; Job; Psalms; Proverbs).

The form .id4l is frequently associated with hamas, "violent action," or ief;er, "col-
lapse," in order to describe the destructive effects of an enemy invasion.

II. OT.
l. Isaiah. All 1 I occurrences of the verb in Isaiah are found in Proto-Isaiah and all

refer directly or indirectly to enemy assaults and war. The oracle against Moab in Isa.

15-16 begins, "Because Ar is laid waste (iudda{ in a night, Moab is undone

@idmA); because Kir is laid waste in a night, Moab is undone" (v. t;.0 Although in
and of itself this verse does not define the enemy assault as the cause of devastation,

the continuation describes the results of the catastrophe, results that clearly point to

war(note ieperinv.5;hAddd, "battleshout," 16:9). Isa. l5:5thenmentionsfugitives,
who reappear in 16:4: "Let the outcasts of Moab settle among you; be a refuge to
them from the destroyer (iddeil until (?) the oppressor is no more, and destruction
(ioflhas ceased, and marauders have vanished from the land." The destroyer, i6dad'
reappears in two obscure verses,2l:2 and 33:1, associated in both instances with
bigeS, "betrayer." The first passage refers explicitly to war. The enemies are Elam

and Media; Babylon is destroyed (v. 9). The second foretells for the destroyer the

same destruction he has himself caused: "When you have ceased to destroy, you will
be destroyed (tfriiail." Whoever this destroyer may be, the reference is doubtless to a

military entity.
Isa. 23:1 and 14 describe Tyre as being "destroyed" (iuddai). The oracle depicts the

collapse of the commercial power of Tyre as prompted by Yahweh (v. 9; cf. v. 11:

l. KTU 1.103,37, an omen text; cf. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmart(n, "Der
keilalphabetische iumma izbu-Text RS 24.247 + 265 + 268 + 3281' UF 7 (1975) 135, 138;

M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Xl' Bibl 53 (1972) 403; and M. Dietrich and

O. Loretz, Mantik in lJgarit. Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Palcistinas und
Mesopotamiens 3 (Mtinster, 1990), 132.

2. AHw,IIL l12l.
3. Cf. E. Dhorme, "La d6monologie biblique," Maqqil shdqidh. FS W. Vischer (Montpellier,

1960), 48-49; HAL, rv, 14l8-19.
4. MdD, 449; kxLingAeth, 396; cf. HAL,IY 1419.

5. See GK $$52e,53u.
6. Concerning syntax and geography, see Miller.
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"Yahweh has given command concerning Canaan to destroy (Jmd hiphil) its for-
tresses"; v. 13 refers to siege towers the kafdim erect against Tyre).

Although .idd appears right at the beginning of these passages, it also reappears later
in the text. In this sense idd sets the tone for what follows, evoking from the very outset
the character of the oracle. Both in genuine ( l5: l; l6:4[?];23:1,14) and in questionable
(21:2:33:.l) Isaianic oracles, idd refers quite generally to military destruction whose
details are then provided in other parts of the oracle.

2. Jeremiah. Almost half of all occurrences of the verb (26 of 58) are found in Jere-
miah, with concentrations discernible in Jer. 4 (against Jerusalem); 48 (against Moab);
and 5l (against Babylon). The motif of attack predominates. The central position of
Jdd in Jeremiah's proclamation, however, is probably best illustrated by the noun ioql.
In 20:8 Jeremiah laments: "for whenever I speak, I must cry out, I must shout, 'Vio-
lence and destruction (hdmds wAidfll"'Thus the prophet summarizes his own mes-
sage. In ch. 4 Jeremiah warns against "evil from the north" (v. 6), mentioning a "de-
stroyer of nations (mail.i1 gbyim)" who will "make your land a waste" (v. 7), and
describing the enemy assault that will terrify the inhabitants: "Woe to us, for we are ru-
ined ['destroyed,' iuddaQnr2]" (v. 13). To underscore the suddenness and seriousness of
the assault, Jeremiah uses the metaphor of a toppled tent: "Suddenly my tents are de-
stroyed (iudd"dfr)" (v. 20). At the end of the oracle, he addresses Jerusalem after the in-
vasion: 'And you, O desolate or.e ('att iddfril" (v. 30; problematical gender; LXX
omits iaQfrQ).

The theme is continued in6:26, which summarizes the imminent invasion from the
north in the words: "For suddenly the destroyer (id{efl will come upon us"; similarly
in 9:18(19), where those who grieve in Zion lament: "How we are ruined (?(
iuddddnfr)t' In 10:20 Jeremiah returns to the metaphor of the toppled tent ('oholi
iudddil, again in connection with war.

The term .idd does not always refer explicitly to invasion, but even then it refers to
Yahweh's own destructive actions. According to Jer. 5:6 Yahweh engages wild animals
to lie in wait for the cities and to tear to pieces all who go out of them: 'A wolf from the
desert shall destroy them (y"iodddm)l' ln 12:12 the prophet laments that spoilers
(idQ"{tm) have intruded from all the bare heights in the desert and that the sword of
Yahweh is devouring the land. Similarly also in 25:36: "For Yahweh is despoiling
(iddeil their [the shepherds'] pasture." Finally, Yahweh says in l5:8 that he has sent a
pestilence upon his people, "against the mothers ofyouths a destroyer (iddEil at noon-
day." Yahweh himself functions as a destroyer in chastising his people and land.

The oracle against Moab in Jer. 48 is noteworthy with regard to the wealth of verbs
expressing total military annihilation. As in Isa. l5:1, idd appears at the beginning:
'Alas for Nebo, it is laid waste (iuddAdi)l Kiriathaim is put to shame, it is taken; the
fortress is put to shame and broken down" (v. l). The introductory iudddQA is followed
by verbs specifying the general expression more closely, including habiiA, nilkdA, and
hattd. There then follows a series of synonyms for "destruction," including ftrt hiphil,
.ibr niphal, ieber 'dbad, imd niphal, iammd, 1aQafu, 'A8, rp.( niphal, and'dlal. The vb.
idd reappears in vv. 8,15,18,20,32, and vv. 8,18,32 describe the attacker as idddd.ln
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v. 32, which is another version ofIsa. 16:9, Isaiah's "battle shout" (hdda{ is replaced

by idQad.
The oracles against foreign nations offer further examples of idd in connection with

military devastation. In Jer. 47:4 (liid6d, ioded; concerning the wordplay with
'Ashdod," cf. vv. 5,7) the Philistines are destroyed by an army from the north; in 49:3

(pual) Ammon is taken; in 49:10 (pual) Edom is attacked by the nations; and in 49:28
(qal) Kedar is destroyed by Nebuchadlezzar. According to 51:48 Babylon is attacked

by destroyers from the north, a statement repeated almost verbatim in v. 53, albeit with
the expression m€'itti emphasizing that it is Yahweh himself who destroys Babylon.

The destroyer triumphs over Babylon's warriors (v. 56), and an army prepared by
Yahweh will carry out the destruction (vv.27-28,58).

Hence Jeremiah uses .idd primarily in reference to the destruction brought about by
an invading enemy and less in reference to other kinds of destruction.

3. Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets.Ezekiel uses .idd only in32:12, an oracle against

Pharaoh: "I will cause your hordes to fall by the swords of mighty ones, all of them

most terrible among the nations. They shall bring to ruin (id^d) the pride of Egypt, and

all its hordes shall perish (.fizd niphal)."
Although Hos. 10:2 focuses on destruction, it does not mention any military activ-

ity: "He [apparently Yahweh] will break down ('rp) their altars, and destroy (.idd poel)

their pillars." By contrast, v. 13 reprimands Ephraim because it trusted in military
power; Yahweh counters in v. 14 with the words, "Therefore the tumult of war shall

rise against your people, and all your fortresses shall be destroyed (.idd hophal), as

Shalman destroyed (iddqal) Beth-arbel on the day of battle when mothers were dashed

in pieces with their children (rrJ pual)."7 Hence the military connotations of ldd are

fully developed in Hosea.

By contrast, Joel l:10 envisions a completely different kind of invasion. Locusts

have attacked the land such that the fields and grain are now devastated (.Idd pual). Joel

2: I - 1 I describes these locusts as an advancing army and associates them with the day

of Yahweh, which is elsewhere characterized by idd as well (see below). Joel I : 15 even

cites Isa. 13:6: "[That day] comes as idd from iadday!'
Although Ob. 5 stands in a military context, it associates l6ddC layld with thieves.

The verse is a variation of Jer.49:9, though the latter does not use the term id/EQ. Here
we encounter idd for the first time with the meaning "plunder."

Although Mic.2:4 is a diffrcult verse, it is clear that the people are lamenting: "We

are utterly ruined Gaddd n"iaddunfif'This destruction seems to be of an economic

nature and includes the loss of (illegally obtained) land and property (cf. Jer.

9: l8[19]).
Nah. 3:7 refers explicitly to the destruction of Nineveh: "Nineveh is devastated

(iodddil; who will bemoan her?" Whereas the usual sequence is "wail, for X is de-

7. On translation considerations see F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24
(1980),560-61.
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stroyed" (Isa.23:1,14;Jer.48:20;Zech. l1:2), no one cares about the destruction of
Nineveh.

Zech. ll:2-3 is closely related to Jer.25:36. Both passages mention the wailing of
shepherds and the destruction ofglory and even vegetation (cf. also Joel l:10).

Hence among the prophets of the 8th-6th centuries, "idd exhibits a consistent seman-
tic spectrum in its references to the destructive activity of invading armies, to plunder,
killing, and the destruction of fields and cities. These aspects of the devastation of so-
cial life were then universalized and applied to other kinds of destruction.

4. idy' in Prophetic Literature. Of 19 total occurrences of i6Q, ll are found in the
context of war, a relatively smaller percentage than was the case with the verb. Hence
the noun exhibits an expanded meaning while yet maintaining the association with de-
structive human activity. Isa. 5l: 19 offers a good example of the use of .id4l in connec-
tion with war: "These two things have befallen you 

- who will grieve with you? [cf.
Nah. 3:71 - devastation (i6il and destruction (ie[er), famine and sword - who will
comfort you? [read y"nahom€l with I QIsa"] ?" lsa. 164 uses .ioy' parallel with me-s (lit.
"squeezer, masher"). Together these words evoke the image of the grinding destruction
the Moabites are trying to flee. Isa. 13:6 (against Babylon) and22:4 ("oracle concern-
ing the valley of vision") associare i0/ with the day of Yahweh. In both passages an
army prepared by Yahweh invades the country. One can find similar examples in Jer.
6:7;48:3; Hos. 7:13; 9:6; 10:14; Am. 3:10; Hab. l:3.

The conditions described by i68 can also come about, however, even when external
enemies are not the cause. For example, Isa. 59:7 relates that "their feet run to evil, and
they rush to shed innocent blood; their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity ('awen), deso-
lation (idfl and destruction (ieber) are in their highways." Here no external enemy is
responsible, and the destruction emerges rather from the act-consequence nexus. In Isa.
60:18 Yahweh promises that idd and ieler will cease. Two centuries earlier Amos
(Am. 3:10) reprimanded Israel: "They do not know how to do right . . . those who store
up violence and oppression (ltdmds wAid/) in their strongholds." Jer. 6:7 reproaches
l.tdmds wdidj in Jerusalem (cf. below). Ezk. 45:9 advises the princes to put away "vio-
lence and oppression" and to do what is'Just and rrghr" (miipdt frtdaqA| The context
mentions the eviction of Israelites from their property. According to Hos. l2:2(l),
Ephraim is multiplying "falsehood &azdfl and violence GAil" (hendiadys) through its
alliance with Assyria and Egypt and in so doing is preparing its own downfall.

The meaning of ^idd is illuminated by the fact that in l0 of 19 occurrences it appears
together with ieler (4 times) or hamas (6 times). In all 3 occurrences in Deutero-
Isaiah, .io-ql appears together with ieler (cf. also Jer. 48:3, the oracle against Moab).
The basic meaning of -+ 1fl2 ie\e4 "break to pieces," complements the meaning of
.idgl, "destruction," the two words together expressing the dissolution and annihilation
of the nation. Unlike id/, neither ie\er nor hamas is used in exclusively poetic texts.
The term hamas can refer to physical violence (as in Jgs. 9:24) as well as to unjust or
harsh treatment (as in Gen. l6:5). The word pair hamds/id{ encompasses both mean-
ings. All 6 examples (Jer.6:1;20:8;Ezk.45:9; Am. 3:10; Hab. l:3;2:17) can be associ-
ated with violent oppression. Hab. l:3 develops i6Q wehamas (the only passages attest-
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ing this sequence) further in the sense of "strife and contention" (rip, mddOn) and

"perverted judgment" (miip@ m"'uqqal, v. 4). The term .io-4l emphasizes the destructive

forces of violence within society. O'Connor finds in Jer. 20:8 physical violence, the

perversion of justice, and a rape of the law itself - in other words, universal chaos and

destruction.8

5. Psalms.In the Writings,idd (8 times) and.idd (5 times) do not exhibit the same mili-
tary associations as in the Prophets, in part because these texts refer less to the people and

to nations and more to individuals. This personal context emerges in Ps. 17:9, where the

psalmist prays for protection "from the wicked who despoil me (idd qal), my deadly ene-

mies who surround me" (this passage recalls Jer. 5:6; cf.Ps. 17:12; in both instances the

lion functions as a metaphor for annihilation). Ps. 91:6 also has a parallel in Jeremiah

(15:8), except that Ps. 91 explicitly names pestilence as the destroyer. Ps. 137:8 most

closely approximates prophetic speech in anticipating the desired destruction of Babylon

through the proleptic attribute haii"dfidd, "the devastated one" (emendation unneces-

sary), probably a reference to a military catastrophe the author hopes will befall the hos-

tile city. The noun .ioql occurs in l2:6(5), which speaks about the oppression of the poor

("rfiyim) and the groaning of the needy (cf . hdmfrs and idil.

6. Wisdom. In Proverbs .idd occurs 3 times and i6d twice. Associations with war

here are weak. Prov. 19:26 mentions m"iaddeQ-'db, "those who do violence to their fa-

ther," i.e., degenerate offspring, though certainly not a reference to patricide. Prov.

24: 15 speaks of lying in wait ('rb) for the righteous and of the destruction (.idd piel) of
"the place where the righteous live." Prov.2l:7 uses i6Sparallel with the neglect of
justice, and in 24:2 i1d and 'dmdl (NRSV "mischief') characterize what the wicked

say. All these allusions point more to robbery and ambush than to intentional total de-

struction. Only Prov. I l:3 recalls prophetic diction in referring probably to destruction:
"the integrity of the upright guides them, but the crookedness of the treacherous de-

stroys them."
Job 12:6 speaks of the tents of the i6d"diz (NRSV "robbers") that remain un-

scathed. According to 15:21 the wicked fear that the i6dcd will come upon them, yet

according to 5:21-22 he whom God reproves (v. l7) "shall not fear destruction when it
comes"; rather, he can laugh at both devastation and famine. These latter examples re-

call the prophetic meaning.

7 . Song of Deborah. The only occurrence in the Dtr History and possibly also the ear-

liest for the verb is found in the Song of Deborah, where idSAQ constitutes the climax of
Sisera's death: 'At her feet he sank (kdra'), he fell; where he sank, there he fell de-

stroyed" (Jgs. 5:27). The reference is to a violent death and total destruction, with se-

mantic connotations already being evoked that later appear in the prophets. Considering

the disgraceful nature of Sisera's death, iAdfrd may be intended ironically or satirically.

4t'7

8. O'Connor,72
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8. Yahweh as Destroyer. The instrument of destruction is usually an invading army.
In the prophetic view, however, Yahweh himself is ultimately the source of destruction.
In 33 of 40 occurrences within the prophetic writings, Yahweh is mentioned explicitly
as the one who prompts the enemy to attack. Yahweh himself is the destroyer in Jer.
25:36; 47:4; and 5l:55, in every instance with the formula ki-idded yhwh 'e1- . . . !'

Tlvo passages use wordplay to associare idd with iadday (Isa. 13:6; Joel l: l5). Oth-
erwise .idd is not closely associated with ?-l iadday, since, on the one hand, this divine
name was not familiar to the prophets, and, on the other, ,idd does not occur in the pa-
triarchal narratives.

IIII. l. lXX. T"he LXX most frequently renders idd/idd with various forms of
talaipdrefn (29 times). other renderings include apoleilein (10 times), otethreilein (9,
with 8 in Jeremiah), and. ol$nai (6, all in Jer. 4849). Other translations are used in iso-
lated instances.

2. Qumran. The root occurs 3 times in Qumran.4Qplsae is probably citing Isa. 2l:2.
IQH fr. 5:6 mentions the destruction of the spirits of wickedness.e According to 4Q184
1,8, destruction will come upon those who traffic with the indecent woman.

Freedman - Welch

9. See E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls. HSS 29 (1986), 45.
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G. Bertram, "'IKANOE in den griechischen Ubersetzungen des AIs als Wiedergabe von
schaddajl' 7AW..70 (1958) 20-31; idem, "Zur Priigung der biblischen Gottesvorstellung in der
griechischen Ubersetzung des Ar. Die wiedergabe von schadad tnd schad1aj im
Griechischen," WO 2 (1954159\ 502-13; idem, "Theologische Aussagen im griechischen AI:
Gottesnamen," zNw 69 (1978) 239-46; D. Biale, "The God with Breasts: El shaddai in the Bi-
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blel' History of Religions 2l (lg8lt82) 240-56; E. Burrows, "The Meaning of El saddai," JIS
4l (1940) 152-61 F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass.' 1973),

esp. 52-60; M. Delcor, "Des inscriptions de Deir'Alla aux traditions bibliques, ir propos des

idyn, des iedim et de iadday)' Die Viiter Israels. FS J. Scharber, (Stuttgart, 1989), 33-40;

M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Baal RPU in KTU 1.108; l.l13 und nach 1.17 Yl 25-33: UF 12

(1980) 171-82, esp. 114, 177; J. Ebach, Weltentstehung und Kulturentwicklung bei Philo von

Byblos. BWANT 108 (1979), esp. 196-214; O. Eissfeldt, "Jahwes Verhliltnis zu 'Eljon und

Schaddaj nach Psalm 9l: WO 2 (1954159) 343-48 = KlSchr 3 (1966), 441-47:' J. Felton, "El
Shaddai," Dor le Dor 16 ( I 987/88) I 86-9 I ; D. N. Freedman, "Divine Names and Titles in Early
Hebrew Poetry)' Magnalia Dei: FS G. E. Wright (Garden City, N.Y., 1976),55'lO7; idem, "The
Divine Name EL SHADDAI, 'He Who Created Families,"' Dor le Dor 9 (1980181) 72-78;
W. R. Garr, "The Grammar and Interpretation of Exodus 6:31' .lBL lll (1992) 385-408;
M. G<irg. "Saddaj-Ehrenrettung - einer Etymologie," BN l6 (1981) l3-15; R. Gordis, "The
Biblical Root Jpy-JD: Notes on 2 Sam I 21; Jer XVIII 14; Ps XCI 6; Job V 2l:' JTS 4l (1940)

35-43 = The lilord and the Boolc (New York, 1976), 323-31; W. Gross, "Jakob, der Mann des

Segens. Zu Traditionsgeschichte und Theologie der priesterschriftlichen Jakobsiiberliefe-
rungen," Bibl 49 (1968) 321-44; idem, "Israels Hoffnung auf die Erneuerung des Staates," in
J. Schreiner, ed., Ilnterwegs zur Kirche. Alttestamentliche Konzeptionen. QD 110 (1987),87-
122, esp. 94-98; J. A. Hackett, The Balaam Text from Deir 'Alld. HSM 3l (1984), esp. 85-89;
idem, "Religious Traditions in Israelite Transjordan," Ancient Israelite Religion. FS F. M. Cross
(Philadelphia, 1987), 125-36, esp. 133-34; M. Haran, "The Religion of the Patriarchs"'AST/ 4
(1965) 30-55; J. Hehn, Die biblische und die babylonische Gottesidee (Leipzig, l9l3)' esp.

265-71; M. Herranz, "Demonologia del A.T.: los sedim," EstBib 27 (1968) 301-13; P. Hugger'

Jahwe meine Zuflucht. Miist 13 ttSZt), esp. 167-70; E. A. Knauf, "El Saddai," BN 16 (1981)

20-26'.\dem,"nisaaaai - der Gott Abrahims?" BZ2g (1985)97-lO3; K. Koch, "Saddaj. Zum
Verhliltnis zwischen israelitischer Monolatrie und nordwest-semitischem Polytheismus," W 26

(1976) 299-332 = Studien zur alttestamentlichen und altorientalischen Religionsgeschichte
(Gcittingen, 1988), 118-52; idem, "Die Giitter, denen die Viiter dienten," Studien zur alttesta-
mentlichen und altorientalischen Religionsgeschichte, 9-31, esp. 25-30; M. Kcickert, Vritergott
und Vriterverheissungen. Eine Auseinandersetzung mit Albrecht Alt und seinen Erben. FRI,ANT
142 (1988), esp. 79-81; G. van der Kooij and M. Ibrahim, eds., Picking Up the Threads . . . A
Continuing Review of Excavations at Deir'Alla, Jordan (Leiden, 1989), esp. 62-70; J. L6v0que,

Job et son dieu. EBib (2 vols.; 1970), esp. I, 163'79; C. E. UHeureux, "Searching for the Ori-
gins of Godl' Traditions in Transformation. FS F. M. Cross (Winona Lake, Ind., l98l), 33-57;
N. Lohfink, "Die priesterschriftliche Abwertung der Tradition von der Offenbarung des

Jahwenamens an Mose," Bibl 49 (1968) l-8 = Studien zum Pentateuch. SBAB 4 (1988), 7l-78;
O. Loretz, "Der kanaaniiische Ursprung des biblischen Gottesnamens El Saddaj," UF 12 (1980)
420-21; E. C. B. Maclaurin, "Shaddai," AbrN 3 (1961162) 99-118; idem, "The Development of
the Idea of God in Ancient Canaan," Journal of Religious History 2 (1962163) 277-94;
T. Mende, Durch Leiden zur vollendung. Die Elihureden im Buch ljob (Iiob 32-37). TTS 49
( 1990); T. N. D. Mettinger, In Search of God (Philadelphia, 1988); J. Morgenstern, "The Divine
Triad in Biblical Mythology," JBL 64 (1945) 15-37; H.-P. Miiller, "Gott und die Gtitter in den

Anftingen der biblischen Religion. Zur Vorgeschichte des Monotheismus," in O. Keel, ed.,

Monotheismus im Alten Israel und seiner lJmwelt. Biblische Beitrcige 14 (1980), 99-142:'idem,
"Die aramiiische Inschrift von Deir'Alla und die iilteren Bileamsprtichel' ZAW 94 (1982) 214-
44, esp. 223,239; G.-W. Nebe, "Psalm 104,11 aus H6hle 4 von Qumran (4QPsd) und der Ersatz

des Gottesnamens," Z,AW 93 (1981) 284-90; H. Niehr, Der htichste Gott. Alttestamentlicher
JHWH-Glaube im Kontext syrisch-kanaantiischer Religion des l. Jahrtausends v.Chr BZAW
190 (1990); M. Oliva, "Las revelaciones a los patriarcas en la historia sacerdotal," Bibl 55

(1974) l-14; J. Ouellette, "More on 'El Sadday and Bd SadAl' JBL 88 (1969) 470-71;
A. Passoni dell'Acqua, "'Ol iaddaj. Un nome divino ancora misterioso," BeO 22 ( 1980) 3 l-54;

419
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l. l. Etymology. Contemporary scholarship advances varying derivations with re-
gard to the origin of the DN iadday.l

a. Field. Taking as his point of departure lJgar. '1trt .id, 'Astarte of the field/
meadow," Weippert concluded the existence of a deity 'El iadeUidday, "god of the
field," albeit without providing textual evidence for the existence of such a deity.z pro-
posals advanced elsewhere concur with this view.3 Ebach and wifall picked up
weippert's proposal and developed it further.a It was Loretz, however, who in 1980
provided the crucial supporting text for this argumentation with reference to the pas-
sage il id y;d, "El of the 'field,' who hunts."s

A. Caquot relates that a text discovered in 1992 mentions the dual deity ydd w id.6
Because Id qdi allegedly occurs, one might conclude that a deity called .id was wor-
shiped in Ugarit.

Semantically Al*.. iadfr, "open country, steppe," provides the root, a substantive

W. H. Propp, "On Hebrew SeOe61, 'Highland,"' W 3j (1987) 230-36; W. Reiss, ..Zur

Deutung von'l idy in d.er rabbinischen Literaturl' Frankfurter Judaistische Beitrcige 3 (1975)
65-'7 5; M. Rtisel, "Die Ubersetzung der Gottesnamen in der Genesis-Septuaginta," 

-Ernten, 
was

man scit. FS K. Koch (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l99l),357-jj, esp.373-74; L. Rost, ..Die
Gottesverehrung der Patriarchen im Lichte der Pentateuchquellen," Congress Volume, Oxford
1959. sw7 (1960), 346-59; H. Rouillard, La Piricope de Balaam (Nombres 22-24). ta prose
et les "Oracles." EOiA t't.5.4 (1985), esp. 345-46; J. Van Seters, "The Religion of the Patriarchs
in Genesis," Bibl 6l (1980) 220-33; J.-L. Ska, "Quelques remarques sur pc et la derni}re
r6daction du Pentateuque," in A. de Pury, ed., Le Pentateuque en question (Geneva, 1989),95-
125; F. Stolz, strukturen und "figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZAW I l8 (1970), esp. 157-61;
H. vorliinder, Mein Gott. A0AT 23 ( 1975), esp. 2l 5- I 9; N. walker, 'A New Interpretation of the
Divine Name 'shaddai,"' ZAW 72 (1960) 64-66; P. weimar, I)ntersuchungen zur
priesterschrifilichen Exodusgeschichte. FzB 9 (1973), esp. 8l-103; idem, "Gen 17 und die
priesterschriftliche Abrahamgeschichte," ZAW IOO (1988) 22-60; J. p. Weinberg, ,.Gon im
Weltbild des Chronisten: Die vom Chronisten verschwiegenen Gottesnamen," in O. Kaiser, ed.,
Lebendige Forschung im AT. ZAW 100 Sup (1988) 170-89, esp. 180-81, 187; M. Weippert,
"Erwiigungen zur Etymologie des Gottesnamens 'El Saddaj," ZDMG I I I (1961) 42-62; idem,
'rlui jadday (divine name)," TLor IJt, 1304-10; w. wifall, "El shaddai or the El of the
Fields," zAw 92 (1980) 24-32; R. Zadok, The Pre-Hellenistic Israelire Anthroponynry and
Prosopography. Ol-4 28 (1988); l. Zoller, "Il nome divino Saddayl' RSO 13 (1931) 73-75;
F. zorell, "Der Gottesname 'shaddai' in den alten Ubersetzungen ." Bibt 8 (1927) 215-19; an
enumeration of earlier bibliographical materials concerning the divine name can be found in
C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. trans. 1985), l17-18.

1. Detailed surveys of scholarship till 1980 can be found in weippert, TL)T llt, 1306-9;
Vorliinder, 215-19; Koch, 7I 26 (1976) 308; Ebach, 197-99 n. 8.

2. KTU 1.48, 17; l, 91, 10; 1.148, l8; 4.182,55,58. See Weippert,'.Erwiigungen,'; but cf.
TLOT \t,1308.

3. M. H. Pope, E/ in the Ugaritic kxts. SW 2 (1955),64-68; Ouellette; R. de yaux, Early
History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978),274-78,herez77: "Lord of the steppe."

4. Wifall, 196-214.
5.Loretz,42l; KTU 1.108, 12.
6. "Discours inaugural," XIVime Congris de l'Organisation Internationale pour l'Atude de

I'AT. Programme et rdsumis (Paris, 1992), 15. The text is RS 92.2016, according to p. Bordreuil
and D. Pardee.
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also attested in Ugarit with this meaning.T Additional forms include ia-de4-e,

"meadow," Phoen. .id, "plain," and OSA.idw, "mountain, cultivated land."8

The problematic condition of the text of KTU I . 108, 10- 13, however,e burdens the

interpretation of iadday against the background of l. 12 with considerable uncer-

tainty, to which are added philological difficulties and issues of content. First, it is
questionable whether il in l. 12 is to be understood as a divine name or as an

appellative, the latter involving an understanding as the "god of the country/fields."l0
The lack of word separators prompts D. Pardee to undertake a different word divi-
sion: i/ idy ;d mlk, "the god Sadayyu, the hunter (of?) milkul' understandin g il idy to
be the chthonic god ied in his primitive form from the 2nd millennium.ll It is also

not clear whether in the reading il id ysd the subst. Jd is to be taken as a genitive of i/
or as the object of the verb in the sense "the god travels through the countryside."l2
From the perspective of the history of religions, El's association with a field resists

interpretation. Hurrian religion associates the war goddess Ishtar-Shawushka of
Shamuha epithetically with a (battle) field.13 This goddess appears in the Akkadian
texts from Ugarit as litar g€ri and in the Ugaritic texts as 'ltrt id.t4 No relationship to
the god El, however, is discernible.15

b. Mountain After F. Delitzsch established a connection between Ak*.. iadfi,
"mountain," and Heb. iadday, other scholars quickly picked up this suggestion and ad-

duced additional support from the perspective of content.16 This view became widely
known through Albright's renewed discussion, which with reference to P. Dhorme as-

sumed an original meaning "breast."l7 Against the background of iaddd'u/iaddfr'a,
"mountain dweller," Albright came to understand Heb. iadday as "the one of the

mountain."l8 This view, with various nuances, was widely accepted.l9

7. AHw,lll, ll24-25: CAD, Xvll, 49-59; KTU 1.6, IV 12; 1.12,ll, 43; 1.24,22.
8. For the Akkadian see EA 287:56 (Knudtzon: ia+e-e); cf. W. L. Moran, The Amarna lzt-

ters (Eng. trans., Baltimore, 1992),328. On Phoenician see DNSI, II, lll0. For OSA see

Beeston, l3l; Biella, 5ll.
9. Dietrich andLoretz, 174.
10. A. Caquot, TO, ll, 116-17 n.359.
ll. Pardee, Ras-Shamra-Ougarit IV (Paris, 1988),8l-82, ll0.
12. TO, ll, 116-17 n. 359; cf. Knauf, BZ 29 (1985) 97.
13. See I. Wegner, Gestalt und Kult der lltar-Sawuika in Kleinasien. AOAT36 (1981),28,32-

33.
14. RS 17.352,12; KTU 1.48, l7;1.91, l0; 1.148, l8; 4.182,55,58.
15. Weippert, TLOT lll,l3O8.
16. Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwdrterbuch (Leipzig, 1896), @2-43. Cf. F. Hommel, The

Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Eng. trans., London, 1897), 108-11; Hehn, 265-71.
17. Albright, 180-93; E. P. Dhorme, "UEmploi m6taphorique de noms des parties du corps en

h6breu et en akkadien," RB 3l (1922) 230-31.
18. See idem, Yahweh and the Gods of Cannan (1968; repr. Winona Lake, Ind., 1990),94

n. 140; AHw,lll, 1123-24; CAD, XYLL43.
19. Cf. Burrowst E. Dhorme, "Le nom du Dieu d'Isradl," RHR l4l (1952) 7; G. Fohrer, Das

Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), 152-53: Bailey; Ouellette; H. Gese, in Gese etal., Die Religionen
Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandier. RM l0l2 (1970), 133-34; Cross, 52-60; -s1,256-57;

L-_
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c. Breast. The understanding of Heb. iadday as "breast" is related to iadfr, "moun-
tain," but moves away from this etymological basis in scholarly discussion in that this
interpretation of'€l iadday as a god with breasts takes place against the background of
the promises of increase in the book of Genesis (cf. Zoller). The "God with breasts" is
explained by way of an assimilation of Canaanite fertility gods with Yahweh, a process

leading to an "androgynous monotheism" (cf. Biale). The accompanying textual inter-
pretations, however, are rather far-fetched, and as such the explanation of'dl iadday
based on them is untenable.2o

d. Protective Spirit. T\e derivation from Akk. iEdu, "demon" leads into yet another

interpretive sphere; based in part on the notion ofprotection by iadday, this derivation
proposes the meaning "God of protection."2l The OT attests idStm in Dt.32:17; Ps.

106:37; and perhaps Job 19:29.22 According to Delcor,23 the reference is to original
iaddaytm deities that were dedivinized and reduced to iEql demons.

e. Rescuer. The only non-Semitic etymology for iadday was first proposed by D. B.
Redford, who adduced the Egyptian vb. idy, "rescue," and the subst. .id, "rescuer," a

suggestion picked up by H. Seebass.2a After Knauf rejected this view, Gcirg tried to un-
derpin it with phonetic, semantic, literary, and religio-historical argumentation.2s Re-

garding the phonetic history, however, E. A. Knauf pointed out that Egyp. s2 corre-
sponds to Heb. .f in two common inherited words.26

Even after an examination of these various etymological explanations, one must
acknowledgezi that still no satisfactory etymology for iadday has been presented and

that the resolution of its etymology will have to await the emergence of additional rele-
vant materials.

2. Extrabiblical Occurrences. a. Deir 'Alla Inscription. The inscription of Tell Deir
'Alla, whose language is related to Transjordanian Israelite with a tendency toward Ar-

Abel; Hackett, BalaamTbxt, ST; J. C. de Moor,The Rise of Yahwism. BETL 9l (1990), 125 nn.

116, 152; M. C. A. Korpel, A Rift in the Clouds: Ugaritic and Hebrew Descriptions of the Di-
vine. UBL 8 (1990), 127 n.27O; HAL,lY,l42l;M. P. Knowles, "The Rock, His Work Is Perfect:
Unusual Imagery for God in Deuteronomy XXXII," W 39 (1989) 315.

20. Ct. Weippert, TLOT lll, 1307; Knauf, BZ 29 (1985) 97 n. 4; Korpel, Rif"t, 127, wirh
n.270; -+ 1ui lad (vl).

21. AHw, III, 1208. See T. N0ldeke, review of F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen hebr.-

aram. Wdrterbuches zumAf (1886), inZDMG 40 (1886) 735-36; Vorliinder, 218-19; B. Lang,
Monotheism and the Prophetic Minority. swBA I (1983), 50-51.

22. See Miiller, "Gott," 130.
23. Delcor,36-39.
24. See WbAS, lY, 563,2-9,10-ll; Redford, A Study of the Biblical Story of Joseph (Genesis

37-50). SW 20 (1970), 129 n. l; Seebass, Geschichtliche Zeit und theonome Tradition in der
Joseph-Erztihlang (Gtitersloh, 1978), ll7 n. 19.

25. Gorg,26 n. 32. See in this regard also H. Seebass, "Die Stammespriiche Gen 49,3-27:
zAw 96 (1984) 338.

26. "Ztr Etymologie der Handhieroglyphe," Gcittinger Miszellen zur iigyptologischen
Diskussion 59 (1982) 29-39, esp. 32.

27. See Weippert, TLOT, lll, 1306.
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amaic,28 mentions idyn who are conducting an assembly (I 6), with the parallel men-

tioning the gods 'lhn (I 1.5). Given this parallelism, interpreters in part assume an iden-

tity between the idyn and 'lhn, distinguishin g the idyn as a distinctly defined group of
gods (heavenly throne council) from the 'lhn as the gods in the larger sense.2e

J. Hoftijzer introduced the understanding of idyn as the plural of the DN .idy in the

sense of gods belonging to iadday.3o Miiller goes even further by viewing the idyn as

having emerged presumably from an "equalizing" of originally different individuations
of Shadday.3l By contrast, V. Sasson divides the idyn and 'lhn into two groups.32 The

idyn rebel within the heavenly throne council and try to topple the rule of the 'lhn,

which represent the order of the cosmos and of the world. Over against the 'lhn, the

,fdyn represent the ousting of evil and chaos.

Archaeological considerations date the texts from Tell Deir'Alla to the late 9th cen-

tury, whereas epigraphic and philological considerations date them to the first or sec-

ond half of the 8th century.33

b. Thamudic Inscriptions. Thamudic inscriptions mention a deity 'l idy once.3a T\e
Thamudic inscriptions date from the 5th century B.c.E. to the 4th century c.E. The mention

of the deity 'el idy in them is less a result of Jewish influence than a product of Old Notth
Arabic.35 Perhaps one should assume the existence of an eastJordanian divine designation

that, on the one hand, left its mark in the .idyn of the inscription of Tell Deir'Alla and, on

the other, in the deity 'l idy of the Thamudic inscriptions. One cannot, however, derive

Heb. iadday from the Arabic root idd, "be strong," on the basis of Thamudic 'l Sdy.te

28.E.A.Knauireviewof M.Lindner,Petra(Firth, 1985\,ZDPV l0l (1985) 189-91;idem,
"War 'Biblisch-Hebriiisch' eine Sprache?" 7AH 3 (1990) I l-23, esp. 15-18; M. Weippert, "The
Balaam Text," in J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, eds., The Balaam Text from Deir 'Alla Re'
Evaluated (Leiden, l99l), 158-64; H.-P. Miiller, "Die sprache der Texte von Tell Deir 'Alla im
Kontext der nordwestsemitischen Sprachen," ZAH 4 (1991) l-31.

29.Ct.P. K. McCarter, "The Balaam Texts from Deir'A116: The First Combination," BASOR

239 (1980) 57; Hackett, Balaam Text, 86-87; Delcor, 34-36.
30. J. Hoftijzer, Aramaic Texts from Deir 'Alla. DMOA 19 (1976), 275-76; cf. also H. and

M. Weippert, "Die 'Bileam'-Inschrift von Tell Der',{116," ZDPV 98 (1982) 88; A' Caquot and

A. Lemaire, "Les textes aram6ens de Deir'Alla," Syr54 (1977) 196; McCarter, "BalaamTexts," 5T.

31. Miiller, "Gott," 130-31; cf. idem, 7AW 94 (1982\ 223.

32. "The Book of Oracular Visions of Balaam from Deir'Allal' UF l7 (1985) 285,306-9;
idem, "The Language of Rebellion in Psalm 2 and the Plaster Texts from Deir'Alla," AUSS 24
(t986) 147-54.

33. On the archaeology see R. Wenning and E. Tnnger, "Heiligtum ohne Stadt - Stadt ohne

Heiligtum?" 7AH 4 (1991) 186-87. For the first half of the 8th century see H.-P. Mtiller, "Die
Sprache der Texte von Tell Deir'Alla im Kontext der nordwestsemitischen Sprachen," 2-3 (with
bibliog.); for the second half, see A. Wolters, "The Balaamites of Deir 'Alla as Aramean Depor-
teesl' HIICA 59 (1988) l0l-13; G. van der Kooij, "Book and Script at Deir 'Alla," Balaam Text,

249-57.
34. JS 255; A. van den Branden, Les inscriptions thamou.diennes. Bibliothique du Mus€on

25 (1950), 12,and pl. XVL
35. Contra M. Htjfner, WbMyth,Ul,448; cf. Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 2l-22.
36. U. Oldenburg, 'Above the Stars of El: El in Ancient South Arabic Religion," 7AW 82

(1970)205 n. l15; cf. already IPN, 130-31; W. W. Graf Baudissin, Kyrios als Gottesname im
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c. Palmyra. One Palmyrene inscription speaks of bwl'str (widy')'lyh'tby'.tt The pri-
mary god of Palmyra, Bel, is here summarized together with his paredrial (wife)
Astart3s and joined by an otherwise unattested Palmyrene god .idy. Miiller compares
him with the idyn as powers that thwart disaster from Tell Deir 'Alla, whereas others
adduce AY'k. iEdu, "demon."3e It is unclear whether the divine name is also related to
the PN idy'.+o

d. Genizah Texts. The four references to Yahweh as iadday in the wisdom writing
from the Cairo Genizah no longer really belong in the context of these extrabiblical
witnesses, since this writing dates not to ca. 100 c.e. Egypt, but rather only to ca. 1200
c.E.4l

A survey of extrabiblical witnesses thus shows that the etymologically obscure root
idy is attested as a divine name from the Sth century on (Tell Deir'Alla). An earlier
dating cannot be established with the help of rhe Canaanite PN id'm(y) from Egypt,
since this personal name belongs to the Ugaritic root tdy.42In any event, the divine des-
ignation iadday is attested in Transjordan and later in the North Arabic sphere.

Niehr

II. OT.
l. Occuruences. The DN iadday occurs 48 times reliably in the OT; Job 19:29 is dis-

puted.43 The name occurs in two forms. It occurs certainly 7 times together with'Zl
(Gen. 17: l;28:3;35:ll;43:14; 48:3; Ex. 6:3;Ezk. l0:5). Popular etymologies (see be-
low) and the early translations show that iadday was understood as a proper noun; the
association with'el thus probably represents an appositional rather than a construct ex-
pression.a

In Gen. 49:25 w"'21 iadday is frequently emended to we'El iadday following several
Hebrew mss., Sam., LXX, and Pesh. (cf. BHK, BHS). Deducing an original Hebrew
source from the LXX remains an uncertain undertaking, and one must remember that
the LXX here, in rendering as the6s + an emphatic personal pronoun, deviates from the
translation of the reliably attested occurrences of 'el iadday in the Pentateuch (so also

Judentum, II (Giessen, 1928),42-43 n.2; A. Caquot, "Chadapha ?r propos de quelques articles
r6cents," Syr29(1952) 80;onOldNorthArabicPNswiththeelemenr idy,cf. KnauiBN16
(1981) 2O-21; idem, BZ 29 (1985) 103 n. 36.

37. J. Cantineau, "Textes palmyr6niens provenant de la fouille du temple de b6l," Syr 12
(1931) 130-32 (no. 11.6,9).

38. See J. Teixidor, The Pantheon of Palmyra. Erudes priliminaires aux religions orientales
dans l'empire romain 79 (Leiden, 1979),8-9, l13-14.

39. Cf. Miiller, "Gott," 130-31; DNSI II, I 1l l; Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 26 n. 31.
40. PNPI,61.
41. Cairo Genizah l, 12;8, 15; 11, 18; 16, 18. See H. P. Riiger, Die Weisheitsschrift aus der

Kairoer Geniza. WUNT 53 (1991), 3-15, contra K. Berger, Die Weisheirsschrifi aus der Kairoer
Geniza (Tibingen, 1989), 76; idem, "Die Bedeutung der wiederentdeckten Weisheitsschrift aus
der Kairoer Geniza fiir das NT," NfS 36 (1990) 420-28.

42. Cross, 53-54; Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 25-26. See in this regard Weippert, TLOT,III, 1305.
43. See below; see I.l.d above.
44. See Weippert, TLOT lll, 1305.
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Yg.: omnipotens without deus).The MT is supported by Tgs. (wyt idy). The alteration
of w"'€1 to w"'El in some textual witnesses can be understood as a smoothing out or an

accommodation in Genesis. A textual change on the basis of a hypothetical early dat-
ing is impermissible.as Two explanations have been offered for MT Gen.49:25: (a) The
prep. min in v. 25ac exerts a double effect and is continued by w"'e1 (= ms'eil;+a sfirs1-
wise the second member would lack a preposition.aT lbnBzra already assumes that the
preposition continues in force.a8 (b) According to H.-P. Miiller, ?l functions as a "cor-
relative of origin" (cf. Gen. 4: l; I Ch. 2:18; 8:9,1l; Iob 26:4; Mic. 3:8).+e

The term iadday occurs 4l times alone (Gen. 49:25; Nu. 24:4,16;Ruth l:20,21;Ps.
68:15[Eng. 14];91:l; Isa. l3:6;Ezk.l:24: Joel l:15), including 31 times in Job (5:17;
6:4,14; 8:3,5; I l:7 ; l3:3; 15:25; 2l:15,20 22:3,17,23,25,26; 23:16l. 24:l; 27 :2,10,
I l,l3; 29:5; 3l:2,35; 32:8; 33:4; 34:l0,l2; 35:13: 37:23; 4O:2).

In Job 19:29 idyn remains obscure (cf. BIIS). P. Szcygiel suggests tbat "the Qere
'one powerful in judgment,' understood as a secondary form of iadday, derives from
iddad, 'devastate, destroy,' according to the model y"iurun. The Ketib, which
Symmachus, Theodotion, Vg. follow, reads 'that there is judgment,' while the Tgs.
read 'attorney, judge."'so L. R. Fisher also reads the DN iadday, proposing that the
form represents an older variant of the familiar divine name, in support of which thesis
he adduces personal names in Akkadian texts from Ugarit.st Miiller reads it as a plural
analogous to Biblical Aramaic plural constructions for nouns III-yod ("so that you
come to know the SOyw:'referring to the friends on whom the idyn will avenge their
charge Job).52

One noteworthy observation is the restriction of these occurrences to only a few ar-
eas within OT literature, and especially the complete absence in writings influenced by
the Dtr, namely, the Dtr History and parts of the prophetic writings as well as Ezral
Nehemiah and Chronicles. Weinberg explains the absence of the divine name in
Chronicles not by the obvious reference to Chronicles' dependence on the primary
source in Samuel and Kings, but rather by a "conscious, intentional, concerted silenc-
ing" prompted by the fact that the name was associated with features of a mythological
understanding of God that "crassly contradicted the determinative structural features of
the Chronicler's work and worldview" as well as the Chronicler's "consistent inclina-
tion to demythologize."s:

45. So ibid., 1304.
46. So J. Blau, "Gibt es ein emphatisches ?1 im Bibelhebraeisch?" W 6 (1956) 212.
47. See Kiickert, 79 n. 154.
48. See B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora. Genesis (Berlin, 1934),923.
49. See Miiller, "Einige alttestamentliche Probleme zur aramiiischen Inschrift von Der'Alla,"

ZDPV 94 (1978) 66 n. 64; HAL,I, 100-l0l; Miiller, "Gott," 116-17 n. 70; Koch, W 26 (1976)
332.

50. P. Szcygiel, Da_s Buch Job. HS V/l (1931), I18.
51. L. R. Fisher, "SDYN in Job XIX 29:' W I I (1961) 342-43.
52. Miiller, "Gott," 130, with n. 146. Cf. idem, ZDPV 94 (1978) 67 n. 68; S. Segert,

Altaramriische Grammarik (Leipzig, 1975), 199, no. 5.3.5.2.
53. Weinberg, 187.
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Considerable differences emerge in the frequency and use of the "short form"
iadday and the "long form" 'dl iadday.s+ The long form accounts for only a small per-
centage of occurrences and is restricted to the narrow sphere of Priestly pentateuchal
texts, Gen. 43:14, which is dependent on those texts, and Ezk. 10:5, also dependent on
the priestly tradition. By contrast, the short form is more broadly attested, exhibiting a
concentration in the discourses in Job. One striking feature is the rather extensive ex-
clusivity with which the forms are used in the various literary parts, with overlappings
occurring only by way of extremely late redactional insertions (the short form occurs
in the Pentateuch only in Gen. 49:25 and Nu. 24:4,16; cf. Ezk. 1:24 [short form] along-
side 10:5 flong form]). These findings give cause for caution; one "should not from the
outset tie iadday exclusively to'El or intelpret it as a mere epithet from the perspective
of a traditional notion of 'Ell'55 Any interpretation must take as its point of departure in-
dividual passages and only from that perspective determine the differences between the
long and short forms.

The term iadday is attested as a theophoric element in two (possibly three) personal
names in Nu. 1; 2;7; lo.se

2. Use and Meaning. The DN iadday was passed down to Israel and was adopted
by eastern and southeastern neighbors only during the exilic period. The "fruitless re-
sults of all these proposed etymological derivations as far as the exegesis of the extant
texts is concerned" make it likely that in Israel the divine designation was received as

a pure personal name with no knowledge of its "original" (etymological) meaning.sT
The association of the name with 'El was a secondary construction in the context of
Priestly theological erudition in analogy to traditional divine designations after the
model ?/ + epithet. "Through it P summarizes the various designations of the gods of
the fathers and the El deities and thus emphasizes the uniqueness of the patriarchal
period."5a

a. Pentateuch. By exhibiting numercus repetitions of key words, thematic overlap-
ping, and explicit cross references, the five occurrences in Gen. 17:l;28:3;35: I l; 48:3;
and Ex. 6:3 constitute a self-enclosed group generally attributed to the basic Priestly
Writing or to the Priestly redaction/composition of the Pentateuch. All these passages use
the long form,'€l iadday. The divine name is used sparsely and deliberately, serving as a
preferred means of theological systematization. "P uses the divine name 'el iadday
only in divine discourse or in references other persons make to these divine discourses."s9

54. Weippert, TLOT,lll, 1305.
55. Koch, W 26 (1976) 306.
56. See 2.d below
57. Koch, W 26 (1976) 309. See Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 258.
58. w. H. Schmidt,'9x ZZ CoO," TLOT 1,109; cf. idem,The Faith of the OT: A History (Eng.

trans., Philadelphia, 1983), 20-23; Westermann, Genesis 12-36,258; a different view is taken by
Weippert, TLOT lll, 1309-10, albeit presupposing the emendation and early dating of Gen.
49:25.

59. Gross, Bibl 49 (1968) 322 n. l.
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The complex relationship between the texts appears differently from different perspec-
tives.fl

Three of the texts are connected by an explicit system of reference construed from
the perspective of Ex. 6:3. In the divine discourses in connection with the appenrances
(r'ft niphal) before Abraham (Gen. 17: I ) and Jacob (35: I I ), the name appears emphati-
cally at the beginning of the discourse in the divine self-predication ("formula of self-
introduction")'%t + DN,6l variously followed by two imperatives. Ex. 6:3 interprets
the appearances in Gen. 17 and 35 in the sense of a theological systematization of the
course of history distinguishing the patriarchal period from that of Moses/Israel; in an

unspoken manner this also sets off the primal age - as an epoch in which no name was
revealed - from the patriarchal age. "Hence P employs the dual name out of consider-
ations of 'religious history."'02 "P is concerned with drafting in broad strokes a history
of the world and of religion that moves toward a culmination in the Sinai revelation."63
The use of a specific divine name for the patriarchal period underscores the signifi-
cance P attributes to this period,a for according to this understanding of history
Yahweh's "self'-revelation begins not just with Moses but already with Abraham. On
the other hand, this understanding also marks the caesura between the age of Moses
and the preceding age in that, to simplify somewhat, 'dl iadday as the "God of prom-
ise" stands over against Yahweh as the "God who fulfills the promise."6s

The self-introduction '%t yhwh standing emphatically in the first position in Ex.
6:3 and the divine statement concerning the earlier appearances recall the corre-
sponding formula in Gen. 17 and 35. The absence of a corresponding appearance
narrative in the Isaac complex does not derive from textual loss, but rather fits in
with the overall inclination of the Priestly patriarchal story, which tends to "devalue"
Isaac in favor ofAbraham and Jacob.66 It also underscores the overriding systematiz-
ing intentions that distinguish between the age of Moses and that of the patriarchs,
the latter age formulaically represented in Ex. 6:3 by the trio of patriarchal names.67

Two noteworthy features are first the sequence of the three designations zlohtm-

60. Cf. N. Lohfink, "The Priestly Narrative and History," Theology of the Penrateuch (Eng.
trans., Minneapolis, 1994), 136-72; P. Weimar, "Struktur und Komposition der priester-
schriftlichen Geschichtsdarstellung," BN 23 (1984) 8l-134; BN 24 (1984) 138-62; H. C. White,
"The Divine Oath in Genesis," JBL 92 (1973) 165-79; E. Zenger, Gottes Bogen in den Wolken.
SBS I l2 (1987),38-39, 142, 152-55, etc.

61. On the problems associated with the expression and the function of the formula in the P
texts, cf. Gross, Bibl 49 (1968) 330-31; Weimar, Untersuchungen, 87-91.

62. Koch, W26 (1976)316.
63. Ibid., 321; on this entire complex cf. E. Blum, Die Komposition der Vcitergeschichte.

WMANT 57 (1984),430; J. Hempel, "Priesterkodex:' PW XXIUZ, 1965; K. Koch, "Zwei
Eckdaten der Quellenscheidung," W 37 (1987) 462-661. K<ickert, 80; Oliva, 9-10; Weimar,
Untersuchungen,96-103;idem,BN24 (1984) 158;Westermann, Genesis l2-36,258;E.Zenger,
Gottes Bogen, l4l-42; et al.

64. See Oliva, 10.
65. Ska, 123.
66. See Gross, Bibl 49 (1968) 321-22,333.
67. See Weimar, Untersuchungen, 96-100; further Lohfink, 7.
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yhwh-'€l iadday in Ex. 6:2-3, the second name occupying the emphatic position in
the self-introduction, and second the correspondence between the divine names in
Gen. 17:l;35:9-ll; and Ex.6:2-3. In Gen. l7:l yhwh appears in action, and'Zl
iadday in discourse (Weimar opposes, along with earlier comms., an alteration of
yhwh in Gen. l7:1 that ignores the systematizing intentions of p; G. C. Macholz
maintains that "the Israelite listener or reader of this text is explicitly told at the be-
ginning that it is Yahweh who appeared to Abraham as 'El iadday, thus directing the
listener to understand correctly what follows, namely, not as something preliminary
that is [only] said to Abraham, but rather as something addressing and immediately
affecting the listener himself'68). In Gen. 35:9ff. ?lohtm appears in action and 'dl
iadday in discourse, and in Ex. 6:2-3 zlohtm in action and yhwh,/'dl iadday in dis-
course. on the one hand, this establishes the identity of 'eldhtm and'dl iadday with
lhwfu;6t on the other hand, the DN yhwh constitutes the "theological bracket" be-
tween Gen. l7 and Ex. 6, acquiring special status thereby. The salient point is that
the use of '€l iadday is restricted to discourse; by contrast, at the narrative level God
is designated by the expressions yhwh and Ylohtm.

Lohfink understands Ex. 6:2ff. in connection with Gen. 17 as a "devaluation of the
tradition of the revelation of the Yahweh name to Moses,"70 a devaluation allegedly di-
minishing Ex. 6 over against Gen. 17 in that the announcement of the name occurs not
in an appearance narrative as such but in a divine saying, which P values less highly.Tl
Ex. 6 also allegedly lacks the "high form of the divine self-introduction generated by
subsequent commandments."T2 Lohfink concludes: "one must thus assume that for rea-
sons no longer known to us PG did not feel in a position to place the revelation of the
name of Yahweh - along with so much else - into the patriarchal period, circumvent-
ing this problem by simply placing the revelation of a different name into the patriar-
chal period, namely, '?l iadday, and by then lending more narrative weight to this reve-
lation. The intention of Ex. 6:3 would then not be that of announcing an enhanced
revelation, but rather simply to ascertain that the revelation of the name of Yahweh it-
self represents the continuation of a process of divine self-disclosure that takes place
through the mediation of names, a process that allegedly already began during the pa-
triarchal period."z:

This position rejects R. Rendtorff's interpretation, which concludes from the jux-

68. Weimar, Untersuchungen. S5.87; Macholz, "Israel und das Land. Vorarbeiten zu einem
Vergleich zwischen Priesterschrift und deuteronomistischem Geschichtswerk" (Habil. Heidel-
berg, 1969), 83.

69. see weimar, untersuchungen, 36-87; a different view is taken by Koch, tr41" 26 (1976)
302, who maintains that iadday is deposed by yhwh and as such represents a "preliminary stage"
of Yahweh; cf . 322; idem, "Grjtter," 26; G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.2l972y,, 198.

70. Cf. also J.-L. Ska, "La place d'Ex 6r_, dans la narration de I'exode," ZAW 94 (1982) 54g;
K.-H. Walkenhorst, "Hochwertung der Namenserkenntnis und Gottverbundenheit in der
Hoehenlinie der priesterlichen Geschichtserziihlung," AJBI 6 (1980) 3-28.

71. Lohfink,4ff.
72.(bid.,7.
73. Ibid., 5.
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taposition of the two verbs in Ex. 6:3: "Here ilN"ll is set over against gl1l and there
can be no doubt that this is done intentionally and is part of the very deliberate lan-
guage of the priestly document. The appearance of Jahweh is attributed to a prelim-
inary stage, and with Moses something new is inaugurated: God allows himself to
be known as himself'14 The basis for solving the problem changes if the P texts are
no longer viewed as parts of a "source" (Quelle) that was inserted into its present
context only later, but rather from the very beginning as a "continuation" of a pre-
existing connection with moments of "continuity" and of "discontinuity,"zs or, more
precisely, are interpreted as the supporting pillars of a Priestly pentateuchal "com-
position."76

The interpretation of Ex. 6:2ff. emerges for Blum from three observations: (a) P's
theology of the divine name does not lead to any consistent alteration of the divine
names in the pre-Priestly texts of Gen. 12ff. (in contrast to the accommodation of the
names 'alrdm/'alrdhAm and idray/idrd before and after Gen. l7), (b) Ex. 6:2tr. is
structured as an "initial revelation" without any reference to Ex. 3-5, and (c) Ex. 6:3
"bindingly interprets the entire preceding portrayal, including the resistant "unaccom-
modated" components, "bracketing them, as it were, and redefining them through the
Priestly key."tt Blum maintains that "although this divine revelation inserts itself into
the narratively most advantageous position within the current discourse (cf. similarly
Gen. 35:9-15!), it is not, as its contextual position might lead one to expect, formulated
as a repeated revelation, apparently because it is to enjoy the undiminished
compositional weight of the 'first' instance in which Yahweh turns to Moses/lsrael.
The contextual discontinuity of this section is to that extent the expression (or means of
expression) of a competing claim over against the received tradition (esp. Ex. 341."tt
According to Blum, the reason resides in the composition of P and its intention of es-
tablishing community with God in the cult, which presupposes a human community.
"The announcement of the Yahweh name is precisely not yet made to the fathers, but
rather only to Israel after it has become a people (cf. Gen. 47:21;Ex. l:7) that will use
this name in its capacity as a cultic community and 'on whom'the name will be 'put'
(Nu. 6:27; lLev. 9 :22-23))."7e

In picking up and continuing this point of departure, the divine name theology can
be seen as a "response" of the P composition to a claim made in the earlier historical
work. If the basic elements of the relationship with God are displaced back into pri-
mal and patriarchal history,8o and if in this context Abraham acquires a key function

74. R. Rendtorff, "The Concept of Revelation in Ancient Israel," in W. Pannenberg,ed., Reve-
lation as History (Eng. trans., New York, 1968), 30; cf. W. Zimmerli, "'Offenbarung' im AI,"
EvT 22 (1962) 17.

75. See Bhtm, Viitergeschichte, 430.
76. E. Blum, Studien zur Komposition des Pentateuch. BZAW 189 (1990), 229-32.
77. rbid.,235.
78. Ibid.
79. tbid.,295.
80. See Oliva, 10.
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for the Priestly conception of Israel, then the redaction must deal with the fact that al-
though the received work does indeed attest a b"rt1 with Abraham (cf. Gen. 15:18*
JE;,at ,6" revelation of the divine name that is genuinely constitutive for the cultically
regulated relationship with God comes only in the narratively rather broadly devel-
oped divine appearance before Moses (Ex. 3-4). Hence P's "backward displacement
intentions" encounter boundaries in that the strong emphasis on the role of Moses in
the source text must be reconciled with the enhancement of Abraham. This goal is
served by differentiating between the various revelatory periods involving the divine
name, a differentiation making it possible for a new historical epoch to begin not just
with Moses but already with Abraham, though without having to deny the "revelatory
progress" associated with Moses; at the same time these distinctions everywhere still
emphasize the independence of the divine subject supporting all of history (cf. Gen.
17:l).

Additional semantic aspects of the Priestly conception of '€l iadday emerge from
the concentration of three occurrences in the story of Jacob.82 The texts are related to
one another within the course of the narrative as the "announcement of blessing
(Isaac's discourse to Jacob in Gen. 28:l-4 with a reference back to Gen. l7) - the the-
ophany and mediation ofblessing (divine discourse to Jacob in 35:9-13) - retrospec-
tive in the account of the theophany (Jacob's discourse to Joseph in 48:3-6)" with Gen.

35 as the compositional center. This centralizing process is underscored by several

connections among the three texts.
The P witnesses in Genesis use the DN ?-/ iadday in consistent lexeme combina-

tions and motif contexts. God as 'dl iadday appears as a bestower of blessings espe-

cially to Jacob (Gen. 28:3;35:9;48:3), though also to Sarah (17:16), Isaac (17:16[?;
corrupt text]),83 and Ishmael (17:20). According to Gross, Abraham was also origi-
nally a recipient of the blessing of '€l iadday (cf. the content of the blessing in
17:2,6 and the designation of the land as a blessing in28:4), something then sup-
pressed by the systematizing interests of P, which construes Abraham's status anew
with the aid of the central category of "covenant" and distinguishes it from that of
Jacob (with the central category "blessing"l.sa The blessing of 'El iadday encom-
passes (a) fertility and increase (prh + rbh) (17:20;28:3; 48:4 [as a promise in the

hiphill;35:ll [as the command to multiply in the qal impv.]) as a presupposition
for (b) becoming a "great nation" with kings, which for P means "the people of Is-
rael and the kings of Israel"85 (17:4-6[cf. vv. 16,20]; 28:3;35:ll; 48:4; the kings

81. See P. Weimar, "Genesis 15: Ein redaktionskritischer Versuchl' Die Vtiter Israels. FS
J. Scharbert (Stuttgart, 1989), 401.

82. On the following material cf. Gross, Bibl 49 (1968) 321-M; R. Rendtorff, Problem of the
Process of Transmission in the Pentateuch. JSOTSup 89 (Eng. trans. 1990), 163-67; Weimar,
Untersuchungen,98ff.; idem, 'Aufuau und Struktur der priesterschriftlichen Jakobsgeschichte,"
7AW 86 (1974) 174-203;Zenger, Gottes Bogen,152-54.

83. Cf. Gross, "Israels Hoffnung," 95 n. 29; Weimar, ZAW 100 (1988) 31.
84. A different view is taken by Bltm, Vcitergeschichte, 263-64; Weimar, ZAW 100 (1988)

4O-47,52-59; cf. also Rendtorff, Problem, 164-65; Ska, "Quelques remarques," 109-11.
85. Gross, "Israels Hoffnung," 97-98.
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are mentioned only in the central texts Gen. 17 and 35), and (c) the land (17:8;
28:4; 35:12;48:4).so

Koch and Weimar trace the use of the divine name back to a variously reconstructed
preliminary stage of the Priestly text (PG). Koch discloses within the P witnesses poeti-
cally composed preliminary stages ("'el iadday sayings") that were then laced with
prose when committed to writing (e.g., Gen. 17 :1b9,2,6,2O-21; 28:3-4; 35 : 1 I ; 48:3-4)
with the constant thematic package "blessing-fertility-increase-qdhdl of nations," to
which the land promise was added only secondarily.sT por Koch there then follow far-
reaching considerations regarding both the origin and the function of the understanding
of '€l iadday. The purpose of the increase is allegedly the "emergence of several clearly
differentiated peoples. . . . Since qdhdl probably represents a cultic community, all the
peoples associated with Abraham are probably to be imagined as worshipers of ?-l

iadday)'tz The appearing deity is not bound to a certain locale. "The contours of a clan
deity thus emerge that bears decidedly archaic features and that betrays no ties to the
economic circumstances of the civilized land."8e Koch suspects that the local place of
origin is the southern part of Judea (analogous to the instructions for constructing the
sanctuarys). It is questionable whether given Gen. l:28 and 9: I -7 one can find the "or-
igin of the view that God is primarily active in the increase of human beings" in the
worship of 'Zl iadday.el Considering the development of the theme "fertility and be-
coming a nation" in the narrative arc from Gen. l:28 to Ex. l:7,e2 which overlaps with
the narrative arc determinedby 'el iadday only in the patriarchal history, the possibility
of an original association of the fertility theme with 'Cl iadday, one already received by
P, seems highly unlikely.e:

Weimar separates out an earlier source (Vorlage) in Gen. l7 l-4a,6,22 that PG re-
ceived and expanded, a source in which yhwh and'El iadday already appear alongside
one another.ea According to Weimar, the theology of the divine name in Ex. 6 with its
contrapositioning of 'El iadday arrd yhwh belongs not to the preliminary source, but
rather to the redaction of PG, and Weimar agrees with Koch that originally only the mo-
tifs "increase-fertility-nationslkings" were associated with it, though Weimar does not

86. See Gross, BiDl 49 (1968) 333-39, with considerations of the connections within tradition
history between the Priestly stories of Jacob and Abraham with respect to individual elements of
blessing; also idem, "Israels Hoffnung," 93-98.

87. Koch, W 26 (1976) 316-20,324-26. See also J. S. Kselman, "The Recovery of Poetic
Fragments from the Pentateuchal Priestly Source," JBL97 (1978) 167.

88. Koch, W 26 (1976\ 325; cf.323-24.
89. Ibid., 325.
90. Ibid.; cf. idem, Die Priesterschrift. FRI-ANT7l (1959),99.
91. Koch, W 26 (1976) 319 n. 35, contra W. Brueggemann, "The Kerygma of the Priestly

Writers," ZAW 84 (1972) 400.
92. Cf. Brueggemann; Lohfink, Theology of the Pentateuch, 165-67; Zenger, Gottes Bogen,

38-39; et al.; a different view is taken by Bhtm, Studien,295.
93. Cf. the cautious reflections of Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 258-59; Weimar, 7AW 100

(1988) 39.
94. ZAW 100 (1988) 38-42.
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derive the notion from clan piety.es Rather, he finds contacts with late exilic prophetic
eschatological expectations - more precisely: restoration hopes - of the sort attested

in Jer. 3:16; 23:3; andEzk.36:ll, and expressed by the salient word pair rbUprh, some-

thing dating back not earlier than the 6th century. Hence there is no textual evidence for
dating the long form back to the monarchy or earlier. The secondary association of the

divine name with the theme of fertility might have been mediated by an etymological in-
terpretation (associations with iad, "breast"; cf. Gen. 49:25) of the otherwise "incom-
prehensible" name.e6

Gen. 43: 14 similarly uses the long form of the divine name. The dating and redac-

tional-historical classification of this verse are disputed. Verse 14aa picks up a wish
formula that is always associated with a divine subject,ez one also attested in 1 K. 8:50
(Dtr); Neh. l:1 l; Ps. lO6:46; Dnl. l:9; and, slightly modified, Jer. 42:12 (the preposi-
tional phrase with lipnA is missing, though cf. mipp"n€ in v. ll), i.e., exclusively in
(exilic/)postexilic texts, to be distinguished from its use in the presumably earlier pas-

sage Dt. 13:18(17) (without lipnA; different context). Hence it is unlikely that Gen.

43:14 predates the P passages treated above. Since 43: 14 does not belong to P, one can

either assume a secondary insertion of the long form of the divine name under the in-
fluence of Priestly usage, or attribute the entire complex to a late redaction of the Jo-

seph story.e8 The appearance of the divine name in a wish for blessing corresponds to
its use in P and in the other pentateuchal passages.ee

In connection with an early dating of the text, the mention of iadday in Gen. 49:25

within the Joseph saying in vv. 22-26 has played a key role in the discussion of the

religio-historical meaning of the worship of ('el) iadday in pre-state Israel. Despite all
the differences of opinion regarding how to resolve individual philological, form-, and

redactional-critical problems attaching to the Joseph saying (e.g., the classification of
v.24aandv.24b; the understanding of v. 24b0;the identification of the earliest constit-
uent parts; the redactional-critical classification of the "blessing" in the larger sense; a

determination of the relationship between tribal sayings and the elements of blessing),
more recent studies do nonetheless exhibit a consensus regarding the decisive point
here, namely, the late dating of vv. 25-26.1N The following positions have emerged re-

garding literary and redactional-critical issues. (a) Verses 25-26 as a whole are viewed
as a secondary reception of Dt. 33:13-l6.l0l (b) According to Kcickert,l02 vv.24b and
25a represent a subsequent redaction that theologically reworked the originally patriar-

95. Weimar, Untersuchungen, 153; idem, ZAW 100 (1988) 41-42.
96. See the analogies for popular etymological interpretations under I.1.c.
97. + En'] rhm (l[.l.b).
98. For the former see Koch, W 26 (1976) 304 n. 7; Krickert, 79 n. 154. For an ascription to

Rl see N. Kebekus, Die Joseferzciftlung (Mtinster, 1990), l2O-21,344-45.
99. See C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. trans. 1986), 122.
100. A different view is taken, e.9., by H. Seebass, 7AW 96 (1984) 334-39.
101. C. H. J. de Geus,TheTribes of Israel (Assen, 1976),89-91; Van Seters,226-27:cf.

Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 239-40; H. J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZ-4W 95
(1965),3'7.

102. Kiickert, 66-67.
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chal blessing; but vv. 25b and 26 already presuppose the stylization of Gen. 49 as a
blessing that only took place later. If one excises vv. 24b and 25a from the present con-
text, however, there is no transition from v. 24a to v. 25b and no introduction to the
blessing itself, which is first created only by the "open" connection with the prep. min
and the adoption of gUA inv.24a. Moreover, v. 25a is connected with what follows by
the key words 'altSa and the wordplay iadday-idQayim (see below), suggesting that
vv. 24a-26 originally constituted a unity from disparate "citations."l03 The parallel na-
ture of the colons in v.24b and v.25a, their incorporation into the min series beginning
with v. 24ba, and the development of the blessing of v. 25a$ in vv. 25b-26 (birftd13
times + the verbal root) signal a formally rounded off context. The name iadday ap-
pears here in a series with three other divine names,lM a phenomenon observed in sev-

eral instances in connection with the use of iadday (cf. Nu. 24;Job; Ps.68; 91).
The association of "God of your father" with iadday has a strikingly close corre-

spondence in the Priestly theory of the historical epochs (Ex. 6:3; cf. the modification
of yhwh from the earlier source Dt. 33'13105). An etymological inclination frequently
found in the later passages using the divine name appears in the juxtaposition of
iadday and idSayim, "breasts" (concerning the association of the divine name with fer-
tility, see also the occurrences in the preliminary sources used by P).106 As a guarantor
of blessing, iadday is introduced as "a God of cosmic dimensions," a clear indication
of the origin of this understanding of God from within the monotheistic postexilic pe-
riod.l07 N. Kebekus maintains that the entire complex encompassing 49:lb-28b was
first incorporated into the Joseph narrative only by RP; literary observations regarding
the Joseph saying suggest that its origin not be dated too much earlier.l08 Verse 25 thus
does not indicate any connection between the Israelite worship of ('el) iadday and the
second-millennium common Semitic worship of 'Cl, nor does it provide any basis for
reconstructing a "patriarchal religion."tOr

The divine name occurs once each in the short form in the introductions to the third
and fourth oracles of Balaam (Nu. 24:3b-9, v.4b; 24:15-19, v. l6b). Hardly anyone still
advocates an extremely early dating (l2th centuryl I0). Advocates of the classic docu-

103. See Westermann, Genesis 37-50,238-40, who discloses additional connections with
other texts (Gen.48:15-16; Nu. 6:24).

104. On the divine names individually, cf. the comms. and Krickert, 63, 65-6'1 , 82-83.
105. On this whole complex see Van Seters, 227, who does, however, infer too hastily from

an influence by the P theory to an actual redaction by P, something unlikely not least considering
the use of the short form.

106. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 22-23; Stolz, 159.
107. Stolz, 159. See Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 23.
lO8. Die Joseferziihlung, 209, 214, 345.
109. See K6ckert, T9-81,301-3.
110. See W. F. Albright, "The Oracles of Balaam," JBL 63 (1944) 233; on the various posi-

tions in general, cf. L. Schmidt, "Die alttestamentliche Bileamiiberlieferung," BZ23 (1979) 234;
but cf. P. J. Budd, Numbers. WBC 5 (1984), 263; M. Margaliot, "Literary, Historical and Reli-
gious Aspects of the Balaam Narrative, Numbers 22-24: Proceedings of the Tenth World Con-
gress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, l99O),75-82; Wolters, HUCA 59 (1988) I l2-13.
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mentary hypothesis generally attribute Nu. 24:3ff. and 15ff. to J, finding in the sayings
from the early monarchy vaticinia ex eventu for the high Davidic kingdom (this was
long the general s6nssnssslll). By contrast, an increasing number of more recent
scholars advocate not trying to attribute the material to any specific source and to date
it to the (exilic-)postexilic period.ll2 The most important reasons for redating include
(a) the impossibility of distinguishing sources'trr @) the diffrculty in understanding
certain motifs within the context of the 10th/9th centuries; (c) insight into the liter-
ary (!) dependence ofthe sayings on later texts (see below); and (d) the new discussion
of dating raised by the Deir '{ll2 rc1ts.Ila

Rather than basing their conclusions on additional independent witnesses for the
postulated genre, earlier determinations of the genre of Nu. 24:3b-9 and l5b-19 as a
"seer's oracle" assessed the sayings' position within a genre history of prophetic dis-
cursive forms on the basis of the assumed extreme age of the text.lls Whereas this
method lacks the methodological presuppositions for any critical determination of
genre, such determination collapses completely with a late dating of these texts. The
interpretation thus remains completely dependent on the unique text within its OT con-
text and on the parallels in 2 S. 23' I -31 16 and the texts from Deir 'Alla; the similarities
with the Deir'Alla texts become more comprehensible if one assumes direct literary
influence than if one hypothesizes mediation by way of a common genre "seer's ora-
cle." The frequent isolation of sayings II and IV from the context and the assertion of
their extreme age and of their original independence from the Balaam narratives de-
pend basically on the form-critical and form-historical assessment of the initial intro-
duction of the speaket which is assessed as an indication of the original contextual in-
dependence. Against this position one can counter that (a) the renewed naming and
"introduction" of Balaam do not necessarily refer to Balaam himself, but rather to the

I I I . Cf. among others L. Schmidt, BZ 23 (1979) 253-57; idem, IR4 yt, 636-37: H.-J. Zobel,
"Bileam-Lieder und Bileam-Erziihlungl' Die Hebrriische Bibel und ihre zweifache Nach-
geschichte. FS R. Rendto4f (Neukirchen-vluyn, 1990), 153-54; Miiller, zAw 94 (1982) 215
n. 12; K. Seybold, "Das Herrscherbild des Bileamorakels Num. 24,15-19: rz29 (1973) l-19.

ll2. Ct. W. Gross, NBL, l, 300, who favors a messianic-eschatological interpretation;
B. Diebner and H. schult, 'Alter und geschichtlicher Hintergrund von Gen 24: DBAT g (1975)
1l-17; earlier already A. von Gall, "Zusammensetzung und Herkunft der Bileam-Perikope in
Num 22-241' FS B. Stade (Giessen, 1900\,2-47.

I13. See the problems already in L. M. von Piikozdy, "Theologische Redaktionsarbeit in der
Bileam-Perikopel' Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS O. Eissfeldt. BZAW 7i (1958), 16l-76.

l14. See M. Delcor, "Le texte de Deir'Alla et les oracles bibliques de Bala6m," Congress
volume, venna 1980. sw 32 (1981), 72-73; on late dating cf. also o. Kaiser, Intro. to tie or
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1975), 108-9; Vorliinder, 216; Rouillard makes more incisive distinc-
tions regarding origins (see below).

ll5. cf. c. westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic speech (Eng. trans., repr. Louisville,
1991), 188-89; H. F. Fuhs, sehen und schauen. FzB 32 (1978), 16l-66; D. vettei seherspruch
und segensschilderung. crhM 4 (1974); idem, 'fittt bzh to seel' TL)T 1,400-401; idem,'t!$l
ne'um ntterarrcel' TLOT 1I, 692-93; H. Eising, -e 'th ne'uml' IX, I l0 (ID; a critical view iri
A. Jepsen, --> i1lll ltdzd (chdzdh), IV 284-85 (IV).

116. See Rouillard, 352-54.
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solemn and emphatic qualification of the origin and claims of the following saying
(analogous to the function of the messenger formula in prophetic oraclesllT)' (b) the
parallels to this use of ne'umare found only in the late postexilic texts 2 S.23:1 and
Prov.30:1.

The differences between the oracle introductions in Nu.24:3b,4 and vv. 15b,16 do
not allow the conclusion that both oracles had the same origin. H.-J . Zobel finds in the
"softening" of the poetic structure in v. 4 (relative particle; elimination of the second
colon from v. l6a in v. 4a) an indication that the first oracle introduction originated
later than the second.ll8 The broad self-introduction seems better anchored in the intro-
duction in vv. 15b-19 than in the parallel because the corpus of oracles itself begins
emphatically with the speaker using the lst person singular. By contrast, Rouillard ad-
vocates the priority of vv. 3b and 4, maintaining that vv. 15b and 16 stem from a redac-
tor who inserted the theme of kingship into 24:7-9,15b-19.rle Verse 4aba constitutes
formally (chiastic structure) and semantically (physical phenomena) a unity that in the
parallel of the fourth oracle is disrupted by v. l6ap.tz0 Two observations support this
position and provide details. In v. 16bc the finite verb form explainable from v.4ba is
disruptive. Both v. l6ap and v. l6bp allude to previous texts (22i19,31), a situation
commensurate with Rouillard's identification of a redactorl2l hence v. 4bp can possi-

bly also be ascribed to the redaction. This view yields a formal self-enclosed introduc-
tion in vv. 3b,4a* (two-part introduction of the "prophet" and two-part divination).
Viewed synchronically, the largely structurally equal beginnings suggest that the two
oracles belong together and are to be read as a statement concerning the future of Ja-

cob/Israel (cf. the allusions to key words in vv. 5 and 19; vv. 20-24 are generally
viewed as an internally graduated [?] subsequent insertionl22).

The DN ladday is used in v. 4 and v. 16 as the nomen rectum in a construct ex-
pression with mahozeh parallel to 'imrA-'El and da'a1 'ely6n (only v. l6); after the pre-
ceding 'imrA-'El, the genitives in the parallel expressions can also be understood as

subjective genitives.l23 Mtiller, however, adduces Deir'Alla I7 in proposing an in-
terpretation as objective genitive in the sense, "who sees iadday (in a vision)."124 Bu1

the only parallel, 2 S. 23:.l-3, supports the consensus opinion. "This understanding
thus differs from Isa. 6: I and Ezk. l:28, where the prophet sees and hears God him-

117. See Miiller, ZAW 94 (1982) 240.
118. Zobel, "Bileam-Lieder und Bileam-Erziihlwgl' 146-47; similarly S. Wagner,

"Offenbarungsphiinomenologische Elemente in den Bileam-Geschichten von Numeri 22-24:
Thv s (197s) 20.

1 19. Rouillard, 385, 466-67 .

120. See ibid.,415-17.
121. Ibid., 350-51.
122. But cf. O. Kaiser, Einleitung in das AT (Giitersloh, 1978), 87, who calls vv. 15-23(!) a

"small early-Hellenistic apocalypse" (cf. also idem, Intro. to the OT,85, 100, though the Eng.
trans. does not contain this reference).

123. See M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 190.
t24.ZAW 94 (t982) 239.
125. Rouillard, 353.
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self"'r25 The rare lexeme mal.t"zeh (occurring otherwise only in Gen. l5:1;rzo Ezk.
l3:7) with its verbal root hzh describes the visionary aspect of a comprehensive
divinatory phenomenon that includes first of all a reception of the word ("hearing ut-
terances").127 verses 4bp and 16bp underscore the visionary aspect with a reference
to an otherwise unexplainable participation of the eyes, to be distinguished from vv.
3bp and 15bp in that ielum hd'dyin (sg.!) refers, as in the parallel 2 S. 23:lb, to a
characteristic of Balaam (maliciousness or something similar).128 \s1 can one ex-
clude the possibility that npl might refer to ecstatic-visionary phenomena.l2e
"Balaam was thus the recipient of divine revelation, both auditory and visionary,"l30
whose content is then meditated in the corpus of oracles in vv. 5ff.,l7ff.; cf. already
the mediation of the revelation of the word as emphatically prepared by the repeated
n"'um. The reference is to mysterious knowledge of the future (cf. 24:14,17)tzt 111u1

only God has and that only he discloses. Nu. 24:l6ap is not concerned with ..knowl-
edge of God" with practical consequences according to the usual use of da'a! +
'eldhtm/yhwh. The use of iadday alongside other divine names such as 'zl (in the
Balaam pericope also in 23:8,19,22,23;24:8,24) and'ely6n (only once) in the poetic
sections in Nu. 24x corresponds to the inclination to use variations in Gen. 49*,
though especially to such use in the poetic sections of Job and in ps. 6g; 91. The sim-
ilarity with the alternation of divine names, for example, in Job makes it unlikely
that iadday and 'ely6n here are to be understood as epithets of 'El; they function
ratheq as do the isolated 'Zl inlate texts, as equally interchangeable designations for
lhwh.tzz

"Both 2 S. 23:l-2 and the beginning of the Aramaic text from Deir 'Alla simulta-
neously serve as the preliminary literary source (Vorlage) for the introductions to the
two final poems."l33 Two parallels between Nu. 24 and the Deir'Alla texts deserve spe-
cial attention: (a) the terminological similarities in the reception of revelation (the poor
condition of the Deir'Alla text makes a reconstruction extremely difficult;;r:+ @) men-
tion ofJdyn alongside'lhn.t35 Even though considering the parallels one cannot deny
that the OT authors of the Balaam oracles were familiar with a text similar to that of
Deir'Alla, the exact nature of such dependency remains unclear. What is clear is that
Ntt. 22-24 presupposes "a longer tradition history both outside and inside the Israelite

126. RP according to Weimar, "Genesis 15: 394.
127. see H. w. wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. lg77), 124. cf. A. Jepsen, + IV,

283-85; Fuhs, Sehen und Schauen,154, 166-68; K<ickert, 214-15.
I 28. According to Rouillard , 345-51 cf. already RHB, ll, 203.
l29.ct-J.M.Allegro,"TheMeaningofrhephrase.ielumha'ayininNum.xxlv3, 15,-w3

(1953) 78-79; Wagner, ThV 5 (197 5) 2l ; Rouillard, 35 I .

130. Noth, Numbers, 190; cf. Yetter,TLOTl,4Ol.
13l. W. Gross, Bileam. Literar- und formkritische (Jntersuchung der Prosa in Num. 22-24.

sANr 38 0974),317-20.
132. See F. M. Cross, -+ .9N ',cl:1,258-59 (III.l.d).
133. Rouillard, 485.
134. Deir 'Alla I l-2; cf. Hackett, Balaam Text, 25,29-37; Delcor, 33-34.
135. Deir'Alla, I 5-6; cf. Hackett, Balaam Text, 25,29,3g-43.
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sphers."l36 According to Delcor,l3T the author of the third and fourth Balaam oracles
has demythicized his sources and gone beyond the Deir'Alla text by the addition of
'elydn. Mid'ller finds precisely in the oracle of disaster for its own people attested by the
Deir'Alla text the point of departure for a positive reception and engagement of the fig-
ure of Balaam for a poetic-religious enhancement of Israelite kingship.l38 "Hence in
Nu. 24:3-9,15-19, Balaam appears as one who proclaims salvation and blessing for Is-
rael, and who does so in a logical reversal of his own proclamation of disaster to the
foreigners and yet simultaneously by picking up directly on a prospect of salvation of
the sort disclosed in a concluding fashion in Deir'Alla I 13ff. and perhaps also in II
14,18."139

A synchronic look at the previously examined occurrences and at their most impor-
tant reference texts discloses the key position of Nu. 24 within a broadly drawn matrix
of cross references extending from Gen. 15 and 17 to2 S.23140 and connecting the
"eternal covenant" with Abraham with the assurance of the "eternal covenant" to Da-
vid. The DN iadday and the rare lexemes used in its immediate contexts along with its
distinctive expressions constitute this matrix, one developed in a scholarly manner at
an extremely late stage of the text.

b. Job. Job has special status in that about two-thirds of all occurrences of iadday
(31) are found in this book, something also commensurate with the equally striking
cumulation of the late expression '"l6ahinJob 3-40. "Whereas the name Yahweh is ba-
sically restricted to the prose, narrative parts and superscriptions, the various divine
designations (except in customary idioms within the framework story) are found in po-
etically structured direct discourse. The framework story uses the usual form D!i)N,
which is rare in the Job poem, which otherwise prefers the forms )X and itl)N along
with }IUi."l4l The shifting use of different divine names in Job corresponds to a similar
practice observable in other late texts (cf. Gen. 49; Nu. 24; Ruth l; Ps. 68;91).

Here is a statistical overview of Job 3-31; 38:142:6 (Elihu discourses in chs. 32-
37 as a comparison given in parentheses):

437

'el
'"16ah

iadday
4ldhtm

yhwh

36 times
35 times
25 times
4 times

(19 times);
(6 times);
(6 times);
(2 times);

with the exception of l2:9, only 5 times in the discourse
introductions in 38:l 42:6

136. Mtiller, ZAW 94 (1982) 242 r. 184.
137. Delcor, 39-40.
138. ZAW 94 (t982) 242-43.
139. Ibid., 243; see idem, ZDPV 94 (1978) 58-59.
140. See R. J. Tournay, "Les 'dernibres paroles de David,' II Samuel XXI[, l-7," RB 88

(1981) 481-504.
141. Fohrer, Hiob, ll7; cf. Cross, -+ )N Zl I, 259; on earlier interpretations ofthe alternation

of divine names in Job, see L6v6que, 168-72.
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Reasons for this reserye in using the name yhwh and for the preference for other di-
vine designations in the citations in the discourses include the foreign setting ('Arabia
in the broadesl ssnss"la2), the "staging" as a dialogue among non-Israelites, and the
archaizing tendency, which together with the stylization of Job as a patriarchl43 influ-
ence the adoption of the DN iadday, which was typical of the patriarchal period (cf.
Ex. 6:3; "and so this poet so often seems to be using this word, which asserts that Job
was a contemporary patriarch and he may have had a certain reputation for holiness
and a venerable appearance"l't4). In Job the DN iadday is used by all the dialogue part-
ners and is thus not bound to any particular theological position within the disputes.
The distribution of the word within the overall book is significant in that the name is by
no means equally dispersed.las Two-thirds of the occurrences are found in the second
half of the book, and the concentration in what is known as the third round of dis-
courses in significant. The divine name occurs here 5 times in one Eliphaz discourse
(ch.22) and 6 times in Job's speech, then another 3 times in Job's appeal to God (chs.

29-31),6 times in the Elihu discourses, and the last time in Yahweh's "short" discourse
(40:2) after the first "storm" theophany (this is also the only occurrence of the divine
name in the Yahweh discourses). Hence even before any discussion of individual pas-

sages and groups of passages (and even though many redactional-historical problems
attaching to the book are still unresolved), one finds that "the iadday reference occu-
pies a central position at the culmination of the growing dispute between Job and his
God"; this title "exercises a significant function with regard to the conception of the
entire dialogue."l46 The following individual observations confirm and develop this
thesis.

Particularly conscious use is discernible in chs. 29-40. Job's final appeal to God
ends in 3l:35 with the demand, "Let iadday answer me!" something commensurate
with the use of the name in the brief, epilogue-like Yahweh speech to Job (40: l-2) after
the first storm theophanyt+z (the juxtaposition of yhwh in the discourse introduction
[v. 1] and iadday/'"l6ah in the citation of the discourse [v. 2] maintains the identity of
the entities; cf. the noteworthy correspondence to Gen. l7:l), in which Job is chal-
lenged to take a position regarding God's previous 'Justification." The divine name
also appears at the beginning ofJob's final great discourse, chs. 29-31 (29:5). The la-
ment is preceded by a contrasting retrospective on the earlieq happier period as de-
scribed after the fashion of an abbreviated formula with the aid of the formula of assis-

tance, "when iadday was still with me."

l42.Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 22n. 12; on the probable origin of the name within this region, see

I above.
143. See L. Schwienhorst-Schdnberger and G. Steins, "Zur Entstehung, Gestalt und

Bedeutung der Ijob-Erziihlung (Ijob lt.; 42)l' BZ 33 (1989) 18.
744. GesTh, 1366; also N. C. Habel, Job. OTL(1985), 135; a thorough discussion in L6v6que,

175-79.
145. Contra Fohrer, Hiob, ll7.
146. Koch, W26 (1976)315.
147. See ibid.
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The last occurrence of the divine name (40:2) stands in a contrasting relationship
with the first occurrence (5:17; cf. the chiastic structure of the divine names and the
switch of logical subject and object):

5:17: zl6ah + ykh/iadday + mfisar;
4O:2: iadday + yiss6r/'el6ah + mdf;tah.

This reference acquires its particularly pregnant content in thatin 40:2 God objects that
Job has arrogated functions originally reserved for God (concerning "contending with
iadday"; cf. already l3:3; similarly also 15:25).

The four discourses of Elihu engage the divine name with noteworthy regularity, in-
cluding twice in the first and second and once each in the third and fourth.l4s

(l) The occurrences in the first of Elihu's discourses take as their theme the divine
spiit (rttah 'Zl)lShadday's breath (niima! iadday) (unique in this combination) as a
principle that bestows and preserves life (cf. the alternation of verb forms in 33'4t4e)
and mediates wisdom (32:8). Elihu's "wisdom is charismatic wisdom inspired by
God's spirit (v. 8) that not only is a superior wisdom standing above that of the friends
(vv. 9-10), but as the only wisdom accurately assessing Job's situation is also the only
valid wisdom (vv. ll,l4)."rso

(2) The second group of occurrences (Elihu's second discourse: 34:10,12; fourth dis-
course: 37:23;Mende thinks that37:23 was originally the conclusion of a second dis-
course beginning with 34'2151) uses the divine name in contexts that emphatically avoid
any association of Yahweh with unjust behavior (reia'; 'dwel) and especially with the
charge of perverting justice (miipdt + wt; s"QdqA + 'nh) and emphasize the incompre-
hensibility, might, and miipdt of iadday (37:231.ts2'16e statement in34:l l, bracketed by
w. 10,12, develops the positive meaning of this theological position by maintaining that
God repays according to a person's deeds. One finds that the divine name is being used
within the context of the thematically accented passages of Elihu's discourses. Job 27:2
can be mentioned in this connection as well; Job complains about his right having been
taken away (hEstr miipdti; cf.34:5), and in the parallel colon he complains that iadday
made his soul "bitter" (mrrhiphll; cf. Ruth 1:20). These statements are positioned point-
edly at the beginning ofJob's asseveration ofinnocence. This consciously planned distri-
bution of the divine name in combination with the thematic focal points indicates a

strongly systematizing and highly reflected use of the name in these sections of the book.
Although two other textual groups exhibit a cumulation of the divine name, neither

seems to use the name in any comparably significant way as far as the macrostructure
is concerned.

148. According to Mende,73,84, Job 35:13 (in the third discourse) belongs to a second
redactional stage of the discourses.

149. See in this regard ibid., 362.
150. Ibid., 359; cf.424.
l5l.Ibid., 448-49.
152. Ibid., 385-86.
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The divine name occurs 5 times in the final Eliphaz discourse (ch.221,rsz which in

its turn references Job's preceding remarks (ch. 2l). Here the name iadday functions as

a guiding word. The discourse picks up the question, "What is iadday, that we should

serve him? And what profit do we get if we pray to him?"ls+ from the citation of the

preceding blasphemous position (21 15) and delivers a two-part answer, namely, that

Goliadday receives no pleasure from such worship (22:3) and that returning to him
(ifib'ad-iadday,22:23) results in restoration (?) and in a turning away from perversion

and a return to joy in him ('ng hithpael'al- iadday, 22:26: cf . 27 :lO). Job 22:24-25 then

metaphorically explicates the new meaning of iadday for the believer. He will become

like gold and precious silver for the believer. lob 22:17 , with v. 18, is presumably a late

addendumlss that employs a rhetorical question in addressing the theme of the seeming

inactivity of iadday toward the wicked.
In the section2T.lO-13, too, the frequent use of iadday functions as a leitmotif.

Verse l0 raises questions concerning the wicked's distance from God (cf . 22:26); the

definitive statement concerning their fate comes in vv. ll-13, where Job announces

that he knows iadday's intention with regard to the wicked (v. I l). Verse l3 then expli-

cates the "heritage" that the "oppressors" receive from iadday (hEleq-'dddm/nahola!
'arisim miiiadday + lqD: similar is 3l:2, albeit in reference to Job (Mende maintains

that 27:lO-13 was the product of late redaction;ls6 concerning the use of the divine
name in connection with statements about the fate of the wicked, cf. also 2l:15:,22:17).

Because iadday appears as a personal counterpart to human beings, one might
group the remaining occurrences according to the broad semantic roles agent/contra-

agent ( age ns/pat i e n s ).

iadday as agent (agens). Like Elihu (see above), Bildad (8:3) rejects any charge that

iadday has perverted justice. By contrast, Job complains that God does not keep times

for those who know him (24:l).ts7 In this context iadday terrifies Job (23:16: bhl

hiphil). Job 6:4 arrd2l:20 use the f,rxed language of drinking the divine wrath./poison

ftemd) of iadday, with 6:4 combining the metaphor with that of Shadday's (poison) ar-

rows.rss The metaphor is engaged contrastively; in the developed form in 6:4, it de-

scribes Job's own situation over against iadday, in 2l:20 the repayment (v. 19) of the

wicked. According to 35:13, iadday cannot be provoked to intervene in times of need

because he does not hear the lament about the violence and arrogance of evildoers;
judgment is his alone.r5e

iadday as contra-agent(patiens). Job 6:14 is the only passage associating yir'Awith

153. On possible redactional-historical considerations, see ibid., 173,429-30.
154. See Fohrer, Hiob,336.
155. See Mende, 169-70.
156. Ibid., 162-63, 182-84.
157. See Fohrer, Hiob,371.
158. :) i15ll hdmA Ghcmdh),LY,464-65; cf. G. Sauer, *;1Ql 

fuemd excitement"' TLOT 1,435-
36; concerning the motif association with Resheph, the b'l hs (cf. H. Ringgren, Religions of the

Ancient Near East [Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1973], 137), against the background of 5:7, cf.

Habel, Job, 145; Fohrer, Hiob, 148-49.
159. On contemporary historical considerations, see Mende, 430.
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iadday as a divine name (by contrast, it is frequently associated with yhwh and
rl6him). Job 8:5 parallels seeking God (ihr piel) and making supplication for the favor

of iadday (hnn hithpael: cf. 2 l: I 5). Job I l:7 uses a rhetorical question in emphasizing

the unfathomable nature of Godliadday (takli! iadday; cf . 26:10;28:3)'
Assessing the use of the divine name in Job, Koch tentatively ascertains slight se-

mantic differences among the various divine designations. His impression is that

"iadday stands or approaches closer to Job the person than does 'el and than is desir-

able for a human being in the first place, and that iadday is present with him, some-

thing not expected of 'Ol to the same extent . . . by comparison, 7/ seems to exhibit
more external, official, dignified characteristics . . . iadday is thus characterized by an

unnerving, almost physical proximity to the individual human being . . . accompanied

by both good and bad results. . . . The deity, although not exhibiting multiple forms,

does, however, operate in various ways in approaching human beings in various mani-

festations or extensions or modes, or however one might describe such a conception.

The monotheism advocated by the poet is not monolithic. In this sense iadday at least

represents one specific manifestation, one aspect of God, one that is oriented toward

the individual human being, one that comes physically close, for either good or ex-

treme ill." Here iadday is the "divine 'most intimate fellow.' "160

c. Other Passages.Isa. l3:6 and Joel l: l5 use the divine name in connection with the

announcement and portrayal of the imminent day of Yahwehl6l using a comparison

within poetically structured discourse. "This simile employs a moving and terrifying
play on words. The divine name 'shadday' (tTt?) . . . resonates with the word'Il2 Jd4

which designates violent 'devastation' and vehement destructions; cf. Jer. 5:6;48:3."r02

The pregnant style would be intensified even more if at the time of the emergence of the

formulation the Tetragrammaton was read as 'odonaytez (cf. also Ps. 68: l2-l5] 1-141).

Joel prepares the use of the divine name quite well with the twice-mentioned ,idd in

v. l0; Isa. 13-23, however, also uses the verb several times (cf. esp.21:2te).Isa. 13:6

probably takes priority over Joel l: 15; Joel is generally understood as a synthesis of Isa.

13:6 and Ezk.30:2-3.165 The singular use of the divine name in Isaiah and Joel forces

the conclusion that rhetorical interest in the penetrating nature of the comparison alone

influenced the reception; perhaps the formulation draws on a widespread etymological

explanation of the divine name (Calvin: "concinna allusio ad etymologiam";.too 4n
analogous etymological "explanation" of the divine name can be found in Isa. l3:4bp

1 60. Koch, VT 26 (197 6\ 3 12-16, hete 3 12, 3 1 5, 3 I 6.

161. -+ dl' ybm, V[,28-32.
162. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 34-35; on yhwh as i6QdQ, cf. Bertram, WO 2 (1954159) 504-8; -r

11U) iddad.
163. See S. Bergles Joel als Schrif'tinterpret. BEATAJ 16 (1988), 37'
164. See B. Gosse, Isai:e l3,l-14,23. OBO 78 (1988), 141.

165. Cf. Bergleq Joet,33-38, 137-40 Wolff, Joel and Amos,33-34,43-45: on the dating cf.

O. H. Steck, Der Abschluss der Prophetie im AT. Ein Versuch lur Frage der Vorgeschichte des

Kanons. BT\S l'7 ( 1991), 27, 81, 83, 196-97 (ca. 3l2l3ll n.c.r.); Gosse, 132-41, 273-74-

166. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 22-23. Ct. T. H. Robinson, Die
Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HAT lll4 C1964),60; Bergler, 37.
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(q"ba'6!-sb'),t67 though the element of punishment and judgment can also be observed in
other passages. within the context of the prophetic corpus, Isa. l3:6 and Joel l:15 stand
in a complementary relationship to one another. Isa. 13:6 refers to judgment upon the
nations (cf. v. 5), while Joel 1:15 refers to Jerusalem-Judah.168 Scribal or learned interest
in establishing more broadly arcing references and correspondences may have played an
important role in the use of the DN iadday in late texts (cf. the use of the rare lexeme.ipft
in Isa. l3:2 and the supplement in Nu.23:3,16e the stylization of Isa. 13:1ff., and the
third and fourth oracles of Balaam as a "vision" and the thematic kinship as an "oracle
of the narions"; note also the proximity to ps. 68:12-l5t1l-l4l).

Ezk. l:24 and l0:5 use the divine name in a completely different way than do Isaiah
and Joel. Ezk. l0:5 is part of an expansion stratum drawing on and transforming mate-
rial from ch. 1; in l:24 the combinarion kqol-iadday (not in LXX) is a late gloss pre-
supposingtheexpansionofch. l0.li0Ezk. l0:5istheonlyoccurrenceofthelongform
outside the Pentateuch; until the relationship between P and the redactional stages of
Ezekiel has been clarified in greater detail, one can only surmise that the transmission
of this form took place by way of the "priestly circle of Ezekiel's disciples," though
nothing militates against this assumption. By contrast, it is indeed striking that the
short form is used in the gloss in l;24, which is dependent on l0:5. was the long form
customary only in a certain (Priestly) circle of tradition and./or only during a tightly cir-
cumscribed period? The divine name is the nomen rectum in a construct expression
with qbl in a comparison. According to l0:5, the sound (qbl) of the wings of the cheru-
bim of the divine throne-vehicle was like the voice (q6l) of 'dl tadday "when he
speaks." "This "Ill/ )x )tp can be understood as thunder in the sense of the ;l]ir hp
of Ps 29:3ff, which is connected there also with the ?'lf)i )N."tzt presumably the
"noisy, destructive movement (echoing the Hebrew TTt?) must be heard in the
\ame."t7z The addendumin l:24 adds to the comparison of the rushing of the wings of
"living creatures" with the rushing of mighty waters (keqdl mayim rabbtm) the expres-
sion kqbl-iadday bonowed from l0:5 (the comparison with the sound of the army be-
longs to a subsequent interpretation that intensifies the descriptiontT3;.

In Ps. 68, whose text and content are both problematical,lT4 v. 15(14) concludes the
series of miraculous divine deeds (cf. vv. 8ff.t7tr.l) during rhe exodus of the people
from Egypt to Canaan, and more specifically concludes the subsection vv. 12ff. The
DNs 'a/dndy (v. l2[ l]) and iadday (v. 15[la]) constitute an inclusio. Drawing espe-

167. Personal communication from B. Zapff.
168. On the macrostructural references, see E. Bosshard, "Beobachtungen zum Zwolf-

prophetenbuch:' BN 40 (1987) 3l-32,37-42.
169. On iadday in Numbers, see 2.a above.
170. On literary and redaction criticism, cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),

88, 105-6, 254-55; C. B. Houk, "The Final Redaction of Ezekiel l0: JBL 90 (1971) 42-54:
O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunsr. SBS 84185 (1977), l4O, Zj2.

17l. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 255 n. 84.
172. lbid.; cf. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, ->")'tV q61," X[,586-88.
173. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 88, 105-6.
174. On the status of scholarship, cf. M. E. Tate, Psalms 51-100. WBC Z0 (1990), l7O-75.
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cially from Jgs. 5,tzs the author reflects on the battle against the kings in the land (bd =
"in his nahol|"? cf. vv. 10- I I [9- t01 tz6;. If in analogy to the preceding verses one also

construes vv. l2-15(ll-14) as a retrospective, then H.-J. Kraus's interpretation seems

cogent that v. 15(14) "reports the victorious conclusion of the battle. As yll2, Yahweh

scattered the kings in a holy war. Unforgettable is the 'divine sign' of these days: snow

fell on Mount 7u1^o1rt77 The actual verbal forms (x-yiqt1l), however, also allow a fu-

ture interpretation. Alongside this concrete interpretation of v. l5b(14b), a figurative

one is also possible (as a metaphor for the rich spoils or for the army of the van-

quished).r78 It must remain open whether the resonance with Al*. iadil, "mountain"
(cf. vv. l6-l7tl5-161), influences the singular use of the divine name in Ps. 68.

(Delitzsch suggests that the entire cornucopia of DNs has been "poured out" over this

psalm, including zllhtm [otherwise predominantf, also yhwh, yd, 'o86ndy, hd'cl, yhwh
'a/6ndy, lA'el6htm.)rte Of greater interpretive significance is the parallel with the "ora-

cles of the nations" in Nu. 24,180 which similarly proclaim the annihilation of the for-

eign powers (cf. also Isa. l3). Perhaps the etymological connection with the root idd
resonates here such that the name might refer to the enormous power this God exer-

cises in nature and history.tal The numerous allusions to late texts and the assemblage

of the most varied mythologems suggest rather that this psalm is actually very late.l82

The opening to Ps.9l, in announcing the "motto" of the psalm,l83 mentions the DN

iadday alongside 'elybn arrd yhwh. The names 'elydn and iadday (concerning this jux-

taposition, cf. Nu. 24) stand in parallel colons in the construct expressions "in the shel-

ter (besEler) of'elybn" and "in the shadow (be;el) of iaddayi'which especially in late

texts (Deutero-Isaiah, Psalms, and elsewhere) pick up widespread expressions and mo-

tifs in describing the protective function ef Qed.t8a The connection between vv. l-2
and the following material by way of references to the same field of clich6s involving

the theme "expressions of trust" militates against the psalm opening and its corpus hav-

ing separate origins. The DNs iadday,'ely6n(cf. v.9 and Ps.92:2[1]), andyhwh(cf.
v. 9) are interchangea6le.tss fhs psalm was probably composed during the postexilic

period. One noteworthy feature in this context is the thematic-conceptual and linguistic

175. On the dating after 722 B.c.E., see U. Bechmann, Das Deboralied zwischen Geschichte

und Fiktion (St. Ottilien, 1989).
176. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 165.
177. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
178. So already KD, in loc.; cf. Tate, Psalms 5l-100, 179-80.

179. KD, in loc.; also T. H. Gaster, "OT Notes," W 4 (1954) 74-76.
180. See 2.a above.
181. Cf. Bertram, WO 2 (1954159) 509; Stolz, 160.

182. See already the observation in A. Deissler, Die Psalmen (Dtisseldorf, 1964),258-62; cf .

also Tate, Psalms 5l-100, 174.
183. See Tate, Psalms 5l-100, 452-53. On the history of scholarship and textual problems in

vv. l-2, see Huggeq 30-33.
184. See Tati Psalms 5 l-t 00, 447 , 453; --> '1110 sdlar X, 370; -+ )r ,al Xu, 379-80.
185. On earlier interpretations that assumed a connection between Elyon and Jerusalem dur-

ing the pre-state period, cf. Eissfeldt; Hugger, 164-67; on criticisms of that view, see Niehr.
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proximity to Job 5:17-27 (also to Prov. 3:13-26); the adoption of the DN iadday may
have been prompted also by Job 5:17. The development ofthe protective function asso-
ciatedwith iadday mayalsoresonatewithasecondaryconnectionwithi€/, "demon."

The divine name occurs twice in Ruth l:20-21, albeit not at the narrative level (cf. P
texts and Job), but rather in an artistically stylized discourse in which Naomi interprets
her fate before the Bethlehemite women. The DNs iadday andyhwh occur once each in
one of the two discourse sections, which are introduced in parallel fashion (v. 2Oa,
vetitive: "call me no longer"; v.2lb, rhetorical question: "why call me?"). The names
are chiastically placed: vv. 2o,2la iadday-yhwh (v. 2la follows v. 20 as explicative
asyndeton); v. 2lb yhwh-iadday (in syndetically structured parallel statements). The
syntactical structure and content of the marginal statements about iadday are once
again accommodated to one another: hemar iadday lt me'o/-weiadday hdra' /i. on the
one hand, this poetic structuring leaves no doubt about the identity of iadday and
yhwh; on the other hand, it emphasizes in the DN iadday, commensurate with its use in
Job, the "omnipotence and unfathomable nature of the 'bitter'results of God's activity
to which Naomi, like, Job, finds herself exposed."l86 The restriction of the use of the
divine name to Naomi's discourse reveals the interpretive theological function that
makes the assumption of an archaizing meaning less plausiblelsT (a different situation
obtains in Job with its more broadly dispersed use). In the context of the first part of the
book of Ruth (l:l-22), Naomi's fourth and final discourse (l:20-21) picks up the theo-
logical "allusion" ofher second discourse in vv. l-13 (here v. l3bp: "because the hand
of Yahweh has turned against me") and develops it in connection with the key word
mrr (similarly adopted from v. l3). It is noreworthy that in Ruth, just as in Nu. 24 and
Job, iadday is used in connection with events taking place in Transjordan (Moab), a
situation possibly reflecting knowledge of the spread of the divine name into this re-
gion as well as the compulsion 

- one self-evident from the perspective of Judah - to
identify this deity with yhwh within the framework of postexilis rnenslhsisrn.l88

d. Personal Names. The name iadday occurs as a theophoric element in the two
nominal sentence PNs 'ammtiadday (Nu. l:12; 2:25; 7:66,71; in 10:25 as 'ammt
iadday) and sfiriiadday (l:6; 7:36,41; in 2:12 and 10:19 as sLrt iadday).rse 11"r"
'ammiiadday, "my uncle/relative is iadday)' is the father of Ahiezer, head of a bay'a!
and a -+ Ntirl nd.fi' ("leader") in Dan, whereas sfirtiadday is the father of Shelumiel,
head of a bat'db and a nd{t'in Simeon. Nu. 1: l6 also introduces them as "ones chosen
from the congregation" and as "heads of the divisions of Israel." The PN i"dA'fir (l:5;
2:lO;1:30,35; 10:18) is generally traced back to iadday'fir or iadday'6r, *iadday

shines/gives light"tlo (but cf. LXX sediourler). These names appear in the list of the
"heads of the ancestral houses" in 1:4ff. and in the texts dependent on this list, chs. 2

186.E.Zenger, Das Buch Ruth. ZBK 8 (1986),43.
187. See Weippert, TLOT lll, l3lD.
188. On the postexilic dating and background ofthe Ruth novella, seeZenger, Ruth, 26-28.
189. On this whole complex, cf. IPN; Zadok.
190. HAL,lY, 1422b; Weippert, TLOT lll, l3O4-5.
191. Vorliinder, 218.
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(camp organization); 7 (offerings on the day of the sanctuary dedication); l0 (organiza-

tion ofthe departing people). All these passages belong to P(s) contexts (cf. the signif,r-

cance of the divine name in P), which together with the use of the name iadday pre'

cisely in connection with the tribes that were the first to vanish without a trace and

about which the compiler thus was least able to supply "authentic" informationlg2 sug-

gest that they represent a secondary, "artificial" construction ofthe list and thus should

not be accorded an early dating.le3 The lineage of Judith in Jdt. 8: I mentions a certain

(Gk.) Sarasadai as ason of Israel or of Simeon; the corresponding Hebrew name is un-

knsv,/n.re4 Variants include Sarisadai (Symmachus) and Salasadai (Aquila).

3. Summary. All the attempts to assess the usefulness of the DN iadday in recon-

structing the Israelite religion during the pre-state period are based on an early dating

of several differentpassages (Gen.49:25 [possibly 43:14); Nu.24:4,16; Ps.68:15[14];

9l:l). Advocates of an early dating must deal with the observation that although this

divine name was already familiar in Israel during a very early period, its use then com-

pletely receded for about five hundred years (!), the name then reemerging during the

exile and becoming common again especially during the postexilic period.les The as-

sumption of an unexplainable lacuna of centuries within tradition disappears when one

recognizes that the divine name was not picked up before the exile and that more recent

scholarship accords a late date to the disputed passages. Nor is the variously attested

juxtaposition of iadday and'elybn by way of a postulated "Jerusalem cultic tradition"

of use in reconstructing the beginnings of Israelite religion.le6 It is likely that "those

seeking information about the religion of pre-state Israel will probably have to do with-
ofi'el jadday."leT Hence if the determinative frame of reference for the interpretation

of the use of the DN iadday in OT texts is the theoretical monotheism of the (exilic-

)postexilic period, then the semantic distinction regarding the meaning and reference

of a sign allows one to say that iadday always means the "one God of Israel." With the

aid of this name and especially in connection with secondary etymological "interpreta-

tions," various semantic nuances can be expressed, including God as the "bestower of
blessings," the "vehement one," etc. Through this name, aspects of the unfathomable,

alien, and threatening can be integrated into the concept of God. Beyond these consid-

erations, this name - which compared to the DN yhwh occurs relatively infrequently

- also serves as a "signal" within larger literary contexts of reference. Its explicit

192. Knauf, BN 16 (1981) 25.
193. So G. E. Mendenhall, "The Census Lists of Numbers I and 26: JBL 77 (1958) 52-66;

Noth, Numbers, 17-20; Bttdd, Numbers,3-6. Cf. Kiickert, 80-81; D. Kellermann, Die
Priesterschrift von Num 1,1 bis 10,10. BZAW 120 (1970), 155-59.

194. See M. Weippert, TLOTlll,l305; E. Z.enger, Das Buch Judit. JSHRZU6 (1981),485-86.

195. Cf., e.g., HAL, lY, l42l-22: M. Weippert, TLOT, Ill, 1309; Mtiller, "Gott"; D. N. Freed-

man; Cross; Rost; and many others; critical voices already include W. H. Schmidt, The Faith of
the OT: A History (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1983),20-21.

196. See Niehr, 167-97.
197. Knaui BN 16 (1981) 26; cf. Krickert, 301-3.
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historical-theological association with the patriarchal period (Ex. 6:3) also makes it
possible for this name to serve archaizing purposes (Job).

Lil. I . IXX. The LXX renders the DN iadday with a multiplicity of expressions. re8

In Genesis and Exodus it renders the long form as ho the6s + personal pronoun (vari-
ously accommodated to the discursive situation). The translation of 'el iadday in the
Pentateuch shows "that !'IU was understood as a term expressing a relationship be-
tween God and human beings. The question is whether Aram. rJ is not exerting some
influence here, which 'as a relational particle serves to circumscribe the genitive rela-
tionship.'The problem is that Heb. -U is disruptive. Hence a philologically exact deri-
vation of the LXX rendering does not seem possible, though one must at least concede
that the meaning of the translations does excellently fit the various contexts; the issue
is always God's nearness, something the LXX underscores."tee [n p2ft. l0:5 the LXX
transcribes the name as the6s Saddai. The short form in Nu. 24 and Isa. 13 is rendered
as (ho) the6s (in the related passage Joel l:15, the reference to God is lost). The two oc-
currences in Ps. 68 and 91 are translated similarly (ho epourdnios; ho the6s toti
ouranort). Ruth l:20-21 picks up the leamed, "philological" undersranding that ana-
lyzes the Hebrew expression as the elements Je + day andrenders ho hikan6s ("the suf-
ficient one").200 The translation of the divine name in Job is inconsistent (cf. Bertram's
observations regarding the supposed translation principles). Most of the passages read
(ho) pantokrdro4 frequently also (ho) lcjrios; in one instance the two names are com-
bined, and in one the name is circumscribed with ho pdnta poi6sas. The three occur-
rences of hikan6s in Job are asterisked. Hence the LXX does not adopt the
etymologizing uses, and prefers to replace the divine name with familiar divine desig-
nations. The rendering of the divine name as pantokrdto,4 which in the context of Hel-
lenism underscored the universalistic conception of OT faith in God, had considerable
theological repercussions.20l In1s1 Greek translations render iadday as hikands.2o2

2. Qumran. In Qumran the divine name occurs in its short form in 4e5 I 1 8, 6; I16,
3; both texts are severely corrupt. The first exhibits an affinity with ps. 9l:l (bstr).
other occurrences are found only in citations of or texts, e.g., 4e175 I I (Nu. 24:16);
I lQApPs" 5, 3 (Ps. 9l:l).zoz By contrast, I lQtgJob renders the DN iadday as'lh'(6:l
[Job22:3]);7:3 [Job 22:17]),mr'(24:4-5,7 Uob 34:l0,l2l;26:8 [Job 35:13]), orother-
wise circumscribes it (cf. ll:4 lJob 2i:13)).

Steins

198. See the helpful synopsis with information conceming the other versions in Zorell,
"Gottesname," 216-17.

199. Rirsel, 374.
200. See Reiss; see below.
201. See Bertram, WO 2 (1954/59) 5l l-13; W. Michaelis, ..xpdroq xrtr.," TDNT,Iil,gl4-15.

. 202. see the thorough discussion in Bertram, zAw 70 (1958) 20-31; K. H. Rengstorf,
"lxsv6e," TDNT lll, 293-96.

203. ct. J. P. M. van der Ploeg, "Le psaume XCI dans une recension de eumran," RB 72
(1965) 210-17; o. Eissfeldt, "Eine Qumran-Textform des 91. psalms," Ktschry (1973),45-49.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. l. Occurrences; 2. Construction and Stylistic Considerations. III.

Use: l. Secular use; 2. Ethical Use; 3. Juridical Use; 4. Prophetic Use; 5. Cult Criticism;

6. General Religious Use;7. Theological Use. IV. Sirach. V. 1. LXX; 2. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root ,iw'is related to several other words in Biblical Hebrew, in-

cluding n,l'II niphal; hiphil, "deceived; deceive"; maiid'6n, "deceit"; i'h, "be desolate,

devastated"; maiifi'67 "ruins"; cf. Middle Heb. .idw', "deceitfulness"; iahawd, "deso-

late place."l Etymologically related words include Arab. sd'a, "be bad, evil"; sr7',

"something bad, evil"; Eth. say', "blasphemy"; Syr' i'hd', "be extinguished"; i"hE,

"desolate."2 Perhaps Egyp. .iw, "empty," is also related.3 The basic meaning seems to

be "worthlessness, ineffrcacy, something deceptive"; cf. "something empty; lie; false-

hood"; "worthless, destruction, magic."4

ll. l. Occurrereces. Alongside the verb (2 occurrences), one encounters especially

the noun (52 times), which occurs over a wide temporal range and in all OT strata, al-

beit not with a balanced distribution. Focal points are found in the prophets, the

Psalms, and wisdom literature: Exodus (3 times); Deuteronomy (3); Isaiah (4); Jere-

miah (5); Ezekiel (9); Hosea (2); Jonah, T.echariah, Malachi (l each); Psalms (14); Job

(6); Lamentations (2); and Proverbs (l). (The emendation to haii'rfpar. agdldf h[sa.
5:18 is justified.s)

.iaw'. N. M. Bronznick, "Calque or Semantic Parallel, Which?" HAR I (1971) l2l-29;
F. Criisemann, Bewahrung der Freiheit (Munich, 1983), esp. 52-53;M. Filipiak, "You Shall Not
Make Wrongful Use of the Name of the Lord Your God (8x.207; Dt. 5:ll)l' Roczniki

Teologicato-Kanoniczne 29 (1982) 5-10 (Polish); G. Giesen, Die Wurzel9)W "schwdren." Eine

semaiiologischeStudiezumEidimAT.BBB56(1981),esp. 164-66;H.Goeke,"DasMenschenbild
der individuellen Klagelieder" (diss., Bonn, l97l), esp. 66-67; M. Giirg, "Missbrauch des Gottes-

namens," BN 16 (1981) 16-17; M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT (Zttich, 1964), esp.

239-43,315-20; S. Mowinckel, Psalmensiudien, I (Amsterdam, 196l), esp. 50-57; S. Poniblan,
Sin in the OT(Rome, 1963), esp. 47-48;F. V. Reiteret "Die Bedeutsamkeit von Syntax, Stil und

Paralleltermini zur Erfassung des Inhaltes von .ia-w'j' FS L. Bernhard (Salzburg, 1992), 173-214l'

G. Rice, "The Integrity of thJText of Psalm 139:20b," CBQ 46 (1954) 28-30; J. F. A. Sawyer, "N'!p
jaw'deceit," TLOT lll, l3lO-12; W H. Schmid4 Aberlieferungsgeschichtliche Erwcigungen zur
Komposition des Dekalogs. SW 22 (1972), 201-20, esp. 203-4; H. Schiingel-Straumann, Der
Dekalog - Gottes Gebote? SBS 67 (11980), esp. 95-98; T. Veijola, "Das dritte Gebot (Namen-

verbot)1m Lichte einer ligyptischen Parallele," 7AW 103 (1991) l-17; J. Weingreen,'"The Case of
the Blasphemer (lrviticus XXMOtr )," W 22 (1972) ll8-23, esp. l2l-22.

l. For the former see ANH, 416; for the latter, WTM, [V,515.
2. See, respectively, Wehr, 438-39; IzxLingAeth,394; I'exSya 759.
3. WbAS, rv, 426-27.
4. For the former see GesB, 809; for the latter, HAI. lV, 1425-26.
5. Cf. AHS; M. J. Dahood, "Ugaitic 1at and Isaiah 5,18: CBQ22 (1960)74-75;G. R. Driver'
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2. Construction and Stylistic Considerations. As noted above, .iaw'occurs almost
exclusively in metrically and stylistically well-structured passages. From the perspec-
tive of syntactical position, .icw'is often emphasized in that it generally stands in first
position within parallelism or otherwise at the beginning of the sentence. Precise syn-
tactical and stylistic examination discloses a large number of previously almost unno-
ticed observations. Syntactical considerations are of enormous significance for under-
standing the varying content of the word.

The word .iaw'occurs as a subject in Hos. l2:12(Eng. I 1); Job l5:3lb (with the vb.
hyh). It takes on the role of the predicate in Mal. 3:14 (with apdQ '"ldhim); ps.
60:13(11) (= 108:l3lll));127:2 (? with maiktmA qfim);parallels in this context in-
clude kdzdb @zk. l3:8), aqdpim, tdhfi (lsa.59:4); antonyms include yhwh (fromthe
context). The word.iaw'occurs as an element of the direct object in Job l5:3la; Ps.
12:3(2);41:7 (6); ll9:37; 144:8,1l; Prov. 30:8; Lam. 2:t4al'Ezk. t3:6,9,23;2t:34(29);
22:28; Hos. l0:4; governing verbs include 'lh, 'mn hiphil, dbr piel, bzh (5 times), r'h,
and rhq. Parallels include 'dwen, besa' (Ps. I l9:36b), kdzAb (5 times), qesem, ipal
fu'lAq61, ieqe4 tdpdl; as antonyms dpareld (instead of derdf;ef,d, Ps. 1 19:37). The sub-
stantive functions adverbially only in Ps. 127:lc,e; otherwise it is usually found in a
prepositional phrase (except Job l5:31 [Df always with 11, namely in Ex. 20:7 (bis);
Dt. 5: I 1 (bis); Ps. 24:4; 139:20; Jer. 2:30: 4:30; 6:29; 18: 15; 46: I l; cf. Job 3t:5 ('im),
specifically with the verbs hlk ("form, fashion life"), yph, nkh, ni' i€m (ter), 'ml, qrp,
q1a rbh iqd; parallel terms include mirmd and m"zimmA. Often iaw'is used as a nomen
rectum(8x.23:l; Dt.5:20; Job 7:3; ll:ll; Ps. 26:4;31:716); Isa. l:13; 30:28; Lam.
2:l4c;Ezk.12:24; l3:7;2|'28123); Jon. 2:9[8]; Zech.lO:2);the nomen regens can be
haUA Q fimes), haldmdl yarhA, kol-hdzbn, mal.tozEh, minhal, masid'61(Lam.2:l4,text
emended according to BIIS,. N.IT: mai'61, mefi, napd, 'e/, qes6m, iema'; there is usu-
ally a formally strict parallel such as 'awen helel, hdldq, hdmds, kzb niphal ptcp.,
kdzd!, maddfrhim, ma1'eh, na'olamtm, 'dmdl (iepu'A) i"!u'61, fi'ebA, and the antonyms
heseQ, yhwh. The word iaw'also seryes as an exclamation (Job 35:13; "a predicate
nominative"6) and as a description of the goal of the creation of human beings (ps.
89:48147), par. hdle{. Key words within the more immediate context of ia-w' that illu-
minate its meaning include over one hundred synonyms and about forty antonyms.

This enumeration of parallels and thus of the accompanying word field already sug-
gests that the repeatedly raised assertion that.iaw'refers to a power or that some magi-
cal sense inheres in the word is highly unlikely.T

III. Use.
l. Secular Use. Even though all the passages in which .iaw'occurs have theological

implications, the word itself can also be used with a secular meaning. The prophet,

"Isaiah l-39: Textual and Linguistic Problems,"./SS 13 (1968) 38; O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1983), 95; cf. by contrast H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), 192.

6. R. Gordis, The Book of Job. Moreshet Series 2 (1978), 402.
7. Contra, e.g., Mowinckel, 5l-55; Klopfenstein, 315-16. Cf. also the rejection with different

arguments in Schmidt, 203-4; Giesen, 164-66; Criisemann, 52-53; Sawyer, 13ll; Veijola, 2.
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commissioned with assessing the people (Jet.6:21), is confronted with God's grievous

accusations against the people. The metaphor of someone who refines iron illustrates

that the purification process goes on "in vain" (laiidw" v.29; cf . "useless"8). God',s re-

action to these findings is to reject the people.

In a symbolic act Ezekiel is to announce that Nebuchadnezzar will determine by lots

(qsm qesem, Ezk.2l:26[21]; NRSV "divination") which of two paths to use for his Je-

rusalem campaign. The Jerusalemites do not take seriously this Babylonian divination

(qesdm, v. 28123)), viewing it instead as ineffective Gaw'1.e Because Jerusalem had

bound itself by incessant promises, the Babylonians will punish their culpable ('dwdn)

breach of word.
When a ra.ia'runs stubbornly against God Gl) (Job 15:26), neither his houses nor

his possessions can endure (vv.28-29). The culmination of this description of failure

(v. 31) uses.iaw'twice. As an amplification, v. 3la (cf. BIIS) further specifies.iaw'

with references to elror and aimlessness (t% niphal ptcp.). If v. 3l does indeed consti-

tute a gloss,l0 it now shows quite well how iaw'can function interpretively; the word

choice presupposes that the meaning is so appropriate that the redactor can use it for

additional precision. The warning is against depending on ('mn hiphil) erroneous ,iaw'.

In v. 3lb .iAw'renders the previously added dimension of deception into a single word:

"fraud" or "deception"lI is what one can (expect to) gain; i.e., it does not exist. For Job

(7:t-2), life is hard service (Job uses ;d!d'only pejoratively [10:17; 14:14]), occa-

sional work for hire (according to Mal. 3:5, the Sd[tr is included among the oppressed

groups), and subjugation (wisdom texts view this as the most burdensome aspect of the

life of an'ebed;Job 3:19; 19:16; Prov. 29:19,21 Eccl. 10:7). Hence certain timesr2

(v. 3) become gloomy, and the night (layb, v. 3), which is also viewed as a time of
brooding and nightmares (4: l3; 20:8; 30: l7; 33: l5-16), can become a burden. The par-

allel to .idw', namely, 'amdl, shows that "affliction, or rather . . . misery . . is part of the

fundamental human condition."l3 In this context, .iaw'refers to that element of hope-

lessness and deception ("frustration"l4) that during the anxious night ineluctably ap-

proaches as that particular misery that has become an existential constant.

Even though the oppressed cry out for help (Job 35:9,12), they do not turn directly

toGod(v. l0).Nor,becauseof thecryof theevildoers(raim, v. l2),doesGodanswer
their cry in such cases (s'q). Although this line of thinking is continued, it is first inter-

rupted by anorher cry, 'ak-iaw'(v. l3). The appeal for help is doubtless ineffective

8. J. Bright, Jeremiah. AB 2l (1965),47.
9. A different view is taken by H. Brandenburg, Hesekiel (Giessen, 31963), 142: "swindle,

fraud."
10. So G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXVI (1963), 264;M. H. Pope, Job. AB l5 (1965)' 113;

F. Hesse, Hiob. ZBK XIV (1977), 107 n. 109; Gordis, 166; cf . by contrast, A. Weiser, Das Buch

Hiob. ATD 13 (1951,71980), l18; H. Gross, ljoD. NEB 13 (1986), 61.

ll. F. Horst, Hiob t (1-19). BKXYlll (41983), 234-35, adduces good reasons why

Mowinckel's proposed "magical aids" (p. 55) does not fit the meaning'

12. Gordis, 79, correctly understands yarhA (iaw') thrts.
13. B. Otzen, -+ )nY 'amdl, XL 199.
14. N. H. Tur Sinai, The Book of Job (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1967), 132.
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since it goes unanswered ('nh) ("a vain, indeed profane prayer"ls). The following sec-
tion confirms that God neither hears (yiima) nor sees (ydiil) (v. 13).

In Prov. 30:8 idw'refers to that which is deceptive, specified by delar-kdzd! as
falsehood. The person's last wish before death (b"terem'dmfi1) shows the weight given
this consideration, since whoever comes into contact with the content of such words al-
legedly loses positive assessment beyond the grave.

2. Ethical Use. As the relationship with falsehood suggests, .ia-w'is also encountered
in ethical contexts. The lament "we have no king" (Hos. 10:3-4) is followed by the
ironic query regarding just what positive actions a king might perform; one cutting an-
swer among others is'd161 idw'. With respect to legal contracts ( krt b"fi), the combina-
tion of the self-imprecation ('dl6!) with ia-w'reveals subtle mockery. Even though the
king (or the people?) is apostate, he seemingly purifies himself, attesting thereby the
most shameful kind of degeneracy, since through such self-imprecation as a form of
confirmation the incurred obligations are distorted into something entirely inappropri-
ate, something deceptive.l6

One lament directs itself to Yahweh complaining that the hdst/ and the 'emfintm

have disappeared; by contrast, the yeSabberA idw' and the iepal ltaldqdl . . . y"/abb"rfr
(Ps. 12:3) are taking over. The term hdldq can refer to the kind of playing down that
leads to ruin as "deception." As the antithesis of what is trustworthy and dependable,
the content of idw'here is something resembling deception, fraud, or misguidance
("abominable behavior and emptiness beneath a concealing mask, falsehood . . . and
hlPocrisY"tz;.

Answers to the question in connection with the entrance liturgy regarding who may
enter Yahweh's temple (Ps. 24:3) include two arguments formulated negatively withla'
in which ni' laiidw' napi6 (BHS, v. 4) and ib' l"mirmd are central. The expression
ndid' napi6 (otherwise generally construed with 'el) means to "lift up one's soul to-
ward something." With regard to niiba'("promise, firmly agree, assure") + /e, one finds
that the objects introduced with /, are consistently negative (laiieqer in Lev.
5:22,2416:3,51; Jer. 5:2;7;9; Mal. 3:5; l"hdra' in Ps. 15:4). Accompanying parallels
show that the term mirmd is generally associated with violence or deceit (Gen.27:35;
Am. 8:5; Hos. 12:8[7]). Hence v. 24b probably also refers to intentionally misleading
promises (rather than "oaths"). Assessing this information with regard to (ndfid')
laiidw' (napi6), which stands in first position, one finds that the reference is to "(di-
recting one's attention) toward what is deceptive/fraudulent." Even though .iaw'else-
where qualifies foreign gods or even refers to them directly, one cannot define .idw'
here without further support as referring to an "idol."l8

In a confession of trust (Ps. 26:2), the petitioner points out that he has been tested
and has experienced God's love (hesefl and faithfulness (tmefl. The petitioner enu-

15. F. I. Andersen, Job. Tyndale OT Comm. (1976),257.
16. See J. L. Mays, Hosea. OTL (1969), 140.
17. KD, in loc.
18. So M. Dahood, Psalms 1-50. AB 16 (1965), l5l.
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merates those things he has avoided in order to show that he is worthy of that trust. This

enumeration includes groups of people he has avoided and whom he qualifies more

specifrcally as m"1€ iaw' or naqlamtm. The nanlamtm (v. 4) refers to "a group of people

from whom the psalmist, avowing his innocence, wishes to dissociate himself; they are

'those who conceal themselves, i.e., insidiously, craftily,' sinister figures who act in se-

cret, avoiding the light of day."le Here.iaw'occupies the first position and as such func-

tions as the predominant proof term. The explication by 'lm and the proximity to

m"r€im and r"iaim (v. 5) show that idw'refers to what is deceitful or subversively

false. According to N. Lohfink, a survey of Ps. 24-26 shows that .idw'probably refers

to foreign gods.2o

While confessing sin, the petitioner pleads for healing (Ps. 4l:5[4]). His adversaries

come at him with evil (ra'; v. 6 [5]) and hope for his death (mfi!) and ruin ('bd). This
drastic situation includes those who come to him hypocritically as described in v. 7(6).

When they come to see how he is doing, their hearts are already gathering mischief and

falsehood against him; and when they leave him, they "go out, they tell it abroad." The

stylistically parallel sentence continues substantively: "(Thus) do their hearts gather

mischief ('dwen)l' Although the following verses do imply that idw' (v.7[6]) includes

the possibility of setting a cycle of misfortune into motion, they do not allow the con-

clusion that the reference is to magical practices.2l

The desire to fathom God's depths reveals the difference between human beings and

God (Job ll:7-9). Within the framework of the argumentation (ki), the author juxta-

poses the human being in moral antithesis to God, who knows the m"1A.iaw'and sees

through'dwen(v. ll).AsinPs.4l:7(6),idw' referstowhatisdeceptiveandsubver-
sively false ("dissemblers"; "false without any effort"; "evil, bad, and worthless"22),

which, as in the case of the psalm, 'awen defrnes more specifically as deceptive evil.
The petitioner in Ps. 144 entreats Yahweh to intervene (vv. 5-6) against and rescue

him from (v. 7) his adversaries (b"nA nef,ar according to v. 7c). In v. 8b y"mtn ieqer
constitutes the parallel to .ia-w'(v. 8a; v. 8 and v. I I exhibit the same wording, making it
difficult to determine whether v. 8 or v. I lb is secondary, is supposed to be a refrain, or
represents a determinative structural element23). "Power" is the figurative meaning of
yamtn.za The expressiony?ntn ieqerthus refers to false, deceptive power. Since this

19. C. Locher, -+ Oly 'alam, Xl, 15l, also citing HAL, II, 834.

20. "Einige Beobachtungen zu Psalm 26," Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. Beitrrige zur
biblischen Exegese, Theologie und spiritualitiit. FS N. Fiiglister (wiirzburg, l99l), 189-204,

here 193 n.23,204: so also Dahood, Psalms l-50, 162; G. Ravasi, Il libro dei salmi, | (Bologna,
31986),489.

21. So S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (2 vols.; Eng. trans', New York, 1962)'

I, 6.
22. See, respectively, S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC XIY/2 (1921), 108; H. H.

Rowley, Job. NCBC (1980), 89; Fohrer, Hiob,228.
23. See, respectively, A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL(Er,g. trans. 1962), in loc.; J. W. Rogerson and

J. W. McKay, Psalms. CBC (3 vols.; New York, 1977), lll, 173; G. Ravasi, Il libro dei salmi' lll
(Bologna, 31986), 898ff.

24. -+ l')D) yamtn, Yl, lOl.
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combination is interpretin g idw', the latter term in its turn refers to that which is decep-
tive, presumably with a destructive semantic nuance (cf. the cry for rescue); an element
of opposition to God also resonates in the term.

Job knows that the heritage of evildoers is calamity and disaster (31:3). This heri-
tage would befall Job, too, if it were true that hdlalti'im-iaw'(v.5) or tahai 'al-mirma
raglt. Since all the passages in which the vb. hlk 'im occurs attest a personal object,
idw'in 31:5 probably also refers to a (figuratively) personified entity, as it were per-
sonified deception,2s something developed in the par. mirmd, which refers to under-
handed deceit (cf. Ps.24:4).

3. Juridical Use. In juridical contexts iaw'involves public falsehood, especially that
of witnesses. In Ex. 23: I i?ma' iaw'substantively parallels 'EQ hdmas, the latter being
associated with the raia'. Contextually the reference is to the perversion ofjustice in
which someone joins a majority represenring wrongdoing (cf. the intensive pl. rd'a[.
The association of iaw'in the narrower context with hamds (cf. Dt. 19:16; ps. 35: I l)
shows that it is here accompanied by something extremely negative, even life-
threatening. Its content here is "falsehood, lies," and, in their wake, ruin.

One of the central themes of the Decalog is the function of witnesses (Dt. 5:20). The
prohibition against answering as an 'E/ iaw' (cf . 'EQ ieqer Ex.20:16 [.iaw'according to
Pap. Nashl; Ps. 27:12; Prov. 6:19; l4:5; 25:18; ieqdrtm, Prov. 12:17; l9:5,9; kzdbim,
2l:28) can be understood only as the antithesis of a "truthful witness" ('C/'"me1, 14.25;
Jer. 42:5; 'eQ 'emitntm, Prov. l4:5). No persuasive arguments can be adduced support-
ing a difference in meaning between '€Q idw'and'E/ ieqer, contra the assertion that
.iaw'emphasizes more the ethical qualification of the witness.26

Isa. 59:2-5 enumerates everything separating the people from yahweh. The direct par-
allel to idw'in v. 4 is tdhfi, a word equared with nonbeing ('ayin), hebel (49:4), or rfiah
with the meaning "nothingness" (41,29), providing an incisively pejorative accent.21
Hete ieqer (v. 3) and iaw' are closely related in that both words are directly associated
with dibber The reference is to falsehood uttered in a public proceeding, as confirmed by
the antithetical poles of sedeq and'%nfind, which prove themselves in court ({ar).

4. Prophetic Use. From the exilic period.iaw'was used in a clearly fixed expression
in connection with qualifying prophetic (or similar) phenomena that were to be re-
jected. Because authentic words of prophecy were to be futfilled only later, Ezekiel had
to contend with pseudoprophets, who are associated with hoz6n iaw' and, parallel,
miqsam hdldq (Ezk. l2:24).zz Whereas lldzdn is attributed to both true and false proph-

25. See Fohrer, Hiob,433.
26. So also Sawyeq l3l0-11. Cf. J. J. Stamm, Der Dekalog im Lichte der neueren Forschung

(Ben, 21962), 59-60; Klopfenstein, l8-21.
27. see S. Schwertner,*11\ 'ayin nothing," TLor 1,96; R. Albertz and c. westermann, "Bl'1

rfrah spiitl' TLOT,lII, 1205.

- 28. viewed - probably incorrectly - as an addendum by G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT ul3
(1955), 66-67: K. W. Carley, Ezekiel. CBC (1974),79.
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ets, miqsAm appears only in connection with the latter. In pejorative vse hAlAq refers to

a deceptive downplaying of something, with an eye on destruction (mdwe!, i"'61, Ptov.

5:3,5; cf. also the par. ieqer in26,28). These observations together with the contextual

accentuation suggest that iaw'refers to ineffectiveness, implying deception.

The threat in Ezk. 13:l was prompted by the appearance of false prophets, against

whom Ezekiel now has to contend. These prophets are described more specifically as

foolish men whose vision, although not called into question, nonetheless allegedly de-

rives from millibbam and rfiham. The central terms in 13.6-9 are idw' (repeated 4

times) and the consistently par. kdzdb. Althortgh idw'is emphasized by virtue of its
prior positioning (vv. 6,7,8,9),2e these two words are not substantively different and are

for all practical purposes interchangeable. Observations regarding idw'suggest that it
refers to prophetic experiences and utterances (dir. obj. of hzh or dbr piel) character-

ized by elements of magic and divination, which on the whole are to be viewed as de-

ception, as confirmed contextually in that the people are led astray and blinded by false

hope, whence also idw'emerges as an antithesis of idl6m.
Ezk. 22:25-30, an "estate sermon" dependent on Zeph. 3:3-4, enumerates three

leading groups among the people, in a graded series of increasing significance, who

through a perversion of their own functions are driving Israel to ruin: the kohanim,

idrtm, and n"!tim. As the metaphor of the whitewash vividly illustrates, the n"ltim
conceal the transgressions of the priests and of the leading political groups. Indeed,

such prophets are seers (kdztm) of idw'. By virtue of its positioning as the first element,

the word Ja-w'is the term most strongly emphasized in verbalizing the distance from

Yahweh as well as the inherently corrupt, false (cf. kazdb), and misleading (cf.

qos"mtm) element driving the country toward annihilation.
In Ezk. 13: l7 the prophet turns against Israelite women (b"n6!'am) who prophesy

as false (miltibb"hen, NRSV "out of their own imagination") prophetesses. The result

isthatthe;addtqiswoundedbyfalsehood (ieqer) andthe rdid'is preventedfromre-
penting. Hence Yahweh thwarts the visions of idw'(13:23), which parallels "practice

divinations" (qesem qsm).30 The notion of .ia-w'is associated contextually with lies and

deception (ieqer) and is explicated by magical practices. Here .iaw'refers to mislead-

ing prophetic experiences and revelations ("false salvific prophecy"3l).

The oracle in Ezk. 2l:33-37(28-32) (post-Ezekelian stratum)32 turns against the

Ammonites and their herpd, which turns out to be prophetic vision (b'26il and corre-

sponding divination (q"sOm). The content (dir. obj.) is iaw' (21:341291) and kdzdb,

which in prophetic-theological contexts involving foreign deities refers to revelations.

Although the simple fact of revelation is not called into question, the selected terminol-

29. According to F.-L. Hossfeld and I. Meyer, Prophet gegen Prophet. Biblische Beitrrige 9
(1973),127-39, vv. 6 and 8 are glosses.

30. There is no need to assume the meaning "lying oracle" or even "lie" and emend to kzb, as

does W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),289; cf. Fohret Ezechiel,75.
31. H. F. Fths, Ezechiel 1-24. NEB (1988), 73.

32. Cf. Fohrer, Ezechiel, 126;W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1970), 305; Zimmerli'
Ezekiel 1,440.
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ogy does point to a negative assessment and to the tension arising with faith in Yahweh.
The empty character of such revelation is underscored in that the adversaries are de-
scribed as r"iaim whose "time of final punishment" (so NRSV) ('dw1n) has come.

No life can flourish without rain, or without trust in Yahweh (Zech. l0:l). people
did, howeveq turn to the frdptm and the q6semim. The terdptm appear in contexts men-
tioning either a foreign deity or something associated with such a deity.:r The q6s"mtm
convey the revelation of foreign gods (cf. Ezk.2l:34[29]). Dreams are also mentioned
of the sort regularly associated both with Yahweh's own revelatory events (Nu. 12:6;
Joel3:l) and with those of foreign deities (Dt. l3:6[5]; Jer.23:25ff.). The association
of qbsemtm and hol6m6l with false prophecy also occurs in Jer. 27:9;29:8. The dream is
specified more closely by idw', thereby emphasizing the falsehood as well as that par-
ticular characteristic of soothsayers' dreams that leads to ruin ('awen, v. l}a; Zech.
l0:2). The religious scruple is underscored by the par helel, which (instrumental obj.,
as in Job 2l:34) can mean or at least allude to a "foreign deity" (cf. the discussion of
Jon. 2:9[8] below) in the sense "they 'give consolation' with the aid of the 'breath/ap-
pearance of foreign deities."'

Lam. 2:l4a (cf. the proximity to Ezk. 22:28; also 13.6; 2l:34[29]) addresses the
theme of being led astray by prophetic visions. Here .iaw'refers to what is false and de-
ceptive.3a The parallel reference to whitewashing Qapel) points out that the disaster in-
dicated by idw' could exert its full effects only if concealed. Lam.2:l4juxtaposes
maiid'6! iaw' and maddafim. Because maiia'largely occurs in prophetic oracles of
disaster, connotations involving burdens and tribulations are unmistakable.35 The as-
sessment of these visions as .iaw'shows that they were viewed as "false and deceptive"
ones leading to burdensome tribulation. The hapax legomenon maddfihtm (from ndh,
"lead astray, mislead") additionally interprets the deceptive sayings as misleading.

5. Cult Criticism. The term iaw'also occurs in connection with prophecies critical
of the cult. Isa. l:10- l5 raises its criticism of the cult because those who present its sac-
rif,tces are themselves degenerate. The first two rejected sacrifices are qualified nega-
tively; minfia! idw'parallels qelorel t6'cbA. The ineffective and deceptive nature (iaw')
is explicated more closely by the reference to "abominations"36 in the religious sphere
(cf. Dt. 12:31; 18:9,12;lsa. 4l:24;44:19; Jer.32:35;44:21-22;Ezk.5:9;16:47,50). In
this context iaw'refers to the kind of inner falseness that does not even respect sacri-
fices.

According to Hos. 12:9-12(8-11), the reproach against Ephraim is rhat the people
trace its own wealth back to Canaanite gods. Now, however, it is destroyed with the
help of prophets, the concrete occasion being the sacrifices in Gilead and Gilgal. Verse
l2(ll) is structured in the rhythm of reproach and consequences. The parallelism with

33. Cf. H. D. Preuss, Die Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971), 58-60;
K. Seybold, "E'?J! fraptm idol(s)," TLOT lll,1433-34.

34. See H.-J. Kraus, Threni. BK XX (31968),46.
35. See in this regard also D. H. Miiller, Komposition und Strophenbau. BStlll (1907),24.
36. -+ i'tflrlll fi'e!6; cf . E. Gerstenberger, "19!i r? pi. to abhor," TLOT lll, l4Z8-31.
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the second sentence ("their altars shall be like stone heaps on the furrows of the field")
shows that the first also refers to something negative, namely, that Ephraim will be-

come .iaw'. It no longer fulfrlls its purpose and has become profaned (as the par. "al-

tars" have become "stone heaps"); with regard to its original purpose, the people has

been devalued and has become worthless and useless. Here iaw'is to be understood as

"something worthless" ("come to ruin" is insufficient) because of apostasy ("false

gods" goes too far).32

6. General Religious Use.The term.idyr;'occurs within the framework of some gen-

eral religious texts that reveal several accentuations attaching to the term. The superior-

ity of the foe makes the petitioner acknowledge the fundamental contrast between

God's help and human helplessness (Ps. 60:13[11]). The imperative cry to Yahweh is
juxtaposed with a static acknowledgment that all human help (t"ifr'A) is .idw'
(60:l3tl ll = 108:13). Two elements unite here. Compared to God's help, human aid is

"worthless." This position also presupposes that the person's own potential - short of
calling on Yahweh - was exhausted. The tension between one's own ineffectiveness
("it is a delusion") and the genuinely effective help emanating exclusively from God
("the victory comes from above") was already emphasized.38 Hence .ia-w'implies the

element of deception in trust in military enterprises. In addition to the notion of inef-

fectiveness, .ia-w'includes that of deception in this context.
Ps. 127:l and 2 juxtapose anthropocentric initiatives and God's own efficacious ac-

tions. Only God is successful. It is equally futile to try to build a house alone or to
guard a city alone. These things succeed only with God's assistance (v. 1). Nor is an

enhancement of autonomous activities any guarantee of their success. Rising up early

does not help, and going to bed late merely results in anxious toil. By contrast, God is

indeed able to bestow rest, as shown when he "gives sleep to his beloved" (v. 2). If
these observations are accurate, then the context itself explicates the content of idw'.
The human activities enumerated in v. I and v.2 are neither deceptive3e nor in vain (cf.

"nothingness"40), but rather unsuccessful and ineffective (the allusion to "useless pa-

gan idols" is not contextually supportedal).
The occasion for the lament in Ps. 89:47(46) is God's hiddenness, the effects of

which are dangerous and aggressively destructive, prompting the petitioner to reflect

on the meaning of human existence. In pondering the short-lived nature of human be-

ings as given in God's creation (v. 48[47]), questions arise concerning the fundamental

37. For the former see J. Jeremias, Der Prctphet Hosea. ATD 24ll (1983), 149; for the latter,

F. L Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (1980),619.
38. For the former quotation see A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book of Psalms (repr. Grand Rapids,

1982),343; for the latter, KD, in loc.
39. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalras 6U150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.; L. Jacquet, I*s Psaumes,

III (Gembloux, 1979), 473.
40. O. Keel, "Psalm 127 Ein Lobpreis auf Den, der Schlaf und Kinger gibt," FS N. FilSlister

158-59.
41. Cf. M. Dahood, Psalms 101-150. AB 17A(1970),223.
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"to what purpose," questions in which heleS (perhaps to be read hdgel and, iaw,
Q. a8[47]) are fundamental.

In Ps. 39:5-6(4-5) one learns that the measure of days (yamtm) for human beings
is as small as a handbreadth, and that a lifetime (helefl is as nothing in God,s sight
(k'ayin), indeed, is really hardly the equal of a mere breath (he!el). The term jaw'
underscores the insignificant ineffectiveness in the fashion of a generalizing assess-
ment.42

The anthropological enumeration in Ps. I 19 exhibits chiastic structure (v. 36a and
v.37b; v. 36b and v.37a). The entreaty is for God to turn the petitioner away from besa'
and his eyes from idw'(v.37). The term besa' always refers to dishonest (Ex. lg:21),
exrorred gain (Isa.33:l5b), which as such resembles bloodguilt (Ezk. 22:12_13).The
content of iaw'is similarly to be understood as deceptiveness (..worthlessness,'; ..all
that is false, unreal, worthless"a3), which does not represent a genuine path to lif'e.
There is no reason to suggest the meaning "idols" in the sense of foreign deities in this
passage.aa

7 . Theological Use. lt is especially in theologically significant contexts that jaw'as-
sumes a determinative role. At the beginning of the oracle against Assyria (Isa. 30:27-
33), the author describes the vehemence with which Yahweh assaults foreign people.
verse 28a-b describes how his "wrath" (rfih6) "reaches up to the neck (of Assyria).,,
Verse 28c-d then describes the consequences using the metaphor of harnessing horses
and simultaneously applies it to the nations (gbyim and'ammtm). The medial elements
napa! iaw'and resen ma!'eh correspond. Contextually resen mat'eh refers to a bridle
that leads astray (cf. the hiphil). As the parallel to ma!'eh standing in initial position,
idw' (v.28) conveys that fraud and deception bring about such ruin, not ruin itself.as
one finds that Yahweh is leading his adversaries astray as a bridled - i.e., guided 

-horse.
Ps. 139:21-23 addresses the situation in which the wicked (rdia') and bloodthirsty

('ania Qdmtm) speak maliciously of Yahweh (v.20), prompting the psalmist to rake a
passionate stand against them. Because the psalmist remains completely true to
Yahweh, such persons have become his enemies as well. On the text-critical problems
attaching to v. 20, see Brls. The direct object of n.f I namely, 'dreyfid, makes sense nei-
ther as a derivation of i\ "c,i1y,"+6 nor of Aram . 'ar ,,enemy:'47 nor of .agi,,,decoratior.,
joy." G. Ravasi assesses it as a participle of 'wr ("insorgendo contro di te,,;.+a

- -!2:Ct. alsoKirkpatrick,Psalms,2O5,54l-42;G.Ravasi, Illibrodeisalmi, II(Bologna,31986), 860.
43. C. A. and E. A. Briggs, psalms. ICC (Z vols.; l9l7), 11,423; Kirkpatrick, 7ll.
44. So Dahood,, Psalms III, li9.
45. o. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. orL(Eng. trans. 1974),306-9; R. E. clements, Isaiah l-39.

NCBC ( 1980) , 253; and with thorough argumentation, H. wildberge r, Isaiah 2g-39. cc (Eng.
trans.2OO2), 198-99.

46. Rice, 30.
47. 8.g., E. Beaucamp, Le psautier, II (paris, lg1.g),277.
48. Il libro dei salmi, 111,824.
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M. Dahood reads 'artk ("raised"), though this reading is possible only in connection
with his otherwise extensive emendations.ae Influenced by the LXX and Yg. (in
cogitatione), L. Jacquet assumes the reading re'eykd = "your thoughts" (hence from
rCa' III).so The frequently proposed emendation 'Aleyftd runs contrary to ni', which ex-
hibits neither an intransitive nor a reflexive meaning.sl Because nf'requires a direct
object, iim"f,a has been variously proposed following Ex. 20:7; nothing in the text,
however, supports this emendation.s2 The most likely solution seems to be the term
'dyk, "yow witnesses," attested in a few mss.53

Ps. 139:20 describes how the wicked pervert the association with God: "they speak
oflrefer to you [Yahweh] as a ruse fm"zimmd,' more strongly: 'malicious'1, they raised./
made your witnesses/the witnesses for you into a fraud lidw', v. 20; more strongly:
'treacherous'1." Such talk perverts God's nature and dismisses his advocates as ineffec-
tive frauds. These presuppositions make the psalmist's vehement reaction comprehen-
sible (vv. 2l-22).

Jer.2:28-31 turns aggressively against the worship of idols, which is interpreted as

complaining/quarreling (rt!) and rebelling pdia') against Yahweh (v.29). "To no ef-
fect" (laiidw I v. 30; the customary rendering as "in vain, futilely" does not do full jus-
tice to the decisive disposition of the text) Yahweh struck down the Israelites, expect-
ing his people to accept his correction; instead, they murdered his prophets without
hesitation. Here the term iaw'functions to describe existential circumstances.

Yahweh has decided not to prevent the enemies from destroying the country (Jer.

4:29-30).In this context Israel's attempt to rescue itself - described metaphorically as

a woman who beautifies herself in the hope that she might bewitch the men who have
departed for a bloody war - is exposed as being "worthless, without effect" (laiidw').
This secular metaphor underscores the futility of any notion that one might escape God
and please one's enemies. Egypt's attempt to establish itself as a power in Mesopota-
mia is compared to a rising river (Jer. 46:7-8) that Yahweh will thwart such that the en-
tire undertaking will lead to military catastrophe against which even "many medicines"
offer no help; such accumulation has "no effect" (laiidw', v. I l).

Mal. 3:14 presents the argumentation of the provocateurs, namely, that serving
alohtm (genitive obj.) is merely iaw', as underscored in that keeping his command
brings neither success nor profit (besa') (this passage by no means attests the original
neutrality of besasa). The happy ones are those who apparently prosper, namely, those
insolent ones and evildoers (zEdim and'oi4 rii'd, v. l9[4: l]) who ply their wickedness

49. Psalms III. 29'7.
50. Les Psaumes, III, 610.
51. Contra, e.g., Kraus, Psalms 60-150, in loc.; correctly B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHCXIV

(t922),460.
52. "It lies graphically too far removed," H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKAT lll2 (s1968), 592;

cf., e.g., W. O. E. Oesterley, The Psalms (London, 1962),554: Kirkpatrick, Psalms,79l, sug-
gests that it is to be supplied virtually.

53. See H. Herkenne, Das Buch der Psalmen. HSATy12 (1936),435.
54. -+ VII bs', ll,2O7.
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unscathed. Here iaw'is the antithesis of the expected success: failure or ineffective-

ness.55

Viewed in isolation, the prohibition against raising (ni') the name of God "for
iaw" (8x.20:7[bis] = Dt. 5: I 1) is not particularly instructive for assessing the mean-

ing of Jaw'.s6 The text simply presupposes that the reader is familiar with the content

of the word. The significance of the word emerges from several observations. The
prohibition comes directly from Yahweh. The phrase occurs twice in the same verse

and is identical in Ex. 2O:7 and Dt. 5: I l. In both cases the prohibition of ni' laiidw'is
followed by a reason involving a sanction (16'y"naqqeh). This element is otherwise at-

tested in the Decalog only in connection with the prohibition against worshiping for-
eign gods. Because lo'y"naqqeh remains undefined in all occurrences, howevet5T no

content can be deduced from a comparison. The meaning and theological direction of
the sentence change depending on the focus of idw'. Ifthe reference is to "ineffective-
ness," then the incapacity to be effective is insinuated to Yahweh, the claim to be the

sovereign (of Israel) collapses, and the result is then de facto disempowerment. If
"fraud" (as an ethical qualification) is meant, then Yahweh is adduced as an external
guarantor of correctness even though the facts of the matter then emerge differently.
That is, Yahweh's name is then misused for certifying something fraudulent (cf. Ps.

24:4).lf the dimension of "foreign deity" is included, the reference would attest the

presence of syncretistic aberration. The proposal "perjury"s8 presupposes the unper-

suasively attested equation of meaning between ni' 'e1-i€m and ^iD' niphal b"idm (cf .

Dt. 6:13; l0:20).
Jonah turns to God in his distress (Jon. 2:8Ul) to offer a sacrifice (v. l0[9]); he will

not, however, serve others (haUA iaw', v. 9[8]). Rarely does helel function as the

nomen regens.se More specifically one can note that all the qualified plural occur-
rences refer to foreign deities; inDt.32:21 holdltm parallels l6'-'dl; cf . (haii6m"rtm)
haflA idw'in contrast to Yahweh (Ps. 3l:7[6]). In Jon. 2:9(8) the speaker expects help

on the basis of his prayer to Yahweh O)'ifr'A, v. l0[9]); if one worships the hbdltm,
one can expect no help. The foreign gods disqualified by iaw'60 are viewed as ineffec-
tive.

Various ways of presenting entreaties for help in Ps. 31:2-6(l-5) culminate in a

confession of trust in Yahweh: yhwh 'dl 'eme!. Here one enters the sphere of theologi-
cal argumentation. At the pragmatic textual level in v.7(6), yhwh and haflA idw' -
foreign deities - constitute antitheses. Observations regarding the poetic structure al-
ready militate against the view of B. Duhm, who maintains that one "probably cannot

55. See K. Elligea Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten II. ATD 25 (1975),214.
56. E.g., even F. L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982), 247, does not ascribe any partic-

ular function to the word.
57. -+ i'lizl naqA, LX,556-57.
58. See, among others, Veijola,4, 8, 13.

59. -+ )li hebel (hebhel), lll,3l4.
60. See, among others, L. C. Allen, The Books of Joel, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah. NICOT

(1976),2r8.
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interpret hobdltm here . . . as idols."61 The petitioner confinns that he strictly rejects
(Sn') the adherents (iom'rtm) of the foreign gods. By contrast he emphasizes that he
trusts (bth) only in Yahweh. The term .iaw' serves as a severe qualification of these
foreign gods, who are described as "winds" and whose ineffective nature62 is also em-
phasized. Hence it is quite logical that expressions of joy already commence with
v. 8(7), since God is certain to deliver the petitioner from these enemies (suffix conju-
gation; v. 9[8]).

Just as there are constants in nature (Jer. 18:14), so also in faith. Here, however, Is-
rael has done the unthinkable, namely, fallen away from and forgotten (i'kebfrnt)
Yahweh, as expressed by laiidw'y"qafierfi (v. l5). Objects introduced by /'with qtr are
consistently personal, specifically those to whom sacrifices are offered,63 namely,
ld'ldhtm 'ahErim (14 times), labba'al (2), limlelel haiiamayim (4), and llhwh @).
These unequivocal findings suggest that v. 15 also refers to a divine figure that in its
own turn can be juxtaposed with Yahweh but at the same time is exposed by.ia-w'in all
its worthlessness ("the worthless gods").64

IV. Sirach. The extant Hebrew text of Sirach uses .iw'5 times. Sir. l5:7a begins an
enumeration of those whose bad behavior prevents their access to wisdom (14:20). The
first to be mentioned include mty iw'(v.7a), parallel 'niy zdwn (v. 7b), lsym (v.8a), and
hiy kzb. Here .irv'is to be associated with what is false and fraudulent as an ethical
qualification (cf. Job 1l:ll; Ps. 26:4).The same applies to n'ry iw'(16:1), parallel to
bny 'wlh, who are juxtaposed with 'yn yr't yyy. The qualification of the descendants
suggests profound degeneracy far removed from God. Sir. 30:17 prefers death to a life
of misery, and the underworld to chronic sickness. This verse is doubly attested in ms.
B. In the first instance hyy iw'(a) occupies the same position as hyym r'ym (a') and in
parallel k'b n'mn (b) the same position as /<'D 'wmd (b'). Here .iw'exhibits the general
meaning "bad" (the unusual word choice militates in favor of the originality of a and b
over against a'and b'65). Sir. 30: 11g also uses iw'to qualify a bad worker (pw'l); the
term iwmr.iw'in the parallel stich (v. I lh) cannot be evaluated because of textual cor-
ruption.66

Sir. 15:20 (A) attests bt', hiy kzb, 'wSh iw', and mglh swd. The proximity to trans-
gression and lies is clear, whereby the object function of iw'with the vb. Tft should be
noted. The protocanonical version attests :fft kzbym (Prov.23:5) and'ih iqr (2 S.

18:13; Jer. 6:13; 8:10), but never 'ih iw' or any similar expression, showing that for
Sirach the term refers not only to a quality, but also to the content itself (lies, false-
hood), while maintaining the ethical connotations.

61. Die Psalmen. KHC X^IY (1922), 125.
62. See Delitzsch, Psalms, inloc.
63. Not so noted in -+ -l9l qtr.
64. J. Schreiner, Jeremia 1-25,14. NEB (1981), I 15, among others.
65. A different position is taken by P. W. Skehan and A. A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira.

AB 39 (t987),3'19.
66. See F. V. Reiterer, "Die Stellung Ben Siras zur 'Arbeit,"' FS N. Fiiglistea 262.
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Y. l. lXX. The LXX uses different words in its translations, including dnomoi (l
time), dtopa (l), metd geloiast6n (l), ken6s (5), eis ken6n (3), mdtaios (17), matai1tds
(5), mataids (1), (eis) mdtcn (6), pseudiis (ll).

2. Qumran. The term idw' (idw, idww) is attested 7 times in Qumran. Although its
use follows that in the protocanonical biblical books (as regards syntax and style as

well as content), it does tend to focus on only the most negative meanings
In lQpHab the prophet of lies (matttp hakkazdb, 10:9) establishes an ir iaww wrth

blood (b'Qdmtm) and a congregation of deceit ('ddd b"ieqer l. l0). To that end he takes
them into a service of deception (ba'"!6Qa1 iaww,l. ll1, b"[ma'o]iA ieqer,l. l2). In ini-
tial position .idw'parallels (b")ieqer; both words function as qualifiers and speak of
fraud or lies, implying the presence of destructive elements.

According to I QH 2:21 , 'artstm are threatening the life of the author. Line 22 classi-
fies these people as i6/ iaw' and 'dQa1 beliya'al. The term iaw' again stands in the ini-
tial position and refers here to "ruinous trouble," as b"liya'al specifies more closely.
The continuation follows effortlessly in that the reiaim (1.24) fall upon the petitioner
like natural forces whose malevolence ('ep'eh and iaw' [perhaps a later insertion],
v. 28) reaches up to the heavens. IQH 6:5 follows substantively on2:22 even though
the context is only partially preserved: "da! [iaw'] and s61 hamas. The terms iaw'and
hdmas explicate the ruinous wickedness of the hostile congregation. lQHT:34 (afla!
idw par s68 na'oldmim) emphasizes the malevolent, misleading character of the re-
jected group.

Finally, 4Q184 l:2 maintains that the seductress is trying to plunge everyone to-
gether (yhd) into ruin (biw).

In 3Ql5 l: 13 ,fw'as a masculine form presumably belongs to -+ ilNll? i6'A.67 The
same probably applies to the place name lr.iw'(8:10,14), a necropolis also mentioned
by Josephus (byt-iw') and identified with '€meq hammelel (Gen. 14:17).oa

Reiterer

See J. T. Miliik, D"/D, IIl,24l.
See ibid., 241,274.

67.
68.
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I. Etymology and Basic Meaning. The root .iwD, common Semitic 1pb, occurs in
almost all the Semitic languages. The early witnesses, especially in Amorite, suggest

that this root extends back into Proto-Semitic, though one cannot overlook the prob-
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J. Ziegler FzB 2 (1972\,207-15; idem, Jesaja 1-39. EdF 200 (1983), esp. 107ff.; D. Knapp,
Deuteronomium 4. Literarische Analyse und theologische Interpretation. GTA 35 (1987), esp.

9l-97, 154-57; K. Koch, Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des AT. WdF
125 (1972); tdem, The Prophets (2 vols.; Eng. trans., Philadelphia, I 984), II, 29-32, 107, 149-
50; M. Kcickert, "Prophetie und Geschichte im Hoseabuch," ZTK 85 (1988) 3-30; L. Kiihler,
"syntactica II. :lu: 'lgp und der nackte Relativsatz," W 3 (1953) 84-85; S. Kreuzer,
"SchubaEl - eine scheinbare Ausnahme in der Typologie der israelitischen Namengebung,"
ZAW 93 (1981) 443-45; M. F. Lacan, "Conversion et gr6ce dans l'Nfl' Lumiire et Vie 47
(1960) 5-24; L. de Lorenzi,'Alcuni temi di Salvezza nella letteratura di Qumrdnl' RivB 5
(1957) 197-253, esp. 243-49; N. M. Loss, "La prospettiva di penitenza nella Bibbia,"
Ephemerides Liturgicae 89 (1975) 194-221; L. Markert and G. Wanke, "Die
Propheteninterpretation," KuD 22 (1976) l9l-220; H. Merklein, "Die Umkehrpredigt bei
Johannes dem Tiiufer und Jesus von Nazaret," BZ 25 (1981) 29-46 = Studien zu Jesus und
Paulus. WUNT 43 (1987) lO9-26; R. Michiels, "Zonde, Bekering en Boete in het OT,"
Collectanea Mechliniensia 44 (Mechlin, Belgium, 1959) 391-415,500-518; R. Mosis, "Ez
l4,l-11 - ein Ruf zur Umkehr," BZ 19 (1975) 161-94; H.-P. Miiller, "Imperativ und
Verheissung im AT," EvT 28 (1968) 557-71; T. Naumann, Hoseas Erben. Strukturen der
Nachinterpretation im Buch Hosea. BWANT l3l (1991), esp. 53-58, 9l-96; F.-J. Ortkemper,
"Der Ruf zur Umkehr in der Bibel," in A. Exeler et al., eds., Zum Thema Busse und Bussfeier
(Stuttgart, l97l),37-60 J. J. Petuchowski, "The Concept of'Teshuvah'in the Bible and the
Talmud," Judaism 17 (1968) 175-85; J. Pierron, "Conversion: The Return to God," The God of
Israel, the God of Christians (Eng. trans., New York, 1961), 164-83; H. Pohlmann, Die
Metanoia als Zentralbegriff der christlichen Frdmmigkeit. Untersuchungen zum NT 25 (Leip-
zig, 1938); R. E. Price, 'A Lexicographical Study of ghl, ibh and .iwb in Reference to Exile in
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lem raised by the lack of persuasive witnesses for the root in Akkadian. The root al-
ready appears in Amorite personal names at the beginning of the 2nd millennium
B.c.E., i.e., in the East Semitic sphere, whence it might have then penetrated into
Northwest Semitic. The next witnesses are found in Ugaritic, where the rather broadly
extended semantics of the root suggest that it had already undergone significant de-

velopment.
In the south, witnesses in Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions point to a similarly early dat-

ing, though the fragmentary character of the inscriptions prevent them from providing
any real semantic illumination.

Another problem confronting an East Semitic derivation of the root is that the root
p.iD is already attested in Egyptian beginning with the Middle Kingdom, though here

the Tanach" (diss., Duke, 1977);L. Pijs, "schfib Hifil,: TZ 5 (1949) 152-53; T. M. Raitt, "The
Prophetic Summons to Repentance," ZAW 83 (1971) 30-49; G. Sauer, "Die Umkehrforderung
in der Verkiindigung Jesajas," Wort-Gebot-Glaube. FS W. Eichrodt. ATANT 59 (1970),277-
95; K. Schedl, "Die Biisser Israels," Theologisch praktische Quartalschrifi 105 (1957) 89-100;
J. M. Schmidt, 'Ausgangspunkt und Ziel prophetischer Verktindigung im 8. Jahrhundert,"
Verkiindigung und Forschung 22 (1977) 65-82; W. H. Schmidt, Zukunftsgewissheit und
Gegenwartskritik. BSt 64 (1973), esp. 39-54; idem, The Faith of the OT: A History (Eng.
trans., Philadelphia, 1983), esp. 234-35; T. Schneider, "Busse-Umkehr-Metanoia. Eine
biblische Besinnung," Dienender Glaube 48 (1972) 225-32, 255-63, 283-87, 317-22;
J. Schreiner, "Durch die Siinde kehrt sich der Mensch von Gott ab," Concilium 5 (1969) 742-
48; L. Schwarz, "Umkehr: Prinzip und Verwirklichung in der Kirche," Katechetische Bldner
107 (1982) 85-97, esp. 86-87; A. A. Sitompul, "Weisheitliche Mahnspriiche und prophetische
Mahnrede im AT auf dem Hintergrund der Mahnungen im Leben der Tobabatak auf Sumatra"
(diss., Mainz, 1967); R. J. Sklba, "The Call to New Beginnings: A Biblical Theology of Con-
version," BTB ll (1981) 67-73; J. A. Soggin, 21Ui ifrb to return," TLOT lll, 1312-17;
H. Spaemann, "Kirche in der Metanoial' Lebendiges Ztugnis 4/l (1974) 83-96; R. Street,
"Backsliding," BI 14 (1988) 22-23: S. Talmon, "The 'Desert Motif in the Bible and in
Qumran Literature," in A. Altmann, ed., Biblical Motifs: Origins and Transformations (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1966),3l-63; K. A. Tingberg, "Var Israels 'klassiske'profeter botspre-
dikanter?" TTK 50 (1979) 93-105; idem, Die prophetische Mahnrede. Form- und traditions-
geschichtliche Studien zum prophetischen Umkehruuf. FRLANT 143 (1987): W. Thiel, Die
deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973): idem, Die deuter-
onomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981); R. J. Thompson, Penitence
and Sacrifice in Early Israel Outside the Levitical l-aw (Leiden, 1963); H. Thyen, Versuche
iiber Metanoia. Elementarisierung theologischer Inhalte und Methoden 2 (Motz, 1977), lO3-
53; W. Vosloo, "'Uit Egipte geroep' 

- 
'n kontekstuele benadering van Hosea ll," NGTT 3l

(1990) 500-508; G. Warmuth, Das Mahnwort. BBET I (1976); P. Welten, "Busse II. AT," fRE,
YlI,433-39; G. F. Willems, ed., Elie le prophite. Bibte, tradition, iconographie (Louvain,
1988); L Willi-Plein, "SWB-SAWr - eine Wiedererwiigung," ZAH 4 (lggl) 55-71;T. M. Wil-
lis, 'A Fresh Look at Psalm XXIII 3A: W 37 (1987) 104-6; H. W. Wolff, "Die eigentliche
Botschaft der klassischen Propheten," Beitcige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS
W. Zimmerli (Gdttingen, 1977), 547-57 = Studien zur Prophetie. ThB 76 (1987), 39-49; idem,
"The Kerygma of the Deuteronomic Historical Work," in W. Brueggemann and H. W Wolff,
The Vitality of OT Traditions (Eng. trans., Arlanta, 21982) 83-100; idem, "Das Thema
'Umkehr' in der alttestamentlichen Prophetie," ZTK 48 (1951) 129-48 = GSAI ThB 22
(1973),130-50; K. Zobel, Prophetie und Deuteronomium. BZAW 199 (1992).
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the root admittedly covers only a narrow semantic sector of the hiphil of Heb. .iwb and
perhaps does derive from a different root.

This question is as diffrcult to answer as is the question whether Jwb (as well as

y.ibr) is based on a biconsonantal primary root lb meaning "to turn away, to move
zway."Z Without postulating etymological connections, Alruvia adduces observations

made by medieval commentators according to which many occurrences of .iwb exhibit
the meaning of yib, "sit, come to rest" (e.g., Dt. 30:3; Ps. 78:38; Ezk. 18:8). One might
want to determine whether these observations are of text-critical relevance for individ-
ual passages.

Although the extraordinarily extensive semantic spectrum of the witnesses makes

it difficult to determine the basic meaning, it is highly likely that iwb originally rep-
resented a verb of motion with the following basic meaning:3 to move in an opposite
direction from that toward which one previously moved. The normal case assumes

that the goal of the movement is the original point of departure.4 Because the latter
condition is clearly not fulfilled in a whole series of witnesses, perhaps the basic
meaning is rather "turn around, turn" (cf. Prov. 20:26) without any explication of di-
rection. The consequence of this view is that (contra Holladay and Soggin) even the

theological use of iwb in the sense of "turn around to God" does not automatically
imply a return to the point of departure (cf. Dietrich). This understanding also makes

it possible to understand iwb in its pretheological stage as a liturgical turning to the

god/idol, and in its theological stage to understand the turning around also as an ini-
tial turning toward.

Considering Jer. 8:4, one must maintain the semantic option that the meaning of iwb
can perfectly contradict itself (cf. in this regard the Arab. didd termss).

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Akkadian. Although the root iwb is indeed also attested in Akkadian,6 its

meaning there deviates so drastically from the West Semitic root as to exclude any

etymological connection. The Akkadian term iabu means "sway, become dizzy,"
said of grasses and reeds, though also of fearful people and gods.7 Any alleged ety-
mological connection with Akk. iabdsu(m), "turn away, be angry,"8 is similarly to
be rejected.

l. -+ f!2r ydia!, Yl,42l-22.
2. See R. L. Cate, The Theory of Biliteral Roors (Louisville, 1959), 152; G. Robinson, "The

Idea of Rest in the OT and the Search for the Basic Character of the Sabbath," ZAW 92 (1980) 41,
and explicitly adduced for iwb by Herman, who demonstrates a similar historical development
for the Indo-European parallel.

3. Holladay, 53.
4. HAL, lY, 1429a.
5. See D. Cohen, Arabica 8 (1961) l-29; also R. Meyer, Gegensinn und Mehrdeutigkeit in der

althebrciischen Wort- und Begrffibildung. SSAW 12015 (1979).
6. See HAL, IV 1428b.
7. AHw, III, 1120; CAD, XYLL 17-19.
8. AHw,III, 1118.
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The Akkadian equivalent to Heb. ,iwb is the vb. tdru ( tuarum,e whose root recurs in
Heb. twr "go about, reconnoiter." It is difficult to determine whether there is also an et-
ymological connection with s/{wr "move awayloff, deviate, fall away." In secular us-
age tAru exhibits a remarkable concurrence with .iwb ("return, turn, turn around, [fly]
to and fro, return to an earlier condition, reestablish oneself, calm oneself, return [to
dustl, do something again"). Essential differences, however, emerge in theological us-
age in that tdru never refers to a person's ethical-religious return to a deity, though tdru
can very well refer to the gracious tum of a deity toward a person. The turning of the
deity toward a petitioner consists in the deity accepting that person's entreaty and turn-
ing its countenance toward the person again.l0 The petition for a vivifying and salvific
"turning back" ofthe deity (terrl kiiddki, "turn your neck") can be viewed as the equiv-
alent of many OT formulations (cf. Ps. 6:5[Eng. 4);51:14U2]; 90:13; 132:10; Isa.

63:171.rr
The term tdru also occurs in legal texts with the meaning "come back to [i.e., con-

testl a contract" (cf. Sum. gia.gia.dam andEzk. T:13),tz especially in connection with
clauses involving the renunciation of a suit.

The term tdru occurs in connection with Akkadian names in contexts involving peti-
tions and praise for the renewed "turning" of a deity toward a person: Tu-ra-am-dDa-
gan, dSamai-tu-ra-am, I-tilr-ilum, etc.13 Use of the verb in the factitive stems in con-
structing names also strongly resembles the incolporation of .fn;b. la

Akkadian uses this root to construct the substantival formatives tayaru, "compas-
sion, mercy," tuWAru, "compassionate, merciful l' and tayyartu, "return, turn" (said of
gods) and "forgiveness."ls

Finally, in safiaru Akkadian attests a verb corresponding more closely especially to
the theological semantic use of irvb, 16 though the notion of an ethical-theological turn
(repentance) is not attested in Akkadian.

2. Amorite. Several Amorite personal names already attest the root iwb at the begin-
ning of the 2nd millennium s.c.r. in the East Canaanite sphere, where one can observe
the consistent replacement of Akk. tAru by iwb: Ya-iu-ub-AN, Su-ub-na-AN, etc.t1

Similar names are attested in Alalakh.ls

9. AHw, tll, 1332-36.
10. See AOT 257-60, esp. l. 95.
I l. Cf. L. Kcihler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957), 123-24; H. D. Preuss, OI

Theology. OTL (2 vols.; Eng. trans. 1995), I, 150; also J. J. M. Roberts, The Earliesr Semitic Pan-
theon (Baltimore, 1972), 18,49.

12. Cf. H. Petschow, Die neubabylonischen Kaufformulare. Leipziger rechtswissenschaft-
liche Studien 118 (Leipzig, 1939); and the studies of M. San Nicolb; Dijkstra, 109-l l.

13. J. J. Stamm, AN, 146-48,168, 190, 339.
14. rbid., 287-90,320.
15. AHw,III, 1303-4.
16. AHw, II, 1005-8; -r ']B0 sahar X,2ll-15.
17. APNM, 266.
18. Ibid., 69-70,2661' according to APNM, 270, names with tdru are not Amorite.
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3. Ugaritic. The rootlb is widely attested in Ugaritic,le though the distinction from
y!b, "sit, set oneself," is not always easy to ascertain. The verb occurs both in the qal in
the sense "return from/to, turn around, turn into oneself, turn to something," though
also "proclaim, recite, repeat," as well as in the shaphel in the sense "answer, reim-
burse, report, etc.:'zo and finally in several personal names. In this meaning 1b often
parallels 'nyzt or 1r11rzz (cf. in this regard Isa. 35:9-10; Hos.2:9[7]). One particularly
frequent expression is rgm ttb, "let a word return, answer," corresponding thus to the
frequent Hebrew expression hditb daban Another rather frequent rubric is w1b I mspr
"and let one cite once more."2: The goddess Anat frequently uses the impv. 1b, "give
heed."2a The passage in which Mot returns from the underworld to Ba'al's hiding place

on Zaphon to reckon with the latter deserves special attention.2s This "return" implies
in nuce the idea of resurrection. Ba'al's "return" to his palace is identical with taking
over world dominion.26

4. Proto-Sinaitic. The Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions from Serabit el-Khadem date to an

extremely early stage of the southern Canaanite language (ca. 1800 s.c.n.).27 Several in-
scriptions attest the letter sequence d lb 7 y't byn m!,28 which Albright translates "I am
one who has returned to the serpent goddess," suspecting thatlb represents a euphemism
for "die."2e The root.Iwb can have a similar meaning in the OT (cf. Gen. 3:19; Job 34:15;
Ps. 9: l8[7]; 104:29). Albright later interpreted the inscription to mean "I am grateful
toward the . . . ,"30 finding intp an adjective meaning "merciful ) answering." R. F. Butin
deriveslD fromylb and interprets it as "dwelling-place" or "sleeping-shelter."3l Inscrip-
tion 365A attests ?)11bnm1? in a votive inscription for Ba'alat(?), possibly a shaphel
form in the sense of a petition or thanksgiving to the deity for restoration (of health).sz

19. wUS, no. 2828; Whitaker, 628-29.
20. UT no. 2661; CMI], 160; S. Segert, A Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language (Berke-

ley, 1984),204.
21. KTU 1.3, IV,65-66; 1.19, IY 180-81; 1.20, B,7-8; cf. M. J. Dahood, RS4 I, 300-301, no.

438.
22. KTU 1.17, VI, 42; t.l$,IY 16-17.
23. E.g., KTU 1.4, Y 104 (cf. ANET l34a), varied in 1.23, 56.
24. KTU 1.3, IV 7 et passim; cf. also 1.17,V[,42:' ANET 152a, 1.42.
25. KTU 1.6, VI, t2; ANET l4lb (vi, l2).
26. KTU 1.4, VII, 42; ANET, 135b,1.42.
27. Onthe dating cf. B. Sass, The Genesis of the Alphabet and lts Development in the Second

Millennium B.C. AAT 13 (1988), 135-56; a different view is taken by W. Diem, "Das hoblem
von il, im Althebriiischen und die kanaaniiische Lautverschiebungl' ZDMG 124 (1974)228,with
W. F. Albright, The Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions and Their Decipherment. Harvard Theological
Studies 22 (1966), l2: between 1525 and 1475.

28. See texts (351,) 360,361.
29. Albright, "The Early Alphabetic Inscriptions from Sinai and Their Decipherment,"

BASOR 110 (1948) r8-19.
30. Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions, 2O,25, 44.
31. "The Protosinaitic Inscriptions," HTR 25 (1932) 162, 186.
32. See Diem, ZDMG 124 (1974) 236.
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5. Hebrew Epigraphy. Hebrew epigraphs attest .iryb 5 times. ir.rrb occurs in the
Lachish letters in the meaning "bring letters back = hand over a decree," and also in the
sense of "answer" with the implication "give instructions."33 An Arad ostracon34

speaks about "returning" a report (cf. Gen. 37:14; Nu. 13:26; I S. 17:30; lsa.41:28;
Ezk.9:11).:s Orou"on 1 from Mesad Hashavyahu addresses personal property issues.

The writer, petitioning for help, complains to his commander that his garment has been
illegally confiscated: "It is true, I am innocent of any wrong; give back my garment"
(hibn''t bgdy; lhib 't bgd'bdk1.t0 This text involves either the regulations regarding the
rights of the poor (cf. Ex. 22:25126); Lev. 5:2316:41; Dt. 24:13; I S. l2:3; Ezk.
18:7,12), forced labor,38 or, more likely, the (perhaps overzealously implemented)
compulsory dues for supporting the fortress of Mesad flashavyahu.3e

6. Moabite. The two possible Moabite witnesses for.ibao are vehemently disputed be-
cause the context allows ambivalent interpretations: 'And Omri took possession of the
whole land of Medeba, and he lived there (wyib bh) in his days . . . wyibh kmi bymy" (ll.
8-9). Within the context of the conquest report of the Moabite king, the concentration of
y.ib statements (ll. 8,10,19,31) suggests a similar one here, namely: "and in my days
Kemosh lived there."al Because the graphic difference is unmistakable, however, and

the assumption of haplography is unpersuasive, the interpretation of Holladay is still
possible, "he [Kemosh] restored 1,"+z (cf. "he returned"+3;, such that this statement
might represent a theological interpretation of the reconquest by Mesha.a

A similar diffrculty arises in l. 12: w'ib mim't 'r'l dwdh. If 'r7 refers to a person, a

derivation of the w'.ib from ibh, "lead away captive," would make sense. If, however,
'r'l dwdh refers to the altar of a god, the interpretation "and I brought back" is possible

33. Letters 5.6 (KAI 195.6),9.4 (KAI 197.4).
34. No. I I I .4; D. Pardee, Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters. SBI^SBS 15 (1982),65-67 .

35. On the attendant problems see B. A. Levine, "Notes on a Hebrew Ostracon from Arad,"
rEJ t9 (1969) 49-51.

36. KAI 200.12, l3; cf. D. Conrad, TUAT,l,249-50.
3'l . Cf. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hlbrai'ques I. Les ostraca. I-APO 9 (1977),266-67;

F. Criisemann, "Damit er dich segne in allem Tun deiner Hand (Dtn 14,29)," in L. and
W. Schottroff, eds., Mitarbeiter der Schdpfung (Munich, 1983),72-103.

38. S. Talmon, "The New Hebrew Letter from the Seventh Century n.c. in Historical Perspec-
tive," EASOR 176 (1964) 29-38.

39. So F. M. Cross, "Epigraphic Notes on Hebrew Documents of the Eighth-Sixth Cen-
turies B.c. ll: BASOR 165 (1962) 46; and M Kleer and M. Krciger, "Das gepfiindete Gewand,"
BN 6l (1992) 38-50; on this discussion see also M. Weippert, "Die Petition eines
Erntearbeiters aus Mesad HaSvyahu und die Syntax althebriiischer erzdhlender Prosa," Die
Hebrdische Bibel und ihre zweifache Nachgeschichte. FS R. Rendtorff (Neukirchen-Vluyn,
t99O),449-66.

40. Mesha stela, KAI 181.8-9,12.
41. KAI, II, 168; H.-P. Miiller, TUAT l, 647.
42. Cf. Holladay, 10.
43. DNSr, II, l I15.
44. Ct. TSS[, t,'79.
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("I brought back from there the altar of their dwd'as). Because of the unclear context,
however, this solution is uncertain as well.

7. Aramaic, Samaritan, Nabatean, Palmyrene. Within the Aramaic sphere, i/1wb is
richly attested during all periods and in all dialects.a6

a. The root .iwb occurs in the Old Aramaic inscriptions of Sefire in the peal as well
as in the haphel.+z Within the text of the 8th-century treaty between Barga'yah and
Matti'el, .iwb is already exhibiting a broad semantic spectrum. The inferior treaty part-
ner is obligated to return escaped subjects to the sovereign (hib, l. 6;11.2-3 express this
delivery with skr). The hiphil of iwb is used similarly in Gen. 14:16 and 1 S.30:19.
The context of the Sefire treaty also implies, however, a semantic valence in hib tolead
the apostates back into their status of service and loyalty (an example of extrabiblical
"covenantal usage"48). Within the framework of the existing treaty, the partners agree
(1. 20) to respect existing property relationships and in the case of shifts mutually to re-
turn lawful possessions (hn hib zy ly 'hib lzy lh]).

The expressionwk't hibw 'lhn iybt byt 'by Q.20 is of considerable historical inter-
est. After portraying the temporary period of foreign rule, Barga'yah interprets the turn
in fate as having been effected by the gods: "Now the gods have restored my patriar-
chal dynasty."+e Although this translation fits the context, it does not do justice to the
specific meaning of iybh, "(the) coming back,"sO displacing it rather in favor of the
composite meaning of the expression, the argumentation clearly being influenced by
biblical iilb iebiltst Sefire III.24 allows one to maintain b"ifrb yhwh 'e!-itba!-sty6n in
Ps. 126:1 as an early form of orthography even though it has generally been assumed to
be a result of scribal error. No derivation from ibh is indicated.s2

The parallel l. 25 shows the results of the divinely effected turn in the family his-
tory: [wrbh byt] 'by wibt tl'ym l[brgT]h, "and the dynasty of my father has become
great, and TL'YM [a city?] has . . . returned to Barga'yah." This sort of restitution of
land possessions - expressed by iwb - is well attested in the OT (cf. Lev. 27:24; I S.

7:14;Ezk. 46:17). A similar situation, now as a causative, is found inl.27 according to
the reconstruction by A. Dupont-Sommer.S3

45. Mtiller, TUAT,1,648; cf. KAI,ll, 169; ANET 320l. AOT, 441; TSSI,I, 76, 80.
46. See R. A. Brauner, 'A Comparative Lexicon of Old Aramaic" (diss., Dropsie, 1974),574-

75: LexLingAram, l7 5-76.
47. KAI 224.6,20,24,25,27; ANET 659-60.
48. See Holladay, 116-57.
49. KAI, 11,265; cf. J. C. Greenfield, "Stylistic Aspects of Sefire Treaty Inscriptionsl' AcOr

29 (196s) 4.
50. wrM,[v,544.
51. -nla? iebfi!.
52. So E. Vogt, "Nova inscription aramaica saec. 8. s.C.l' Bibl39 (1958) 274; on the passage

see A. M. Harman, "The Setting and Interpretation of Psalm 126l' ReformedTheological Review
M (1985) 74-80.

53. A. Dupont-Sommer, "Une inscription aram6enne in6dite de Sfrdi' Bulletin du Musde de
Beyrouth 13 (1956) 36.
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A treaty dating to ca. 635 s.c.p.54 suggests that certain sanctions go into effect if one
treaty partner turns against the other (mn 'l mn yib, ll. 10-t t;.ss

An Assyrian ostracon dating to ca. 660 s.c.8.56 is written in a transitional dialect be-
tween Old and Imperial Aramaic. Here too the issue is the return (htb, l. I l) in connec-
tion with property rights, according to Hug the return of fugitive slaves.57

b. Few witnesses have been preserved in Imperial Aramaic. Among the documents
published by G. R. Driver,s8 one contains several occurrences of nvb. One line reads: ey
lqht kl' htbhb. "and now absolutely replace all that you have taken." The form htbhb is
constructed from the haphel imperative of twb + the qal imperative of yhb. This crasis
is separated three lines later into htb hblhm, "that which you took by force you shall
now absolutely replace." Here htb is not functioning as an auxiliary verb,se since the
same letter uses the adj. twb', "again, anew," instead.60

c. Egyptian Aramaic attests several occurrences . Here twb means "return" to a busi-
ness partnetsl and to a renewed "turning" of the king toward a petitioner.62 One docu-
ment providing insight into marital law in the Jewish colony Elephantine63 is a mar-
riage contract stipulating that in case the woman should ever sue for divorce, she is to
"return to the scale" (ttb 'l mwzn') in order to weigh out a certain sum from her bridal
money for her husband.fl

In the haphel , twb refers to the return of deposited goods,6s in one instance concem-
ing the plundering of a temple in Thebes, which was attributed to the Jews and fol-
lowed by a pogrom involving the plundering of Jewish homes in Elephantine. After the
Persian governor intervened, the looters were sentenced with, among other things, hav-
ing to return plundered goods ('tbw m'l mryhm).66 One wisdom saying in Ahiqar ad-
vises, "Bend not thy bow and shoot not thine arrow at a righteous man, lest God come
to his help and turn it back upon thee (wyhtybnhy 'lyk)"o (on the haphel form see Ezra

54. See P. Bordreuil, "Une tablette aram6enne in6dite de 635 av. J.-C. (Louvre, A.O.25.341):
Sem 23 (1973) 95-102.

55. Cf. V. Hug, Altaramiiische Grammatik der Texte des 7. und 6. Jh.v.Chr Heidelberger
Studien zum Alten Orient 4 (1993),25.

56. KAr 233.
57. Hug, 19-21.
58. Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford, 1957), here 12.7,10.
59. So ibid., 83.
60. Cf. l. l1; on the form see Beyer,722.
61. AP 45.5.
62. Ahiqar 65; cf. I. Kottsieper, TUAT lll,346 [XIX 2); cf . ANET, 428.
63. AP 15; cf. P. Grelot, Documents aramdens d'Egypte. I^\PO 5 (1972),192-97, here ll. 23-

24.
64. On the legal background see B. Porten, Archives from Elephantine (Berkeley, 1968),252-

55; on the meaning of the expression see J. J. Rabinowitz, "The Meaning of NltlD )y :nn in the
Aramaic Papyri," W 6 (1956) l0/.

65. AP 20.7;34.
66. AP 34.6; thus essentially according to Grelot, Documents, 396-98.
67. Ahiqar 126 (V l); translation ANET, 429a; cf. Kottsieper, TUAT llI, 328; idem, Die

Sprache der Ahiqarsprticher BZAW 194 (1990), 15; concerning this passage and a possible com-

t
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6:5; on the construction see 2 S. l6:8; Ps. 94:23). Here htyb refers to the divine initia-
tive that sets the act-consequence nexus into motion and thus turns the consequences of
the deed back on the perpetrator.

Finally, rwb is also used adverbially to mean "again,"68 whereby - as in the later
'pm clause6e - in a legal dispute the status quo ante is to be put into effect. Otherwise
twb or twb'rcfers to the repetition of an action in the sense of "again and again, yet fur-
ther."7o

d. Biblical Aramaic uses ,Irb just as does Egyptian Aramaic. The peal of ,wD occurs
only twice (Dnl. 4:31,33134,361). The restitution of King Nebuchadnezzar is portrayed
in the solemn style of proclamation, twice (!) recounting how at the end of the period
of chastisement his reason (manda') returned to him,7l bringing to an end this animal-
like stage of life. This "return" of his reason brought about two results: his capacity to
praise God (v.31[3a]) and his restoration as ruler, whereupon "majesty and splendor
were restored" to him as well (v. 33[36]).

In the haphel , twb refers to the sending of a report (Ezra 5:5), specifically an answer
to an official query (h!t! pilgdm, y. I l; Dnl. 3: 16), then for the return of the holy ves-
sels to the temple (Ezra6:5). The expression holi! 'dld' fif'dm in Dnl. 2:14 is problem-
atic; perhaps the meaning is "turn to someone with counsel and reason" (cf. Prov.
26: 16; lQS 6:9; differently: "find the right word at the decisive moment"72). One no-
tices now that in the Aramaic OT texts fwD is never used theologically, so that a seman-
tic change is already discernible that shifts the notion of "return" in the ethical-
religious sense more and more from the verb to the noun ftfrbd', something unmistak-
ably clear in Galilean Aramaic.T3

In the Aramaic of the Tgs., twb appears precisely where the MT has iwb; a different
situation obtains in the textual paraphrases and Midrashim. A clear and dominant se-
mantic shift is discernible in the direction "(do) penance."74

e. The language of the Samaritans uses this root in a central position in basing its
messianic expectations on Dt. l8:15ff., expecting the "returning" Moses as their mes-
siah. The messiah accordingly is called Ta'eb, *the one who returns" to set up the holy
tabernacle on Gerizim.Ts

f. The root rwD occurs only rarely in the Nabatean inscriptions dating between 200
s.c.p. and 200 c.e. A tomb inscription at Qasr el-Bint in Petra contains a formulaic im-
precation threatening those who might desecrate the tomb, wishing that "his inheritance

parison with Jer. 2l:3 [sA!a!), see T. Veijola, "Davidsverheissung und Staatsvertrag," ZAW 95
(1983) 9-31, esp. l5-16.

68. AP t;7.
69. See R. Yaron, 'Aramaic Deeds of Conveyance," Bibl 4l (1960) 269-71.
70. AP 9.12; Ahiqar 44 (Xll l3l), extremely uncertain reading; so also RES, 1298 A 5.
71. On this expression see Arab. laba 'ilaihi 'aqluhu, Lane, Ul,36l.
72. So A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT Ulg (1952),22.
73. See Dietrich, 316-47.
74. Cf . ChW 531-321' WTM, IY, 516, 675; M. Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian

Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramat Gan, 1990), 576-77: Beyer,72l-22.
75. See A. Merx, Der Messias oder Ta'eb der Samaritaner BZAW 17 (1909).
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pass to the rightful (heir)" tgwb hlqh I';dqh,l. 4), thereby asserting that such a person
has forfeited the right to live. Two other graffiti witnesses may use twb adverbially.T6

g. The Palmyrene inscriptions (1st-4th centuries c.E.) attest twb only adverbially
meaning "further, again" in describing the continuation of an action, albeit now with
different objects.TT

8. Syriac, Mandaic. a. In Syriac, ta! means "return, turn around, do penance," in the
aphel "give back, answer, deliver a message." The noun ti\fi1d'now has the specialized
meaning poenitentia, and the adj. tayydla'shifts from poenitens to rebellis. T\vo ad-
verbs are formed from the verb meaning "again" and "backward."78 Syriac rarely uses
/b to render Heb. ,iwb, instead generally using hpk arlrd pn', with the latter completely
replacing biblical iwb in connection with religious-ethical repentance.

b. This root is richly attested ih Mandaic. The writings of this gnostic baptism sectTe

contain over 30 occurrences of the root and its substantival formatives taiaba, taiabuta,
tiabuta, and'tiabwa8o meaning "return, turn around, regret, repent; go into oneself,"
etc., including "repent" in the religious-ethical sense. The meaning is qualified as "no
longer sin, be baptized in flowing water," and "join the community of faith." The nouns,
taking an implied divine subject, are used in connection with "forbearance, compassion,
forgiveness, reconciliation." Mandaic basically covers the secular semantic spectrum of
the root with hd*t and the negative sense "fall away, cause to fall away" with hpk.

9. Egyptian. The Egyptian root wib82 is attested since the Middle Kingdom in the
meanings "answer, step in for someone, protect someone, call to account," as well as in
the substantival formatives wibw, "the one who answers, advocate," wiD.r, "profes-
sional mourner," and finally wib.ty, "Ushebti," "the one who answers" as a designation
for the small, usually mummy-shaped burial gifts serving the dead and who answer for
the deceased in judgment.83

The diverse dialects of Coptic accordingly also attest the root in the meanings "an-
swer, repay."84

10. Phoenician-Punic. The root iwb is virtually unattested in Phoenician-Punic,
perhaps once in the PN yib'\, "may Ba'al lead back,"8s and perhaps once in a dedica-

76. RES, 528, 529; cf . ESE, ll,2U.
77. See H. Ingholt, "Five Dated Tombs from Palmyra," Berytus 2 (1935) 86, l. 8; 3 (1936) 99,

t. 4.
78. l,exSyr 817.
79. See K. Rudolph, Die Mandiier I-II. FRLANTT4-75 (1960-61).
80. See MdD, 478,483-84.
81. MdD,13t.
82. WbAS, r,371-73.
83. RAR, 849-53; on this derivation of JwD cf. E. Mahler, Proceedings of the Society of Bibli-

cal Archaeology, Inndon 34 (1912) 146-51, 197; and P. Pierret, lbid., 247 .

84. See J. eerny. Coptic Etymological Dictionary (Cambridge, 1976), 181,221.
85. CIS 159.3; cf. Benz,327.
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tory inscription from Larnax Lapethos in which the dedicator has offered and sacri-

ficed livestock and then "hands ovet'' (iwb) other agricultural products.86 The use of
the verb as a sacrificial term is rather unusual.

ll. South Semitic. T'be root 1wb is richly attested throughout the South Semitic lan-
guages. Because ldba exhibits such enorrnous semantic variety in Arabic, scholars

have long suspected that the etymological root arose in this area.87 The root occurs in
Arabic in the meanings (I) "come back, return, enter again, arrive"; (II) "reward, repay,

reestablish"; (IV) "prompt a return, repay"; (X) "demand reward, recompense" (Lane:

"bring into one's possession again"88;. One also encounters a large number of substan-

tival formatives, e.g., malvvaba and 1awab, "wage, repayment, earnings," and ma1ab,

"place to which one always returns, place of refuge, home." Although the root is not
entirely detached from theological use in the sense of obedience toward God and re-

pentance and penance, such use is attested only obscurely.

Although the root occurs in all the OSA dialects,8e the primary meaning "return,

turn around" strikingly recedes into the background, with this semantic field being
covered by a series of synonyms ( Sb', 'tu, t wl, etc.). Derived meanings include "repair,

reestablish, decree." Similarly striking in the theological sphere is the predominant use

as a sacrificial term meaning "sacrifice, present an offering."eo The verb can also desig-

nate the notion of repayment and reward in petitions to a deity.
Other occurrences in South Semitic are uncertain. At least the southern Ethiopic di-

alects do attest the root;gl cf. Amharic tabtab, "twist, turn,"92 and Harari swab, "re-
ward," tobet/tewbet, "repentancs."93

III. OT. The verb and deverbal nouns are extraordinarily widely attested in the OT.

Indeed, the verb, with over 1,050 occurrences, ranks twelfth in frequency among words
in the OT. It occurs 683 times in the qal,ea 360 in the hiphil,es 5 in the hophal, and l2 in
the polel. The substantival formatives include the hapax legomena ittldin Isa.30:15
andiibd in Ps. 126:1; m"ifif;A occurs l2 times;e6 fifibA8 times, primarily in historical
works, then especially in Qumran; i6bdb 7 atd i6PcP 3 times.

86. RES, 1211,9ff.; though the reading is extremely uncertain, cf. KAI, ll,6l .

87. See, e.g., J. Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen zum hebrtiischen und aramiiischen Lexicon
(Leipzig, 1902), 48-49.

88. See Wehr, 108; Lane, Ul,361-64.
89. According to ContiRossini, 258-59: Beeston, l5l-52; Biella, 541-42.
90. E.g., RES, 4329, 3; cf. W. W. Miiller, "Die Wurzeln mediae und tertiae Y/!V im

Altsiidarabischen" (diss., Ttibingen, 1962), 38.
91. Contra Holladay, ll; and Soggin, 1312.
92. Cf .1. Guidl Vocabulario Amarico-Italiano (Rome, 1953),364:' W Leslau, Concise Am'

haric Dictionary (Berkeley, 1976), lO3.
93. See W. Leslau, Etymological Dictionary of Harari (Berkeley, 1963), 144, 148, 151.

94. Even-Shoshan: 685 times.
95. Even-Shoshan: 353 times.
96. Not 74, as asserted in HAL, ll, @3.
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l. Occurrences. In the qal, iwb occurs 206 times in the prophets, nearly twice as fre-
quently as in the Pentateuch (ll3 times). Measured according to the length of the

books, the leaders are then Jeremiah with 78 times, Hosea with 19, Zechariah with 14,

and Daniel with 12 + 3; then Ezekiel with 37, Isaiah with 32, Amos with 6, and

Malachi with 5. Neither Habakkuk nor Haggai uses iwb qal. Although the distribution
in the Pentateuch (41 times in Genesis, 18 in Exodus, l2 in Leviticus, 21 each in Num-

bers and Deuteronomy) does not reveal much, the (albeit hypothetical) distribution ac-

cording to sources yields 37 inJ,2l in E, and 14 in P.

Clear trends emerge in the Dtr History with 192 occurrences over against the Chron-
icler's History with only 59.

Wisdom writings use the root infrequently, with 19 occurrences in Job, 8 in Prov-

erbs, 10 in Ecclesiastes, and 14 in Sirach.e1 The 4l occurrences in the Psalms do not re-

veal any obvious concentration.
The hiphil of iwb occurs 88 times in the prophets and just as frequently in the Dtr

History (42 in the Chronicler's History), then 63 times each in the Pentateuch and the

wisdom writings. The leaders among the prophets are Jeremiah with 30 occulrences,

Amos with 9, Ezekiel with 21, and Isaiah with 16. In the Pentateuch E seems to pre-

dominate wtth 27 occurrences over against J with 4 and P with 9. It occurs 18 times in
Sirach.

In the hophal, iwD occurs 4 times in the Pentateuch and once in Jeremiah. In the

pilel/polal it occurs 4 times in Ezekiel, 3 each in Isaiah and Jeremiah, and twice in the

Psalms and Sirach.
The noun m"ifrld occurs 9 times in Jeremiah, twice in Hosea, and once in Proverbs.

The noun t"ifipA occurs 4 times in the Dtr History, twice in the Chronicler's History
and in Job. The nouns i6bdb and i6!e[ occur most often in Jeremiah and Isaiah.e8

2. Expressions. Commensurate with the high frequency of occurrences, .iwD qal en-

ters into a great many different syntactical combinations that more or less reveal clear

semantic qualifi cations.
a. This is especially clear with regard to the frequent expressions with 'el, 1", and

min. The expression iwb 'el means "return to someone" (Gen. 8:9) or "return to a
place" (Gen. 28:21), also "turn again to someone" (Zech. l:3); Jwb /"means "return to

someone" (Lev.21:24) or "return to a place" (Gen. 18:33), "turn to (something)" (Prov.

1:23), "turn into something" (Isa.29:17) or + inf. "return to do something" (l K.

12:24), "do something yet again" (Hos. I 1:9); in the expression iwb l"Qark6, "return on

one's way" (Gen. 33: 16), the qal almost takes on the meaning of a hiphil. The expres-

sion.iwb minmeans "return from a place" (Jgs. 3:19), "turn away from something"
(Jer.4:28; take back a vow, Jgs. I l:35), and "return after doing something" (min + inf .;

Gen. 14:17).

97. See in this regard D. Barthdlemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebriiischen
Slrach (Gtittin gen, 197 3), 395 -96.

98. See the statistics and discussion of disputed occurrences in Soggin, 1312-13; Holladay, 6-
9, 169-91; HAL,lV, 1427ff.
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Less frequent expressions include those with mc'aharA, "return from a thing/person"(l s.24:2[EnlE. 1]; Jer. 32:40), 'ar.tora, "forow someone" (Ruth r:15; NRSV ..go back
to"),'ahor "withdraw from someone" (Lam. l:g), "give way to someone,, (ps. g:+t3l;
NRSV "turn back"), rhdranntl, "turn backward" (2 K. 20:10), 'al,,,return to some-
thing/someone" (Prov. 26:rl), "turn to someone" (2 ch. 30:9i, me.al,*retum from a
place/person" (Gen. 8:3;2 K. 18: l4), 'aQ, "ntm to someone, return to someone tGodl"(Hos. 14:2[]; Am. 4:6,8,1r), "become again" (Mic. l:7). Expressions with b,mean
"something retums/falls back on" (e.g., bloodguilt; I K. 2:33); with t,, ..become 

again,
be restored" (Ex. 4:7), and mipp"na, "turn away, retreat from something/someone (iln
fear)" (Job 39:22; Prov. 30:30).

Since irryD hiphil can take a direct object, it enters less frequently into prepositional
expressions. It is used with'dh6r "cause to retreat, withdrawi' (lsa-. 44:2i),. withdraw
(one's hand) from something" (Lam. 2:3; without 'dh6r inJosh. g:26), min,,,ttJrn away
from" (Ezk. 14:6), mc'al, "turn away [e.g., anger] from someone" (Nu. z5:ll), 1e, 

,,re-
pay (revenge) someone for something" (Gen. 50: l5), so also with 'al (2 s. 16:g); heitb'el can mean "inform someone,, (Est. 4:13; NRSV ..reply,').

The pilel and polal of iwb are similarly transitive/causative and are used with minto
mean "bring back from" (Ezk.39:27) and 'el to mean ,.bring back to" (Isa. 49:5).

b' Beyond such expressions .iwD qal also enters into many nxed expressions with
other verbs or nouns, including hal6s wai6! (Gen. g:3), narcp wasap (1 S. 17:15),
yds6'wdi6p (Gen. 8:7), rds6'wdi6! (Ezk. t:r4), and'dpdr wdid! (Ezk.35:7), all basi-
cally meaning "back and forth."

The subject of iwb is.frequently 'ap, "angerl' with the meaning ,,someone,s 
anger lets

up" (Gen. 27:45), or ld!, "heart": "someone's heart turns to someone', (l K. l2-27).ss
c. heltp is often used with certain accusative objects, including ,ap, ,,tutrnone,s 

an-
ger toward someone" (Isa. 66:15), though also..restrain" (ps. 7g:3g)=, the same mean_
ing with h€ma (Prov. l5:l), raah (Job 15:13), and hdr6n (Ezra 10:14); then h€ii!
dabar "answer, report" (l K. l2:6);tN h^iib \martm, "give information,'(l K. r2:6i;
heitb ydd6, "draw back one's hand" (Josh. g:26), thougtr also ..turn one,s hand against
someone" (Am. l:8); h€it! pdnim, "turn toward someone" (Dnl. ll:lg-19); new rcb,
"turn one's heart [attention] to someone" (Mal. 3:2414:61); but cf. heit! ,ou'it-teU,
"take something to heart," Dt. 4:39; Isa. 46:g); hEii! nepei, ..revive the soul', (ps.
19:8[71; cf. also i6!€! nepei, ps. 23:3r0r). the expressioni ncnb g"mfil (ps.94:2) and
hEli! ndqdm (Dt.32:41,43) mean ..pay back, repay (revenge).',

3. word Field. The broad distribution of the root is accompanied by an extremely
comprehensive word field. Because JwD is a verb of motion, in many cases its meaning

99.. concerning the exp-ression-s J-wD ybfr! (ybt!, iilar, ar of which seem ro presuppose a
tra.n-sitive qal (par. heit! i"bfrD, cf . the discussion -+ nhiz iebfr!, with 

"*i*riu" 6iutog.; ut.oWilli-Plein.
100. See Arad Ostracon I l1:4.

__ ^191. 
s:: in this regard S. Mittmann, 'Autuau und Einheit des Danklieds psarm 23,,, zrK 77(1980) l-23.
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corresponds more or less synonymously or antithetically to that of other such verbs. At
the same time, however, the semantic ambivalence of lwb introduces a considerable el-

ement of uncertainty, prompting such synonymous or antithetical relationships even to
reverse.

a. The root .iwb is frequently used in direct synonymous parallelism and juxtaposi-

tion with -+ IID sdbab @f. Gen. 42:24), "tum away, sulround" (cf. the inter-

changeability in 2 S. 6:20 par. I Ch. 16:43); -+ "|'lD sfi4 "turn to the side, deviate (from

the way)," including in the theological sense of "falling away (from God)"; -+ ;llD
pdnd, "turn, take a (specific) direction," also "turn to (God)"; -+ l'lD st2g, "move away,

deviate, shrink back," also "turn away (from God)"; -+ 'JDi1 hApaft, "turn around, re-

turn." The proximate semantic field also includes -+ ilUJ ntuA, "stretch out, turn to the

side"; idld, "deviate, go astray, turn aside," though also "turn away (from evil paths)"
(cf. Prov. 4:15);mfii, "withdraw, give way, leave off, stop"; -+ l\Y yasa'mirz, "set forth
from"; -+ a\ zfir "turn away, leave, deviate"; and -+ a$ 'dzab, "abandon, leave be-

hind, leave."
Yet another word field emerges in theological contexts: -+ UlizJ biqqei and -r l?'1'I

darai, "seek (God)"; anCI idbar, "be intent on, seek"; -+'IIID pabad, "come trembling
to"; -) !1) yd/a', "know (God)," and many others. Finally, this word field is also con-

siderably expanded in Qumran.lo2
b. The list of antonyms is commensurately long and includes even the possibility

that iwb becomes its own antonym (see above; cf. Jer. 8:4). All verbs of motion indicat-
ing linear movement exhibit antithetical valence: -+ 'll2r ydiari "be straight, upright,
go straight ahead"; -+'lhf hdlaft, "go"; -+ N1I b6', "come"; + E1i7 qfim, "ise up, de-

part"; --) 11 ydra/, "go up/down"; -+ i)i| 'dld, "ascend"; -> lfll 'dpa4 "pass byl'
and many more.

The list is correspondingly long in theological contexts while at the same time being

extremely idiosyncratic depending on context. Antonyms are frequently indicated by

negation of synonyms (e.g., "not seek God"). Terminology associated with sin plays an

important role here: -+ Dtr|lN 'diam; -; NDll kt: -+ lltlD pi'.

4. Personal Names. Several personal names constructed from the qal, polel, or

hiphil of iwb appear in the OT as well as in early Hebrew epigraphy and surrounding
languages. One particularly striking feature regarding names constructed from .fwb is

that with the possible exception of Isa. 7:3 they become more common in Israel at the

earliest during the exilic and then especially the postexilic period.

a. The qal element appears not only in the symbolic name ie'dr-ydifr! (Isa. 7:3), but

also in the name ie!fi'El (1 Ch. 23:16;25:4;26:24), which the LXX and Vg. suggest is

probably to be read ifrbd'el (cf. I Ch. 24:20;25:20). This name is an imperative petition

to God, "Turn back, O El!" and as such is unique in the OT, which might explain the un-

certain reading of the MT.to3 Hence Kreuzer adduces the semantically uncertain iild

102. See XVI.I below.
103. HAL, IV 1383.
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(Isa. 30:15) in deriving this name from ydia!, hence "(a place ofl rest is God," though
S. C. Laytonlu points out that the name is already well attested in Amor. iub-na-ilum
and similar names and is semantically reliable.l05 Because here as in Hebrew the imper-
ative is supported by paragogical (n)a, there is no reason to doubt the meaning.

The PN ibn-yhw, "turn back, Yahweh!" is attested only in Hebrew epigraphy and
might represent a parallel construction using "Yahweh."lffi

Yet another name may represent a hypocorism constructed from .iwb qal, namely,
i6!ay, "turn back!" inBzra2:42 and Neh. 7:45, the name of a family of doorkeepers in
the postexilic temple. Its earliest previous witness is a letter from Mesad flashavyahu
(late 7th century) and several seals.lO7 It is also attested in Imperial Aramaic,
Palmyrene, Nabatean, and Old North Arabic. Its possible derivation from several dif-
ferent roots makes its meaning uncertain.los F. Gr6ndahl's much-discussed proposallo9
that one interpret the name based on its formal proximity to the Akkadian name.ia-pi-
ili, "the one promised by God,"t to was rejected by A. F. Rainey in favor of a derivation
from jlyb.lll

Epigraphic evidence also attests names without (n)a, e.9., ib'l,ttz which rather sug-
gests a name given as a thanksgiving in the sense "God has (beneficently) returned" or
something similar.ll3 This name is widely attested: Ugar. lbil and iu-ub-am-mu;rt4
Ammonite;lls and Old Aram. irD7. l16

The name .iD'is attested primarily in Aramaic epigraphyllT and in Palmyra,lls

104. Layton, Archaic Features of Canaanite Personal Names in the Hebrew Bible. HSM 47
(1990),51.

105. Documentation of the Amorite in I. J. Gelb, Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite. AS 2l
(1980), 642; cf . also APNM, 86-87, 266.

106. Arad ostraca 60:3 (late 8th century); 21:4 (early 6th century); cf. Y. Aharoni, Arad In-
scriptions (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1975),55,9l; additional forms in G. I. Davies, Ancient He-
brew Inscriptions (Cambridge, 1991), 489-90.

107. See Davies, 489.
108. See HAL,IY, l39lb;Benz,4l2.
109. PNU,47,97, et passim.
110. Cf. APN,215.
I I l. "Observations on Ugaritic Grammar," UF 3 (1971) 164.
112. Gibeon inscription 21, TSSI, I, 56; cf. Davies, Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions, 95; cf.

T. Ornan, "Le r6pertoire iconographique des sceaux aram6ens inscrits et son 6volution," Studies in
the lconography of Northwest Semitic Inscribed Seals. OBO 125 (1993),56ff. Nimrud Ostracon
l:4; see J. B. Segal,'An Aramaic Ostracon from Nimrud," Iraq 19 (1957) 140; cf. W. F. Albright,
'An Ostracon from Calah and the North-Israelite Diaspora," BASOR 149 (1958) 33.

I13. See J. D. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew: A Comparative Study.
JSoTSup 49 (1988), 95-96.

ll4. PNU,200; on the EA witnesses see A. F. Rainey, UF 3 (1971) 164.
I15. See W. E. Aufrecht, A Corpus of Ammonite Inscriptions. Ancient Near EasternTexts and

Studies 4 (1989) 374.
116. See M. Maraqten, Die semitischen Personennamen in den alt- und reichsaramriischen

Inschrifien aus Vorderasier (Hildesheim, 1988), 215-16.
ll7. DNSI, II, I I 14-15; Maraqten, 215.
ll8. PNPI, tt3.
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though also on one Hebrew seal.lle It is unclear whether this name is to be identified
with "Saba." Maraqten suggests associating it with irvb.

Only a few names are constructed with the imperfect of iwb. In the OT such include
ya,ifi| (Nu. 26:24; I Ch. 7:1 Q; Ezra 10:29) and ydifili (Nu. 26:24), a clan connected

with the tribe of Issachar, then also ydio!'dm (l Ch. 12:7[6]; LXX lesebaal; Holladay

suspects scribal error involving iiba'al and thus does not classify it as a PNl20), one of
David's warriors. The first narnes probably represent hypocorisms with a truncated,

unknown theophoric element, while in 'amthe latter adopted the Canaanite theophoric

element associated with deified ancestors: "the uncle has returned."l2l Such names

were constructed quite early, e.g., ia-iu-ub dda-gan.rzz

b. The name 'elydit! is formed from the hiphil stem (l Ch. 3:24;24:12; Ezra 10:6,

24,27,36; Neh.3:1,20-21; 12:10,22-23; 13:4,7,28) and is also attested in a marriage

contract from Murabba'at (117 n.c.E.).123 It appears sporadically in the ostraca and

seals from Arad as early as the Sth and 7th centuries, though most frequently in the 6th

century, similarly also in Lachish Letter l5:8 and in an ostracon from Horvat Uza.tz4

The proposed meanings draw from the semantic spectrum of the hiphil. M. Noth, J. J.

Stamm, and J. D. Fowlerl25 read "God brings back" or "may God restore" as an allu-
sion to the granting of a replacement for a lost child; similarly also "may God refresh
(recompense)."126 The proposed collective interpretation based on the exclusively
postexilic provenance of the witnesses in the sense "may God lead back (scattered Is-

rael)/restore (Israel) to its earlier condition" is comprehensible only in connection with
prophetic symbolism and is in any case made obsolete by the documentation of
preexilic witnesses in Arad.

c. The PN i6bab Q S. 5:14; I Ch. 2:18; 3:5; l4:4) is probably a shortened form of
the pual ptcp. m'i6!d6rzt (cf. I Ch. 4:34) and as such is easily understood as a
substitutionary name in the sense "the one brought back."l28 The interpretation as a de-

rogatory name, "the apostate"l2e or "vagabond" (so Middle Hebrew), contradicts the

usual practice of bestowing names.

I19. F. Vattioni, "Sigilli ebraici III," AION 38 (1978) no. 271.
120. Holladay, 109.

121. See J. J. Stamm, "Hebriiische Ersatznamen," Studies in Honor of B. lnndsberger AS 16

(1965), 419 = idem, Beitriige zur hebrriischen und altoientalischen Namenkunde. OBO 30
(1980), 68-70.

122. See A. T. Clay, Personal Names from Cuneifurm Inscriptions of the Cassite Period. YOS

(1912; repr. 1980), 198; PNU, 200:' APNM, 266.
123. See J. T. Milik, DJD, ll,20,ll, 17.
124. See Davies, Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions,2Sl.
125. See, respectively, IPN,213; Stamm, Beitrrige, Tl; Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names,

95-96.
126. HAL,1,5'7a.
127. See GK $52s.
128. Stamm, Beitriige, 74.
129. IPN, 258, no. 1312.
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5. Ruth. The striking concentration of occurrences of .iwb in the book of Ruth has
prompted the suspicion that the word functions as a leitmotif in the book.l zo In l:l-22
alone,.iwb occurs 6 times in reference to the return to Moab (vv. g,11,12,15[bis],16)
and 6 times in reference to the return to Bethlehem (vv.6,7,lo,21,22tbisl). H. w.
Herlzbetg already observed this situation and hence argued for calling Ruth 1 the
"homecoming."l3l A certain wordplay emerges in that tle "return/turn" implied for the
women exhibits different meanings and directions. whereas Naomi and orpah genu-
inely "return" home to their family, Ruth's "retum home" is actually directed forward
into the future ("back to the future"l32). This return implies an ethical element of genu-
ine conversion since Ruth does intend to be part of the people of God and to find a new
home in Yahweh.l33

IV. Secular Semantic Categories. The semantic scope of ^iwb is difficult to survey;
indeed, useful analyses are generally possible only through code systemiTatisnJ3a
Hence in what follows I can only provide an overview of the most important semantic
categories in the secular use of iwb.t3s

l. QaL The qal is dominated by the physical movement of turning, turning around,
returning, etc. Holladay adduces 273 occurrences exhibiting this usage, including the
return to a point of departure (God, e.g., Gen. 18:10; person, e.g., l6:9; animal, e.g.,
8:9 [cf. wys'wyiwb, 4Q252114-15,19-20); Job 39:4; water, e.g., Ex. l4:26ff.), move-
ment towiud the point of departure (e.g., Gen. l4:7), movement backward, e.g., as a re-
treat in battle (2 S. I l: l5), movement in the opposite direction (e.g., Gen. g:3,7), and
finally movement in a circle (pat sdpa!).t36 The iterative meaning then refers to doing
something again (e.g., Gen. 26:18), doing the same thing with someone else or doing
something else with the same person (e.g., Hos. ll:9), and becoming (turning baci
into) something again (e.g., idols becoming the "wages of a prostitute" again, Mic.
l:7).

This physical component of movement can be implied in connection with a turning
around or return associated with personal relationships or relationships of loyalty
such as returning to one's spouse (Hos. 2:9[7]) or the turning again in loyalty to the
king (1 K. 12:27). Animals and things can return ro proper ownership (Lev. 25:24;Dt.
28:31). Finally, someone can rerire from a job (Nu. 8:25). The term.iwb fulfills an im-
portant function in connection with OT anthropology in circumscribing death as a re-
turn to earth (Gen. 3:19; Ps. 146:4), dusr (Job 34:15; ps. 90:3; r04:19; Eccl. 3:20), the

130. See W. Dommershausen, "Leitwortstil in der Rutrolle," in Theologie im Wandel. FS der
Kat ho I i s c h-T he o lo gis che n Faku I t iit T iib in g e n t 8 t 7 - t 967 (19 67 ), 39 4_ 4Oi.

l3l. Die Biicher Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD lX (1969),265.
132. See c. Frevel, Das Buch Ruth. Neuer stuttgarter Kommentar AT 6 (lgg2),63.
133. On the possible function of .iwD as a leitmotif in the Elihu discourses, see XIII.2 below.
134. See Holladay, passim; Fabry, Wurzel, passim.
135. See in this regard Holladay, 55-59.
136. Holladay, 59.
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underworld (Ps. 9:8[7]), and the womb (Job 1:21). No one returns to life from death

(25. 12:23; Job 10:21; Prov. 2:19), nor from darkness (lob 15:.22). The term can also

refer to the healing of a body (return to health; 2 K. 5:10) or of a body part (l K.
13:6). In isolated instances .fiub refers to changing one's mind (Job 6:29), turning
from one's wrath (Ex. 32:12), acting against one's promises (Jgs. 1l:35), regretting

what one has said (Jer. 4:28), and turning away from someone in disappointment
(Lam. 1:8).

2. Pilel/Polal. The pilel differs from the causative hiphil in that in a more factitive
fashion it, like other intransitive verbs, expresses a direct bringing about in which the

object is transferred passively into a new condition:I37 "bring back to a specific place"

or "transfer back into a certain condition" (e.g., Jer. 50:19), "restore something" (e.g.,

Isa. 58:12), "restore a life that is as good as lost" (Ps. 23:3).t:s The polal means to "be

restored" passively (e.g., Ezk. 38:8) or actively to "lead someone astray" (e.g., Isa.

47:10).

3. Hiphil/Hophal.Physical movement also plays an important role in the hiphil in
the sense "lead someone back, prompt someone to return" (e.g., I S. 29:4), "bring
someone back to his position, reinstall a person" (e.g., Gen. 4l:13;2 S. 19:11[10];
Ps. 80:4[3]), "bring someone/something home" (e.g., I S. 6:7), "transport something

back" (e.g.,2 S. l5:25), "put something back in its place" (e.g., Gen. 29:3),"givel
pay something back" (8x.22:25[26]; Jgs. 17:3-4). These meanings quickly shift to
the comprehensive notion of "paying back, revenging," either in interpersonal rela-

tionships or in theological contexts. The expression h€it! pdntm can mean "turn
someone away, refuse someone" (1 K. 2: 16), though also "pay attention to someone"
(e.g., Dnl. ll:19; with le! inMal.3:24[4:6]). The expression hEitp ya/, "withdraw
(one's) hand," plays an important role in exercising power (e.9.,2 S. 8:3). The hiphil
quite often (about 45 times) means "answer" (generally with the obj. daldr e.g.,

Gen.37:14), though also "revoke" (an order, kafiP or sepe4 of the king, e.g., Est.

8:5,8).
The hophal constitutes the passive of the hiphil to mean "be brought back" (e.g., Ex.

10:8), "be put back" (Gen.42:28), and "be repaid" (Nu. 5:8).

4- Nouns. Only fiilpd is used largely in secular contexts. It can refer to the physical

return of the prophet Samuel to Ramah (1 S. 7:17); oq in the construct expression

litifrbat haiidnA, "at the turn of the year," it can refer to time in a more neutral fashion
(2 S. I l: l; I K. 2O:22,26; 1 Ch. 20: l; 2 Ch. 36:10). The book of Job uses the noun to

refer to the friends' "answer" to Job (Job 2l:34) or to his answer to them (34:36); in
both passages this "answer" exhibits features of disqualification.

137. See HP,34.
138. See S. Mittmann, ZTK71 (1980) 1-23, esp. 5-7.
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V. Theological Semantic Categories.

I . Qal. The various aspects of religious repentance and its opposite dominate the se-
mantic categories of the qal in theological contexts. A person can return to God (e.g.,
Jer. 4:1), turn away from evil (e.g., Jer. l5:7), fall away from God (e.g., Nu. 14:43),
abandon the covenant (e.g., Jer. 8:4,6); God can turn to Israel (e.g., Josh. 24:20), return
to Israel (e.g., Isa. 1:3), or withdraw from Israel (e.g., Jer. 32:40).

2. PileUPoleL The pileVpolel can mean "become apostate,, (e.g., Jer. g:5).

3. HiphiUHophal.The notion of physical movement frequently attested in the hiphil
can have significant theological implications especially when referring to the return
from exile (e.g., Jer. 12:15), when Yahweh makes the waters of the sea flow back (Ex.
15:19) or brings plagues upon Egypt (Dt. 28:60). He turns back the wise and',makes
their knowledge foolish" (lsa.44:25). with God as the subject, heilb frequently means
"repay" (e.9.,2s.22:21).In contexts involving life and death, God can turn someone
back to dust (Job l0:9), but can also bring him back from death (2 s. 12:23), revivify
him (obj. nepei, e.g., Ps. 35:17). when God withdraws his hand, it means trouble for
Israel (Ezk. 20:22).

The prophet's task can be to turn God's wrath ('ap) away from the people (e.g., Jer.
18:20) or to bring Israel back to God and ro repentance (e.g., Neh. 9:26,29). In its own
turn, the people should repent (Ezk. 14:6; l8:30,32), in which case God will take them
back (Lam. 5:21).

4. Nouns. Substantival derivations of iwb are also clearly involved in theological
contexts.

a. The term iitld (lsa.30: l5) is used in a theological context referring to the repen-
tance that the prophet himself u6ros41ss.l3e Here iab6 parallels noha!, "rest," j,q€!,
"quietness," and bith6, "trust." Because the meaning "repentance" disrupts this se-
ries,r+0 scholars since Geseniusl4l have repeatedly proposed a derivation fromydiap in
the sense of "sit still."l42 Although J. H@genhaven believes that such religious repen-
tance or turning is otherwise unattested in Isaiah, Gongalves argues mainly from the
parallel with nahat.ta: Still others derive the term from iwb in proposing a middle path
in the sense of "turning away from all activities lacking in faith."la One should proba-

139. See VII.3 below.
140. See Gongalves, 17l-74.
l4l. GesTh, 1375.
142. Sauer, 286-88; Kreuzer; O. Kaiser, "Literarkritik und Tendenzkritik: Uberlegungen zur

Methode der Jesajaexegese," in J. vermeylen, ed., Le livre d'Isaie: I*s oracles et leuri ,elertur",
unitd et complexiti de l'ouvrage. BETL 8l (1989), 70.

143. J. H6genhaven, "Gott und Volk bei Jesaja. Eine Untersuchung zur biblischen
Theologie," Acta theologica danica 24 (1988) 206.

144. c. A. Keller, "Das quietistische Element in der Botschaft des Jesaja," TZ ll (1955) s6.
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bly, however, take seriously the early versions (LXX, Symmachus, Vg', Pesh., Tg.)

which similarly understand the term as referring to repentance in the ethical-religious

sense.145

b. The term m"ifipd is used exclusively in the sense of "apostasy from Yahweh"; for
Jeremiah it can even refer to what amounts to physical apostasy and become a ltxed ap-

position for Israel (cf. Jer. 3:6,8,11).
c. In the OT the term fifrbA, in contrast to postbiblical usage, is not used with any

theological meaning. 146

d. The term i6bdb implies ethically negative behavior in the sense of "apostate"

(Isa. 57:17; Jer.3:14,22), a sense apparently also applying to i6bAb Qer. 3l:22;
49:4).tat

VI. Tetrateuch. Of the 92 occurrences of the qal and the 49 occurrences of the

hiphil in the Tetrateuch, only a few passages exhibit any real theological significance, a

phenomenon requiring some clarification. A hypothetical classification of passages to

the various pentateuchal sources and a comparison based on the scope ofthose sources

also does not yield any entirely persuasive explanation. The greatest concentration

seems to occur in the 8th-century Elohist, a lesser concentration in the Yahwist of the

early monarchy, and a clearly sparse distribution in the exilic/postexilic Priestly docu-

ment. These findings lose considerable informative value if one removes the legal writ-
ings and the Joseph story, the source of the latter being disputed in any case.

l. Pentateuchal Sources. Passages attributable to the individual pentateuchal

sources are largely not worth individual examination because they use Jwb without any

discernible trends and within the framework of its familiar semantic scope. Certain

preferences do, however, emerge, for example in the E version of the story of the threat

to the ancestress (Gen. 20), where .iwb occurs 3 times, whereas it does not occur at all

in the close parallels in Gen. 12 (JE) and 26 (J).

Theological focal points in the use of iwb do not really emerge. The culmination of
the Reed Sea events is the dramatic "return" of the waters. The J version presents a nat-

uralistic scene in which the Egyptians run into the sea (Ex.l4:27b\), eliminating the

need for the waters themselves to "move." JE is the first to introduce into the story the

idea that the east wind drives the waters to return (v. 27 a!bu.), something P then traces

back to Moses having stretched out his hand in dividing the waters and in causing them

to "flow back" (,iwD, vv.26,28). The P contribution may indeed be based on an early

tradition (cf. Ex. 15:19).tra

145. See the thorough discussion in F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen Viilker beim

Propheten Jesaja. BZAW 137 (1976), 143-47.
146. See in this regard G. Hommel, "Teschuwa. 'Umkehr'in der jiidischenTraditionl' Bibel

Heute 39 (1974) 152-53; Goldstein.
147. See the discussion in HAL, lY, 1434-35.
148. H. Lamberty-Zielinski, Das "schilfrneer" Herkunfi, Bedeutun7 und Funktion eines

alttestamentlichen Exodusbegriffs. BBB 78 ( 1993), 125-30.
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. Another interesting constellation emerges in the story of the spies sent into Canaan
in Nu. 13-14. The key event is clearly the return of the ipies: .Aithe end of forty days
they returned Qaifr!fi) from spying out the land" (13:25). with rhis p material the re-
dactor possibly displaced the J version, since after the spies traverse the country (w.
22,24) J continues immediately with the men's report (vv.27ff.). Even though p iarely
uses .iwb, it does also refer to the spies'report as heit! dalar (v.26b; so also in the par.
Dt. l:22,25 and the back reference Josh. l4:7), whereas J uses sipper (v. 27a). None-
theless, there is no synonymity, since according to J the men delivei a report to Moses,
whereas according to P they report before kol-hd'eda. For practical theoltgical reasons
relating to the postexilic period, RP gives the story considerable ethical drama by hav-
ing the men "bring back an unfavorable report" about the land, $tdsd, dibbd, 13:32),
leading the people to complain (14:36).It is uncertain whether J already associated his
story with this sort of ethical aspect by having Moses say ..because you have turned
back from following Yahweh" (iwb mc'ahara yhwh, par.,,transgress yahweh,s com-
mand," v. 4l), "Yahweh will not be with you" (v. 43). The 

"onr""1io, 
with the account

ofthe spies was probably a secondary creation, since the present verses are concerned
more with articulating the reasons for the following defeat at Hormah (v. 45).

It is remarkable that .lwD is virtually never used in the Tetrateuch in the sense of
"turning away from" and "returning to" God. Because the yahwist statement in Nu.
14:43 is unique, it is also susp_ect from a literary-critical perspective, as underscored by
the fact that otherwise only RP uses .iwD in this way, rp""iR"utty in an unequivocal rei-
rospective on the account of the spies and the events at Hormah (cf. yahwlh's doubly
kindled wrath in 32:lo,l3); RP concludes the retrospective with the parenesis, ..If you
turn away from following him, he will again abandon them [the whlle people] in the
wilderness" (32:15). The context is clear in both instances: turning away from yahweh
is identical with not keeping a divine precept 

- a theme more likely deriving from the
postexilic era.

2. Joseph Story. In the story of Joseph the narrative progression itself offers reason
enough for a particular concentration of .iwD occurrences (24 times). The movement
back and forth between Canaan and Egypt, between Joseph and Jacob/Israel, the nu-
merous dialogues, and not least the secret "putting back" of payment for grain explain
the density of occurrences here, albeit exclusively in secular-semantic contexts. yet
even here in the Joseph story .iwb also occasionally addresses central theological
themes whose significance emerges only after one has answered the redactional ques-
tion whether the Joseph story represents a continuation ofthe pentateuchal ,ou."", 1i,
which case it would basically represent a 7th-century product of JEl4e), whether one
must assume the presence of an independent literary development (possibly on the ba_
sis of an earlier tradition), i.e., one running independentlyof the usual pentateuchal

149' So H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., r997),3g0tr; L. Ruppert, Die Joseph-
erziihlung in der Genesis. sAt{r ll (1965); J. Scharbert, Ginesis. ttzo <tbsfD; L. schmidt,
Literarische Studien zur Josephsgeschichte. BZAW 167 (19g6).
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sources,l5o or whether it represents a more ("diaspora novella"l5l) or less ("advertise-

ment . . . for an opening to Egypt") literarily unified postexilic s1s31i6n.ls2 A corre-

sponding significance is then to be ascribed to the theological background of the dou-

ble reference to "returning to Egypt" (Gen. 50:5,14), a theme at home especially in the

stories of complaining from the postexilic period (cf. Ex. l3:17; Nu. 14:3-4; cf. 4Q339

E 1,8 t?l) and that was doubtless extremely controversial in the theological history of
Israel/Judah, as is already clear in Jacob's/Israel's farewell blessing to his sons: "God

will be with you and will bring you agun fteit!) to the land of your ancestors" (Gen.

48:21).

3. Legal Corpus.In legal writings the root .iwb occurs within contexts of varying rel-

evance.

a. The Covenant Code stipulates that the owner of a pit or well must provide com-

pensation &eit| if through his negligence an animal belonging to someone else falls
into it (Ex. 2l:34). The law regulating pledges stipulates that the pledged cloak be re-

turned to the debtor before sundown (22:2512611.153 Because the rule implying that one

should return stray livestock to one's enemy (23:4) intemrpts the context of the Cove-

nant Code, it probably represents a later addendum.

Deuteronomy articulates some of the regulations anew; on the return of the pledged

cloak, see Dt. 24i13; on the return of stray animals, see 22:l-2.
b. Among the regulations either adopted, developed, or appended to the larger cor-

pus of legislation in P, Lev. 5:22ff.(6:2ff.) is generally reckoned to the final group.rsa

Within the addenda to the sacrificial regulations,5:23(6:4) in its own turn represents an

addendum to the regulations concerning sin offerings in the case of perjury within the

framework ofproperty transgressions (par. to 5:2416:51); in every case the transgressor

is to restore to the owner what was stolen or found.
The root .iwD exhibits widely varying semantic nuances in the purity laws of Lev.

I l:l-15:33, revealing the considerable facility with which this root could be used dur-

ing the late OT period. In 13:16 it refers to the "reverting" of unclean raw flesh, in
14:39 to the "repeated return" of the priest who inspects the impurity, and finally in
v. 43 to the "renewed outbreak" (return) of the house disease.

The Priestly law in Nu. 1:l-10:10 uses Jwb hiphil to refer to providing compensa-

tion for embezzlement of sanctuary property (5:7-8). According to 8:25, Levites must

retire from service OAifrb miss"!d') at fifty. Finally, the regulations regarding cities of
refuge stipulate that the congregation "return" the fugitive slayer to the city of refuge

150. So, among others, H. C. Schmidt, Die nichtpriesterliche losephsgeschichte. BZAW 154
(1e80).

151. See A. Meinhold, "Die Gattung der Josephsgeschichte und des Estherbuches:
Diasporennovelle ll' ZAW 87 (197 5) 306-24.

152. H. Schweizer, Die Josephgeschichte. Textwissenschafi, Theologie, Hermeneutik,

Lingui s tik, Lite raturanaly se, Informatik 4/I (Tiibingen, I 99 I ).
153. On the relationship with the ostracon from Mesad Hashavayahu, see II.5 above.

154. See K. Elliger, I*viticus. HATIY (1966),66-67.
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for protection when such a person flees to them (35:25); there he will then live till the
death of the current high priest; thereafter he may return to his own home (vv. 2g,32).

c. The Holiness code similarly uses the root (14 times) in completely heteroge-
neous contexts. The widowed daughter of a priest is permitted to return to her father's
house and is thus again permitted to partake of the sacred offerings. Finally, the regula-
tions governing the Year of Jubilee are tailor-made for using Jwb given this year;s in-
volvement with the "return" of persons to their own property (Lev. 25: l0, l 3; cf . 27:24)
and the "return" of property to them (vv. 27 -28). The same applies to the impoverished
full citizens who have entered debt slavery and who can now freely ..go ott, (ydsd,)
and "return" to their own families (25:41). Land sold during the period between years
of Jubilee can be bought back by "paying back" an interpolared sum (vv. 2]-2g).
Slaves can similarly be bought back (vv. 5l-52).

Fabry

vII. Preexilic Prophets. The root iwb in the sense of "return, repent,, often func-
tions as a key word in prophetic proclamation and even as a description of the prophets'
goal, an understanding supported by the or itself. 2 K. l7: l3 refers to 66every prophet
and every seer" (cj. Brls) making the common summons: "Turn from your evil ways
and keep my commandments and my statutes." Is this understanding of the prophets as
proclaimers of the law, an understanding developed retrospectively and one that has
enduringly influenced Jewish as well as Christian exegetical tradition, an appropriate
one?

Evidence for such an understanding is lacking in tradition for the prophets of the
l0th and 9th centuries. Although Elijah can indeed ask the people, ..How long will
you go limping with two different opinions?" thus demanding a decision between
Yahweh and Ba'al (l K. 18:21), when prophers before Amos spoke in the divine lst
person they addressed individuals, generally the king, and not yet the people as a
whole. Moreover, their divine words contain not warnings or admonitions but rather
absolute formulations predicting the future, occasionally salvation, but more fre-
quently disaster.

Hence a different understanding of prophecy, one also found in zK. 17 and conceiv-
ing the prophets from the perspective of future predictions, is more appropriate. The
fall of the northern kingdom (v.23), later also of the southern kingdom (24:2), repre-
sents the realization of prophetic announcements of disaster; from the Dtr perspective
the history of the people of God can similarly appear in the larger sense as the realiza-
tion of the prophetically proclaimed word of God.l55

An even more difficult task is to reconcile the image of the summons to repentance
and renewed obedience with the prophets of the 8th and 7th centuries. Amos is con-

155. cf. G. von Rad, "The Deuteronomic Theology of History in I and II Kings,,' The prob-
lem of the Hexateuch and other Essays (Eng. trans., New yori, Doo;, 205-zf; w. Dietrich,
Prophetie und Geschichte. FRI^A.NT 108 (1972); a critical view in E. Wtirthwein, ,.propherisches

wort und Geschichte in den Kcinigsbiichern," AT und christliche verkilndigung. Fl A. H. l.
Gunnewe g (Stuttgart, 1987 ), 399 -41 l.
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fronted with God's judgment: "The end has come upon my people Israel" (Am. 8:2).

At God's behest, Hosea must symbolically name his children "not pitied" and "not my
people" (Hos. 1:6,9). At his calling, Isaiah is told to "make the mind of this people dull
. . . until the cities lie waste without inhabitant, and houses without people, and the land

is utterly desolate" (Isa. 6:10-ll). Micah believes his task is to "declare to Jacob his

transgression and to Israel his sin" (Mic. 3:8); he predicts the utter destruction of both

Samaria (l:6) and Jerusalem, explicitly excluding any sparing of Zion (3:12; cf . Jer.

26:18). Jeremiah is told that "out of the north disaster shall break out on all the inhabi-

tants of the land" (Jer. 1:14). Ezekiel must eat a scroll on both sides of which are writ-
ten the words "lamentation and mourning and woe" (Ezk. 2:8ff.) and must, like Amos,

announce the "end" (7:1tr.). Does the absolute and radical nature of such proclama-

tions leave any room for a summons to repentance?

l. Amos. Although the earliest of the written prophets, Amos, is indeed familiar
with the root.iwD as a theological term, he uses it only rarely.

a. Amos uses ,ipD hiphil in the refrain of his oracles to the foreign nations to empha-

size the irrevocability of God's judgment ("for three transgressions . . . and for four, I
will not revoke the punishment" 116' 'aiibennfrl, Am. I :3,6,13 ;2:1,6; redactionally imi-
tated in I :9, I I ; 2:4; cf . Ban6). He announces God's chastising actions with the help of
the expression hditb yd/'al, "I will turn my hand against (Ekron)" (l:8).

b. The theme of "repentance, return" appears only once, specifically in the five-part
historical retrospective in4:6-ll, where the prophet uses the divine 1st person to recall

Yahweh's earlier punishment (punishment still limited compared to that in 8:2); at the

end of the strophe he concludes: "yet you did not return to me, says Yahweh." The au-

thenticity of the passage is, however, uncertain,156 drawing attention to itself because

of its irregular alternation between prose and poetry which can be explained only with
great difficulty by assuming the presence of addenda, and because of its excessively

long strophic structure. The connection v. 6 establishes with v. 5, namely, w"gam-'ont,

is unique in the book of Amos, nor does it help to assert that 'Am. 4:6-ll stands in
proximity to the Holiness Qeds."l57 The various plagues of famine, drought, failed har-

vests, locusts, and earthquakes do indeed appear in both instances, as does, commensu-

rately, a similar vocabulary. But considerable differences do exist.158 If some connec-

tion does remain, however, it is easier to assume that the late text in Lev. 26 was

influenced by Am. 4:6-11. Historical retrospectives also appear in the proclamations of
Hosea (Hos.9:10; 1l:l-4; l3:5-8;etc.) and Isaiah (Isa.9:7ff.[Str.]); indeed the latter,

like Am. 4:6-11, structures the statements as a poem with refrains, associating the

northern kingdom with the assertion that "the people did not turn to him who struck

156. See H. W. Wolff, loel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),212'14,256-62.
l57. rbid.,2t4.
158. W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT XllVz (1971), 173-81; cf. J. Vollmer'

Geschichtliche Riickblicke und Motiye in der Prophetie des Amos, Hosea und Jesaja. BZAW ll9
(1971),9-20;L. Markert, Struktur und Bezeichnung des Schelnvorts. BZAW 140 (197'1), l1l-24;
F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Amos. AB 24A (1989),435-47.
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them" (v. l2[13]). By contrast, the conditional threats in Lev. 26 directed against all of
Israel are "essentially post-prophetic." l5e

The intention of the prophet's assertion corresponds to his overall message, namely,
that repentance ("returning"), rather than representing a current option, in fact repre-
sents a past possibility that was forfeited, i.e., not seized. The retrospective aims not at
changing Israel's behavior but at confronting Israel with its own guilt in thus justifying
the proclamation of disaster (Am. 4: l2).

In this context v. 12 is indeed difficult to understand. To what do the announcements
"thus I will do to you" and "because I will do this to you" actually refer? H. w. wolff,
who believes the section was redacted during the period of Josiah, finds in the particle
kdh and in the demonstrative pronoun zdJ a possible allusion to the destruction of
Bethel;too in that case, however, one would have to translate the imperfects in v. 12a -contrary to their usual use in prophetic proclamation 

- as preterites, or would have to
assume that what is said ("I will do") does not correspond to what is meant ("I have
done"). Is the text perhaps focusing on Israel's guilt? "Thus," i.e., as a people that did
not return, will Yahweh now deal with Israel, and "this," i.e., the failure to repent and
retum, he will now repay upon Israel. In any event, it is clear that the summons "pre-
pare to meet your God, o Israel!" is given an ominous turn by the appropriately
prepositioned ldfuen. As in 5:18-20, "why do you wanr the day of yahweh?" so also
here reference to the listeners' own guilt transforms their expectation of salvation into
its opposite.

The text does not explain just how the demanded but refused return might have been
carried out. Nor does the formulation itself offer any hints. The expressi on iwb 'ad-
yhwhrecuring in Dt. 4:30;30:2; Isa.9:12(13); 19:22; Hos. 14:2(l) initially suggesrs a
turning away from other gods and a turning back to yahweh under the rubric of
Yahweh's claim to exclusivity.l6t Dt.4:30; 30:2; and Isa. 9:12(13), however, which ex_
plicate such "returning" as "seeking God" and "hearing his voice," do at least also im-
ply that this return includes obedience to God's ethical guidance.l62 Moreover, one
cannot really hear in the use of 'a/ instead of the usual 'el any emphasis on the first
commandment ("not only in the direction toward him . . . but emphatically ight up to
him himself'163), as shown by the juxtaposition of the two formulations in Hos. l4:2-
3(l-2) and Dt. 30:2,10.

H. M. Barstad advocates yet another understanding of the expression ia! 'ag-yhwh,
finding in 4:6-11 "'a missionary' . . . usage of the word iwb" and translating "turn to',
instead of "return to."ls Amos finds it futile to try "to convince his fellow countrymen
that they should leave off worshipping the deities at Bethel and Gilgal and turn to

159. J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spciten Kdnigszeit Israels.
WMANT 3s (1970), t7t.

16O. Joel and Amos, 217-18.
t6t. tbid.,220.
162. See Markert, Struktur, 123 nn. 255-56.
163. Wolff, GSAT 145.
164. The Religious Polemics of Amos. SW 34 (1984), 58ff., here 66.
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Yahweh." This interpretation is based on a misunderstanding of the criticism of sacri-

fice in 4:4-5. Moreover, statements such as3:l-2;5:18ff.; and elsewhere show that
Amos can presuppose the confession to Yahweh among his listeners.

Does this retrospective suggest that before his calling to become a radical prophet of
disaster (8:2) Amos was initially a preacher of repentancs?l6s 15s subject is not the

prophet but rather Yahweh, and the object of discussion is not the prophet's own previ-
ous proclamation but rather God's earlier chastisement.

2. Hosea. Whereas the root JwD plays only a minor role in the proclamation of
Amos, it permeates the message of Hosea like a leitmotif, 'this one term expressing Is-
rael's guilt, its punishment, its anticipated transformation, and its ultimate rescue."l66

a. What one does not find in Hosea, however, is an admonition to repent (turn

around) so that they might avoid judgment. Hosea shares Amos's experience that Israel

should have repented (Hos. 2:8-916-71;5: l5) but did not (6:4;7:14-16; I l:7 against the

background of vv. l-6; cf.2:4-5[2-3] in connection with vv. 6-7[4-5]; 4:16:'7:2:8:2-3;
9:17;10:12-13; l3:l-2,12-13). The expectation in2:9(7) (probably uttered to the circle
of students; cf. the missing address) that God's punishment might bring Israel to its
senses ("I will go and return to my first husband, for it was better with me then than

now"), was disappointed (cf. 5:15). A new beginning is possible only at the "zero
point" (H. W. Wolfll in the wilderness (2:16-17[4-15]). The most the prophet can as-

certain are futile attempts to repent. Although "in their distress" (5: l5) the Israelites do

indeed resolve "come, let us return to Yahweh" (6:l), the people are not really trans-

formed. Israel continues to lack insight into its own guilt (cf . 6:2-3 with l4:2-3ll-21)
and does not exhibit constancy (6:4b), steadfast love, or knowledge of God (6:6). The
confidence with which the people anticipate a turn toward salvation virtually as a natu-
ral necessity (6: lb-3) shows that they have not freed themselves from Canaanite think-
ing, and the prophet remarks with bitter irony that "they turn . . . to powerlessness"

(7:16), i.e., to la'nl.167
Against this background Hosea now hardens his predecessor'sjudgment on Israel in

two respects. First, he discovers that even the patriarch Jacob lacked the will to return
now characterizing the entire people. Even though after weeping and pleading

02:5HD Jacob did indeed receive the permission "you may return with the help of
yourGod"(v.7[6]),hefledtoAram(v. l3[2]).Insteadof seizingthenewopportunity
to maintain (idmar) devotion and justice and to orient his life steadfastly toward God
(v. 7b[6b]), he did servitude (idmar) for a wife, dedicating himself to cultic sexual rites
(concerning the pejorative meaning of imt cf.4:10-ll: limr 7nv11t68). Does this retro-

165. Cf. E. Wiirthwein, 'Amos-Studieil' ZAW 62 (1949150\ lO-52 = Wort und Existenz
(Gcittingen, 1970), 68- I 10; Andersen and Freedman , Amos, 444-47 , who date 4:6- I I to the pe-

riod between the second and third visions.
166. Jeremias, "Eschatologie," 21 8.

167. J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll (1983),91 n. 17.
168. Cf. also H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 72,215-16; Jeremias, Hosea,63

n. 6, 68.
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spective at Israel's beginnings not suggest that from the very outset Israel was unwill-
ing to repent and return? Hosea further intensifies both Amos's and his own insight that
the reason Israel does not want to repent and return is in fact that they cannot do so; that
is, Israel is not capable of repentance on their own initiative: "Their deeds do not per-
mit them to return to their God" (5:4). Israel's guilt proves to be a power from which
the people cannot escape in their own strength. "For the spirit of whoredom is within
them, and they do not know Yahweh" (v. 4b; cf. 4:12). To express his recognition of the
radical sinfulness of the people and of their incapacity to repent, Hosea even coins a
unique term, the abstract term meifild, "my people are caught in 'their' apostasy"
(11:7; NRSV "are bent on turning away from me").

b. In his oracle of disaster, Hosea uses the root iwb to describe judgment as a revo-
cation of the previous salvific activity. Yahweh will take back the gifts he gave to Israel
('difi! welaqaltti, 2:l I ), return to his place, and leave Israel to its punishment (5: I 5). In
so doing he revokes the exodus and the land conquest and thus reverses Israel's entire
history: "they shall return ro Egypt" (8:13;9:3; ll:5). with the expressionhdit! le +
accusative, "repay someone for something," the prophet emphasizes that this disaster is
punishment for Israel's guilt and is a divine judgment: "I will repay them [the people]
for their deeds" (4:9; similarly 12:3,15[2,14)).

c. In his message of salvation, Hosea uses the root iwb to articulate his understand-
ing of Israel's guilt. Because Israel is not in a position to repent and return on their own
(ll:7), their salvation cannot be effected through human behavior, being grounded
solely in God and in his holiness (v. 9b). In a turn of heart and through a kindling of his
n"humim, God exercises "self-control"l6e and finally decides not to destroy Ephraim
again (ifip Pialtel), i.e., not to deliver it over ro judgmenr once and for all (v. 9). Here
.iwD has not yet faded into a verbum iterativum. The meaning "again" in the sense of ..a
second time, yet again," makes no sense in v. 9. Here the verb refers to the revoking of
an earlier deed, namely, the exodus and gift of the land.t70

Whereas this sentence of a forced return to Egypt can be understood concretely,
commensurate with the historical situation, as exile in Assyria ( I l:5; cf. 9:3), salvation
now consists in the permission to return: "and I will 'return' them to their homes"
(v. l lb, cj. BHS; secondarily adopted in v. l0; cf. l4:8 MT). Hence rarher rhan conrra-
dicting or revoking the oracle of disaster, the oracle of salvation presupposes its actual-
ization.

The return home will take place amid "trembling" and "quaking" (v. I I a), perhaps
an allusion to Israel entering upon the second exodus in a transformed state. Hosea (or,
according to a different interpretation, only his circle of pupilslTr) does indeed promise
not only the restoration of what was lost in judgment, but beyond that also the healing
of Israel's meifild as an act of God's free, unqualified love (14:5a[4a]). once again, sal-
vation is grounded in God alone, as explicitly confirmed by v. 5b(4b) (albeit a verse

169. Jeremias, Reue Gottes, 46, 52tt.
170. Woltr, Hosea, 2Ol-2.
171. Jeremias, "Eschatologie," 231-34: idem, Hosea, 168-14; Naumann, 122tr., 170tr.
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added laterrTz): "for my anger has turned from them" (iwb min; cf. Isa. 9:l1,16,20[0,
17,2ll1,5:25). Because Yahweh will enable Israel to do what it could not do on its own,
the prophet can now issue the call to return in his oracle of salvation (14:2a,3alla,2al).
These imperatives are not a condition of salvation, but rather an invitation to seize and
make good the opportunity that has been issued anew after the actualization ofjudg-
ment (v. 2b[b]; cf. 5:5). At the same time, against the background of the failure to re-
pent and return in 6: l -3, the admonitions now clarify just what Hosea understands to
be the substance of genuine return, namely, a confession of guilt Oa3[2]) and a renun-
ciation of all false trust in foreign as well as one's own military strength (v. 4aa[3aa];
cf. 5:13; 7: I l; 8:9; l2:2U); l0:l3b), which effectively denies God's status as Israel's
God (13:4; cf . l2:l0t9l), and hnally a renunciation of idols, which breaks the second
commandment (v. 4ap[3a0]; cf. 8:4-6; 10:5-6; l3:l-2). Here a plea (14:3b[2b]) re-
places the securitas that expected the turn to salvation to come about virtually as a nat-
ural necessity (6: lb-3).

d. ln Hos. 7:10 and I l'5b,173 the book of Hosea picks up the prophet's understand-
ing of Israel's unwillingness to return. In 3:5 Hosea's pupilstz+ also dissociate the ex-
pectation that God's chastising actions will bring Israel to its senses (2:9U)) from the
demonstration of guilt and turn it into an independent hope within the oracle of salva-
tion: 'Afterward the Israelites shall return and seek Yahweh their God . . . they shall
come in awe to Yahweh and to his goodness (pdha/))' This verse reaches far beyond
the symbolic actions in vv. 1ff. by interpreting judgment (v. 4) as a temporally limited
pedagogical device and by abandoning the typically Hoseanic interweaving or simulta-
neity ofjudgment and salvation (2:16-17|4- l5l) in favor of a temporal sequence; it re-
mains true to the prophet's message in that it does view punishment as being inevitable
and also picks up motives from 5: l5 and I l: I I with the expression biqq€i 'e1-yhwh and
the vb. pabad.

3. Isaiah. a. Isaiah addresses the theme "return" only in the demonstration of guilt.
Like Amos (Am. 4:6-ll), Isaiah finds in an historical retrospective of the northern
kingdom that "the people did not turn to him who struck them" (Isa.9:12[3]).
Through parallelismus membrorum the prophet then elucidates such "turning" as

"seeking Yahweh," which following the juxtaposition in 3l: I refers to the kind of trust
that renounces one's own power and self-assertion and instead seeks help and salvation
in God alone. "In returning (ittli) and rest you shall be saved; in quietness and in trust
shall be your strength. But you refused" (30:15; cf .28:12;30:9,12, etc.). Some inter-
preters have tried to derive the noun ifrbd not from .iwb but from an identical secondary
form of y.ib, translating then as "sitting 51ill."tzs The usual understanding, however, re-
quires far fewer assumptions and is also suggested by 9:12(13).t76

172. Wolff, Hosea, 232 n. i.
173. Jeremias, "Eschatologie," 229; idem, Hosea,
174. Jeremias, "Eschatologie," 224-26.
175. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng.
176. See IV.4 above.

98, 143.

trans. 2002), 156-57 (with bibliog.)
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Isa. 30:15 presents as an answerable human deed (30:16-17) that which in the call to
"make the mind of this people dull" (6:9-10; cf .29:9-12) was presented as God's own
work. Hence as in Hosea (Hos. I li7),177 the unwillingness to return and the incapacity
to do so are interwoven, though Isaiah does go beyond his predecessor in explicitly at-

tributing the element of unwillingness back to God. Does this not represent the ulti-
mate expression of the unconditional and intransigent quality of divine judgment? It is
uncertain, however, whether the call narrative does exclude not only in substance but
explicitly as well the possibility that the prophet's message might prompt the people to
return. The pointing of wib in Isa. 6:10 does allow one to view it as the predicate,
yielding the translation "so that it [the people] does not return"; doing so, however, re-
quires an unspoken change of subject within the sentence. Hence a modal understand-
ing ("again"; cf. 6:13) is preferable.

b. Like Amos before him (Am. l:8), Isaiah uses the expression heitb ydd 'al to pro-
claim divine judgment (Isa. l:25). He also uses the root Jwb to evoke for his listeners
the inevitability of judgment, of God's "outstretched hand" (14:27) as well as the com-
prehensive nature of the disaster. Hence he invokes the name of his first son, Shear-
yashub, in announcing that only "a remnant shall return," i.e., from battle (7:3).

This symbolic name is probably not to be understood as a promise that "a remnant
will return/repent," but rather, like that of the brother, "the spoil speeds, the prey has-

tens" (8:3-4), as an "anticipatory judgmen1."lz8 Unconditional oracles of disaster di-
rected at the entire people such as those in 5:6-7,24,29;6:ll;28:2-4,18-20 leave little
hope even for such a remnant. As for Amos (Am. 3:12; cf.5:3), so too for Isaiah this
name it merely a symbol for the devastating dimensions of the catastrophe (Isa. 30:17;
cf. l:8; 17:3,5-6;30:14). It was the redactors who first discovered in this remnant the
goal of judgment, the bearer of new salvation (l:9; 4:2-6; 6:13;7:22; ll:ll-26; 28:5;
37i30-32).tle The original meaning, however, can still explicitly be maintained (10:20-
23).

With the refrain "for all this his anger has not turned away; his hand is stretched out
still" (9: I 1,16,20[12,11 ,21]; 5:25; as an addendum in l0:4), which understands God's
previous blows against the northern kingdom as merely preliminary, Isaiah now pre-
pares the concluding announcement of the "nation far away" from which "no one can

rescue" (5:29).tso God's wrath reaches its goal only with the utter annihilation of the

southern kingdom as well.
The formulation ifip (l.t'rbn) 'ap-yhwh (min) occurs frequently (Nu. 25:4; 2 Ch.

12:12; 29:lO; 30:8; Job l4: l3; Jer. 2:35; 4:8: 23:20; 30:24; Dnl. 9: l6; Hos. 14:5[4]).
Did this expression originate in Isaiah's proclamation? Because Nu. 25:4b uses the di-
vine name within Yahweh's own discourse, it (together with v. 5) may represent a later

177. See VII.2 above.
178. Kilian, Jesaja 1-39, ll0; cf.27-31.
179. See J. Hausmann, Israels Rest. Studien zum Selbstverstiindnis der nachexilischen

Gemeinde. BWANT 124 (1987), 139-70.
180. On the repositioning of 5:25-29[,30] behind 9:201211, cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12.

CC (Eng. trans. 1991), 223-26.
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addition.l8l Hos. 14:5b(4b), "for my anger has turned from them," is discernible as a

secondary addendum because ofthe change in number.l82 The hemistich already picks
up the substance of Isa. 9:ll,16,20(12,17 ,21), and 5:25 and reverses it within the salva-

tion oracle. All the other passages similarly presuppose Isaiah's proclamation.
c. In Isaiah's proclamation of salvation, h€itf; expresses the restitutio in integrum of

Jerusalem (l:26).In judgment Yahweh will restore what the city lost, "your judges as

at the first," and "your counselors as at the beginning."
d. Later editors pick up the key word .iwb in continuing Isaiah's salvific expectation,

in part following the proclamation of Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah. They anticipate the re-
demption of "those in her [Zion] who repent (idbeyhA), by righteousness" (1:27), the
turning away of God's wrath (12:l cj.; cf. BIlSr83), a transformation of nature (29: l7),
the return of the redeemed to Zion (35:10), indeed, even the conversion of Egypt to
Yahweh by means of "striking and healing" (19:22).

The meaning of the suffrxed pl. ptcp. ialeyhd in l:27 is admittedly disputed. Is the

reference not rather to those retuming home from abroad?l8a Given the juxtaposition to
the "rebels and sinners" in l:28, however, the translation "his converted ones" remains

the most likely.tss
The announcement that Yahweh "will come down to fight upon Mt. Zion" and that

Assyria will be defeated (31:4-9) provokes the only real summons to repent and return
in Proto-Isaiah, a summons borne by the assurance that "on that day all of you shall
throw away your idols of silver and idols of gold" (v. 7).

4. Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Obadiah. The theme of "returning to
God" is not attested in Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Obadiah or in the

work of their redactors.
Micah uses the root .fwD only twice. In justifying the announcement of disaster, this

root cryptically confirms the correspondence between guilt and punishment: "for as the

wages of a prostitute she gathered them, and as the wages of a prostitute they shall
again be used" (Mic. 1:7), referring to the stones and foundational walls of Samaria or

- in the present context - to cultic idols and images. In 2:8 the qal passive participle
in the construct state represents the prep. min.t86 The insertion in 5i2(3)t87 associates

the birth of the promised future ruler with the return of the "rest of his kindred to the
people of Israel." ln 7:19 .iwD functions as a verbum relativum.

Nah. 2:3(2) uses .iwb transitively as in the expression ittb Ybfrt. In its present con-
text, the verse promises that Yahweh will "restore the majesty of Jacob, as well as the

181. See M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 197.

182. Woltr, Hosea,232.
183. See 3.b above.
184. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 219831, 45, with n. 36 and reference to 35:10.
185. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12, 61.
186. JM, $12ln.
187. W. H. Schmidt, "Die Ohnmacht des Messias," KUD 15 (1969) 24 with n. l0; a different

view is taken by H. Seebass, Heruscherverheissungen im AT. BThS 19 (1992), M-45,49.
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majesty of Israel." The isolated position of 2:2-3(l-2) within the context, the double

meaning of the subst. g"'6n, and the use of the comparative particle k" in the function of
the copula (otherwise unattested), however, do raise the question whether the original

background to these verses was not an oracle of disaster against Judah: "for Yahweh

will destroy the arrogance of Jacob as well as the arrogance of 1ttu"1,"188 though the

meaning of ifib as "destroy" remains uncertain.
Habakkuk uses iwb hiphil as the equivalent of 'anA, "answer" (Hab. 2:1). Zephaniah

uses.iwb only in the expression ifrb i"bfit(Zeph.2:1;3:20). Obadiah proclaims requital

to Edom with the expression ifi! berd'i:'As you have done, it shall be done to you;

your deeds shall return on your own head" (Ob. l5b).

5. Jeremiah. a. Whereas Isaiah uses the root .iwb only rarely, Jeremiah again uses it
more frequently in the Tthl6th century, albeit following Hosea closely even as regards

his choice of words: "Your wickedness will punish you, and your apostasies (m"iu!6-

tayib wlll convict you. Know and see that it is evil and bitter for you to forsake

Yahweh your God 'and not turn to me in fear'" (Jer.2:19 [cj. BHS] following Hos. 3:5;

1 1.7 r8e).

The more frequent use of the root.ilrb also evokes the theme of "repentance, return"

anew. In the summons in 5: l-9, the prophet tries to convince his listeners that the accu-

sation is just (4:22) and to demonstrate the justification of the future prediction ( I : l3-
l4;;too in so doing, the prophet finds that despite divine chastisement the people are not

prepared to return: "You have struck them, but they felt no anguish; you have con-

sumed them, but they refused to take correction. They have made their faces harder

than rock; they have refused to turn back" (5:3). Here Jeremiah transfers to his own

contemporaries, as it were, the insight both Amos (Am. 4:6ff.) and Isaiah (Isa.

9:12tl3l) came to in their retrospectives on the history of the northern kingdom. At the

same time he paradoxically intensifies it in emphasizing the utter hopelessness of any

effort to convert the people; even destruction itself has resulted only in refusal (the al-

teration of killtgm to kull"hem, "all of them," Jer. 5:3ap,lel constitutes an ameliora-

tion). As they turn away (iwb, i.e., from Yahweh), Jeremiah can as little be restrained

as can "a horse plunging headlong into battle" (8:6; cf.2:24).
Jeremiah finds the people's behavior simultaneously incomprehensible and unalter-

able: "When people fall, do they not get up again? If they go astray, do they not turn

back('im-ydifr! w"l7'ydifi!)? Why then has this people turned away (iwb polel) . . ' in

perpetual backsliding (m"iubA)? They have held fast to deceit, they have refused to re-

turn" (8:4-5; cf . BHS; cf .2:32). Like Hosea (Hos. 5:4; I l:7), Jeremiah too is convinced

that his listeners, as those "who are accustomed to do evil," have forfeited the capacity

to return; their unwillingness has become incapacity (Jet. 13.23; cf. 4:22;6:10).

1 88. Jeremias, Kultprophetie, 25-28.
189. See VII.2.a,d above.
190. See W H. Schmidt, "'Geht doch und schaut!'Aufrufe, sich selbst zu iiberzeugen, im

Jeremiabuch," Gottes Recht als l-ebensraum. FS H. J. Boecl<zr (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1993),232-33.
191. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATlll2 (31968), 38.
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The discussion in 3:1 also articulates the view that because repentance and return
are impossible, judgment is unavoidable. On the basis of the marriage regulations in
Dt. 24:l-4, which prohibit returning to one's earlier wife if she has in the meantime
married another, Jeremiah denies that his listeners still have the opportunity to turn
around or to retum to Yahweh: "You have played the whore with many lovers; and
would you return to me?" Such a return is already excluded by the people's own guilt,
by their breach of the first commandment: "Though you wash yourself with lye and use

much soap, the stain of your guilt is still before me" (Jer. 2:22).
The liturgy in 14:l-15:4, whose authenticity is admittedly dispute6,tez illustrates

this harsh position. Even though the people, differently than in Hos. 6:1ff., do indeed
admit their guilt (Jer. l4:7,20) and thus agree with the prophet's accusation that "their
transgressions are many, their apostasies are great" (5:6), God refuses to hear their cry
(14:12; l5:l-2). The prophet is even prohibited from petitioning God to "turn away
your wrath from them" (14:.ll; 15:l; 18:20). At the same time, God's response makes
clear that the people's confession of guilt is in fact nothing more than a "wavering back
and forth" (14:10; cf .2:25,26-27;3:4-5). The people's change, as in Hos. 6:1ff., is
merely superficial. There is no plea for forgiveness, nor is any genuine willingness to
change discernible. Assertions such as "you, O Yahweh, are in the midst of us" (Jer.

14:9), picking up on theZion tradition, show that the people still have not recognized
the seriousness of their situation.

The summons "put on sackcloth, lament and wail: 'The fierce anger of Yahweh has

not turned away from us"' (4:8) picks up an altered form of the refrain from the re-
sponse poem in Isa. 9:4ff.(5ff.); 5:25ff.; here Jeremiah perseveres in his proclamation
of disaster and opposes the vox populi, which amid calm times claims: "I am innocent;
surely his anger has turned from me" (Jer. 2:35). Later editors then expand the formula-
1ion la' ifi! l.torOn 'ap-yhwh min commensurate with the prophet's intention: "until he

has executed and accomplished the intents of his mind" (23:20;30:24).
b. Whereas Jeremiah himself views judgment as inevitable and unavoidable - "fs1

I have spoken, I have purposed; I have not relented nor will I turn back (hditb min)"
(4:28b LXX) - the Dtr redaction of the book of Jeremiah understands the prophet's
absolute message of doom as a final attempt to get the people to return: "It may be that
when the house of Judah hears of all the disasters that I intend to do to them, all of them
may turn from their evil ways (ittb middarki hdra'd), so that I may forgive their iniq-
uity and their sin" (36:3; cf. v. 7;26:3). This understanding of the prophetic oracle of
disaster is formulated programmatically in the reflection in l8:7-9, which considers
God's actions from a universal perspective, trying to articulate them as a rule: 'At one
moment I may declare concerning a nation or a kingdom that I will pluck up and break
down and destroy it, but if that nation . . . turns from its evil, I will change my mind
about the disaster that I intended to bring on it" (vv. 7-8). Because the editors do not
believe that the unconditional nature of the future proclamation necessarily excludes
the intention to prompt a return, they are able to present the prophet as one who sum-
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mons the people to return to renewed obedience (18:ll; 25:5). Hence contrary to his
own self-understanding, Jeremiah appears to agree with the understanding of the
prophets articulated by the Dtr History QK.17:13), i.e., he appears as a link in a long
series of those who admonish the people to return and to follow the Torah (ler.26:4-5;
35:15). Hence in the book of Jeremiah, too, one sees Dtr thinking focusing on the first
commandment (25:6; 35 : I 5).

Was the redaction here influenced by a summons to return such as 3:12,22 (cf.4:1;
also 3 I : I 8- 19)? God's answer to Jeremiah's lament, "If you turn back, I will take you
back" (15:19), may also have provided a stimulus in this regard. One significant differ-
ence, however, is that whereas the redaction offers its listeners the alternative between
salvation and disaster (cf. 7: l-15; 22:l-5; 17:19-27),tot Jeremiah's own summonses to
return presuppose the actuality ofjudgment; they are rooted in the oracle of salvation
to the former northern kingdom and constitute a summons to accept the new offer of
salvation.le4 Jeremiah's call back to obedience, contrary to his commission (15:19),
has a different structure to the extent that the return he demands is at the same time a
"possibility presented by God and as such appears as a new turning of God."le5

The goal of this redactional reintelpretation is a demonstration of guilt, as shown by
the regular assertions "yet you did not listen to me" (25:7 ;35: l5b) and "but they would
not listen" (36:31;cf. ll:10; l8:12; also 7:13; ll;8; 19:15; 44:16). With the help of
such assertions, the redactors try to make the catastrophe of 587 comprehensible in that
the fall of Judah/Jerusalem resulted solely from the people's own behavior and its con-
tinued unwillingness to return. That is, the catastrophe is the punishment for incurred
guilt; it is God's judgment. Like the Dtr History itself, the Dtr redaction of the book of
Jeremiah is concerned with denying Israel any possibility of self-justification in order
to lead it to a recognition of its true situation before God and to an acknowledgment of
his chastising actions. Hence despite its considerable reinterpretation of Jeremiah's
message, the redaction nonetheless remains true to the prophet's intentions.

The customary understanding is that the redactors'reinterpretation was intended in
particular to counter the charge that God had acted arbitrarily or even had failed as the
God of Israel (14:9). Countering such charges, however, would hardly have required
such a massive reinterpretation of the prophetic proclamation, since reference to Jere-
miah's own accusations and future predictions would probably have sufficed. The re-
daction is more likely trying to counter those who accuse Yahweh of having acted con-
trary to his own promises (4: l0) and of having been too stingy in his forgiveness (14:7-
9,19-22), or those who excuse the people's behavior by drawing attention to Jeremiah's
opponents among the prophets (14:.13:. cf .23:l4a$,22bpDtr;Ezk. 13:22, secondaryre6).
"Your prophets have seen for you false and deceptive visions; they have not exposed
your iniquity to restore your fortunes, but have seen oracles for you that are false and

193. Ibid., 290tr
194. See c below.
195. W. H. Schmidt, Gotteserfahrung und "Ich"-Bewusstsein
196. G. Miinderlein, Kriterien wahrer und falscher Prophetie
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misleading" (Lam. 2:14). Although the verse does indeed leave no doubt that Israel was
guilty, it holds those prophets responsible for the lack of understanding of that guilt and
for the ultimate imposition of judgment. The redactors counter such views by pointing
out that "the people cannot be excused, because they had been warned."leT

Is this Dtr summons to return directed beyond those immediately addressed, i.e., to
the readers of the text as well? Although this interpretation is often proposed,le8 it does

at least go beyond the actual wording of the verses in question, which merely present
the possibility of avoiding imminent judgment; as such, they remain entirely within the
framework of the preexilic situation.

c. Although in his demonstration of guilt Jeremiah excludes any possibility that Ju-
dah/Jerusalem might return (3:l; 5:3; 8:4-5), in picking up and developing Hosea's or-
acle of salvation (Hos. I 1:8-9; cf. 2:16-17114-15l) he is able to call out to the northern
kingdom, which has already suffered the consequences of judgment: "Return, faithless
(m"iil!6)Israel....Iwillnotlookonyou(anylonger)inanger,forlammerciful....I
will not be angry forever" (Jet 3:12; developed in 3l:2-3[?),4,5a,15,16a,18-20ree). As
in Hosea's message, here salvation is bound not to conditions but rather solely to God's
own transformation such that the summons to return acquires the character of an invita-
tion to seize God's mercy and allow it to exercise its power: "Return, O faithless
(tdbabtm) children, I will heal your faithlessness" (3:22, picking up Hos. l4:2ff .Llff.l;
imitated in the post-Dtr 3:142N).

By contrast, the secondarily inserted2ol comparison of the two sisters in 3:6ff.,
which with the address m"ifrlA yiird'El draws from v. 12, with v. 7 from Hos.
2:8tr.(6tr.) and v. l0 from Jer. 3:4-5, justifies the summons to return by pointing out
how "faithless Israel has shown herselfless guilty than false Judah" (v. I 1); in this way
it explains why despite 3:1 Jeremiah is indeed able to issue a summons to return. At the
same time, the section makes clear that the discussion in 3: I refers to Judah/Jerusalem,
while 3:12 refers to the former northern kingdom.

For Jeremiah, as already for Hosea or for the latter's pupils (Hos. 14:312)), genuine

repentance and return requires an understanding ofone's own guilt (Jer. 3:13). Such
understanding comes to exemplary expression in the lament of Ephraim, which is
framed by assurances of mercy (31:l6a,l8-20). Here the petition "let me return so that
I can return" (v. 18) shows once more that " 'return' or 'conversion' . . rather than being
a human accomplishment, is God's work . . . God's own actions stand at the beginning.
Return must be petitioned."2o2

197. W. H. Schmidt, OT Intro. (Eng. trans., New York, 1984), 144.
198. Thiel, Jer 2645,4; K. Koch, The Prophets (2 vols.; Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1984), II,
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Does the conditional oracle of salvation "if you return, O Israel, you may return to
me" (4: l) come from Jeremiah? It almost sounds like a response to Ephraim's petition,
"let me return so that I can return" (31 : l8), and exhibits prophetic structure, though the
continuation in vv. lb-2 raises doubts.2o3 The promises of a return or of guidance for a
return are probably not Jeremianic (30:10 = 46l27;31:8,l6bp,l7bp; as a summons to
seize the opportunity for return offered by God in 3l:.21-22).zu

d. In his oracle of salvation to Judah/Jerusalem (24x; 29:4-7;32:1ff.) Jeremiah does
not use the root iwb. The Dtr redactor was the first hand to introduce it with the prom-
ise: "I will give them a heart to know that I am Yahweh; and they shall be my people
and I will be their God, for they shall return to me with their whole heart" (24:7).The
announcement "I will make an everlasting covenant with them, never to draw back
from doing good to them" (Jer. 32:40), recalls Isa. 55:3 (cf. 6l:8) and Gen. 17:7,13(P)
and is perhaps only post-Dtr Both promises conclude that Israel is not capable of re-
turning on its own initiative. Moreover, the redaction adds the assurance of the return
of the exiles missing from Jeremiah himself (Jer. 23:3:, 23:7 -8 = 16:14-15;24:6; 29:10;
3O:3;32:37;42:12ftext?l; cf.29:14 [post-Dtr]; also 12:15) or of the temple utensils
(27:16,22, picking up and correcting 28:3,4,6).

6. Ezekiel. In the book of Ezekiel the occurrences of iwD in the sense of "return" are
concentrated in chs. l8 and 33. The oracle in Ezk. 18:lff. responds to what is more an
expression of resignation than a genuine questioning of God. In stating that "the par-
ents have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge" (v. 2; cf. Jer.
3l:291,2os with a reference to the responsibility each generation must accept, it dis-
closes a future that is not always merely predetermined by the past (v. 20). The contin-
uation in vv. 21ff. (cf. 33:10-20) emphasizes the personal responsibility of each indi
vidual and offers the opportunity for return and for new life: "Have I any pleasure in
the death of the wicked? . . . and not rather that they should turn from their ways and
live?" (v. 23).The conclusion in vv. 30b-32 issues the summons to seize precisely this
opportunity: "Repent and turn from all your transgressions."

Although this oracle presupposes Ezekiel's own message of salvation, defending it
against the listeners' resignation, it probably does not come from Ezekiel himself, at
least not its second part. What for Ezekiel can only be God's own work, namely, the
creation of a new heart and a new spirit (l 1:19; 36:26), l8:31 now turns into Israel's
own task.

In a kind of second calling (cf.3:19-20),33:l-9 expands the prophetic office to in-
clude that of a guard or sentinel. The prophet is to pass along to the wicked God's judg-
ment, "you shall surely die," thus giving them opportunity to "turn from their ways."
This oracle integrates the offer of return and rescue in l8:1ff. and 33:10-20 into the

203. Kilpp, Niederreissen, 169-70.
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prophet's own commission. Again, however, it is difficult to connect this section with
the prophet himself, since oracles ofjudgment such as Ezk. l5; 2l:l-4,6-10 (20:45-48;
2l:l-5);24:9-14; and33:27-28 do not really leave room for any return or rescue.

The section 14:1- I l, which is generally ascribed to the prophe1,206 dsss indeed con-
tain the summons "repent and turn away from your idols, and turn away your faces
from all your abominations" (v. 6). This admonition, however, comes as something of a

surprise after the announcement of disaster in vv. 4-5 and, together with v. 7, separates

vv. 4-5 from their continuation in v. 8.207

If in and for itself the call to repent and return aims at altering the behavior of its lis-
teners, then within the context of the overall book it acquires more the function of a

demonstration of guilt. The renewed rejection of the petition that the prophet query
Yahweh (20:1tr.) shows that no change has taken place.

Hence the conclusion remains that the theme of "return" plays no role in the procla-
mation of Ezekiel.

7. Historical Roots of the Theme "Return" and lts Genre. The theme "return to
Yahweh" appears first among the prophets of the 8th century. Rather than its being a

theme picked up from tradition, the prophets apparently developed it themselves. At
the same time, could the tradition of Israel's early period have provided the impetus, a

period in which Yahweh's foundational salvific deeds and the revelation of his law for
Israel took place?zoa Does .iw& refer originally to Israel's return to the beginnings of
Yahweh with his people as a whole? Militating against this view, one influenced by
Hosea's message, is that Amos (viewed more critically: his pupils [Am. 4:6ff.]) and
Isaiah (Isa. 9:12|3);31:15) also speak about "return," and no such context emerges in
their writings.

There is no evidence in the preexilic prophets of any admonition to turn around and
thus avoid judgment. Commensurate with their radical message of disaster addressed
to the entire people, the theme of "return" is found not in admonition but in the demon-
stration of guilt justifying the oracle of disaster.2@ For the prophets, "repentance, re-
turn, turning around" is not really a possibility for Israel, hence its place is exclusively
in the proclamation of judgmsn1.2lo H. W. Wolffpoints out that on the whole, the point
of departure of prophetic proclamation is that such repentance and return should have
happened but did not. Precisely for that reason they proclaim God's judgment, some-
thing confirmed by those texts in which the prophets speak about their commission,
none of which indicates that Yahweh ordered them to issue admonitions. All these con-

206. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),302tr.; Mosis; Fuhs, Ezechiel l-24.
NEB (t986),74tr.
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l97O),182:. "But the prophet must make a pause before proclaiming in the brazen language of
the law this decision made by God [sc. vv. 4-5]."
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siderations strongly suggest that the call to repentance and return does not in fact repre-
sent the essential element linking the proclamation of the various classical prophets.2l1

Calls to repent and return appear first in the oracles of salvation, where one finds
that conversion is not the condition for the reception of salvation; rather, the promised
salvation is itselfthe presupposition or grounding ofconversion. As such an invitation,
the admonition is clearly dependent on the oracle of salya1i61.2l2

Calls to repent and return that place the people before the alternative of salvation
and disaster appear first in the redactional strata. Although they do indeed reinterpret
the prophetic message, they remain connected with it in that their demonstrations of
guilt and declaration of judgment draw attention to the people's own failure to hear.

VIII. Deuteronomy. "Return to Yahweh" was not originally a theme of Deuteron-
omy. Although the root.iwD does occasionally appear in Dtn and Dtr strata in theologi-
cal contexts (Dt. 13:18[7]; 17:161'23:15|41;28:60,69129:ll),2r3 it does not appear
with the meaning "repent, return" until two late Dtr addenda (4:29-31;30:1-10;.zt+

l. Theological Contexts. No unified use of ^iwb that might cover all passages is dis-
cernible in l3:18(17); 17:16;23:15;28:60,69(29:l), the meaning shifting rather with
the theological context in which the root appears. Dt. l3:18(17) stipulates that in exe-
cuting the ban on a city that has fallen away from Yahweh (vv. 13-15[12-14]), nothing
"devoted to destruction" is to be withheld "so that Yahweh may turn from his fierce an-
ger and show you compassion." The expression iwb m€ltordn'ap with Yahweh as sub-
ject occurs once in an earlier tradition (Josh. 7:26) and then recurs twice in Dtr verses
(Ex.32:12;2 K.23:26).zrs The expression also appears in Jon. 3:9 and Ps. 85:4 LXX.
Given the distribution of these passages, it can hardly be viewed as a specifically Dtn/
Dtr expression.

Hence there is no reason to ascribe Dt. 13:l8aba1(l7aba1) to the Dtr redaction.2l6
Although the clause was not part of the earlier core of the commandme11,zt7 il did be-
long to the preexilic material. The first Dtr part is the continuation in v. l8bc2p
(l7b*D, as discernible in the readoption of the root rhm as an addendum and in the
Dtr diction in the reference to the patriarchal oath.2l8

The expression appears in the story of Achan's theft (Josh. 7) in reference to pre-

211. Wolff, Studien zur Prophetie, 41.
212. Wolff, GSAT 144.
213. See VIII.I below.
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cisely the transgression that Dt. l3:18(17) seeks to exclude, namely, the withholding
of things "devoted to destruction," though one difference here is unmistakable.
Whereas in Dt. 13 it is the breach of the first commandment that prompts God's
wrath, which can then be turned away only by a strict implementation of the ban, in
Josh. 7 it is the theft itself of the banned goods that ignites God's anger (v. 1) and must
subsequently be punished (v.26). Hence these two passages were probably not linked
in tradition.

Whereas Josh. 7:26 merely ascertains that God turns from his "burning anger," Dt.
13:18(17) explicates what is associated with that turn. It basically corresponds to
God's return to his concern and care for Israel, something experienced in the people's
increase. By contrast, Ex.32:7-14 develops God's turn from his wrath more reservedly
as his decision not to carry through his plans for destruction. Moses entreats Yahweh to
"turn from your fierce wrath," recalling Yahweh's oath to the patriarchs (v. 13; cf. Dt.
13:18b[7b]), and though Yahweh does not forgive Israel's sin, he does "change his
mind about the disaster that he planned to bring on his people" (v. l4; cf. Ps. 106:22).
Hence God's decision not to turn "from his great wrath, by which his anger was kin-
dled," means essentially that his decision to visit destruction remains in effect (2 K.
23:26-27).

The law regarding kingship in Dt. 17 stipulates that "he must not acquire many
horses for himself' (v. 16), thereby restricting - commensurate with prophetic criti-
cism of trust in one's own strength (lsa.2:7;30:15-17; Hos. l0:13f.; etc.) - the
king's ability to develop his military.zle A later addendum then explicates: "or return
the people to Egypt in order to acquire more horses, since Yahweh has said to you,
'You must never return that way again."' Is this regulation condemning the (albeit un-
attested) practice ofpaying for Egyptian horses (l K. l0:28) by supplying soldiers?22o

The addendum is probably to be understood in a much more basic sense as directing
itself against the kings' pro-Egyptian politics, which were already a target of pro-
phetic criticism. It condemns the return to Egypt to obtain help and all trust in battle
horses and chariots (Isa. 3l:l; cf.3O:2) as a reversal of God's historical guidance.22l
The people's return to Egypt, i.e., a voluntary subjugation to their former oppressors,
contradicts God's salvific will (as a possible proof text for Dt. 17:16b, see Ex. 13:17
E',t222).

Dt. 23:15b, which together with v. I constitutes the later framework of the regula-
tions for wa\223 once again inculcates the urgency of keeping the military camp pure;
failure to abide will result in Yahweh turning away, i.e., in military defeat.

219. See M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972), 2811'
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Dt. 28:58-68, which is already looking back at Deuteronomy itself as a "book" (vv.
58,61) and thus represents a 6'very late stratum,"224 admonishes that if the people do not
obey Yahweh, "he will bring back upon yol (hCii! b") all the diseases of Egypt',
(v. 60). This threat, which may have been prompted by Am. 4.10,225 presupposes the
earlier Yahwistic as well as the more recent Priestly portrayal according to which Israel
was not affected by the plagues. verse 68, picking up Hosea's oracle of disaster (Hos.
8:13;9:3; ll:5;cf.9:6; l1:ll), announces that if the people are disobedient, yahweh
will indeed return them to Egypt. The postscript, "by a route that I promised you would
never see again," recalls Dt. 17:l6b and perhaps Ex. 14:13 (Jlzzs un| thus betrays the
real issue. By placing the assurance of salvation under the condition of obedience, the
redactors mediate between the older tradition of election, which did not contain any
possibility of such a revocation, and the radical message of the prophets.

2. " Return." The theme "return to God" first enters Deuteronomy in 4:29-31;30:l-
10. Both addenda presuppose postexilic circumstances by referring to the dispersion of
Israel among the nations (4:29;30:1,3-4) and may, given their shared language and in-
tention, come from the same hand.227 Because both the form and the content of the two
sections are commensurate with proclamations, designating them "calls to return" is
not really accurate. The redactor, speaking in the I st person of Moses, expresses the as-
surance that in the distress resulting from judgment, Israel will indeed return to
Yahweh (4:30), whereupon Yahweh will restore the people's fortunes (30:lff.), an as-
surance nourished entirely from the prophetic 11adl1len.228

Hosea announces impending judgment by pointing out the futility of pilgrimages:
"with their flocks and herds they shall go to seek Yahweh, but they will not find him;
he has withdrawn from them" (Hos. 5:6; cf. Am. 8: l2); by contrast, Dt. 4:2gareverses
this announcement of disaster by promising to those who have suffered through judg-
ment that if they seek Yahweh, they will indeed find him again. The model for this as-
sertion is probably the redactional verse Jer. 29:13, since the expression "seek
Yahweh" (ddrai/biqqCi) and the juxtaposition "seeking-finding" (mdsd') is singular in
Deuteronomy and the Dtr History.22e

The argumentation in Dt.4:29b, "you will seek him . . . in your distress" (so several
Sam. mss.), picks up Hos. 5:15, "in their distress they wilt seek me," combining this
anticipation with Dt. 6:5, "with all your heart, and with all your soul," corresponding to
the unconditional proclamation in 4:30 (cf. 30:8), which like Isa. 9:12(13) (cf. Hos.
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5:15) develops the expression "seek Yahweh" as a return (ifib'ad-yhwh): "When all
these things [sc. vv. 25-28] have happened to you in time to come (be'ahartl
hayydmtm), you will return to Yahweh your God and heed him" (cf. 3O:l-2).

The expectation that judgment will indeed bring about a return derives from Hos.
3:5 (cf.5;15), as literal concurrence shows: 'Afterward the Israelites shall return (.iwb.)

and seek (biqq4i) Yahweh their God . . . they shall come in awe to Yahweh and to his
goodness in the latter days (b"'ahortl hayydmtm)!'

Return consists in heeding Yahweh's voice and in obeying his commandments (Dt.
30:2,8); it is a "return to the (Dtn) law, a heeding of the spr htwrh hzh (30:101;'zzo

It is because of God's compassion alone that Israel has any possibility of returning
(4:31). Dt. 30:1ff. develops and deepens this notion, with v.6 then countering the as-
sertion that "all the house of Israel is uncircumcised in heart" (Jer. 9:25[26]) with the
promise that "Yahweh your God will circumcise your heart and the heart of your de-
scendants, so that you will love Yahweh your God with all your heart and with all your
soul, in order that you may live."

Because Israel has shown itself incapable of heeding the admonishment to "cir-
cumcise, then, the foreskin of your heart" (Dt. l0:16; Jer. 4:4), God himself will
orient Israel's thinking and actions toward him, creating thereby the prerequisites
for the people to turn to him in an undivided and unqualified fashion. Hence what
initially seems to be the condition for ending the exile (30:3), namely, that Israel
"take to heart" (heii! 'eU'al-lCil Yahweh's judgment (v. I ) and turn to ('a!) Yahweh
and obey him "with all your heart and with all your soul" (v.2) 

- all this can now
be seen as God's own work, which is why at the end it can be expressed as a prom-
ise for the future: "Then you shall return and heed the voice of Yahweh, observing
all his commandments that I am commanding you today" (v. 8); it also justifies
God's future salvific activity on Israel's behalf (v. l0). Dt.30:lff. thus reflects the
prophetic view that Israel is incapable of repenting and returning on its own (Hos.
5:4; cf. 7:10; Jer. 4:22; 13l23: etc.) and must be enabled for such through a pro-
found transformation of its very essence (Hos. l4:2ff.[1ff.]; Jer.24:7;31:31-34;
Ezk. 36:26-27; etc.).

IX. Deuteronomistic History. The root iwb plays a less significant role in the Dtr
History than statistical information might initially suggest. Of the 284 occurrences,
only 18 are used in theological contexts.

l. iwb m7'aharA yhwh. With Israel as subject, .iwD with the meaning "turn away" re-
fers to a violation of the first commandment and thus to the people's guilt (Josh. 23: l2;
Jgs.2:19;'8:33;2 K. 21:3). The expressior iftl m€'aharA yhwh (l S. 15:1 1; I K. 9:6; in
what is probably a later addendum23l in Josh. 22:16,18,23,29) illustrates this notion
particularly well. The formulation is probably not a Dtr creation, deriving rather from

230. Knapp,95.
23l.M.Noth,The Deuteronomistic History. JSOTSUp l5 (Eng. trans. 1981),40, I l7 n. 18.
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the earlier tradition found in I S. l5: I 1.232 With Yahweh as subject, .iwb with the mean-
ing "turn away" circumscribes Israel's punishment, i.e., God's judgment. Just as Israel
turns away from Yahweh, so also he turns away from Israel (Josh. 24:20; cf. Dt.
23:15[14]1.zzz

2. iwb min/'el. a. The theme "turn around" appears first in connection with the un-
derstanding of the prophets within the Dtr History. 2 K. 17:13 asserts that "every
prophet and every seer" (cj. with BIIS) ultimately issued the warning "turn from your
evil ways and keep my commandments and my statutes, in accordance with all the
law." Quite contrary to the prophets' own self-understanding, it thus construed them as

those who as preachers of the law called the people to repentance and return. Hence the
Dtr History can present such return as a criterion by which to evaluate the king (1 K.
13:33;2 K. 23:25). The goal of this reinterpretation is a demonstration of guilt: "They
would not listen but were stubborn" (2K. 17:14), whereby the Dtr History removes any
possibility that the people might justify themselves; because they were warned, they
cannot be excused. It thus leads the survivors ofthe catastrophe to recognize their true
situation before God and to acknowledge the consequences of his judgment. Hence de-
spite considerable reinterpretation of the prophetic message, the Dtr History nonethe-
less remains true to the prophets' message.

b. Only later addenda to the Dtr History offer to those who have suffered the conse-
quences of judgment the possibility of returning to ('el) Yahweh, as well as the hope
that they might once again be led back to the land (l K.8:33-34) and reacquire
Yahweh's blessing (vv. 35-36) or, more reservedly, the compassion of their "captors"
(vv.44-45).

Although interpreters have long recognized the late Dtr origin of 8:44-5l,na yy.
29ff. were probably also not part of the original 6n1sfial.23s And although the sections
do maintain the earlier situation in 8: I and l4 with the expression "in this house," the
exilic situation is revealed in v. 34.

Just as inDL4:29-31 and 30:l-10, no admonition is issued. The redactors portray
Solomon as anticipating that Israel will repent and return under the impression ofjudg-
ment ("when your people . . . turn again to you . . . and turn from their sin," I K.
8:33,35; cf. vv. 46,48) and have him petition Yahweh to accept their return ("then hear
in heaven, forgive the sin of your people," vv. 34,36; cf. v. 49). The two influences at
work here are first the assurance first expressed in Hos. 3:5 that judgment will prompt
Israel to return, and second the view, also prompted by Hosea, that God will not auto-
matically respond with compassion and forgiveness, both of which presuppose rather a

confession of sin on the part of the people ( I K. 8:47; cf. vv. 33,35)236 a1fl must be peti-
tioned. The expectation is that Israel will indeed take this judgment to heart (hcii! 'el-

232. P. Mommer, Samuel. Geschichte und Aberlieferung. WMANT 65 (1991), 158-59.
233. See VIII.I above.
234.M. Noth, Konrge (1-16). BKIXII (21983), 188.
235. See E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige 1-16. ATD XVI C1985), l5-16.
236. See in this regard also Noth, Kdnige,186.
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leb, v.47; cf. Dt. 30:1) and will repent and return "with all their heart and soul" (l K.
8:48; cf. Dt. 4:29;30i2).

Within the Dtr division of Israel's history, R. Albertz has made an interesting at-
tempt to find in the early monarchy a salvific "period of return" after the salvific period
ofpre-state Israel and the period of ill fortune during the period ofjudges.2:z Given the
'Judges schema" according to which the period of the judges also contains salvific ep-
ochs, however, this attempt seems questionable.

X. The Chronicler's History. In drawing from the Dtr History the Chronicler's
History also adopts its use of the root iwb. lt refers to turning away from (2 Ch.
7:19)238 as well as toward ('eU'al) Yahweh (2 Ch.6:38 par. I K. 8:48; 2 Ch. l5:4;
30:6,9.36:13; Neh. l:9; used absolutely in 2 Ch. 6:24,37 par. I K. 8i33,47).23e The lat-
ter can be circumscribed as a turning away "from their wicked ways" (2 Ch.7:141,2+o
from "sin" (2 Ch.6:26 par. I K. 8:35), or from their "wicked works" (Neh. 9:35). In
one instance .iwb refers to Yahweh turning anew to his people (2 Ch. 30:6). In the ex-
pression heii! 'el-yhwh/tbrd, the verb acquires the meaning "bring back, convert"
(2 Ch. l9:4;24: 19; Neh. 9:26,29).

Like the Dtr History, so also the Chronicler's History looks back retrospectively at
guilt using the term.iwb. Both the king and the people were unwilling to repent and re-
turn in response to the words of the prophets (2 Ch. 36: l3; Neh. 9:35). The exhortation
issued under Hezekiah to the people of the fallen northern kingdom, "O people of Is-
rael, return to Yahweh . . . so that he may turn again to the remnant of you" (2 Ch. 30:6;
cf .Zech. l:3-41,2+r is rejected and mocked (2 Ch. 30:10). Only a few respond to the in-
vitation to return to the sanctuary in Jerusalem as the only legitimate one (2 Ch.
30:8,1l; cf. Jer. 4l:4-5). The former northern kingdom rejects the offer that Yahweh's
burning wrath might turn away (2 Ch. 30:8; cf. 2 Ch. 12:121'2910; 30:8) and that the
deportees return (2 Ch. 30:9, picking up and developing I K. 8:50). Hence the only real
summons to repent and return in the Chronicler's History also serves as a demonstra-
tion of guilt.

The Chronicler's History also follows its predecessor's view of prophecy, under-
standing the prophets not primarily from the perspective of future predictions, but as

those who wam and admonish.242 God sent them "to bring them [the people] back to
Yahweh" (2 Ch.24:l9a). The Chronicler remains true to the intentions of the prophets,
however, in that he expressly states that "they testified against them, but they would not
listen" (v. 19b).

The penitential prayer in Neh. 9 picks up this perspective, rhough its skeptical view

237. "Die Intentionen und
Schdpfung und Befreiung. FS C.

238. See VIII.l above.
239. See VIII.2.b above.
240. See VIII.2.a above.
241. See XI.3 below.
242. See VIII.I above.

die TrAger des Deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerkes,"
We ste rmann (Stuttgart, 1989), 37 -53.
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of its own age makes it doubtful that it came from the Chronicler; it more likely repre-
sents a post-Dtr corrective.243 The goal of the prophets' futile warnings was a turning
back to Yahweh (v.26). At the same time the author explicates what he means, namely,
a turning back to the law (tbrd), to the totality of the "ordinances by the observance of
which a person shall live" (v. 29). This view concludes the reinterpretation of the
prophets into proclaimers of the law (cf. also Dnl. 9:6,10) started in the Dtr History and
in the Dtr redaction of the book of Jeremiah.za

With Solomon's prayer at the temple dedication in I K. 8, the Chronicler adopts the
expectation that Yahweh's judgment will bring about repentance and return; it also
adopts the hope, expressed as a petition, that the people will be led back to the land
(2 Ch. 6:24-25 par. I K. 8:33-34), their blessings restored (2 Ch. 6:26-27 par. I K.
8:35-36), and their sins forgiven (2 Ch. 6:36-39 par. I K. 8:46-50).zas The Chronicler
does, however, go beyond his predecessor in adding a response from God expressly as-
suring the fulfillment of the petition (2 Ch. 7: l3-15). If the people will but "turn from
their wicked ways," God will "forgive their sin and heal their land" (v. l4). Here the
strict doctrine of requital determining the Chronicler's portrayal of history also shapes
the theme of "return" in that a turning away from God inevitably results in judgment
(v. l9), while a return to God means salvation (15:l-7; Neh. l:8-9, freely paraphrasing
Dt. 30: I -4). In its second part the Chronicler's History attests the fulfillment of the pro-
phetic promise of return (Ezra2:l par. Neh.7:6;cf.Ezra6:21; Neh.8:17).

XI. Exilic and Postexilic Prophets.
l. Deutero-lsaiah. As in the preexilic prophets, so also in Deutero-Isaiah the sum-

mons to return emerges from, is shaped by, and acquires its meaning from the procla-
mation of salvation: "return to me,for I have redeemed you" (lsa.44:22b). The prophet
counters the hopelessness of the exiles who believe God has forgotten them and that
because of past sins they will have no future; the prophet summons them to recall what
God means and has done for Israel (vv. 21,22a). Here the idea of return acquires a dif-
ferent meaning than, e.g., in Dtr parenesis or in 55:7 (probably secondary).2a6 The ref-
erence is not to turning away from foreign gods and back to obedience to God's com-
mandments, but rather a renunciation of precisely this hopelessness and a return to
trust in the assurance of salvation; just as God himself will return to Zion (52:8), so
also will the exiles, "the ransomed of Yahweh," return (5 l: I l). With this message the
prophet fulfills the commission he received as God's servant, namely, "to bring Jacob
back to Yahweh" (Jwb pilel) and "to resrore the survivors of Israel" (.fwD hiphil) (49:5-
6).2+t

243. A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KAT XlXl2 (1987), 129.
244. See IX and VII.5.c above.
245. See J. D. Levenson, "The Paronomasia of Solomon's Seventh Petition," HAR 6 (1982)

133-35.
246. See C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 288.
247. See in this regard H.-J. Hermisson, "Israel und der Gottesknecht bei Deuterojesaja,"

zTK 79 (1982) 9-rt, 19-21.
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The author is similarly concerned with comforting Israel when he vividly empha-
sizes that God's word is dependable (45:23;55:10-ll). "It shall not return to me

empty," i.e., it will accomplish what it says. Whereas Yahweh "turns back the wise"
(heitb 'ah6r) and "makes their knowledge foolish," i.e., transcends their predictions
through the very course of history itself (44:25), he confirms the word of his servant
and his messengers (v.26), showing that he alone holds comprehensive power over the
future and that his word is indeed dependable. "I work and who can hinder it?" (43:13).

2. Trito-lsaiaft. Trito-Isaiah uses the root .iwb only once (pilel ptcp.). In the salvific
age Israel will be called the "restorer of streets to live in" (Isa. 58:12). It is the redac-

tion that first introduces the theme of "return." Isa. 57: 17 picks up the adj. i6ldp from
the book of Jeremiah (Jer.3:14,22; cf .31:22:49:4) in recalling that despite divine pun-
ishment the people did not return, but rather "kept turning back to their own ways."248

Does not Isa. 57: l8apb acquire a new meaning through the insertion of v. 17? Prom-
ising that God will "heal and lead" the people, it comes from the prophet himself and
originally referred to the "faint spirits" inv. 76.24e According to v. 17, however, the suf-
fixes can refer only to the people. Through this composition, are the redactors not pick-
ing up the promise first expressed in Hos. l4:2tf .(ttr.) that God will profoundly trans-
form the people itself and in so doing make it capable of returning? Isa. 57:18 does in
any case lack an explication such as "from its m'ifrbdl'

In a situation in which one still pleads for Yahweh's renewed attention ("turn back!"
63:17), the redaction picks up 60:l in proclaiming that "the redeemer will come to
Zion" but adds "to those in Jacob who turn from transgression" (59:20), an allusion to
a distinction within the people unknown to preexilic prophecy and even to Trito-Isaiah.
Is the redaction trying, as is usually assumed, to restrict Trito-Isaiah's universal procla-
mation of salvation, applicable to all the people, to just the true believers in Israel, who
are opposed by the wicked (51l20-21;65:Sff.; 66:5; etc.), thus making future salvation
dependent on repentance, return, and ethical behavior?2so For the redactors as already
for Trito-Isaiah (60: I ), the admonition is grounded in the salvific message itself (56: 1 ,

"for"). Hence such return is not the condition of salvation; salvation itself is rather the
presupposition for return. In .59:20 the redactors do indeed acknowledge that this mes-

sage has by no means been everywhere heeded and thus point out, as does already
Trito-Isaiah (59:l-2), that salvation will come about only where it is genuinely seized,
i.e., where the people can be called away from their perverted lives that lead them away
from God (cf . 57:17). Nulla salus sine conversione. The redaction is thus able without
contradicting itself to maintain Trito-Isaiah's proclamation of salvation while simulta-
neously announcing judgment. Yahweh will come "to pay back his anger in fury" upon
his enemies (hzitb, 66: 15).

By contrast, although the LXX translation of 59:20 is hardly original, it is indeed

248. See K. Koenen, Ethik und Eschatologie im Tritojesajabuch:
redaktions ge schichtliche Srudie. WMANT 62 (1990), 5 l n. 254.

249. rbid.,53.
250. See, e.9., Lbid., 7l-73.
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theologically significant in that it keeps alive the hope that the redeemer will "turn
away godlessness from Jacob."

3. Zechariah. whereas Zechariah himself picks up the message of exilic prophecy
in promising without qualification that Yahweh will once again turn to Jerusalem with
compassion (Zech. l:16) and return to Zion (8:3), the secondary framework (1:1-16)
makes this promise dependent on the people's own return to Yahweh: "Return to me
. . . and I will return to you" (v. 3). In so doing, it no longer grounds the summons to re-
turn in the message of salvation itself, something characterizing the prophets from Ho-
sea to Trito-Isaiah as well as their schools.

The author motivates this admonition by referring to the fate of the fathers, who did
not heed it (v. 4b) and whom only judgment could move to return to Yahweh (vv. 5-6;
cf. Dnl. 9:4).zsr rhe penitential sermon even picks up the exact wording of the Dtr and
Jeremianic-Dtr understanding of prophecy (cf. 2 K. 17:13-14; Jer. 18:l l-12;25:5,7;
26:3-4;35:15;36:3,7, etc.), but then takes it even further. In the Dtr History and the
book of Jeremiah, the prophetic summons to return served the demonstration of guilt.
lnz,e,ch. l:3 it addresses the contemporary situation, the redactors aiming at altering
the behavior of their present listeners, namely, that they "return from your evil ways
and from your evil deeds" (v. 4).

The expression iAb 'el with Yahweh as subject and Israel as the goal of the return or
of God's renewed attention is found only in 2 Ch. 30:6; Zech. l:3; and Mal. 3:7. The
passages'almost verbatim agreement raises the question concerning which has prior-
ity. Because Zech. l:16 (iaptt ltrfridlayim) and 8:3 (iabtt 'el-siy6n) make the expres-
sion comprehensible, it probably derives originally from the book of Zechariah itself,
with 2 Ch. 30:6 and Mal.3:7 representing secondary adoptions. on the other hand, the
formulations inzech. 1:16 and 8:3 may in their own turn have been prompted by the
people's petition, "turn back" (Isa. 63:17; cf. Ps. 80:l5tl4l; 90:13).

Zech. l:l-6 also exhibits relationships with the Chronicler's History (cf. esp. 2 Ch.
30:6-7). Are these connections dependent on the Dtr History or on the Dtr redaction of
the book of Jeremiah as a common root? or does Zech. 1: I -6 already presuppose the
Chronicler's theology? Given the dependence of 2 Ch. 30:6 on Zech. l:3, the former
seems more likely. The secondary framework of the book of Zechariah should be
viewed as deriving from a proto-Chronicler rather than from the Chronicler in the nar-
rower sense.

The second part of the book of Zechariah exhorts the Jews deported en masse to
Egypt by Ptolemy I in 312 B.c.E.zsz to "return 'in hosts' (?),253 O prisoners of hope"
(9:l2a). Because this exhortation is framed by a proclamation of salvation (vv. ll,lzbp

251. A different view is taken by Beuken, 86-88, who with J. Rothstein, Die Nachtgesichte
des Sacharja. Studien zur Sacharjaprophetie und zur jiidischen Geschichte im ersten
nachexilischen Jahrhundert (Leipzig, l9l0), understands v. 6b as an historical remark regarding
the reaction of Zechariah's listeners.

252. A. Deissler, Zwdlf Propheten III. NEB 2l (1988),297.
253. See HAL, s.v.
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["I will restore to you double"],13ff.), it is not a condition but rather an invitation to
risk the future trusting in God's promise. Later the return itself (10:9) is explicitly iden-
tified as God's own deed (vv. 6,10), articulating the hope that this return will also re-

unite the northern and southern kingdoms.
The third part of the book of Zechaiah returns to the proclamation of disaster, an-

nouncing judgment with the expression heiib yad'al (Zech. l3:7; cf .Isa. 1:25; Am.
1:8); unlike the preexilic prophets, however, this author is trying to bring about a "re-
fining" of the people (Zech. 13:8-9; but cf. lsa. l:25-26).

4. Malachi. In the face of his contemporaries' doubts and disappointment at the ab-

sence of fulfillment, Malachi maintains belief in the steadfastness of God's love for his
people (Mal. 1:2) and in the reliability of the promise (v. 5), albeit making its realiza-
tion dependent on the people's own return: "Return to me, and I will return to you"
(3:7aA; cf . Zech. l:3'1.zse The difference over against earlier prophets is unmistakable.
Although the exhortation to return is indeed issued within the horizon of the proclama-
tion of salvation ("for I, Yahweh, do not change," v. 6a), the author abandons the strict
justification ("for") of the admonition with the salvific oracle and thus makes the peo-

ple's return to Yahweh the prerequisite for salvation itself(vv. 10-12). The background
to this shift is the experience that Israel, too, has not changed (v. 6b, alluding to Hos.

12:4,7 ,1213,6,1 I l) and that the disobedience predominating since the time of the ances-

tors has remained even into the present (v. 7aa). The context then explicates in the

characteristically Malachian form of dialogue what such return actually means; pick-
ing up the question of the addressees ("how shall we return?" v. 7b), the author cau-

tiously (vv. 8ff.) presents the answer: "bring the full tithe into the storehouse" (v. l0).
lldal.2:6 praises Levi for having "turned (hziifl many from iniquity" through "true

instruction"; as such, he becomes a standard against which the present priests are found
wanting (vv. 8-9). Mal. l:4 and 3: l8 use .iwb as a verbum relativum. ln 3:24(4:6) alater
redactor hopes that Elijah might return and "turn the hearts of parents to their children
and the hearts of children to their parents." "Is not the unity of the generations a basic

condition for the transmission of the faith (Exod. l3:8, 14; etc.)?"2ss

5. Joel. The summons to return occupies a central position in Joel's proclamation.
To the question raised by the imminent day of Yahweh (Joel l:5), namely, "who can

endure it?" (2:ll), the prophet responds that the invitation to return remains valid
"even now" (2:12-14), opening up the possibility of permanent deliverance from the fi-
nal judgment (2:19-27; cf . 3:512:321).

Picking up Dtn/Dtr language, the demand is for a return "with all your heart"
(v. l2a), i.e., a radical, transformational "aligning of one's life."2s6 Commensurate with
Joel's characteristic high estimation of the cult (1:9,13-14,16;2:14), such transforma-

254. See XI.3 above.
255. Schmidt, OT Intro.,28l.
256. Woltr, Joel and Amos, 49.
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tion acquires concrete form in various forms of worship (..with fasting, with weeping,
and with mourning," v. l2b), but it is not restricted to such forms (v. l3a). In what does
it then consist? Because Joel does not specify any cultic, social, or political transgres-
sions, the summons is probabty not to return to Yahweh as the sole God or to obedience
to his ethical commandments, but rather to "reckon with the God who has been pro-
claimed as the one who is to come,"257 to submit to him in the face of imminent judg-
ment.

This exhortation is commensurate with the reasoning behind the summons to retum,
which through examining the confession that God is "gracious and merciful, slow to
anger, and abounding in steadfast love" (v. 13a0; cf. F;x.34:6-7;Nu. 14:lg; ps. g6:15)
finds in God's characteristic "self-control" the possibility for returning (Joel
2il3b1).2s8 Here Joel, like the Dtr redaction of the book of Jeremiah before him (Jer.
l8:7-8; 26:3;36:3,7; etc.),2se combines the demand for "return" with the hope that God
will indeed not actually implement the threatened disaster.

At the same time, the prophet still preserves God's freedom over against any
securitas, "who knows whether he will not turn and relent" (Joel2:l4a), emphasizing
thereby that salvation is not a human accomplishment, but rather God's work alone.
Despite obvious differences, does Joel not remain essentially at one here with preexilic
prophecy?

The root Jwb probably serves as a verbum rerativum in 2:14a, though such would
not exclude the possibility that v. l4a represents an abbreviated adoption of the Dtr for-
mulation in Ex. 32:12 (ifi! mdharin 'appekA wehinnahEm .al-harA.A1.zoo

In the second part of the book of Joel (Joel 3: l4:21[2:2g-3:21)),a later hand26r de-
scribes the turn in Israel's fortunes (4:lt3:ll) as an eschatological annihilation ofls-
rael's enemies; it points out that this disaster is in its own turn punishment for guilt by
using the expression hEii! ber6'i to emphasize the correspondence between the deeds
of these nations and God's judgment.

6. Jonah- Joel2:12-14 restricts to Israel the conclusion of the book of Jeremiah that
Yahweh will also revoke his threat of annihilation toward the nations if they return (Jer.
18:7-8, DtrS.zaz The book of Jonah picks up this principle in 3:3b-10 with regard to
Nineveh's actions, illustrating thereby the principle's universal scope. The announce-
ment that Nineveh will be destroyed is formulated unconditionally, commensurate with
preexilic prophecy, even though a grace period is allowed (vv. 3b,4; Jer. 1g:7); the
Ninevites respond to this announcement by believing (Jon. 3:5a). They submit to God,s
judgment (v. 5b) and "turn from their evil ways" (v. gbc; Jer. 1g:ga) so that God might
"relent and change his mind" and not visit disaster upon them (Jon. 3:10; Jer. 1g:gb; cf.

257.[bid., 52.
258. See Jeremias, Reue Gottes,93-97.
259. See VII.S.b above.
260. See Jeremias, Reue Gottes,92-93 n. l0l.
261. Wolff, Joel and Amos,74.
262. See VII.5.b above.
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26:3;36:3,7 ;Ex. 32:14, Dtr). Here the author prepares for the idea that the book tries to
articulate: the possibility of deliverance contained in the confession in Joel 2:l3b ap-
plies not only to Israel but to all the nations (Jon. 4:2). At the same time he holds up to
Israel, which believes this confession applies to it alone, a mirror in that it consciously
presents the foreign king as Jehoiakim's counterpart (cf . 3:6-9 with Jer. 36:21ff.). He
preserves far more strongly than does Jer. l8:7-8 the notion of God's inviolability by
qualifying with the word "perhaps" the belief that "God may relent and change his
mind" (Jon. 3:9a par. Ioel 2:l4a). Hence although return is indeed a prerequisite for
God's "self-control" (Jeremiah), the latter is by no means a necessary consequence of
return, remaining instead God's free act. At the same time, the continuation illustrates
the Ninevites' realization of their own guilt by picking up Ex. 32:12 in describing
God's renunciation of destruction as a turn "from his fierce anger" (Jon. 3:9b).

Moreover, Jon. 3:5a,8b,9-10 associate the verbs "believe" (he'"mtn) and "return"
with one another for the first time. Is the author combining Isa. 7:9b with 30:15 here,

albeit understanding the two terms far less comprehensively than does Isaiah? That is,

the turning away from iniquity, from "the violence that is in their hands" (Jon. 3:8bB),

and trust in God's willingness to exercise "self-control" circumscribe only certain as-

pects of that which Isaiah understands by "return, turning away" and "faith," namely,

the abandonment of the illusion that one might endure by one's own power, and the

willingness to risk one's existence solely on the basis of God's promise.

XII. Psalms.
l. The imperative of .fr20 is also a topos in the language of the Psalms.263 Since the

real distress affecting both the individual and the people is abandonment by God, the

logical petition is the cry "turn back!" (Ps. 6:5[4]; 80:15[4];90:13). The same vb. iwb
is then also used in concretizing this petition in the plea for restoration (60:3[] pilel;
8O:4,8,2013,7,191 hiphil; 85:5[4] qal = hiphil; cf.126:14 r( [cj. BHS]) or in the wish
that "the downtrodden not have to return in shame" (74:21:, cf . 132:lO). The conviction
that Yahweh "will repay all according to their deeds (hcitil" (Prov. 24:12; cf. Ps. 7: I l-
17[10-16]) recurs as both a petition (28:4;79:.12;94:2 hiphil) and as an expression of
trust (94:23) and thanksgiving (18:21,25[20,24)). While the petition is supported by
the assurance that enemies will withdraw (itt!'afi6r 56:10[9]; cf.6:lltl0l), thanks-
giving hymns extol such withdrawal as God's own deed (9:aB); cf. v. l8[7]). After
experiencing the kind of aid for which human beings cannot repay God (116: l2), the
petitioner exhorts his soul, i.e., himself, "return . . . to your rest" (l l6:7), abiding in the

trust that through his guidance God will bring the soul (the self, person, life) back, i.e.,
will restore a person to peace with himself (23:3 pilel; cf . 5l:l4ll2l). Later piety asso-

ciates this trust with God's own guidance (19:8[7]; cf. 119:59). In Ps. 5l the psalmist
associates the petition for a "clean heart" and a "new and steadfast spirit" (v. l2t10l)
with the vow to "teach transgressors your ways, so that sinners will return to you"
(v. l5[13]).

263. H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), on Ps. 6:5.
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2. Later reflections of the prophetic message are also found in the Psalter associated
with the vb. iwb. Ps. 78:34 adduces the experience - mediated through Dtr theology
(cf. Jgs. 2: l0ff.) - that the people's repentance as coerced by God's judgment was in
fact not genuine (Ps. 78:36-37; cf. Hos. 6:1ff.) and associates that experience with the
wilderness generation. Although God repeatedly showed compassion, often "turning
away his anger" (heit!'app6, Ps. 78:38; cf. Job 9:13; Prov. 24:18), the people merely
used this as an opportunity for continued apostasy (Ps. 78:40ff.). Ps.22 develops fur-
ther the hope for a conversion of the nations as first articulated in Deutero-Isaiah,
maintaining that "all the ends of the earth shall remember and turn to Yahweh, and all
the families of the nations shall worship before him" (v. 281271; cf. Isa. 45:23-24; also
Isa. 45:6, l4; 49:7 ; Zech. 2:l5ll ll; 8:20ff.).

XlI. Wisdom.
l. Proverbs. a. Proverbial wisdom uses the vb. iwb to articulate the fundamental

idea that human act and consequence, deeds and fate, correspond. "The work of a
man's hands comes back to him" (Prov. 12:14 K; cf. 25:10;26:17; also 17:13; ps.

7:17U6)), a connection the book of Proverbs expressly views as a result of God's own
actions: 'And will he not repay (hOii!) all according ro their deeds?" (Prov.24:l2b).
This same principle, however, excludes a victim from repaying evil with evil: "Do not
say, 'I will do to others as they have done to me; I will pay them back for what they
have done"' (24:29); indeed, it excludes any human requital "whether by procedural or
physical means":2# "Do not say, 'I will repay evil'; wait for Yahweh, and he will help
you" (20:22; cf. 25:21-22). Not even joy at the fall of the enemy is permitted, lest
"Yahweh . . . see it and be displeased, and turn away his anger from them" (24:17-t8;
concerning the expression heit! 'app6 with Yahweh as subject, cf. Job 9:13; ps. 78:38),
though that king is considered wise who "winnows the wicked, and 'turns'the wheel
(of the threshing sledge?) over them" (2O:26 MT; cf. cj. BHS: "repays them their mis-
deed").

The root .iwb appears in other contexts as well. Wisdom graphically illustrates the
fool's addiction to his own folly in the metaphor of the dog that returns to its own vomit
(Prov. 26: I 1) and warns against the way of the "strange woman" as a way of no return,
i.e., of death (Prov. 2:19; Job lO:21; 16:22; cf. 7:10). In interpersonal relationships "a
soft answer turns away wrath &eiib l.temQ, but a harsh word stirs up anger" (prov.
l5:l; cf.29:8).

b. Prophecy since Amos repeatedly exhibits the influence of wisdom (Isa. 5:21;
3l:2; Am.6:12). Similarly, in the summons "turn to my reproof'265 (Prov. l:23a1. cf.
8:Iff.; 9:lff.) and in the following judgment (encompassing both a demonstration of
guilt and an announcement of disaster; l:24-31), wisdom itself "puts on the cloak of
the prophet."266 Jgsl as in the oracle of disaster of the preexilic prophets, so also here

264. O. Pkiger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). AK XVII (1984),237.
265. Differently forR. E. Murphy, "Wisdom's Song: Proverbs 1:20-33," CBe48 (1986) 456-

60: "turn aside from my reproof."
266. Ploger, Spriiche Salomos, 20; cf . H. Ringgren, Sprilche. ATD XVVI e1980), 16-17.
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the admonition is issued within the horizon of a "too late," though one important differ-
ence does remain. Whereas the prophets use the sequence admonition-judgment to
show that the people have forfeited any possibility of returning,267 wisdom preserves

its pedagogical intentions by prepositioning a question not only of accusation, but si-
multaneously of solicitation: "How long, O simple ones, will you love being simple?"
(l:22; cf . vv.2O-21), then picking up the structure of the prophetic proclamation of sal-

vation in motivating this summons with the assurance: "I will pour out my thoughts to
you; I will make my words known to you" (v. 23b). Wisdom demands a decision be-

tween turning away (m"ifibA) and heeding (vv.32-33), between disregarding or follow-
ing wisdom instruction. Here the "too late" is yet a possibility, whereas in the prophetic
oracle of disaster it is already a reality; the intention is to present the consequences of
deciding wrongly and in so doing lend emphasis to the admonition itself.

2. Job. The theme of "return" appears in the dialogues of the book of Job. With the

cry "turn" (Job 6:29), Job defends himself against his friends' attempts to reverse the

act-consequence nexus and draw conclusions concerning his behavior from his fate,

since he considers such reasoning a perversion ( wlh) of what is right. His friends,
however, do not understand (17:10), and instead in their own turn demand that Job

himself retum (22:23), interpreting the suffering that afflicts Job as God's command
to return (36:8-10). "Only that ear that has first been opened to human beings is able

to perceive God's warnings . . . and to understand that the goal of God's actions is for
people to return, not that they be destroyed,"26a though the frame narrative does main-
tain the correctness of Job's position over against that of his friends. In the discourses

of Elihu the concentration of occurrences of iwb suggests that it also qualifies as a

leitmotif.
The root .iwb also appears in various expressions addressing the theme of human

transitoriness (7:10; 10:21; 16:22; cf. 15:22), accepting it as a fate from the hand of
God (1:21; l0:9;30:23;34:15; cf.9:12; Ps. 90:3).

Graupner

3. Sirach. Sirach uses the root .iwb 32 times, demonstrating thereby his almost
Jeremianic facility with the root. Commensurate with the overall character of his book,
he almost never uses iwb it secular contexts (but cf. Sir. 38:25: "how can one become

wise . . . who drives cattle to the field and brings back oxen?"). The first occurrence in
this book already exhibits a programmatic character: "Do not be ashamed to turn away

from sin" (4:26), followed by "do not delay to turn back to him [God], and do not post-
pone it from day to day" (5:7). The background to these aphorisms, shaped as they are

by sapiential judiciousness, is not the threatening prophetic imperative but rather the

everyday observation that many things founder on convention. Sir. 8:5 tries to provide

267. Warmuth, 170.
268. H. M. Wahl, Der gerechte Schdpfer.

Untersuchung der Elihu-Reden - Hiob 32-37.
Eine re daktions - und the olo gie ge s chichtliche
BZAW 207 (1993), 107.
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for such occasions by advising: "do not reproach one who is turning away from sin; re-
member that we all deserve punishment." Such statements betray a society with a de-
praved morality, one in which those who try to turn away from sin find themselves sub-
jected to mockery.

Sirach also uses ^iwb in anthropological contexts to articulate how human beings re-
turn to dust (40:3,1 l), to the "mother of all the living" (40: l), and - unique in the or
and Apocrypha 

- to nothingness (41:10).
The form hcit! is also used in rules for life, e.g., "do not let your hand be stretched

out to receive and closed when it is time to return" (4:3 I ). Sirach, too, uses hditb to ad-
dress the themes of response and requital.

XIV. Anthropotogical Expressions. The root.iwb appears several times in anthro-
pological expressions.

l. The expression Jr2f l"/'elrd'apdt "return to dust," has a long tradition. It is al-
ready used by the Yahwist (or JE) un-d hus parallels in Akk. tdru aniepri26e ay16 ana tili
tdru in hymnic contexts with anthropological themes. After the Fall, human beings are
sentenced to return to the ground ('aQame and to dust ('dpdr) (Gen. 3:l9ap,bp). Al-
though the contextual inclusion in the sentence of punishment imposed on sinful hu-
mankind has variously prompted interpreters to view this ,.return to the ground',
(v. l9a0) similarly as punishment (v. lgbp), the intention is more likely merely to make
a statement regarding the nature of human beings. A subdivision of the parallel state-
ment into a "peasant (Fellah) tradition and a nomad (Bedouin) 1.udi1is1"270 has not
succeeded, though C. Dohmen has demonstrated that the expression "return to dust"
represents a later addendum (RP?).zzt

Similar statements in Job 34: 15; Ps. lo4:29; 146:4; Eccl.3:20; and Sir. 40:3,1 1 date
to a late period. Expressions with heit! are also of interest in this context (Job l0:9; ps.
90:3) in that they express the omnipotence and omnicausality of the 61gn1eL272 fhg5s
expressions reappear in the anthropological sections of the Hodayoth (leH lo:4,12;
ll:20; 12:26,3 I ; I QH fr. l:4;4: I l ), especially in what are known as the doxologies of
the lowly, which focus on the frail, material nature of human beings, their lowliness
and transitoriness. Their existence resides totally within the power of the Creator, their
"being as dust" signaling their need for redemption. The eumran Hodayoth find in
these OT statements primarily an expression of the human sinfulness from which only
God's mercy can deliver a person.

Although in view of the possible iterative meaning of iwb the expression ifi! l"/'el/

269. CAD, rY 186.
270 J- Begrich, "Die Paradieserziihlung. Eine literargeschichtliche Studie," ZAw 50 (lg31)

93-116; G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL(Eng. trans. 196l),94.
271- C. Dohmen, Schdpfung und Tod. Die Entfaltung theologischer und anthropologischer

Konzeptionen in Gen. 2/3. SBB 17 (1988), 173-74.
272- See H. w. wolff, Anthropology of the or (Eng. rrans., philadelphia, lg74), g9-lrg

($XII: Life and Death).
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'al-'apar can certainly be translated as "become dust again,"273 given the parallel ex-
pressions with -+ 1|91 beten and --> )iXU f"'al it is more likely to be rendered in the

sense of return with a locative aspect. Human beings are taken from dust (lQH 12:27),

consist ofdust (Job 30:19), and return back to dust. Rarely does an element ofjudg-
ment accompany such statements (1QH fr. l:4;4:11); instead, and again especially in

Qumran, an element of hope can attach to the imagery of dust (1QH 3:21; 6:34), since
such a retum to dust does not remove a person from God's election (2: l3; 14:15). Pre-

cisely the question borrowed from Ps. 8:5(4) (cf. lQH l2:31-32) focuses on the unfath-
omable nature of the Creator's steadfast love for his creatures, in which case references
to a "return to dust" also imply belief in the divine theo-economical order of creation
that despite its rigid laws does represent the space in which God's freely choosing
salvific activity is directed toward human beings (cf. Job 7:17;Ps. 8:5[4]; 144:3). Just
as in the later OT period, so also in Qumran the hope in resurrection begins to develop
at precisely this juncture (cf. 1QH llil2-13),274 though Ecclesiastes is unable to pene-

trate this far: "Because all must go to their eternal home . . . the pitcher is broken at the
fountain, and the wheel broken at the cistern, and the dust returns to the earth as it was,

and the breath returns to God who gave if' (Eccl. 12:5-7).

2. Only Job l:21 refers metaphorically to "returning to my mother's womb" (cf. Ps.

139:12,15 as an antipode), naked and stripped ofall possessions (cf. the replacement of
iwb by iwb + hAlaL in Eccl. 5:14[5]), possibly attesting chthonic-mythical tradi-
1isns,27s which from the perspective of depth psychology, however, may articulate pri-
mal human yearnings (cf. in this regard the "return to the mother of all the living" in
Sir.40'1276). Considering also the squatting or crouching position attested in some
burials,277 this metaphor may thus be trying to say little more than that the same essen-

tially protective realm is present both at birth and at death.278 "This return, ofcourse, is
to the earth, which in this context represents the mother's womb. Job 8:19b speaks sim-
ilarly . . . about the emergence of future generations 'from the earth' of the preceding
ones, demonstrating an understanding of the earth as fertile, thus completing the cycle
of birth, death, and rebirth.'z1e

3. The "return to i"'61" (Ps. 9:18[7]) can also only be understood metaphorically,
since nowhere does the OT entertain the notion that human beings originated there.
The discourse cycles in the book of Job have considered this theme extensively and

273. See C. Westermann, Genesis l-l l. CC (Eng. trans. 1984), 183, 204-5.
274. See in this regard K. Schubert, "Die Entwicklung der Auferstehungslehre von der

nachexilischen bis zur friihrabbinischen Zettj' BZ 6 (1962) 177-214.
275.M. H. Pope, Job. AB 15 (1965), 16.

276. --> 19) beten, I1,97-98.
277. G. Ricciotti, "Et nu j'y retournerai (Job l,2l)," 7AW 67 (1955) 249-51.
278. F. Horst, Hiob I (l-19). BKXYYI (41983), 19.

279. H.-P. Miiller, "Weisheitliche Deutungen der Sterblichkeitl' Mensch-Umwelt-Eigenwelt
(Stuttgart, 1992), 69-100, esp. 78.
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brought it to expression in various metaphors. Human beings go forth to the land of
darkness and gloom without any prospect of return (Job 10:21, a statement adopting
the ancient Akkadian myth about the erset/matu la tari, "land without return"28o). They
embark upon a path with no return (16:22), descending into the underworld and never
returning to their own houses (7:10). Behind it all, however, stands God, who delivers
them over to death (hditU and leads them to the "house appointed for all living"
(3o:23), but who stakes everything on bringing them back from the pit that they may
shine with the light of life (33:30) and rerurn to the days of their youth (33:25). Among
the many such confessions of trust in the Psalms, Ps. 33: I 8- 19 is typical in its assertion
that Yahweh will deliver the souls of those who fear him from death.

XV. Ancient Versions. The translation of .iwD in the ancient versions exhibits such
enorrnous variation that only a selection can be presented here. Only in a few instances
do the versions offer any interpretive help, and the breadth of variety offers more in-
sight into the genesis of the LXX i1sglf.28l Hence the versions can at most indicate in-
terpretive tendencies.

l. lxx. The LXX renderings of iwb are extremely varied; it uses over 30 Greek
equivalents more than once and an additional 40 verbs once.282 In about 70 percent of
all occurrences (about 800), forms of strdphein dominate (epi- 408 times, apo- 304,
ana-'78, hypo- 16, epana- 8, syn - once, and strdphein used absolutely twice). Remark-
ably, the association of iwb with certain prepositions exercised little influence on the
Greek, with the construction of compounds seeming to derive more from the personal
habits of the various translators. Hence the Pentateuch seems to prefer apo-; the Dtr
History, Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, and the Psalms epi-; and I Samuel anastrhphein.
Interestingly, the distribution is balanced in Jeremiah. Less frequent renderings include
apodid6nai (52 times; primarily in the Dtr History), apokrinesthai (27), apoka-
thisthdnai (21), and antapodid6nai (19, primarily in Kings). The LXX rarely picks up
the iterative meaning of iwb (palin 22 times).

It is striking that the LXX uses neither metanoein nor the no:utt metdnoia (which it
otherwise uses mainly for nhm niphal) for translatin g iwb, probably for two reasons.
First, the two terms are rarely used in any case in Classical and Hellenistic Greek; sec-
ond, as noetic terms they run contrary to iwb as a verb of motion. Things begin to
change in Symmachus, however, who uses iwb in a relatively free fashion and intro-
duces 12 additional Greek equivalents, includingmetanoein consistently where the MT
speaks about "return to God" or about "turning away from iniquity." Outside
Symmachus, such is the case only in the Quinta to Hos. 7:10. Symmachus also trans-
htes iAld [sa. 30: 15) with metdnoia.

The LXX generally understands the noun m"ifrld as a derivation of yJb (katoikia).

280. See N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT.
BietOr 2l (1969).

281. See the thorough discussion in Holladay, l3-50.
282. See the list in Holladay,2O-21.
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Only the translator of Jeremiah understands it as apostroph4, apostasia, or hamartia
(Jer. l4:7).

2. Vulgate. In more than 60 percent of all occurrences, the Vg. translates .iwb with
vertere (4 times) and its compounds revertere (399 times), convertere (173), and

avertere (61); then also reducere (65), reddere (62), respondere (28), and 70 other
verbs, some of which are used only once. In 11 instances the Vg. uses poenitentiam

agere/provocare/ducere, thereby explicitly addressing the aspect of repentance. For
m"ifrlA it uses aversatrix and aversio.

3. Peshitta.In the Pesh. the dominant translation is hpaf, (640 times) ahead of p"na'
(123) and fib O8), the last occurring with particular concentration in the Jeremiah

translation in contrast to the theologically similar passages in Hosea (where hpaft and
pend' are used). The term tdb is completely absent from Proverbs. As far as the OT
models are concerned, these verbs seem to have become completely interchangeable
for the Pesh. The Pesh. also (mis)understands m"ifrf;d as in the LXX.

4. Targums. The Tgs. closely follow the MT. In 93 percent of all occurrences, they
translate Heb. .iwD with nvb (938 times), then with h?ak (J3, but only in Proverbs!),

hozar and i'baq (8 each), plus 17 other verbs. The dominance of rwb (esp. noticeable in
Tg. Onq. to the Pentateuch) runs consistently through the OT, exceptions including the

Minor Prophets, with a clear accrual of other verbs, and Proverbs, wherc twb occurs

but once over against 22 occunences with 6 different verbs (reflecting an independent
source? cf. Pesh.). With the exception of Prov. l:32 (m"happ"kanfila'), the Tgs. always
translate m"ifrbd with a form of n',b.

XVI. 1. Qumran. a. Statistics. The present status of Qumran scholarship does not
really permit the presentation of any exact statistical information. The concordances al-
low only a laborious collation of data and yield a measure of uncertainty aggravated by
the many uncertain readings and uncertain ascription of various passages to iwb, yib,
ibh, and ih.283 Qsrnpared to the numbers in Fabry (154 occurrences, including 128 of
the verb [84 qal, 42hiphil;2 hophal], miwb lO times, tiwbh 5, and iwbh 3),284 one can

cunently reckon with a virtual doubling of occurrences, not even counting the occur-
rences in the Qumran biblical texts (e.9., lQlsa" with 55 occurrences over against 53 in
the MT).

The overall number of occurrences thus comes to about 310, of which about 250
involve the verb (146 qal, 96 hiphil [several uncertain], 2 hophal, I polel), 12 the

283. See Kuhn, with addenda; U. Dahmen, "Nachtriige zur Qumran-Konkordanz," ZAH 4
(1991) 233; J. H. Charlesworth and R. E. Whitaker, Graphic Concordance to the Dead Sea

Scrol/s (Louisville, l99l), 495-96,498, et passim.; also R. E. Brown et al., A Preliminary Con'
cordance to the Hebrew and Aramaic Fragments from Qumrdn Caves II-X (5 vols.; Gdttingen,
1988).

284. Wurzel, 19-20.
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notlin miwb, 8 tiwbh, 6 iwbh, and I the adj. iwbb (4e443 l, l4).In about 10 in-
stances the reading is uncertain. The root rwD occurs about 20 times in the Aramaic
Qumran writings.2ss

Determining trends or preferences is commensurately difficult, since one must take
into account the generally unknown length of the scrolls. Given these uncertainties,
one can offer only some figures regarding distribution (including the parallels from
4Q).

CD
1QS/rQSb
IQH
IQM
Wisdom texts
Pesharim
Psalm literature
Liturgical texts
Temple Scroll
4QMMT (including doublets)

55 times
44
43
28
25

t9
l0
9
7

5

The concentration of occulrences in legislative texts of the Qumran community is
unmistakable, suggesting that iwb played a central role in the community rule

The Aramaic root twb is concentrated in Qumranic Enoch and testamental writings.
b. Syntactical Observations. Alongside a noticeably frequent absolute use of the

verb, the Qumran authors also use the directional indicators already familiar from the
or' including min, 'al, 'el, 'a/, and /1 with few exceptions, the subject is a person in
general, a specific person (esp. in disciplinary rules), or a group of persons ("sons of
light," members of the yabad, apostates, and many others). It is only in the directional
goals insinuated for iwb that specific tendencies of the Qumran understanding emerge;
such goals include yabad, midbu ha'ammtm, and especially t6rd/t6ra! m6ieh.

One noticeable morphological feature is the utter absence of iwb in imperatives
quite in contrast to the OT itself, where it occurs over 80 times. Holladay suggests that
perhaps the Qumranites never issued the direct exhortation to "repent, return" because,
after all, the community members had already taken this step.286

c. Semantic Scope. The semantic nuances of iwb are distributed equally across the
various Qumran writings such that no one writing exhibits any discernibly limited se-
mantic preference, suggesting that the use of iwb in eumran did not develop any spe-
cialized meanings, though this does not exclude the possibitity that certain tendencies
do emerge. The milhdmd ("war") literature uses ^fir;b primarily in the technical military
sense. The Community Rule writings exhibit their inner relationship in that they con-

285. see Beyer,72l-22; on the syntax of the Aramaic passages in eumran, see T. Muraoka,
Studies in Qumran Aramaic. AbrN Sup 3 (1992), ll1-.

286. Review ofFabry Wurzel, inW29 (1979)368.
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tain a concentration of ethical components in the sense of "turning" away from iniquity
or to the yabad, the Torah, the covenant, etc. The Hodayoth use .iw& primarily in an-

thropological contexts (e.g., with reference to the "retum to dust"), with simultaneous
reference to the incapacity of human beings to justify themselves in the sense of "re-
sponse." This often immediate juxtaposition of the most varied semantic nuances

clearly shows that during the period when the Qumran writings were composed, iwb
had lost virtually none of the wide semantic scope it displays in the OT. Nor certainly is

any tendency to restrict the meaning to the aspect of "repentance" discernible. Taking
as their point of departure various OT wordplays, some of these authors are even able

to employ what are for us often obscure semantic nuances in using .iwb with consider-
able linguistic virtuosity in developing what amount to moral-theological compendia
(cf., e.g., 1QS 5:l-7a; CD l9:15-33;20:13-34:' cf. also  QpPs3T 2-3).

d. Theological Use. Because the secular use of .IwD in Qumran exhibits no peculiari-
ties, and because the theological use also largely follows OT models, in what follows I
draw attention only to some features of its use that seem to be specific to Qumran.

(l) Even the apparently secular technical military meaning of iwb over large

stretches of the milhdmd literature, including the inscriptions on standards and trum-
pets in the sense of a "retreat in battle" (lQM 3:10; 8:2,13, et passim), is ambiguous in
that it can refer to tactical troop movements as well as to the fearful retreat of individu-
als from the eschatological battle, a sign of insufficient trust in God (15:9).

(2) One important feature specific to the Qumran writings is the association of
Jwb with the goal yabad (lQS 5:22;7:2,24; cf. also 7:17,19:'8:23;9:l; CD 20:5).
Even though the expressions "turn to/turn away from the community" refer first of
all to movement in the locative sense, they imply much more. Entry into or exit from
the community involves a life decision on the part of the probational member (cf.
1QS 5:22) accompanied by serious obligations. Hence any "turn to the community"
must be viewed as an external sign of an inner turn; a turn away from the wicked
priest in Jerusalem, from a sinful interpretation of the law, and from impurity is ac-

companied by a turn to radical obedience to the Torah and to subjugation to commu-
nity discipline. Those who "turn away from the community" are viewed as traitors,
false teachers, and idolaters who cling to evil and walk in the stubbornness of the

hearts (cf. lQS l:17; 7:23;CD 19:34;20:10,14). Once performed, this turn to the

community should be continued in a turn within the community (4Q258 l,II, 2,

hmtndbym liwb byhA.
(3) This turn within the community is accompanied by a plethora of synonyms in

Qumran. It represents first of all a "conversion from all evil" (r', 'wlh, pi', 'wn) involv-
ing a separation from the community of injustice, commitment to God's will, and inte-
gration into the community with respect to (be) the law and possessions (lQS 5: l). Any
turning away from sin is always simultaneously a turning back to the Torah, a self-
binding to the divine will (4QpPs37 2-3), and access to true purity (lQS 5: l4).zez 1r.r-
ing away from sin constitutes the moral qualification informing the understanding of

5r7

287. See J. Gnilka, "Die essenischen Tauchbiider und die Johannestatfel' RevQ3 (1961) 192.
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"holiness" in Qumran.288 Those who resist turning away from sin will be destroyed
(4QpPs37 II, 4), falling prey to the repayment of the wicked (1QH 14:24). Those who
turn from sin are those who truly keep God's covenant (CD 2O:17; cf. 4Q266 2,II, 5)
and perform atonement (4Q400 1, I, 16).

(4) The newly coined expression iwb 'l twrUtwrt mwih occurs about l0 times in the

Qumran writings, with a clear concentration in CD (CD l5:9,12; 16:1,4; 4Q266 17,I,
3; 1QS5:8; l0:ll:.4Q2562,I,7;4QpPs" 1l:l;4QpPs37II,2).28e This"turntotheTo-
rah" is generally accompanied by a ritual of acceptance into the community (CD l5:9),
constituting thus the necessary presupposition for further participation in the instruc-
tion in the miipdtim (1. 12). By all appearances this turn to the Torah included not only
the Torah in the narrower sense (Pentateuch) but also the literature of the Rule and the
Temple Scroll. In this respect it is remarkable that despite the extensive legal terminol-
ogy in Qumra11,zeo 1$7'fi is the only directional object of .iwD (a similar situation can be
observed with regard to -+ t?-ll darai: cf. lQS 6:6; CD 6:7, et passim). This expres-
sion obviously demonstrates the Torah-centered, nomistic orientation of ethical con-
version specific to Qumran.

At present one cannot determine whether the peculiar, singular expression .iwD
bmdri (4Q258 3, II, l) belongs in this context.

(5) The "return from the wilderness of the peoples" (.iwb mmdbr h'mym, 1QM 1:3;
4Qplsa" [61] 5-6, 2; cf. also 4Qplsa" [65] 5, 6) seems to be a typological and meta-
phorical statement seeking tendentiously to actualize Ezk. 20:35.In Qumran, too, the
"wilderness of the peoples" seems to refer to the place of banishment from which the
g6h of the sons of light now return in order to "camp in the wilderness of Jerusalem"
(lQM l:3). This metaphor refers to the great eschatological assembling of the Essene
communities under the Teacher of Righteousness as the primary integrator.2el Evi-
dence in Arabic and Old South Arabic also confirms that Jwb can indeed exhibit these
semantic components. This action of assembling is followed by the march to Jerusalem
and the battle against the nations (4Qplsau 5-6,2). The expression .(by hmdbr "those
turning in the wilderness" (4QpPs37 3,1), is only indirectly related to this context (see

below).
(6) IQS 6:15 speaks about a "turn to the truth" (iwb l'mt), par. "turn away from all

iniquity," as a fixed part of the novitiate period. The manual for overseers ( yi hpqyd)
views this turn as indispensable for final acceptance into the community, after which
instruction in the community's own statutes commences. Here we encounter a fixed se-
quence that in varying terminology represents a permanent part of the rule writings.
Since in Qumran the term '"me1 implies notions specific to the community itself (the
community as the embodiment of the 'eme1), such "turning to the truth" in fact repre-

288. See R. Ntitscher, "Heiligkeit in den Qumranschriften," RevQ 2 (1960) 330.
289. See in this regard H. Braun, "Beobachtungen zur Tora-Versch[rfung im hiiretischen

Spiitjudentum," TLZ 79 (1954) 347 -52.
290. See M. Limbeck, Die Ordnung des Heils (Dtisseldorf, l97l), ll9-90.
291. See H. Stegemann, "Die Bedeutung der Qumranfunde ftir das Verstiindnis Jesu und des

frtihen Christentums," BiKi 48 (1993) I l.
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sents a prolongation, now within the community itself, of the initial "turning to the

community."
(7) Explicit references to "(re)turning (conversion) to God" (iwb 'U'd'l yhwh) ocatr

only 8 times in Qumran, with the DNs El (CD 20:23;4Q266 18, V 5) and Yahweh
(4Q375 1,1,2) sometimes replaced by a personal pronoun (lQH 16:17; 4QDibHam
5:13;4QMMT [397,7,1;398,2,1,7f; and in the Moses apocryphon 4Q3751,I,2).
This low number of occurrences is surprising given the broad acceptance of OT proph-
ecy in Qumran and possibly suggests a shift in understanding now visible in a termino-
logical reorientation. The passages themselves point to a clear adoption of biblical lan-
guage, the parallel formulations to a nomistic narrowing (cf. esp. IQH l6:16ff.; on

4QDibHam 5:13 cf. Dt. 30:l-3). lnCD 2O:23 iwb'd 7 parallels an increase in the cultic
distance of the community of the new covenant from the Jerusalem temple and exhibits
features of a qualified substitution for the abandoned temple cult as the locus of en-

counter with God2e2 in the aspect of penitence.

The infrequent references to "returning/converting to God" in Qumran is a result of
the increasing ethical emptying of this notion during the late OT period. In Qumran it
becomes a collective term uniting all the concrete specifics and explicitly naming
"God" as the real goal of those sundry references to "(re)turn." This "turning" in fact
encompasses an extremely complex matrix of behavioral shifts ("conversion of life";
ct. 4Q257 [S"] l, III, 2) proceeding in several stages, including a turning away from the
path of ruin (CD l5:7) and to the community, then a turning within the community
(lQS 5:22), to the Torah, to truth, and to God (cf. CD l5:7tr ).

The community's self-designations also derive from the central, indeed, compre-
hensive position occupied by the idea of ethical and moral conversion in the Commu-
nity Rule. Such designations include "converts of Israel" (iby yir'\, CD 4:2;6:5; 8: 16;

19:29;4Q266 6, I, 13; 267 2,ll; 398 1 5; cf. in this regard Iwry), "converts of the wil-
derness" (iby hmdbr 4QpPs37 3, l), "those who turn (to the) Torah" (ibym htwrh,
4QpPs37 1,2), and "those who turn from transgression" (sbyp.f', CD 2:5; 4Q2662,11,
5; 400 1, I, 16). Interpreters yet dispute whether such designations already imply the

aspect of "repentance."2e3 These ibym will receive God's forgiveness and steadfast

love (CD 8:16; IQS 10:20). They are the righteous (CD 20:17) and will possess the

land (4QpPs37 3,1).Indeed, God will elevate them to "princes" (CD 6:3tr.). The fre-
quent incorporation of such .iDym statements into promises suggests that they are to be

understood as the community's response to the problems raised by the delay of the

Parousia.2e4
(8) The root,iwb appears in quite varied expressions in legal contexts; indeed, even

in the relatively homogeneous disciplinary rule (cf. IQS 5;7; CD 15) it exhibits sur-

prising semantic elasticity. Here the notion of turning or conversion refers to a durative

292. See Fabry, Wurzel, 54.
293. See in this regard D. Pardee, 'A Restudy of the Commentary on Psalm 37 from Qumran

Cave 4," RevQ 8 (1973) 182-83; Fabry Wurzel,66 n. 98.
294. See A. Strobel, Untersuchungen zum eschatologischen Verziigerungsproblem. NTS 2

(196r), l-19.
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life orientation involving turning away from the rifestyle of ,ania 
ha.awel and a totalcommitment to participation in the community.2e5 Sucir a return is also part of the lawgoverning the just execution of a person's function as witness (cD 9:19; 10:2-3).

The incorporation of iwb into laws regulating excommunication is so extensive thatit becomes part of a fixed formulaic expiession. The formula of irrevocabi liry l, yiwb'wd can underscore the normal formula of excommunication (leS 1:2,r2;g:23) or canitself function as an independent formura of excommunication (cf. l eS 7:24; 9:r): ,,he
shall be expelled, and he shall return no more.,,

e' Subjects of iwb. In many Qumran texts neither God nor a person is the subject ofiwb, but rather holy angels (m|rcy qwdi,4e504 20,il-22,9), God,s word (dbr leH13:18-19; ajl tQMyst [27,] r,l, 8), his wiath (p, rervr::6; 4e4r7 r, I, 15; but cf.4Q3751,I,3)' his mightv handQd gbwrtw,4Q4o2 r, i:sl, *ui6tn*h,lQH 3:36),
and torches (lpyd'i, leM ll:10; in the last two passages.iwb more likery means*cease")' 

These subjects.are understood as quasi-indepenJent entities with hypostatic
features representing various functions or coa. Finally, in 4e390 r, r,2the subject isthe "dominion" (mmlkh) that returns to the nation s (iwym).

f . Theological Aspects of the HiphiL ln eumran rhe meaning of the hiphil adoptedfrom the or, "answer," now influenced by ihe hierarchical coirmunity structure, ex_hibits the connotation "be responsible," a tasic character trait required of community
members alongside volunrary commirment (leS 5:l-3a). It is pr;is;ry with respecr tothis sense of responsibility that the Qumranites experience their creaturely lowliness(cf. I QS l0:24b_1l:2a; 4e381 77 , 5). The term hiyb also refers to the human response
to t)rd and miipat (leH l:24ff.;4e302 3, I, 8; 427 7,1I,16). The unique expressionhiyb 7 rud'(lQS 6:9) refers to the obligation of each community,,",nu"., when solic-ited, to place all his knowledg. ..rporiibly at the disposal of tie assembly (cf. prov.
26:16;Dnl.2:14). Finally, with reipect tothe instruction and guiaance provided byGod, the term can refer ro human justification (leH l2:24_ZS,iOl.

Although the Qumranites formulated their doctiine of requital 
"o-^"nru.ute withthe or models, the notion of the act-consequence nexus faded in eumran in favor ofthe idea of active repayment that God trimselr puts into motion uriig u"ti"u"rs as hisin_struments (hiyb gmwl ri.ym lfl, leS g:6; 10:17; CD 7:9; t9:6;cf. leM 14:12;4Q258 3, I, l; 259 t, \, t5; 260 l, IV 4).

with personal objects,.ft.iyb can have many different meanings. God can bring a per-
son back from the precipice of death (leH fr. 1: l2); people 

"ui 
p.o-pt others to con_vert (CD l3:9;4Q4611, 9), rhough also ro tr- u*uy from GoO 1Cn O,t,+e:ZS t, t,5)' In CD 9: 13 and l5:4 the term refers to compensation and reparation in connection

with property transactions and with restorationin the case of damages.
The expression hib '! 

!?b i: used completely in the or sense 14e"Diu Ham 5:r2-r3;
4Q398 2,1,1; cf . Dt. 30: I ). Members strouta ..take to heart" the events of salvation his_tory to gain the strength to turn back to God in utmost seriousness.

295' See H. Hunzinopr,-''B_eobachtungen zur EnJwicklung der Disziprinarordnung derGemeinde von eumran,':in H. Bardtke, ii, b"*r"r-probleme. DA,B 42(1963), 23r-47.
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g. Theological Aspects of the Hophal. The use of the hophal in Qumran follows OT
use. It appears in connection with legal questions affecting property (CD 9:13) and in
the statement that no one shall "dispute" the renown of the righteous (CD 6:4-6, as a
midrash to Nu. 2l:18).

h. Theological Aspects of Nouns. Whereas in the OT itself m"ittld refers basically to
"apostasy" from God, in Qumran (cf. I QS 3: I ) it refers to the specifically Qumranic un-
derstanding of "turning" as a "conversion of one's life" (miwb hy) at the time of one's
entry into the community. In the remaining I I occurrences, the frequent incorporation
into military contexts in IQM (inscriptions on trumpets and field standards) is notewor-
thy. Here the term refers to tactical military retreat on the battlefield, but then especially
to the retreat back to Jerusalem at the culmination of the eschatological battle (lQM
3: l0b). It also refers to the withdrawal of mercy (bsdym) toward the wicked and thus to
their ultimate destruction (4Q4OZ l,I,23;405 23,7; uncertain readings).

In the Qumran writings the use of t"ittlA falls somewhere between OT usage and the
rabbinical writings. In contrast to the OT models, the noun can also refer here to reli-
gious and moral conversion (CD 19:6); as such it also prepares the way for rabbinic us-
age (cf. Petuchowski).

The meaning of itt\d in its 6 occurrences in Qumran is still debated.2e6 In the only
reliable occurrence (lQS 3:3), in connection with entry regulations, obedience to the
Torah, stubbornness of heart, and similar concerns, it refers almost certainly to the ne-
cessity of religious and moral conversion for active participation in the life of the com-
munity, and is the conditio sine qua non for perfection.

2. Rabbinic Judaism. E. Wiirthwein already observed how in the dialogue between the
OT and the various Greek translations the terms metanodin and.iwD became increasingly
synonymous.2eT Eventhough studies still need to be conducted, one can probably assume

that this process also affected the semantic valence of iwb itself. A similar, probably also
externally prompted semantic modification is discernible in the use of iwb in rabbinic lit-
erature. First these authors adopted the prophetic understanding of ethical and religious
conversion or "turning," an understanding that initially remained determinative and that
also passed from the verb to the noun fifrbA. Indeed, the expression'did fittld eventu-
ally took over the function of the verb itself. This understanding of "turning" appears
quite early in the most important texts, for example, in the fifth benediction of the
Shemoneh Esreh (Amidah): "Blessed be you who take pleasure in conversion (bitifrbA):'
Dietrich and Behm strongly emphasize that this terminology clearly refers to "conver-
sion, turning around" rather than to "penitence, do penancs."298

The rabbis had an extremely high estimation of such conversion or "turning" since
among the seven things existing before creation it occupies the first position before
even the Torah (Bab. Ned. 39b). Because of this immediate proximity, conversion or

296. See Fabry, Wurzel, 294-304.
297.TDNT rV 980-89.
298. Dietrich, 321, 324tr.; Behm, 991.
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"turning" was now oriented primarily toward legal categories, eventually becoming the

equivalent of obedience to the Torah. The idea of conversion as a turning to God is
gradually overlaid by an association with (also ritual) penitence (Bab. Sanh. l03a).
Here a whole spectrum of distinctions emerge extending from the kind of conversion

that motivates a person at a deep level to the purely external exercise of penitence

(Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer 43).
Petuchowski draws attention to three aspects of fifibA:2ee first, the human potential

for evil as well as for good as a prerequisite for conversion; second, the phenomenol-

ogy of becoming conscious of one's sins and their consequences; and third, the synergy

of God and human being. Finally, concerning the "doctrine of repentance" that devel-

oped up to Maimonides, see Goldstein and especially the extremely thorough presenta-

tion in Jacobs.
Fabry

299. Petuchowski, 175-85.
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Contents: I. Root and Distribution. II. l. Forms and Occurrences in the OT; 2. Parallel Terms;

Expressions. III. General Use: 1. iwft l;2. iwh II; 3. Aramaic. IV. Theological Considerations. V.

l. Qumran; 2.LXX

I. Root and Distribution. Current evidence suggests that the root idwA originated

in West Semitic. It appears in South Semitic and especially in Northwest Semitic,

where alongside various Hebrew occurrences one finds Aram. ilvd', "be equal, the

same," and Syr. i"wa', "be even, level."l If Wieder is correct, then it may also be related

idwr?. N. Avigad, "Excavations at Beth She'arim, 1953i IEJ 4 (1954) 88-107' esp. 98-99;
J. Barth, Etymologische Studien (Leipzig,1893), esp. 66-67; A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic
Lexicography: A Comparative Study lYl' AbrN 4 (1963164) 1-18, esp. 14; E. Jenni, HP, esp.21,
35, lll, 240,291; L. Krinetzki, "'Tal' und 'Ebene' im AI," BZ 5 (1961) 204-20; C. l.
Labuschagne, The Incomparability of Yahweh in the OT. POS 5 (1966), esp.29-57; S. Morag,
"On Some Semantic Relationships," FS H. L. Ginsberg. Erlsr 14 (1978) 137-47; A. A. Wieder'
"Ugaritic-Hebrew Lexicographical Notes," JBL 84 (1965) 160-64; -+ i'lD'l damd (ddmah)' Ill,
250-60; + 1 k, VI, l-7; -+ 7VD maial l,IX,64-67.

1. On various Arabic verbs cf. Barth, 66; HAL, IY, 1436. On Northwest Semitic cf. also

DNS/, III, 1116-17;' Avigad, 99.
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to Ugar. gwy, "ru(e, govem."2 The basic meaning is somewhat uncertain not least be-
cause both in the OT and elsewhere scholars generally reckon with at least two roots.3
Whereas Gesenius, Zorell, Mandelkern, and Even-Shoshan assume the presence of
only one root, most scholars now reckon with two.a Since the repeated attempts to ex-
plain the different meanings etymologically from the same root have encountered con-
siderable diffrculties (cf., e.g., Zorell with Gesenius), a more appropriate course may
be to distinguish between idwA\ "be the same, equal, even," and idwdll (piel only),
"put, place," or even to assume a possibly dialect-centered historical development with
an accompanying essential semantic change instead of etymological differentiation of
several different roots.5 Labuschagne explains the derivation of the verb in a com-
pletely new way, maintaining that "the verb i1'll2 is a Shaph'el form of if i'1, il'lit. The
primary meaning is therefore 'to cause to be' and in comparisons 'to cause to be like,'
which has developed into 'to be like,' 'to be alike."'6 Labuschagne may, however, be
placing too much emphasis on Heb. hdwd/Akk. emfi.

II. In the OT the root.iwlr is represented especially by two Hebrew verbs and one
Aramaic verb (23 times), and by the twice-attested noun iaweh, "plain" (Gen. l4:5; cf.
14:17). There are also two personal names, yiiwd (Gen. 46:17; I Ch. 7:30) and yiiwt
(Gen. 46: 17; Nu. 26:44; I S. 14:49; I Ch. 7:30).2 Thus altogether this root is attesred 31
times in the OT.

l. Forms and Occurrences in the OT. As far as the distribution of the root in the OT
is concerned, its largest group - the three verbs - is attested far more frequently in
later texts and in poetic texts (6 times in the Psalms, 4 in Proverbs, 3 in Esther, 2 each
in Daniel and Deutero-Isaiah, I each in Job and Lamentations). In addition to two Ar-
amaic occurrences (Dnl.3:29;5:21), the vb. idwdl occurs 16 times in the Hebrew
part of the OT, including 8 times in the qal (Est. 3:8; 5:13;7:4;Job33:27; Prov.3:15;
8:ll;26:4; Isa. 40:25), once in the niphal (or hithpael?8),5 times in the piel (along-
side 2 S. 22:34par. Ps. l8:34[Eng. 33] also Ps. l3l:2; Isa.28:25;38:13), and twice in
the hiphil (Isa. 46:5; Lam.2:13), as well as 5 occurrences of the vb. idwd II (all in the
piel: Ps. l6:8; 21:6[5];89:20[9]; 119:30, plus the extremely difficult passage Hos.
10:1).

The number of occurrences of the two Hebrew verbs may actually be too high, since

2. Wieder, 160-62; cf. UT, ro. 2662; WUS, no. 2851, however, has "cordially accept, re-
ceive"; in a discussion of KTU I . 16 VI, 3 I , 46, M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Kerets Krankheit und
Amtsunfiihigkeit," UF 17 (1985) 126, take it to mean "be the same, similar."

3. See II.l below; see Barth, 66.
4. GesTh, 1375-77; kxHebAram,827-28; Mandelkern, I157; Even-Shoshan, 2089; more re-

cent authors include, e.9., GesB,812-13; BDA, 1000-1001; HAL, IY 1436-38; Lisowsky, 1415-
16; HE 111,240.

5. See also III below.
6. Labuschagne, 29.
7. Ct. IPN, 227-28; HAL,11,446.
8. Mandelkern, ll57; cf. also GK g75x; Prov. 27:15.
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some of the forms are difficult to understand and are textually uncertain. One such ex-

ample is idwdl in the form iiwwtlt in Isa. 38:13, which, unlike the other piel occur-

rences, is used absolutely here and is spelled ipwty in lQlsa" (cf. BIIS); it is often al-

tered to iiwwa'ti, "I cry (for help)," following Tg.e Similarly in Job 33:27 the fotm
idwA Qt) is often altered because of the context (cf . BHK; but not in BIIS). Finally, the

peculiar form niitawd in Prov. 27:15 (see above) is sometimes changed to niiwdlA @f .

BHK; BHS). Among the piel forms of .iw[ II, the form iiwwtli in Ps. 119:30 and espe-

cially y"iawwelr in Hos. 10: I are uncertain and subject to various alterations (cf . BHK;
BIIS). Finally, the I(/Q variants in the Aramaic text of Dnl. 5:21 betray an uncertain

text. All these textual uncertainties make it difficult to come to a precise understanding

of this word family.
The subst. idweh, "plain," which Gen. l4:5 associates with the place name

Kiriathaim (idwdh qirydtdyim), is generally construed as a noun though understood as

a local place name in 14:17 . Even in the latter case, its form idw4h is associated with
'emeq, "valley" ('dmeq idweh), which H. Gunkel and C. Westermann render as the

"Valley of Shaveh."lo Nonetheless, one should probably not push the distinction in the

two passages too far, especially because Sam. uses a definite article with idwdh in
14:17 (cf. BHS). Moreover, the full compound'omeq hammeleft, "King's Valley,' ap-

pended as an explanation in v. l7b (cf. 2 S. I 8: I 8), constitutes the entire name, not just

its second part hammele(, "King's," here corresponding to the preceding iaw4h, a con-

sideration that may well affect one's understanding of v. 5 (e.g., E. A. Speiser uses the

rendering "shaveh" not only in v. 17 but also in v. 5ll).

2. Parallel Terms; Expressions. Among the few words semantically parallel to
idwA I, the verb -+ ilD'I ddmA I, "be like,"lz is the most important (Isa. 4O:25; 46:5;

Lam.2:13); other parallel terms include dmm polel, "calm"l3 (Ps. 131:2), and -+
)Uia malal I, "compare (with)" (Isa. 46:5).la One characteristic feature of this verb

is that it is often used with particles, including, in the qal, 'el (lsa. 40:25), b' (Est.

7:4;Prov.3:15; 8:11), /"(Est. 3:8; 5:13; Job33:27); in the piel, k (25.22:34par.Ps.
l8:34[33]); and in the hiphil, /'(Isa. 46:5;Lam.2:13; cf . Hos. l0:1). Negation is ex-

pressed by 16'in Prov.3:15 and 8:11 (cf. Ps. 131:2; Isa. 28:25), and by 'AninEsl
3:8; 5:13; 7:4).

III. General Use. As already mentioned, this word family is represented in the OT

almost exclusively by (Hebrew and Aramaic) verbs.l5

9. Cf., e.g., K8L2,954; HP, lll; cf. III.l.
10. H. Gunkel, Genesis. GHATVI (1977),285 [not in Eng. trans.]; C. Westermann, Genesis

l-ll. CC (Eng. trans. 1984), in loc.
11. E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB I (1964),99-100; cf. also BDB, l00l.
12. See E. Jenni, '"ilD1 dmh to be like," TLOT, I, 339-42.
13. -+;]D'I ddmb (damah) II (III, 260-65).
14. See also Labuschagne,29-30.
15. Concerning the sparse use of nouns, see II.l above.
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l. iwh I. Use of the vb. idwd I, which the parallel verbs dami, dmm, andmdialland
the previously mentioned particlesl6 have already illuminated somewhat, exhibits a rela-
tively broad spectrum extending from the concrete to expanded and metaphorical uses.
The basic verbal stem is intransitive, to which then the niphal, piel, and hiphil are
added.lT The concrete meaning emerges not in the qal but in the transitive (factitive) piel,
especially in Isa. 28:25, which refers to the farmer "leveling, smoothing" (iiwwd, "make
even") the surface of a field, leading to an intransitive meaning in the qal, "be/become
even, level." By contrast, the transitive piel in Ps. l3l:2 attests an expanded use in that the
object is now "my sou,l" (napit).' "but I have calmed (iiwwtlt) and quieted (ddmamti) my
soul,"l8 expanding the basic meaning "make even" psychologically to "(level), calm,
make quiet." Since the form iiwwtli also appears in Isa. 38:13, though now without an ob-
ject and hence usually altered to iiwwa'ti,te one might well consider whether the expres-
sion "my soul" has not been omitted here and the verb used elliptically.

Yet another situation arises in the parallel passages 25.22:34 and Ps. l8:34(33), where
use with the comparative particle k', *likei generates a metaphorical statement "make
like, make the same as": "he made my feet like the feet of a deer (m"iawweh. . . /ce)," which
in the qal would correspond to intransitive "be/become like, the same." As far as the rela-
tionship between "be/make the same" and "be/make level" is concerned, the spatially con-
strued "be level" probably provided the point of departure, while the notion of "be the
same" then represents an expanded and potentially metaphorical use." This expanded no-
tion of "be/become like, make like" seems to have most strongly influenced OT usage.

The comparative usage associated with various particles2o now dominates the qal.
This context includes especially all the (earlier and later) passages in Proverbs, raising
the question whether perhaps this usage, which exhibits a certain proximity to + )UrD
maial l, might not have developed precisely in wisdom circles or at least been quite
popular there. Prov. 26:4 issues a warning of the wise: "Do not answer fools according
b (ke) their folly, or you will make yourself like them (pen-tiiweh-16)," a warning
whose intention is to avoid the inappropriate or even fateful mistake of making oneself
the same as a negatively characterized type ofperson. The sole niphal form also uses a

conscious, descriptive comparison (Prov. 27: 15) with regard to the "contentious wife,"
whom it compares negatively to the "continual dripping on a rainy day." This negative
comparison does, however, have a positive didactic goal, namely, that the wife become
less "contentious." In the latest part of Prov. l-9, authors variously reflect on wisdom
itself, comparing it in 3:15 and 8:11 with the (most precious) corals and "all jewels"
(ZB) in emphasizing the superiority or even incomparability of wisdom.

The distance from here to the metaphorical usage in Deutero-Isaiah is thus not far.
In Isa. 40:25 (qal) and 46:5 (hiphil), the question arises in a divine discourse regarding

16. See II.2.
17. See He 20-21.
18. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC

ParallelitEt zwischen KTU 1.6 II 28-30 und Ps
19. See II.l above.
20. See II.2.

(Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.; O. Loretz, "Zrr
t3t,2B: UF t7 (1985) 183-87.
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who can compare to Yahweh. In 4O:25 the question is brief: "To whom then will you

compare me (dmh piel), or that I should be like him (w"'eiweh), says the Holy One."2r

ln 46:5 it is more extensive: "To whom will you liken me (dmh piel) and make me

equal (w"1aiwfi), and compzue me (mil I hiphil), as though we were alike (dmh qal)?"

Whereas Westermann translates iwh hiphil here as "make equal," Jenni correctly trans-

lates the hiphil causatively as "make to be equal, place equally, compare."zz Latn.2:13
raises a similar question regarding the appropriate comparison.

Yet another usage appears in the historically latest stratum, the three passages in Es-

ther (3:8; 5:13;7:4), which can be considered together semantically.23 These passages

focus on what is "appropriate" or (comparatively) suitable for the king (3:8; 7:4) or his

dignitary Haman (5:13). This usage is not, by the way, necessarily far removed from
that in Prov. 26:4 (or even27:15).It might even be possible (albeit unlikely) to include

here the difficult passage Job 33:27, rendering unnecessary such alterations as .iiwwd

or iillam, "repay" (cf. BHn.24

2. iwh II. In its five piel occurrences, the presumed vb. idwA II deviates so consider-

ably from the semantic variants of idwd already discussed that interpreters have not sur-

prisingly postulated a special root for the relevant passages, two ofwhich are in any case

textually disputed (Ps. I 19:30; Hos. l0:l; cf . BHK; BH^9). With regard to the five piel
forms, one can probably assume a measure of Aramaic influence, especially since the

Tgs. later often replace Heb. itm/ifim, "put, place," and .it, "set upi'by Aram. iawwi.
Be that as it may, the four passages from the Psalms (Ps. l6:8; 2l:615}'89:20[19];

I 19:30) most closely approximate the meaning "put, place." Ps. 89:20(19) has a con-

crete object, the crown or diadem of the king, and uses the prep. 'al, "on," whereas 21 :6

uses the same preposition in a metaphorical sense by taking as its object the king's
"splendor" and "majesty."2s In 16:8 the object is God, the believer saying that "I put

Yahweh before my eyes" (iiwwtlt yhwh l"negdt; NRSV "keep the Lord always before

me"). When in 119:30 the believer then says "I set your ordinances before me," one is

tempted, as in Isa.38:13, to understand this statement as an ellipsis phraseologically

related to that in Ps. 16:8. Finally, the prophetic statement in Hos. 10: I portrays Israel

metaphorically as a "luxuriant vine," though the exact translation of the passage is not

clear. Nonetheless, H. W. Wolff rejects the usual translation "bring forth" on the basis

of the metaphorical context and instead maintains iwhlpiel in translating v. lb "he

yielded fruit accordingly."ze In so doing, however, he further undermines the founda-

tion of a possible vb. ,iwh II.

21. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),47.
22.lbid., 182; HP, I I (cf. 35).
23. See W L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the OT (Leiden, 1971),

364; cf ., e.g., Lisowsky, 1415-16, for a different view.
24. So Even-Shoshan, 2089; cf. also GesTh, 1375; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI

(1963),4ss.
25. So H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
26. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 170-71.
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3. Aramaic. In the Aramaic part of the OT, the use of iwh corresponds to that of
Heb. iwh I,27 though in Dnl. 5:21 the textual tradition does vacillate between peal K,
.f1ui (shewa/hateph seghol), "be/become equal, the same," and pael Q, iawwiw, "make
equal," which is generally accepted.2s By contrast the hithpael form in 3:29 expresses
the passive, hence "be made equal (to)."

IV. Theological Considerations. As already seen, .iwlr UII are generally used figu-
ratively and in part metaphorically, often to express a comparison. Such usage often
contextually involves theological aspects.

The most important theological use is the comparison of God in Deutero-Isaiah
(40:25;46:5), the background for which may be the comparisons found in wisdom lit-
erature. For if incomparability is attributed to wisdom (Prov. 3:15; 8:1l;,ze then how
much more so must it be attributed to the God of Israel, who intervenes and acts with
more power than all the other gods. The interrogative form of such comparisons with
Yahweh, presupposing the answer "no one," derives from a far broader, theologically
significant linguistic field, one Labuschagne has thoroughly examined. Just as such
comparisons can be applied to wisdom and to Yahweh, so also to the holy city Zion as

it laments over its fall (Lam. 2:13).
Such comparisons can appear not only in admonitions of the wise (Prov. 26:4),how-

ever, but especially in the cultic language of believers as variously expressed in the
Psalms (cf., e.g., Ps. l6:8; 18:34[33] par.2 S. 22:34;Ps.l3l:2; Isa. 38:13) and in con-
nection with devotion to the law (cf. Ps. I l9:30). Hence both general use30 and use in
theological contexts reveal the verb's relatively broad semantic spectrum.

Y. l. Qumran This root rarely occurs in Qumran. The most easily comprehensible
text is IQH 15:23, which continues the OT comparisons praising Yahweh,3l whereas
CD 15:14 and especially lQ27 l,ll, 2,8 are more or less fragmentary.

2. IXX. The LXX translates the relatively few Hebrew occurrences by a whole se-
ries ofGreek words (altogether l4). It even renders the parallel passages 25.22:34 and
Ps. 18:34(33) with different words. At the same time, however, no particular transla-
tion tendency is discernible.32

Seb0

27. Here too GesB, 927, distinguishes two different roots.
28. Favoring K, e.9., ZB; cf . H. Bauer and P. Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramciischen

(1927; repr. Hildesheim, 1962), $47s. For Q cf. Bauer and Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-
Aramiiischen, $47r'; F. Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic. PLO 5 (1961), 36 $83, 49
gl32; also KBLZ,1129.

29. See III.l.
30. See III.
31. See Lohse, 166-67.
32. Cf. also W. Michaelis, "prp€opcr xrlt.l'TDNT,ly,663-64 n. 7; idem, "6pd;arrlt.l' TDNT

Y 381; K. Weiss, "Q€po rrtr.," TDNT, [X,73.

L-.
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Contents: I. l. Semitic Languages and Meaning; 2. OT Occurrences. II. OT Use: l. Verb;

2. Nouns; 3. Ezekiel; 4. i6t i6ep. III. l. Qumran;2.LXX.

l. l. Semitic lnnguages and Meaning. Ambiguity characterizes the root.iwl in sev-

eral Semitic languages. As with Al,k. idtu I, "pull, drag," [, "hold in low esteem, disre-

gard," and Mand. SIITl, "despise," [, "pull, move backward and forward," so one can

presuppose the presence of two roots for Heb. ,iwf. I In the meaning "rove about, roam,"

.irir I is also attested in Samaritan (Nu. I l:8), Aramaic, and Middle Hebrew.2 One can

also adduce Arab. iawwalo II, "make a long journey."3 The root ifit II, "despise," oc-

curs in the OT in the secondary form ^i7 (expanded by )a and is attested as the qal ptcp.

id'ttnt/id'tbl(Ezk. 16:57 28:24,26). The noun ieAr, "disdain, contempt" (Ezk.25:6,15;

36:5), can also be included here, though this word is apparently peculiar to Ezekiel and

is possibly borrowed from Bab. iAtu ll.s A comparable root with a corresponding

meaning is also attested in Syriac and Aramaic.6 A substantival construction of the vb.

ir2t I is probably attested in .i6t "whip." One disputed question is whether the OT at-

tests a noun .i6l II meaning "flood," presupposing a root *.iwt IILT

2. OT Occurrences. The root .iwr I, including its derivatives, occurs 28 times in the

OT. The vb. ifi1I is attested in the qal (7 times), polel (5), and hithpolel (l). These l3
occurrences are widely distributed (l each in Numbers, 2 Chronicles, Amos, and

Zechariah;2 each in 2 Samuel, Job, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel), and with the possible ex-

ception of 2 S. 24:2 and 8 all appear to date to the exilic-postexilic period. A compa-

rable situation emerges with regard to the noun J6l, whose 12 occurrences are distrib-
uted in Joshua, Proverbs, Nahum (l each); I Kings, 2 Chronicles, Job (2 each); and

.i,2/. J. Barth, "lp[ biur," 7Aw 33 (1913) 3O6-7; idem, "Zu UiU' 'Flut,"' ZAW 34 (1914) 69;

J. B. Burns, "The iw1 liwn in Job 5,21a as Metaphor and Irony," BZ 35 (1991) 93-96;
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 353-54; H. Gese,

"Die str<imende Geissel des Hadad und Jesaja 28,15 und l8l' Archciologie und AT. FS K. Galling
(Tiibingen, 1970), 127-34; A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative
Study III," AbrN3 (1961t62) l-10, esp.8-9; S. Poznariski, "Zu lgu Diul," ZAW36 (1916) 119-

20; E. Stromberg Krantz, Des Schiffes Weg mitten im Meer CBOT 19 (1982), esp. 25' 75' 84-85'

11off., 158.

l. See AHw,III, 1205; MdD, 454; GesB, 813-14: HAL,lY, 1439-41.
2. DNSI, III, 1116; Beyer, 704; cf . KAI 222A.24; WTM, Iy, 517.
3. HAL,IY 1440a; cf. Wehr, 493.
4. Ct. GK, $72p; Bergstriisser, II, $28g; Blz, 403,405.
5. See W. von Soden, review of Hebriiisches und Aramciisches Lexikon zum AT, 3rd ed.

(Leiden, 1990), "/SS 37ll (1992) 90.
6. HAL, IV 1440.
7. See II.4 below.
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Isaiah (3). To these one can add the nouns deriving from ifitI, iayit (Isa. 33:21) and
mdi6t/miii6t (Ezk. 27:6,29). The 6 occurrences of the root .iwr II (see above) are all in
Ezekiel.

II. OT Use.
l. Verb. Despite the few occurrences, use of the vb. .ir, I in the OT can be ade-

quately described. As a verb of movement it appears in the same context as b6' and
ydsd' (2 5.24:7-8) and hilhalleft (Job l:7; 2:2). One noteworthy feature is that the
movement described by .ir21 is never directed toward a concrete place, always focusing
rather on an expanded space. According to Nu. ll:8, it is the people who wander
around (idyfi) in the wilderness collecting (w"ldq"tfi) manna. The commanders receive
a similar order according to 2 5.24:2: "Go through (itttna') all the tribes of Israel . . .

and take a census (fipiqflfr) of the people," and "when they had gone through
(wayydiutfi) all the land, they came back (wayyAp6'fi)" (v. 8). These two passages

show that such "going about" by no means implies aimless wandering; rather, it can
be associated with a task requiring a specific area to be traversed. As such Jfir intro-
duces a process of seeing, investigating, and seeking. Hence Jer. 5: I demands, "run to
and fro (i6l"lfr) through the streets of Jerusalem, look around (rd'd) and take note
(ydda'), search (biqqei) its squares." The oracle of disaster in Am. 8: I I - l2 also seems

to point in this direction. The goal of the exiled people's wandering about,8 described
in the chiasm "they shall wander (w"nd'fi) from sea to sea, and from north to east they
shall run to and fro (y"i6ftfr)," is to seek Yahweh's word (l"paqqdi 'e!-depar-yhwh,

v. l2). One can note that the parallels to .ft2r here as well as the larger context show
that ifrt can be used to refer to despairing movement in times of distress, as is the case

in the oracle of judgment against Ammon (Jer.49:1-6): "Put on sackcloth, lament, and
roam about (w"hili6lafiA)e with scratched skin" (v. 3). The use of ir2r in Dnl. l2:4 is
probably also to be understood in this way; this passage characterizes the time of dis-
tress preceding eschatological salvation with the phrase, "many shall be running back
and forth" (yei61e!fi rabbtm).ro

In the passages in which the subject of the verb is not a person, but rather "the eyes

of Yahweh" (2 Ch. 16:9; Zech. 4:10) or Satan (Job l:7; 2:2), this area of "roaming
about" is commensurately expanded. In the fifth vision of Zech.4:l-6aa,10b-14, the
seven lamps represent "the eyes of Yahweh, which range through the whole earth
(m"i6ftim b"ftol-hd'drep)l' and, as in the same citation in 2 Ch. 16:9 (albeit there as

fem. pl. ptcp.), symbolize Yahweh's world dominion and omnipotence.ll By contrast,
according to Job l:7 and 2:2 Satan's paths on earth amount to an "aimless wandering
through the world of human beings."l2 There is no reason to assert a connection be-

8. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),330-31.
9. Regarding the missing metathesis, see GK, $54b.
10. With O. Pldger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT XVIII (1965), 169-70; contra 8115.
ll. Cf. W. Rudolph, Haggai, Sacharja 1-8, Sacharja 9-14, Maleachi. KATXIW4 (1976),

107; idem, Chronikbiicher. HAT U2l (1955), 247.
12. F. Horst, Hiob I (1-19). BKXVUI (41983), 14.
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tween these passages andZech.4:10, however, such that Satan's own roaming about
might be interpreted in analogy to "the eyes of Yahweh" as the roaming of a "guard"
over the earthly world.13

2. Nouns. In most of its occurrences, the noun .i6t clearly means "whip." The refer-
ence is to the disciplinary instrument that Prov. 26:3 enumerates alongside the bridle
(me!eg) and rod (iebeA, and which Isa. 10.,26-27 mentions in connection with the rod
and staff (matteh). The whip probably consisted of straps or fasces, possibly with a
barb or hook made of bone attached to the end to increase the pain of the blows, this
latter feature apparently characterizing the "scoqpion" ('aqrabbim),t+ *n'"n according
to 1 K. l2:ll,l4 par.2 Ch. l0:11,14 represented an even crueler disciplinary instru-
ment than the ,idr.

The whip is wielded (7r II polel, Isa. 10:26) for discipline (ysr piel, 1 K. 12:ll)
against the person's back(sad), though also against the eyes ('ayin; Josh.23:13; cf.
Prov. 26:3). Alongside the rumbling of wheels and the galloping of horses, the crack of
the whip (qdl i6t) signals the advance of the enemy (Nah. 3:2).

In addition to discipline as a didactic method, the whip was used to bring recalci-
trants to their senses (l K. 12:11,14). Frequently, as in Nah. 3:2, it also characterizes a
situation of judgment. According to Josh. 23:13, if Israel turns away from Yahweh the
nations will become "a snare (pah) and a trap (m6qdi)" for Israel, a "scourge" on Is-
rael's sides (read idttm with BIIS instead of ioEt). By contrast, the exilic oracle of sal-
vation in lsa. l0:24-27a promises that instead of the Assyrian rod and staff against Is-
rael, Yahweh himself will raise the whip (i6t) over Assyria "as when he struck Midian
at the rock of Oreb" (v.26).

Job 5:21 uses the noun .i6t metaphorically. The expression i6t ldi6n (read miii)t
with LXX, Pesh., Vg. instead of b"i6t; cf. comms. in loc.; 811,9) parallels .io-l. The
"scourge of the tongue" refers to hurtful slanderls and together with famine OA'db,
war (milhdmd), and desolation (i6Q) represents the four tribulations (cf. Ezk. l4 12ff.)
from which God compassionately preserves the wise (cf. Burns).

3. Ezekiel. The book of Ezekiel occupies a special position with respect to the use of
the root.iwr. Not only is this the only book in which the root.iwt II occurs, but the root
.iwr I also exhibits a totally unique meaning in the qinah over rhe ship of Tlre (Ezk. 27).
Presumably transferring the basic meaning of the root .iwr I to the movement upon wa-
ter in the sense of "rowing (over the seas),"16 the qal ptcp. idttm refers to the rowers
(vv. 8,26) and the nouns mai6t/miiJA, to the ship's oars (vv. 6,29). Outside this context,
this particular meaning is attested for the noun ^i6l only in the expression'ont iayit,
"galleys with oars" (Isa. 33:21).

Ezekiel uses the root .iwt II exclusively to refer to the contemptuous attitude of Is-

13. So correctly G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob.
14. Cf. B. Reicke, BHHW I, 534; M. Noth,
15. Horst, Hiob 1,87, with reference to Ps.
16. See HAL,lY, l44oa.

KATXVT (1963),83.
Kdnige 1-16. BK IX/l C1983), 275-76.
3l:21(20); Sir. 26:6; 28:17;51:2.
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rael's neighbors.lT According to l6:57, their contempt (id'16!) is grounded in Yahweh's
own judgment over Jerusalem. By contrast, 28:24 and 26 promise that Yahweh will put
a stop to Israel's neighbor's contempt for her when he calls them to account for their
profound contempt (bii'tu benepei/bii'dt nepei) and their 'Joy (at Israel's plight)"
(b"iimha! kol-lebab, 36:5; cf .25:6).

4. i6t i6tep. The meaning of the noun i6r in Job 9:23 and Isa. 28:15,18 is disputed,
with two translations being proposed.

a. The translation of the expression ^idt i6lep inlsa.28:15(Q),18 as "streaming/
flooding scourge" is advocated by, among others, H. Donner and H. Gese.18 Gese espe-

cially has tried to support the meaning "scourge" for J6r in these passages by adducing
the whip of the weather god Hadad, a mythologem attested in Assyrian iconography
and literature. In the context of Isa. 28: 14-22, this expression would then symbolize the
Assyrian power against which Jerusalem thinks it can protect itself through a "cove-
nant (beri!) with death" and an "agreement (hAzeUbAzfi!) with Sheol," possibly an allu-
sion to the political alliance with Egypt.tr According to the ensuing oracle ofjudgment
(vv. 16ff.), however, Yahweh himself will thwart Jerusalem's iurogance (v. l8). "The
heterogeneous character of this imagery in particular leaves an especially plastic im-
pression and as such suggests that it came from the hand of the prophet."2o B. Duhm
had already tried to smooth out the expression by conjecturing (albeit with insufficient
reason) Jdre-t instead of the ptcp. i61dp, ther, translating as "scourging scourge."2l

b. The apparent tension between the noun and participle in this expression has led
scholars since Barth to translate the noun .I6a with reference to Eth. sola, "pour (out),
empty," and Arab. saut, "acctJmulation of water," as "flood," presupposing then a root
*.iwr III for the Hebrew.22 The translation of the expression in the LXX as kataigis,
"hurricane," and in Pesh. as lwwt'dgrwpy', "massive flood," may also point in this di-
rection.23 In that case the image of the "raging flood" would clearly be related to the
"covenant with death" and the "agreement with Sheol"; O. Kaiser points to the history
of this theme in suggesting that the reference may then be to "the waters of death and
the underworld" (cf. Job 38:16-17; Ps. 18:5-6[4-5];63:3,16[2,15);124:4).24 Nonethe-
less, a genuinely reliable choice between the two hypotheses is not yet possible.2s

The same applies to the noun J6r in Job 9:23. Those advocating the meaning "flood"
include G. Fohrer, who adduces Ugar. !'l in arguing that deriving the noun from .idr,

17. -+ i'tlI bdzh @azdh),II, 60-65, esp. 63; -+ l7V qtt.
18. H. Donner, Israel unter denVblkern. SW ll (1964),152; Gese, 128-30, 132-34; cf. also

HAL,IY,I44I.
19. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. trans. 2002), 38,43.
20. Donner, Israel unter den Viilkern, 152.
21. B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT llVl (1902), 176.
22.7AW 33 (1913) 306-7. Cf. HAL, rV, 1441.
23. See Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39,30.
24. Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),251.
25. See also H. W. Hoffmann, Die Intention der Verkiindigung Jesajas. BZAW 136 (1974),

24-25.
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"whip," requires a text-critical alteration to i6t6.z6 Fohrer then translates "when flood
brings sudden death, he [God] mocks at the despair of the innocent,"27 though this
translation is by no means certain. The LXX paraphrases what it considers ,.an offen-
sive text," while the vg. renders .idr with the vb. flagellare, prompting F. Horst to main-
tain the MT and translate ^i6l as "scourge."28

lll. l. Qumran. In Qumran the vb. .iwr I has hitherto been attested only in the qal
(lQH 3:30,36; lQ22 3, 9). The noun appears in the citation 4epNah 2:3 and. in leH
6:35 in the expressionm'byr iwt iwtp, whose background is probably Isa.28:l5,lg,
clearly suggesting the meaning "scourge" in this context.

2. lxx. The LXX generally translates the noun i6t as mdstix, then in Josh. 23:13 as
hdlos,andfigurativelyinlsa. 10:26 aspldg6.Itdoesnottranslatetheverbconsistently,
rendering it rather with different verbs of motion, including diLrchesthai,
peri4rchesthai, diaporefiein, periodeilein, peritrdchein. commensurate with the con-
text, it translates the qal participle and the nolur.i. mdi61 in Ezk. 27:6,26,29 with
kdpcldtai sou and the noun miiidt as k6pe. It apparently understood the root Jwr II cor-
rectly only in Ezk. 28:24,26, and 36:5, where it translates variously with a form of
atimdzein.2e

Waschke

26. WUS, no. 2823; so also G. Hdlscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT 1fi7 (1952), 29.
27. Hiob, 196, 199.
28. Horst, Hiob 1, 138, 140-41.
29. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. rrans. 1983),43.

gJiD ,rr: 91V iewa'; t!1ui i6a';l-tui ifra'; i\1.1i iaw'd

contents: I. occurrences and Meaning. II. l. Psalms; 2. Job 3. other passages. III. eumran.
Iv. LXX.

I. Occurrences and Meaning. The root .iw'is attested 2l times as a verb in the OT,
but only in the piel. It does not appear in narrative texts. As a substantive the root ap-
pears as iewa' (Ps.5:3[Eng. 2)), ifia' (Job 30:24;36:19), iaw'd (Ex.2:23; I S. 5:12;
2 5.22:7; Ps. 18:7[6]; 34:16[15]; 39:l3lt2l;40:2[t]; tO2:2Ul; 145:19;Jer. 8: l9; Lam.
3:56), and possibly as J6a'(Isa. 22:5). No difference in content is discernible in the use
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of the various nouns, nor any noteworthy tendencies in the distribution of either the
verb or the nouns.

The root .iw'is used consistently in contexts reflecting negative experiences, one
possible reaction to which is expressed by.iw'. Considering the word field accompany-
ing .iw'(usually qr', n;1, yi', t"piilA, q6l, tah%fin), one can say that this reaction takes
the form of a vocal utterance probably to be understood, similar to the case of jZIlI, "as
a successive series of screams"l that aims at prompting helping intervention. The fre-
quent par. t"pilld already indicates something about the root's addressee, which is al-
most always Yahweh. One focal point is accordingly found in prayers, especially in the
Psalms, with a second found in Job, where dialogue with God, however, really occu-
pies the foreground.

The root Jw'has hardly any equivalents outside Hebrew, though such do include
Arab. gdla II and IX and the active notion of helping, gawala IV, corresponding to
Palmyr. Jy'and the subst. .iylr as well as the PN yiw'f.z

ll. l. Psalms. The Psalms use.iw'in two contexts. It appears in retrospectives on
past distress with references to crying out for help. Such crying out is often successful
(Ps. 18:7[6] par. 2 S. 22:7;Ps.22:25[24);31:23122);40:2|]). According to 30:3(2),
the petitioner did indeed receive help. In all these texts the addressee is Yahweh, who is
often addressed as zlohay (18:7[6]; 30:3121; in the larger context of 3l:231221, see
v. l5[4]). The close relationship between Yahweh and the petitioner makes it possible
for the latter to cry for help. The same applies to 5:3(2), where Yahweh is addressed as

malkt w€'ldhay. Ps. 72:12 refers to the king as the one who heeds the call of the poor
and comes to their aid (cf. Job 29:12).2 Here the king is probably to be viewed as

Yahweh's representative in that this is the only passage in the Psalms that does not en-
vision Yahweh as the addressee or as the one who actually heeds the call for help. The
assertion in Ps. 145:19, in the context ofpraise, is less a retrospective than an observa-
tion of the fact that Yahweh does indeed hear the cries of those who fear him and does
come to their aid.

The term.irv'also accompanies laments; here petitioners bring their present distress
before Yahweh in a cry for help (Ps. 5:3[2]; 28:2;39:l3l l2l; 88:14[13];102:2ll);
ll9:147). The content of such cries is difficult to determine. Ps. 30:3(2) and 40:2(l)
suggest that the cause is illness, while I 19:141 presupposes persecution and 39:13(12)
raises the cry for help because the petitioner can no longer bear the burden of Yahweh's
punishment.

The remaining texts are so general that no precise statements are discernible.
Similarly, only general statements can be made about the actual subjects of these
cries. Althou gh Ps. 22:25(24) afi 72:12 do mention 'dnt or 'epybn, the context pro-

t. HP,248.
2. See HAL, lY, 1443b; on Palmyrene see also DNSI, il, 1129.
3. On the discussion of miw', "he who calls for help" (MT), and m iw', "of/from the noble

one" (LXX), see O. Loretz, Die Kiinigspsalmen. Die altorientalisch-kanaandische Kr)nigs-
tradition in jiidischer Sicht. UBL 6 (1988), 130-33.
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vides no information indicating that such are to be understood literally or
broader fashion.

It is worth noting that .iw'is variously used in texts articulating the lament of the in-
dividual. When it is the people who are lamenting to Yahweh, the root.iw'is not used in
the Psalms. Moreover, because the context of such cries for help in the Psalms is cultic
in the broader sense, one can assume that the texts themselves were largely at home in
the temple.

2. Job. The root ^iw'appears in Job l9:7; 24:12;29:12;30:20,24,28 in Job's own
discourses. Job is presented as the one who laments to God or even accuses God,
because by denying Job an answer to his cry for help God thereby denies Job his
rights (19:7; 30:20). Job himself, however, is not always the subject of .iw', since in
24:12 Job justifies his quarrel with God by pointing out how God does nor even
heed the cries of those who fall victim to the wicked. one should probably read
tfoilld in v. l2b,a which fits the flow of Job's argumenrarion.ln 29:12 Job points our
in his own favor how he has saved the poor who cried out for help. Atthough the
text of 30:24 is disputed, one can perhaps largely maintain the MTs even though the
grammatically difficult ldhen is better changed to ld'. rn 30:24 Job himself is the
subject of the cry for help in that he adduces as an example of his own situation
those who "in disaster cry for help" amid ruins. Hence the addressee of this state-
ment is also ultimately God. Job 30:28 makes the dimensions of Job's cries for help
clear, for Job allegedly cries out in public, demanding an answer. All these state-
ments derive from the experience that in contrast to Job (29i12), God ignores cries
for help. The insistence on crying for help thus becomes an accusation against God
and a final attempt to prompt God to answer. N. C. Habel correctly observes that,
unlike the Psalms, these texts are expressing "not cultic cries for help, but forensic
cries for justice."6

The more pronounced forensic aspect also appears in the discourses of Elihu. In
35:9 Elihu, enumerating various characteristics of general human behavior (the subj. is
ben-'dildm, v. 8), does mention that those who suffer from oppression cry out for help,
though unlike Job Elihu issues no accusations against God. On the other hand, Elihu
points out how the wicked do not cry out for help when they suffer from God's wrath
(36:13). The textually problematical v. 19 clearly shows that the reference is again to
Job's own cries for help.z Ultimately Elihu questions whether Job will be successful in
such rebellion against God.

It is probably no accident that.iw'occurs at the book's conclusion in the divine dis-
course. Job 38:41 exhibits a close relationship with Ps. 147:9, which uses the vb. qr'in-
stead of the root .iw'. In Job 38:41 God asks rhetorically who provides the prey for the
raven when its young ones cry out for it, thus indirectly pointing out that he does in-

4. With S. Terrien, Job. CAT XIII (1963), 177 n.2.
5. With ibid., 205. Cf., among others, G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI(1963\,414.
6. The Book of Job. OTL (1985), 300; cf. also 417.
7. See Terrien, Job,237.
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deed hear even these young ones'cries for help, thus providing an answer to Job's
complaint that God does not hear his cries.

3. Other Passages. In Hab. l:2 the prophet presses Yahweh for having too long not
heeded the prophet's cries. The forensic aspect appears again in the accusatory refer-
ence to the ongoing injustice. Lam. 3:8 also laments that Yahweh does not hear the
cries for help. By contrast, v. 56 recalls that Yahweh did once heed the petitioner's
voice amid the distress of adversaries and hopes that such past heeding will prompt
Yahweh not to "close your ear to my cry for help" in the present situation. Here the
form leiaw'd1i has come into question. Considering the otherwise frequent references
to qdl and,Irn ' within the word field of .iw', one need not view leiaw'd1i as a gloss
merely because of unusual line length or replace it with ltifr'd1t parallelto l"rawhafi.8

According toEx.2:23, the Israelites'cries for help under the oppression of slavery
in Egypt rose up to God and were heard (vv. 24-25). "The climax 'groan-lament-+ry
for help'corresponds to the climax in God's own reactions in that he hears the groan-
ing, remembers his covenant (with the fathers), looks upon the Israelites'plight, and
makes himself known to them."e Jer. 8:19 also seems to issue a collective cry for help.
Although ba1-'ammt does constitute a grammatically singular subject, it probably re-
fers to Jerusalem and its inhabitants and thus to the people as a whole.lo The content of
the lament is the experience of Yahweh's absence from Zion, an absence now pre-
sented with a query and an accusation.

The praise of Yahweh for having supplied aid in Jon. 2 recalls Ps. 3l:23b(22b).
Here the petitioner (given the lack of concrete information, it is probably not Jonah)
speaks about how Yahweh answered his cry for help (Jon.2:3121).

TWo passages still do not quite accord with our findings thus far. Isa. 58:9 is peculiar
in that .iw'appears here in connection with an oracle of salvation assuring that Yahweh
will answer the cries for help. According to I S. 5:12, the people of Ekron cry out be-
cause of the disaster that has befallen them as a result of the ark's presence in their city.
Because non-Israelites are crying out for help here, the addressee is naturally not God
or Yahweh, but rather the initially rather indistinct entity "heaven."

The use of i6a' inlsa.22:5 in reference to an oracle of judgment on Jerusalem is
problematical. According to O. Procksch, like q6a'inEzk.23:23.idc'refers to a peo-
ple.r I In that case the similarly problematical qir (Isa. 22:6) could conceivably, parallel
to Elam, be a designation for a people. By contrast, O. Kaiser views .ida'as the verbal
noun of .iw'I, while H. Wildberger views it as a secondary masculine form of iaw'-a
and qr as the cries of the attackers. l2 The continuation in vv. 12-1 3, however, pointing

8. For the former see H.-J. Kraus, Threni. BKXX (1956), 53. For the latter see D. R. Hillers,
Lamentations. AB 7 A (1972),59-60, with LXX, Symmachus, and Pesh.

9. J. Scharbert, Exodus. NEB 24 (1989), 20.
10. See R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986),235-36.
ll. Jesaja I. KATIX (1930),280.
12. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 137 n.e; Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC

(Eng. trans. 1997), 350-51.
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out that there was in fact no lamenting, suggests that.i6a'indeed does not refer to a cry
for help.

According to Sir. 32(35):2l,thecries of the poor (iw't dl) penetrate the clouds when

they call out for help and petition God to establish justice. In Sirach's thanksgiving

prayer, the author recalls God's past salvific deeds. According to 5l:9, he sent up his

cries (for help, .iw'ry rendered verbally in the LXX), cries that according to v. 11

Yahweh also answered.
We find that the root .iw'is used in three broader contexts in which Yahweh is al-

most always the addressee: first, to express the cry for help in situations of acute dis-

tress; second, in cases of accusation that God does not heed such cries; third, in
retrospectives on times when God did indeed help in times of distress, providing hope

that he might do so again. Very few passages mention that a group issues such cries for
help (Ex. 2:23; I S. 5:12; Jer. 8:19). Hence .iw'refers primarily to the distressful cry of
the individual.

III. Qumran. The root ^iw'is attested only 4 times in Qumran. IQM l0: l7 is frag-

mentary. Considering the context, which seeks to prompt praise of God in providing

encouragement in battle, the fragments of the verse suggest either that God has heard

our cries (iw'tnw) or will do so. 4Q381 85, 2 clearly involves the demand that God

"hear my cries" (wJw 4, hqib). IQH 5: 12 also stands within a retrospective on past aid

in connection with praise of God. God has not abandoned the petitioner, but rather has

heard his cries, a statement J. Maier views as eschatological.l3 By contrast, lQpHab
1: I runs quite counter to any accusation or lament the God does not hear by citing from
Hab.l:2.

IV. LXX. The LXX uses many different equivalents, rendering the verb with bodn,

deisthai, krdzein, kraug6, and steruizein. It translates iewa'(and once ifra) as d6€sis.

It also translates iaw'd as ddCsis, though also as bod and kraug6. No tendencies

emerge with respect to the use of particular Greek equivalents to render different se-

mantic nuances.
Hausmann

13. J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer ll (Basel, 1960), 83, with reference to Isa. 56:1.
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Contents: I. Meaning and Etymology. II. The Fox in Israel's Surroundings. III. OT. IV. Early

Versions.

I. Meaning and Etymology. The traditional translation of ifr'dl is "fox" (vulpes

vulpes, also vulpes nilotica and vulpes flavescens); indeed, the word still refers to this

animal in Modern (Israeli) Hebrew (cf. Achituv). The OT and even later literature,

however,r do not always distinguish clearly between "fox" and "jackal" (canis aureus),

since the latter, although standing between foxes and wolves with respect to body

build, for example, does nonetheless more strongly resemble foxes, making it more dif-
ficult to distinguish between them in the wild.2 The jackal has a somewhat broader

head, shorter ears, and a smaller nose and longer stride than the fox. The Palestinian

fox resemble the "red fox" that lives in Europe and North America, though there are

actually two kinds of foxes in Palestine,3 a smaller variety in the south and a larger one

in the north (Pinney). "Jackal" is also the translation of OT 7x (Isa. 13:22;34:14; Jet.

50:39;+ and tan (Job 30:29; Ps. 44:20[Ene. l9]; lsa. 13:22; 34:13; 35:7: 43:20; Jer.

9:10[1]; lO:22;14:6;49:33;51:37;Ezk.29:3; Mic. l:8;Mal. 1:3).s It differs from the

fox, however, especially in its lifestyle, living in packs and often feeding on carrion,

while foxes eat smaller vertebrates, insects, and fruits and never live in packs.

Like Hebrew, other Semitic languages sometimes fail to distinguish clearly between

fox and jackal (and sometimes wolf; so in Egyptian6). As in the OT, where alongside

ifr'at the form .i7b also appears, albeit only in a place name (Josh. 19142; Jgs. l:35; 1 K.

4:9),7 Arabic also has two forms: 1a'lab and !u'dl. The two forms are attested in
Ugaritic personal names as well.8 One also finds idlebu(m) in Akkadian, iufial in

i,h'dl. Y. Ahituv, '9Yltu;' EMiqr Yll,570-71; S. Bochartus, Hierozoicon, sive Bipertitum
opus de Animalibus S. Scripturae, I (Lugduni Batavorum/Trajecti ad Rhenum, 31692;, ex

recensione Johannis Leusden, esp. 849-61; F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man in Bible l,ands
(2 vols.; Leiden, 1960), esp. M, IOO: G. Cansdale, Animals of Bible ktnds (Exeter, 1970), esp.

124-26 J. Feliks, The Animal World of the Bible (Tel-Aviv, 1962), esp. 36-37; A. Jirku,
Materialien zur Volksreligion Israels (Leipzig, l9l4), esp. 111-16; P. Maiberger, "Fuchs," NBL,
I,7l l; O. Margalith, "samson's Foxes," lrl 35 (1985) 224-29; R. Pinney, The Animals of the Bi-
D/e (Philadelphia, 1964), esp. 120-21; W. Richter, "Fuchs," KlPauly, 11,623-24.

t.8.g., AuS,IV (1935), 305; VI (1939),341.
2. See also the precise illustrations it Fauna and Flora of the Bible (London, 21980), 31.

3. Or even three according to Feliks, 37.
4. See GesBr8,44.
5. See HAL, IY, 1445; a different view in Margalith, 227-28.
6. See W. Helck, WbMyth, 1,324l. cf. in this regard G. F. Moore, Judges. ICC 7 (1895),341;

Margalith,226.
7. See W Bor€e, Die alten Ortsnamen Paliistinas (Hildesheim, 21968),34.

8. UZ nos. 2717-18; IVUS, nos. 2910-lll' PNU,198.
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Amorite, and, ta'la in Aramaic (spelled J7 in the Sefire tablets) and Syriac.e There is
probably no relationship with Eth. tak*la, "wolf, jacknl."to

The derivation from .i7 is etymologically extremely uncertain. Because of the way
foxes "yap," Bochartus even thought the basic meaning may be "cough."t t Gesenius
thought the meaning may be "split, slit open, dig out," adducing the derived nouns
id'al, "cupped hand" (l K. 20:10; Isa. 40:12; Ezk. l3:19) and mii'6l, "narrow path,
passage" (Nu.22:24).12 He also suspected a connection with roots such as i'r ihr
and .igr F. Hitzig thus interpreted itt'dl as "cave animal, fox."l3 Although some lexi-
cons even advocate a distinction between .f7 I and II, others no longer present an ety-
mology.la

II. The Fox in Israel's Surroundings. Historically the fox plays a role in many dif-
ferent cultures and religions of the world, from Shinto to the Low German Reinke de
Vos.ls In literature the slyness of the fox has become proverbial, for example, in the
Babylonian fairy tale of the fox or in classical literature.l6 The fox emerges as a clever
animal as early as the Sumerian myth of Enki and Nin[ursag.l7 Indeed, it occupies pre-
eminent status among the animals of Greek fables.l8 It is also mentioned as capable of
destroying vineyards (Theocritus 5.112-13).In Rome the fox acquired cultic signifi-
cance at the festival of Cerealia (April l9), where foxes were turned loose in the grain
fields with torches on their tails.le In ancient Egyptian love poetry, the "young fox" re-
fers metaphorically to the woman's lover.20

III. OT. The term ifi'dl appears in the OT in Jgs. l5:4; Neh. 3:35 (4:3); Ps.

63: I l(10); Cant. 2:15; Lam. 5: l8; Ezk.l3:4. The PN ifi'dl also appears in 1 Ch. 7:36 as

9. On Akkadian see AHw III, l2l0; cf. A. Salonen, Jagd und Jagdtiere im alten Meso-
potamien (Helsinki, 1976),262-63; on Amorite, APNM, 267: on Sefre, KAI 222A.33; DNSI,ll,
ll79; L A. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of Seftre. BietOr 19 (1967), 50; on Syriac,
LexSya 830.

10. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic) (Wiesbaden, 1987),
573; cf. similarly T. Ndldeke, ZDMG 30 (1876) 769 n.3; M. Bittner, WZKM 23 (1909) 4ll.

I 1. Bochartus, 850.
12. GesTh, 1457.
13. Der Prophet Jesaja (Heidelberg, 1833), 52.
14. Among the former: GesB,853; BDB, lM3; among the latter: KBI?,956; LexHebAram,

829-30; HAL, ly, 1445, calls it a "primary noun."
15. Cf. A. Bertholet, Wdrterbuch der Religionen (Stuttgart, 1952), 153; H. Schm<ikel,

Kulturgeschichte des Alten Orient (Stuttgafi, 196l), 227.
16. For the former see BWL, 186-209; cf. also the proverb of the lion and fox, ibid., 281. For

the latter see Richter, 623.
17. Cf. D. O. Edzard, WbMyth, I, 58; also B. Alster, "On the Earliest Sumerian Literary Tra-

dition," JCS 28 (1976) 125 n. 52; ANET 37-41, esp. 4l,ll. 220tr.
18. Richter, 624.
19. Ovid, Fasti 4.679-712. See W. Eisenhut, KlPauly, I, 1ll5; cf. also J. G.Frazer, The

Golden Bough, V/l (New York, 31951), 296-97, who viewed these animals as representatives of
the grain spirits.

20. See O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. trans. 1994), 110.
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well as in Hebrew inscriptions.2l The term itt'dl also appears in geographical names:
'eres ifr'al in I S. 13:17 (in Benjamin, near Ophrah;zz cf .'ere[ iaaltm, t t.9'42:) and

hsar ifi'al in Josh. 15:28; l9:3; I Ch. 4:28; Neh. 1 1:27 (near Beer-sheba).24

Jirku believes that in almost every OT passage the fox represents an omen of bad

luck since all these passages involve events of human misfortune; thus it is inappropri-
ate to ask whether the reference in these passages is tojackals rather than to foxes. One

is probably better advised, however, not to restrict the meaning of the word ift'dl prejtt-
dicially in the OT in this way, not least because in the wild the fox and the jackal are so

difficult to distinguish.2s
Jgs. 15:4 may well refer to jackals26 in the story of how Samson caught three hun-

dred of these animals, "took some torches . . . turned the jackals tail to tail, and put a

torch between each pair of tails," then turned the terrified animals loose upon the stand-

ing grain of the Philistines (G. F. Moore and C. F. Burney consider it impermissible to

remove the element of the miraculous from Samson's trick by replacing "fox" with
"iackal"zt). This event recalls the Roman Cerealia, which is often adduced in discus-

sions of this passage.28 Margalith, however, emphasizes that this narrative is not to be

viewed as an historical account and as a local version of the widespread "fox motif'; its

life setting is rather to be found in a local etiological narrative. According to him, the

Philistines had given the jackal (the animal that also gave the city of Shaalbim its
name2e) the Greek nickname ldmpouris, "torchtail"; the Israelites, failing to under-

stand such a name for the gray jackal, invented an etiological story associated with
their hero Samson to explain the name.

Ezk. l3:4, which is often viewed as an addendum or gloss, compares Israel's proph-

ets to foxes among the ruins. Various answers are given to the question just why proph-

ets are compared to foxes. J. Herrmann suggests that the allusion is to the undermining
of the wall remnants.30 H. Gressmann points out how "they exploited their poor vic-
tims."3l G. Fohrer mentions their association with impending disaster (concurring with
Jirku's view above).32 W. Zimmerli adduces Neh. 3:35, which is possibly using an idi-

21. Cf., e.g., D. Diringer, lc Iscrizioni antico-ebraiche palestinesi (Florence, 1934), 200:'

F. Vattioni, "I sigilli ebraici," Bibl 50 (1969) 364; P. Bordreuil, "Nouveaux Sceaux H6breux,
Aram6ens et Ammonitesl' Sem 26 (1976) 5l-52 (no. l7); on the Arad inscriptions cf.
A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hibrai:ques, I. ks ostraca. LAPO 9 (1977),205, 209; also D. Pardee,
"Letters from Tel Aradl' UF l0 (1978) 335-36.

22. LexHebAram,830.
23. GTTOT 9676.
24. F. M. Abel, Gaographie de la Palestine. II (Paris, 31967), 3M; GTTOT $3 I 7, no. 2l ; cf.

N. Avigad, "Two Hebrew Inscriptions on Wine Jarsl' IEJ 22 (1972) 6-'7.

25. See I above.
26. So, among others, K. Galling, BRL2,l50.
27. Moore, Judges, 341; C. F. Burney, The Book of Judges (London, 21920),368.

28. E.9., Burney, Judges, 393-95. See II above.
29. See I above.
30. Ezechiel. KAT Xl (1924),84.
31. Der Messias. FRI-A,NT 43 (1929),79.
32. Ezechiel. HAT U13 e1955), 69 n. 1.
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omatic reference to the way foxes 'Jump up on to the walls (of a vineyard) and break
them down."33

Adversaries who threaten the psalmist's life will be "given over to the power of the
sword" and will be "prey forjackals" (Ps. 63:1 1t101). Here the reference can hardly be
to foxes, since as a rule they do not eat carrion.3a By contrast, the metaphor in Cant.
2:15 considers foxes fully capable of decimating the "vineyards . . . in blossom."35 The
vineyard may be a metaphor for the girl's cultured behavior or for her charms, while
the "foxes," although small, are those who pose a potential threat to those charms.36

Lam. 5:18 describes how foxes (or possibly jackals) roam about on desolate Mt.
Zron(cf. alsoMic.3:12 [citedinJer.26:18]; alsoJer.9:10[ll]; 10:22ftanl),27 imagery
suggesting total devastation.

In Neh. 3:35(4:3) the Ammonite Tobiah, albeit in mellifluous speech, scoffs at rhe
Judeans'efforts to rebuild the Jerusalem wall with words that are at once both threaten-
ing and mocking: "that stone wall they are building - any fox going up on it would
break it down"; i.e., the wall can easily be torn down.38 Here too one might replace
"fox" with 'Jackal," especially if one maintains that foxes cannot jump well.3e

IV. Early Versions. The LXX always renders lfr'dl as alipEx (cf. also Mt. 8:20; Lk.
9:58; 13:32). The same word appears in Jgs. l:35 within a free paraphrasing of the
place name Shaalbim and in I K. 2l(20):10 as a questionable rendering of ie'dltm, a
word generally translated as "cupped hand, handful."ao The Vg. always translates as
vulpes.

The word is not yet attested in the Qumran writings.
Mulderf

33. Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),293.
34. See I above; cf. H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKAT IUz C1968),268.
35. See II above. KeeI, Song, I l0; cf. H.-P. Miiller, Vergleich und Metapher im Hohenlied.

oBo 56 (1984), 47.
36. So, among others, W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das Hohelied; Die Klagelieder KAT

XVIVI-3 (1962), 134-35; F. Landy, Paradoxes of Paradise. Bible and Literature Series 7 (Shef-
field, 1983), 240-41; Keel, Song, 110: "great lover or womanizer."

37. See W. Rudolph, KAT XylAL3 0962),262.
38. See A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KAT XlXl2 (1987),79.
39. See Jirku, I 13.
40. See I above; on the latter text see already J. F. Schleusner, Novus thesaurus philologico-

criticus, I (Leipzig, 1820), 173.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Use: l. War; 2. Cult. III. I . LXX; 2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The Hebrew term idpdri "horn" (as a musical instrument; in early
translations often "trumpet"), is a primary noun that under biblical influence is also at-
tested in Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic. It also seems to occur once in Ugaritic,
where in a damaged text it refers to a horn (ipr) out of which wine is drunk.l The gen-

eral assumption is that it is related to Akk. iapparu, "wild goat,"2 and that the designa-
tion for the species was then transferred to the animal's horn (cf . ydbdl). The determi-
nation of the exact species, however, is uncertain. A. Salonen proposes "wild boar," but
in that case the word cannot possibly be related to i6pdr3

2. Occurrences. The word occurs 70 times in the OT, including 4 times in the Penta-
teuch, 35 in the Dtr History 2l in the prophetic writings, 4 each in the Psalms and the
Chronicler's History, and 2 in Job. In 4 instances it stands as the nomen rectum to
y6!€l, "ram" (Josh. 6:4,6,8,l3).

II. Use.
l. War T"he i6pdr was made of a ram's horn (cf. qeren y6!dl, Josh. 6:5), which in

cultic use could neither be decorated nor altered with a metal mouthpiece. The horn
was generally curved, though the Talmud also mentions straight horns.a "To sound the
horn" is tdqa'baiidpar or taqa'i6par

The horn functioned above all as a means of signaling. Guards used it to warn the
people of advancing enemies (Neh. 4:12,14[Eng. 18,20]; Isa. 18:3; Hos. 8:1; Am. 3:6;
cf. Jer. 4:5,19,21;6:l; Hos. 5:8; figuratively applied to the prophets as sentinels in Jer.

6:17 Ezk. 33:3-6).
The horn was also used to assemble the army for battle (Jgs.3:27;6:34; cf.2 S.

20:1), to announce the beginning of battle, especially in a holy war (Jgs. 7:8,16,20;cf .

Jer.5l:27), though also during the battle to signal, for example, the end of the battle

iApar. J.Braun, Music in Ancient IsraeUPalestine (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, 2002), esp.26-
29 and index s.v.; Y. Kohler, "i6pdr and hosdsrdhl' BethM 26 (1980/81) 175-82; E. Kolari,
Musikinstrumente und ihre Verwendung im AT (Helsinki, 1947); H.-M. Lutz, Jahwe, Jerusalem
und die Viilker. WMANT2T (1968), esp. 134-35; D. W. Musie, "The Trumpet: BI 14 (1988) 30-
33; H. Seidel, "Horn und Trompete im Alten Israel unter Berticksichtigung der 'Kriegsrolle' von
Qumran," Wi s s e ns chaft li c he Ze i t s c h rift l^e i p zi g 6 (19 561 57 ) 5 88-99.

r. KTU 1.108, 10.
2. AHw,Il, 1027.
3. Jagd und Jagdtiere im alten Mesopotamien (Helsinki, 1976),260tr.
4. Illustrations irt ANEE no. 201; O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans.,

New York, 1978),341-M, ills. 456-61.
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(2 5.2:28; 18:16;20:22), announce victory (l S. l3:3), or to fulfill an otherwise un-
identified function (Job 39:24-25; Jer. 42:14; Am.2:2). The account of the conquest of
Jericho occupies special status in that here the sounding ofhorns clearly exhibits cultic
features (Josh. 6:4,6,8,9,13,16,20).

2. Cult. The sounding of horns also announces the accession of a new king (2 S.
15:10, Absalom; I K. l:34,39,41, Solomon; 2 K.9:13, Jehu). Although yahweh's
epiphany at Sinai is also accompanied by the sounding ofhorns (Ex. 19:16,19;20:18),
this account probably reflects a later cultic celebration. The sounding of the i6par
does, however, appear in various other purely cultic contexts. The commencement of
the Year of Jubilee is announced by the sounding of horns (i6pdr terfi'd,s Lev. 25:9).
According to Ps. 8l:4(3), the day of the new moon is similarly celebrated with the
sounding of the i6pda and the same verse mentions the day of the full moon (kdseh)
and "our festal day" (l.tag). Several expressions for shouts of joy, singing, and music
appear in the context as well.

The sounding of horns announces a general fast (Joel 2: 15; perhaps Isa. 58: l). When
David brings the ark up to Jerusalem, he does so amid the sounding of horns and shouts
of joy @rA'd. 2 S. 6: l5). The parallel account in I Ch. 15:28 mentions other musical in-
struments as well. Ps. 47:6(5) probably also refers to a procession with the ark: "God
has gone up ('dld) with a shout (terfr'6), Yahweh with the sound of a horn [NRSV 'trum-
pet'; qdl i6pdrl' Since vv. 7-9(6-8) refer to Yahweh as king, this rejoicing is that which
is appropriate for a king. The same applies to the royal psalm of Yahweh, ps. 98, where
v. 6 encourages the people "with trumpets (has6ser6fl and the sound of the horn make[s]
a joyful noise (rw'hiphil) before the king, Yahweh." Ps. 150:3 mentions the i6pdr along
with other instruments as part of the musical accompaniment of praise. According to
2 Ch. 15:14, the music of horns and trumpets accompanies an oath ceremony.

The "sounding of the horn" of the day of Yahweh combines motifs from the an-
nouncements of war with those of epiphanies6 (so Joel 2:l;Zeph. l:16; cf. also Isa.
l8:3 ; 27 : 13 ; Zech. 9 : 14).

ilI. 1. lXX. T\e LXX translates i6pdr largely as sdlpinx (38 times + sdlpinx
keratind, Ps. 98:6) or as keratina (21 times). In Josh. 6:7(8) it translates baiidpdr as
eut6nds, and transcribes it in I Ch. 15:28 as s1pher

2. Qumran. The term i6par occars 6 times in the War Scroll, always in connection
with signaling during battle (lQM 7:141'8:9,11,151' t6:7-8; 17:13 par.4eMa I l, It,ZZ).
one additional, albeit uncertain occurrence is llQMelch 2:25, which mentions the
sounding of the signal horn throughout the land on the Day of Atonement (cf. Lev.
25:9).

Ringgren

5. -+ 91'1 ny', XIII, 412-15.
6. Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),232, on Isa. 27:13.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. iftr l: l. Use; 2. LXX. m. .ir2r II: 1. Use;

2.LXX.

l. 1. Etymology. There are at least two roots .iwr,' von Soden associates Jrr I with
A}k. iurru, "bend down, bow, lean forward"; a relationship with Ugar. /rt, "dream, vi-
sion," is also possible.l Scholars generally associate .filr II with Arab. sara, "travel,
journey" (cf. sayydrah, "caravan"), and Palmyr. syrt', "caravan" (cf. Middle Heb.

ijarayz It is uncertain whether Jewish Aram. i'wati "jump, hop," is also related. Some

exegetes think this situation represents two different developments of the same root
and that the hapax legomenon t'ifrrd in 1 S. 9:7 likely derives from iwr 1.3

2. Occurrences. According to HAL, there are 11 reliable occurrences of .ir2r I, in-
cluding 9 in Job.a The term.iir II is attested only 3 times. The root.ft2r has not yet been

attested in Qumran.

ll. ifir I.
l. Use. The form,ifirI often parallels verbs for "see," a situation helping to se-

cure the meaning. It also applies to the two occurrences in the oracles of Balaam,
Nu. 23:9, "For from the top of the crags I see (rd'A) it (the people of Israel), from
the hills I behold (ifrr) it"; and 24:17, "I see (rd'6) him, but not now; I behold him
(ifrr), but not near." The latter passage probably refers to a vision of the coming
ruler.

.ifir W. F. Albright, "The Psalm of Habakkuk," Studies in OT Prophecy. FS T. H. Robinson
(New York, 1950), 1-18, esp. 7; A. Bertholet, "Zur Stelle Hohes Lied 4:81' Abhandlungen zur
semitischen Religionskunde und Sprachwissenschaft. FS W. W. Graf Baudissin. BZAW 33
(1918), 47-53; J. Boehmer, "Welchen Sinn hat Hohes Lied 4,8?" MGWJ 80 (1936) 449-53;
J.Day, Molech: A God of Human Sauifice in the OT. UCOP 4l (1989), esp. 50-52; G. R. Driver,
"Diffrcult Words in the Hebrew Prophets," FS T. H. Robinson, 52-72, esp.58-59; idem, "Studies
in the Vocabulary of the OT VII," JTS 35 (1934) 380-93, esp. 389; C. G. Howie, The Date and
Composition of Ezekiel. IBIilS 4 (1950), esp. 60-61; A. Vaccari, "Note critiche ed esegetiche,"
Bibl28 (1947) 394-406, esp. 398-99; P. Wernberg-M6ller, "Tlvo Notes," V"I8 (1958) 305-8, esp.

307tr.

l. See AHw, III, 1285; WUS, no.2722.
2. See A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative Study lll' AbrN 2

(1960/61) 33; DNSI, II, 1130.
3. HAL,IY 1449-50, 1802; cf. S. M. Paul, "l Samuel 9,7: An Interview Feel' Bibl59 (1978)

542-M; P. Xella, "Fenicio mJr (Tabnit, 5) ed ebraico tiwrh (7 Samuele 9:7)l' UF 14 (1982) 298-
302; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 354, believes it derives
from .iwr II.

4. HAL, IV, 1450.
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Such synonyms also appear in Job, e.g., "look at the heavens (nbr hiphil) and see
(rA'd); observe (ifrr) the clouds, which are higher than you" (35:5); or ,.the eye rhat be-
holds (rd'6) me will see (ifrr) me no more; while your eyes are upon me, I shall be
gone" (7:8), and "the eye that saw (idzap) them will see them no more (ld' 16stp), nor
will their place (mdqbm) behold (ifrr) them any longer" (20:9; concerning mdq6m, cf .
Ps. 103:16). The last two passages are speaking about human transitoriness. In 17:15
Job asks in his hopelessness, "who will see (ifir) my hope ltiqwdlt, though one should
probably read' t6!d1t, 'my happiness,' since tiqwd is already mentioned in the first part
of the versel." Elihu says, "for God speaks in one way, and in two, though people do
not pay attention to it" (33:14:' here ifrr acquires the extended meaning "pay attention
to"). In another passage he says, "when he [God] hides his face, who can behold (.ir2r)
him?" (34:29, i.e., God has withdrawn, no one can see him). Similarly when people cry
out and God does not answer, "it is futile, God does not hear (idma') an empty cry nor
does Shadday regard ft (iar); how much less when you say that you do not see (ifrr)
him" (35:13-14). The reference is again to God's "absence," since Job is acting arro-
gantly. Finally Job himself says in 24:15 rhat the adulterer seeks out the twilight, say-
ing, "no eye will see (.ifir) me."

uncertain passages include the following.s In Jer. 5:26 one should perhaps read
ydiirfi fteidf; yeqfriim, "they keep watch as though in the lair of the bird catcher.,,6 In
Hos. l3:7 kendmer'al-dereft'difrr could mean either "like a panther I will lurk along
the way," or "like a panther at the way I will leap our" (.iilr II).7 Hos. 14:9(8) reads:
"what more has Ephraim to do with idols [read /6 instead of /i with LXX]? It is I
who answer f'dntli, or should one read 'innt1i, "l humbled him"?1, and I will look af-
ter him (ifrr)l'Ps. 17:ll MT is: "our steps ('qiiurAnfr), now they surround us.,, Al-
though scholars generally read yeiurfrni, "they lie in wait for me," the reading is un-
certain; perhaps "steps" is a better choice.8 The term ydidr in Job 33:27 is usually
read ydiiri "he sings," even though it does not really fit the context. The suggestion
in B//s is worth considering: read a hiphil form of Jrr meaning "acquaint" (cf. Arab.
iarra IY).

2. LXX. The LXX does not translate .fr2r I consistently. In more than one instance it
uses prosnoein and hordn; other translations include periblipein, katamanthdnein,
horatiis, and makarizein (Nu. 24:l7l).In the uncertain passages the LXX either read a
different text or misunderstood the text.

Ringgren

5. HAL,IV 1450-51.
6. J. A. Emerton, "Notes on Some Problems in Jeremiah 5:26," De la T6rah au Messie. FS

H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981), 125-33.
7. For the former see H. w. wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 220; for the latter see

W. Rudolph, Hosea. KATXIIUI (1966), 235,238.
8. See M. Cohen, "'ASSUrOn0'attA s"bab0ni (Q: sebab0n0) (Psaume XVII llA)," W.4l

(199t) 137-44.
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lll. iAr II.
l. Use. In Isa. 57:9 the prophet writes, wattaiurt lammelek baiiemen, "and you

journeyed to Melek [NRSV Molech] with oil," underscoring the haste with which the

people rushed to serve the foreign god; the meaning of the verb can be deduced from
the context. The usual translation is 'Journey, go," which also confirms the "long
way" in v. 10. Because the same person (or persons)e is addressed in both verses, the

translation fits the context well. Nonetheless, the verse is not without problems re-

garding both the vocalization of the word melef, and the meaning of the vb.

wattaiurt, the one clearly depending on the other. O. Eissfeldt understood the MT to
refer to a Babylonian king,t0 an interpretation unacceptable not least because the

same verse uses .f"'6l in parallel.ll On the basis of L)(X kai epliSthynas, G. R. Driver
construes taiurt as a Hebrew verb related to Arab. larra, "flow abundantly," translat-
ing, "and thou wast drenched with oil . . . for the king."l2 He later also associated

tdiurt with AY,k. iardru, "gleam, glisten," and translated: "and thou wast glistening
with oil before the king."tr By contrast, Wernberg-Moller associates the verb with
Arab. 1ara, "be rich, increase," and translates "you lavish oil on Melek."la The LXX,
however, certainly does not provide the best point of departure, since the translator
obviously did not understand the verse. The translation "journey, travel, go" suits the

context.
In Cant. 4:8 taiuri is usually translated "descend, climb down." The context is,

"Come with me from Lebanon, my bride; come with me from Lebanon. Climb down
from the peak of Amana." Because the summons to the beloved focuses on the wish to
see her as quickly as possible, one proposal is to translate taiuri here as "hasten,

hurry." Another possibility is "look down" (.iilr t).ts
In Ezk.27:25the pl. ptcp. idrdlayi! refers to agroup on a journey, usually trans-

lated as "caravans":16 "Ships of Tarshish were your caravans with your merchan-

dise."r7 Greek versions of certain Palmyrene texts translate the word syrt' as synodia,

the same word used to refer to the "group of travelers" in Lk. 2:44.

2. LXX. This word presented problems to the LXX translators. They obviously did
not understand the word in Ezk. 27:25 and thus paraphrased it as plo{a en autois
karchEddnioi 4mporoi sou. They understood the verb in Canticles, but not the continua-
tion: eleis( kai dieleisQ ap6 archds ptsftAs. The LXX clarifies Isa. 57:9 as follows: tai

9. Day, 51.
10. Molk als Opferbegriff im Punischen und Hebrtiischen, und das Ende des Gottes Moloch.

Beitrtige zur religionsgeschichtliche des Altertums 3 (Halle, 1935), 45 n. 1.

ll. See Day,51.
12. "Diffrcult Words," 58-59.
13. "Studies in the Vocabulary," 389.
14. Wernberg-MOller, 308.
15. HAL, rY 1450-51.
16. See AaS, VI (1939), 160.
17. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 51; cf. E. Tiiubler, Biblische Studien.

Die Epoche der Richter (Ttibingen, 1958), 206 n. 4.
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epldthynas tiin porneian sou met'aut6n There can be little doubt that the LXX ransla-
tors were not familiar with the vb. Jir II.

Kapelrudf

contents: L l. occurrences; 2. Meaning; 3. LXX; 4. eumran. II. Secular Usage: l. General
considerations; 2. As an Animal for work and Slaughter. IIL Legal rexts: l. Laws;
2. Commandments; 3. Wisdom. IV. Figurative Usage: l. Metaphors;2. Comparisons; 3. poetic
considerations. v. Religious usage: l.Imprecations and oracles;2. Sacrifices;3. Imagery and
Cult in the Ancient Near East and Israel.

' l. l. occurrences. The term .i6r is a primary noun. r Alongside Hebrew and Biblical
Aramaic, it is also attested in old Aramaic (Jrlr), Middle Hebrew (J6r), Jewish Ara_
maic (tor), Akkadian (ifiru[m]), Ugaritic (!r), otd South Arabic (1wr), Ethiopic (i6r),
Tigre (sor), Tigrifla (s6r), and Arabic (1aur). rt is consistently attested as a biconso-
nantal, monosyllabic word whose second consonant is r and whose first is generally a
sibilant varying among s, j, r, and r. The presence of this word in Greek (tariros), Latin

.i6r M. Auerbach and L. smolar, 'Aaron, Jeroboam, and the Golden Calves," JBL g6 (1967)
129-40; A. Alt, "The God 

_of 
the Fathers," Essays on or History and Religion (Eng. trani., ox-

ford, 1966), l-77;L. R. Bailey, "The Golden catfl' HUCA42(tg7t)gl-ti5;F. S. Bodenheimer,
The Animals of Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935); J. P. Brown, "The Sacrificial Cult and Its Critique in
Greek and Hebrew l:' JSS 24 (1979) 159-73; G. Dalman, AuS, VI (1939), esp. 160_79; l. Debus,
Die siinde Jerobeams. FRtANTg3 (1967); o. Eissfeldt,..Lade und stieia6i zlw sg (tg4ot4t)
190-215 = Klschr II (1963) 282-305; y. Feliks, The Animalwortd of the oilrc 1ra Aviv, t962)r;
idem, "16' = i6t' r.ei 44 (t979t80) 130-36; K. Galling, "viehwirtschaft: BiL2, ssr-is, e#.
351; J. Hahn, Das "Goldene Kalb." Die Jahwe-Verehiung bei Stierbildern in der Geschichte
Israels. EH xxlluls4 (21987): M.-L. Henry, Das Tier im religi\sen Bewusstsein des
alttestamentlichen Menschen. SGv 220/221 (195g); I. Lewy, ..The S"tory of the Golden Calf
Reanalysed," w 9 (1959) 318-22: S. E. Loewenstamm, ..Tie Making and Destruction of the
Golden Calf ," Bibl 48 (1967) 481-90 = Comparative Studies in Bibliiat and Ancient Oriental
L_ileratures. A0AT 204 (1980), 236-45; L. Malten, '.Der Stier im Kult und mythischem Bild,"
Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archciologischen Instituts, Berlin 43 (lgzg),90-139; H. Motzki, ..Ein
Beitrag zum Problem des Stierkultes in der Religionsgeschichte Israels," w25 (1975) qiO-gS;
E. Nielsen, 'Ass and ox in the or:' studia orienialia. FS J. pedersen (copenhagen, lg53),263-
7_4;8. otto, Beitrrige zur Geschichte der stierkulte in Agypten (Leipzig, rs:s); w. pangitz, Das
Tier in der Bibel (Munich, 1963); R. p6ter-Contesse, ...1D et itur. Note de lexiiographie
h6braique," w25 (1975) 486-96: idem, "Note on the semantic Domains of rwo Hebrew words:
''15 and 1w: BT 27 (1976) tt9-21; R. pinney, The Animals of the Bible (philadetphia, 1964);
s. Schoer, In Israel gab es Bilder oBo 74 (1987), esp. gl-i04; J. A. soggin, *ber offizieii
ggftirderte Synkretismus in Israel wahrend des 10. Jairhunderts," zAw 7T 0966) 179_zo4;
M. Weippert, "Gott und Stierl' ZDpV j7 (1961) 93-117.

t. HAL,IY 1451.
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(taurus), and other Indo-Germanic languages justifies referring to it as "an ancient cul-
tural and migratory word."2

The word occurs 79 times in Hebrew and an additional 7 times in Biblical Aramaic, in-
cluding 2 times in Genesis,24 in Exodus, l0 in kviticus,4 in Numbers, 12 in Deuteron-
omy,2 in Joshua, 2 in Judges, 5 in I Samuel ,l ir,2 Samuel, 2 in I Kings, 1 in Nehemiah, 3

in Job, 2 in Psalms, 3 in Proverbs, 4 in Isaiah, 1 in Ezekiel, 1 in Hosea, then 4 in Daniel
and 3 in Ezra.lt also occurs over 40 times in Ugarit and at least once in Sefire.3

2. Meaning. The meaning can be deduced from a comparison with similar designa-

tions. Whereas 'dgel (fem. 'egh) refers to a "calf l' and par (fem. pdrd) to a "young
bulVcow," .i6r is used in a completely general fashion without any specific indication
of age or gender. The real counterpart is collective bdqdr The term i6r thus refers to
"one single beast, bovine . . . without defining age or sex."4 "When German Bible
translations speak of the 'ox,'the reference is never to a castrated bull."s

3. lXX. The LXX translates .idr most frequently as mdschos (49 times), then as borts
(21 times) and tariros (15 times). The LXX understands Hos. l2:2(Eng. l) in a differ-
ent sense.

4. Qumran. All the occulrences of .iwr in I IQT 52 (8 times) and 64:13 correspond
to biblical usage in Deuteronomy (and Leviticus).6 By contrast, in the cryptic astrologi-
cal text 4Q186 l, II, 9 (bis),.iwr probably refers to the eponymous constellation.T

II. Secular Usage.
1. General Considerations. Bovine cattle lived in Palestine even in early antiquity

and were domesticated during the Bronze Age.8 They were kept in enclosures or stalls
(cf. Isa. 1:3), ate grass (Ps. 106:20;DnL4:22,29,30125,32,331;5:21), and could be fat-
tened as bull calves (Jgs. 6:25) or as oxen (Prov. l5: l7). One Ugaritic text mentions the

hunt, where /r refers to "wild cattle."

2. As an Animal for Work and Slaughter When a man's possessions are enumerated,

as in the case of Jacob (Gen. 32:617); cf. Job l:3;42:12), cattle are often mentioned
first. Samuel insists on his own innocence with the rhetorical question, "whose ox have

2. tbid.
3. KAI 222A.22-23;it is doubtful that the term iwrh, KAI 215.6,9, belongs in this context; cf.

KAI, I1,226: "barrenness/dryness, also durra or kaltr corn."
4. HAL, lY, 1452, with reference to Peter-Contesse, l4l' 25 (1975) 493-96; cf. already

Dalman, l7l.
5. Galling, 351; cf. also Dalman, 175.
6. See III.2 below.
7. Cf. J. Carmignac, "Les horoscopes de Qumranl' RevQ 5 (1964166) 203; M. Delcor,

"Recherches sur un horoscope en langue h6braique provenant de QumrAn," RevQ 5 (1964166)
528-30.

8. See
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I taken, or whose donkey?" (l S. l2:3). The Decalog similarly protects the possession
of ox and donkey (Ex.20:17, Dt. 5:21).

The ox can be used both as a work animal and as an animal that is slaughtered. Oxen
pull wagons (Nu. 7:3), threshing sledges, and plows (l K. l9:19-zl). when Gen. 49:6
speaks of laming oxen by hamstringing them, the reference is similarly to oxen as work
animals even though they apparently could not (not yet?) be used as such.

As an animal of slaughter, the ox provided food. Nehemiah required among other
things one ox a day for his table (Neh. 5: l8; cf. I K.5:3[4:23]). At the coronation festi-
val, Adonijah also sacrificed a great many oxen (l K. l:19,25). Fattened oxen were
considered a delicacy (Ezk. 39: l8; Am. 6:4; cf. also I K. 5:3), and Saul admonishes the
people to carry out the ritual slaughter of the captured oxen (l S. 14:34). The
Midianites also took oxen as war spoils (Jgs. 6:4). One particularly heinous and brutal
crime was to take a widow's donkey and cow (lob 24:3), thus robbing her of her sole
source of work and support.g

III. Legal Texts.
l. lnws. References to ritual slaughter lead to the discussion of oxen in OT legal

texts.l0 The Holiness Code begins with the law regulating the ritual slaughter of the ox,
sheep, and goat in Lev.17:3-i. Among other things, it prohibits anyone fiom slaughter-
ing an ox or sheep on the same day with its young (22:2g).

The Covenant Code contains casuistic legal principles regarding compensation in
the case of the theft of cattle (Ex. zl:37; 22:3t41), embezzlement of such animals
(22:8,919,101), and accidental death of an ox in an uncovered pit (21:3f1.tt Ex.2l:2g-
29,32,35-36 discuss in some depth the regulations governing damages caused by a gor-
ing o1,12 extending from simple compensation to the stoning and death of the animal
itself. Because the ox has transgressed against the community, it is treated as a member
of that community. If the owner of the ox knew that it was "accustomed to gore in the
past," "he is punished as a deliberate murderer."l3

Special cases include admonitions extending the obligation to provide aid even to
oxen (Dt. 22:1,4), including even the enemy's animals (Ex. 23:4)le The ..animal-
loving attitude"15 behind these admonitions comes to fundamental expression in the
commandment that an ox not be muzzledwhile it is treading out the grain (Dt. 25:4).

2. commandments. The commandment not to plow with an ox and a donkey yoked
together leads into the sphere of religiously influenced legal regulations (Dt. Z2:lOle.

9. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963),371.
10. See Henry,26-28.
ll. See Dalman,274.
12. -+ ff! ndgap,lX,2ll.
13. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), lg2.
14. G. von Rad,, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 140.
15. Ibid., 154.
16. Ibid., l7l: "magical apotropaic custom" (?).
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similarly the precise regulations for dealing with the firstborn of oxen inBx.22:29(30);
34:19;Lev.27:26;Nt. 18:17; Dt. 15:19. Because the firstborn belong to Yahweh and

are holy to him, they are not to work and may not be redeemed. Because the Sabbath
rest also applies to the ox (Ex. 23:12;' Dt. 5:14), it is evaluated as a part of creation just
as are human beings.tz The extension of the ban (devotion to destruction) to oxen
(Josh. 6:21; 7:24; I S. 15:3; 22:19) means that all that lives is to be destroyed. Dietary
laws concerning the consumption of clean animals naturally also deal with oxen (Dt.
14:4), whose fat, however, may not be eaten (Lev.7:23).

3. Wisdom. Wisdom sayings also deal with oxen. Prov. l4:4 considers that although
one has a clean crib without oxen, their strength yields abundant crops. Prov. 15:17

contrasts a sparse dinner of vegetables with love and an opulent meal of a fatted ox
with hatred, maintaining, of course, that the former is preferable to the latter. Finally,
Job complains that the wicked are lucky in that their bull breeds without fail and thus
increases their wealth (Job 2l:10).

IV. Figurative Usage.
l. Metaphors. Job apparently alludes to a wisdom sayingls when he defends his own

lament by pointing out how the ox does not low if it has fodder (Job 6:5). Such state-

ments touch on the figurative use of this word.le Isa. l:3 adduces the natural and in-
stinctive relationship between the ox and its owner in pointing out how absurd it is that
Israel separates itself from Yahweh. It is difficult to determine whether, as O. Kaiser
suggests, the reference is to the loyalty of animals toward their owners, or, as Henry
suggests, the author is pointing out how the divine order is in fact lived and mairr
tained.20

2. Comparisons. In an extensive comparison with a young man who follows after a

harlot, the ox is described as an animal that "goes to the slaughter" (Prov. 7:22), i.e., to
its death. In the story of Balaam, Israel is compared to an ox that "licks up the grass of
the field" (Nu. 22:4). Oxen that eat grass are a recurring tertium comparationis in Dnl.
4:22,29-30(25,32-33);5:21 (pl. only in these passages).

3. Poetic Considerations. The "face of an ox" represents one of the four faces of the

throne chariot (Ezk. 1:10). Dt. 33:17 refers to the "firstborn bull" of Joseph that is full
of majesty.

Ugaritic literature additionally provides the following express comparisons. Ba'al
falls to the ground like a bull (km !r) and sinks down like a wild ox (km ibr);zt these

17. Noth, Exodus, 190, "because they are an integral part of the creation which from time to
time is to return to its 'rest'"; a different view is taken by Henry, 12.

18. See Fohrer, Hiob,169.
19. See A. Wunsche, Die Bildersprache des AT (l-nipzig, 1906), 43-47.
20. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), lll'Hewy,44-45.
21. KTU 1.12, il, 54-55.
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comparisons apparently allude to hunting scenes, especially considering that elsewhere
the bull is enumerated as the object of hunts along with the eagle ('qb), wild ox (rfim),
and ibex (y'l).zz The "rapacious ones" to be born of Agrat's maidservant will have horns
like bulls (qrnm km !rm).23 The bull is also used as a metaphor for loud bellowing.2a

A survey of these witnesses (including re'em, par, etc.) shows that the bull does not
really function as a "symbol of fertility" as frequently maintained, most recently by
K.-M. Beyse.2s It is rather a frightening animal similar to the lion (Ezk. l:10), an ani-
mal seriously threatening the existence of the Moabites (Nu. 22:4). Because majesty
and splendor are attributed to it, such comparisons express the unique and preeminent
status Joseph enjoys in the alliance of the Israelite tribes, his dignity, though also his
leadership status (Dt. 33:17). The 4 passages in which the or refers to bulls as
"mighty" (Ps.22:l3ll2J; 68:31[30]; 50:13; tsa.34:7) poinr in the same direction; this
view is confirmed by the Ugaritic parallelismus membrorum with 1r and ibr26 These
considerations suggest that the bull provides the tertium comparationis illustrating mil-
itary superiority, insuperable power, and strength.2T

V. Religious Usage.
l. Imprecations and Oracles. The use of this term in imprecations and oracles de-

rives from its metaphorical capacity. It is a curse when people are unable to use what
they have created: "Your ox shall be butchered before your eyes, but you shall not eat
of it" (Dt. 28:31). The consequences of breaking a treaty are that calves will not be
sated when suckled by the cows.28 Judgment means that cattle and sheep will be turned
loose upon the hills of Judah (rsa. 7:25), that being the only use to which the land is
put. During the period of salvation, on the other hand, the "seed will grow in such pro-
fusion . . . that the draft animals which would otherwise have been fed in their stalls can
be allowed to walk across the fields and pasture there."Ze

2. Sacrifices. The bull enjoys special status as a sacrificial animal in Israel's cult; it
was viewed as being more valuable than the sheep or goat and thus is always men-
tioned first in enumerations of sacrificial animals (e.g., Lev. 9:4,18; 22:27;Nu. l5:ll;
Dt. l8:3; 2 s. 6:13; Ezra6:7,17;7:17).The significance of the bull as a sacrificial ani-
mal is also evident in its acceptability as an appropriate animal for burnt offerings (Lev.
l:3), animal sacrifice (Dt. l8:3), as well as forofferings of atonement (Lev. 4:3-14) and
well-being (Lev. 3:l; 4:10;9:4,18).30 Jgs. 6:25-26 presupposes the sacrifice of a fat-

22. KTU 1.17,y[,20ff.
23. KTU 1.12,r,30-31.
24. KTU 1.15, Vr, 7.
25. -+ ''15 paa Xll,68.
26. Dalman, 172; KTU l.l2,ll,54-55.
27. H.-P. Mtller, -r ttN'l r"'Em, Xlll,245; Weippert, lO2-3.
28. KAr 222A.22-23.
29. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),336.
30. See Dalman, 169.
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tened calf at the altar dedication. It also goes without saying that ritual regulations were
necessary to prohibit the offering of animals with blemishes (oxen: Lev. 22:23; Dt.
17:1), to stipulate that the sacrificial animal must be at least seven days old (Lev.

22:27), and what must be done with the animal before sacrificing it (Lev.4:10; cf.
9:19).

Ugaritic texts also mention bull sacrifices.3l If the text of Hos. 12:12(11) is correct,
bull sacrifices in Gilgal were interpreted as symbols of Israel's sin (cf. comms.). Isa.

66:3 citicizes Israel's syncretistic sacrifices of oxen and human beings, while Ps.

69:32(31) disputes the preeminent status of ox sacrifices ahead of song and thanks-
giving as expressions of Israelite religiosity.

3. Imagery and Cult in the Ancient Near East and Israel. ln an allusion to the
"golden calf'of 8x.32, Ps. 106:19-20 mentions the golden "calf at Horeb" and the
"image of an ox" that the Israelites exchanged for their glory. Hence a brief discussion
of the cult of the bull in Israel and its surroundings might be helpful at this point. Be-
cause this is the only OT passage that uses .idr instead of 'Egel to refer to the cultic ob-
ject of Ex. 32, the historical background of Ex. 32 probably included the golden image
of a bull.:2 The silence of early prophecy shows that this image was apparently as little
criticized initially as were the golden bulls of Jeroboam I (l K. l2), suggesting that
during the early period of Israelite religion the bull was viewed as a legitimate expres-
sion of Yahweh worship.

Just how one is to picture such an image as a symbol of Yahweh remains a matter of
dispute. As exemplified by H. Ringgren, scholars generally view these bulls as "most
likely pedestals for the (here probably invisible) god."33 Adducing a similar illustration
from Mari, Eissfeldt thinks the image of Ex. 32 and I K. 12 was a standard topped with
the image of a young bull.3a

Questions regarding the content of bull symbolism in the Yahweh religion must
consider the general metaphorical use of the word .idr as well as the fact that at least

one possibly extremely ancient designation for the God of Jacob is 'altr ya'aqdp, the
"Mighty One of Jacob" (Gen. 49:24). Both in this divine designation and in the meta-
phorical use of .i6r the predominant idea is power and strength, an idea probably also
to be considered in evaluating the golden bull imagery.

A critical consideration of Ugaritic comparative material is helpful in this context.
We read that the god Ba'al approached his sister Anat in the form of a bull and that he

31.KTU1.40, 17,26,34;cf.IVUS, no.2932;accordirrgtoKTU, Whitaker, andUT, no. 1848:

i "donkey."
32. Cf. also Lewy; H. Ringgren, -+)\9 'egel, X,448-49, with bibliog.
33. -+ X, 448-49, with reference to Weippert, 103-5; so also H. T. Obbink, "Jahwebilder,"

7AW 47 (1929) 267-69; Soggin, 201; Aberbach and Smolar, 135; a different view is taken by
Bailey, l0l-14: "lunar god."

34. Eissfeldt, 297-304. See more recently J. M. Sasson, "Letter to the Readers," BA 47 (1984)
68; for additional information regarding bulls in the cult, cf. Y. Yadin, Hazor Ill-IY (Jerusalem,

1961), pls. 324-25; K. Jaro5, Die Stellung des Elohisten zur kanaaniiischen Religion. OBO 4
(1974),363-64.
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"desires a cow-calf in Dubr, a heifer in Shihlmemat-field."35 This imagery doubtless
plays on the customary association of Ba'al with fertility; the only question is whether
one can view these passages as the religio-historical analogy to the "golden calf,,'as
Soggin emphatically does.36 Militating against this view is that Ugaritic texts attest the
expression 1r il a total of 16 times, and that thus El - and only El - bears the title lr
"bull," and that the titlelr occurs another I I times absolutely while nonetheless still al-
ways referring to E1.37 In Ugarit, then, El is the "divine bull,';:r because El is the lord of
the divine pantheon and the father of human beings and as such the point or orientation
for the entirety of gods and human beings, there can be no question that the title 1r here
refers not to the idea of fertility but to that of power, strength, and preeminence.

These considerations probably answer the additional question regarding which of
the two deities, El or Ba'al, represents the testator for the "bull-like" features in the un-
derstanding of Yahweh; the answer is El,3e a view also supported by the broad or iden-
tihcation of El and Yahweh in contrast to its largely consistent rejection of Ba'al.
Hence the "golden image of the bull" is to be understood as an expression of the power
and majesty of Yahweh, the preeminent king, yahweh of hosts.

Zobelt

35. KTU 1.10, rr, 28:
36. Soggin, 201-2.
37. Documentation in
38. Ibid.
39. So also H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. cC (Eng. trans. 1989), 319-20;cf. weippert, 102-3.

lpiltti taru"

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Use: L General Considerations; 2. Occurrences and Meaning.
m. LXX and Qumran.

1.5, Y 18ff.; ANET, 139a.

WUS, no.2932.

iaian. G. Dalman, "Die Lilie der Bibel," pJ 2l (1925) 90-100; H. Engel, Die susanna-
Erziihlung- -oBo 6l (1985), esp.74-75,92-93; J. Feliks, "Lilie," BHHV II;1093; H. Frehen,
"Lilie," BL2, lo57; Z. Goldmann, "Das Symbol der Lilie. Ursprung und Bedeutung:, AKG 57
(1975) 247-99, pls. I-XVI; o. Keel, Deine Blicke sind raubin. Zur Metaphorik-des Hohen
Liedes. SBS ll4/l15 (1984), esp. 63-78.
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I. Etymology. The Hebrew term i(w)in is an Egyptian loanword, s.in, "lotus";1
Middle Heb. i6ian/i6ian, i6iannk, "goblet-shaped blossom, flower, rose, lily";2 5y1.
iawianta', "lily"': Arab. sausan, "iris."a

II. OT Use.
l. General Considerations. The lexeme i(w)in occurs 17 times in the OT, including

4 times in the narrative writings (where it refers to ornaments), 8 in Canticles, 4 in
Psalm superscriptions, and I in the prophets. Forms include ifiian (l K. 7:19; Ps.

60: 1 [Eng. S]), Jr4Jc-n (l K.7:22,26), idiannd (2 Ch. 4:5; Cant. 2:1,2; Hos. l4:6[7]), and
id/diannim (Ps. 45: I [S]; 69: I [S]; 80:1[S]; Cant. 2:16; 4:5; 5:13; 6:2,3; 7:3[2)).

D. Michel notes that the singular form ending in -d in Cant.2:1,2; Hos. 14:6(5) re-
fers to the individual plant, the plural form to a group of plants, and the singular form
without an ending in I K. 7:19,22,26 to the plant genus, though he must concede that
the singular form without an ending in I K. 7:26has a corresponding feminine form
ending in -c? in 2 Ch. 4:5.s

2. Occunences and Meaning. Because i(w)in is an Egyptian loanword, one can
probably assume that in the OT as well it generally refers to the lotus or water lily,6 and
not, as is usually assumed, to the lily.

According to I K. 7:l9a and22a,the two pillars in front of the temple were topped
with "lotus-work" (ma'aieh ifiian/i6idn), though the details are extremely unclear.T
The edge of the molten sea is described as being "like the brim of a cup, like the flower
of a lotus blossom (peral.t i6idn/i6iannA)" (l K.7:26;2 Ch.4:5), i.e., the brim was
probably shaped like an opening lotus blossom.8

The term i(w)in occurs most frequently in Canticles. The song in 2: l-3 commences
with the woman speaking about herself: "I am the h"passeleg of Sharon and the
idiannal of the valleys" (v. I ), to which the man responds: "As a idiannd among bram-
bles, so is my love among maidens" (v. 2). Here the woman consciously compares her-
self to the lotus flower, the primary symbol of the Egyptian idea of regeneration,e and
is identified with it by her lover.

Cant. 7:3b(2b) says of the woman: "your belly is a heap of wheat, encircled with
idianntml' a metaphor referring less to the form of the woman's stomach than to the
fertility (of the womb) and potential nourishmenr (provided by the wheat). "In Egypt ir
was a carefully maintained custom to decorate foodstuffs of all kinds with lotus flow-

l. WbAS, III, 485-86; cf. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), 159.
2. Jastrow, 1543; ANH, 418.
3. LexSya 767.
4. Wehr, 441; Lane, U4, 1466.
5. Michel, 64-65.
6. So the emphatic view of O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. trans. 1994), 78-80.
7. Cf. E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige l-16. ATD I l/l (21985), 74-75;M. G6rg,

"Zur Dekoration der Tempelstiulen," BN 13 (1980) 17-20.
8. M. Noth, Kdnise 1-16. BK DVI C1983), 155.
9. Keel, Song, 80.
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ers"; such flowers "illustrate the freshness and regenerative power of the . . . foods."lo
With the next sentence, "Your two breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle

G"btyA)" (v. a[3]), a metaphor Keel refers not only to the shape and softness of the

woman's breasts but just as much to their vivifying power;ll because inhabitants of the

steppes and mountains survived like gazelles in the harsh wilderness, such gazelles

could become "symbols of life and of a renewal of life" and are frequently found on

Egyptian seal amulets. Keel thus thinks it appropriate that Cant. 4:5 attests the ex-

panded statement, "Your two breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle (ftiyd), that
feed among the i6ianntm," since Egyptian illustrations often depict the lotus flower
alongside the gazelle.t2 Because in reality the gazelle does not graze among lotus flow-
ers, this passage represents a symbolic association.l3

The same applies to the song in Cant. 6: l-3. To the question regarding where her be-

loved has gone (v. 1), the woman answers that he has "gone down to his garden . . . to
pasture in the gardens (r'h), and to gather idianntm" (v. 2b). She concludes by saying,

"I am my beloved's and my beloved is mine; he pastures (r'h) among the idianntm"
(v. 3). The woman refers to herself as the garden and according to Keel describes her
beloved as a gazelle, as suggested by a comparison of the wording of v. 3b and 4:5b.14

The latter verse occurs in a slightly altered form in 2:16: "My beloved is mine, and I
am his; he pastures (r'h) amongthe i6iannim." Here too Keel believes the beloved is

being described as a gazelle.ls
One should note, however,that6:2-3 and2:16 deviate from the general metaphori-

cal use of gazelles in Canticles. The gazelle appears 7 times in Canticles.16 The state-

ment "I adjure you bispd'61" (2:7; 3:5) can be ignored, as can the comparison of the fe-
male breasts with "twins of a s"!tyd" (4:5;1:413); see above). Three passages use s'fi
in connection with the beloved: "my beloved, be like (dmch-l"kd) a gazelle" (2:17;
similarly 8: l4); "my beloved is like (ddmeh) a gazelle" (2:9). Here the reference is to
the swiftness of the beloved,rT something the vb. r'h (6:2-3;2: l6) virtually contradicts.

In 5:l3b the woman says of the beloved that "his lips are idianntm, distilling liquid
myrrh." This reference need not be to lotus flowers and to the "vivifying effect of
kisses."l8 The traditional interpretation as red flowers seems appropriate,le particularly
since Keel's reference to Prov. 24:26 ("one who gives an honest answer gives a kiss on

the lips") and to ills. 62-66 of his own comm. (where the focus is indeed on lotus flow-
ers, but not on kisses) in no way supports his interpretation.2o

10. Ibid., 235,234.
1l.Ibid., 150.
12. rbid., 147,150.
13. rbid., 151.
14. Ibid., 210.
15. Ibid., 114.
16. -+ tfI tb| Xll,235-36.
17. Cf. Keel, Song,96.
18. Ibid., 201.
19. E.g., Dalman, 9O; Engel, 92.
20. Keel, Song,2Ol.
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The description of salvation in Hos. 14:6-8(5-7) contains numerous parallels with
the language of Canticles.2l Here Yahweh says, "I will be like the dew to Israel; he
shall blossom like the i6iannd" (v. 6a[5a]). The text does not indicate whether iiiannd
refers to the lotus or to the "luxuriant beauty of the lily," or is a more "comprehensive
genus term" that includes irises and tulips.zz

The meaning of id/diannim and ifiidn is completely obscure in Ps. 45:1(5);
60:l(S);69:1(S);80:l(S).23 Hence scholars generally suspect that rhe text should be
emended to ifridntl as a reference to Susian (Shushite) musical instruments, that the
expression refers to the use of certain kinds of flowers in cultic and sacrificial contexts,
or finally that the reference is to a six-stringed zither (after Assyr. .irz.iia).2a

IIII. LXX and Qumran. The LXX translates i(w)in as krtnon except in the Psalm
superscriptions, where it uses the plural passive participle of alloioin, "alter, change,"
which probably derives from a misunderstanding.

The only Qumran occurrence (lQH 10:31, reconstructed), similar to Hos. 14:6(5)
(see above), refers to personal welfare (in both passages with the vb. pdrah).

Schmoldt

21. See H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),234.
22. For the former see J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll ( 1983), 173; for the latter,

W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIV1 (1966),248; Wolff, Hosea,236, citingAas, U2(1928),360.
23. -+'r'D, '-wd, X,513 (IV.1.c)
24.For the first see H. Gunkel,lntro. to Psalms (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., 1998),351: "ac-

cording to the Shushites"; for the second, S. Mowinckel , Psalmenstudien, lY (1922; Oslo,
21961),29-30; idem, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (2 vols.; Eng. trans., repr. Nashville,1967),
ll,2l4; for the third, O. Glaser, "Die iiltesten Psalmenmelodienl' Zeitschrififiir Semitisik 8 (Am-
sterdam, 1932) 195.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences and Meaning in the OT: l. Occurrences; 2. Meaning.
III. OT Use: L Gifts;2. Bribes. IV. l. Talmud:2.LXX and Qumran.

idhad. H. Donner, "Die soziale Botschaft der Propheten im Lichte der Gesellschaftsordnung
in Israel," OrAnt 2 (1963) 229-45, esp. 233-38; G. Fohrer, "Zur Einwirkung der gesellschaft-
lichen Struktur Israels auf seine Religion," Near Eastern Studies. FS W. E Albright (Baltimore,
l97l), 169-85; M. Goldberg, "The Story of the Moral: Gifts or Bribes in Deuteronomy?" Int 38
(198a) l5-25; K. Rennstich, Korruption (Stuttgart, 1990), esp. 143-47; A. Schenker, "kdper et
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I. Etymology. There is little evidence in Semitic languages apart from the OT for
the verbal root ihd and the attendant noun idltaQ (nomen actionis)l. [n Akkadian
(iaSddum, "give as a gift"zl it is considered a Canaanite loanword; it does not occur at

all in Ugaritic. By contrast, Aramaic seems to use it more frequently: Old Aramaic in
Sefire (wy^ihdn| and Imperial Aramaic in Elephantine (iltd).3

II. Occurrences and Meaning in the OT.
I . Occurrences. The vb. .ifrd occurs only twice in the MT, then once in Sir. 35: 14. By

contrast, the noun iaha/ is used much more frequently (23 times). One common ex-

pression combines i6haQ with -+ niZ) ldqah, "take a bribe" (Ex. 23:8; Dt. 10:17;

16:19;27:25; I S. 8:3; 2Ch.l9:7: Ps. l5:5;Prov.17:23;E,zk.22:12; cf. also lsa.l:23,
'ahcb iohad); synonyms include besa'(l S.8:3; Isa.33:15;Ezk.22:12 [in this sense

also in Ex. l8:2lal), ma'oiq61(Isa. 33:15), and ialmOntm (Isa. l:23).

2. Occurrences and Meaning in the OT. Although the first meaning lexicons gener-

ally offer for the verb is "give a present" and for the noun, "gift," closer examination
shows that the reference is never to the unintentional or aimless giving of gifts, as the

following explications regarding the traditional renderings also show.s The idea is
rather that of do ut des, "l give that you may givs."o The variously adduced passages

show, by the way, that the focus is on the second meaning, namely, "to bribe; a bribe."
Despite this rather concrete meaning, the root does have theological relevance, incor-
porating as it does within legal, prophetic, and wisdom literature the rejection of this
vice and accentuating the confession to God, with whom there is doubtless much grace

and compassion to be had (cf. Ex.34:6; Ps. 103:8; etc.) but certainly no susceptibility
to bribery as among human beings.

III. OT Use.
l. Gifts. What was said above about the meaning of the verb "give as a gift" and of

the noun "gift" is confirmed by the following passages. Ezekiel presents Israel as a

whore and accuses her not only of - as was customary - demanding pay for her ser-

vices, but also of offering a gift (of money) to tempt customers in the first place (Ezk.

l6:33). Regarding the expression frmikkdhofuem iib'dfr f;a'ofli in Job 6:22, G. Fohrer sug-

expiation," Bibl 63 (1982) 32-46, esp. 38-39; H. Tadmor and M. Cogan, 'Ahaz and Tiglath-
Pileser in the Book of Kings: Historiographic Considerationsi' Bibl 60 (1979) 491-508, esp.

499-503.

l. BLe, E 61 1".
2. AHw,III, I128.
3. Sefire III 28 = KAI 224.28; AP, 37.4; on Jewish Aramaic see WTM, IY 529-30; on Bab.

Ketub. l05b see IV.l below.
4. -+ YYI bt', lI,207-8.
5. Cf . GesB, 817; HAL, Iy, 1456-57. See III.I; cf . DNSI, 11, llzD, s.v. il.td, "bribe."
6. See GesTh, 1386, s.v. ild alliciendi et comrmpendi causa; s.v. i6l.taQ: munus donum quo

poena redimitur vel quo aliquis, iudex maxime, comrmpitur.
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gests that "it is not that he Uobl has asked for a sacrifice from their lhis friends'] wealth
so that perhaps he might have sufficient funds for bribery in case of an unfavorable legal
case."7 In Prov. 2l:14, too, iohaQ cannot be understood as a simple gift (par. mattans),
since the secret intention is to assuage the possibly justified wrath of an adversary.

The purpose of the "gifts" the kings of Judah send to the kings of Aram and Assyria
(l K. 15: 19; 2 K. 16:8) is to prompt the latter's military intervention against otherwise
superior hostile neighbors. A similar purpose seems to be at work in the unfortunately
extremely fragmentary text of the treaty between King Bargayah of KTK and King
Mattiel of Arpad: "and they bring gifts; every king who. . . ."e

Isa. 45:13 belongs in this context. Yahweh need employ neither payment (m,hir) nor
bnbe $dhafl to prompt the Persian king Cyrus to act on Israel's behalf - a testament
to Yahweh's sovereignty.

2. Bribes. The Sitz im lzben (life setting) of the transgression of bribery is found
primarily in legal materials. H. Donner emphasizes that ancient Israelite society proba-
bly provided scant occasion for this particular transgression (apart from Samuel's way-
ward sons in I S. 8:3; cf. I S. l2:3, which does, however, use the expression kdper).
Such came rather from the employment of officials from the Canaanite population in
administrative and legal positions.l0 Without mentioning bribery as such, Fohrer finds
in the rise of the money economy the basis for the collapse of the "order of human co-
existence in the sense that, because each was accorded his own, justice ruled."ll

Such becomes clear in the prohibition and condemnation of bribery in the OT legal
materials themselves (Ex.23:8; Dt. 16:19;27:251' cf. Ps. l5:5;26:10; similarly Isa.
33:15) as well as in the severe accusations of the prophets Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Micah
(Isa. l:23; 5:23;Ezk.22:121'Mic.3:ll). Dt. 27:25proclaims the moral repugnance of
such practice:- 'arir bqeafu iAbad; its logical consequence is the perversion ofjustice
(hittd miipdt, Dt. 16:19; I S. 8:3; Prov. 17:23), oppressions (ma'"iaqq61,Isa. 33:15),
and disgraceful deeds (zimmh, Ps. 26:10). Though such bribery might indeed exert its
effect for a moment (Prov. l7:8: "a bribe is like a magic stone in the eyes of those who
give it; wherever they turn they prosper"l2), its refusal is also conceivable (Prov. 6:35).
Ultimately, however, bribery does not bring happiness to those who employ it (Job
15:34). Although human behavior varies with regard to bribery, Yahweh certainly can-
not be bribed (Dt. l0:17; 2Ch.l9:7; Sir. 35:14).

lY. l. Talmud. The spiritual and thus severe understanding of bribery in the Talmud
tractate Ketub. l05b is both illuminating and significant. "Our Rabbis taught: And thou

7. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 173.
8. -+ ln: nalan, X,90-108.
9. Sefire III 28 = KAI 224.28; see KAI, 11,266; ANET 659-61, here 66lb ("and they bribe

whatever king who").
10. Donner, 235-36, 238.
11. Fohrer, "Einwirkung," 185.
12. See B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT Ul6 (1963),72.
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shalt take no gtft; there was no need to speak of [the prohibition ofl a gift of money, but

[this was meant:] Even a bribe of words is also forbidden, for Scripture does not write,
And thou shalt take no gain. What is to be understood by 'a bribe of words'? - As the

bribe offered to Samuel. He was once crossing [a river] on a board when a man came

up and offered him his hand. 'What,' [Samuel] asked him, 'is your business here?'- 'I
have a lawsuit,' the other replied. 'I,' came the reply, 'am disqualified from acting for
you in the suit."'13 This manner of interpretation strongly recalls the "antitheses" of Je-

sus' Sermon on the Mount, where, for example, insults and curses are equated with
murder (iNdt.5:21-22).

2. IXX and Qumran.In the majority of passages the LXX translates idhad as d6ron
(Dt. 10:17; Ps. 15:5; in Prov. 6:35 Aquila has ddrokopia, Symmachus also in Ps.

26:10), only in Job 15:34 does it tse daroddkte-s. In Prov. l7:8 the LXX translates

i6haj as misthis chariton. In Sir. 35(32):14 the vb. ihd is rendered as ddrokopein, in
Ezk. 16:33 as prosdid1nai or did6nai misthiimata, while in Job 6:22 the rendering of
ihd as epidein alters the statement somewhat.

The only occurrence in Qumran thus far is the noun iwhd in the Temple Scroll (4

times). The regulation in Dt. l6:18-19 (l IQT 5l:12-13) is enhanced with a death sen-

tence (51:17-18). The same prohibition of a perversion of justice and bribery is inte-
grated into the expanded royal law (57:20).

Beyse

13. Trans. from Soncino Talmud, III (London, 1959). Cf. L. Goldschmidt, Der babylonische
Talmud,IV (Berlin, 1933), 808.

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Statistics. III. Synonyms.

3. iyh. Y. LXX and Qumran.

IV. Use: l. Secular; 2. Theological;

.Iftft. F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen Vdlker beim Propheten Jesaja. BZAW 137

(1976), esp. 166-69.
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I. Etymology. The verbal root .i/rlr is attested in East and West Semitic, including
Atk. ia[d[u(m), "come loose, fall out, dwindle, waste away," to be distinguished from
iufiefiunu, "prostrate oneself, throw oneself down" (Amarna letters).I The root is also
attested in Qumran and Middle Hebrew with the meaning "bend down."2

Secondary forms include iwb, ijtb, and ihh (attested only twice: the qal in Isa. 5l:23,
"bow down"; the hiphil in Prov. l2:25,"bend, weigh down").3 Because the root is largely
attested in only substantival forms, the Hebrew verbal forms of iwh and iyh can probably
be attributed to ibb.4In Arabic, ,iwft is attested as sdfia, "sink (into the ground/muck)," in
Moabite as'iwh, comparable to the substantival parallels to ifihd/ithd, "pit, trap," in nu-
merous Semitic languages, e.g., already as Akk. iafiu(m)/ifuu(m), "a (washing) basin."5
In the OT, Prov. 2: 18 (hapax legomenon) refers to the house of the "strange" (adulterous)
woman, which "sinks down" to death and thus brings death to all who go to her (cf. v. 19;

J. A. Emerton reads iuhd, "pitl' instead of idhk6). The meaning of Akk. iaftdfiu, "come
loose" (see above), already signals the etymological connection of .iyh with idltA; the root
.iyf is attested in Syriac (JA ID, Arabic (sdha), and Ethiopic (sdha) in the meaning "flow,
ffielt away."7 In the 5 (or 6? Lam. 3:20 I) OT occunences, .iyir qal (Ps. 44:26lBng.25l)
means "melt away (into dust),"s hithpolel (Ps. 42:6,7,12[5,6,1 l]; 43:5), "be dissolved";
the subject is variously the nepei of the people or of the psalmist. Although the roots .iftfr
and ifuh can indeed be related etymologically as variants, they are not semantic equiva-
lents, since in the qal ihh can also mean "prostrate oneself."

II. Statistics.Like iwh and iyh, so also.ifift occurs exclusively in poetic texts. Of
the 18 occurrences of ihh, 8 are in Isaiah, including 2 in authentic Isaianic passages
(Isa.2:17;29:4),2 in the Isaiah apocalypse (25:12;26:5), and 1 in Trito-Isaiah (60: la).
A second concentration is found in the psalms sphere, including 4 occurrences in la-
ments of the individual (Ps. l0:10; 35:14:38:7161; Lam. 3:20 Q), I in a thanksgiving
Iiturgy (Ps. 107:39), and I in a hymnic context (Hab. 3:6). The term occurs 4 times in
wisdom literature, including Prov. 14:19 (MT vocalizes idl.tfr, insinuating thus, and
probably correctly, a form of ibD; Job 9:13; 38:40;Eccl.12:4).

III. Synonyms. Synonyms include in 7 instances .ipl (esp. hiphil, "humiliate, bring
low"), ng'hiphil, "lay low (to the ground)," hlk i"hdah, "come bent over" (par.

l. AHw, III, ll28; HAL, lY, 1458. On use in Amarna letters see AHw, III, 1263 s.v.
iukAnu(m).

2. On Qumran see V below; on Middle Hebrew see ANH,4l9.
3. On hiital.t"wd -; i'l'lll hwh (ll.l),1Y,249-50; according to an explicit reference from W. von

Soden, hiitah'wr? (so also HAL, lV,1457b) derives from iahd; see von Soden, "Ist im AI schon
vom Schwimmen die Rede?" ZAH 4 (1991) 167-68; + nn?i iaha!.

4. Communication from B. Kienast; cf. also K8L2,965 s.v. .iyft,' a different view is taken by
HAL, IY, 1457.

5. See, respectively, Wehr, 439; KAI 181.9: AHw, lll, ll32-33.
6. 'A Note on Proverbs II.l8;'"/7S 30 (1979) 153-58.
7. See, respectively, LexSyr;763; Wehr, M6; lzxLingAeth, 392.
8. See I1AI, lY,1477b.

L
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hiitahwd, "throw oneself down"), npl (in the sense of "crouch down"), yib b"sukki,
"lie in wait in the thicket," pss hithpolel, "be struck down, smashed," wlr niphal, "be
disturbed."

IV. Use.
l. Secular The semantic point of departure is secular use, which then strongly re-

cedes behind theological use. Lions (ld!t') "crowh in their dens or lie in wait in their
covert" for prey (Job 38:40), just as - metaphorically - the "wicked" (rdid') "stoop"
and crouch in the thicket to bring down the weak (helkn', Ps. l0: l0). One characteristic
of the sick is that they are bowed down (Ps. 38:7[6]), as are those who suffer (Lam.
3:20) and those who grieve (Ps. 35:14). In descriptions of the maladies of old age
(Eccl. l2:l-7 ), specifically in connection with the loss of hearing, the sounds of song
are said metaphorically to be "brought low" (v. 4, niphal).

All remaining passages can be subsumed under theological usage at least in the
broader sense. Here the qal often takes on the meaning of "having to humble oneself,
bow down." Such use is anticipated by the wisdom understanding of the act-
consequence connection. According to Prov. 14:19, the evil (rdim) will have to hum-
ble themselves before the good (t6btm), and the wicked (r"idim) at the gates of the
righteous (paddtq). Whereas v. l6 previously still spoke in a neutral fashion about the
"fool" (kstl; v. 18, peti) and the "wise" ('drfim), these verses now enter the ethical
sphere of Yahweh himself (cf. 14:31: l7:5). In 14:19 the LXX even qualifies the
asebefs as servants of the righteo:us (therapertsousin thlras dikai6n).

2. Theological. Isaiah reinterprets the wisdom postulate of Prov. l4: l9 to apply to the
divine actions on the (udgment) day of Yahweh against all that is proud and lofty (Isa.
2:12-17). At that time, all "haughtiness of people" ( Sabhfrt hA'AQdm) will "be humbled,"
and the "pride of everyone" (rfrm'hdiim) shall be "brought low" (idpel, v. 17; cf. Prov.
29:23; I S. 2:7). The original text of lsa.2:12-17 apparently began a detailed oracle of
judgmente whose expanded form is now found in Isa. 3. The remaining related passages
(2:ll, qa|,2:9;5:15, niphal) are secondary. r0 Isa. 2: I I (qal) paraphrases v. 17, as also ap-
plies to 5:15, which linguistically resembles 2:ll (cf . 'AnA galhfr1par. w"'An€ g"ldhtm).rr
According to H. Wildberger, Isaiah is quoting "a wisdom saying" in v. 9a (reference to
Prov. 14:19; 29:23), though vv. 6-8 do presuppose the expulsion ofthe "house ofJacob"
(v. 6) and thus the judgment of the exile.l2 Kilian believes that in w. 6-8 the Isaianic core
of w. 12-17 underwent "an expansion justifying why the catastrophe of 587 B.c. had to
happen, a catastrophe in whose light vv. 12-17 are now viewed."l3 Kilian also believes
that2:9-ll represent an even later redaction connected with 5:15-16.14 Even though the

9. R. Kilian, Jesaja l-12. NEB l7 (1986), 33.
10. Ibid., 31,41.
I l. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), 103, atso believes v. 11 is secondary.
12. rbid.,111.
13. Jesaja l-12,30.
14. rbid., 31.
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context of2:9-ll justifies the catastrophe of587 s.c.r., the verses probably also address

the Israel of the period of the redactors themselves, an Israel similarly advised to under-
stand itself as being under God's judgment.

Trito-Isaiah uses .iftft qal in connection with the prophecy of salvation: "The descen-
dants of those who oppressed you shall come bending low to you (w'hdl"f;fi 'Clayift

i"h6%), and all who despised you shall bow down at your feet (hiitah'wA)" (lsa.
60:14). The inf. i"hbah is to be understood as an adverbial accusative describing exter-
nal features.ts The severity of v. l4a toward foreign nations comes as something of a
surprise in the overall context ofIsa. 60 and thus should probably be deleted as second-
ary (with LXX;.to The wisdom postulate of the act-consequence connection probably
resonates in v. l4 (cf. Prov. 14:19). The goal of these events, however, is not the humili-
ation of earlier oppressors or Israel's own triumph, but rather the glorification of Jeru-
salem as the city of Yahweh (v. l4b).

The two occurrences of the hiphil of il.tl.t also point to theological usage, Isa. 26:5
directly, 25:12 indiectly, both within the framework of the Isaiah apocalypse, though
the latter passage is presumably secondary. In hymnic praise of the mighty city (Jeru-
salem; 26:l-6) and within the overall framework of an eschatological liturgy, 26:5
maintains that Yahweh has "brought low" (ihh hiphil) the "inhabitants of the height"
Odi"bA mdrbm) and "laid low" (.ipl hiphil) the "lofry city" (qiryA niisabd), has "laid
it low to the ground" (ng'hiphil). Whereas here the anonymous city is probably to be
understood in a wholly general fashion,25:12 (presumably a gloss to the secondary
vv. I 0b, I I ) refers to a Moabite city (capital ?) whose anticipated fall is celebrated as

having already occurred: 'And your towering stronghold, with its walls, someone
pushed down (Jift hiphil), cast it down (ipl hiphil), knocked it down, right to the
ground (ng'hiphil ld'dre;), into the dust."l7 Despite the neutral "someone" (v. l2), the
basic text of the unit (vv. 9- l0a) shows that Yahweh is behind these events on Israel's
behalf.

The use of the qal in Hab. 3:6 and, in imitation, in Job 9:13 are part of a the-
ophany ofjudgment. In Habakkuk's visionary experience (3:3-15), Yahweh "shakes"
the earth (mwd polel, "set into motion"), "makes the nations tremble" (ntr hiphil),
during which the "eternal mountains" (har"rA-'aQ) are "shattered" (pX hithpolel) and
the "everlasting hills" (Sib'6t'6ldm)"sink low" (v.6). According to Job 9:13, God
"will not turn back" (.iwD hiphil) his "anger" ('app6),18 with the "helpers of Rahab"
('oz"rA rdha!), i.e., Tiamat's comrades in Enuma Elish, already "bowed beneath
him." An addendum to the thanksgiving liturgy in Ps. 107 (vv. 33-43), reflecting the
problems in the country after the exile,le confesses or hopes for Yahweh's dominion
over the country on behalf of the starving, dominion including the humiliation of the
"princes" (n"/t|tm): "He pours contempt on princes and makes them wander in

15. See @K, $ll8q.
16. See C. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 355.
17. Translation from H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 536.
18. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 198.
19. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
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trackless wastes (v. 40), such that they are 'diminished' (m't),'brought low'through
oppression, trouble, and sorrow" (v. 39; cf. NRSV). The use of ifult niphal in Isa.
29:4 also is found in connection with judgment within the presumably Isaianic ora-
cle of disaster against Ariel, i.e., Jerusalem, as the "city where David encamped"
(v. 1) and to which Yahweh himself will lay siege (v. 3). Verse 4 then describes the
laying low of Ariel/Jerusalem, which will be lying on the ground, "whimpering"
(dbr piel), its words (actually sg. 'imrd1df,) "coming low" out of the dust (J/2ft niphal;
cf. Eccl. 12:420).

3. iyft. The few occurrences of .iyi are strikingly restricted to two adjacent psalms,
Ps. 42143 and 44. Within the context of a lament of the people, 44:26(25) tries to
prompt Yahweh's help by drawing attention to the people's extreme humiliation de-
spite their being unaware of any guilt: "For we (napienfi) 'sink down' to the dust, our
bodies cling (dbq) to the ground." In the refrain of the lament of the individual in Ps.
42/43 (42:6[5]; 43:5), the petitioner asks why his soul is so "cast down" and moans (cf.
also 42:716)) in order to maintain hope in God.

V. LXX and Qumran. The LXX generally translates il.tl.t as tapeinoiln and bjptein,
though also as katdgein (Isa. 26:5), kakoiln (Ps. 106[107):39), olistfuinein (Prov.
14:19), tiikein (Hab 3:6, ihb niphal), djein (Isa. 29:4, ihh niphal), and in a

psychologizing fashion with defdein (Isa. 60:14; Job 28:40).
The root occurs a few times in Qumran. It is unclear which punishable offense is

meant in IQS 7:15 (wave with the left hand? gesticulate? prop oneself up?).2r By
contrast, references to the "disturbance of the soul" (lQH 8:32) or to the "laying low
of the everlasting heights" (CD l:15) have parallels in OT texts. lQ25 3,li 4,7 are
fragmentary.

Ruppert

20. A different view is taken by G. R. Driver, "Notes on Isaiah," Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS
O. Eissfeldt. BZAW 7'l (1958), 45.

21 . See J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer ll (Munich, 1960), 28-29.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. OT: l. Animal Slaughter; 2. The Killing of Human

Beings. III. l. LXX;2. Qumran.

I. Etymology and Meaning. The root.iftr is attested in all the important Semitic
languages. The Akkadian term iafidtu(m) II already bears the meaning "tear away, off,
down, flay (skin)," as also suggested by Syr. iafifuCy, "destroy, scatter, wound," and by
the Old Aramaic witnesses from Sefire ("be decimated").1 In Ugaritic the root lbt ap-
pears substantivally as mifut in reference to the slaughterer/butcher as well as to the
knife or instrument used to kill an animal.2

The related Arabic vb. sahata, "slaughter,"3 clearly points to a basic meaning "cut
through (the throat)" (cf . mashat, "throat"). Finally, the occurrences in the Mishnah
and Talmud also support this understanding; cf. also Eth. sal.ta1a, "to wound, harm."4

The vb. .iftl occurs 79 times, including 76 times in the qal and 3 in the niphal. The noun
i"l.ti1d occurs in 2 Ch. 30: 17, where it refers to the slaughtering of the Passover lambs.

Yet another substantival form, iahatA, is found in Hos. 5:2, where one probably
ought to maintain a meaning commensurate with the verb, "slaughter (to idols;."s
Nonetheless, many commentators propose various textual emendations.6

Six additional occurrences of the qal participle attest a homonymous vb. .(hr and re-
fer to metalworking (1 K. l0:16-17;'2Ch.9:15[bis],16; Jer.9:7 O). These occurrences
are best understood as examples of an independent verbal stem .iftt II, which refers to
metalworking (primarily gold) through hammering or beating.T In Jer. 9:7(8) (0 the

lht. A. Bea, "Kinderopfer fiir Moloch oder fiir Jahwe?" Bibl 18 (1937) 95-107; J. A. Fitz-
myer, 'A Re-Study of an Elephantine Aramaic Marriage Contract (AP l5)," Near Eastern
Studies. FS W. E Albright (Baltimore, 197l), 137 -68; M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Seryice in
Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1978); G. C. Heider, The Cult of Molek. A Reassessment. JSOTSup 43
(1985); R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967);
M. S. Smith, The Early History of God (San Francisco, 1990); N. H. Snaith, "T\e Yerbs zdbah
and iahat' W 25 (1975) 242-46; J.-M. de Tarragon, Le Culte d Ugarit. CahRB l9 (1980); R. de
Yaux, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Carditr, 1964).

l. See AHw,III, 1131; CAD, XVM,92-95; l-exSyr 768; KAI 222A.32; DNSI,l, 1122.
2. Cf. WUS, no.2594; UT, no.240l; see also B. Margalit, "Lexicographical Notes on the

AqhtEpic (Part I: KTU 1.17-18);' UF 15 (1983) 102.
3. GesB,818; HAL, IY 1458.
4. On rabbinic references see O. Michel, "oQd(o," TDNT Vll, 933; on Ethiopic cf.

LexLingAeth, 332-33; WbTiga l7l.
5. So F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB24 (1980), 386f.
6. See the list in W. R. Halper, Arrros and Hosea. ICC (1905; repr. 1966), 267-68; W. Rudolph,

Hosea. KAT XIIVI (1966), I 16; cf. also G. R. Driver, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT. V,"
JTS 34 (1933) 40, who construes a new word with the meaning "comrption, fomication."

7. See Snaith,245.
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prophet compares a deceitful tongue with a polished or sharpened arrow (NRSV "a
deadly arrow"). Here the root Jftr II should be clearly distinguished from .iftr I.8

The basic meaning of all occurrences of Jftr I is "(mortally) beat down; slaughter."
Accordingly, the basic meaning of Heb. .iit I must refer to the process of such slaugh-
tering of people or animals, usually by slitting the throat. The vb. .ihr is probably un-
suitable for describing such killing by means of a blow with a blunt weapon and with-
out spilling blood. The closest synonyms are hrg, "kill" (usually in noncultic contexts;
cf. Isa. 22:13); zbh, which refers in the broader sense to the killing of animals as sacri-
fice; and nhkhiphil, "kill, strike dead" (cf. Isa. 66:3).

The verb is used, on the one hand, to refer to the slaughtering of animals, usually in
order to use their bodies or blood in cultic rites, and, on the other, to refer to the killing
of people, usually more as passive captives than in the heat of battle.

II. OT.
1. Animal Slaughter The majority of passages using the vb. .ift1 describe the ritual

killing of animals for the cult (Lev. l7:3[bis]; Nu. I l:22; 1 S. l:25; 14:32;Isa.22:13).
The use of the verb in Gen. 37:3 l, however, shows that its meaning is not limited to this
context. Here Joseph's brothers slaughter a goat in order to dip Joseph's robe in its
blood. Nonetheless, in the overwhelming number of passages, the verb refers to the
slaughtering of animals in connection with cultic acts, since the spilling of blood (hu-
man or animal) was viewed as an intrusion into the divine dominion over life (Gen. 9:6;
Lev. 17:10-13).

Snaith attributes 38 occurrences to P in which the killing of an animal is part of the
cultic rite of presenting various kinds of sacrifices.e In Ezk. 40-y',8, four passages refer
to the killing of animals as burnt offerings (40:39,41,42; 44:ll). The verb is also used
in the Chronicler's History in connection with the presentation of sin offerings (2 Ch.
29:22lterl,24) or with the slaughtering of the Passover lamb (2 Ch. 30:15,17;
35:l,6,ll). The uniform nature of such use shows that the Israelite priestly regulations
understood iht as a technical term referring to the quick (and humane?) killing of an

animal through slitting the throat; the animal's body and blood were then used in ritual
acts.

It is significant that despite the frequent use of the verb, the OT offers no exact de-
scription ofjust how this "slaughtering" was carried out, as also clearly evident in the
rabbinic embarrassment at being unable to adduce any useful scriptural witnesses for
their slaughtering methods (cf. Bab. I.Iul.27a,[).ro

One important occasion for such ritual killing was Passover (pesah; cf. Ex. 12:6,21;
2 Ch. 30:15; 35:1,6,11; Ezra 6:20). Similarly, animals used for burnt sacrifices ('dh)
had to be slaughtered before the body could be burned as an offering (Ex.29:16:.Lev.
l:5,1 l; 4:33 [niphal]; 6:18[25]; 7:2;8:19;9:121' 14:19). The same applies to the sin of-

8. But cf. HAL,lY,1459-60.
9. Snaith, 244. Cf . J. Milgrom, I*viticus 1-16. AB 3 (1964), 154-55.
10. See in this regard O. Michel, TDNT, yll,93O.
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fenng (hatta'1; 8x.29:ll; Lev. 4:4,15,24,29,33; 6:18[25] niphal; 8:15, 9:8,15; 14:13;
16:11,15), offerings of well-being (ielem; Lev.3:2,8,13; 9:18), and guilt offerings
('didm ; Lev. 7 :2; 14:13,25).

Other occasions involving the killing of animals are the consecration of priests (Ex.
29:20:34:25; Lev. 8:23), purification rituals after recovering from skin diseases (Lev.
14:5-6) or after a house has been cleansed of dangerous infections (mold? 14:50-51).
All these ritual slaughters were to be carried out "before Yahweh" in the sanctuary
(e.g., l:5). Various passages emphasize how important it was to follow these stipula-
tions precisely regarding the place ofslaughter (cf. 17:l-9), one exception being the
extremelypeculiarritualoftheslaughteringof aredheiferoutsidethecamp(Nu. 19:1-
l0; cf. esp. 19:3 concerning the place of slaughter: "outside the camp"). Lev.22:28 ex-
plicitly forbids a mother animal from being slaughtered on the same day as her off-
spring (cf. 4Q396l, 2-4 = 4QMMT 36tr ).

The verb also appears in connection with the slaughtering of animals for sacrificial
purposes in Isa. 22:13 (picked up again in 4Q177 [4QCatenaa] 5-6, l5), where rhe oc-
casion for celebration is the end of the siege of Jerusalem; similarly also in I S.
l4:32,34(bis) with regard to the slaughtering of "sheep and oxen and calves" taken
from the conquered Philistines. Such ritual slaughter could also function as
thanksgiving for the birth of a child ( I S. l:25). In all these cases, the killing of the ani-
mal, even if it was merely a small bird (cf. Lev. 14:5-6), had to be completed before the
body or blood could be used for further cultic purposes or the flesh eaten by partici-
pants in the sacrifice.

The vb. .ihr could also be used to refer to the slaughtering of animals in connec-
tion with cults apart from Yahweh worship (Hos.5:2;lr it is unclear whether the
slaughtering mentioned in Isa. 66:3 is to be understood as part of the Yahweh cult).
Such also seems to apply to child sacrifice as referred to in Isa. 57:3; Ezk. 16:21;
23:29. The prophetic attacks seem best understood as having been directed against
the old cult of Molech.l2 The exact nature and meaning of this cult are not entirely
clear, nor can one say whether it was limited to kings (cf . 2 K. 2l:6) or to situations
of extreme distress (cf . 2 K. 3:271.12 One can only surmise regarding the extent to
which such activities were part of an existing, albeit proscribed sacral cult or regard-
ing various forms of child murder for the purpose of eliminating unwanted or sickly
children.

2. The Killing of Human Beings. The vb. Jhr is similarly used to refer to the killing
of people in noncultic contexts. The example of human (child) sacrifice may represent
an overlapping of ritual slaughter (generally of animals) and secular killing of people,
as seen in Gen. 22:10 in the story of the Aqedah, where the vb. iftr is used to describe
Abraham's plans to slaughter his son Isaac and present him as a burnt offering.

11. But see I above.
12. See Heider, 374,377-82.
13. Cf. P. Maiberger, "Genesis 22 und die Problematik des Menschopfers in Israel," BiKi 4l

(1986) 104-12; -+ l)D moleft, Yril,375-88.
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The vb. .Yfrr is used more frequently to describe the killing of political adversaries,
religious enemies, and other important captives. In Jgs. 12:6 the men of Gilead slaugh-
ter Ephraimite refugees at a ford of the Jordan when the victims are exhausted and de-
fenseless. In I K. 18:40 Elijah orders the prophets of Ba'al to be slaughtered after the
spectacular demonstration of Yahweh's power on Carmel.

2 K. l0:7 recounts the slaughter of Ahab's seventy sons in Samaria. Jehu also
slaughtered an additional forty-two men, all of whom were relatives of King Ahaziah
of Judah (2 K. 10: 14). The circumstances in both stories show that the unfortunate vic-
tims, who were in fact captives, could not put up any resistance to the slaughter. A sim-
ilar situation recurs in Jer. 4l:7, where followers of Gedaliah, the governor of Judah,
are murdered by Ishmael, a man of royal lineage. 2 K. 25:7 par. Jer. 39:6; 52:lO de-
scribes the slaughter of the sons of the Judean king Zedekiah and other Judean notables
at the behest of the Babylonian military leadership.

In an expanded sense, the Israelites accuse God of wanting to slaughter them in the
wilderness (Nu. l4: l6).

In all these accounts in which people are killed or threatened with death, the context
reveals that the victim or victims had absolutely no chance to defend themselves. In
these cases, they were probably slaughtered quickly by means of a sword or dagger.

lll. l. lXX. The LXX largely translates the verb with the word group spfuizein/
sphagd (65 times, including all the occurrences in Leviticus),la using the vb. thjein in
the remaining occurrences (esp. Chronicles), thus emphatically documenting the se-

mantic proximity with + nf l/nlu zdbavtdbah. For the slaughter of the Passover
lamb, the LXX uses the expression thfein t6 pfuisek (cf. 2 Ch. 30:15,17).

2. Qumran. Given the frequent use of the verb in the OT priestly writings, one
would expect the verb to enjoy similarly widespread use in Qumran. How surprising,
then, to discover that the root does not appear at all in the great scrolls, not even in the
Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, a situation possibly deriving from the reinterpretation
of the sacrificial cult in Qumran into a cult of prayer. A third of the l2 total occurrences
(including as yet unpublished material) are found in the Temple Scroll, another third in
the letter of the teacher 4QMMT. Every passage involves the ritual slaughter of sacrifi-
cial animals, either on the Day of Atonement (l IQT 26:5), at the feast of the new oil
(22:4), or the wood offering (23:ll). The teacher's halakah uses the term once in con-
nection with purity regulations (4Q394I, l7-18 = 4QMMT 13-14) and in regulations
regarding the appropriate place of slaughter (II, 15-16 = 4QMMT 27-28). No slaughter
may take place in the temple itself (4Q396 I, I = 4QMMT 35, par. zdbab; contra Lev.
l:5; 17:l-9, etc.). The remaining passages 4Q27O 9, II, 15 (doublet to CD) and 4Q276
1-2 (purification regulations) are fragmentary.

Clements

14. See O. Michel, TDNT, Yll,925-38.
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?nY idtuaq;f1V iabaq

Contents: I. Cognates. II. OT Occurrences: l. Verb; 2. Noun: a. Theophany; b. Yahweh's
Incomparability; c. Yahweh's Creative Acts; d. Yahweh's Salvific Acts in History. III. Qumran.
Iv. LXX.

I. Cognates. As a verb meaning "grind, crush, smooth out," the root.iftq has paral-
lels in Egyptian Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, Syriac, and Christian Palestinian Ara-
maic, as well as in Akkadian as iAqu(m), and in Arabic as sahaqa.r

The substantive, "cloud," also has parallels in Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestin-
ian, and Mandaic equivalents as well as in Akk. itqu(m) and Arabic.2

Although J. Blau may be correct that the verbal and substantival use are based on
two homonymous roots,3 it is more likely that the subst. il.tq acquired its meaning
based on the consistency of clouds and thus that no separate derivation is necessary.

II. OT Occurrences. The root .iftq occurs most frequently in the poetic texts of Job
and the Psalms. It does not occur in narrative texts. As both a verb and a noun, ifiq ex-
presses the idea of the production of very fine particles or the idea of an object consist-
ing of such particles.

l. Verb. The vb. .ift4 occurs 4 times, always in the qal. According to Ex. 30:36, Mo-
ses is to beat a spice mixture into a fine powder and then take it into the holy tent,
where Yahweh will meet with him. In Ps. 18:43(42) (almost verbatim parallel in 2 S.
22:43), the psalmist gives thanks for a rescue during which, in part, he beat his adver-
saries "fine, like dust before the wind." Here, then, .ifr4 appears in positive contexts. By
contrast, Job's reference to the way "the waters wear away the stones, the torrents wash
away the soil ofthe earth" (Job 14:19) is an expression ofhopelessness in that he finds
in the gradual crushing of the stones an analogy to his own condition.

Sir. 42:4 is not quite clear. G. Sauer believes that ihq refers to the cleaning of money
scales.a Although the expression used here could refer to dust or dirt (noun) on the
scales (cf. Isa.40:15; see below), contextually the admonition to exercise caution in
dealing with others seems to imply the action of cleansing (verb).

iafiaq. B. Holmberg, "Herren oh Molnet i Gamla testamentet," SEA 48 0983) 3l-47;
C. Houtman, Der Himmel im AT. Israels Weltbild und Weltanschauung. OTS 30 ( 1993), esp. 20-
24; J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT lO (1977),9; H. Torczyner, "The Firmament and the
Clouds," Sr I (1948) 188-96.

l. Cf. DNS1, l,ll2l; AHw,lll, 1215; Wehr, 400.
2. See HAL,lY, 1464-65 (bibliog.).
3. J. Blau, Hebrew lnnguage Studies. FS Z. Ben-Hayyiz (Jerusalem, 1983),76-77.
4. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIy5 (1981), 608.
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2. Noun. Isa. 40:15 uses the nolun iahaq in a completely unique fashion. The parallel
use of daq suggests that the reference is to dust on the scales. The nations are compared
with such dust and with the drop from a bucket to underscore their meaninglessness,
while Yahweh's own incomparable meaning is emphasized in contrast.

God's grandeur, majesty, incomparability, and distance from human beings are also
the focus in the following texts that use iahaq in the sense of "cloud." All these pas-
sages also resonate with the notion of Ba'al as the one who is enthroned or appears in
the clouds.

a. Theophany. The noun often appears in connection with theophanies. Ps.
l8:12(ll) (almost verbatim parallel in 2 S. 22:12) employs elements of theophany
portrayals5 in recounting how, when the petitioner was in need, Yahweh made dark
waters and thick clouds into his canopy in a demonstration of his power. "The accu-
mulation of imagery enhances the notion of Yahweh's mobility and hence ubiq
uity."o There is no reason to eliminate precisely the passages using iahaq because
of an alleged overloading of the verse.T Ps. 77:18(17) also contains elements of the-
ophanies. In praising Yahweh (from v. 14[13]), the psalmist recounts how the
"clouds poured out water" and "the skies thundered." The reference in 68:35(34) to
Yahweh's power above the clouds, a statement that with others praises Yahweh's
majesty, also belongs in the larger context of theophany portrayal of Ps. 68 (vv. 5,8-
9,3414,7 -8,33)).8

Elihu's discourse in Job 37:21 provides a kind of transition to the following the-
ophany portrayal. Elihu underscores the futility of Job's statements by pointing out
how one cannot "look on the light" that shines so brightly in the clouds, a possible allu-
sion to the revelation of God in the following theophany.

b. Yahweh's Incomparabiliry. Reference is often made to iahaq in connection with
Yahweh's incomparability. The rhetorical question in Ps. 89:7(6) asks who in the
clouds can compare with Yahweh (the unique use of iahaq is to be understood as an
example of ancient poetic usagee). "This is the only instance in the OT where the com-
parative 'material'is clearly and unquestionably the heavenly host."l0 The statement in
89:7(6) may indeed be based on the idea of a disempowerment of the pantheon of
gods.ll Here reference to Yahweh's incomparability is made within a hymnic context
that in its own turn appears within the broader context of a lament; as such, it under-
scores the urgency of the lament by drawing attention to earlier salvific acts (cf. also
77 :15-2lll4-201).

Dt.33:26 introduces the conclusion to the Song of Moses by extolling the incompa-
rability of the God of Jeshurun who comes to help, who is "majestic" upon the clouds.

5. See Jeremias, esp. 88-90.
6. F.-L. Hossfeld and E. Zenger, Psalmen I. NEB 29 (1993), 126.
7. So H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), on Ps. 18.
8. See in this regard Jeremias, 148.
9. So G. W. Ahlstrdm, Psalm 89 (Lund, 1959), 58.
10. C. J. Labuschagne, The Incomparability of Yahweh in the OT. POS 5 (1966),79.
11. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
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In extolling God's wisdom, the rhetorical question in Job 38:37 emphasizes God's in-
comparability by asking, "Who has the wisdom to number the clouds?"

Several statements in Elihu's discourse belong in a similar context. In order to point
out Job's limitations to him, Elihu speaks about clouds in various ways as signs of the

enorrnous distance between God and human beings. According to Job 35:5, the clouds
are so much higher than Job, what effect can Job have on God? Job 36:28 portrays God
as the one who makes rain fall from the clouds. Job 37:18 poses yet another rhetorical
question, asking whether Job can spread out the skies as does God (though here the

term iehaqtm probably refers to the firmamentl2).
Yahweh's majesty also comes to expression when in hymnic contexts Ps. 36:6(5);

57:l l(10); and 108:5(4) (in connection with temple theologyr3) extol Yahweh's stead-

fast love, which "extends to the heavens," and his faithfulness, which "reaches to the

clouds." Here the heavens and clouds become "manifestations of God's world-
encompassing'lDn."t+

c. Yahweh's Creative Acts. The background to the references to clouds in Proverbs is

the connection between Yahweh's creation and wisdom. That the "clouds drop down the

dew" can be traced back to Yahweh's own wisdom (Prov. 3:20); indeed, wisdom was

there when Yahweh "made firm the clouds" (8:28). Isa. 45:8 associates God's salvific
deeds and his creative power in summoning the clouds to rain down righteousness.

d. Yahweh's Salvific Acts in History. Jer. 5 1 :9 describes the dimensions of the divine
judgment upon Babylon by recounting how it reaches up to the clouds. Altholgh iahaq
is mentioned here in connection with an oracle of judgment, it is still part of Yahweh's

salvific acts in that judgment is being carried out against Babylon on Israel's behalf (cf.

v. l0).
lnterest in Yahweh's salvific acts in history also constitutes the background to Ps.

7 8:23 . In a retrospective on the wilderness period, the author finds that it was Yahweh

who despite Israel's transgressions (cf. the context) commanded the clouds above and in
so doing acted on behalf of his people, thus providing hope that he will do so again.

Ps. 89:38(37) underscores the enduring Davidic dynasty by recalling the depend-

able witness in the clouds, probably a reference to the rainbow and thus, following
Gen.9:14-l'7, to the enduring existence of the clouds. No textual emendation to frbe'dd
jftq is necessary.ts Li1" Ps. 78, 89:31-38(30-37) emphasizes God's faithfulness to his
promises even if his people neglect the Torah.

III. Qumran. Only a few occurrences are attested in Qumran, and those use the

substantive. lQM l0:ll mentions the expansion of the heavens in connection with
statements about God's incomparability. Praise of God also provides the background to
lQH 8:13, where iftq underscores the distance between God and human beings. lQH

12. With S. Terrien, Job. CAT XIII (1963), 243 n.3.
13. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen I, 227 .

14. H. Spieckermann, Heilsgegenwart. Eine Theologie der Psalmen. FRI-A,NT 148 (1989),

290.
15. Contra Kraus, Psclms 60-150, ir.loc.

\..-
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3:13 compares the pangs of birth preceding the miracle of successful delivery with,
among other things, the loud roaring of the clouds. Here, as in Jer. 5l:9, the context of
Jft4 is not primarily a salvific one even though the end or goal of such birth is indeed
positive. Although the occurrence in IQH 6: 16 is obscure, K. G. Kuhn does reconstruct
it as ihqym.t6

The fragmentary verse 4Q370 l, 9 uses the noun in connection with the Flood narra-
tive.rT whereas Gen. 9 itself does not use ifuq, the eumran text speaks about the ihwm
after the end of the flood and the reference to the rainbow. Hence ihq once again relates
to God's salvific deeds. other fragmentary occurrences include 4e3gl 19, I, 3, where
ihqmore likely means "heaven" (cf. Job 37:18; leM 10:ll), and4e4o24, 10, which
mentions the divine beings in the heavenly war (bmlhmt ibqym).

Iv. Lxx. The LXX renders illq with many different Greek terms, though none
seems to express any particular theological nuances. The most frequent rendering is
nephdle and ndphos, both of which are used with similar frequency to translate JlIt
'dnan.

No purely secular use of iahaq is attested. When iahaq is not being used to refer to
God's majesty, either the narrower or broader context variously involves God's salvific
activity. Except for Job 14:19; Jer.5l:9; and leH 3:13, iahaq is not used in negative
contexts, and even these passages (apart from Job l4:19) stand within the larger con-
text of divine salvific activity.

Hausmann

16. Kuhn, 219.

!1, see in this regard c. A. Newsom, "4Q370: An Admonition Based on the Flood," Reve 13
(1988) 23-43.

fnP idharl;1fi{ mnar;:r1n?i i"b6r; rn:lnp i"harhar

The verb is a hapax legomenon. According to Job 30:30, Job's skin "turns black,,
(from skin disease). Comparable forms include the subst. i"fi6a ,,blackness, soot"

iahar r: R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963), esp. 5l-53; v. Sasson, ..King Sol-
9ryllrd the Dark Lady in the Song of songs," w 39 (1989) 407-14, esp. 41lff.; wagnei, esp.
tt2-13.
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(Lam. 4:8); the adj. idhbr (6 times), "black," in Lev. 13:31 (cj. ;abdb t?11),37 (hair);
esp. Cant. l:5 (skin color: [sun] burned); 5:11 (raven); Zech.6:2,6 (horse); also 2 oc-

currences in Qumran: 3Q15 12, 2 (basalt[?]2) and 4Q186 2,1,1(eye color); similarly
i"ltarl.t64 "blackish" (Cant. l:6), and the subst. iahorfiT "black hair"[?] (Eccl. I l: l0).

The verb is attested in Middle Heb. hiphil = Jewish Aramaic aphel with the meaning
"become black," several times as Syr. i"har and as Mand. ihrll aphel with the meaning
"be/become black."3

Although the verb might derive from the adjective, the excellent attestation in Syri-
ac militates against this hypothesis. Just as Akk. iafiurru, "rigid, stiff " derives from the
vb. iufiarruru II, "be/become rigid, deathly still," so also idhdr could have followed
such a development: "burned black; black."a The interpretation of Jftr as an original
shaphel from hrr I, "glow, burn, smolder," is improbable.s "Because the stem is at-
tested only during the exilic/postexilic period and yet seems well established in Ara-
maic, it may represent an Aramaism."6

The LXX translates the verb as melanoilsthai, the adjective as mdlas.
Ruppert

l. See Gradwohl,52.
2. Cf . DJD, lll, 239-40; Wagner, ll2-13.
3. See AN/I, 420; kxSyr 77O; MdD, 451.
4. Communication from B. Kienast. See AI1w, III, I133, 1260-61.
5. P. A. H. de Boer, "Notes on Text and Meaning of Isaiah XXXVIII 9-20i OTS 9 (1951)

18l; cf. L. Wiichter, "Reste von Safel-Bildungen im HebrAischenl' ZAW 83 (1971) 384.
6. Wagner, l13.

lnU idharrr

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Synonyms. lll. Occurrences. IV. Meaning: 1. Secular Use;

2. Theological Use; V. LXX and Qumran.

iahar ll:. L. Diez Merino, "Il vocabolario relativo alla 'Ricerca di Dio' nell' AL La radice
il.trl' BeO 25 (1983) 35-38; O. Garcfa de la Fuente, ln brtsqueda de Dios en el AT (Madrid,
1971), esp. 25-26,41-42; R. Martin-Achard, "Esaie 47 et la tradition proph6tique sur Babylone,"
Prophecy. FS G. Fohrer BZAW 150 (1980), 83-105.
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I. Etymology. This root is attested in Akk. sa[dru(m), "turn toward, go around,
seek; stay"; similarly also in Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic, and in Mand. JI1R
III, "seek, explore."l Comparable terms include osA idhir "the revolving one,,, an epi-
thet of the lunar god.2 In two passages, Isa.47:rl (iahrdh, probably piel inf. from
iahorah3) and 47:15 (cj. idlt"rayift; MT: sohray,(, "your traders, -"."nurrr"a;, J&r
means "do magic," "cause (it) to disappear by magic," or as a participle, ..sorcerer, 

ma-
gician." Alongside a derivation from .iftr II, HAL considers a denomination of this piel
from a subst. iahar III to be possible, since AHw also adduces the meaning "enciicle
(particularly in the context of magic or sorcery), bewitch" (cf. sdfiiru[m./, ,.turning
around," Neo-Babylonian, "a sorcerer," fem. sdfuertufm], ,,a sorceress,,; also Arab.
sahara, "bewitch, enchant, fascinate"; sdhir "sorcer.er, enchanter, magician, charm-
er";.s 5on",neless, semantic considerations by no means require the assumption of an
additional root; ihr acquires the meaning "bewitch, enchant" simply by way of the
magical practices expressed in the meaning "encircle, said of magic or sorcery.,'6

II. Synonyms. Synonyms for ihr include: wh piel,..wish, desire',; ,hb, ,,love,,; bqi
piel, "seek"; hnn hithpael, "plead for mercy/compassion',; qr,, ,,call',; iwb, *tum
around." Successful ifir can be expressed by *;', "find" (prov. 7:15). Apart from prov.
1l:27 ardlsa. 47:15 cj. (qal ptcp.), only piel forms are artesred.T The root .i&r expresses
an intensive activity, "being intent upon something" (qal), ..searching (diligenily) for
something" (piel). Objects of such seeking include God (with nota accusativj as well
as with 'el), wisdom (Job7:21: God himself as subj.), the simple-minded man (prov.
7:15; subj.: the strange woman); with the dative also: robbery (Job g:5); with double
accusative iihorb mfisqr (Prov. l3:24), "he seeks him with discipline," i.e.,,.he occa-
sionally disciplines him [his son]."8

III. Occurrences. Considering that 8 of the 14 occurrences (with cj.) are found in
wisdom writings (Prov. l:28; 7:15; 8:17l, tl:27; 13:24; Job j:21; g:5; Z4:5), ihr ll
emerges as a popular term among wisdom authors. There are 3 occurrences in the
Psalms and psalmlike texts (Ps. 63:2lll:78:34; rsa. 26:9). The earliest occurrence that
can be dated is Hos. 5:15, where Hosea explains the familiar cultic expression D4,i (piel)
panim (of Yahweh) with this wisdom term.e Preexilic texts include Prov. I l:27 and

l. AHw,II, 1005; WTM,IY,537 MdD, 451.
2. see M. Hcifner, in H. Gese, Hrifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens,

Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0t2 (1970), 282,326.
3. See BergstrAsser, II, 922c.
4. K8L2,962; HAL, Il,75Oa; also IV, 1466a.
5. HAL, lY, 1466; + tn!, tuhar; AHw,II, 1005, 1008-9; Wehr, 400.
6. see cAD, xv 46, with documentation; on the entire semantic spectrum see 37-3g.
7. See HP, 222.
8. cf . K8L2,962; G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes on prophets and proverbs,', JTS 4l (lg4o)

l_74; cf . comms., esp. o. pl<iger, spriiche saromos (proveiia). Br xvII (19g4), r57, rb4; on
the obj. mfisar; cf . also G& 9113; Synr., 994b.

9. See H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 116.
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13:24.T\e two passages from Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 47:11,15 cj.) are based on the mean-
ing "do magic." The common meaning of J/rr piel occurs in Hebrew Sir. 6:36 (obj.:
those who have understanding); 32:14 (obj.: God); 4:12 (uncertain; obj.: wisdom).

IV. Meaning.

l. Secular Use. Semantic considerations of .iftr "seek," most easily begin with its
secular use in wisdom writings (Job 24:5; Prov. 7:15; ll:27; 13:24). The mashal in
Prov. l1:27 focuses on the act-consequence connection: "Whoever diligently seeks

good (iohcr). seeks (bqr) favor (rdsOn); but evil (ra'd) comes (bw') to the one who
searches @ar4i) for it." This verse sounds a bit eudemonistic; i.e., one seeks good not
for its own sake but for the favor of others, though just whose favor (that of God or of
human beings) remains open. The preceding v.26,"the people curse those who hold
back grain," might more likely suggest the latter (cf. also 14:9). O. Pldger believes that
I 1 :26 refers to the sale of grain by the Egyptian Joseph. t0 Because most of the occur-
rences of rdsbn in Proverbs refer to Yahweh's favor, however, favor bringing blessing
and good fortune,ll the former probably also resonates.

Examples of both fateful and beneficial seeking with a human subject appear in
Proverbs; here the piel expresses intensity and urgency. In 7: 15 the strange (adulterous)
woman tells the simple-minded man (pe1t, v.7) that she has come out to meet him and

has sought him eagerly (l"iahEr paneyka). The solemn mode of expression here almost
seems like a perversion of references to seeking Yahweh in the cult (cf. Hos. 5: I 5), par-
ticularly since the woman emphatically presents herself as being devout (Prov. 7:14).
Yet the flattered man who follows her is risking his life (v. 23). Beneficial love ex-
presses itself not in flattery but in properly administered discipline according to 13:24:
"Those who spare (h{k) the rod hate their children, but those who love ('hb) them
'seek'them with discipline (mfrsdr)l'i.e., they discipline them before it is too late. This
mashal maintains that "genuine, responsible love does not shy away from discipline"tz
(cf. also 23:13-14).Inspired by these verses, Ben Sirach will later reflect on the posi-
tive aspect of parental discipline (Sir. 30:1- l3). Iob 24:5 focuses on vital human needs
(secondary context); here the wicked, portrayed as plunderers, "scavenge" the waste-
land looking for food for themselves (?) and their young.

2. Theological Use. References to seeking God are at home in the language of the
cult (Ps. 63:2lll;78:34;Isa. 26:9;Hos.5:15; variously with the acc.). Here the piel ex-
presses more than merely seeking Yahweh (in the sanctuary; in this regard: r'h niphal,
cf. Ex. 23:15; 34:23-24; Dt. 16: 16; 3l:1 1). Rather, it is always an urgent seeking that
tries to thwart distress, always with the connotation of yearning and keeping watch. Ac-
cording to Hos.5:15, the eadiest occurrence that can be dated, the Israelites

10. Spriiche Salomos, 142.
ll. See B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATUI6 e1963), 56.
12. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos, 764.
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("Ephraim"), abandoned by Yahweh, "seek his face" (biqqzi pdntm) and "keep watch"
(,iftr piel) for Yahweh in their distress (bassar ldhem). Yahweh has withdrawn into the
wilderness (v. 15) and can no longer be found at the many customary sanctuaries in the
land; Israel, now punished by desolation,l3 must keep watch for him in the wilderness.
The historical perspective in Ps. 78 presupposes a similar situation in v. 34. Here the
chastised people seek God (Jftr piel par. dri) and repent (cf. iwb). The background to ps.
63:2(l) (preexilic?) is individual distress. The petitioner, oppressed by liars and adver-
saries (cf. vv. 10, l2b[9, I lb]), "seeks" yahweh as ..my God," ..thirst 

s,, (;m,) and ..faints"

for him (kmh).He is hoping for a theophany, apparently in the sanctuary, to effect a turn
in his distress.la In the collective lament lsa.26:7-21, interspersed with wisdom mate-
rial, v. 9 reads like a formula from a lament of the individual: "My soul (napit) yearns
for you ( wh piel) in the night, my spirit (rfrht) earnestly seeks you (Jftr piel) in the morn-
ing (babbdqcr cj. instead of beqirbtts)." The petitioner, in a crisis situation, spends the
night in the sanctuary, longingly keeping watch for yahweh's help to appear ..in the
morning."16 Bildad urges Job to seek God (in a noncultic context, Job g:5, Jlrr piel with
the prep. 'el par. hnnhithpael, "make supplication"), advice presupposing that Job has
changed his attitude toward God. In prov. l-9, personified wisdom joins God: ..I love
('hb) those who love me (m"'ahpay), and those who seek me diligently (meiaharay) find
me (ms', Prov. 8:17; cf. Ex. 20:5-6 par.). In prov. l:28 wisdom similarly declares that
"then [in distress and anguish] they will call upon me (qr'), but I will not answer (hlr),.
they will seek me diligently (il.tr), but will not find me (mg,)', (on v. 2ga cf ., e.g., ps.
22:3[2]; on 28b cf., e.g., Hos. 5:15; Am. 8:12). Hence later wisdom modifies the under-
standing of seeking God (cultically) and transfers it to wisdom (hokm6).

God is the subject of Jftr only once (Job 7:zr). rt Job could die a ..natural" death,
i.e., one not resulting from punishment,lT then he would no longer "be" when God
"sought" him. God's futile searching would then contrast with the way God makes Job
his target while Job yet lives (v. 20), i.e., presses in upon Job. By contrast, F. Horst
finds here a prayer motif in a lament that seeks to move yahweh to help by reminding
him of the brevity of human life.l8

The verb .iftr means "do magic"; the qal participle means "sorcerer" twice in the only
oracle against foreign nations in Deutero-Isaiah, the oracle against Babylon (Isa.47:L-
l5; cf. vv. 11,15). Although Babylon is proud of its (magical) knowledge and ability, it
will not be able to "charm away" Yahweh's punishment of widowhood and childless-
ness (vv. 8-9,1 I ). Babylon's "sorcerers" (cj. ioftarayit3, v. l5) will meet the same fate as
its advisers and astrologers (vv. 13-14): "they reel one against the other, none helps
you."le Human .iftr directed against Yahweh's judgment is doomed to failure.

13. On the cj. of ye'i"mfr b yeiammfr or yaiommfr, see Wolff, Hosea, 105.
14. H.-J. Kraus, Psalras 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
15. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 552.
16. On "help in the morning," -+ C. Barth, ipl bOqea 11,226-27.
17. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), 182.
18. Hiob 1 (1-19). BKxvr/t (1983),123.
19. Trans. by L. Kdhler in c. wesrermam, Isaiah 4M6. orL (Eng. trans. 1969), lg7.
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V. LXX and Qumran. The LXX translates the verb 8 times as orth(r)i1ein and
twice as zEtein.

There are two reliable occurrences of the verb in Qumran (4Q487 36, I is still un-
certain). In 4Q184 l, I the adulterous woman is always seeking (ifur tmyd) to "sharpen
her words" (linn dbryh).4QBeat (4Q525) calls those blessed who seek the truth (?)

with pure hands "and not with a heart full of guile" (ltihrnh blb mrmh, l. 3;.zo

Ruppert

20. Published by E. Puech; cf. "Un hymn ess6nien en partie retrouv6 et les b6atitudes IQH V
12-VI 18," RevQ 13 (1988) 85-87.

lflq iahar;14V0 miibdr
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vocabulario relativo alla 'Ricerca di Dio' nell' AL La radice ihrl' BeO 25 (1983) 35-38;
O. Garcia de la Fuente, ln bilsqueda de Dios en el AT (Madrid, l97l); P. Grelot, "Isaie XIY12-
15 et son arriBre-plan mythologique: RHR 149 (1956) 18-48; H. Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos
in Urzeit und Endzeit (G<ittingen, 1895), esp. 132-34 [this section not in Eng. trans. Trans.);
"The Influence of Babylonian Mythology upon the Biblical Creation Story," in B. W. Anderson,
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I. Etymology. The Heb. iahar is a primary noun.r The A]r*.. i€ru(m) II and Assyr.
iidru(m),2 "morning," militate against a verbal derivation, since the substantival form
pirds generates only primary nouns;3 moreover, osA sahar "dawn, daybreak," does
not indicate a causative.4 Forms occurring in Qumran include Middle Heb. iahar (leH
4:6: kihr "like the dawn"; llQPs" 26:ll: establishment of the dawn [kwn hiphil];
4Q487 36,1 lihr uncertain); Jewish Aram. iahara', "morning dawn, early morning";s
Moab. (fem. !) il.trt; cf . mbq' hihrt, "from daybreak";6 Ugar. ihr *dawn, daybreak,', .iftr
par. qdm, "east wind";7 ihr 'lmt, "from this morning to eternity,,;8 as the twin gods .iftr
wilm, "moming and evening star,"e and 'm ittr wilm immh, ,,to ihr and ilm in
heaven"'ro Arab. sahar "time before daybreak, early morning, dawn."tt The ancient
Arabic god sal.ta4 "dawn, daybreak," is portrayed in reliefs with the symbol of the
dragonhead.t2 The form iahar also appears as a nomen divinum in personal names, in-
cluding Ugal iliha "Jftr is (my) god"; Phoen. 'bdihr ihrb'l.tz

II. Meaning. There is still some dispute concerning just which early morning natu-
ral phenomenon is meant by il.tr: "daybreak, morning twilight," or "reddish glow that
precedes the dawn, sunrise," or "the first morning ligh1."t+ Since the word "dawn" also
includes a stage of daybreak, the time of early morning twilight before the sun rises,

creation in the or (Philadelphia, 1984); P. Humbert, "D6mesure et chute dans l'AT," Maqq1l
shaqedh. FS w. vischer (Montpellier, 1960), 63-82; B. Janowski, Rettungsgewissheit 

-ind

Epiphanie des Heils L WMANT 59 (1989), esp. 182-91; J. w. McKay, "Helel and the Dawn-
Goddess," W 20 (1970) 451-64: idem, "psalms of Vigil," ZAW 9t (tg]i) 229-47, esp. 243; H. G.
May, "Some Aspects of Solar worsh.lp at Jerusalem," ?Aw 55 (1937) 269-gl; M. H. pope,
"'Attat' WbMyth, l, 249-50; idem, "Saltr und Satiml' WbMyth, L, 306:-7; H.-p. Stlihli, Solare
Elemente im Jahweglauben des AT. oBo 66 (1985), esp. 34-35; l.ziegler,"Die Hilfe Gottes .am

Morgen,"' Alttestamentliche Studien. FS E Ndtscher BBB I (1950), 2gl-gg.

1. contra c. J. Labuschagne, or studies (pretoria, l97l), 56, who derives it from hrr I
shaphel, "make glow."

2. AHw lll, 1219, 1226.
3. See GaG, 955j, l2a.
4. Communication from B. Kienast.
5. WTM, IY, 537; Jastrow, l55l-52.
6. K41 181.15; cf. DNSI,ll, 1122.
7. WUS, no. 2592: UT no. 2399; KTU 1.t2, t,7(B); cf. M. J. Dahood, RSp, 1,349.
8. KTU 3.5, 15; WUS, no.2592.
9. KTU 1.23, 52,53; cf. H. Gese, in Gese, M. Hcifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen

Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandtier RM 10/2 (1970), 80-82.
10. KTU 1.100 51, 52; cf. M. Dietrich and o. Loretz, "Die Bannung von schlangen}ift:' uF

t2 (1980) 157.
ll. Wehr,400.
12. cf. M. Hcifner, Religionen Altsyriens,253,27l-72:here 317; on Akk. iEru(m) as anomen

divinum, "morning star," see AHw, IIl, 1219.
13. PNU, 95, 192, 310; Benz, 163, 180.
14. on the first see Robertson; also Aalen, -+ I, 153-54, 165-66; on the second, Kcihler; on

the last, Dalman, AuS,U2(1928),601; W Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KATXIII42
(t971), st.
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while iahar refers to a (fleeting) light phenomenon, concretely to an "emerging" red-
dish light on the (eastern) horizon (vb. lftts; or to the time when it appears, the term is
probably best understood as "the first morning light" in the broader, albeit imprecise
sense of the reddish light at dawn, which has nothing to do with the occasional morn-
ing redness in northern latitudes.l6 Whereas Heb. iahar is already considered to be part
of the day itself (cf. Jgs. l9:25; Neh. 4:15), the corresponding Arab. sahar refers to the
final part of the night, which is then followedby the fa{a that which is more properly
called dawn.lT

III. Problematic Passages. The meaning of iahar is disputed in Isa. 8:20, "for
teaching and for instruction (Pt6rd w"li1'A86) 'im-ld' yo'm"rfi kadddldr hazzeh 'oier
'An-b iaharl' Does ddpdr refer to "for teaching and instruction" ("those who do not
keep to this [to Dt. 18:9-15] have no future"l8) - but then can 'mr really mean "hold to
something"? - or more likely to what was said in v. 19 (ust as y6'm"rfi in v. 20 seems
to be picking up yo'merft from v. l9)? Although one can reposition v. 20abu (after
v. 19a) and reinterpret 'el-'"ldhdyw as singular, "their God" (for Israel: Yahweh),te
yielding thereby a comprehensible text suggesting the meaning "dawn," neither Isaiah
nor his redactors would have referred to the replies of ghosts and diviners (v. 19) as

t6rd. The dative 16 in v. 20bp thus probably refers not to the speaker in v. 20ba, but
rather to dapar @.20ba). In that case, however, a different meaning must be assumed
for ial.ta4 not least because among the early versions only the Vg. reads matutina lux
Gt. BHA. The term iahar might be understood from the perspective of Akk.
iafidru(m), "turn around (for the purpose of sorcery bewitchment)."20 Because the da-
tive 16 (v. 20b) is too far removed to refer back to yo'm"rfr, v. 20 should probably be
translated, "By law and regulation! What they say has no force,"2l the reference being
to the "power of magic." Although HAL thus assumes the presence of a hapax
legomenon ial.tarlll with the meaning "magic, power (to bewitch maliciously),"22 the
root iahar III is probably not to be separated from iahar II. The obviously redactional,
compound saying in Isa. 8:19-20 refers to practices forbidden by the Torah (cf. v. 20a;
cf. Dt. l8:9-15). Strikingly, the adjuring asseveration refers less to the illegality ofsuch
practices than to their inefficiency: 'An-b iahar (v.2Ob).

It is virtually impossible to determine whether miihdr in Ps. l lO:3 (mErehem
miihdr) represents a substantive meaning "dawn" deriving from idhar II or is a result

15. See V.l below.
16. See the extensive discussion in Kiihler.
17. See Kirhler, 59.
18. So R. Kilian, Jesaja l-12. NEB 17 (1986), 69.
19. So Schwarz, 219.
20. -+ '1ItI2 iabar; cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991), 364, 373-74;

prompted by a suggestion from G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes on Prophets and Proverbs," JTS 4l
(1940) 162; O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 199; H.-P. Mtiller, "Die
weisheitliche Lehrerziihlung im AT und seiner Umwelti WO I (1975176) 73-74.

21. Mnllel74.
22. HAL, tV, 1469.

L.
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of dittography from merehem iahar23 Because of the resonance with Isa. 14:12 (hOl1l
ben-idhar), the passage will be discussed in that context.

IV. Occurrences- The remaining 22 (or 2l) occurrences are widely distributed. The
term occurs 8 times in narrative texts (Gen. 19:15;32:25,27[8ng.24,26]; Josh. 6:15;
Jgs.19:25; | 5.9:26;Neh.4:15[2tl; Jon. 4:7), the remaining t+ 1i:y in poetic texts, in-
cluding 6 in the prophets (lsa.14:12;58:8;Hos.6:3; l0:15; Joel2:2;Am.4:r3), with
Hos. 6:3 and Am. 4: l 3 exhibiting a cultic setting ( Sitz im Leben). References to the cult
are also found in Ps.22:l(S); 57:9(8) = l0g:3; 139:9, to wisdom in Job 3:9;3g:12;
41:10(18), and to love poetry in cant.6:10. cf. also the conjectural proposals for
miihdr in Ps. I l0:3.

V. Use. One must distinguish between t}re natural phenomenon of "first light of day',
or "dawn" and the mythological use of iahar

' l. Natural Phenomenon The verb generally used to refer to the appearance of
the first morning light, the "rise" or "emergence" of the dawn, is ,dld (Gen. 19:15;
32:25,27124,261; Josh.6:15; Jgs. t9:25; I S.9:26; Jon.4:7; Neh.4:15[21]). The
morning light can also "break forth" (bq'), i.e., break through the darkness (Isa.
58:8). It can "look down (upon the observer)" (iqp niphal, cant. 6:10). Because the
early morning breaking of dawn (par. showers, spring rain) is .,sure" (nd$6n), the
people can compare Yahweh's own anticipated "coming forth,, (m6sd) with it (Hos.
6;3). The morning light "spreads" (pdrus) upon the mountains (Joel2:2). The dawn
is associated with the "morning" (bdqer); God asks Job whether during his life he
ever commanded (swft piel) the "morning" or "caused the dawn to know (yd. piel)
its place (meqdmb)" (Job 38:12). Am.4:13, similarly evoking the theology of cre-
ation, is even more unequivocal in maintaining that yahwehiade (a:{d) the dawn
as well as the "darkness" ('apd) (cf. Isa. 45:7, eliminating the notion still lying be_
hind Job 38:12, albeit merel-y as a faded poetic metaphor, of the dawn as an other-
worldly being).

The emergence of dawn also variously functions as a signal for important under-
takings. On the decisive seventh day the Israelites rose at dawn to march around Jeri-
cho (Josh. 6:15; cf. v. l2).In similar fashion samuel summons Saul at the first break
of day to depart and to anoint him ruler of God's people at the outskirts of town (l S.
9:26; cf . 9:27; lo:l). From the break of dawn (m€'a161 haiiahar) until the stars come
ou,t ('ad se'! hokkdkdbtm), half of Nehemiah's men work ro construct the city wall
while the other, armed half stand ready to thwart attacks (Neh. 4:15[21]); these ex_
pressions encompass the entire period of the day available for human activities. The
breaking of dawn can signal that it is high time to do or to stop doing something. The

,, 23. See A. Cooper, Rse III, 419. For the former see HAL, il, @4; for the latter see H.-J.
Kraus,Psalms6Ul50.CC(Eng.trans. 1989),inloc.;foradiscussionoiotherconjectures(e.g.,
piel ptcp. of idhar), see H. J. Stoebe, "Erwiigungen zu ps ll0 aufdem Hintergrund von I sam2l:' FS F. Baumgtirtel (Erlangen, 1959), l8a. -
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(heavenly) messengers urge Lot to leave Sodom quickly (Gen. 19:15), which is then
destroyed shortly after sunrise (cf. vv. 23-25). Because the emergent dawn robs the
mysterious "man" (originally probably a river demon) of his strength as he wrestles
with Jacob at the Jabbok, he must ask Jacob to turn him loose (Gen.32:27126); cf.
v. 25124)). The breaking of dawn similarly prompts those who are raping the concu-
bine of the Levite at Gibeah to cease and let their victim go (Jgs. 19:25), since such an

abomination obviously must shy away from daylight (cf. Gen. 19:4-5). According to
Hos. 10:l3b-15, an oracle of judgment, at dawn (baiiahar) Israel's king will be
"completely destroyed" and "go completely silent" (dmh niphal; Hos. l0:15b). One
can interpret this statement such that God's judgment will come at "the very begin-
ning of the day of battle," or "at the dawn of day, which otherwise is usually the hour
of divine succor."24 The "help in the morning" that Hos. l0:15b turns into its opposite
recalls the light that "breaks forth like the dawn," shining upon the believer and bring-
ing healing (Isa.58:8; cf.60:l-2). In Jon.4:7 Yahweh's judgment takes on didactic
features when Yahweh sends a worrn at dawn to attack the castor bean plant, which
then withers. The context of Joel 2:2 also involves judgment; here a comparison with
the dawn spreading upon the mountains alludes to the "vast expanse of the (hostile)
army and its sudden appearance."2s An emendation of the unusual iahar into i"hbr
"blackness" (so NRSV), is inadvisable.26

2. Mythology, Theological Metaphors. The remaining, metaphorical passages recall
the understanding of the dawn as an originally divine being. Cant. 6: l0 compares the
woman with the dawn (no article!) that "looks down" upon her lover as well as with the
moon, the sun, and "illusions" (?) (NRSV "army with banners"),27 lending expression
to both the fascinating and the confusing characteristics of the woman. McKay be-
lieves that ial.tar is feminine here and is referring to a goddess.28 The dawn is said to
have "eyelids" ('ap'appA-iafuar) and "wings" (kanp?-iahar; Job 3:9; 4l:10[18]; Ps.

139:9). The night in which Job was conceived should not see "the eyelids of dawn,"
i.e., the first rays of morning light; it should remain dark (Job 3:9). Job 41: l0(18) com-
pares the (flashing?) eyes of the hippopotamus with the "eyelids of the dawn." The
LXX interprets (demythologizes?) the "eyelids" of both passages in Job as references
to the morning star, whereas the Vg. translates 4l:10(18) as sicut taedae ignis
accensae, "like torches lit with fire." McKay believes that the allusion is again origi-
nally to the eyelids of a goddess (cf. Prov. 6:251.2e

The metaphorical reference to the "wings of the dawn" points even more clearly to a
(winged) deity (Ps. 139:9). Even if they carry the psalmist to "the farthest limits of the

24. For the former see H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Er,g. trans. 1974), 188; for the latter,
A. Deissler, Zwi)lf Propheten. NEB (1981), 49.

25. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),44.
26. See ibid.; Rudolph, Joel,5l.
27. See G. Gerleman, RutWDas Hohelied. BK XVIII Cl98l), 182-83, 186.
28. "Helel and the Dawn-Goddess," 458-59.
29. rbid.,459.
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sea," he still cannot escape God's grasp, a metaphor for the immeasurable distance that
the rays of the dawn in the east must travel to the most extreme edge of the (western)
sea. The early versions consciously suppressed this mythical imagery; the LXX trans-
lates as edn analdboimi tds pt4rygds mou kat' 6rthron, vg. as si sumpsero pinnas
diluculo, Pesh. as "like the eagle." Nonetheless, the MT should be maintained (cf.
Aquila and Tg.). Perhaps the association of the dawn with the most distant sea in Ps.
139:9 still recalls that the dawn passes the night in the sea just as does Greek Eos with
her lover Tithonus.3o

Given the seriousness of the preceding situation, where the petitioner has presum-
ably fled to the sanctuary from enemies, the double occurrence in ps. 57:9(8) par.
108:3, "I will awake the dawn" (wrrrl hiphil) recalls the widespread motif of "help in
the morning."3l The rays of the first morning light, which the petitioner hopes will
bring a turn in his fate, seem to be delayed (because of thick clouds?), which is why he
intends to "awake" the dawn by playing the harp and lyre. Is this yearning anticipation
of the first morning light based merely on the simple observation "of the way in which
the rising sun daily breaks the inimical power of night"?32 Then why is it necessary to
"awake" dawn? Homer also mentions that the emergence of Eos can be delayed; on be-
half of Ulysses and Penelope, Athena did not awake Eos at the right time from her
nighttime slumber in Oceanus.33

The exilic song of mockery at the fall of Babylon in Isa. 14 seems to presuppose a
myth according to which h€lEl ben-iahar (v. l2), interpreted historically as either Bab-
ylon or perhaps Nebuchadnezzar ll, tries to climb up to heaven, higher than the stars,
and establish his throne that he might be equal to the Most High; he fails and is cast
down to the underworld (vv. l2-151j+ As the "son of the dawn," hakl cannot mean
"new moon," which is why the emendation to htldl (Arabic "the new moon"35) is to be
rejected. "Morning star" (LXx heosphdros; Yg. lucifer) makes good sense, since the
morning star rises after the first morning light and before the sun.

Such a myth, however, is not attested outside the or itself. Although Ugarit did
indeed understand iahar as the god of the dawn, just as his half-brother ialim was
god of the evening twilight,36 Athtar (morning star) was viewed as the son of El and
Athirat, not of iahar. Athtar's alleged futile attempt to place himself on the empty
throne of Ba'al is not even remotely comparable to Isa. l4:12-15, since Athtar does
not undertake such on his own initiative and in the end voluntarily vacates the throne
in view of his own incapacity.3T one can indeed note that habl, "the shining one,"
does resemble Phaethon (same meaning), just as the undertaking of habl resembles

30. See Homer, Il. Il.l; 19.1.
31. -+ lp! b1qer 11,226-28.
32. McKay, "Psalms," 229.
33. Od. 23.241-46; cf . Il. ll.l-2; l9.l-2; cf. McKay, "Helel," 460.
34. See in this regard H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997), 62-65; cf. 45.
35. See M. Hdfner, WbMyth, l, 447.
36. See I above.
37. KTU 1.6t,39-67.
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the ascension of the son of Helios, Phaethon, on his father's sun chariot, an ascen-
sion that ends with Phaethon, struck by Zeus's thunderbolt, plunging into the
Eridanus.38 Establishing a connection with Eos, Greek dawn, requires an understand-
ing of this particular Phaethon together with a different Phaethon, the son of Eos and
Cephalus. If Phaethon is a Greek epithet for the morning star (hedsph6ros), then
hAbl colld be an epithet for Athtar,3e though the genealogy does not fit even if iahar
here (like Moab. ihrt) were feminine.a0 The motif of gigantomachy also attested in
Greek mythology might then provide the background to Isa. 14:.12-15.41 According
to Craigie, ben-iahar refers not to genealogy but to the morning setting of the Venus
star, in which case the genealogical problem would be solved.a2 Perhaps, however,
the background is actually the simple astronomical observation that the morning star
is able to rise only a little above the horizon before the rising sun makes it "disap-
pear" from the observer's vision and prevents it from rising above the stars (cf. Isa.
14:13). The brightly shining star on the morning horizon thus appears as a fallen di-
vine being and as such was able to refer metaphorically to a fallen being that tried to
assault heaven.

This is the place to discuss the hapax legomenon miihdr in Ps. 1lO:3 (merehem

miihdr), even though an emendation to iahar on the basis of dittography might not
prove persuasive.43 Because OT Hebrew does not reliably attest a feminine meaning
for anarthrous iahar ("dawn" as a goddess; contra McKay), Ps. 110:3 cannot really be

interpreted as referring to the "birth" of the (Davidic) king from the womb of the dawn
goddess. Here miihar probably has the same meaning as iahara But then what does
"from the womb of the dawn" mean? Is the reference to begetting at all? The reading
attested by the LXX (also Pesh. and several Hebrew mss.) yeliStt!fr, "I have begotten
you," apparently represents an accommodation to Ps. 2:7, which is why the difficult
MT reading should be maintained.as The deletion of l"f,d 1al, "to you (the) dew," in the
LXX suggests textual accommodation. One can thus translate: "On holy mountains,
from the womb of the morning the dew of your youth [not: young manhood] (comes)

to you."46 The refreshing, vivifying dew of the early morning emerges, as it were, from
the "womb" of dawn; i.e., the dawn "bestows" the dew, which functions here as a meta-
phor for the freshness of youth of the (chosen) king, or better yet as a metaphor for the
divinely effected strengthening of the yet youthful king. All this takes place "on the
holy mountains," i.e., on Zion.

One crux interpretum is the technical remark 'al-'ayyelel haiiahar; "according to

38. See H. von Geisan, KlPauly, IY 689; also Grelot, 30-32.
39. See Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 64-65.
40. So McKay, "Helel," 458-60.
41. See Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 64.
42. Craigie,224.
43. For: KBI],573; against: GesB, 468; HAL,11,644.
44. Cf. Stoebe, "Erwiigungenl' 188; HAL, 11,644.
45. Cf. H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 C1968), 482-83; A. Weiser Psalms. OTL (Ene.

trans. 1962), in loc.; a different view is taken by Kraus, Psalrns 60-150, inloc.
46. See Gunkel, HKATIV2 C1968),486.
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the Deer of the Dawn," in Ps. 22:l(S), presumably an indication of melody.lz Deleting
haiiahar and reading 'ela1i7 "according to the Elathite,"48 seems arbitrary. yet one
probably did connect a sacred animal, a "deer, hind" or "doe of a fallow deer," to the
dawn (originally to the deity?;.+e one might understand 'ayyelelas a feminine of 'jal,
"strength" (Ps. 88:5[4]), which from the perspective of Syr. 'iydld',,,help,', could also
be understood as "help" as supported by LXX hyp6r tds anal6mpse6s tds he1thiniis,
"on the early morning help."so In any event, the psalm might later have been interpreted
from the perspective of "help in the morning" (see above). euestionable readings in-
c]r;de 'jdlfi1(as in v. 20) as a feminine of JtAl, "(breath of) life" (?), ..(to be sung) at
the breathing of the dawn";s1 also the understanding of 'ayyeley as an "otherwise unat-
tested feminine form 'ayil, thus'female sheep,"' which the petitioner must present as a
sin offering at dawn.52

Names containing the term iahars3 include the old place name serel haiiahar (Josh.
13:19), in which iahar probably represents a divine name; and the probably late pNs
'ohiiahar "my brother is iahai' (or "brother of iahaf'?) (l Ch. 7:lO), i"haryd,
"Yahweh is iahar" (l ch. 8:26), in which iahar is probably to be understood meta-
phorically,5a and finally iahorayim, "born at the hour of iahaf, (l Ch. 8:8).ss

Ruppert

47. Cf. ibid., 88; H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
48. H. Gunkel and J. Begrich,Intro. to the Psalms (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., l99g), 350-51.
49. Cf . HAL,I, 40; cf. A. Jirku, "'Ajjetet ha5-Sa[ar (ps 2l,l),', ZAW 65 (1953) 85-86, with

reference to archaeological evidence in Anatolia.
50. so B. D. Eerdmans, "on the Road to Monotheism," Essays on Masoretic psalms. ors I

(1942) 117; idem, The Hebrew Book of Psalms. OTS 4 (1947) 173. See HAL, I, 40.
51. L. Delekat, "Probleme der Psalmeniiberschrifren," ZAW 76 (1964) 296-97.
52. S. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, IV (oslo, l9z2),26; cf . 26-29; more reserved in idem,

The Psalms in Israel's Worship (2 vols.; New York, 1962),II,214.
53. See A. Cooper, RSe \1,420.
54. rPN,169.
55. K8L2,962.
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences and Etymology.2.LXX. II. Verb: l. Basic Considerations; 2. Piel

and Hiphil: a. Human Beings as Subjects; b. Yahweh as Subject; 3. Niphal and Hophal. III.
Substantival Derivatives. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Occurrences and Etymology. The word group .i/r, is attested 165 times in He-
brew; the verb occurs by far the most frequently, including 95 times in the hiphil
(though in Dnl. 8:24a in a corrupt text; cf. BHS),39 in the piel, 6 in the niphal, 2 in the
hophal (only the ptcp.; Mal. l:14 cited in 5Ql0 l, 1 with the pual ptcp.).Derivations
similarly include primarily substantival verbal forms, including the hiphil ptcp. maihtl
20 times, the hophal ptcp. moihdl once, then *mail.t€1 and miihal only once each.l The
subst. ptcp. i"ht1d occurs 3 times in Biblical Aramaic, the same form also once in
Sirach (Aramaism). The verb also occurs 9 times in the hiphil and once in the hophal in
Sirach.

Although the root occurs about 20 times in the Hebrew and twice in the Aramaic

Qumran writings, the conditions of the texts do not always allow a reliable interpreta-
tion. Later Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic attest only sparse occurrences; here the
word group has largely been replacedby hbl.z It is otherwise attested in most of the
other West and South Semitic languages, including Phoenician, Yaudi, Egyptian Ara-
maic, and Syriac (also attested here with partial assimilation, iht, the latter perhaps
also in Old Aramaic).3 The occurrences are uncertain in Ugaritic as well as in one
Ammonite inscription (more likely a correspondence with ial.tafl.a The Arabic equiva-
lent is sahata, "destroy, extirpate," the OSA equivalent sftr, "destroy."s In Ethiopic it is
difficult to determine whether equivalents derive from iht or iht.6 East Semitic attests

no corresponding term.
The basic meaning of the root cannot be precisely determined. Although the general

meaning seems to be "destroy, ruin," West Semitic attests this meaning only for derived

ial.ta1. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 355-56;
G. Harder, "QOe(po rrlt.l' TDNT IX, 93-106; M. T. Houtsma, "Textkritischesl' ZAW 27 (1907)
57 -59; O. Keel, "Erwiigungen zum Sitz im Leben des vormosaischen Pascha und zur Etymologie
von IlpP," ZAW 84 (1972) 414-34; R. E. Murphy, "Sahat in the Qumran Literature," Bibl 39
(1958) 61-66; D. Vetter, "nnU itu pi./hi. to ruinl'TLOT III, 1317-19; L. Wlchter, "Reste von
Safel-Bildungen im Hebriiischenl' ZAW 83 (1971) 380-89, esp. 384-85.

1. See III.2 below.
2. Jastrow, 851, 1548, 1552. -+)ln nabat (chabhal) III (IV 185-88); cf. Harder,99.
3. See DNSI, ll, ll22-23; lzxSyr 771-72,768; KAI 222A.32.
4. See UT no.2400; M. Baldacci, "The Ammonite Text from Tell Siran and North-West Se-

mitic Philologyl' W 31 (1981) 364-67; HAL,lY, l47Oa.
5. On Arabic see Lane, ll4, l3l41' on OSA, Conti-Rossini, 194; cf. W. W. Miiller,

'Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum Hebriiischen Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963) 315; Beeston, 125.
6. HAL, rY 1458-59, 1469-70.
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stems, not for the (active) basic stem, which is also not retiably attested here (except in
Syriac). Hence an intransitive basic meaning "be ruined" suggests itself (cf. also Syr.
peal "be rusty, stained").7 In light of Arabic evidence as well as syntactical and
semasiological considerations regarding the Hebrew piel and hiphil, howeveq one can
also deduce a basic transitive meaning of "destroy, ruin suddenly, unexpectedly."s 41-
though some scholars consider ihttobe a secondary construction (original shaphel) of
the root -+ Illli lttt, no precise evidence has yet been adduced.e

2. LXX. The LXX generally translates this word with corresponding forms of
diaphthe{rein (also fkata) phtheirein) (altogether 68 times), then also with exo-
lethreiein (once olethreilein; altogether 15 times, including l2 in Deuteronomy, Jere-
miah, chronicles), apolljnai (lo, also 2 in Sirach), anomein (7 in the pentateuch, in-
cluding 5 in Deuteronomy), lymainesthai (6), exaleiphein (5, also I in Sirach), and
ektr{bein (4), the rest being rendered with different verbs (so also in Sirach) or substan-
tival constructions (including free paraphrasing according to the context as in Gen.
38:9; Ex. 2l:26; different or incorrect texts are presupposed in 2 S. 20: l5; Ezk. 43:3).
The term mail.il as a substantive is rendered with a participle of previously mentioned
verbs when construed personally and with the infinitive of previously mentioned verbs
when construed abstractly, in the latter case also with (dia)phthoni, ap6leia, and
4kleipsis (in the first case once as asebais, Prov. 28:24). The term *mailldl is rendered
by exoldthreusis, miihalby adoxein, and (subst.) moifial by (pl.) phthdrma.

The LXX either incorporates maihtl in the expression har hammaihtl as a proper
name (2 K.23:13) or renders it with the perfect passive participle of diaphthe{rein (Jer.
5l:25aa=28:25 LXX), the latter also rendering Aram. i"btldinDnl.2:9 (Theodotion)
(otherwise no exact correspondence). Moreover, one should also note that in about half
of its occurrences, idltal is rendered as diaphthord ([kata]phthorti) or ap6leic (the lat-
ter exclusively in Sirach); i.e., during the later period it was associated with this partic-
ular word group.lo

II. Verb.
l. Basic Considerations. Evidence associated with the piel and hiphil as the pre-

dominant conjugation stems suggests that the verb signifies an act of ruthless destruc-
tion subjecting the object to complete annihilation or decimating and comrpting it so
thoroughly that its demise is certain. The only difference is that the piel has resultative
meaning, being used when the reference is to acts of destruction already carried out,
whereas the hiphil emphasizes the subject's intent to carry out such destruction, being
used when the reference is to current or durative acts ofthis sort.ll This situation ex-

7. So H.-P. Mtiller, "Die Konjugation von Nomina im Althebriiischen,,, ZAW96 (1984) 259.
8. See I14 242-43,259.
9. cf. wichter, 384-85; J. A. Soggin, "Traces of Ancient causatives in il' or and oriental

studies. Bietor29 (1975) l95.ontheconvergenceof iahaT"pitl'and,iht, seeI.2andIVbelow.
10. See IV belovr.
ll. Cf. HP,259-63; H.-P. Miiller, ZAW 96 (1984) 259; Veuer, l317-18.
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plains why neither imperfects nor participles occur with the piel, while both occur with
the hiphil, with the former occurring far more frequently.

The infinitive construct with /'occurs with striking and almost equally distributed
frequency in connection with both conjugation stems, generally (about 30 times) after
verbs of movement or volition (the latter only with the hiphil) to refer to a mode of ac-
tion or attitude focused or intent on radical destruction. The piel again presupposes that
such destruction does indeed come about, whereas the hiphil focuses on the intention
to bring it about;12 a commensurate situation applies to constructions using the nega-
tions leliltt or min.

The most frequent subjects of the verb or of the verb governing the infinitive con-
struct are human beings, less frequently God, though in one series of passages human
beings act at God's behest such that the latter represents the actual initiator of the ac-
tion. Other entities and powers appear as subjects commissioned by God in isolated in-
stances. Those affected are always human beings, either as direct objects or as the main
bearers of suffering and thus as the primary target of such acts. One should also note
that the destruction of concrete objects is adduced almost exclusively as comparisons
for the fate of human beings and that the corresponding passages are to be understood
from this perspective.

The negated jussive of the hiphil in Ps.57:1(EnB.S);58:l(S); 59:l(S); 75:1(S) is
probably a technical musical term that probably cannot be interpreted reliably.tl

The niphal and hophal express the result of destructive activities or, in a more gen-
eral sense, a state of comrption.

2. Piel and Hiphil. a. Human Beings as Subjects. The point of departure for the piel
and hiphil of the verb are those passages in which human beings function as subjects
who are responsible for their actions.

(l) War and Power Politics. Destructive and extirpative action occurs above all in war,
and the verb is associated with this theme with particular frequency. One adversary ad-
vances ruthlessly against the other with the goal of completely overcoming and beating
him, of annihilating him as an independent entity, something presupposing that the for-
mer possesses the superior power to which the latter of necessity falls victim or is at least
powerful and dangerous enough seriously to threaten the latter's existence. The most im-
portant passages here initially are those in which Israel represents the superior party or
which focus on inner-Israelite conflicts. Joab goes out to subject the Ammonites to David
andtopaythembackonceandforallfortheirhostility(2S.ll:1;cf.l0:l-14).Inthepar-
allel passage in Chronicles, their land is the object of the verb ( I Ch. 20: I ); the land itself
will be decimated by a devastating military campaign resulting in such serious loss of life
that they will cease to exist as an independent people and political entity. In Josh.22:23
such devastation is directed at the land of two Israelite tribes as part of internal Israelite
chastisement for constructing illegitimate altars (cf. vv. l0ff.).

t2. Hn 261-62.
13. Survey of the interpretive attempts
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In two instances such disaster also threatens a city serving as the base or refuge of a
dangerous adversary of the reigning Israelite king (l S.23:10; 25.20:20; cf. v. l9).
Because the fate of a city and its inhabitants is sealed when the city wall falls, efforts to
accomplish just that can in the latter example already be designated as such destruction
(2 S. 20:15).

Jgs. 19-20 recount an internal Israelite campaign of chastisement against the tribe
of Benjamin. This matter is complicated by the fact that even though the other tribes
enjoy superiority and ultimately are victorious, the tribe of Benjamin proves to be such
a formidable opponent that the other tribes also suffer catastrophic losses and are in
their own tum virtually decimated. Here iht refers to the killing of adversaries in battle
(20:21,25,35,42). Characteristically, however, this verb is used only when the opponent
suffers especially high casualties, whereas the vb. n/cft is always used to refer to less se-
vere losses (20:39,451,t+ showing that iht is concerned not with the action of killing as
such, but rather with the most severe losses suffered by the opposing army and with the
latter's complete or at least extensive annihilation. That these losses are more severe
for Benjamin than for the other tribes changes nothing with regard to the meaning of
the verb as such.

In all these passages the portrayed events are always the reaction to culpable or dan-
gerous behavior on the part of the adversary and to that extent are justified or at least
understandable. One law regarding war in Deuteronomy takes a different view; it re-
gards the felling of fruit trees in the vicinity of a besieged city to secure wood for siege
machines as a particularly ruthless act and thus forbids Israel from engaging in such
behavior (Dt. 20:19-20), since doing so eliminates an important source of food and
support for the inhabitants and as such constitutes an act of destruction far transcend-
ing siege and conquest in the narrower sense. Accordingly, the main verb used here is
,i&a wnicn functions as it were as a premonitory sign for the vb. kara! standing only in
second position and referring to the act of felling in the strict sense.ls

By contrast, lack of preparedness for military action can turn into a grievous trans-
gression and can ultimately mean self-annihilation. By not participating in the con-
quest of the land west of the Jordan, the Gadites and Reubenites endanger all of Israel
in that Yahweh will then keep Israel in the wilderness (Nu. 32:15).

In a smaller number of passages, non-Israelite powers advance with devastating
military force against Israel and others. These advancing powers generally involve the
great Near Eastern empires with their expansionist politics, beginning with the
Assyrians. To the extent that they act on their own initiative, their actions are consid-
ered culpable and hostile to God. According to 2 K. l9:l2par-rsa.37 12, the Assyrians
have already destroyed many nations and understand this success as proving that the
gods of those nations are powerless. In view of that, the assertion that their present in-
tention of destroying Judah derives from Yahweh's own commission (2 K. l8:25 par.
Isa. 36:10) is an unequivocal sign of human .urogance destined for failure. In Jer.

-+ i1)i nkh (II.2.b), IX, 418-19.
r nl) kara1, Yll.344-45.

t4.
15.
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51:25, even though Babylon is actually an instrument of Yahweh (cf. v.20),to i1 ir u
power that is destroying the entire world and thus will itself come to a terrible end
(v.25a0, probably an addendumrT).

A similar understanding applies to the role of the "oppressor" (Babylon) in Isa.
5l:13 (swq)t8 and that of the "ravagers" (bdqeqim) in Nah. 2:3(2) who advanced
against Israel as if destroying vineyards (although the reference is probably to the
Assyrians, the interpretation and classification of the verse are disputed).le

According to Dnl. 8:24-25, the pinnacle of human hubris is the ruinous action of
Antiochus IV against other powers ('o$fr*t*zol and Israel ('am q"Qditm,. textual emen-
dations invv.24b,25a; cf . BHP|), actions ultimately bringing him into direct confron-
tation with the God of Israel and thus to his own end $aihtlin v.24a, corrupt text; cf.
BFIS). This scenario doubtless presupposes that the king has sufficient military power
at his disposal and that this power is indeed engaged. The nouns WdA Q.23) and mirmd
(v. 25), however, do show that such power not least involves unscrupulous intrigue and
diplomacy and that it is precisely because the king employs these so well that his
power politics is initially so successful and dangerous.22

Dnl. l1:17 is comparable with its reference to Antiochus III and his attempt to ac-
quire power over the Ptolemaic empire through marital politics and thus to destroy it as

an independent entity. The figure of the ndgi{t in9:26 whose (military) "people" will
destroy, i.e., proceed with military force against Jerusalem and its sanctuary, is proba-
bly also to be identified with Antiochus IV (so Ml though the text is uncertain; cf.
8IlS and comms.).

(2) Other Uses. Apart from war and power politics, when human beings are the re-
sponsible subjects of the verb it refers exclusively to culpable actions contrary to the
divine will. It can refer to the immediate and direct annihilation especially of persons.
I S. 26:9,15, and 2 S. l:14 refer to the planned and then successful killing of Saul, vari-
ously associated with military disputes in which Saul is the leader of one of the sides.
Here, however, the goal is not to afford him an honorable death in battle but rather to
kill him in an underhanded fashion. What this notion means can be seen in Jer. I l:19,
according to which a plan was hatched to murder Jeremiah himself. The plan was to re-
move him like a criminal and thus to extirpate him entirely.2a Such extirpation is com-
pared to the destruction of a completely healthy tree ("with its sap," emended text; cf.
BHS), i.e., to a wanton and wicked act of destruction. Use of .iftr thus indicates that the

16. See in this regard II.2.b below.
17. On this point and on har hammai&t in v. 25aa, see III.I below.
18. -+ i21I swq, Xl[304.
19. Cf. comms.; on t}te derivation of zlnorAhem from Ugar. Qma "soldieri' see A. S. van der

Woude, "The Book of Nahum: A Letter Written in Exile," Instruction and Interpretation. Studies
in Hebrew lnnguage, Palestinian Archaeology and Biblical Exegesis. OTS 20 (1977) l18-19.

20. -, EIY 'asam, XL290-93,303.
21. On ialwd in v.25a, see HAL, IY 1505.
22. --> it1rt1 hida khidhdh), tv,323.
23. -+ llll ndgi{, lX,2OO-202.
24. + n1) kara!, Yll, 339-52; -+ 1)l Talar (III), IV 72-73; EVi iem.
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killing of these two people constitutes an extremely grievous transgression. In the case

of Saul it is also a sacrilege, since Saul, as the anointed of Yahweh, possesses special
dignity.zs

This context also includes Sir. 8:16, which warns against underhanded murder by a
hot-tempered person, and Jer. 2:30b, which compares the killing of prophets in Israel
to destruction by a ravenous lion. According to Gen. 38:9, when Onan spills his seed
uselessly on the ground instead of begetting a son, thus avoiding his levirate obligation,
he is in fact extinguishing another person, namely, his deceased brother, since now that
brother cannot live on in his descendants (cf. vv. 8,10;26 the same issue in 2 S. 14:11;
see below).

Ex. 2l:26 addresses the mistreatment of a slave whose eye is destroyed, i.e., a case

of severe bodily harm for which compensation must be provided. Lev. 19:27 prohibits
men from marring the edges of their beards. Use of Jftr in this context (cf. by contrast
glhpiel in Lev.2l:5) perhaps expresses the understanding that such an illegitimate rite
violates the integrity of the body.27

The remaining passages do not reflect situations involving immediate and direct de-
struction, but rather situations involving destructive actions or behavior leading to the
damage of the affected object and ultimately to its complete destruction. People are al-
most exclusively the subjects of such actions in wisdom texts. 'An undisciplined king
ruins his people [city]" (Sir. l0:3; the same applies retrospectively to the Babylonian
king as a result of his power politics, Isa. 14:20). The hypocrite2s destroys the personal
life of others by besmirching their reputations (Prov. I l:9); the same applies to an en-
emy to whom secrets are entrusted (Sir. 12: I l; cf. v. 10). The consequences of the adul-
terer's actions ruin his own life (nepei, Prov. 6:32; cf .29-31,33-35; cf. also Sir. 9:8,
here probably hophal pf., "be ruined"); the same applies to those who under the control
of evil passion (nepei, here the subj., Sir. 6:4; l9:3).

Two passages involve concrete objects. By neglecting the temple edifice, the kings
of Judah for all practical purposes let it go to ruin (2 Ch. 34:ll). By contrast, the re-
deemer (gd'Al) in Ruth 4:6 acts out of self-interest when he withdraws from marriage
with Ruth in order to prevent (future) damage to his inheritance (nahl6), though he

does exaggerate in saying that he would be destroying his inheritance and thus be act-
ing irresponsibly.2e

Abstractions can also be objects (on nepei in Prov. 6:32, see above). The priests
have caused many to stumble by their instruction3o and thereby comrpted the covenant
of Levi (Mal. 2:8). The king of Tyre comrpted his wisdom through pride (Ezk. 28:17).
In pursuing his brother (Judah) with the sword, Edom suppressed the pity (rah"mim)

25. -->nUn mdiah, LX,49-51.
26. -+ 9''ll zara', IY, 143-62.
27. Though cf. also -+ nh gillah (giltach), lll, 14-17.
28. -+ rlll hdnep, Y,36-44.
29. On the attendant legal problems, cf. comms., esp. W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das

Hohelied; Die Klagelieder. KAT XYIUI-3 (1962),60-65,67.
30. --> i11111 tbr6.
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one should exercise toward someone that closely related (Am. I : I I ).: t 1nor" who ac-
cept the offers of the malevolent will squander their cordial words in a criminal fashion
(Prov. 23:8; cf. vv. 6-7).

Gen. 6:l2b makes a general statement about human behavior by using the abstrac-
tion dereft as the object in the sense of "way of life." 'All flesh" (though the reference is
probably only to human beings) comrpted its way of life, i.e., the entirety of its behav-
ior, and by so doing perverted the order of creation (cf . hdmds in vv. I 1,1332), prompt-
ing the divine decision to destroy all of creation (v. ll).r: The Jerusalemites have simi-
larly made all their deeds ("lil6!)34 comrpt and thereby destroyed their relationship
with Yahweh; they will now be delivered over to his wrath (Zeph. 3:7; cf . v. 8). The
prepositioning of ikm hiphil also shows that this behavior had been going on for a long
time.35 The term il.tt can admittedly also be used absolutely here in the sense of "act
perversely" ('"lil6!am as an adverbial accusative) as exemplified in a series of other
passages, primarily in Dtr and prophetic texts. They too focus on overall behavior that
definitively destroys the relationship with Yahweh and prompts him to inflict the ap-
propriate punishment. The subject of the verb is thus always Israel as a whole or at
least a group or person belonging to Israel.

To the extent they do not merely ascertain such behavior (2 Ch. 27:2),individual pas-
sages can emphasize its despicable nature through adverbial qualifiers ('dwel, Ps.
53:2[1:o [in Ps. l4:l 'oltld; metaphorically "lusting," Ezk. 23:ll; cf. also b,ftol
d"rdftdyift, Ezk. 16:47), through parataxis (Ps. 14: l; 53:2|]; adverbially rnq hiphil, Hos.
9:937), and through comparative min (Jgs.2:19;Ezk.23:ll). The same applies to combi-
nations with parallel terms or antitheses in the immediate context either thereby general-
izing the statement (k!', 'awon, r" hiphil in Isa. l:4; t6! inPs. l4:l;53:2lll) or accentu-
ating it (-+ llD srr in Jer. 6:28; -+ Ui?y 'iqqei in Dt. 32:5 [here .iftl directly refers to
Yahweh through /6, though the text is admittedly uncerrain; cf. BFISI). According to the
Dtr passages, such behavior manifests itself concretely in the production and worship of
idols (Dt. 4:16,25; also 3 I :29, maaSeh fdAftern;tt the "golden calf in Ex. 32:7 -8; Dt.
9:12, also condemned in both passages as well as in Dt. 31:29 as a deviation [sfir] from
the way commanded by Yahwefu:e) or as apostasy to other gods (Jgs. 2: l9), elsewhere in
the persecution of the prophets (Hos. 9:7-9), disregard for the tbrd by almost all the
kings (Sir. 49:4), denial of God's work by "fools" @apaL Ps. 14: l; 53:2[111,+o and fi-

3 1. -+ Elll'l rhm, Xlll,448. See in this regard M. L. Barre, 'Amos l: I I Reconsidered," CBQ
47 (1985) 420-27.

32. -+ DDII l.tamas (chamas), IY 485.
33. See in this regard II.2.b below; cf. M. A. Zipor,"A Note on Genesis VI 13," W 4l (1991)

366-68.
34. -+))y 'lt,xL141tr.
35. See in this regard HAL, lV, 1493-94.
36. J)'lY 'dwel, X, 525-27.
37. On Ps. l4:1 --> ayn t'b hiphil; adverbially -+ lDV 'emeq, X|203.
38. -+ ;'riry 'asa, xt,399-400.
39. .-l t]D s,Ar X,203-4.
40. --r ):: nabdt (1r.3), rx, 163-67.
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nally in an illegitimate burnt offering presented by King Uzziah (2 Ch.26:16). Only in
the coming period of salvation will changes exclude all perversion of human actions
(Isa. I 1:9; 65:25; here par. r" hiphil).

The statement in Sir. 5:15;1:36 (vetitive) acquires concrete contours through the
context.Theverbisalsousedabsolutelyin2 S. 14:ll,accordingtowhichtheblood
avenger (gd'el hadddm)4t is fundamentally in the right and yet causes tremendous di-
saster by killing the widow's only remaining son and thus extinguishing the entire fam-
ily of the deceased husband (cf. vv. 5-7).

b. Yahweh as Subject. Yahweh's own destructive action is always a reaction to hu-
man sin; here iht shows that Yahweh moves mercilessly and vehemently against the
guilty party. In this sense the verb can refer directly to Yahweh, confirming his actual
or intended actions, or can characteize in a summary fashion the events recounted in
the context. Examples can be found in prophetic oracles ofdisaster. The object in such
cases is Israel, Judah, or Jerusalem (Jer. l3:9 lcf . v.7l;+z l5:6 retrospectively; Ezk. 9:8,
in the context of Ezk. 9-10, with 43:3 also related retrospectively; in 9:8 as a result of
the pouring out of Yahweh's wrath;43 Hos. l3:9, emended text, iihatttld [cf. aHS];
Yahweh's mercilessness esp. emphasized in Jer. 13:14, par. np{ piel). Additional con-
centrations can be found in Lam. 2:5-6,8 (direct objects are the palaces, the sanctuary

lm6'dd$l, and Jerusalem's city wall as a sign of the totality of the catastrophe; Jftt here
par. esp. with -+ y)l Oatd and 2 Ch. 25:16,here involving a single king engaged in
idolatry (cf. vv. 14-15). Extra-Israelite objects include Sodom in Gen. 19:14 (cf. l3:10;
19:29,with Gomorrah or the entire area as the object). In Gen. 6:13 the object is hu-
mankind as a whole ("all fles[";.+s

According to Gen. 19:13, it is not Yahweh who intervenes directly, but rather the
"men," i.e., the divine beings who are to destroy Sodom at his behest (called mal'dftim
in vv. l,15 [secondary]46). The same applies tothe mal'af;in25.24:16 who is about to
destroy Jerusalem and complete the disaster imposed by Yahweh (cf. vv. 11-15; in
I Ch.2l he is to bring about the disaster beforehand [v. l2), here as mal'aft yhwh, and
is acting explicitly at Yahweh's behest, v. 15 MTaT). More frequently it is human pow-
ers who serve Yahweh by visiting devastation upon Israel, Judah, or other nations. In
Jgs. 6:4-5 it is the Midianites who by devastating the country seriously threaten Israel's
very existence. The book of Jeremiah contains several passages relating to Israel. The
city of Jerusalem is to be completely destroyed by the enemy from the north (Jer. 6:5,
the palaces serving as the city's exponent) or by an unnamed enemy who will decimate
it like a vineyard (5:10, emended text; cf. BF1Sa8), Judah by the king of Babylon (36:29;

41. -+ )Nl ga'al, il,351-52.
42. See in this regard II.3 below.
43. +;i)n hemA @hEmah), [V,464-65.
44. -+'1910 m6'0/, Ylll, 169-71.
45. See in this regard ll.2.a.(2) above.
46. -, 'lNlD mal'dk (Y),VlIr,3t5-24.
47. Though cf. BHS and W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT U2l (1955), 146.
48. On *idrd, see HAL, lY, 1653.
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cf. also the lamented but self-incurred decimation of Judah by hostile shepherds [no-
madsl as again compared to a vineyard in 12:10; in vv. 10-1 1 parallels to .iftt include
esp. the word field -+ dDVi imm).

According to 2 Ch.24:23, the army of Aram destroyed the officials of the people
as those who were primarily responsible (cf. vv. 17-18). The use of .iftr here shows
that it was at the same time a devastating blow to all of Judah (cf . v.24). The same ap-
plies to 2Ch.36:19, where the account of the divinely willed destruction of Jerusalem
by the Babylonians culminates in the destruction of all the precious temple vessels as

well.
The prophetic oracles in Jeremiah and Ezekiel focus on the destruction of other peo-

ples and states. Here too it is either unnamed human powers or specific high powers
such as Babylon or the Medes whom Yahweh enlists. The objects include Moab (Jer.

48:18, culminating in the destruction of the strongholds of Dibon), Edom (Jer.49:9,
which compares the enemies [altering Ob. 5] with destructive thieves), Tyre (Ezk.26:4,
the first step being the destruction of the walls; the entire operation is explicitly justi-
fied by Tlre's transgressions against IsraeVJerusalem; cf. v.2),Egypt (Ezk. 30:1 l), and
Babylon (Jer. 5 I : I 1, the annihilation here justified specifically by the Babylonians' de-
struction of the temple). Jer. 5l:20 refers explicitly to Babylon as an instrument (ham-
mer) with whose help Yahweh has decimated entire kingdoms (though v. 25 suggests
Babylon has also acted independently).ae

Elsewhere Yahweh enlists animals, including birds and wild animals, who devour
the unburied corpses of those killed during the coming catastrophe and who thus seal
Israel's destruction (Jer. 15:3), or he uses frogs (Ps. 18:45) and field mice (l S. 6:5) as

ruinous plagues against Egypt or against the land of the Philistines (concerning the de-
struction of the fruits of the field by locusts in Mal. 3: I I , see below). Other exceptional
instruments that Yahweh uses to bring life on earth (or Israel) to a terrible end include
the flood (Gen. 6:17; cf. also 9:11,15; see below) and famine (Ezk. 5:16; metaphori-
cally as a deadly arrow).so

Negation of the verb means that even though Yahweh could or ought to destroy the
object in question, especially Israel, he does not do so because he still feels committed
to Israel and to preserving it. Hence despite Israel's unfaithfulness, he did not deliver it
over to ruin in the wildemess (Ps. 78:38; Ezk- 20:17 on Dt. 9:26; 10:10 and Ps.

lO6:23 see below). The same applies to Judah, the house of David (2 K. 8:19; 2 Ch.
2l:7), and the northern kingdom of Israel (2K. 13:23) during the monarchy. All these
passages, however, do presuppose that ultimately the catastrophe did indeed come
about and that Yahweh thus did not feel committed to Israel without qualification.
Other passages enumerate specific conditions that must be met or that must be present
if Yahweh is to be kept from visiting destruction. In an historical retrospective, the
Chronicler finds that the penitence of Rehoboam and his officials was the reason Judah

49. On this verse see ll.2.a.(l) above and III.I below; on human presumption of being com-
missioned by Yahweh in 2 K. 18:25; Isa. 36:10 (Assyrians), see II.2.a.(1) above.

50. On "famine," rd'd!, as a strongly abstracted phenomenon of disaster, -+ ala rd'E!
(II.3.a), xttt, 533-37 .
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and its kingdom were not immediately destroyed (2 Ch. l2:7,12, knst).By contrast,
Josiah is killed because he ignored the divine warning that might have saved him (2 Ch.
35:21; cf . v. 22). Similarly Israel will no longer experience such destruction after re-
turning to Yahweh once and for all (Dt. 4:31; cf . -+ IlU .i0! in v. 30)

Mal. 3:11 can also be discussed in this context. Here the appropriate tithe will alleg-
edly prompt Yahweh to prevent the "devourer" (locusts) from destroying the fruit of
the field. According to Isa. 65:8, Yahweh will preserve only the better part of Israel,
i.e., the part that has remained faithful to him (cf. w. l1-15), and thus not destroy all of
Israel; here the comparison is with a vine that because of a few good grapes will not be
entirely discarded. By contrast, Sodom as a whole will escape destruction if only a few
righteous persons can be found in it so that such persons will not die with the wicked
(Gen. 18:28,31-32; cf. v.23).

According to Dt.9:26; l0:10; and Ps. 106:23, one factor prompting Yahweh not to
destroy Israel in the wilderness was Moses' intercession (in Dt. 9:25-26 and Ps. 106:23
Jftt is probably an intensification of the preceding statement).52 Ps. 106:23 refers meta-
phorically to someone standing in a breach in the city wall Qtere;s3). Because Ezk.
22:30 uses the same expression, the reference is probably similar first of all to the in-
tercession that could have thwarted Israel's later catastrophe, though the more likely
comparison with Ezk. l3:5 does prompt the conclusion that the real task was to bring
Israel to proper understanding, thereby prompting its conversion and thwarting the ca-
tastrophe.

References to unconditional future preservation from destruction are found only in
Hos. ll;9withregardtolsraelandintheannouncementinGen.g:ll,15thatnoflood
will ever again destroy rhe earth and all that lives in it (cf. Sir.44:18).

3. Niphal and Hophal. The niphal of the verb describes the condition brought about
by such destructive actions, the cause of such action being in all but one instance hu-
man beings. It is the sinful behavior of humankind in general that brings destruction
upon the entire earth (Gen. 6:l1,l2a; cf. v. l2b),just as it is the Israelites'own fault
that their deeds ('"lil61) are perverted (Ezk. 20:M).st Similarly in Jer. l3:7 and l8:4 it is
human beings who, consciously or not, cause certain objects to become unusable (il-
lustrating in l8:4 Israel's degeneracy, which displeased Yahweh, and in 13:7 the immi-
nent ruin of Israel; on l3:7 cf. v. 95s). Only the devastation of Egypt in Ex. 8:20(24) is
the result of an insect plague Yahweh himself imposes upon the country (v. 20b,
emended text; cf. 811556).

In contrast to the niphal, the hophal (ptcp.) serves only to establish the ruined condi-

51. -+ lrll kn'(11.2),Y[r,207-9.
52. --> 1Dw imd hiphil
53. -+ flD paras (11.2), XII, 109-10.
54. In this regard, as well as on Zeph.3:7, see ll.2.a.(2) above.
55. See in this regard II.2.b above; also D. Bourguet, "La m6taphore de la ceinture: J6r6mie

13n-tr: ETR62 (1987) l6s-84.
56. On'drd! see HAL, II, 879.
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tion of a specific entity in the sense that it now cannot be used in its normal way (sacri-
ficial animal, Mal. 1:14;s7 fountain, Prov. 25:26), though these passages also illustrate
human transgression over against Yahweh by adducing a single symptom or by em-
ploying a metaphor.s8

III. Substantival Derivatives.
l. maihtl. The substantival hiphil participle refers first of all, commensurate with

the use of the verb, to specific personal entities as being particularly ruinous and merci-
lessly destructive. In I S. 13:17 and 14:15, it is a Philistine military formation that ap-
parently has the specific task of devastating Israelite territory. Here maihtlmay even be
a technical term for such a formation.se Jer. 22:7 may refer to several such formations.
The reference is in any event to a superior power that at Yahweh's behest will utterly
destroy Jerusalem as the seat of the king. Other passages similarly refer to a military
opponent who as Yahweh's emissary will fall upon Israel and other nations with over-
whelming power and who as such exhibits almost superhuman features (Israel as the
object in Jer. 4:7 [by contrast, focus of the preservation of Israel in Isa. 54:16; cf. vv.
l5,l7l;' other nations in Jer. 5l:1, here using the expression rfrah maifii1, and Ezk.
2l:361311, with hdrdiA maifit1, probably formulated after the model of Isa. 54:1660).
By referring to the threatening demonic figure of the "destroyer" as maifui1, Ex. 12:23
thus characterizes it similarly as the embodiment of superhuman destructive power.6l

The mal'dft plays a comparable role in 25.24:16 and I Ch. 21:15, where maihtlis,
however, used verbally.62 The notion of such a demonic power may also be behind the
ba'al or ii mail.ttl mentioned in Prov. l8:9;28:24. Those who are slack in work or who
rob (gdzal63) their parents are then comparable to a ruinous demon or to a person who
employs such a demon (on ba'al in the latter sense, cf. ba'ola!-'6b in I S. 28:7). The
question must remain open whether maihtl here is indeed to be understood personally
or, as in the following passages, more as an abstraction.tr

In the remaining passages, maihil takes on the abstract meaning "(complete) de-
struction, ruin." It is construed most frequently with /'to express that the action aims at
or ultimately ends with the definitive destruction of the object; applied to Israel, it re-
fers to Yahweh's own future actions (Ezk. 5;l6au, through deadly arrows of famine; cf.
the piel in v. l6a0; also 9:6,86s) and the ongoing hostility of the Philistines (Ezk.
25:15). The same applies to the conflict - caused by Yahweh - between two of Is-
rael's enemies (2 Ch. 20:23, 'dz"rfr, probably a corrupt text; see BHS; cf . v. 22) as well

57. Conceming 5Ql0 l, 1 see Ll above.
58. On the hophal perfect in Sir. 9:8, see II.2.a.(2) above.
59. See Houtsma,59.
60. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),450.
6l . -+ l'lDD pdsah (ll.l), XII, 9- 14; Kee| 421-27 , 431-33.
62. See II.2.b above.
6:. -+ )tr gdzal (Lil),11,457-58.
64. For detailed discussion see Keel, 425-26.
65. Concerning this and 5:l6ap, see II.2.b above.
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as to the sinful behavior of an individual (2 Ch. 22:4), whereas the Passover rite pre-
vents ruinous disaster from coming upon Israel (Ex. 12:13; cf . v.23; see the discussion
above).

Because of Babylon's attacks onZion, Jer. 51:25 characterizes and condemns it as
har hammaihtl @f . v.24; according to v. 25ap also because of its destructive actions
against the entire world, i.e., including other nations,66 albeit the latter quite at the be-
hest of Yahweh fv. 20),67 which is why v. 25ap is probably to be viewed as an
addendum68). Because of the ruinous effects of the foreign cults practiced on the
Mount of Olives, 2K.23:13 also refers to it as har-hammaihtl.es 1n ler. 5:26 maihtlre-
fers metaphorically to the traps of bird hunters and was doubtless chosen to evoke the
hopeless situation into which the wealthy bring the poor (cf. vv. 27-28). When Dnl.
l0:8 says that Daniel's complexion grew deathly pale, it means that he lost all compo-
sure and traces of human dignity.zo

2. Remaining Derivations. The remaining substantival derivations generally mean
"destruction, ruin." In Ezk. 9:lb the term *mail.tE1 together with klt ("destroying
weapon") refers to the catastrophe recounted in what follows (cf . malhil in 9'671). The
substantival hophal participle (Lev. 22:25) characterizes the castration of an animal as

ruinous damage rendering the animal unsuitable for sacrifice (cf. Mal. l:14)Jz 1"u.

52:14 uses miil.tal to refer to the total physical marring of the Servant of Yahweh
(though the text may be comrptT3).

In Biblical Aramaic this word group is attested only by the substantival feminine
form of the peal participle, which refers to "depravity" in the ethical sense, i.e., to evil,
wicked behavior or speech (in Dnl. 6:5ba as grounds for accusation, in v. 5bp par. idlfi,
"neglect" [v. 5b0 probably representing an addendum; cf. BHS), in 2:9 par. kijbA, "ly-
ing" [used in apposition to milld, not as an adjectivezn]). The same form occurs in the
plural in Sir. 30: I I (Aramaism) in reference to the bad behavior of the son one is trying
to educate (cf. vv. l-10,12-13).7s

IV. Qumran. In the Hebrew Qumran texts the hiphil of the verb refers to the
antidivine, destructive actions of the Kittim (lQpHab 4:13) and of the enemies of the
community in general, actions also personally threatening individual members of the
community (lQH 2:27; cf .ll. 25-26). The same applies to ntaiht! in reference to such
hostilepowers(pl.inlQH3:38;sg.in4Q51l l:6;inappositionto+lDi, SAfinir,lQH

66. See II.2.a.(1) above.
67. See in this regard II.2.b above.
68. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUl2 e1968),309-ll.
69. Not to be emended with BI1S,' cf . HAL, I1,644b.
70. --r'I]il had (hodh) (II.4), III, 355.
71. See in this regard III.I above; on v. lb as an addendum, cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1,222-23.
72. See in this regard II.3 above.
73. Cf. BHS; HAL, ll, 644.
74. But cf. KBLI, 1084,1129.
75. On iahal "ruin," in Sirach, see IV below.
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fr. 4:6, in fr. 45:3 within parataxis, though the context has been comrpted). Cf. also
11QJub 3:3. By contrast, the (resultative) piel is used to refer to God's destruction of the
wicked (lQM 3:9; on IQM 13:ll and IQH fr. 45:2 see below). The niphal participle
characterizes the ruinous way (deref;) from which one should turn away (CD 15:7).

The noun iaha!can also be mentioned in this context. Here it can acquire the mean-
ing "ruin, destruction," and be used like a derivative of iltt, as in IQS 4:12;ta 1q*
13:ll (here as in IQH fr.45:2 probably not a piel infinitive), probably also in lQH
13:5. Although the original meaning "pit, underworld" is usually assumed, a general
change to the former meaning is indeed discernible such that the meaning "ruin, de-
struction" always resonates at least below the surface, and the boundary between the
two is often fluid (discussion of specifics in Murphy; cf. also 4Q184 l, 5[bis] with its
context; 286 10, ll, 5,7,9; 370 l,87.tt The same applies to the occurrences in Sirach
(9:9 probably refers straightaway to "ruin" [cf. v. 8], also to the rendering of iahal in
the LXX78).

An Aramaic occurrence is found in lQapGen 2:l7,where the verb expresses the
distortion of a person's countenance caused by fright and loss of composure (intrans.
peal, "be destroyed"[?], but hardly pael; cf. lemaihil in Dnl. l0:87e).

Conrad

76. See Murphy, 65.
77. --> hltV) iaha1.
78. See in this regard L2 abovel on the semantic change in rabbinic literature as well, see

M. Held, "Pits and Pitfalls in Akkadian and Hebrew," FS T. H. Gaster. JANES 5 (19i4) 185 n. 92.
79. Ct. J. A. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave L BietOr I 8A (2197 I ), 90-91 ;

see IILI above.

nng iabat; nlui ifrah; ;lulvi ifrha; ;lqrv ifua

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences and Meaning; 3. Expressions. II. Pits as Traps:

Concrete and Metaphorical Use: l. ialtal; 2. ifrhA and iih6. III. As an Expression for the Grave
and Underworld. IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

ial.ta1. G. Dalman, AuS, Yl (1939), esp. 322-23, 334-35; K. Galling, "Jagdl' BRL2, l5O-52;
M. Held, "Pits and Pitfalls in Akkadian and Hebrew," FS T. H. Gaster JANES 5 (19'14) 173-90;
R. E. Murphy, "iahat in the Qumran Literature," Bibl 39 (1958) 61-66; A. Salonen, Fischerei im
alten Mesopotamien nach sumerisch-akkadischen Quellen. AnAcScFen B 166 (1970), esp. 63;
A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im Hebriiischen des AT (Zlich, 1954),
esp.4l-M.
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l. l. Etymolog). Apart from Hebrew, the root .iwft is also attested verbally in Arab.
soha, "sirrkdeep into"; substantivally in Middle Heb. itah; Jewish Aram. iayhd,. Moab.
'iwh; Ugar. ifu, ifut; and Akk. iuttatu(m), iuttuII, everywhere with rhe meaning "pit,
cistern."r Cf. also the Eblaite DN diu-fia, "infernal deity."z

2. occurrences and Meaning. The vb. ifrah is attested in the or only in prov. 2:18,
where it means "sink down." Secondary verbal forms that cannot be discussed here in-
clude -+ nnui ihh and ihh. The broadly artested (170 times) form hijtahawd, which
was earlier generally understood as a hithpalel of iahd, can be explained as a ,-
reflexive of a shaphel of the root ftwy.3 Among the nouns, iahalis especially predomi-
nant (23 times; a primary noun; cf. Al,k. fiaitu/fiahua); dialect variations include ifihd
(5 times) and ithd (twice), if one ascribes Jer. l8:22 with Q to ifrha instead of with Kto
Jiird. Both iahal and ifrhA/ithA have the basic meaning "pit."

Based on context, baiiahal in Job 9:31 should be emended to bafsuhdg "into filth"
(cf. LXX en rhjpQ). In several passages iaha! can be deduced through conjecture. In
Hos. 5:2 one should probably read weiahal haiiitttm instead of weiah%d idttm. one
should change i"l.tfr1in Prov.28:10, and i"hil in Ps. 107:20 and Lam. 4:20,to iaha1.
These conjectures raise the number of occurrences for iaha!to 26.

The frequency of occurrences is quite uneven among the or books. counting the
conjectures, one finds l0 occurrences in Psalms,6 in Job, 2 in Proverbs, 2 in Isaiah, 3
in Ezekiel, and I each in Hosea, Jonah, and Lamentations. The term ifrh6 occurs 3
times in Jeremiah and 2 in Proverbs; .iiftd occurs 2 times in the psalms.

3. Expressions. The verbs associated with iahal refer to the digging of pits, to fall-
ing into them, or to rescue from them, and include krh, "dig" (ps. 94: 13; prov. 26:27);
p'l, "make" (Ps. 7:16[Eng. l5]), 3ft, "make" (Ps. 9:16[15)), r'h,,.see" (ps. 16:10;
49: l0[9]), qrb, "draw near" (Job 33:22), 'br "Eo to" (Job 33:28), npl b", *fall into" (ps.
7:16[5]; Prov.26:27;28:10), yb'b", "sink into" (Ps. 9:l6tl5l), tpi be niphat (Ezk.
l9:4,8) and lkd niphal b'(Lam.4:20), "be captured|' yrd, "climb down" (ps. 30:10[9];
Job 33:24; hiphil, Ps. 55:241231; Ezk. 28:8), mwt, "die" (Isa. 5t:14), hik min, *keep

back from" (Job 33:18; Isa. 38;17, emended text),'lh min, "climb up from" (hiphil,
Jon. 2:7[6]), g'l min, "redeem from" (Ps. 103:4), mlt min, "rescue from" (piel, ps.
107:20), and iwb hiphil, "bring back, return" (Job 33:30). The forms ifihd and fft1| are
usually associated with krh, including ifrhd in Jer. 18.20,22; iihd in ps. 57:7(6);
119:85; with npl: iAhd inProv.22:14 and ithd in Ps. 57:7(6). In ps. t6:tO iahalparal-
lelsJ"'rlfsandinT:16(15)borThejtxtapositionin55:24(23)of b"'er(betrer: b6r)and

l. See Mesha inscription 9.23 (ANET 320, "reservoir"); KTU 1.82, ll; UT no.2400: AHw,
I[t,1292.

2. M. Dahood, "Love and Death at Ebla and Their Biblical Reflections," lnve and Death in
the Ancient Near East. FS M. H. Pope (Guilford, Conn., 198't),97.

3. Cf., e.g., K8L2,9591, -+i11l1hwh (II.l),IV, 249-95.
4. See HAL, lY, 1472; AHw,1,334b.
5. -+ )txu ie6l G\.2).
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iaha! expresses an intensification in the sense of "lowest pit." In several passages iaha!
parallels reieT "net" (Ps. 9:16[5]; Ezk. 19:8; cf. Ps. 35:7). Jer. 18:22 :ur,es krh ifihd,
"dig a pit," atd tmn pal.im, "lay snares," as parallels.

II. Pits as Thaps: Concrete and Metaphorical Use. The term iaha! refers more
specifically than does -+ nnD pahalto the kind of pits in which wild game is captured.
The same applies to ifrhA and ithA. Although the word is also used concretely, it usu-
ally refers metaphorically to misfortune that has been consciously prepared for a per-
son to fall into.

l.ial.ta1.Ezk. l9:4 and8mentionalionthatwascaughtinapit (ial.tafl. Thehunting
reference in Lam. 4:20 to the king being "taken in their pits" illustrates the king's fate.

The metaphor of digging a pit is a popular means of describing underhanded behav-
ior that falls back upon the perpetrator, as in Prov. 26.'27: "Whoever digs a pit [for oth-
ersl will [himselfl fall into it" (kdreh-iaha!bdhyippdl); similarly also Ps.7:16(15);
Prov.28:10. Insteadof iaha1, Eccl. l0:8usestheAramaicloanword gfimmasinthe
same aphorism; cf. also Sir.27:26, where "digging a pit" and "setting a trap" as well as
"fall into" and "be captured" are all parallel. Although the expression usually refers to
individuals, in Ps. 9:16(15) it refers to nations: "The nations have sunk in the pit that
they made; in the net (reiefl that they hid has their own foot been caught." God himself
digs a pit for the wicked (94:13).

2. itthA and iihd. The figurative use of iilrd and ifrhd points in the same direction, as

in Ps. 57:7(6): "They dug a pit (ithd) in my parh, but they have fallen inro ir them-
selves," preceded by a parallel statement with reie1, "net." The wicked dig a pit for be-
lievers in I 19:85 (itltA) and Jer. l8:20 (iAbA). The "mouth of the strange woman" is de-
scribed as a deep pit (ifrhA "rnuqqd) into which rhe one falls with whom Yahweh is
angry (Prov. 22:14: cf.23:27).

III. As an Expression for the Grave and Underworld. The notion of iahalas a pit
from which one can never return is a frequent metaphor for the grave or underworld
(usually upper-case "Pit" in NRSV).6 Because notions of the grave and underworld of-
ten overlap, one cannot always clearly determine which is actually meant, as is the case
in Ps. 107:20, "he delivered them from the pit [NRSV 'destruction']," and 103:4, "who
redeems your life from the Pit." Ps. l6: l0 clearly refers to the underworld: "For you do
not give me up to Sheol, or let your faithful one see the Pit (iaha!)l'The same applies
to Isa. 38:17, since the petitioner's thanksgiving for having been saved from the "pit of
destruction" (iaha1 b"lt) is followed by several references to the underworld (v. 18).
Similarly also in Jon.2:7(6), where thanksgiving follows the lament that the petitioner
had gone down "to the land whose bars closed upon me forever": "yet you brought up
my life from the Pit." The oracle of judgment against the king of Tyre in Ezk. 28:8 re-

\-

6. Ibid.
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fers to the underworld: "They shall thrust you down to the Pit (laiiaba!ybridfikd), and
you shall die a violent death in the heart of the seas." The reference to "going down to
the Pit" in Ps. 30: 10(9) similarly refers to the underworld, as does 55:24(23): "Bur you,
O God, will cast them down into the lowest pit."

The only occurrence of the vb..iwft (Prov.2:18) is also to be understood in this
sense: "For her way sinks down to death (ki iAhA 'eLmawe! bd!dh), and her paths to the
shades."

Other passages evoke more the notion of the grave than of the underworld. Such is
the case in Ps. 49: l0(9) with the statement: "one should live on forever and never see

the pit [NRSV 'grave']"; so also in Isa.5l:14 and in a whole series of passages in the
book of Job (33:18,22,24,28,30), though l7:l4,"if I say to the Pit, 'You are my fa-
ther,"' is indeed surrounded by allusions to the underworld (i"'61, vv. 13,16).

IV. LXX. Only in 3 instances does the LXX translate iaha! with the word that re-
fers concretely to a "pit," b6thros (twice in the Psalms, once in Proverbs). The words
that predominate in its translations of iahal are those that refer figuratively to destruc-
tion or ruin, including diaphthord (l I times, 6 in the Psalms), phthord (twice, Jonah
and Psalms), kataphthoni (once, Psalms), and apdleia (once, Ezekiel). The book of
Job always uses tfuinatos (5 times; the term rypos deives from an inteqpretive mis-
understandingT).

The LXX more frequently translates the terms iAhd and ithd concretely as b6thros
(Ps. 57:7[6] for itbA; Prov.23:27 for ifihd) andpithos, "vessel, dungeon" (Prov.22:14
for ifrhd). The translations of iihd (Ps. I 19:85) as adoleschia, "prating, babble," and of
ittbA Qer. 18:22) as l6gos probably derive from confusion with iihA or Stah.

V. Qumran. The use of iahal in the writings of Qumran corresponds approximately
to OT use. The metaphor of the hunter's pit often refers to the guile of adversaries.
They are called,'aniA haiiahal, "men of the Pit" (lQS 9:16,22; lO:19) or b"nA
haiiahal, "sons of the Pit" (CD 6:15; 13:14). Believers are protected from all the
snares of the Pit(m6q"iA iaha1, CD l4:2; lQH2:21) and hope or give thanks for rescue
from the pit, i.e.,liberation from the sphere of death (lQS 11:13; IQH 5:6; though cf.
the contrasting experience in lQH 2:17). IQH 3:19 states plerophorically: "for you
have redeemed my soul from the Pit, and from the hell of Abaddon (miiiahal fimiii"'61
'obaddbn)l'similarly also in l. l6: "Hell and Abaddon shall open, and all the flying ar-
rows of the Pit (hissA iabaill' The expression "arrows of the Pit" recurs in l. 27; cf. also
"gates of the Pit" (dahA iahal in L 18, "waves of the Pit" (miib"rA iahal inl. 12,
"snares of the Pit" (pafiA ialtal inl.26.

The anxiety of death comes to expression in IQH 8:29, "for they have reached the
Pit" (cf. 4Q184 l, ll, 17) and elsewhere, for the reference was previously to shudder-
ing in fear and to the underworld. In IQS 4:12 and IQH l3:5 (cf.4Q184 1,5[bis]),
iahalmlst be translated as "destruction, ruin." The metaphor of the "pit" has faded, the

7. See I.2 above.
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reference now more likely being to the vb. .ihr, something perhaps elsewhere the case
as well, for example, as suggested by the customary LXX translation of iahal as

diaphthord.
Wiichter

Contents: I. Occurrences and Etymology. IL The Verb irp; l. Cleansing;2. Rescue; 3. Danger
and Destruction. III. The Noun .fetep. IV. l. Qumran;2. LXX.

I. Occurrences and Etymology. The root.irp is a fientic root occurring 3l times in
the OT as a verb and 6 times as a noun. The notion of flowing water regularly comes to
expression. The semantic scope includes water rinsing off, washing over, and washing
away, and as such to water that flows, overflows, or sweeps away in contexts involving
situations that can preserve, threaten, or even destroy life. The same applies to Aramaic
and Modern Hebrew witnesses.l The Arabic term iatafa, "rinse (out), wash," is re-
stricted to the cleansing function of water.2 A more comprehensive understanding is
found in Egyptian texts in which ff can refer to the pouring out of liquid in preparing
medications or of water in general (for watering the land).: From the period of the Mid-
dle Kingdom, ff refers to the pouring out of liquids, including water that pours out
onto the land and possibly even floods it.a

Unfortunately the meaning of subst. Jlp in one Ugaritic text is unclear,s but there
does not seem to be any connection with Heb..irp. A homonymous relationship is prob-
ably also present with the Akkadian vb. iatdpu(m), which with a divine subject means
"preserve, rescue life."6 Otherwise one would have to reckon with extreme polysemy

J.rp. J. Barth, "19t, Di!r," 7AW 33 ( l9l3) 306-7; idem, "Miscelten t. Zu git) .FtLdit,, ,, ZAW
34 (1914) 69; J. Day, God's ConJlict with the Dragon and the Sea. UCOP 35 (1985); H. Gese,
"Die str<imende Geissel des Hadad und Jesaja 28,15 und 18," Archiiologie und AT. FS
K. Galling (Tiibingen, 1970), 127-34; H. Klein, "Das Klima Paliistinas auf Grund der alten
hebriiischen Quellen," ZDPV 37 (1914) 217-49, 291-327: R. Liwak, "Die altorientalischen
Grossmlichte in der Metaphorik der Prophetie," Prophetie und geschichtliche Wirklichkeit im
alten Israel. FS S. Herrmann (Stuttgart, l99l\,206-30; H. G. May, "Some Cosmic Connota-
tions of mayim rabbtm. 'Many Waters,"' JBL 74 (1955) 9-21; S. Poznariski, "Miscellen 6. Zu
Di!, lpt ," ZAW 36 (1916) I 19-20;P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT.
slrl 6 (1958).

l. WTM, [Y,542-43; Jastrow, 1554-55.
2. Wehr, 471.
3. WbAS, [y,342, with a reference to Copt. sofi
4. WbAS, y,4tt-12.
5. KTU 4.150, 1; cf. WUS, no.2599 w\th UT no.2406.
6. AHw,lll, 1203.
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(antithetical meaning), though that is certainly conceivable in that Heb. irp can refer to
both positive and negative power.

It is possible to establish an etymological connection among itp, i.sp, and sfip
(qal, "flood"; niphal "make float"; cf. Aram. lfrp), if one assumes a consonant
switch,T thus construing ietep and iesep parallel (Isa. 54:8) and assuming a
biconsonantal basis (ip/;p).In any event, the dominant semantic notion, expressed
by a p at the end of a Hebrew root, is that of loss or diminution frequently realized in
combination with i in initial and p in third position (alongside itp, e.g., i'p II, idp,
ifip, isp, ^isp), though also with t as the second and p as the third consonant (e.g., htp,
'td.8

Expressions with.irp include i6lcp $edaqA (Isa. l0:22); geiem i6tep (Ezk. l3:l l,l3;
38:22); nahal i6tcp (2 Ch. 32:4; Isa. 30:28; 66:12; Jer. 47:2); sfrs i6t4p (Jer. 8:6); jdr
i6lzp (lsa. 28: I 5, 1 8).

II. The Verb,ip.
l. Cleansing. Because holiness could be transferred through contact, when the

priest prepared meat for the sin offeringe he had to cleanse not only the blood-
spattered garment but also the vessel that prior to the cultic act itself had already come
into contact with "aspersed" blood. If the vessel was earthen, it was to be broken; if
bronze, it had to be scoured and rinsed with water insofar as it was considered valu-
able (Lev. 6:21[Eng.28]). The result of contact with impurity was comparable to in-
correctly executed sacralization. Here too the earthen vessel was to be broken while a
precious wooden vessel had to be rinsed with water, apparently because wood itself
was scarce (15:12). The transference of impurity from someone with a discharge
could be avoided only if such persons washed their hands with water prior to contact
with others (15:l l).

The lack of distinction between strictly hygienic and ritual cleansingl0 after contam-
ination evident in Lev. 15: l2 probably also applies to Ezk. l6:9. In an historical retro-
spective, Yahweh's concern for Jerusalem as a maturing woman comes to expression in
that he bathes her with water, anoints her with oil, and washes off the (purificatory)
blood from her.ll

In I K. 22:38 blood is similarly washed away with water when the chariot of the
king of Israel, who fell in battle with the Arameans, is cleansed in the "pool of Sa-
maria."12 This washing semiritually cleanses the king's reputation, quite in contrast to
the prostitutes who wash themselves in the unclean water.

7. See C. J. Labuschagne, "Original Shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrew," OTWSA l0 (1971)
54; GK $19a.

8. See K. Koskinen, "Kompatibilitlt in den dreikonsonantischen hebriiischen Wurzeln,"
ZDMG ll4 (1964) 5l n. 4.

9. -+ NDll hata'(chata'), IY 309-19.
10. -+ liD ldhar Y,287-96; --> trrD mnyim. VIII, 265-88.
11. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),340.
12. See in this regard H. Weippert, Palcistina in vorhellenistischer Zeit (Munich, 1988), 539.
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Reflections in ancient Jewish legal texts underscoring the significance of the water
from wadis for purification in case of water scarcity show that the understanding of
such washings must not categorically be isolated from the phenomenon of flowing wa-
ter, which is often associated with Jrp.t:

2. Rescue. The postexilic texts 2 Ch. 32:4 and Ps. 78:20 allude to historical situa-
tions. After Ps. 78: 12-13 recounts the miracle of the Red Sea, vv. 14ff. go beyond Ex.
l7:6 regarding the wilderness period in mentioning how God provides water for the
people (teham61, v. l5), with n"hdltm gushing out from the rock (v. 20, zfib par. itp).
This passage probably also evokes the notion of wadis filling with water during the
rainy seasonr4 (cf. -+ l'i1') ndhdr in v. 16; cf. also 2K.3:20; Joel 4:18[3:18]).

2 Ch. 32:4 makes a peculiar reference with regard to the term nahal. As one of the
military preparations during the time of Hezekiah, the people stopped all the springs
and "the wadi that flowed through the land" (hannahal haiidtdp be16ft-hd'dres), possi-
bly a reference to the Shiloah tunnel or a canal predating it.ls

The retrospective in Ps. 124 describes those who would have swallowed up the
psalmist alive had Yahweh not kept them away (vv. 2-3; cf . Ps. 197 ; Isa. 9: 1 I I l0] ; Jer.

5l:34). Mention is then made in vv. 4-5 to the flood that would have swept life (nepei)
away (mayim i"tdpfrnfi, par. nahld'a|ar and hammayim hazzAddntm). Although nahld
suggests a wadi that becomes a death trap after suddenly being filled by heavy rain-
fa11,l6 here the notion - as shown by the personification of dangerlT - has a mytho-
logical reference, particularly since Yahweh appears as the master of the waters of
chaos and since even the waters ofthe underworld can be understood as a river (ndhdf
Jon.2:3-412-31) or wadi (nabal, Ps. l8:5[4]).r8In any event, these verses metaphori-
cally describe preservation from mortal danger.

The same applies to the oracle of salvation in Isa. 43: l-7. The new exodus of exiles
is secured (v. 2) in that Yahweh protects his people from the overwhelming waters
when they cross rivers (n"har61;re This passage situationally combines the story of the
miracle of the Reed Sea during the exodus from Egypt (Ex. 14) with the "rivers" famil-
iar in Babylonia.

Cant. 8:6-7 uses metaphor and comparison to express with penetrating forcefulness
the insuperable nature of love and passion, maintaining that both are as unassailable as

death and the underworld. Not even the "many waters" (mayim rabbim) can overcome
love, nor can floods (n"har6!) sweep it away (itp). This passage, too, evokes a mythical

13. Mish. Miqw. 5:6; 'Ed. 5:2: Tos. 'Ed. 4: 10. See AuS, Ul (1928),2ll.
14. -+ )nl nahal, LX,335-40.
15. For the former see P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronik-

biichern. WMANT 42 (1973),30 n. 90; for the latter, J. Becker, 2 Chronik. NEB 20 ( 1988), 106.
16. See K.-H. Bernhardt, Das Problem der altorientalischen Kdnigsideologie im AT. SW 8

(1961), 278-79 n. 4.
17. On ym and nhr as deities in the myth of Ba'al, see KTU l.l-6.
18. See May, 77.
19. See Gilg. X li25 et passim.
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dimension rather than merely illustrating a sapiential maxim that compares love to a
fire that cannot be extinguished by water.2o

As in 2 ch.32:4, in Isa. 66:12 nahal i6tep is not a harmful phenomenon (cf. by con-
trast Isa. 30:28; Jer. 47 :2). rn this Trito-Isaianic oracle (66:7 -14), yahweh gives Jerusa-
lem prosperity (idl6m) like a river (kenahar; cf. 4g: lg) and the wealth &ab6il of the
nations "like an overflowing stream."

3. Danger and Destruction. Most occurrences involve situations of danger and de-
struction and can basically be divided into those involving an individual and those in-
volving a collective.

a. The cloudbursts common in Israel that can wash away and erode the fertile soil
and thus even cause houses to collapse2l constitute the background to Job 14:19. The
destruction of wall foundations and the washing away (itp) of the soil of the fields
(apar-'ares) by heavy rainfall22 also "destroy the hope of mortals.,'

Ezk. 13:11,13; and 38:22 also mention this destructive rainfall, referring to it as
geiem i6tep. Together with stormy winds and hailstones, it exposes the false sense of
stability brought about by false prophets and prophetesses. The downpours and hail-
stones of Ezk. 13 are part of an unsystematic series including pestilence, bloodshed,
fire (cf. lsa.43:2 and Ex. 9:18,23; Ps. ll:6; 105:32; Isa. 30:30), and sulfur that God
will pour down upon the eschatological enemy from the north, Gog, his army, and his
allies (Ezk. 38:22).

Ps. 69 transcends the notion of actual distress involving water in that the petitioner
variously addresses this dangermetaphorically (cf. ps. 32:6;124:4-5; Nah. l:g). Ac-
cording to v. 3(2), he has sunk in mire and deep waters, and the flood sweeps over him
(iibbdlel ilapa1nt1.zt As in v. 3(2),24 rhe entreaty in v. 16(15), referring to a well that
can be associated with mire in v. 3(2), refers to experiences with pits as prisons (cf. ps.
40:3121;88:7-8[6-7]; Lam. 3:53-54), though the notion of a devouring deep (mesfild
with D/) does suggest an association with the underworld (J,'6l alongsi de m"sAld inps.
88:4-8[3-7]; lon.2:3-412-31; cf. by conrrast ps. lo7:24), which might be understood as
a devouring entity (Isa. 5: l4). This metaphor succeeds in verbalizing a worldview that
transcends the concrete world around us while not simply suspending the tension be-
tween experience and reality.

b. All remaining passages using .irp in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Daniel are directed
against Israel or another people. That all are intended metaphorically does not mean
that they merely employ "figurative," ornamental expressions that by way of analogy
are intended to evoke through imagery what is in fact abstract. Like metaphors in gen-
eral, those constructed with Jrp show that prophetic language is not merely ..mimesis,,

20. see May, 18. on the mythical dimension cf. H.-p. Miiller, vergleich und Metapher im
Hohenlied. oBo 56 (1984), 32-33; o. Keel, song of songs. cc (Eng. tran s. 1994), 2i'6.

21. Cf. Klein, 242-43; AuS,llt (1928),208.
22. Read, s"htpd instead of sdpi"lt following BHK and HAL, Il,74gb.
23. See HAL: Iy, 1394.
24. See in this regard SAHG, 263-64, no. 13.
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but also "poiesis" and does not categorically distinguish between myth and history, the
purpose being better to comprehend "all" of reality.zs

In Isa. 8:5-8, which historicizes the idea of the waters of chaos,26 the gently flowing
waters of Shiloah are juxtaposed with the mighty waters of the "River" that will over-
flow its banks and "sweep on into Judah as a flood," sweeping it away (w"fudlap bthfrdA
iilap we'dbdr instead of idtap w"'abafl1). Metaphorical use is made here of the floods
that come during the main rainy season and that in certain terrain prevent escape and
might even serve tactical military purposes (cf. Jgs. 5:19-21). This flood will now in a
sense happen for all of Judah.

This notion corresponds to the self-understanding of the Assyrian kings themselves,
who viewed themselves and their weapons as overwhelming floodwaters.28 In Isa. 8:7,
however, reference to the "king of Assyria and all his glory" may represent a later in-
sertion anticipating modern transferals into a more "concrete" setting.2e The "river" in
Isaiah probably focuses on the power of such floods whose understanding is not really
fully exhausted in the empirical phenomenon, just as Assyrian texts refer metaphori-
cally to such ravaging floods as abilbu(m) or abubii/abilbdnii. This flood also exhibits
cosmic dimensions in that it is associated not only with the king but also with gods and
mythical monsters.3o

Within the post-Isaianic unit lsa.3O:27-33,3t v. 28 may have been influenced by 8:8.
Here Yahweh's breath (rttah) is like an overflowing stream (k"nahal i6tCp) that
"reaches up to the neck" of the nations.

In only one passage is the subject of.irp an abstract noun. In the oracle Isa. 10:20-
23, dating at the earliest to the Persian period,32 the author reflects on a "remnant of Is-
rael" and views the destruction of the others (killdydn hdris) as justified, i61cp ;,ddqd.
(cf. Am. 5:24).

Isa.28 uses the vb. i1p repeatedly. In the oracle against Samaria (vv. l-6, or l-4),
v. 2 compares "the one who is mighty and strong" to a "storm of hail" (k'zerem
bdrd/), a "destroying tempest" (Sa'ar qdte!), and a "storm of mighty, overflowing
waters" (kzerem mayim kabbirtm idyptm). In the force of their statements, these
comparisons gradually deviate from the metaphors and thus recall in only a limited
fashion 8:7;28:15,17,18 (cf. 17:12-13, though also 30:30). Because metaphorical
speech can conceal and reveal at the same time, an identification of the oppressor is
difficult and problematic.33

According to Isa.28:14-22,the inhabitants of Jerusalem believe that because they

25. See Liwak,2l9.
26. See Day, 126.
27. So J. Huesman, "Finite Uses of the Infinitive Absolute," Bibl 37 (1956) 287.
28. See P. Machinist, 'Assyria and Its Image in the First Isaiah," JAOS 103 (1983) 726tt.
29. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. trans. l99l), 341.
30. Documentation in AHw, l, 8; CAD, Ut,76-81.
31. See O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),305-10.
32. See Wildberger, Isaiah I-12,436; Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL(Eng. trans. 1983), 240-42.
33. See Liwak, 212, 214-15.
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have made a covenant with death and the underworld (both anarthrous in Hebrew), they
will be protected from coming danger. The obscure form iyt iwyp in v. 15 is to be read as
ifi iQep with Q, lQlsa", and v. 18 (cf. also leH 6:35). The K is apparently thinking of
iayit, "oarl' whereas the LXX has kataigis, "storm,', and pesh. iww!, dgrwpy', ..spread

of the flood." Barth believes (and is supported by Poznafski with rabbinic witnesses)
that i6! represents a lexeme with the meaning "flood" that alongside .i6l, ,.whip," re-
quires an independent lexical entry.34 By contrast, Gese adduces iconographical and
inscriptional evidence from the ancient Near East depicting the weather god with a whip
calling forth rainstorms and causing mountains and oceans to convulse chaotically;
Gese then interprets the term as a "scourge streaming with pouring rain and floods of
water'"35 Isa. 28:l7b (cf. v. l5 LXX) suggests a storm situation. One might also note that
the Talmud refers to destructive rain as a scourge (iepe1, Bab. Ta.an. gb).

The predicted disaster acquires concrete form in that the "overwhelming scourge"
ceaselessly sweeps (or "takes," lqh) people along with it (Isa. 2g: l9). Nor does the use
of ?r as a verb of action militate against this understanding, since such metaphors can-
not be reduced to "compatible images," as also shown by v. lg, which describes the re-
sult of the i6! i6Ep as a land that is beaten down rather than swept away (mirmds).

Finally, Jer. 8:6 also attests what for the modern sensibility is somewhat incongru-
ous imagery. The people run astray (vv.4-7) "like a horse plunging headlong into bat-
tle" (kestts i6tEp bammilhdmQ. Its apostasy (1fi!) from God cannot be fast or destruc-
tive enough.

The military connotations of .irp in Isaiah predominate in the book of Daniel. The
verb occurs 4 times in ch. 11, which recounts the history of the end time. In v. 10,
which alludes to Seleucus III and Antiochus III, the author recounts that (presumably)
the army of Antiochus III, which in 219 s.c.B. campaigned through phoenicia and pal-
estine as far as Gaza, advances (b6'), overwhelms (itp), and passes through ('br; cf. Isa.
28:15,18). By contrast, Dnl. ll:22, apparently with a contemporary reference but with-
out any allusion to historical events, relates to Antiochus IV: "Armies, (mighty) as a
storm flood, shall be utterly swept away and broken before him,, (fr7erd.61 haiietep
yiilafpfi millepdndyw wjiiidperfr). The translation of J.-C. Lebram is commensurate
with the text.36 The proposal in Brls to read frzer6'6lhiiidtop yiiidfpa destroys the
substantive comparison, which is syntactically possible without the comparative parti-
cle,37 thereby relativizing the rather audacious statement.

A comparable notion must be present inv.26, which describes the defeat of the op-
posing army in the campaign of Antiochus IV against Egypt. Although the MT dois
tead yiitdp in connection with hayil (within ch. l l only here in the sense of futile
"flowing away"), many Hebrew mss. have yjrp, which may point to a niphal form (cf.
Pesh. ntbdr and Vg. opprimere).

Finally, v. 40 refers once more to the unrelenting advance of Antiochus IV; together

34. cited in HAL, lv, 1441, with a question mark as i6r II, "outburst, sudden spate of water.,,
35. Gese, 132.
36. Das Buch Daniel. ZBK23 (1984), l16.
37. See cK, g14ld.
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with the following verses, this verse probably represents a vaticinium but not a posl
eventum and is repeating the formulation in v. 10 (b6', itp, and'br).

III. The Noun Jelep. The meaning and use of the noun ietep correspond only partially
to those of the vb. .i1p. The book of Daniel (see above concerning 1l:22) also uses the
noun as a metaphor for collapse in a military context. During a long period of oppression,
an otherwise unidentified nagiQ will allegedly destroy the city of Jerusalem and its sanc-

tuary; the end will supposedly come in a flood or inundation (ietep, Dnl.9:261.2t
The remaining passages do not refer to any hostile conquest as such a flood. Apart

from Prov. 27:4, which interprets the cruelty ('akz"riyfr) of anger as an overwhelming
flood, it is usually God's own actions that are associated with ietep, specifically God's
sovereign dealings with the world of water.

The acrostic hymn in Nah. l:2-8, in a portrayal of the cosmic and historical dimen-
sions of a theophany of Yahweh, emphasizes the divine dominion over the seas and
rivers. Yahweh can make them dry, thereby withholding the water needed to make na-
ture fertile (v. 4). As creator he has also "cut a channel for the torrents of rain" (Job

38:25, pillag laiielep f'Ah).3e At the same time, he can cause the flood to overwhelm
his adversaries (?r v. 8). By contrast, according to the thanksgiving hymn Ps. 32 the
hdsiS who prays at the proper time can be assured (v. 6) of being left untouched by the
rush of mighty waters (ietep mayim rabbtm; cf. 18:17[16];124:5:144:7).

lY. l. Qumran. In Qumran the root irp is attested as a participle in connection with a

noun. Given the military context, the use of iwt iwtpinthe Hodayoth (lQH 6:35) probably
refers to a scourge (see above). As in the OT Psalms, these passages bring to expression the
fear of rushing waters that sweep people away (nhrwt iwypym, 1QH 8: 14- I 5 ) as well as as-

tonishment at creation itself, where springs can become a rushing wadi (nhl iwp, IQH
8:17).Theparticipleof.iwrpisusedwithoutanynounassociationin4Q3T912,6inacita-
tion and expansion ofthe account ofthe crossing ofthe Jordan (Josh. 3:lJ).+o

2. lXX. The translators of the LXX do not always follow the understanding of the
Hebrew text, particularly not in the case of the more daring metaphors. The translation
of Jrp in the case of cleansings does not present any problems: (apo)ntptein (Lev.
15:11,12; I K. 22:38), ekklfzein (Lev. 6:21), and apopljnein (Ezk. 16:9). In 2 Ch. 32:4
(see above), the LXX understands the passage differently than does the MT (diorizein
with p6lis). The most frequent translation for the idea of flooding is katakljzein (Job
14:19; Ps.78:20 ILXX 11:20):Jer.47:2\LXX29:2]; Ezk. l3:11,13;38:22), and the
corresponding noun kataklysm4s (Ps. 32:6 [LXX 31:6]; Nah. l:8; in the remaining pas-
sages the LXX abandons the metaphor). Less frequent choices include synkljzein
(Cant. 8:7; Isa. 43:2) and epikljzeln (Isa. 66:12).In some passages the LXX tones

38. See HAL,lY, 1475b.
39. See O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRIA.NT l2l (1978),58; a different view is

taken by H.-J. Zobel, -, IDD matar Ylll,250-65.
40. See C. Newsom, "The 'Psalms of Joshua' from Qumran Cave 4j'"LfS 39 (1988) 66-67.
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down the metaphor, as in Jer. 8:6 (hippos laithidros) and ps. 69:3,16(2,15) (LXX
68:3,16, with kataigts,' see above); 124:4 (LXX 123:4, katapontizein), replaces it with
another (Isa. 28:15,18 , kataigis), abandons it completely (Isa. 8:8; Dnl. I 1:40), or para-
phrases it variously (Isa. lO:22;28:2; Dnl. ll:10,22,26).

Liwak

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Cognates;2. OT Occurrences; 3. Meaning;4. LXX. II.
Functionary: 1. Ex. 5; 2. Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Chronicles; 3. proverbs. III. The
Nouns miitar and iitray. IV. The Cult. V. eumran.

l. l. Etymology, cognates. The root .irr occurs in the or only as a masculine qal
participle, as the subst. miitdt and as the PN iitray. rt is, however, already attested in
the Akkadian yb. iataru, "write," and also occurs in Aram. itr;',w/rte,,, and irtdr,,writ-
ten document," Syr. i"furA', "written document";l cf. Arab. Eatar(t,..write"; OSA .fif
"write." Egyptian also attests the loanword mds-td-r "office," whereas Arab. .ir4
"write," probably represents a loanword from Aramaic.2 The root is also attested in
Pun. mitr and in Nabatean and Palmyrene texts.3

lalar G. Castellino, "'Scriba velox' (Ps xLv,2)," wort, Lied, und Gottespruch. FS J. Ziegler.
FzB 2 (1972),29-34; H. cazelles, "Institutions er terminologie en Deut. l6-17: volumi du
congris, Genive 1965. sw l5 (1966), 97-112, esp. 104ff.; G. R. Driver, semitic writing (Lon-
don,3l976), esp. 70; M. Heltzer, "Some Consideiations about Hebrew iarcr and, Punii rz.ilr'
Aula Orientalis 2 (1984) 225-30: E. Junge, Der Wiederaufbau des Heerwesens des Reiches Juda
unter Josia. BWANT 7 5 (1937), esp. 48-52; G. C. Machol z, "ztr Geschichte der Justizorgani-
sation in Judal' ZAW 84 (1972) 314-40, esp. 325, 333-35; T. N. D. Mettinger, solomonic state
Oficials. CBOT 5 (1971), esp. 20, 5l; J. T. Milik, "Deux documents in6ditJdu D6sert de Juda,"
Bib] 38 (1957)245-68,esp.266-67; J. P. M. van der Ploeg, "Les ilterimd'Isra6l," ors l0 (1954)
185-96; U. Ri.iterswrirden, Die Beamten der israelitischen Kdnigszeit. BWANT 117 (1985), esp.
109-11; D. R. Schwartz, "'scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites': who were the Scribes?" zion 50
(1985) l2l-32; R. de Vaux, Anclsr, 155,225,251,394; N. M. Waldman, ..The Heavenly Writ-
rngi' Gratz College Annual of Jewish studies 6 (197i) 93-97 p. weimar and E. Zenger, Exodus.
SBS 75 (197 5), esp. 28-3 I ; M. Weinfeld, "Judge and Officer in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient
Near East," Ios 7 (1977) 65-88, esp. 83ff.; idem, "The Term ioftr lts Meaning and Functions,"
BethM 22 (1977) 417-20,530.

l. On Akkadian see Driver,70:AHw, I\, 1203-4; HAL, ly, 1475-76; J. Ktihlewein,."tDD
sEper Bookl' TLor, 11,809-10; M. Ellenbogen, Foreign words in the or (London, 1962), 16l.
On Aramaic see DNS1, \ ll23-24; cf. Beyer, 706. On Syriac see LexSya 773.

2. on Egyptian see w. Helck, Die Befiehungen Agyptens zu vorderasien im 3. und 2.
Jahrtausend v. chr AgAbh 5 (1971),514, no. l13; on Aiabic, S. Fraenkel, Die aramciischen
Fremdwdrter im Arabischen (Leiden, 1886), 250.

3. DNSI, II, 700, 1123-24; M. Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraphik
(Weimar, 1898),374.
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2. OT Occutences. The root and its derivatives ocatr 27 times in the OT, including
25 times as a masculine qal participle and once each as a noun (Job 38:33) and personal
name ( 1 Ch. 27 :29). It is noteworthy that with the exception of Prov. 6:7 , the participle
occurs only in Exodus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, and ll2 Chronicles, i.e., only
in historical books, though one cannot discem any concentration in an individual
source or redactional strata.

3. Meaning. Taking the basic meaning attested in Akkadian, "write," as the point of
departure, a meaning also supported in Aramaic and other Semitic languages, one can
similarly assume that the Hebrew root .irr is first of all associated with the activity of
writing. Nonetheless, referring to the iAtur simply as a "scribe" would be incorrect,
since the OT already uses the word soper for "scribe, secretary," and indeed uses it
alongside ldler in 2 Ch. 26:ll; 34:13. The word Jdrar must rather be understood as the
title of an official whose duties particularly required the ability to write and whose ac-
tivities included the ability to evaluate written documents.4 More specifically, the word
idtCr in this sense is to be understood as the designation of a lower official or appointee
whose tasks might include various spheres and thus vary in nature.

By contrast, the hapax legomenon miitdr (Job 38:33) clearly evokes the basic mean-
ing of the root and means "written document," specifically "heavenly writing," though
here the expression (ike Akk. iitir/litirtu iamA, "heavenly writing") must be under-
stood as a metaphorical circumscription for the stars as the heavenly legislators of what
happens on earth.s

4. lXX. In its rendering of the masculine qal participle the LXX vacillates between
several different words, the most frequent being ho grammarcrts (14 times). Only in 5
instances (all in Deuteronomy) does it use ho grammato-eisagogeils and only in 2 ho
dikastds and ho kritds.

II. Functionary. Occurrences of the root as the masculine qal participle are fre-
quent alongside other Israelite groups representing dignitaries or officials. The ldfrtm
often stand alongside the zeqen?m (Nu. ll:16; Dt. 29:9lBng.l0l;31:28; Josh. 8:33;
23:2;24:l),therd'iim (Dt. I:15;29:9lOl;Iosh.23:2;24:l),theidpeltm (Dt. 16:I8;
Josh.8:33;23:2;24:l;lCh.23:4;26:29),andthe fdrim(Dt.l:15; I Ch.27:l). Onlyin
Ex. 5 do they appear in association with the nogeitm (Ex. 5:6,10).

l. Ex. 5. In the account of the imposition of a heavier workload for the Hebrews in
Egypt (Ex. 5), the i6y"rtm appear as lower supervisors chosen from among the people
by the Egypti an nogeitm; they are subordinated to the nogeiim and receive orders from
them that they are then to carry out. If they fail to do so, they are held personally ac-

4. See Macholz,325 n.23.
5. See HAI. Il, 645a. Cf. G. Hdlscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT lllT (1952),90, 95; G. Fohrer,

Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 488, 508; van der Ploeg, 189. On the Akkadian see AIIw, III,
1253.
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countable. Their appointment by Egyptians, i.e., by foreigners (v. l4), suggests that the
idyertm in Ex. 5 did not occupy a concrete office during Israel's early period; this use
probably represents rather an unhistorical projection of an Israelite offrce that was es-
tablished only during a later epoch.6

2. Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, chronicles. In the traditions of Numbers, Deu-
teronomy, and Joshua, the idt7r is a functionary commissioned by the people (Nu.
11:16;Dt. 16:18;29:9U01;31:28;Josh. l:10; g:33 [cj.]; 24:I) or by the tribes of Israel
and active on their behalf. In that capacity, he often appears alongside other officehold-
ers in pre-state Israel, suggesting that the office of the idt€r was instituted during the
pre-state period of Israel's history, specifically during the land conquest or the period
of the judges.T Factors militating against its origin only during the monarchy,s a view
derived from Chronicles, especially from the probably unhistorical account of a legal
reform under Jehoshaphat in 2 Ch. 19, include the lack of any evidence of the office of
idEr in the lists of officials in samuel and Kings or otherwise in Samuel, Kings, and
the prophets. Chronicles apparently mentioned the pre-state office of the .iorar bicause
it fit its own agenda of removing the differences between institutions associated with
the state and the pre-state or tribal period.e

As officials commissioned by the people, the iotertmexercise various duties among
the tribes, appearing, for example, both in connection with military matters (Dt. l:15;
2o:5,8,9; Josh. 1:10; 3:2),as well as in the sphere of legal adjudication (Dt. 16:lg) and
general administration (Dt.29:9[10];31:28;Josh.8:33; 23:2;24:l).ro They always act,
however, as secondary functionaries who receive and transmit orders.ll

3. Proverbs.In the literary unit in prov. 6:6-l l, the industrious person is compared
to the ant as a model for the lazy person to follow. The ant's behavior is characterized
by its ability to provide for its own food even without guidance by a idt1r Mention of
the idtEr between the qdsin and the mdi€l in 6:7, however, raises doubts whether the
postexilic author correctly understood the nature of the pre-state office of the iater

III. The Nouns niJta:r and iilray.In the divine discourse in Job 3g:1-40:2,6-14,the
notn miitdr describes in a summary fashion the influence the stars exert on events on
earth by virtue of their inherent regularities (Job 38:33). In I Ch. 27:29 the derivative
iitray (also a hapax legomenon) is the name of one of the stewards of the royal hold-
ings of King David; he was responsible for "the herds that pastured in sharon.',

6. See in this regard W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK lVl (l9}g),249.
7. See II above. Cf. Rttersw<irden, ll0-ll; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14,249.
8. Cf. van der Ploeg, 195; Cazelles, 104.
9. Rtterswcirden, ll0.
10. M. Noth, Numbers. orL (Eng. trans. 1968), 87, is probably correct in maintaining that

Nu. ll:16 contains a "secondary aside."
I l. Van der Ploeg, 196.
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IV. The Cult. The root Jrr only indirectly exhibits any religio-cultic connection.
The ioterim who work in the administration are also present at cultic events (Dt.
29:9|01; Josh. 8:33; 24:l).The Chronicler is of the opinion - one definitely not ap-
plicable in all cases - that they were drawn from the Levites (2 Ch. 19:1 1; 34:13). A
religious connection for miitdr emerges in Job 38:33 in that it represents the heavenly
stars that for their part follow the ordinances of Yahweh.

V. Qumran. The use and understanding of the idfrtm in the Qumran texts generally
follow OT models. Here the i61"rtm are mentioned alongside the idpelim and classified
according to tribes (lQSa l:15,24,29; l lQT 5l:l l, par. Dt. l6:18). As such, they have
duties within the community hierarchy having to do with legal adjudication and are
mentioned in IQM 7:14,16 (with the apposition "Levitical"); l0:5 (cf. Dt. 20:4-8) in
connection with military disputes. lQM 7:l stipulates their age as between forty and
fifty years. Finally, the Aramaic form Jrr'is attested as a professional or official desig-
nation in a purchase contract dating to the first half of the second century c.r.l2

Schunck

12. Beyer, 320-21; cf. Milik, 266-67.

JitP fir; "t'lP ^iir; i17'Ui $rA
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(1948); P. A. H. de Boer, "Cantate Domino: An Erroneous Dative?" OTS 2l (1981) 55-67;
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M. L. Brenner, The Song of the Sea: Ex 15:l-21. BZAW 195 (1991); A. Biichler, ..Zur

Geschichte der Tempelmusik und der Tempelpsalmen," zAw 19 (1899) 96-133, 329-44; 20
(1900) 97-135; R. J. Burns, Has the lnrd Indeed spoken only Through Moses? A study ofthe
Biblical Porffait of Miriam. SBLDS 84 (1987); P. Casetti, "Funktionen der Musik in der Bibel,"
Freiburger Zeitschriftfiir Philosophie und rheologie 24 (1977) 366-89; p. cersoy, "uApologue
de la vigne au chapitre ve d'Isai'e (versets l-Tl' nn 8 (1899) 40-49; F. crusemann,-stuilien
lur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel. WMANT 32 (1969); K. p. Darr, "Like
warrior, like woman: Destruction and Deliverance in Isaiah 42:lo-17 l' cBe 49 (19g7) 560-71;
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Umrahmung des Mose-Liedes Dtn 32,1-43 und des Mose-Gesetzes Dtn l-30 in Dtn 31,9-
32,47: KlSchr III (1966), 322-34; J. Enciso, "Mizmor, shir y maSkil,', EstBib l2 (1953) 185-
94; c. A. Evans, "on the vineyard Parables of Isaiah 5 and Mark tz," Bz 28 ( l9s4) g2-g6;
R. Ficker, '"1'O Jir to sing," TLOT, lll, l32O-22: N. Ftiglister, Die Verwendung und das
verstiindnis der Psalmen und des Psalters um die Zeitenwende. FzB 60 (1988), 319-g4;
H. Gese, "Zur Geschichte der Kultsiinger am Zweiten Tempel," Abraham unser vater FS
o. Michel (Leiden, 1963), 222-34 = idem, vom sinai zum Zion. BEvT 64 e1990), 147-5g;
A. Globe, "The Muster of the Tribes in Judges 5,11e-18," zAw 87 (1975) 169-84; J. Gonda,
"Ein neues Lied," WZKM 48 (1941) 275-90; A. Graffy, "The Literary Genre of Isaiah 5,1-7,"
Bibl 60 (1979) 4N-409; H. Gross, "Lied," BL, 1056-57; A. H. J. Gunneweg, Leviten und
Priester FRLANT 89 (1965); P. D. Hanson, "l chr 15-16 and the chronicler's vew on the Le-
vitesl' Sha'arei Talmon. FS S. Talmon (Winona Lake, Ind., 1992), 69-77; M. R. Hauge, ,.On the
Sacred Spot. The Concept of the Proper Localization Before God," Scandinavian Tournal for
the OT 4 (1990) 30-60; P. Hdffken, "Probleme in Jesaja 5,1-j," ZTK 79 (1982) 3g}-it};
A. Hurvitz, "The Term E!i!2 nl)!2) (Ezek 4O:M) and Iti Place in the Cultic Terminology of
the Temple," scrHier 3l (1986) 49-62:8. Janowski, "Das K<inigtum Gottes in den psalmen,"
zrK 86 (1989) 389-454; J. Jeremias, Das Ki)nigtum Gottes in den psalmen. FRI,ANT l4l
(1987);H.Junker,"DieliterarischeArtvonls5,l-7," Bibl 40(1959)259-66;J.w.Kleinig,rfte
Iord's Song: The Basis, Function and Significance of Choral Music in Chronicles. JSOTSup
156 (1993) (with bibliog.); idem, "The Divine Institution of the Lord's Song in Chronicles,"
JSOT 55 (1992) 75-83: J. Kciberle, Die Tempelsdnger im AI (Erlangen, 1899); G. Krinetzki,
Kommentar zum Hohenlied. Bildsprache und theologische Botschaft. BBET 16 (1981);
H. Kruse, "Psalm cxxxll and the Royal Zion Festival," Ia33 (1983) 279-97;l.Liver, chap-
ters in the History of the Priests and Levites: Studies in the Lists of Chronicles and Ezra and
Nehemiah (Jerusalem, 1968); C. Mabee, "Jacob and Laban: The Structure of Judicial Proceed-
ings (Genesis xxxl25-42):' w 30 (1980) 192-207; J. Marb0ck, "Der Gott des Neuen und das
neue Lied," Ein Gott - eine Offenbarung. Beitriige zur biblischen Exegese, Theologie und
spiritualitrit. FS N. Fiiglister (wtirzburg, l99l), 205-21; F. Matheus, singt dem Hirrn ein
neues Lied. SAS l4l (1990); D. Michel, (Jntersuchungen 7ur Eigenart des Buches Qohelet.
BzAw 183 (1989); T. c. Mitchell, "The Music of the or Reconsidered," pEe 124 (1992) 124-
43; R. Mosis, "'Mit Jauchzen werden sie ernten'. Beobachtungen zu psalm 126l' Die alt-
testamentliche Botschaft als wegweisung. FS H. Reinelt (stuttgart, 1990), l8l-201; H. p.

Nasuti, Tradition History and the Psalms of Asaph. IBLDS 88 (1988); H. Niehr, "zur Gattung
von Jes 5,1-7: BZ 30 (1986) 99-104; G. S. Ogden, "eoheleth XI 7-XII 8: eoheleth,s Sum-
mons to Enjoyment and Reflection: W 34 (1984) 27-38; D. L. Petersen, Late Israelite Proph-
ecy. SBLMS 23 (1977); H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982); G. von Rad, Das
Geschichtsbild des chronistischen werkes. BWANT IV/3 (1930); F. Renfroe, "persiflage in
Psalm 137," Ascibe to the Inrd. FS P c. craigie. JSorSup 67 (1988) 509-2j, esp.5l8-19;
A. Ruffing, Jahwekrieg als Weltmetapher Studien zu Jahwekriegstexten des chronistischen
Sondergutes. SBB 24 (1992); M. Sabg, "Eschaton und Eschatologie im AI - in traditions-
geschichtlicher Sicht," Alttestamentlicher Glaube und biblische Theologie. FS H. D. Preuss
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I. Etymology. Although the root .iyr is widely attested in the Semitic languages,l it
is almost completely absent in the South Semitic sphere. Hence the term probably orig-
inated in the north or east. Extrabiblical evidence suggests Ugaritic or, more likely,
Akkadian.2

l. Mesopotamia. Akkadian attests the word i?ru(m), "singing, song," also the gen-
eral word for "singing" and "making music," zamiru, corresponding to Sum. .ii,!
lidu.3 Hence the word probably represents a loanword from pre-Semitic Mesopota-

(Stuttgart, 1992),321-30; J. Scharbert, "Das 'Schilfmeerwunder' in den Texten des Nl," De la
T6rah au Messie. FS H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981),395-417; H. Schmid, "Jahwe und die
Kulttraditionen von Jerusaleml' ZAW 67 (1955) 168-97; W. Schottroff, "Das Weinberglied
Jesajas (Jes 5 1-7). Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Parabel," ZAW S2 (1970) 68-91; J. Schreiner,
"Geschichte als Wegweisung: Psalm 78i' Die alttestamentliche Botschafi als Wegweisung. FS
H. Reinelt (Stuttgart, 1990),307-28; H. Schulte, "Richter 5: Das Debora-Lied," Die hebriiische
Bibel und ihre zweifache Nachgeschichte. FS R. Rendtorff (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1990), 177-91;
H. Seidel, Musik in Altisrael. BEATAJ 12 (1989); idem, "Untersuchungen zur Auffiihrungs-
praxis der Psalmen im altisraelitsichen Gottesdienst," lzl 33 (1983) 503-9; K. Seybold, Die
Wallfuhrtspsalmen. BThS 3 (1978); G. T. Sheppard, "More on Isaiah 5:l-7 as a Juridical Para-
blel' CBQ 44 (1982) 45-47; J. A. Soggin, "Das Wunder am Meer und in der Wiiste (Exodus cc.
14- l5)," Mdlanges bibliques et orientaux en I'honneur de M. Delcor. AOAT 215 ( 1985), 379-85;
G. Steins, "Kdnig-Tempel-Leviten. Untersuchungen zur Entstehung und Theologie der
Chronikbiicher" (diss., Mtinster, 1993); F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege. Kriegstheorien und
Kriegserfahrungen im Glauben des Alten Israel. ATANT 60 (1972\: H. Strauss, "Das Meerlied
des Moses - ein 'Siegeslied' Israels?" ZAW 97 (1985) 103-9; R. Then, "Gibt es denn keinen
mehr unter den Propheten?" Zum Fortgang der alttestamentlichen Prophetie infrilhjiidischer
Zeit. BEATAJ 22 (1990); F. Vattioni, Ecclesiastico. Testo ebraico con apparato critico e
versioni greca, latina e siriaca. Pubblicazioni del Seminario di Semitistica. Testi I (Naples,
1968); S. J. de Vries, "Moses and David as Cult Founders in Chronicles," JBL lO7 (1983) 619-
39; A. Weiser, "Das Deboraliedl' ZAW 7l (1959) 67-97;P. Welten, "K<inigsherrschaft Jahwes
und Thronbesteigung," W 32 (1982) 297-310; E. Werner, "Music B. Interpretation of Musical
References," IDB, lll, 459-66; G. Widengren, Sakrales Kdnigtum im AT und im Judentum
(Stuttgart, 1955); J. T. Willis, "The Genre of Isaiah 5:l-7 l' JBL 96 (1977) 337 -62; G. H. Wil-
son, "Evidence of Editorial Division in the Hebrew Psalter," W 34 (1984) 337-52; J.'V,1.
Wright, "Guarding the Gates: I Chr.26.l-19 and the Roles of the Gatekeepers in Chronicles,"
JSOT 48 (1990) 69-81; idem, "The Legacy of David in Chronicles: The Narrative Function of
I Ch.23-27: .lBL ll0 (1991) 229-42; idem, "The Origin and Function of I Chr 23-27" (diss.,
Notre Dame, 1989); G. A. Yee, 'A Form-Critical Study of Isaiah 5: l-7 as a Song and a Juridical
Parable," CBQ 43 (1981) 30-40; S. Zalewski, "Cultic Officials in the Book of Chronicles"
(diss., Melbourne, 1968); E. Zenger, "Israel und Kirche im gemeinsamen Gottesbund.
Beobachtungen zum theologischen Programm des 4. Psalmenbuchs (Ps 90-106)," Israel und
Kirche heute. FS E. L. Ehrlich (Freiburg, l99l),236-54; idem, "Tradition und Interpretation in
Exodus XV l-21: Congress Volume, Vienna 1980. SW 32 (1981), 452-83.

l. HAL,IY,1479-83; GesB, 823; Ficker, 895-98.
2. WUS, no.2682; UT, no.2409; cf . M. J. Dahood, RSe I, 369-70, nos. 581-82; III, 167-68,

ros. 322-24: AHw, lll, 1219.
3. See AHw, lll, 1219. Cf. sir, in P. A. Deimel, Sumerisches l,exikon (Rome, lg25-37),Lru1,

183 =1U2,370; F. Ellermeier, Sumerisches Glo,ssa4I (Nrirten-Hardenberg bei Gottingen, 1979),
272, who assigns the phonetic value slr, to JlR.
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mia. witnesses extend back to old Babylonian ritual texts from Mari. In Neo-
Babylonian the general term probably came to be restricted semantically to the musi-
cal instrument of the harp or perhaps even further to the strings of the harp.a These
considerations permit a look at the Hurrian lexeme iafuri, which also allegedly exhib-
ited this meaning.s

The most significant account of everything connected with music and songs in
Mesopotamia is probably the study by w. Stauder, who maintains that music in Mes-
opotamia, rather than being a product of individual artistic expression, was restricted
exclusively to the cult, where it had the task of serving and venerating God and of
presenting human petitions to him.6 Music accompanied people as far as death itself
(cf. the many laments [ir "lament") erianna, eriemmu, etc., and the rituals for the
deadT). Music was also at home in the daily liturgies of the temple, especially in
connection with festivals and ceremonies, e.g., for temple dedication, sacrificial
feasts, and especially after military victories, victory celebrations being decisively
colored by musical elements (cf. the portrayal on the victory panel of the "standard
of Ur" [ca. 2650 s.c.r.]). It is almost certain that the Creation Epic was presented
musically on the fourth day of the New Year festival (akitd.a Terms referring to such
cheerful music include elelu, nigfitu, and tanittu. Hymn catalogs and manuals stipu-
late when certain songs were to be inserted. Reliefs show a large number of dancing
scenes depicting the rich selection of musical instruments used in the ancient Near
East.

Although some cuneiform texts that were originally thought to be musical notes can
now be explained differently, some texts do contain addenda that seem to represent
musical directions (cf. the OT Psalm superscriptions).e Songs and hymns were fre-
quently designated with instrument names, though also by expressions containing the
word .iir (e.9., iirgidda).

2. Ugarit. The broad attestation in Ugaritic of this root as the vb. .iyr5 "sing,'; .fr
"singer," with both a masculine and feminine plural; and ir "song, singing," suggests
that the word was very common indeed. on the one hand, references are made in a
general sense to songs and singers; on the other, there also seems to be a designation
for professional "temple singers."lO one text speaks in a completely general fashion

4. See H. M. Kiimmel, "Zur Stimmung der babylonischen Harfe," Or 39 (191.0) 252-63, esp.
253,263.

5. See in this regard the Hurrian texts RS 14.15r.1.7 and RS 19.155.r.9 and the attendant dis-
cussion in E. Laroche, PRU, lll (1955), 327-35; idem, "Documenrs et langue hourrite provenanr
de Ras Shamral' Ugaritica V (1968) 462-96.

6. "Die Musik der Sumerer, Babylonier und Assyrer," HO,I, Erg. V (1970), 17l-243, esp.220.
7. See in this regard J. Krecher, R1"4, yl (1983), l-6, esp. 2.
8. See H. Schmdkel, Kulturgeschichte des Alten Orients (Stuttgart, 196l),290-gl.
9. Stauder, "Musik," 223-24; cf. C. Sachs, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften, XVil (1924), 120tr.
10. See M. Heltzer, The Internal Organization of the Kingdom of Ilgarit (Wiesbaden, 1982),

137.
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about a ,frl, "songstress."ll The Ugaritic term itru is identical with mir, "song,
singing."tz

M. Dahood's suggestion that the Ugaritic expression yir {zr 1b ql 'l b'1, "he sang
with a beautiful voice before Ba'al," recurs in Hos. 8:l in the sense of "singing before
the house of Yahweh" requires too many emendations in the MT.l3 Dahood believes
that the two instances of a combination of min + itr in Ps. 28:7 and 137:3 establishes
the existence of the Ugaritic noun mir in Hebrew as well.la Although it is correct that
prepositional phrases with.iir are extremely rare in the OT,ts there is no need for emen-
dation.

Not much is known about songs and music in Ugarit. The singers and temple musi-
cians (irm) can be mentioned after the prophets as important members of the cult staff.
Mythological materials and especially the mention of the divine lyre after the divine in-
cense dish in the pantheon list shows that they enjoyed considerable status in Ugarit as

elsewhere in the ancient Near East.16

The occasional rubrics in some texts suggest that they presumably were recited as
responsories or as a recitative during cultic events.lT

3. Egypt. Several good studies by E. Hickmann are readily available on music in
Egypt.l8 Also worthy of special mention is D. Meeks's study of love songs from daily
life. re

4. Hebrew-Aramaic. The term Jir is probably not attested in extra-Biblical Hebrew.
Inscription III from Khirbet el-Qom mentions Uriahu, the owner of the tomb, hir "the
singer."2o In the meantime, however, J. M. Hadley has probably shown correctly that

ll. KTU 4.360; cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Kennt das ugaritische Zahlensystem die
Dtaletlttm'6'undgtm'12'?" UF14(1982) 308,andC.Virolleaud, PRU,V (1965), 106;thein-
terpretation of the term as a place name (cf. M. Heltzet The Rural Community in Ancient ugarit
[Wiesbaden, 1976],89) has not been confirmed.

12. See J. Nougayrol, "Textes sum6ro-accadiens des archives et bibliothdques privdes
d'Ugarit," Ugaritica, V (1968) 352; KTU 1.3 lIl,2;1.7 II, 10; cf. also mlrmir, "song of songs,"
KTU 1.40,26:cf.in this regard M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmart(n, "Lexikalische und
literarische Probleme in RS 1.2 =CTA32 and RS 17.100 = CTA Appendicell' UF7 (1975) 150-
51.

13. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 356-57; KTU 1.31,20-21.
14. "Ugaritic nr.f4 'song,' in Psalms 28,7 and 137,3: Bibl 58 (1977) 216-17.
15. See II.1 below.
16. H. Gese, in Gese, M. H6fner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religion Altsyriens, Altarabiens und

der Mandiier RM 1Ol2 (1970), 179.
17. See, e.9., KTU 1.23, and the portrayal of the rubrics in J. Aistleitner, Die mythologischen

und kultischen Texte aus Ras Schamra (Budapest, 19@),58-62.
18. LexAg,II, 556-59; [Y,230-43.
19. kxAs,IIL 1048-52.
20. See S. Mittmann, "Die Grabinschrift des Siingers Uriahu," ZDPV 97 (1981) 139-52, esp.

142.
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one should instead read h'ir "the rich one."2l The root is, however, attested in Jewish
Aramaic and Christian Palestinian Aramuc.z2

5. Elsewhere. otherwise the root.iyr is attested only in later languages, e.g., in a dis-
puted Punic witness as mi'rt (pl. fem. piel ptcp.), "songstress" or "doorkeeper."23 In
Mandaic, iirana is a poetic expression for "music."2a The South Semitic languages, in-
cluding Arabic, generally draw their terminology for "song" and "music" from the root
zmr (cf . Heb. Tamarzs).

According to M. Delcor, the Phoenician inscription from Kition is to be given a
completely different reading; for wl'dmm'i 'l dl . . . l'dm b'r, "for the curtain guards and
for those who stand./watch at the door . . . the b'r-peoplel'he proposes reading lirm b'r
"for the singers in the town."z6 Despite the lack of additional reliable witnesses for the
root in Phoenician, this reading does yield a cogent sentence.

Fabry

II. OT Use.
l. Forms and Occurren ces. Both the verb and the noun occur with disproportionate

frequency in two areas: in the Psalter on the one hand, and in Ezra./Nehemiah and
Chronicles on the other.

The root 'iyr5 "sing, song(s), singing," occurs 70 times in the psalter, including 27
times as a verb (qal only) and 43 as a substantive (sg. only; 34 times in the
superscriptions). The nomen unitatis.iird occurs only in Ps. l8:1(Eng. s) par. 2s.22:l .

In Ps. 42:9(8) there is no need to assume the presence of scribal error and to emend
Jyrlr (orthographical variant of iyrw) to $rA.27 One noteworthy feature with regard to
the verb is the concentration of summons to the self and to others with the plural imper-
ative (10 times), cohortative singular (8 times), and cohortative plural (once). Because
the imperfect in Ps. 59:17(16) has an obligatory characrer and thejussive in 138:5 the
nature of a summons, the imperative component is thus absent only in 7: l(S) (sg. pf.);
68:26(25) and87:7 (ptcp.); and 65:14(13) and 106:12 (impf.). The substantive is used
absolutely l4 times,28 times in construct expressions, including twice (ps. 18:ltSl
and 137:3) as the nomen rectum ([;i]"ltl? t"lf ?). Another noteworthy feature is the re-
serve in using suffrxed forms, which occur only in 28:7 (1st person sg.) and 42:9(8)

2l. "The Khirbet El-Qom Inscription," W 37 (1987) 50-62, esp. 5t-52, 61. See also G. I.
Davies, Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions (Cambridge, 1991), 106.

22. See HAL,lY, 1479, l48l; WTM,1V,549; M. Sokoloff, A Dicrionary of Jewish palestinian
Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramat-Gan, 1990),548-49.

23. See DNS/, il, I 130-31 ; HAL,lv, 1480; on the frequently attested iyrft in palmyrene, "car-
avan," -+ ''l'lU Jr2r II.

24. MdD,463.
25. HAL, r,273-74.
26."Le personell du temple d'Astarte i Kition d'aprEs une tablette ph6nicienne (CIS 86 A et

B)," uF ll (1979) 153-54, following J. B. Peckham, "Notes on a Fifth-century phoenician In-
scriptionfromKition, cyprus (cIS 86)," or37 (1968)304-24,esp.3ll n. l. SeeKA13]-A.6-7.

27. See F.-L. Hossfeld andE. Zenger, Die Psalmen I. NEB 29 (1993),267-68.
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(3rd person sg.; see above). Prepositional phrases occur only 3 times (69:.31130), b,;
137:3, miiitr styOn, "sorgs of Zion"; 28:7, miiitri). Objects of .ii4 "sing," include
iiggdydn (7:1[S]), iir hdlai (e.g., 33:3), itr stydn (137:3), iir yhwh (137:4), 'uzzef;a

(59:17[16]), hasjA yhwh (89:2[1]), heseS-fimiipat ODlil), gepfrrtuef;n (21:14); in
138:5 the object is included in a prepositional phrase, b"Qarf,A yhwh. In 7:1(S); l3:6(5);
27:6;33:3;68:5,33(4,32);96:1,2;98:l; 104:33:' lO5:2;144:9;149:1, /,is used to indi-
cate God as the addressee ("sing for/to God") or as the content ("sing about God") of
the song. Both contextual and textual considerations make it difficult to ascertain an
unequivocal semantic preference for either translation ("of/for God"). Only in the sar-
castic summons of the Babylonians to the exiles to sing "songs of Zion" (137:3), the
only passage in the OT (concerning Isa. 5: l, see below) in which a song is not offered
to God, does the preposition unequivocally refer to the addressee ("sing us [= d1s 1r-
rantsl one of the songs of Zion"). The term .iir occurs in all five books of the Psalter,
with a significant concentration discernible only in Ps. 120-134.

In EzralNehemiah and Chronicles, the verb in the qal is attested only in the psalm
collage 1 Ch. 16:9 par. Ps. lO5:2; I Ch. 16:23 par. Ps. 96:l;2 Ch. 9: I I par. I K. 10:12;
and 2 Ch. 35:25. The remaining 35 occurrences use the polel. With the exception of
2 Ch.29:28 (haiitr m"i6rEr "and the music sounded"; NRSV "the singers sang"), all
polel occurrences with the participle refer to a professional activity (Ezra 2:41 par.
Neh. 7:44 [cf. 3 Esd. 5:27];Ezra2:65 par. Neh. 7:67 [also the unique pl. fem. ptcp.; cf.
3 Esd. 5:41); Ezra 2:70 par. Neh. 7:72 [cf. 3 Esd. 5:451; Ezra 7:7; 10:24; Neh. 7: 1 ;

10:29,40128,39): ll:22,23; 12:28-29,42,45-47; l3:5,10; I Ch. 6:18[33]; 9:33;
l5:l6,l9,27lbisl; 2 Ch. 5:12-13;20:21;23:13; 35:15). With the exception of Zeph.
2:14 and Job 36:24, the polel occurrences are restricted to the books of EzralNehemiah
and Chronicles.

The noun .iir occurs 17 times in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles (Neh. 12:27,36,46;
1 Ch. 6:16,17131,32); l3:8; 15:16; 16:42;25:6;25:7;2 Ch. 5:13; 7:6;23:13,18;29:27-
28;34:12). The plural in I Ch. l3:8 is unique. The nomen unitatis.iird does not occur
in these writings.

As far as redactional origin is concerned, with the exception of those passages de-
pendent on previous texts (l Ch. 16:9,23 and 2 Ch. 9: I l), the occurrences can be clas-
sified as follows (cf. Steins). Pre-Chronicler passages include Ezra2 (taken up in Neh.
7);7; l0; and Neh. 10:29. The original corpus of Chronicles includes I Ch. l3:8;
20:21; and 35:25. The remaining occurrences, i.e., the overwhelming majority, belong
to a rather broad redaction encompassing Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles within sev-
eral other strata; this redaction exhibits special interest in the special Levitical groups
of musicians and doorkeepers, with both groups frequently mentioned together and
characterized by having exercised not merely common cultic functions but higher lead-
ership functions as well (see below). Although the present status of scholarship still
makes exact dating difficult, a trend has emerged for dating to the Hellenistic period.z8

28. For Ezra./Nehemiah see 0. Kaiser, Grundriss der Einleitung in die kanonischen und
deuterokanonischen Schriften des AT I (Giitersloh, 1992), 137; for Chronicles see P. Welten,
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Outside the Psalter and Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles, the vb. .iir occurs another
2l times (including p in 1 S. 18:6 and cj. in Job 33:27), the noun .iir another 27 times
(also 9 in Sirach including a marginal reading in Sir. 38:25) and the nomen unitatis itrd
15 times (altogether 16 times in the OT [Ps. l8:1(S) par. 2 S. 22:l], including 3 times in
Sirach without the marginal reading in Sir. 35/32:5). Despite this broad distribution,
these occurrences are concentrated at certain points, e.g., within Deuteronomy only in
chs. 3l and32 (6 times), in Judges only in ch. 5 (3 times), and in Exodus only in ch. 15
(4 times). Among the Minor Prophets, the root iyr occurs only in Amos (4 times) and

- in an unusual form and with an unusual meaning - in Zeph. 2: 14. Sirach attests a

relatively high number of occurrences (including the marginal reading Sir. 38:25).
The two nouns occur primarily in the singular. Of the 42 total occurrences, only 8 (2

for iird,6 for iir) attest a plural form. Amos attests a relatively high concentration of
plural forms, with 3 of 4 occurrences being plural.

Nonetheless, the nouns .fir and iird are not semantically equivalent. Whereas .iir can
mean not only "song" but also "singing" and, more comprehensively still, "music," the
term itrd as a nomen unitatis means "(individual, specif,rc) song."2e The distribution of
demonstrative pronouns corresponds to these findings. Within the entire Ol .iir takes a
demonstrative pronoun (zeh) only in Isa. 26:1. By contrast, 10 of 16 occurrences of
itrA are qualified by the demonstrative pronoun zA'!. Il all such cases, the reference is
to the wording of a quite specific song. Commensurately, in both Deuteronomy and
Exodus, which focus on specific songs, only Jird is used. Given its restrictive meaning,
however, itrA is not as widely distributed as ^iir:

In contrast to the nouns, the plural form predominates among the participles. Only
one participle (Prov. 25:20; also the only passage taking an object, "songs") is con-
strued in the singular. In the books in question here, the participles are all in the qal, as

are most of the remaining forms of the verbs iir Only 2 forms are in the polel (Job
36:24; Zeph. 2:14) and only I in the hophal (Isa. 26: l, a hapax legomenon).

The subjects (or summoned subjects) of the activity described by .fir are always hu-
man beings; they include both men and women and are predominantly Israelites
(though cf. Job 36:24). One exception is Zeph. 2:l4,where a nonhuman "voice" (qbl)
"shall sing" (NRSV "the owl shall hoot"). Depending on one's interpretation, a nonhu-
man subject might also be summoned to "sing" in Isa. 42: 10. In any event, God is never
the subject of singing, though he did apparently dictate the Song of Moses (Dt. 3l: l9),
and though both Miriam and Deborah sing their songs as prophetesses, possibly sug-
gesting that their songs were divinely inspired (cf. in this regard also Ps. 40:4[3]).

Thedirectobjectof thevb.iirisa"song"(Ex. l5:l;Nu.2l:17;Isa.5:l;42:10[par.
fhiilAl; cf. also Prov.25:20, itrtm with b" following the participle, and Isa. 26:1, with
haiitr hazzeh as the subj. of iyr hophal) whose actual wording is then presented. The
verb is occasionally followed by a form of 'amar (Ex. 15: l; Jgs. 5: l; Job 33:27). Here

Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT 42 (1973), 199-200
(first half of the 3rd millennium) and Steins (first half of the 2nd millennium).

29. See Ficker, 895.
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too the wording of the song follows. In other passages the verb is followed by the parti-
cle fti with either the imperative (Ex. 15:21; Jer. 20: l3) or cohortative (Ex. 15: l). In any
event, in the two passages in Exodus the summons with the attendant /ci is already part
(namely, the introduction) of the song itself.

With a song whose wording is presented, the vb. .iir is used either to introduce the
ensuing song (before the song itself or at the beginning of the song in the song's own
introduction.

When the vb. .fir is used with the prep. /e, the preposition is always followed (outside
the Psalter as well as outside Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles) by the Tetragrammaton
with no further expansion. Though Isa. 5: I does constitute the only exception with the
expression liSiQt, use of the vb. Jir with /" elsewhere (along with considerations of con-
tent) offers a clear indication of the identity of this "friend" (INRSV "beloved"l; cf. the
combination of .fir with 'al in reference to people in Job 33:27 and prov. 25:20). In this
expression /e can mean both "(sing)/or (Yahweh)" and "(sing) about (yahweh).,,

2. Secular and Sacral Meaning. In the Psalter iir exhibits exclusively religious and
sacral meaning. such also applies to Ps. 45, which in many respects is unique (wedding
song for the king); the close relationship between kingship and the Yahweh faith and
not least the insertion of this song into the Psalter itselfpreclude any secular interpreta-
tion.30 Similarly, there can be little doubt regarding the essentially sacral character of
the processional described in Ps. 68:26(25) (contra Hurvitz). The mention of women
here does not militate against the sacral context of the processional; at most it militates
against the exclusive participation of cultic musicians in that processional, since those
musicians still did not include women during the postexilic period.3t

In Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles, the expression refers primarily to music in the
temple, generally without any distinction between vocal and instrumental music. Neh.
12:27 enumerates the two aspects of musical performance separately. Alongside the
vocal aspect, described as tod6! (choruses or songs), the passage also mentions instru-
mental music (cf. Neh. l2:31,36,46). Musical performance is viewed as part of any
cultic service carried out in keeping with torah (miimerel; cf . I Ch. 6:17t32D.

Outside the Psalter and outside Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles, the verb as well as
both nouns is attested both in secular or profane passages and in passages with reli-
gious and cultic significance; in some passages it is diffrcult or impossible to decide
which of the two semantic fields is actually intended (e.g., I K. l0: l2; Am. 6:5; g:3).
Nonetheless, certain distribution patterns do emerge. Exodus, Deuteronomy, and
Judges attest exclusively religious and sacral use, Ecclesiastes and Proverbs only secu-
lar or profane use comnensurate with the largely worldly character of wisdom writ-
ings. Accordingly, the focus in Sirach is also on secular contexts. Participles also gen-
erally exhibit a secular character. only Ezk. 40:44 (following MT) refers to temple

30. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), on ps. 45.
31. See Seidel, Musik, 129;Hwvitz,57, albeit with the problematic assumption that the refer-

ence here is to an originally non-cultic processional.
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musicians, while I K. l0:12 probably refers to musicians at the royal court as well as in
the temple. The qal participle accordingly generally refers to secular music. By con-

trast, iird almost always has sacral reference (secular in Isa. 23:15; Sir.51:29). The

cohortative and imperative of iir always appear in religious and sacral contexts. Only
in exceptional instances are summons issued for secular songs (one exception is the

"song of the prostitute" in Isa. 23:16, which summons the forgotten prostitute to "sing

many songs," though the noun rather than the infinitive is usually used). Although the

Song of the Unfruitful Vineyard (Isa. 5:l-7) seems initially like a secular song, its end

reveals its ultimately religious orientation (cf. also the identity of the "friend" sug-

gested by the formulation). One might also note that songs whose wording is presented

are usually religious and sacral songs (Ex. 15:la,lb-18; l5.,20-2la,2lb; Dt.3l:30;
32:l-43; Jgs. 5:1,2-31a; 2 S. 22:l-2a,2b-51; Isa. 5:l-7; 26:la,lb-6; 42:l0ff'; Job

33:27). Only the songs cited in I S. l8:j-7a,7b and Isa. 23:15-16 are of a secular na-

ture, whereas the Song of the Well in Nu. 2l:l7a,l7b-l8a cannot be unequivocally

characterized as secular in that contextually Yahweh is clearly the one bestowing the

water; finally, Canticles (cf. Cant. 1: l) is easily accessible to allegorical interpretation.

3. Synonyms. In the Psalter the subst. .iir appears with mizmdr 14 times (30:l[S];
48:1[S]; 65:llSl; 66:l;67:llSl; 68:1[S]; 75:llSl; 76:llSl; 83:1[S]; 87:1; 88:1[S];

92:l [S]; 98:1; 108:1[S]). Terms appearing in parallelismus membrorurz with the subst.

.iir include t'hilld (40:4131; 149: l), tddd (69:31[30]), and fimhd (137:3). In the immedi
ate context one also finds mo'aii (according to BI{S, "my song," 45:2[l)), t"pilld and

rinnd(88:3121),fhilh (65:2[]; 66:2),andtalt%fin (130:2).In 7:l(S) iiggdydnisthe
object of ,iir The verb is associated in parallelismus membrorurn with hEtt! nagg€n

biyA'A (33:3), zmr lI (2ll4ll3);27:6;57:8Ul; 68:5[4]; 101:l; 104:33;105:2;
108:2[]; 144:9); s// (68:5[4]:2); /z (68:5[4]): iiah (105:2); rdnan (59:17116l); Sil
(13:6t51); zd\afi 7ilfta t"rfi'd (27:6); h6dta' 'emfina1efta (89:2[1]); rw' (65:1413l);
he'"min bidbdrdyw (106l.12). In the extended context one finds zmr II (7:18[17];

57:8Ul;59:18[l7]; 98:4-5; lO5:2; 108:2[l; 138:l; 149:3); yddd hiphil (7:18[17];

57: l0[9] ; 89:6[5]; 105: I ; 106: I ; 108:4[3]; I 38: l); spr (96:3); hdbfr kdbdd wd'dz, hdbi
k"!6/ i"m6, naia' minha, b6' l"hasrdldyw (96:7-8); hiitah'wA, hl (96:9); 'dmar

(96:10); Samah (96:ll; 104:34;105:3; 106:5;149:2); gil (89:17[16]; 96:11; 149:2);

r'm (96:11; 98:7); 'dlaz (96:12 149:5): rdnan (89:l3ll2);96:12;98:4,8); rw' (98:4,6);

paqafu (98:4); mdha'-kdp (98:8); hll ll (lO5:3,45; 106:1,48; 149:3); hillcl b?ndhdl
(149:3); qara' b"iEm, yala'hiphll (105:l); ddrai, biqqEi (105:4); zdkar (105:5); brk
(104:35; 106:48; 144:l); ibb OO6:a7): idbd (138:2).

No real synonyms appear in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles; only I Ch. 16:9 par.

Ps. 105:5 use the parallel expression zAmor A clearly circumscribed word field, how-

ever, does emerge through which individual functional aspects of temple music are dis-

closed. This word field includes hll piel andydh hiphil (Neh. 12:24,46: I Ch. 16:4 [also
zkrhiphill; 23:5,30;2Ch.5:13;31:2;etc.);.im'hiphil (Neh. l2:42; 1 Ch. 15:16; 19:28;

32. Concerning s/h see GesB, 5M-45.
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16:5,42;5: l3); festival joy (Sdmah, e.9., I Ch. 15: l6); also expressions underscoring
the more powerful and compelling aspects of temple music, including rwmhiphil + q6l
(1 Ch. 15:16; 2 Ch. 5:13).

In the remaining books semantic equivalents or terms with similar meaning to the
vb..iirinclude'nhlY (cf. Ex. 15:21; Nu.2l:17; I S. l8:6-7), zmrll(cf. Jgs.5:3), and
hllII (cf . Jer.20:13).lnJob36:24.fg'hiphil exhibits a meaning similar to Jyr polel. The
term.iircan also be picked lupby 'dmar in a song introduction (Ex. l5:l;Jgs. 5:l; Job
33:27).

The noun .iir is used synonymously with t"hilld (lsa. 42:10) and mizm\r (sir. 35/
32:5-6). one striking feature is the function of itrd as "witness" ('cfl andits secondary
identification with the tbrd inDt.3l-32.

4. Expressions. In the Psalter both the substantive and the verbal forms appear in
characteristic expressions, the most common of which include itr hamma'a161 (in the
superscriptionstoPs. l2Fl34IitrhdQdi(33:3;40:4[3];96:l;98:l; 144:9;149:t),the
association of .iir and zAnxar (e.g., 57:8171), and the prepositional phrase itr lJthwh (or
other designations for God; e.g., 7: I [S]).

The Psalms superscriptions use.iir in several instances together with other technical
musical and interpretive terms. A fixed basic schema emerges in such contexts that in-
clude mizmbr alongside iir (e.g.,30: I [S]), an indication of the author (mizm6r l"ddwid
it4 e.9.,65:llSl; iir hamma'aldlliildmOh, 127:l): reperrory identification (itr mi7m6r
hlnA qdrah, e.g., 48:1[S]; l"'asap it4 e.9.,75:llSl); indication of use (.iir hamma'o161,
e.g., 120:1);the term lamenasseah (e.g.,45:1[S]); melody indicators (e.g.,'al-'aldm61,
46:1[S]); instructions concerning instrumental accompaniment (bingind!, e.g.,
67: I [S]). Musical instruments and forms of musical performance mentioned in the im-
mediate context include stringed instruments (n"gtnd,67:1[S]; 76:l[S]; cf. 33:3 and
68:261251); standing ten-stringed lyre/trarp (n€lel'A$r e.g.,144:9); tambourine (rdp,'
cf .68:26[25)); hill polel, "dance" (87:7); zAmar II, "play" (e.g., 68:5[4]). The extended
context includes round dancing (mdhbl,3O:l2llll 149:3), trumpets (hasds"rd,98:6),
horn/shophar (i6pAr 98:6), clapping (mdhd' bdp or tdp,98:8; 149:3), hand-held lyre
(kinndr e.g., 149:.3), singing together (in a chorus; rnnyaha@,98:8), and processionals
(68:26l2sl).

The noun .iir is used in several characteristic expressions in Ezra./Nehemiah and
Chronicles. The expressi on iir ba1 yhwh refers ro temple music ( I ch. 6: l6t3 l I ; 25:6)
to the extent that it falls within the purview of the Levitical musicians; 2 Ch.29:27 ab-
breviates this expressionto iir yhwh. One frequent combination is iir + k€ltm (+ divine
designation/David/temple) as a reference to the musical instruments accompanying vo-
cal music, as well to as the various lyres sometimes included (Neh. 12:36; I Ch. 15: l6;
16:42;2 Ch. 5:13; 7:6;23:13;34:12); the expression also appears in a shorrened form
without ^iir ( I Ch. 16.,5;23:5;2 Ch. 29:26-27; 30:21; 34:12). By contrast, rhe rare plu-
ral refers to concrete individual "songs" (l Ch. l3:8).

Outside the Psalter and outside Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles, the most frequent
expression is haiitrd hazzd'!, which occurs 4 times as a direct object (twice with kap!:
Dt.3l:19,22; twice with .iir in the imperfect with 'az: E,x. 15:l; Nu. 21:17), and twice

\-.
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as a subject (Dt. 31:19,21). The expression dilrA haiiirA hazzo'! occurs 3 times (Dt.

3l:30;32:44 [with ftdl]; 2 S. 22:l par. Ps. l8: I [S]), always as a direct object to the 3rd
person singular masculine narrative (Ps. 18:l[S]: pf.) of dibber corresponding to the

construct state. Apart from these passages, itr or iird is also the direct object of dibber
in Jgs. 5:12, albeit in a wordplay with "Deborah." The expression itrtmw"iir6l appears

in 2 S. 19:36(35) and Eccl. 2:8. The combination harndn itrayi{iireyld ("sound/music

of your songs") occurs in Ezk. 26:13 (fem. suf.) and Am. 5:23 (masc. suf.).
In the absolute state, iir can also refer to "instruments" (keb-iir Am. 6:5) or instru-

ment groups (minA iir Sir. 39:15; n"gtn61.iir Sir. 47:9, "stringed instruments").
In the context of the noun and vb. iir musical instruments used in accompaniment

are often mentioned relatively frequently, including tambourines (e.g., Ex. l5:20);
hand-held lyres (e.g., Gen. 3l:27); standing lyres (e.g., Am. 5:23); flutes (e.g., Isa.

30:29); lutes (? idliitm, I S. 18:6, hapax legomenon); ngn piel, "play" (e.g., Isa.

23:16). The general context of .iir also includes expressions for joy (Simh6, e.g., I S.

186; mai6$Isa. 24:8) and dancing (m'hdl6, e.g., Ex. 15:20; Shq piel, I S. l8:7). By
contrast, the context of the noun itrd rarely includes terms indicating the various as-

pects of musical performance (2 5.22:50 par. Ps. l8:50[49], zmr; Sir.39:15).
Additional expressions include iir 'ogdf;tm, "love song" (Ezk. 33:32); itra! dbdt,

"song of friendship" (NRSV "love song") (Isa. 5:l); itralhazzbnel2, "prostitute's song"
(Isa. 23:15); iir baddi, "a new song" (Isa. 42:10 itril hAkal "temple/palace songs"

(Am. 8:3); itr haiitrim, "song of songs" (Cant. l:l);33 b"n6! haiitti "tones, voices,

songs, songstresses"34 (Eccl. l2:4): miipat .fi4 "a proper song" (Sir. 35/32:5). Note

also biblion tds Qdiis, "songbook" (3 K. 8:53a LXX) with no parallel in the Hebrew.
Brunert-Kleer-Steins

5. Important (Jses. a. Psalten The question regarding the meaning of the root .iyr in
the Psalter depends on three preliminary hermeneutical considerations. (l) The almost

exclusive appearance of .iyr in the superscriptions and in summonses, i.e., virtually
never in genuine narrative contexts, makes it difficult to determine the meaning of the

root in that these contexts all involve areas whose own interpretation depends to a large

extent on one's interpretation of the Psalter as a whole and of its origin. Not surpris-

ingly, controversial answers are given to questions regarding the subject of singing (or

of the summons to sing), the addressee (as a listener of the song or as the addressee of
the summons), the life setting or Sitz im l*ben (private piety, cult, literature), and, re-

lated to all these considerations, the date of origin and theological import. To that ex-

tent, the diverging interpretations of the .iir passages reflect the different models of
Psalm exegesis.

(2) Use of the root in the superscriptions is additionally complicated by the frequent

association of .iir with terms whose own meaning is not yet entirely clear, and by the

association of .iir with superscriptions to psalms that modem exegetes assign to some-

33. See II.5.c below.
34. On the various translations see HAL, lV, 1482.
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times widely divergent genres, making it difficult to glean any genuinely concrete in-
formation regarding either technical musical or literary matters.

(3) Against the background of these difflrculties, which initially suggest that the
term is associated with a rather broad semantic spectrum, any consideration of the
root's meaning must begin with more general observations regarding both content and
setting of these songs. Here the distinguishing criteria for the psalms developed by
H. Gunkel and further since then (genre designations) can serve as the point of depar-
ture in that such songs also permit a distinction between individual and collective
songs, on the one hand, and petitioning (lamenting) and hymnic songs, on the other.
More recent exegesis is not of one mind regarding whether such classifications merely
have the character of an initial and preliminary structural guide and should not be mis-
taken for concrete interpretive results.35

The following classification of passages using iir is intended to be preliminary in
this fashion. It includes (l) individual songs ofthanksgiving; (2) individual prayers/
songs of petition (songs of trust); (3) collective prayers/songs of petition (songs of
trust); (4) collective hymns with the subgroups royal songs and yahweh-kingship
songs; and (5) wisdom songs.

(l) The first group of itrim includes those sung after successfully endured situations
of distress of the sort encountered by individuals in the form of unjust accusation,
mockery, or other threats from enemies, though also in the form of illness, sin, and the
distress associated with imminent death (Ps. 13:6[5]; 27:6; 28:7; 40:4[3]: 57:g7l;
59:17116);69:31[30]; 138:l; cf. 30:3). The characteristic typological portrayals of
such situations of distress in the Psalms and even of individual statements suggests that
one not restrict too tightly the catalog of these experiences of suffering. Quite apart
from any precise description of distress, the petitioner promises to sing a song if
Yahweh will but help in overcoming rhat disrress (57:8t71; 59:17[16];69:31[30];
138: l; after successful deliverance, l3:6[5]; 27:6:28:7;40:4t31). The preferred conrexr
of these songs is the vow of thanksgiving or praise in which through singing the peti-
tioner expresses relief, joy, and gratitude for the divine help. It is usually embedded in
other musical and especially nonmusical modes of expression for joy and a grateful
tuming to God (59:17[l6], rinnen; l3:6t51, gtl;27:6, rfrm ro'i, zd.bah, terfr'd, zimmer;
57:8U1, zimmer; 69:31, hll lI; 28:7 , 'dlaz, h6dd), suggesring that the combination in-
tends to bring a more comprehensive emotional and religious disposition to expression,
a situation sometimes making it difficult to articulate semantic distinctions. This sing-
ing is directed primarily to Yahweh as the savior from distress. Moreover, in the major-
ity of cases (exceptions include pd. tr; 27;28), the text seems to presuppose that a
large number of listeners are present. The song's backdrop in 30:5(4) is the hosiStm; in
40: l0-l l(9-10) the qdhdl rd!; in 57:10(9) the'ummtm./'ammtm,,.all nations"; in 138: I
the "ldhtm (possibly the gods of the Canaanite pantheon or the gods of the nations36).
Ps. 88: 1 I - I 3( I 0- I 2) expresses ex negativo the willingness to pass on such songs to oth-

35. See Hossfeld andZenger, Psalmen I, 17-20.
36. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6U150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc.
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ers. In these songs, then, .iir joins other terms associated with proclamation. This
group, which with a consciousness of distress and suffering sets out to sing God's

hymnic praises, also includes Ps. 104 with its self-summons (v. 33), even though this

psalm, rather than referring to a concrete situation of distress, addresses rather the

more general notion of inevitable human transitoriness. At the same time, 104,34 re-

veals the song's double goal (discernible in other passages as well): to be pleasing to

God while simultaneously expressing the psalmist's own joy (here: joy in God). All
these songs are characterizedby hymnic power deriving from a nearness to God either

already experienced or at least sensed. In this connection it is of central significance

that these songs not only represent human reaction and response to God's saving inter-

vention, but, as 30: l2-13(l l-12) suggests and 40:4(3) states explicitly, themselves de-

rive from God's intervention (see the discussion below regarding the "new song").
(2) This basically hymnic group of songs can be distinguished from a second group

that includes Ps.7; 88; 130; l3l ("woman's song"), which secondary superscriptions

designate as.fir or associate with the vb. Jir (7:1[S]). Traditional genre-historical exe-

gesis has generally classified these psalms as individual laments because they bring to
expression elements of thanksgiving, trust, and praise clearly at the expense of a more

broadly drawn description of the lament itself. Indeed, except for the (albeit central)

address yhwh '"bhA y"ifi'd1t in v. 2(l), Ps. 88 consists exclusively of elements of peti-

tion and lament, while in Ps. 7 the song (iir) sung by David is described as a iiggdybn,
"lament." Hence at least from the perspective of the redactors responsible for these

superscriptions, a .iir can also include a song in which trust in God, while not explicitly
stated, constitutes the implicit presupposition for the songs to be sung meaningfully in
the first place. In that sense these songs too are songs of trust.

(3) Alongside songs sung by individuals, one also encounters those sung by larger
groups or even by the entire people. Among such songs, the few that focus on elements

of petition and lament constitute a third .iir group. Here the situation resembles that in
the songs of the individual, since they are sung (or are to be sung) in times of distress

when the group trusts and hopes in deliverance by Yahweh. The redactors responsible

for the superscriptions thought that such songs included Ps. 83; 123; and 126, and they

accordingly recommended that they be sung in times of oppression and derision by en-

emies or in the difficult period of readjustment immediately following deliverance

from the exile.37 In such times of distress and in such songs, authors recall the past

glory of David and anticipate a new (messianic?38) period of salvation (1214:9). Ac-
cording to 137.4, songs drawing hope for the present from past salvific deliverance are

not possible "in a foreign land."
Despite the fact that genre research generally classifies these psalms as collective

psalms of lament, all these .firiz resemble the songs of the individual discussed above

in that they are borne by trust in Yahweh and in fact are possible only because of such

trust. It is doubtful that Ps. l2l1' 125; and 129, traditionally classified as songs of

By contrast, see ibid. on Ps. 83 (preexilic) and Mosis on Ps. 126 (eschatological).
A. Deissler, Die Psalmen (Diisseldorf,51986), 555.

5t.
38.
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thanksgiving and trust, can meaningfully be separated from the pilgrimage psalms (Jir
hamma'"161). From the perspective of theological and thus also semantic valence, both
groups represent songs of trust against the background of experienced distress, even if
the elements of trust and thanksgiving, variously also in hymnic form, come more
strongly to expression in the latter songs than in the former.

(4) The fourth group of itrim includes songs with a predominantly hymnic charac-
ter. Almost without exception they begin with a direct or indirect summons to praise
that is then often directly carried out in what follows.3e Motifs prompting such singing
or constituting the content of the songs themselves include especially joy in and grati-
tude for Yahweh's election and protection of Zion (apart from the songs of zionproper,
namely, Ps.46; 48;76;87;122, this theme is also addressed in ps.68; 149), though
also for the guidance the people of God has enjoyed throughout history (ps. 65; 66; 68;
92;124) and the anticipation of such salvific gesrures in rhe future (ps. 75; 149). Al-
though the creation motif is also present (e.g., in Ps. 124), it is not central. ultimately
these songs praise Yahweh as the God of compassion and faithfulness, of power and
righteousness as manifested in his concern for Zion and indeed for the entire world.
Despite various attempts to date some of these psalms to preexilic cultic celebrations,
the majority are probably postexilic.

Alongside these hymnic psalms designated as iir in the superscriptions, the Psalter
includes other songs that can be classified together with the hymnic iirim. The motifs
just enumerated recur in songs as an expression ofjoy at election by yahweh, the cre-
ator and lord of the world (33:3), in the song of the righteous as joy in God's help for
the poor (68:5[a]), in the song of the kingdoms as joy in yahweh as ruler of the world
(68:33[32)), in the song of the nations to Zion as the home of them all (87:7), in the
song of praise sung by the festival community in recollection of Yahweh's miraculous
deeds (105:2), in the song of the kings of the world as joy in yahweh's liberation of Is-
rael ( 138:5), and in the song of thanksgiving after the miracle of the Red Sea within the
framework of the historical psalm 106 (v. l2). All these songs share the notion of
hymnic praise of Yahweh's salvific deeds on behalf of his people (and of the world)
and reflect especially the later tradition of faith in Israel. Scholars debate whether sum-
monses to universal praise of God or assertions that valleys "shout and (even) sing to-
gether for joy" (65:14[3]) are meant metaphorically or as expressions of eschatologi-
cal anticipation, since one's interpretation depends not least on one's understanding of
eschatology;4o in any event, such matters can be decided only on the basis of the over-
all dynamic of a given psalm or psalm group.

Even though these community songs are as a rule accompanied by additional forms
of praise and joy, it is not necessary that they be embedded in other explicitly musical
forms of expression (such is lacking in the songs mentioned in 89:2[1] and 106: l2; in
Ps. 67; 76;122; and 124, such was added later implicitly [?] by ascription to David and
explicitly by the performance instruction bingin6!). Collective songs focus more than

39. See Criisemann, 32-35.
40. See Sr.bg,32l-24.
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do individual (and in this sense more private) songs on having a broader effect. To that
end, they contain comprehensive and in part universal summonses to praise or other
references to universal praise (33:8; 48:3,11[2,10]; 65:6,9[5,8]; 66:1,4-5,8,16;67:4-
6,8[3-5,7]; 68:30,33[29,32];76:llUO):87:4-7; 89:2,6[,5]) whose logical relationship
with the explicit mention of a .fir should not be overlooked even if such is not found in
the immediate context. Even where no reference to such intentions of praise or mission
for a song are even present (Ps. 92; 106; 122; 1241. 149), such intentions do indeed
emerge from the status of the psalm within the various psalms groups. Redactional and

canonical-historical exegesis, for example, disclose the significance of Ps. 92 for the

ultimately universal spread of the Yahweh faith.4l
What are known as the royal psalms occupy a thematically determined special posi-

tion among the hymnic itrim. As wedding songs for the king (Ps. 45), as songs of
thanksgiving (Ps. 18) or enthronement (Ps. l0l) associated with the king, they are

closely tied to the institution and idea ofkingship; the superscriptions to Ps. 18 and l0l
ascribe them to David. Ps. 45, which the superscription classifies as maiktl iir y"{iQA7

corresponds to ancient Near Eastern royal wedding songs and is moreover unique
within the Psalter in its proximity to the language and content of Canticles. Scholars

disagree whether the lack of congruence between the characterization of this psalm as

itr y'QtQdT "love song," in v. l (S) and the content of the song especially in vv. 2-10, 1 7-

I 8( I -9, l6- l7) might lead to a new translation of itr y"/tdd! or is showing that what was

originally a royal psalm has been redactionally reworked into a new song to "messianic
love" (see the discussion of Isa. 5:l below).+z But however it be resolved, the discus-

sion changes nothing regarding the unique and provocative thematic orientation of this
song. By contrast, elements and features associated with a royal song as found in the

other psalms designated superscriptionally as iir (Ps. 89:20-38[9-371:132:ll-12: ret-
rospective on the dynasty and assurances of its longevity to David; 2l:l4ll3},144:9-
10: song to Yahweh, who helps the king [David] to victory) can be integrated effort-
lessly into the Yahweh faith. On the whole, however, the classification proposals re-
garding the royal psalms/songs similarly reflect the various directions of psalm exege-

sis in the larger sense and extend from historical and cultic interpretations, messianic

and eschatological-messianic interpretations. on to the assumption of a collective focus
within the theocratic milieu of the postexilic period.ar Although the semantic elements

of .iir do not offer adequate information for deciding these and similar controversies,
the passages do at least show that the term .fir is not to be construed sociologically,
since even a king can provide the content and be the singer of a itr

The Yahweh-kingship psalms, among which Ps. 96 and 98 issue the summons (v. 1)

41. See Zenger, "Israel und Kirche."
42. For the former see K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I (40,145,7). BK XUI e1989), 167, who

proposes "song of the (female) friends" (i.e., friends of the bride, sung to the bridal pair). For the
latter see Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen I, 278-'79.

43. Historical: Schmidt and others; cultic: Benzten,27, on Ps. 45; Widengren, 78, on Ps. 45;
messianic: Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen I, 278-79 on Ps. 45; eschatological-messianic:
Deissler, Psalmen,24-25 et passim; postexilic collective: Becker.
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to sing a "new song to Yahweh" (see below), exhibit their own, peculiar thematic focus
in that they praise Yahweh as the judge, king, and master of all earthly rulers and sum-
mon the rest of the world to praise him as such as well. The universal orientation of
these psalms employs explicitly eschatological forms, summoning the entirety of na-
ture to glorify Yahweh (96:ll-12:98:7-8).

Since S. Mowinckel, eschatological interpretations of the Yahweh-kingship psalms
are countered by those that locate them within various cultic celebrations.a Although
Mowinckel's thesis of the enthronement festival was criticized from the very outset and
to an ever increasing degree, a revised understanding of the Babylonian New Year fes-
tival has recently renewed discussion of that thesis.a5 A. Weiser associates these as well
as the majority of other psalms with the covenant cultic festival, while H.-J. Kraus re-
fers to a royal Zion festival and J. Jeremias to a cultic act in connection with the ark
procession.a6

Although the itfim among the royal psalms and the psalms of yahweh's kingship
are, on the whole, songs of praise to Yahweh like the other hymnic songs, they are dis-
tinguished from the latter by their explicit and central reference to kingship in its his-
torical or messianic/eschatological form.

(5) By contrast, the themes of the final thematically determined .iir group, namely,
the three wisdom psalms 127; 128; and 133 from the songs of pilgrimage (.iir
hammaqldl, Ps. 120-34), are taken from daily life. These songs celebrate a successful
life blessed by God (Ps.l27), familial happiness based on fear of God (ps. 128), and
the joy of harmonious happiness (Ps. 133). Here, during the postexilic period, the
hymnic intentions discernible in the psalms already discussed are developed didacti-
cally for the first time.

A survey of the use of the root in the Psalter yields differing results in the psalms
themselves and in the superscriptions. The psalms corpus understands .iir in an exclu-
sively positive sense as a song of trust, thanksgiving, and praise. Such songs are sung
during actual times of crisis and often express confidence that deliverance will indeed
come; they are also sung as a retrospective on past deliverance. Speakers include (oth-
erwise unidentified) individuals, including women (with regard to ps. l3l, one might
ask whether women might be the intended speakers or singers in other psalms of the
individual as well) and the king, though also groups (private prayer circles, cultic
communities, Israel, or, in psalms with a more universal orientation, all of human-
kind). Although scholars disagree regarding whether and, if so, where cultic musi-
cians might perform entire songs or individual passages on behalf of others (king, Le-
vites, people), they tend to advocate such a view more consistently where, in the
tradition of S. Mowinckel, the Psalter as a whole is understood as having been at
home in a cultic milieu. The content of these songs is Yahweh's salvific acts on behalf
of the individual or people, acts sometimes concretely identified, typologically

44. See the overview in Janowski, 424ff.
45. Cf. Welten,3o2ff.: Janowski.
46. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962); H.-J. Kraus, Theology of the psalms. CC

(Eng. trans. 1986), 116; Jeremias, 158 et passim.
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evoked, or circumscribed in a summary fashion; this semantic content explains the
frequent if not exclusive appearance of this root in vows of or summonses to praise

and thanksgiving. Although iir can very well stand alone in such contexts (106:12), as

a rule it is associated at least in the broader context with other expressions of joy and
thanksgiving. Although references to instrumental accompaniment for the song are

often present as well, they are not constitutive.aT Songs can also be accompanied by
dancing and be embedded in sacrificial contexts. Frequent combinations with certain
similar expressions, especially combinations using iir and za.mar in summonses to
oneselfand to others, suggest the presence offixed literary topoi. Conclusions regard-
ing the actual content of such statements can be difficult, as can those regarding se-

mantic distinctions, for example, between .iir and zamar or between fir and mizm6r48
A development of the use of the term in concrete situations into a more topical under-
standing of the sort Seidel presupposes to have occurred with regard to references to
certain instruments probably also occurred with regard to .fir itself, though one can
only say for sure that these songs could indeed but did not have to be accompanied by
instruments and dancing.4e In any event, they represent a constituent part of praise, a
means of proclamation, an expression of joy and thanksgiving, and everywhere pre-
suppose the desire to be pleasing to God.50

Use of the root in the superscriptions seems to be more differentiated than the use of
.iir in the actual body of the psalms themselves. Although .iir is also used here with the
familiar positive meaning, some superscriptions refer to what are clearly psalms of la-
ment as iirtm. ln superscriptions the character of praise and thanksgiving cannot be
viewed as part of the constitutive semantic features of this root. In this sense .Iir defines
neither a specific content nor a fixed genre and can thus not only parallel t"hilld (Ps.
149:l;cf. also Isa. 42:lO), but also be associated with the obj. iiggdydn (Ps. 7:l[S]). As
part of the superscriptions, iir exhibits no specific semantic feature that might be used
in answering questions of genre. Instead, in superscriptions .fir represents a neutral
term yet in need of specification (e.g., iir y"/t/d7 iir hamma'o161).

All the same, however, .iir does not seem to function in the superscriptions as a spe-

cific technical musical term either. Militating against such a function is that the term
can appear both unaccompanied by any additional technical musical terms (e.g., in the
pilgrimage psalms) and with additional performance instructions (mizm6r [Buber: "a
harp song"l, bingin61, lam"nassEah, . . . 'al).The sporadic association of .iir with vari-
ous musical instruments (see above) also militates against.iir referring to any one, spe-

cific form of musical performance. No basic schema with constitutive features in a

fixed sequence ofthe sort Seidel presupposes for the psalm superscriptions as a whole
can be discerned with regard to the use of iir in the superscriptions.sl At least as far as

the Psalter is concerned, one cannot really maintain that a iir is generally accompanied

47. See II.4 above.
48. On this discussion see Kraus, Psalms l-59, 21tr.
49. Musik,158-59.
50. See Casetti, 384-89.
51. See "Untersuchungen zur Auffiihrungspraxis der Psalmen," 505.
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by musical instruments, or that a.iir refers exclusively to vocal performance, an asser-
tion Kraus correctly refutes.s2

Because of the impossibility of defining the content of iir in either the technical-
musical sense or as a speciltc genre, interpreters generally understand the term as a
designation for a cultic song,53 an interpretation based on the situational references
lJ6m haiiabbdl (Ps.92:1[S]) and iir hanukka! habbayil (30:1tSl), on occasional ex-
plicit references to the cult in the psalms themselves (e.g., Ps. 40), on the designation
itr stybn in Ps. 137, on the expression.iir hamma'ol61in Ps. 120-134, and precisely on
the lack of other interpretive possibilities.sa

Five different interpretations have been proposed for the expression itr hamma'o161.
It is understood (a) as a "song ofascent" (ofthe Levites during the Feast ofBooths), (b)
as a "song of going up/returning home" (from exile), (c) as a song composed according
to the stylistic principle of stepped rhythms, (d) as a "song of elevation/praise," and fi-
nally (and overwhelmingly today) (e) as a "pilgrimage song."ss The different under-
standings of this specific expression notwithstanding, interpreters have long agreed
that Ps. l2Fl34 do constitute a unified group whose common characteization as iir
hamma'o161 suggests that the psalms were associated with pilgrimages to Zion.
Seybold has tried to demonstrate that the redactionally created inner tie among these
disparate psalms is to be sought in their ties to cultic and liturgical events at the Zion
sanctuary in connection with the priestly blessing; Seybold maintains that the expres-
sion .fir hamma'o161 was initially positioned at the start of the overall collection and
only later, when that collection was itself integrated into the Psalter, also then associ-
ated with each individual song. In any event, one can hardly doubt that these psalms
were associated with the cult. The complete absence of any reference to musical per-
formance in Ps. 120-134 prompted Seidel to assume that the songs of the pilgrimage
psalter were actually not collected together for musical performance at all, and that.fir
has in that sense lost the meaning "vocal song,"s6 a situation possibly also commensu-
rate with the otherwise discernible tendency toward a standardization of the term in the
senseof aliterarytopos(cf. iir/zdmar) orinthesenseof moreformulaicusage(iir/
mizmdr).s1 Such a development does not, however, exclude the possibility that Jir also
maintained its original musical meaning for a time (cf., e.g., Sir. 35/32:3,5; 40:21).

An interpretation of .iir as a cultic song, however, must be mindful that not all the
psalms exhibit unequivocal features of such cultic ambience. The meaning "cultic
song," at least as such involves the Psalter, derives less from the content ofthe individ-
ual psalms than from the inclination of a certain school of psalms exegesis (the Scandi-
navian school) to interpret all the psalms cultically. This thesis has not proven entirely

52. Kraus, Psalms l-59, 21ff.; cf. O. Kaiser, Intro. to the OT (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,
1975),326tr.; Delekat.

53. See Kraus, Psalrzs l-59,21tt.
54. See Bayer, l0l.
55. See the overview in Seybold, 14-16.
56. Musik, 170.
57. See Fiiglister, 332.
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plausible, however, and has increasingly receded in favor of the assumption of a

noncultic origin of the Psalter (Ftiglister describes the Psalter as a "book of prayer and
reflection").s8 Hence one is probably best advised to acknowledge the semantically
open quality attaching to the actual use of the term in the superscriptions according to
which iir means first of all a song in the general sense. When the song is to be de-
scribed more specifically, it is accompanied by additional information. This informa-
tion, which may take the form of a characterization of content (itr y"/ty'dfl, an indica-
tion of authorship (l"ddwifi, membership in a certain repertory (lilnA qdrah),
suggestions regarding melody (. . . 'al) or instrumental accompaniment (bingindD, or
finally of information about preferred wage (iir hamma'"161, might in any event func-
tion as an interpretive aid. This need for explication derives from and corresponds to
the almost complete lack of shared features between the songs designated as .iir5e

Among the characteristic qualifiers accompanying Jir in the Psalter, the adj. haQdi
as a theological qualification in 33:3; 96:1; 98: l; 144:9; 149:l occupies a special posi-
tion. Although scholars do not agree whether the motif of the "new song" in these

psalms was adopted from Isa. 42:lO or vice versa,60 they do generally agree that the
term is associated with a theological statement. This "new song" is the human praise
and faith that responds to God's new acts of deliverance6l that the people experience as

God's renewed attention (after the catastrophe of the exile: Ps. 33:3) and that renews
the life of both the individual (Ps.40) and the collective (Ps. 149). One extremely im-
portant feature theologically is that in 40:aQ) it is Yahweh himself who puts a "new
song" into the psalmist's mouth (v.4b[3b] par. fhilld). This "new song" is thus both
willed and generated by God, a notion also appearing in Isa. 57:19 ("creating for their
mourners the fruit of the lips [= songs of praise]") and Isa. 65: l8 in connection with the
creation of a new heaven and a new earth ("for I am about to create Jerusalem as ajoy,
and its people as a delight"). The idea that the "new song" is not only a reaction to past

deliverance but also an expression of faith's anticipation of future deliverance (in this
sense Isa. 42:10tr. might be intended as a response to vv. 5-9; see in this regard the dis-
cussion of Isa. 42:10 below) might at the final textual stage of the Psalter have led to
the unusually harsh juxtaposition of the oracle of disaster in Ps. 95: 10- I I and the sum-
mons to praise in 96:1. After the reference to God's wrath and curse in 95:10-11, those
who read the Psalms as a unified text can find the "new song" in 96: I only in their hope
for God's renewed concern. The comparison with Isa. 57 (vv. 16-19) is helpful in un-
derstanding this motif as well, since it explicates the connection among sin, God's
wrath, his renewed help, and praise. Given this context, it comes as no surprise that this
hope in new divine intervention and thus also the content and orientation of the "new
song" could also take on eschatological features (Ps.96;98; 149). This theological in-
terpretation seems on the whole to be more probable than Seidel's more technical-

58. See ibid., 329-50, 384.
59. See Kraus, Psclrns l-59, 21tr.
60. C. Westermann, "!2J[ hadai new]' TLOT 1,397, and others argue the priority of the pas-

sage in Isaiah; while Matheus, 49; Marbdck ,209; and others argue for the priority of the psalms.
61. See Westermann, TLOT 1,397.
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musical assumption that the "new song" was an expression of the poetic and musical
renewal of the musicians' service after the decree of Cyrus, comparable to the intro-
duction of the ten-stringed harp as an instrument to accompany the solo vocalist.62

Brunert

b. Ezra/Nehemiah and chronicles. The masc. pl. polel ptcp. meiorertm (on the only
occurrence of the fem. pl., see below) occurs only in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles,
where it refers in a majority of cases to the special group of musicians at the Jerusalem
temple. The close relationship between singing and instrumental accompaniment sug-
gests that the usual translation of the expression as "singers" is too narrow.63 These
books do not use the qal participle to refer to this particular group ofcultic servants. No
reference to the temple cult is discernible in 2 ch. 35:25 (laments ar the death of
Josiah). The "lists of returnees" in Ezra 2 par. Neh. 7 mention musicians alongside
other cultic functionaries (Ezra 2:41,70 par. Neh. 7:44,i2). Although Ezra 2:65 par.
Neh. 7:67 also use the unique expression m"iorertm fimeiorer61, "male and female mu-
sicians," the position within the "addendum" of the lists of returnees suggests that the
reference is not to cultic music, but rather to some secular service (underscoring the
joyous nature of the return home or the wealth of the returneese).

At first glance, Chronicles presents a rather confusing picture of the various classes
of musicians. Alongside Asaph, heads of musicians also include Heman and Ethan,
and from I ch. 16 on Jeduthun in place of Ethan. The hierarchy of the leading musi-
cians also seems to differ in the different contexts. H. Gese has proposed the most com-
plete explanation of the genesis of this system of cultic musicians. His traditio-
historical reconstruction suggests that the overall system of musician classes developed
in four stages. During the early postexilic period, the "sons of Asaph" were the only
group of musicians and were still to be distinguished genealogically from the Levites
(cf. the lists of returnees in Ezra 2 par. Neh. 7). The list in Neh. I l, which Gese dates a
bit later, mentions a Jeduthun group (v. l7) alongside that of Asaph, both groups now
being subsumed under the Levites. In the immediate context of the Chronicler's basic
stratum, a Heman group emerges; Gese maintains that these texts belong to the basic
stratum of chronicles and reflect the trio of musician leaders Asaph, Heman, and
Jeduthun as well as the leading position enjoyed by Asaph. In the fourth stage, Asaph
loses his leadership position to Heman; the name Jeduthun is replaced by Ethan (who,
like Heman, appears in I K. 5:l l[4:31]). This later developmental stage comes to ex-
pression in what Gese thinks are post-chronicler texrs, I Ch. 6: l6ff.(3 lff.) and I 5: 16ff
1 Ch. 25 constitutes a special case in that even though it is to be dated after the fourth
stage, it nonetheless still emphasizes the ieading position of Heman while maintaining
the name of Jeduthun.

62. Musik, 158-59,212.
63. HAL, IV 1481-82; cf. Liver, 53.
64. For the former see, e.g., A. H. J. Gunneweg, Esra. KATXI)vl (19g5), 66; for the latter,

H. G. M. williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah. wBC 16 (1985), 98; on this issue in general see Hurvitz,
56.
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Gese's proposal that the classification of temple musicians developed in four stages
is based on a vague dating of the texts and cannot be based on an overall redactional-
historical model of 1/2 Chronicles. Moreover, the problem of the origin of the Chroni-
cler's fiction regarding cultic music in the hrst temple also appears in a different light if
one considers more closely the literary character of Chronicles itself as a product of
inner-biblical exegesis (cf. Steins). The earliest redactional stage of the central text
1 Ch. 15-1665 mentions only Asaph as the head musician (16:4-37,39-40). The two
trios Heman, Asaph, and Ethan (cf. also I Ch. 6) and Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun are
introduced at the same redactional stage (15:4-10,16-17,18-24; 16:41). The variations
in the preeminent position (on the one hand Heman, on the other Asaph) and the
change from "Ethan" to "Jeduthun" can be explained without recourse to diachronic
assumptions. That Asaph is responsible for a song service before the ark in Jerusalem
may have resulted in his occupying the preeminent position among the trio in I Ch.
25:l;2 Ch. 5:12; 29:l-13;35:15.66 That "Ethan" is last mentioned in I Ch. 15 and that
the third head musician is consistently called "Jeduthun" only after 1 Ch. 16 rather sug-
gests that the two names in fact refer to the same person.67 The understanding of the
trio of head musicians obviously developed in correspondence to the three classical
leading Levitical clans of Kohath, Gershom, and Merari (see below) and with reference
to the Psalms superscriptions. That as far as developmental history is concerned
Chronicles has been modeled on the Psalms superscriptions can be seen in that the lat-
ter mention only Asaph as a musician (cf. Ps. 50; 73-83), while Heman and Ethan are
mentioned only in the addenda in 88:lb(Sb) and 89:l(S), still following I K.
5:11(4:31), and exhibit no connection with temple music. The expression ydy/wtwn
(Ps. 39:llSl;62:llSl;77:llSl) was presumably originally a technical musical expres-
sion that only later was identified in Chronicles as a person (possibly because of the
proximity to David and Asaph in the Psalms superscriptions just mentioned). The as-
sumption of an "interim stage" with the two head musicians Asaph and Jeduthun is
based solely on Neh. ll:17, a passage whose early dating is complicated by its linguis-
tic proximity to the late texts in Neh. I l:22-24 and l2x. Hence the notion of a trio of
head musicians can be adequately explained as a product of the scholarly redaction of
Chronicles and does not reflect the actual development of postexilic singers. Method-
ologically one must remain mindful not to impose the self-enclosed model of Chroni-
cles onto the evidence in the Psalter. That this understanding of a group of musicians
centered around three "heads" is a fiction (and not merely a projection of postexilic
conditions back onto the early monarchy) can also be seen in that it did not displace the
traditional designation of all musicians as "sons of Asaph" (cf .Ezra2:41 as the earliest
witness), as shown by the relatively late text 2 Ch.35:15 (cf. Neh. 12:46).

The material in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles does not allow one to date the incor-
poration of musicians into the Levites. Interpreters generally assume thatEzra 2 is to

65. Concerning the traditional analysis, see Hanson.
66. J. Becker. I Chronik. NEB 18 (1986),74-75.
67. See von Rad, lll-12; S. Mowinckel , Psalmenstudien VI (19261. repr. Oslo, 1966), 42.
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be dated before any "leviticalization" of musicians, since it still mentions the musi-
cians apart from the Levites.68 Although this assumption may indeed be true, it cannot
be demonstrated. The redaction of I Ch.6 (vv. 16-38[3]-53]) associates the musicians
rather "artificially," i.e., in the manner of conscious scholarly combination, with the
three traditional Levitical clans of Kohath, Gershom, and Merari. The basis for the as-
sociation of Heman with the Kohathites/Korahites and thus for the preeminent position
of Heman seems to be the juxtaposition of "Korahites" and "Heman" (here still the
"wise" one ratherthan a musician; cf. I K.5:11ta:31]) in the superscription to ps. gg.

The "leviticalization" probably did not originate in this particular redaction; more
likely this complex lends expression to an existing consciousness (or claim) that the
musicians belonged to the tribe of Levi, the only tribe that could legitimately perform
cultic functions (cf. the determinative regulations in Numbers and Dt. l0; 18).

According to the Chronicler's understanding, the temple music as a whole (personnel,
instrumentation, songs, duties) goes back to David, who is described as a "man of God"
only in this connection (cf. Neh. 12:24,36:'2 Ch.8: 14) in order (among other things) to
emphasize his role in establishing the temple cult, a role analogous to that of Moses:6e

'Davidappointsthemusicianstorheirtempleservice(lch.6:16-llt3l-32);lCh.
15-16; 25l'2 Ch.23:18; Neh. ll:23; 12:46),70 Solomon implements these mea-
sures after the complerion of the remple (cf. I Ch. 6:17l32l:2 ch. 8: l4); Hezekiah
renews this institution (2 Ch. 3l:2).

' David is the "creator" ('aieh) of the Levitical musical instruments, of the hand-
held and standing lyres, and of the cymbals (Neh. 12:36; I Ch.23:5;2 Chr.7:6;
29:26-27); by contrast, the trumpets blown by the priests are not associated with
David.

. Alongside Asaph, David is the composer of the cultic songs (2 Ch.29:30); this
may also be the meaning of the difficult text Neh. 12:46.

' David defines the tasks of the Levitical musicians (apart from priestly functions),
especially the "pelperual" (tdmiQ) parricipation in sacrifices (cf. 1 ch. 6:16-17[3]-
32);23:30; Neh. I l:23; 12:45; erc.), and establishes their posr or starion (ma.ynad)
in the temple during the liturgy (l Ch.23:28-31 et passim);7r according to Neh.
9:4 andMish. Mid. 6-7 , the reference is to a pedestal between the forecourts of the
priests and the Israelites.T2

The association of temple musicians with prophetic terminology typical of Chroni-
cles can be interpreted without recourse to sparsely attested and thus problematical tra-

68. See w. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT r/20 (1949),23; Gese, "Zur Geschichte."
69. Cf. Abadie, de Vries, and Kleinig's detailed attempt to articulate the Chronicler's overall

understanding of temple music.
70. On the attempt to legitimize these Levitical tasks, which were new as far the regulations

of the Torah were concerned, see Kleinig.
71. On the concept ofthe defined station in cultic services, see Hauge.
72. See Kleinig, lard's Song,69-74.
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ditions of preexilic cultic prophecy.T3 I Ch. 25:5; 2 Ch. 29:30; and 35: I 5 do not refer to
all musicians as hozeh, "seer," but only to the heads of the musicians: Heman, Asaph,
and Jeduthun.Ta Hence in the syntactically confused formulation in I Ch.25:1, the ap-
position hann"ptim refers to the previously mentioned heads of the musicians, not to
their descendants as a whole. It is not the musicians who are qualified as "prophets";
rather, the institution of temple music as such is traced back to a divine miswd medi-
ated by prophets (cf . 2 Ch. 29:25).ts

That the activities of the musicians should not be understood as covering merely
the lesser aspects of cultic service emerges in those passages that use the semanti-
cally still unclear expression lenasseal.t to assign to the Levites what are apparently
quite central administrative tasks in the temple because of their knowledge of the
instruments of temple music (cf. Ezra 3:8-9; I Ch. 15:21; 23:4;2 Ch.34:12; cf.
Neh. I l:22). The doorkeepers, who are frequently mentioned alongside the musi-
cians, apparently fulfilled similarly important functions.T6 Yet another task of the
Levitical musicians in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chronicles is care of Israel's sacred tra-
ditions. "The frequent mention of 'singers' clearly shows the importance the Chron-
icler attached to their functions. This certainly does not mean merely that the
Chronicler was a music enthusiast, nor are the singers' guilds to be mistaken for
male choral groups. The reference is rather to guilds that dedicated themselves to
the traditions of cultic music, passed those traditions down (which also always
means: interpreted them and changed them), and understood how to perform them
properly. Hence one can probably associate the activities of the singers with that
other, comprehensive Levitical task of 'guarding' ('lDt?), cultivating, and passing
on the sacred traditions. From this perspective it seems extremely likely that these
late postexilic Levites and Levitical singers were precursors of the Masoretes, a the-
sis recently proposed by M. Gertner and maintained by some of the Masoretes
themselves."TT

2 Ch. 20:21 deserves special attention. Btichler already pointed out that the stereo-
typical language of cultic music used by the Chronicler is absent.7S In the positive
sense, noteworthy features include the designation of music as rinnA, which in the
Chronicler's original material occurs only here, then also the unique combinations
meiorertm + lJthwh and m"hal"lim + l"hajral-qdQei, and the introduction (similarly
unique in the Chronicler) of the thematic line "O give thanks to Yahweh" with
w"'6m"tim (cf. I Ch. 16:34par. Ps. 106:1; I Ch. 16:41;2Ch.5:13:7:3,6). Hence 2 Ch.
20:21 does not derive from the comprehensive redaction in Ezra./Nehemiah and Chron-

73. See esp. S. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien; idem, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (Eng.
trans., repr. 2 vols. in 1; Nashville, 1967).

74. See Nasuti, l'77-78.
75. For the former see Petersen, Then; for the latter see Kleinig, Steins. On the issue of the le-

gitimacy of temple music, see the discussion in Bab. 'Arak. ll.
76. Detailed documentation in Wright, "Guarding the Gates."
77. Gunneweg, l*viten und Priester 214.
78. ZAW r9 (1899) 100-101.
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icles that also exhibited special interest in musicians, but rather from an older stratum
within Chronicles.Te

Steins

c. Other Considerations. Outside the Psalter and outside Ezra./Nehemiah and

Chronicles, classification of passages is complicated by the fact that the occurrences

are in part found in extremely distinctive songs and thus in quite varied contexts.

Hence we will examine the more important songs individually at first and then the re-

maining occurrences according to categories.
(l) I S. l8:6-7 reflects the ancient Israelite/Near Eastern custom according to which

the victorious soldiers returning from battle were greeted by the women of the villages
and towns with singing, instrumental music, and dancing (cf. Jgs. 1l:34). Hence the

song cited in v. 7b can be called a "victory dance song" and the dance itself a "dance of
Sreeting."8o The word .iir is either the noun or, more likely, the substantival infinitive
with the article. Hence here the interpretation as "singing" is preferable to the transla-

tion "song." The fact that with the prep. /" alongside .iir and m"hbl6t, "dance," no spe-

cific term for instrumental music is mentioned might suggest that iir actually includes
both singing (cf. the song text in v. 7b) and playing (cf. the instruments mentioned in
v. 6b). In that case .iir in this context would refer to "music," "making music" in the

comprehensive sense. Such secular victory songs, however, are much more than

merely a joyous secondary accouterment in that they function to acknowledge the vic-
tory ofthe returning soldiers and can often even have political consequences, as shown

by Saul's reaction to the song performed here. In that sense the women's victory dance

song can become a political song.
(2) The two songs in Ex. 15 are songs of praise intended as human responses to

God's salvific acts. Interpreters dispute the genre of the more broadly drawn Song of
Moses (vv. lb-18), which "Moses and the Israelites sang" (v. la), and also its relation-
ship to the Song of Miriam (vv.2o-2la,2lb;.at 1n" Song of Moses begins in v. lb with
a self-summons to sing, a summons that is already part of the song itself. It is followed
by the occasion for singing introduced by ki, which also provides the theme of the

praise. The singular number in the predicate of the redactional introduction (v. la),
which is used here despite the pl. subj. "Moses and the Israelites," derives, on the one

hand, from the singular self-summons in v. lb and serves, on the other, to emphasize

Moses.
The introduction to the Song of Miriam as a victory (dance) song reflects the cus-

tom according to which women went out with singing, playing, and dancing to meet

the victorious returning troops (cf. 1 S. 18:6-7; also Jgs. ll:34). Because this custom
does not quite fit the situation presupposed at the Red Sea,82 it is modified here. Be-
cause Yahweh is the sole victor, the Israelites themselves (masc. pl. impv.) - and not

79. A different view is taken by Ruffing.
80. Seidel, Musik, 69.
81. See Zenger, "Tradition und Interpretatiotl'453-54,455-56; Strauss, 105-9; Burns, 13-16.
82. See M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 121-23.
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just the women (v.20) 
- are summoned to sing (1 s. 18:6-7 lacks any such summons).

Accordingly, Miriam sings ('dnd, v.Zla) not to the "women" (ldhem; Burns refers the
masc. suf. to the "women"83), but to the Israelites as a whole, functioning thus as their
"choral leader"8a (cf. Jdt. 15:12-16:17). As its almost verbatim occurrence in v. lb
suggests, the short song verse (Ex. l5:2lb) is probably to be understood as a refrain.8s
Seidel believes the summons to sing was originally part of the performance instruc-
tions (rather than part of the song itself) and thus understands /<i deictically ("as fol-
lows"), while the overall text of vv. 2o-zl formulates the song as a hymn and counts
the summons as part of the song text.86 As in other passages of this sort, many scholars
decide incorrectly in favor of a causal8T or deictic ki. "The statement which follows the
summons to praise is both the motivation to praise and the praise itself."88

Burns understands Miriam's celebration as a cultic victory celebration, first because
God himself is the victorious warrior and second because Miriam's dance and song
represent specifically cultic acts whose original Sitz im l,eben was not the custom of
women going out to meet the victorious returning warriors, but rather a liturgical event
in a "Hebrew shrine."8e Within the framework of this cultic celebration, Burns views
the dance itself as a dramatic reenactment of the actions on the battlefield and the song
as a kind of re-presentation of the war cry or of the "pulsating sounds,' accompanying
the actions on the battlef,reld.eo

M. Noth suspects that Miriam's designation as a "prophetess" means she should
"presumably be characterized as an ecstatic" (cf. I S. 10:5-6;.el Burns disputes this ec-
static characterization and understands the title "prophetess" merely as an (anachronis-
tic) additional qualification of Miriam deriving from a later period.e2 Despite the
anachronism, however, at the final textual stage this characterizes not only Miriam but
her song as well. The designation of Miriam as a prophetess ultimately traces the song
itself, precisely as a prophetic song, back to divine inspiration.

(3) Like the two songs in Ex. 15, so the Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5:1,2-3la) is a
hymnic response to God's victorious intervention. All the same, several different solu-
tions have been proposed regarding its actual genre designation.e3 J. A. Soggin calls it
a heroic song with liturgical elements.e4 verse l, which is redactional, puts this song
into the mouth of Deborah and Barak. As in Ex. I 5: I , a plural subject is used with a
singular predicate. Moreover, the predicate is construed here in the third feminine sin-

83. Burns, 12-13 n.4.
84. See Seidel, Musik, 19.
85. See Scharbert, 401,416; Soggin, 382; Brenner, 40-41.
86. Seidel, Musik,2O.
87. Noth, Exodus, l2l-22.
88. Burns,31.
89. Ibid., l1-40.
90. Ibid., 38.
91. Exodus, 123.
92. Burns, 46-48.
93. See Schulte, 178.
94. J. Soggin, Judges. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972),96.
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gular such that "and Barak son of Abinoam" presumably represents an addendum; i.e.,

initially only Deborah sings (cf. the singular self-summons in v. 3). In any event, she is

emphasized similar to the way Moses is emphasized in Ex. 15:1, as possibly suggested

by the summons in Jgs. 5:12 that Deborah sing, though the song thus summoned is not
the "Song of Deborah."es The ascription of the Song of Deborah to the prophetess (Jgs.

4:4) Deborah characterizes this song - like the Song of Miriam - as a prophetic song

and thus ultimately as divinely inspired.
After the summons for universal attention ("kings," "princes"), v. 3 issues the self-

summons (which is also part of the song) to "sing" (aitrd) and to "make melody"
('ozammOr), though without fti. The double 'dndfti in'AnAli ljhwh 'anoki 'affrA raises

the question of the precise meaning. Weiser understands 'An6[t lJthwh as a nominal
clause ("confession of loyalty to Yahweh": "I belong to Yahweh"), which is then fol-
lowed by the verbal clause 'andf,t 'diird.e6 This proposal, howeveq is improbable.eT

Factors militating against it include the parallelism with 'ozamm€r lihwh as well as the

frequently attested association of the vb. .Iir (especially imperatives and cohortatives)
with l"yhwh. The emphasis on the songstress (2 times "I") corresponds to the emphasis
(through prepositioning) on the indirect obj. Yahweh.

The expression dabb"rt-iir (v. 12) occurs only here in the OT, prompting J. Gray to
emend as 'firi dabb"ri aitrayif;, "rouse thee, lead behind thee thy prisoners," deriving
dabbdr from a word related to Arab. dubr "back." Although he believes one can thus

reestablish the parallelism with the following colon, there is no reason for a conjecture,
since dabb"rt.iir is involved in a wordplay with deldrfi.tt

The song Deborah is supposed to sing inv. 12 is a song to spur on the warriors in
battle, a "battle cry" for motivating the warriors.ee Stolz, however, views it not as a
"normal battle song" but as a song "with magical divine power" that "cannot fail in
having an effect on the enemy."loo

Schulte believes that in its final form, the Song of Deborah represents a kind of
"screenplay" or text for a dramatic liturgical performance of the battle of Deborah and

that Jgs.5:12 represents the stage directions for Deborah and Barak to appear on

stage.l0l Deborah is to sing, i.e., spur the troops on to battle or arouse their enthusiasm

for battle, which would then take place with the following song of praise and censure
(cf. Burns's thesis of the cultic reenactment of Ex. 15:20-21).

(4) Scholars have proposed the most varied genre designations for the Song of the

Vineyard (Isa. 5: l-7) without yet reaching a consensus.roz Hdffken justifiably calls the

95. See H. W. Hertzberg, Die Bilcher Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD 9 (1974), 173-74.
96. Weiser, "Deboralied," 73.
97. See Soggin, Judges,84.
98. See Globe,172.
99.Hertzberg, Josua, Richter Ruth, 179.
100. stolz, 109.
101. Schulte, 183.
102. See the overviews and proposals in Schottroff, Willis, Graffy, Yee, Sheppard, Evans, and

Niehr.
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Song of the Vineyard a "unique linguistic form
related forms."103

. clearly differing from discernible

The Song of the Vineyard is introduced by a (cohortative) self-summons for the
prophet to sing (v. 1a). This form is generally found in hymnic songs and accordingly
leads one to expect a song broadly characterized byjoy and praise. ih" p."p. /,assoii-
ated here with the vb. .iir is elsewhere always (with the sole ixception of ps. 137:3) as-
sociated with a divine designation or with an appropriate suffix (outside the psalter al-
ways with the Tetragrammaton). Even before the explanation in v. 7, this provides a
clear indication of the divine identity of the "friend" even though yaQid usially refers
to God's "beloved" in the or.le Hdffken translates v. la: ,.Let me sing for (on behalf
of, instead o0 my beloved friend the song of my friend concerning his vineyard.,,r0s
The notion that the prophet will sing his friend's song in the latter's stead, however, is
problematic, since vv. lb,2 speak of the "friend" in the 3rd person.l06 Having the song
not begin until v. 3 is as unpersuasive as a literary-critical solution.l0T In the &pression
itr 1", the preposition otherwise can mean both "of, about (yahweh),, and ..for
(Yahweh)" or "to the honor of (yahwe[),"r08 a semantic scope similarly presupposed
in Isa. 5:la: "Let me sing of my friend and to his glory.,,

Although the expression itra! d6Qi is generally rendered as .,song of my friend, be-
loved, love," apart from the previously mentioned problem with regard to vv. lb,2 one
also notices the change in the designation of the .,friend" 

OadU twice; d6g once),
whose explanation as a wordplay does not seem plausible, suggesting that iira! dildttl
actually represents a fixed expression referring not to the song of ttre friena that this
(nonsinging) friend might have composed, but to "(my) rong of the friend', that goes
back to the prophetic singer.loe The sirz im Leben of the presupposed genre ..friend's
song" can only be surmised. In any event, the indication of the song's content ..con_

cerning his vineyard" does evoke a love topos (cant. l:6; 2:15;6:ll; g:ll-12). The ex-
pression itra! dod recalls itraly"QtQdl in ps. 45:l(S), which H. wildberger prefers to
render as "song of the female friends" (of the bride) rather than as the customary .,song
of love" or "love song."l l0 on this view the genre of ps. 45 would derive from a song ii
which the bride's female friends serenade the bride and groom on the occasion of their

103. Hirffken,40l.

19 9*_U Wildberger, Isaiah t-12. CC(Eng. trans. l99l), t7g_BO.
105. Htiffken, 396 n. 15.
106. See Cersoy, 42; Schottroff, 76, while acknowledging the problem, still considers it"within the realm of poetic possibility.,'
107. So Hriffken,404tr Cf. Cersoy,42.
108. On this issue cf. de Boer, esp. 6l-62; HAI. ly, l4g}.
1!9,For the general renderin-g-see, among others, wildberger, Isaiah r-r2, r75; o. Kaiser,

Isaiah l-12. orl (Eng. trans. 21983), g9; Schottroff, 76. For thi ..wordplay" 
see willis, 362. on

the suffix in such expressions, cf., e.g., Dt. l:41; GK g135n; the expression..song of the friend',
means something different here than Cersoy's "mon chant amical" or "le chant de mon amiti6,,(40-44) for the cj. iiral d6jay.

ll0. Isaiah 1-12, 180 ("Lied der Freundinnen," rendered in the Eng. trans. as ...song about
the female loved one,' that is, the bride").
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wedding (in a messianic interpretation of the final version of Ps. 45,111 the female
friends of the bride "daughter Zion" would be the nations). Commensurate with the
"song of the female friends" (with yaStQ and .iir) there would then also be a "song of
the male friend" (with dbd and itrd) that one friend would sing to another at the occa-

sion of the latter's wedding (cf. Junker's and others' understanding of the prophet as a

"friend of the groom" who as a mediator in this case, however, and in view of what fol-
lows, allegedly performs a "song of his beloved concerning this vineyard" as a re-
proach against the bridell2). On this view, in v. la the prophetic singer gives the im-
pression that he is beginning a joyous, hymnlike "friend's song" of the sort normally
found in connection with a wedding celebration and focusing on the bride and love
("vineyard") as well as on the groom/friend. "Let me sing of my friend and in his
honor, let me sing my 'friend's song,' let me sing concerning his vineyard, his bride,
and love, and in his honor." This announcement, however, which intends to get the at-
tention of the listeners, is nonetheless already ambivalent to the attentive listener in that
.iir with /" points to the divine identity of the friend, while the metaphor of the vineyard
is open for the land and people of Israel (Ps. 80; Jer.2:21: Hos. l0: I ), and because what
actually follows in no way corresponds to the announced and thus anticipated "friend's
song" (hence the Song of the Vineyard does not at all offer an example of a "friend's
song"), serving rather the disclosure of guilt or Yahweh's own justification.

(5) Isa. 26:l is noteworthy as the only passage using the hophal and the only pas-

sage using the expression haiitr hazzeh. The actual song itself in vv. lb-6 is preceded

by a secondary introduction in v. la (bayydm hdhfr) that turns the piece into an "escha-
tological song" and integrates it into the context ofthe Isaiah apocalypse.ll3 By con-
trast, Kaiser doubts that the "prophetic song" introduced by v. la was originally inde-
pendent, i.e., not dependent on the present ssn1sx1.ll4 Assuming such original
independence, the hymn's original life setting was probably a sanctuary processional
on the occasion of a victory celebration, in which case it was a "cultic song."l ls Its in-
sertion into the eschatological context secondarily tumed it into an "eschatological
cultic song" to which alone the designation "song" now applies in the present text
(concerning iir as a "cultic song," cf. Ps. 30:l[S]; 92:l[S]; Isa. 30:29; Am. 5:23). This
eschatological context may also explain the hophal form in v. la. Because one must
first determine who belongs to the "righteous nation (gby!) that keeps faith" (v. 2), the
passive form is best suited for keeping the subject of such singing open. Unlike the
Song of the Vineyard, the prophetic song here is not a demonstration of guilt or an ac-

cusation, but an (eschatological) promise for the future, albeit not without implications
for the present (cf. v. 4).

1 1. See Hossfeld and Zer,ger, Psalmen I, 278-84.
12. Junker, 264-65.
13. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. trans. 1997),455,545. On its delimitation

cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 205-6r. f; Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27,455.
1 14. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39, 173-74,206.
l15. See Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27,544-45; on the "song of victory/thanksgiving," see the

enumeration in Kaiser Isaiah 13-39, 206 n. a.
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(6) outside the Psalter, the expression "new song" occurs only in Isa.42:10. No
consensus obtains regarding the end of the "new song" that begins 'n v. 10.116 euite
apart from the clarification of the difficult question of the priority of the expression in
either Ps. 96;98;149; or Isa. 42 (cf. the discussion above concerning the ',new song,, in
the Psalter), the question remains concerning the basis and content of what is actually
"new" in this "new song" in Deutero-Isaiah.

This question can be answered by the reference to the "earlier, later, and new,' that
constitutes an "essential compositional element of the first part of Deutero-Isaiah"
(chs.40-48).117 Despite differences of opinion regarding the details of what is "ear-
lier," interpreters generally agree that what is "new" consists in liberation from the ex-
ile (and the concomitant homecoming), which C. westermann believes is viewed as
"new" precisely because it is brought about not by Israel's own army and power but by
the Persian king cyrus.lts within the horizon of creation theology and a theology of
history, what is "new" here is not a mere renewal or transformation, but rather a ..phe-

nomenon of something genuinely new - not there before yet somehow leaping forth
from the midst of what was there before."lle

Against this background, what is "new" in the "new song" in Deutero-Isaiah is not
to be grasped so much under formal (as a "new type of psalm") or emotional criteria.l20
Rather, this "new song" is to be understood as an anticipatory response to the promise
of Yahweh's new deed (v. 9: "and new things I now declare"; announced in the song it-
self in or from v. l3) through which he will genuinely call forth something new.l2r 'A
new song belongs to a new era."rzz If one interprets God's imminent intervention and
new age eschatologically (in the sense of once and for all),123 in which case Deutero-
Isaiah would have deceived himself since it was not really attained through the return
from exile, then this "new song" becomes an "eschatological" song. By contrast,
Marb<ick points out that the "sulprising and creative elements" of God's new acts are
maintained even if one is more reserved regarding such eschatological interpreta-
tion.l24 Marbdck believes that one finds only intimations in Deutero-Isaiah of such new
acts of God in the sense of "once and for all," and to that extent the ..new song" in
Deutero-Isaiah can be called eschatological only with considerable gualification.rzs
The expression "new song" also occurs in Judith's Hymn of praise (Jdt. I 6: I ff.), which
Seidel associates with the worship services of the Maccabeans (hfmnos kain6s, v. 13;

116. In v. 13: Elliger, Deuterojesaja 1,242-45; in v. 17: J. L. McKenzie, second Isaiah. AB
20 (1968), 42-44; cf. also Darr.

l17. Matheus, 140.
I18. Westermann, TLOT 1,395-96. Cf., among orhers, Mathew, 133-42.
119. R. North, --r uiln hddai @hadhdsh),|y,240.
120. For the former see C. westermann, Isaiah 4046. orL (Eng. trans. 1969), 102; for the

latter, Elliger, Deuterojesaja l, 245.
l2l. See Matheus, 66, 136.
122. Gonda,284.
123. With ElligeA Deuterojesaja 1,245,252.
124. Marbttck, 208.
125. tbid.,218.
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as in Isa. 42:I0LXX).126 Seidel remarks in this regard: "assuming the reestablishment
of the cult in Jerusalem as the background, it makes sense to speak of a 'new song."'
Something analogous may also apply to the "new song" in Deutero-Isaiah. Because the
catastrophe of 587 s.c.E. silenced all the (older) songs (cf. the analogous threat in
Amos and the impossibility of singing "Yahweh's songs" during the exile, Ps. 137:2-
4), the renewal of singing after this time of silence certainly makes it possible to use the
designation "new song." Hence the "new song" is particularly well suited for the late
exilic/early postexilic period.

One theologically significant element concerning the "new song" in Isa. 42 is that,
compared with the victory songs in Ex. 15 and Jgs. 5, this song praises in an anticipa-
tory fashion God's victorious intervention that still lies in the future (cf . fhilld, v. l0a,
as a parallel); and not only Israel sings this song, but all the people of the world (sea,

desert, mountains), the "whole of creation."l27 Hence the singing of this "new song"
turns out to be a preeminent witness of faith.

(7) The genre of the Song of Moses described as a itrd in Dt. 3l:30 and 32:1-43 is a
"mixed fom."l28 This song contains elements of wisdom and prophecy, a portrayal of
the war of Yahweh, announcements and scenes of judgment, as well as hymnic ele-
ments. The more important elements for characterizing the Song of Moses are the
statements made within the Dtr framework (Dt. 3l:14-30;32:44-52) according to
which this song is to be "written," "taught," and "put into the mouths" of the Israelites
(31:19,22) and serve as a "witness" among them (31:19,21; cf . also the summoning of
heaven and earth as witnesses, 3l:28;32:l). The law is subject to the same activities of
being written down and established as a witness (31:24,26;32:46), raising the question
regarding the relationship between the Song of Moses and the law in Dt. 3l:.14-32:52.

Eissfeldt divides Dt.3l:9-32:47 into two "mutually exclusive textual groups," with
the one focusing on the law trying to displace the older group focusing on the Song of
Moses so that the law might replace that song.l2e The law sections tried to "incorpo-
rate" the song sections and interpret them such that the song "was understood as a pen-

etrating summary of the law." G. von Rad takes the opposite view, concluding that
"whoever wanted to establish the Song of Moses securely as part of this block of tradi-
tions adopted for his purpose a form of words which treated originally of writing down
ths l4\rr'."130 Von Rad speaks further about the "double train of thought which speaks on
the one hand of the Song . . . [and] on the other of the Law," G. Braulik about their con-
scious "paralleling" with the goal of summaizing the law in the song, and H. D. Preuss

about the intentional "interweaving" of the song and thg Invi.l3l Although all these

views do point in the right direction, they do not rigorously examine the text in its final
form.

126. Musik,201.
127. Westermann, Isaiah 4046, 103. See Elliger, Deuterojesaja l, 243,248.
128. See Preuss, 167.
129. KlSchr III, esp. 330-33.
130. Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 190.
131. Ibid., 201; Braulik, Deuteronomium 1-16,17. NEB 15 (1986), 235; Preuss, 164.
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Between Dt. 3l:22 and v. 24 the expression changes abruptly from "this song"
(haiiird hazz6'!) to the "words of this law" (dilra hau6rd-haud'!; cf. v. 30, dibra
haiitrd hazzd'!). After the song is performed, the narrative statement that "Moses came
and recited all the words of this song" (32:44) is followed by the summons that Moses
keep and observe "all the words of this law" (v. 46). This abrupt change between ..song

(of Moses)" and "law" forces the conclusion that at least the final redactor consciously
identified the two (in Dt. 31:14-32:52).132 The law and the song become one. A paral-
leling occurs at most between this (summarizing) "song-law" and the law Moses writes
down in 3l:9. Whereas the latter is given to the priests and elders to be read every
seven years, the "song-law" is placed beside the ark, i.e., besides the tables of the law
(10;5)

Far from representing some sort of musical activity (e.g., playing an instrument),
the inspired Song of Moses represents Moses' testament (cf. the framework with the
motif of Moses' death in 3l:14-161,27,29) and 32:48-52), especially in a legal context
as a witness and as a law to be taught and learned.

(8) "Songs" also appear in a legal context in Gen. 3l:27.H. Gunkel suspects that the
reference is to a genre ofjoyous farewell songs evoking the notion of God's blessing, a
safe journey, and a joyous homecoming.l33 This description, however, is not really ade-
quate for the "songs" in this passage. The entire chapter Gen. 3l is characterized by le-
gal language and juridical proceedings and ends with a treaty of trust between Jacob
and Laban regulating the future of Laban's daughters. Against this background, ,.such

a departure [by Jacob] from the family confederation was an act of violence"l34 or a vi-
olation of law. when in this context Laban speaks of "songs," he refers not to joyous
farewell songs but apparently to a genre dealing with the transfer of daughters from the
protective sphere of the father to that of the husband and to the accompanying estab-
lishment of a new family. In such a procedure of transfer, these "songs" would have
had some sort of (here undefined) legal function. That no "songs" appear in
32:l(31:55) at the farewell derives from the fact that the legal proceedings have already
been fulfilled by the making of the treaty and the following common meal.

(9) one important sitz im l,eben of songs is the activity of eating and drinking.
Sirach explicitly admonishes those who are older to limit their instruction at meals and
"do not intemrpt the singing" (Sir. 35/32:3). He also compares the "proper song',
(miipat iir) at a banquet with a "ruby seal in a setting of gold" (35t32:5). These pas-
sages refer to "drinking songs" even though in this context .fir might be understood
more comprehensively as (table) music. Concerning lsa.24:9, H. wildberger remarks
that "as part of a festival celebration . . one would find wine and song, in fact, singing
accompanied by musig."l35 That this custom characterized especially the royal court
can be seen from Barzillai's insistence that he not go up to Jerusalem with King David,
since his advanced age prevented him from tasting "what he eats or what he drinks',

132. See also Casetti,389.
133. Genesis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., 1997), 337.
134. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. l96l), 309.
135. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 485.
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and from hearing the "voice of singing men and singing women" (2 S. 19:36[35]; cf.
Eccl. 2:8).

Music and song also belong to the meal or banquet criticized in Am. 6 (v. 5, kb iir
"instruments"). A. Weiser believes that the prophet criticizes the "luxurious private
lifestyle of the upper classes"; hence the reference is to a secular banquet.l36 By con-
trast, Barstad adduces marzea|t in Am. 6:7 ("cultic celebration with revelry") in finding
a religious reproach in vv. 4-6, i.e., a reference to a cultic meal.137 Amos's criticism of
these celebrations shows that especially the (excessive) enjoyment of wine (6:6) might
cause problems even at cultic meals. What was supposed to be singing was in reality
merely bawling. A cultic celebration with the attendant sacrificial meal provides the
background for music and singing in Am. 5:21-27 as well.l38 Along with the entire cel-
ebration as such, Yahweh rejects the hamdn of the "songs" and the melody of the ac-
companying lyre (v. 23).The parallel zimrd ("melody" of your lyres) and the occur-
rence of hdmdn in Ps. 42:5(4) with a positive liturgical connotation, however, suggest
that hambn iireyfta is not necessarily to be taken negatively (e.g., as the "bawling noise"
of your songs). The reference is more likely to the "rolling" of the songs resulting from
excessive enthusiasm (something applying analogously to Ezk. 26:13). Concerning ad-
ditional mention of music and song at cultic celebrations, cf. Isa. 3o'29t3e and Sir.
50:18 (Day of Atonement).

Just as song and music are expressions of secular or religiousjoy, so their silence or
disappearance is a sign ofjudgment and disaster, griefand death. See the description of
apocalyptic judgment in lsa. 24:9 in connection with wine drinking, and the descrip-
tion of individual death (rather than of old aget+o; in Eccl. l2:4; also Ezk. 26:13. The
threat in Am. 8: l0 that all the feasts will be turned into mourning "and all your songs

into lamentation (qtnd)" shows the largely joyous character of "songs," the "song" here
appearing virtually as the opposite of the dirge or lamentation. The drama in the pro-
phetic oracle in 8:3 emerges clearly against this background. Instead ofexpressingjoy,
the "songs of the palace/temple [conscious ambiguity?] shall become wailings in that
day," for there will be many corpses; indeed, at the end of the verse even they must
yield to the imperative "Be silent!" H. W. Wolff and others emend .iird1, "songs," to
.icr61, "songstresses," since the pl. iir6l occurs nowhere else.l4l Quite apart from the
occurrence of iir6l in Sir. 39:15, this would be the only time that "songstresses/female

musicians" would be mentioned alone, i.e., without their male colleagues. On the strik-
ing formulation if one does maintain "songs" in Am.8:3, see Sir.50:18 ("then the

136. Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten I. Die Propheten Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadja,
Jona, Micha. ATD 24 C1967), 178.

137. Barstad, 127-42; definition fromHAL,ll,634a. H.-J. Fabry takes a more cautious view;
+ nl']D marzdab, IX, l3-14.

138. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),262-63.
139. On the question of which festival is meant here, cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC

(Eng. trans. 2OO2),199-200; Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39,308, believes the reference is either to the
New Year festival or to the Feast of Tabernacles.

140. See Ogden.33-35.
l4l. Joel and Amos, 317.
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song/music [^iir] praised him with its voice/sound"). The vb. iir occurs in a similarly
striking formulation in zeph. 2:14. After the devastation of Nineveh, a voice "sings
[polel] at the window." The use of .iir contrary to its usual connotation ("croak"taz) 2l-
most turns it into a symbol of devastation.

(10) The following discussion examines several individual contexts in which the
"song" is similarly at home. The first of these is wisdom. one form of wisdom dis-
course is the "song," as shown by the number of "songs" Solomon composed as de-
scribed in connection with his wisdom in a passage paralleling iir and mdidl (l K.
5:1214:32)).In his own Hymn in Praise of the Ancestors, Sirach picks up this motif of
how Solomon's wisdom comes to expression in his "songs": "your songs, proverbs
(mdial), and parables, and the answers you gave astounded the nations" (Sir. 47: 17; cf.
also 47: l5). ln 5l:29 the wisdom teacher admonishes his pupils: "May your [or: my]
soul rejoice in my teachings, and do not be ashamed of my song (fire)'By contrast,
Eccl. 7:5 juxtaposes the rebuke of the wise with the song of fools, which v. 6a charac-
terizes more closely as the laughter of fools. Another noteworthy feature is the
wordplay in v. 6 between iir and .iir' "pot," and sirtm, "thorns," through which Jir is
again subject to subtle characterization. Eccl. 7:5-6a, however, articulates a position
against which Ecclesiastes himself objects. la3

(l l) The wording of the itr haiitrim, also a song attributed to Solomon, is presented
in its entirety. This sort of construct expression circumscribes the superlative degree
and can be rendered in several different ways, e.g., as "song of Songs," "Most Splen-
did song," "Most Beautiful Song," "High song," the "Song par Excellence." It is note-
worthy that this title subsumes into a single large song an entire biblical book consist-
ing of fifty-two individual songs.l4 G. Krinetzki suspects that the final redactor and
editor of the Song of Solomon came from the wisdom milieu and thus refers to the
song as a "sapiential school book."l45 In view of Egyptian love songs, however,
O. Keel prefers to speak of in terms of a descriptive song.lao

(12) The expression "love song" (itr agdptm) occurs only in Ezk.33:32 (cf. also ps.

45:l [S], iir ye/iid7 "love song"?), specifically in a comparison: "To them you are like
a singer of love songs, one who has a beautiful voice and plays well on an instrument."

(13) The song about the prostitute (itral hazz6nr2) in Isa. 23: l5 might be mentioned
as well. As the following verse shows, the reference is not to a song the prostitute sings
herself, but to a taunt song ("street song"l47) about the forgotten prostitute summoning
her to entice new customers with songs and harp playing.

(14) If one follows the marginal reading in Sir. 38:25, the passage refers to singing
during work: " . . . who drives oxen and leads (it) back with singing/a song.',

The Song of the well (Nu.21:l7a,l7b-18a) "is a joyful greeting to the'springing

142. HAL, IV 1480b.
143. See N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980),51; Michel, 134-37.
lM. G. Krinetzki, Hoheslied. NEB (1995), I l.
145. tbid.,24-25.
146. Song of Songs. CC (Eng. trans. 1994), 18-29.
147. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39,170.
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up' of water in a newly dug wel1."l48 Despite the unique nature of this passage, the
meaning of the event is underscored in that the actual wording of the song is also pre-
sented. Casetti describes this song as a "work song," alleging that the imperative di-
rected to the well itself shows that "one was also hoping to exert some influence on the
actual material of work by means of music [here: the song]."I4e

(15) The construct expression with Jir in the absolute state can also refer to diverse
musical instruments. The f,rrst expression to be mentioned in this connection is kb-iir
(Am. 6:5) as also attested in Chronicles and Nehemiah, which refers to "musical in-
struments" in general. (For a more detailed description, see the discussion above of
1 Ch. l5: l6; 16:42;2 Ch. 5:13.) In Am. 6:5, however, the mention of n€lel in the paral-
lel colon suggests that the reference is (primarily) to stringed instruments. More spe-

cific designations for stringed instruments as a group are the expressions n"gtn61 iir
(Sir. 47:9) and minA itr (39:15, so the reading of Vattioni). Because these expressions
occur only in Sirach and because both n"gfuA and m€n alone can already refer to a

"stringed instrument," one suspects that these expressions were constructed in analogy
rc k'b-iir though with the corresponding specification (both passages mention the
nElel in the same verse). Use of the noun .fir in the construct expressions characterizes
the instruments in question as (stringed) instruments used to accompany songs or as

accompanying instruments in general (cf. also itr4lin 39:15 and mizmdrin4T:9)."The
instruments are mere tools for accompanying singing, song tools."lsO

In reverse fashion, (specific) instruments are often mentioned in connection with
"song" and "singing/making music" (see above), suggesting that instruments often ac-
companied the performance of songs, though here too, as in the Psalter, instrumental
accompaniment was by no means always obligatory. No instruments are mentioned in
the Song of Moses (Song of the Sea, Ex. 15:la,lb-18), the Song of the Vineyard (Isa.

5:l-7), or the "new song" (Isa. 42:10ff.; cf. also Isa. 26:la,lb-6; Canticles; Nu.
21:l7a,l7b-l8a), and neither a verb for "singing" nor any other indication of musical
praxis is mentioned in the Song of Moses (Dt.3l:30; 32:l-43) or the wisdom songs
(see above).

When instrumental accompaniment is mentioned, however, the focus is on the noun
(and verb) .iir whereas as a rule no mention of instruments is made in connection with
itrd (the exception being Sir. 39: l5; in Isa. 23:15 the mention of instruments is part of
the song of the prostitute itself rather than part of performance instructions), though the
Jird was certainly also "sung" (Ex. l5:l; Nu. 21:17; Isa. 5:1). The occasional use of the
term .iir in the Psalter in the sense of a literary topos can also be observed outside the
Psalter. This usage characterizes the noun itrA in particular.

Just as the noun .iir can mean "song/singing" as well as more comprehensively "mu-
sic" (Sir. 40:21;50:18), so also can the verb (1 S. 18:6) and especially the qal partici-
ple. I K. l0: 12 recounts how the kinnbr and nEbel were made for the .iariz, showing

148. M. Noth, NumDers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 160.
149. Casetti, 375; cf. also Kaiser, Intro. to the OT 328.
150. Casetti, 383 n. 70.
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that the activities of the iartm included not only singing but also playing instruments.
"Musician" is thus the correct translation of the qal participle in other passages as well.
The translation "singers"lsl makes sense only because it makes clear that the song was
in any case an important element in such music.l52

2 S. l9:36(35) and Eccl. 2:8 clearly associate musicians with the royal court, while
Seidel suspects that professional musicians were already present at David's gegrt.153
I K. 10:12 mentions the temple and palace on equal footing such that the musicians
cannot really be associated exclusively with one or the other institution. Given the
close connection between the palace and temple during the Solomonic period, one can
assume that the musicians were active in both places.ls+ The only passage referring un-
equivocally to "temple musicians" (here with the qal ptcp.) is Ezk. 4o:44, assuming
one does not follow a conjecture here.ls5

Because apart from Prov. 25:20 the qal participle is always construed in the plural,
one is probably correct in assuming the presence of groups of musicians in the palace
and temple.

Kleer

lJJ. l. IXX. The LXX usually translates the vb. itr as gidein, though sometimes also
as h!'mnein and psalmqdein,' it usually translates the nouns .iir and itrd as gdii, thotgh
also as (sma and psalm6s.

2. Qumran. The root.iyr occurs 30 times in eumran, including l0 times in recently
published mss. (with 7 occurrences of .iirri [6 times in 4e334] and the verb once). ThL
remaining 20 occurrences (the noun 18 times, the verb 2) can be organized into two
larger groups and several different individual passages: l"maikil 9 times in song
superscriptions (7 times in 4QShirShabb [3 more might be reconstructed]; 4e511
lbisl); 6 times in the "compositions of David" (1 lQPsa 271;tsa finally 3e6 l, 2;4e3gt
3 l, 9; 413 l, I ; 427 7, l, I I as the only occurrence in the Hodayoth ; I leMelch 2, I 0.

a. llQPsu 2J enumerates David's compositional and poetic works individually.
Alongside 3,600 psalms (thlym, 27:4-5; not specified more closely; cf. seper
hattehilltm in 4Q491 17,4;cf. also rhe description of the psalter itself as a..boo[ of
prayer and reflection"l57), the text also mentions 

- separate from these psalms 
- var-

ious kinds of songs (altogether 450, iyr); none of the 364 songs for the daily burnt of-
fering (ll. 5-6 with the verb, liwr4 once) has come down to us. of the 52 songs of the
Sabbath sacrifice (1. 6), we at least have the scroll with the l3 songs for the first quarter
of the year preserved in the sorzgs of the sabbath sacrifice ( I I eShirShabb). Alrhough

151. E.g., HAL,lV, 1480b.
152. See Seidel, Musift, 86.
153. Ibid., 81.
154. See ibid., 85-86.
155. See Hurvitz, 58.
156. See III.2.a below.
157. Fiiglister, 384; see discussion above.
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the presence of this scroll in several different versions as well as the lack of any trace of
the second through fourth quarters and the differing genre designations (1lQPs" 27:7,
lqwrbn hibtwt; 4Q403 I, I, 30, etc., .iyr wlt hit) make it difficult to identify the two
genres reliably (cf. also the author identification l"maikil in llQShirShabb), neither
can one dismiss too quickly the possibility that the Qumranites imputed their own song

creations to Davidic authority. Moreover, these are joined by 13 similarly unknown
songs for the sacrifice on the day of the new moon, 18 songs for the various festival
days, and a song for the Day of Atonement (altogether 30; ll. 7-8). An understanding of
these "songs" composed by David (the sg. .iir probably derives from the sg. in I K.
5:1214:32)) is ofparticular interest. They are generally associated with sacrifices in the

temple cult through references to singing and instrumental music (iyr polel, ngn) and
following the model of Chronicles (cf. I Ch.6:16-17[3]-32);25:6-1;2Ch.29:27-28;
cf. also the use of the vb. .iyr polel on the model of the polel participle in Chronicles).
In this context,iir seems to be a technical term representing a specific understanding
and use of religious music, namely, as sacrificial songs (to be distinguished from
t"hilltm). Nor does I I QPs" 27 :9-10 militate against this view with its reference to 4 ad-
ditional songs 7 hpgw'ym, if in view of rabbinic tradition, according to which Ps. 9l
fulfills precisely this function ('l hpgw'ym), one can refer here to I lQapPsa (Ps. 9l + 3
apocryphal psalms).158 Of course, such a classification presents a whole array of prob-
lems since no sacrificial cult is even attested in Qumran. The Songs of the Sabbath Sac-
rifice may offer a solution, since although they refer to themselves as "sacrificial song"
(iyr wlt hibt), they do not presuppose that any sacrificial cult was still in existence and
instead spiritualize that cult ("wave offering of the lips"; cf. IQS 9:4-5,26; 10:6,14);
one would then interpret the other Qumranic "sacrificial songs" analogously.

b. The superscriptions to 9 songs in Qumran include the addendum lemaiktl,tse tobe
understood as a reference to authorship (1" auctois). Such authorship can be deduced for
the overall compositions in the 7 reliable (4Q400 3, II, 8; 401 l-2,1;403 l,I, 30; II, 18;

406 1,4; I lQShirShabb 3-4, 8; MasShirShabb l, 8) and 3 reconstructed (4Q400 I, I, 1;

405, 8-9, l;20-22,6) occurrences involving eight Sabbaths; 4Q51 I 2,I, I and 8, 4 suggest

that the reference here is to a collection ofseveral songs. The termmaikil refers to a high
office within the hierarchy of the Qumranite community (cf. lQS 3:13; lQSb l:l;3:22;
5:20), additionally underscoring the significance of the songs from his pen and their

Qumranite origin.t6o In contrast to the ShirShabb, however, although 4Q5l I does not re-
veal anything about their function in connection with sacrifice, it does exhibit proximity
to llQapPsa (pgwim;4Q5ll ll, 8; cf. ll,4 and 4Q510 1,6), raising the question
whether the thwarting of demons does not, after all, presuppose a sacrificial context.

c. I lQMelch 2:10 offers some insight into one aspect of the canon history of the
Psalter, more specifically of its association with David. This eschatological midrash

158. See J. P. M. Ploeg, "Un petit rouleau de psaumes apocryphes (llQPsAp")," in
G. Jeremias et al., eds., Tradition und Glaube. FS K. G. Kuhn (1971), 129: J. A. Sanders, D"/D,
IV 93.

159. -+ r)W ikt.
160. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 3-4.
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adduces Ps. 82: I apb (which according to its own superscription [v. I ac] is not a psalm
of David) as an explicit statement of David (biyry dwyd 'ir 'mr) asserting that the holy
ones of God will be judged (1. 9) as attested by a scriptural citation "written in the
songs of David (Jyry dwydf'Hence at the time llQMelch was composed/copied
(Herodian period/second half of the lst century n.c.r.), the book of psalms as a whole
was viewed as an authoritative body of iyry dwyd and could be quoted as such. More-
over, this terminology seems to be used in such a self-evident manner here that one sus-
pects it was based on what was already an older tradition.

In 4Q381 31, 9 iyr wtwdh presumably represents the positive end of a psalm of la-
ment (ll. 4-9) exhibiting a series of parallels with Ps. 69. 16r The juxtaposition of Jir and
t6Qd (cf. Ps. 69:3 I [30]) suggests perhaps that the genre resembled the sacrificial songs
and songs/psalms of thanksgiving (see above). 3Q6 l, 2 (fr.) describes how a song can
be pleasing to God.

If the reconstruction of .iyr in 4Q413 l, I is correct, it would represent one more
case of parallel use, this time between .iir and mizmdt and be subject to the corre-
sponding interpretive possibilities regarding genre (see above). The absence of waw
between the two terms as well as the overall wisdom context also suggests the possible
presence of a construct expression mzmr S[kl] or something similar.

The verb probably also occurs in4Q427 7,r, ll. The fragmentary context shows
that the believers (ydydym) rejoice and sing (zmr; iyr) to God (meleft as a divine epi-
thet; possibly the nomen regens of a construct expression?).

Dahmen

16l. See E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. IISS 28 (1986), 36, 145.

contents: I. 1. Forms and Distribution;2. Early versions; 3. Etymology; 4. Textual
Considerations. II. 1. Expressions; 2. Word Field; 3. Meaning: a. Main Uses; b. Idiomatic and
Original Expressions; c. Ellipsis;4. Theological Themes. III. l. Sirach; 2. eumran.

jt H. J. van Dijk,'A Neglected connotation of rhree Hebrew verbs," rl'18 (1968) 16-30;
I. Eitan, A contribution to Biblical l*xicography (New york, 1924); G. Garbini, "Il significato
della parola ebraica Syr," ael[n 9ll e990) fi7-91; M. Gtirg, 'Alies hast du gelegt unler seine
Fiisse. Beobachtungen zu Ps 8,7b im vergleich mit Gen 1,28," Freude an der weisung des Herrn.
FS H. Gross. SBB 13 (1987), 125-48; W. Gross, Bileam. Literar- undformkritische Unter-
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l. 1. Forms and Distribution. Ttre verb .i[ occurs 85 times in Codex L, including 83

times in the qal and 2 in the hophal (to be understood as the passive qal;l Ex.
21:30[bis]). The subst. .ifuoccurs twice (Ps. 73:6;Prov.7:10;2by contrast,Isa. 10:17 be-

longs to iayi!3). The derivation of the PN ie.1(8 times) from.i[1is disputed.a The verb oc-

curs 63 times (74Vo) in elevated (e.g., Gen. 4:25) or colometrically bound language, in-
cluding 32 times in the Psalms (a sixfold frequency in comparison to the scope of the

text;5 one striking feature is the use of this term as a key word in Ps.21:4,7,10,13[Eng.
3,6,9,12);73:6[subst.],9,18,28; 83:12,14[11,131; 88:7,9t6,81), 8 times in Job (a three-

fold frequency). The verb occurs another 5 times in juridical contexts (Covenant Code).

It thus occurs only l7 times (2OVo) in narrative prose, almost all of which date to the

preexilic period. These passages include E,x. 33:4;6 Nu. 12:l l;7 24);a 1 S. 4:20 (ark

narrative); 25. 13:20; 19:29 (throne accession narrative); I K. l1:34 (earliest use of
na(te). Of the remaining occurrences in the Pentateuch, only Gen. 46:.4 might be dated

later than the Elohist.l0 R. Smend attributes the following passages to the Yahwist:
Gen. 30:40(bis); 48:14,17; Ex.7:23; l0:l; according to Scharbert, Gen. 4l:33 is

Elohistic.ll In any case, no occurrences are attested in PGl2 or Ps (including H). The
age of Ruth 3:15 and 4: 16 remains disputed. Either the striking use of .ift provides addi-
tional support for a preexilic dating of Ruth, or.i[ must be viewed as an archaism if one

supports a (posr)exilic dating of Ruth.13

suchung der Prosa in Num 22-24. SANT 38 (19'74); S. Layton, "Biblical Hebrew 'To Set the
Face'in Light of Akkadian and Ugaritic," UF 17 (1985) 169-81; T. Nrildeke, Beitrrige zur
semitischen Sprachwissenschaf (Strassburg, 1904X J. Schreiner, "Gottes Verfiigen durch
'Geben' und 'Nehmen' in der Sicht der Psalmen," Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. Beitrtige zur
biblischen Exegese, Theologie und Spiritualitdt. FS N. Fiiglister (Wiirzburg, l99l), 307-31;
G. Vanoni, Literarkritik und Grammatik. Untersuchung der Wiederholungen und Spannungen in
1 Kdn I l-12. ATS 2l (1984); --> ll:,] nd1an, X, 90-108; -+ d)V itm.

l. See GK, $53u; Bergstriisser, II, $l5c; lcxHebAram, 840.
2. See I.3 below.
3. See Bk, S72v'.
4. See I.3 below.
5. See the statistical appendix in TLOT III, 1433tr.
6. E. Zenger, Die Sinaitheophanie. Untersuchungen zum jahwistischen und elohistischen

Geschichtswerk. FzB 3 (1971): Yehowist.
7. J. Scharbert, Numeri. NEB 27 (1992),53: Yehowist; a different view is taken by H. Valentin,

Aaron: Eine Studie zurvor-priesterlichen Aaron-Aberlieferung. OBO 18 (1978),357: exilic.
8. Gross, 330: late monarchy.
9. See Vanoni,24l; H. Nietu, -+ N'1Wi ndii', X, 47.
10. See C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. trans. 1986), in loc.; J. Scharbert, Genesis

12-s0. NEB t6 (1986),278.
11. Smend, Alttestamentliches l,esebuch. Literatur des alten Israel in ihrer urspriinglichen

Gestalt (Hamburg, 1974), 51, 66,'lO,73; Scharbert, 257.
12. Dating according to N. Lohfink, "Die Priesterschrift und die Geschichte i' Congress Vol-

ume, Gdttingen 1977. SW 29 (1978), 198 n. 29.
13. For the former see W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das Hohelied; Die Klagelieder. KAT

XVIV1-3 (1962),28-29; for the latter, E. Zenger, Das Buch Ruth. ZBK 8 (1986), 26'27, who is
unable to refute Rudolph's arguments entirely.
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The absence of j[ from the late pentateuchal strata (pc, ps, H, Deuteronomy), in
2 Kings, Isa. 4G-66, Ezekiel, the Minor Prophets apart from Hosea (2:5[3]; 6:1 l), prov.
l-9, the Ketubim from Canticles to 2 Chronicles, the sparse occurrences in Sirach and
Qumran, and the preponderance of occurrences in the Psalms allow the cautious con-
clusion that the verb disappeared from common usage after the exile and was thereafter
used only as a standard poetic word.la

2. Early versions. The early versions deal with .ift much the same way they deal
with Stm.ts Alongside a primary rendering covering about half of all occurrences, one
also encounters a broad palette of additional translations. The LXX uses 16 different
roots, including tilh- (41 times), histan- (8), rass- (7), epiball- (6), didon- (4); the Tg.
11 verbs, including iw' (67 times), mn' (4), jr'(3); the pesh. 22 verbs, including sym
(30 times), 'bd (18), hib (4),'ty (3), rmy (2), yhb (2); the Vg. 14 different roots, includ_
ing pon- (63 times),/ac- (2), stat- (2), dirig- (Z), -dare (2).

3. Etymology. The root i[t0 1t reliably attested only in Canaanite and Akkadian
(with semantic narrowing): Phoen., Pun. ir qal, "set, place," yiphil ..set up";rz Ugar. J/,
"put, place";18 Akk. iatu(m) (old Bab. iidtum), "leave over."le Nrildeke believes Syr.
ityfrld', 66appezrance," is related to itt.zo

Other etymological derivations must remain hypothetical, including: (a) .f causative
of 'a1d, a questionable derivation not least because 'dfi hiphil is also attested; in any
event, the OT evidence does not involve a viable .i stem.2l

(b) Connection with jel I, "foundation; backside, burtocks"; although Ndldeke as-
sumes only a distant kinship, others understand i[ as a verb denominated from je] (..be
based").22 J. Fiirst also finds a relationship with Sanskrit sad-, "sitl' lnt. sedere, and Gk.
histemi.23 Based on this etymology, Garbini understands the subst. .fft as meaning
"backside, buttocks," which allegedly fits Ps. 73:6 and Prov. 7: l0 better than "clothing."

14. See also II.3.a below on Ps. 2l:4(3), and II.3.b on pdntm. On Sirach and Qumran see III
below.

15. -+ D!i? iim (1.2).
16. On the classification as medial y, see Ndldeke, 41.
17. J. Friedrich and w. Rollig, Phi;nizisch-punische Grammatik. Anor 46 (21970), 9166;

M.-J. Fuentes Estafrol, vocabulario Fenicio (Barcelona, l98o),234; DNs1, il, ll3o-31; KAI,
lll, 24; Tomback, 334-35.

18. WUS, no.2702; UT, no.24tO; CML2, 159; M. J. Dahood, RSp, t,371-j2: D. G. pardee,
"The Preposition in ugaritic (Part I)," uF i (1975) 372-73; uF 8 (1976) 271-72; also rlAL, Iy
t484.

19. See AHw, IIl, 1221, 1252-53, on iiuu II, ..remnant.',

20. N6ldeke, 4l-42; LexSya 775; qualitas.
21. see w. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrdischen Grammatik. ATS g (197s), 5g n. 7l

with bibliog.; cf. c. J. Labuschagne, "original shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrew,,' orwsA lo
(t967) 60.

22. Cf. Nrtldeke, 42; Bl,e, $58s'. On this root, widely attested in almost all the Semitic lan-
guages, and on the discussion of this hypothesis, see HAL, Iv, 1666-67.

23. Hebrdisches und Chaldtiisches Handwrjrterbuch iiber das AT ll (Leipzig, 2lg63), 430.
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(c) Connection with the PN .ieJ supported by the associative etymology of Gen.
4:25: the lexicons and comms. vacillate in their interpretation of the substantive form
between "appointed one" and "one who (re-)places."2a

4. Textual Consideration. The text of several passages raises questions. In Jer. 3:19
the proposed revocalization of the feminine enclitic pronouns to masculine is not nec-
essary.2s In Jer. l3:16 Rudolph prefers the Q reading w"it1$nf . abs.; accordingto GesB
the pass. ptcp.); others read w'Jdg, though the asyndetic K readrngyd.iff is not grammat-
ically unusual.26 In Hos. 6:11 Rudolph understands the impv. J[ presupposed in the
LXX as a passive participle, though MT .iA, is comprehensible as a construction with
an impersonal subject.2T In Ps. 3:7(6), although M. Dahood vocalizes as .i[i (qal
pass.), this elliptical mode of expression can be understood in analogy to the military
use of .fim.28In Ps.9:21(20) a syntactical relationship with Ps. l4l:3 prompts Dahood
to derive the obj. mbrd from the root yrft ("snaffle");2e the LXX seems to read m6reh;
one should probably follow the Tg., Jerome, and most comms. in positing m6rd'.lnPs.
13:3(2) the obj. 'zq61is frequently emended to a form of 'asse\el or derived from a
homonymous root meaning "rebel";30 the MT is nonetheless still possible, perhaps
with the meaning "anxieties" (cf. Sir. 30:21).rt In Ps. 49:15(14) MT iattfi (LXXreads
pass.) is usually emended to iabi, "they sink down";32 Zorell considers the form id1fim
(haplography of the -m), while Dahood posits (as in Ps. 3:7[6D pass. .i[0, and P. Casetti
interprets the MT as intransitive based on contextual considerations;33 similarly al-
ready Delitzsch (with reference to Ps. 3:7[6]; Isa.22:l; Hos. 6:11) and Zorell, omisso
obiecto,34 though an indefinite subject is also conceivable (cf. H. Herkenne: "like a
flock one destines for the underworld"; A. Deissler: "they are like a flock one pens in

24. See the discussion in HAL, IV 1667, on .Iel II and IIL Cf. A. Dillmann, Genesis (2 vols.;
Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1897), I, 208: "setting or slip," i.e., seedling; M. Noth, Numbers. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1968), 193: "substitute"; lzxHebAram, SS4 substitutu.s. Cf. also E. Krinig, Die Gen-
esis (Giitersloh,2'31925),303, in analogy to the act. ptcp.: "'producer'[='giver'], namely, is
God."

25. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATVIz e1968), 28; cf. HAL,IV, 1485b, with bibliog.; according
to C. Levin, Die Verheissung des neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen
Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRIA,NT 137 (1985), 183-85, the stratum with the 2nd person singu-
lar feminine is older.

26. Cf. Rudolph, Jeremia, 92; GesB, 824. On weidl see K8L2,966; J. Schreiner, Jeremia
1-25,14. NEB (1981),89; et al. On the K reading see S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the [Jse of the
Tenses in Hebrew Cl8gz,repr. Grand Rapids, 1998),206; on Kcf. also GesB, 824; BDB, 1011.

27.Cf.W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIVI (1966), lM;GK,5144d.
28. Cf. Dahood, Psalms 1-50. AB 16 (1965), 19; -+ D'b iim (ll.3.e); KD, in loc.; Eita\ 62.
29. Psalms l-50,59.
30. So L. Ruppert, -;fVi ya'as (I.2), VI, 159; cf. in this regard HAL, 11,866,867b with

bibliog.
31. See BDB, l0ll. For "anxieties" see HAL, II,867a.
32. See the discussion in HAL, IY 1486a.
33. Cf. kxHebAram,885; Dahood, Psalms l-50,300; Casetti, Gibt es ein Leben vor dem

Tod? Eine Auslegung yon Psalm 49. OBO 44 (1982), I 18-19.
34. KD, inloc.; kxHebAram,840.

!
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the underworld";.:s 1n Ps. 73:9 Casetti views iattfr as problematical, though the transi-
tive meaning does not depend on a dissociated form (ittw), and iattfihas probably been
constructed in accommodation to v. 28 (iatti) and need not necessarily be derived from
itt.36 In Ps. 73: I 8 the emendation by Dahood from tditl ldm6 to tiiteldm| is not at all
necessary.37 In Ps.83:12(11) there is no need to delete the enclitic pronoun,38 espe-
cially since a parallel with v. 14(13) may be intended. In Job 10:20, although most
comms. read ie'eh (following LXX) or yr^ibAJ, rhe MT is probably using ellipsis; cf . yA/
in v. 7.3e The hostile context suggests understandingthe min expression as a counter-
part to the'al expression in Ps. 3:7(6). The more distant Kalso yields as cogent a sen-
tence,40 as does the direct p. In Job 22i24 the abrupt presence of w,J{ has prompted the
emendation weiatta; the issues are more likely of a literary-critical nature, however.4l
In Job 38: I I scholars since Budde have generally conjectured yiiba!; the proposal in
BH$ however, is adequate: ii1 b" = obsistere.4z

So apart from vocalizations in individual instances, the occurrences ofJil are gener-
ally textually reliable. Textual criticism has also made an additional occurrence proba-
ble, namely, Hos. 9:13 (after LXX: l4;ayiQ id116 bdndyw, "[Ephraim] has made his
children his wild game").43

ll. l. Expressions. For the verb i[, forms and situations of the imperfect slightly
predominate (31 times; pf. consec. 2 times) over those of the perfect (18 times; impf.
consec. 10 times). These are joined by 2l occurrences of appellative forms (impvs., 12
times; jussives, 2; cohortatives, 3; vetitives, 4). The infinitive construct occurs twice
(Ex. l0:l;Job 30:l), the infinitive absolute once (Isa. 22:7).The subject of ,i[is always
animate; in 45 occurrences it is human beings, in 39 divine beings, and once an animal
(Ps. 8a:a[3]). Additional syntagmas include a direct (affected [as opposed to effected])
object: parts of the body or another anthropological expression, 20 times; persons, l8;
inanimate objects, 12; animals,3; nature,3; abstractions or circumstances, 20 'e1 is

35. Cf. GK, gl44; Herkenne, Die Heilige Schrif"t des ATs HSAT (1923-59), yt2, 183;
Deissler, Die Psalmen. Welt der Bibel. Kleinkommentare zur Heiligen Sclznf (Diisseldorf,
21977), 199.

36. Cf. Casetti, Gibt, ll8 n. 186; H. Irsigler, Psalm 73. Monolog eines Weisen. Tbxt,
Programm, Struktur ATS 20 (1984),23.

37. Cf. Irsigler, Psalm 73,37-38; Dahood, Psalms 5l-100. AB 17 (1968\, 192; already in
"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography l[l' Bibl 45 (1964) 408.

38. See HAL, lV, 1486a; GK, g13lo.
39. Additional suggestions in BDB, l0ll.
40. See the rendering in TOB.
41 . See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XY I ( 1963), 35 1 . For the emendation see still BI1S,'

cf. already GesB, 824.
42. So also O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRIA.NT l2l (1978),55-56 n. 196; HAL,

IY 1486a; contra the proposal in A. C. M. Blommerde, Northwest Semitic Grammar and Job.
BietOr22 (1969), 133; cf. M. H. Pope, Job. AB 15 (1965),294.On Budde's conjecture see
Fohrer, Hiob,491.

43. See H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 160-61; additional proposals it HAL,
rY 1485-86.
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used 5 times,min once (Ps. 132:ll4), /eonce (Ps.73:lg+s;; adirect (effected [as op-
posed to affectedl) object: inanimate objects, l0 times; abstractions, 6; persons, 2 (1 K.
l1:34; Ps. 45:17|6D; body part, I (Ps. 2l:13[12]); in 4 instances, the second object is
added with 1", in 4 instances with ft'(concentration in Ps. 83:12,14[ 1,13]); an indirect
object: persons, 5 times with /"; prepositional objects indicating "place," sometimes in
the figurative sense: persons, 17 times; body parts, l0; inanimate objects, 4; abstrac-
tions, 17; animals,4 (cf. Prov. 27:23): God, 2 (Ps. 73:28; 90:8); as with itm,a6 preposi-
tions with primarily locative meaning predominate: 'al, l7 times; b", 12;1", 12; l,negeQ,
2;'im,2; bAn, \ min, li tal.ta1, l. The enclitic pronoun can be a substitute for a syn-
tagma (Jer. 5l:39: miitAhem, "l will prepare a feast for them/put a feast before them").

Fixed syntagmas are joined by free syntagmas, though the transition between the
two cannot always be exactly determined, especially as regards infinitive groups. An
infinitive can refer to the intention (Ex. 23:l; Ps. l7:l l) or consequences (Ps. 73:28a2)
of an action. Consequences can also be indicated by a separate clause (Ps. 104:20).
Prepositional groups can qualify more closely the place (8x.23:31; Ps. 45:17[6];
84:4[3], "at your altars"?), time (Ps. 13:3[2];21:7,1016,91; Isa. l6:3; Jer. 5l:39), or rea-
sons ( I K. 1 l:34) for the action. Prepositional phrases with ke introduce points of com-
parison (Ps.49:15[4];+8Isa. l6:3, adnominal to the subject [so EU];the ke-group can
also be understood as the second object [so ZB]). Additional nuances are supplied by
appositive/adnominal elements that are not easily identified (Gen. 4:25: tahal he\el,
often suspected of being an addendum;ae 30:40: l"badd6; Ps. 3:7[6]: sdbtb; Ps. IIO:I:
Fragbln). Finally, an infinitive absolute (lsa. 22:7) lends emphasis to the senrence.

The term .i[ already emerges as a popular theological expression at the level of
compound expressions, where 37 occurrences (44Vo, more than with .firn) contain di-
rect statements about God (subject or object), joined by l5 occurrences in theological
contexts. Theological use is particularly prominent in the Psalms (20 of 32 occur-
rences). The various lexica offer additional observations about the capacity of .i[ for
entering into such expressions.sO

2. Word Field. The following synonymous verbs appear parallel to i[ or in its imme-
diate context: Sym (Gen.30:40-41; Ex. l0:l-2; Jer. 13:16; 3l:21; Hos. 2:5[3]); ntn
(Gen. 30:40;Job 38:36;Jer. 3:19); 5& (Isa. 5:5-6); nJ'(Nu. 24:l-2); qwm hiphil (l S.

2:8); nsb hiphil (Jer. 3l:21); kwn polel (Ps. 2l:13[12)); lqb (Ruth 4:16); swr hiphil
(Gen. 48:17); hyh (Ps.lO4:20). Alongside these verbs with a relatively general mean-
ing, more specific verbs are used especially in connection with certain (idiomatic) ex-

44.H.-J. Kraus, Psalnrs 60-150. CC (Eng. trans. 1989), in loc., incorrectly finds the object
missing; cf. BDB, lo'll.

45. See Irsigler, Psalm 73, 38.
46. -+ Et'i, Sim (11.1).

47. See Irsigler, Psalm 73,76-77, 175.
48. See I.4 above.
49. See C. Westermann, Genesis 1-l l. CC (Eng. trans. 1984), in loc., with bibliog.
50. See also Vanoni, 198-200.
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pressions with .yt to specify more closely the meaning: "mental activity" (yd', prov.
27:23; bhn, Job 7:17-18; pqd, JobT 17-18; sp4 Ps. 48:13-14[12-13]; im',Ex.7:22-23;
Prov. 22:17; r7, Nu. 24:l-2; Prov. 24:32; connotation "pay attention to"), "answer"
('nh, I S. 4:20; negatively: ftrJ hiphil, 2 S. 13:20), "act of destruction" (iammd, Jer.
50:3), "trust" (bth, Ps.62: I I [0]; connotation "put, place upon"; cf. Ps. 73:28), "make
feel uncertain" (npl hiphil, Ps. 73:18), "assess" (negatively: m's, Job 30:1). The contex-
tual meaning can emerge in individual instances from an adjacent clause with a nega-
tion and an antonymous verb (cf. Job 38:l l; Isa. 5:S).st

3. Meaning. a. Main Uses. Like its most important synonyms dtm and ntn,sz iit is a
semantically malleable term and consequently also semantically vague, something
coming to expression not only in the widely varying renderings in the early versions,
but also in the broadly drawn lists of meanings in the various lexicons. A determination
of the inner-Hebrew meaning of .ii1 must proceed according to the same principles as is
the case with Stm, a procedure ultimately demonstrating that many of the previously
mentioned textual problems are essentially translation problems, ending with an ac-
knowledgment of the complete semantic equivalence between itm and.it s: ptU"r-
ences emerge at the stylistic and especially the historical level.sa

Like iim, so also J[ is basically a threefold term with a primarily locative semantic
effect. The threefold character emerges from the plethora of occurrences with a sub-
ject, direct object, and an additional syntagma (80 occurrences = 94vo). The locative
semantic effect emerges from the second dependent syntagma, which in the over-
whelming number of cases is a prepositional object with a locative connotation (54
times = 64Vo,including 17 times the prep. 'al, 12 times De, 12 rimes l,lPs.2l:4[3];
132:ll attest a locative semantic effect for /e in the sense of "on, upon"ssl;.

The main uses of i[ can be organized as follows:
(1) locative: 30 times ("lay, put, place"; e.g., Gen. 48:14);
(2) mental-figurative: l6 times ("direct [attention] toward"; e.g.,Ex.7:23);
(3) factitive: l8 times ("make [into somerhing]"; e.g., Jer. 2:15);
(4) factitive-figurative:3 times ("appoint, install"; Gen.41:33; I K. 11:34; ps.

45:t7lt6));
(5) special meanings: 8 times ("place upon, impose": Ex.2l:22,30[bis]; "set, fix":

Ex.23:31; Job 14:13; "esteem, consider": 2 S. 19:29[28]; Job 30:1; Jer. 3:19).
An exact classification cannot be made for about 10 passages. One striking feature

51. On additional connotations cf. van Dijk; J. Hoftijzer, "Deux vases ?r inscription
identique," W 13 (1963) 338-39; contra an assumption of the meaning "write" (e.g., M. Dahood,
Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology. BietOr l7 11965l,73); cf . D. G. Pardee, UF 8 (1976) 271 (with
bibliog.).

52. See C. Siegfried and B. Stade, Hebrtiisches Wiirterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, 1893), j92-93;
--> lh) nalan (II.2), X, 93; Schreiner, 3l l.

53. -+ Etrit, iim (1I.3). On textual problems see I.4 above.
54. See I.1 above.
55. See M. Dahood, Psalms 101-150. AB 17 A ( 1970), 246, concerning the version of 1 lQPs"

6;'t.
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is the higher than average occurrence of a divine subject with the primary meanings
"set, fix" and "make." In any event, God is the most frequent subject that "sets, puts,
places" (36 times = 42Vo).

b. Idiomatic and Original Expressions. The term .i{ is used in idiomatic expres-
sions that overwhelmingly include words for parts of the body and anthropological
expressions:

leb/lebab:se Expressions include those with ity + ('efl l?b @nclitic pronoun) + (prepo-
sitional phrase) with a figurative meaning in the sense of focusing one's heart on a person
or thing (neverwith 'al;s7 wildr.l": Ex.1:2J;5825.13:20 ["pay no attention to"]; Jer. 3l:21
["note well, commit to memory"]; Ps. 48: 14[3]: "consider well"' cf. v. l3[2]: "count";
H. Spieckermann identifies the occasion as an inspection, not a processional, J. Scharbert
as an "open house during the time of Josiah"se); Prov.22:17 ["attention"]; 27:23 f"atten-
tion, care"l; without a prepositional phrase: I S. 4:20; Ps. 62: I 1[0] ["setting hopes" on
wealth leads a person away from Godl; Prov. 24:32lpar. lqh mfisdr; Delitzsch: "attention
and reflection"6ol; theological: with 'el: JobT:17 (God setting his mind on human beings,
a bitter parody of Ps. 8:5[4]: mi-4n6i: cf. Ps. 144:3 and the comms.l). Considering the
analogously constructed expression with b" + qere! (kov.26:24), the expression it1 + b"
+nepeipar.l€!d!(+reflexiveencliticpronoun)+abstraction(Ps.13:3[2])maybebased
on a fixed notion, though the meaning is still ambivalent (moreover, one can probably not
determine whether in Ps. 13:3[2] the verb is also affecting the ydgdn expression or
whether the reference is rather to circumstances6l): "put into"62 (cf. the expression.fiz +
be + lela! in I S. 2l:13[12]; Job 22:22) or "consider; seek advice"6l (additional support
from similar expressions using ?=sri withyhb, bw'hiphil, 'ih,u and the ez of the LXX; in
that case it would be an example of nominalization6s).

ro i; Concerning the expression ift + yamtn + enclitic pronoun + 'al-rd'i (Gen.
48:14,17) in reference to a gesture accompanying a blessing, and concerning the ex-
pression.ift + head adornment + ler6'i (theological: Ps.2l:4[3]) in reference to the
transferal of insignia accompanying a person's installation in an office, see the expres-
sions with.fiz.66

56. -+ EitD iim (ll.2.c).
57. See II.3.a above.
58. See E. Dhorme, L'emploi mitaphorique des noms de parties du corps en Hdbreu et en

Akkadien (1923; repr. Paris, I 963), 124-25.
59. H. Spieckermann, "Stadtgott und Gottesstadt," Bibl 73 (1992) 22; J. Scharbert, "Das

historische Umfeld von Psalm 48," Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. Beitrtige zur biblischen Exegese,
Theologie und Spiritualitiit. FS N. Fiiglister (Wiirzburg, l99l), 305.

60. KD, in loc.
61. See M. Weiss, The Bible from Within (Jerusalem, 1984), 304-5 n. 10.
62. J. Fiirst, Hebrtiisches und Chaldtiisches Handwtirterbuch iiber dns AT (l,eipzig,21863),

II,430.
63. See KD, in loc., with reference to Prov. 26:24; BDB, l0ll.
64.8D8,420.
65. + D'it, Simll.3.f.
66. -+ D'i? itm ll.3.c.

l-
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pdnim: Gross has shown that the expression ift + pantm + enclitic pronoun + indi-
cation of direction (only Nu. 24:l) represents a formulaic expression.6T Whereas in
Ezekiel the later form with .fiz is used in connection with condemnation, here it is
(still) associated with blessing. The replacement of the i{ formula by the Stm formula
offers additional support for the historical thesis discussed above.68

'ayin: T1le expression ift + 'Anayim + enclitic pronoun + /, + infinitive group (only
in Ps. l7:ll) corresponds to the.firn expression with pdnim as a reference to setting
one's sights on a certain action.69

peh: The theological expression it1 + iomrd ("guard"zo; + lept (only in Ps. 141:3)
fits well into a horizon broadly attested especially in proverbial literature (e.g., four
shared words: Prov. 13:3).71 The original formulation of Ps. 73:9 uses peh
metonymically in the sense "they spread their talk over all of heaven."72

yd{ No fixed expressions use the obj. ydS.The "laying on hands [NRSV Joining']
with the wicked" ('im-rdid') in Ex. 23:1 (probably an originally independent admoni-
tion) refers to a person's willingness to engage in wicked actions with others
(bamasl.tt In addition to the laying on of hands on the eyes of the deceased as a pious
custom (Gen.46:4) and on the head as a sign of blessing (Gen.48:17), one also finds a
judge laying hands on two parties in a dispute (Job 9:33; a gesture of 'Judicial power"
or of "reconciliation"Ta?).

kap: Despite differing exegetical interpretations,Ts the theological expression .ift +
kap + enclitic pronoun +'al + person (occurring only in Ps. 139:5) represents a gesture
neither of blessing nor of protection. The ensemble of imagery in the context is clearly
negative; a turn (based on a theology of creation) can be discerned only from v. 13.

W. Gross establishes the negative character of v. 5a.76 For v. 5b cf. the interpretive pro-
posals "in a hostile sense," "a limiting hand," and "absolute control."77 Every passage

67. Pp. 307-9, 3ll; cf. Layton, 170, 172.
68. See I.1 above; for an analogous replacement of Phoen. iy, as with Heb. iim in the ie-z ex-

pression, cf. Y. Avishur, "Studies of Stylistic Features Common to the Phoenician Inscriptions
and the Biblel' UF 8 (1976) l0-l l; -+ d\V itm (II.3.c, s.v. ie-m).

69. -+ 'f!! 'ayin, X1,36; --r El'15 pantm, Xl, 602; --> OrW iim (1I.3.c, s.v. panim); on the
exchangeability of 'ayin and pdntm, cf. Dhorme, L'emploi, 44-45.

70. Dahood, Psalms l0l-150,310, takes a different view: "muzzle."
71. On this entire complex see W. Biihlmann, Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO 12

(1976),202-8.
72. So Irsigler, Psalm 73, 22-23,252-53, contra comparative references with Ugaritic mytho-

logical texts by, among others, H. Ringgren, "Ugarit und das AT. Einige methodologische
Erwflgungen," FS C. F. A. Schaeffer UF ll (1979)719-21.

73. See H. J. Stoebe, "OQIJ hAmds violence," TLOTl,438; H. Ringgren, -+119 'wd, X,501-
2. On the independence of Ex. 23:l see W. Richte\ Recht und Ethos. SANI 15 (1966), 60-61.

74. For the former see Fohrer, Hiob,2l2; for the latter, S. Terrien, Job. CATXlll (1963), 99.
75. See E. Zenger, Ich will die Morgenrdte wecken. Psalmenauslegaag (Freiburg im

Breisgau, l99l),248.
77. Gross, "Von YHWH belagert: Zu Ps 139,1-12)' Glauben Ermbglichen. Zum gegen-

wiirtigen Stand der Religionspiidagogik. FS G. Stachel (Mainz, 1987), 149-59 (with bibliog.),
here 152-53. For a less consistent explication see W. Thiel, -+ ''l1I sr2r XII, 307-8.
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in which kap + 'al + person is used in this sense exhibits negative character: Job 13:21
(rhqhiphil + m€'al); 4O:32 (itm + 'al; A. Dillmann inrerprets as a "laying on of hands
in a hostile sense"78). For a cross-check, cf. Ex. 33:22 (^fftft; with no actual contacu
moreover, in the dualTe). The psalmist in Ps. 139:5 perceives the divine laying on of the
hand "more as a burden than as liberation."80

i'f,em: The expression.fil + person + i"f,em (occurring only in Ps.2l:l3ll2l) is usu-
ally viewed as a variant of ntn/pnh + person + '6rep in the sense of "put to flight."tt In
that case, however, the imagery of the two verse halves is rather incongruous. The ren-
dering in TOB seems plausible, namely, "for you will place them upon the back."82

regel: One symbol of subjugation comes to expression in two different expressions
using J{ with regel.83 God promises to make the king's enemies into his footstool
(h'ddm l"ragleyftd; Ps. 110:l).s+ He similarly puts "all things ftAl) under their [human
beings'l feet (tahal ragldyw)" (Ps. 8:7[6]). Gdrg adduces comparisons with Egyptian
and biblical imagery and texts in demonstrating the singular character of Ps. 8 (and
Gen. 1:28) in the sense of a distancing from the notion of human rule over other human
beings (differently in Ps. 47 :4131; I l0: t;.ss

l.tdq: The theological expression ift + fiAq + person (occurring only in Job 14:13)
uses Do4 in the sense of "time."86 The reference, however, is less to a person's "limited
life span"87 than to the end of divine wrath. By way of allusion to Gen. 8:l (zkr), the
underworld may possibly be understood here as a protective arch.88

'61; The juxtaposition of divine i[ and iim + '6161ay in Ex. l0:l-2 derives from the
change in clausal structure corresponding to a change in use. The expression with Jft
refers to "placing signs visibly among them (b"qirb6)l' while the fixed formula with
.fim refers to "performing signs among them."8e

kdper: A kdper sum is imposed in Ex. 2l:30 (.it qal pass.).eo

77. In order: GesB,824 (so also S. Wagner, "Zur Theologie des Psalms l39l' Congress Vol-
ume, Gdttingen 1977. SW 29 tl978l, 361): KD, in loc.; Dahood, Psalms 101-150,288.

78. A. Dillmann, Hiob. KEHAT II (31869),360.
79. See HAL, ll,492a;lll,1328.
80. Wagner, "Zur Theologie," 361.
81. -r l''19 'orep, X[,367; cf . HAL, lY, 1495a.
82. See already LexHebAram,843; similarly Dahood, Psalms 1-50, 134; a different view is

taken by E. Zenger, Mit meinem Gon iiberspringe ich Mauern. Einfiihrung in das Psalmenbuch
(Freiburg im Breisgau, 21988). 165.

83. -+ ?l'1 regel (lll.3).
84. -+ Erli'r hd4am thdham), lll, 325-26, 334 )u), ydia!, yt, 431; -+ )t\ regel (II. I ); cf.

Dhorme, L'emploi, 158.
85. Giirg, 137 -38, 147 -48.
86. BDB,349b.
87. G. Liedke,"?Pn hqq to inscribe, prescribe," TLOT ll,47l.
88. Fohrer, Hiob,258.
89. For the former see C. Siegfried and B. Stade, Hebruiisches Wiirterbuch zum A\ 792; simi-

larly TOB, albeit also for v. 2. For the latter -+ diU Stm (II.3.c s.v. '61).

90. Cf. A. Schenker, Text und Sinn im AT. Textgeschichtliche und Bibeltheologische Studien.
OBO lO3 (1991), l2O-25 = Bibl 63 (1982) 32-37; and B. Lang, + iDf kippen 301.

65s
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c. Ellipsis. Reference has already been made above to ellipsis (I.4 above). The se-
mantic resolution of breviloquence becomes difficult especially if it cannot be rendered
in the target language in translations or if the reference is technical.el The military ex-
pressions in Ps.3:7(6) and Isa. 22:7 invite comparison with elliptical passages using
itm.ezThe context of Job 38:ll refers to boundaries being set, as in v. l0: "and pre-
scribed bounds (hdq) for it, and set (itm) bars and doors." The resolution of this
breviloquence is probably to be sought in one of the three objects.s:

4. Theological Themes. The discussion of idiomatic expressions already mentioned
several passages with ^i! dealing with theological themes (II.3.b above). Moreover, be-
cause most of the theologically relevant objects of.i[ are discussed under their respec-
tive entries in this lexicon, I will mention here only those themes not yet mentioned as
well as the fixed expressions in order to illustrate both the variety and polar breadth of
the divine actions of "putting, placing, setting."ea

In the imprecation against the serpenr in Gen. 3:14-15, God puts enmity Gbd)be-
tween it and the woman.e5 In naming her newborn child, the mother acknowledges God
as the one who "appoints" descendants and replaces the deceased son (taha1 helel;
4:25; zera'also appears in 3:15).

Psalmists experience how God puts them "in the depths of the Pit, in the regions
dark and deep," that is, close to death (Ps. 88:7[6]), makes them a "thing of horror" to
their companions (v. 9l8l; t6'Cb6il. and sets their iniquities before himself (90:8).e6 Be-
cause God has set the world \ebcl) on pillars, he is the guarantor of both the physical
and the moral order (l S. 2:8 in context), rising up and placing the poor, the weak, and
the despised into salvation (bj4ia'; Ps. l2:6[5]).e7 After initially being perplexed ar
the success of the wicked, who "set their mouths against heaven" (73:9), the wise
psalmist realizes that God has in fact set them "in slippery places" (v. l8) and thus puts
his trust (mahseh) in Adonai (v. 28).e8 Eliphaz advises Job that if he will put his gold
into the dust, then Shaddai will become like gold to him (Job 22:24; similarly ps.

62: I I [ 10]ee). As in a fairy tale, Jerusalem pilgrims, whose strength is in Yahweh, suc-
ceed in making the valley of Bacarm into a place of springs (ma'ydn, Ps. 84:7[6]).

91. --r Et'il, iim (I.3.a).
92. -+ D'V itm (11.3.e.)

93. For fioq, see J. Ftirst, Hebrciisches und Chaldtiisches Handwiirterbuch iiber das AT 430.
On Job 10:20 see I.4 above.

94. Concerning the Psalms see Schreiner, 315-29.
95. -+ 9'11 zdra', lY, 150; -+ U)nl nahai 1lv.l.b), IX, 364; M. Gtirg, ..Das Wort zur Schlange

(Gen 3,14f.)," BN 19 (1982) l2l-40, interprets rhe woman's descendant as Hezekiah (with
bibliog.).

96. On l"negeS see H. Bardtke, "Die hebriiische Priiposition neged in den Psalmenl' Wort,
Lied und Gottesspruch. FS J. Ziegler. FzB 2 (1972),22.

97. On the relative clause see H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
98. See Irsigler, Psalm 73, 175,217.
99. See IL3.b above conceming /e7.
100. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, in loc.; K.-M. Beyse, J PDy 'cmeq, XI,2O4.
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God entrusts the ruler with special tasks. God makes him a ruler (1 K. 1l:34 ndsi),
sets the crown on his head (Ps. 2l:4[3]), makes him a blessing (beralg61, v. 7[6]) for the
people,lol and enables him through his very appearance to make his enemies "like a fi-
ery furnace" (v. l0[9]) and put them to flight (v. l3ll2l).r02 God promises David to put
one of his descendants on his throne (Ps. 132:1 l).

God's positing actions are not limited to the human sphere. He puts all animals un-
der the feet of human beings (Ps. 8:7-8[6-7]). r03 He gives the ibis and the cock wisdom
and understanding (Job 38:36)to+ and allows the swallow to nest in the temple that it
might set its young in a nest there (Ps. 84:4[3]). God sers the darkness &Aieb so that
animals of the forest might come out (Ps. 104:20). tos As Lord of creation, he makes the
darkness into a cloak around himself (s"|i!6!Aw) a\d the water and clouds into his can-
opy (sukkd16), remaining thus concealed (2 S. 22:12lsecondary impf. consec.l = ps.

18: l2[ 1] [secondary si1r611.roe

God's positing actions also accompany his people Israel through history. He sets
their borders (S"bfil) as broadly as possible (Ex. 23:31). As a father, he would like to set
his daughter Israel among his sons, thus making her a full heir (Jer. 3:19). As a spouse,
he takes his wife Israel to court, threatening to "make her like a wilderness" (with fim)
and "turn her into a parched land" (with .i{; Hos. 2:5[3]; v. l6[4] interprets the return
to the wilderness as a renewed courtship). Because his vineyard Israel produces only
sour grapes, God will "make it a waste" (Isa. 5;S).toz Prior to the exile, the prophet ad-
monishes the arrogant to listen to Yahweh, who is able to turn light into gloom
(salmawe!with itm) and deep darkness ('orapel with.iil; Jer. 13:16). He rhreatens to
make the royal palace into a desert (miQbdr), an uninhabited city (Jer.22:6; originally
directed against Jerusalem).

God dispenses with Israel's greedy enemies by serving them a dink (miiteh) that
makes them drunk (Jer. 51:39, against Babylon), and threatens to bring even greater di-
saster (nbsap l) upon them (Isa. l5:9, against Moab). Psalmists entreat God to defend
his sphere of rule against the people's enemies, to deal with them as (concentration of

l0l. The construal of the enclitic pronoun as an indirect object by M. Bogaert, "Les suffrxes
verbaux non accusatifs dans le s6mitique nord-occidental et particuliErement enh€breul' Bibl 45
(1964) 235 ("you bestow on him eternal blessings"), weakens the meaning.

102. Contra the less forceful "as in a fiery oven," see E. Jenni, "Zur Semantik der hebriiischen
Personen-, Tier- und Dingvergleichel' ZAH 3 (1990) 149,65. See II.3.b above on ief,em.

103. See II.3.b above ot regel.
104. See O. Keel, "Zwei kleine Beitriige zum Verstiindnis der Gottesreden im Buch Ijob

(XXXVIII 36f., XL 25)l' W 3l (1981) 220-23; a different view is taken by Pope, Job, 302;
K.-D. Schunck, --r 11'19 !frab, V,318-19.

105. See E. Zenger, "Du kannst das Angesicht der Erde erneuern (Ps 104,30)," BiLe 64
(1991) 81.

106. On textual questions see G. Schmuttermayr, Psalm 18 und 2 Samuel 22. SANT 25
(1971),70-71; on the theophany elements see J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT l0 (1977),36-
37.

107. On the hapax legomenon ba16, see H. Wildbergea Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. trans. 1991),
177.
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k) he once did during the period of the judges (Ps. 83: 12[ I I ]; ^it + ft" + PN) and make
them like whirling dust and chaff (kaggalgal keqai).rot

Hos.6:11, a textually diffrcult and probably secondary passage, adopts the word
"harvest" (qa;tr) fromtherepertoireoforaclesofjudgmentandthenreinterpretsitasa
salvific term.loe The Isaiah apocalypse uses an innovative metaphor in the hymn to the
strotg ('62) city Jerusalem.l l0 l1 lsa. 26: I Yahweh (self-evident subject) sets up "salva-
tion/victory" $"ifi'd) "like walls and bulwarks" (a consideration of the sequence of
syntagmas [affected object + effected object] requires this translationlll).

Ill. l. Sirach. Sirach uses.ift qal in 6 passages (10:5; 15:14;38:17,26; marginal
reading in34[3ll:14:38:20; not counting the fragmentary ^ir in the Masada ms.:42:6).
The LXX twice uses didon- and once each tith- and poie-. Parallel terms include nrr
(15:14), zkr (38:20).Idiomatic expressions include it yad Q4l3l):14: "reach our"?);
ii!blad(15:14:"deliverover"); iillC!(with'e1,38:20 ["giveone'shearroverto"];in-
finitive group: 38:26 ["set one's heart on doing something"]). Sir. 38: 17 (ii!'Cbel) rep-
resents a variant of ih '€!el (Gen. 50: l0; Jer. 6:26;Ezk.24:17; Mic. l:8). The term is
used theologically only twice. Sir. 15: 14 (Hebrew text) adds a preceding doublet to the
statement also attested in the LXX that at the beginning the creator left human beings
over to their own responsibility (y.sr; cf. J. Haspecker: I 12 synonym with "heart," "not a
one-sidedly evil inclination"), namely, that he delivered them over to their destroyer
(bwtp). According to the widespread OT norion rhar "a Y.tng's hOQ is a gift of Yahweh's
own dignity,"rr3 10'5 God puts his dignity before the lawgiver (wlpny mhwqq yiyt
hwdw). Considering that in the MT h61 is often used with 'al, especially with syn-
onyms of it1(ntn, Nu.27:20; Ps.8:2[l]; Dnl. ll:21; I Ch.29:25;.iwlz, Ps. 2t:6t51),
M. Dahood's proposal seems increasingly plausible according to which .Yyr / here
means "to put upon," particularly since .ift is also attested in this usage in Ps. 21:4(3);
132'll.tt4 The LXX also seems to understand the Hebrew text thus, rendeing pros6pQ
. . . epithdsei.

2. Qumran. The term .it has thus far appeared only 3 times reliabty in the Qumran
texts (l IQT 54:19, apart from the opening conjunction, cites Dt. 13:7 verbatim, which
is why yiytkh can also derive only from.iyl). According to a statement in the Commu-

108. See Kraus, Psalms 6U150, in loc.; Schreiner,325. -+ Eri? iim (I1.4).
109. See Wolff, Hosea, 122-23; J. Hausmann, -+ tli2 qasar (lll), X[I, 103. On the textual

diffrculty see I.4 above.
110. -+ I'lt ir (IV.5), X| 64-65.
111. See already A. Knobel, Der Prophet Jesaja. KEHAT V (41898),220-21; KD, in loc.

(with supporting arguments); kxHebAram. 839: "salutem facit moenia = facit ut salus nobis sit
idem quod urbi moenia"; a different view in vanoni, 199 n.726, with most comms. and transla-
tions (cf. EU; TOB).

172. Gonesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach. Ihre Religidse Struktur und ihre literarische und
doktrintire Bedeutung. AnBibl 30 (1967), 145 n. 46.

l13. See D. Vetter, *11;1 hdd highness, majesty," TLOTl,356.
114. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 357. See II.3.a above.
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nity Rule probably to be viewed as a gloss, God lays the darkness upon the world (/zwJlr
. . . wyithw'l t[bl], lQS l0:2).tts The beatitudes of Cave 4 (4Q525 2,Ilyra conrain one
conjectured (1.7: [wyith] lngd'ynyw, which would constitute a positive reformulation
of Ps. 101:3)andonereliableoccurrence (1.9:wtiyt'trt?'lrw[iw], "and[she]willset
a crown [of gold] on his [he]ad"; the subject is wisdom; an allusion to Ps. 2l :4[3]). In
the noncanonical psalm 4Q38 I 33, 2, the psalmist praises God for having appointed
"times" for him (w1h tiytny l'twtl.ttt

Vanoni

I15. See J. Maier, Die Texte vom Tbten Meer ll (Munich, 1960), 35.
116. According to the edition and comm. of 6,. Puech, "4Q525 et les p6ricopes des b6atitudes

en Ben Sira et Matthieu," RB 98 (1991) 80-106, esp. 84, 89.
l17. On the difEculties attaching to this passage, see E. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms

from Qumran IrSS 28 (1986), 151-52.

)2Yi tat u; *;r??p ief;apd; *n?)q, i"k6be!; )pvt2 miikab

Contents: I. l. Etymology, Distribution; 2. OT Evidence. II. Meanings and Word Fields:
l. Basic Meaning;2. Sleep;3. Sexual Intercourse;4. Die, Be Dead: a. In Israel's Surroundings;
b. In the OT; c. "Lie Down with One's Ancestors"; 5. Other Uses: a. Sickness; b. Grief;
c. Inebriation; d. Animals;6. Special Passages. III. Theological considerations. IV. l. LXX;
2. Qumran; 3. Targums.

fakab.B. Alfrink, "l-lexpression'l'Di]N D!, :)9," OfS 2 0943) 106-18; F. I. Andersen and
A. D. Forbes, The Vocabulary of the OT (Rome, 1989); R. E. Bailey, "Is 'Sleep'the proper Bibli-
cal Term for the Intermediate State?" ZNW 55 (1964) 16l-67; H. C. Brichto, ,.Kin, Cult, Land
and Afterlife - A Biblical Complex," HUCA 44 (1973) 1-54; G. R. Driver, '.plurima Mortis
Imago," FS A. Neumann (Philadelphia, 1962), 128-43; N. Fiiglister, "Ein garstig Lied - 

ps.
149," Freude an derWeisung des Herrn. FS H. Gross. SBB l3 (21987),81-105; K.-J. Illman, OI
Formulas About Death. Publications of the Research Institute of the Abo Akademi Foundation 48
(AUo, tgzg); J. S. Kselman, 'A Note on psalm 4,5,- Bibt 68 (i987) 103-5; J. Leipoldt, Der Tod
bei Griechen und Juden. Beiheft zu Germanentum, christentum und Judentum (Leipzig, 1942);
T. H. McAlpine, Sleep, Divine & Human in the OT. JSOTSup 38 (1987); S. Mittmann, .Amos

3,12-15 und das Bett der Samarier," ZDPV 92 (1976) 149-67; H. M. Orlinsky, "The Hebrew
Root lr(8," .lBL 63 (1944) 19-44; A. Rodrfguez Carmona, Concepto de 'muerie' en el Targum
Palestinense del Pentateucho," EstBib 4l (1983) 107-36; S. Schreiner, "Die Analogie von Schlaf

l-
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l. l. Etymology, Distribution. The Hebrew root Jtb occurs in all the Semitic lan-
guages: Ak'k. sakapu(m)Il, "lie down to rest"; Phoen. and pun. ikb; lJgar..ikD; Jewish
Aram. i"ga!, Yktb, ma-/miikbd'; Biblical Aram. miikab; El'},. sakaba and sakba.l
Some authors distinguish two homonymous roots for Hebrew: I, ..lie down,,, and II,
"pour out" (cf. Arab. sakaba IV).2 The second root would provide the basis for the ex-
pression itftba1 zera', "spilling/pouring out of seed" (see below), and because of its se-
mantic proximity to J&b I in the meaning "lie down, sleep with,"3 allegedly fused with
that root. The homonymity would then live on as an ambiguous wordplay in Job 38:37:
"or who can pour out/tilt $aiktp, lit. 'lay'l the waterskins of the heavens?"4 Because
west Semitic attests no other examples of two homonymous roots, this etymological
distinction must be abandoned, and the expression iiftba1 zera'is thus to be explained
as a unique semantic development (actually "acc. cogn. c. l)llt";s Nu.5:13; Lev.
l5:17,18; 19:20);itoccursasthesubjectwithotherverbsinLev. l5:16,17,32;22:4;cf.
also Ex. 16:13-14: "In the morning there was a layer of dew (itkbat ha6al around the
camp."

2. OT Evidence. T\e vb. tkb occurs 212 times in the Hebrew OT, including 198
times in the qal, 2 in the niphal, 8 in the hiphil, 3 in the hophal, I in the pual.6 The most
important noun, milka! (nomen fiocil actiom-s), occurs 46 times.z In the Aramaic por-
tion of the or, the verb does not occur at all, while the noun miikab occurs 6 times in
Daniel. The other two substantives, i"frd!6* (or iibbA*\ and i"f;dle1, occur 9 (always
P) and 4 times, respectively, the former as the subject or internal object of the vb. "i/<0,
the latter always as the object of n rn (whence the classification as nomina actionis with
an intransitive or transitive meaninge).

The verb clearly occurs more often in prose genres, including 62 times in the Penta-

und rod im Koran," Kairos 19 (1977) l16-23l' J. G. s. s. Thomson, "Sleep: An Aspect of Jewish
Anthropology," w 5 (1955) 421-33; N. J. Tromp, pimitive Conceptions of beath and the
Nether World in the OT. BietOr2l (1969); E. Vermeule, A spects of Death in Early Greek Art and
Poetry. sather Classical Lectures 46 (Berkeley, 1979); L. wiichter, Der Tod im AT. AzT lltg
(1e67).

l. See HAL,ll,646b; IY 1486-88; A Hw,ll, l01l; DNS/, l, tt32; KAI fit,24; Tomback, 316;
UT no. 24ll; WUS, no. 2603; CMI], 158; Jasrrow, 854, 1570-71; ChW il, 77 , 478; NH, 257 ,
423 ; Bey er, 707; Kuhn, 135, 2201, lzxlingAram, 108; lzxLingAeth, 380.

2. GesB, 824-25; Kiinig, 498; LexHebAram, 840; Orlinsky, 37 -39: Barr, CpT, l3i (cf. 336),
does not commit.

3. See II.3 below.
4. KD, in loc.; R. Gordis, The Book of Job (New york, 1978), 453: an example of tall1in.
5. BDB, t0t2.
6. BDB, l0ll; Even-Shoshan, l140-41. Andersen and Forbes, 42,245,433,458, do not in-

clude the two niphal occurrences (Isa. 13:16; Znch. l4:2) and the pual occurrence (Jer. 3:2), pre-
ferring to read K instead of Q.

7. BDB, l0l2; Even-Shoshan,7l8;42 times according to Andersen and Forbes, 159, 368,
who do not count Ps. 149:5; lsa.57:2; Hos.7:14; Mic.2:1.

8. Orlinsky, 39.
9. Kcinig, 498.
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teuch, 75 in the Dtr History 22 inthe narrative literature of the Ketubim (Ruth, Eccle-
siastes, Chronicles; almost half of the occurrences there), thus altogether 159 times,
i.e., three-fourths. The same applies to miikfr!:26 times in the Pentateuch and Dtr His-
tory i.e., more than half of all occurrences. The other two substantives occur only in
prose texts. Despite this preponderance in prose texts, the stem does indeed also occur
in poetic texts in a fixed word pair often incorporated into a parallelismus membrorum
also attested in Ugaritic: ikb/yin (and vice versa) in Job 3:13;Ps. 3:6(Eng. 5);4:9(8);
Prov.3:24;6:9-10 (= 24i33).to The pair ikb/lyn occurs only in prose texts: Gen. 28: I l;
Ruth 3:l3.rr

II. Meanings and Word Fields.

I . Basic Meaning. The basic meaning of the vb. ikb, "lie down, lie (there)," emerges
from its antonym -r Elp qwm, "get up, stand (there)" (Dt. 6:7; 1 l: l9; Jgs. l6:3; Ruth
3:14; I S. 3:5-6,8-9; Job 7:4). This action does not, however, necessarily take place in a
way that requires the action that does follow in most of the passages (sleeping/resting,
having sexual intercourse, dying).I2 That is, in a number of passages such ensuing ac-
tions, while not excluded, are nonetheless not really the intended focus (Gen. 19:4;
39:10; Lev. 14:47;15 [passim]; Nu. 24:9; Dt. 6:7; I l:19; Josh. 2:1,8; Jgs. 5:27; Ruth
3:4,8; 2 S. 8:2; 13:5-6; I K. l:2; 17:19; 2 K. 4:34; 9:16; Job 38:37; 40:21l' Ps.
68:14[13]; Eccl. 4:11; Isa. 51:20; Jer. 3:25; Lam. 2:21; Ezk. 4:4,6,9; 32:19,32; Hos
2:20U81; Am. 6:4; Mic. 7:5).

The noun miikAb refers either to the place where the action, including the three
complementary actions, takes place (resting/sleeping: 2 S. 4:ll; I K. l:47; Cant. 3:l;
Hos. 7 : 14; sexual intercourse: Gen. 49:4; Lev. I 5:24; Prov. 7 :17 ; lsa. 57 :7 ; dying/be-
ing dead: 2 Ch. 16:14; Isa. 57:2; Ezk. 32:25) or to this action itself, albeit in this use

only in reference to sleeping/resting (Ex. 7:28[8:3]; 2 K. 6:12; Eccl. 10:20) and sex-
ual intercourse (Lev. 18:22;20:13; Nu. 3l:17,35; Jgs. 2l:ll; Ezk. 23:17), but not dy-
ing.t: 11r" plural ending of miikA! differentiates between the place (miikd!61: Ps.
149:5; Isa. 57:2; Hos.7:14; Mic. 2:1) and the act (miikdpim: Gen.49:4;Lev.18:22;
20:131.t+

2. Sleep. In almost one-fourth of all occurrences of the verb (60 times), .i&D refers to
people sleeping. A collocation of other words yields the following anthropological pic-
ture of this basic human action. The action of ^i/<b follows a decision or invitation to
"spend the night" (Iyn: Gen.28:ll; Ruth 3:13) when the "sun sets" (.ieme.i.'Gen.
28:11; Ex. 22:25-26[26-27);Dt.24:13) and "night" comes (layh: 1 K. 3:19; Job

10. See KTU l.l4I, 3l-35.
ll. See KTU 1.17 1,4-6, 14-16; cf. Y. Avishur, Stylistic Studies of Word-Pairs inBiblicaland

Ancient Semitic Literatures. AOAT 2lO (1984), 240-4l,3ll-12, 405,414-15.
12. See 2-4below.
13. Cf. Kiinig, 252; BDB,1012.
14. See Orlinsky, 4l-43.
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30:17; Eccl. 2:23).The person always needs an appropriate place: a definite "place"
(mdqdm: I S. 3:2), possibly even in rhe "temple" @A[d: 1 S. 3:3,9), a..house', (bayi1:
Josh. 2:1,8; 2 5.4:5), a "chamber" (aliyd: 2K.4:ll), an ..encampment,, (ma.gdl: I S.
26:5,7), at the "entrance of the king's house" (pelab bal hammelef,; 2 s. I l:9,13), or the
"hold of the ship" $tark14 hass"pind: Jon. l:5). There is occasionally a "bed" (miua:
2 s. 4:7), which one may not pledge (Prov. 22:27: miikn!), rhough several "stones" can
also suffice ('abdnim: Gen. 28:ll). Normally a person first..eats,'('tl; Gen. 19:3-4:
Lev. 14:47;1 K. l9:6; Ruth 3:3-4,7) and "drinks" (ith: I K. l9:6; Ruth 3:3-4,7). When
two persons sleep together, the one warms (bmm) the other (Eccl. 4:ll), just as "a
young virgin" does (l K. l:2); the prophet Elisha similarly symbolically lies down on a
dead child in order to give back to the child rhe warmth of life (2 K.4:34).In any event,
every person has the right to sleep under the cover of his "cloak" (limld: Ex. 22:26[27);
Dt. 24:13). when these conditions have been taken care of, the act of "lying down"
(iakaU is followed by actual "sleeping" ein/iend: Gen.28:11-16; I S.26:7; I K.
l9:5; Ps. 3:6[5]; 4:9[8]; Prov.3:24;6:9-10; 24:33), "sleeping soundly" (rdm: Jon. t:5),
and "slumbeing" (t'nfrm6.' Prov. 6:10;24:33).In some cases, however, there is "res-
tiveness" (neSuQtm: JobT:4), or a person's mind does not come to rest (td'-ikb le!:
EccL2:23). Ingeneral,however,apersonhopesfor"safety" (betah: Job il:lg;Hos.
2:20[18]) and "peace" (idl6m: Lev.26:6; Ps. 4:9[8]) away from the enemy ("lion": ps.
57:514)) so that no one may frighten the person sleeping (hrd: Lev. 26:6; Job ll:19;
Ruth 3:8; phd: Prov.3:24) and so that one's possessions are still there in the morning
(Job27:19); the commandments of one's parent's watch over the sleeping person (.imr..
Prov.6:22). Sleep comes to an end because of the necessity to work (l S.3:15), for
only the "lazybones" ('a-sdl; Prov. 6:9-10; 24:30-33) sleeps so long thar poverty catches
up with him.

The noun miika! also functions within the semantic field of human sleep (20 times
plus 6 times in the Aramaic of Daniel). It can refer in a purely objective fashion to a
"bed" (Ex. 7:28; 2 S. 4:7,1l; ll:2; 17:28; Prov. 22:27; in legal language: Lev. l5:4-
5,21,23-24,26) or "couch" (2 s. ll:13). As will be seen, it also became a specialized
reference to certain kinds of sleep,ls something already applying in a limited fashion to
the "midday nap" (miikdp hassohorayim; 2 S. 4:5). Depending on the context, how-
ever, the word can also express various qualifications regarding the entire semantic
spectrum of sleep. The bed is the place where a person is thrown back upon himself,
the place where "dreams" (l.t'lam6l and "visions" (ltezy6n6fl can torment him (Job
7:13-14;33:15), where he can also secretly devise wickedness and evil deeds (hdia!
'awenlta (Mic. 2;l; antithesis: "when the morning dawns',; ps. 36:5). yet neither
should one overestimate the security represented by this place; i.e., a person should be
careful what he says and not speak derisivelytz about the powerful, for the danger of
being denounced is present precisely when a person feels most secure (Eccl. 10:20:

15. See McAlpine,48.
16. -+ f lN 'awen ('dven) OII.3), I, 144-47.
fi. --> ))V qu (trr.t).
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"bedroom" par. "thoughts"t8). The prophet sent by God similarly informs the king
about that which his enemy speaks in his "bedchamber" (2 K. 6:12).

3. Sexual Intercourse. Although Jftb is used to mean "sleep with someone, have sex-

ual intercourse with someone," almost as often (55 time5;tl as it does to mean simply
"sleep," these occurrences are limited to quite specific literary genres (laws: Ex.
22:15,18116,19l; Lev. 15:18,24[bis],33: 18:22; 19:20;20:11,12,13,18,20; Nu. 5:13,19;
Dt.22:22lbis),23,251bis),28,29; imprecations: Dt. 27:20,21,22,23), stories of abnor-
mal sexual behavior (Gen. l9:32,33[bis],34[bis],35[bis]; 26:10;35:22;39:7,10,12,14;
I S. 2:22;2 S. ll:4; Jer. 3:2; Ezk. 23:8) or abomination (Gen. 34:2,7; 2 S. l2:ll;
l3:ll,l4), and several announcements ofjudgment (Dt. 28:30; Isa. l3:16;Zech.l4:2).
Although it is rarely used in stories to refer to appropriate sexual behavior (Gen.

30: 15, 16; 2 S. I I : I I ; 12:24), these latter texts do clearly show that in and of itself the

expression refers in a neutral fashion merely to the act of sexual intercourse, something
confirmed by its use in legal regulations. First, it can function as a terminus compa-
rationis between permitted and forbidden sexual practices, for example, "You shall not
lie with a male as with a woman" (Lev.18:22;20:13; both times.itb bis). Second, it is
always something in the personal circumstances of one or both of the involved parties

that makes the act of such "lying" morally or ritually reproachable, e.g., Ex. 22:15(16);
Dt.22:28,29: an unbetrothed girl; Ex.22:18(19): an animal; Lev. 15:24,33: an unclean
woman; Lev. 19:20: a female slave designated as a secondary wife; Lev. 20:11,12,20;
Dt. 27:20-23: wives of relatives; Nu. 5:13,19; Dt. 22:22: a married woman; Dt.
22:23,25: a betrothed girl.

The two relational words ?l and'im are used with.ikD with this meaning (20 and27
times, respectively). An historical rather than a semantic distinction seems to obtain
here in that P prefers'im, D ?l.zo 5u*^ forms vocalized as'o!- must be referred back

to the preposition, not to a nota accusativi.zt Only in one instance (Gen. 39:10) is the
relational word'Esel, "next to," used.22

Although the noun miikAb can also be used in sexual contexts together with the verb
(twice: Lev. 18:22;20:13), it functions independently far more often (12 times). Here

the same considerations apply as do for the verb, namely, that it can have a neutral
sense (Nu. 3l:11,18,35; Jgs. 2l: I l,l2: "every woman that has [not] lain with a male")
and can also refer both to appropriate (Cant. 3:l: "Upon my bed at night I sought him
[Dq.i] whom my soul loves [70]") and sinful sexual intercourse (Gen. 49:4: "because

you went up onto your father's bed; then you defiled itlhll\"; Isa. 57:7,8[bis]: "Upon a
high and lofty mountain you have setyotr bed . . . for, in deserting me, you have uncov-
eredyour bed, you have gone up to it, and you have made it wide; and you have made a

bargain for yourself with them, you have loved their bed'; Ezk. 23:17 : "And the Baby-

18. See N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980),78-79.
19. McAlpine,44.
20. See Orlinsky, 19-22.
21. See ibid.,23-27.
22. Concerning the interpretation see ibid.,34-36.
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lonians came to her into the bed of love lmiiknb dddtml, and they defiled her with their
Ilst lway"tamm"'fi b"1a7nfi1amf" ; Prov. 7 :17 -18: "I have perfumed my bed with myrrh,
aloes, and cinnamon. Come, let us take our fill of love [nirweh d6jtm] until morning";
Hos. 7: 14: "They do not cry to me from the heart, but they wail upon their beds"; ac-
cording to H. w. wolff, the reference here is to "adulterous beds"; according to c. van
Leeuwen, to a kind of prayer carpet; cf. Josh. 7:6; Ps. 4:5141; Am. 2:8; and according to
F I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, to cultic furnishings that are not being used for
their appropriate purpose23).

The various contexts in which the verb and noun are used to mean "have sexual in-
tercourse" exhibit a broad spectrum of human motives and consequences. on the one
hand, it is necessary to have children (Gen. 19:32;30:16); sincere love can also lead to
sexual intercourse (cant. 3:l) or can serve to console a woman (2 s. 12:24); but the
motive can also be lasciviousness aroused by the perception that a woman or man is
beautiful (Gen.34:2;39:6;2 S. 1l:2; 13:1) and prompting the desire for seduction (Ex.
22:15[6l; Jer. 3:2). The attendant familiar behavioral patterns include concerted talk-
ing to a person day after day (Gen. 39: l0), seizing and raping a person (Gen.34:2;2 s.
l3:ll,l4), or simply seizing a person's garment (Gen. 39:12) or taking a person away
(2 s. l2:ll). The consequences of .ikb can also be quite varied, extending from the
death penalty (Lev. 20: I I - 13, l8-20; Dt. 22:22-25) to a feeling of artraction (Gen. 34:3)
or repulsion (2 S. 13:15); or a person can end up taking a wife (F;x.22:15[16]; Dt.
22:28-29) or begetting children (Gen. 19:36; 2 S. I l:4-5; 12:24). Hence ikb/miikdb re-
fers to extremely important and even risky human behavior.

4. Die, Be Dead. a. In Israel's surroundings. In Israel's surroundings the notion of
"(going to) sleep" also functions as a metaphor for "dying, being dead,,'24 though the
customary term is not an expression related to Heb. .itb, but more often a word refer-
ring primarily to "sleep." This usage is thus based not on the dying person lying down
or of the deceased being laid down, as is the case for Heb. ikb, but rather on the condi-
tion of inertia common to sleeping and being dead.2s

In Akkadian the term sakdpu(m) II is attested twice with the meaning "lie down to
rest," i.e., "in the earth," "through death."26 Both Jkb and mikb occur several times on
Phoenician tomb inscriptions with the meaning "lie in a sarcophagus," "resting
place."zt In Ugaritic, .i/<b occurs several times, but never in reference to lingering in
death.zs

b. In the or. The meaning "die, be dead," is the most frequently attested for the He-
brew vb. ikb (64 times); moreover, the majority of passages use the formulaic expres-

23. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 127-28; C. van Leeuwen, Hosea. pOT
(1969), 163; F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (tgBO),474.

24. --> lui\ yaien (3), VI, 440-41.
25. See McAlpine, 136-39.
26. AHw,II, 1011.
27. See DNSI, II, 7Ol, ll32; Tomback, Comparative Lexicon, 316; KAI, Ill, 15,24.
28. See, e.g., WUS, no. 2603.
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sion Jkb 'im'"!d1, "lie down with one's ancestors" (40 timeszs;. The metaphorical use
of "sleep" for "be dead" is based on a number of essential semantic similarities be-
tween the two conditions despite significant differences. On the one hand, the deceased
is already lying down or is laid down in a position resembling that of a sleeping person
(1 K. 3:20; 17:19;2K.4:21,32). Whereas the sleeping person awakes (Jgs. 16:19-20:
qws) and rises up (Jgs. 16:3: qwm), those who lie down (.Itb) in death do not get up
(qwm) or wake up again (qws), nor can they be awakened ( wr niphal) (Job 14:12; cf.
Ps. 4l:9[8]; Isa. l4:8; Jer. 5l:57), for they no longer possess any active existence (Jgs.

5:27: "He sank, he fell, he lay still at her feet . . where he sank, there he fell dead" [.ikb

- iadfrdl; Job 20: I I : "Their bodies, once full of youth, will lie down in the dust with
them"), a situation preferred as one of rest in times of extreme distress (Job 3: I 3: "Now
I would be lying down and quiet; I would be asleep; then I would be at rest" likb - iqt

- yin - nwbD. The boundaries between illness and death are fluid, something also
characterizing the thoughts of the petitioner's enemies, who hope that he "will not rise
again" from where he lies (Ps. 4l:9[8]).30 God himself is sometimes the cause of such
lying in death (Lam. 2:21: "T"be young and the old are lying on the ground in the
streets; my young women and my young men have fallen by the sword; in the day of
your anger you have killed them" likb - haragta bJtdm'appelnl).

Lingering in the underworld is also often understood as "lying there" and can be as-
sociated with honor (Isa. l4:8) or shame (Ezk.3l:18; 32:19,21,27-30,32: "with the
uncircumcised"). In any event, there a person is forgotten by Yahweh and is inaccessi-
ble to Yahweh's intervention (Ps. 88:6[5]: "like the slain that lie in the grave, like those
whom you remember no more, for they are cut off from your hand" likb - ld' zkr); cf .
JobT:21: "For now I shall lie in the earth; you will seek me, but I shall not be").

In its history Israel experienced deliverance in the fate of the Egyptians who lay on
the shores of the sea (Isa. 43:17: "They lie down, they cannot rise [.ikb - bal qwm],
they are extinguished"); yet Israel's own sinners, those who do not heed the voice of
Yahweh's Servant, will lie down at the place of torments and find no way out of the
darkness (Isa. 50: l0-l l, contrasting hlk, "gol' in v. l0 and skb, "lie," in v. I l). If, how-
ever, one does manage to wake up, then one has overcome either the threat of death (Ps.

3:6[5]: "I lie down and sleep; I wake again, for Yahweh sustains me [JftD - yin - qw;
hiphill") or death itself (cf. Isa. 26:19: "Those who dwell in the dust shall rise [Jkn
'apar- qws hiphill"; Dnl. l2:2: "Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake [yJn 'a,{ma1 'dpdr 

- qws hiphil]").
The noun miikA! exhibits the same dual meaning as does the verb. On the one hand,

the bed is the place of repose of the deceased - both the splendid bier of a king (2 Ch.
16:14) and the despised place among the uncircumcised (Ezk. 32:25); on the other
hand, the bed can symbolize the peace and repose finally attained by the righteous per-
son who has died from calamity (Isa. 57;2). The expressions used in Isa. 57:2 are char-
acteized by a logically indeterminate quality allowing the conclusion that the righ-

29. McAlpine, 212, 216; see c below
30. -+ )v'): b"liyya'al (II.1), II, 134.
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teous and the wicked do not share the same fate in death.3l perhaps ps. 149:5 is to be
understood similarly: "Let the faithful exult in glory; let them sing for joy on their
couches," i.e., in their graves (cf. Isa. 26:19).zz

c. "Lie Down with One's Ancestors." The expression "lie down with one's ances-
tors" (iAla! 'im-'o!6gyw) is generally viewed as originally coming from the hand of
the Yahwist (in contrast to the Priestly idiom "be gathered to one's people," 'sp niphal
'el-'ammayw3:). The basic implication is that in death (not necessarily in the grave; cf.
Gen. 47:30; Dt. 31: 16; cf .34:6; I K. 2: l0; 2 K.8:24; t5:7; t6:20;20:21 21:18 and the
parallel passages in 2 Chronicles), the deceased will be reunited with their ancestors
who died earlier (in addition to the passages already mentioned, also 2 S. 7:12; I K.
l:21; ll:21,43:' 14:20,31; 15:8,24; 16:6,28; 22:40,51; 2 K. 10:35; t3:9,13;
14:16,22,29; 15:22,38:'24:6;2 Ch. 9:31; 12:16; t3:23[14:1]; t6:13;2t:t;26:2,23:
27 :9 ; 28:27 ; 32:33; JJ)Q1.2+

Textual evidence suggests that the expression derives from general royal ideology,
since in Kings it is applied to the kings of both Judah and Israel.35 2 Chronicles restricts
it to the kings of Judah as a result of the Chronicler's redactional agenda of passing over
virtually all information relating to the northern kingdom. Moreover, the fact that in two
cases the Chronicler deviates from the text before him shows that he would like to lend
the expression a more pointed meaning. In the middle of the series of kings, he omits the
formula in the case of Jehoram (2 ch.2l:20; cf .2 K.8:24), apparently because the par-
ticular cause of death here resembled a violent death (as in the case of Ahaziah, Joash,
Amaziah, and Josiah; cf .2 K.9:28-29 and 2 Ch. 22:9;2 K. l2:22l2ll and 2 Ch. 24:25;
2 K. l4:2O and 2 Ch. 25:28;2K.23:29 and 2 Ch. 35:24; cf . also 2 Ch. 2l:18: .After all
this Yahweh struck him [Jehoram] in his bowels with an incurable d'sease"36); the
Chronicler similarly does not have this king receive the honorific burial customary for a
ruler (vv. 19-20: "His people made no fire in his honor, like the fires made for his ances-
tors. . . . He departed with no one's regret"). It is then all the more striking when the
chronicler supplementally assesses the death of David in I ch. 29:26-27, following the
model of I K. 2:11, saying in his own words in v. 28 that "he died in a good old age, full
ofdays, riches, and honor" (cf. 1 K. 2:10). The conclusion can only be that the chroni-
cler viewed the kingship of David as an absolutely new beginning (cf. the alteration in
the genealogical perspective from "solomon sat on the throne of his father David" [l K.
2:l2lto "his son solomon became king in his stead" tl Ch.29:281). Hence he restricted
the formula to the descendants of David, the kings of Judah, making it serve his Davidic
theology even though, bound by tradition as he was, he could not use it for those kings
who had died violent deaths, not even for the good king Josiah (2 Ch.35:24).

31. See B. Renaud, "La mort du juste, entr6e dans la paix (Is., 57,l-2): RSn 5l 0977) 3-21;
W. A. M. Beuken, Jesaja deel III A. POT (1989),55-56.

32. See Fiiglister, l0l-4.
33. See Wiichter, 75.
34. + !N 'db ('abh) (III.3.a),I, l0; -+ n1D mfi1(Iv.l), VIII, 193-94.
35. Lists in Alfrink, 110-11.
36. See ibid., 115.
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This ancient expression occurs in contexts other than that of historiography, being
also found in narrative texts. Jacob tells his son Joseph: "Do not bury me in Egypt. I
will lie down with my ancestors, carry me out of Egypt and bury me in their burial
place" (Gen. 47:30; differently in NRSV: "When [ifl I lie down with my ancestors,
carry me out of Egypt"37). God tells Moses: "Soon you will lie down with your ances-
tors" (Dt. 3l:16); and through Nathan he promises David: "When your days are ful-
filled and you lie down with your ancestors, I will raise up your offspring after you,
who shall come forth from your body, and I will establish his kingdom" (2 S. 7:lZ; cf .
1 K. l:21). Whereas the latter text is probably a prelude to I K. 2:10, one suspects the
presence of a theological theme coming from the hand of the Pentateuch redaction in
Gen.47:30 and Dt. 31:16 similar to the Chronicler's use of the expression ikb'im-
'db61. Whereas the latter expression was not used in connection with Abraham as the
absolute beginning of the people of Israel (Gen. 25:8), it could be used for the patri-
arch's two most important descendants, Jacob and Moses. (The expression "and he was
gathered to his people" fwayye'asep 'el-'ammiyw, Gen. 25:81 cannot without further
qualification be equated with the expression under discussion here.)

5. Other Uses. a. Sickness. Like miikn!, "bed," so also J/<b is used in connection with
sickness (2K.9:16: cf. Ex. 2l:18:2 S. l3:5; I K.l:47: the bed of David, abdicating in a
weakened condition, contrasted with the throne of the new king, Solomon [v. 46]; Job
33:19; Ps. 4l:413)), though the boundary between illness and death is generally rather
obscure (Ps.41:9[8]). In the case of Amnon's feigned illness (2 S. l3:5-6,8), the narrator
anticipates the prince's real intention, which is to sleep with Tamar (vv. 11,14).

b. Grief. In contrast to our Western culture, the Israelites lay down on the bare earth
(2 S. 12:16 par. "fast") or put on a penitential garment (l K.2l:27 par. "fast, go about
dejectedly") in doing penance and in grieving at the death of a loved one (2 S. 13:31
par. "tear one's garments"), just as one similarly lay down on one's bed to assuage
one's aggravation (l K.2l:4, "turned away his face, and would not eat"). Such customs
live on in the language of prayer: "Let us lie down in our shame, and let our dishonor
cover us" (Jer. 3:2J).:s The noun miikd! is not used in this context unless Ps. 4:5(4)
("weep bitterly from your hearts, on your beds" [NRSV "ponder it on your beds"]) is
referring to a rite of self-diminution (Kselman).

c. Inebriation Some passages use.iftb in connection with drinking bouts, though the
exact meaning is still unclear. Is Am. 6:4 reproaching the rich for following a foreign
(Syrian) mode by lying or lounging when they eat instead of sitting at a table (l S.
20:4-5: I K. 13:20)? Or is the furnirure too ostenratious (cf. Am. 3:12)? Or do such
feasts too often end in drunken stupor or sexual excess?39 In any event, here the notion
of "lying" expresses a disposition unconcerned with the coming day of judgment (v. 3).

37. On the rejection of a conditional interpretation of w"idfuaptt, cf. E. Krinig, Die Genesis
(Gtitersloh, 23 1925), 7 42; McAlpine, 145.

38. Cf. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC Xl (1901), 44;W.L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm
(1987), 126;W. McKane, Jeremiah I.ICC (1986),82.

39. Bab. Sabb. 62b; Qidd. 7lb; cf., e.g., C. van Leeuwen, Amos. POT (lgl5),243.

l-
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The text of Prov. 23:34 is problematical ("You will be like one who lies down in the
midst of the sea, like one who falls asleep at the ship's wheel").40 In any case, the au-
thor seems to be comparing the dizziness characterizing those who lie around drunk
with the rolling of a ship.

d. Animals. The term i/<b is often said of animals in comparisons with human be-
ings. The word's inherent ambivalence emerges in these contexts as well.al Under
God's guidance, Israel advances with firm resolve on the land "rousing itself like a
lion; it does not lie down until it has eaten the prey" (Nu. 23:24). In its secure land, Is-
rael is like a lion: "He crouched, he lay down like a lion, and like a lioness; who will
rouse him up?" (Nu. 24:9). By contrast, the leaders of the people are "all silent dogs
that cannot bark; dreaming, lying down loving to slumber" (Isa. 56:10).

Although Nathan's parable about the poor man and his "little ewe lamb" articulates
in a radical fashion the social relationship between human beings and animals (2 S.
l2:3: "it used to eat of his meager fare, and drink from his cup, and lie in his bosom, and
it was like a daughter to him"), it is doubtful that one can adduce such a literary genre as
a source of information concerning the biblical author's understanding of nature.42

The book of Job apparently uses J/<D to describe quite directly the way the hippopota-
mus dwells in its natural environment (Job 40:21: "Under the lotus plants it lies, in the
covert of the reeds and in the marsh"). The mixed scientific and mythical description of
this animal (vv. 15-24), however, seryes as a didactic metaphor for Job himself (v. 15:
"Look at Behemoth, which I made just as I made you" [cf. 12:7-8]; v. 19: "it is the first
of the great acts of God"). Since the Almighty has given Behemoth the shady sw:rmp as
cover, Job can be assured that the darkness into which God has brought him (30:26; cf.
12:22-25) will similarly protect him; cf. y.23: "Even if the river is turbulent, it is not
frightened; it is confident though Jordan rushes against its mouth."a3 In this animal com-
parison, .ikb acquires the special meaning "live confidently under God's protection."

6. Special Passages. In Ps. 68:14(13), an extraordinarily difFrcult text, ikb may have
a succinct theological connotation if one can translate "If you (also) lie among the sad-
dlebags, the wings of a dove are (nonetheless) covered with silver."aa In that case the
verse would be saying that no sooner has Yahweh issued his mighty word than a host of
messengers ofjoy, "doves" according to an ancient Near Eastern notion, appear. Al-
though Israel responds passively to God's word here ("lie down [,itb] between the sad-
dlebags," an allusion to Reuben's behavior according to Jgs. 5:16), victory is sure with

40. Cf. H. Ringgren,Sprtche. ATD XVVI e1980),96; W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL(1970),
248, 394tr.; O. Plciger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 261,264,278.

41. See 11.1,2,3.b.
42. So R. Bartelmus, "Die Tierwelt in der Bibel. Exegetische Beobachtungen zu einem

Teilaspekt der Diskussion um eine Theologie der Natur," BN 37 (1987) 21 , contra M.-L. Henry,
Das Tier im religidsen Bewusstsein des alttestamentlichen Menschen. SGV 22Ol22l (1958), 11.

43. See J. G. Gammie, "Behemoth and Leviathan: On the Didactic and Theological Signifi-
cance of Job 40:15-41:261' Israelite Wisdom. FS S. Terrien (Missoula, Mont., 1978) 217-31.

44. See O. Keel, Vdgel als Boten. Studien zu Ps 68,12-14, Gen 8,6-12, Koh 10,20 und dem
Aussenden von Botenvdgeln in Agypten. OBO 14 (1977), 12-36.
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the Lord, "and the doves'wings are (already) festively adorned for the messengers'
flight."cs

In the symbolic prophetic actions regarding the siege of Jerusalem in Ezk. 4-5, the
prophet is to lie on his side three times (Jftb in4:4,6,9). These orders are probably part of
the later interpretation given the prophet's words in the tradition of his school (the dis-
tinction between the left and right side probably derives from even later interpreta
tiona6). The point of this continuation is obviously that the prophet is supposed to bear
the sins of his people. The symbolic actions evoke this burden in that the prophet must
lie bound on the ground for several days (v. 8). In the discussion ofthe real meaning of
symbolic acts this text has played an important role in that this particular element sup-
ports the recent assertion that the reference is not to some sort of magical banning of fu-
ture events, but rather to an act ofagitation geared to influence the public. "Iffuture di-
saster is being portrayed, then the presentation itself is intended to summon the people
to thwart that disaster. . . . These symbolic acts can be understood as anticipatory forms
of the political and social agitation represented by modern street theater."aT

III. Theological Considerations. Even though God (or a deity) is never the subject
of ikb (in contrast to yin, "sleep" I K. 18:27; Ps. 44:24123]; 78:65; l2l:41, nwm,
"slumber" [Ps. l2l:3-4], and,yqs, "awaken" I K. l8:27; Ps. 35:23; 44:24123];59:6[5];
73:20;78:65;Hab 2:l9l), the antlropological semantic field of this root has allowed it
to develop into an important theological term.

First, the semantic proximity of "lie down" and "sleep" has given both the verb and
the noun a certain theological connotation associated with rest as a mode of existence.
In this sensitive condition, a person is particularly subject to God's inspirations in
dreams and visions (Gen.28:ll; 1S.3:4,6,8,10; I K. 19:5-6; Job 7:13-14;33:15-
16,19; Dnl. 2:28-29; 4:2,7,10[5,10,13);7:l), even though a person may rhink it possi-
ble to flee God in such a condition (Jon. 1:5). In such a vulnerable condition, a person
may also seek or even experience God's protection (Gen. 19:4-5 in connection with
v. l3; Ex.22:26127);Lev.26:6;Dt.24:12-13; Job 11:18; Ps.3:6[5]; 4:9[8]; 4l:4[3];
57:5141; Prov. 3:24; 6:22; Hos. 2:2Oll8)) or perhaps also God's judgments (Job i:4;
2o:ll;27:19; lsa. 43:17;50:1 1; 5l:20;Lam.2:21; Ezk. 31:18). A person can similarly
do penance in "lying all night on the ground" in order to gain God's compassion (2 S.
12:16; I K.21:27; Ps. 4:5[4]; Jer.3:25).

Second, whenever a person includes his/her beloved in this act of "lying down,
sleeping," in the sense of sexual intercourse, a whole new semantic spectrum is evoked,
one containing, of course, an ethical element in that precisely this activity involves re-

45. Ibid., 36; concerning the traditional explanation, cf. the comms. and C. Carniti, Il salmo
68. Studio letterario. Biblioteca di Scienze Religiose 68 (Rome, 1985) 30-31, 83-84.

46. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 163-68; C. Uehlinger, "Zeichne
eine Stadt 

- und belagere sie: Bild und Wort in einer Zeichenhandlung Ezechiels gegen Jerusa-
lem," in M. Kiichler and C. Uehlinger, eds., Jerusalem. Tbxte - Bilder - Steine. FS H. und
O. Keel-Leu. NTOA 6 (1987), I15.

47. B. Lang, Kein Aufstand in Jerusalem. SBB 7 (19'18), 167-68.
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sponsibility toward one's fellow human being (Ex. 22:15U6]1:Lev.15.24;20:18;Dt.
22:25;27:22-23;2 S. 12:24; Prov.7:17) and toward those associated with rhar person
(Gen. l9:32; 30:15-16; 39:7ff.; Lev. 18:20; 19:20;20:ll-12,20; Nu.5:13,19-20; Dt.
22:22-23,28:'27:20;15.2:22;2S. ll:11,13).Shirkingsuchresponsibilityaccordingly
burdens a person with sin (Gen. 26: l0; 34:2 in connection with v. 7 ; 39:7 ; 49:4; 2 S.
l2:ll-12; l3:ll-12; Ps. 36:5[4]; Hos. 7:14; Am. 6:4; Mic. 2:l). There is also a
eudemonic element in that in striving to attain happiness through sexual intimacy
(Gen. 39:7; Prov.7:17: Cant. 3:l) a person encounters the God who through blessing
(Ruth 3:10,13) or curse (Dt. 28:30; Isa. l3:16; Zech.l4:2) can bring abour or thwart
this profound wish depending on whether a person is obedient to God's word (Dt. 6:7;
ll:19). Finally, this context touches on the central creed whenever Israel metaphori-
cally or through ritual engages in sexual intercourse with the gods, since doing so con-
stitutes disloyalty to Yahweh (Isa. 57:7-8; Jer.3:2;Ezk.23:8,17).

Third, because J/<b in the sense of "lie down, sleep" became a metaphor for "die"
commensurate with the understanding of the rest of the ancient world,as the term ac-
quired the entire spectrum of theological understanding regarding human death, ex-
tending from the question of how God reacts to those in mortal danger (Job 7:21;
14:12;21:26:30:17;Ps.4l:9[8];88:6[5]) to the intimation of faith according to which
his compassion extends to the righteous even beyond the grave (Ps. 149:5; lsa.57:2).

In this way the anthropological development of the root ikD has come to associate
with this term theological implications for the fundamental physical action of "lying
down" at every semantic level, quite commensurate with Greek thought, which closely
associates hlpnos and tfuinatos with 6rds (or p6thos).ae

lY. I . lXX. In rendering the entire semantic breadth of ikb, the LXX uses 18 differ-
ent verbs, several of which embody a specific semantic element, e.g., kathdsthai
(twice) and katakeisthai (twice): "lie down"; epikoimdsthai (once), katheildein (25
times), koimtzein (8 times), and koitdzesthai (3 times): "(go to) sleep"; apothn(skein
(twice): "die, be dead"; anapartein (twice): "rest." Nonetheless, in the majority of pas-
sages the LXX uses koimdn (155 of 212 occurrences). From the time of classical us-
age,so this word already exhibited the three most important meanings attaching to ikb:
"sleep," "have sexual intercourse," and "die, be dead." The same applies to kofte as a
translation of miika! G7 of 46 occurrences).sl

2. Qumran. Apart from OT citations from the Temple Scroll (l lQT 45:11 [cf. Lev.
15:181; 66:5,9,10 [cf. Dt. 22:25,28-29]), the verb and the substantive (mikb) are almost
always used in Qumran with the meaning "sleep" and "bed" (lQS 7:10; l0:14;4Q160
7, 4; 184 l, 6; 508 2, 6 [par. qwm)) or "sleep with" and "sexual intercourse" (CD 5:7;

48. E.g., Oyid, Amores 2.9.17:. "qu,id, est somnus gelidae nisi mortis imago?" See in this re-
gard Leipoldt, 85-95, 104, I 17.

49. See Vermeule, 145-78.
50. See LSJ,967.
5 1. On the tse of koimdn and kofte in intertestamental literature , see BAGD, s.v.
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12:1; lQSa 1:10;6Q15 5,2,3).It means "be dead" in 1QH 6:34: "you who lie in the
dust . . . raise up an ensign" (the words wiwkby 'pr apparently constitute a link between
lsa.26:19 [i6k%e 'dpdr) andDnl. 12:22lrabbtm mty"ienA 'aQma1-'dpdr) based on rhe
idiom J/<b le'dpar or 'al:Apar occurring in Job [7:21 ; 20:ll; 21:26]). The expression
"lie down with one's ancestors" occurs in 4Q509 5-6,7 (hnkh iwkb 'm 'bwtyhm).
Finally, the Copper Scroll (3Q15 11, 16) mentions the west entry of a byt hmikb,
" t ric I inium " /dinin g-room( ?). s2

3. Targums. The Targums develop the meaning "sleep in death" beyond its OT us-
age.s3 First, .i,tb replaces other verbs (e.g., mwt in Tg. Ps.-J. Dt.4:22;32:50;34:7). Sec-
ond, the expression "lie down with one's ancestors" appears not only in the same pas-
sages and with the same form as in the Hebrew text (Tg. Onq., Ps.-J. Gen. 47:30; Tg.
Onq. Dt. 31:16), but also in the new expression "sleep in the dust with one's ancestors"
(Tg. Ps.-J. Dt. 3l:16: 'ant i"kib baapra 'im 'abdldk; cf. the discussion of eumran
above). Third, a new word for a dead person appears, iakdb Gg. Ps.-J. Nu. 19: l l,l3;
Dt. 25:5; Tg. Ruth 1:8; Tg. Ps. 3l: 13; Tg. Eccl. 4:2). Finally one might mention one
case of reinterpretation. In Isa. 49:8 the targumist changes the commissioning of the
Servant from "establish the land" (l"hdqtm'eres) to "establish the righteous who lie in
the dust" ( la\qdmd' s addtqayyd' d"i dkltn beap rd' ).

Beuken

52. See J. T. Milik, DJD,lll,248-49,272.
53. See Rodriguez Carmona, 130-33.

Contents: L Surroundings, Word Field, LXX, Qumran. II. Human Forgetting:
l. Interpersonal Relations; 2. Forgetting God. III. God (Not) Forgetting. IV. Semantic Field. V.

The "Land of Forgetfulness."

idftah. M. Berger, "Das Vergessen im AI" (diss., Leipzig, 1968); F. Garc(a L6pez, .,Deut. VI
et la Tradition-R6daction du Deut6ronome," RB 86 (1979) 59-91, esp. 59-64; O. Haggenmiiller,
"Erinnern und Vergessen Gottes und der Menschen," BiI"e 3 (1962) l-15,75-89, 193-2Ol;
Y. Harari, "De verbis ikb, zkr yjn et expergefactione versus Deum," BethM 22 (191.7) 385;
J. J. M. Roberts, "niikahti. . . milleb, Ps. XXXI 13: W25 (1975)797-8Ol;W. Schourotr,..n)!,
.ikft to forget," TLOT lll, 1322-26.
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I. Surroundings, Word Field, LXX, Qumran. Even though the root.ifth is not at-

tested within the other Semitic languages with the OT meaning "forget," and even

though OT Hebrew can accordingly be said to have formed its own root for this phe-

nomenon, Israel's surroundings did, of course, also make reference to this universally
human, anthropologically consistent phenomenon of both accidental and intentional
forgetting and suppression. Similarly both the OT and its surrounding cultures were fa-
miliar with the notion of forgetting God or of being forgotten by God as a human situa-

tion generally eliciting great distress, though the surrounding cultures express this no-
tion with verbs deriving from different roots.l

Within OT usage itself (apart from Sir. 37:6, no extrabiblical Hebrew witnesses are at-

tested), one also finds that alongside the frequently used verbum agendi ikl.t as a reference

to the phenomenon of (both human and divine) forgetting, authors also use the less fre-
quently attested nihz (cf. Gen.4l:51; Job ll:6;39:17; Ps.88:13[Eng. 12]; Isa. 44:21;
Lan.3:17) and the circumscription "no longer be mindful of."3 The vb. .i/rlr occurs far
more frequently, however, altogether l(X times, including 86 in the qal ("forget"), 13 in
the niphal ("be forgotten"), once in the resultative piel ("cause to be forgotten"; only
Lam. 2:6), and similarly once each for the hiphil ("make forgotten"; Jer. 23:27) and
hithpael ("be forgotten"; Eccl. 8:10). The plural participle occurs twice (Job 8:13; Ps.

50:22). Focal points of significant theological usage are discernible in Deuteronomy,
Deutero-Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Psalms. One can distinguish between subjects (people,

God) and objects (something, someone, God, his deeds, his will, etc.) of such forgetting.
Although .iftft occurs 18 times in the Aramaic portions of the OT, these occurrences

are to be ascribed to a different root with the meaning "find, find oneself."4

The act of "forgetting" can also manifest itself as "abandoning, leaving,"5 referring
more to the willful act and to its consequences. The two verbs are parallel inProv. 2:17;
Isa. 49:14;65: I I (adj.); Lam. 5:20; Sir. 37:6. Prov. 4:5 and Dt. 26: l3 show the concrete

manifestations of such forgetting ("turn away,' "transgress").
Direct semantic parallels and antitheses to .if include not only zkr "(not) be mindful

of, remember" (cf. Gen. 40:23;Dt.9i7;Jgs.8:34; 1 S. l:11; Ps.6:6[5];9:13[2]; Prov.

3l:7; Eccl. 2:16; lsa. 17:10; 54:4; Jer. 3l:34), but also "not knowing" Od'; cf. Gen.

41:30-31;Ps. 88:13[12]; Hos.4:6)6 or "(not) seeing" (l S. 1:11;Ps. l0:11), in which
cases the necessity of negation becomes important. Forgetting can also manifest itself
as "denying," in which case it is interpreted as such by -r ti2tll .iqr (Ps. 44: l8[17]; Jer.

13:25) or as conscious neglect (Dt.25:l9iJob9:27; Prov. 4:5). References to God hav-
ing forgotten something or someone are often accompanied by parallel references to
God "hiding his face,"7 which can come to expression either directly in the petitioner's

1. See Berger, 16ff.
2. +;1I/' ndi6X,60-61.
3. -,'1)l zakar (zdkhar), [Y,64-82.
4. See in this regard Schottroff, 1322.
5. -+ f ll, 'zb.

6. -+ 9'I' ydda' (lll.2.c), V, 269.
7. -+ thO salar X,362-72.
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own lament (Ps. 13:2[]; 44:25124); cf .77:10[9]) or by citing an arroganr sratement
made by the wicked (10:ll).

The LXX generally translates ikl.tby epilantfuinesthai. Texts from Qumran recast Dt.
8: 14 and Hos. 13:6 (1Q222,4;4QpHosu 2:3).Zion is told that its hope will nor be in vain
nor its longing forgotten (l lQPsa 22:9).ln ps. 155 (l lepsa 24:10), the believer enrreats
God, "do not forget me" (par. zkr). Abeatitude from 4QBeat considers those blessed who
do not forget God's wisdom and Torah even in times of terror (1. 5).8 Finally, 4e509 lg, 2
can be included among the lamenting confessions ("we have forgotten your covenant,,).

II. Human Forgetting.
l. Interpersonal Relations. Although Jer. 2:32a is concerned with the simple exam-

ple of a girl forgetting her ornaments and veil, v. 32b already associates this notion
with theological issues involving the people's relationship with God. Dt.24:19 refers
to a sheaf forgotten in the field (Lev. l9:9 and 23:22 delete the term "forget,,) and then
similarly expands into theologically focused parenesis. The lament in ps. 102:5(4)
evokes the great distress ofthe petitioner by pointing out how he suffers such pain and
worry that he forgets to eat his bread. Ps. 3l:13(12) maintains that the lamenting peti-
tioner has already been forgotten by his companions like one who is dead. Ecclesiastes
also suggests that the dead are soon forgotten (Eccl. 9:5).1 11r" human forgetting with
which all these texts deal is always also "theologically" relevant.

Drinking can help a person forget misery, though also justice, so that forgetting be-
cause of drink can affect a person both positively and negatively (prov.3l:5,7). Ac-
cording to Job 39:15, an animal can also forget "because God has made it forget"
(v. 17). Zophar maintains that a people can forget all misery if they will but turn to God
(Job ll:16). Those who work deep in mines are for all practical purposes forgotten,
having disappeared from the consciousness of normal people (Job 2g:4). Someday
Isaac will forget what Jacob did to him (Gen. 27:45). A person should not forget the in-
struction and sayings of wisdom (Prov. 3:l; 4:5).

Such forgetting can be prompted by the march of time (Eccl.2:16; g: l0; Isa. 23:15-
16), by new encounters (Ps. a5:llt10l), including negative experiences (Jer.30:14)
one would rather not have (Job 19:14: "my friends have forgotten me"; also Lam.
3:17). Hence Israel is promised that it will forget earlier troubles (Isa. 65:16) and the
shame of its youth (Isa. 54:4). Because or wisdom texts (esp. Ecclesiastes) and the
wisdom of early Judaism often reflect on the phenomenon of time, they also come to
speak about the march of time and the forgetting it causes (albeit usually without jftft,
though substantively the same and within the same word field; cf. wis. 2:4; 5:15; Sir.
1l:23;29:15l'37:6). Hunger causes one to forget earlier satiety (Gen. 4l:30). Job
wishes he could forget his complaint (Job 9:27). Yet one also finds that such forgetting
is in fact based on suppression. Such was probably the case with the cupbearer who

_ 8, E-.-Pu9ch, "Un hymne ess6nien en partie retrouv6 et les b6atitudes 1QH V l2-Yl 181' Reve
13 (1988) 85-87.

9. See V below.
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forgot Joseph (Gen. 40:23) and with the forgetting both of the ancestors' as well as

one's own crimes (Jer.44:9).

2. Forgetting God. Many of the texts that refer to purely human forgetting in con-
nection with interpersonal relations, as already pointed out, themselves stand in theo-
logical contexts. According to the numerous texts addressing the issue, people do not
forget Yahweh/God unconsciously or because of the inevitable march of time, but
rather through a willful, culpable act and from conscious disinclination and renuncia-
tion. Such forgetting accordingly prompts Yahweh's corresponding punishment (Hos.
4:6). lt is first especially Hosea, and then Jeremiah, Deuteronomy, and the Dtr litera-
ture that speak of how the people of Israel as a whole incur guilt by forgetting Yahweh.
Not surprisingly, then, i/<ft occurs frequently in prophetic laments (Hos. 2: l5[3]; 4:6;
8:14; l3:6; Jer.2:32b; l3:25; 18:l5a;20:ll;23:27,40:, cf. also Isa. 17:10;51:13; Ezk.
22:12;231'35; Isa. 65:ll), in Dtn/Dtr admonitions ("forget not") or critical historical
retrospectives according to which Israel should not have forgotten Yahweh and his
will, his acts in history on behalf of his people, but did so nonetheless and now must
experience his punishment or indeed already has experienced it (Dt. 4:9,23; 6:12;
8:11,14; 9:7;25:19;32:18;Jgs.3:7; I S. l:ll1' l2:9;2K.17:38); finally,,fkfr occurs in
the influence these texts exerted later on several psalms (Ps. 50:22; 78:7,lli
106:13,21).

Jer.3:21 recounts how the people of Israel forgot Yahweh by perverting their ways
and worshiping at the high places, prompting the following admonition and penitential
liturgy (v.22a;3:22b4:2).Indeed, such punishment can even consist in the guilty par-
ties themselves being forgotten (Jer. 30:14; cf. Job 19:14; 24:20), something Yahweh
himsell of course, brings about (Lam. 2:6) such that the prophet can anticipate it in the
form of a divine self-statement (Hos. 4:6). Here too the antithesis of forgetting Yahweh
is "remembering, being mindful of'(Dt.5:15; 7:18;8:2,18; 9:27; 15:15; 16:3,12;
24:18,22) or "knowing (him)" (yd', Hos. 2:15,22113,201; 4:6; 13:4-6; cf. 2:10[8]).
These admonitions should be "unforgettable," i.e., "not forgotten" (niphal; Dt.3l:21,
Dtr). References to the forgetting of Yahweh's former salvific deeds on behalf of his
people (Dt.4:9;6:12;8:141. Ps. 78:7,1l; 106:13; cf.59:12|ll) as well as to the forget-
ting of present circumstances brought about by Yahweh's deeds (Ps. 50:22; Isa. 5 1 : 13)
are largely found in Dtr historical interpretations. The subject of such forgetting here is
accordingly the people more frequently than the individual.

The people end up forgetting Yahweh because, concretely, they apostatize to other
gods (Dt. 8: l9; Jer. 23:27; Hos. 2: l5[3]) and forget - i.e., do not keep - Yahweh's
commandments and demands (Dt. 4:23; 6:12; 8:ll,ll4l,l9;26:13; 2 K. 17:38; Hos.
4:6). Although some scholars adduce the analogous use of the lexeme "forget" in an-
cient Near Eastern treaties in explaining the Dtn/Dtr inclination to use this verb,lo it
probably represents rather the influence of the language of Hosea (Hos. 2:15[3]; 4:6;

10. See F. C. Fensham, "Malediction and Benediction in Ancient Near Eastern Vassal-
Treaties and the OT: ZAW 74 (1962) l-9.
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8:14; 13:6) and of the kind of wisdom terminology discernible elsewhere in Dtn lan-
guage as well (cf. Prov. 3:l; 4:5).

By contrast, the lament of the people in Ps. 44 offers the assurance that the people

have forgotten neither Yahweh nor his name despite all the punishments that befell
them because of their apostasy (vv. 18,21[7,20]). Both Israel and Judah will offer the
same assurance with regard to the future and the eternal covenant with Yahweh (Jer.

50:5). The forgotten "sacred covenant" in Prov. 2:17 probably refers to marriage (cf.
Mal. 2: l0). Those who forget Zion, Yahweh's holy mountain, and abandon Yahweh by
sacrificing to foreign gods will fall to the sword (Isa.65:11).

On the other hand, an individual believer from the late postexilic period insists that
he has not forgotten Yahweh's words, commandments, instructions, and law (Ps.

119:16,61,83,93,109,141,153,176); moreover, in this psalm, which offers a confluence
of the prophetic, sapiential, and Dtr understanding of "forgetting" and in which this
lexeme is a key word, this statement emphatically stands in the concluding verse as

well (v. 176), underscored by a reference to the enemies who, quite in contrast to the
believer, forget Yahweh's words (v. 139).

A look at these passages suggests that the language of Hosea exerted considerable
influence. The language of marital law (the "forgetting" of one's partner as adultery,
Hos. 2:15[3]) may also have had some influence.ll Of course, other observations sup-
port the thesis, one repeatedly advanced, that both the diction and argumentation of
Hosea influenced Jeremiah as well as Deuteronomy and thus also Dtr literature.

Authors do not seem to prefer certain textual forms in the narrower sense, nor can
any single Sitz im Leben be established for such references to "forgetting," which is
not surprising for a word so at home in the "vernacular." Nonetheless one can point
to the frequent mention of culpable forgetting in prophetic laments and to the influ-
ence such mention had on Dtr literature (admonitions, historical retrospectives). The
less frequent sapiential admonitions (Prov. 3:1; 4:5: cf. the aphorism in Job 8:13)
may also have influenced the admonitory style of Deuteronomy. The laments and
confessions in particular Psalms also represent a certain focal point of such refer-
ences to "forgetting."

The psalmists can admonish themselves not to forget Yahweh's past beneficent
deeds (Ps. lO3:2).In Ps. 137 the self-imprecation of the (probably exilic) psalmist, "if I
forget you, O Jerusalem, let my right hand be forgotten" (v. 5), along with the double
.lkh, represents an "extreme commitment to remain mindful of Jerusalem."l2

III. God (Not) Forgetting. In the Psalms mentioned above, those representing one
additional focal point of reference to "forgetting," the psalmists lament to God that
they feel forgotten by other people and especially by YahweUGod (cf .Isa. 49:14), or

ll. Berger,181-82.
12. H. Spieckermann, Heilsgegenwart. Eine Theologie der Psalmen. FRIA,NT 148 (1989),

ll9; cf. 115-16 n. 3 on the double.iftft as qal and niphal, which does not require the frequently
proposed exchange of letters yielding tkbi; cf. in this regard also M. Dahood, Psalms l0l-150.
AB t7A(1970),271.
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they emphasize to the contrary that God does not forget the poor or anyone else who
cries out to him (Ps. 9:13,19[2,18]). Nonetheless the number of such passages is
clearly smaller than the number of passages that refer to how people forget God. That
Yahweh can "forget" is, ofcourse, an inappropriate assertion in any case, which is also
why, for example, it comes from the mouth of the wicked (10: I l; cf . 50:22), so that
Yahweh himself must contest such statements in an oath "by the pride of Jacob" (Am.
8:7). Nonetheless such statements, like references to his "sleeping" (Ps. 44:24-25123-
24}' 78:65) are part of the necessarily human and thus anthropomorphic statements
made to and about God. Hence the lamenting question of an individual believer
(13:2lll; a2:lOl9l) or of the people (44:25[24];74:19;Lam. 5:20; cf .Isa. 49: 14) can be
directed to Yahweh just as the people can make statements aboutYahweh (Isa.49:14;
cf. Ps. 77:10[9]) regarding whether in principle and/or how long Yahweh might indeed
forget. At the same time, the psalmist can express the wish that all g6ytm who forget
God "shall depart to Sheol" along with all other wicked persons (Ps. 9:18[7]). In his
own turn, Yahweh promises no more to forget Zionllsrael indeed, he can no more for-
getZion than a mother can forget her child (Isa.49:15 as a response to the lament in
v. 14; cf. in contrast Job 24:20a).

By contrast, among statements regarding Yahweh's forgetting, those asserting that
he does not forget predominate. He does not forget the afflicted or the poor (Ps.

9:l3,l9ll2,l8l) and can be called upon in times of need (10:12;74:19,23).In Hannah's
vow Yahweh responds to the plea not to forget by granting the desired son (l S. l:11).
One of Yahweh's most important assurances is: "O Israel, you will not be forgotten by
me" (Isa. 44:21; cf.49:15); the Dtr promise in Dt.4:31 guarantees the covenant
Yahweh swore to the ancestors.

IV. Semantic Field. Thus the translation "forget" for ikl.t ultimately represents an

overriding conceptl3 under which one can subsume the notion ofboth unconscious and
quite conscious, intentional action, though also the notion of no longer knowing or
wanting to know in connection with interpersonal relationships, and the notion of dis-
tancing oneself or of simply leaving unattended. Forgetting Yahweh involves turning
away from him, abandoning him, no longer concerning oneself with his will, no longer
heeding that will, and no longer considering his earlier salvific activity to be of import
or even relevant. References to Yahweh himself forgetting or not forgetting generally
mean that he no longer concerns himself with or cares for the individual believer or for
his people Israel.

V. The "Land of Forgetfulness." A small number of texts refer to the realm of the
deadra as the place of forgetting (Ps. 88:13[2]; with nih) or of the dead who have
(quickly) been forgotten by the living (31:13[12]; 88:13[l2);Eccl.2:16;8:lO;9:5;cf.
in this regard the comparison in Job 28:4 as well as Job 24:2O and Ps. 9:18[7]). Not

13.
14.

See Berger, 210.
-+ hNu J"'6l.
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even Yahweh is now mindful of them (Ps. 88: I 3 [ I 2]), nor do the dead themselves now
praise him (6:6[5]).15

Preussf

15. See in this regard C. Hardmeier, "'Denn im Tod ist kein Gedenken an dich' (Psalm 6,6).
Der Tod des Menschen-Gottes Tod?" EvT 48 (1988) 292-311.

7>p mgat; )r!g iakkfit;)i>ui s"kilr'oy iakfrt; D'?pp iikkuttm

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: l. General Considerations;2. Individual Passages: a. Qal;
b. Piel; c. Hiphil; d. Nouns. III. LXX and Qumran.

I. Etymology. The Hebrew term .itlr appears as Ugar. 1kl, "lose a child,"2 with the
subst. !t/, "childlessness,"3 as a parallel especially to ilmn, "widowhood";a Jewish
Aram. fftEl, t"f;6l, "be childless,"s taf,lfi, "childlessness";6 Mand. rtl II, "become child-
less";z Syr. t"kolo', "childlessness";8 4lu6. lakila, "lose a child through death."e

II. OT.
1. General Considerations. The root.itl occurs 34 times in the OT, the verb 23 times

(qal 4 times, piel17, hiphil 2), the nouns l l times (idkkfrl6 times, i"kbl3, iakfrl* and

idkdl. A. Charbel, "Come tradurre eikol hak-kifer (Ct l,l4)?" BeO 20 (1978) 6l-64;
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 357; I. Fischer,
"Kinderlosigkeit:' NBL, Il, 473-74; C. Giovanna, "Rapporti tra la base mediterranea (a)skal e il
semitico aikill' AION 46 (1986) 291-93.

l. See HAL, IY 1489, 1491-92.
2. KTU 1.100,6l; cf. M. Tsevat, "Der Schlangentext von Ugarit," FS C. E A. Schaeffer UF

tt (1979) 774.
3. KTU 1.23,8; 1.95,4.
4. Ct. UT no.2674; A. Abou-Assat, AAAS 29130 (1979180) 359-62.
5. Jastrow, 1668.
6. ANH,442.
7. MdD, 487.
8. lzxSyr 823.
9. Lane, Ul, 345; Wehr, 105.
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iikkultm once each). The piel occurrences increase by 2if in Ezk. 36:14 one reads the

Q and commensurately changes the form taftiilt (v. 15) to fiakk"lt. The piel form in
2 K.2:21 might be a noun, similarly deriving from the root .i/c/. By contrast, the hiphil
form in Jer. 50:9 and i"f,61in Ps. 35: 12 are faulty.ro It is noteworthy that .ikl and its de-
rivatives occur only in discourse, never in a narrative. Parallel terms for the nouns in-
chde 'almand (Isa. 47:8: Jer. 18:21), 'almon (Isa. 47:9), and galmfrQd (Isa. 49:21).

2. Individual Passages. a. Qal. The qal means "lose children, be/become childless/
be bereaved of children." Rebekah sends Jacob to Laban asking, "Why should I lose
both ('eikal) of you [i.e., her children, Jacob and Esau] in one day?" (Gen. 27:45b). Ja-
cob says farewell to his sons, including Benjamin, with the wish that all of them might
return, including Simeon, who was being held in Egypt; he then continues: 'As for me,
if I am bereaved of my children, I am bereaved" (ka'oier idkdlti idLdltt), i.e., "and I -if I am bereaved, I am bereaved"l I (43: l4a). Before Samuel kills Agag, he says to him:
'As your sword has made women childless (iikk"l61,rz so your mother shall be child-
less (tiikal) among women" (l S. l5:33a).

b. Piel. In the majority of occurrences, the piel means "make childless, bereave of
children." When Jacob's sons tell him that Simeon, who is being held in Egypt, may re-
turn home only if Benjamin comes along to Egypt, Jacob says: "I am the one you have
bereaved of children ('d1i iikkaltem).' Joseph is no more, and Simeon is no more, and
now you would take Benjamin" (Gen.42:36; on I S. 15:33a see above). Yahweh is the
subject of .i,t/ piel in Hos. 9:l2a, "Even if they [the Ephraimites] bring up children, I
will bereave them (weiikkalttm) until no one is left"; and Jer. 15:7b, "I have bereaved
them of children (iikkaltt), I have destroyed my people, (for) they did not turn from
their ways." In three passages animals (haWd) sent by Yahweh are the subject of .itl
piel in an oracle of disaster. If Israel fails to obey Yahweh, Yahweh will impose the fol-
lowing punishment: "I will let loose wild animals against you, and they shall bereave
you of your children (w"iikk'ld 'e1kem) and destroy your livestock; they shall make you
few in number" (Lev.26:22a). In Ezk. 5:17aa Yahweh tells disobedient Israel: "I will
send famine and wild animals against you, and they will rob you [?] of your children
(w"iikkluf;f' One possible way of punishing his disobedient people Yahweh men-
tioned in l4:l5a is to "send wild animals through the land so that it is made childless
fweiikkelattL; NRSV'desolate' ]."

The oracle of salvation to the mountains of Israel in Ezk. 36: I - I I is followed in vv.
13-15 by an addendum.r3 Here a female being, i.e., the land, is addressed and the
scornful assertion that the land's own guilt has caused its childlessness because it de-
voured its inhabitants is now countered by a promise for the future: "Thus says 'aQondy

yhwh: Becatse they say to you, 'You devour people, and you bereave your people (K)
of children (ftm"iakkelel gbyeft hayQ),' therefore you shall no longer devour people and

10. See in this regard J. A. Soggin, OT and Oriental Studies. BietOr 29 (1975),224-26.
11. See GK $106o: "an expression of despairing resignation."
12. Concerning the piel see b below.
13. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),233-34.
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no longer bereave your people [so K] of children lt"iqkklt with Q instead of fkaii"lt,
'you shall cause to stumble'1," whereupon v. 14ap,b is inadvertently repeated in v. 15:

'And no longer shall you bereave your people [K] of children lt"iakklt instead of
takiiltl." Verse 12 represents a link between vv. 1-11 and vv. 13-15; it begins by still
addressing the mountains in the 2nd person plural but then shifts into the 2nd person

masculine singular: "and they [the Israelites] shall possess you. No longer shall you be-

reave them of children (l"iakkldm)l'
Two substantively and formally closely related passages occupy a special position

in that they use.itl piel without any object in a description ofjudgment upon Israel: "In
the street (mihfis) the sword shall bereave of children (fiakkel), and in the chambers
( md haddrtm ) terror" (Dt. 32i25 a); and in Jerusalem's lament: "In the street ( mihfr s ) the
sword bereaves of children (iikkeh), in the house (babbayiil it is death (kammawet)"ra
(Lam. 1:20b).

In the piel and generally in a negated statement, ikl can also mean "miscarry." If Is-
rael obeys Yahweh, he promises that "no one shall miscarry (la'fihyeh m"iakkel6) orbe
barren (aqdrA) in your land" (Ex. 23:26a). Jacob renders an account to Laban thus:

"These twenty years I have been with you; your ewes and your female goats have not
miscarried (la' iikkelfi), and I have not eaten the rams of your flocks" (Gen. 3l:38). In
lob 2l:7-21 Job describes the good fortune of the wicked, saying, "Their bull breeds

without fail; their cow calves and never miscarries (ld'!"iakkel)" (v. l0). In Mal. 3:6-12
.ftl piel is used figuratively of a plant when Yahweh anticipates the complete deliver-
ance of the tithe by saying, "I will rebuke the locust for you, so that it will not destroy

the produce of your soil; and your vine in the field shall not be barren (ld'!"iakkcl)"
(v. I la,bc), i.e., the vine will no longer fail to produce or be infertile.

In 2 K. 2:19 and2l, ikl piel has yet a third meaning, "cause to miscarry, abort."l5
The people of Jericho say to Elisha: "The location of this city is good . . . but the water
is bad, weha'dres m"iakkale!'(v. l9). After throwing salt into the water, Elisha says:

"Thus says Yahweh, I have made this water wholesome; from now on neither death

fim"iakkdlel shall come from it" (v. 21b). In the latter passage, one expects a substan-

tive instead of the participle (cf., e.g., Wiirthwein, who silently presupposes "miscar-
riage") whose exact vocalization cannot be determined (maikdlel, maikelel, or
miikelet).te Although interpreters often emend the last two words in the preceding pas-

sage to frm"iakkltm,t7 "bad water that causes miscarriage," this emendation is probably
not necessary since it suffices to assume that the term "land" includes the inhabitants,
in which case one might translate, "and the land has miscarriages," with .ikl piel re-
maining within its familiar semantic field.

14. According to T. F. McDaniel, "Philological Studies in Lamentations. lll' Bibl49 (1968)
2ll-12; and M. Dahood, "New Readings in Lamentationsl' Bibl59 (1978) 179, t" (or tl) is here
"emphatic" or "asseverative."

15. See HAL,IY,l492b.
16. Cf. Wiirthwein, Die Bilcher der Kdnige, pafill; 1. Kdn. l7-2. Kiin. 25. ATD XU2 (1984),

277; H.-C. Schmitt, Elisa (Gtitersloh, 1972), 203.
17. See, e.g., Wtirthwein, Kiinige, 11,277-78.
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c. Hiphil.In Hos. 9:14 ikl hiphil means "be childless."r8 After Yahweh threatens the
faithless people with dispersion, infertile mothers, the death of growing children, and
his - Yahweh's - own departure from them (vv. 11-13), the prophet begs for the
mildest form of punishment: "give them a miscarrying womb (rehem maikil) and dry
breasts" (v. 14b).

In Jer. 50:9, "for I [Yahweh] am going to stir up and bring against Babylon a com-
pany of great nations . . . their ilrows are like the arrows of a gibbbr maiktll' maiktl
probably does not mean "who makes childless"; rather it should probably be emended
to mafiktl, "successful, victorious." I 9

d. Nouns. The adj. iakkttl, "deprived of offspring," refers once to women and 5

times to animals. In Jer. l8:2la the prophet asks that God move against his enemies,
"Let their wives become childless (iakkuldfl and widowed ('almdn6$'Three compari-
sons adduce the clich6 of the aggressiveness of a mother bear robbed of her yowg (d6!
iakkttl).zo Hushai objects to Ahithophel's suggestion that they attack David and his
warriors immediately, arguing that such an immediate attack would be extremely dan-
gerous since David and his men "are warriors, and that they are enraged, like a bear
robbed of her cubs in the field" (2 S. l7:8ap). This metaphor of the enraged mother
bear can also be applied to Yahweh: "I will fall upon them ('epg"i€m) like a bear
robbed of her cubs" (Hos. I 3:8ac). The point of comparison in Prov. 17 :12 is the feroc-
ity of the she-bear and that of the fool: "Better that a she-bear robbed of its cubs fall
upon (pdg6i) a person (beii) than a fool immersed in folly" (instead of b"?i S. E.
Loewenstamm proposes bjc'uid, "in her desperation";2l in that case, however, pg.i has
no object); one should avoid both.22 Cant. 4:2 and 6:6 compare the teeth of the beloved
to a "flock of shorn ewes," maintaining that they are like sheep "that have come up
from the washing, all of which bear twins, and not one among them is bereaved
(iakkuld)l'i.e., the beloved's teeth are complete, without gaps.

The subst. i"ft6l, "childlessness," appears in Isa. 47:8-9 in the discourse of the city of
Babylon, which is portrayed as a proud woman, "I shall not sit as a widow ('almdnd) or
know the loss of children" (v. 8a), and then again in the announcement of judgment,
"both these things shall come upon you in a moment, in one day: the loss of children and
widowhood ('almdn)" (v. 9a). Although the petitioner laments in Ps. 35:12, "they [ene-
miesl repay me evil for good; childlessness for my soul (i"!6/ l"napit)l'the form i"kdl is
doubtless faulty; perhaps one should read idf,fr, "They lie in wait for my soul."23

The subst. iikkulim and the adi. idkhP4 occur in lsa. 49:20-21, where Zion receives
the promise: "The children born in the time of your bereavement (iikkuldyift) will yet

18. On the hiphil of Jft/ in the sense of the qal, cf. BergstrAsser, II, g19d; E. Jenni, Hn 46.
19. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUI2 e1968), 300.
20. -+ fl dnb @abh),l[l,7O-71.
21 . "Remarks on Proverbs XVII 12 and XX 27 : W 37 (1987) 222.
22.See O. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). AKXVII (1984),203.
23. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. trans. 1987), in loc.
24. On the form, i.e., a nonpassive adjective constructed on the model of the qal passive parti-

ciple, cf. Bergstriisser, II, $15d.
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say in your hearing: 'The place is too crowded for me; make room for me to settle.'

Then you will say in your heart, 'Who has borne me these? I was bereaved of children
(i"kfih) and barren (Salmfidill' R. P. Merendino translates i"ftitld as "left by her hus-

band, left in the lurch," understandin g vv. 20-21 such that "from the great host of those

who resettle Zion, one can see that Yahweh only seemed to have abandoned Zion as his

wife, that in reality she had always remained Yahweh's fertile wife and the mother of
numerous children."2s

IIII. LXX and Qumran. The LXX generally translates ikl as ateknein (19 times)'

dteknos (2), and ateknia (2), then once as dgonos (8x.23:26) and once as orphaneia
(Isa. 47:8); in 9 passages it uses a completely different word.

In Qumran the root.ikl occurs in the lament 4Q179 2, 8 (fem. pl. pual[?] ptcp.26) and

twice in the benediction 1lQBer (l:10, pieUpual fem. ptcp. miklh; l:12, [$kwl).27
Schmoldt

25. "Jes 49,14-26 Jahwes Bekenntnis zu Sion und die neue Heilszeit," RB 89 (1982) 338'

365.
26. See H. Pabst, "Eine Sammlung von Klagen in den Qumranfunden (4Q179)l' Qumrdn. Sa

piit€, sa th4ologie et son milieu. BETL 46 (1978) 143-46, with n. 59.

27. See A. S. van der Woude, "Ein neuer Segensspruch aus Qumran (llQBer)," Bibel und

Qumran. FS H. Bardtke (Berlin, 1968),253,255.

Contents: I. General Considerations: l. Etymology, Meaning; 2. Occurrences; 3. Semantic

Field. II. OT. IIL Outside the OT: 1. LXX; 2. Qumran.

^itz. R. Bartelmus, "haikem w"lammed - die 'Unermiidlichkeitsformel' und die Etymologie
von hiikim, oder: Hat engagiertes Lehren etwas mit dem Beladen von Kamelen zt tun?" Text,

Methode und Grammatik. FS W. Richter (St. Ottilien, l99l), 17-27; M. Delcor, "Quelques cas de

survivances du vocabulaire nomade en h6breu biblique," W 25 (1975) 307-22, esp. 309-10;
W. von Soden, "Zum hebriiischen W6rterbuch," UF 13 (1981) 157-64, esp. l6l-62 = Bibel und
Alter Orient. BZAW 162 (1985) 195-205, esp. 201-2; W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische
Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973).
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I. General Considerations.
1. Etymology, Meaning. Most lexicons assume that the etymology of the Hebrew

verbal root J/<lz, which is attested only in the hiphil, involves a denomination from
i"ftem, "shoulder."l Delcor treats the verb together with zi'and other terms as a seman-
tic relic of Israel's (semi-) nomadic past, where it originally allegedly meant "load
camels (or other animals of burden)." During the postnomadic period, the nomadic
technical term became a general term for morning departure or, in an even more gen-
eral sense, for assiduousness.

By contrast, von Soden maintains with great emphasis that ikm cannot have any
connection with the nolun i"ftem because the derivation is semantically quite improba-
ble considering that burdens were carried on the head rather than on the shoulders.
Given the parallel we of hiiktm and ha'ortp in I S. 17:16 ("do morning and evening")
and what he considers to be the analogous construction hishtr ("spend midday"; de-
riving from sohorayim; Job 24:l l), he tries to explain hiiktm as a denominative from
the noun *i6kem, "morning" (corresponding to bdqer), i.e., he implicitly assumes that
the Hebrew root ikm must be viewed as a homonym with the meanings "shoulder"
and "morning." That no corresponding noun is attested in any of the Semitic lan-
guages does not deter von Soden, who considers that fact to be a lesser problem bal-
anced out by the compelling nature of the previously mentioned analogous constmc-
tions in Hebrew.

Though this new hypothesis is foundationally still rather uncertain, von Soden's
criticism of the previous hypothesis is quite substantive,2 for in the three Semitic lan-
guages in which a verbal root phonetically corresponding to.ikrz is attested, the seman-
tic issues are quite different than in Hebrew Both Ethiopic (sakama) andUgaritic (gkm)

directly associate the noun for "shoulder" and the verb,3 whereas there is absolutely no
association with the meaning of the Hebrew verb in the sense of assiduous actions (in
the morning); the basic stem of the verb means "bear on one's shoulders." The caus-
ative stem (albeit attested only in Ethiopic: 'askama) also exhibits a completely con-
crete meaning, the root then meaning "shouldeg load on the shoulders." As far as the
historical development of the abstract series normally presupposed for the Hebrew is
concerned, namely, "load on the shoulders" > "load up animals" > "depart" > "get up
early" ) "do early" > "do assiduously," one finds a correspondence neither in the basic
stem nor in the causative form (which is structurally more directly comparable to Heb.
hiiktm). Even greater semantic difficulties accompany the bridge W. Leslau establishes
between the ikum of the S[auri dialect ("set out at night") and Heb. hiiktm.a

| . GesB, 826; KBL2, 970; HAL, lY, 1492-93; also Bl*, 294, $38c": also Anclsr, l3 ($6); and
Delcor.

2. See in this regard also H. Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (1973),
125 n.82.

3. lzxLingAeth, 378: UT no. 2675; IVUS, no. 2866; CML2, 160.
4. See Leslau, Contributions, 53. HAL, lY, 1493a, still includes it. IHAL incorrectly cites

Leslau, translating Ger. aufbrechen as "to break open" rather than following Leslau, "to set out"

- Trans.l
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A preliminary look at the concrete OT occurrences also shows how artificial is the

explanation of the meaning based on an activity associated with the nomadic culture
(an explanation certainly meaningful in the case ofother roots). In contrast to the sit-

uation with -+ 9O) nasa'("move, break camp"), where a whole series of passages ei-

ther confirms or at least does not exclude the assumption that the etymological-
semantic background is actually the "pulling out of tent pegs," there is practically no

comparable example in the case of ikm. The example cited by Delcor, Gen. 19:27,

whose "Yahwist" origin he also emphasizes, can be interpreted in this sense only
through textual emendation (cf. BHS), and even in Gen. 22:3, where the situational
context might better accommodate the traditional derivation, nothing militates for
and everything militates against deriving the root from the noun i"ftem, since the fact
that after Abraham's own hiikim the author also mentions that the donkey was sad-

dled - i.e., that something was "loaded upon its shoulders" - would imply within
the context of the conventional interpretation that the same event would be men-

tioned twice.
The frequent examples with Yahweh as subject of hiiktm are also instructive.s In the

case of nasa'in the sense of "set out, depart," there are no comparable passages (Ex.

14:19, where the verb is used in connection with the angel of Yahweh, can be explained
by considering that in the same context it is used three additional times with other sub-
jects; i.e., the author uses it as a simple verb of motion with no recollection of any ety-
mological origin. In the case of ikm, passages in which Yahweh is the subject do not

support a derivation of the term from nomadic culture. Hence the etymological bridge

between hiikim and i"f;em is not reliable.
Something similar, however, applies to von Soden's own proposal, which as men-

tioned is already burdened by the lack of any second word for "morning," which the

proposal presupposes but which one does not at all expect from the perspective of the

language system itself. The central argument of his proposal also falters on the fact that
in the Ethiopic culture, it was/is just as customary to carry things on one's head as else-

where in the Near East - and despite or perhaps precisely because of this circum-
stance, Ethiopic developed a specific verb for "bearing on one's shoulders." A third
consideration is that von Soden's etymological interpretation exhibits the same "beauty

mark" mentioned above in the case of the earlier interpretation as applied to Gen.22:3.
Given this derivation, almost two-thirds of all occurrences would constitute tautologies
("XY set out in the morning in the morning" or something similar), since the verb is

followed 42 times by temporal qualifiers with babbaqer "in the morning," and other

semantically related expressions. Such redundancy ofexpression is rare in Hebrew, or

appears at most only in poetic texts, whereas more than nine-tenths of all the corre-

sponding expressions are found in prose texts. Finally, von Soden's proposal encoun-

ters problems in that at least the 12 occurrences of the verb in the infinitive absolute in
Jeremiah and 2 Chronicles exhibit no meaningful connection with the time of day,

"morning"; indeed, they contradict such association, always focusing instead on
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Yahweh's incessant, actiye zeal on Israel's behalf, which by its very nature cannot be
bound to any one time of day.

Given these findings, Bartelmus has proposed determining the meaning of the root
in a purely synchronic fashion, taking seriously that the determination of "basic mean-
ings" in any case reflects concrete linguistic reality only in the rarest of instances, gen-
erally leading instead to a logical process of abstraction that determines the "smallest
common denominator" of all the passages examined. His point of departure is the ob-
servation that like -+ Eliz qilm ar.d several other verbs of motion, so also hiiktm fre-
quently appears before a second verb of motion (16 times) and that, indeed, it can simi-
larly stand before other verbs as well (25 times). In such passages the root frequently
functions semantically in the text merely to introduce or more closely qualify the fol-
lowing action, much as does an adverb in English. This observation was already made
earlier with regard to the infinitive absolute (the suggested meaning being "do early in
the morning, then in general early with the additional idea of earnestness"6), albeit
without any consideration of the influence this circumstance might have on the lexical
definition of the root. In view of the 4l passages in which one can presuppose this sort
of adverbial (secondary) function (right at two-thirds of all occurrences), it seems ad-
visable to view .itz hiphil as a modal verb (verbum relativum) comparable to mhr piel
or ysp hiphil, which primarily expresses the modification of an action - in the case of
,ikrz hiphil: zealous or assiduous action - but when coupled with a temporal qualifica-
tion of circumstance such as babbdqer can refer secondarily to a concrete action such
as "setting out" in the morning. Nor do the 3 reliable occurrences in which the verb has
the connotation of "early" even without complementary babbdqer (Gen. 19:2; Josh.
8:14;2 S. l5:2) thwart this synchronic interpretation, since "do early in the morning"
can be more easily explained as the "additional idea"7 of "with earnestness" than is
possible in the reverse case. That is, in these sentences the expression babbdqe4 which
normally follows, might have been deleted - the phenomenon of ellipsis is broadly at-
tested in Hebrew in other contexts as well. (This circumstance may also explain the us-
age in Middle Hebrew.8) Hence one can assume that the basic root is a verb of condi-
tion, ikm (and not a noun), referring to the condition or circumstance as circumscribed,
for example, by Eng. "to be in a hurry."

2. Occuruences. The root ikm hiphil occurs 65 times in the Hebrew portion of the
OT but not at all in the Aramaic portion and Sirach. This figure does not include the
textually problematic passage Jer. 5:8.e An unusually high number of the 65 occur-
rences involve the infinitive absolute (14 times; on Jer. 25:3 see BIIS); the participle
occurs 4 times. Finite verb forms occur in the remaining passages. The verb can be
used absolutely (8 times, albeit 2 of those alongside a temporal qualifier that wayeht

6. See GK $ll3k.
7. Ibid.
8. See Jastrow, 1574.
9. Differently in KBLI; cf. in this regard B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC XI (1901), 59;

P. Volz, Der Prophet Jeremia. KATX(1928),59; W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT\ll2 e1968), 38.
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moves into the "foreground" of the narrative), with a temporal qualifier (42), with a fi-
nal infinitive construct (3), or with a prepositional object (3), but never with a direct
object. (This observation also suggests that the usual etymological derivation from
i"!em, implying an expression with a direct object, is rather improbable.)

As far as the distribution of occurrences among the various OT books is concerned,
one notices first a concentration of the infinitive absolute in Jeremiah, a book indeed
attesting no other forms. Thiel identifies this usage as formulaic ("formula of tireless-
ness"), which in his opinion derives from the Dtr redaction.l0 This ascription is rather
surprising considering that the verb does not occur at all in Deuteronomy and the only
occurrence of the "formula of tirelessness" outside Jeremiah is found not in the Dtr
History but in the Chronicler (2 Ch.36:15), with whose theological agenda it also
better accords in that Yahweh untiringly acts on behalf of Israel - so when Israel fares
badly, such can be attributed to its own culpability. These doubts are also supported by
the fact that 4 of the I I occurrences in the LXX of Jeremiah are absent, a version prob-
ably representing an "older stage of the tradition than the Masoretic text."ll In view of
the popularity of the formula during Israel's later period suggested by this evidence, it
seems more likely that the formula was inserted into the book only at a later stage, pos-

sibly by the post-Dtr redaction Thiel himself infers.12
H. Weippert also doubts the Dtr origin of this formula, ascribing it instead to Jere-

miah himself and finding in 2 Ch. 36 more a reflex to the Jeremianic proclamation.l3
P. K. Riekert comes to a similar conclusion, incorporating into his examination addi-
tional "coordinated structs of the infinitive absolute in Jeremiah."la

As far as the distribution of the remaining occurrences is concerned, one notices
that the verb does not occur at all in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, occurs only once in
Numbers despite frequent references to change of location or similar departures
(whereas nasa'occurs 89 times - yet another factor militating against the etymologi-
cal derivation from a nomadic term), and largely recedes in the narrative books from
2 Samuel on (l time in 2 Samuel; 3 in 2 Kings; 3 in the Chronicler's History), occur-
ring then more frequently in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges, and I Samuel. It occurs
only 8 times (including 4 participles) in the poetic OT texts (taking the prophets and
Ketubim together - albeit without the prose discourses in Jeremiah and the historical
addendum in Isaiah [Isa. 37:36 = 2 K. 19:35]).

3. Semantic Field. In 19 passages hiiktm is accompanied by verbs of motion (hdla[,
yd;d', yd;a!, ndsa', sdlap, 'd16, 'dmaQ, qfrm, qdra!), in 25 the text is continued by
other (transitive) verbs; apart from the "formula oftirelessness," no preference for any
certain action that might be zealously (or after setting out in the morning) pursued can

10. Thiel, 113.
I l. So O. Kaiser, Intro. to the OT (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1975),238
12. T\ieL 43.
13. Prosareden, 123-27, 148.
14. "The Co-ordinated Structs of the Infinitive Absolute in Jeremiah and Their Bearing on the

Stylistics and Authenticity of the Jeremianic Corpus," "/NSa l3 (1987) 97-107.
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be discerned (idlah appears in 7 of 12 occurrences ofthe formula: 2 Ch. 36:15; Jer.
7:25;25:4;26:5;29:19;35:15;44:4). Among the nouns appearing withhiiktm, bdqer
"morning," clearly predominates (34 times); the stereotypical association of hiiktm
with babbAqer ("XY was done assiduously in the morning > set out in the morning" or
something similar) can almost be viewed as a fixed (compound) lexeme, though a
whole series of corresponding passages can also easily be understood as a double ad-
verbial qualification of the following verb.

II. OT. Passages usinghiikim can be subdivided formally into those using the verb ab-
solutely and those using it with prepositional phrases. The former include (with the ex-
ception of Isa. 5: I I, ptcp.) all occurrences of the nominal forms of the root, hence espe-
cially the l2 occurrences of the "formula of tirelessness," as well as I S. l7:16 (inf. abs.);
Ps. 127:2 (ptcp.); Hos. 6:4; l3:3. In these passages the expressions function in a purely
adverbial fashion; moreover, in I S. 17:16; Hos.6:4; and l3:3 they are qualified by
parallelismus membrorumwithharrdp andbdqerin the sense of "early," but in Ps. 127:2
in the sense of "enthusiastically, assiduously." By contrast, the proposed equating of Ps.

127:2a and Isa. 5:1115 seems most improbable, since with the addition of babb1qer the
text in Isa. 5:1 I acquires a contextually specific sense that Ps. 127:2aclearly does not in-
tend. For Isaiah, that some people "rise early in the morning in pursuit of strong drink" is
a sign of quite concrete social disorder, whereas the psalmist 

- as shown by the preced-
ing and following statements - ls g6nssrned not with rising early in the morning but
rather with the general notion that human endeavor, be it ever so enthusiastic, is futile.

In the 12 occurrences of the "formula of tirelessness" (2 Ch. 36:15; Jer.7:13,25;
ll:7;25:3,4;26:5;29:19 32:33;35:14,15: 44:4), although the focus is indeed on the
second infinitive absolute, especially since it is regularly anticipated by a finite form of
the corresponding verb in the sense of afigura etymologica, nonetheless the formulaic
halkdm does describe the manner in which Yahweh's various actions are pursued 

-and precisely that is the theological focus, namely, that Yahweh is a zealous, tireless
God, something justifying the summarizing of these passages as examples of the "for-
mula of tirelessness." The redaction responsible for this formula was concemed most
of all with the assertion that Yahweh did not merely engage in individual acts of admo-
nition toward wayward Israel, but rather in his almost unlimited engagement on Israel's
behalf repeatedly sent prophets (2 Ch. 36: l5; Jer.7:25;25:4;26:5;29 19 35:15; 44:4),
adjured Israel with words (Jer. I I :7), spoke to Israel (Jer. 7:13; 25:3; 35:14), and in-
structed Israel (32:33) 

- yet Israel still did not listen. In a word, the redactors are con-
cerned with demonstrating the theological truth that it is not Yahweh who is responsi-
ble for Israel's misery, since he tried unceasingly, tirelessly to make Israel repent and
understand; Israel is responsible for its own misery.

The root is also used absolutely in Gen. 19:2; Josh. 8:14; I S. 9:26; 2 S. l5:2, though
these passages probably also use the root elliptically t o ( I S . 9:26 does not contain ellip-

15. HAL,IY,l493a.
16. See I.1 above.
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sis in the strict sense, since one does indeed find the anticipated temporal qualification,
albeit having been moved into the foreground of the narrative as an independent clause
by way"ht); the focus is on setting out in the morning. Protagonists in these passages in-
clude Lot's divine guests, the people of Ai, Saul and his servant, and Absalom. In the
remaining passages using hiikim absolutely in finite verb forms, it is unlikely or at
least by no means necessarily presupposed that the activity described took place in the
morning - the former is the case in Zeph.3:7, which speaks of how Israel has always
been "eager to make all their deeds comrpt," hiikim here being asyndetically connected
with the following verb; the latter is the case in Jgs. 7: l; 2l:4:2Ch.29:20. The focus is
on the engagement of the persons in question (Gideon/Jerubbaal, the people, Heze-
kiah), not on the time the action takes place, something expressed in the case of Jgs.
21:4, however, in an independent clause, actually a circumstantial qualifier moved into
the foreground of the narrative by way"hi analogous to I S. 9:26.

There is little need for an exhaustive discussion of all the passages in which hiikim
(impf. consec.) is used with babbOqer ("in the moming") or mimmohordl ('on the next
morning") or occasionally with another prepositional phrase, the text then being con-
tinued with the imperfect consecutive of a different root, since the focus is always on
someone doing something early in the morning, i.e., as a rule on setting out in the
moming. This first action is performed before the following one; protagonists include
Abraham (Gen.19:27;21:14;22:3), Abimelech from Gerar (20:8;26:.31, here together
with Isaac and others), Jacob (28:18), Laban (32:I), Moses (8x.24:4;34:4), Aaron and
the people (32:6), the Israelites (Nu. 14:40; Josh. 6:15, here with ka"l6l haiiahar in-
steadof babbdqer),Joshta (Josh. 3:1; 6:12;7:16;8:10), Gideon (Jgs. 6:38), the Levite
from Ephraim (Jgs. l9:8, together with his concubine and father-in-law, v. 5), Elkanah
(1 S. 1:19), Samuel (l S. l5:12), David (l S. l7:20;29:ll), the Moabites (2K.3:22:in
the last two passages, the text is continued in the perfect), the attendant of the man of
God (2 K. 6:15), the Judeans (2 Ch.20:20). This context also includes the syntactically
more interesting combinations in which the text is continued with deixis using
w"hinnEh and a participle or nominal clause (Jgs. 6:28; I S. 5:3,4; 2 K. 19:35 = Isa.
37:36), in which case the preceding clause with hiiktm (impf. consec.) must be trans-
lated as a temporal clause; cf. also Job 1:5, where instead of the imperfect consecutive
the perfect consecutive expresses the iterative element. In Josh. 3:l and 6:12, the
change in number from singular to plural suggests that the focus is less on the concrete
notion of getting up early in the morning than on Joshua seizing the initiative in the
morning, whereupon only then do the Israelites or priests move into action. Insofar as

the "basic meaning" of hiiktm is discernible even in connection with babb1qe4 these
two passages offer further evidence supporting the synchronic determination of the
meaning of the root.lT

What was said of the passages with the imperfect consecutive basically also applies
to those in which the same expression appears as a demand in direct discourse. Again
the issue is that Moses (Ex. 8:16[20]; 9:13; impv.), Abimelech (Jgs. 9;33; impf. func-
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tioning as an injunctive), the Levite and his concubine (Jgs. l9:9; pf. consec. as a con-
tinuation of the impv. of a different root), David and his warriors (l S. 29:10; first
impv., then pf. consec. of hiiktm) - that all these people set out in the morning.

On the other hand, the meaning of hiikim and babboqer in Prov. 21:14 is somewhat
obscure, not least because an element of tension obtains between the consonantal text
(inf. const. or pf.) and the Masoretic vocalization (inf. abs.). Can one delete the expres-
sion metri causa,ts or should one understand the passage to be saying that praises in
the morning, before one even knows what the day may bring, are to be "counted as

cursing" because they are thoughtless or even dangerous?le
Cant. 7: l3(Eng. l2), which uses a prepositional phrase with /'but no temporal qual-

ifier, concludes the series ofOT occurrences ofthis root. Despite the reference to night
in the preceding verse, the passage is probably evoking the primary meaning of hiikim
in the sense of"urgent" or "pressing"; i.e., the girl can "hardly wait" to get to the vine-
yards, the place of love, with the beloved.z0

III. Outside the OT.
l. LXX. In translating hiiktm, especially when it appears together with babbdqe6 the

LXX prefers orthrizein"/orthr6s (for the inf. abs.), and in one case diorthrfzein. It occa-
sionally uses (ex)anistdnai and once egeirein The stereotypical use of hiikim with
babboqer prompted the LXX to use a root associated with the element of "morning" as

it most important equivalent. Yet even here the basic meaning is still discernible in that
in Greek witnesses outside the LXX, orthr{zein does also include the aspect of sleep-
lessness (restiveness), i.e., in a certain sense the element ofeagerness or assiduousness,
an element doubtless familiar to the LXX translators. In this sense the translation of the
"formula of tirelessness" with orthroil kai . . . acquires a special theological accent, the
LXX having apparently understood it from the perspective of Ps. l2l:4 ("he who keeps
Israel will neither slumber nor sleep").

2. Qumran. One can only speculate why this root appears so infrequently in
Qumran. Did the Qumran community take Ps. 127:2 seriously in the sense discussed
above? The two occurrences of the root resemble its use in Middle Hebrew. CD l0:19
tses maiktm as a technical term for the following day, and llQT l7:9 is concerned
with rising early after the Tamid offering.

Bartelmus

18. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT Ul6 (1963),97.
19. W. Frankenberg, Die Spriiche. HKATlU3,l (1898), 149.
20. Cf. O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. trans. 1994), 255 et passim.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. LXX. [I. OT Meaning and Use. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The Hebrew terrn ief;em, "shoulder," is a primary noun with a colre-
spondence only in UgN. lkm, "shoulder, upper part (of a building)."t A denominative
verb is found in Ugar. 1km and Eth. sakama, both meaning "carry on one's shoulders";
cf. also OSA 1/<m, "bearer."

2. Occuruences. The word occurs 22times, including 6 times in Genesis, I in Exo-

dus, 5 in the Dtr History, 5 in Isaiah, I in Zephaniah,2 in the Psalms, and 2 in Job.

III. LXX. The LXX generally translates as 6mos, though also as n6tos, "back" (Gen.

9:23 and the 2 occurrences in the Psalms), and zyg6n, "yoke" (Zeph.3:9). It transliter-
ates in Gen.48:22.

III. OT Meaning and Use. Th e term iekem refers to the shoulder or back, more specifi-

cally the upper part of the back between the shoulders directly beneath the nape or neck,

i.e., the shoulder blades. This concrete meaning is intended in Gen. 9:23;21:14;24:15,45;
49:15;Ex. l2:34;Josh.4:5;Jgs.9:48; I5.9:2;lO:9,23;Job3l:22,36;Ps.2l:13(Eng.l2);
lsa. 22:22. Three of these passages show clearly that ief,em refers to the reverse side of the

body: 1 S. 10:9: "samuel tumed his back to leave"; Gen.9:23: "then Shem and Japheth

[Noah's sons] took a garment, laid it on both their shoulders, and walked backward and

covered the nakedness of their father"; and Ps. 2l:13(12): "for you will make them into a

back," i.e., you will make them show their backs, you "will put them to flight" (NRSV).

The relationship between i"f;em and kn@p emerges clearly in Job 3l:22: "then let my

shoulder (kdlep fall from my nape/neck (i%em)l' where kdlEp must refer to the shoulder
joint and upper arm whrle i"f,em refers to the area between the shoulders. I S. 9:2 and

l0:23 describe Saul's height as being "head and shoulders above everyone else." The term

i"f,emrefers most frequently to the part ofthe body on which burdens such as baggage,

water jars, and great stones are carried (e.g., Gen. 24:15;Ex. l2:34; Josh. 4:5); they are ei-
ther carried on the back, thrown over a shoulder, or placed on a shoulder.

ief,em.M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 357-58;
E. Dhorme, L'Emploi mitaphorique des noms de parties du corps en hibreu et en Akkadien
(1923; repr. Paris, 1963), esp. 93-94, 96; M. Fraenkel, "Bemerkungen zum hebriischen
Wortschatz," HUCA 31 (1960) 55-102, esp. 6l-62; J. Milgrom, "The Shoulder for the Levites,"
in Y. Yadin, ed.,The Temple Scroll, l (Jerusalem, 1986), 169-76; S. J. P. K. Riekert, "The Co-
ordinated Structs of the Infrnitive Absolute in Jeremiah and Their Bearing on the Stylistics and

Authenticity of the Jeremianic Corpus," JNSL 13 (1987) 97-107; W. von Soden, "Zum
hebrlischen Wrirterbuch," UF l3 (1981) 157-64, esp. 161-62.

l. WUS, no. 2866.
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It is not clear whether ieftem can also refer to the shoulder of an animal, since the
word is never used in passages involving animals directly. Although Gen. 49: 14- 15 de-
scribes Issachar as being a "strong donkey" that "bowed his shoulder to the burden and
became a slave at forced labor," here i"ftem refers to the back or shoulder not of the
donkey but of Issachar himself, since a donkey does not "bow its shoulder" to carry
burdens the way people do. Several passages associate the bearing ofburdens with the
use of a yoke (e.g., Isa. 9:3[4]; lO:27; 14:25). Because yokes were placed on animals,
one might guess that these burdens refer to those carried by animals and that.fe&ern thus
refers to the shoulder of an animal. These passages, however, compare oppressed peo-
ples to beasts of burden, so that i"lem probably refers to the human anatomy.

Several passages (Ps. 8l:7[6]; Isa. 9:3[4]; lO,27; 14:25) describe oppression as rhe
bearing of burdens on one's i"ftem, a notion not necessarily to be taken as merely sym-
bolic. Gen. 49:15 (see above) clearly demonstrates the connection between bearing a
burden and oppression. Because conquered peoples were generally put to work as

forced laborers, the bearing of heavy burdens on shoulders would have been a familiar
sight. Egyptian illustrations show brickworkers carrying loam in baskets on one shoul-
der, something doubtless illustrating the slave labor mentioned in Ps.81:7(6): "I re-
lieved your shoulder of the burden; your hands were freed from the basket."

In Isa. 9:3(4) the mageh iilm6, "bar across their shoulders," can refer either to the
carrying bar parallel to the preceding "yoke of their burden," or to the "rod of their op-
pressor" used to beat someone's back. By translating trdch€los, the LXX probably
reads the passage in the former sense, though the yoke is usually placed on the back of
the neck rather than on the back itself (cf. Isa. 10:27).

A burden on a person's back need not always refer to oppression. one can also de-
scribe authority and responsibility as a burden (cf. Dt. l:9,12), as is the case in Isa.
9:5(6): "authority rests upon his shoulders." This passage may refer to certain symbols
of power rulers carried on their shoulders (e.g., a scepter). rsa.22:22 says that the "key
of the house of David" is placed on Eliakim's shoulder at his installation as administra-
tor, with v. 2l then referring to him as a "father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem," a con-
ceptual association of fatherhood and leadership. Just as parents carry, support, and
nourish their children, so also leaders carry and care for their people (cf. Nu. I l: I l-
12). Hence authority can also be a burden to be borne on one's shoulders.

The expression ieftem 'ehd! in7*ph. 3:9 is a metaphor for unity; the people should
serve Yahweh "as one shoulder," i.e., unanimously, bearing the burden of service to-
gether (NRSV "with one accord").

In Gen. 48:22 lacob says to Joseph: "I now give to you one i"keml' apparently a ref-
erence to the town of Shechem. Though the author is clearly using a wordplay here, the
meaning is obscure. Perhaps i,ftem refers to a "mountain ridge."2

IV. Qumran. The Qumran Temple Scroll uses i"ftem in an unusual way. With no
biblical precedent, it accords the ief;em of the forelegs of sacrificial animals to the Le-

2. Ct. HAI.IY, 1495a; M. Naor, BethM 24 (1970) 320-25.
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vites (llQT 20:14-16 21:2-6;22:8-ll; 60:6-7). A reconstruction of the Qumran-
Essene exegesis of Dt. 18:1-3 solves the problem. According to this passage, the

Levitical priests are to have as their portion of the "fire offering" ('iiiA yhwh) the shoul-

der (z"r6a'), the two jowls, and the stomach. Egyptian tomb paintings show that the

foreleg was separated from the body not above the humerus, but above the shoulder.

Hence because the entire foreleg was given to the sanctuary, the shoulder was automat-

ically included. Because the biblical regulation stipulates that only the zerda'was due

the priests, the Qumranite interpretation understood that the shoulder then belonged to

the Levites. It is not insignificant that the rabbis thought the z"rda'included the shoul-

der as well,3 and that Hittite paltana can refer to both the "arm" and the "shoulder."4

The term also occurs in the Qumran War Scroll, where a hymn praises God for
strengthening the weak: "he has strengthened the loins of those with smitten shoul-

ders" ( lQM l4:7 par.4QMa 8- 10, I, 5), a combination of expressions transcending bib-

lical usage.
Rattray - Milgrom

3. Mish. IIul. l0t4l' see Milgrom, 173 n. 18.

4. See Milgrom, 175.
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idftan. S. D. McBride, "The Deuteronomic Name Theology" (diss., Harvard,1969\; R. Cook,
.'The Neighbour Concept in the OT'(diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1980); F. M.
Cross, "The Tabernacle: A Study from an Archaeological and Historical Approach," BA l0
(1947),45-68; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmart(n, "KUN-S and SKN im Ugaritischen,"
UF 6 (1974) 47-53; F. Dumermuth, "Zur deuteronomischen Kulttheologie und ihren
Voraussetzungenl' ?.AW 70 (1958) 59-98; M. Giirg, Das Tzlt der Begegnung. Untersuchung zur
Gestalt der sakralen Zelttraditionen Altisraels. BBB 27 (1967); A. M. Goldbetg, Unter-
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I. Distribution.
1. Neighboring Languages. The root Jtn is attested in all the prominent Semitic

language families, including East (Akkadian), west (ugaritic), and South (Arabic)
Semitic. Its use in East and West Semitic is of interest here. In Akkadian the vb.
iakdnu(m) represents a broad semantic spectrum including the meanings "put/place,
install, put on; equip with."t The objects of the G stem include pictures, stelae, sacri-
ficial offerings, and even documents (stative iakin: "is deposited, is available," etc.),
then also parts of the body (foot, hand, ear, eye, face), also persons (soldiers, wit-
nesses, functionaries, though also tutelary gods and demons), abstractions such as
festival times, judgments, agreements, and contracts, though also positive (ustice,
salvation, liberation) and negative notions (tribulation, distress, grief, lament). A
more marginal meaning is "produce, establish, set up," in the sense of ..set up a nest,
camp, habitation," or "create a name." The Gtn stem is less frequently attested, "de-
posit, install," as is the Gt stem, "put, place." The existence of a D stem is problemat-
ical, while a S stem with the causative meaning "have something put/placed" or
(with the causative of iakin) "make available, make present" is attested, the latter us-
age also attesting the meaning "make to dwell, have a camp set up," in which case
the object can also be "fear of God." The passive themes correspond to the active
meanings, albeit without any references to "dwelling" or "causing to dwell." one
noteworthy expression is iumam naikin, "make me a name" (the active form also ex-
hibits this meaning2). Among the numerous derivatives, one might note the verbal
adj. iaknu meaning "governor"3 (cf. Heb. sdgdn), the expression ldkin tAmi, ,,city
prefect,"4 the noun iiknu, "figure, kind, etc.,"i3n6 finally the constructions with the
m prefrx.6

Ugaritic apparently attests both causative krvn J meaning "set up, make ready, put at
one's disposal, determine," and, probably independent of this form, the vb. ikn,
"dwell," though a strict differentiation between the two is not always possible.T Hence

Judaica 5 (1969); A. R. Hulst, *\)Ui lkn to dwell," TLOT lll, t3Z7-30; B. Janowski, ...Ich will in
eurer Mitte wohnen.' Struktur und Genese der exilischen Schekina-Theologiel' Jahrbuch fiir
biblische Theologie 2 (1987) 165-93; L. Laberge, "Le lieu que yHwH a choisi pour y mettre son
noml' EstBib 43 (1985) 209-36; N. Lohfink, "Zur deuteronomischen Zentralisationsformel,"
Bibl 65 (1984) 297-329 = studien zur friihjiidischen Apokalyptik. \BAB t2 (1991), 147-77;
T. N. D. Mettinger, The Dethronement of Sabaoth. Studies in the Shem and Kabod Theologies.
cBor 18 (1982); J. Schreiner, sion-lerusalem. Jahwes Kr)nigssitz. IANTT (1963); H. weippert,
"'Der Ort, den Jahwe erwiihlen wird, um dort seinen Namen wohnen zu lassen.' Die Geschiihte
einer alttestamentlichen Formel," BZ 24 (1980) 76-94.

l. AHw, Ill, ll34-39; CAD, X.VlUl, 116-57.
2. See AHw, III, I138.
3. Ibid., 1141. Cf. in this regard J. N. Postgate, "The Place of iaknu in Assyrian Govern-

ment,"An,Sr 30 (1980) 67-76;W. M. Stolper, "Tlte iaknu of Nippur,,, JCS 40 (1988) 127-55.
4. AHw,III, 1139.
5.Ibid., 1234.
6. -+ Jl[tD miiknn (I.l), IX,58-59.
7. Cf. Dietrich, Loretz, Sanmartin.
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one alleged witness for ikn, "dwell,"S can also be adduced as a witness for h,vn S, "d"-
termine, set,"9 whereas the root ikn can be posited in another passage.l0 Several paral-
lel verbs can be noted independent ofthese distinctions, including grJ, "drive out:' hlk,

"gol' ml', "fi11,"1I and qrb, "be near."12 These verbs nonetheless do not make it possible
to decide unequivocally for or against ikn as a root. The occulrences of ^itn in more re-
cent West Semitic dialects do not offer any further criteria.l3

Egyptian attests the vb. [ny, "settle," as well as the vb. ifuny as a causative to finy.ta
The basic verb can be used of gods and people as well as of attributive animals (such as

Amun in the form of the primal birdl5). The causative is attested with the same mean-

ing. One special problem involves the possible phonetic and semantic relationship be-

tween .ikn and ffiny. If Sem. ft ever represented the equivalent of Egyp. !,16 then one

cannot exclude an earlier relationship or even parallelism. Because no unequivocal wit-
nesses have yet surfaced, one can not yet assume any dependency. Hence altematively
one can also not yet clarify whether the noun msknwt in Ex. l:11 (cf. I K. 9:19 par.

2 Ch. 8:4,6) is to be associated with Akk. maikattu, "depot," or with Egyp. mffrnt, "for-
tress," even though semantic considerations suggest the latter.lT

2. Semitic Background. The root ikn can be traced back to a combination of the

causative formative i- with the morpheme group tn. l8 The root thus belongs to the sur-

viving ,iap constructions in Hebrew.le G. J. Thierry developed this suspicion further
into a thesis maintaining that in the noun --> J)IDD miikdn, the basis "ia-kin ) ia-ftdn"
generated an old substantive with m-obiecti, and that this old construction is still dis-
cernible in the pausal form iakzn.zo As in the case of Akk. iakanu, however, the pri-

8. KTU 1.4, VII, 44; cf. also D. G. Pardee, "The Preposition in Ugaritic (Part I)," UF 7 (1975)
370; G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de Canaan segiln la tradicion de Ugarit (Madrid,
1981), 628; HAL, rV, 1497.

9. Cf. J. Tropper, Der ugaritische Kausativstamm und die Kausativbildungen des Semiti-
schen. Abhandlungen qur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Paliistinas 2 (Miinster, 1990),76.

10. KTU 1 .14, II, 50-51; IY 29-30; cf . HAL, lv, 1497 .

11. See M. J. Dahood, RSB III, 158-60, nos. 301-4.
12. See idem, RSB I, 350-51, no.542.
13. Cf. DNSI ll, ll34; Tomback, 316; cf. HAL,lY, 1496-97.
14. wbAs, rrr, 253-54, 287 -88.
15. See AHG,22O: cf. in this regard M. Gdrg,"Ptolemiiische Theologie in der Septuaginta,"

Kairos 20 (1978) 213 = Studien zur biblisch-rigyptischen Religionsgeschichte. SBAB 14 (1992),
232.

16. GesB, 329; cf . also M. Grirg, "Jochebed und Isis," BN 6l (1992) 13-14.
17. See M. Gorg, Kairos 20 (1978) 277-78 n.2l; a different view is taken by W. Helck, "lrKl{

und die Ramses-Stadt," W 15 (1965) 47; R. Redford, "Exodus I ll: W l3 (1963) 413-15; HAL,
11,646-47. On Akkadian seeAHwll,627; cf. \['. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988),35.
On Egyptian see WbAS, II, 148; --> I)trD miikan (I.l), IX, 58-59.

18. + Jl) kfin,Yll,89-101.
19. See L. Wiichter, "Reste von Safel-Bildungen im Hebriiischenl' ZAW 83 (197 1) 382-83.
20. "Notes on Hebrew Grammar and Etymology:' OTS 9 (1951) 4-5; cf . VG,1,522; first pre-

sented by P. Haupt, AJSL 23 (1907) 226,248:' cf. also J. Ftirst, Hebriiisches und Chaldtiisches
Handworterbuch iiber das AT (Leipzig, 186l), ll, 447.
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mary notion became obsolete in the case of Heb. .i/<n as well. L. Wztchter believes that
Ugaritic, in juxtaposition to Akkadian and Hebrew, uses the root kwn in a rather weak-
ened sense such that one can probably assume an extremely early combination with
ikn, r.e., a combination taking place when kwn still exhibited a more fully concrete
meaning.2l Unfortunately, one cannot yet answer these questions with any certainty.zz

If indeed the causative construction i-kn in Semitic can be viewed as a preliminary
molphological stage of the root ikn in Hebrew, one would then be dealing with a
semiological basis possibly still discernible in at least some of the passages using .i/<n.

In that case the focus would not be on the notion of a static remaining, but on a transi-
tion into a spatially and temporally as yet unspecified condition. If an analogy (or even
historical affinity) with the Egyptian causative construction.ffny obtains, then a semic
determination might be posited in the sense of temporary presence such that a basic
semic determination such as "morative" might be justified.z3 In any event, .ikn would
from the outset be based on a semic foundation distinguishable from the root yJb, "sit;
sit enthroned." Alongside any possible transparency with regard to the semic basis,
however, one must also consider context. One cannot maintain that in this case the "ba-
sic meaning comes into play hardly or not at all."2a

3. OT Scope. The OT uses the root .i&n largely as a verb, and then usually in the qal
( I I I times), though also in the piel ( 12 times) and hiphil (6 times). The substanrive par-
ticipial form idlEn occurs 20 times.2s In the Aramaic portion of the OT, the root ikn oc-
curs once in the peal (Dnl. 4:18[21]) and once in the pael (Ezra6:12). Texrual problems
arise in Jer. 7:3,7 with the MT wa'"iakkenA 'efiem (v. 3) and weiikkantt 'elkem (v. 7),
which can be cautiously emended to we'eiken| 'itteftem and w"iaf,anti 'itt"[em.26 ln ps.
78:60 one should probably read'Ohel iikkEn bd'dddm.2l

The expression liikdn ydh'eldhtm is difficult to understand and extremely uncertain
in the context of Ps. 68:19(lg;.zs

II. Creaturely {kn.In varying contexts ikn in the qal is always construed with a liv-
ing first actant. one noteworthy point is that no additional syntagma is obligatory. Be-
cause even the locative references and qualifiers present in the majority of occurrences
can only be viewed as facultative syntagmas, the verb can itself be viewed as univalent.
Semantically this characteristic also lends to the verb an unbound quality closely re-
lated to the semic determination. Locative syntagmas include especially expressions
with personal names or overriding locative designations.

21.7AW 83 (1971) 383.
22. Cf. also Hulst, 905; HAL, lY, 1496-97.
23. ) aui, yaiab, Vl, 427.
24. Hulst, 905.
25. See also the derivative --> J)OD miiknn, IX, 58-tr.
26. Most recently HAL, lY, 1499.
27. Cf . Janowski, 184 n. 85; HAL, lV, 1499.
28. Cf. Hulst, 906:' HAI- lV, 1499, with bibliog.
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l. Endangered ikn. In connection with locative syntagmas, the verb can first of all
refer to an apparently secure but in reality endangered existence. The foreign kings
who "live in the desert" (Jer.25:24) are condemned to powerlessness. Even Babylon,
described as "living lQ idkantfor K iknt[y]lby ('al) mighty waters" (Jer.5l:13), is
doomed. Those who raise themselves up to "live" in the clefts of the rocks (Jer. 48:28;
49:16; Ob. 3) will surely fall. In lsa. 26:19 the dead are called "dwellers in the dust"

GAk%A'dpdr), i.e., transient, past beings. This specific aspect becomes especially clear
in juxtaposition with the root y.iD. According to Jer. 17:6, those who overestimate
themselves are already "living" (ikn) in the desert, where no one settles down perma-
nently (yib). According to Eliphaz the Temanite, the wicked will "live (ikn) in desolate
cities, in houses that no one should inhabit (yib)" (Iob 15:28). Indeed, he views all
such human "dwelling" to be a kind of "living" (ikn) in "houses of clay, whose founda-
tion is in the dust" (4: l9), and those who are miserable must "dwell" in the gullies of
wadis, in holes in the ground, and in the rocks (30:6). The lamenting petitioner consid-
ers life's instability to be like "living (ikn) among the tents of Kedar" (Ps. 120:5), like
"dwelling among those who hate peace" (v. 6), references both to an unstable location
and to lack of personal security. The culpable person pursued by enemies feels crushed
to the ground because those enemies lay (.itn hiphil) his honor in the dust (le'dpAr) (Ps.
7:6[s]).

The metaphorical language of prophecy and poetry characterizes coming disaster
by enumerating all sorts of desert animals who "dwell" and "live" quite commensurate
with their symbolic association with chaotic locales inimical to life. Such animals in-
clude ostriches in Babylon (Isa. 13:21; Jer.50:39) and pelicans (? NRSV "hawk"),
hedgehogs, owls, and ravens in Edom (Isa.34:ll). The locative syntagma can be
joined by a temporal one. The desert demons will live "from generation to generation"
in Babylon (Isa.34:17). In such valencies as well, the semantics of Jkn sharply con-
trasts with y.ib,' according to Isa. l3:20, as a future desert Babylon will no longer be in-
habited (yib), will "for all generations" no longer be settled (ikn).The absence ofany
human ikn here clearly evokes far more than merely the absence of urbanity, namely,
the coming nonbeing of any sort of existence, something also evident in the choice of
additional synonyms such as 'hl and rbs. Nonetheless, even the notion of a dove set-
tling in the sense of being at rest (J/fl without modal syntagmas) can express the idea of
liberation from past misery for a petitioner (Ps. 55:7-8[6-7]). The notion of "making
the cherubim dwell" (.itn hiphil) before the gate of paradise (Gen. 3:24) doubtless
evokes the aspect of a space to which human beings no longer have access. According
to Ezk. 32:4, "all the birds of the air" are to "settle" (Jtn hiphil) on Pharaoh to demon-
strate his powerlessness.

2. ikn/yib. The semasiological difference between Jkn and y.ib can be demonstrated
in the predications used of Abraham. According to Gen. 13:18, he "moved his tent
(wayye'"hal) and came (wayydbd') and settled (wayyEiep) by the oaks of Mamre . . and
there he built (wayyilen) an altar to Yahweh," whereas according to 14: l3 he "was liv-
ing (idftan) by the oaks of Mamre." The process of settling and consolidating one's
presence at a fixed location is described with yJb, whereas his stay among the Amorites
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is construed from the perspective of a morative but protected presence and probably for
that reason is described with ikn (ptcp.). Isaac's "dwelling" is subject to a similar mod-
ification. According to26:2, he is to settle (ieftdn) "in rhe land" yahweh will show him,
whereas according to vv. 6,17 he settles (yib) in Gerar. The accent of i/<n is on the as-
pect of settling without any enduring ties, i.e., without legal possession of property.
The key feature here is an open orientation to an as yet undefined living space. The
flexibility with respect to dwelling place associated with.itn is only seemingly contra-
dicted by Jacob's titleyiic!'dhdlim (25:27b), since the reference here is likely to a ba-
sic, characteristic habit of dwelling, whereas the reference to Jacob/Israel's presence
"in the land" according to 35:22 (ikn) is again thinking of concrete presence without
any attachment to a fixed location. This perspective is also evident in the introduction
to Balaam's third oracle, according to which Israel is viewed as a people "camping
(idken) tribe by tribe" (Nu. 24:2), a statement not expressing any notion of concrete
ties to a fixed location.

A distinction between yib and.i/<n also seems to emerge in poetic contexts. The
Song of Deborah defines the consolidation of Gilead in the Transjordan with ikn, the
temporary stay of Dan with gw4 the settling of Asher along the coast with y.ib, and the
expansion of tribal dominance "by the landings" ('al miprdsdyw) with Jkn (Jgs. 5: l7),
the final positioning of the long form yiikbn pointing not to inversion but more likely to
the yet outstanding process of conquest.2e

The substantival ptcp. idf,?n with corresponding fem. ieftdnd is attested with the
meanings "inhabitant" (lsa.33:24; Hos. l0:5) and "neighbor" (cf. Ex. l2:4;2 K.4:3;
Ps. 31:12[11]; Prov. 27:10; Jer.6:21). Reference is made to a female "neighbor" in Ex.
3:22; Ruth 4:17 (on Ugar. iknt, "[female] neighbors,"3o cf. Ex. l2:4; 2 K. 4:3; ps.

3l:l2ll I l; Prov. 27:lo; Jer. 6:21). At the same time idf;dn can also refer to a settlement
(Jer. 49:18; 50:40) or its inhabitants (Dt. l:7; Jer. 49:lO; Ezk. 16:26) or both (cf. ps.
44:l4l3l;79:4,12;80:7[6]; 89:42141)) in neighboring locations.3r None of these pas-
sages refers to legal possession of land or to perrnanent settlement.

3. Protected Jkn. The terminology of blessing uses the root ikn to evoke the notion
of protected, empowered "dwelling." over against Dan's stay (gwr) according to Jgs.
5:17, Gen.49:13 describes Zebulun's dynamic presence on the sea and ships (ikn1.zz
Dt. 33:20 compares Gad's .itn to an attacking lion; here the absence of any locative
syntagma signals the aspect of dynamic presence not tied to one location. "Nathan's
oracle" predicts that Israel will i/cn "in their own place" (2 S.7:10), a reference to
"dwelling" without fear or oppression. Prophecy picks up on this aspect of abiding
presence and posits it as a future mode of life. The righteous will ^itn "on the heights"

29' On the verbal expressions see also U. Bechmann, Das Deboralied zwischen Geschichte
und Fiktion (St. Ottilien, 1989), 148-49.

30. KTU L16, II, 53; cf. J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, "problematical passages in the Legend
of Kirtu (D: Ur A 0982) 186; HAL,IY 1499-1500.

31. Cf. Hulst, 906; HAL,IY 1500.
32. See U. Bechmann, Das Deboralied, 149.
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(Isa. 33: 16), whereas those who serve Yahweh will J/cn in a "land of salvation" (65:9).
"Justice" and "righteousness" are viewed as living, vivifying forces; during the coming
period of salvation, "justice" will dwell (ikn) in the wilderness, and "righteousness"
will abide (yib) in the fruitful field (32:16). The chiastic positioning makes the elemen-

tary reference points transparent in that 'Justice" will "expand" into the wilderness,
while future "righteousness" will "sit enthroned" in the civilized land. An inner dy-
namic inheres in the coming ikn that clearly contrasts with being bound to a fixed loca-
tion. This incorporation of .ikn assurances into future promises, however, also indicates
that they require elucidation from an overriding perspective. Hence one should not let
"wickedness" reside (,i/or hiphil) in one's tent (Job ll:14).

Insofar as Yahweh places even foreign nations into special positions of ikn, one sees

that any future.ikn is possible only with Yahweh's guarantee. Although the promise in
Gen.9:27 that Japheth will "live in the tents of Shem" doubtless refers to a powerful
presence, it by no means implies an enduring possession of the land. According to Gen.
16:12, Ishmael will be expelled and assume an aggressive posture toward his brothers,
"living (yiikan) at odds ('al) with all his kin," a formulation demonstrating anew that
the semantic focus is not on a fixed location, but rather on dynamic presence. After a

time of tribulation, Egypt too will ultimately come to enjoy ikn (Jer. 46:26) "as in the
days of old," whereby the semantic focus is again on the idealized anticipation of a
powerful existence rather than on territorial ties. The assertion that Yahweh "settled
(Jkn hiphil) the tribes of Israel" in the "tents" of foreign nations takes on added import
in this light (Ps. 78:55).

Additional facultative syntagmas occasionally emerge when the local qualification
is joined by more specific qualifications that may even assume the position of
locatives. The idealized retrospective in Dt. 33:28 maintains that Israel's Jkn takes
place "in safety (beyal.t); by itself (bddail is Jacob's fountain," and only then adds the
qualifier "in a land of grain and wine." The reference is thus clearly to a protected exis-
tence on into the future but with no particular focus on legal land possession. Mic. 7:14
combines the syntagma l"bddad with a participle of J/cn (with hireq compaginis; cf . Dt.
33:16), but then adds two locative syntagmas: "in a forest in the midst of a garden

land," an expression of currently restricted, diminished life,33 though perhaps more
likely a reference to the hidden dynamic of Yahweh's people coming to expression in
their anticipated expansion to the east as described next.

Jer. 23:6 and 33:16 use fixed expressions to assure that both Israel and Jerusalem
will J/<n "in safety" (labepb), a qualification not focusing merely on a local stay. The
psalmist also hopes for a ikn of the "body" (bdiar) "in safety" (labepD or "forever"
(l"6ldm) (Ps. 16:9; 37:27) such that the righteous will enjoy both, i.e., will "abide"
(ikn) "in" ('al) the land "forever" (ld'ad; Ps. 37:29). That ikn can do without modal
syntagmas in its valencies enables authors to use it with no further qualification as a

metaphor for an anticipated condition of safety. The children of God's servants will en-

33. Cf. W. Rudolph, Micha-Nahum-Habakuk-Zephanja.
Wolff, Micah the Prophet (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1981),

KAT xrIU3 (1975), 134; H. W
126-27.
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joy such ikn and "be established" in God's presence (Ps. 102:291281). The end of Ps.
69, however, again impressively shows that only such ties to Yahweh insure the com-
mencement of dynamic.itr. The complement to God's assurance to his servants of y.ib
in the sense of land possession (v. 36[35]) is the announcement that all "those who love
his name" will enjoy ikn (v.37136)). The overall understanding emerging in these pas-
sages is that a person's Jtn is endangered if undertaken without God's help. only this
overriding divine support lends the desired quality to human "dwelling," a connection
coming to expression especially where human and divine ikn are directly or indirectly
related to one another (cf. Dt. 33:12; Zr,ch.8:3,8).

III. Divine Jftz.
l. On Zion. The dependency of human and creaturely ikn on divine authority sug-

gests that Jtn itself may represent a form of Yahweh's manifestation. Because here too
no qualifying syntagmas are necessary, the focus is again on the lack of fixed ties to
any one location and on an active, dynamic divine "dwelling." This understanding
emerges most clearly in expressions referring to Yahweh's ikn"onZionl'T\e epithet
idldn besiybn (loel 4:17,21[3:17,21]; an addendum here?) corresponds to the predica-
tionidldnyerfiidldyim(Ps. 135:21).Intheirownturn,thesetwoparticipialexpressions
are most closely related formally and semantically to expressions such as "he dwells
on high" (idLen mar6m, Isa. 33:5) or "who inhabits eternity" GAken 'a8, 57:15). The
particular dimension this latter phrase evokes comes to expression in Yahweh's own
statement concerning ikn: "I dwell in the high and holy place (mar6mw"qdQ6i 'eik6n),
and also with those who are contrite and humble in spirit" (57:15). This "dwelling" is
first and foremost a sovereign presence on Zion and at the same time a helping, benefi-
cent presence among human beings. Ps.74:2 asks Yahweh to "remember Mount Zion,
where you came to dwell" (idSantd b6), and Ps. 85:10(9) anticipares that yahweh's
glory will again "dwell in our land" (liikdn kdp6/ be'ars€ni).

2. Yahweh's ikn and yib. The previously mentioned epithet i1f;dn bes?ybn probably
represents a compromised counterpart to the "long form" haiiok4n b"har sty6n as
found in Isa. 8: 18 following the divine designation yhwh seld'61, which in its own turn
can hardly conceal its close relationship with the notion of Yahweh's yib.3a Hence a
comprehensive understanding of the divine manifestations will probably have to coor-
dinate these two aspects of divine presence: that of Yahweh as "enthroned" (yib) and
"dynamically present" (ikn). The two verbs compete in Ps. 68:16-17(15-16), which
speaks about God abiding on his throne (yib), on the one hand, and his "dwelling"
(ikn) "forever" (lanesalt), on the other, both verbs perhaps coming to refer to
Yahweh's presence on Zion only at a later stage. Here too the combination empha-
sizes the intensity of this idea of God's presence. One must leave open the question
whether the difficulty in understanding Ps. 68:19(18) can be resolved by conceiving

34. On the semantic kinship between the title ;"!d'61 and yiD, see M. Gtirg, "gbwt - ein
Gottestirel," BN 30 (1985) l5-18 = Agypten und AT ll (1991) 207-10.
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Yahweh's dynamic expansion of power on Zion as having encountered resistance as

well.
The most significant coordination of the two terms associated with the divine pres-

ence, however, is found in Solomon's temple dedication in 1 K. 8:12-13, which is prob-

ably to be viewed as a "song of hymnic praise" analogous to Egyptian hymnic struc-
tures. Here Yahweh declares that "he would dwell (liikan) in thick darkness
(bdardpel)l'and Solomon commits himself to the temple construction as a place where
Yahweh can dwell (l"iibfkd) forever. Here the notion of Yahweh's cosmic ,ikn joins
that of God's y.ib in the temple, a tendency favoring an understanding of such dwelling
that might be juxtaposed with that which focuses on God's more flexible presence as

articulated in 2 S. 7;5-6.35 The juxtaposition of the two understandings of "dwelling"
must not be interpreted as attesting any original association between the notion of .itn
and temple theology, since this passage apparently comes out in favor of a conscious

subordination. Perhaps the passage thus represents a conscious integration of extra-
Jerusalemite traditions.

3. Extra-Jerusalemite Tradition?Other observations support this interpretation. Ac-
cording to the probably accurate reconstruction of the testamentary blessing concern-
ing Benjamin by F. Dumermuth, this tribe's ^i/cn takes place "in safety," while the "High
God" ('ely1n) protects him and dwells (ikn) "between his mountain slopes" (bdn

keftpdyw, NRSV "shoulders"; Dt. 33i12). Because these two perspectives on human

and divine "dwelling" likely did not come to be so closely related merely by accident,

some genuine connection presumably did exist between the idea of Yahweh's ikn and
the region of the northern kingdom (Dumermuth), even though it is probably not possi-

ble now to define this idea more closely in connection with or certainly to associate it
exclusively with the development of the cult prior to Israel's actual statehood. Al-
though the unique divine title "the one who dwells in the bush" (iAk%i s"neh), which
appears in connection with the blessing of Joseph following upon that of Benjamin in
33:16, might indeed represent an archaizing allusion to Ex. 3:2-3 invoking the perti-
nent traditions from the Exodus materials,36 it could also be understood as the reclama-
tion of an understanding of ikn that was intent on not being bound to the Jerusalem

temple tradition.
Jeremiah's temple sernon focuses on precisely this orientation toward a ikn-

tradition with an extra-Jerusalemite origin. According to the emendation suggested

above, Yahweh assures his addressees that he will iftn "with" them ('ittekem, Jer. '7 :3,7);
according to the Dtr interpretation, he then refers to his Jtn in Shiloh (v. l2), Hence the

assurance of Yahweh's presence is probably not restricted just to Jerusalem as pars pro
toto for the entire country37 in the sense of an alternative to the "temple," since the is-
sue is the appropriate qualification of the temple meant by hammaqbm hazzeh (vv. 3,7)

35. -+ fltr yaia!, Y[,433-34.
36. See P. Weimar, Die Berufung des Mose. OBO 32 (1980), 213 n. 31.
37. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische RedaktionvonJeremia l-25.WMANT4l (1973), 109.
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as the locus of Yahweh's dynamic, not his static presence. The recollection of Shiloh,
possibly anchored in some of the original strata,38 underwent a phraseological expan-
sion with pafi of the "Dtn cultic formula" ("centralization formula"): "Go now to my
place (mdqbm) in Shiloh, where I made my name dwell at firsr" (v. 12). Although the
proximity to Dtn theology is probably most noticeable here, it is difficult to determine
whether such proximity indicates that the ikn idea also originated there. The genesis of
the MT version in vv. 3,7 might have taken place such that the Dtr expansion in v. lZ
exerted influence back on vv.3,7 and simultaneously displaced the accentuation from
the temple to the "land" (epexegesis in v. 7?).

4. Choice of Cultic Sites and.iftn. The formula for choosing a cultic site, "the place
that Yahweh will choose to make his name dwell there" (NRSV "as a dwelling for his
name"; l"iakkEn i"mb idm), occurs in Dt. l2: I l; 14:23; 16:2,6,11;26:2: and as a vari-
ant (in a statement Yahweh makes) in Neh. l:9. Although the piel infinitive here is usu-
ally interpreted causatively, semantic questions have increasingly arisen. The relation-
ship between the formula variant with the infinitive of iym, "put, place, establish" (Dt.
l2:5,21; 14:24), instead of .ikn piel has drawn attention in particular.3e

G. Braulik suggests that iakkEn.ien means hrst of all to "put up, display the name,"
as shown by the Akkadian expression iakanu iuma from El Amarna.ao After ikn be-
came associated with the narrower meaning "dwell," however, Deuteronomy "tried to
retrieve the original sense by introducing the modernized expression ium i1ml' the is-
sue being "merely the proclamation of the name of Yahweh at the chosen site."

According to G. vanoni, the ikn expression "represents a neologistic loan from
A}k. iakdnu iumu . . . whereas the expression with .fim represents its semantically
equivalent translation."a I

A proximity to cuneiform expressions is unmistakable; cf. the expression in the let-
ter of Abdilepa of Jerusalem: amur iarri idkdn ium-iu ina mat Uruialimki ana darii u
la ilie ezdbi ia matat uruialimki, "behold, the king has put his name forever on the
land of Jerusalem and cannot abandon the land of Jerusalem."42ld. weippert, however,
has also adduced the close kinship with Egyptian formulae according to which a king
"puts his name forever on foreign countries" and similar expressions, citing the expres-
sions iry rn, "make a name," or rdy rn, "give a name," to which one can add especially
the causative expression irwj rn, "perpetually preserve a name, make a name en-
dure,"43 whose form and content more closely correspond to the biblical expression.

The two final variants of the formula are perhaps related such that the ikn expres-
sion is oriented only toward the elementary semic structure with its causative character,

38. rbid., 114.
39. See also D. F. Murray, *MQWM and the Future of Israel," lrl 40 (1990) 308.
40. Braulik, Deuteronomium 1-16,17. NEB (1986),98-99. See I.l above.
41. -+ EtlD itm (ll.3.c), s.v. ie-rn.
42. VAB, 11,287,60-63; according to M. Weippert, "semitische Nomaden des zweiten

Jahrtausends," Bibl 55 (1974) 431.
43. WbAS, lY, 194; cf. also P. Vernus, Bibliothique d'Erudes 74 (paris, lg1.l) ZO4.
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while the .fyrz expression represents a further variant of the sort developed in neighbor-
ing cultures as variable forms of expression for essentially the same content. In both
cases the focus is on imprinting or establishing the name as a sign of the divine pres-

ence. Here ikn piel is to be construed as an intensive whose evocation of the elemen-

tary aspect paved the way for the notion of "making the name to dwell." No primary as-

sociation of the formula variant plus .i&n piel with the Jerusalem temple is necessary.a

Nonetheless, any further considerations concerning the tradition of the variants must
remain speculative.as

5. ikn "in the midst-" An emendation in Jer. 7:3,7 creates a bridge to yet another for-
mula of significance for later .itn theology. In Ezk. 43:7,9, Yahweh, who "will reside

among the people of Israel," promises an "unconditional divine presence" that at the

same time represents Yahweh's "self-binding to Israel" and the basis for the "Shekinah

theology."a6 The late Dtr redaction uses the expanded terminology to articulate a "con-

ditional promise"4T in I K. 6:12-13 according to which God's future presence would
depend on Israel's own behavior. By contrast, the assurance of divine "dwelling" in
Zech.2:14-15(ll-12);8:3 focuses on the renewed possession of Jerusalem, where the
people of Yahweh will also "live" (8:8). The Priestly writing twice repeats the expres-

sion "dwell in the midst of the Israelites" in connection with a particular concentration
of original expressions. The explicit promise in Ex. 29:45 together with an infinitive
confirmation in v. 46 frames both Yahweh's declaration that he intends to be the Israel-
ites' God as well as his announcement that they will indeed acknowledge Yahweh as

the God of the exodus.a8 The Priestly writing also initially associates the idea of
Yahweh's effrcacious presence in Israel with that of a free, unconditional presence,

though various additional consequences do come to expression in later strata (cf. Nu.
5:3; 35:34). Although one can also observe a certain objectification of the Jftn idea in
the writings influenced by P, the connection with Yahweh's .ikn never completely re-

cedes. Thus some passages refer to the Jftn associated with the Tent of Meeting (Lev.

l6:16; Josh. l8:1 hiphil). Whereas the basic writing still takes as its point of departure

the dynamic presence of the "cloud" above the sanctuary (Ex. 40:35), the .ikn of that
cloud later appears only as a signal for encampment (Nu. 9:17-18,22; l0:12). This us-

age should not in any case be understood as a sign of any conscious devaluation of
Yahweh's .itn, which quite to the contrary came to impressive expression in the Jewish

Shekinah theology and in the Logos hymn's incarnational statement "and the Word be-

came flesh and lived among us" (Jn. l:14).

lY. l. LXX. The LXX does not translate the vb. .ikn consistently. The most frequent
translations are kntaskenortn (or skEnoiln), katoiketn (or paroikein and oikein) and

44. With Dumermuth, 63-66; Weippert,9l-92.
45. So correctly Lohfink, 314.
46. Janowski, 172-73.
47. Ibid., 183.
48. See ibid., 184-85.
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anapailein. A great many other renderings occur only once or twice. The only transla-
tion for idldn occtring more than once is geitdn, "neighbor."

2. Qumran. The root.i/cn occurs approximately 20 times in the Qumran writings, 14

in I IQT alone. All the latter refer to the dwelling of God or of his name in the temple
(byt), the sanctuary (mqdi), the city ('yr), in the midst of his people, or - 

picking up
Dtn terminology - at the place he will choose (29:3,8; 45:12,13,14; 46:4,12;
47:ll,l8;51:7;53:9;56:5; 60:13). This dwelling also sanctifies the city (cf. 47:3-4,
wh'yr 'sr 'qdi likn .imy). The prayer in 4Q508 2, I probably also alludes to God's
dwelling among his people. The statement in 4Q504 6, 9 likely also derives from the
language of prayer: "so we dwell apart and are not reckoned among the nations" (.itzw
bdd wbgwym lw'ntfiib).In describing the movements of the divine beings, 4Q405 20-
22,12-13 posits.i&n ard'md parallel (biwkny'mwdw;dependenceonEzk. l0:17ora
combination of Ezk. l0:17 and Ps. 68:17-19[16-tS12+e;. 4QTest 24 par. 4Q379 22,II,
l0 interprets Josh. 6:26 in unclear allusions to contemporary events: "a man of Belial
has risen to become a fowler's net to his people and a cause of destruction to all his
neighbors (iknywf'

GArg

49. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 318-19.
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